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PREFACE

PREFACE
This volume contains the Technical Programme of the papers accepted for
presentation at the VII International Conference on Computational Methods
for Coupled Problems in Science and Engineering, COUPLED PROBLEMS
2017 (12 - 14 June 2017, Rhodes Island, Greece).
The previous five editions of this conference were held on the islands of Santorini
(Greece) on 25-28 May 2005, Ibiza (Spain) on 21-23 May 2007, Ischia (Italy) on
8-11 June 2009, Kos (Greece) on 20-22 June 2011, Ibiza (Spain) on June 17 – 19
June 2013 and on San Servolo, Venice, Italy on May 18 - 20 2015.
The objectives of COUPLED PROBLEMS 2017 are to present and discuss state
of the art, mathematical models, numerical methods and computational
techniques for solving coupling problems of multidisciplinary character in science
and engineering. The conference goal is to make a step forward in the formulation
and solution of real life problems with a multidisciplinary vision, accounting for all
the complex couplings involved in the physical description of the problem.
The conference is one of the Thematic Conferences of the European Community
on Computational Methods in Applied Sciences (ECCOMAS) and a Special
Interest Conference of the International Association for Computational Mechanics
(IACM).
The conference is jointly organized by the National Technical University of Athens
(Greece), the International Centre for Numerical Methods in Engineering (CIMNE)
of the Technical University of Catalonia (UPC) and the Department of Civil,
Environmental and Architectural Engineering (DICEA), of the University of Padova
(Italy).
The organizers would like to thank the authors for submitting their contributions
and for their respect of the deadlines. Special thanks go to the colleagues who
contributed to the organization of the 26 Invited Sessions in the fields of the
Conference, and to the colleagues of international prestige that accepted the
invitation to address a Plenary Lecture.
Manolis Papadrakakis

Eugenio Oñate

Institute of Structural
International Center for
Numerical Methods in
Analysis & Antiseismic
Engineering (CIMNE)
Research
National Technical
Univ. Politècnica de
University Athens, Greece
Catalunya (UPC),
Barcelona, Spain
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Abstract. In this study we aim at demonstrating that kinetic consistent magneto gas
dynamic algorithms are a valid for the computation of the dynamics of incompressible
conductive flows. We obtain numerical solutions for the test problems, namely the laminar
flow inside a wall-driven cavity and a magnetic driven pump. We show that kinetic
consistent algorithms have a high stability in the solution of convection-dominated flows,
due to a correct physical modeling of the fluid viscosity and to the possibility of tuning
appropriate regularization terms on the basis of the physical properties of the fluid. We
show that the kinetic consistent approach offers a stable basis for a correct physical
description of the shear viscosity, thermal conduction and electric resistivity effects in
incompressible magneto hydrodynamics flows.

1

INTRODUCTION

Recently many important critical technical applications are based on the magnetohydrodynamic principles. The magnetohydrodynamic pumping (MHP) of electrically con1
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ductive fluid is of growing interest for many industrial applications requiring precise flow
control, especially in the critical conditions, enabling to break the flow or reverse flow
direction without any moving parts or mechanical devices. Today, different MHD pump
systems are widely used in many metal melting environments such as, among others,
extrusion billet casting, metal refinery for transporting molten metals, liquid metal circulation for alloys production. These pumps have many advantages over the mechanical
pumps including precise flow control, reduced energy consumption and less dross formation.
In the recent publications of the authors [1, 2], using a complex statistical distribution
function and kinetic consistent scheme, it was investigated the effective numerical algorithm for the parallel high performance computing systems for the solution of the magneto
gas dynamic problems. In [2] the results were presented of the mathematical modeling of
the accretion processes of interstellar matter on the compact massive astrophysical object.
We investigated the three dimensional system of differential equations including he three
dimensional equation of the magnetic induction with the magnetic viscosity.
The goal of the present study is the extension of the proposed kinetic consistent magneto gas dynamic algorithms, efficient with numerical computations on the detailed space
mesh, more than 109 cells, for the mathematical modeling of the conducting incompressible liquid flows.
In common approaches the algorithms of mathematical modeling of incompressible
liquids are dramatically different from viscous heat conductive magneto gas dynamics algorithms. The present study, based on the ”equivalence” of the gases with Mach numbers
less then 0.1, investigated the possibility of using the method of magneto gas dynamics
with minimal changes for the mathematical modeling of the incompressible conductive
liquid flow.
2

Mathematical Model

The sound speed in liquids is significantly higher then in gases. Taking into account
that in technological systems the characteristic velocities is of the order of few meters per
second the condition
U ≤ 0.1M
(1)
is fully satisfied.
The state equation (artificial) can be formulated as
P = P0 + β(ρ − ρ0 )

(2)

where the parameter β should define the condition of strong changes of the pressure with
smallest changes in density.

2
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In this conditions the kinetic consistent system of equations is :
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∂
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On the left-hand side of the system of Eqs. 3-6 we retrieve the ideal magneto gas dynamics
fluxes, which are extensively expressed in the first three terms of Eq. 12. The respective
fluxes are the momentum, heat and magnetic field flux of the ideal magneto gas dynamics.
On the right-hand side of the system of Eqs. 3-6 we obtain additional dissipative terms.
We have shown in [2] that the leading dissipative terms correspond to the Navier-Stokes
and the physical resistivity, the additional dissipative terms being a smaller order computational stabiliser. The respective fluxes are extensively expressed in the last three terms
of Eq. 12. They are the Navier-Stokes momentum and thermal flux and the additional
magnetic flux due to the finite resistivity. We note here that, in comparison with the
dissipative fluxes proposed in [2], the correction of O(M a2 ) are neglected, as we deal with
low Mach number M a problems in this study.

3
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3
3.1

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Lid driven cavity

This test is presented in [4, 5]. Here we use the same normalized units thereby defined
for a better comparison of the results. A cavity filled in with fluid is defined on the
two-dimensional domain [0, 1] × [0, 1]. At the initial time the fluid is at rest, its density is
constant and equal to ρ0 = 1, its pressure is constant and equal to p0 = γ −1 M a−2 . The
Mach number M a = 0.15 and the adiabatic constant γ = 1.4 are used. The magnetic field
is absent. The simulation is performed with different numbers of the Reynolds number
Re = 400, 1000, 3400. The chosen set of parameters defines the fluid viscosity and the
thermal conductivity:
Ma · c
µ
µ=
k=
(13)
Re
γ−1

where c is the thermal velocity of the fluid c = γp/ρ. The value of τ in the kinetic
algorithm is:
µ
h
τ = +α
(14)
p
c
where h is the mesh size. The computational domain is divided into a mesh of 128 × 128
cells in order to provide a direct comparison with [4]. The boundary conditions are open
for all variables, except for the velocity, which is set to 0 on the x = 0, x = 1, z = 0
borders and to 1 on the z = 1 border.
Although this numerical example does not include the magnetic field, it provides a solid
and well-established test for the gas dynamic components of the kinetic algorithm. The
solution presents in fact a regular turbulent structure, with vortexes at a position and size
confirmed by a large number of theoretical and experimental studies. In comparison with
the traditional approaches [4], the set of kinetic consistent equations used in this study
includes the density continuity equation and the energy dissipation. We like to show that
the incompressibility of the fluid follows from the physical property of the fluid at a low
Mach number.
The simulation is run until the steady state is reached, a time at which the density
and the streamlines of the velocity field are calculated and the results are shown on
Fig. 1–Fig. 3.
In the three cases under examination, the density keeps its initial constant value within
a 5% tolerance, which defines a small level of compressibility due to the set of equations
used. The velocity streamlines are consistent with the expectations in []. The central
vortex is moving closer to the center with increasing Reynold number. At Re = 400,
besides the central vortex, two additional vortexes on the lower corners appear. Their
size increases with higher Reynold number. In addition the appearance of a vortex on the
top left corner for the higher Reynold number Re = 3200 guarantees the correctness of
the kinetic consistent equations used in this study.

4
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Figure 1: Density (left) and streamlines of the velocity field (right) of the lid driven cavity problem with
Re = 400.

3.2

Lid driven cavity with liquid sodium

As a second test we repeat the lid-driven cavity test proposed in the previous section
using the physical parameters and units for the description of the behavior of liquid
sodium. A cavity of size 0.3 m×0.3 m is filled in with liquid sodium. At the initial
time the liquid metal is at rest, with initial density ρ0 = 874 Kg/m3 and temperature
T = 600◦ K. The magnetic field is absent.
The upper lid is moving with a velocity of 2 m/s, which defines a Mach number of
0.005. This is a typical value of the stream velocity of liquid metal systems.
The liquid sodium viscosity and thermal conductivity are calculated with the empirical
formulation from tabulated data [6]:


556.835
µ = exp −6.4406 − 0.3958 log T +
(15)
T
k = −124.67 − 0.11381T + 5.5226 × 10−5 T 2 − 1.1842 × 10−8 T 3

(16)

The value of τ in the kinetic algorithm is calculated as in Eq. 14.
The computational domain is decomposed into 128×128 cells, the mesh size being then
h = 2.34375 mm. As above the boundary conditions are open for all variables, except for
the velocity, which is set to 0 on the x = 0, x = 1, z = 0 borders and to 2 m/s on the
z = 1 border.
Although also this test does not include the magnetic field, it is a necessary step for
the evaluation of the modeling performance. We aim at showing that, using a more
realistic set of parameters for the description of the liquid sodium, the structure of the
streamlines of the velocity field assumes specific features, which can not be easily included
5
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Figure 2: Density (left) and streamlines of the velocity field (right) of the lid driven cavity problem with
Re = 1000.

in the previous lid-driven cavity normalized problem. Moreover as before the set of kinetic
consistent equations used in this study includes the density continuity equation and the
energy dissipation. We like to show that the non compressibility of the liquid sodium
follows from the physical property of the fluid at a low Mach number.
In Fig. 4 we show the solution at time t = 1s. Although it is far from the steady
state, the vortex structure inset is clearly visible. We plan to extend the simulation to
further time, in order to study the vortex structure at the steady state. The density is
constant, with the exception of the points at the edges of the lid, which are well-known
as discontinuity points in this test. Thus also the compressible-fluid approximation of the
solution is preserved at initial times by the kinetic consistent set of equations used in the
calculation.
3.3

Liquid sodium flow in pipe with magnetohydrodynamic pump

In this third numerical test we include the magnetic field for the simulation of a prototype of a liquid sodium magnetic pump pipe. This problem arises in the cooling systems
of high-density thermal power, which require fluids with high thermal conductivity, such
as liquid metals. Electromagnetic pumps are used in liquid metal flow control in cooling
systems. The operation of the electromagnetic pump used for the flow control is based
on the Faraday principle, where the electric current and the magnetic field interaction
generates the magnetic driving force which produces the metallic fluid flow [7]. This type
of equipment can control a high conductivity liquid metal flow in a close circuit and facilitates natural circulation in the event of failures or accidents, which is highly convenient
for the safety of nuclear reactors.
In this simulation a 2-dimensional pipe with dimensions 0.3 m×0.1 m is filled with liquid
6
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Figure 3: Density (left) and streamlines of the velocity field (right) of the lid driven cavity problem with
Re = 3400.

sodium. At the initial time the liquid metal is at rest, with initial density ρ0 = 878 Kg/m3
and temperature T = 600◦ K. In the first portion of the pipe, at x < 0.1 m, an external
current is placed, with direction perpendicular to the pipe and strength I = 800 A. In
the same portion of the pipe and initial magnetic field directed along the y-axis is placed,
with strength B = 0.05 T. These magnetic field and current provide the driving force of
the liquid meal flow.
Border conditions are open for all variables at all boundaries, with the exception of the
velocity, which is set to 0 at the upper and lower boundaries. The liquid sodium viscosity
and thermal conductivity are calculated with the empirical formulation from tabulated
data [6] as in Eq. 15 and Eq. 16. The resistivity is calculated also from tabulated data:

µb = −9.9141 + 8.2022 × 10−2 T − 1.3215 × 10−4 T 2 + 1.7272 × 10−7 T 3

−9.0265 × 10−11 T 4 + 1.9553 × 10−14 T 5 × 10−8
(17)

The results of the numerical modeling are shown on Fig. 5 at a time t = 10 ms.
Following the magnetic force induced by the magnetic field and he current, a flow is
organized in the pipe. The profile of the velocity flow is shown on Fig. 6 and is in agreement
with a laminar flow hypothesis. The velocity flow has a maximum strength of 2.5 m/s in
the center of the pipe. The density is uniform within a tolerance of 3%, which provides
also the magnitude of the compressible liquid approximation in the kinetic consistent
equations used in this study. The magnetic field lines are distorted and smoothed, as as
result of the interaction with the produced flow and of the liquid sodium resistivity.
This test is the first successful step for the demonstration of the use of the kinetic
consistent magneto gas dynamics equations in the modeling of the magnetic pump flow
for liquid metals.
7
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Figure 4: Density (left) and streamlines of the velocity field (right) of the lid driven cavity problem for
liquid sodium at time t=1s .

4

CONCLUSIONS

Kinetic consistent model previously is used for the mathematical modeling of the ionized gases, can be successfully used for the mathematical modelling of the incompressive
conducting liquid flow (magnetohydrodynamic problems). Proposed algorithm is inportant for mathematical modelling of the processes in number of the inportant technological
systems at parallel high performance computing systems.
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Figure 5: Density, magnetic field and velocity of the liquid sodium magnetic pump pipe problem at
t=10 ms.
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Abstract. In this paper we study a simplified mathematical model representative of
air-sea coupling. This model incorporates parameterizations of the turbulent boundary
layers as used in realistic models. We show that even if simple equations like the onedimensional stationary heat equation are considered the presence of parameterizations
renders the problem extremly complex to study and the unicity of solutions is no longer
guaranteed. We motivate and describe a coupling algorithm which ensures that a unique
physically sound solution is obtained.

1

INTRODUCTION

The use of fully coupled ocean-atmosphere models has become widespread in recent
years. Historically limited to global climate studies, such models are now routinely used
for regional and coastal applications. There is yet no systematic studies carefully investigating the formulation of atmospheric and oceanic coupled models including the interplay
between numerical and physical aspects. Proper representation of air-sea interactions in
such models cover a large range of issues: parameterization of atmospheric and oceanic
boundary layers, estimation of air-sea fluxes, time-space numerical schemes, non conforming grids, coupling algorithms... Several coupling methods, whose precise contents,
theoretical justification and stability properties are often somewhat difficult to compare
precisely, are presently used in actual applications [1, 2]. In this context, our objective
is to study more systematically the numerical properties of coupling algorithms used for
practical applications to clarify their merits and flaws and establish more robust methods.
1
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The oceanic and atmospheric models must rely on parameterization schemes to account
for unresolved scales. Those parameterizations are essential to maintain a reasonable
level of plausibility of the numerical solutions, but their mathematical formulation is
often devised empirically and can impair the regularity of the associated solutions (e.g.
[3]). Moreover, sub-grid scales parameterization schemes used for representing the oceanic
and atmospheric boundary layers and for computing the turbulent components of air-sea
fluxes are generally developed independently, without any guarantee regarding the wellposedness of the overall coupled problem. This latter aspect will be specifically addressed
in this paper using a simplified mathematical model representative of most of the delicacies
arising in air-sea coupling problems. We propose to analyze the so-called coupled Ekman
boundary layer problem. Several aspects of this problem have already been studied in
[4, 5]. In the present study we extend these works by incorporating parameterizations of
the turbulent boundary layers as used in realistic models.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates and introduces the coupled
problem under insterest. Theoretical mathematical results are presented in Section 3 to
emphasize how the parameterization schemes could alter the well-posedness of the coupled
problem. Finally, Section 4 describes a consistent coupling algorithm and numerical
results are shown to illustrate some of the aspects previously discussed.
2

THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Most state-of-the-art atmospheric and oceanic models solve the stratified Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes equations (in the following we will note · the Reynolds averaging
operator) with possibly additional simplifying assumptions like the hydrostatic, Boussinesq or so-called traditional assumptions. Due to the complexity of those equations, it
is customary to work with simplified equations sets to focus on specific problems. In
particular, studies of turbulent mixing traditionally rely on the horizontal homogeneity
assumption (i.e. ∂x = ∂y = 0) and neglect vertical advection which is considered a small
effect compared to vertical mixing in the vicinity of the air-sea interface [6, 7]. For this
preliminary study, we also assume the absence of stratification (i.e. potential temperature,
seawater salinity and air humidity are held constant).
2.1

The coupled Ekman layer problem

We define two subdomains Ωa =]za1 ; za∞ [ and Ωo =]zo∞ ; zo1 [ with 0 < za1 < za∞ and
zo∞ < zo1 < 0 as well as a time interval [0,T ]. Under the various assumptions presented so
far, the problem of interest reads, for a given initial condition,

in Ωa × [0, T ]
 ∂t ua − f k × (ua − uga ) + ∂z wa ua  = 0,
ua (z = za∞ , t) = uga ,
in [0, T ]
(2.1)

 
1
 
1
ρa wa ua  (z = za , t) = ρo wo uo  (z = zo , t), in [0, T ]
2
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in Ωo × [0, T ]
 ∂t uo − f k × (uo − ugo ) + ∂z wo uo  = 0,
∞
g
uo (z = zo , t) = uo ,
in [0, T ]

 
1
 
1
ρo wo uo  (z = zo , t) = ρa wa ua  (z = za , t), in [0, T ]

(2.2)

where uα = (uα,x , uα,y ), (α = o, a) is the horizontal velocity vector in the fluid of density
ρα , ugα corresponds to a prescribed large-scale geostrophic forcing, wα is the vertical
velocity fluctuation, f represents the Coriolis frequency associated to earth rotation and
k is a unit vector in the vertical direction. In (2.1) and (2.2) the terms in the form wα uα 
are the vertical components of the Reynolds stress tensor associated to turbulent subgrid scales fluctuations. Coupled problem (2.1-2.2) corresponds to the so-called Ekman
equations which are for instance often used to study the wind-driven motions in the ocean.
To fully define the problem under investigation, additional closure assumptions need to
be made to express the wα uα  terms.
2.2

Closure assumptions

This section introduces parameterizations to express wa ua  (z, t) in the atmospheric
boundary layer, wo uo  (z, t) in the oceanic boundary layer and wα uα  in the surface
layer (i.e. in ΩΓ =]zo1 , za1 [).
2.2.1

Surface layer parameterization

In the absence of stratification the turbulent flow in the vicinity of the air-sea interface
is given by a classical law of the wall which stipulates that the velocity is proportional to
the logarithm of the distance from the interface :
u∗a
r
ua (z) = ua (za ) +
ln (z/zar ) eτ ,
for z ∈]zar , za1 [
(2.3)
κ
∗
u
for z ∈]zo1 , zor [
(2.4)
uo (z) = uo (zor ) − o ln (z/zor ) eτ ,
κ
with u∗α a friction velocity, κ the von Karman constant, zr,α the roughness lengths to be
1
defined delimiting a viscous sublayer, and eτ a unit vector in the direction of uz0a =
ua (za1 ) − ua (0) (= ua (za1 ) − uo (0)). The Reynolds stress component in the surface layer is
given by
wα uα  = −(u∗α )2 eτ

where u∗α is computed thanks to (2.3) and (2.4) using atmospheric and oceanic inputs at
z = za1 and z = zo1 . The roughness lengths are
zar (u∗a ) = a

νa
u∗a 2
+ b ∗,
g
ua

zor = −

u∗o r
z
u∗a a

(2.5)

which is derived from [8], where a, b, g and νa are all known constants. The condition on
zor ensures the C 1 character of the solution profiles at the crossing of the interface z = 0,
assuming the wind stress τ = ρa (u∗α )2 eτ is constant in the surface layer, and that the
solution has constant vertical gradient in ]zor , zar [.
3
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2.2.2

Boundary layer parameterization

Considering that turbulence acts as mixing, the usual closure assumption used in the
overwhelming majority of numerical models is
wα uα  (z) = −να ∂z uα
where να is a flow-dependent turbulent viscosity. In the absence of stratification, a typical
way of computing να , based on the so-called K-profile parameterization (KPP), is given
in [7] :

|z|


c := 0.7, κ := 0.41, σ := α ∗


hpbl (uα )



∗
∗2
cu
cκu
α
να (u∗α , z) =
G (σ) H (1 − σ) + ναm
where hαpbl (u∗α ) := α , PBL height

|f |
|f |



G(σ) := σ(1 − σ)2



H Heaviside
(2.6)
where ναm is a background value to ensure that να will remain strictly positive. In each
medium, the KPP scheme predicts a parabolic profile of να between the air-sea interface
and the PBL (Planetary Boundary Layer) height hαpbl whereas να is constant outside the
PBL i.e. between hαpbl and zα∞ .
2.3

The coupled Ekman layer problem including turbulent parametrizations

Putting all the different pieces together, we end up with the following coupled problem

in Ωa × [0, T ]
 ∂t ua − f k × (ua − uga ) − ∂z (νa (u∗a , f, z)∂z ua ) = 0,
∞
g
ua (z = za , t) = ua ,
in [0, T ]

ρa νa ∂z ua (z = za1 , t) = ρa (u∗a (t))2 eτ
(2.7)

g
∗
in Ωo × [0, T ]
 ∂t uo − f k × (uo − uo ) + ∂z (νo (uo , f, z)∂z uo ) = 0,
uo (z = zo∞ , t) = ugo ,
in [0, T ]
(2.8)

1
∗
2
ρo νo ∂z uo (z = zo , t) = ρo (uo (t)) eτ

where the way to evaluate u∗α is given in §2.2.1. Note that existing studies of this problem
often consider simplified physics where the turbulent viscosities are held constant. Here,
we aim at studying the mathematical properties of this coupled problem to assess the
impact of taking into account all the complexity of the turbulent parameterizations.
3

SOME MATHEMATICAL RESULTS

From (2.7)-(2.8) we expect that the main difficulties in the mathematical analysis will
be related to the ’mixing’ term ∂z (να ∂z uα ). We, thus, focus our theoretical work on this
particular term assuming stationarity and absence of rotation (i.e. f = 0) to make an
analytical study tractable.
4
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3.1

Analytic determination of the coupled solution

Thanks to § 2.2.1 and § 2.2.2, we can clearly subdivide our problem into different layers
reflecting different behaviors of the solution (see also Fig. 1) :
• Outside the PBL (i.e. for z > hapbl ) the viscosity is constant meaning that the flow
is not affected by the presence of the air-sea interface (this is the so-called ”free
atmosphere”). The solution thus behaves as
z ∈]hapbl (u∗ ); za∞ [

2
∂zz
ua = 0,

• In the PBL (i.e. for za1 < z < hapbl ) we define the KPP-A region where the solution
satisfies

∂z (νa (u∗a , z)∂z ua ) = 0,
z ∈]za1 , hapbl [
(3.1)
νa ∂z ua (z = za1 ) = (u∗a )2 eτ
• In the surface log-layer (i.e. for zar < z < za1 ) named LL-A region, the vertical
gradients are constant and given by (the solution is thus controlled by the jump
1
ua zzaar = ua (za1 ) − ua (zar ))
∂z ua =

u∗a
eτ ,
κz

z ∈]zar , za1 [

which is equivalent to having νa = κu∗a z.
• In the viscous sublayer, referred to as VSL-A region (i.e. for 0 < z < zar ), we assume
a linear evolution of the solution since
u∗a
∂z ua = r eτ ,
κza

z ∈]0, zar [

Same applies on the oceanic side by replacing u∗a by u∗o as illustrated by figure
 1. Note that
the continuity of the momentum flux at the interface implies that u∗o = ρa /ρo u∗a = λu∗a
with λ ≈ 3/100. The stationary solution is thus function of the value of u∗a (which is a
function of us = ua (z = 0) and u1 = ua (z = za1 )) which itself depends on the external
∞
boundary conditions (u∞
α = uα (z = zα )). To reflect this dependency, we define the
Ekman planetary boundary function FE as such:
FE : R+ → R2
∞
u∗a → u∞
a − uo
where u∗a is directly linked to u1 and us by the following relation
2

κ
∗ 2
2
u1 − us 2
(ua ) = CD u1 − us  =
ln(za1/zar )
5
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(3.2)

2
∂zz
u=0
a
∗
∼ 103 m –hpbl (u )

∂z [νa (u∗ , z) ∂z u] = 0

u∗ ıθτ
e
κzar

0–

∼ −10
∼

−5

o,r
m –z0 (u∗ )

−1m –zo1

∂z u = −

λu u∗ ıθτ
e
κzor

∂z u = −

λu u∗ ıθτ
e
κz

[νo (λu u∗ , zo ) ∂z u]zo = (λu u∗ )2 eıθτ
∂z [νo (λu u∗ , z) ∂z u] = 0

∼ −30m –hopbl (λu u∗ )
∞

∼ −102 m –zo

2
∂zz
u=0

planetary boundary layer

∂z u =

a,r
∗
∼ 10−4 m –z0 (u )

surface layer

u∗ ıθτ
e
κz

LL-O VSL-O VSL-A
viscous sublayer

∂z u =

LL-A

[νa (u∗ , za ) ∂z u]za1 = u∗2 eıθ

KPP-O

∼ 10m –za1

KPP-A

external constraint:
u(za∞ ) = ug

free
ocean

z
∞
∼ 3 × 10 m –za
3

free
atmosphere
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external constraint:
u(zo∞ ) = u∞
o = 0

Figure 1: Sublayers for the Ekman problem, illustrating the dependencies on the u∗ scale.
with CD a drag coefficient and zar is the roughness length defined in (2.5). Expression
(3.2) directly arises from the application of the law of the wall (2.3)-(2.4) in the surface
layer.
Since we do not consider the Coriolis term, in the remaining we decide for simplicity
to align our local plane in the direction of eτ so that we only have to consider one
component of the velocity vector (uα = (uα , 0)) instead of two. Next step is to find an
explicit expression for the function FE . Knowing that on each subdomain the solution
satisfies να (z, u∗α )∂z uα = (u∗α )2 we easily find that on the atmospheric side

 r
 za∞
 za∞
 za1
 hapbl
za
dz
dz
dz
dz
+
+
+
(∂z ua )dz = ua (za∞ )−us = (u∗a )2
,
r
∗
∗
∗
κza ua
νa (z, ua )
νam
zar κzua
za1
ha
0
0
pbl
same rationale applies on the oceanic side to determine analytically us − uo (zo∞ ). Taking
the sum of the atmospheric and oceanic solutions and explicitly computing the integrals

6
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on the right hand side, we end up with an expression for the operator FE

FE,LL
FE,V SL
 
 





∗ 
1
1
z
z
u

a
o
+ λln
FE (u∗a ) = ua (za∞ ) − uo (zo∞ ) = a  1 + λ + ln
κ 
zar (u∗a )
−λzar (u∗a )



za∞ − hpbl (u∗a ) hpbl (λu∗a ) + zo∞ 

a
∗
o
∗
+ IKP
(u
+
−
)
+
I
(λu
)

P
a
KP P
a
m
m
ν
ν

a
o

 



FE,KP P

FE,free

(3.3)
corresponding to the integral of the inverse of the parabolic KPP
where the terms
viscosity profiles are explicit and analytical functions of (u∗α ) not given here for simplicity.
The different terms in the right hand side are arranged to respectively match the viscous
sublayer (VSL), the surface log-layer (LL), the PBL viscosity given by the K-profile parameterization (KPP) and the free atmosphere/ocean where the viscosity corresponds to
the molecular viscosity and is thus independent of the state of the air-sea interface. ∞
Our objective is now to determine whether (3.3) is invertible, i.e. given uzzao∞ =
ua (za∞ ) − uo (zo∞ ) ∈ R+ , is there a scale u∗ such that (3.3) is satisfied? Is this scale unique?
α
IKP
P,

3.2

Unicity of the solution

We start by imposing a simple constraint on the value of zα∞ to ensure that these
values are larger than the planetary boundary layer thickness (i.e. za∞ > cu∗a /|f |, zo∞ <
−λcu∗a /|f |, with c introduced in (2.6)) which is always the case in numerical codes where
the the PBL thickness is systematically limited respectively by the total depth of the
ocean and the maximum height in the atmospheric model. In an equivalent way, for
given values zα∞ , this contraint is satisfied as long as the friction velocity u∗a is bounded
by u∗m = min {za∞ |f |/c, (−zo∞ )|f |/c}. For properly chosen values of zα∞ , Figure 2a shows
the contributions from the various vertical layers to the final value of FE as a function of
u∗a . It is not surprising to see that the main contribution comes from the layer with small
background viscosity since the inverse of the viscosity appears directly in the right-handside of (3.3). More importantly, the dashed black line in figure 2b shows that the function
FE is not injective since two distinct values u∗1 and u∗2 of u∗a can lead to the same value
∞
of FE ; FE (u∗1 ) = FE (u∗2 ) = u∞
a − uo . This lack of invertibility is due to the contribution
of the free ocean/atmosphere which is the only contribution that is not monotonically
increasing with increasing u∗a (Fig. 2b). Indeed, using the notations introduced in (3.3)
we can easily show that
∂u∗a FE,V L = 2/κ > 0, ∀u∗a ∈ R+
∂u∗a FE,LL > 0
∀u∗a ∈]0; u∗max [, u∗max ≈ 30m s−1
∂u∗a FE,KP P > 0
∀u∗a ∈ R+
7
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∂z u dz
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0.0
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0
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∂z u dz (ms−1 )
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0.6
∗
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KPP
free
0.8

−104
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0.0
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LL
0.2

−1

KPP
free
0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

u∗ (ms−1 )

u (ms )

(a) FE

(b) ∂u∗ [FE ]

Figure 2: Different contributions in the FE operator (a) and ∂u∗ [FE ] (b), using the sub1
division described in (3.3). Here, the maximum value for uz0a is 20 m s−1 , leading to
u∗m ∼ 0.7ms−1 , through equation (3.2). The colored lines represent the different contributions from all four types of sublayers; the dashed black line being their sum, which are
∞
1
1
o
−4 2 −1
a
o
2
respectively |u∞
a | and ∂u∗ |ua |. Here, za = 10m, zo = −3m, νm = 10 m s , νm = νm /λ ,
1
za∞ = 1.1 × hpbl (u∗a (uz0a = 20m s−1 )) and zo∞ = −λza∞ .
which means that ∀u∗a ≤ u∗max we will systematically get that ∂u∗ FE ≥ ∂u∗ FE,free . Note
that the value of u∗max is unrealistically large, such large values of u∗a are not expected
to occur in realistic simulations even in the case of extreme events like tropical cyclones
meaning that the special case u∗a ≥ u∗max does not have to be considered here. If we now
note u∗b (resp. u∗b,free ) the only nonzero root of ∂u∗a FE (resp. ∂u∗a FE,free ) we get from (3.4)
that u∗b ≥ u∗b,free . Moreover, we can analytically find
u∗b,free



∞
2|f | za∞
2 zo
−λ m .
=
3c νam
νo

(3.5)

As a consequence, as long as u∗ stays within the bounds ]0, u∗b,free [ invertibility of the
function FE is guaranteed and the solution of the associated coupled problem is unique.
The strategy is then to choose (za∞ , zo∞ ) so that u∗a is guaranteed to be in ]0; u∗b,free [. We
introduce in the following section a coupling algorithm specifically built to enforce this
constraint.
4

THE COUPLING ALGORITHM

This section will first describe the algorithm used for the coupling of the Ekman layers,
before presenting numerical results. The objective of this algorithm is to properly select
the altitude za∞ and the depth zo∞ at which the external data are provided to ensure a
physically sound solution. In practice za∞ and zo∞ can indeed be considered as degrees
8
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of freedom as soon as they are located outside the boundary layers i.e. far from the
influence of the interface. Once za∞ and zo∞ are chosen we can then extract the boundary
conditions ua (za∞ ) and uo (zo∞ ) from a three-dimensional simulation before starting the
coupling process for the planetary boundary layers. With this methodology we avoid
coupling the entire atmospheric and oceanic model by only modifying the region of the
solution that it is influenced by the coupling and leaving unchanged the solution in the
free ocean and free atmosphere. This approach is expected to enable a substantial gain
in efficiency while ensuring unicity of the solution.
4.1

Description

The objective of the algorithm is basically to invert the FE operator, as described in
(3.3), avoiding convergence toward a non-physically acceptable solution. We suggest here
simple fixed point iterations.
Initialization step :
1. Select a maximum allowed value u∗max such that the expected solution u∗a ∈ [0, u∗max ].
2. From u∗max , compute za∞ and zo∞ to ensure unicity of the solution. Using (3.5), the
idea is to choose za∞ and zo∞ such that u∗max = u∗b,free and zo∞ = −λza∞ .
3. Select the values ua (za∞ ) et uo (zo∞ ) for the external boundary conditions.
Fixed point iterations :
The purpose is to create a sequence (u∗k )k∈N such that u∗k −→ u∗sol , with u∗sol the unique
∞
∗
fixed point, only using u∞
a and uo as inputs. uk=0 can be taken arbitrarily as long as
u∗k=0 ≤ u∗max is satisfied. Then, an iterative loop begins
(i) From the u∗k scale, compute all the integrals in the FE function (3.3). Also compute
r
its gradient with regard to u∗k , ∂u∗ [FE ] u∗ . Compute za,k
from u∗k via (2.5) and
k
r
r
zo,k
= −λza,k
.
(ii) Compute

(iii) Assess

za1
u0,k

= u

za∞
zo∞




∗
1
z
u
a
− FE (u∗k ) + k 1 + ln
r
κ
za,k

CD,k =



κ
  r 
1
ln za za,k

2

(iv) Convergence is supposed to be reached when (4.1) and (4.2) satisfy:


 za1 2
u∗k 2 ≈ CD,k × u0,k

9
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Figure 3: Results obtained with the algorithm described in Section 4.1. This figure shows
1
za1
the relative error between the input | uz0a | and the iterated values | u0,k
|, computed
through (4.1). Each line represents a different iteration. Here, zo1 = −3 m, za1 = 10 m.
up to an arbitrary numerical precision. If (4.3) is not satisfied, then go back to (i)
with

za1
∗
CD,k
|
−
u
|
u
k
0,k
(4.4)
u∗k+1 = u∗k +
0
∂u∗ [FE ] u∗
k

4.2

Numerical results

Figure 3 illustrates that following the procedure described above, convergence toward
a physically acceptable solution is obtained in a few iterations. Generally speaking a
fast convergence is expected for air-sea coupling problems because of the large jump in
densities between the ocean and the atmosphere. Indeed one component (the atmosphere)
is very fast and adjusts itself quickly to the slow component (the ocean).
5

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper we have introduced a coupled Ekman layer problem, emphasizing the
influence of the underlying turbulent parameterizations and closure assumptions on the
unicity of the solutions. Thanks to a thorough mathematical analysis of the coupled
problem we have been able to propose a simple procedure which guarantees that a unique
physically sound solution is obtained. The work presented here should be interpreted
as a first step toward building satisfactory coupling algorithms for Ekman layers (and
possibly stratified Ekman layers). Using the formalism introduced here, our objective is
to progressively discard restrictive hypotheses, namely:
1. Incorporating effects due of the Coriolis force. This would change the mathematical
structure of the problem, as the solution profiles in the KPP-layers could not simply
10
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be expressed thanks to an invariant gradient, as in (3.1). Incorporating Coriolis
effects would mean solving a Sturm-Liouville problem with complex coefficients, for
which there are mathematical results of existence and unicity [9]; however, obtaining
analytical results at a continuous level is expected to become much more tedious.
2. Taking fluid stratification into account, ie. considering a non-constant temperature T as a prognostic variable. A consequence is that the parameterizations of
the boundary layers and of air-sea fluxes will become much more complicated to
analyze since they greatly depend on the stability of the air/water column (i.e. if
the temperature is decreasing or increasing with altitude/depth).
3. Further investigating the impact of the viscous sublayer parameterization. State
of art surface layer parameterizations typically assume that given the thinness of
viscous sublayers, uα can be considered as constant in this region. While this is
numerically accurate, we believe that including the viscous layer influence in the
air-sea flux parameterizations should systematically be done within the log-layer, for
ensuring the self-consistency of the coupling problem at a continuous level. Indeed,
not including the viscous
sublayer leads to a friction velocity of the form (3.2), i.e.


za1 
∗2
ua = CD × ua zar , while, following pioneering mathematical results [10], the
jump in wind speed should be taken from z = 0 and not from z = zar . The drag
coefficient CD in (3.2) can be rewritten as:
  
κ
√
= ln za1 zar + γV L
(5.1)
CD
where γV L should incorporate viscous layer parameterization effects. Our choice of
assuming constant vertical gradient in the viscous layer leads to γV L = 1.

4. Study the time-dependent problem, ie. reintroduce the ∂t u term to the equations
of the Ekman layer problem.
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Abstract. Interpolation based on radial basis functions (RBF) is a standard data mapping method used in multi-physics coupling. It works on scattered data without requiring
additional mesh topology or neighborhood information of support points. However, system matrices of the equations for the coefficients tend to be ill-conditioned. In this work,
we illustrate the problem by a simple example and discuss possible remedies. Furthermore,
we investigate the numerical performance of this method on uniform and non-uniform
meshes with a particular focus on the coupling of black-box components where typically
no information about the underlying discretization can be extracted. Radial basis function interpolation usually uses an enhancement of the radial basis functions by a global
polynomial in order to properly capture constant components and linear trends in the
given data. We present a method that determines this polynomial independent from the
radial basis function ansatz, which substantially improves the condition number of the
remaining RBF system. Furthermore, we show that a rescaling approach can be used to
either increase the accuracy or improve the condition number even further by choosing
radial basis functions with a smaller support radius. The results represent an intermediate
state with the aim to be integrated into the multi-physics coupling library preCICE.
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1

INTRODUCTION

While multi-physics simulations are an emerging field in science and industry, most
groups concentrate their work on a single aspect of the simulation. Adding additional
physical aspects to their simulation requires work on additional solvers, which hinders
fast prototyping of coupled simulation environments.
preCICE1 [3, 9] is a black-box, partitioned coupling library. It is developed to foster
quick integration of new codes into the overall coupled model. The black-box approach
enables integration of solvers with only minimal knowledge about the numerical details of
the coupled codes. The software is free and open source under the LGPL 3 license. One
of the crucial parts of a partitioned multi-physics coupling is data interpolation between
non-matching meshes. Due to the the black-box approach, the mesh is represented as
a point cloud. While solvers can optionally provide topological information using basic
primitives such as edges, triangles and quads, the coupling library cannot rely on it. Also
the missing information about the solvers discretization approach and mesh topology
restricts the choice of applicable data mapping algorithms or the use of adaptive methods.
Several interpolation methods that work on point cloud data exist, of which interpolation by radial basis functions is among the most used. Radial basis function interpolation
is well known to produce ill-conditioned systems, which harms the solution accuracy
and the time-to-solution, in particular for large systems. Methods to cope with this are
reviewed in this work. These methods include preconditioning [6], rescaling of the interpolant [4] and a different numerical treatment of the additional polynomial that is used
to properly capture global constant or linear components of the data.
2

DATA MAPPING USING RADIAL-BASIS FUNCTIONS

Consider a function f : Rd → R of d variables, that is to be approximated by S :
Rd → R based on the given values {f (xi ) : i = 1, . . . , n}. Using radial basis function
interpolation, the resulting interpolant S of the function f reads
S(x) =

n

i=1

γi ϕ(||x − xi ||) + β0 + β T x,

(1)

where ϕ : R+ → R is a radial basis function, β ∈ Rd and || · || denotes the Euclidean
norm.
The interpolation conditions are S(xk ) = f (xk ), k = 1, . . . , n. To guarantee that the
interpolation problem has a unique solution [10], we enhance the interpolation conditions
with d + 1 equations for the polynomial:
n

i=1

1

γi = 0 and

n

i=1

(j)

γi xi = 0 ∀j = 1, . . . , d
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One of the most common choices for the basis function ϕ are Gaussians


ϕ(x) = exp − (s||x||)2

(3)

We restrict to this basis function type in the remainder of this paper. Other common
choices include Thin Plate Splines and Multi Quadrics, of which the latter two were also
investigated, but not further detailed in this paper.
The interpolant S can yield a matrix S̄ defining a linear mapping of the input values
f (xk ) from the input mesh to a vector δ of values in the output mesh:


f (x1 )
 f (x2 ) 


δ = S̄ ω with ω =  .. 
(4)
 . 
f (xn )

When the row-sum of S̄ is equal to one, the interpolation is consistent, which means
that constant values are interpolated exactly. On the other hand, when the column-sum
of S̄ equals to one, the interpolation is conservative [1]. The operator can be changed from
consistent to conservative and vice versa by transposing it. While obviously this operator
can be both consistent and conservative, ensuring this requires acccess to the underlying
solver’s basis functions and is thus not suited for black-box coupling [7]. Conservative
mapping preserves integral values and is, therefore, usually applied to integral quantities
such as forces. Consistent mapping is usually applied to point values such as velocities or
displacements. Equations (1) and (2) define the consistent formulation of the radial basis
function interpolation. We do not further consider the conservative variant throughout
this paper, though both variants are implemented in preCICE.
In order to ensure that S̄ is a sparse matrix, we use a cut-off radius r for the basis
functions ϕ and shift them to achieve continuous functions:

ϕglobal (x) − ϕglobal (r) for x < r,
ϕlocal (x) =
(5)
0
for x ≥ r.
2.1

Numerical Challenges & Solution Approaches

It is well known that radial basis function interpolation suffers from ill-conditioning
of the resulting linear system [6]. This conditioning can be controlled by the shape
parameter s of ϕ, i.e., by controlling the width of the basis functions. This results in a
trade-off between accuracy and conditioning of the interpolation which is illustrated in
Sect. 3.
A suitable choice for the shape parameter s is therefore of tremendous importance for
the resulting approximation quality and convergence properties. This can be illustrated
by s → 0, an infinitely flat basis function. The resulting matrix would only consist of
ones and thus be singular, which corresponds to condition number ∞. On the other
3
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hand, s → ∞ yields singular peaks as basis functions resulting a diagonal system matrix
but very poor interpolation accuracy. In our approach, we use a cut-off value of 10−9 ,
i.e., choose the radius r such that ϕ(r) = 10−9 . Together with the definition of a basis
function, a shape parameter, resulting in a carrier that includes exactly a given number of
vertices m based on the maximal mesh width of the discretization can be determined. If
hmax is the maximum mesh width of the input mesh, the corresponding shape parameter
s for Gaussian basis functions is given by
√
− ln 10−9
s=
(6)
m · hmax

This ensures that the basis function decays to 10−9 within the m neighboring vertices from
its center if the distance between data points is hmax . It is common practice to include at
least the nearest neighbor [4] in both the input and the output mesh [2]. For a non-uniform
mesh, the largest distance should be considered [1]. While these statements are based on
experiences, [5] gives a systematic approach to this issue, based on leave-one-out cross
validation (LOOCV). Whereas naive LOOCV requires to create one interpolant for each
vertex followed by an optimization step, [8] was able to simplify the algorithm such that
the interpolant needs to be created only once for all vertices. Because it is still followed
by the optimization step and needs to explicitely create the inverse of the interpolation
matrix, it significantly increases the computational cost. The algorithm also optimises
only with respect to accuracy and does not take the harming effect of the ill-conditioning
into account. We, therefore, use a heuristic approach to determine the best value for m.
The ill-conditioning of the interpolation problem is aggravated by non-uniform meshes,
which are used, e.g., in discontinous-Galerkin based solvers. A common representation
uses a Gauss-Chebyshev distribution of nodes, which is defined by


2k − 1
xk = cos
π , k = 1, . . . , n
(7)
2n
for polynomial degree n in the one-dimensional interval (−1, 1). Non-uniform point distribution greatly complicates finding an appropriate shape parameter and thus to control
accuracy and conditioning.
An obvious remedy to the problem of the fixed shape parameter of the basis function
on non-uniform meshes are adaptive methods. Techniques that use basis functions with a
variable shape parameter, computed based on the local mesh density are known to reduce
the condition number by four orders of magnitude, see section 3. More sophisticated
methods also include adaptive refinement of the input mesh. This can result in a reduced
problem size given the input data are sufficiently smooth. [10] uses a local error indicator
on a coarse mesh to determine areas to refine. Both methods, however, require a definition
of mesh density, e.g., based on the distance to the nearest neighbor for each data point,
which would potentially compromise one of the main features of RBFs to work on scattered
data.
4
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The problem of the conditioning can also be tackled by preconditioning techniques,
such as preconditioning by accelerated iterated approximate moving least squares as presented in [6]. The technique has shown good first results reducing the condition number
on uniform meshes. However, achieving stability on non-uniform meshes remains problematic, as the method requires control of the distance of the interpolation system matrix
to the identity matrix. If this distance is not bounded by one, convergence can not be
reached. Thus, the method is not fully applicable to coupled problems with black-box
solvers where the eigenvalues of the interpolation matrix are unknown.
The rescaling procedure proposed in [4] does not try to address the ill-conditioning
by using a preconditioner, but improves interpolation quality, thus making it possible to
use skinnier smaller basis functions, i.e., smaller values for m which, in turn, improves
the condition number of the interpolation problem. The method showed very promising
results during first investigations. Basically, it works by constructing a rescaled interpolant
S̄ by
Sf (x)
Sr (x) =
(8)
S1 (x)
where Sf (x) denotes the interpolant constructed from the given values as shown in Eq. (1)
and S1 (x) is the interpolant of the constant function g(x) = 1. Substantial improvements
can be observed in particular for small m without negatively affecting the conditoning.
The additional computational cost remains moderate as it only involves the computation
of one additional interpolant for each set of data positions to be mapped. We present
results in Sect. 3.
2.2

Our Algorithm

In this section, we show the structure of the matrices and describe the algorithm we
use to compute the interpolation result. We present two variants to treat the polynomial
with the second variant leading to a significant improvement in conditioning and equal
accuracy.
Integrated Polynomial We construct the system matrix C that defines the linear
system for the coefficients γi , i = 1, . . . , n and βi , i = 0, . . . , d of interpolant S from Eq.
(1) including the polynomial equations:


 

0
QT
β
0


 



=

(9)
 Q
P  γ   ω 



C

   
p

where P ∈ Rn×n , Pi,j = ϕ (||xi − xj ||2 ) , i, j = 1, . . . , n and where the i th row of Q ∈
(1)
(d)
Rn×d+1 is (1 xi . . . xi ), i.e., holding the coordinates of the input data.
5
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The evaluation matrix A is smiliarly constructed:


A= V

P



(10)
(1)

(d)


with Pi,j
= ϕ (||yi − xj ||2 ) , i = 1, . . . , ñ, j = 1, . . . , n and Vi,· = (1 yi . . . yi ). yi , i =
1, . . . , ñ are the evaluation points in the output mesh. While P and P  account for the
basis functions evaluated at the input resp. output mesh, Q and V hold the coordinates
of the input or output vertices and account for the polynomial part of Eq. (1).
The output values δ are now computed by

δ = A · C −1 ω

(11)

Separated Polynomial In the formulation above, the polynomial is embedded into
the system and solved together with it. Another approach is to treat the polynomial
coefficients separately by first solving a least squares problem
 
 
 
Q · β ≈ ω  ⇒ β = Q† · ω
(12)

for polynomial coefficients β by QR-decomposition. Q† denotes the pseudo-inverse of Q.
In the next step, the polynomial values have to be subtracted from the input values ω
before the basis function coefficients γ can be computed from
P ·γ =ω−Q·β

⇒

γ = P −1 (ω − Q · β)

(13)

Evaluation involves adding the polynomial values computed at the output positions V :


δ = P  · γ + V · β = P  P −1 ω − Q Q† · ω + V Q† · ω.
(14)

Parallelization Using basis functions with a compact support yields sparse matrices P
and P  . However, Q and V that represent the polynomial are dense. Using the integrated
polynomial therefore adds global communication overhead in the process of solving the
ill-conditinoned system. The separated polynomial, on the other hand, solves a smaller,
better conditioned system, resulting in less global communication.
As an effect of the black-box approach to coupling, we reuse the surface partitioning of
the respective solver and therefore cannot guarantee optimal load balancing. In practice,
however, the partitioning already provides a good clustering of the vertices. As a result,
the matrix P and P  have are band-matrices and, thus, the corresponding systems are
easy to solve in parallel.
6
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3

RESULTS

In the remainder of this work, we present results that illustrate the trade-off between
conditioning and accuracy for uniform and non-uniform meshes. We compare techniques
such as adaptive basis functions and rescaled interpolants as well as integrated and separated computation of the polynomial.
The test function to be interpolated is a rescaled Gaussian
f (x) = exp(−|x − 3|2 ) + 2

(15)

Albeit this test function appears simplicistic, it is able to reproduce properties of the
interpolation we experienced on real-world FSI simulations.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the resulting root mean squared error (RMSE) and the condition of
the interpolation matrix C or P , respectively, using a Gaussian basis function. The shape
parameter is set according to Eq. (6). While the interpolation using uniform meshes has
a condition number of 8.50 × 1015 when reaching an error of 10 × 10−6 (m = 17.71), the
non-uniform mesh results in a condition number of 2.57 × 1018 reaching the same error
(m = 13.73). Using an adaptive basis function, the condition number is significantly
lower, resulting in 7 × 1014 for the same level of accuracy as illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Figure 1: Condition number and root mean square error (RSME) for a uniform point distribution with
192 points.

Figs. 4 and 5 show accuracy and condition number for increasing mesh sizes. Since
the shape parameter is computed based on the maximum mesh width, in most parts
7
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Figure 2: Condition number and root mean square error (RSME) for a Gauss-Chebyshev non-uniform
point distribution, using 16 elements of 12th order, resulting in 192 points.

of the interval, the actual m is larger than the prescribed one for the Gauss-Chebyshev
distribution, which explains the better accuracy. The Gauss-Chebyshev mesh yields a
condition of 1.3 × 1018 to reach an error below 1 × 10−4 on a mesh of size 848. The
uniform mesh, on the other hand, requires a higher value for m to reach a comparable
accuracy, but the condition remained below 5 × 109 . In contrast to the non-uniform
mesh, condition number and accuracy curves flatten out, making m a suitable parameter
to control accuracy and condition for uniform meshes of different sizes. Non-uniform
meshes show an unstable behavior for larger mesh sizes, resulting in an smaller, but
heavily oscillating error.
The rescaled basis functions method does not change the interpolation matrices themselves and, therefore, obviously results in identical condition numbers. With regard to
accuracy, it performs about two orders of magnitude better. This gain in accuracy makes
it possible to use a smaller value for m, which in turn improves the conditioning. Whereas,
without rescaling, the interpolant supplemented by the polynomial performed much better
than without polynomial, both methods are comparable when combined with rescaling.
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Figure 3: Condition number and root mean square error (RSME) for Gauss-Chebyshev non-uniform
point distribution, using 16 elements of 12th order, resulting in 192 points using shape parameters adapted
to the local mesh width.
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Figure 6: Condition number and root mean square error (RSME) for the rescaled interpolator and
uniform point distribution using 192 points.
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Figure 4: Condition number and root mean square error (RSME) for uniform point distribution, using
Gaussian basis functions with width m = 6.
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Figure 7: Condition number and root mean square error (RSME) for the rescaled interpolator and
uniform point distribution, using a Gaussian basis function whith m = 6.
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Figure 5: Condition number and root mean square error (RSME) for Gauss-Chebyshey non-uniform
point distribution, using a fixed element size of 0.25 with varying degrees from 2 to 64 for basis functions
with width m = 6 neighboring vertices (based on maximum mesh width).

4

CONCLUSIONS

We evaluated the conditioning of the interpolation system matrix, as well as the accuracy of the interpolation using radial basis functions on uniform and non-uniform meshes.
For this paper, we focused on consistent interpolation using a Gaussian basis function.
Multi Quadrics and Thin Plate Splines are other often mentioned basis function for FSI,
but require a global support and therefore are detrimental to parallelization. Results show
that interpolation by RBF is powerful, easy to implement and works well on uniformely
scattered data. On uniform meshes, the width m of the basis functions is an effective parameter to control the accuracy-condition trade-off and is applicable to meshes of different
sizes. This trade-off also appears when other basis functions, such as Multi-Quadrics or
Thin Plate Splines are used. However, the interpolation performs less well on non-uniform
meshes. The parameter m needs to be reduced on larger meshes to keep the condition
reasonably low and to produce reliable numerical results. Adaptivity can ease the bad
conditioning but requires the knowledge of local mesh density, which needs to be either
supplied by the solver providing the mesh or computed by the interpolation algorithm.
In addition to the computational overhead, this would require significant changes to the
software stack to efficiently provide and use this information. Another problematic feature of RBF interpolation is oszillations at the edges of the interpolation interval, similiar
to Runge’s phenomenon for polynomial interpolation. This can in particular harm solvers
11
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that - following the black-box coupling - rely on the interpolation results close to the edge
of the mesh or even outside the source mesh (extrapolation). The rescaling approach also
solves this issue in large parts.
The investigation in this paper were performed on one-dimensional data sets. Though
experiences show similiar behavior for three-dimensional sets, it warrants further investigation with particular focus on the rescaled interpolation approach. At the current state
of RBF interpolation, preCICE provides a powerful and efficient implementation, which
still needs significant user experience to control the results. Future work will introduce
automated methods to remove this burden from the user. Next steps include the implementation of the rescaling into the coupling software preCICE and tests on real-world
multi-physics problem as well as performance optimization.
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Abstract. We present a new reduced-order hybrid multiscale method to simulate complex fluids. The method combines the continuum and molecular descriptions. We follow
the framework of the heterogeneous multi-scale method (HMM) that makes use of the
scale separation into macro- and micro-levels. On the macro-level, the governing equations
of the incompressible flow are the continuity and momentum equations. The equations
are solved using a high-order accurate discontinuous Galerkin Finite Element Method
(dG) and implemented in the BoSSS code. The missing information on the macro-level
is represented by the unknown stress tensor evaluated by means of the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on the micro-level. We shear the microscopic system by applying
Lees-Edwards boundary conditions and either an isokinetic or Lowe-Andersen thermostat.
The data obtained from the MD simulations underlie large stochastic errors that can be
controlled by means of the least-square approximation. In order to reduce a large number
of computationally expensive MD runs, we apply the reduced order approach. Numerical
experiments confirm the robustness of our newly developed hybrid MD-dG method.
1

Introduction

The most accurate description of complex fluids can be obtained by the molecular dynamics. However, such microscale description is computationally inefficient if large scale
regions in space and time need to be simulated. To overcome this restriction and to obtain practically tractable simulation techniques suitable combinations of macroscopic and
microscopic models have been proposed in the literature. A hybrid molecular-continuum
1
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approach aims in combining the best attributes of both parts: it combines molecular accuracy with the computational efficiency of continuum models. In the case when processes
occurring on a small scale are only loosely coupled with the behavior on a much larger
scale and the so-called scale separation occurs, the hybrid schemes known in the literature
as the Heterogeneous Multiscale Methods (HMM) have been successfully used, see, e.g.,
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and the references therein.
In this paper we present a novel hybrid multiscale method that is based on the combination of the discontinuous Galerkin (dG) method and molecular dynamics (MD) in order
to simulate complex fluids, such as colloids in a Newtonian solvent. The main aim of the
present study is two-fold: we use (i) modern numerical method for macroscopic flow equations which allows more flexible discretization including per-cell momentum conservation
as well as (ii) the reduced order techniques in order to control the number of needed but
computationally expensive MD simulations. As far as we know this is the first study implementing techniques (i) and (ii) within the HMM framework. Consequently, our main
goal is to increase the accuracy as well as efficiency of this very attractive multiscale
simulation framework.
2

Particle model

To simulate colloids, we use non-equilibrium Molecular Dynamics (MD) [6]. The colloids are treated as hard spheres with the interaction modelled using a Weeks-ChandlerAndersen (WCA) potential, which corresponds to the repulsive part of a cut and shifted
Lennard-Jones potential
VW CA = 4ε

 
σ 12

r

−

 6
σ

r

1
+
4



, r < rc =

√
6

2σ , else VW CA = 0 ,

(1)

where r is the distance between two particles, rc the cut-off distance,  the well depth of
the Lennard-Jones potential (in our case,  = kT ), σ the typical radius of a colloid used
as the length scale of the MD simulations.
The MD simulations are performed using the velocity Verlet time integration, which
yields a Hamiltonian preserving second order approximation, with the standard LeesEdwards periodic boundary conditions [7] for an one-dimensional shear flow, see Figure 1a.
The temperature is preserved by using a thermostat. We employed the momentum conserving, Galilean invariant, Lowe-Andersen thermostat (LAT) [8]. For high shear rates,
this thermostat needs a long relaxation time, therefore we also employed the isokinetic
thermostat (ISO) with the SLLOD method [9], see Figure 1b.
The important quantity we obtain from the particle based model is the stress tensor
calculated via the Irving-Kirkwood formula [10] using peculiar velocities of particles vi =
ṽi − vi,s , where ṽi is the total and vi,s the streaming velocity of particle i, respectively,
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b)

Figure 1: a) Lees-Edwards boundary conditions; b) Shear profiles for different shear rates
with the isokinetic thermostat and the SLLOD algorithm for a density of ρ = 0.8442 after
1 000 MD-times; c) The viscosity of the system with density ρ = 0.8442.




N
N 
N

1 
σαβ (t) = −  (mi vi,α vi,β ) +
rij,α Fij,β  .
V
i
i j>i

(2)

The mean stress is π = T r(σ)/n with n = {2, 3} the number of space dimensions.
From the stresses we calculate the fluid pressure as p = −πγ̇=0 and the dynamic viscosity
η = |σxz /γ̇|. As indicated by Figure 1c, the simulated fluid is weakly non-Newtonian.
3
3.1

Continuum model
Governing equations

At the macroscopic level, the motion of the incompressible fluid flow is governed by
the continuity and momentum equations,
∇ · u = 0,




in Ω × [0, tF ]

(3a)

1
∂u
+ u · ∇u =
∇ · σ + g,
∂t
Re
u = uD ,

in Ω × [0, tF ]

(3b)

on ∂ΩD

(3c)

u(t = 0) = u(0)

in Ω,

(3d)

ρ

where u is the velocity vector, σ the Cauchy stress tensor, g an external body force, ρ the
density and Re the Reynolds number. The computational domain Ω is surrounded by the
boundary ∂Ω = ∂ΩD ∪ ∂ΩP , where the Dirichlet and periodic boundaries are considered,
respectively. In case of the Navier-Stokes equations for Newtonian fluids, σ = −pI + τ ,
where τ = µ(∇u + ∇uT ), the above momentum equations reduce to




1
∂u
ρ
+ u · ∇u = −∇p +
(µ∆u) + g in Ω.
∂t
Re
3
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3.2

Time integration

For the time integration of the continuity equation (3a) and momentum equations (3b)
we apply the following multi-step projection method. Using the first-order Euler method
we have


I

ũ = ∆t − u(n) · ∇u(n) +

II

∆p̄(n+1) = ∇ · ũ/∆t ,






1
∇ · (σ (n) /ρ) + g(n) /ρ , in Ω
Re

(5a)

in Ω

(5b)

on ∂Ω

(5c)

in Ω

(5d)

in Ω.

(5e)



∂ p̄ (n+1)
= n · ũ/∆t ,
∂n
˜
ũ = ũ − ∆t∇p̄(n+1) ,

˜,
III u(n+1) = u(n) + ũ


Here we define the average pressure p̄(n+1) = 1/∆t ttn p /ρ dt with the normalderivative
∂ p̄(n+1) /∂n = n · ∇p̄(n+1) . To obtain a unique solution for (5b)-(5c), we require Ω p̄(n+1) =
0. Note that p is a correction to the pressure to ensure the divergence-free constraint.
As one notices, the pressure is already present in the stress tensor in equation (3b). For
the second-order time integration of the velocity, we use the Adams-Bashforth method in
the first step I,
ũAB = ∆t

J−1

j=0



βj − u(n−j) · ∇u(n−j) +

n+1


1
∇ · (σ (n−j) /ρ) + g(n−j) /ρ ,
Re

with the coefficients β0 = 3/2 and β1 = −1/2. However, the effective pressure, p̄(n+1) , is
first-order accurate in time. If required, one can reconstruct the pressure for higher-order
accuracy, see [11, 12]. In the above Chorin projection scheme, we use by construction
∇ · u(n−j) = 0, for all j ≥ 0, which is suggested in [13]. Therefore, we can integrate the
unsteady terms in the third step III. In this way, by replacing the intermediate velocity
from the first step, the right-hand side of the Poisson equation in the second step II
is independent of the time step. This prevents the numerical instability observed in
[14, 15, 16] using the dG method.
3.3

Spatial discretization

Following the notations and definitions in [17], we use a matching simplicial geometryconforming mesh Th with mesh size h on the domain Ω. For a mesh element T , nT is the
unit outward normal to T on the boundary ∂T . Mesh faces Fh can be either the inner
interfaces between adjacent elements Fhi or boundary faces Fhb . The face normal nF points
from an arbitrarily chosen (but fixed) element T1 towards T2 . Therefore, nF = nT1 = −nT2
on face F ∈ Fhi . The face normal points outward of Ω on boundary faces. We consider
4
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a broken polynomial space Vh , which consists of piecewise polynomial functions of d
variables (spatial dimension) with the maximum total degree k, Vh := Pdk (Th ), Ndk =
dim(Pdk (T )) = (k+d)!
, Pdk (Th ) := {v ∈ L2 (Ω)| ∀ T ∈ Th , v|T is polynomial, deg(v|T ) ≤ k}.
k!d!
The usual average and jump operators of a scalar-valued function fh on interfaces between
adjacent elements T1 and T2 are defined as {{fh }} = 0.5(f |T1 + f |T2 ) and [[fh ]] = f |T1 − f |T2 .
Vector-valued functions are treated component-wise. For boundary faces, we have {{fh }} =
[[fh ]] = f |T , when not mentioned otherwise. In the following, first we define the forms
a, b, bst , bgr and t, which are used in the weak formulation of the governing equations
below. The notation (· , ·) is used for the L2 (Ω) inner product of scalar- and vector-valued
functions. The Einstein summation convention is considered throughout the paper.
Discrete form of the convective terms
To discretize the convective terms we consider the conservative form with the LaxFriedrich flux
t(uh , wh , ϕh ) = −



Ω

(uh ⊗ wh ) : ∇ϕh +



Fh




1
{{uh ⊗ wh }} · nF + Λuh  · ϕh ,
2


where Λ = max(λ|T1 , λ|T2 ) and λ is the absolute eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix ∂[(u⊗


w)·nF ]/∂u |ū,w̄ . The average and jump operators on the Dirichlet boundaries are defined




as {{uh ⊗ wh }} = 0.5 (uh ⊗ wh )|T + (uD ⊗ wD ) , uh  = (uh |T − uD ), ϕh  = ϕh |T .
Discrete form of the Laplacian of the pressure
To discretize the Laplacian of the pressure we take the following general form using
the Symmetric Interior Penalty (SIP) flux
a(ph , qh ) = −



Ω

∇ph · ∇qh +



Fh





{{∇ph }} [[qh ]] + {{∇qh }} [[ph ]] · nF −



Fh

µp [[ph ]] [[qh ]] .

On the
 Dirichlet
 boundaries F ⊂ ∂ΩD we have the boundary condition (5c) {{∇ph }}·nF =
(n)
nF · ũh /∆t , [[ph ]] = 0, {{∇qh }} = ∇qh |T . In the above discretizations, µP is a penalty
parameter. The minimal values suggested for the penalty parameter for triangular and
tetrahedral meshes can be found in [18, 19] for generic types of elements including hybrid
grids. For quadrilateral elements we set
µp = αP c =



αP max(c|T1 , c|T2 ) F ∈ Fhi
,
αP c|T ,
F ∈ Fhb

c|T = (k+1)2

A(∂T \Fhb )/2 + A(∂T ∩ Fhb )
,
V (T )

where αP ≥ 1 is a user defined coefficient to ensure the stability. Area and volume are
denoted by A and V , respectively.
Discrete divergence and gradient operators
The divergence of the intermediate velocity ũh is approximated in the following way
b(ũh /∆t, qh ) = −



Ω

 h /∆t · ∇qh +
u

5
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 h /∆t}
{u
} · nF qh .
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We treat the discrete gradient of the pressure component-wise and use the form b(. , .) to
define the form bgr (. , .) as follows
bgr (ph , ϕ) = b(ph ei , ϕh,i ) = −



Ω

ph ei · ∇ϕh,i +



Fh

{{ph }} ei · nF ϕh,i .

Discrete form for the viscous terms
The discrete form for the viscous term (divergence of the stress tensor), bst (. , .), is
defined component-wise using the form b(. , .) by adding a penalty term
bst (σ h /ρ, ϕh ) =b(σh,ij /ρej , ϕh,i ) −
=−



Ω



Fh

µv µp [[uh,i ]] [[ϕh,i ]]

σh,ij /ρej · ∇ϕh,i +



Fh

{{σh,ij /ρ}} ej · nF [[ϕh,i ]] −



Fh

µv µp [[uh,i ]] [[ϕh,i ]] .

On the Dirichlet boundaries F ⊂ ∂ΩD we have {{σh,ij /ρ}} = (σh,ij /ρ)|T , [[uh,i ]] = (uh,i |T −
uD,i ), [[ϕh,i ]] = ϕh,i |T . Realizing that the stress is a function of the strain, its divergence
depends on the second derivatives of the velocity. Therefore, the same penalty term
as for the SIP method above is considered here for stability. On the other hand, by
adding this penalty term, the no-slip boundary condition is implemented. The penalty
parameter µp is the same as defined above for the Laplacian of the pressure. The additional
penalty parameter µv can be set to µ/ρ, where µ is the dynamic viscosity of an equivalent
Newtonian fluid.
dG weak formulation of the governing equations
In order to discretize equations (5a)-(5e) in space, we set uh = uh,i ei , ϕh = ϕh,i ei ,
where uh,i , φh,i ∈ Vh , ei is the unit vector in direction i, σ h = σh,ij ei ej and ph , qh ∈ Vh ,


(n)

(n)

 h , ϕh ) = ∆t − t(uh , uh , ϕh ) +
(u
(n+1)

a(p̄h

 h /∆t, qh ),
, qh ) = b(u


 h , ϕh ) −
 h , ϕh ) = (u
(u

(n+1)
, ϕh )
(uh

4

=


1
(n)
(n)
bst (σ h /ρ, ϕh ) + (gh /ρ, ϕh ) ,
Re

(n+1)
∆t bgr (p̄h
, ϕh ),

(n)
(uh , ϕh )


 h , ϕh ).
+ (u

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Hybrid multiscale method (HMM)

To compute the solution of the macroscopic problem, the stress tensor is required
at each quadrature point. These data are provided by MD simulations, however, the
continuum assumption must still be valid. In dense liquids, MD simulations confirm the
continuum assumption up to 2 − 3 nm channels [20]. Because of different characteristic
values of the microscopic and macroscopic models, adjustments are required for the data
transfer between the macroscopic and microscopic simulations. The macroscopic nondimensional strain S and stress σ tensors are related to the non-dimensional strain Sa
6
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and stress σ a in reduced atomic units in the following way, S(ub /lb ) = Sa (ur /lr ) and
σ(µb ub /lb ) = σ a (µr ur /lr ). Subscripts b and r correspond to the characteristic values of
the box and the reduced atomic units in the particle simulations, respectively. We define
la = lb /lr , ua = ub /ur , and µa = µb /µr to be the length, velocity, and viscosity of the
MD box in the reduced atomic units. For simplicity, we consider ua = 1 and µa = 1, and
choose la = 10 for the MD box length. In order to obtain an one-dimensional strain field
for the particle simulations we rotate the MD boxes [3]. The following relations apply for
the data transfer in 2D hybrid simulations
Sa = Θ(S/la )ΘT
=





1
0
sin(2θ)(S22 − S11 )/2 + S12 cos(2θ)
,
0
la sin(2θ)(S22 − S11 )/2 + S12 cos(2θ)

σ = ΘT (la σ a )Θ,

(11)







cos(θ) sin(θ)
Θ=
,
− sin(θ) cos(θ)
4.1

(10)

Reduced-order approach



1
(S22 − S11 )/2 
,
θ = tan−1 
2
S12

Unknown nonlinear function for stress σ ∗ = F (S∗ ) is approximated in the following
way
σ ∗i

≈ Fi (γ̇) =

k


αij γ̇ , i =
j

j=0



1, 2, 3 2D
.
1, .., 6 3D

(12)

∗
∗
Here γ̇ represents 2S12
for 2D and 2S13
for 3D simulations, k is the degree of the approximating polynomial. To reduce a large number of particle simulations we use an offline
training phase and an online phase of fast multiple queries. For this training, we solve a
least-square problem with the Tikhonov regularization for each component i of the stress
tensor





arg min ||Ax − b||22 + λ21 ||x||22 + λ22 ||Dx||22 .
x

(13)

Here b is the vector of n (n ≥ k + 1) data points of the corresponding component of
the stress tensor obtained by the particle simulations, x is the vector of unknown coefficients. The penalty term Dx is added to damp the oscillations in the derivative function
∂A/∂ γ̇ x = ADx. λ1 and λ2 are the regularization parameters. The equivalent problem
(AT A + λ21 I + λ22 DT D)x = AT b is solved by the LU factorization using the LAPACK
library 1 .
1

http://www.netlib.org/lapack

7
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Test case 1. We take ρ = 0.8 and consider n = 35 data points for γ̇ ∈ [0, 1.5] to
∗
approximate σ12
for 2D simulations. Least-square problems are solved for λ1 and λ2 between 10−15 and 10−1 and k = 0, .., 8. As one can see in Figure 2, we find the optimized
solution using the L-curve [21] approach employing a minimum-product corner criterion.
The corner of the plot at approximately (0.005, 3.6) represents the optimized solution.
The L2 -norm and root-mean-square of the residual of the optimized solution are shown
in Table 1 for different degrees k.
10

Table 1: Numerical convergence of the
L2 -norm of the residual for the optimized solution (shown in Figure 2) with
respect to the polynomial degree.
k
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

||Ax − b||2
8.029124
0.596365
0.059931
0.033173
0.011536
0.005229
0.005343
0.004903
0.004816

4.1.1

||x||2
0.392878
1.862069
2.655598
2.845212
3.246203
3.838724
3.608710
3.658437
3.467192



k0
k1

║x║2

k2
k3

1

k4
k5

b||22 )/n

(||Ax −
1.357170
0.100804
0.010130
0.005607
0.001950
0.000884
0.000903
0.000829
0.000814

k6
k7
k8
0.1
0.001

0.01

0.1

1

10

║Ax-b║2

Figure 2: L-curve method to determine the
optimized coefficients. L2 -norm of the solution is plotted vs. L2 -norm of the residual for
different values of regularization parameters
λ1 and λ2 .

Data refinement strategy

In order to find a proper approximation of the stress tensor with fewer number of
particle simulations, we solve the optimization problem above with a relatively small
number of samples. Then we use the greedy algorithm (worst scenario search), see e.g.
[22], for the data refinement to suggest the shear rate(s) for new particle simulations. If
one plots the residual (Ax − b) versus γ̇, the proposed shear rate for a new simulation
γ̇new = 0.5(γ̇M + γ̇N ), is found in the neighborhood of γ̇M = arg maxγ̇ (Ax − b), where γ̇N
is the left or right neighbor of γ̇M which corresponds to the larger residual.
4.2

Extension of the approximation

In some cases, the density of the polymers may play a magnificent role. Thus, in order
to find the corresponding stress for different densities, we use the extended approximation
σ ∗i

≈ Fi (γ̇, ρ) =

k1 
k2


j1 =0 j2 =0

αij1 j2 γ̇ ρ , i =
j1 j2

8
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,
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where we consider m different density values ρl , l = 1, .., m and nl different shear rates,

l = 1, .., m. Therefore,
the corresponding approximation matrix A has the size ( m
l=1 nl )×

(k1 + 1)(k2 + 1) . In order to find the appropriate degrees k1 and k2 efficiently, for each
density we first find the corresponding approximation as described in Section 4.1. Then,
for all densities, k1 would be the maximum of the degrees of approximation. Now, we start
from k2 = 0 and solve for the above approximation in the same way as for approximation
(12). We increase k2 until the residual converges.
4.3

Algorithm for the optimization problem

The following algorithm holds for the case (12) and is applicable to (14), if k1 is fixed
as described in Section 4.2, k2 is considered as k, and m corresponds to n. Also, extended
matrices A, b, and stderr (for the standard error of the data) must be used. Depicting
3 × stderr, 99% of the samples, which deviate from the (averaged) data points, are taken
into account. kmax , δ, and  are user-defined parameters.
• Step 1: Set k = degreemin = 0 and nmin = (degreemin + 1). Consider n =
max(nmin , N ), where N is the number of available samples of the parameter, for
which the refinement applies. At least nmin samples are required to start the optimization. Set degreemax = min(n, kmax ).
• Step 2: Considering degree k, assemble the corresponding matrix A and solve the
least-square problem 13. Set xold = x, resold = Ax − b and resL2 ,old = ||xold ||22 .
• Step 3: Compute diff = ||Ax − b||22 − resL2 ,old and diffrel = diff/||xold ||22 . If diff <
||stderr||22 or diffrel < δ the solution is converged with respect to k. Therefore, set
x = xold , res = resold , resL2 = resL2 ,old , and k = k − 1.

• Step 4: If res ≤ 3 × stderr for each data point, the solution is optimized.

• Step 5: If the solution does not converge or is not optimized, k = k + 1, assemble A,
set xold = x, resold = res, resL2 ,old = resL2 and solve the least-square problem 13.

• Step 6: If k < degreemax and the solution does not converge and is not optimized,
go to Step 3. Otherwise, x is the vector of coefficients and k is the degree of
approximation.


• Step 7: Compute resRMS = res/n. If resRMS >  find the new sample for refinement by the worst scenario search (Greedy algorithm), perform the required MD
simulations, N = N + 1 and go to Step 1. Otherwise, the optimization procedure
stops.
Test Case 2. We apply optimization procedure 4.3 to a set of 2D MD data consisting
of shear rates γ̇ = 0.00, 0.01, ..., 1.00 to find approximation (12) considering each density
9
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ρ = 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.8. Parameters λ1 and λ2 are between 10−15 and 10−2 , and δ = 0.05.
The refinement Step 7 of the algorithm is excluded. The coefficients are shown in Table
2 for ρ = 0.5 as an example. The coefficient α1 can be considered as the viscosity of an
equivalent Newtonian fluid. The coefficients α0 of the normal components of the stress
are used to compute the pressure as one half of the trace of the stress tensor. The fluid
pressures calculated in this way for different densities are compared with the Henderson
equation of state for hard disks in Figure 3.
Eq.(12)

Table 2: Coefficients of approximation (12)
using 2D MD data at density ρ = 0.5.
α0
α1
Residualrms

σ11

σ12

σ22

−1.559856

0.019031
0.516020
0.008918

−1.524225

0.044120

0.016566

p

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0

HD-EOS

data

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
ρ

Figure 3: Pressure from the mean stress in
2D MD in comparison with the Henderson
equation of state for hard-disks and approximation (12).

Test Case 3. We apply optimization procedure 4.3 to a set of 3D MD data to
find approximations (12) and (14). The data set consists of 48 data points of 12 shear
rates γ̇ = 0.0, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.025, 0.033, 0.05, 0.066, 0.075, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 and densities
ρ = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8. The same numerical settings as in Test case 2 are used, parameters λ1 and λ2 are between 10−15 and 10−2 and δ = 0.05. The refinement Step 7 of the
algorithm is excluded. The coefficients of approximation (12) are shown in Tables 3 for
ρ = 0.5. The coefficients of approximation (14) are shown in Table 4. The pressures as
one third of the trace of the stress tensor found from approximations (12) and (14) are
compared with the Carnahan-Starling equation of state for hard spheres in Figure 4.
Table 3: Coefficients of approximation (12) using 3D MD data for ρ = 0.5.

α0
α1
Residualrms

σ11

σ12

σ13

σ22

σ23

σ33

−1.702695

−0.000039

−1.698915

−0.000216

−1.739654

0.038215

0.000160

0.002679
0.438956
0.002336

0.030139

0.000498

0.030025

10
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Table 4: Coefficients of approximation (14) using 3D MD data.

α00
α10
α01
α11
α02
α12
α03
α13
Residualrms

σ11

σ12

σ13

σ22

σ23

σ33

−3.543503

−0.0000013

0.007578
0.519910
0.042466
−1.421053
−0.196039
1.0097451
0.179535
2.939758
0.006968

−3.767376

−0.000019

−3.746758

16.503534
−25.455935

0.090635

0.000001

HS-EOS

8
7
6
5
4
p
3
2
1
0

0.3

0.4

data

0.5

0.6
ρ

17.262241

16.961379

−26.026600

−25.708823

0.060957

0.000394

0.084390

Eq.(14)

0.7

0.8

0.9

Figure 4: Pressure from the mean stress in 3D MD in comparison with the CarnahanStarling equation of state for hard-spheres and approximation (14).
5

Reduced-order hybrid simulations

Two-dimensional hybrid simulations of the Couette flow are performed using the 2D
MD data for ρ = 0.5 from Test case 2. Here we apply the optimization algorithm including
the refinement Step 7 according to Section 4.1.1 to find approximation (12) with the greedy
refinement strategy. The levels of refinement are shown in Figure 5. We start with 4 data
points, which are shown in Table 5. The refinement procedure terminates after 10 levels
including 23 data points out of 101 total data points. The best approximation for σ12 is
found after 3 levels of refinement including 10 data points. However, if one considers all
components of the stress, the best approximation would be the one from the first level
with 6 data points. Note that one should stop the refinement algorithm at this level in
order to avoid considering data points with higher statistical errors. The coefficients using
6 and 10 data points are shown in Table 5, which are similar to the coefficients in Table 2
using all data points. Therefore, we choose α1 = 0.516 as the viscosity of the equivalent
11
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σ11

Table 5: Coefficients of approximation
(12) for 2D MD data at ρ = 0.5 applying
the refinement shown in Figure 5.

−1.566603
0.011217
−1.528000

0.515426

0.057684
0.010882
0.022316

6 values, γ̇ = {0.0, 0.25, 0.75, 0.87, 0.88, 1.0}
α0
α1
Residualrms
σ11
σ12
σ22

−1.582399
0.011120
−1.534684

0.516600

σ22

0.05

Residualrms

Starting values, γ̇ = {0.0, 0.25, 0.75, 1.0}
α0
α1
Residualrms
σ11
σ12
σ22

σ12

0.005

0

20

40

n

60

80

100

Figure 5: Optimization algorithm including
the greedy data refinement strategy.

0.053632
0.008897
0.020448

10 values, γ̇ = {0.0, 0.06, 0.12, 0.13, 0.5,
0.6, 0.65, 0.75, 0.94, 1.0}
α0
α1
Residualrms
σ11
σ12
σ22

−1.564935
0.010471
−1.528257

0.516323

0.058747
0.007196
0.022103

Figure 6: Velocity profiles in the streamwise direction for shear velocities U = 1, 2, 3.
Blue solid lines: hybrid simulations, black
dash-dot lines: analytic solutions ux = yU .

Newtonian fluid with the same density ρ = 0.5 for comparison.
The macroscopic hybrid simulations of the Couette flow are performed on the domain
[−1, 1] × [0, 1]. The flow is periodic in the streamwise x-direction. The no-slip boundary
condition is applied at the walls. At the lower wall y = 0, the velocity is zero. At the
upper wall y = 1, the velocity in x-direction is equal to U and the velocity in y-direction
is zero. A grid of 3 × 3 cells is employed. A polynomial degree k = 1 is assigned in the dG
method, Re = 1. The velocity profiles presented in Figure 6 overlap with the analytical
solution ux = yU for the equivalent Newtonian fluid with density ρ = 0.5 and viscosity
µ = 0.516.
Three-dimensional hybrid simulations of the Poiseuille flow are performed using approximation (14) to the 3D MD data in Test case 3. The approximation coefficients are
shown in Table 4. We take the corresponding coefficients of σ13 to estimate the viscosity
of the equivalent Newtonian fluid using relation µ = α10 + α11 ρ + α12 ρ2 + α13 ρ3 . The
viscosities for different densities are listed in Table 6 and plotted in Figure 7. The viscosi12
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Table 6: Estimates of the Newtonian fluid viscosity µ = lim |σ13 /γ̇|
γ̇→0

using approximations (12) and (14)
with 3D MD data.
0.4
0.45
0.5
0.55
0.6
0.65
0.7
0.75
0.8

Eq.(12)

Eq.(14)

0.301957
0.352795
0.438956

0.301193

0.649864

1.537902

0.429290
0.532881
0.665775
0.830174
1.028285
1.262313
1.534461

Eq.(14)
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
µ
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0.3

0.4

0.5

Eq.(12)

0.6
ρ

0.7

0.8

0.9

Figure 7: Estimated Newtonian fluid viscosity vs. density in 3D MD.

Figure 8: Velocity profiles in the streamwise direction for pressure gradient parameter
P = −3, −2, −1, 2, 4, 6. Blue solid lines: hybrid simulations, black dash-dot lines: analytic
solutions uz = x(1 − x)P .
ties obtained from approximations (12) and (14) match very well. The hybrid simulations
are performed for ρ = 0.55, for which we do not have the MD data. The computational
domain is taken as [0, 1]×[−1, 1]×[−1, 1]. The flow is periodic in y- and z-directions. The
no-slip boundary condition is applied at the walls x = 0 and x = 1, where the velocity is
zero. The pressure gradient fz = −2µ P/Re is applied in the streamwise z-direction with
Re = 1. We estimate the viscosity of the equivalent Newtonian fluid µ = 0.53. A grid of
3 × 3 × 3 cells is employed. The polynomial degree is k = 2 in the dG method. Velocity
profiles in z-direction are plotted for different values of the pressure gradient parameter
P in Figure 8.
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Abstract. Precise simulations of particulate flow through fibrous filters are essential in
order to predict and enhance filtration performances. To run the computation in reasonable time, a continuum approach is commonly used to emulate the air flow. The software
GeoDict [1] allows for the simulation of the complete process, ranging from calculating a
flow field, tracking particles inside that field to finding collisions with porous filter media. However, this approach completely neglects particle-particle interactions although
particles often carry electrostatic charges [2]. Comparing the results of GeoDict to a
fully coupled system shows the influence of this simplification. The software ESPResSo
[3, 4] uses such a four-way coupling combining a molecular-dynamics-like approach for
partricle simulation with an integrated Lattice-Boltzmann fluid dynamics solver. Already
1
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for a simple scenario, which represents the filter media as a mesh consisting of cylindrical fibers, significant influences of the full coupling on the particle trajectories and even
the collection efficiency can be observed. We decribe the modeling and setup for both
approaches and present numerical results for simplified yet meaningful test cases.

1

INTRODUCTION

Cabin air filters are applied to prevent small particles such as pollen, fine dust and
soot amongst others from being transferred through the HVAC system into the interior
(cabin) of a vehicle. Further enhancement of the fibrous filters with regard to filtration
efficiency, pressure drop and dust holding capacity is essential due to steadily increasing
requirements on air quality in car cabins as well as increasing exposure to pollutants at
the same time – especially in fast-growing markets like China. One promising approach to
achieve improved filtration performances maintaining a decent differential pressure level
is the electrostatic charging of the fibrous media. Thus, electrostatic filtration effects
supplement the well-known mechanical collection mechanisms (such as inertia, diffusion,
etc.). However, the lack of long-time stability of the charges is a major problem. As
traditional development methods are no longer sufficient at this point because they reach
their limits of feasability and, moreover, are too expensive virtually prototyping filter
media has been an ongoing research subject for years [5]. Regarding the simulation
of electrostatic separation mechanisms the fundamentals are still missing. Besides the
interference of several fiber-particle interactions (i.e. Coulombic attraction/repulsion,
induced dipolar forces, image charge effects) particle-particle interactions potentially play
an important role. However, this effect is completely neglected in previous research studies
due to the high degree of complexity [2]. In this work, we introduce a new and basic
approach to simulate filtration performances using a fully-coupled system. Similarities
and differences to the standard one-way coupling approach are presented in detail.
2

ONE-WAY COUPLING APPROACH

In the one-way coupling approach, the fluid is treated as a continuum, i.e., the values
for density, temperature and velocity in three spatial dimensions can be calculated at any
point in time.
2.1

The One-Way Coupled Model

The underlying mathematical model consists of a system of partial differential equations
(PDEs) based on physical conserved quantities. In order to model the behaviour of fluids,
mass conversation
∇u = 0,

2
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and momentum conservation
ρ(

du
+ (u · ∇)u) = −∇p + µ∆u + f
dt

(2)

must be ensured. In the equations (1) and (2) u denotes the fluid velocity. The left hand
side of the momentum equation with ρ being the density, describes the inertial fluid transport along the flow. The first term on the right hand side describes the acceleration due
to a gradient in the pressure p. The diffuse movement resulting from the fluid viscocity
µ is considered in the second term. Furthermore, external forces f such as gravitational
forces are considered in the momentum equation. The combination of both conservation
laws together is well-known as the Navier-Stokes equations. For small Reynolds numbers implying laminar fluid flows the inertial term can be neglected yielding the Stokes
equations
0 = −∇p + µ∆u + f,

∇u = 0.

(3)

The disperse multiphase flow is subsequently simulated based on the Euler-Lagrange
model, i.e., particle tracking is calculated based on a steady-state flow field by solving the
ordinary differential equation
dv
QE(x)
= γ (u(x) − v(x)) +
+
B(t)
.
+
f




dt 
m 


external f orces
Brownian motion
f riction

(4)

electrostatics

In the equation of motion, v denotes the particle velocity. The friction γ between
particles and fluid flow is modeled in the first term. The subsequent term takes into
account the electrostatic interaction of the particle charges Q among the electric field
E generated by the filter fibers. The influence of elctrostatic attraction or repulsion
respectively depends on the particle mass m. The term B(t) corresponds to the diffusive
(Brownian) motion and f again models additional external forces.
In this approach, the particle motion is influenced by the flow field, but there is no interaction between severeral particles and no dependency of the flow field from the particle
motion.
2.2

GeoDict

The CFD software GeoDict offers modular tools for the simulation of materials and
fluid flows in diverse applications. It was mainly developed for modeling porous media and
composite materials. For this purpose, GeoDict offers the possiblity to virtually generate
structures as well as to simulate multiphase flow physics in porous media. Thus GeoDict
is well suited for filtration procedures, oil and gas transport through digital rocks and
electrochemical processes in fuel cell and battery media. In this work, GeoDict is used
to calculate the particulate air flow through simplified filter media structures with the
3
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FilterDict [2, 6] module.
Flow Field Calculation. In order to solve the flow equations before, after and inside
filter media, GeoDict uses an equidistant voxel mesh discretization. The following three
PDE solvers are available to solve the (Navier-) Stokes equations.
- The Explicit Jump (EJ) immersed boundary method can only be used to solve the
steady Stokes equation on a regular grid.
- The SIMPLE-FFT is an enhancement of the semi implicit methods for pressure
linked equations (SIMPLE) which uses a Fast Fourier transformation (FFT) as a
fast solver for the pressure Poisson equation. The solver can be used to aquire a
solution of the Stokes as well as the Navier-Stokes equations.
- The LIR (Left Identity Right) solver uses a simplified LIR-tree for spatial partitioning. Thus, it is possible to coarsen the voxel geometry in areas where the velocity
or pressure gradient are small. [7]
Due to its short computational runtime and at the same time low memory requirements
for porous media only the LIR solver is deployed in this work. After the solver converges
the flow field is kept fix and particles are added to the inflow area.
Particle Tracking. During particle tracking, GeoDict permanently searches for collisions of particles with the filter medium. Particles which are captured by the fibers
become part of the solid filter structure.
Batch-Wise Geometry Updates. GeoDict uses a batch-wise approach to take into
account changes of the filter medium structure due to deposited particles. This means,
that we track a batch of (independent) particles along the flow through the filter medium
and determine as described above whether or not each particle is captured by a fiber.
The batch contains a certain number of particles. After finishing the calculations for
the whole batch, the fiber structre is updated, i.e., enhanced by the captured particles.
Subsequently, a new flow field is calculated and the next batch of particles is tracked and
so forth.
3

FULLY COUPLED APPROACH

The fully coupled approach models interactions between single molecules or particles
based on a molecular dynamics like method (MD) and includes the full transient interaction between flow and particles. Therefore, the approach allows for more precise
simulations of particle trajectories and becomes suitable for the simulation of particle
dynamics in porous filter media.

4
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Figure 1: Most important potentials (Hertzian, harmonic bond and Coulomb) regarding interactions in
cabin air filtration as a function of the distance between two particles.

3.1

The Fully Coupled Model

The basic component of each particle interaction is the the potential energy U (|r|)
induced by each pair of particles. U (|r|) depends on the distance r between two interacting
molecules, is described with simple mathematical equations and allows for the calculation
of the force F(|r|) according to
F(r) = −∇U (|r|) with U (|r|) = UHz (|r|) + Uhb (|r|) + UC (|r|) .

(5)

The equation of motion
r̈ =

F(r)
m

(6)

describes the resulting particle transport.
For dust particles, we use the Hertzian potential UHz in combination with two other
potentials. The Hertzian potential


|r|
UHz (|r|) =  1 −
σ

 52

,

(7)

which is plotted in Fig. 3.1 models collisions of deforming particles [14]. The loss of
energy due to deformation ought to be more realistic for the collision of dust particles
than the Lennard-Jones potential which is usually used in molecular dynamics for gaseous
transport.
The second potential plotted in Fig. 3.1 is implementing dynamic bonding mechanisms.
These bond potentials are switched ’on’ during the simulation whereever particles collide,
thereby friction between the touching particles is assumed. In the simulations of this work
a harmonic bond potential
1
Uhb (|r|) = k (|r| − R)2
2

5
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Figure 2: The 19 velocity vectors ci for a D3Q19 lattice. From the central grid point, the velocity
vectors point towards all 6 nearest neighbours marked in blue and towards 12 next-to-nearest neighbours
shown in red. The 19th velocity vector is the rest mode (zero velocity). [15]

is used. The potential is minimal at the distance R and the prefactor is given by k.
The described collision detection is especially important when particles carry electrostatic charges. They result in attractive forces which are modeled by the long-ranged
electrostatic Coulomb potential
UC (|r|) = lB kB T

q1 q 2
|r|

(9)

that is effective even for large distances. Besides the slow decay for large distances, the
Coulomb potential further is singular at r = 0.
In addition to the interaction between particles, the fully coupled approach takes into
consideration the bi-directional interaction between particles an the backgroud air flow,
modeled by the Lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM) approximating the Navier-Stokes equations. LBM is based on mesoscopic kinetic equations. The main idea is that gases or fluids
consist of a large number of microscopic particles. During their movement the particles
exchange momentum and energy through streaming and particle collision. This particle
transport can be modeled with the Boltzmann equation given by
df (x, p, t)
= Ω (f ) ,
dt

(10)

where f (x, p, t) denotes the particle distribution depending on position x, momentum
p and time t. The collison operator (modeling firiction/diffusion) is Ω. To make the
equations solvable, LBM discretises the velocity space with a finite number of discrete
velocities ci and finite differences on a cubic grid in the three-dimensional coordinate
space. Fig. 2 shows the widely used D3Q19 discretisation for velocities with 19 velocity
components associated to the center of a three-dimensional cubic grid cell. The two
algorothmic step of LBM, the streaming (modeling convection) and collision steps can be

6
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calculated according to
dt
fi (x + ci dt, t + dt) − fi (x, t) = − (fi (x, t) − fieq (x, t)) = Ωi .


  τ


streaming

(11)

collision

The bi-directional interactions between particles and background flow are considered by
the point-coupling between MD and LBM described in [13].
3.2

ESPResSo

The software package ESPResSo (Extensible Simulation Package for RESearch on SOft
matter), is based on a molecular dynamics approach for soft matter simulations. Classical examples for soft matter systems are polymers, colloids, liquid crystals or glasses
[3]. Besides these applications ESPResSo was originally developed for, the sofware package meanwhile also comprises efficient algorithms for electrostatics [8, 9, 10, 11, 12], dielectrics, magnetostatics and hydrodynamics. By means of coarse-graining ESPResSo
enables simulations with diverse length scales on a mesoscopic level. That also allows
for yoking molecules together to dust particles in the size of one µm as they occur in
real aerosols. Furthermore, the molecular dynamics simulation allows to be coupled to a
Lattice-Boltzmann fluid dynamics solver in order to simulate background fluid flows [13].
Therefore, ESPResSo provides a new and basic approach for the simulation of cabin air
filtration.
MD in ESPResSo. ESPResSo provides a wide range of interaction potentials [3], among
them all potentials required in this work. Regarding the implemented algorithms, a distinction is made between short- and long-ranged interactions. The p3m algorithm of
ESPResSo separates the two classes, tackling the short-ranged potential in real space
based on cut-off and a linked-cell algorithm, and handling the (smooth) long-range potentials in Fourier space [3].
Lattice-Boltzmann in ESPResSo. In ESPResSo, the fluid particle densities are located on the nodes of the lattice and a linear relaxation towards the equilibrium distribution fieq is assumed. Besides the MPI parallized CPU version ESPResSo can also employ
GPU acceleration for hydrodynamics [15] which is exploited in this work.
Coupled Simulation in ESPResSo. The fully-coupled model realizes a four-way coupling for simulations of particulate flow through a porous medium. Due to the high degree
of complexity, the computational effort is very high, but ESPResSo delivers very precise
results for the simulation of particle trajectories.
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Figure 3: The simulation setup consists of uniformly aligned cylindrical fibers creating a mesh. On the
right hand side scliced plots of the magnitude velocity are shown.

4

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Since the computational effort becomes immense when considering the fully coupled
approach, the experimental setup is chosen as a simple scenario. Fig. 3 shows the used
fiber network consisting of uniformly aligned cylindrical constraints. The particulate flow
through this mesh is simulated with both software approaches, GeoDict and ESPResSo.
The cubic simulation domain has a size of (200 × 200 × 200) µm3 and is assumed to be
periodic in each direction for the flow field as well as for the particles. After the flow field
has converged, spherical monodisperse particles of the size of two µm are added at the
top of the simulation domain. At this point, two different experiments are performed.
In a first step, 20 uncharged particles are distributed statistically and added to the flow
fields with the same starting positions for each approach. Thereby, the difference in
applying uni- and bi-directional interactions between particles and the background flow
field is analyzed. As the simulation domain is relativly small, the particle concentration
cP = 2.8 · 10−2 kg/m3 is chosen excessively high in order to have a reasonable number of
particles in the simulation domain. In the second experiment, the focus is on the influence
of particle-particle interaction during particle motion. For this scenario only two particles
are considered, but they carry electrostatic charges q1 and q2 that are multiples of the
elementary charge e = 1.602 · 10−19 C (q1 = 0.04 e and q2 = −0.01 e). q1 and q2 are
unirealisticaly low but allow for stable simulation without further nmerical measures such
as time-step restrictions. Important simulation parameters for both experiments are listed
in Tab. 1.
5

RESULTS

Flow field simulation. The stand-alone flow field for the used mesh is plotted in Fig. 3.
At this point, ESPResSo and GeoDict provide no visible differences regardless of the used
solver.
Flow with neutral particles. The particle trajectories of 20 neutral particles in a
8
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Table 1: Simulation parameters for particles, fibers and air flow

fiber diameter
particle diameter
particle density
mean velocity
fluid density
fluid viscosity

dF
dP
ρP
uf
ρf
ηf

20 µm
2 µm
2650 kg/m3
0.2 m/s
1.204 kg/m3
1.834 · 10−5 kg/ms

Figure 4: Particle trajectories of 20 particles using the GeoDict Stokes solver, GeoDict Navier-Stokes
solver and the ESPResSo LBM for calculating the background air flow.

background flow are plotted in Fig. 4. The two pictures on the left side are both achieved
with the LIR solver of GeoDict. The background flow field on the left side is calculated
with the Stokes equations whereas the middle one uses the more complex Navier-Stokes
equations. The comparison of both GeoDict plots shows minimal deviations in the particle trajectories. However, these deviations result in different collision efficiencies with
the fibers. Based on the Stokes flow field, only three particles are captured whereas with
the Navier-Stokes version, two more particles stick to the fibers. Already for the small
total amount of 20 particles, differences in the collection efficiency can be observed at this
point. Tracking the particles with the ESPResSo software package results in the third
plot of Fig. 4. Using LBM for the background flow also leads to the deposition of five out
of 20 particles. The simulation results point out that for the given flow parameters we
are not in the Stokes regime anymore but have to use the Navier-Stokes equations. The
comparison between the one-way coupling and the fully coupled approach does not show
any effects for this simple scenario.
Flow with charged particles. The simulation results for the two opposite charged
particles are displayed in the picture series in Fig. 5. For better viewing, the particles
are magnified and their trajectories are additionally plotted again. Although the parti9
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Figure 5: Particle trajectories of two charged particles (q1 = 0.04 e and q2 = −0.01 e) at different times
simulated with ESPResSo.

cles only carry extremely low electrostatic charges, we observe a strong attraction and
even a collision. The particles already stick together before they reach the fiber network.
Subsequently, the particles pass through one of the pores as a kind of agglomerate. The
simulation with the same particle starting points is executed without electrostatic interactions. Again a picture series is recorded and plotted in Fig. 6. Omitting the Coulomb
potential results in totally different particle trajectories, one particle even collides with the
mesh. This points out that particle-particle interactions definitely need to be considered
for charged particles.
6

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The preliminary results presented in this paper for particulate air flow through a simple
fiber mesh support the assumption that a simple and computationally efficient one-way
coupled approach leads to acceptable results as long as we simulate the filtration of uncharged particles in uncharged filter media, only. However, the influence of particles which
are added one after the other on the flow field might be more pronounced. Particles thus
influence the following particles in the slipstream. As soon as we consider charged particles, already a simulation with only two particles with the fully coupled model shows
that particle trajectories change dramatically if particle-particle interactions are properly modeled. The resulting agglomeration of particles into larger clusters is assumed to
have an essential effect on filtration efficiency and should therefore not be neglected upon
designing filter media exploiting electrostatic effects.
Next steps towards more realistic and application-relevant simulations would be the
continous addition of particles (at randomly chose times) instead of at a single point in
10
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Figure 6: Particke trajectories of two neutral particles at different times simulated with ESPResSo.

time. A new version of the Lattice-Boltzmann solver in ESPResSo working on adaptively
refined grids [16] will further allow to simulate more complex filter media structures,
larger domain sizes, and longer physical time spans. This enables us to achieve significant
simulation results also for lower, more realistic, particle concentrations. Further steps will
be the modeling of more realistic charge and particle size distributions and simulations
with charged filter media instead of charged particles only.
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Abstract. It is now well accepted that the mechanical and the water retention behaviour of a
soil under unsaturated conditions are coupled and, that such coupling, should be incorporated
into a constitutive model for a realistic representation of soil’s response. In existing models,
the influence of the mechanical behaviour on the water retention is often represented by a
shift of the main wetting retention curve to higher values of matric suction (the difference
between pore air and pore water pressures) when the specific volume decreases. This means
that any variation of total volumetric strains of compression (whether these are elastic or
elasto-plastic) will result in a shift of the main wetting and drying curves to the right, when
these curves are represented in the water retention plane. This shift of the main water
retention curves, however, should not only influence the unsaturated stress states as often
described in the literature, it should also have some impact on the saturated stress states and,
more specifically, on the predictions of de-saturation (air-entry point) and saturation (airexclusion point). From a modelling point of view, it is advantageous to represent this
influence through the plastic component of volumetric strain of compression only because, in
this way, a consistent representation of the mechanical behaviour for both unsaturated and
saturated states can be naturally achieved. This and other advantages resulting from this
singular approach are demonstrated in the paper in the context of the Glasgow Coupled Model
(GCM).
1

INTRODUCTION

A major challenge of existing constitutive models for soils is the proper representation of
transitions between unsaturated and saturated conditions. This challenge is intimately linked
to: the incorporation of hysteresis in the water retention behaviour, the consideration of the
influences between mechanical and water retention behaviour and the choice of stress state
variables. As discussed in Gens [1], proper representation of these transitions is likely to be
difficult in models that use net stress (excess of total stress over pore air pressure) and matric
suction (difference between pore air pressure and pore water pressure) as stress state
variables. This is because de-saturation during drying will not necessarily occur at zero
suction and subsequent re-saturation on wetting will neither occur always at zero suction
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(Lloret-Cabot, Wheeler and Sánchez [2]). The consequence of having saturated states at nonzero values of suction makes especially complicated the unification of the mechanical
behaviour for unsaturated and saturated states when using net stress and matric suction as
stress state variables, because net stress only reverts to the saturated effective stress tensor
(the conventional stress state variable for the representation of the mechanical behaviour for
saturated soils, Terzaghi [3]) when suction equals zero. This situation worsens when using a
critical state framework (Roscoe and Burland [4]) as underlying formulation for the saturated
conditions, because representations of elastic and plastic volumetric straining for unsaturated
states will only converge to the saturated case for the single case of zero suction. These
challenges are discussed in the paper in the context of the Glasgow Coupled Model, showing
how to resolve them through the use of non-conventional stress state variables, proper
consideration of water retention hysteresis and appropriate representation of the influences
between mechanical and water retention behaviour.
2 THE GLASGOW COUPLED MODEL (GCM)
The Glasgow Coupled Model (GCM) is an elasto-plastic constitutive model to represent
the mechanical and water retention behaviour in unsaturated soils. It was first presented for
isotropic stress conditions by Wheeler et al. [5] and has been later extended to general stress
states ([6]-[7]). The analysis presented in this paper is based on how this model represents
unsaturated soil behaviour, with particular emphasis on the way the influence of mechanical
behaviour on water retention is formulated within the model. It has been then considered
convenient to discuss first its basic features. As the discussion is only a summary (limited to
isotropic stress conditions) interested readers are referred to other publications of the authors
([8]-[10]).
2.1 State or constitutive stress variables
For the restricted range of stress states that apply in tests under isotropic stress conditions,
it is sufficient to consider only the mean Bishop’s stress p* (sometimes called average
skeleton stress, Jommi [11]) and the modified suction s* defined as:
p*  p  Sr uw  1  Sr  ua  p  Sr s

(1)

s*  n  ua  uw   ns

(2)

where p is mean total stress, p is mean net stress, s is matric suction, ua and uw are the pore
fluid pressures for air and water respectively, Sr is degree of saturation and n is porosity. The
stress variables p* and s* are work-conjugate with volumetric strain increment dεv and
decrement of degree of saturation –dSr respectively [12]. As first suggested by Schrefler [13],
Equation 1 has replaced the weighting factor χ proposed in the original Bishop’s expression
[14] by the degree of saturation.
2.2 Elastic behaviour
Elastic components of dεv and –dSr are:
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d  ve 

 dp*
vp*

s ds*
dSre 
s*

(3)

(4)

where κ is the gradient of elastic swelling lines in the v: ln p* plane (mechanical behaviour)
and κs is the gradient of elastic scanning curves in the Sr: ln s* plane (water retention
behaviour).
2.3 Yield curves
To model isotropic stress conditions, the GCM includes three yield curves in the s*:p*
plane (see Figure 1). A Mechanical yield curve (M) to represent mechanical behaviour and a
Wetting Retention (WR) and Drying Retention (DR) yield curves to represent water retention
behaviour. Plastic volumetric strains occur during yielding on M curve, whereas plastic
variations of Sr occur during yielding on WR or DR curves. The M curve is the only one of
the three describing mechanical yielding and this can occur during loading, wetting or drying
as demonstrated in [8]. The other two (WR and DR) represent retention behaviour. Their
respective equations are given by:
p0*  p* 
0

(5)

s1*  s* 
0

(6)

s*  s2* 
0

(7)

where p0*, s1* and s2* are hardening parameters defining the current positions of the M, WR
and DR yield curves respectively (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Yield curves for isotropic stress states (after [5])
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2.4 Flow rules
Associated flow rules are assumed on all three yield curves. This means that yielding on
the M curve alone corresponds to:
dSrp  0

and

d  vp  0

(8)

and

dSrp  0

(9)

and

dSrp  0

(10)

Yielding on the WR curve alone corresponds to:
dpv 0

and yielding on DR alone corresponds to:
dpv 0

2.5 Hardening laws
The mechanical hardening law gives movements of the M curve and includes a direct
component of movement caused by plastic volumetric strain (due to yielding on the M curve)
and also a second (coupled) component of movement caused by any plastic changes of Sr due
to yielding on WR or DR curves:
dp0* vd pv
dSrp

 k1
*

 s  s
p0

(11)

where λ and κ are the gradients of normal compression and swelling lines respectively in the
v: ln p* plane for isotropic loading and unloading tests involving no plastic changes of Sr
(such as the saturated tests), λs and κs are the gradients of main wetting/drying curves and
scanning curves respectively in the plane Sr: ln s* (see Figure 2a) for retention tests involving
no plastic volumetric strains, and k1 is a coupling parameter.
The hardening law for the water retention gives movements of the WR or DR yield curves
and includes a direct component movement caused by plastic change of Sr (due to yielding on
the WR or DR curve) and a second (coupled) component of movement caused by any plastic
volumetric strains due to yielding on the M curve:
vd pv
ds1* ds2*
dSrp




k
2
 s  s

s1*
s2*

(12)

where k2 is a second coupling parameter. Equation 12 ensures that the movements of the DR
and WR yield curves are such that the ratio of s2* to s1* remains constant and equal to a soil
constant R:
s2*
R
s1*

(13)

The special cases of the hardening laws during yielding on only a single yield curve (M,
WR or DR) are given by inserting the relevant condition from Equation 8, 9 or 10 ( dSrp  0 or
dpv 0 ) into Equations 11 and 12 [2].
Figure 2 illustrates how the GCM treats the saturated conditions. When the soil reaches
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Sr  1 , further elastic increases of degree of saturation are prevented (Equation 4 no longer
applies for decreases of s* ) and further plastic increases of degree of saturation are prevented
p
p
( d 
dS
0 replaces Equation 9 for states on the WR yield curve alone). In addition, the
v
r
consistency condition on the WR yield curve is removed, so that the stress state can pass
beyond the WR curve [2]. Figure 2a shows water retention behaviour (with dpv 0 ),
including a saturated stress state X. Figure 2b shows the corresponding positions of the yield
curves when the stresses are at X. While the soil remains saturated, the M yield curve is still
operative, and Equation 11 (with dSrp  0 ) reverts to the conventional Modified Cam Clay
(MCC) hardening law [4], because p* = p′, where p′ is the saturated mean effective stress [3].
Also, while the soil remains saturated, Equation 12 (with dSrp  0 ) is still used to determine
coupled movements of the WR and DR curves caused by plastic (not total) volumetric strain
[9]. As explained in further detail in [2], this represents changes of air-entry value caused by
plastic volumetric strain.

Figure 2: Modelling retention behaviour and treatment of saturated conditions [2]

3 MODELLING TRANSITIONS BETWEEN UNSATURATED AND SATURATED
CONDITIONS
The GCM represents soil behaviour under both unsaturated (Sr < 1) and saturated
conditions (Sr = 1). For Sr = 1, the GCM converges to the mechanical relationships of the
MCC model for saturated soils because, in contrast to mean net stress, mean Bishop’s stress
p* reverts to the saturated mean effective stress p′ every time Sr = 1, even if s ≠ 0.
Furthermore, under isotropic compression states on the M curve, as saturation progresses
further, approaching Sr to 1, the GCM response for v should converge to the conventional
Normal Compression Line, NCL:
v     ln p '

(14)

where λ and N are, respectively, the gradient and intercept of the saturated NCL in the v:
ln p ' plane. To satisfy this requirement with the formulation of the GCM it is necessary that
κs = 0 [2]. This restriction on the value of κs is due to a small inconsistency in the model
highlighted by Ravendiraraj [16] and is discussed in the following.
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Figure 3 shows a wetting stress path ABC, followed by a loading-unloading cycle CDE
(not plotted in the figure) while the soil is saturated and then a drying path EFG. If yielding
on the M curve occurs during the loading-unloading cycle CDE, this will cause plastic
volumetric strains while the soil is saturated (for simplicity, no plastic volumetric strains
occur during either AB or FG, while the soil is unsaturated). Consequently, coupled
movements of the WR and DR yield curves occur resulting in a translation of the water
retention curves from the positions shown by fine continuous lines to those shown by the fine
dashed lines. This means that, whereas the soil reaches a saturated state at a value of modified
suction sB* during wetting, de-saturation occurs at a higher value of modified suction sF*
during subsequent drying. Thus, elastic increases of Sr occur over the range of modified
suction sF* to sB* during the wetting path (plastic changes of Sr also occur) but no elastic
decreases of Sr occur between sB* and sF* during the drying path, which means that elastic
changes of Sr have not been reversible over the range of modified suction sB* to sF*, and this
contravenes a basic tenet of elastic behaviour [2]. A simple way to overcome this problem is
by assuming κs = 0 and this is the assumption adopted for the remainder of the paper.

Figure 3: Demonstration of irreversible elastic changes of Sr if s > 0 [2]

3.1 Isotropic normal compression planar surfaces for v and Sr
To show how the GCM handles the transition from unsaturated to saturated states, it is
convenient to introduce first the work of Lloret [15] on the model predictions for isotropic
stress states at the intersection of the mechanical (M) and wetting retention (WR) yield
curves. This work shows that any stress paths involving mechanical yielding (occurrence of
plastic compression) and wetting retention yielding (occurrence of plastic increases of Sr)
correspond to this intersection of M and WR curves; and that, for these isotropic normal
compression (NC) states at the intersection of M and WR curves, the GCM predicts unique
expressions for specific volume v and degree of saturation Sr. The form of these unique
expressions corresponds to two planar surfaces when plotted, respectively, in the v: ln p* :

ln s* and Sr: ln p* : ln s* spaces. Their respective expressions are given by:
v  *  * ln p*  k1* ln s*

(15)

Sr  *  *s ln s*  k2* ln p*

(16)
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where λ*, k1* , *s , k 2* ,  * and * are soil constants (see Appendix).
Lloret-Cabot, Wheeler and Sánchez [2] show that for the unsaturated NC planar surfaces
for v (Equation 15) to converge to the saturated NCL (Equation 14) at Sr = 1, it is necessary
that κs = 0.
3.2 Transitions from unsaturated to saturated conditions: the saturation line
With κs = 0, Figure 4a shows a three-dimensional view (in v: ln p* : ln s* space) of the
unsaturated isotropic NC planar surface for v (Equation 15) and the saturated isotropic NCL.
The intersection of the two surfaces defines a “saturation line” (Figure 4a) corresponding to
the transition from unsaturated to saturated conditions. Equivalent surfaces for Sr are
illustrated in Figure 4b (in Sr: ln p* : ln s* space), where the same saturation line is observed.

Figure 4: Isotropic NC planar surfaces for unsaturated and saturated conditions: (a) for v; (b) for Sr [2]

Lloret-Cabot et al. [2] demonstrate that the following expression for the saturation line
shown in Figures 4a and 4b is obtained by using Equation 16 with Sr = 1 (and assuming κs =
0):

ln s*

*  1
 k2 ln p*
*s

(17)

Equation 17 represents the pairs of s* and p* at which transitions from unsaturated to
saturated conditions will occur if the stress state is isotropic and at the intersection between M
and WR yield curves. According to [2], with κs = 0, transitions from unsaturated to saturated
conditions can only occur whilst on the WR yield curve, but it is not necessary for the stress
state to be on the M yield curve or for the stress state to be isotropic at the point of transition
from unsaturated to saturated conditions. Given that changes of p* do not produce elastic
changes of Sr, it is straightforward to derive a more general expression for transition from
unsaturated to saturated conditions, applicable to any isotropic, including those not on the M
yield curve:
k2
 *  1 
s*  exp  *   p0* 

 s 
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Equation 18 defines the expression for the saturation line, corresponding to transition from
unsaturated to saturated conditions (sometimes known as the air-exclusion point), and is
illustrated in Figure 5 (in both a log-log plot and a linear plot). Equation 18 and Figure 5 show
that the saturation value of s* is uniquely dependent on the position of the M yield surface (i.e.
the value of p0* ) [2].
3.3 Transitions from saturated to unsaturated conditions: the de-saturation line
Lloret-Cabot, Wheeler and Sánchez [2] demonstrate that transitions in the reverse
direction, from saturated to unsaturated conditions, must occur on the DR yield surface if κs =
0, but it is not necessary for the stress state at the point of de-saturation to be on the M
surface. This transition from saturated to unsaturated conditions occurs on a “de-saturation
line” defined by:
k2
 *  1 
s*  R exp  *   p0* 
 s 

(19)

Figure 5 illustrates that the GCM includes the influences of both water retention hysteresis
and plastic volumetric straining on transitions between saturated and unsaturated conditions.
The difference between the saturation and de-saturation values of s* (at the same value of p0* )
shows the influence of retention hysteresis, whereas the variation of both saturation and desaturation values of s* with p0* shows the influence of plastic (not total) volumetric strains on
air-exclusion and air-entry points [2].

Figure 5: Predicted saturation and de-saturation lines [2]

4

CONCLUSIONS
-

-

The Glasgow Coupled Model (GCM) predicts that isotropic normal compression
states in isotropic stress paths involving plastic volumetric strains and plastic
increases of Sr correspond to points at the intersection of M and WR yield curves. For
these states, the model predicts unique unsaturated isotropic normal compression
planar surfaces for v and for Sr (in v: ln p* : ln s* and Sr: ln p* : ln s* spaces,
respectively).
The GCM represents consistently the transitions between saturated and unsaturated
states, including the influence of retention hysteresis and the effect of plastic
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volumetric strains on water retention behaviour. The GCM gives unique expressions
to predict saturation and de-saturation conditions (air-exclusion and air-entry points
respectively), in the form of two unique straight lines in the ln s* : ln p0* plane.
APPENDIX
For cases with s = 0, the gradients of the isotropic normal compression surface for v are
given by:
  k1k2 
* 
1  k1k2
k1*  k1

  

1  k1k2 

(A1)

(A2)

Similarly, the gradients for the isotropic normal compression surface for Sr are given by:

*s  s
1  k1k2
k2*  k2

s

1  k1k2 

(A3)

(A4)
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Abstract.
Many real world problems are so complex that simplifications of these
problems are needed. Otherwise the computing costs would be so high that specific
problems, for example uncertainty quantification, could not be solved.
In this paper we consider a system of coupled ODEs and discretise the subsystems in
time with adaptive high order Runge–Kutta methods. This approach is called ”partitioned
method”, and we use a Block Gauss-Seidel method for solving the final linear or non-linear
systems. The motivation for using high order methods is the computation of very accurate
numerical results. Moreover, these time integration methods are more effective than lower
order methods, and in the case of the partitioned approach they need less iterations than
lower order methods.
For the stochastic discretisation we use a stochastic Galerkin method which only needs a
few solutions of the deterministic ODE system. We show that using higher order methods
in time leads to a better and more accurate quantification of uncertainties because we
can expect a higher accuracy and a faster convergence for the deterministic problem.
Numerical results show the advantages of the novel approach.

1

INTRODUCTION

Many physical or engineering problems can be described with differential equations,
such as the simulation of time–dependent laminar or turbulent flows. As input quantities
of such models we have, for example, boundary and initial conditions, geometries, and
coefficients, which are in general not exactly known since they may be the result of
measurements.
There are two kinds of uncertainties. First there are the so-called aleatoric uncertainties. Here the uncertainties are described as inherent randomness inside the phenomenon.
1
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Then there are epistemic uncertainties which are related to our incomplete knowledge
[17, 13, 29]. The uncertainties considered here are more or less epistemic uncertainties.
Aleatoric uncertainties are nearly always described probabilistically [17, 13, 29, 9]. For
epistemic uncertainties different ansatzes are used: Fuzzy systems, convex sets, intervals
[22, 8, 29], as well as Bayesian probabilistic models [17, 13, 29, 6, 14].
The identified uncertainties should not only be indicated and verbally described by
modelling and simulation, they should also be quantified (see for example [17]). The
quantification of uncertainties plays an important role in the determination of optimal
processes and to find feedback control which are robust with respect to perturbations and
uncertainties. There are different possibilities to describe and quantify uncertainties. In
this article uncertainties are described with probabilistic or stochastic models since this
approach is based on a deep mathematical structure [17].
A good probabilistic description can be achieved, for example, with Gaussian random
variables if the random variables are continuous. As Wiener suggests [32] every random
variable r(ω) ∈ L2 (Ω) can be represented with polynomials, which depend on uncorrelated and independent Gauß variables [12, 16, 19, 20, 18]. This leads to functional
approximations such as the polynomial chaos expansion (PCE), which delivers a suitable representation of the stochastic process and of the random variable in independent
identically distributed (iid) standard-Gauß variables.
In this paper we consider linear coupled ODEs, where we assume that the initial conditions are uncertain. For the solution of this system of ODEs we need a temporal
discretisation. Therefore we will concentrate on implicit schemes such as implicit Runge–
Kutta methods, since a high order of convergence can be achieved (see [24]). Often an
order reduction phenomenon can be observed if stiff problems or DAEs are solved (see [15]
and [10]). Moreover, the costs for the linear algebra are very high. Therefore often diagonally implicit Runge-Kutta (DIRK) methods or Rosenbrock–Wanner (ROW) methods
are used. But in this case the order reduction is much stronger. Many papers study the
order reduction phenomena and derive further order conditions to reduce this effect. One
possibility is the consideration of the Prothero–Robinson example [27]. In [23] and [26]
better ROW methods are developed, and numerical studies show that full order can be
achieved for the Prothero–Robinson example. Similar results for SDIRK and ESDIRK
methods are presented in [23] and [25].
Here we want to use very accurate methods, i.e. methods which have a high order
of convergence. Therefore fully implicit Runge–Kutta methods may be a good choice.
But these methods need a high computational effort, since in every timestep a nonlinear
system of dimension ns has to be solved, where n is the dimension of the problem and s
is the number of internal stages of the Runge–Kutta method. In the last decades several
papers have discussed the efficient solution of the nonlinear or linear equations. Here
we use a transformation from Butcher [4] and Bickart [2] of the coefficient matrix of the
Runge–Kutta method. If a simplified Newton method is applied this splitting leads to
s complex valued systems of dimension n. An application of this technique for Radau
2
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methods can be found in [11] and [28]. These nonlinear systems can be solved directly
with the help of LU-decompositions and back- and forward substitutions.
For coupled ODEs such a discrete system can be very large, and a monolithic method
may be not a good choice since the computations of the matrix-vector products need a
lot of time and a lot of memory. A partitioned method may be a better choice. In this
case we split the huge nonlinear system into smaller ones. This approach is known, for example, from the numerical solution of multi-field problems like fluid–structure interaction
(see [21]).
This paper is structured as follows: First we discuss implicit Runge–Kutta methods
and apply them on a coupled system of ODEs. Then stochastic Galerkin methods are
presented, and finlly a numerical example shows the benefit of using higher order time
integration methods.
2

TIME DISCRETISATION METHODS
We start our considerations with the initial value problem
u̇ = f (t, u),

u(t0 ) = u0 .

A Runge-Kutta (RK) method for the implicit ODE (1) is given by


s

ki = f tm + ci τ, um + τm
aij kj , i = 1, . . . , s,

(1)

(2)

j=1

um+1 = um + τm

s


bi k i ,

(3)

i=1

where τ is a given timestep size, s is the number of internal stages and aij , bi , and ci are
the coefficients of the RK-method, which should be determined in such a way that the
method has a sufficiently high order convergence [5, 10, 30]. The order of the RK-method
can be determined with the so-called simplifying conditions from Butcher [3], which are
defined as follows.
Definition 2.1 (see [3]). An s-stage RK-method satisfies the simplifying conditions if
the conditions
s

B(p) :
bi ck−1
= 1/k,
k = 1, . . . , p,
i
i=1

C(q) :

s


aij ck−1
= cki /k,
j

i = 1, . . . , s, k = 1, . . . , q,

j=1

D(r) :

s

i=1

are fulfilled.

bi ck−1
aij = bj (1 − ckj )/k,
i

3
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The condition B(p) is equivalent to a quadrature rule with nodes ci and weights bi , which
integrates polynomials of degree p − 1 exactly. The conditions C(q) have the following
meaning: The intermediate values ki are integrated exactly by a quadrature rule with
weights aij and nodes ci , which integrates polynomials of degree q exactly.
Theorem 2.2 (see [5, 30]) An RK-method with s internal stages has the convergence
order p if the simplifying conditions B(p), C(l), and D(m) with
p ≤ min{l + m + 1, 2l + 2}
are satisfied.
For the proof we refer to the book of Butcher [5]. Next we derive the coefficients of
Radau-IIA methods, which need the roots of the shifted Legendre polynomial of degree
s, i.e.
1 ds s
Ps (2t − 1) =
[t (t − 1)s ].
s! dts
With respect to the L2 (0, 1)-scalar product the polynomial Ps (2t − 1) is orthogonal to
all polynomials of degree < s. The roots of the Legrendre polynomials Ps can be found
in the book of Abramowitz and Stegun [1] or can be computed with a computer algebra
tool. It can be proven that the roots are pairwise distinct. From this fact it follows that
the Vandermonde matrix


1 c1 c21 . . . cs−1
1

..  ,
Vs = (Vij ) := (cj−1
) =  ... ... ...
i, j = 1, . . . , s
. 
i
1 cs c2s . . . cs−1
s
is regular. In the case of the Radau methods we need the following theorem.

Theorem 2.3 Let be given a Runge–Kutta method with p = 2s − 1. Then the nodes ci of
the RK method are given by the roots of the polynomial
Ps,ξ (2x − 1) = Ps (2x − 1) + ξPs−1 (2x − 1),

ξ ∈ R.

For the proof we refer to the book of Strehmel and Weiner (see [31]). Here we are intested
in the case ξ = −1, which leads to the Radau-IIA methods with cs = 1 (see [7]). The
condition B(p) reads as b ck = 1/k, where the vector ck is defined as ck = (ck1 , . . . , cks ) .
The condition C(q) can be written as Ack−1 = ck /k, where A = (aij )si,j=1 . The nodes bi
are then uniquely determined by the conditions B(1), ..., B(s), i. e. by
b e = 1, b c = 1/2, . . . , b cs−1 = 1/s.
This system can be written in matrix-vector notation as


1
1


b Vs = eH := 1, , . . . ,
.
2
s
4
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−1
Multiplying from the right with the inverse of Vs generates our nodes bi , i.e. b = e
H Vs .
Next we determine the matrix A with the help of conditions C(1), . . . , C(s), which can
be written as
Ae = c, Ac = c2 /2, . . . , Acs−1 = cs /s,

or in matrix notation by AVs = C, where
1
C := (cij ) = cji ,
j

i, j = 1, . . . , s.

As it is shown in [24] the method can be equipped with an embedded method. Therefore
we set


1
1

ẽH := 1, , . . . ,
,0 .
2
s−1
Then the nodes b̃i are given simply by
−1
b̃ = ẽ
H Vs

and the embedded method is of order s − 1. Finally, the Butcher table is given by
c

CVs−1
−1
e
H Vs
−1
ẽ
H Vs

and the Radau-IIA methods with 2 and 3 internal stages are given by
1
3

1

3

5
12
3
4
3
4

1
− 12

1

0

1
4
1
4

√
4− 6
10
√
4+ 6
10

1

√
88−7 6
360
√
296+169 6
1800
√
16−6 6
36
√
16−6 6
36

−1

√
296−169 6
1800
√
88+7 6
360
√
16+6 6
36
√
16+6 6
36
√
7
1 − 12
6

√
−2+3 6
225
√
−2+3 6
225
1
9
1
9
√
7
1 + 12
6

.

APPLICATION TO COUPLED ODEs
Let us consider a simple coupled ODE given by


a b
 u,
u̇ = 
u(0) = u0 .
−b a

(4)

In the following we solve the ODE (4) with a partitioned approach, where we use a Block
Jacobi and a Block Gauss–Seidel method. The convergence of these partitioned methods
5
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depends strongly on the spectral radius of the iteration matrix which depends on the
Runge–Kutta method and on the chosen stepsize. The variables a and b in ODE (4) are
set as follows: a = −1/10 and b = 24. As stepsizes we use τ = 1/10 and τ = 1/100.
Note, that for τ = 1/10 the implicit Euler and the trapezoidual rule do not converge if
they are applied with a Block Jaboci or Block Gauss–Seidel method. In Figure 1 we show
the results for Radau-IIA methods with 2, . . . , 30 internal stages. It can observed that

Figure 1: spectral radii in dependency of the internal stages with τ = 1/10 (left) and τ = 1/100 (right)

increasing the number of stages decreases the spectral radius, i.e. the numerical results
are getting better and we need less iterations of our partitioned methods. Moreover, the
spectral radius for the Block Gauss-Seidel method is lower than for the Block Jacobi
method. The spectral radius can be reduced if the stepsize τ is reduced, because τ acts
as a damping parameter.
In our next experiment we want to show that higher order methods need less iterations
for the partitioned methods and that the numerical error decreases if the number of stages
increases. Again we chose a = −1/10 and b = 24. For the stepsize we take τ = 1/10.
The numerical results are shown in Figure 2. In the left we plot the number of iterations
for the partitioned methods in dependency of the number of internal stages. It can be
observed that the lower order methods need much more iterations than the methods with
10 or more internal stages. A similar observation can be made if the numerical error is
considered (left part of Figure 2). Again, methods with 10 or more stages have a smaller
numerical error than lower order methods.

6
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Figure 2: Iterations per timestep (left) and numerical error (right)

4

STOCHASTIC GALERKIN METHOD

In the next step we assume that the initial conditions of the ODE (4) are uncertain,
i.e. we have a stochastic ODE given by


a b
 u(t, ω),
u̇(t, ω) = 
(5)
u(0, ω) = u0 (ω),
−b a
where ω is an elementary event (of a realisation) in a probability space (Ω, A, P) of random
events. For the stochastic discretisation we use a Galerkin approach, i.e. we look for a
variational formulation. Therefore we multiply equation (5) with a testfunction Hγ and
integrate over the stochastic domain Ω. We receive


u̇(t, ω)Hγ (ω)P(dω) =
[au(t, ω) + bv(t, ω)] Hγ (ω)P(dω),
(6)
Ω
Ω


v̇(t, ω)Hγ (ω)P(dω) =
[av(t, ω) − bu(t, ω)] Hγ (ω)P(dω)
(7)
Ω

Ω

Any random variable r(ω) ∈ L2 (Ω) can be represented as a series of polynomials in
uncorrelated and independent Gaussian variables θ = (θ1 , . . . ) (see [32]). This idea is
called polynomial chaos expansion (PCE). We set

u(t, ω) =
uα (t)Hα (θ(ω)),
α

v(t, ω) =



vα (t)Hα (θ(ω)).

α

7
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For more details about we PCE we refer to [17]. Inserting these formulas into our variational formulation leads to the following system




u̇α (t)
Hα ((θ(ω))Hγ (ω)P(dω) =
uα (t)a
Hα ((θ(ω))Hγ (ω)P(dω)
Ω

α

α

+

α

v̇α (t)





vα (t)b

Hα ((θ(ω))Hγ (ω)P(dω) =



vα (t)a

α

−



Hα ((θ(ω))Hγ (ω)P(dω),

(8)

Ω

α

Ω

Ω



uα (t)b





Hα ((θ(ω))Hγ (ω)P(dω)

Ω

Hα ((θ(ω))Hγ (ω)P(dω).

(9)

Ω

α

The polynomials Hα are chosen in such a way that the integrals can be solved analytically. One choice are multivariate Hermite polynomials which can be defined with a
recursion formula given by hk+1 (t) = thk (t) − khk−1 , k ∈ N. The Hermite polynomials
are orthogonal polynomials w.r.t. the standard
Gaussian probability measure Γ, where
√
−1/2 −t2 /2
Γ(dt) = (2π)
e
. The set {hk (t)/ k! | k ∈ N0 } forms a complete orthonormal
system in L2 (R, Γ), since the Hermite polynomials satisfy
 ∞
hm (t)hn (t)Γ(dt) = n!δnm .
−∞

A multivariate Hermite polynomial is defined by
Hα (t) :=

d


∀t ∈ Rd ,

hαj (tj ),

j=1

where α is a multi-index. In Figures 3 and 4 we have visualised the Hermite polynomials
H23 , H33 , H35 , and H55 .
We can write each polynomial as a linear combination of Hermite polynomials. A
product of two Hermite polynomials is again a polynomial which can be represented by
Hermite polynomials, i. e.
hk (t)hl (t) =

k+l


(n)

ckl hn (t).

n=|k−l|
(n)

The coefficients ckl are only non-zero if g := (k + l + n)/2 ∈ N and if g ≥ k, g ≥ l and
g ≥ n (see [16]).
These properties of the Hermite algebra can be used to simplify equations (8)–(9).
First of all we note that

Hα Hγ P(dω) = α!δαγ ,
∀α, γ
Ω

8
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Figure 3: Hermite polynomials H23 and H33

Figure 4: Hermite polynomials H35 and H55

holds. If we use this result our stochastic ODE system simplifies to
u̇α (t) = auα (t) + bvα (t),
v̇α (t) = avα (t) − buα (t).

(10)
(11)

This is a similar system as our deterministic system, i.e. we have to solve the original one
with different initial values to compute the PCE.
5

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In our numerical example we consider the stochastic ODE (5). We solve this equation
in the time interval [0, 1] with Radau-IIA methods, where s = 2, . . . , 6. From 1000 Monte
Carlo runs the mean value and the variance is computed for the stochastic Galerkin
method and the Monte Carlo method. The results are displayed in Figure 5. It can be
observed that the results are more accurate if s ≥ 4, i.e. if we use a Radau-IIA method of
order 7. This observation holds for the stochastic Galerkin and the Monte Carlo method.
9
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Figure 5: Results for the mean value (left) and the variance (right)

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have considered implicit Runge–Kutta methods of higher order and
applied them on stochastic coupled ODEs. We have seen that in the case of deterministic
problems a higher order leads to a smaller numerical error and higher order of convergence. Moreover a partitioned approach such as the Block Jacobi or the Block Gauss–
Seidel method needs less iterations if the number of stages increases. This properties
can be used for solving stochastic ODEs, too. We discretised our stochastic ODE with a
stochastic Galerkin method, which in the case of stochastic initial conditions leads to a
Block diagonal linear system, which can be easily solved.
In future work this approach should be applied on the model problem, where the matrix
entries are uncertain, too. Moreover, a comparison with stochastic collocation methods
should be carried out.
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Abstract. A detailed analysis and optimization of piezoelectric devices, which nowadays are
of widespread use in electronic applications, requires numerical analysis. Numerical models
based on the Finite Element Method (FEM) have already been proposed in literature. The Finite
Integration Technique (FIT) provides stable and consistent discretization schemes for coupled
multiphysics problems. A FIT formulation with unstructured meshes, for 2-D/3-D coupled
electromechanical static or dynamic problems, is presented. Piezoelectric bimorph cantilevers,
with a realistic multilayered geometry, can be analyzed. Comparisons with FEM show the
validity and the accuracy of the method.
1

INTRODUCTION

Piezoelectric materials are nowadays of widespread use for producing actuators, sensors,
and energy harvesters for feeding ultra-low power electronics [1]. Analytical models are
well-assessed and important tools for designing and optimizing piezoelectric devices [2].
Lumped circuit models are derived for instance in control applications [3]. Non ideal conditions
like clamping setup, local variations in geometry and material properties, and residual stress
may significantly affect the device performance, and in particular its resonance frequency.
Accurate numerical electromechanical 3-D coupled models are thus required. The FEM
analysis of piezoelectric structures is thoroughly documented in the literature [4]. In particular,
thin-plate finite elements were proposed to limit the amount of problem unknowns [5].
The Finite Integration Technique or, equivalently, the Cell Method (CM) are numerical
techniques, which provide field equations directly in algebraic form, thus suitable for computer
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coding [6,7]. These are alternative to FEM because the field problem is formulated in a
circuit-like manner in terms of degrees of freedom (DoFs), i.e. volume and surface integrals of
vector fields and scalar potentials. This feature is suitable for modelling multiphysics problems,
where different types of couplings occur. A coupling between different physics is provided in
[8] by solving an electro-thermal problem with CM. In [9] different computational domains,
which can be discretized independently, are matched by a CM formulation. An example of
coupling between different numerical methods, e.g. the CM and the Boundary Element Method
(BEM), is finally provided in [10]. The extension of FIT and CM to elastic problems has been
more complex due to mathematical structure of elasticity, inherently different from
electromagnetic problems. A first attempt of CM elastic formulation was proposed by Tonti in
[11]. The role of topological operators in elasticity was evidenced in [12]. Finally, CM
formulations for multiphysics problems including elasticity were proposed in [6,7,13].
The basic idea here is to extend this algebraic approach for analysing piezoelectric coupled
problems, where the elastic problem is coupled to the electrostatic problem via constitutive
relationships.
2 FIT PIEZOELECTRIC FORMULATION
Let Ω ∈ ℝ𝑑𝑑 (𝑑𝑑 = 2, 3) be a piezoelectric body with boundary Γ = ∂Ω. The response to
external body-surface forces is ruled by dynamic equilibrium and compatibility equations,
which exhibit a more simple representation when the small displacement assumption holds true.
This condition is well verified in typical piezo-mechanical applications like energy harvesters,
actuators, and sensors. Similarly, electrostatics is governed by curl-free constraint and charge
conservation. These equations are complemented by local piezoelectric relationships:
E
Tij = cijkh
S kh − ekij E k ,
Di = eikh S kh + εSik E k ,

(1)
(2)

where Tij , S kh are the stress and the strain tensors, Di , E k are the electric displacement and
E
electric fields, and cijkh
, eikh , εSik are the elastic, piezoelectric, and dielectric tensors. In (1) and
(2) the Einstein summation convention is implicitly assumed.
In FIT formulations problem variables are DoFs defined on geometric entities like points,
lines, surfaces, and volumes. The computational domain is first meshed into tetrahedrons so
that a primal grid 𝒢𝒢Ω with 𝑁𝑁 nodes and 𝐸𝐸 edges is built. Dual grids 𝒢𝒢̃Ω and 𝒢𝒢̃Γ are defined on Ω
and Γ by taking the barycentric subdivisions of primal grids 𝒢𝒢Ω and 𝒢𝒢Γ (the restriction of 𝒢𝒢Ω to
Γ). The augmented dual grid is built by joining volume and boundary grids as 𝒢𝒢̃ΩΓ = 𝒢𝒢̃Ω ∪ 𝒢𝒢̃Γ
[14]. The following incidence matrices are defined for discretization on dual grids: 𝐆𝐆Ω (edges
T
̃ Ω = −𝐆𝐆Ω
̃ ΩΓ (volumes on 𝒢𝒢̃ to faces on on 𝒢𝒢̃Γ ).
(volumes to faces on 𝒢𝒢̃Ω), 𝐃𝐃
to nodes on 𝒢𝒢Ω), 𝐃𝐃
For the mechanical problem the following arrays of DoFs are defined for any 𝑖𝑖–th spatial
component (with 𝑖𝑖 = 1 … 𝑑𝑑): displacements on primal nodes 𝑛𝑛, 𝐬𝐬 𝑖𝑖 = (𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 ); line integrals of the
displacement gradient 𝑥𝑥 𝑘𝑘ℎ = 𝑠𝑠 𝑘𝑘,ℎ along primal edges 𝑒𝑒, 𝐱𝐱 𝑖𝑖 = (𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 ), where 𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 = ∫𝑒𝑒 x 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 t j 𝑑𝑑𝛾𝛾 and
t j is unit tangent vector along 𝑒𝑒; fluxes of the stress tensor on dual faces 𝑓𝑓̃, 𝐭𝐭̃ 𝑖𝑖 = (𝑡𝑡̃𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓̃ ), where
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𝑡𝑡̃𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓̃ = ∫𝑓𝑓̃ T𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 nj 𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎 and nj unit normal vector to face 𝑓𝑓̃. For the electrostatic problem, arrays of

DoFs are: electric potentials at primal nodes 𝚽𝚽 = (𝜑𝜑𝑛𝑛 ); electric voltages along primal edges,
𝐮𝐮 = (𝑢𝑢𝑒𝑒 ), where 𝑢𝑢𝑒𝑒 = ∫𝑒𝑒 E 𝑗𝑗 t j 𝑑𝑑𝛾𝛾 is the line integral of the electric field E 𝑗𝑗 ; fluxes of electric
displacement D𝑗𝑗 on dual faces 𝐝𝐝̃ = (𝑑𝑑̃𝑓𝑓̃ ), where 𝑑𝑑̃𝑓𝑓̃ = ∫̃ D𝑗𝑗 nj 𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎.
𝑓𝑓

3.1 Static coupled problem

In a FIT scheme, similar to a circuit-like electric problem formulation, topological and
constitutive relationships have to be constructed in order to fully constrain arrays of DoFs.
Topological relations on the primal grid for the mechanical and electrical variables are:
𝐱𝐱 𝑖𝑖 = 𝐆𝐆Ω 𝐬𝐬 𝑖𝑖 ,
𝐞𝐞 = −𝐆𝐆Ω 𝚽𝚽,

(3)
(4)

The topological relationships for the dual grid are the equilibrium equations for electrostatics and
mechanics:

̃ Ω 𝐭𝐭̃ 𝑖𝑖 + 𝐃𝐃
̃ ΩΓ 𝐭𝐭̃ Γ,𝑖𝑖 = 𝐟𝐟̃𝑖𝑖 ,
𝐃𝐃
̃ Ω 𝐝𝐝̃ + 𝐃𝐃
̃ ΩΓ 𝐝𝐝̃Γ = 𝐪𝐪
̃,
𝐃𝐃

(5)
(6)

𝐭𝐭̃ 𝑖𝑖 = 𝐂𝐂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝐱𝐱𝑗𝑗 − 𝐄𝐄𝑖𝑖 𝐞𝐞,
𝐝𝐝̃ = 𝐄𝐄𝑗𝑗T 𝐱𝐱𝑗𝑗 + 𝜺𝜺 𝐞𝐞,

(7)
(8)

where 𝐭𝐭̃ Γ,𝑖𝑖 , 𝐝𝐝̃Γ are stress tensor and dielectric displacement fluxes on the boundary dual faces,
𝐟𝐟̃𝑖𝑖 = (𝑓𝑓̃𝑖𝑖 ) is the array of external body forces.
By integrating on dual faces strain tensor and electric displacement in (1) and (2), the
following discrete relationships are obtained:

where 𝐂𝐂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = (𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒′ ), 𝐄𝐄𝑖𝑖 = (𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒′ ), 𝜺𝜺 = (𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒′ ) are respectively the elastic, piezoelectric,
dielectric constitutive matrices, all of size 𝐸𝐸×𝐸𝐸. These matrices are assembled from local
matrices constructed as described in [6].
For instance, the elastic matrix is obtained as follows. For a given tetrahedron 𝜏𝜏, edge vectors
and dual face vectors (within the tetrahedron), depicted in Fig. 1, are computed for any primal
edge. By assuming an affine displacement distribution within any tetrahedron 𝜏𝜏, the
displacement gradient is uniform within 𝜏𝜏. For any edge 𝑒𝑒(𝜏𝜏) of 𝜏𝜏, this becomes 𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 (𝜏𝜏) =
∫𝑒𝑒

(𝜏𝜏)

x 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 t j 𝑑𝑑𝛾𝛾 = x 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 L𝑒𝑒(τ),j, where L𝑒𝑒(τ),j is the edge vector related to 𝑒𝑒(𝜏𝜏) . In the same way, the

stress flux for any dual face portion within 𝜏𝜏, 𝑓𝑓̃(𝜏𝜏) , becomes 𝑡𝑡̃𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓̃(𝜏𝜏) = ∫𝑓𝑓̃
j

(𝜏𝜏)

̃j ,
T𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 nj 𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎 = T𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 A
(𝜏𝜏)

̃ (𝜏𝜏) is the area vector related to 𝑓𝑓̃(𝜏𝜏) . By noting that for a single tetrahedron three DoFs
where A
(displacement gradients) are independent only, previous relationships can be cast in matrix
form, that is: 𝐒𝐒(𝜏𝜏) = 𝐏𝐏(𝜏𝜏) 𝐱𝐱 (𝜏𝜏) , where 𝐒𝐒(𝜏𝜏) is the vector (written in Voigt notation) of strain tensor
components, 𝐏𝐏(𝜏𝜏) is a (6 x 18) linear mapping constructed as described in (4), and 𝐱𝐱 (𝜏𝜏) is the
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̃ (𝜏𝜏) 𝐓𝐓(𝜏𝜏) , where 𝐭𝐭̃ (𝜏𝜏) is the (18 x
(18 x 1) vector of displacement gradient line integrals; 𝐭𝐭̃ (𝜏𝜏) = 𝐀𝐀
̃ (𝜏𝜏) is the (18 x 6) area matrix, and 𝐓𝐓(𝜏𝜏) is the vector (written in
1) stress flux local vector, 𝐀𝐀
Voigt notation) of stress tensor components. Similarly, local constitutive equation Tij =
E
cijkh
S kh becomes 𝐓𝐓(𝜏𝜏) = 𝐂𝐂(𝐄𝐄𝜏𝜏) 𝐒𝐒(𝜏𝜏) in matrix form. By combining previous relationships, the
̃ (𝜏𝜏) 𝐂𝐂(𝐄𝐄𝜏𝜏) 𝐏𝐏(𝜏𝜏) are obtained. The global constitutive
discretized local constitutive matrices 𝐂𝐂(𝜏𝜏) = 𝐀𝐀
matrix 𝐂𝐂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is finally derived by assembling local matrices over the whole mesh.

Figure 1: Primal edge 𝑒𝑒(𝜏𝜏) within a tetrahedron 𝜏𝜏 and its corresponding dual face 𝑓𝑓̃(𝜏𝜏) (shaded in color). The dual
face vertices are the cell centroid 𝑔𝑔, the face centroids 𝑓𝑓1 , 𝑓𝑓2 , and the edge centroid 𝑒𝑒.

By inserting (7) and (8) in (5) and (6), respectively, and by using displacement and potentials
as unknown variables by means of (3) and (4), a coupled linear system is obtained:
𝐊𝐊 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
⋮
( 𝐊𝐊 𝐓𝐓
𝟏𝟏𝒅𝒅
𝐓𝐓
𝐊𝐊 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏

⋯
⋱
⋯
⋯

𝐊𝐊 𝟏𝟏𝒅𝒅
⋯
𝐊𝐊 𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅
𝐊𝐊 𝐓𝐓𝒅𝒅𝚽𝚽

𝐊𝐊 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
𝐬𝐬 𝟏𝟏
⋮
⋮
𝐊𝐊 𝒅𝒅𝚽𝚽 ) (𝐬𝐬 𝒅𝒅 ) =
𝐊𝐊 𝚽𝚽𝚽𝚽
𝚽𝚽

(

̃ 𝛀𝛀𝛀𝛀 𝐭𝐭̃ 𝚪𝚪,𝟏𝟏
−𝐟𝐟̃𝛀𝛀,𝟏𝟏 + 𝐃𝐃
⋮
̃
̃ 𝛀𝛀𝛀𝛀 𝐭𝐭̃ 𝚪𝚪,𝒅𝒅
−𝐟𝐟𝛀𝛀,𝒅𝒅 + 𝐃𝐃
̃ 𝛀𝛀𝛀𝛀 𝐝𝐝̃𝚪𝚪
̃ + 𝐃𝐃
−𝐪𝐪

)

,

(9)

where 𝐊𝐊 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝐆𝐆T 𝐂𝐂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝐆𝐆 is the mechanical stiffness matrix, 𝐊𝐊 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = −𝐆𝐆T 𝐄𝐄𝑖𝑖 𝐆𝐆 is the the electromechanical stiffness matrix, and 𝐊𝐊 𝛷𝛷𝛷𝛷 = −𝐆𝐆T 𝛆𝛆 𝐆𝐆 is the the electrostatic stiffness matrix. The
final coupled matrix system (9) can be written in compact form as 𝐊𝐊 𝐱𝐱 = 𝐟𝐟, where the solution
𝐓𝐓

vector is 𝐱𝐱 = (𝐬𝐬1, … , 𝐬𝐬 d , 𝚽𝚽) . A direct solver is applied to (9) after imposing Dirichlet
(displacements) and Neumann (tractions) boundary conditions.
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3.1 Dynamic coupled problem
Steady state FIT formulation can be extended to dynamic coupled piezoelectric problems
adding inertia forces and dumping.
The inertia force on the i-th dual volume 𝜏𝜏̃𝑗𝑗 is given by 𝑓𝑓̃𝑖𝑖 = ∫𝜏𝜏̃ 𝜌𝜌 𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, where 𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 the i-th
𝑗𝑗

component of the acceleration and 𝜌𝜌 the mass density. The mass matrix 𝐌𝐌𝜌𝜌 = (∫𝜏𝜏̃ 𝜌𝜌 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑), of
𝑗𝑗

size 𝑁𝑁×𝑁𝑁, is diagonal in FIT. According to Rayleigh’s theory, damping matrices (for
mechanical problem only) are defined as a linear combination of mass and stiffness matrices,
that is 𝐃𝐃𝜈𝜈,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛼𝛼 𝐌𝐌𝜌𝜌 + 𝛽𝛽 𝐊𝐊 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 where 𝛼𝛼 and 𝛽𝛽 are damping coefficients defined experimentally.
The dynamic behaviour of the coupled piezoelectric problem in discrete form is then described
by the following second order ordinary differential equation (ODE) system:

(10)

𝐌𝐌 𝐱𝐱̈ + 𝐃𝐃 𝐱𝐱̇ + 𝐊𝐊 𝐱𝐱 = 𝐟𝐟,

where:
𝐌𝐌𝝆𝝆
⋮
𝐌𝐌 = (
𝐎𝐎
𝐎𝐎

⋯
⋱
⋯
⋯

𝐎𝐎
⋮
𝐌𝐌𝝆𝝆
𝐎𝐎

𝐎𝐎
𝐃𝐃𝝂𝝂,𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
⋮
⋮
), 𝐃𝐃 = ( 𝐓𝐓
𝐃𝐃𝝂𝝂,𝟏𝟏𝒅𝒅
𝐎𝐎
𝐎𝐎
𝐎𝐎

⋯
⋱
⋯
𝐎𝐎

𝐃𝐃𝝂𝝂,𝟏𝟏𝒅𝒅
⋮
𝐃𝐃𝝂𝝂,𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅
𝐎𝐎

𝐎𝐎
𝐎𝐎
),
𝐎𝐎
𝐎𝐎

and matrix 𝐊𝐊 is defined in (9). The ODE system (10) is solved by the Newmark- integration
scheme, that is the responses after time Δt, i.e. 𝐱𝐱 𝑛𝑛+1 , 𝐱𝐱̇ 𝑛𝑛+1 , 𝐱𝐱̈ 𝑛𝑛+1, are calculated from those at
the previous time step, i.e. 𝐱𝐱 𝑛𝑛 , 𝐱𝐱̇ 𝑛𝑛 , 𝐱𝐱̈ 𝑛𝑛 and from the rhs 𝐟𝐟𝑛𝑛+1, as
𝑨𝑨𝑛𝑛+1 𝐱𝐱̈ 𝑛𝑛+1 = 𝐛𝐛𝑛𝑛+1 ,

𝐱𝐱̇ 𝑛𝑛+1 = 𝐱𝐱̇ 𝑛𝑛 + (1 − 𝛾𝛾)Δ𝑡𝑡 𝐱𝐱̈ 𝑛𝑛 + 𝛾𝛾Δ𝑡𝑡 𝐱𝐱̈ 𝑛𝑛+1 ,
1

where:

𝐱𝐱 𝑛𝑛+1 = 𝐱𝐱 𝑛𝑛 + Δ𝑡𝑡 𝐱𝐱̇ 𝒏𝒏 + Δ𝑡𝑡 2 [(2 − 𝛽𝛽) 𝐱𝐱̈ 𝑛𝑛 + 𝛽𝛽 𝐱𝐱̈ 𝑛𝑛+1 ],

(11)

𝑨𝑨𝑛𝑛+1 = 𝐌𝐌 + 𝛾𝛾Δ𝑡𝑡 𝐃𝐃 + 𝛽𝛽Δ𝑡𝑡 2 𝐊𝐊 ,
1
𝐛𝐛𝑛𝑛+1 = 𝐟𝐟𝑛𝑛+1 − 𝐊𝐊 𝐱𝐱 𝑛𝑛 − (𝐃𝐃 + Δ𝑡𝑡 𝐊𝐊) 𝐱𝐱̇ 𝒏𝒏 − [(1 − 𝛾𝛾)Δt 𝐃𝐃 + Δt 2 ( − 𝛽𝛽) 𝐊𝐊] 𝐱𝐱̈ 𝑛𝑛 .
2

The iterative time-stepping integration algorithm is proved to be unconditionally stable and
convergent for a proper choice of parameters 𝛾𝛾 and 𝛽𝛽 such that 4𝛽𝛽 ≥ 2𝛾𝛾 ≥ 1 [15].

3

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The static FIT model is validated by FEM results (COMSOL Multiphysics) on a 2-D test
case consisting in a multilayered PVDF bimorph beam used as an actuator, under an external
voltage excitation. The dynamic FIT model is validated on a 3-D test case consisting in a
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multilayered PZT bimorph cantilever harvester excited by a force impulse (e.g. which is typical
for devices mounted within tires) and in electrical open circuit conditions.
3.1 PVDF bimorph beam
The piezoelectric actuator presented in [16] is considered for validating the 2-D FIT static
model (𝑑𝑑 = 2). The plane stress assumption holds in fact with thin structures. The bimorph
beam (size 20×5×1 mm) consists of two piezo PVDF layers (0.5 mm thick each) with opposite
polarity. A constant potential is applied to top and bottom sides of the cantilever (the bottom
side is the mass electrode). Clamping BCs are applied to one end and deflection due to external
voltage is then computed.
The bimorph beam model is discretized by FIT into 20,116 triangles. The assembly time for
the discretized FIT model (30,982 unknowns) is 1.46 s. The system solution with direct solver
requires 0.46 s on a Intel Core i7 processor (2.70 GHz).
Fig. 2 shows the tip displacement for applied voltages varying from 0 V up to 200 V. FIT
results are compared with data provided in [16], showing a very good agreement. The FEM
model proposed by Park is fully 3-D, being based on plate bending elements. Other data used
for comparison are obtained from experimental measurements and 1-D analytical modelling.

Figure 2: Tip displacement along the z-axis vs. applied voltage (experimental, FEM, and analytical data are
provided in [16] for the actuator test case; FIT data are computed by a 2D FIT in-house code).

3.2 PZT bimorph cantilever
In order to validate the 3-D FIT dynamic model (𝑑𝑑 = 3) a commercial piezo energy harvester
for feeding ultra-low power electronic devices is considered. This can be used e.g. for supplying
wireless sensors used in tire pressure monitoring systems [17]. The bimorph beam, with size
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25.4 x 3.81 x 0.72 mm, has a complex multi-layered structure: two inner piezo layers (0.18 mm
thick each) with opposite polarization, made of lead zirconate titanate (PZT-5A), are used for
charge generation, and two external layers of FR4 composite material (epoxy) are used to
provide structure stiffness. The intermediate layer of Espanex (copper conductor) is not
included in the CAD geometry and is modelled simply by assuming a circuit terminal condition.
The cantilever is excited by a vertical inertia force impulse, of sinusoidal waveform, to simulate
the typical excitation experienced by the harvester mounted inside a rotating tire [18]:
𝑡𝑡

𝑡𝑡

𝑔𝑔𝑧𝑧 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑡𝑡) = −𝜌𝜌 𝑃𝑃 rect ( ) sin (𝜋𝜋 ),
𝛿𝛿

𝛿𝛿

(12)

where 𝜌𝜌 is the mass density, 𝑃𝑃 the pulse amplitude, rect is the unit rectangular function, and 𝛿𝛿
is the pulse width. Constant (unknown) potentials are imposed at top and bottom sides of the
piezo structure. Clamping boundary conditions are applied to one end of the cantilever.
The displacement and voltage system responses are simulated by 3-D FEM and the 3-D FIT
dynamic model illustrated in Section 2. FIT formulation is coded in Matlab® in a vectorized
language style to speed-up computations. The model geometry is meshed into 160,948
tetrahedrons, 203,882 edges, and 32,369 nodes. First order elements are used for mechanics and
electrostatics coupled physics with FEM, whereas affined basis functions are used with FIT.
Note that a transient 3-D FEM model with second order elements, for the test case considered,
is computationally unfeasible due to the huge number of DoFs. The assembly time for the
discretized FIT model (106,639 unknowns) is 30.02 s. The system solution at each time step
requires 7.29 s on the same machine as above. To finely resolve the electromechanical transient,
a sufficiently small time step Δ𝑡𝑡 = 0.005 𝛿𝛿 is set for both FEM and FIT, with 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 10 𝛿𝛿
analysis time. Different integration schemes are used: BDF (5th order backward differentiation,
to get an accurate integration) for COMSOL® and Newmark-𝛽𝛽 for FIT. The simulation time
of transient analysis is 4 h 23 min for the COMSOL® solver and 4 h 28 min for the FIT code.
Electromechanical constitutive tensors for FR4 and PZT-5A are taken from the COMSOL®
material library. Other relevant parameters for simulations are 𝑃𝑃 = 9.81 m/s2, 𝛿𝛿 = 1.5 ms for
the force impulse, and  = 0 s1,  = 4106 s for damping.
In order to compare FEM and FIT analyses the open circuit voltage and the displacement at
the center of the cantilever are computed. Fig. 3 and 4 show that FIT time responses agree very
well with FEM, even though different time integrators have been used. Maximum discrepancy
values between FEM-FIT distributions are 0.21 % for voltage and 0.20 % for displacement.
Finally, spatial solutions at the last time step are compared to estimate overall accuracy of
the FIT model. A horizontal line of coordinates x = [0, 25.4] mm, y = 1.905 mm, z = 0.36 mm,
placed along the cantilever horizontal axis, is considered (Fig. 5). Fig. 6 and 7 show that profiles
of the zaxis displacement component, computed along the beam axis for the most significant
time steps 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 /2 and 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , agree very well with FEM. Maximum discrepancy values
between FEM-FIT distributions are 0.05 % (𝑡𝑡 = 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 /2) and 0.02 % (𝑡𝑡 = 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ), respectively.
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Figure 3: Open circuit voltage response for 1g acceleration pulse (3-D FEM: straight line, 3-D FIT:
markers).

Figure 4: zaxis displacement component at the center of the cantilever for 1g acceleration pulse (3-D FEM:
straight line, 3-D FIT: markers).
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Figure 5: Horizontal line along the beam axis (x = [0, 25.4] mm, y = 1.905 mm, z = 0.36 mm; red color).

Figure 6: zaxis displacement component along the beam axis at the time step 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 /2 (evaluated at
points on x = [0, 25.4] mm, y = 1.905 mm, z = 0.36 mm; 3-D FEM: straight line, 3-D FIT: markers).
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Figure 7: zaxis displacement component along the beam axis at the last time step 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (evaluated at
points on x = [0, 25.4] mm, y = 1.905 mm, z = 0.36 mm; 3-D FEM: straight line, 3-D FIT: markers).
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12 CONCLUSIONS
This work demonstrates that FIT, for tetrahedral meshes, also extends to piezoelectric
problems by assuming a local affine displacement vector field. The building strategy for local
constitutive matrices is similar to that one used for elastic problems. In such a way, topological
and constitutive relationships are split and the construction of the final coupled system becomes
simpler and can be solved in a matrix-oriented numerical environment such as Matlab. Test
cases show that FIT code is accurate and reliable even with 3-D numerical models of
commercial cantilevers, exhibiting a complex multilayered and multi-material structure.
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Abstract. This document provides information about the analysis of effects coupling
the mechanical and the electrical phenomena going on inside a piezoelectric energy harvester. Two characteristics are exploited in energy harvesting: direct piezoelectric effect
where stress is resulting by the application of an electric field and reverse effect showing
an electric field resulting by stress application. Piezoelectric patches, bonded on beams
free to vibrate under a mechanical stimulus, can be used as active elements. Point-wise
material characteristics are described by symmetric matrices coupling together stress and
electric field to the strain and the electric polarisation leading to reciprocal direct and
reverse effects. Under operating conditions, the stress and electric field values applied to
the material patch are not uniform and do not have the same spatial pattern resulting in a
non reciprocal interaction. An explanation of this phenomenon is attempted by applying
the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory model that allows the computation of two geometrical
coefficients for direct and inverse interactions under uniform stress distribution. Comparisons versus experiments carried out on a Macro Fiber Composite piezoelectric patch
show that the model is able to estimate the effect.

1

INTRODUCTION

PiezoElectricity (PE) phenomenon can be used as sensor if the stress applied to a
sample can be measured by a voltage appearing on the material, or as actuator if the
material changes its shape due to the application of a electric field. In energy harvesting
applications both effects have to be exploited since power is converted from the mechanical
action, as for instance mechanical vibrations, to the electrical domain when power is
transferred to an external electric circuit. These effects are well known and have been
1
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used to recover part of the vibration energy applied to the material in an external electrical
circuit [1].
In all harvesting applications the estimation of the maximum power that can be extracted by some kind of excitation is of fundamental importance for the evaluation of
potential applications. In this respect the accurate simulation of all the components
present in the energy conversion chains is fundamental [2].
The energy conversion chain is composed by a direct effect where an elastic beam is set
in motion by a vibrating source. This primary action creates stresses on the PE material
and, in consequence, a voltage is generated. If an external circuit is connected to the
voltage a power is drained and dynamic of the system is modified by the appearance of
a force that is responsible for the power transferred from the mechanical to the electrical
domain. These effects are called direct effect for the actions going from the mechanical
to the electrical domain and reverse effect for the opposite.
If the vibrating beam is described by one degree of freedom, for instance the displacement of the free end from its equilibrium position, these two phenomena can be modelled
by lumped parameters approach of the electromechanical model. Experimentally a non
reciprocity of the energies exchanged by the two domains, mechanic and electric, is measured. To explain this fact an analysis of the actual stresses acting on the structure must
be carried out and the model must be validated by experiments.
This paper is structured as: in the following chapter the analysis of the PE electromagnetic conversion is described while the following one deals with the experimental setup
used to validate the model. Eventually a discussion of the obtained results is performed
and the comparison with experiments is carried out.
2

PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIAL MODELLING

In energy harvesting applications, the piezoelectric effect can be described by using the
linear constitutive equations of the piezoelectric materials [3]:
δp = s E · σ + d T · E
D = d · σ + εσ · E

(1)

where δp is the mechanical strain, σ is the mechanical stress, D is the electrical displacement (charge density), E is the electric field, sE is the compliance under a zero or
constant electrical field (indicated by the superscript E) and εσ is the dielectric permittivity under a zero or constant stress (indicated by the superscript σ). d and dT are the
matrices for the direct and the reverse piezoelectric effect, where the superscript T means
the transposed matrix. All matrices are (3×3) and express the anisotropy of the problem.
In the present application the PE material is exploited by applying a single axis stress,
like in figure 1. As a result the constitutive equation (1) can be simplified in one dimension
as:
δ 1 = sE
11 · σ1 + d31 · E3
(2)
D3 = d31 · σ1 + εσ33 · E3
2
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Figure 1: Layout of the PE harvester.
When a force F is applied along the 1 direction, it causes the elongation  along the same
direction. Due to the piezoelectric effect, a voltage Vp is generated in the 3 direction and,
if a circuit is connected, a current i is created.
A lumped parameter model of the structure can be defined if, instead of considering
equation (2), macroscopic variables F , , Vp and i are used. By taking into account
geometric dimensions defined in figure 1, and considering that all quantities are uniform
on the patch, the following relations can be written:
Vp
F
ε
dq
E3 = − ;
(3)
q = D3 b p l p ;
σ1 =
;
δ1 = ;
i=
hp
bp h p
lp
dt
and, by substitution in eq. (2), the following dynamic equations are obtained:

F = kp ε + ΓVp
i = Γε̇ − Cp V˙p − VRp

(4)

where:



bp h p
d231 bp lp
d31 bp
σ
kp =
;
Cp = ε33 − E
;
Γ= E
E
lp s11
s11 hp
s11
Eq. (4) has been derived from the constitutive equations of the piezoelectric material
in static condition so that no mechanical dissipative effects are present. Even if, in the
majority of cases, this effects are negligible at least in the modelling of the system it has
to be considered. Thus, in dynamic conditions, the term cp ε̇ is added to the expression
of F , where cp is the mechanical damping of the piezoelectric patch.
3

BONDED PATCH DYNAMICS

The relations obtained in the previous section are the PE constitutive equations, that
is they are relevant to the material characteristics. Being the PE patch bonded to an
elastic beam the actual stress conditions applied to the material must be related to the
macroscopic variables of the beam and to the average non-uniform stress conditions.
3
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3.1

Relation between beam and PE variables

The clamped beam is free to move on one end and the relative vertical position zr of
the beam tip with respect to the clamped end is a quantity that can be measured. At the
same time, due to the deformation of the beam, the PE patch is subject to an elongation
 that appears in the equation (4). In order to relate the two variables, the analysis of the
one dimensional dynamic of the structure must be performed. As a result, the 1d model
of the mechanical part will be defined in terms of the macroscopic variables żr and FT .
In a cantilever beam EH system, the piezoelectric force F acting on the patch along
the 1 direction, due to the characteristics of the system, produces a force FT applied to
the free-end of the cantilever beam along the z axis. In the same way, the displacement of
the free-end along the z axis, due to the characteristics of the system, induces elongation
along the 1 direction of the piezoelectric patch.

3.1.1

direct effect: A coefficient

When voltage is applied at the piezoelectric patch along the 3 direction, a force F is
produced along the 1 direction due to piezoelectric 31 effect. Being the patch neutral
surface at a distance ∆h along the 3 direction from the neutral surface of the support
beam, the piezoelectric layer imposes a moment M to the support beam. The equilibrium
of the system is achieved applying a force FT at the free-end of the support beam creating
a moment MT that balances M , Fig. 2a.
piezoelectric
patch

support
beam

iT

3
F

1
h

3

VT

F

FT

1

"

zr

MT M

lp

L
(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Piezoelectric cantilever beam schemes for a) the calculation of A and b) B
coefficients.
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The coefficient that relates F and FT is derived as follows.
MT + M = 0

lp
+ F ∆h = 0
FT L −
2
∆h
FT + 
F = 0
L − l2p
∆h
FT = − 
F = −AF
L − l2p
∆h
⇒A= 

L − l2p


(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

where geometric variables are highlighted in figure 2a.
3.1.2

inverse effect: B coefficient

A displacement z imposed to the free-end of the piezoelectric beam induces a curvature
to the neutral surface, see figure 2b. In the hypothesis that the mechanical properties of
the piezoelectric material are negligible with respect to that of the support beam material,
2
the neutral surface of the support beam is not shifted, the curvature ddxz2r of the neutral
surface of the cantilever beam loaded at the free end and its displacement are:
d 2 zr
FT
=
(L − x)
2
dx
Es Is
L3
zr =
FT
3Es Is
d2 zr
3
⇒
= 3 zr (L − x)
2
dx
L

(10)
(11)
(12)

Being the patch at a distance ∆h from the neutral surface of the support beam, strain is
induced along the 1 direction. The average strain is obtained by integrating δ1 (x) along
the PE patch:
d2 z r
3
= −∆h 3 zr (L − x)
2
dx
L

lp 
3∆h zr 1 lp
3∆h 
L
−
(L
−
x)dx
=
−
z
δ1 = −
r
L3 l p 0
L3
2

δ1 (x) = −∆h

5
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The piezoelectric patch elongation is:
3∆h 
lp 
zr = −Bzr
L
−
L3
2
lp 
3∆h 
⇒ B = lp 3 L −
L
2
ε = lp δ1 = −lp

3.2

(15)
(16)
(17)

Electromechanical PE equations in terms of beam variables

By the computation of the geometrical coefficients A and B it is now possible to relate
the beam and the patch quantities as:
FT = −AF

(18)

˙ = −B żr

(19)

The coupling equations of the piezoelectric patch used in 31 mode, eq.(4), become the
equations of the piezoelectric transducer consisting of a the patch bonded on a cantilever
beam:

FT = −A F = −A(cp ε̇ + kp ε + ΓVT ) = cp eq żr + kp eq zr − αVT
(20)
iT = Γε̇ − Cp V̇T − VRT = −β żr − Cp V̇T − VRT
where coefficients are relevant to patch behaviour when it is referred to the relative displacement of the tip mass and are:
• FT is the force acting on the tip mass along z direction due to the piezoelectric
patch;
• kp eq = ABkp is the equivalent mechanical stiffness;
• cp eq = ABcp is the equivalent damping;
• iT and VT are the output current and voltage of the transducer;
• α = AΓ and β = BΓ are the electromechanical coupling coefficients of the transducer
respectively for the reverse and forward piezoelectric effect;
• Cp and R are the clamped capacitance and the dielectric loss respectively.
4

GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF THE SYSTEM

Equations (20) describe dynamics of the patch but are not taking into account the
presence of the beam, whose mechanical characteristics must be considered in the overall
behaviour of the system. The mass, damping and elastic parameters of the two bonded
systems will be merged by considering that they are both contributing to the model
simulations formulated in terms of zr .
6
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piezoelectric
patch
iT

support
beam

tip mass

3

zin , żin , z̈in

VT

1

z, ż, z̈

zr , żr , z̈r

Figure 3: Structure of the vibrating harvester.
The complete simulated structure is outlined in figure 3 where a tip mass is added to
enhance harvesting capabilities.
The parameters that must be combined together are:
• system mass: the overall mass is given by the combination of the mass mp of the
patch, ms of the supporting beam and mt of the tip mass. Since the position of the
beam and patch are not coincident with that of the tip, a geometric coefficient θ is
used to add them up correctly.
m = mt + θ(ms + mp )

(21)

• system stiffness: the overall stiffness of the mechanical system km is given by the
contribution due to the bending stiffness ks of the cantilever beam and the contribution due to the bonded piezoelectric patch kp :
km = ks + kp eq
ks = 3ELs3Is
kp eq = A B kp
where Es is the elastic modulus of the cantilever beam and Is =
moment of inertia.

(22)
bs h3s
12

is its second

• system damping: the overall damping of the mechanical system cm is given by the
sum of the contribution of the cantilever beam cs and the one of the piezoelectric
patch cp .
• coupling electromechanical coefficients: the two physical domains are coupled by
the force due to the electrical effects Fel = AΓVT = αVT . Physical dimensions
of α are N/V. The current generated by patch deformation along 1 direction is
ip = BΓżr = β żr . Physical dimensions of β are As/m;
7
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iT

FT
1
ks

ż

1
cs

1
kp

1

eq

cp

eq

Fel

m
+

żr

Cp

R

ip

VT

żin

Figure 4: Equivalent circuit of the electromechanical conversion.
• system excitation: the system is free to vibrate when a displacement zin is applied
to the clamped end of the beam. The mass dynamic is written in terms of the
relative position z = zr + zin ⇒ mz̈ = mz̈r + mz̈in . The last term is known and can
be considered as the forcing term of the equation [4].
The governing equations of the system can thus be written as

mz̈r + cm żr + km zr + Fel = −mz̈in
iT = ip − Cp V̇T − VRT
4.1

(23)

Electromechanical circuit model

Using these assumptions the system dynamics can be described by the electromechanical circuit outlined in figure 4.
The dynamic of the mechanical part of the model is described in terms of the concept
of across or effort variables and of through or flow variables. An across/effort variable is a
variable determined by measuring the difference of values acting at the two extreme points
of an element or in a specific point. A through/flow variable is a variable transmitted
through an element without modification. The product of the two must be a power. By
using the Firestones analogy, the mass m is substituted by a grounded capacitor C = m,
and the spring km by an inductor L = 1/km . The inertial force imposed by the kinematics
is substituted by a current source and the electric force by the transducer terminals [5].
The network is shown in open circuit conditions but a RL load resistor can be connected
at the terminals so that it is subject to the electric variables VT and iT .

8
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4.2

Power considerations

By multiplying the first of eq. (23) by żr and the second by VT , the power balance of
the mechanical part and of the electrical side is derived:
−mz̈ ż = mz̈r żr + cm żr2 + km żr zr + (−αVT żr )
 in r
         
input

kinetic

damping

elastic

VT iT = (−β żr VT ) − Cp V̇T VT −
  
     

output

converted

capacitance

piezoelectric

VT2
R


(24)

piezo losses

The input power of the system, namely the power extracted from the mechanical source
and injected in the harvester, consists of the kinetic power of the floating mass, the
elastic power stored in the mechanical spring, the power wasted through the mechanical
damper and the overall power delivered to the the electric part of the system through
the piezoelectric element. The output power, namely the electric power provided to the
electrical part of the system, consists of the converted power from the mechanical domain
minus the power stored in the clamped capacitance of the piezoelectric patch and that
lost by the dielectric.
It is worth noting that the input power of the electrical part, the converted power, is
different from the power outgoing the mechanical system due to the piezoelectric coupling.
As α > β, the input power in the electrical part, namely the maximum recoverable, is
lower than the power outgoing the mechanical part.
The electromechanical coupling coefficients β and α describe how the transducer relates the mechanical variable żr to the electrical variable i and how the electrical variable
VT is related to the mechanical variable Fel . β and α extend the meaning of Γ when a
mechanical transformer is interposed between the vibrating system and the transducer
piezoelectric patch. In this case the mechanical transformer is represented by the cantilever beam that relates the 1 direction of the piezoelectric patch to the 3 or z direction
of the vibrating system through the coefficients A and B.
4.3

Behaviour in short and open circuit conditions

The behaviour of the system can be highlighted in two extreme operating conditions:
if output terminals are short circuited the voltage VT is null and so are the converted
power and the direct effect. On the other hand if output terminals are left open all the
power is transferred to the conservative element Cp and resulting in an increase system
stiffness.
Considering open and short-circuit condition of the electric terminals of the transducer,
Fig. 4, two different resonance frequencies exist.
In short circuit, VT is null, thus no energy is transferred to the electric load and no
electrical feedback force acts to the mechanical part. The resonance frequency of the
9
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system depends only on its mechanical properties:

kSC = km ωSC =

kSC
m

(25)

In open circuit, iT is null and VT is in phase with zr . Thus, the controlled force generator
acts as a spring kel or, according to the mobility analogy, it can be replaced with an
Cp
inductor αβ
. It follows a stiffer mechanical system:
kOC =

1
αβ
= kSC +
> k
LOC
Cp

(26)

where an electric stiffness is defined as:
kel =

αβ
Cp

(27)

Higher resonance frequency results:
ωOC =



kOC
= ωSC
m



1+

αβ
kSC Cp

(28)

It is worth noting that, in both open and short circuit conditions, the damping effect due
to the electric load (RL = ∞ and RL = 0 respectively) is null.
5

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The model developed in the previous sections has been validated on an experimental
setup and evaluation of the accuracy of direct and inverse coefficients has been checked.
5.1

Experimental setup

The support cantilever beam is a stainless steel beam which geometrical features are
summarised in figure 5. The patch is 28 mm long and beam is 100 mm long, 25 mm
wide, 0.5 mm tick, and consists of two parts: a clamped portion of 40 mm that is locked
in the shaker fixture and a free portion of 60 mm that represents the effective oscillating
elements. Considering standard stainless steel, Es = 180 GPa, the first flexural mode
occurs at 109 Hz.
The tip-mass is obtained clamping the free-end of the beam with two 15 × 3 mm
magnets in attraction. It results a cylindrical shape mass of 7.95·10−3 kg whose application
point on the support beam, with respect to the free-end, is shifted half of the diameters
toward the joint. It follows a shorter effective oscillating length of the support beam.
The first flexural mode of the system is at 56 Hz, that falls in the frequency range of
interest.
10
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control
accelerometer

laser doppler

z, ż, z̈
z̈in
VT
z̈in

LMS TestLab

shaker
Figure 5: Experimental setup and measurement points connected to the external software
LMS TestLab.
5.2

Experimental validation of the coupling coefficients

In order to assess experimentally the two coefficients of direct and inverse coupling,
the structure is stressed in two extreme conditions: short and open circuit. These two
operating conditions allow to highlight the power transfer between the two domains of
the energy conversion.
The direct coupling coefficient β has been evaluated in steady state condition following
the procedure proposed in [6]. A short circuit configuration is emulated by connecting the
piezoelectric patch terminals to a low resistor, RL = 110.5 Ω. The electrical feedback on
the mechanical part αVT is almost cancelled. The load resistor impedance is, in fact, at
least two orders of magnitude lower than that of the clamped capacitance at the involved
frequencies and, thus, the current through Cp is negligible. The induced current β żr flows
almost entirely through the load resistor so that:
iT =

VT
VT ∼
= β żr ⇒ β =
RL
żr RL

(29)

Measuring the amplitude of the output voltage VT and of the mass relative velocity żr , the
direct coupling coefficient β is derived. Vibrating mechanical input is applied at the short
circuit resonance frequency ωSC considering two acceleration amplitude levels, 0.5 and
0.8 m/s2 . Two slightly different values derive for the direct coupling coefficient, but with
relative difference lower than 3%. The mean value is considered and β = 7.993 10−4 As/m
results.
The reverse coupling coefficient α has been evaluated considering the definition of kel ,
11
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eq. (27):
α=

Cp kel
β

(30)

α = 8.353 10−4 N/V results. A second evaluation of α has been performed considering
static condition in order to cancel the direct piezoelectric effect. Constant voltage is
applied to the transducer terminals. The first of eq. (23) becomes:
kzr + αVT = 0 ⇒ α =

kzr
VT

(31)

and by measuring the mass displacement zr at equilibrium, α is derived. When VT =
15 V is applied, zr = 9.4447 10−6 m is measured and α = 8.418 10−4 N/V follows. The
difference between the two values obtained for α results lower than 1%. The mean value
α = 8.386 10−4 N/V is considered. The ratio between the two values is:
α
= 1.049
β

(32)

the ratio between α and β is a pure number.
By computing the geometrical coefficients A and B it is possible to evaluate the same
ratio that turns out to be:
A
= 1.162
(33)
B
6

DISCUSSION

The evaluation of the direct and inverse effect of the piezoelectric energy conversion
is important to evaluate the potential of energy harvesting. The asymmetry between
direct and inverse effect is experimentally observed and its explanation is attempted by
addressing the different stress conditions created by electric potential and strain. The
direct effect, that is the strain created by the application of electric field, is in fact applying
a distributed load on the beam, while the vibration is loading the beam at its tip. Different
strain patterns arise and this is explained in terms of the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory.
The model obtained is one dimensional as the only geometric variable is the relative tip
elongation with respect to the clamped end zr .
The theoretical model is evaluated versus a experimental mock-up and ratios between
the computed and experimental direct and inverse coefficients are evaluated. The theoretical model is able to point out a difference between the α and β values but its estimate
is larger than the one obtained experimentally.
This effect can be attributed to some restrictive hypotheses that have been adopted in
the theoretical treatment. In particular the uniformity of stresses and properties within
the PE patch are to be investigated in deeper details. Also boundary conditions of the
bonded patch on the beam could be not ideal as supposed. These aspects will be investigated in future researches.
12
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Abstract. A meshless local collocation method using radial basis functions (LRBFCM)
has been developed to model the thermomechanical phenomena during the process of
DC casting. The model uses elastic-viscoplastic constitutive relations to describe the
inhomogeneous material below the coherency isotherm. It is coupled with the results
of the fluid flow model, which is used to determine the computational domain and to
calculate the thermal strain.

1

INTRODUCTION

Direct chill casting is a widespread technology for casting of aluminium billets and
slabs, which are further used for extrusion. The achievement of high quality of the product is difficult since the thermomechanical phenomena that occur during DC casting of
aluminium billets can have a significant impact on the quality of the ingot. The main
defects caused by thermomechanics are hot tearing and cracking which can occur under
specific stress conditions [1].
Because of the widespread use of the process in industry, a significant effort was dedicated to the development of numerical models of the process with the aim of improving
the quality of the billet at optimal productivity. This resulted in many numerical models
of the process, which consider several aspects of the physical problem and are stated either
with the finite-element or the finite-volume method.
1
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In recent years, a new class of methods has emerged and has started to compete with
the classic discretization methods. Various meshless methods were successfully used to
solve a wide spectrum of scientific and engineering problems. In contrast to the established numerical methods, the meshless methods aim to reduce the complexity of the
structure associated with the node arrangement, removing the need for polygonization of
the computational domain.
The LRBFCM, which is used in the present paper, has been already successfully applied
to several coupled transport problems in solidification. The first were models of continuous
casting of steel [2] including the influence of electromagnetic braking [3, 4]. Later on, the
method was improved with a sophisticated adaptive algorithm allowing for the design of
high-accuracy macrosegregation models [5].
Although the first implementations of the method dealt with solid mechanics problems
[6], a lot of effort was invested into development of the method before the application of
the method to the mechanical problems in metal processing. The first use was in a model
of hot-rolling process, coupling the thermal transport with the large plastic deformations
[7].
In this contribution we expand the mentioned efforts by developing a meshless model
of thermomechancis during DC casting of aluminium alloys. The model describes the
behavior of the non-homogeneous, viscoplastic material in steady state conditions. The
model is one-way coupled to the results of the associated meshless heat and momentum
transfer model [13]. This model supplies the thermomechanical model with the steady
state values of liquid fraction, pressure, temperature and electromagnetic force. The
supplied fields are used by the thermomechanical model to determine the geometry of the
computational domain and the thermal strain, which is the driving term.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The thermomechanical model is stated in small-strain approximation and considers
three contributions to the total strain: the elastic strain εe , the viscoplastic strain εp and
the thermal strain εt . The thermal strain is the driving term of the model and is given
by
T
t
ε (T ) = I α(T )dT = Iεt ,
(1)
Ts

where Ts is the solidus temperature and α(T ) is the temperature dependent coefficient of
thermal expansion. The viscoplastic strain rate
ε̇p = −v cast ∇εp +

3τ
ε̇0 (T, σ).
2σe

(2)

is determined by two terms. The first term is the advection term, which is the result of
the Eulerian description of the material moving with the casting velocity v cast through
2
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the computational domain. The second term describes the contribution of the viscoplastic
deformation, caused by the stresses in the billet. In the expression, the stressis present
in the octahedral stress tensor τ = σ − Itrσ/3 and the effective stress σe = 2τ : τ /3.
The effective strain rate ε̇0 (T, σ) is given by
  n


σe
Q


, if T < Ts
A exp −
RT
σ0
 n 
ε̇0 (T, σ) =
(3)

σe


A
,
otherwise.
σ0

Two variations of the Norton-Hoff’s law are used to describe the behavior of the material
in the mushy zone (Ts < T < Tcoh ) and in the solid material (T < Ts ) as proposed in
[8]. By expressing the total strain with displacement vector u, the following equilibrium
equation is obtained
0=G∇2 u + (G + λ)∇(∇ · u)


+∇λ(∇ · u) + ∇G ∇u + (∇u)T


−∇ · (2Gεp ) − ∇ (3λ + 2G)εt
+f g .

(4)

The equation accounts for inhomogeneous material properties and coupling of deformation
field with thermal and plastic strain. The dependence of Lame parameters λ and G on
temperature is obtained from JMatPro database for the considered alloy [14]. The body
force f g is the gravitational body force.
2.1

Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions of the problem and the computational domain are illustrated
in Figure 1. The problem is axisymmetric, so the cylindrical coordinate system with the
coordinates (r, z) is used. The computational domain is determined by the extent of the
computational domain of the heat and mass transfer model. At the top, the computational
domain is limited by the position of the isoline at coherency temperature Tcoh , above which
the material cannot transfer stress and is governed by the equations of fluid dynamics.
At the coherency isoline, the material has to support the metalostatic pressure of the
liquid t = −pn, where p is the pressure of the liquid calculated by the heat and momentum
transfer model. The center of the billet coincides with the symmetry axis, where ur = 0
z
and ∂u
= 0. At the bottom of the computational domain we set uz = 0 and tr = 0. The
∂r
outer surface is traction free t = 0 except at the top, where the contact with the mold
is possible. In that area, an iterative method is used to satisfy the boundary conditions
ur ≤ 0 and tr ≤ 0.
There are no specific boundary conditions for the viscoplastic strain for the most of the
boundary and the rate equation is used to calculate the values on the boundary also. The
3
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only exception to this is the top boundary, where the material is solidifying. We assume
that the freshly solidified material does not accumulate any plastic strain by setting εp = 0
at the top boundary.
3
3.1

NUMERICAL METHOD
Spatial discretization

The spatial discretization is in this contribution achieved by the LRBFCM. Elaboration
of the method for linear thermoelasticity is given in [9, 10].
To formulate the method, a node arrangement is constructed with points positioned in
the domain Ω and on boundary Γ. For each point in the computational domain r l a set
of nearby points, called local subdomain, is selected. The points in the subdomain are
used to construct the local interpolation of the solution. The selection of the subdomain
induces mapping l s(k), which maps the local index k = 1, . . . , l N in the subdomain l to
the global index in the range 1, . . . , N , where N is the total number of points in the node
arrangement.
On each subdomain an interpolation of the unknown solution y is constructed by using
multiquadrics (MQ). A MQ centered at node l is given by

2
Φl (r) =
|r − r l |2 + 1.
(5)
h2l
Here  is the shape parameter and hi is the size of the subdomain on which the interpolation is being constructed. It is defined as

 lN
 |r l s(j) − r l |2
hl = 
.
(6)
N
−
1
l
j=1

Since MQs are only conditionally positively definite, the interpolation problem formulated
solely by MQs might be ill-conditioned. The remedy is to augment the interpolation problem with m monomials pi (r), i = 1, . . . , m, which constitute a basis for the polynomials
of certain order. The approximation of an arbitrary field y is then given by
yξ (r) ≈

lN


i=1

l αi,ξ Φl s(i) (r) +

m


l N +m

l α(l N +i),ξ pi (r) =

i=1



l αi,ξ Ψi (r).

(7)

i=1

Here l is the index of the subdomain centered on the node closest to the evaluation point
r. The index ξ = 1, . . . , nd is running over the components of the physical field that is
being interpolated. In this equation the basis function Ψi (r) is implicitly defined. It is
either MQ or a monomial, depending on the value of i.

4
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The values of the coefficients l αi,ξ are determined by solving an linear system Aα = γ,
where the components of A are

Ψi (r l s(j) )δξχ
if r l s(j) ∈ Ω



B (r
ξχ l s(j) )Ψi (r l s(j) ) if r l s(j) ∈ Γ
(8)
l Aji,ξχ =

if
j
≥
and
i
≤
p
j (r l s(i) )δξχ
lN
lN



0
otherwise
and the elements of the right-hand side vector


yξ (r l s(j) )
bξ (r l s(j) )
l γj,ξ =


0

γ by

if r l s(j) ∈ Ω
if r l s(j) ∈ Γ .
if j ≥ l N

(9)

If
a point in a subdomain lies on the boundary, linear boundary conditions of the form
ξ Bχξ (r)yξ (r) = bχ (r) are included in the local interpolation, forcing the local interpolation to analytically satisfy the boundary conditions.
From this construction, the result of applying a linear differential operator D to the
local interpolation is
nd

χ=1

nd
 

l N +m

l N +m

Dξχ (r l )yχ (r l ) ≈

l γk,χ

k=1 χ=1

nd
 
i=1

ζ=1

−1
l Aik,ζχ Dξζ Ψi (r l ).

(10)

By introducing discretization coefficients l wk,ξχ given by
l N +m

l wk,ξχ

=

nd
 
i=1

ζ=1

−1
l Aik,ζχ Dξζ Ψi (r l ).

(11)

this gives
nd
 

l N +m

Dy(r)ξ =

l γk,χl wk,ξχ ,

(12)

k=1 χ=1

an expression similar to the finite-difference type of methods.
3.2

Time discretization

The viscoplastic strain rate equation causes the problem to be time-dependent and
requires use of a time discretization scheme. In this paper, the implicit Euler method is
used. The resulting system of nonlinear equations is solved simultaneously with the stress
equilibrium equations. The unknowns are ur , uz , εprr , εprz , εpzz and εpφφ .
To obtain the solution, Bouaricha tensor method is used. The linear solves required by
the method are performed by FGMRES preconditioned by PARDISO solves with Jacobian
that is evaluated at the start of each time step.
5
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Casting parameter

Value

Melt temperature
730 ◦ C
Casting speed
80 mm/min
DC water temperature 20 ◦ C
DC water flux
7 m3 /h
Table 1: Casting parameters used in
HMTM of DC casting of Al-Cu alloys.

4

Law parameter

Value

A
Q
n
σ0
A
n
σ0

9 · 105 s−1
145 kJ/kg
3.8
4 MPa
10−6 s−1
4
1 MPa

Table 2: Parameters of the viscoplastic
constitutive law given by equation (3).

RESULTS

The unknown displacement vector and viscoplastic strain are the primary results of
the model. They are illustrated in figures 2 and 3 for the Al 4% Cu alloy. The material
properties and process parameters are given in tables 2 and 1, respectively. The plots in
the figures demonstrate the typical results of the model.
Because of the thermal contraction, the component ur is negative throughout the billet,
except for a thin strip at the top of the mushy zone. The component negative values of
uz are caused by thermal contraction and the gravitational force, combined with the fact
that the z coordinate of the bottom boundary is kept fixed.
The components of the plastic strain have a more complicated spatial dependence.
Most of the changes occur in the mushy zone or immediately below it. No changes of the
plastic strain components outside this area are the result of the exponential damping of
the viscoplastic strain rate as temperature decreases. Below this area, the r profiles of
the stress components dependence remain constant.
The impact of the mold contact can be seen in the plots of components εprr and εpzz
in figures 3a and 3b, respectively. The thin strip of high plastic strain at the top of the
mushy zone near the outer surface of the billet is caused by the compressive forces caused
by the melt pressure. They result in compressive strain in the r direction and extension
in the z direction because of the volume-preserving nature of the plastic flow.
By studying the profile of εprz shown in Figure 3d, we can gain insight on the conditions
that are experienced by the material as it travels through the computational domain. Lets
track a thin ring of material with radius r = 0.1 m. The material in the ring becomes
coherent at z = −0.10m. and starts to move downwards with the casting velocity. As it
solidifies, it is positioned on the innermost part of the solid shell. The outer surface of the
shell is cooled as it moves downwards, causing it to contract. This contraction puts the
observed ring under compressive stress in circumferential direction, forcing it to contract.
As enough material is accumulated on the inside of the shell, the observed ring changes
its role. It starts to cool faster that the newly accumulated solid on the interior, which
6
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results in it being subjected to tensile stress conditions. This results in the increase in
the plastic strain, which can only go on while the ring is at high enough temperature in
the area above z = −0.25 m. Below this position, the strain remains constant, since the
stresses there are too small to cause the plastic deformation.
z

r
0

mold contact
t = −pn
Tcoh
Ts

ur = 0
∂uz
=0
∂r

computational
domain

uz = 0

t=0

tr = 0

Figure 1: Geometry of the DC casting model and the boundary conditions.

5

CONCLUSIONS

The model presented in this paper is capable of modeling the viscoplastic stress and
strain during the process of DC casting. The model couples the thermomechanical model
of a viscoplastic solid with the steady state results from the model of heat and mass
transfer. The results given in terms of displacement and viscoplastic strain show the
behavior expected from the casting practice.
In the future, the model will be used to analyze the effect of casting parameters on
hot-tearing susceptibility and on formation of porosity.
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(a) ur

(b) uz

Figure 2: Displacement field.
Slovenska Bistrica and Štore Steel.
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(a) σrr

(b) σzz

(c) σrz

(d) σφφ

Figure 4: Stress tensor components in MPa.
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Abstract.
The purpose of this paper is a multiphysics simulation of 3D temperature and velocity fields
in continuous casting of steel under the influence of electromagnetic stirring by a combined
meshless - finite element method approach. The transport phenomena are calculated by a
meshless local radial basis function collocation technique and the magnetic force by the finite
element method solver Elmer. The electromagnetic stirring increases the mixing in the molten
steel. The thermal gradient is sharper and solidification is faster along the strand. The results
are similar to other publications in the field. The local radial basis function collocation
method is for the first time applied to 3D continuous casting problem with mold
electromagnetic stirring.
1

INTRODUCTION

In continuous casting (CC) of steel, the molten metal is poured into the water-cooled mold,
where it partially solidifies. Solidified shell is strong enough to withstand the ferrostatic
pressure when it is pulled out from the mold. The mechanical properties of the product
depend on many different variables ranging from billet chemical composition and size to
process parameters such as cooling rate, casting speed, submerged entry nozzle (SEN)
position and details of the fluid flow of the molten steel [1].
Many defects can occur in CC, such as surface defects, inclusions, and segregation, and
may lead to unacceptable quality. In addition to the proper tuning of the casting parameters
(temperature, velocity, primary and secondary cooling rate) electromagnetic stirring (EMS) is
another instrument to achieve an enhanced quality. EMS promotes the columnar to equiaxed
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transition, reduces segregation and improves the surface quality. Different positions of stirrer
are possible, but most widely used is the mold electromagnetic stirring (M-EMS) since
mechanical properties are mostly determined in the mold region [1, 2]. Since the optimal
stirrer parameters are different for each plant, each casting machine has to be calibrated
separately [3].
The fluid flow in CC was studied experimentally with water instead of steel, since it has a
similar kinematic viscosity as molten steel, but is not suitable for electromagnetic stirring
(EMS), since it is not conductive. There are some experiments with mercury but are not
practical on an industrial scale. The experiments are usually used only to test new ideas and
phenomena and not for parameter optimization [4]. Further, measurements during casting are
not practical, if even possible, hence numerical models are of great necessity [1].
The first models for EMS were analytical or semi-analytical [4]. The first pure numerical
models were made by Fujisaki [5]. Similar studies of modeling more complex geometries,
closer to the industrial setting were made [6]. In recent years the discussed multiphysics field
expanded drastically, which reflects in a vast number of publications regarding different
stirrers, strand shapes and alloys [3, 7–9].
The majority of the mentioned works uses the finite element method for magnetic field
calculation and the finite volume method for fluid flow, mainly with commercial software
packages such as ANSYS Fluent. Another, a novel class of numerical methods are meshless
methods, where the computational domain is discretized into nodes and a further topological
connection between them, such as polygonization, is not needed. Local radial basis function
collocation method (LRBFCM) [10], a class of meshless methods, was persistently developed
for even more complex and realistic problems, eventually modeling macrosegregation and
electromagnetic braking during CC of steel [11, 12]. Despite that one of the main advantages
of the meshless methods are their simple implementation, irrespective of the number of
dimensions, the first LRBFCM 3D calculation of CC is achieved only in 2016 [1]. There
exists also other meshless methods (e.g. finite point method, diffuse approximate method,
element free Galerkin method), but the present work model only 2D phenomena in
CC [13, 14].
In this work, a 3D continuous casting model for finding a steady-state solution is presented
for 18 cm×18 cm billet casting machine (Figure 1), installed in Štore-Steel plant. Because it
incorporates the electromagnetic stirring and the strand curvature, the model has to
incorporate the whole domain, in contrast to the previous 3D study, where due to the
symmetry and lack of EM stirring, only one quarter can be modeled [1]. However, in this
study, macrosegregation is not modeled.
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a)

b)
c)
Figure 1: Geometry used in the magnetic field calculation with the bounding air cylinder (a) and node
distribution for casting calculation, where only the strand is modeled (b and c).

2

MAGNETIC STIRRING FORCE
The governing equations for electromagnetic field are
E  

B

(1)

t

  B  0 j

(2)

  B  0.

(3)

They are in the present work solved primarily with an open source finite element solver Elmer
in A–V potential form, where the vector potential A is discretized into edge elements [15].
The equations (1)–(3) are solved in a frequency domain. Afterward, Lorentz force f  j  B is
calculated. The following assumptions are made [9]:
a) magnetic Reynolds number is small Rm  vL  1;
b) steel temperature is always above the Curie temperature;
c) the electrical conductance of solidified and molten steel is equal and constant;
d) characteristic time of magnetic force is much shorter than the fluid flow;
e) Joule 
heating P



j

2

 dV  1 kW is ignored.
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The magnetic Reynolds number stands for a ratio of magnetic advection and diffusion,
where the magnetic diffusivity is   1/ 0 . By inserting material properties of CC shows
that the effect of conducting fluid flow is negligible, so a) is true. Because Curie temperature,
below which the steel is ferromagnetic, is only about 750 °C (compared to casting
temperature 1534 °C), almost no effect is expected since the calculations show that
approximately only 0.2 % of the steel in the mold region is bellow Curie temperature.
Nevertheless, the temperature profile in the strand has a strong effect on electrical
conductivity σ. From the center of the strand to the mold, steel cools for about 700 °C with
increasing σ for more than a factor of two. Because the temperature gradient is concentrated
in the solidified zone, where the electric current j is the largest, it is questionable, if c) holds
and has to be checked in future works. On the contrary, the temperature effect on the skin
depth  (1  )1/2  0.3 m in the strand is insignificant.

The characteristic time of the magnetic force is 1 2 f  0.3 s , where f is current frequency,
and characteristic time of the fluid flow is L u  5 s. The force has double the frequency of
the electric current, since f  f B2  f I 2 . The assumption d) therefore allows a timeaveraging of the Lorentz force to [4, 9]

fm (fRe  fIm ) 2.

(4)

Together with the first three assumptions this completely decouples the calculation of the
magnetic force from the thermo-fluid calculations.
Consequently, we can have two separate geometries and node arrangements (Figure 1).
The first one is used for magnetic force calculation and models the strand, the mold, the stirrer
and also the bounding cylinder of air in which A and V drop to zero, which is also the only
boundary condition necessary for EM field calculation. The second node arrangement (only
nodes) used for casting simulation contains only the strand.
3

FLUID FLOW

The governing equations for turbulent incompressible fluid flow and heat transport with
solidification are [1]
 u  0
(5)
2
(1  f L )
u
2
    (uu)  P    [2( L  t )S]  k   L K0
(u  uS )  fb  fm
(6)
t
3
f L3


h
   (uh)    (T )    [ fS (hL  hS )(u  uS )]    ( f L t hL ),
(7)
T
t
which represent mass, momentum and energy conservation, respectively. In the equations
u, P, h and T stand for velocity, pressure, enthalpy and temperature. S is the strain rate tensor.
Boussinesq buoyancy force is fb  [T g(T  Tref )] , where T stands for the thermal


expansion coefficient. The magnetic force f m is inserted from (4). Density  , morphology
constant K 0 in the Darcy term and dynamic viscosity  are considered constant, but the
thermal conductivity  (T ) has temperature dependence.
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The turbulence is modeled with k  turbulence model by using Abe-Kondoh-Nagano
(AKN)[16] closure coefficients and put into effect with the third term on RMS in (6) and (7)
with effective viscosity   t , where the turbulent dynamic viscosity is

t   c f 

k2

.

(8)

The turbulent kinetic energy k and the dissipation rate are determined from equations

t  
(1  f L2 )
k
    (uk )     L   k   Pk     D  L K0
k,
(9)
k  
f L3
t


t  
(1  f L2 )

    (u )     L        c1 f1  c2 f 2    E  L K0
,
(10)
  
k
f L3
t

where c , f  , c1 , f1 , c2 , f 2 ,  T ,  k , and  are the closure coefficients. D and E are additional
source terms of the low-Reynolds number turbulent model [17].
Solidification is modeled with lever rule liquid/solid fraction

1 T  TL
fL 
1
, fS 
1  fL ,
1  kp T  Tm

(11)

where k p is partition coefficient, TL is liquidus temperature and Tm is melting temperature.
Temperature is calculated from enthalpy h(T ) [1]
T

T

Tref

TS

hS (T )  c pSdT , hL hS (T )   (c pL  c pS )dT  hm .

(12)

First, the equations (5) and (6) are solved by using Chorin fractional step method [14].
Then, h, k and are updated (7)–(10) with explicit time stepping. Finally, the new values of

T , f L and  t are calculated for each node. The steps are repeated until a steady-state is

reached [1].
The meshless local radial basis function collocation method (LRBFCM) is employed for
the numerical solution procedure. In each (overlapping) subdomain, the involved field 
(e.g. temperature, pressure, velocity component, turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation
rate) is represented by a set of radial basis function (RBF)  (p) , over K nodes positioned at
nodes p k in the subdomain
K

(p) 
 k (p) k .
k 1

(13)

The derivatives are considered with corresponding derivatives of  k (p) . RBFs used in the
2

present work are multiquadrics  k (p)  p  p k  c 2 , where c is the shape parameter. The
elaboration of the method can be found in [18].
The boundary conditions at the inlet (i.e. SEN) are
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uinlet, x 0

m
m
P
N
,
uinlet, z 0 , 
uinlet, y ucast (ab d 2 )2
, Tinlet T
0 2
0,
s
s
y
m
2

kinlet 1.5(
I t uinlet, y ) , inlet



1.5
c0.75 kinlet

0.07d 2

(14)
(15)

where I t is the turbulent intensity
1/8

I t 0.16Re

, Re uinlet,y d2 .

(16)

Pressure outlet with P  0 N / m2 is prescribed at the outlet. Other variables are set to zero
gradients in the vertical direction. On the top surface (i.e. meniscus), the free surface flow is
prescribed with u y  0m/s.
On the side walls the boundary conditions for velocity are of the no-slip type if there is a
liquid phase, or u  ucast is prescribed if the steel has solidified. For the heat transfer, Robin
boundary conditions are used in the mold, where the heat transfer coefficient equals to
2000 Wm-2 K-1. In the secondary cooling region, below the mold, the heat transfer coefficient
equals to 800 Wm-2 K-1.
4

RESULTS

The correctness of Elmer solver and the problem setup is verified on an analytical case
(magnetic field of coils without the iron core) and on an axisymmetric case of DC aluminium
casting, where the results are compared to those obtained from another open source finite
element solver FEMM, which is intended for 2D electromagnetic problems [19]. The latter is
also compared to our own meshless calculation too.
The vertical and the horizontal profiles for different frequencies and currents can be seen in
Figure 2 and
Figure 3. They roughly obey the dependency f  f I 2 , although they reach maximum
intensity between 3 Hz and 5 Hz, after which the skin effect in the mold dominates over the
frequency factor in f . A strong spike is seen right at the bottom of the mold. This is because
the stirrer is mounted right above the bottom of the mold (Figure 1), where the magnetic field
should be still strong, but is shielded by the mold. The effect becomes stronger with higher
frequencies, which further confirms the argument. This does not influence the stirring effect,
because the force is in the vertical direction [8].
EMS has a dramatic effect on solidification shell and the effect on fluid flow is rotational,
as expected (Figure 4). However, as noted in previous publications, the main effect is not due
to swirling flow, but due to better mixing and thermal transport, resulting in a sharper
temperature gradient along the strand [3]. It is clear that because of this, a particular cross
section in the strand solidifies faster than without the stirring (a blunt solidification front in
Figure 4 for EMS case).
The settings shown in the present paper are not optimal. As we can see in Figure 5 the
rotational flow distorts the solidification front and makes the solidification non-symmetric. A
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similar effect was found in literature [20]. It is expected, that this problem can be overcome
by stronger stirring.

a)
b)
Figure 2: The magnetic force horizontal component z for different frequencies for vertical cross-section in the
middle of the strand and 3 cm from the side (a) and in the horizontal cross section in the center of the EMS (b).

a)

b)
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Figure 3: The magnetic force horizontal component z for different currents for vertical cross-section in the
middle of the strand and 3 cm from the side (a) and in the horizontal cross section in the center of the M-EMS
(b).

No EMS

300 A; 2.8 Hz

Figure 4: Streamlines and solidification front without and with EMS.

Center of
the mold

0.5 m
below the
mold
No EMS

300 A; 2.8 Hz
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Figure 5: Liquid fraction without and with EMS for cross sections at the center of the stirrer and 0.5 m below it.

5

CONCLUSIONS

Lorentz force is successfully incorporated into the existing 3D meshless model of turbulent
strand solidification and solved with LRBFCM in 3D. Due to the loss of symmetry the whole
strand has to be considered and not only one quarter [1]. The obtained results are in
accordance with those found in literature [7, 8, 20].
The calculation of the EM force with the use of a combination of our own meshes and
open source finite element software is proven practical. Despite that, the challenge remains in
efficiently connecting solvers for fully coupled problems. This is necessary, if one wants to
study for example the effect of temperature dependence of electrical conductivity.
Challenges also remain in finding optimal stirring parameters for steel production and
including macrosegregation and inclusion transport.
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Abstract. A two-dimensional two-scale slice model has been developed to predict the
microstructure evolution in the solidifying strand with an arbitrary cross section geometry
during continuous casting of steel. The enthalpy equation is solved at the macro level by using
meshless local radial basis function collocation method (LRBFCM) based on multiquadrics
for spatial discretization and explicit Euler scheme for temporal discretization. The
temperature and the solid fraction in computational nodes are calculated by using a continuum
model formulation while the lever rule is used as the supplementary microsegregation
relation. The temperature field is interpolated to the micro level by using LRBFCM. At the
micro level, the normal distribution and Kurz-Giovanola-Trivedi model are proposed to
determine temperature dependent nucleation rate and grain growth velocity, respectively.
Meshless point-automata algorithm is applied to implement nucleation and grain growth
equations. Several examples of computations of the strand with different cross-sections are
shown.
1

INTRODUCTION

The continuous casting (CC) is the most widely used technique in the mass steel
production since its introduction in the 1950s [1]. The numerical models for simulation of CC
of steel represent powerful tools for in-depth understanding and optimization of the casting
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process [2, 3]. The development of the numerical models is a very challenging process due to
a highly complex nature of the coupled physical phenomena such as fluid flow, heat, mass
and solute transport of solidification. These phenomena affect microstructure evolution,
having a decisive impact on the material properties of the final product.
The comprehensive three-dimensional numerical models are time consuming, hence
alternative approaches are derived for simulation of solidification in the CC. One of the most
popular alternative approaches is the so called slice model approximation, where the threedimensional strand is approximated by a traveling two-dimensional Lagrangian slice, moving
with casting velocity in the axial direction. Such simplification is justified, since the
conduction is less important than the advection in the axial direction [4]. The constant
velocity in the strand has only z-coordinate in this approximation, hence the fluid flow could
not be simulated, however the solidification phenomena can still be observed due to the heat
and solute transfer in the radial direction [5]. The numerical models for the heat and solute
transfer are coupled to the models for the simulation of the microstructure evolution, i.e.,
nucleation and grain growth. Since the simulation of the microstructure evolution is required
on a micrometer scale, the simple grain growth algorithms like the Cellular Automata (CA)
[6, 7] are more suitable than the time consuming algorithms like the Phase Field [8, 9, 10].
CA was first used in the CAFE [11] model for the simulation of the nucleation and grain
growth along with finite element method that was used to determine the temperature field. A
similar approach was used in the two-scale model [12] as the Local Radial Basis Function
Collocation Method (LRBFCM) [2] was used for the simulation of the heat transport at the
macro level and CA for the nucleation and grain growth at the micro level.
In the present paper, two-scale slice model for the simulation of the microstructure
evolution in the continuous casting of steel is presented. Similarly as in the model from [12],
the LRBFCM is used for simulation of the temperature field evolution at the macro level. At
the micro level, the Point Automata (PA) [13] is used instead of CA, since PA reduces the
anisotropy caused by the mesh [14]. The main novelity of this paper is a computationally
effective simulation of the microstructure evolution in the continuous casting of steel with
arbitrary cross section geometry of the strand. The results of the simulations provide useful
qualitative information about the microstructure evolution to engineers in the steel production
companies; for example, the dependence of the positions of Equiaxed to Columnar
Transitions (ECT) and Columnar to Equaixed Transitions (CET) [4] on the caster geometry
and the process parameters.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The two-scale model describes the heat transfer and the solidification at the macro level
and the nucleation and the grain growth at the micro level. The equations are at both scales
solved in a transverse Lagrangian slice moving in the axial direction with the casting speed
vcast. The temperature field in each slice depends only on its history and on the axial zcoordinate dependent boundary conditions that are determined by the caster geometry and the
process parameters. The axial z-coordinate of the slice is determined as


z (t )

t

v

cast

(t ')dt '  zstart ,

tstart
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where tstart and zstart stand for the initial time and the initial axial coordinate of the slice,
respectively.
2.1 Macroscopic model
The heat transfer is described by the heat diffusion equation
 (  h)
   (kT ),
t

(2)

where ρ, h, k and T stand for density, enthalpy, thermal conductivity and temperature,
respectively. Robin boundary condition is incorporated
k

T
 h0 (T  T0 ),
nˆ

(3)

where n̂ , h0 and T0 stand for the unit normal vector on the boundary, the effective heat
transfer coefficient and the effective surrounding temperature, respectively. The initial
temperature in the domain is set to the supercooling ∆T0 above the liquidus temperature. A
linearized eutectic phase diagram is proposed, hence the liquidus and the solidus temperatures
Tliq and Tsol are calculated as
Tliq 
Tm  mC0 ,

Tsol 
Tm  mC0 / k p

(4)

where m, C0 and kp stand for the liquidus slope, the concentration of the carbon and the
partition coefficient, respectively. The mixture formulation [15] is used to define the enthalpy
and the thermal conductivity in the computational domain, containing liquid and solid phase
h  f (c T  h0 )  f s csT ,

h0  (cs  c )Tsol  h f ,

(5)

where f and c stand for mass fraction and specific heat, respectively. The subscripts s and ℓ
denote solid and liquid phase. hf stands for the latent heat of the phase change. The mixture
thermal conductivity is defined as


k f s ks  f k ,

(6)

where ks and kℓ stand for the conductivities in the solid and the liquid phase, respectively. In
the present paper the lever rule [4] is used as the supplementary microsegregation relation
needed to calculate the enthalpy inverse T=T(h). The use of the lever rule yields the following
relation between the solid fraction and the temperature

fs 

1
1 kp

 T  Tliq 

,
 T  Tm 

(7)

where Tm stands for the melting temperature of pure iron.
2.2 Microscopic model
Microscopic model describes nucleation and grain growth as a function of the temperature
calculated at the macro level. The nucleation density change dn, induced by the change of the
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undercooling d∆T is described by the normal distribution
dn

d T

 1  T  T  2 
exp   
 ;
2 T
 2  T
 
nmax

(8)

T  Tliq  T ,

where nmax, ∆Tσ and ∆Tμ stand for the maximal nucleation density, the standard deviation and
the mean of the undercooling, respectively. Grain growth is in analytical studies described as
a growth of a paraboloid with a tip radius Rtip and velocity V [4]. In the present model, the
Kurz-Giovanola-Trivedi (KGT) model [16] is proposed to determine the relation V(∆T). The
KGT model consists of two non-linear equations which relate the material properites, C0, ∆T,
V and Rtip. In the KGT equations, the non-dimensional Péclet number Pe is introduced

Pe 

RtipV
2D

(9)

,

where Dℓ is the solutal diffusion coefficient in the liquid phase. The first KGT equation relates
Rtip to the material properties, C0 and Pe

Rtip 

D 1  (1  k p ) Iv( Pe) 
;
mV (1  k p )C0

V 

mC0 (1  k p ) PeD
k p 1  (1  k p ) Iv( Pe)  

(10)

,

where Iv(Pe) and Γ stand for the Ivantsov function and the Gibbs-Thompson coefficient,
respectively. The second KGT equation relates ∆T to the material properties, C0 and Rtip

 2
C0
T m  C0 
.



1  (1  k p ) Iv( Pe)  Rtip


3

(11)

SOLUTION PROCEDURES

3.1 The distribution of the computational nodes
The computational nodes with typical Euclidian inter-nodal distances lmacro and lmicro are
distributed at the macro and at the micro level, respectively, as shown in Figure 1. First, the
temperature field at the computational points at the macro level is calculated, followed by the
interpolation of the macroscopic temperature field to the computational points at the micro
level, where the microscopic governing equations are solved.
3.2 Solution of the macroscopic model
At the macro level, the explicit Euler scheme is used for temporal discretization of the
governing equation

 (  h)  h  0 h0

,
t
tmacro

(12)

where ∆tmacro stands for the time step at the macro level. The LRBFCM is used for the spatial
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discretization of the enthalpy equation. The computational nodes are grouped into overlapping
local domains. A general quantity ϕ in the point p is approximated as
l

(13)

K

 (p)   l k (p) l  k ,
¨ k 1

where lαk and lK stand for the interpolation coefficients of the k-th node in the l-th local
domain and the number of nodes in the l-th local domain, respectively. lψk is the multiquadric
radial basis function
(14)

2


l k (p )

 r 
c  l k   1,
 lmacro 

where lrk and c stand for the distance between the point p and k-th node in the l-th local
domain and the shape parameter, respectively. Shape parameter in each local domain is
chosen according to the targeted condition number 1020 of the interpolation matrix.

Figure 1: A section of the computational domain illustrating the distribution of the computational points at the
macro (left) and at the micro (right) level.

3.3 Macro-micro interpolation
The temperature field is interpolated from the nodes at the macro level to the nodes at the
micro level by using LRBFCM with multiquadric basis functions. The time step at the macro
level ∆tmacro is larger than time step at the micro level ∆tmicro, hence a linear interpolation is
used to determine the temperature in-between the interpolated temperatures Ti at two
n
n 1
sequential macro times t macro
and t macro

T (t ) Ti (t

n
macro

n 1
n
Ti (tmacro
)  Ti (tmacro
)
n
)
(t  tmacro
);
tmacro

n
n 1
tmacro
 t  tmacro
.

(15)

3.4 Solution of the microscopic model - nucleation
At the micro level, the PA method is used to solve the nucleation and the grain growth
equations. To each point (node) at the micro level an unsigned integer 𝒮𝒮 is assigned. 𝒮𝒮=0
represents the liquid phase and 𝒮𝒮>0 the solid phase. Different non-zero values of 𝒮𝒮 denote
different grains. As the molten steel is poured into the mold, the whole system is in liquid
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phase, hence 𝒮𝒮=0 is assigned to each point in the computational domain at the beginning of
the simulation. At every time step at the micro level, all the points with 𝒮𝒮=0 are considered
and different random numbers r  0,1 are assigned to each of them. The nucleation at a
point occurs, i.e., the point changes its 𝒮𝒮 from 𝒮𝒮=0 to 𝒮𝒮>0, if [17]
T   (  T )

r  VPA



T

dn
d ( T '),
d ( T ')

(16)

where VPA is the volume represented by the point and δ(∆T) is the change of the undercooling
during one time-step. The assigned value 𝒮𝒮r is a random non-zero unsigned integer calculated
from r.
3.5 Solution of the microscopic model - growth velocity

The grain growth velocity as a function of undercooling is calculated by evaluating
equations (10) and (11) for the equidistant values Pe1 , Pe2 ,..., Pen  with

Pe1 4.0

10 3 , Pen 10.0 and n  5000 . As the values

T ( Pe1 ), T ( Pe2 ),..., T ( Pen )

V ( Pe1 ),V ( Pe2 ),...,V (Pen ) and

are calculated, least squares interpolation is performed to

obtain
V (T )  a1T 3  a2 T 2  a3T ,

(17)

where ai , i  1, 2,3 are the interpolation coefficients.
3.6 Solution of the microscopic model - grain growth
The PA method is also used for the solution of the grain growth equations. Each point with
𝒮𝒮>0 has a neighbourhood defined with radius R as shown in Figure 2. Grain growth is
represented as a growth of a circle with radius
l
(t )

t

 V (T )dt ,

(18)

t0

where t0 is the time when the point was nucleated. Considering a solid point with 𝒮𝒮=𝒮𝒮r>0 and
l(t)<R, the distances to its liquid neigbours are compared to l(t). The liquid neighbouring
point changes its index from 𝒮𝒮=0 to 𝒮𝒮=𝒮𝒮r if

l (t )  d ,

where d is the distance between the solid and its neighbouring liquid point.
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4

Figure 2: The neighbourhood of a point with 𝒮𝒮 > 0 defined by the radius 𝑅𝑅.

SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation of the microstructure evolution is tested for the continuous casting of binary
Fe-0.51wt%C steel. Square, H-profile and circular cross section geometries of the strand are
used. For the heat transfer coefficient in equation (3), two different values are used

 hmold ,
h0  

 hspray ,

z  zmold
elsewhere

(20)

,

where hmold and hspray stand for the heat-transfer coefficients in the mold and in the spray
section, respectively, and zmold for the length of the mold. For the parameters of the normal
distribution in equation (8) two different values are used
 Tsurface , d  d surface
,

T 

T
bulk
T
,
elsewhere

 

 Tsurface ,
 bulk
,
 T

d  d surface
elsewhere

,

(21)

where d and dsurface stand for the distance between a computational node and the boundary and
the thickness of the surface nucleation area, respectively. The final microstructures in the
continuous casting of steel with square, H-profile and circular cross section geometry are
shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5, respectively. The material properties, the continuous casting
parameters and the numerical model parametes used are listed in Tables 1, 2 and 3,
respectively. ECT and CET are observed in all three final microstructures.
Table 1: Material properties of the Fe0.51wt%C.
Property

Symbol

Unit

Value

Specific heat capacity in the
liquid phase
Specific heat capacity in the
solid phase
Thermal conductivity in the

c

J/kg/K

1395.8

cs

J/kg/K

824.92

k

W/m/K

39.3
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liquid phase
Thermal conductivity in the
solid phase
Density

ks

W/m/K

25.0



kg/m3

7430.0

2

Solute diffusion coefficient

D

m /s

1.36 10-9

Melting temperature of pure
Fe
Partition coeffcient

Tm

°C

1562.0

kp

-

0.37

Latent heat of fusion

J/kg

2.71 105

Liquidus line slope

hf
m

°C/wt.%C

-30.0

Composition

C0

wt.%C

0.51

Gibbs-Thompson coefficient



Km

1.9 10-7

Table 2: Continuous casting parameters.
Parameter

Symbol

Unit

Value

Casting velocity

vcast

m/min

1.0

Billet length

Lbillet

m

25.0

Mould length

zmold

m

Heat transfer coefficient in
the mould area
Heat transfer coefficient in
the spray area
Temperature of the cooling
water
Initial supercooling

0.8
2

hmold

W/m /K

200.0

hspray

W/m2/K

80.0

T0

°C

30.0

T0

°C

25.0

Table 3: Numerical model parameters.
Parameter

Symbol

Unit

Value

Inter-nodal distance at the
macro level
Inter-nodal distance at the
micro level
Time step at the macro level

lmacro

m

2.0 10-3

lmicro

m

2.0 10-4

s

1.0 10-2

Time step at the micro level

tmacro
tmicro

s

1.0 10-3

-

8

d surface

m

5.0 10-3

Tsurface

°C

0.6

Number of points in the
collocation
Thickness of the surface
nucleation regime
Mean
of
the
normal

l

K

8
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distribution in the surface
area
Standard deviation of the
normal distribution in the
surface area
Mean
of
the
normal
distribution in the bulk area
Standard deviation of the
normal distribution in the
bulk area
Neighbourhood radius in PA
Growth velocity interpolation
coefficient
Growth velocity interpolation
coefficient
Growth velocity interpolation
coefficient

Tsurface

°C

0.2

Tbulk

°C

7.0

Tbulk

°C

1.75

R

m

3.0 10-4

a1

m/s/K3

4.01 10-3

a2

m/s/K2

4.37 10-3

a3

m/s/K

2.02 10-4

Figure 3: Final microstructure for the square cross section geometry of the strand.
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Figure 4: Final microstructure for the H-profile cross section geometry of the strand.

Figure 5: Final microstructure for the circular cross section geometry of the strand.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, a two-scale slice model for simulation of microstructure evolution in
the continuous casting of steel with arbitrary cross section geometry of the strand is presented.
Meshfree LRBFCM and PA algorithms are used for the spatial discretization of the enthalpy
equation and the solution of the microstructure evolution equations, respectively. The model
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can be used for qualitative prediction of the microstructure evolution, e.g., for the
determination of the ECT and CET positions in the continuous casting of steel. The material
properties of the binary Fe-0.51wt%C steel that are used in the simulations can be replaced by
material properites of multicomponent steels, obtained by JMatPro [18] database. Grain
growth KGT equations become more complex in the case of multicomponent steels, since the
concentrations and the partition coefficients of all alloyed elements have to be accounted for
[19].
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Abstract. A model for multiplicative anisotropic growth in soft biological tissues, which
relates the growth tensor to the fibrous tissue structure, is combined with a fiber remodeling framework. Both adaptation mechanisms are supposed to be governed by the intensity
and the directions of the tensile principal stresses. Numerical examples on idealized
arterial segments, illustrating stress and fiber angle distributions as well as resulting
residual stresses in cases with and without fiber remodeling, are presented. It turns out
that all processes including growth and remodeling are necessary to obtain qualitatively
realistic distributions of fiber orientations, residual stresses, and stresses under loading.

1

INTRODUCTION

Being exposed to changes in its mechanobiological environment, arterial tissue continously strives to optimize its load-bearing capacities by adapting to altering conditions,
for example to a sustained elevation of the blood pressure. This optimization procedure
is characterized by growth and remodeling processes and is supposed to be the source of
residual stresses which are typically existent in externally load-free states. Since these
residual stresses are held responsible to reduce stress magnitudes and gradients in loaded
states, they have to be accounted for in numerical simulations, see e. g. [4, 14, 18]. Constitutive equations for soft biological tissues commonly describe the anisotropic material
behavior by modeling the tissue as an isotropic matrix material with embedded fibers.
Based thereon, the reorientation of fibers and the addition of supplementary material
can be considered to model adaptation processes and to quantify the associated residual
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stresses. For both mechanisms, the intensity and the direction of principal stresses are
assumed to be of particular importance.
Starting with the modeling of growth processes, an anisotropic growth model based
on the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient into a growth tensor
and a remaining elastic part [15] is presented. In existing approaches based on this
decomposition, e. g. in [8, 16], structural directions are used to incorporate growth in
specific directions, for instance the radial direction in an artery. Here, a general local
formulation is proposed, where the growth tensor is related to the fibrous tissue structure,
which again is supposed to be directly linked to the directions of the highest (tensile)
principal stresses. Establishing such a relation between the orientation of the fibers and
the growth directions, the consequential extension of the model is to take remodeling of
the fibers into account. A reorientation of the fibers ending up in a realistic arrangement,
as for example discussed in [9, 7], is then expected to have twofold effects: an advantageous
redistribution of the stresses and a direct influence on the growth directions, which are
automatically adapted such that a reduction of high principal stresses is promoted. The
basic assumption motivating both aspects of the combined framework is a symmetric
alignment of the two fiber families in arteries with respect to the tensile principal stresses,
which are supposed to be mainly located in the plane of the vessel wall. Following this
assumption, a growth tensor designed to reduce the tensile principal stresses and an
algorithm for the rearrangement of the fibers is proposed here.
2
2.1

BASICS OF THE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
Growth model

A multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient F = Fe Fg is one of two
methods frequently adopted to describe growth in soft biological tissues [1, 6]. The growth
deformation arising from the growth part Fg is characterized by a stress-free volume
change increasing the reference volume with a factor Jg = det[Fg ]. The second part of
the deformation gradient, the elastic part Fe = F Fg−1 is linked with the deformation
from the intermediate, grown state to the actual configuration, which is accompanied
by the emergence of stresses. A polyconvex hyperelastic formulation for fiber-reinforced
soft biological tissues of Balzani et al. [3] is applied, where the stresses are computed
by differentiating a polyconvex strain energy function with respect to the deformation
tensor. The 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor in the intermediate configuration is obtained
by Se = 2 ∂ψ/∂Ce with the elastic part of the deformation tensor Ce = Fg−T CFg−1 . The
growth tensor Fg can not be determined from equilibrium conditions [1] and thus has
to be postulated by means of assumptions regarding growth directions and evolution
equations. In the simplest case of isotropic growth with Fg = ϑI for instance, a single
growth factor ϑ is involved. Based on an evolution equation ϑ̇ = kϑ (ϑ) φ(Z), which is
formulated in terms of the growth-driving quantity φ(Z), and the growth function kϑ ,
which includes time-dependency and prevents unlimited growth, the growth factor ϑ can
2
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be identified [11]. Due to their material composition including a multitude of fiberreinforced layers, the material behavior of soft biological tissues is highly non-linear and
anisotropic. From the mechanical point of view, the complex tissue structure can be
idealized by an isotropic ground matrix with embedded fibers, which are mainly arranged
in two directions. Based on this idealization, the stress-strain-relation of soft biological
tissues can be approximated by constitutive equations. Adaptation processes aim at
reducing strains or stresses or their gradients within the loaded tissue state, which are thus
governed by the microstructure, i. e. by the fiber reinforcement. It is therefore reasonable
to assume that the tissue composition plays an important role in the context of adaptation
processes as well, which leads to the conclusion that purely isotropic growth as mentioned
above may not be sufficient.
Focusing on the reduction of principal stresses, an increase of the cross-section perpendicular to the direction of the principal stress appears reasonable. Such a growth process
can be described by a growth tensor Fg = ϑI + (1 − ϑ) A ⊗ A, where A is the direction
of the principal stress. Arteries are thick-walled and tube-like structures which transform
the internal pressure to tensile loads in the circumferential/axial plane of the wall. This is
the reason why in arteries mainly two collagen fiber families are found within this plane.
The particular orientation adapts to the stress state such that an improved load-bearing
behavior is obtained. It is assumed that the orientations of the two fiber families are
therefore defined symmetrically to the directions of the two highest principal stresses.
With these two positive principal stresses (denoted by index I and II) which are sought
to be reduced by growth, there are two directions which have to be taken into account
for an appropriate definition of the growth tensor. To realize this, the growth tensor is
(II) (I)
multiplicatively decomposed into two parts Fg = Fg Fg related to the first and second
(II)
(I)
principal stress directions Ag and Ag , where each part is defined as


Fg(a) = ϑ(a) I + 1 − ϑ(a) Ag(a) ⊗ Ag(a)
with
a = I, II.
(1)

The simple case of isotropic growth can casually be enclosed in the framework by setting
(a)
the multiplicative parts of the growth tensor to Fg = ϑ(a) I with a = I, II, which allows
a comparison of both approachs. Due to the split of the growth tensor into two parts,
two independent growth factors ϑ(I) and ϑ(II) have to be derived from the two evolution
equations
ϑ̇(a) = kϑ (ϑ(a) ) φ(a) (Z (a) ),

a = I, II.

(2)

The growth function kϑ is identically adopted from [12] for both growth factors. The
growth-driving quantities φ(a) are chosen such that those stress components are included,
which are intended to be reduced, i. e. the principal stresses in the direction of the
(a)
vectors Ag . Based on the isotropic driving force φ(Ce Se ) = Ce Se : I proposed in
e. g. [11, 8, 16], the projections
φ(a) (Ce Se ) = Ce Se : Me(a)

with
3
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Me(a) = Ag(a) ⊗ Ag(a) ,

a = I, II

(3)
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(a)

of the elastic part of the Mandel stress into the directions of the vectors Ag are presumed
in the context of anisotropic growth with the multiplicative parts of the growth tensor
given by eq. (1). In case of isotropic growth, the isotropic measure φ(a) (Ce Se ) = Ce Se : I
(a = I, II) is used. In both cases, each evolution equation depends on both growth
factors ϑ(I) and ϑ(II) because strain and stress quantities in the intermediate configuration
are involved which depend on the overall growth tensor Fg . For the numerical treatment
of this coupled set of evolution equations see [21], where the procedure of computing the
growth factors is described for the case of anisotropic growth. Once the growth factors ϑ(a)
have been identified, strains Ce and stresses Se are known and the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff
stress tensor S = Fg−1 Se Fg−T can be computed. Here, the tangent moduli C = 2∂S/∂C
are computed numerically using a complex-step derivative approximation scheme [19].
Note that alternatively such schemes can also be applied to the implementation of the
global tangent stiffness matrix [2].
2.2

Fiber remodeling

As another important mechanism in arterial tissue besides growth, fiber remodeling is
part of the adaptation processes which optimize the load-bearing behavior. The combination of growth and fiber remodeling thus might result in stress distributions which are
still more advantageous for the tissue.
In previous numerical examples, as e. g. in [21], the angles β (1) and β (2) between the
fiber vectors and the direction of the first principal stress have been defined as constant
over the wall thickness. This is however unrealistic since experimental observations show
that the fiber angle is rather distributed through the thickness in healthy arteries. For
atherosclerotic arteries, where a complex geometry of the artery is present and the idealization as a cylindrical tube is not applicable anymore, it becomes even more complex.
Then, the circumferential, axial and radial directions, and thus the plane in which the
fiber families are situated, are difficult to be defined. Therefore, an automated procedure
to calculate realistic fiber directions is required, in particular for patient-specific analysis.
For the calculation of the fiber orientation vectors subjected to stress-driven remodeling, the definition of the plane of the fiber families as the plane of the first two principal
stresses is not sufficient, since it does not allow the determination of the orientation within
the plane and thus, the fiber angles β (a) . Therefore, an additional hypothesis postulated
by Hariton et al. [9] is accounted for. Their fiber remodeling mechanism is based on the
assumption that the fiber angles with respect to the principal directions are regulated by
the ratio of the tensile principal stresses. Then, the target orientation of the fiber vectors
in the actual configuration can be expressed by
(1)

atarg = �σI � eI + �σII � eII

and

(2)

atarg = �σI � eI − �σII � eII ,

(4)

where eI and eII are unit vectors in the directions associated with the first and second
principal stresses σI and σII . These are in turn determined by solving the characteristic
equation det[σ − σI] = 0 of the eigenvalue problem. The use of the Macaulay brackets
4
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�•� = 12 (|| • || + •) guarantees that only positive principal stresses are taken into account. It hence embeds the case of only one tensile principal stress, which may occur
in arteries growing strongly in axial direction. Then, both fiber families will arrange in
circumferential direction, cf. the numerical examples. The formulation of the constitutive
equations often requires knowledge of normalized fiber orientation vectors in the reference
configuration, which are given by
(a)
F −1 atarg
(a)
Atarg =
,
a = 1, 2.
(5)
(a)
||F −1 atarg ||
The algorithmic treatment of the fiber remodeling model within the framework of finite
elements is implemented as proposed by Fausten et al. [7]. There, at first an initial
boundary value problem is solved where the external loads and an initial fiber orientation
is prescribed. Then, the target fiber vectors are computed based on the assumptions given
above. Setting the fiber orientations to the target orientations will influence the stress
and strain distribution and thus, again equilibrium has to be accomodated by solving for
the resulting displacements. In the context of a nonlinear Finite Element implementation
this means that for large changes in the fiber orientation vectors the initial values for the
Newton iterations will not be suitable. For this reason, the fiber orientation vectors are
(a)
updated incrementally, applying only fractions of the whole difference vectors Atarg,0 −A(a)
in such a way, that the change in the fiber angle does not exceed a predefined value.
Further details concerning the fiber remodeling approach can be found in [7].
2.3

Combined approach

The presented framework for anisotropic growth in arterial walls relies on the assumption that growth can effectively reduce stresses if it occurs in the planes whose normal
vectors are the directions eI and eII of the tensile principal stresses. Combining the growth
model with the fiber remodeling framework, it is ensured that the two included families
of collagen fibers are always arranged symmetrically with respect to the principal stress
directions. This allows an identification of the principal stress directions from the fiber
orientations, i. e.
eI =

A(1) + A(2)
||A(1) + A(2) ||

and

eII =

A(1) − A(2)
.
||A(1) − A(2) ||

(6)

(a)

The vectors Ag in eq. (1) are then trivially given by
A(I)
g = eI

and

A(II)
= eII .
g

(7)

With this relations at hand, it is possible to define an anisotropic growth tensor based on
the local tissue microstructure, and there is no need of computing structural, geometric
directions like the radial, circumferential or axial direction which do in general not coincide
with the global coordinate system in patient-specific geometries. In this contribution we
5
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propose to include a growth evolution as soon as the boundary value problem changes,
i. e. not only if time proceeds or the loading conditions change, but also if a new fiber
orientation is computed. However, we are rather interested in the final saturated state
of fiber orientation and stress distribution than in the time-evolution of this process and
thus, the growth velocities can be set rather arbitrarily. They will however, influence
to some extent the results since faster/slower growth would change the stresses within
each remodeling step. Therefore, these velocities can be considered as parameters to the
algorithm, which require further analysis. On the other hand, if one was interested in the
evolution of growth and remodeling instead of the final saturated state the values of the
growth velocities would rather be physical parameters.
2.4

Residual stresses

Residual stresses in arterial walls and the related deformations are three-dimensional
and thus strongly dependent on the radial and on the axial position within the vessel.
A single parameter is therefore not suitable to entirely characterize the residual stress
state [10]. However, since the early attempts of quantifying the magnitude of residual
stresses, see e. g. [20], the opening angle experiment is often picked up to explain and to
visualize the existence of residual stresses in arterial segments. It is therefore desirable
to provide the possibility of simulating such experiments numerically. In this context,
axial and radial cuts through the arterial wall have to be simulated in order to permit
the expected deformations, namely a contraction in axial direction and an opening of the
segment to a certain degree referred to as opening angle. Obviously, such a sudden change
of the boundary conditions of a residually stressed body is followed by large deformations
which can not be computed in a single step within a non-linear Finite Element framework.
Therefore, an alternative procedure, which enables a stepwise identification of the final
deformed state, has to be applied. This procedure, see [21] for details, is based on the
definition of a secondary boundary value problem using the grown and deformed geometry
of the residually stressed arterial segment with altered boundary conditions. In absence
of any external load, the stress tensor is updated internally in several steps, such that the
related deformation steps are small enough.
It is worth mentioning that the proposed method is also applicable to compute layerspecific opening angles in multilayered arterial segments. The numerical examples in the
following section are nonetheless restricted to idealized, one-layered arterial segments and
focus on the effect of adding a fiber remodeling formulation to the preexistent growth
model, which has also an effect on the residual stresses and deformations. The mentioned
opening angle is defined to be the angle between one of the cut edges and the symmetry
axis which divides the opened segment into two equal halves. Axial strain in the opened
segments is computed with respect to the residually stressed geometry before applying the
cuts. It is dependent on the radial position and therefore averaged over the wall thickness.

6
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3

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES OF IDEALIZED ARTERIAL SEGMENTS

For the evaluation of the combined approach for growth and remodeling, idealized
arterial segments with material and growth parameters according to Tab. 1 are loaded by
an internal pressure of 16 kPa (120 mmHg) and by axial displacements of 8 % or 10 % of the
initial length. Five different arterial segments are considered for each load case: a reference
segment without growth and remodeling as well as an isotropically and an anisotropically
growing segment, each of them with and without remodeling. The initial fiber orientation
vectors of two reinforcing fiber families are defined such that they enclose ± 30◦ with the
circumferential direction. Within the first second of the simulation time, the loads are
simultaneously applied and afterwards held constant until t = 20 s. During the entire time
period, depending on the considered case, growth is enabled and remodeling is performed
in each time step.
An overview of the resulting stress distributions at t = 20 s is given in Fig. 1 (a) for
isotropic and Fig. 1 (b) for anisotropic growth. The dashed lines refer to the non-adapting
reference segments, whereas solid lines are used for the growing segments (luscious colors)
and for the segments where growth and remodeling is taken into account (light colors).
Several observations concerning remodeling can be noted. Remodeling strongly reduces
Table 1: Material parameters for arterial tissue [5] and (dimensionless) parameters of the function kϑ
from [12] used in the numerical examples.
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ǫ1 [kPa]

ǫ2 [-]
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ϑ
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Figure 1: Radial, circumferential and axial stresses in the arterial segments at t = 20 s for (a) isotropic
and (b) anisotropic growth with and without remodeling at different levels of axial displacement. In each
diagram, the reference stresses of the non-growing and non-remodeling artery are given as dashed lines.
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Figure 2: Development of the fiber orientation angles over time at (a) the inner surface and (b) the
outer surface of the arterial segment for axial displacements of 8 % and 10 % and for isotropic (solid lines)
and anisotropic growth (solid lines with markers). The number of dataset divided by 2 corresponds to
time in s. At t = 20 s, remodeling is deactivated and no more change of the fiber angles takes place.

the axial stresses, especially if isotropic growth is active. This implies that the axial
stresses, which are already strongly reduced by growth alone, may fall below zero and
become compressive depending on the growth model and the value of the axial displacement. The impact of remodeling on the circumferential stresses varies from case to case.
In combination with anisotropic growth, remodeling induces a slight increase of the circumferential stress peak and gradient, the differences between arterial segments with 8 %
and 10 % axial displacement are marginal. In contrast to that, positive effects of remodeling on the circumferential stress distributions can be stated in combination with
isotropic growth. The circumferential stress peaks are even lower than in the corresponding anisotropically growing segments without remodeling. Moreover, the dependence of
the circumferential stresses on the axial displacement is more pronounced if isotropic
instead of anisotropic growth is considered.
In Fig. 2 (a) and (b), the development of the angles over the remodeling process between
the fiber orientation vectors and the circumferential direction at the inner and at the outer
surface of the remodeling arterial segments is shown. Significant differences indicate that
the remodeling results are fairly sensitive with respect to the chosen growth model and/or
the height of the axial displacement. In isotropically growing segments, where the axial
component of growth is larger than in anisotropically growing ones, compressive axial
stresses result in an alignment of both fiber families in circumferential direction over the
whole wall thickness. For the anisotropically growing segments, the level of axial strain is
high enough to obtain two tensile principal stresses. Then, the fibers arrange with angles
that are distributed over the wall thickness and lie between 4◦ and 9◦ or 9.5◦ and 16.5◦
for axial displacements of 8 % or 10 % at the end of the simulated time period, which is
rather in line with experimental observations [13, 17].
8
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Figure 3: (a) Circumferential residual stresses and (b) axial stresses arterial segments subjected to
isotropic or anisotropic growth with and without remodeling at t = 20 s after removal of the internal
pressure while retaining the axial displacement.

The effect of remodeling on the residual stresses is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the circumferential and the axial stress distributions after the removal of the internal pressure
are given. The axial displacement is retained in order to be able to simulate radial and
axial cuts in the segments afterwards. Therefore, the axial stresses in Fig. 3 (b) are no
residual stresses in the classical meaning since axial loading is still present. Without remodeling, the circumferential residual stresses are almost independent on the two different
axial displacements, which can also be seen at the corresponding opening angles given in
Tab. 2. This changes drastically if remodeling is included. In combination with isotropic
growth, remodeling increases residual stresses and opening angles. In contrast to that,
the opposite happens in combination with anisotropic growth. For the considered axial
displacements, axial stresses are influenced by remodeling only in case of isotropic growth.
Contradicting experimental observations, most of the arterial segments extend after release of the axial boundary, see Tab. 2. However, this could be resolved by applying larger
Table 2: Opening angles and mean axial strain in (residually) stressed arterial segments after simulation
of radial and axial cuts.

axial displacement

reference
case

isotropic
growth

isotropic
growth + rem.

anisotropic
growth

anisotropic
growth + rem.

8%
10 %

0.18◦
0.45◦

6.94◦
5.09◦

32.59◦
21.28◦

11.54◦
11.12◦

6.15◦
8.68◦

8%
10 %

−7.8 %
−9.9 %

5.5 %
4.5 %

7.3 %
5.4 %

0.5 %
−0.9 %

0.5 %
−0.9 %
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Figure 4: Comparison of the growth deformation of (a) isotropically growing, (b) isotropically growing
and remodeling, (c) anisotropically growing and (d) anisotropically growing and remodeling arterial
segments subjected to an internal pressure of 16 kPa and an axial displacement of 8 %.

axial displacements which indicates that there may be rather large axial average loads in
arteries. In Fig. 4, the determinant Jg of the growth tensor is illustrated to clarify the
effect of remodeling on the growth deformation. Arterial segments with activated fiber
remodeling manifest lower volume increases than the corresponding segments with fixed
fiber orientation vectors. This also holds for axial displacements of 10 %.
4

CONCLUSIONS

A combined approach for growth and remodeling was proposed. Besides the enclosed
possibility of simulating isotropic growth, anisotropic growth relating the growth tensor to
the local fiber orientation vectors is the main feature of the growth model. In this regard,
an automated computation of reasonable fiber distributions is an important enhancement
of the model, which has been designed based on the assumption that the two dominating
fiber families in arterial tissue arrange symmetrically with respect to the directions of the
local tensile principal stresses.
The effects of remodeling on the stress and fiber angle distributions in simulated growing arterial segments were dependent on the chosen growth model and on the ratio between radial and axial loadings. It can be stated that circumferential stress peaks and
gradients were reduced for the considered examples of isotropic growth and slightly increased if growth is anisotropic. In each example, remodeling provoked a reduction of
axial stresses. As apparent here and also in [21], circumferential residual stresses resulting from isotropic or anisotropic growth were comparatively insensitive with respect to
the intensity of the axial displacement. If remodeling was included, the sensitivity of the
circumferential residual stresses and opening angles with respect to the axial displacement
increased, which was probably caused by the fiber angle distribution with its dependence
on the ratio between pressure and axial loading. Summarizing, qualitatively reasonable
distributions of residual stresses and fiber orientations were obtained for the anisotropic
growth model. Furthermore, it appears that this model does require less growth to enable
these stress-regularizing distributions. The knowledge of the obtained fiber orientation
vectors was the only necessity for the definition of the anisotropic growth tensor, which
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is therefore a local property of the material point and does not depend on external geometric parameters which are difficult to obtain for patient-specific diseased arteries. The
effect of the parameters of the growth model, which have been set rather intuitively and
identically for each variation of the simulations so far, should be analyzed.
5
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Abstract. We study a mechanical system that consists of a 2D rigid body immersed in an
unbounded volume of perfect fluid. The body is controlled by two internal point masses. The
fluid's influence manifests itself through the added mass effect and dissipation (whose
magnitude is small) described by the Rayleigh dissipation function. These assumptions allow
for an analytical study of the problem using the small parameter method. Indeed, the
unperturbed system (no dissipation) has, according to the Noether's theorem, a complete set of
integrals of motion. For a fixed value of the integrals, the equations of motion reduce to a
non-autonomous system of ordinary differential equations. The controllability of the system is
then studied. In the presence of small dissipative friction these linear in velocities integrals
(given their evolution is slow and can therefore be determined via a standard averaging
procedure) can still be used to adopt non-dissipative strategies for the dissipative case.
1

INTRODUCTION

A body can propel itself through a liquid provided there is a mechanism of energy transfer
between the body and the liquid. In the case of a viscous liquid the mechanism (of course,
apart from jet propulsion and its kind) is well known - superficial friction and vortex
shedding (e.g. from the tip of a fish's fin). In spite of the obvious importance, there are quite a
few mathematically rigorous results (most results in the field have been obtained via computer
simulations). In this connection a mention should be made of the famous paper [1], the
classical texts of Taylor [2,3] and the book [4].
It is well known that in a perfect liquid the equations governing the motion of the
immersed body decouple from the equations of motion of the liquid. This decoupled system
of ODEs (Kirchhoff equations) looks more preferable and attractive for mathematical
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treatment (since there is no need in solving the Navier-Stokes equations etc.). However, in
this perfect realm there is no friction and no vortex shedding meaning that any body-liquid
energy transfer (at least at the first glance) is hardly feasible. Many researches overcome this
difficulty by postulating the vortex shedding [5,6]. Here a question arises: Is vorticity
absolutely necessary for a body to be able to propel itself through a perfect fluid? The answer
is no as it was shown in [7], where a deformable sphere was proved to be able to travel a
considerable distance by suitably varying its radii. Moreover [8], thanks to the added-mass
effect a body even with rigid surface and no moving external parts can take itself as far from
its original location as one wishes by redistributing masses inside the body. In this paper we
extend the results of [8,10] and offer a control strategy for a body immersed in a resistive
medium.
2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a 2D rigid body moving in an infinite immense of incompressible perfect fluid
resting at infinity. There are no other external forces and torques acting on the body except for
the hydrodynamic reactions, which manifest themselves through the added-mass effect and
small dissipative force described by the Rayleigh dissipation function  R (  is a small
parameter). The body is controlled by two internal masses that move along circles. Their rates
of rotation 1 (t ) and  2 (t ) are the control inputs for the system. The governing equations
read:
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where T is the kinetic energy of the system, u v and  are the components of the absolute
velocity of the body's center and the angular velocity of the body (Fig. 1a). Both T and R are
quadratic forms in u v and  , that is,
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2
c1u
c2 v 2 c3 2
.
R


2
2
2
Here (i i ) are the coordinates of an i-th point and

1 r cos 1  R 
 2 r cos  2  R
i r sin i
 i  i r sin i   i  i r cos i .
Tbf 

The constant coefficients a1 , a2 and b include the mass (and the added massses) of the
body and its moment of inertia (and the added moment of inertia). We assume that
a2  a1 and c2  c1.
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The system of equations (1) should be augmented with trivial kinematics
 ,
x  u cos   v sin   
y u sin   v cos   
which together with (1) constitute
a complete set of equations governing the
body+masses+fluid system. Our goal is to design an effective way for steering the body
through an appropriate choice of the control inputs 1 (t ) and  2 (t ).

Figure 1. a) 2D body with two internal masses, b) almost rectilinear path of the body's center as the masses
uniformly rotate in the opposite directions ( 1 (t )   2 (t ) 
, 1 (0) 
 2 (0) 
0 ).

3 NO-FRICTION CASE (   0 ).

In this case, assuming the body to be initially at rest, equation (1), admit three Noether
integrals of motion:
T T
T
T T
T
P1 cos  
sin  
f1 , P2 sin  
cos  
f2
x u
v
y u
v
T
T T
y

 f3 .
P3  x
y
x 

(2)

Assuming the system to be initially at rest leads to f i  0, which in its turn gives
T T
T
0
0



u v

Solving these equations for u v and  and substituting the result into the kinematic
equations yield what is known as a control-affine system:
( x y     1  2)T  1V1   2 V2
T
V
( X 1 (  1   2 ) Y1 (  1   2 ) 1 ( 1   2 )1 0),
1
T
V2
( X 2 (  1   2 ) Y2 (  1   2 )  2 ( 1   2 ) 01)
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Here, for example,
Ai  ai  2m S sin 1  sin  2  C cos 1  cos  2
.
 A1 A2 mr ((1)i 1 R cos i  r )  A1m 2 r 2C cos  i  A2 m2 r 2 S sin i
i 
A1 A2 (b  2m(r 2  R 2 )  (1)i 1 2rR(cos i  cos  i 1 ))  A2 m 2 S 2  A1m 2C 2
Provided that the body is hydrodynamically non-symmetric (meaning that the body is
essentially prolate, i.e. a1  a2 ), the system satisfies the conditions of the Rashevsky-Chow
[9] theorem and thus is fully controllable [10]. Some effective gaits can be found to prove that
the body can be driven to any desired position. For example, when the masses go
synchronously
in opposite directions the motion of the body's center is practically
rectilinear (Fig.1b).
4 DISSIPATIVE CASE (   0 )

This case presents an intriguing interplay between the viscous friction and the friction
proportional to the acceleration (added-mass effect). Now the body can obviously propel itself
even with its added masses being equal [11]. In particular, moving the masses synchronously
in the opposite directions 1 (t ) 
 2 (t ) 
, 1 (0) 
 2 (0) 
0 no longer produces the path





depicted in Fig. 1b – the actual path will gradually deflect to the right as shown in Fig.2. Next
we evaluate necessary corrections to the functions 1 (t ) and  2 (t ) for the path to remain
almost rectilinear.

t in the dissipative and
Figure 2: The path of the center of the body generated by the input 1 (t )    2 (t ) 
non-dissipative cases.

(0)
Suppose that for   0 periodic inputs 1(0) (t ) and  2 (t ) (e.g. 1(0) (t ) 
  2(0) (t ) 
t )
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0 )
(0)
(0)
generated a path x (t ), y (t ),  (t ), u (t ), v (t ),  (t ). For   0 the functions P1 and
P2 from (2) are no longer conserved, that is,
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P1 (t ) 
  uc1 cos   vc2 sin   , P2 (t ) 
  uc1 sin   vc2 cos  

(4)

Now we plug our unperturbed (   0 ) path into these equations but leaving i (t )
unchanged. Note that, by virtue of (3) and the kinematic relations, the functions
cos(sin) (0) (t ), u (0) (t ), v(0) (t ),  (0) (t ) are periodic and the period is that of i(0) (t ). Averaging
the right-hand sides of (4) gives P1 (t )  p1t , P2 (t )  p2t , where the constants pi are the
corresponding mean values. Solving the two last equations for 1 (t ) and 2 (t ) yield a bulk
but structurally simple system of equations

 F
  , t,   , 

 1, 2 

(5)

The solution to this system can be found in the form 
 i (t )  (0) (t )   (1) (t ), where  (1) (t )
is the first approximation to the sought-for corrections. For the rectilinear motion in Fig. 2 the
corrected inputs generate a path (not depicted in the Figure) which is somewhat intermediate
between the viscous and the perfect paths.
Thus, path-planning control in the presence of small dissipation can be implemented as
follows: 1) obtain the zeroth approximation  i(0) (t ) by solving the problem for   0, 2) then
insert the result into slowly evolving functions Pi (t ) , which, on averaging, produce the system
(5), which can then be solved to obtain the necessary corrections i(1) (t ) to the zeroth inputs

i(0) (t ) .
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Abstract. Equations of coupled dynamics of the solid system with slider-crank
mechanisms as internal movers are obtained on rough surface with friction for cases of
translational and rotational movement by the methods of mathematical modeling. Such class
mechanism driven by inner movements of masses being isolated from surrounding space in
shell can be used in conditions where traditional movers (wheels, tracks, legs) for some
reasons are not applicable.
1

INTRODUCTION

An interest in solid systems driven by inner movements of masses without outer movers,
such as wheels, chain tracks, or legs, arises in the last decade [1-4]. A new class of
mechanisms (robots), able to move in a resisting medium without external movers due to
movement of internal bodies, attracts attention and is studied. At constant outer shell by
changing internal geometry of mass the movement of solid system can be carried out in an
arbitrary point.
A solid system moving on three points of support is also very attractive for researchers [57]. They investigate: dynamics of a body sliding on a rough plane and supported at three
points; exact normal forces and trajectories for a rotating tripod sliding on a smooth surface;
problems on the motion of a disc with three supports on a rough plane.
This work is devoted to the same class mechanism. Studied solid system consists of main
frame (supporting structure) that has three points of contact with rough surface and moves
coplanar; and two nesting slider-crank mechanisms that move respectively two internal
masses (sliders) relatively to the frame. The crank is rotated by direct-current motor, so in
mathematical modelling it moves under assumption of a decreasing linear relationship
between torque of motor and angular velocity of its shaft. In dry friction between frame and
surface the local Amontons–Coulomb law is used. The movement of the system is studied
with the help of mathematical modelling.
The equations of motion of the system with movable masses are obtained. Two types of the
frame movement are considered: translational (sliding) and rotational (spinning). Preliminary
experimental observations make it possible to assert that approximately periodic movement
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can be achieved in sliding or spinning of supporting frame on rough surface.
The movement can be explained qualitatively as follows. Slider-crank mechanism
approximately periodically moves masses with different accelerations in different directions.
Unequal pulses of the masses are converted into a non-uniform translational/rotational
movement of the supporting frame, and hence there are unequal frame pulses differently
compensated by friction forces between points of contact and rough surface.
Such class mechanism being isolated from surrounding space in shell can be used in
conditions where traditional movers (wheels, tracks, legs) for some reasons are not applicable:
corrosive environments or limited in size, on the outside plating of a spaceship or pipeline, in
conditions of different planets, etc.
2 MECHANICAL MODEL
3D-concept of the mechanism is shown in Figure 1. As you can see, the solid system has
three points of contact with the horizontal surface.

Figure 1: 3D-concept of the model

Two heavy sliders move along the guide rails on the supporting structure. Two motors
transmit mechanical power through cranks and links to the sliders. When moving, mechanism
does not bounce as well as sliders. It remains in full contact with the surface.
3

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

For motion control on a predictable trajectory let’s divide the movement into two basic
types. The first – sliding or moving forward in a straight line; and the second – spinning or
rotation around a fixed point. In this section we obtain the equations of motion for these cases.
3.1 Underlying assumptions
No friction is inside construction. Friction is only between points of contact and horizontal
surface. The friction is described by Amonton-Coulombs law, we use dry friction model.
Direct current motor is described by linear dependence between torque and angular velocity
of shaft. Supporting structure movement occurs without jumping, as well as sliders. We lay in
the model that the contact points do not lose contact with the surface, and the reaction forces
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are always opposite to direction of free fall acceleration.
3.2 Translational case (sliding)
Illustration for the translational case of mathematical model is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Mathematical model of the translational case (side view)

Mechanical coupling equation for slider-crank mechanism:
h  a cos  
b cos 

(1)

Kinetic energy of the system:

T

(2)

MxC2 mxB2

2
2

For absolute and relative coordinates we have:
xB 
xC  B , xB 
xC  B

(3)

B 
a sin   b sin  ,  B 
a cos   b cos 

(4)

where:
Taking into account the relation of the equation (1), we have:
(5)

a sin   b sin 

Consequently:


(6)

a sin 

b sin 

So for the relative velocity of slider B:
 B a cos    h  a cos  
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In our model sin   0 , hence we obtain:
1/ 2

sin   1  cos 2  

1/ 2

  h  a cos  2 
 1  
 
 
b
 






1 2
2
b   h  a cos  
b



1/ 2

(8)

With regard to the latter, we can write for (7):

 h  a cos   sin 


 B a  cos  
2 1/ 2
2

b   h  a cos  






(9)







For simplicity, we omit the index:
(10)

xC  x

Then finally for kinetic energy:



 h  a cos   sin   
Mx
m

  x  a  cos  
T

2 1/ 2 
2
2


b 2   h  a cos  




2

(11)

2





In our model, the potential energy is constant, so we assume it to be zero. The Lagrangian
is equal to the kinetic energy.
Generalized force, taking into account the friction forces with the local Amontons–
Coulomb law, will be equal to:
  N , if x  0

Q
x 0    N sgn x
 0, if 
x
  N , if x  0


(12)

And for the generalized force applied to the crank we consider direct-current motor, so in
mathematical modelling it moves under assumption of a decreasing linear relationship
between torque of motor and its shaft angular velocity:
Q    ;  , ,   0

(13)

The first equation of motion in the Lagrangian form is:
d T T


Qx
dt x x

(14)

f   h  a cos   sin 

(15)

Let’s denote the following functions:



g  b2   h  a cos  



2 1/ 2

Then rewrite the expression for the kinetic energy in the form:
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Mx 2 m 
f 
  x  a  cos    
T
2
2
g 


(17)

2

So:


f   T
T
Mx  m  x  a  cos     ;
0
g
x

  x


(18)





 f 
d T
f 
 Mx  m  x  a  cos     a   sin      

dt x
g


 g   




(19)

It is well known that:
(20)

  g f
 f  f g
  
g2
g

We calculate the derivatives:
f
a sin 2    h  a cos   cos  
 h  a cos   sin   

(21)

   a cos 2  h cos  



2
g   b2   h  a cos  




1/ 2

 1 b 2  h  a cos  2 


 2 g





(22)

1
f

2  h a cos   a sin  
a
2g
g

So, for (20) we have:
f
  a cos 2  h cos   g  a f

f 
g


 
2
g
g
 



g3

 a cos 2  h cos   g

2

(23)

 af 2 

In this way for (19) we obtain:
 


d T
f
1
  M  m  x  ma    cos      2   sin   3   a cos 2  h cos   g 2  af 2   
dt x
g
g


 

(24)

Consequently for (14) we have equation:
 

 M  m  x  ma    cos  
 


f 2
  N sgn x
     sin   q   
g


where:
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q

1
 a cos 2  h cos   g 2  af 2 
g3

(26)

As for normal reaction N, we can find it from projection of Newton's law on the vertical
direction (opposite to the free fall acceleration g FF ), taking into account that the common
center of mass does not move vertically:

  M  m  a, n  
R

ext


N

,n



 0
  M  m  g FF  N

 M  m gFF

(27)
(28)

Finally the first equation of motion:
 

 M  m  x  ma    cos  
 


f 2
  M  m  g FF sgn x
     sin   q   
g


(29)

Now let’s consider the second equation of motion in the Lagrangian form:
d T T


Q
dt  

(30)



f 
f
T
 ma  x  a  cos      cos     ma  x  au  u
g 
g




(31)

Calculation of derivative gives us:

where:
u  cos  

f
g

(32)

We continue calculation:
d T

 ma  x  au  u
 ma   x  au  au  u   x  au  u
dt  

(33)

 ma   x  au  u   x  2au  u 

where, taking into account also (23) and (26):

f 
u  cos    
   sin   q 
g


(34)

w   sin   q

(35)

d T
 ma   x  au  u   x  2au   w 
dt 

(36)

For simplicity we may assign:
Then:
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T  Mx 2 m
2

  x  au    m  x  au  au  m  x  au  a w
  2
2


(37)

Finally the second equation of motion:
ma  x  au  u  auw 2     

(38)

In (29) and (38) let’s express higher derivatives through the lower order:
 M  m  x  mau 
   M  m  g FF sgn x  maw 2


  
 auw 2
ux  au 2

ma


(39)

Or in vector-matrix form:
 11

  21

12   x    1 

 22       2 

(40)

where for coefficients:
11 
M  m, 12 
mau,  21 
u,  22 
au 2

(41)

1 
   M  m  g FF sgn x  maw 2

2

  
 auw 2
ma

We can solve the system (40) using Cramer's rule:
 x

 
 

  1 12 


  1  22   2 12 
1
1
  2  22 





11 12 11  1
11  22  12  21   2 11   1  21 


 21  22   21  2 

(42)

Then we reduce the problem to the Cauchy problem with variables:
 x  v 
  
   

(43)

   M  m  g FF au sgn v       u


v
1 


   

 
2
2 






M
m
g
u
sgn
v
Mauw
Mau


 
FF




 ma




where, taking into account (32) and (35):

u cos  

 h  a cos   sin 
1/ 2
b2   h  a cos 2 
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 sin  
w

 a cos 2  h cos    b2   h  a cos  

  a  h  a cos   sin 
b   h  a cos  
2

2

2

(45)

2 3/ 2

2

As we can see the system (43) is valid when u  0 , but in case of u  0 we should return
to the main system of motion (39). This case of u  0 corresponds to the extreme points that
the slider may occupy in relative motion on guide rail. It is at these points (or near) that a
pulse is transmitted from the slider to the carrier platform. As a result, the platform is moving.
Let us assume in equation (39) that u  0 , so we obtain the angle corresponding to this value
from equation (44):
h 
 h
cos   
,

 a b ba

(46)

and substitute in the system (39):
2

ma

w 
  g FF sgn x 
x 

M m  







(47)

The latter relations determine the conditions for the onset of motion (note that x x 0 in
state of rest), in view of the overcoming of frictional forces.
3.3 Rotational case (spinning)
Illustration for the rotational case of mathematical model is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Mathematical model of the rotational case (view from above)
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While in the case of the translational motion the sliders moved synchronously, in the case
of rotational motion of supporting structure we must consider the movement of the sliders
separately. This means that it has to be written for each slider mechanical coupling equation
for slider-crank mechanism:
h  a cos 
b cos i , 
i 1, 2
i

(48)

Here, since point C is fixed (center of mass of the support structure coincides with the
middle point of contact in the projection onto a plane), the kinetic energy of the system can be
written as:

T

m

2

 2 x
i 1

2
i

(49)

 yi2 

The absolute coordinates of each slider:
(50)

x 
rBi   i 
 yi 

We can link the absolute and relative coordinates through rotation matrix:
rBi  A  Bi

(51)

 cos   sin  
A  

 sin  cos  

(52)

where:

And for relative coordinates of the sliders:
 1   a sin 1  b sin 1   a sin 1  g1 
 B1 

 


d
d
 

1  

(53)

  2   a sin 2  b sin  2   a sin 2  g 2 
 B2 

 


d
d
 

 2  

where:



gi  b2   h  a cos i 



2 1/ 2

(54)

Hence, considering (51) and (52):
  cos   i sin  
rBi   i

 i sin   i cos  

(55)

For the absolute velocities of the sliders:
vBi


  cos   i sin   i cos  
d
rBi  i


dt
 i sin   i cos   i sin  

In (55) we take into account that for the relative coordinates:
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(57)

i  const

By analogy with the translational case (9) for the sliders it can be written:

 h  a cos i  sin i

i 
ai  cos i 
2 1/ 2

b 2   h  a cos i 








f 

ai  cos i  i 

g
i 




(58)

where:
fi   h  a cos i  sin i

(59)

On this basis of (56) – (59), we find for kinetic energy:


2
2

fi 
1 2
1 2  

vBi
 ai  cos i    i    i  



2 i 1
2 i 1 
gi 





2

 


T

(60)

As in the previous case, the potential energy is constant, so we assume it to be zero. The
Lagrangian is equal to the kinetic energy.
And for the generalized forces applied to the cranks we consider direct-current motors, so
in mathematical modelling they move under assumption of a decreasing linear relationship
between torque of motor and its angular velocity:
Qi    i ;

i , ,   0;

(61)

i  1, 2

For the generalized force of friction we have:
Q 
   e2  d 2 

1/ 2

(62)

 N1  N2  sgn 

Since the center of mass does not move relative to the vertical:

 M  m  m a, n   R

ext



,n

 0
  M  m  m  g FF  N  N1  N 2

(63)

Since the structure does not rotate relatively around its longitudinal axis passing through
the point C:

M



, e 0

C



(64)

N1 N 2

And because the structure does not rotate relatively around its transverse axis passing
through the point C:

M

C



, e  0



 e  N1  N2   mg FF 1  2  0

(65)

Considering (53), (64) – (65) we obtain:
N1  N 2 

mg FF
2e

2

  a sin 
i 1

i



 b2   h  a cos i 

So finally we get for (62):
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Q 
  e2  d 2 

1/ 2

mg FF
e

2

  a sin 

i

i 1



 b2   h  a cos i 



2 1/ 2

 sgn 



(67)

The equations of motion in the Lagrangian form are:
d T T
  Qi ,
dt qi qi

q

1 ,2 ,  

T

,

Q


Q

, Q 2 , Q 

T

1

(68)

Omitting details of derivatives calculation, we get after reduction to a first-order system:
1


(69)

3
1
2
,
2
,





where we have:
(70)

1  1 , 2  2 ,   

and where for determinants:
11 12 13
 1 12 13
11  1 13
11 12  1

  21 
 22  23 , 1  2 
 22  23 ,  2  21 
 2  23 , 3  21  22  2
31 32 33
 3 32 33
31  3 33
31 32  3

(71)

for the coefficients in these determinants:
11 
au12 , 12 
0, 13 
u1d ,  21 
0,  22 
au22 ,  23 
u2 d ,

(72)

31 
au1d , 32 
au2 d , 33 
12   22  2d 2
  1
   2
2

1
 1u1  au1 w1
2
  2 u2   au2 w222
1 ,
ma

ma


 3 ad  w222  w112   2a  u11  u22     e2  d 2 

1/ 2

g FF
1  2  sgn 
e

with the functions:
ui 
cos i 

fi
1
 sin i  3   a cos 2i  h cos i  gi2  afi 2 
, wi 
gi
gi

(73)

Just as in the case of sliding in the case of spinning there is a division by 0 in the system
(69) in some conditions (extreme relative positions of the sliders on guide rails) when

 a 2u12u22 
12  22  0 , and we must return to the main (nondeterminant form) system for the
case of rotation. If   0 then a sharp increase in value of the angular acceleration of
supporting structure is observed. If  0 we have:
2

1/ 2 g
 A
FF
ad    w1  w2     e 2  d 2 
1   2  sgn 

e
   B 

12   22  2d 2




i 
, i 1, 2



(74)

The latter relations determine the conditions for the onset of spinning (note that     0
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at a rest), in view of the overcoming of frictional forces.
4

DISCUSSION

In the equations of translational/rotational motion (43)/(69) under certain conditions
( 0  u 0 / u
0) , corresponding to the extreme position of the sliders on rail guides,
i
certain functions tend to zero, which gives a sharp increase in the values of the
accelerations/angular accelerations. When these functions are equal to zero, it is necessary to
go to the basic equations of motion, where there is no division by zero and where we can
obtain the conditions for the beginning of the movement, meaning the overcoming of
frictional forces. The system has periodic functions with respect to the shaft’s angle of
rotation. In the case of steady motion, this suggests a periodic character of the motion.
5

CONCLUSIONS
-

Equations for coupled dynamics of the solid system with slider-crank mechanisms as
internal movers are obtained on rough surface with friction for cases of translational
and rotational movement.
Such class mechanism driven by inner movements of masses being isolated from
surrounding space in shell can be used in conditions where traditional movers
(wheels, tracks, legs) for some reasons are not applicable.
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Summary. Dynamics of a multibody system is simulated in a most universal way in case of
contacts having a compliance property. This latter case is implemented usually by elasticity /
viscosity along the direction normal to the rigid body outer / inner surface and by friction
along its tangent direction. The Hertz model is one of the most popular elastic contact models
for engineering applications. Object-oriented approach for building up the multibody dynamics model simulating compliant contacts is under development in this paper. A technology for
constructing classes-templates is applied to build up contact objects in the dynamical model.
The Hertz contact model is under consideration as a simplest example.

1 INTRODUCTION
A lot of methods for describing a structure of the multibody system using different graph
approaches are known. See for instance [1, 2, 3], and further references one can find there.
Usually multibody system is assumed to consist of rigid bodies. Note that in frame of the
bond graph approach a background of energy exchanges is used [4].
Either directed or undirected graphs are used depending on the problems to be resolved for
implementing the multibody structural analysis based on the force interactions. Using known
Newton’s laws [5] one can approach the dynamics from so called Newton’s viewpoint. In
such a way the translational-rotational motion of each body is described by the system of
Newton – Euler’s ODEs. The multibody system graph structure is constructed using an analysis for mutual interactions of bodies the system composed from. Such interactions are caused
mainly by mechanical constraints. In general, Newton’s third law of dynamics implies a mutual nature of interactions between the bodies thus causing the system graph to be undirected.
In some particular cases the graph can have a special structure, like it takes place for
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holonomic constraints composing the system of tree structure. Such a situation occurs for instance in robotics where the tree structure is used to reduce the source Newton – Euler system
of ODEs with an attached subsystem of algebraic equations to some special kind of dynamical
equations, like ones of Lagrange of the second kind.
In general case the situation is more complicated, especially if non-holonomic constraints
are used. In any way one has to take into account equations of constraints being attached to
dynamical ODEs. One can mention that there exists a background for building up models of a
type mentioned above using: algorithms [6], modeling languages [7], and compilers [8]. To
describe the model of the multibody system under consideration one starts from: (a) an objectoriented paradigm [9] on one hand, and (b) so called physical principles of modeling [10] on
the other one.
2 DESCRIPTION USING UNDIRECTED GRAPH
Thus assume the multibody system consists of m + 1 bodies B0, , Bm, see Figure 1. Represent them as composing a finite set B = {B0,, Bm}. Here B0 is assumed to be a base body.
The body B0 is assumed to be connected with an inertial frame of reference, or to have a
known motion with respect to the inertial frame of reference. One can represent the base
body, for example, as a rotating platform, or as a vehicle performing known predefined motion.

z0
O0
x0

B1
C4
y0
B0

C1

C2

B3
C3

zm
Om
B m ym

xm

B2

Figure 1: Multibody system

Some bodies are possible to be interconnected mechanically by constraints. Assume that
all constraints compose the set C = {C1,, Cn}. We include in our considerations constraints
of the following types: holonomic / nonholonomic, scleronomic / rheonomic, and, what essential, mechanical contacts with compliances.
As a result one can uniquely represent a structure of the multibody system by an undirected
graph G = (B, C, I). Here I  C  B is an incidence relation setting in a correspondence for
every edge Ci  C of the graph the vertex Bk  B incident to it. According to physical reasons
it is easy to see that for any mechanical constraint Ci there exist exactly two bodies / vertices
Bk, Bl  B being connected by this constraint.
The incidence relation generates an adjacency relation S  B  B on the set of vertices. In
our case this relation has the properties: (a) antireflexiveness, a body cannot be connected
with itself; (b) symmetry, because of the graph is undirected: if (Bk, Bl)  S, then (Bl, Bk)  S.
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3 DESCRIPTION USING COMMUNICATION NETWORK
Evidently, one has insufficient structural information derived from graph G for describing
the multibody system dynamics. Indeed, in addition to the force interaction which is represented usually by wrenches between bodies Bk, Bl via the constraint Ci one has also a kinematical conditions specific for constraints of different kind. Wrenches acting between interconnected bodies themselves are mutually interconnected by virtue of Newton’s third law of dynamics because one can represent these wrenches in turn by constraint forces, and constraint
couples.
Thus if one can associate the system of ODEs for translational-rotational motion with the
object of a model corresponding to the rigid body, then one can in a natural way associate the
system of algebraic equations with the object of a model corresponding to constraint. Note
that according to consideration has been done above the set of an algebraic equations is composed of equations for constraint forces (reactions), torques of couples (also reactions), and
kinematical equations attached depending on a type of the constraint. So in a way outlined
above the differential and algebraic equations are said encapsulated in behavioral sections of
objects representing rigid bodies and constraints respectively.
Furthermore, one can reduce any multibody system dynamical model to two subsets of objects: subset of rigid body models (objects B0,, Bm), and subset of models for constraints
(objects C1,, Cn). According to such an approach simulation of the whole system behavior
is reduced to the permanent information interchange between objects of these two types have
been enumerated above. Based on Newton’s laws of dynamics one can build up the communication network implementing such an interchange.
Information channels connecting objects of two classes from above can also be classified
into two types of ports: (a) class for the wrench transportation consisting of the force, torque,
and point of the force application; (b) class for the twist transportation consisting of the mass
center velocity, rigid body angular velocity plus additional auxiliary kinematical data. In our
idealized model force interaction between bodies is performed at a geometric point. Its coordinates are exported to communicative network through the wrench port mentioned permanently in time.
Metaphorically an object of the rigid body class works as follow: it accepts data of
wrenches acting to the rigid body and exports kinematical data of this body. At the same time
and permanently the constraint object imports kinematical data of two interconnected rigid
bodies and exports data of wrenches acting in directions of these two rigid bodies under constraint mentioned and being assumed to be generated by the constraint of specific type. As a
result all these objects interact like total communication network permanently in time. The
library of classes performing functionality under description here is implemented in frame of
Modelica language [7].
One must consider all connections used as bidirected ones. This property corresponds to
the undirectional case for the multibody graph edge. Real direction of the causality „flow“ is
usually defined by the compiler. Such style of the model development is called an acausal
modeling [8].
4 DESCRIPTION USING MULTIBOND GRAPH
Let us trace now the similarities between the bond graphs [4] and our models of the
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multibody systems. Power is a fundamental property of any (multi) bond graph. To be exact
power is associated with or is conducted by the particular multibond at any current instant.
Regarding our case consider the power of the forces acting upon the rigid body. Let the rigid
body kinematics be defined by the twist (v, ), where v is the mass center velocity, and  is
the rigid body angular velocity. Further let all the forces acting upon the body be reduced to
the wrench (F, M) with the total force F and the total torque M being reduced to the mass
center. Thus the total power of all the forces acting on the body is computed by the known
formula: W = (v, F) + (, M). This is exactly the same formula using for representing a
multibond in the bond graph simulating the multibody system dynamics. We have thus an
evident canonical duality between twists and wrenches.
Further, the pair of classes simulating twist and wrench plays a role of the multiport notion,
and corresponding pairs of connections in visual model represent a notion of the multibond.
One can associate in this way an object of the rigid body class with 1-junction, while 0junction is associated with the object of a constraint class. The relevant general multibond
graph representation of a constraint implementing compliant contact in any multibody system
may be depicted as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Multibond graph of constraint with compliance

Each multibond here consists of the twist (v, ) signals representing the flow component
and the wrench (F, M) signals as an effort. Causality of the inertance element arranges according to the Newton – Euler system of ODEs. Left and right transformers are to shift the
twist from the mass center to the contact point according to the known Euler formula: (v, )
 (v + [, r], ) where the vector r begins at the corresponding mass-center and ends at the
point of contact. Reciprocally the wrenches shift to the body mass center from point of the
contact in a following way: (F, M)  (F, M + [r, F]). As one can see easily transformers
conserve power.
Central transformer in Figure 2 is responsible for the transfer to orthonormal base at the
contact point with the common normal unit vector and two other base unit vectors being tangent ones to both contacting bodies’ surfaces. These surfaces supposed regular enough. For
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certainty we interpret here the case of usual contact interconnection between the bodies by
their outer / inner surfaces. If the inertial coordinates of these vectors compose columns of the
orthogonal matrix of rotation Q then for shift from bottom to top across the transformer in
Figure 2 one has the relation for the flow signals: (v, )  (Qv, Q). Likewise when shifting
in a reverse direction one has a transformation of the efforts: (F, M)  (Q1F, Q1M) also
conserving the power. Organization of the 0-junction depicted in Figure 2 provides a possibility for computing exactly the relative velocities at the constraint contact point.
Note that usually inertance elements are attached just to 1-junctions of bond graphs. This is
because of causality issues in the models. Note also that Figure 2 can remind us in some degree an element of the lumped model for the flexible beam dynamics. On the other hand if we
will act in a manner close to the real cases of constraints with the compliance then one has to
use a compliant element with the explicit causality thus uniquely determined, see Figure 2,
instead of the usual constraint elements. For details see the paper [11].
5 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MECHANICAL CONTACT GENERAL MODEL
An experience of developing the models for elastic contacting of rigid bodies interactions
in the multibody dynamics shows that an object-oriented facility, namely class templates, see
Figure 3, provided by Modelica can be used to utilize a wide variety of different properties
concerning a contact of solids. The properties are mainly from the following list: 1) geometric
properties for surfaces in vicinity of the contact patch: (a) equations defining surfaces, (b)
their gradients, (c) the Hesse matrices; 2) a model for computing the contact area dimensions
and normal elastic force; 3) model for the normal viscous force of resistance; 4) model for the
tangent forces along the tangent plane normal to elastic force.
A submodel of the geometry properties is to describe analytically algebraic surfaces of the
structure complex enough [12]. For implementing the normal force computation one can
choose now from at least two approaches: the Hertz model, or its volumetric modification
[12]. Force of viscous resistance can also be modeled in several different ways: linear, nonlinear, one proposed by Lankarani and Nikravesh [13], etc. In the models for tangent forces
one can adopt either “simplest” approaches based on the Coulomb friction or more complex
ones represented by the Contensou–Erismann [14, 15] model, or other models.
Class parameterization implemented in Modelica is the facility in line to apply to the problem under description. In our case we have four class parameters corresponding to the submodel categories enumerated above. An example to construct specific contact interaction
model see in Figure 3. The example includes two stages of inheritance:
1) to derive a template with the force models, namely: the Hertz model for normal force,
non-linear viscous force, the Contensou–Erismann model for the tangent dry friction forces;
2) to complete the whole construct one should define a specific geometry submodel for
surfaces in contact.
6 CONCLUSIONS
For ellipsoid over the horizontal surface the Hertz model and the volumetric one were
compared thoroughly in frame of wide range for different regimes of the ellipsoid motion.
Ball bearing model has been verified for different models of elastic contact. The Contensou –
Erismann model has been verified using known dynamics of the Tippe-Top.
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Figure 3: Stages for building up the contact model using templates

One can note the following main conclusions of the paper:
1. Physically-oriented approach for the multibody system dynamics simulation becomes
quite easy and efficient, especially if we are going to build up the so-called virtual prototype.
2. An acausal modeling may be efficient and save a lot of time for the system development.
3. It turns out there exists a transparent correspondence between multiport, as a communication network, representation of the multibody dynamics model and its multibond graph representation.
4. Computational experience shows that the differential formulation, if applied properly, of
contact tracking algorithm is more preferable than the traditional algebraic or even transcendental formulations. Its differential version becomes more reliable.
5. It turns out that evaluation of the complete elliptic integrals using subsystem of ODEs
also has proved to be useful for the Hertz contact model: the computational models have become more reliable and fast.
6. The volumetric algorithm is more reliable and suitable for wide range of the contact area
eccentricities, and on the other hand it provides the accuracy of 0.5% compared to the Hertz
point algorithm.
7. The Tippe-Top “on head” revolution effect is caused by the dry friction force being distributed over the contact non-zero patch area.
8. For the isotropic case (circular contact area) the average values of the tangent forces for
the Coulomb and Contensou–Erismann models are almost identical. But in the anisotropic
case the first model becomes inadequate while the second one continues to be correct for the
contacting process simulation. This property is important, for example, for a ball bearing simulation where the contact areas are essentially elliptic.
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Abstract. The dynamical behavior of a heavy circular cylinder and N point vortices
in an ideal liquid is considered. The governing equations are presented in Hamiltonian
form. Integrals of motion are found. Allowable types of trajectories are discussed. The
stability of finding equilibrium solutions is investigated and some remarkable types of
partial solutions of the system are presented. The system demonstrate chaotic behavior
of dynamics.

1

INTRODUCTION

The problem of falling motion of a body in fluid has a long history and was considered
in a series of the classical [7, 15] and modern papers [5, 10, 11, 12, 9, 8]. Some of the
effects described in the papers, such as periodic rotation (tumbling), can be encountered
only in viscous fluids.
The fluid’s viscosity imposes resistive forces on the body. These forces manifest themselves not only through the skin friction but they also serve a source of vortex generation.
To evaluate a model which is a more or less realistic and at the same time amenable to
analytical treatment it is customary to assume the liquid to be ideal and add the vorticity ad hoc meaning that we postulate the existence of, say, circulation, point vortices or
vortex sheets etc.
In previous works [14, 13] the problem of motion of the heavy cylinder under the action
of gravity and a single point vortex was investigated with non-zero circulation.
In this paper we study the influence of the vorticity on the falling body in a trivial
setting: a body (circular cylinder) subject to gravity is interacting dynamically with N
point vortices. The circulation around the cylinder is not necessarily zero. So the model
we consider here is exact and, at the same time, not so despairingly complex as most of
the existing models are.
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2

SETTING UP OF THE PROBLEM

Consider a circular cylinder subject to gravity moving in an unbounded volume of ideal
liquid at rest at infinity. The cylinders element is orthogonal to the flow; thus the problem
is essentially two-dimensional. There are N vortex filaments (point vortices) of strength
Γi parallel to the cylinders element, here i = 1, N. The circulation Γ of the flow around
the cylinder is, generally, different from zero (Fig. 1). Our goal is to detect and investigate
the main features of the system.
i
i

i

Figure 1: Circular cylinder and point vortices in the gravity field.

3

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

According to [13], the equations of motion for a cylinder and point vortices in the
presence of gravity can be written as
ṙ i = −v + ▽ϕ
i (r)|r=r ,
i

ṙ c = v,

av̇1 = λv2 −

N


λi (y˙ i − ẏi ),

i=1
N


av̇2 = −λv1 +

i=1

λi ( x
˙ i − ẋi ) − ag,

(1)

Here r c = (xc , yc ) is the radius-vector from the origin of a laboratory frame of reference
Oxy to the cylinders center, v = (v1 , v2 ) is the velocity of the cylinder, the radius-vector
2
r i = (
xi , yi ) = Rr2ri is
r i = (xi , yi ) is from the center of the cylinder to the i-th vortex, and 
i
the radius-vector from the center of the cylinder to the image of the i-th vortex (Fig. 1),
R — the radius of the cylinder, the constant a is the mass plus the added mass of the
cylinder, the constant ag is a gravity force applied to the cylinder, the constants λ and λi
Γi
Γ
, λi = 2π
. The density of the
are related to the circulation and vortexs strength λ = 2π
2
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fluid is assumed to be 2π. The function ϕ
i (r) represents that portion of the velocity
potential ϕ(r) which does not have a singularity at the point r = r i :





N
y 
R2
y − yi
y − yi
− arctan
. (2)
λi arctan
ϕ(r) = − 2 (r, v) − λ arctan +
r
x i=1
x−x
i
x − xi

The equations (1) are similar to those from [13].
As in [13], one can note that the finite-dimensional system (1), which governs the
motion of a cylinder and vortices in the gravity field, preserves the standard measure and
can be represented in the Hamiltonian form.
Theorem 1. The equations of motion (1) can be represented as follows:

∂H
ζ̇i = {ζi , H} =
{ζi , ζk }
,
∂ζ
k
k

(3)

where ζi is the phase vector of the system (1), that is,
ζ = {x1 , y1 , . . . , xN , yN , v1 , v2 , xc , yc },
H is the Hamiltonian function, and the components of the skew-symmetric tensor of the
Poisson structure Jij (ζ) = {ζi , ζj } satisfy the Jacobi identity:

  ∂Jjk
∂Jij
∂Jki
Jil
= 0, ∀i, j, k.
+ Jkl
+ Jjl
∂ζ
∂ζ
∂ζ
l
l
l
l
Proof. It is straightforward to check that the system (1) has a constant of motion which
can be interpreted as the energy integral
N
 1
R4 − 2R2 (r i , r j ) + ri2 rj2
1 2 1  2
H = av +
λi ln(ri2 − R2 ) − λi λ ln ri2 +
λi λj ln
+agyc.
2
2 i=1
2 i<j
|r i − rj |2

(4)
Assuming H be the Hamiltonian of our system, we now choose the components Jij for
the equations of motion (3) to be identical with the equations (1). The non-zero tensor
components (as in [13]) read
1 ri4 − R2 (x2i − yi2 )
1 2R2 xi yi
,
{v
,
y
}
=
−
,
1
i
a
ri4
a ri4
1 ri4 + R2 (x2i − yi2 )
1 2R2 xi yi
{v2 , xi } = −
,
{v
,
y
}
=
,
2
i
a ri4
a
ri4
N
1
λ  λi ri4 − R4
,
{x
,
y
}
=
−
,
{v1 , v2 } = 2 −
i
i
a
a2 ri4
λi
i=1
{v1 , xi } =

1
{xc , v1 } = {yc , v2 } = .
a
3
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The check of the validity of the Jacoby identity for the components of (5) is a matter of
straightforward computation.
Thus, the fact that the equations (1) are Hamiltonian allows application of standard
tools (e.g. for the stability analysis) from the extensively developed theory of Hamiltonian
systems.
4

FIRST INTEGRALS AND REDUCTION

The presence of gravity breaks the rotational symmetry of the system, which implies
the absence of an additional integral of motion which existed in the case g = 0. However,
the system has two integrals of motion due to the translational symmetry: an autonomous
integral P — projection of the systems linear momentum on the horizontal axis and a
non-autonomous Q — projection of the systems linear momentum on the vertical axis:
Q = a(v2 + gt) + λxc −

N


λi (
xi − xi ),

i=1

P = av1 − λyc +

N


(6)

λi (
yi − yi ).

i=1

Now we reduce the order of our system in the case N = 1. The system does not seem
to have any additional constants of motion which is confirmed by chaotic behavior of
solutions on the Poincaré section surface (Fig. 6, 7). A rigorous proof of non-itegrability
of the system consisting of a body (with unequal added masses) with non-zero circulation
around it falling in an ideal fluid is given in [2].
Using the autonomous integral P , one can reduce the original three-degree of freedom
system to a system with two degrees of freedom.
To do this, put P = 0. It is clear that for λ �= 0 (the case of λ = 0 will be addressed
elsewhere) this can be always achieved by shifting the origin of the laboratory reference
frame. Solving for yc from the equation P = 0, substituting the result into the Hamiltonian
(4) and excluding from (1) the equation in r c , we obtain the reduced system:


∂ϕ
 
∂ϕ
 
ẋ1 = −v1 +
, ẏ1 = −v2 +
,
∂x r=r1
∂y r=r1
(7)
av̇1 = λv2 − λ1 (y˙ − ẏ1 ), av̇2 = −λv1 + λ1 (x
˙ 1 − ẋ1 ) − ag
1

which remains Hamiltonian with the Hamiltonian function

1
1
ag
1
y1 − y1 ))
Hc = av 2 + λ21 ln(r12 − R2 ) − λ1 λ ln r12 + (av1 + λ1 (
2
2
2
λ
and the bracket structure obtained from (5) by eliminating the rows and columns corresponding to xc and yc .
4
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5

CLASSIFICATION OF MOTIONS

Though our system is (comparatively) trivial, very few results concerned with the
classification of the possible types of the cylinder and vortex trajectories can be obtained
analytically. Numerical evidence show that there exist three types of motion (Fig. 2):
1) the cylinder and vortex are moving close to each other in a horizontal strip of finite
width (Fig. 2a);
2) the cylinder “abandons” the vortex and then moves as in the previous case (Fig. 2b);
3) the cylinder “abandons” the vortex and travels down without bound (yc → −∞)
(Fig. 2c).

Figure 2: Motion of the cylinder (solid line) and the vortex (dashed line) in the field of gravity: (a) the
cylinder and the vortex are moving in a bounded horizontal strip, the vortex is captured by the cylinder;
(b) the cylinder moves in a bounded horizontal strip, the vortex is left behind; (c) the cylinder abandons
the vortex and falls down without bound (λ = λ1 ).

Thus, we have the capture of the vortex by the cylinder as in [4] and motion in a
horizontal strip as described in [6].
So we hypothesize (but cannot prove it) that in the course of motion the cylinder is
always confined to a horizontal strip, except, maybe, for the case λ = λ1 . If the cylinder
falls down without bound (the function yc (t)) tends to −∞) the vortex cannot be captured
with the cylinder.
6

RELATIVE EQUILIBRIA AND THEIR STABILITY

The stationary solutions of the reduced system (7) are the relative equilibria for the
original system (1).
To find the equilibria we equate the right-hand sides of (7) to zero and thereby immediately obtain v2 = 0, v1 = − ag
. From hydrodynamical considerations it is clear that x1 is
λ
necessarily zero meaning that the vortex and the cylinders center lie on the same vertical
5
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line. (There are two other equilibria lying on the cylinders surface for which x1 �= 0; but
this case is of little interest as the vortex merely annihilates with its image, so we will
not consider it). Substituting the found x1 , v1 , and v2 into the right-hand side of the first
equation (7) yields
2 − λ
λ
1 )y 3 − 
y 41 + (λ
λ2 y 1 − 1 = 0.
(8)
1

 = √λ , λ
1 = √λ1 . It is interesting to
Here the following notation is used y 1 = yR1 , λ
agR
agR
note that a similar polynomial equation was obtained in [4] where advection of a point
vortex in the field generated by an oscillating cylinder was studied.

,
0
, where
Thus, the stationary solution of (7) is given by (x1 , y1 , v1 , v2 ) = 0, y1 , − ag
λ
y1 = y 1 R and y 1 is a root of (8). For these solutions the cylinder and vortex are moving
horizontally along parallel lines at a constant rate. For a hydrodynamically asymmetric
body (the added masses are different) the stability of such rectilinear horizontal motions
was investigated in [6].

Figure 3: Cylinder and vortex in the state of relative equilibrium.

Physically, it is clear that for a cylinder to move with a constant speed the external
forces applied to it must sum up to zero: the gravity must be compensated with the lift,
which is due to the circulation. The vortex placed at the stagnation point C (Fig. 3)
(at this point the velocity of the fluid particle relative to the cylinder is zero) does not
move relative to the cylinder and therefore neither does its image. In this case the vortex
exerts no force on the cylinder and therefore cannot prevent the cylinder from moving
rectilinearly. The stream lines for this equilibrium case are depicted in Fig. 3.
It follows from (8) that the ordinate of the vortex relative equilibrium depends on the
 and λ
1 (normalized circulation and vortex strength). For some value of
two parameters λ
 λ
1 ) there are up to 4 equilibria (Fig. 4). Here an important restriction |y1 | > R must
(λ,
be obeyed for the vortex to be outside the cylinder. Without loss of generality we assume
 > 0. A schematic of the many-leaved surface (8) is given in Fig. 4. Consider the main
λ
features of the surface.
6
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1 , λ),
 where λ
1 < 0, λ
 > 0, there is only one
1. In the second quadrant of the plane (λ
equilibrium below the cylinder (the lower leaf of the surface (8)).

1 > 0, λ
 > 0) there is an equilibrium above the cylinder (the
2. In the first quadrant (λ
upper leaf of the surface (8)). The lower leaf has a fold singularity, therefore, as
indicted in Fig. 5, there may occur three equilibria: two below and one above the
cylinder.
3. The upper leaf of (8) is truncated along the axis 
λ1 = 0 by the condition y1 > R,
meaning that the equilibria positions tend to the cylinders surface from above.

4. As in the previous case, the lower leaf and the fold stitched to it are truncated with
the condition y1 < −R meaning that below the cylinder the equilibria exist in any
small neighborhood of its surface.

1 → −λ
1 , λ
 → −λ,
 it is clear that
5. Since (8) is unaltered under the transformation λ
in the third and fourth quadrants the surface (8) can be constructed via rotation
by 180◦ about the y 1 -axis of the surface from Fig. 4.
6. In Fig. 4 the stable equilibria defined by (8) dwell only on the intermediate leaf and
are shown with dark-grey shading. The unstable equilibria form the entire upper
and lower leaves (light-grey shading); the unstable equilibria on the intermediate
leaf form the hatched region.

 λ
1 : 1 — unstable
Figure 4: Equilibrium position y 1 of the vortex depending on the parameters λ,
2
equilibria (ind = 1), 2 — unstable equilibria (the form d Hc is degenerate, the instability can be deduced
from the linearized equations), 3 — stable equilibria of the center-center type (ind = 2), 4 — unstable
equilibria of the focus-focus type (ind = 2), 5 — resonance curves.

For the stability analysis of the equilibria found we will use the methods and approaches
developed in [1]. It is well known that to investigate the stability of an equilibrium
solution of a Hamiltonian system the two invariant characteristics of such a solution must
be obtained:
7
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1. the index of the quadratic form d2 Hc i.e. the index of the symmetric (4×4)-matrix


 ∂ 2 Hc 
 ∂ζk ∂ζj  , which can vary from 0 to 4;

2. the type of the equilibrium solution depending on the eigenvalues

vector field i. e. the eigenvalues of the symplectic (4 × 4)-matrix

of
 the linearized



 Jik ∂ 2 Hc  .
∂ζk ∂ζj 

k
This type can be one of the following: center–center, saddle–center, saddle–saddle,
focus–focus.

Like in [1], we mark off the eigenvalues of the linearized vector field, which are the
roots of the characteristic polynomial


2

∂ Hc
χ(µ) = det
− µE = µ4 + aµ2 + b,
(9)
Jik
∂ζk ∂ζj
k
on the plane (a, b) of the polynomial coefficients. In Fig. 5a from [1], one can see stable and
unstable regions, the index of the form d2 Hc , and the types of the equilibrium solutions.
In Fig. 4, the upper and lower leaves are comprised of unstable solutions of the saddle–
center type because here the index of d2 Hc is 1. These solutions correspond to the region
b < 0 in Fig. 5a. The points on the intermediate leaf (except for the resonance curves)
are either unstable of the focus–focus type or stable of the center–center type; on this leaf
the index of d2 Hc is 2.
 where
1 , λ)
Consider in greater detail the region in the first quadrant of the plane (λ
there are three equilibria. A close up of this part of the surface (8) is given in Fig. 5b.
As in Fig. 4, the lower and upper leaves of the surface (8) represent unstable solutions
with of the saddle–center type with ind = 1; the leaves correspond to the region b < 0
in Fig. 5a. The intermediate leaf contains two types of points: stable (center-center) and
unstable (focus–focus);
everywhere

 on this leaf ind = 2. The stable solutions correspond
2
a2
to the region a > 0, 0 < b < 4 in Fig. 5a. The unstable points form the region b > a4 .
In Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b the third- and fourth-order resonances, defined by the equations
2
2
b = 4a
and b = 9a
, are shown. The resonances lie within the stable area. The analysis
25
100
2
of the stability of the solutions on the boundaries b = 0, b = a4 and the resonance curves
is not performed here as it entails a great amount of computation.
1 = 2.1 and λ
 = 4. The Hill domains
Finally, consider the equilibria corresponding to λ
in the vicinity of these equilibria are depicted in Fig. 5c. The upper and lower equilibria
are seen to be unstable and the intermediate one is stable.
Suppose that the circulation around the cylinder increases and the strength of the vor
tex is fixed. This can be imagined as if a vertical line moves along the λ-axis
in Fig. 5b.
a2
When this line crosses the boundary that corresponds to the parabola b = 4 the type of
the solution switches from center-center to focus-focus. The Hill domains in the vicinity
8
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Figure 5: Equilibrium solutions and their stability. (a) Stable and unstable regions in the (a, b) plane of
the characteristic polynomial coefficients. The third- and fourth-order resonance curves are shown. (b)
 λ
1 . Depending on the value of λ,

The relative equilibrium position of the vortex versus the parameters λ,

λ1 there can be a single equilibrium or even three equilibria. (c) The Hill domain for the three-equilibrium
case. (d) The Hill domain for the single equilibrium case. In (c) and (d) the unstable equilibria are marked
with crosses and the stable equilibria with circles.

9
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of these solutions are analogous to those depicted in Fig. 5c. The intermediate solution
becomes unstable.
Now let the circulation be fixed and the vortex strength grow. The imaginary vertical
1 -axis. The stable center–center solution approaches the unstable
line moves along the λ
focus–focus solution and they finally merge on the curve that corresponds to b = 0. As
the vortex strength increases further there remains only one equilibrium (which is unstable) of the saddle–center type and located on the upper leaf (above the cylinder). The
schematic of the Hill domain is given in Fig. 5d.
It should be noted that the boundaries that separate the stable solutions with ind = 2
from the unstable solutions with ind = 2 are very sensitive to the choice of the mass and
radius of the cylinder a and R. At the same time, the surface (8) is independent of a
and R. The type of the equilibria in Figs. 4 and 5 was determined for a = 1, R = 1.
7

POINCARÉ SECTION AND CHAOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE DYNAMICAL SYSTEM

It is known that a system with insufficient number of conserved quantities (first integrals) is usually characterized with chaotic behavior of its trajectories. A strict proof of
the property of non-integrability usually involves highly non-trivial mathematical argumentation. On the other hand, the chaotic dynamics of the system’s solutions (that can
be easily revealed via simulations) indicates the lack of first integrals.
Let us apply this line of reasoning to the system of equations (7), which is a Hamiltonian system with two degrees of freedom. To better understand its dynamics we plot a
few Poincaré sections.
The phase vector of the system reads
ζ = {x1 , y1 , v1 , v2 , }.
We fix y1 = 0.9 thus picking a section plane in a neighborhood of the vortex’s relative
equilibrium. For Hc = −17 the Poincaré section is shown in Fig. 6. The other parameter’s
values a = 1, R = 0.5, g = 10, Γ = 10, Γ1 = 8.4375.
In Fig. 6 points of the phase plane x1 v1 which lie outside the region of allowable motion
are shown with grey shading. We can see areas of regular dynamics which appear as intersection of the energy level surface and invariant tori. A stochastic layer is presented in the
area surrounding second order tori. The appearance of this layer is a striking illustration
of chaotic behavior of our system.
We can also build a Poincaré section on the energy level, which permits a spacial separation of points whose projections onto the plane x1 v1 coincide. Section is depicted in Fig. 7.
In Fig. 7 we can also see regular and chaotic dynamics of the system for the given
parameter values. The chaos is evidence of the absence of an additional integral of motion and confirm the hypothesis about non-integrability of our system. It seems to be
curious to further explore the dynamics’ evolution and possible scenarios of transition to
10
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Figure 6: Poincaré section of the reduced cylinder-vortex system for Hc = −17; the system exhibits
chaotic behavior.

Figure 7: Poincaré section on the energy level Hc = −17 of the reduced cylinder-vortex system (the
other parameter values are as those in Fig. 6). The small square marker indicates the position of the
hyperbolic fixed point.

chaos. Poincaré sections of the reduced cylinder-vortex system are presented. The system
exhibits chaotic behavior, which confirms the hypothesis [14, 13] about non-integrability
of the system.
8
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Abstract. The shimmy theories based on the Keldysh assumption can be easily implemented
analytically and are still quite efficient for the preliminary analysis of the stability of steady
state rolling regimes with no slip and spin of tires. On the other hand, such a shimmy theory
uses the non-holonomic rolling model, therefore it is inconsistent with unsteady rolling
regimes characterized by the non-vanishing sliding and spin. The qualitatively different model
accounting the dry friction effect on the stability of motion is constructed on the groundwork
of the coupled dry friction theory. This model has shown its’ applicability to some practical
problems of engineering design even if a wheel is assumed to be rigid. Here the improved
model accounting for the tire deforming, the complex contact pressure distribution, and the
anisotropy of the dry friction coefficient in case of the combined kinematics is presented.

1

INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of the shimmy of wheels of aircraft landing gears and automotive
vehicles is well-known but not completely studied. Indeed, the traditionally used model of a
shimmy proposed by M. V. Keldysh [1] is based on the following assumptions: (a) the sliding
in each point of the road-wheel contact area vanishes and (b) the motion instability is induced
essentially by the elastic forces appearing in deformed tires. Such an approach result the very
simple model with reduced number of degrees of freedom, does not require complex
numerical methods and remains still useful in the engineering practice [2]. In the same time
the instable motion of various wheels is observed at the stages of non-steady rolling with
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significant longitudinal sliding in the contact spot; moreover the spinning can appear in case
of the disturbed motion [3]. It is clear that the Keldysh assumptions are inconsistent with such
a regime, and the dry friction effects on the motion stability cannot be studied using the
traditional shimmy theory [2]. On the other hand the combined kinematics of relative motion
in the contact area requires the qualitative improvement of dry friction theories as it was
shown by P. Constnsou [4] and Th. Erissmann [5]; the classical Coulomb dry friction law is
unable to describe a wide range of phenomena due to the coupling of sliding and spinning.
The rigid wheel shimmy is one of such phenomena; it is induced only by the coupling of
the dry friction forces and torque [6, 7]. This effect was found using the new dry friction
model so-called “poly-component” or “multi-component” [8, 9] and being the essential
improvement of previous theories of Contensou [4] and Erismann [5]. The multi-component
theory uses the local formulation of the Coulomb law for each small element of the contact
spot where the corresponding summary sliding velocity is resulted by the longitudinal slip and
the spinning. Therefore the resultant dry friction force vector and moment are obtained as a
result of integration over the contact area; both are depending as well on the slip velocity as
on the angular spin velocity. The exact integral formulation for the resultant force vector and
couple were obtained in [8] assuming the contact area be small and consequently circular and
the contact pressure distribution be Hertzian. These formulae are too complex to use them in
the engineering analysis of dynamics of systems with the dry friction; it was shown
nevertheless that their linear-fractional approximation is quite sufficient in most dynamical
problems [9]. The Pade approximations were later replaced by the new type of the
approximate formulae [10]. Such a results were obtained for some others particular cases of
the contact pressure distributions [11].
The quasi-rigid wheel theory [9, 10] was applied to investigate the shimmy of landing
gears [3, 12-14]. It seems to be a good first approximation, nevertheless this simplest
approximate model has almost nothing to do with the real objects of the engineering analysis.
Indeed, the Hertzian contact pressure distribution is consistent only with very small
deformations of a typical pneumatic tire [15], the contact area is not circular, moreover the
dry friction is not isotropic due to the tire tread effect. Thus, the shimmy models [3, 6, 7, 1214] require some significant improvements as well as the combined dry friction theory [8-11].
The elliptic contact area was considered in [16] under the assumption of the generalized
Hertzian contact pressure distribution. In the recently published paper [17] the polynomial
approximation of the complex contact pressure distribution in the pneumatic tire obtained
from the finite element simulation [15] was introduced into the model assuming the contact
spot be circular. On the other hand the dry friction anisotropy was introduced as a generalized
Coulomb law by many authors (e. g. see [18-22]), the tensor coefficient of the dry friction was
introduced, and the effect of the anisotropy on the dynamics of the material point on the plane
was investigated in details [20]. It has to be noted nevertheless that all the mentioned models
generalize the classical Coulomb law in case of the simple motion and have nothing to do
with the combined kinematics. Here the basics of the improved theory of coupled dry friction
are presented, the dry friction anisotropy is introduced, and the formulae for the resultant
vector and couple of the dry friction are constructed. Such a model seems to be a good second
approximation for a wheel under combined rolling, sliding, and spin and can be applied to
study the shimmy initiation conditions.
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2 MODEL OF THE COMBINED ROLLING, SLIDING, AND SPIN OF THE RIGID
BODY BASED ON THE COUPLED DRY FRICTION THEORY
2.1 On the anisotropic dry friction
In case of the frictional anisotropy induced by the structure of interacting bodies and/or
texture of the contacted surface the Amonton-Coulomb dry friction law can be written in the
following formulation [18-21]:
F  N

f v
v

 v  0.

(1)

Here the second rank tensor f  f ee is the dry friction coefficient; e ,  1, 2 are base
vectors of some frame Ox1 x 2 on the plane of interaction of the contacting bodies, v  v  e is
the vector of the relative sliding velocity, and the symbol «●» denotes the scalar product. In
general f   f (e. g. see [18, 22]).
Let us consider the dry friction tensor f be positively defined:

1
v1  f S  v1  0 v1  q  : q    R n , f S 
(2)
2 f  f  ,

where  is the configuration space of the considered mechanical system, and q is the vector
of generalized coordinates. Thus, the linear mapping of the set of unit vectors v1 into the set
of dry friction force vectors F (1) is defined by the linear operator f (2). As usually, the unit
vector v1  v v is the relative sliding director.
The general cohesion condition can be represented in the formulation [20]:





I 2  f   0 : I 22  f  I12  f  F   I1  f  f S  f   f  : F  F 
N ,
2

2

(3)

where I1  f  and I 2  f  are invariants of dry friction tensor f , and the symbol «  » denotes
the tensor product. The physical components

*
of the tensor f
f 

can be defined

experimentally on the groundwork of specific tests. For instance the concept proposed by A.
Zmitrowiecz [20] can be used; the dry friction forces are measured directly for two noncollinear sliding directions. In general these ones has not to coincide with the base vectors e 
of the main frame Ox1 x 2 .
2.2 The local model of the anisotropic dry friction. Differential formulation
In general, the plane-parallel relative motion, i. e. the simultaneous sliding and spinning, of
the rigid bodies with the finite contact spot S requires the qualitative improvement of the
Amonton-Coulomb dry friction law [5-11]. The first generalized formulation accounting for
the spin in the formulae for the dry friction force was proposed by Th. Erissmann [5] and P.
Contensou [4]; it was shown that the resultant vector of dry friction forces depends
significantly on the spin. V. Zhuravlev [7-9] and A. Kireenkov [9-11] have proposed the
further improvement of this concept; finally, the multi-component dry friction theory was
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formulated for a general case of combined slip, spin, and rolling [7]. The aim of this theory
consists in the differential formulation of the Coulomb law as a local model of the friction
interaction in each point of the contact area S :
τ   

M  S

f  v
v

 v  0 ,

(4)
(5)

v   v 0  Rω   e3  ω   r .

Here v  denotes the summary velocity of the relative slip in the arbitrary point M  S ,
v 0 (q) is the longitudinal absolute velocity, ω  (q) is the angular velocity of rolling, , ω  (q)
is the angular velocity of spinning, R ( M ) is the curvature radius of the rolling body
calculated in the point M , r ( M ) is the vector radius of the point M  S in the plane of
contact, e3 denotes the normal unit vector of the contact plane, τ is the frictional tangential
stress in the contact area S , and  denotes the normal contact pressure. Thus, the cohesion
condition (3) can be formulated locally in the point M  S as follows:





 .
I 22  f  I12  f  τ   I1  f  f S  f   f  : τ  τ 
2

2

(6)

Let us consider the combined kinematics, i. e. the simultaneous slip, spin, and rolling (5).
Therefore, taking into account the dry friction anisotropy, we obtain the following formula for
the tangential stress (4):

τ1    v 0  ω   r

1

f   v 0  Rω   e3  ω   r  ,

(7)

where the normal pressure accounting for the rolling effect is represented by the linear
approximation [23]:
   0 1   r  h  ω  ω    e3  .

(8)

Here 0   ω 0  , and h  hee is the “rolling friction tensor” for the anisotropic
elastic body; we assume it being homogeneous and positively defined:

h  h( M ); ω   ω   q  ω  h  ω   0.

(9)

The static normal contact stress 0 is determined by the solution of the appropriate contact
problem of elasticity theory in quasi-static statement. Thus, the model (7)-(9) allows one to
use the static solution as a first approximation to model the coupled rolling and sliding
friction, and the complex modeling of the dynamics of contact interaction is not required.
Now, accounting the rolling effect on the contact pressure on the basis of the formula (8)
and using the formula (7) for the tangential contact stress that accounts by-turn both sliding
(this term is denoted as τ1 ) and spinning (this one is denoted as τ 2 ), we obtain finally the
local model of the anisotropic dry friction in case of the combined kinematics:
τ  τ1  τ 2 ;
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h  ω    f   v 0  Rω   e3 
;
τ1   0 1   r 
  e3 
ω    v 0  Rω   e3  ω   r
 
 
f   ω   r 
h  ω  
τ 2   0 1   r 
.
  e3 
R
ω
v

ω

e

ω

r
 



3
 
 0

(10)

2.2 The global model of the anisotropic dry friction under combined kinematics
The dynamic interaction of the slightly deformed rigid body with the rough support plane
is defined by the normal reaction N , the resultant vector of tangent forces T , the anti-rolling
couple M  , and the dry friction torque M  . These quantities are obtained by integration of
the normal contact stress (8) as well as the summary tangential stress (10) over the contact
area S . Taking into account the dry friction anisotropy, we can represent the appropriate
integral relationships formulated in [16] as follows:

r   h  ω   
N
S  e3 dS 
S  e3  ω   dS ;



(11)


r  h  ω  
M    r  e3 dS  0r  e3  
 dS ;
ω
S
S



(12)

 r   h  ω    f   v 0  Rω   e3  ω   r 
dS ;
 e3 
T   τdS    0 1  
ω
v 0  ω   r

S
S


(13)

 r   h  ω    r  f   v 0  Rω   e3  ω   r  
dS . (14)
M    r  τdS   0 1  
 e3 
ω
v 0  ω   r
S
S


In the formula (11), the resultant force N 0 of the static contact pressure 0 and it's variation N1
induced by the rolling effect can be written as follows:

N 0  N 0 e3 , N 0 

  dS ;

(15)



S

N1  
S

r   h  ω  
ω

dS N1e3 , N1 S   h 

ω
ω

(16)

We have the similar formulae for the anti-rolling couple where the “static” anti-rolling couple (that
vanishes not in case of the rolling asymmetry of the body) and the “dynamic” one are defined by the
formulae (17) and (18) respectively:

M 0  0r  e3dS S ;

(17)

S

M1  0r 
S

r   h  ω  
ω
dS  J   h   .
ω
ω
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Here the first moment vector S  and the inertia moment tensor J  of the plane area of
contact S with the static contact pressure distribution 0 are introduced:
 
S 
 0r  e3dS 
 0 e dS ;

(19)


 

J 
  r    r   dS 
   e  e dS ,

(20)

S

S

S

S


  3

r



 r   e3 , , , ,  
1, 2.

The homogeneity of the tensor (9) and the formulae (15) - (20) lead to the vanishing as
well normal reaction N1 as the rolling initiation moment M 0 in the frame O12 attached to
the center of the figure S , therefore we have the following formulae for the normal reaction
and anti-rolling couple:
N N 0e3 ; M  J   h   ω  ω   .

(21)

The resultant vector of the anisotropic dry friction (13) under combined kinematics can be
now expressed through the following terms:
4

T   Tk ,
k 1

T1   0
S

f  vS
dS ;
v S  ω   r

 r  h  ω  
f  vS
dS ;
T2   0  
 e3 
ω
S

 v S  ω   r
T3   0
S

f   ω   r 
v S  ω   r

dS ;

 r   h  ω    f   ω   r 
dS ,
T4   0  
 e3 
ω
S

 v S  ω   r

(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)

Here (22) is the static dry friction force, (23) is the supplementary quasi-static dry friction
force resulted by the rolling effect, (24) is the supplementary dry friction force due to the spin.
and the term (25) denotes the variation of the dry friction force due to the coupling of the
rolling and spinning of the body.
The torque of the anisotropic dry friction under combined kinematics (14) is also
represented as a sum of four terms:
4

M   Mk ,
k 1
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M1    0
S

r   f  v S 
dS ;
v S  ω   r

 r   h  ω    r   f  v S 
dS ;
M 2   0  
 e3 
ω
v
ω
r



S


S



M
  0
3
S

r  f   ω  r  
v S  ω  r

dS ;

 r   h  ω    r  f   ω   r  
dS ,
M 4   0  
 e3 
ω
S

 v S  ω   r

(26)
(27)

(28)
(29)

Here (26) is the dry friction torque under the pure sliding that is resulted by the coupling of
the slip and spin, the formula (27) defines the supplementary quasi-static dry friction torque
resulted by the rolling effect on the slip, the “proper static” dry friction torque is defined by
the formula (28) and it’s variation due to the coupling of the rolling and spinning is given by
the term (29). The vector v S denotes the summary velocity in the point M  S :

v S v 0  Rω  e3 ;

v 
vS2  2 v S   ω  r    ω  r    ω  r  .
2

(30)

Thus, the invariant formulation for the coupled dry friction theory is obtained. The
constructed model describes the coupling effects under combined sliding, spinning, and
rolling of the deformed rigid body with the finite area of contact with the support plane. The
invariant relationships (11)-(14) can be rewritten in the coordinate form by the appropriate
choice of the main frame.
3 APPROXIMATE MODEL OF THE ROLLING WHEEL
Let us consider the orthotropic dry friction given by the tensor
1 0

f f
,
0 

f  0,   0.

(31)

Here f and f are the principal components of the tensor f . Let us introduce the frame
Ox1 x 2 attached to the centroid of the contact spot S ; the corresponding base vectors e1 and
e2 are collinear to the principal directions of the tensor f . The static contact pressure
symmetry,  0 ( x1 , x 2 )  0 (  x1 ,  x 2 ) , as well as the rolling friction isotropy are assumed.
Let us consider the motion defined by the longitudinal velocity v 0  V0e1 along the axis
OX 1 of the global rest frame (for more details, see [16]), the rolling angular velocity
ω   e 2 , and the spinning velocity  . Such a situation corresponds to the rolling of the
wheel with the thread characterized by the friction factors f along the tread and f across it.
Let us also consider here only circular area of contact with the radius R .
The quantities (22)-(29) can now be simplified as it was implemented in [10, 11, 16, 17].
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However the integral relationships are too complex to apply them to the analysis of dynamics
of real systems while their linear-fractional approximations are adequately accurate and
simple in the same time [7, 9-11, 16]. Let us sketch below only the main results; for more
details concerning the construction of the approximate formulae, see [16, 17].
The resultant force vector can be represented as T  Te1  T e 2 , so that T is the
longitudinal and T is the lateral friction force. It was shown [7-11, 16] that the last one is due
to the coupling effects. As a result, we have the following formulae:
vs

T  F0

T  hF0

2
s

v  au 2

(32)

;

uvs

 u 2  bvs2  vs2  au 2 

M  M0

u
u 2  mvs2

;

.

(33)

(34)

Here u   R , F0  fN 0 is the longitudinal resting friction force, the resting friction torque
can be computed as follows:
1

M 0   1    f  0  r  r 2 dr.

(35)

0

Here the dimensionless radial coordinate is introcuced. For the factors a , b , m we have
following formulae analogous to these published in [17].
4 ACCOUNTING FOR THE CONTACT PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
The contact pressure distribution close to the real one as well as the contact spot diameter
can be obtained on the basis of the finite element model of a tire; several levels of accuracy of
the model can be considered. The first and simplest one consists in the numerical simulation
of the quasi-static nonlinear deforming of a tire using the plane elasticity problem statement
for the tire cross-section [15]. The contact pressure distribution computed for several levels of
the vertical load or the radial deformation of the tire are then interpolated analytically.
The polynomial interpolation of the finite element solution  0i is constructed as follows:

0  r   0k pk  r  , r   1,1 , 
k 0, 2 N  ,

(36)

where r is the dimensionless coordinate in the contact spot and pk  r  are Legendre
polynomials. The contact pressure distribution is assumed to be symmetric, 0 (r ) 0 (r ) .
The factors  0k   are obtained from the solution of the quadratic programming problem:

Gkm 0k 0m  min, Gkm 
2km  2k  1
with the following restrictions:
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1

0k pk  ri   0i , 0k pk 
1 0, 0k  pk  r  dr

1

n


i2

0i

 0i 1  ri  ri 1 ,

(38)

where the first one corresponds to the lower approximation of the FEM solution, the second
0 , and the third one guarantees the equivalence of
one corresponds to the condition 0 S 

the normal reaction following from the interpolation and the load applied to the FE model.
The typical contact pressure and its approximation ( N  10 ) is shown on the Figure 1.

Figure 1: Contact pressure distributions for a typical tire [17]

The high level of vertical loads results the O-shaped area of contact where the contact
pressure vanishes near the center of a spot [15]. In such a situation, the higher-order
approximation may be required. On the other hand, the strongly deformed state of a tire leads
to the accounting for the tangential deformation and the elastic forces in the pneumatics,
therefore this model become combined with the Keldysh concept.
CONCLUSIONS
The theory of the coupled dry friction under combined kinematics is improved by
accounting for the anisotropy of the dry friction coefficient represented in a form of the
second-rank tensor. The general invariant formulation for the resultant vector of dry friction
forces as well as for the dry friction couple and the rolling friction torque are obtained in case
of the simultaneous sliding, spinning, and rolling of the rigid body. The contact pressure for a
tire can be obtained from the numerical simulation on the groundwork of the finite element
modeling, thus, the polynomial interpolation of such a solution is introduced, and the
coefficients of the approximate model of the dry friction arte obtained. The constructed model
being applied to the rolling wheel can be interpreted as the second approximation improving
the model of the shimmy of quasi-rigid wheel.
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Abstract. In dynamic soil-structure interaction (SSI), the structure such as a building, the sway
of the foundation and the rocking on ground, during an earthquake, are usually analyzed without
coupled system. In this paper, assuming a restoring force - displacement characteristics for
rocking, while the structure and the sway on the assumption are rigid body, non - linear time
history response analysis of rocking in the damped free motion of are carried out, with the
comparison of the experimental values.
1

INTRODUCTION

In dynamic soil-structure interaction (SSI), the structure such as a building, the sway of the
foundation and the rocking on ground, during an earthquake, are usually analysed without
coupled system. But coupled system analyses are possible [1]. In the analysis of the SSI, the
three relationships of the restoring force - displacement characteristics are required respectively.
Therefore, in this paper, assuming a restoring force - displacement characteristics for rocking,
while the structure and the sway on the assumption are rigid body, non - linear time history
response analysis of rocking in the damped free motion are carried out, with the comparison of
the experimental values.
Restoring force – displacement characteristics of rocking are already analysed when the
stiffness is negative and these complementary functions are known without the external forces.
However, probably because the period on the ground is not taken into account, the time history
response analysis are not so much made. Therefore, in this analysis, assuming a period on the
ground in 0.16 seconds, etc. and the moment - rotation angle relationship as the bilinear model,
non - linear time history response analysis are executed.
2 NON-LINEAR TIME HISTORY RESPONSE ANALYSIS FOR ROCKING
Generally, the equation of damped free motion of rocking in Figure 1 is described in equation
(1). In Figure 1, m is the mass, B(=2b) is the width of the rigid body, H (=2h) is the height and
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g is the gravity acceleration. In equation (1), I is the moment of inertia at the ground surface, cI
is the damping coefficient, kI is the rocking stiffness,  is the response acceleration of angle, 
is the response velocity of angle, hI is the length of the moment arm by external forces and  is
the angle. M (=kI ) is the internal moment of the rigid body, the relationship between M and 
is shown in Figure 1 (b) [2]. When kI is assumed to be too large at  =0 and M is assumed to be
0, mgb or –mgb, the mathematical solutions for each  are very difficult.
(1)

I  cI  k I  myhI

M

B  2b

mgb

M





H  2h


O



mg

 mgb



(a) Rigid Body in Motion
(b) Relationship of M and 
The ground is rigid.  is the angle of the width to the height (b/h).
Figure 1: Rigid Body in Motion and the Relationship between the internal moment M of the centre of the gravity
and the rotation angle of rocking  when the ground is rigid

In order to make analysis for rocking, a stiffness at  (= 0) is needed and the relationship of
M –  is more difficult than the relationship between the horizontal restoring force F and the
horizontal displacement x to understand the rocking motion. If the start of analysis has some
horizontal displacement without velocity, and during the motion there are no external forces,
the analysis should be simple.
B  2b

B  2b

x

x

H  2h

H  2h

F

mg

F

b
h

O

mg
mg

 mg

b
h

(a) F is almost mg(b/h)
(b) x is almost b
(c) Relationship of F and x
kR is the rocking stiffness of the ground based on F and x.
Figure 2: Rigid Body in Motion and the Relationship between the horizontal force F and the horizontal
displacement x of the centre of gravity to the ground when the rocking stiffness of the ground is kR
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Therefore, in Figure 2, in this non-linear time history response analysis for rocking, the
relationship of F – x is assumed, the rocking stiffness of the ground kR (>0) is also assumed
when x is around zero from –d to d and F is decreased to be zero after F is almost mg(b/h) until
x is almost b. The initial point is when x is some value and the velocity is zero.
The relationship of F – x and the equation of damped free motion of rocking are as follows;
d<x

:

F 

–d  x  d :

F

x < –d :

mg

bx
h

kR x

F   mg

bx
h

mx  cx  F  0

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

These complementary functions at time t are known. The undetermined coefficients, A1, B1
and others, are calculated by the initial values and the stiffness respectively as follows [3];
d<x

:

–d  x  d :
x < –d :

h1  1 t

( A1 cosh  n1t  B1 sinh  n1t )

h 0  0 t

( A0 cos n 0 t  B0 sin n 0 t )

h 2  2 t

( A2 cosh n 2t  B2 sinh n 2t )

x  be
x

e

x  b  e

(6)
(7)
(8)

The functions of velocity are defined as the differential equations at time t of the above
functions of displacement.
In equation (6) and (8), because the stiffness (F/x) is negative to be (–mg/h), the
complementary functions includes the hyperbolic functions (sinh, cosh) and constant b. The
parameters, damping factor h 1, circular frequency  1, constant A1, circular frequency  n1,
constant B1 and others are defined by the initial values x = d0 and the velocity is zero. Some of
the parameters, h 1or 1, are defined by imaginary number i (= 1 ) because the stiffness is
negative. For example, according to equation (2) and (5), the stiffness k1 (= –mg/h) is negative
and the circular frequency  1 should be square root of (k1/m) ( 1= k1 m =  ( g h) = i g h )
which is defined by i. Not only  1 or  3 but also h 1 or h 3 are defined by i because the damping
coefficient c in equation (5) is a constant real number (h1 1 = c/(2m) = h0 0 = h2 2), even if
the stiffness was changed. But the product of h 1 and  1 canceled i .
By the way,  n0,  n1 and  n2 are real numbers because the complementary functions are
solved by the characteristic equation using p of equation (5), p 2  2 h1 1 p   12  0 , p 2  2 h0 0
 p   02  0 or others, where the coefficient in the square of constant is negative or positive,
when all parameters, h 0h 1 0 1, n0,  n1 and others, are real numbers.
Finally the results of equation (6), (7) and (8) give the real numbers.
When x is close to d, after the initial point, the interval time in the analysis was 0.0005 (sec)
(=2,000Hz) in equation (6). After the time, when x was d, was defined, the initial values of x
and the velocity x in equation (7) were defined to continue the analysis.
These analyses were executed to be compared with the test results of the following section.
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3 ROCKING SPECIMEN
In recent years, the experiment project of free standing concrete column specimens by
placing some situations of ground was produced, when the damped free motion given an initial
value of the horizontal displacement was performed by the several corporations [4]. Specimens,
height 3.7m, width 1.1m, the thickness 1.5m and the weight 104.9 kN in the free end. The height
of the centre of mass ( ) is 1.743m. The specimens were placed on the ground, were inclined
to the top displacement horizontally 0.375m and so on.
Rocking Direction

Rocking Direction

(a) Elevation
(b) Plan
Figure 3: Rocking Specimen (Reinforced concrete column on concrete slab)

B  2b

x

Tension and
release

F
h

mg

(a) Rocking Specimen under loading
(b) Photo of Rocking Specimen under loading
Figure 4: Rocking Specimen under loading (Reinforced concrete column on concrete slab)

After the horizontal tension force was released, the rocking damped free motions were
conducted (Figure 3 and Figure 4). The release points for one loading were at the top
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displacement horizontally 0.125m for 2 times, 0.250m for 2 times, 0.375m for 2 times and
0.125m for 1 time. The total number of loadings was 7 times. In the experiment, the acceleration
and the displacement of some parts were measured, when these data were compared to this
analysis for the horizontal force and the horizontal displacement of the centre of mass.
4 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
In the analysis, while the damping ratio was a parameter, the response horizontal force F and
the response horizontal displacement x of the centre of mass were calculated and compared with
the experimental values. In Figure 5, Idealized F/mg and x shows the typical points which are
the angle of the width to the height (b/h)(=550/1,743=0.316) in y-axis and the width b (=55cm)
in x-axis. Experimental F/mg and x shows the proposed points which are the Uplift point (F/mg,
x)=(0.273-, 0.09cm) and the Initial point (0.202-, 19.7cm).
These points are exchanged to the relationship M – . In Idealized relationship, M=mgb=
57.7kN･m is in y-axis and  =0.316rad. is in x-axis. In experimental relationship, the Uplift
point (M, )=(50kN･m, 0.0005rad.) and the Initial point (37kN･m, 0.113rad.) were proposed.
The Initial point is located under the line of the Idealized relationship.
According to the elastic stiffness, kR in equation (3) or  0 in equation (7), the period of the
contact of the specimen to the ground was calculated to be 0.11 second. Outside of the elastic,
the response functions include the hyperbolic functions (sinh, cosh) without trigonometric
functions in equation (6) and (8) and don’t have any period.
0.4
F/mg(-)

Uplift point

0.3

Initial point

0.2
0.1

-60

-40

-20

0
-0.1

0

-0.2
-0.3
-0.4

20

40

60
x(cm)

Idealized
Restoring
Force and
andxx
Idealized Restoring
Force/mg
Experimental FForce/mg
and x and x

Figure 5: Relationship of F and x of the centre of mass

As the results, Figure 6 shows the non-linear time history response analysis results of the
damped free motion of the Rocking Specimen. In Figure 6, eG is the horizontal displacement
of the centre of gravity to the ground and started at 19.7cm when the top displacement
horizontally was 0.375 m in the first time among the 2 times loadings. Until 10 (sec), eG has
some amplitude and after 10 (sec), it has some residual displacement.
According to the relationship of Figure 5 and equations (2) – (8), the analysis results of x are
also shown in Figure 6. They are 2 results when h0 is 0.3% and h1 is 0.1/i or h0 is 0.7% and h1
is 0.2/i .When h0 is 0.3%, the amplitude of x are close to the experiment data until 10 (sec).
When h0 is 0.7%, the amplitudes of x are close to the experiment data after 10 (sec). Figure 6
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(b) shows the same results of until 5 (sec) of 20 (sec) in Figure (6) (a), while the interval times
between the peaks are not similar in the experimental data and the 2 results. In the analysis, the
grounding times of the specimen were calculated to be about 0.002 (sec) or more.
25

20

δeG
eG
(Experimental
Results)

15
10
5
0
-5

0

5

-10
-15

10

15

20
time (sec)

hh0=0.3%
0 =0.3%
(Analysis
Results)
hh0=0.7%
0 =0.7%
(Analysis
Results)

-20

Response horizontal displacement x (cm)

Response horizontal displacement x (cm)

25

20
15
10
5
0
-5

0

1

2

3

4

5
time (sec)

-10
-15
-20

Notes are same as the Notes of Figure 6 (a)
(b) Until 5 (sec)
(a) Until 20 (sec)
Figure 6: Comparison of Experimental Result (eG) and Analysis Results (h0=0.3% and h0=0.7%)

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the damped free motions of rocking specimens were analyzed in non-linear
time history response analysis. A comparison between these analysis and the experimental
results were executed when the initial points were some horizontal displacement and the
stiffness during the contact of the specimen to the ground were considered.
The main points of these results are as follows;
(1) When the stiffness is negative, the response horizontal force and the response horizontal
displacement were calculated by the hyperbolic functions.
(2) The period by the stiffness during the contact of the specimen to the ground in this analysis
was 0.11 (sec).
(3) The similar response displacements to the experimental results were when the damping
factors at the displacement zero were 0.3% or 0.7%.
(4) The grounding times of the specimen in this analysis were calculated to be about 0.002
second or more.
(5) The comparison between the analysis and the experimental results were not so much similar,
therefore, the coupled system like Soil-Structure Interaction should be necessary.
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ABSTRACT

The advent of geothermal energy has opened a new chapter in global energy demand, for clean,
renewable, and sustainable sources. This energy form is harnessed by creating a reservoir in a
formation that serves as a heat exchanger. Modelling provides a means of representing concepts
and approaches in reservoir simulation. Several methods are proposed to simulate geothermal
reservoir behaviour under long-term performance, but it is very hard to specify the most
powerful and realistic approach in forecasting reservoir lifespan. The aim of this work is to
evaluate two different approaches: equivalent porous media (EPM) and dual porositypermeability (DPP) model, for simulating geothermal reservoir long-term performance and to
assess the adequacy of these approaches. The finite element method is employed to develop
and simulate the numerical models based on the two different approaches in forecasting the
productivities of the reservoirs during exploitation period of 30 years. The parameters
investigated are the temperature, density, and viscosity distribution under the influence of
coupled thermal and hydraulic processes. The simulation results are analysed and compared
with the different approaches using those parameters. The analysis indicates that both the
approaches can efficiently estimate the long-term performance of a reservoir to some extent,
but further investigations are required regarding the effect of other coupling terms.
1. INTRODUCTION
The transport of fluid and heat through naturally fractured reservoirs is a method that holds
importance for many fields of geosciences, ranging from geothermal mining to oil and gas.
Studies on fluid and heat transport in naturally fractured reservoirs have a history that spans
nearly six decades[1]. Numerous conceptual models have been developed for representing fluid
and heat flow in naturally fractured reservoirs, and each model can be differentiated from the
other by transport capabilities and storage of the fracture and the porous medium. Thus, the
transport characteristics are associated with permeability, and the storage characteristics are
related to porosity [2]. It is imperative to consider the various modelling approaches available
for simulating heat and fluid flow in naturally fractured reservoirs and understanding the
advantages and limitations of each approach.
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Since the 1960's, the numerical modelling of naturally fractured reservoirs using dual
porosity-permeability models has been the subject of many studies. The modelling approach
has been accepted and implemented in different fields of reservoir engineering. For instance,
several authors [3]–[8] have developed simulation code applying different techniques using the
dual porosity model. On the other hand, the equivalent porous media model is also widely
employed in modelling naturally fractured reservoirs, but this is not as common as the former
model. Numerous researchers [9]–[13] have used the equivalent porous media approach for
modelling different categories of reservoirs. Despite the dissimilarities in modelling
assumptions, it appears that no studies have tried to compare the outcomes of those models and
determine if they are acceptable. It is evident that additional study is required to better quantify
these modelling approaches with the help of valid comparisons.
The objectives of this investigation are to compare two different approaches for fluid
and heat transport in a naturally fractured geothermal reservoir; in this case, the dual porositypermeability (DPP) model and the equivalent porous media (EPM) model. The two models are
based on the conservation of mass for flow and the conservation of energy for heat transport in
order to evaluate the ability of both models to simulate heat and fluid flow in a naturally
fractured geothermal reservoir and assess the advantages and limitations of each model.
2. MODELLING FLUID AND HEAT TRANSPORT IN A FRACTURED RESERVOIR
In this study, the heat and fluid transport analyses in a naturally fractured reservoir are modelled
using two alternative approaches: the DPP model and the EPM model. The two approaches are
briefly described in this section.
2.1 Equivalent porous media (EPM) model
In the EPM model for naturally fractured systems, the initial assumption is that fracture
behaviour is equivalent to porous media for both heat and fluid transport. The modelling
approach assumes that an equivalent porous medium can represent the matrix block including
fractures with equivalent conductivity in a particular area. It approximates the overall local
conductivity of the fractures as well as the matrix with an improved equivalent conductivity
[9]. Thus, the continuity equation expressing the conservation of mass in a fully saturated
porous medium can be expressed as

φ

∂ρ L
+ ∇ ⋅ (ρ L v ) = 0
∂t

(1)

where φ is the porosity, ρ L is the fluid density, and v is the Darcy’s velocity. The momentum
conservation is expressed by Darcy’s law
v=−

κ
(∇P − ρ L g∇z )
μ

(2)

in which κ is the hydraulic permeability, μ is the fluid dynamic viscosity, P is the hydraulic
pressure, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and z is the vertical depth.
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(ρC P ) ∂T + ∇ ⋅ (ρ L C P , L vT )− ∇ ⋅ (λ∇T ) = 0
∂t

(3)

where T is the temperature, C P , L is the fluid heat capacity, ρC P is the effective densities and
heat capacities of the saturated porous medium, and λ is the effective thermal conductivities.
The last two terms are expressed as

ρC P = (1 − φ )ρ S C P , S + φρ L C P , L

(4)

λ = (1 − φ )λ S + φλL (5)

(5)

in which ρ S is the solid density, C P , S is the solid heat capacity, λ S and λ L are the solid and
fluid thermal conductivities, respectively. In this case, both expressions are used to represent
the porous matrix and the fracture.
2.2 Dual porosity-permeability (DPP) model
In this model, the matrix and fracture system are modelled as separate but connected systems.
Fluid mass transfer between the matrix block and fractures occur at the fracture-matrix
interface. The approach is based on the concept that unfractured rock accounts for much of the
porosity (storage) of the medium but little permeability (flow). On the other hand, fractures
may have high permeability with negligible storage.
In this case, the matrix equation for both the fluid and heat transport is the same as
equations (1) to (5) represented in the EPM model; therefore, it will not be repeated here. The
fluid flow in fracture within a porous matrix is expressed as

φf

∂ρ L
+ ∇ ⋅ ρ L v f + Q f + Qm = 0
∂t

(6)

where φ f is the fracture porosity, Qm and Q f are the fluid mass sources/sinks for the fracture
and matrix, respectively. The variable v f is the Darcy’s velocity for the fracture expressed as

vf =−

b2
(∇Pf − ρ L g∇z )
12μ

(7)

in which b is the fracture aperture, and Pf is the fluid pressure within the fracture. For the heat
transfer in fracture within a porous matrix is given as

ρC p

∂T
+ ρ L C P , L v f T − ∇(λ∇T ) + Q f , E + Qm , E = 0
∂t

(8)

where Q f , E is the energy sources/sinks for the fracture, and Qm , E is the energy sources/sinks
for the porous matrix.
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2.3 Coupling heat and fluid flow
The macroscopic equations presented above for both models contain the non-linear coupling
between the fluid and heat transport. Heat transport depends on flow via heat convection (i.e.,
velocity field), as expressed in equation (5). Fluid flow depends on heat transport via the
temperature dependence of the fluid density, viscosity, specific heat capacity, and thermal
conductivity, as presented below from equations (9) to (12) [14].

(

ρ L (T ) = 996.9 1 − 3.17 × 10 −4 (T − 298.15) − 2.56 × 10 −6 (T − 298.15)2

)

(9)

247.8

μ (T ) = 2.414 × 10 −5 ×10 (T + 133 )
T
λ L (T ) = − 922.47 + 2839.5 
 T0

T

 − 1800.7
 T0


(10)
2

T

 + 525.77
 T0


3

T

 − 73.44
 T0


C P , L (T ) = 3.3774 −1.12665 × 10 −2 T + 1.34687 × 10 −5 T 2





4

(11)
(12)

3. MODEL SET-UP AND CONFIGURATION FOR THE BASE CASE
The geothermal reservoir for the base case is assumed to consist of two wellbores (i.e., injection
and production) that intersect a fracture within the reservoir domain. Figure 1 shows the
geometry of the base case. It represents a three-dimensional (3-D) deep geothermal reservoir
with the dimensions 500 m x 500 m x -5050 m, with a thickness of 500 m, and located at about
-4550 m below the ground level. The wellbores constitute a doublet, 11 m apart at the ground
level, and 400 m apart laterally at the fracture intersection level.
In this study, the fracture is modelled in two different forms. For the EPM model, the
fracture is considered as a 3-D domain. In the case of the DPP model, the fracture is represented
as a plane surface with thickness.

Figure 1: Reservoir geometry
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3.1 Initial and boundary conditions
Initially, at t=0, the pressure is hydrostatic, and the temperature is assumed to be
T0 =12°C − 38°C (K / m )(− z )

(13)

where T0 is the initial reservoir temperature. For hydraulic boundary conditions (B.C) a
constant injection pressure of 10 MPa is applied. In the case of the thermal B.C an injection
temperature of 40°C is employed at the injection wellbore. All other boundaries remain
thermally insulated and no flow for the conditions for both the heat and fluid models,
respectively. Table 1 presents the material properties employed in the numerical modelling.
Table 1: Physical properties attributed to base case reservoir [8]
Parameter
Matrix
Porosity (%)

Value

Symbol

0.6

Permeability (mD)
Thermal conductivity (W/m/K)

0.01
3.5

φ
κ

Heat capacity (J/kg/K)

900

C ρ ,S

Density (kg/m3)

2400

ρs

Fracture
Porosity (%)

0.1

φf

Permeability (mD)

10

κ

Thermal conductivity (W/m/K)

2.5

λf

Heat capacity (J/kg/K)

750

Cρ , f

Density (kg/m )

1200

ρf

3

λs

f

3.2 Computational cost and performance
In order to compare the computational cost and performance for the EPM and DPP models, a
backwards difference formula (BDF) is used in the finite element solver to run the long-term
simulation for 30 years. For the EPM model, it took 50-time steps with a simulation period of
29,278 seconds to simulate the 30-year numerical experimentation. The physical memory
utilised is 14.98 GB, and the virtual memory is 17.26 GB. However, in the case of DPP model,
it only took 33 time steps with a solution period of 307 seconds to solve for the entire process.
Concerning the physical memory and virtual memory, 2.26 GB and 2.39 GB were applied,
respectively.
Thus, the percentage deviation between the two models is 195.85% in terms of
simulation time, 147.58% with respect to physical memory, and 151.35% in regards to virtual
memory. It is also worth noting that to solve for one model using EPM is equivalent to solving
95 models in DPP.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Temperature [oC]

Figure 2 shows the temperature breakthrough curves obtained with both the EPM and DPP
models for the same base case. Comparison of the two models, EPM and DPP, for the base case
shows that very similar breakthrough curves are produced during the first seven years of the
simulation. After approximately 7.2 years, the results concerning reservoir productivity,
obtained with the EPM model, are slightly better than the one obtained with the DPP model.
However, the calculated equivalent porosity and permeability models for the EPM model are
extremely high and not realistic, if compared to the simulation domain dimensions. Table 2
presents the percentage deviation between the EPM and DPP models. As can be seen, there is
more fitting for both models in the first seven years of production. For the later production
period, a drastic drawdown is observed with the DPP model and a maximum deviation of 2.2%
is reached between the two models in 30 years.

Figure 2: Temperature at the production wellbore for both EPM and DPP models
Table 2: Percentage deviation for the production temperature between the EPM and DPP models
Time (year)
1

EPM model production
temperature (°C)
189.22

DPP model production
temperature (°C)
189.22

Percentage deviation
(%)
0

5

188.86

188.85

0.005

10

187.98

187.19

0.421

15

187.03

185.31

0.924

20

186.07

183.50

1.391

25

185.12

181.78

1.821

30

184.19

180.18

2.201

The density at the production wellbore for both the EPM and DPP models was shown in Figure
3 during a long-term simulation period of 30 years. As demonstrated in Figure 3, the production
temperature remains unchanged as seen from the first five years of the simulation for both
models. However, if the production temperature decreases, the density rises rapidly due
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Density [kg/m 3]

specifically to its dependence on temperature. In this scenario, the density of the DPP model is
higher on the producer than that of the EPM because the EPM model has a higher production
temperature. Similarly, Figure 4 presents the viscosity variation with time at the production
wellbore for both the models. As can be seen, the case is exactly the same as the density since
both properties are temperature-dependant parameters.

Viscosity [Pa·s]

Figure 3: Density at the production wellbore for both EPM and DPP models

Figure 4: Density at the production wellbore for both EPM and DPP models

Figures 5a-d shows the evolution of the cold water front in the fracture surface at some
simulation stages for both the EPM and DPP models. The low-temperature areas are highlighted
using the legends with lower and higher threshold values 40°C and 200°C, respectively,
indicating the inability of the surface to produce effective temperatures further. Since the
exploitation began, the cold water front region in the fracture surface grew gradually from the
injection wellbore in an annular shape for both models as shown in Figures 5a-d. As can be
seen, the cold water front propagation trends are similar in both the EPM and DPP models,
despite the differences in their modelling approaches.
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Figure 5a: EPM model at 1-year simulation (left); and DPP model at 1-year simulation (right) [°C]

Figure 5b: EPM model at 10-years simulation (left); and DPP model at 10-years simulation (right) [°C]

Figure 5c: EPM model at 20-years simulation (left); and DPP model at 20-years simulation (right) [°C]
Figure 5: EPM (left), and DPP (right) models cold water front at fracture surface at various simulation stages
[°C]
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5. CONCLUSION
This paper compared two modelling approaches, EPM and DPP conceptual models, of a
naturally fractured geothermal reservoir using the finite element method to predict the longterm performance of coupled transient processes of heat and fluid transport. Two deep 3-D
numerical models of doublet geothermal reservoirs are developed with the same material
properties as a base case for the two models to carry a comparative study. The production
temperature, density, and viscosity are examined and compared to both the EPM and DPP
models during a long-term simulation period of 30 years. Besides, the cold water front evolution
has been evaluated at several simulation stages for the models. The simulations show that the
two models could be equally well-modelled heat and fluid flow in a naturally fractured
geothermal reservoir with negligible errors. Based on the results obtained, the current work
suggests that EPM and DPP models can be used for predictions, which are needed for decision
making for several subsurface related issues, such as hydrocarbon reservoirs, waste disposal
reservoirs, and carbon dioxide (CO2) sequestration reservoirs.
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Abstract. In this work the boundary element method (BEM) is applied to steady incompressible viscous flow of Newtonian fluids. The boundary integral equation is derived from
the continuity and momentum equation and the primary variables involved are velocity
and traction. Due to the non-linearity of the governing differencial equation a volume
integral arise in the formulation of the final equation system. Thus, iterative techniques,
either a full or modified Newton-Raphson algorithm, are applied in the solution procedure.
The numerical discretisation is done in two different ways, firstly with the use of classical isoparametric continuous elements of linear and quadratic order. Using this type
of elements geometry- and mesh-generation is a significant portion of the overall computation effort. In contrast to this, in a second implementation, the discretisation is done
with the isogeometric analysis (IGA). With the IGA geometry data can be taken directly
from Computer Aided Design (CAD) programs, potentially eliminating the need for mesh
generation. The arising surface and volume integrals of the BEM are evaluated with both
techniques, the isoparametric application and with the IGA.
Computational results are shown for the two different numerical implementations based
on a 2D benchmark example. The accuracy of the results of both methods are compared
as well as the computational effort, such as numbers of degrees of freedom and internal
point calculations.
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1

INTRODUCTION

For the solution of viscous flow problems in many publications domain methods such
as the Finite Difference, Finite Elements or Finite Volumes are used. A widely used
benchmark example is the forced flow in a cavity and very accurate results are available
with a solution of a very fine finite difference discretisation by [1].
In this work we use the Boundary Element Method (BEM). The discretisation is done
with the classical isoparametric analysis and with the isogeometric analysis (IGA) [2].
With IGA geometry data can be taken directly from Computer Aided Design (CAD)
programs [3], potentially eliminating the need for mesh generation. With the BEM for
linear problems unknowns only exist at the domain boundary and the solution inside the
domain satisfies the governing differential equation. For the present non-linear problem
volume integrals arise.
2

THE BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD - BASIC FORMULATION

The laws of conservation of mass and momentum are the basis for the differential
equations for steady incompressible flow which are written in the form:
∂uj
=0
∂xj

µ

∂ui
∂ 2 ui
∂p
−
− ρuj
=0
∂xj ∂xj
∂xi
∂xj

(1)

where xi is the Eulerian coordinate, ui is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, ρ the mass
density and µ the viscosity. The non-linear Equation (1) is considered by the BEM by
treating the non-linear terms as body forces. Thus, Equation (1) is reformulated as:
∂uj
=0
∂xj

µ

∂ 2 ui
∂p
−
+ fi = 0
∂xj ∂xj
∂xi

with
fi = −ρuj
We define fluid stresses as:
σij = µ



∂ui
∂xj

∂ui ∂uj
+
∂xj
∂xi

and the resulting tractions on boundary S:

(2)

(3)


(4)

ti = σij nj − p ni

(5)

where ni is the unit vector normal to the boundary. Using the reciprocal theorem, the
following integral equation is obtained (for a full derivation we refer to [4]):


cij (y) u̇j (y) = [Uij (y, x) tj (x) − Tij (y, x) u̇j (x)] dS(x) + Uij (y, x̄) fj (x̄)dV0 (x̄) (6)
S

V0

2
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where cij (y) is an integral free term, depending on the shape of the boundary and u̇i is
the velocity perturbation, i.e. the total velocity can be written as:
ui (x) = u̇i (x) + u0i (x)

(7)

where u0i is the free stream velocity and Uij (y, x) and Tij (y, x) are fundamental solutions
for the velocity and traction at point x due to a source at point y.
In Equation (6) fj appears involving derivatives of velocities. As has been shown in
[5] these derivatives can be computed by using finite differences or by taking derivatives
of an approximation of the velocity field. In both cases additional computational work
needs to be done and errors are introduced.
Alternatively, the requirement of computing derivatives can be eliminated by applying
the divergence theorem to the volume integral in Equation (6) resulting in:

cij (y) u̇j (y) = [Uij (y, x) tj (x) − Tij (y, x) u̇j (x)] dS
(8)
−



S

Uij (y, x) t0j (x)dS0

+

S0



Uij,k (y, x̄) b0jk (x̄)dV0

V0

where Uij,k (y, x) is a derived fundamental solution and:
b0ik (x̄) = ρ uk (x̄) u̇i (x̄)
t0i (x) = b0ik (x) nk (x)
3

(9)

ISOPARAMETRIC DISCRETISATION

As in the work of [4] for the surface discretisation Lagrangian elements of linear or
parabolic order are used to approximate the geometry and the boundary unknowns u and
t. For the volume integral in Equation (8) cells are used to evaluate the integral.
3.1

Discretisation - Equation system

We use the collocation method, i.e. we write the integral equations for a finite number
(N ) of source points at locations yn . Changing to matrix notation, the integral equations
are re-written as:


c (yn ) u̇ (yn ) = U (yn , x) t (x) d S − T (yn , x) u̇ (x) d S
−



S

U (yn , x) t0 (x) d S0 +

S0



S

(10)

U (yn , x̄) b0 (x̄) d V0

V0

with n = {1, . . . , N }. In the above c (yn ) is a matrix containing integral free terms,
u̇(x) and t(x) are vectors containing perturbation velocities and tractions at point x
3
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on the boundary. U (yn , x) and T (yn , x) are matrices containing fundamental solutions
described in [4]. b0 (x̄) is a body force vector at a point x̄ inside V0 .
For the discretisation of the surface integrals over S the boundary is divided into
elements and we apply the isoparametric concept where the same basis functions are used
for the approximation of the geometry and the field values.
e

x =

K


Nk (ξ) xek

e

u̇ =

k=1

K


Nk (ξ) u̇ek

e

t =

k=1

K


Nk (ξ) tek

(11)

k=1

In the above equations the superscript e refers to the number of the element, Nk are
element basis functions with respect to the local coordinate ξ for the geometry, velocities
and tractions respectively. xek specify the location of the element nodes and u̇ek and tek are
the parameters for velocities and tractions associated to the node k. K are the number
of parameters depending on the order of basis functions (linear or quadratic) for each
element.
Inserting the approximations into the integral equations the following discretised integral equations are obtained:
K
E 

e=1 k=1

Uenk tek

=

K
E 

e=1 k=1

K
E 


Tenk u̇ek

+

Uenk =

1

e=1 k=1

Uenk te0k

−

K
C 

c=1 k=1

c

U nk bc0k

(12)

Furthermore

Tenk
c

U nk =

1 1

=

U (yn , xe (ξ)) Nk (ξ) J d ξ

(13)

−1

1

−1

T (yn , xe (ξ)) · Nk (ξ) J d ξ

U (yn , xe (ξ, η)) Nk (ξ, η) J d ξ d η

−1 −1

In the above J is the Jacobian of the transformation from local ξ to global (x, y) coordinate
systems. The integral free term together with the strongly singular integral term of
Equation (10) is evaluated using the rigid body motion shown in [6]. After assembly the
following system of equations
[U] {t} = [T] {u̇} + {F}0

(14)

is obtained, where [U], [T] are matrices assembled from element contributions (Equation (13)) and {t}, {u̇} are vectors that collect all traction and velocity components on
4
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points yn . {F}0 relates to the integrals involving body forces. Either t or u̇ must be
known on the boundary, so for a mixed boundary value problem we have
[L] {a} = {F} + {F}0

(15)

where [L] contains a mixture of [U],[T] coefficients and {a} contains a mixture of unknown
tractions and velocities. {F}0 is a vector computed with known boundary values.
3.2

Results in the domain

The solution algorithm requires the evaluation of the perturbation velocities inside the
domain V0 . The velocity vector v1 at any internal point yi can be computed by


(16)
v (yi ) = U (yi , x) t (x) d S − T (yi , x) u̇ (x) d S
−



S

U (yi , x̄) b0 (x) n (x) d S0 +

S0



S

U (yi , x̄) b0 (x̄) d V0

V0

After inserting the approximations for u̇, t and b0 the equation above can be written in
matrix notation as:
{v} = [A] {t} − [C] {u̇} + [D] {b0 }
(17)
where matrices [A] and [C] are assembled
 from element contributions of Kernel basis
V
S
function products and [D] = [D] − [D] .

3.3

Iterative procedure - Modified Newton-Raphson

There are two possibilities for the iterative procedure: modified Newton-Raphson or
full Newton-Raphson. In the former the left hand side of the system of equations is
not changed and only a new right hand side is computed at each iteration, whereas
in the latter the left hand side is changed at every iteration. The test examples is a
pure Dirichlet problem, i.e. {a} = {t} in Equation (15) and therefore the unknown
are boundary tractions {t} and the known values are perturbation velocities {u̇} at the
boundary. Without loss of generality, the algorithms are detailed for this special case
as the extension to mixed boundary conditions is trivial. The iterative procedure for
modified Newton-Raphson is essentially the same as used in [5] and described in more
detail in [6]. For the first iteration the unknowns are computed by
[U] {t}0 = {F}

(18)

For the subsequent iteration we have
[U] {t}k = {F} + {F}k−1
0
1

(19)

The velocities at internal points are referred to as v to distinguish them from the boundary velocities

u̇.
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where k is an iteration counter. The velocities at internal points are computed by:
{v}0 = [A] {t}0 − [C] {u̇}

(20)

{v}k = [A] {t} − [C] {u̇} + [D] {b0 }

(21)

for the first iteration and

for the subsequent iterations. To ensure convergence for higher Reynolds numbers we
apply a relaxation scheme, i.e. the tractions and velocities are computed by a combination
of new and previous values, where β is a relaxation coefficient (0 < β < 1):
{t} = β {t}k + (1 − β) {t}k−1
{v} = β {v}k + (1 − β) {v}k−1
3.4

(22)

Numerical results - Isoparametric discretisation

The implementation of the theory is tested here on the standard problem of a driven
cavity. The results are compared with an available fine grained solution of [1] in order to
ascertain that good quality of results can be obtained. An incompressible fluid of uniform
viscosity (µ = 1) is confined within a square region of dimension H = 1 × 1. The fluid
velocities on the bottom, left and right are fixed at zero, while a uniform velocity ux = 1
is specified at the top, which is tapered off to zero very near the corners. The Reynolds
number is defined as Re = ρ U H/µ. The example is tested for different Reynolds numbers
by changing the value of ρ.
3.4.1

Definition of geometry

The boundary of the problem is defined by either linear or quadratic boundary elements. The element lengths are graded towards the edges of the cavity. As shown in
Figure 1 three mesh densities are considered with 10, 20 and 30 elements along each edge
of the cavity. The volume of the domain is discretised with cells with basis functions of

Figure 1: Definition of Geometry with 10, 20 and 30 boundary elements at each edge of the cavity
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either linear or quadratic order, describing the geometry and the velocity in the interior.
In Table 1 the number of degrees of freedom associated to the nodes at the boundary and
the number of internal points are shown for the three meshes and the reference solution
of [1].
Table 1: Mesh statistics

Mesh
10 linear
10 quadratic
20 linear
20 quadratic
30 linear
30 quadratic
Reference [1]
3.4.2

Degrees of freedom
80
160
160
320
240
480
-

No. of internal points
81
261
361
1121
841
2581
16641

Results and comparison

Results were computed for the three meshes with linear and quadratic elements for
Reynolds numbers 100, 200 and 300 with a modified Newton-Raphson method with relaxation. Figure 2 shows the velocity vectors for Reynolds numbers 0 and 300. A shift in
the vortex centre can be clearly seen. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show a comparison of the results
obtained for the different meshes. For Reynolds number 100 the variation of x-velocities
along a vertical line through the middle for all meshes agree well with the extremely accurate published solution. For the results with Reynolds number 200 and 300 no reference
solutions were available. But, as shown in Figure 4 for Reynolds number 200 the results
of the different meshes agree well, even for the course meshes. The results for Reynolds
number 300 (Figure 5) deviate from each other. With the modified Newton-Raphson iterativie algorithm with relaxation a solution was difficult to achieve and for higher Reynolds
numbers no converged results could be obtained.

Figure 2: Forced cavity flow: Resulting velocity vectors for Re=0 and Re=300
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Figure 3: Comparison of velocity in x-direction along a vertical line through centre for Re=100 for linear
(left) and quadratic elements (right) together with the reference solution
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Figure 4: Comparison of velocity in x-direction along a vertical line through centre for Re=200 for linear
(left) and quadratic elements (right)
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Figure 5: Comparison of velocity in x-direction along a vertical line through centre for Re=300 for linear
(left) and quadratic elements (right)
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4

ISOGEOMETRIC DISCRETISATION

For the discretisation of the surface integrals over the boundary S of Equation (10)
and Equation (12) the boundary is divided into patches and a geometry independent field
approximation approach is adopted for each patch, i.e. different basis functions for the
description of the geometry and for the field values are used.
e

x =

K


u

Rk (s) xek

k=1

e

u̇ =

K


t

Rku (s) u̇ek

e

t =

k=1

K


Rkt (s) tek

(23)

k=1

In the above equations the superscript e refers to the number of the patch, Rk , Rku and
Rkt are NURBS basis functions with respect to the local coordinate s for the geometry,
velocities and tractions respectively. xek specify the location of control points and u̇ek
and tek are the parameters for velocities and tractions. K, K u , K t are the number of
parameters for each patch. The advantage of using NURBS is that they are much better
suited than Lagrange polynomials for describing smooth boundaries and that superior
refinement strategies such as order elevation, knot insertion and k-refinement, can be
used. By manipulating the knot vector one can easily influence the continuity of the basis
functions for the approximation of unknown values. Inserting the approximations into the
integral equations the same final equation system arise as shown in Equation (15). For
the evaluation of the domain integral the domain V0 is described by a mapping method
introduced recently for 2D in [7] and extended to 3D in [8]. In this approach the domain
is defined by two NURBS curves and a linear interpolation between them as shown in
the Figure 6. A detailed description of the evaluation of the volume integral has been
recently submitted by Beer et al. [6].
y

t

1

0.5

0

x

0

0.5

s

1

Figure 6: Example of definition of volume V0 surrounding half of an airfoil in (left) global x,y and
(right) local s, t coordinate system. The red curve defines the boundary of the airfoil as well as the
bottom boundary of the domain V0 . The green curve defines its top boundary. The associated control
points are depicted by hollow squares. Note that only 5 control points are required to accurately define
the shape of the airfoil and 5 more control points the surrounding domain.
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4.1

Iterative procedure

Additionally to the the modified Newton-Raphson with a relaxation scheme described
in section 3.3 a full Newton-Raphson is implemented in the NURBS based code. With
this the left hand side of Equation (15) is modified at each iteration. The theory and
implementation is described in [6].
4.2

Numerical results - Isogeometric discretisation

For the described driven cavity problem of section 3.4 the boundary is defined by
4 linear NURBS patches. The approximation of the boundary unknown was achieved
by inserting knots and by order elevating the basis functions for describing the geometry
(from linear to quadratic). Three different refinements were investigated and the resulting
locations of collocation points computed using Greville abscissa [9] are shown in Figure 7.
y

y

y

x

x

x

Figure 7: Refinement of solution: Location of collocation points for 3, 7 and 15 knot insertions for each
patch

The domain for the volume integration was defined by 2 NURBS curves. The refinement
of the boundary values was accompanied by an increased number of internal points as
shown in Figure 8. Quadratic interpolation between the points was assumed.
y

y

y

x

x

x

Figure 8: Definition of domain for volume integration with two NURBS curves marked red and green
and location of the internal points for the three refinement stages
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The number of degrees of freedom and the number of internal points for the different
meshes is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Mesh statistics

Mesh
mesh1
mesh2
mesh3
Reference [1]

Degrees of freedom
64
128
256
-

No. of internal points
81
289
1089
16641

Compared to the isoparametric results with the isogeometric approach a solution for
Reynolds number Re=400 with the modified Newton-Raphson as well as with the full
Newton-Raphson iteration is possible. There is very little difference between the results
obtained with modified and full Newton-Raphson as shown in Figure 9. However, as shown
in Table 3 there is a large difference with respect to the number of iterations required to
achieve convergence to a tolerance of 10−4 with the modified Newton-Raphson requiring
a significant higher number of iterations.
1
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0.75

mod. N-R: mesh1
mesh2
mesh3
N-R: mesh2
mesh3
Reference [2]

0.5

mod. N-R: mesh1
mesh2
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0.5

0.75

1

-1
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-0.25
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0.25

0.5

0.75

1

Figure 9: Comparison of velocity in x-direction along a vertical line through centre for Re=100 (left)
and Re=400 (right) together with the reference solution

Table 3: Number of iterations required for convergence

Re=100
Re=400

modified Newton-Raphson
full Newton-Raphson
modified Newton-Raphson
full Newton-Raphson
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mesh 1
15
3
24
-

mesh 2
19
3
39
5

mesh3
18
3
100
5
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5

Conclusion

A comparison of isoparametric and isogeometric BEM discretisation is shown for the
benchmark example of the driven cavity problem in 2D. Excellent results for moderate
Reynolds numbers could be obtained for both discretisation methods even for coarse
meshes. For increasing Reynolds numbers it seems that isogeometric discretisation leads
to a better convergence behaviour then isoparametric discretisation. With respect to
iterative techniques a full Newton-Raphson method is necessary to achieve results for
higher Reynolds numbers with a moderate number of iterations.
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Abstract. The simulation of certain flow problems requires a means for modeling a
free fluid surface; examples being viscoelastic die swell or fluid sloshing in tanks. In
a finite-element context, this type of problem can, among many other options, be dealt
with using an interface-tracking approach with the Deforming-Spatial-Domain/StabilizedSpace-Time (DSD/SST) formulation [1]. A diﬃcult issue that is connected with this type
of approach is the determination of a suitable coupling mechanism between the fluid
velocity at the boundary and the displacement of the boundary mesh nodes. In order to
avoid large mesh distortions, one goal is to keep the nodal movements as small as possible;
but of course still compliant with the no-penetration boundary condition. One common
choice of displacement that fulfills both requirements is the displacement with the normal
component of the fluid velocity. However, when using finite-element basis functions of
Lagrange type for the spatial discretization, the normal vector is not uniquely defined
at the mesh nodes. This can create problems for the coupling, e.g., making it diﬃcult
to ensure mass conservation. In contrast, NURBS basis functions of quadratic or higher
order are not subject to this limitation. These types of basis functions have already been
used in the context of free-surface boundaries, in connection with the NURBS-enhanced
finite-element method (NEFEM) [2]. However, this method presents some diﬃculties
due to the fact that it does not adhere to the isoparametric concept. As an alternative,
we investigate the suitability of using the method of isogeometric analysis for the spatial
discretization. If NURBS basis functions of suﬃcient order are used for both the geometry
and the solution, both a well-defined normal vector as well as the velocity are available on
the entire boundary. This circumstance allows the weak imposition of the no-penetration
boundary condition. We compare this option with a number of alternatives. Furthermore,
we examine several coupling methods between the fluid equations, boundary conditions,
and equations for the adjustment of interior control point positions.
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1

INTRODUCTION

This paper can be placed in the field of free boundary problems. More specifically, it
considers fluid flow problems where the computational domain is part of the solution —
for example a computational domain that contains a free surface. Examples are sloshing
tanks — under a seismic load, the liquid stored in a tank begins to slosh — and rising
bubbles — a liquid bubble enclosed in a second fluid rises or falls due to the buoyancy
force.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR THE FREE-BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM OF FREE-SURFACE FLOW

For free-surface flow, three types of equations are relevant: (1) the Navier-Stokes equations in combination with an appropriate constitutive equation govern the fluid flow, (2)
the displacement of the free surface, which is governed by the no-penetration boundary
condition, and (3) the equations governing the possible displacement of interior parts of
the domain in order to maintain validity of the mesh. This section will discuss the relevant
aspects of these equations.
2.1

Governing equations for fluid flow: The Navier-Stokes equations

In the generic incompressible and isothermal fluid flow problem the unkowns are the
velocity, u(x, t), and the pressure, p(x, t). The computational domain at each instant in
time, denoted by Ωt , is a subset of Rnsd , where nsd is the number of space dimensions.
Then, at each point in time t ∈ [0, T ], the flow problem is governed by the Navier-Stokes
equations, which in our notation read:

ρ



∂u
+ u · ∇u − f
∂t



− ∇ · σ = 0 on Ωt ∀ t ∈ [0, T ] ,
∇ · u = 0 on Ωt ∀t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(1)
(2)

with ρ as the density of the fluid. We consider only Newtonian fluids, meaning that
the stress tensor σ is defined as
σ(u, p) = −pI + 2µε(u) on Ωt ,

(3)

1
ε(u) = (∇u + (∇u)T ) ,
2

(4)

with

where µ denotes the dynamic viscosity. f includes all external body forces with respect
to the unit mass of fluid. Note that the spatial domain is time-dependent, which is
indicated by subscript t.
2
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possible displacement
velocity of an FE node

n
v

u

line of possible displacement
velocities for the FE node

Figure 1: The figure shows an excerpt of a finite element mesh with the free surface indicated in blue.
For each FE node, the fluid velocity u is given. Together with the normal vector n, it serves as a basis
for the displacement velocity v.

2.2

Displacement of the free surface: The no-penetration boundary condition

We consider test cases in which the position of the full boundary Γ, or a portion
thereof, is not known in advance, but part of the flow solution. The boundary is then
defined as a free surface Γf ree . In principle, there are two general methods to determine the
exact position of the free surface: interface capturing and interface tracking [1]. Interface
capturing means that in addition to the finite element mesh for the flow solution, a
separate indicator — e.g., a level-set function or particles — is employed to indicate the
position of the free surface. In interface tracking — as it is used here —, the computational
domain will adapt to the displacement of the free surface. This displacement in turn is
governed by the kinematic boundary condition
v(x) · n(x) = u(x) · n(x) .

(5)

It contains the fluid velocity u and the displacement velocity v of the free surface.
Notice that several choices for v are valid (cf. Figure 1); the straightforward one being
v(x) = u(x) .

(6)

However, there exist other choices that still comply with Equation (5), but suppress
certain components of the full velocity for the benefit of a higher mesh quality. Behr [11]
details two common alternatives: displacement with the normal velocity component with
v = (u · n)n and displacement only in a specific coordinate direction d ( e.g., y-direction),
i.e., v = (u·n)d
.
n·d
2.3

Retaining mesh quality: Mesh update for inner nodes

As the boundary Γf ree is modified, usually the discretization of the interior of the
domain needs to be adapted as well. For this purpose, we employ the Elastic Mesh
3
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Update Method (EMUM) [12]. In this method, the computational mesh is treated as
an elastic body reacting to the boundary deformation applied to it. The linear elasticity
equation is solved for the mesh displacement υ, which relates to the mesh velocity v as
υ = v∆t:
∇ · σ mesh = 0 ,
σ mesh (υ) = λmesh (tr εmesh (υ)) I + 2µmesh εmesh (υ),

1
∇υ + (∇υ)T .
εmesh (υ) =
2

(7)
(8)
(9)

λmesh and µmesh — in structural mechanics the Lamé-parameters — have no physical
meaning within the mesh deformation. They can be chosen freely for each element in
order to control its respective stiﬀness.
3

ISOGEOMETRIC ANALYSIS

Initiated by Hughes at al. [3], a recent trend in the finite element analysis is the use of
isogeometric methods. The key idea is to use Non-Uniform Rational B-splines (NURBS)
as finite element shape functions. Compared with classic Lagrange polynomial shape
functions, this concept has distinct advantages — ranging from higher geometrical accuracy to higher stability of the numerical solution. Details of Isogeometric Analysis can
be found in a vast number of sources, e.g., [4]. It has been applied to a variety of applications, e.g., in the context of the phase field method for the Cahn-Hillard equations [5],
brittle fracture [6], and topology optimization [7]. In connection with level-set, IGA has
been utilized to compute the dam break problem [8, 16] or as a boundary indicator within
the finite cell method [9]. Another free-surface-related application is the computation of
wave resistance on a ship hull using the isogeometric boundary element method [17]. To
the knowledge of the authors, IGA has not been utilized in conjunction with interface
tracking of free surfaces.
To achieve an application to interface tracking, one diﬀerence between IGA and the
standard finite element method becomes crucial: In IGA, the unkown velocities are not
stored at points, which lie on the free surface. Instead, the unknown values — termed
control variables — can be associated with the control points of the spline.
4

DISPLACEMENT OF THE FREE SURFACE

In Section 2.2 we discussed the importance of displacement conditions that do not
involve the full velocity vector, but only a portion of it, pointing in a certain direction.
The section named displacement in normal and in vertical direction as examples. Bear
in mind that both the vertical and the normal direction vector — but also any other
directional vector one could imagine — are all associated with a specific point on the
surface. As indicated in the previous section, however, IGA stores the unknowns — in
4
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fluid velocity available
at control point

u

normal vector available
at the free surface

n
v

Figure 2: The figure shows a free surface represented by a NURBS curve. The fluid velocity is stored
as a control variable, whereas the normal vector is computed on the free surface.

our case velocity information — at the control points. This entails that the kinematic
boundary condition, Equation (5), now contains two components — the velocity unknowns
and the directional vector — which are evaluated at diﬀerent locations. It can no longer be
directly evaluated and much less directly fulfilled (cf. Figure 2). As a remedy, we propose
two displacement methods for the free surface; one based on strong imposition and one
on weak imposition of the kinematic boundary condition. The first option entails moving
the control points with normal vectors that are computed at the Greville abscissae. The
second option considers the weak fulfillment of the no-penetration boundary condition —
meaning that an additional equation system will need to be solved.
4.1

Displacement based on the normal vector at the Greville abscissae

As detailed before, there is no notion of a normal vector at a control point. One point
on the spline, whose normal vector might come close to a vector that might be considered
a normal vector at a specific control point, is the normal vector at the corresponding
Greville abscissa. The Greville abscissa is the point on the surface the control point
converges to in case of refinement. The Greville abscissa can be computed as the average
of the knot values relevant for a control point, excluding the first and last value [18].
Typically, this is also close to the point where the associated basis function is maximal
(this is exactly fulfilled for uniform knot vectors). The normal vector of, e.g., a NURBS
curve, at any parametric coordinate θ can then be computed as [19]:




C ′ (θ)
−ty
tx
n(θ) =
.
(10)
,
with t(θ) =
=
tx
ty
|C ′ (θ)|

The formula requires C ′ (θ), the first derivative of the curve with respect to the local
parameter θ, for the definition of which we refer to [13].
Based on the fluid velocity at any given control point Pi , we define its displacement
(or control point coordinate increment) ∆Pi as:
∆Pi = (ūi · n) n · ∆t ,
5
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with ūi the fluid velocity connected to control point i averaged over the time step and
n the time-averaged normal vector evaluated at the ith Greville abscissa.
4.2

Displacement based on a weak formulation of the kinematic boundary
condition

In a finite element context, the kinematic boundary condition can also be imposed
weakly. The respective formulation reads:


w F (v, u) dx = 0

∀w ∈ V,

(12)

Γf ree

with Γf ree as the spatial free surface boundary, the test functions w in a suitable test
space V, surface displacement velocity v(θ) and the fluid velocity u(θ) both at a given
surface point . After discretization, this yields a system of equations that can be solved for
new control point coordinates Pi . The fulfillment of the kinematic boundary condition,
and thus mass conservation, now depends on how closely the correct boundary x(θ) can
be interpolated by the spline basis functions. In addition, the exact choice of F influences
mass conservation when using discrete basis functions. F (v, u) can contain any expression
that fulfills the kinematic boundary condition.
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Abstract. Aiming faster and more reliable end products, the composite material industry is nowadays an active research topic. Innovative composite forming processes are
actively designed and tested. For example, ultrasonic welding of composite thermoplastic
materials is being investigated, since it shows many advantages over classical methods.
In fact, energy directors allow a preferential heating of the manufactured part through
the propagation of mechanical waves in a composite laminate, without including any
foreign material in the welded region. However, ultrasonic welding of composite materials is not mastered yet because of the coupled and complex behavior of such materials.
Thus, simulation of ultrasonic heating becomes compulsory for understanding the complex
multi-physics coupled problem.
In this work, we propose to model the ultrasonic welding process using a dynamic viscoelastic model in the frequency domain. Later on, this model is coupled to the transient
1
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heat equation, giving the temperature field as well as the heat flux in the simulated part.
However, the result depends on the chosen experimental and material parameters such
as the thickness of the part, its viscosity, its modulus of elasticity, the imposed frequency
and displacement... Which makes the optimization of the process a tricky issue requiring
a new set of solutions of the problem for each choice of the process parameters.
Using the proper generalized decomposition (PGD), along with a coupled viscoelastic/thermal model, where all the parameters mentioned above are included as extra coordinates of the problem, appears to be a suitable solution for the optimization problem.
Moreover, the PGD multidimensional solution considering all the process parameters as
extra coordinates is obtained within a realistic timeframe. In fact, by using the PGD,
we alleviate the curse of dimensionality since the PGD performs a separation of variables
which reduces the problem dimensionality [1]. The result is therefore a computational
vademecum that can be used to explore in real time the solution of the problem for any
choice of the process parameters, speeding up its optimization [2].

1

INTRODUCTION

Ultrasonic welding is a promising technique for joining composite thermoplastic parts,
using mechanical vibration transversally applied to the material. In fact, ultrasonic welding is nowadays one of the most popular methods for joining unreinforced thermoplastic materials in a wide range of industries including automotive, biomedical, electronics
[3, 4]... In fact ultrasonic welding features many benefits like high speed welding performed
within a fraction of a second to few seconds, and without using any foreign materials in
the welded region. However, ultrasonic welding of fiber reinforced thermoplastic composite materials is not popular or industrially applied yet [3], despite the promising results
published in previous research works [5, 6, 7]. This can be explained by the lack of understanding of the physics occurring in the process like mechanical strain propagation and
heating [3].
Therefore, the simulation of ultrasonic welding of composite thermoplastics becomes
compulsory to help the industry understands the coupled multi-physics occurring in the
welded part, which may validate the currently used techniques. However, many process
and material parameters affect the quality of the weld. Several authors investigated the
process parameters independently on a given material [8, 9]. In this work, we choose to
include the relevant process and material parameters into the governing equation of the
problem as extra coordinates of the problem. For instance, the thickness of the part, its
viscosity, the modulus of elasticity, the imposed frequency and displacement amplitude
are included as extra coordinates of the problem. This leads to a ”complete” solution
covering all the possible combinations of parameters, a ”computational vademecum”. Afterwards, the user may optimize the process using any classical optimization algorithm
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Sonotrode
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H
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Figure 1: Simulated model

like Newton of Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms since the gradient with respect to the
parameters are readily available [10, 11].
However, adding extra coordinates to the problem increases its dimensionality and
therefore leads to unrealistic calculation time while using classical simulation techniques.
Using the PGD, we can alleviate the curse of dimensionality by decomposition the high
dimensionality problem into a sequence of lower dimensionality problems. For instance,
one may solve a 3D problem as a sequence of 1D problems or 2D, 1D problems [1]. In
this work, we compute a coupled mechanical/thermal vademecum adding five extra coordinates to the space-time dimensions.
In section 2, we review the used Kelvin-Voigt mechanical model to simulate the process,
with the PGD construction of the mechanical solution. Later on, section 3 shows the
thermal simulation model and its construction using the PGD. In section 4, we compare
the obtained vademecum to the solutions obtained using classical algorithms and discuss
the result. Finally we draw some conclusions in section 5.
2

MODELING THE STRAIN FIELD IN ULTRASONIC WELDING

In this section we model the ultrasonic welding of thermoplastic materials. The chosen
model is illustrated in figure 1. We choose a part of thickness H, where a mechanical
vibration is imposed by the sonotrode on the top of the domain. As a mechanical model,
we choose the Kelvin-Voigt viscoelastic model which can be represented by a pure elastic
spring connected in parallel to a pure viscous damper, thus the stress tensor in the material
σ is written as:
σ = σelastic + σviscous = E · ǫ + η ǫ̇

(1)

where E is the modulus of elasticity of the used material, η is its viscosity, ǫ the strain
tensor and ǫ̇ the rate of strain tensor. Working in the frequency domain, one may write
3
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the strain as:
ǫ = ǫ0 · eiwt

(2)

w being the angular frequency in rad/s, i the imaginary number and t the time.
Replacing ǫ in Eq. (1) leads to:
(3)
σ = σ0 · eiwt−iθ
with σ0 · e−iθ given by:
σ0 · e−iθ = (E + iwη) ǫ0

(4)

Considering the dynamics equation:
ρü = ∇ · σ

(5)

ρ being the density and ü the displacements, and replacing (3) into (5), rearranging
leads to the problem governing equation. For the sake of simplicity and without any
loss of generality, we choose to simulate the process in a unidirectional physical domain
x ∈ [0, H] representing the thickness of the welded part. Therefore the governing equation
is written by:

2
 −ρUw 2 = G∗ · ∂∂xU2
(6)
U = Ur + i · Ui
 ∗
′
′′
G =G +i·G =E+i·w·η
U being the amplitude of the displacement. The boundary conditions of the problem
are:
�
U(x = 0) = 0
(7)
U(x = H) = U0

Eq. (6) is defined in the complex domain, where U and G both have real and imaginary components. The displacement U is solved considering the thickness of the part H,
its viscosity η, the modulus of elasticity E, the imposed frequency w and displacement
amplitude U0 as extra coordinates of the problem. Therefore, we will introduce these
parameters into the differential equation of the problem written in Eq.( 6).
One may note that η, E and w appears naturally in the differential equation, while
U0 appears in the boundary conditions. These parameters can be easily introduced as
coordinates of the problem as thoroughly discussed in previous publications [1, 12, 2].
However, introducing the geometrical parameter H as extra coordinate of the problem is
slightly more elaborated [13, 14]. First we define the mapping between the real domain
of length H and a domain s ∈ [0; 1] written by:

4
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x= H ·s

(8)

Then replacing Eq. (8) into Eq. (6), one may find the integral form of the problem to
solve defined in the s domain by:



2
1
∗
2
∗ ∂ U
U · ρUw − G · 2 · 2 H · ds · dE · dH · dη · dw · dU0 = 0
(9)
∂s H
Ω
The boundary conditions are now written by:

U(s = 0) = 0
U(s = 1) = U0

(10)

The problem defined in Eq. (9) can be solved using the PGD with a fixed point, rank
one update greedy algorithm as detailed in different publications [1, 10]. The solution is
given in a separated form as:
j=N

U=



Sj (s) · Hj (H) · Nj (η) · Ej (E) · Wj (w) · Uj (U0 )

(11)

j=1

For this problem, the PGD algorithm converges within less than a minute, at a number
of product of functions N = 25. Once U(x, H, η, E, w, U0 ) is computed, one may compute
the strain ǫ in a separated form by:
j=N

ǫ=

 ∂Sj (s) ∂s
·
· Hj (H) · Nj (η) · Ej (E) · Wj (w) · Uj (U0 )
∂s
∂x
j=1

(12)

∂s
= H1 as per Eq. (8). As one may notice, all the derivatives with respect to
where ∂x
all the chosen parameters are now readily available using Eq. (11).

3

MODELING THE THERMAL PROBLEM USING THE PGD

Once U(x, H, η, E, w, U0) and ǫ(x, H, η, E, w, U0) are available, one may compute the
dissipated power through the studied part, defined as:
Q = wηǫ2

(13)

Which lead us to a heat source Q written in a separated form by:
Q=w·η·

j=N
 ∂Sj (s)
j=1

∂s

1
·
· Hj (H) · Nj (η) · Ej (E) · Wj (w) · Uj (U0 )
H

5
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E ∈ [2, 5] GP a
η ∈ [4000, 8000] P a.s
H ∈ [10−4 , 5 × 10−4 ] m
w ∈ 2π × [20000, 50000] rad/s
U0 ∈ [1, 10] mm
Table 1: Chosen intervals of variation of the parameters

Later on, we solve the transient heat equation written by:
ρ·C ·

∂2T
∂T
−K 2 = Q
∂t
∂x

(15)

where C is the heat capacity of the studied composite material, K its conductivity and
T the temperature. Writing the integral form of Eq. (15) in the parametric domain after
applying the geometrical transformation written in Eq. (8) gives:
�
�
�
∂2T 1
∂T
∗
− K 2 · 2 − Q H · ds · dE · dH · dη · dw · dU0 = 0
(16)
T ρ·C
∂t
∂s H
Ω
One may wish to add the conductivity K and the heat capacity C as extra coordinates
of the problem. For the sake of simplicity, these 2 parameters are kept as constants in the
numerical example shown in section 4. The boundary conditions for the heat problem are
given by:

= 0 at x = 0
 −k ∂T
∂x
(17)

∂T
−k ∂x = h(T − Tout ) at x = H
We are therefore imposing convective boundary conditions on the top surface of the
domain x = H and an adiabatic boundary condition at the bottom surface at x = 0. Tout
is the outside temperature set to be 293K for the illustrative example shown in section 4
and h = 25 W/m2 .K.
4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE, VERIFICATION AND DISCUSSION

In the following section, we illustrate a numerical example of ultrasonic welding of a
composite material having a density ρ = 1300 kg/m3 , the domains of variation of the
parameters are given in table 1.
In figure 2 we illustrate the variation of the displacement amplitude as a function of the
position x for the following combination of parameters: E=2 GPa, η=4000 Pa.s, H=0.1
mm, w=2π×20000 rad/s and U0 = 1 mm. We notice that the displacement amplitude is
linear function of x since the height of the domain is small with respect to the oscillation
period, which is about 15 mm considering the speed of the mechanical wave about 300
6
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m/s and the chosen frequency is 20 000 Hz. Figure 3 illustrates a finite difference solution
for the same combination of the parameters. The relative error between the two solutions
doesn’t exceed 0.4%.
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Figure 2: Displacement amplitude as a function
of the position x obtained from the computed PGD
vademecum
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Figure 3: Displacement amplitude as a function
of the position x obtained by the finite difference
method

Since the displacement amplitude is linear as a function of the thickness of the part,
the strain and therefore the heat source Q are nearly constant for the chosen value of H.
� in the middle of the
In figure 4, we are illustrating the displacement amplitude ||U||
domain at x = H/2, as a function of three chosen parameter, E, w and η. In figure 5, we
are illustrating the heat source Q as a function of these parameters at the same position.
One may notice that the heat source is sensitive to the variation of w and η, but is less
sensitive to the changes of the modulus of elasticity of the material E for example. A
similar study for H and U0 shows that the heat source Q changes function of the variations of H, U0 , w and η but less sensitive to the variation of E.
Once the heat source is computed, we solve the transient heat equation for a convective boundary condition on the top of the domain considering h = 25 W/m2 .K, the heat
capacity C = 1450 J/kg.K and a conductivity K = 0.24 W/m.K. Figure 6 illustrates
the temperature field in the part as a function of the position x and the time t for E=2
GPa, η=4000 Pa.s, H=0.1 mm, w=2π×20000 rad/s and U0 = 1 mm.
Figure 7 illustrates the temperature field for the chosen parameters at t = 10 s, while
figure 8 illustrates the temperature fields for the same combination of parameters obtained
by the finite differences method at t = 10 s. The relative error between the two fields
is shown in figure 9. We note that the relative error does not exceed 1.5%. This error
7
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Figure 4: Displacement amplitude as a function
of the parameters E, w and η at x = H/2

Figure 5: Heat source Q as a function of the parameters E, w and η at x = H/2
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Figure 6: Temperature field in the studied part for the chosen combination of parameters

is larger than the one obtained for the displacement amplitude since the strains are the
derivatives of the displacements and therefore the heat source error is generated by the
derivatives of U, which is normally larger than the error on U. This error can be reduced
by pushing further the PGD convergence for U by increase the value of N beyond 25.
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we illustrate an approach to simulate the temperature fields during ultrasonic welding of composite materials by considering the process and material parameters as extra-coordinates of the problem within realistic time frame. First, we illustrate
the coupled viscoelastic mechanical and thermal problems. In our model, we use the
Kelvin-Voigt viscoelasticity coupled to the heat equation. The result is a computational
vademecum that can be used to optimize the process on the fly, in real time [11].The
8
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Figure 7: Temperature fields at t=10 s obtained
from the PGD solution
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Figure 8: Temperature fields at t=10 s obtained
from the finite differences solution at the same
combination of parameters

obtained results are verified by comparison to the ones computed by classical algorithms
and the resulting relative error is acceptable. The obtained vademecum can also be used
to compare to experimental results and identify materials parameters or optimize the
process.
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Abstract. Plant tissues exhibit a cellular structure, where the tissue cells compose a
solid skeleton, and the intercellular space is filled with gaseous air and/or liquid water.
Under frost exposure, the pore water may freeze and turn into solid ice. As a multiphasic
material, plant tissues can be meaningfully described by the Theory of Porous Media
(TPM). In the proposed TPM approach, the solid constituents, i. e. the solid skeleton and
the ice, are kinematically coupled and described within the framework of thermoelasticity.
Generally, porous media with assumed materially incompressible solid constituents are
described as a compressible material, since a volumetric deformation can be realised by
a volume change of the pore space. However, freezing of the pore water leads to an
increase of the solidity even until a vanishing of the pore space. Therefore, the so-called
point of compaction (compression until the pore space is cleared) needs to be considered
in the material description of the solids. The present contribution aims to introduce a
quarternary modelling approach applied to frost-resistant plant tissues with an emphasis
on the description of coupled thermoelastic effects. In particular, the impact of pore-water
freezing on the derivation of a strain-energy function for plant tissues is discussed leading
to a new thermodynamically consistent material formulation.

1

INTRODUCTION

Frost-resistant plants have developed several strategies to cope with subzero temperatures. For example, plants have developed strategies to hinder freezing, e. g. by deep
supercooling [1], which is a phenomenon describing a significant lowering of the ice nucleation temperature, way below 0◦ C. But they have also developed strategies when ice
formation cannot be prevented. In that case, the porous structure of plants plays a crucial
role. The porous structure is originated by the arrangements of single cells [2]. Therefore,
1
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the tissue cells are considered as the solid skeleton, while the intercellular space is filled
with gaseous air and liquid water. The crucial mechanism, when freezing cannot be prevented, is the dehydration of the cell body [2], since freezing within the cells represents a
critical process threatening the ability of a plant to survive [3]. This mechanism, where
the water is with decreasing temperature no longer trapped within the cell body, leads
to a change in solidity. Therefore, the water loss of the cell body represents one type of
mass transfer. Another type of mass transfer occurs within the pore space, i. e. the phase
change of the water from a liquid state of aggregation to a solid one. This also leads to
a change in solidity. Due to the assumed material incompressibility of the solid components, one has to consider the compaction point when the overall behaviour changes its
characteristic from compressible to incompressible as the pore space vanishes. This was
described by Ehlers & Eipper [4] for materials under isothermal conditions by introducing
an additive split of the strain-energy function of a Simo-Pister -type material description,
where the necessary condition of the compaction point was included. Bluhm [5] extended
this approach to non-isothermal conditions, however, with the assumption of constant
effective densities and no inclusion of mass transfer. Based on these works, a material
description is needed for plant tissues, which can be modelled as thermoelastic porous
materials, characterised by two solid (materially incompressible) components including
mass transfer and the existence of the compaction point.
2
2.1

MODELLING FROST-RESISTANT PLANT TISSUES
Quarternary modelling approach

Since plants are porous materials, a sound multicomponent and multiphasic model is
realised within the TPM. Its current understanding is outlined in the fundamental works
of de Boer [6] and Ehlers [7, 8] and citations therein. Relevant approaches with regard to
phase transition processes within the TPM are given in Ehlers & Häberle [9] and Bluhm
et al. [10].
Applying the TPM to frost-resistant plant tissues, the basic model consists of four
constituents ϕα , cf. to Eurich et al. [11], namely tissue cells (α = S), which contain
initially trapped water, a pore gas (α = G) and pore water (α = L), which may turn into
ice (α = I), such that

ϕ =
ϕα = ϕ S + ϕG + ϕL + ϕI .
(1)
α

As a basic prerequisite of the TPM, these constituents are volumetrically averaged over
a representative elementary volume (REV). This results in a homogenised continuummechanical model with superimposed and mutually interacting constituents, as shown
in Figure 1. The local amount of each constituent ϕα can be addressed by the volume
fraction
dv α
nα =
.
(2)
dv
2
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Figure 1: Representative elementary volume (REV) with schematically displayed microstructure of frost-resistant plant tissues and macroscopic multiphasic and multicomponent modelling approach.

Since there is no empty space in the domain, the volumetric constraint

nα = nS + nG + nL + nI = 1

(3)

α

holds. Having the definition of the local volume fraction in mind, two densities can be
introduced, the effective (realistic) density ραR = dmα /dv α as the ratio between the mass
element dmα of a constituent ϕα and its volume element dv α and the partial density
ρα = dmα /dv as the ratio between the mass element dmα and the volume element dv
of the overall aggregate. These two measures are connected by the volume fraction via
ρα = nα ραR . For materially incompressible constituents (such as in the present model the
solid skeleton, the ice and the water), the realistic density depends only on temperature.
Instead, the realistic density of materially compressible materials (such as air) is a function
of temperature and pressure.
2.2
2.2.1

Kinematics
State of motion and kinematic coupling of the solid constituents

Within the framework of the TPM, each constituent ϕα can, in general, have an independent state of motion. In order to guarantee independent motion functions, one has to
introduce formally individual motion functions and velocities for each constituent, viz.:
x = χα (Xα , t),

′

xα =

3
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Therein, the motions and velocities depend on the reference configuration Xα of the
respective constituents. The deformation of the solid skeleton is described by the material
deformation gradient
FS =

∂χS (XS , t)
.
∂XS

(5)

For the motion of the ice, a kinematic coupling is introduced as sketched in Figure 2.
Therefore, the ice is assumed to be attached to the solid skeleton when the pore water is
freezing [10]. This implies that drifting ice particles in the pore space are not considered.

intermediate configuration
at freezing time (t0I )

reference configuration
at initial time (t0 )
χS

χG

PS

S0I

PL

XS
B0

PG
P S , P L, P I

χL

PG

S0

current configuration
at time (t)

P S , P G, P L, P I
B0I

χI = χS
S

XI

XG
XL

B

x
O

Figure 2: State of motion and kinematic coupling of the quarternary TPM model.

With this kinematic coupling, the motion of the solid skeleton and the ice is divided
into a state before the ice formation is initiated, i. e. the pore water is liquid, and a state
thereafter. Before freezing, the liquid pore water can be mobile within the pore space.
The intermediate configuration represents the reference configuration XI where the liquid
water turns into solid ice and is attached to the solid skeleton. Therefore, the motion
of the solid skeleton and the ice for subsequent configurations is kinematically coupled,
indicating an identical state of motion and identical velocities via
χI (XI , t) = χS (XS , t),

⇒

′

′

xI = xS .

(6)

In order to define the deformation gradient of the ice, we proceed from the respective
derivatives
∂χS (XS , t)
∂χI (XI , t)
∂χI (XI , t) ∂XI
=
=
.
∂XS
∂XS
∂XI
∂XS
4
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With the definition of the material deformation gradient for the solid skeleton (5), the
expression above can be used to formulate the material deformation gradient of the ice
according to (7), viz.
FS = FI FS0

⇒

−1
FI = FS FS0
.

(8)

This implies that the deformation gradient of the solid skeleton can be split multiplicatively into the deformation FS0 before the onset of the phase transition and a deformation
FI after the onset. The volumetric deformation of the solid skeleton and the ice can be
derived based on the determinants of FS and FI , via
JS = det FS
−1
−1
JI = det FI = det (FS FS0
) = det FS det FS0
= JS /JS0.
2.2.2

(9)

Decomposition of the thermoelastic deformation

The inclusion of thermal effects into the coupled description of deformation for thermoelastic materials can be achieved by a multiplicative split of the deformation gradient
Fδ for the solid constituents δ = {S, I}, cf. [12]. Here, the approach of Lu & Pister [13]
is used
Fδ =

∂χδ (Xδ , t)
= FδM Fδθ ,
∂Xδ

(10)

where FδM represents the purely mechanical part of the deformation and Fδθ the purely
thermal part, which is defined by a fictive mechanical unloading.
thermal intermediate configuration

Fδθ

FδM
Sθ

Bθ
Fδ

B0
S0
reference configuration
at time (t0 )

x

Xδ
O

S
B
current configuration
at time (t)

Figure 3: Multiplicative decomposition of the thermoelastic deformation.
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Since isotropic thermally induced volume changes are assumed, the thermal deformation is, according to [13], given via
Fδθ = (det Fδθ )1/3 I,
2.3

δ
det Fδθ = exp [3αδ (θ − θ0δ
)].

(11)

Volume fractions

An energetic inclusion of the compaction point into the material description requires
the specification of the volume fractions of the respective solid constituents. These can
be derived by evaluating mass balances of the constituents
′

(ρα )′α + ρα div xα = ρ̂α ,

(12)

where (ρα )′α denotes the material time derivative of the partial density with respect to the
motion of ϕα and ρ̂α is the mass exchange (in the present case the cell dehydration and
the freezing of the pore water). As the material density of the solid skeleton and the ice
are due to the material incompressibility solely a function of temperature and given via
δ (θ−θ δ )
0δ

−1
−3α
ρδR = ρδR
= ρδR
0δ (det Fδθ )
0δ e

,

(13)

the volume fraction can be derived by a formal integration of the mass balances and
considering the temperature-dependent density ρδR which results in
 t δ
nδ0δ
ρ̂
δ
n =
exp(
dτ ).
(14)
δ
det FδM
t0 ρ
This indicates that the volume fraction of the solid skeleton can be decomposed into a
growth-dependent part and a part that depends on the mechanical deformation.
3
3.1

STRAIN-ENERGY FORMULATION
Introduction of the compaction point for a thermoelastic solid with mass
transfer

For the development of an appropriate material description for the solid skeleton, the
material incompressibility needs to be considered. However, due to the porous structure
also large volumetric deformations can occur when the porosity changes, which indicates
in general JS = det FS �= 1. Therefore, according to Ehlers & Eipper [4] and Bluhm
[5] a compressible material law has to be considered as long as the pore space can be
compressed. However, in the present case when ice formation occurs, the pore space
vanishes (nF = 0). In accordance, this indicates an incompressible characteristic and,
hence, the existence of the compaction point.
As the volume fractions are essential for the development of the strain-energy function,
their amount is specified for the respective solid constituents by
 t S
 t I
nS0S JSθ
nI0I JIθ
ρ̂
ρ̂
S
I
n =
exp(
dτ ), n =
exp(
dτ ),
(15)
S
I
JS
JI
t0 ρ
t0 ρ
6
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where JSM = det FSM , JSθ = det FSθ , JS0 = det FS0 , JIM = det FIM and JIθ = det FIθ
determine the volumetric deformations. Since the motion of the ice and the solid skeleton
is coupled, there exists a relation between the corresponding volumetric deformations
according to equation (9)2 , which results in
JSM JSθ
= JIM JIθ .
JS0

(16)

At the compaction point, the pore space vanishes indicated by nS + nI = 1. Considering the integrated volume balances, the volumetric deformation of the solid skeleton is
constrained by the compaction point
 t I
 t S
ρ̂
ρ̂
I
S
J˜S = n0S JSθ exp(
dτ
)
+
n
J
J
exp(
dτ ).
(17)
S0
Iθ
0I
S
I
t0 ρ
t0 ρ
Therefore, the constraint for the volumetric deformation of the solid skeleton reads
0 < J˜S < JS < ∞.
3.2

(18)

Additive split of the strain-energy function for the solid skeleton

The basis for the considerations concerning the development of the strain-energy function W S is a Simo-Pister -type material law [14], which was originally proposed for a
compressible material under isothermal conditions in the form
S

W (IS , JS ) =

U S (J

µS
(IS − 3),
S ) + w (IS ) = U (JS ) − µ ln JS +
2
S

S

S

(19)

where IS = CS · I is the first invariant of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor
CS = FST FS . For the specification of U S (JS ) several approaches, depending on the
application, are on the market. Their characteristics are reviewed in Hartmann [15].
For a porous medium under isothermal conditions describing the compaction point, the
approach by Ehlers & Eipper [4] is emphasised.
For a thermoelastic material, the above mentioned form of equation (19) can be extended to account for thermal effects [5]
W S (θ, IS , JS ) = U S (JS ) − µS ln JS +
−

ρS0S cS (θln

µS
S
(IS − 3) − 3αS k S ln JS (θ − θ0S
)−
2

θ
S
− θ + θ0S
),
S
θ0S

(20)

where µS is the second Lamé constant, αS the thermal expansion coefficient, k S the bulk
S
is the
modulus and cS the specific heat. The temperature is denoted by θ, whereas θ0S
initial temperature.
7
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3.3

Constraints and a new strain-energy function

Within the framework of the TPM, hyperelastic material descriptions, where the extra
stresses can be derived from an energy potential [7], require for the consideration of the
compaction point the following conditions to be fulfilled [4].
Undeformed configuration: In the undeformed configuration, i. e. JS = 1, the strain
energy as well as the hydrostatic Cauchy stress vanishes, viz.:
∂U S
(JS = 1) = 0.
(21)
∂JS
Compaction point: In the case that the deformation reaches the compaction point, the
necessary energy and the hydrostatic compressive stress have to be infinite
U S (JS = 1) = 0 and

∂U S
(JS → J˜S ) → −∞.
(22)
∂JS
This condition replaces the condition for non-porous, compressible materials, where the
singularity is reached when J → 0. Here, the transition from the compressible to an
incompressible material law represents a singularity.
Growth condition: When the local porosity approaches unity, the necessary energy and
the necessary (tensile) stress have to be infinite
U (JS → J˜S ) → +∞ and
S

∂U S
(JS → +∞) → +∞.
(23)
∂JS
Convexity condition: In order to ensure local material stability, polyconvexity of the
overall strain energy W S has to be fulfilled [16]. Under the assumption that the volumetric
extension U S is twice differentiable, this conditions requires the second derivative with
respect to the Jacobian JS to be positive semi-definite
U S (JS → +∞) → +∞ and

∂2U S
≥ 0,
∂JS2

∀JS > J˜S > 0.

(24)

Compatibility assumption: As the linearised material law is supposed to result in
Hooke’s law, the first Lamé constant ΛS is determined via
ΛS :=

∂2U S
(JS = 1).
∂JS2

(25)

A new polyconvex strain energy: An analogous procedure as presented by Ehlers &
Eipper [4] leads to a material description in a comparable form that meats the requirement
of the present case:
U S (JS ) =

ΛS
γ0S (γ0S − 1) +

γS

2
(J˜S −1)2

[JS0 − (γ0S +

2
)JS +
J˜S − 1

(J˜S − 1)2
2
+ γ0S +
− 1 + ln (
)].
(J˜S − JS )2
J˜S − 1
8
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Therein, γ0S ≥ 1 is a material parameter controlling the volumetric behaviour, cf. [17].
3.4

Discussion of the volumetric extension to the strain-energy function

Within the framework of hyperelasticity, the mechanical extra stress in terms of Cauchy
stress can be derived based on thermodynamical considerations via
TSE mech

ρS
∂W S T
= 2 S FS
F .
ρ0S
∂CS S

(27)

For a study concerning the compaction point, only the stress originating from the volumetric extension U S (JS ) under isothermal conditions is considered, viz.
ΛS
∂U S
= S S
∂JS
γ0 (γ0 − 1) +

γ S −1

2
(J˜S −1)2

(γ0S JS0

− γ0S −

2
2
+
).
˜
˜
J S − 1 J S − JS

(28)

Note that for each configuration the limiting value J˜S for the Jacobian JS may change,
particularly due to mass transfer. For further discussions γ0S = 2 was chosen. This yields
the form for compressible solid constituents under isothermal conditions according to Simo
& Taylor [18], as shown in [15], when there is no compaction point, i. e. J˜S = 0. This
exemplary situation is compared to the case with compaction point, where the limiting
value J˜S = 0.5 of the Jacobian was chosen. Figure 4 shows that a deformation state under
compression is penalised when getting too close to the point of compaction.
∂U S
∂JS

[ΛS ]

compressible

0

porous, incompressible

J˜S

1

JS

Figure 4: Characterisation of compressible materials and porous, materially incompressible
materials with compaction point J˜S .

Furthermore, the material description has been investigated by a virtual tensioncompression test indicating a uniaxial state of stress. Note in passing that stability issues
9
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under compression are not addressed. The deformation is given via


λ 0 0
FS =  0 λL 0  ei ⊗ ej , JS = λλ2L ,
0 0 λL

(29)

where λ = L/L0 is the axial stretch and λL the unknown lateral stretch. When isothermal
conditions are assumed, the lateral stress according to (27) in the directions e2 and e3
vanishes
�
�
�
�
˜S
1
2
1
2
J
ν(J˜S − 1)2
2
1− 2 ,
(30)
2λλL −
+
+
0 =
λ
λL
(1 − 2ν)(J˜S2 − 2J˜S + 2)
J˜S − 1 J˜S − (λλ2L )
resulting in an implicit equation in λL , which has been solved numerically. For other
temperature configurations, a similar derivation can be performed. For a numerical case
study, the Poisson ratio ν = 0.25 was chosen, which is a commonly applied value for plant
tissues. For a given stretch λ, the corresponding lateral stretch λL according to (30) is
displayed in Figure 5.
1.5
3
1
2

JS [−]

λL [−]

0.5

1

compaction point
0
0

1
λ [−]

2

0
0.05

0.5

0.1

1

2

λ [−]

Figure 5: (Left): Lateral stretch - axial stretch for an uniaxial tension-compression test.
(Right): Jacobian JS - axial stretch for an uniaxial tension-compression test. Note that the
axis of abscissa is scaled logarithmically. The compaction point is indicated for the compression
state.

The sketches in Figure 5 show the lateral stretch λ and the Jacobian JS as a function
of the applied axial stretch, yielding a physically reasonable response. In particular, in
the compression regime the volumetric deformation is constraint by the limiting value J˜S
indicating the point of compaction.
10
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4

CONCLUSION

Within this contribution, the derivation of a material description for frost-resistant
plant tissues is addressed. Therefore, a number of basic definitions and considerations
are necessary. First, the modelling approach based on the TPM needs to be introduced.
Furthermore, the deformation is described in detail under the assumption of thermoelasticity and a kinematic coupling of the ice to the solid skeleton. These notions are crucial
for the derivation of the volume fractions of the solids, which essentially determine the
compaction point. The compaction point was included in the material description, which
has been shown to describe the phenomenon of the compaction point properly.
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Abstract. This proceeding presents work being developed to the optimization of thermoelastic structures under thermal radiation and its self-weight, involving thermal conductivity but not convection. For the analysis, it is used a thermal-structural finite
element module of a commercial FE program where the radiation is modelled through
view factors between elemental surfaces. The thermostructural problem under the assumption of small deformations is then treated as weak coupling problem. Limitations of
the available tools are briefly discussed. For the optimization, a SIMP topology optimization (TO) is used to find optimized material distributions along a given spatial domain.
The objective is to achieve both lower maximum temperature along the structure as well
as lower maximum displacement. Some examples of results are presented for the long
hollow truncated rectangle metallic pyramid analysed. The known effect that TO tends
to remove most of the material in the design areas is firstly analysed. It is also presented
a study of adding uniform coverage in thickness to reduce the maximum temperature and
displacement, which resulted in an optimized solution with a small step near the end of
the pyramid directly exposed to the radiation source. This somehow unexpected result is
discussed.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the past few decades, the search for better structural performance has originated
excellent results in the structural optimization field, namely optimization by material
distribution. By optimizing the material distribution, a given structure will benefit from
a relieve of unnecessary weight and an increase of its global stiffness.
The structure here studied is part of the PPR Diagnostics System [1] belonging to
the ITER Tokamak. The PPR components presented are inside a vacuum chamber and
therefore immersed in a quasi-vacuum environment. Furthermore, the components are
exposed to a plasma radiative source that induces: i) direct heat loads, which will be
radiate to the surrounding environment and transferred by conduction to other components in contact and, ii) indirect heat loads, arising from neutronics radiation, that are
considered as internal heat generation in the structure.
The main concerns here are both the displacement and the high temperatures achieved
as a result of the thermal expansion and the gravity acting on the bodies. Besides
the attrition that the antenna will be subjected to, these issues can lead to oscillations/displacements of the structure that can originate clashes between components of
the PPR, as well as material phase changes and consequently potential loss of the antennas functionality.
Optimizing a structure in order to minimize its temperatures can have multiple advantages. An example of temperature optimization by material distribution can be described
by the components of Earth orbiting satellites, once these structures are also subjected
to high amounts of energy coming from the nuclear fusion processes occurring in the Sun.
By optimizing these satellites material distribution, besides decreasing maximum temperatures achieved, also the weight of the components may decrease, which would save a
considerable amount of fuel spent during operations.
In the field of material distribution optimization, one of the most efficient existing
methods is TO. This method, which finds optimized material distribution through element density redistribution, has been studied intensively and many work use the method
Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP). The initial work is due to Bendsøe and
Kikuchi [2] and substantial information can be seen in Sigmund [3] and, in a more embracing way in [4] by Sigmund and Bendsøe. These authors were responsible for introducing
this kind of structural optimization, giving way for the creation of new and improved
methods. Still, there are not many works in thermoelastic structures with TO as far as
their authors knowledge, but just to refer some works as Rodrigues and Fernandes [5],
Bruns [6], Deaton [7] and Ricardo et al [8].
This proceeding presents methods being studied to perform material distribution optimization of the ITER PPR Antenna, aiming to decrease both its maximum temperature
achieved during the thermal process and the resulting displacements. For that purpose,
two main paths are followed. One consists in parametric studies using Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) and Adaptive Single Objective (ASO) or Adaptive Multiple Objective
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(AMO), implemented in the commercial code used here [9]. The other path consists in
using a modified SIMP optimization method, which, besides the displacement optimization, also allows for optimization with temperature objectives.
The techniques applied in the parametric optimization resulted in curious and may be
promising outcomes, where both minimized temperature and displacement were achieved.
2

METHODOLOGY

2.1

Thermoelastic problem

The thermoelastic structural analysis is performed as a weakly coupled problem, where
first a thermal analysis is conducted with the resulting temperatures being imported to a
static analysis (in a unidirectional path). This two-step procedure is suited as temperature
influences displacement but the opposite is considered negligible.
Regarding the thermal process, the Hooke’s law is applied as:
{σ t } = [E]{εt },

(1)

where {σ t } is the thermal stresses vector, [E] is the elasticity matrix and {εt } is the
thermal strain vector.
2.2

Heat transfer problem

The conduction process is solved according to the Fourier’s Law:
q=−

∆T
,
Rcond

(2)

where ∆T is the temperature difference between two surfaces and Rcond the thermal
resistance in conduction.
Regarding the radiation process, the amount of energy that reaches a given surface
(area) j will be conditioned by the way this surface is disposed towards the emitter one i.
This value can be measured by the view factor Fij and its calculation by computational
methods can be done through the Nusselt’s hemicube method [10] as seen in the hemicube
schematic in Fig.1 (where φ represents the angle and the hemicube sides are subdivided
into N grid cells, named pixels). Following this, the view factor are achieved as:
Fji =

N

cos(φi )cos(φj )
j=1

2
πRij

∆Aj ,

(3)

with N being the number of pixels created, ∆Fn the view factor between the reference
surface and each of the target pixels, φi and φj the angles between the surfaces and Rij
the direct length between the centroid points of the two surfaces.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the hemicube method present in [10].

2.3

Finite element analysis via weak coupling

Regarding the heat transfer, the FEA solves the following equation:
[C]{Ṫ} + [KT ]{T} = {RT }
[KT ] = [Kk ] + [Hconv ] + [Hrad ]
{RT } = {RB } + {Rhconv } + {Rhrad } + {RQ }

(4)

where [C] and [KT ] are the general global specific heat and conductivity matrices, and
{RT }, {T} and {Ṫ} are the general global thermal load, temperature, and the first derivative of the temperature vectors, respectively. Furthermore, [Kk ], [Hconv ] and [Hrad ] are the
global conductivity, convection and radiation matrices, and {RB }, {Rh } and {Rhrad } are
the global heat flux, convection, radiation and heat generation vectors, respectively. The
FEA is established as a nonlinear transient thermal analysis (as radiation is considered
and the properties of the materials are temperature dependent) that considers conduction
and radiation effects (convection is not considered as the medium is vacuum, which means
that [Hconv ] = {Rhconv } = 0) to estimate the temperature distribution along the antenna.
A Steady-State Thermal analysis is performed and followed by a structural elastostatic/steady state analysis:
[K]{U } = {F } + {F th }
(5)

where, [K] is the global stiffness matrix, {F } is the global mechanical load vector, {F th }
is the global thermal load vector and {U } is the global displacement vector.
2.4

Thermostructural analysis

A CAD model of the antenna, is illustrated in Fig. 2 with the respective dimensions:
w-width, h-height, t-thickness (uniform) and L-length, presented in Table 1.
In Fig.3 a), the complete model used in both thermal and static analyses is illustrated,
where the antenna is located between two blankets and directly faced towards a plasma
surface. In this model, a constant temperature of 300 ◦ C [11] is applied to the rear side of
4
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Figure 2: CAD model of ITER PPR antenna (index 1-front, 2-rear).
Table 1: Dimensions (in mm) of the ITER PPR antenna.

w1
25

w2
20

w3
8

h1
20

h2
12

t
1

L
115.4

the antenna, where it is structurally fixed, and to the inner surface of the blanket surfaces.
An earth gravity acceleration of 9,8066 m/s2 is considered, acting on a direction parallel
(−z axis in Fig.3 b)) to the rear face of the antenna.

Figure 3: Radiation enclosure model in a) and antenna coordinate system in b).

An initial Steady State Thermal analysis was performed on the model, using the Ansys
Workbench software, considering this as the worst case scenario, i.e., when the maximum
temperatures will be higher.
From the original antenna FE model, a new model is created (as seen in Fig.4) to
perform design optimization and parametric studies.
In the model presented in Fig.4 the illustrated parameters Lc and tc are respectively
the length and thickness of the antenna coverage. This FE model features 3D 20-node
structural-thermal FEs with a four degree-of-freedom at each node and 3D radiosity surface FEs for radiosity, overlaid on the exposed face of the 3D thermal FEs.
2.5

Optimization

The structure was subjected to two kinds of optimization: Topology Optimization and
Parametric Optimization.
5
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Figure 4: Parameterized CAD model: (w width; h - height, t - thickness (uniform) and L - length).

In the first case, a modified approach of the SIMP is applied to the antenna using:
Ei = Emin + ρpi (E0 − Emin ), ρ ∈]0, 1]

(6)

with E0 being the elastic properties of the solid material, ρ the element relative density, Ei
the element elastic properties and Emin the elastic property of the ”void” material. This
allows for the maximization of the material stiffness, which is obtained by searching the
best material distribution through compliance or elastic strain energy C minimization:
f ind{ρ} = (ρ1 , .., ρi , .., ρnd ), 0 < ρi ≤ 1, i = 1, .., nd
1
min[C] = ({f } + {G})T {u}
2
s.t.
{f } + {G} = [K]{u}
V ≤ V(U )

(7)

where ρi is the pseudo-density variables, nd is the number of densities variables, f is the
thermal load vector, G the self-weight load vector, u is the nodal displacement vector
and K is the structural global stiffness matrix. Furthermore, V is the total volume of the
material used for the structure and V(U ) is the prescribed upper limit.
In the second case, a parametric optimization is performed using available algorithms
in the commercial code used. The process is managed by the necessity of having one or
more objectives, which will translate in ASO or AMO algorithms, respectively [12].
Since the primal objective of this study is to decrease the maximum temperatures
achieved in the antenna while subjected to the operating conditions, the first step is to
perform a single objective optimization, i.e., ASO.
On the other hand, even if having minor impact on the project, also the structure displacement is of great importance, which leads to the multiobjective optimization AMO.
Here both temperature and displacements are minimized, demanding weights to be attributed to both objectives

6
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3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1

A brief verification

To check the procedure used with the TO technique, the curiously named Shape Optimization BETA tool from ANSYS Workbench is used. So, before using the TO commercial
tool in the antenna problem, first a verification test was made relatively to the results in
[13], where a simple temperature variation is imposed on a clamped-clamped 2D structure
subjected to a vertical centered force and a volume constraint of 40%, as illustrated in
Fig.5.

Figure 5: Topology Optimization in thermally loaded structure in [13] for ∆T=0◦ , ∆T=1◦ and ∆T=4◦ .

Using the already mentioned TO ANSYS tool, the obtained results with the exact
same constraints as in [13] are the following (Fig.6).

Figure 6: TO results obtained with TO ANSYS tool for a)-∆T=0◦ , b)-∆T=1◦ and c)-∆T=4◦ .

By observing Fig.6, it is possible to state that all three outcomes based on each ∆T
are similar to the ones presented in the mentioned work.
7
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3.2

Application of optimization to the antenna

With this being said, the results obtained when applying this method to the antenna
model result in two different solutions, both with a volume constraint of 50%, as follows
in Fig.7.

Figure 7: Examples of TO application to the antenna.

Looking at Fig.7, one can see that both results obtained are unwanted. This happens
once material from the internal faces is removed, which eliminates the antenna’s purpose,
given the fact that these internal faces are crucial for the signal propagation.
Therefore, at this step, this TO software reveals itself as inappropriate for the work
here being developed.
Regarding the thermostructural analysis, both the results are illustrated in Fig. 8. In
Fig. 8 a), the maximum temperatures (Tmax ) along the antenna are portrayed, where one
can see that they reach its peak in the frontal face of the antenna, as expected.

Figure 8: Results for thermostructural analyses: a) Temperature distribution and b) Displacement
distribution

Respecting Fig. 8 b), the results for maximum displacement (Dmax ) along the antenna
are displayed, where it can be seen that the maximum value also occurs in the frontal part
of the antenna, which, given the problem constraints (Fig.3), is what should be expected.
This is the first region, of the PPR in-vessel system, facing the plasma, hence the first to be
in contact with the plasma loads, reaching a of ∼ 704◦ C, a mean temperature of ∼ 557◦ C
and a (thermal expansion and displacements due to its dead weight) of ∼ 0, 106mm.
8
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Following this, in Fig.9 are presented the results for the parametric studies, with respect
to Tmax and Dmax , showing the evolution of these values with the increase of the antenna
coverage.

Figure 9: Results for parametric studies: a) temperature and b) displacement.

Looking at both results in Fig.9, it is possible to infer that Tmax and Dmax decrease with
the coverage increase, until a given point near the full coverage condition. In Fig.9 a),
Tmax decreases until a minimum point located somewhere between 114≤ Lc ≤115.4mm
and for maximum thickness (tc =3mm). In fig.9 b), Dmax is located somewhere between
95≤ Lc ≤110, also for a maximum value of thickness. With the results of these studies,
the optimization action zones are established. Given the importance of Tmax , a interval of
114≤ Lc ≤115.4mm and maximum thickness for the ASO feature and a combined interval
of 95≤ Lc ≤115.4mm and tc = 3mm for the AMO giving Tmax and Dmax the same objective
weight. The results for the ASO are illustrated in Fig.10, where the minimum Tmax of
617.3 ◦ C is obtained for Lc = 114.7mm, corresponding to 0.7mm from the front edge,
originating the CAD model in Fig.11 a).

Figure 10: Plot of parametric study of Tmax in function of Lc

In Fig.12 the results for the AMO are presented, where a Pareto front illustrates the
values obtained for an equal weight of 50% for Tmax and Dmax as a function of Lc and
tc = 3mm. The best value obtained is for Lc = 102.8mm, as it is the point where both
9
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Figure 11: Resulting CAD models from ASO (a)) and AMO (b)) features.

temperature and displacement reveal the best balance of low values. This value presents
results of Tmax = 631.9◦ C and Dmax = 0.087mm, corresponding to a distance of 12.6 mm
from the front edge of the antenna, originating the CAD model illustrated in Fig.11 b).

Figure 12: Plot of results from AMO feature.

Both parametric optimization cases reveal improvements in their objectives, which are
summarized in Table 2, where results are compared to initial values and is the average
temperature of the antenna.
Table 2: Initial and optimized results obtained by ASO and AMO.

Initial
ASO
AMO

Lc
(mm)
0
114.7
102.8

tc
(mm)
0
3
3

Tmax Tmean
◦
◦
C
C
703.7 556.7
617.3 500.5
631.9 492.6

Dmax
(mm)
0.106
0.087

From the data included in Table 2, one can see a decrease in Tmax and Tmean of 86.4◦ C
(12.3%) and 56.2◦ C (10.1%), respectively in the ASO case. Regarding the AMO case, a
decrease in , and of 71.8◦ C (10.2%), 64.1◦ C (11.5%) and 0.019 mm (17.9%), respectively
is evidenced.
10
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The decreases in temperature are explained by the increase of the heat flux by conduction given the increase in material along the antenna. This phenomenon allied with the
structure exposure to the plasma heat radiation leads to the best result at 0,7mm from a
full coverage.
In respect to the decrease in Dmax , it is associated to the gain of structural stiffness by
adding material to the rear part of the antenna, restraining its movements.
4

CONCLUSIONS
- This study is at a preliminary step and results need to be better interpreted.
- In this work, several optimization methods, namely TO, ASO and AMO, were used.
- The results obtained for the PPR antenna with the ANSYS TO tool, revealed
inappropriate results as one concludes that it does not account for thermal radiation
exchanges. This motivated the use of parametric studies ASO and AMO.
- The parametric studies of the antenna indicate that and decrease with the increase
of and until the optimum. With ASO one obtains and decrease of 12.3% and 10.1%,
respectively and with AMO one obtains a, and of 10.2%, 11.5% and 17.9%.
- With lower values of and, the lifetime of the antenna is extended, less maintainability
is required and hence, the availability of the antenna is increased. With lower, the
signal attenuation is improved and more accurate estimations for the plasma position
are expected.
- Note that this is a preliminary study that needs further improvements regarding
the ASO optimum solution. Regarding TO, there are some promising studies in
the area that deal with conduction and radiation problems. However, they are still
embryonic and not available in commercial codes as far as the knowledge of the
authors.
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Abstract. The efficient numerical simulation of Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) problems is of growing interest in many engineering fields. Staggered approaches are particularly interesting because they allow for the reuse of existing softwares. In this work we
propose a staggered scheme based on the weakly compressible PFEM for the fluid domain
and SIMULIA Abaqus/Explicit for the solid domain. The coupling is treated with a domain decomposition approach based on the Gravouil-Combescure algorithm. The main
goal is to show the possibility of a fully explicit coupling with different time step size on
the two phases (fluid and solid) and incompatible mesh at the interfaces. 2D test-cases
will be presented to validate the proposed coupling technique. The explicit time integration scheme for both the fluid and solid subdomains, together with the explicit treatment
of the coupling, makes this method appealing for applications in a variety of engineering
problems with fast dynamics and/or a high degree of non-linearity.

1

INTRODUCTION

In the present work, a staggered approach for the solution of the FSI problem is proposed. The fluid domain is discretized with a Particle Finite Element Method (PFEM) [1],
while the solid domain with a standard Finite Element Method. The weakly compressible
formulation of the fluid flow, originally proposed in [2] for an explicit PFEM, is here used
for the fluid domain. The PFEM has shown its capability in simulation of free surface
flows in many applications (e.g. [3, 4, 5, 6]). Thanks to the Lagrangian formulation, the
free surface is directly defined by the current position of the particles, while the governing
equations are imposed like in standard FEM. When the mesh becomes too distorted, a fast
remeshing algorithm is used to redefine the connectivities. SIMULIA Abaqus/Explicit has
1
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been used for the solution of the structural domain. This allows to perform simulations
with a complete and advanced description on the structural domain, including advanced
structural material models and contact. The GC Domain Decomposition method [7] is
here used for the coupling: the problem is solved independently on each subdomain and
then linked at the interface using a Lagrange multiplier technique. The proposed method
allows for different time-steps in the two subdomains and for non-conforming meshes at
the interfaces between the solid and fluid domains. Moreover, this approach guarantees
an explicit coupling at the interfaces.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The fluid domain Ωtf has been modeled through the weakly compressible Navier-Stokes
equations:
dρf
+ ρf (∇x · vf ) = 0 in Ωtf × [0, T ]
(1)
dt
dvf
ρf
= ∇x · σ f + ρf bf in Ωtf × [0, T ]
(2)
dt
where x are the coordinates in the current configuration, ρf is the fluid density, vf the fluid
velocity and bf the external forces. The Cauchy stress tensor σ f can be decomposed in its
deviatoric and isotropic parts: σ f = −pf I + τ f . In the weakly compressible framework,
the pressure field pf can be directly related to the density ρf through the Tait equation:
γ


ρf
−1
(3)
pf (ρf ) = p0,f + Kf
ρ0,f
where p0,f is the reference pressure, ρ0,f the reference density, γ = 7 the specific heat ratio
and Kf the bulk modulus.
The solid domain Ωts is governed by the momentum conservation equation:
dvs
= ∇x · σ s + ρs bs in Ωts × [0, T ]
(4)
dt
where ρs is the solid density, vs the solid velocity, bs the external forces on the solid
domain and σ s represents the stress tensor on Ωts . Standard Dirichlet and Neumann
boundary conditions are applied on both the domains.
ρs

3

SPACE AND TIME DISCRETIZATION

Following a standard Galerkin finite element approach the semidiscretized equations
of motion appear:
dVf
= Fext,f − Fint,f = Ff in Ωtf × [0, T ]
dt
dVs
Ms
= Fext,s − Fint,s = Fs in Ωts × [0, T ]
dt

Mf

2
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where M are the mass matrices, V the vector of nodal velocities and Fint and Fext the
vectors of internal and external nodal forces, respectively.
The discretized form of fluid mass conservation (2) can be obtained starting from the
Lagrangian strong form, leading to:
M ρ Rf = R 0

(7)

where Rf contains the nodal values of the density field (details can be found in [2]).
Equations (5-6) are integrated in time by means of the Central Difference Scheme
[8]. It is important to recall that performing a mass lumping in the mass matrices, a
fully decoupled system of equations can be obtained and fluid and solid velocities can be
computed explicitly node by node.
4

THE COUPLING SOLUTION SCHEME

A staggered approach is here proposed for the solution of the coupled fluid-solid
problem. The fluid sub-problem is solved numerically through the weakly compressible PFEM (see [2]). The solid sub-problem is analyzed using the commercial software
Abaqus/Explicit [9].
To couple the fluid and the solid domains the so-called GC method (Gravouil-Combescure)
[7] has been selected. This algorithm, originally conceived for non-overlapping structural
domains, has been recently extended to FSI problems [10]. The proposed approach splits
the kinematic solution of each subdomain into two terms: free and link. The free solution
is related to the free motion of each subdomain without considering the interaction with
each other; the link solutions introduce a correction to account for the coupling. The correction terms are computed applying boundary tractions at the fluid-solid interface that
play the role of Lagrange multipliers for the imposition of a kinematic constraint. The
GC coupling algorithm allows for different time steps in the two sub-domains. Moreover,
it allows for the use of incompatible meshes at the fluid-solid interface. This algorithm
guarantees a stable strong coupling for the staggered solution of the FSI problem. In the
present case of explicit fluid and structural solvers, the correction step consists in a small
system of decoupled equations, resulting in a fully explicit coupled solver. A detailed
description of the proposed approach can be found in [11].
5
5.1

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
1D Fluid Structure Interaction

A first validation of the present method is obtained considering the 1D example presented in [12]. An elastic column, clamped at its bottom edge, is loaded by a column
of water, as shown in Figure 1a. Due to the weight of the water, at the beginning of
the analysis the system starts to oscillate vertically, as the horizontal displacement is
constrained. The material parameters used for the water subdomain are:
• reference density ρ0,f = 1000 kg/m3 ,
3
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Figure 1: 1D Fluid Structure Interaction. (a) Geometry of the problem. (b) Vertical Displacement of
the fluid-structure interface: comparison with numerical results presented in [12]

• viscosity µf = 0 P a · s ,
• bulk modulus Kf = 2.2 · 109 P a;
while for the structural subdomain, the material parameters are:
• reference density ρs = 1500 kg/m3 ,
• Young Modulus Es = 2.3 · 105 P a,
• Poisson ratio νs = 0.4.
Figure 1 shows the evolution in time of the vertical displacement at the fluid-structure
interface. The results obtained with the present approach are compared with the ones
presented in [12], showing a good agreement, both in terms of maximum displacement and
frequency of the oscillations. It is worth noting that the structural parameters correspond
to a very soft material, with a low Young’s Modulus and density close to the fluid one.
These conditions are known to be source of numerical difficulties [13, 12]. Consequently,
despite its apparent simplicity, this example is a good test for the robustness of a FSI
solver.
5.2

Deformable wedge impacting free surface water

In this example, the proposed method is tested on the challenging case of high speed
impact of deformable structures against water at rest. The problem setting, presented in
[14], is depicted in Figure 2. An aluminum wedge, with an inclination of 10◦ , is clamped
at both its ends, where a vertical velocity of Vy,s = −30 m/s is imposed. The geometrical
and mechanical parameters of the analysis are listed in table 1. The impact at high speed
4
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௬ǡ௦

௬ǡ௦

Figure 2: Deformable wedge impacting water free surface. Geometry of the problem

against water causes the deflection of the beam and the creation of lateral water jets.
This is qualitatively shown in Figure 3, which collects some snapshots of the simulation.
For a quantitative validation, Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the beam deflection at
point B, as well as the time evolution of pressure at points A, B, and C, respectively. The
results are compared with the numerical ones obtained with the SPH method presented
in [14], and the semi-analytical solution presented in [15]. Once again, one can observe a
very satisfactory agreement of the comparisons, considering the high level of complexity
of the problem at hand.
Data
L
h
β
Vy,s

0.6 m
0.04 m
10◦
−30 m/s

Fluid
Density
1000 kg/m3
Viscosity
0.001 P a · s
Bulk Modulus 2.2 · 109 P a
Alluminium Beam
Density
2700 kg/m3
Young Modulus 67.5 GP a
Poisson ratio
0.34
Table 1: Deformable wedge impacting water free surface. Geometry and materials parameters.

5
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(c) t = 0.0003 s

(d) t = 0.0013 s

(e) t = 0.0023 s

(f) t = 0.0028 s

Figure 3: Deformable wedge impacting water free surface. Snapshots of the simulation at different time
instants. Contour plot of the pressure field in the fluid subdomain and Mises stress field in the structural
one.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In the present work a fully explicit and fully Lagrangian PFEM-FEM coupling approach has been proposed for the solution of a fluid-structure interaction problem. The
employment of a commercial software such as Abaqus/Explicit will allow to exploit all
the available features for an advanced modelling of the structural part. The coupling has
been performed through the GC domain decomposition method. This method synchronizes the independent solutions of the two subdomains, ensuring the strong coupling and
the stability of the staggered approach. A fully explicit approach with different time step
sizes and incompatible meshes at the interface has been proposed and validated. Two
numerical examples have been used to assess the potential of the proposed numerical
scheme.
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Figure 4: Deformable wedge impacting water free surface. Comparison with the analytical solution
presented in [13] and the numerical one presented in [14]. (a): Time evolution of the deflection of the
midpoint of the beam. (b)-(c)-(d) Time evolution of pressure at points A, B and C, respectively.
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Abstract. NASAs discovery mission InSight (Interior Seismic Investigations, Geodesy
and Heat Transport) scheduled for launch in 2018 will investigate the interior of Mars.
For the subsurface locomotion, DLR’s self-impelling nail nicknamed the ”Mole” needs to
hammer itself down to 5 m into the martian soil with less than 5 W of input power. A
major focus during the Mole’s development has been on simulation and analysis using
virtual prototypes. As certain aspects of the environmental conditions on Mars cannot
be recreated and tested on earth, high-fidelity coupled simulations are required to achieve
the accuracy needed. These co-simulations are composed by a multi-body based cross
domain model for the hammering device and a discrete element model for the soil. The
article focuses on the coupling strategy of both models as well solutions in terms of
communication. Furthermore efficiency improvements of the computationally expensive
DEM models will be presented. Using these approaches the detailed stroke cycle and shock
wave propagation are analyzed. Allowing to evaluate the performance under martian or
terrestrial conditions.

1

INTRODUCTION

The question for the formation of our solar system is one major driver of science.
Hence NASAs discovery mission InSight (Interior Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and
Heat Transport) [1] aims to gather knowledge about Mars’ interior structure. Therefore
DLR’s HP3 instrument (Heat Flow and Physical Properties Package) [2] measures the
internal martian heat flux in a total depth of 5 m. Thus, its locomotion system, the selfimpelling nail nicknamed the ”Mole” needs to hammer itself into the martian soil with
less than 5 W of input power.
The HP3 Mole’s development has been supported by simulations since the very beginning,
1
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as certain environmental aspects cannot be covered in terrestrial test setups. The most
precise of the models for the HP3 Mole is a coupled simulation of a multi-body based
cross domain model for the hammering device itself and a discrete element model for
the soil. Thereby the first covers the dynamics of the mechanism in several domains
within the multi-body framework using a single solver. The surrounding soil is covered
by the particle simulation framework DEMETRIA [3] based on Pasimodo [4]. As the
effects of the two main domains happen in different timescales, dedicated solvers and
communication strategies need to be applied in order to ensure proper data exchange
and numerical stability. One further important point is to speed up the computationally
expensive DEM model in order to allow for simulations usable in the limited development
time frames of low-cost planetary missions.
2

HP3 Mole for InSight

DLR’s HP3 -Mole is designed as an efficient low-velocity penetrator [2]. An impact
driven locomotion has been chosen and the Mole is equipped with an internal hammering
mechanism, periodically loaded by a DC-Motor. In order to fullfill its scientific task of
measuring thermal properties of the red planet’s interior, the Mole is equipped with three
scientific payloads: STATIL (Static Tilt Measurement Unit), TEM-A (Thermal Excitation
Measurement Active) and TEM-P (Thermal Excitation Measurement Passive), whereby
the first two are integrated into the Mole’s housing and the latter is included in the
science tether dragged behind the Mole. Fig. 1 shows the internals of the Mole, whereas
the hammering mechanism is situated in the front part and the payload compartment is
seated in the rear section.
Science Tether

Payload Cage
STATIL

Brake spring
& helical cable
Drive shaft
Cylindrical cam

Shock isolation springs
Backcap (MPC)

©

Outer Hull
(incl. TEM-A)

Hammer
Tip

Suppressor
(motor, gearbox, drive
train)

Roller

Force springs

Figure 1: Cut through the flight model generation (PFM/PFE) of the HP3 -Mole , cf.[6]

During the tensioning process, the force spring is periodically loaded due to the driveshaft roller running up on the cylindrical cam. Once the top of the cam is reached, the
hammer is released and the fully loaded force spring it towards the tip. Meanwhile the
heavier suppressor mass is accelerated towards the payload compartment. In order to
allow the Mole to work as a ”mechanical diode”, mitigation of the upwards forces takes
place by suspending the suppressor on a brake spring. This spring is thereby designed to
distribute the suppressor energy over an extended intervall of time, never exceeding the
2
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anisotropic friction forces between the soil and the outer hull surface. During impact of
the hammer on the tip, energy is transmitted to the outer hull and the Mole moves into
the soil until it is stopped by its resistive forces. Once the suppressor movement reversed
due to brake spring and gravity, it moves towards the tip and causes a second major stroke
in the same stroke cycle [3, 9, 6]. Due to several subsequent rebounds of hammer and
suppressor additional major and minor strokes are carried out. These additional strokes
mainly affect the dynamic behaviour of the Mole inside the soil [3, 9, 6].
3

MODELING

Modeling and simulation have been crucial for the development of the HP3 Mole. With
InSight being a low-cost mission, the number of physical prototypes of the Mole were
limited as well as the possibility for risky tests using them. Thus most situations have
first been evaluated using virtual prototypes in simulation. Ofttimes the simulation even
gave green lights for a risky test in advance. In order to use such simulations as a
substitute for real prototypes, high-fidelity models are needed. Therefore high-precision
soil models described in [3, 5, 6, 8] have been developed and have also been used to create
fast but still precise single point models [11, 3]. Yet precise soil models alone are not
sufficient to cover the mutual influences on the dynamics of the mechanism and the soil.
Thus an additional cross domain model based on enhanced multi-body dynamics has been
developed [3, 6]. The two major models have then been coupled in a co-simulation using
the DLR-SR framework DEMETRIA.
3.1

Cross Domain Mechanism Model

To accurately model the behavior of the mechanism several domains must be covered:
[9, 11]:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

dynamics and kinematics of mechanisms internal bodies,
tensioning and release of the force spring including the DC-motors electro-dynamics,
contact dynamics for the impact driven energy transmission,
force as well as brake spring including stiffness-contributing parts,
conditions on Earth and Mars: atmospheric conditions, temperature and gravity,
critical frictional effects,
gas flow and pressure distribution in the Mole modeled by dyn. pneumatic networks,
dynamics and influence of the spring suspended payload STATIL,
and the modular definition of outer forces (test stands, soil models incl. DEM).

Thereby one key goal is to use as little simulator coupling as possible. Extensive coupling
would cause overhead on preprocessing and is prone for numerical problems. Thus all the
different physical domains of the mechanism model have been included into the mutlibody system software Simpack. This allows for the use of a single solver and time step
size. Validation of the mechanism model is shown in [6, 3].
3
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3.2

Discrete Element Model Soil Modeling

The soil models for the most precise models of the HP3 Mole are discrete element models. DEM discretizes the simulation domain by distinct particles, generating a naturally
discontinous model of granular matter. Even though computation power heavily increased
over the course of the last years, modern computers are still not capable of modeling large
scale domains with physical grains sizes. Because of that and due to the focus on workstation computers DEMETRIA uses up-scaling of the particle size according to the tool
resolution. Further detail on the calibration-free model parametrization is given in [8].
In DEMETRIA models are divided into three different layers of scale . Regarding overall
simulation performance, the macroscopic and mesoscopic layer give the highest potential
for speed up, mostly limiting the number of particles included in the model. Thus this
article will focus on the macroscopic and mesoscopic layer, whereas the the microscopic
layer, covering grain shape, contact models etc., is described in [5, 8, 3].
On mesoscale, boundary and symmetry conditions as well as domain size are most imporsymmetry plane
tool

symmetry particle
µ=µP

+FR =0

vW
vS-

µ+R-=0
a)

b)

vS+

d)

c)

Figure 2: Basic scleronomic boundary conditions: smooth boundary a) and rough boundary b), symmetry condition c), full domain vs. symmetry, d) effects on the symmetry plane, cf. [3]

tant in order to have efficient but yet accurate simulations. The basic boundary conditions
are given as scleronomic boundaries. The most simple condition is the smooth boundary
mimicking a physical boundary, i.e. a container wall. It is composed by triangulated
surfaces possessing the friction parameters of the physical friction pairing. In most cases
the simulation domain does not need to have the full extension of the physical container
[3]. Once Ekin → 0 is met, the additional particles do not increase accuracy anymore and
the simulation domain may be shrunk. In order to cover the correct frictional behaviour
including form closure, the rough boundary (Fig. 2) has to be used if the domain size
is limited and Ekin → 0 is ensured. It consists of fixed particles possessing interparticle
friction, acting as a non moving layer of particles [3]. Symmetry is a special condition,
helping to shrink the domain even further. As the symmetry plane always has to cut the
domain through the tool, the velocity vS on the left and right hand side of the symmetry
plane yields [3]:
|∆vS | → 0 ∀ ∆vS = vS+ − vS− ; ∧ |vS+ | ∼
= |vS− |;

4
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Thus between neighboring particles right at the symmetry plane no frictional forces are
present. Hence the following assumption is valid for the frictional interface [3]:
|FR+− | = 0 → µ+−
R = 0

(2)

Symmetry can either be either plane or rotation symmetric, whereas the extreme cases
of these symmetries yield a 2D representation. For the both cases the forces and torques
acting on the tool need to be corrected. Details on the correction are given in [3].
In order to increase the performance beyond the usage of symmetry conditions, especially
for moving tools, dynamic boundaries may be applied. These boundaries are basically
moving the domain together with the tool by constantly loading and deleting particles.
The basic principle in 1D and the algorithm to be applied are shown in Fig. 3. Loading of
new particles only occurs every n simulation time steps in order to minimize the overhead
by memory latency. If particles would be loaded from hard disk rather than main memory
n has to increase significantly and loading is only viable for slow movement speeds. Hence
only main memory shall be used for loading. As in DEM the particle inventory usually
only features values of t and t−∆t the older values are stored in a special memory particle
[3]. The amount of particles to be loaded is determined by membership functions based
free particles
(F=6)

fixed particles
(F=0)

loading of initial particle
package and fixing of
particles

a)

ez

ey
ex

free initial influence
region

moved
tool

t=0

initial particle
package

b)
position of
memory particle

ez

ey
ex

deleted border
particles
n(F=0)

newly loaded
particles (boundary
condition) (F=0)

ez

ey
ex

tn > tn-1 + DtR

loading of new slices of
particles and fixing particles
dependent on
r M and r w

c)
new fixed
border
particles (F=0)

t + Dt

freed border
particles (F=6)

deletion of particles outside of
the influence region dependent
on:
rw
freeing particles inside the new
influence region dependent on:
rw

Figure 3: Basic strategy for dynamic boundaries in one dimension, cf. [3]
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Figure 4: Three dimensional dynamic boundaries with membership functions, cf. [3]

on the influence region of the tool. For full three dimensional the membership functions
are visualized in Fig. 4. If the membership function equals 1 then the particle is member
of the respective group. The Heaviside membership functions Ξinit (initial package), Ξa
 d (deletion), Ξs (fixing) and Ξl (loading) evaluate to (cf. [3]):
(activating), Ξ
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|r˙ p | = 0 ∧ |ω p | = 0 ∧ FP = 0

with rp , rw the position vector of particle and tool, FP the particles DOF and n0 the
influence region matrix.
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The macroscale is containing the description of the interaction of locomotion gear, i.e.
the Mole’s outer hull and the particles themselves. The hull is modeled as a smooth triangulated mesh featuring the friction parameters of the real hull to the regolith. The mesh is
discretized equidistantly in polar coordinates and composed by a parametric description,
allowing for automated variation of the outer shape in optimization runs. Due to the simplicity of the equation for the cylindrical part, only the vertex’ P vT = (xvT yvT zvT )
of the Mole tip in cartesian coordinates need to be computed by mathematical bending
[3]. The Mole’s hull is then composed from the tip P vT , hull P vZ and back cap P vMPC
vertices [3]:

T
T
T
P vH = P T
; P vH ∈ R3×(n+m+l) , P vT ∈ R3×n , P vZ ∈ R3×m , P vMPC ∈ R3×l
vT P vZ P vMPC

In order to model the Mole’s dynamics the co-simulation port of Pasimodo [4] is used and
the mesh is moved according to the positions received via TCP/IP.
4

CO-SIMULATION

In order to setup the co-simulation pre-existing interface of Pasimodo and Simpack
are used. For ease of application Matlab is used as moderator between the two clients
[3]. In order to have a fully automated coupling of the tools, all three are wrapped into
the DLR-SR Particle simulation framework DEMETRIA. In the following sections the
procedure of DEM-MBS coupling in DEMETRIA is explained.
4.1

Coupling of the Tools & Communication

One of the main goals of DEMETRIA is to provide automated simulation setups,
ready for variational or optimization runs. Thus DEMETRIA sets up the communication
between the different tools, by searching for free ports, blocking them. Once this is done,
the clients are started and put into a listening state as shown in Fig. 5. Upon the clients
signaling readiness, the server (Matlab) is started, causing the instantaneous start of the
coupled simulation [3]. In order to provide stable numerical behaviour, as well as to gain
best performance, each client utilizes a specialized integration scheme. The time step
size ∆t for the particle simulation is thereby chosen as the maximum stable step size for
the Newmark-β scheme. As the particle simulation has a much longer per step work
load, the step size of the MBS may be chosen below the maximum stable time step,
allowing for the observance of higher frequency results. This is especially important for
the HP3 Mole, as the impact driven energy transmission requires time steps in the range
of [10−9 , 10−7 ]s. Thus the soil force is held constant for n MBS steps until the next DEM
time step is completed. Thus the DEM time step size is also used as communication
step size in Matlab utilizing a fixed step discrete scheme. In Fig. 5 the time steps and
communication points are visualized. Once a co-simulation job is started and further
licenses are available, DEMETRIA’s job control allows for additional simulations running
in parallel [3].
7
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DEMETRIA-timestep

Figure 5: Communication time line for preprocessing and co-simulation, cf. [3]

4.2

Preparation of the Co-Simulation

In order to allow for coupled simulations of the Mole’s hammering the particle package
needs to be initialized. This is achieved by depositing the particles due to gravity. Once
a package has reached equilibrium state, it might be subject to co-simulation or further
parameter changes - the latter requiring one more relaxation run. As the Mole is a low
velocity penetrator [7], simulating the full depth progress in co-simulation is not feasible in
finite time horizons. As shown in Fig. 6 it is valid to drive the Mole’s hull rheonomically
to the depth of interest. Due to the dynamic boundaries the number of particles is held
nearly constant and the layers of locked particles preserve the overburden pressure. Once
the hull reached the final depth, the package needs to be relaxed again, as the Mole
features one hammering cycle every 3.8 s, only [3]. Thereafter the full co-simulation is
carried out for the detailed analysis of a single stroke as shown in Fig. 6. Concluding the
full process, one full co-simulation cycle takes one upt to three days of CPU time.
Generate initial
particle package
(one time)

Particle
package

Simulation
parameters

Rheonomic Mole DEM simulation at
maximal expected
penetration velocity

Relaxed particle
package with
Mole at certain
depth

Relaxation of
particle package
including Mole
Particle
package with
Mole at certain
depth

Mole - DEM
simulation

Mole - MBS
simulation

Results

communication

Figure 6: Preparation and procedure of the co-simulation, cf. [3] and [6]

5

ANALYSIS & RESULTS

The co-simulation method developed above has been used intensively to analyze and
improve the Mole. The following sections will give a short overview on the results that
have been gathered using the simulations. Details on the analysis are given in [6, 9, 3, 11].
8
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5.1

Validation & Verification

The evaluation of the simulations accuracy has been carried out in a three staged
process: at first the mechanism model has been validated using different Moles on a health
check test stand comparing the Moles transient motion on the teststand, second the soil
model has been checked against penetrometer and bevameter measurements comparing
stresses and last the full co-simulation has been validated. This full system validation
was done with simple and deep penetration tests using flight-like Moles. Thereby the
penetration performance, the timing of effects as well as high-speed camera data and
x-ray videos have been used. The final evaluation showed less than 16% of error for
penetration depth of the complex coupled simulation, whereas low errors in literature
range about 30-50%. Details on the validation process can be found in [6, 3].
5.2

Variation of the Outer Shape

Using the HP3 Mole co-simulation it is possible to conduct analysis of the mutual influence between soil and mechanism dynamics. Such analysis are not possible using the real
prototype and hence the simulation enhances the understanding and development of the
mechanism extensively. An example application of the Mole co-simulation is the analysis
of the influence of tip geometry on the locomotion performance [9]. As shown in Fig. 7
(left) the shape mainly influences the direction of soil displacement and thus of the propagated wave. Comparisons of the resistive forces of different tips show, that neglecting
friction sharper tips gain better performance. Thus a compromise of tip resistance, frictional forces and tip size have to be taken into account for the development. Furthermore
the simulations show, that for non-conical tip shapes, quasi static resistance may differ
significantly from dynamic resistance during hammering. Thus a final comparison using a
full co-simulation is essential. Fig. 7 (right) shows the resultant penetration depths over
Penetration performance for one stroke cycle (PFM)

0.5
mm
0
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Blunt
25°
40°
60°

−0.5
−1

δz

−1.5
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−4.5
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t

Figure 7: Wave propagation through the soil 2-7 ms for different tip shapes of the HP3 Mole (left) and
the corresponding penetration depth (right), cf. [3], [9]
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one stroke cycle [3]. For conicial tips it is obvious, that the more radial displacement of
the soil visible in Fig. 7 (left) allows for higher penetration depth and less elastic rebound
due to reflow waves in the soil. Regarding the reflow waves, more radial reflow causes
less rebound but higher normal forces on the cylindrical part of the hull and thus higher
friction, lowering possible rebound even further.
When non-conical tips are taken into account the actual non-linear shape greatly influences the performance. Comparing the PFM (Protoflight Mole) and Blunt (bullet shape)
tip, it is obvious, that the PFM tip outperforms the equally long Blunt tip. They perform
similar up to the end of the first stroke, but the Blunt tip then causes higher rebound
due to less radial soil displacement. Compared to the conical tips, the PFM tip also
outperforms a 40◦ tip while having the length of a shorter 50◦ tip. Further analysis for
the variation of the outer shape can be found in [9, 3].
5.3

Shock Wave Propagation caused by the Mole - Earth vs. Mars

Shock wave propagation and the shape of the velocity field inside the soil is fairly
important for the Mole’s locomotion. Propagating waves mostly into vertical direction
rather than radially, would cause compaction in front of the Mole’s tip and thus the mechanism would increase compaction along the way, impeding its own movement. Regarding
the previous sections results, a sharper tip would be most beneficial, keeping in mind
the higher drag due to frictional forces. In planetary exploration mass and space budget
is limited and thus an experience based trade of between tip length and resistance led
to the non-linear shape of the PFM-tip implemented in the flight model. For the Mole
development, both martian and terrestrial environment have to be taken into account in
simulation in order to extrapolate the terrestrial tests to Mars. Fig. 8 shows the velocity
profile of the particles for the Mole with the PFM-tip on Earth and on Mars. Comparing
the two different environments, more particles are influenced at higher velocities on Mars,
which is especially visible in front of the tip. This difference is caused by the lower gravity
of g = 3.69 m/s2 , as it decreases bulk density with a lower coordination number of the
package, which again lead to decreased overburden pressure and thus lower shear strength.
The different behaviour at the Mole back cap can also be explained by this effect: Due
to lower gravity the particles on top of the Mole experience lower accelerations due to
gravity and overburden pressure and thus show lower velocities while closing the cavity
towards the Mole. The maximum penetration depth on Mars in 1 m of depth is about
2.8 mm per stroke cycle given the HP3 reference simulant. Further results and detailed
analysis of the mechanisms stroke cycle can be found in [6, 9, 3, 11].
6

CONCLUSIONS

In this article a method to model the complex behaviour of the HP3 Mole using coupled
mixed domain models has been proposed. As a special focus methods to improve the
performance of the computationally expensive DEM simulations of the soil have been
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Figure 8: Wave propagation through the soil 2,3,4,6 and 7 ms after the first stroke of the HP3 Mole’s
hammering cycle on Earth, cf. [3], [9] and [6]

given, while maintaining sufficiently high accuracy for critical applications in planetary
exploration missions. These improvements were mainly implemented in the mesoscopic
layer of the modeling, e.g. by introduction of dynamic boundaries. Furthermore the cosimulation approach using the DLR-SR framework DEMETRIA, focusing on automated
simulation cycles has been introduced. Therefore special issues in terms of communication
have been discussed. Some of the applications that arose during the development of the
HP3 Mole’s flight hardware have been shown and range from in depth analysis of the stroke
cycle and soil wave propagation to optimization and applications in planetary science.
A major limitation of the models is the needed runtime of 1 up to 3 days per stroke cycle
and depth. Thus the results and knowledge gathered are used to develop simpler and
faster models to allow for mechanism optimization and short term reactions on possible
investigations required during the mission after landing on Mars in 2018.
In future work the model will be applied to further research on performance optimization
of hammering mechanisms for future missions. The models and their simpler derivatives
will be used to analyze the mechanical soil properties of martian regolith in-situ after
landing in Elysium Planitia.
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Abstract. Contact problems among viscoelastic materials in the multibody system is one of
the challenging topics in science and many engineering applications. We have developed an
effective simulation method of combining QDEM (Quadruple Discrete Element Method) for
the deformation analysis of structures with the DEM for the collisions among structures.
However, it is still difficult to reproduce surface topography of structures because particles
only set on four nodes of tetrahedrons in our current method. In this paper, QDEMSM
(QDEM with Surface Modeling) is newly developed. Point-polygon collisions and line-line
collisions are effectively coupled with QDEM. Our improved method was validated by
several simulation results; domino simulations using the 40 pieces of shogi (= Japanese chess)
were successfully carried out. It was also found the friction forces acted on the surface
critically effected on the propagation speeds of contact forces. In parallel computing, by
applying the space-filling curve to decomposition of the computational domain, we make it
possible to contain the same number of nodes in each decomposed domain. Our parallel
simulation code achieves a good weak scalability on the TSUBAME2.5 supercomputer.
1

INTRODUCTION

It is crucial there to realize large-scale viscoelastic multi-body simulations in many fields
(e.g. civil engineering, geoscience, and chemical engineering). Particle-based methods are
promising approaches, however, it is still challenging because of the difficulties on several
numerical problems; combining the deformation analysis of each structure with the contact
analysis among contacting structures is not easy; surface topography of structures should be
represented with a sufficiently accurate because friction forces acted on the surfaces are
dominant in contact problems; three-dimensional simulations are essential in practical
problems; parallel computing on memory-distributed systems is indispensable to realize
realistic simulations. For all these reasons, there are few studies on large-scale 3-dimensional
viscoelastic multi-body simulations in previous studies.
In this study, we present an effective method of large-scale 3-dimensional viscoelastic
multi-body simulations using Quadruple Discrete Element Method (QDEM) [1] on
supercomputers. QDEM, which is an explicit particle-based method for viscoelastic
deformable materials originally designed to be compatible with the memory-distributed
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system, enables easy implementation on supercomputers. The concept of QDEM is
straightforward compared with finite-element approaches because QDEM requires only an
inter-particle relationship among four particles which consist a quadruple discrete element
(for details, see reference [1]). Despite its simplicity, it is known that QDEM has the same
numerical accuracy as explicit FEM using primary element [2].
In our previous work, we had developed a simulation method of combining QDEM for
deformation analysis of structures with the DEM for collisions among structures for largescale viscoelastic multi-body problems, which brought a certain level of successful results [3].
However, in our current method, it is difficult to reproduce surface topography of structures
because particles only set on four nodes of tetrahedrons. Introduction of an envelope curve by
particle-overlapping technique is one approach, but is not compatible with QDEM algorithm.
On the contrary, it is reasonable to introduce the collision among triangles (=polygons) of
tetrahedrons. However, methodology of it has not been established.
For this purpose, an effective method of QDEMSM (QDEM with Surface Modeling) is
newly developed in this paper. We also demonstrate several simulations for practical
viscoelastic multi-body problems.
2 A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF QDEM
QDEM is based on a particle concept; a tetrahedron is defined as a representation of the
interacting part of four particles (=quadruple discrete element). An inter-particle relationship
among neighboring four particles is derived from two rheology models of isotropic elastic
solid and viscos fluid. A schematic-view of QDEM and its mathematical formulas are shown
at a glance in Figure.1. Note that particle motions are updated by the explicit Verlet time
integration scheme [4] in this paper. For details, see reference [1, 2].

Figure 1 : A schematic-view of QDEM and mathematical formulas in QDEM algorithm.

3

SURFACE MODELING WITH QDEM

There exist the six kinds of possible collisions among the triangles of tetrahedrons. It is
idealistic to compute all the six types of collisions. However, it is difficult because of both the
high computational costs and lack of methodology. By taking account of real physical
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phenomena, (c) and (d) are considered to be dominant in all the possible collisions. Therefore,
in this paper, we experimentally introduce calculations of (c) and (d) as the first step toward
realistic viscoelastic multi-body simulations.

Figure 2 : Six kinds of possible collisions among the triangles(=polygons) of tetrahedrons.

Figure 3 : A four-step procedure to compute point-polygon collisions.

3.1 Point-Polygon Collision
Figure.3 shows a four-step procedure for point-polygon collisions among the triangular
surfaces of different tetrahedrons.
First, we calculate the closest point 𝐶𝐶 on a triangle from a point 𝐴𝐴 as follows:
(1)

𝐶𝐶 = 𝐴𝐴 − 𝑛𝑛(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ∙ 𝑛𝑛)

Here, 𝑃𝑃 is an arbitrary point on the triangle, 𝑛𝑛 is the normal vector of the triangle, 𝐴𝐴 is the
center position of a particle, respectively. The geometric relationship is depicted in STEP1.
Second, we judge whether the point 𝐶𝐶 is inside the triangle. The point 𝐶𝐶 can be represented
in two ways as follows:
(2)
𝐶𝐶 = 𝑉𝑉 + 𝑢𝑢 ∗ 𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉 + 𝑣𝑣 ∗ 𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉
,

, 0

, 2

(3)
𝐶𝐶 = 𝐴𝐴 + 𝑡𝑡 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
Here, 𝑡𝑡, 𝑢𝑢, and 𝑣𝑣 is scalar parameters as shown in STEP2. A 3×3 system of simultaneous
equations is obtained by (2) and (3) as follows:
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𝑢𝑢 ∗ 𝑉𝑉, 𝑉𝑉0 + 𝑣𝑣 ∗ 𝑉𝑉, 𝑉𝑉2 − 𝑡𝑡 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝐴𝐴 − 𝑉𝑉,

(4)

The solution of (4) is obtained by using Cramer’s Rule. In case of 𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣 fulfills 𝑢𝑢 ≥ 0, 𝑣𝑣 ≥
0, 𝑢𝑢 + 𝑣𝑣 ≤ 1, the point 𝐶𝐶 is on the triangle. In this case, we assume a virtual particle set on the
point 𝐶𝐶 and calculate a contact force between two particles by DEM as depicted in STEP3.
Finally, the contact force 𝐹𝐹 is divided into each point of the triangle as shown in STEP4.
Here, 𝐴𝐴, , 𝐴𝐴0 , and 𝐴𝐴2 are the area of 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0 𝑉𝑉2 , the area of 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 𝑉𝑉, , and the area 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶, 𝑉𝑉0
respectively. For the simplicity, the divided forces 𝐹𝐹, , 𝐹𝐹0 , and 𝐹𝐹2 are simply calculated as
follows in this paper.
𝐴𝐴,
𝐴𝐴0
𝐴𝐴2
(5)
𝐹𝐹, =
𝐹𝐹, 𝐹𝐹0 =
𝐹𝐹, 𝐹𝐹2 =
𝐹𝐹 (𝐴𝐴 = 𝐴𝐴, + 𝐴𝐴0 + 𝐴𝐴2 )
𝐴𝐴
𝐴𝐴
𝐴𝐴
3.2 Line-Line Collision

The closest points between two lines are obtained by the four-step procedure as shown in
Figure.4. In case that 𝑑𝑑0 ≥ 0 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑑𝑑0 ≤ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑑𝑑2 ≥ 0 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑑𝑑2 ≤ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 , two lines intersect

each other. Thereafter, we compare 𝑝𝑝0 𝑝𝑝2 with the interaction range of DEM calculations.
In case the collision is detected, virtual particles are set on the closest points of each line, then
the contact forces are calculated by using DEM. For the simplicity, the contact force for
normal direction is only considered in case of line-line collisions in this paper.

Figure 4 : A four-step procedure to compute the closest points between two lines.

4

IMPLEMENTATION

An effective implementation for the computation of QDEM with Surface Modeling on
parallel environments is presented by taking account of the locality of QDEM algorithm;
QDEM requires only an inter-particle relationship among neighboring four particles
(quadruple discrete element) even though structures are represented by groups of particles.
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Figure 5 : An schematic view of effective neighbor tetrahedron search (upper) and an illustration of
collisions among structures (lower).

4.1 Multithread Computing of QDEM
As well as accelerators, such as GPU or MIC, even scalar-type computers have multiple
processing cores on a single chip. Therefore, fine-grain parallelization and multithread
programming are required to obtain high performance. In multithread computing of QDEM,
the dependent variables of a node (e.g. position, velocity) are defined for each particle. On the
other hand, the dependent variables of a quadruple discrete element (e.g. the stress, the fournode connectivity) are defined for each tetrahedron. In the thread assignment for multi-cores,
one thread computes one particle in case of point-polygon collision calculations, and likewise
one thread computes one tetrahedron in case of line-line collision calculations.
4.2 Neighbor-Tetrahedron List
The (a) in Figure.5 depicts an imaginary case that all the tetrahedrons (all the triangles in
2D case) are scattered in a computational domain. As with general particle-based simulations,
it is inefficient to compute collisions among all the tetrahedrons. Neighbor-tetrahedron lists
are used to reduce the computational cost from 𝛰𝛰 N 2 to 𝑂𝑂(N) to find the tetrahedrons in the
neighboring cells. A linked-list technique [5] is coupled with neighbor-tetrahedron lists; each
5
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tetrahedron has a memory pointer referring to the next tetrahedron in the same cell. By using
chain access of the linked-list, it becomes possible to drastically reduce the memory usage.
In realistic situations, some tetrahedrons are connected to form structures as depicted in the
lower column in Figure.5. Even in such cases, the deformation analysis by QDEM is carried
out separately in each tetrahedron. Therefore, it is possible to reduce the amount of collision
calculations by registering only tetrahedrons which consist the surface of structures. In preprocessing, we divide tetrahedrons into two groups: surface tetrahedrons and inner
tetrahedrons. In every time step during the simulation, we register only surface tetrahedrons to
the cells as in (b) in Figure.5. Thereafter, we compute point-polygon collisions as shown in
(c), followed by line-line collisions.
A constraint is imposed on 𝐿𝐿HIJJ , the length of a cell of the neighbor-tetrahedron lists,
making it larger than the maximum interaction-range of collisions among tetrahedrons;
namely:
M
(6)
𝐿𝐿HIJJ ≥ 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚MN,,0,2…PQRQ 𝐷𝐷STU
+ 𝐷𝐷VWX ,

Here, 𝑁𝑁ZIZ is the number of tetrahedrons in the whole computational domain, 𝐷𝐷VWX is a
M
delimeter of a particle set on the surface. 𝐷𝐷STU
is the delimeter of a sphere which is large
enough to be able to contain i-th tetrahedron.
M
There exist several ways to determine 𝐷𝐷STU
; applying the circurmspheres of tetrahedrons is
one approach, but it is often too large. In case that tetrahedrons are registered to the cells by
M
their center positions, 𝐷𝐷STU
can be obtained by:
M
𝐷𝐷STU
= 2.0 ∗ max(𝑑𝑑0M , 𝑑𝑑2M , 𝑑𝑑_M , 𝑑𝑑 M̀ )
Here, 𝑑𝑑aM is a distance between 𝑗𝑗Zc vertex and center of 𝑖𝑖 Zc tetrahedron (j=1,2,3,4,).

(7)

4.3 Parallel Computing on the Memory-distributed System
An entire computational domain is decomposed into several sub-domains and the
processing unit is assigned to each compute tetrahedrons in the sub-domain. Because of a
layer that has the same size as 𝐿𝐿HIJJ must be copied to the neighboring sub-domains, we pack
both the nodes and the tetrahedrons in halo area to a buffer and exchange them by MPI
communications [6].
In this paper, we apply the space-filling curve to decomposition of the computational
domain because the locality of space-filling curves is compatible with the QDEM algorithm.
The computational load of each decomposed domain is dynamically balanced by domain redecomposition techniques. For details of dynamic domain decomposition using space-filling
curves, see reference [7]. Note that our parallel simulation code achieves a weak scalability
with 5120 cores on the TSUBAME2.5 supercomputer [8].
4.4 Numerical Experiments
Figure.6 shows a breakdown of the time required for a static analysis including 27 cubes
with 33,507 particles and 165,888 tetrahedrons. Each cube has 1,241 nodes (386 for surface
nodes) and 6,144 tetrahedrons (2,028 for surface tetrahedrons). The benchmark test was
carried out using two sockets of the Intel CPU Xeon X5670 (Uestmere-EP) 2.93 GHz 6-core.
6
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For the sake of simplicity, point-polygon collisions were only introduced. We measured three
computational cases: (A) all the tetrahedrons, (B) only surface tetrahedrons, (C) skipping the
calculation of non-surface triangles on surface tetrahedrons. The result clearly shows that our
method makes it possible to drastically reduce the computational costs.

Figure 6 : Breakdown of the time required for a static analysis of 165,888 tetrahedrons.

5

APPLICATION TO A PRACTICAL PROBLEM

We demonstrate domino simulations using shogi pieces (= the pieces of Japanese chess).
Unlike the ordinary domino pieces, the shapes of shogi pieces are not rectangular. A single
player has 8 kinds of pieces (one king, one rook, one bishop, two gold generals, two silver
generals, two knights, two lances, and nine pawns); we have 20 pieces in total for each player.
The shapes of these 20 pieces are same, but the scale is different each other. Input physical
parameters of our shogi simulations are listed in Table.1.
Figure.7 shows snapshots of a shogi simulation of two rooks in case of different kinetic
friction coefficients: µ = 0.1 (right), µ = 0.5 (center), and the overlap view of both cases (left).
It is cleared that difference of friction forces delayed the propagation speeds of contact forces.
Figure.8 shows snapshots of a shogi simulation of one king and two pawns. It was found that
our method could reproduce the effect of eccentric collisions in real problem. Figure.9 shows
snapshots of a shogi simulation of all the forty shogi pieces. A snapshot of stress analysis is
shown in the lower-left in Figure.9. Figure.10. shows a snapshot of shogi simulations of all
the forty pieces in different kinetic friction coefficients: µ = 0.1 (red), µ = 0.5 (yellow). As
shown in the two-shogi simulation in Figure.7, it was found that the difference of friction
forces delayed the propagation speeds of contact forces.
7
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Table 1 : A numerical condition for domino simulations using shogi pieces.
Initial parameters
Radius of particle [m]
Density [kg/m3]
Poisson’s ratio
Young's modulus
Viscosity coefficient
Kinetic friction coefficient (piece)
Kinetic friction coefficient (wall)
Gravity [m/s2]
Number of points / (piece)
Number of tetrahedrons / (piece)
Time step size [s]

Values
0.04
700
0.4
5.0e+8
2.5e+5
0.1
0.5
9.80665
797
2,566
6.4e-6

Figure 7 : A domino simulation of two rooks in case of different kinetic friction coefficient.

Figure 8 : A domino simulation of one king and two pawns.

6

CONCLUSIONS

An implementation method for effective computations of QDEMSM (QDEM with Surface
Modeling) on parallel computing environments is presented.
Our proposal method was validated by several simulation results; domino simulations using
the 40 pieces of shogi (= Japanese chess) were successfully carried out. It was also found the
friction forces acted on the surface critically effected on the propagation speeds of contact
forces.
In parallel computing, by applying the space-filling curve to decomposition of the
computational domain, we make it possible to contain the same number of nodes in each
decomposed domain. Our parallel simulation code achieves a good weak scalability on the
TSUBAME2.5 supercomputer.
8
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Figure 9 : A domino simulation of all the forty shogi pieces.

Figure 10 : A snapshot of shogi simulations of all the forty pieces in case of different kinetic friction
coefficients: µ = 0.1 (red), µ = 0.5 (yellow).

9
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Abstract. The objective of this contribution is to predict the combustion of wood pellets
in an domestic oven by the Extended Discrete Element Method (XDEM). It poses insofar
a challenge as various physical processes such as combustion in conjunction with dynamic
motion of pellets all emerged in a gas phase. In order to allow describing the complex
interaction between the above-mentioned processes, a coupled Euler-Lagrange approach
was chosen. The pellets are treated as discrete cylindrical elements of which the dynamics
are tracked with the classical Discrete-Element-Method. It is extended by the thermodynamic state for each pellet to predict both temperature and species distribution inside
a pellet during combustion, and thus, allows tracking the reaction progress. Thermal
conversion of pellets includes heating, drying, pyrolysis and char combustion. Feeding of
particles is taken into account by batches as applied under industry-like operation. The
flow of combustion air with its temperature and species distribution is predicted by classical CFD approaches. The pellets interact with the surrounding gas phase via heat, mass
and momentum transfer which is taken into account by relevant empirical correlations.
Pellets form a packed bed at the bottom of an cylindrical enclosure through which
combustion air is provided. While streaming through the void space between the pellets,
intensive heat and mass transfer takes place. Combustion air provide necessary oxygen
for combustion while hot pellets transfer heat to the air and thus heating it up. Pellets
shrink according to the reaction progress and thus initiate motion of the packed bed. It
is also amplified by the batch-wise feeding of pellets matching the given mass flow e.g.
combustion rate that introduces significant temporal variations of the entire process. The
following figure depicts both surface temperature of pellets and gas velocity.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Contrary to continuum models an alternative approach considers the solid phase as
discrete, while the flow of liquids or gases is treated as a continuum phase in the void
space between the particles, and therefore, is labelled the Combined Continuum and
Discrete Model (CCDM) [1, 2, 3, 4]. Due to a discrete description of the solid phase,
constitutive relations are omitted, and therefore, leads to a better understanding of the
fundamentals. This was also concluded by Zhu et al. [5] and Zhu et al. [6] during a
review on particulate flows modelled with the CCDM approach. Based on this approach
Sheng et al. [7] investigated into the micro-scale heat transfer of packed beds and microfibrous entrapped catalysts and concluded that the thermal resistance of the contact points
account for more than 90 % of the total resistance. Similarly, Kon et al. [8] modelled the
liquid flow in the lower part of a blast furnace by the MPS method. CCDM has seen a
mayor development in last two decades and describes motion of the solid phase by the
Discrete Element Method (DEM) on an individual particle scale and the remaining phases
are treated by the Navier-Stokes equations.
However, current CCDM approaches should be extended to a truly multi-phase flow
behaviour as opposed to the Volume-of-Fluid method and the multi-phase mixture model
[9]. Furthermore, particle shapes other than spherical geometries have to be taken into
account to meet engineering needs according to Zhu et al. [5] and Zhu et al. [6]. This
efforts should ideally be complemented by poly-disperse particle systems as employed by
Peters and Dziugys [10]. All these efforts should contribute to a general link between
continuum and discrete approaches so that results are quantified for process modelling.
2

NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE

A novel technique referred to as Extended Discrete Element Method (XDEM) [11] has
emerged only recently that offers a significant advancement for multi-physics applications.
It is based on a coupled discrete and continuous i.e. Lagrange-Euler simulation concept.
XDEM treats the solid phase representing the particles and the fluid phase or a structure as two distinguished entities that are coupled through heat, mass and momentum
transfer. An outstanding feature of the numerical concept is that each particle in addition to its position and orientation in time and space is described by its thermodynamic
state e.g. temperature and reaction progress. The thermodynamic state is described by
one-dimensional and transient differential conservation equations for mass, energy and
momentum for each individual particle and thus, characterizes the overall behaviour of
the reactor as the sum of all particle processes. Predicted results for all individual particles allow a detailed analysis of the reaction process. Through predicting position and
orientation of all particles their arrangement in space is known that determines the 3dimensional distribution of void space between the particles. This essentially represents
a porous structure through which the fluid e.g. liquid or gas streams. The fluid is in
contact with the surface of the particles and determines heat and mass exchange between
2
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the particles surface and the fluid i.e. temperature and composition in the vicinity of the
particle. In order to predict flow through the interstitial space a classical CFD approach
is preferred for which the software framework of OpenFoam is employed. Its library offers
a large selection of solves for different applications and allows as an open-source software
a tailored development of solvers suiting the needs of the above-mentioned applications.
Hence, the proposed methodology provides a high degree of resolution ranging from scales
within a particle to the continuum phase as global dimensions and offers superior features
as compared to traditional and pure continuum mechanics approaches. The latter does
not include detailed information on a particulate scale that has to be compensated for by
empirical correlations such as distribution of void space in a packed or moving bed. For
a more detailed description the reader is referred to Peters et al. [12, 13, 14].
3

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Fig.1 illustrates the mass fraction of volatile matter during conversion of wood particles
in the stove. At the beginning of simulation due to solely drying processes, only water
vapour is produced and transferred to the gas phase. This procedure continues until the
total amount of water is evaporated which takes around 40 s. Afterwards the thermal
devolatilisation of wood commences and gas volatiles of CO2 , CO, CH4 , H2 O and H2
are delivered and transferred to the gas phase. This process lasts until 120 s. In this
moment the pyrolysis is terminated and the gasification as well as combustion processes
are started. The gas compositions released by the wood are mixed with the oxygen and
combusted above the bed in the chamber. These exothermic reactions generate required
energy at the end of pyrolysis leading to char gasification. In addition, the oxygen can go
through the pores of particles leading to char combustion at high temperature. However,
due to mass transfer of the volatiles and lack of CO2 and H2 O at the end of pyrolysis,
the gasification occurs due to reaction with released CO2 by char combustion. Since
during pyrolysis the produced volatiles prevent the oxygen to enter the particle, the char
combustion takes place after pyrolysis. Furthermore, it is shown in fig.2 the behaviour
of solid materials during conversion process. At the beginning, wood appears as a sole
solid material while drying is taking place. When the pyrolysis commences, the wood
is depleted and it is converted partly to the solid char. This procedure continues until
around 120 s where the wood is totally consumed and the produced char matter start to be
gasified and combusted. Also fig.3 represents the behaviour of liquids during conversion
of wood particles in the oven. While the water content of particles are vaporized during
drying, and subsequently with onset of pyrolysis, tar is formed by wood devolatilisation.
The produced tar is transferred to the gas phase and is combusted with oxygen above the
bed leading to generation of carbon monoxide and hydrogen inside the oven. Additionally,
fig.4 shows the temperature distribution of particles and gas phase at 250 s. It represents
the centre slice inside the chamber showing the gas temperature and the cylinders are
solid particles with their surface temperature. The high temperature of particles is due to
char combustion leading to generate a vast amount of energy. In the gas phase, the high
3
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temperature region above the bed represents the flame generated due to the combustion of
volatiles. which is due to the reactions between the volatiles and injected oxygen through
the secondary air inlet.
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Figure 1: Mass fraction of released gas compositions of the bed
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Figure 2: Wood consumption and char formation of the bed
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Figure 3: Water content consumption and tar formation of the bed

Figure 4: Temperature distribution of particles and gas flow at t=250s
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4

CONCLUSIONS

The current contribution describes the Extended Discrete Element Method (XDEM)
that is applied to thermal conversion of packed beds as often encountered in process engineering. The methodology relies on a Lagrange-Eulerian approach that couples effectively
the particulate phase with a gas streaming through the void space of a packed bed reactor.
The particle processes of the packed bed are described by the solution of one-dimensional
and transient differential conservation equations for mass and energy. This set of equation
is solved individually for each particle of the packed bed by fast and efficient algorithms.
Thus, the thermodynamic state of each particle is determined taking into account space
and time-dependent boundary conditions prevailing within the reactor such as heat and
mass transfer between the particle surface and the surrounding gas phase. The latter
is described by solving the conservation equations of classical Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Hence, the numerical concept provide results over a large range of length
scales ranging from inner particles processes to the global dimensions of the reactor. The
presented approach deals with particle shapes of different sizes and takes heat and mass
transfer between the particles surface and the surrounding gas phase into account that distinguishes the presented concept from current approaches. Thus, physics are described to
a fine degree that allows an in-depth analysis of obtained results. It unveils the underlying
physics of the processes involved and as a computer-aided tool contributes significantly
to an improved design and operating conditions.
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Abstract. Wire bonding is an unavoidable step in automotive industry. Multi-strand
aluminum cables are used as battery cables integrated in a contact system in automobiles.
Ultrasonic welding (USW) of metals is a joining technique as a combination of applying
pressure and frictional vibrations within the range of ultrasonic frequencies. In automotive
industry, ultrasonic welding is often used for wired connections.
The present work investigates the USW of a bundle of wires and focuses on the influence
of some of the ultrasonic welding parameters, such as applied pressure on the wire bundle
and vibrational amplitude of the sonotrode, on the temperature rise at the interfaces of
each two strands in contact. Microsections obtained during experimental investigations
show the softening of aluminum strands at some bonding parts within the wire bundle [1].
This phenomenon can be an interpretation of a local temperature rise close to the melting
point of aluminum. The obvious difference in microsections from different weld samples
was a motivation for this study to further investigate the thermomechanical aspects of the
problem by use of finite element simulations. The represented model is a simplification
of the real case and is intended to investigate the temperature rise between strands in
connection during ultrasonic welding process.

1

INTRODUCTION

Wire bonding is an unavoidable production step in electronics as well as automotive
industry. It is used for the connection of different electronic components and electrical
centers in automobiles. Multi-strand aluminum cables are used as battery harnesses
inside cars. As an alternative for crimping technology in wire bonding, ultrasonic welding
1
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is applied, which is counted as a rapid manufacturing process in order to create solid state
joints between same or different materials at low temperature and low energy consumption
compared to other common welding processes, such as oxy-fuel welding and arc welding.
In the process of ultrasonic welding extreme thermal loading of mating parts is not applied
as in many common welding processes. A combined effect of frictional and plastic heat
fluxes and heat dissipations is a source for temperature rise in USW bonding mechanism in
general. Based on this combined mechanism and at a specific point, freshly exposed metal
surfaces will achieve a metallurgical bonding due to close atomic proximity [2]. De Vries
[3] and Elangovan et al. [4], analytically computed the heat generation by friction and
plastic deformation separately rather than considering the dynamic thermomechanical
process .An ultrasonic welding machine consists of diverse parts, such as a pneumatic
cylinder, a piezoelectric converter, a booster and a sonotrode. During ultrasonic welding,
pressure is applied on the mating parts via the sonotrode, which also vibrates on top of
the parts with an ultrasonic frequency of 20kHz and higher in a subsequent step. The
duration of the whole process varies from some milliseconds up to a few seconds depending
on the material and the dimension of the mating parts. Despite of the simplicity of the
USW process, choosing the right parameters for the process in order to obtain a good
quality and long lasting bond is a comlicated task, which has been under investigations
for decades. In this study microscopic observations are conducted to investigate the
interfacial joining of thin aluminum strands in so-called multi-strand single core cables.
Obseravtions of the microsections of different weld samples show softening of aluminum
at some bonding parts, which can be an interpretation of a local temperature rise near
the melting point of aluminum. This study focuses on the infleuence of two welding
parameters, namely sonotrode pressure and amplitude of the sonotrode vibrations, on the
temperature distribution between adjoining thin strands during ultrasonic welding by use
of finite element (FE) simulations.
2

THERMOMECHANICAL MODEL

A coupled thermomechanical analysis of a FE model is performed in this study. One
simplified configuration of the real case is presented, as the numerical simulation of the real
model with the real number of strands is extremely elaborative regarding computational
time and convergence of the results. The presented model consists of 6 strands as shown
in Fig. 1 and is constructed using 3D stress solid elements inside Abaqus as a FE software.
Machine parts, such as anvil, sonotrode and side holders, are modeled as rigid bodies and
their thermal gradients are not taken into consideration in this study. The sonotrode is a
part in every ultrasonic welding assembly, which compresses the parts to be welded mostly
from the top and vibrates with frequencies in the ultrasonic range (equal to 20 kHz for the
case of this study) in a following step. Three successive steps are defined for the FE model.
The first step, which represents the applied pressure of the sonotrode is limited to 10 ms.
The following step describes the vibrations of the sonotrode on the top strand and lasts
200 ms. These vibrations are applied through sonotrode along the strands length. A final
2
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D

anvil

D = 0.43 mm

Figure 1: An arrangement of 6 strands

step of cooling down, in which the sonotrode moves upward follows the process and lasts
80 ms. The compression of the mating parts through sonotrode pressure is recalculated
in displacement and is applied inside the models for three different pressures, in order
to investigate the influence of sonotrode pressure on the temperature rise at the strand
interfaces. A downward displacement of 0.46 mm corresponds to a pressure of 1.2 bar as
obtained from experiments, which is then calculated for the mentioned number of strands
in the FE model. This displacement is applied through a polynomial function on the
sonotrode, which is in contact to the top surface of the uppermost strand. Experiments
show that the temperature rise happens largely during the second step in USW, where
the vibrations are applied on the parts. To investigate this statement, three different
vibration amplitudes of the sonotrode are considered, which are implemented through a
sinusoidal excitation of the sonotrode with a circular frequency of 125664 cycles/seconds.
A summary of the parameter study is given in Table 1. The FE model contains 55554
linear hexahedral elements of type coupled temperature-displacement.
Table 1: Defined parameters for different models

Model
Reference model
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4

2.1

Pressure in bar Vibration amplitude in µm
1.2
6
1.5
6
1.0
6
1.2
7
1.2
8

Theoretical approach

In the mentioned process of ultrasonic wire bonding, heat is generated due to frictional
sliding of the sonotrode on the top strand(s) combined with the large plastic deformations
of soft thin aluminum strands. In the presented model the generated heat is distributed to
the lower strands through thermal conductivity. Transmission of heat through convection
and radiation is not considered in this study. If qf is considered as the heat flux density
3
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generated by frictional vibrations and qc is the heat flux density due to conduction, then
the heat flux densities going out the two sides of the surface in contact, q1 and q2 are
given as [5]
q1 = qc − qf ,

q2 = −qc − qf ,

(1)

where qf is calculated as
qf = η µ τ ṡ .

(2)

Herein, η represents the fraction of the dissipated energy caused by friction which is
converted to heat and is considered as 1.0 (100 %). The converted heat is distributed
equally and instantaneously to the surfaces in contact. µ is the coefficient of friction, τ
is the contact stress and ṡ is the slip rate between the two surfaces. The contact stress
is dependent on the temperatures on either side of the interface as well as the contact
pressure p. The conductive heat flux density qc , across the contact surfaces in eq. (1) is
given as
qc = k(h, θ̄, p) (θ1 − θ2 ),

(3)

where k is the heat transfer coefficient and is considered to be a function of the average
temperature at the contact point θ̄, the contact pressure p and the overclosure or gap
conductance h. θ1 and θ2 are the temperatures at the contact surfaces. The portion
of the heat generated by plastic straining of the material is calculated, as the material
properties of the proposed aluminum alloy are considered to be temperature dependent.
To represent the coupled thermomechanical behavior of the model, the Johnson-Cook
plasticity model is applied, in which ǫpeq is the equivalent plastic strain and ǫ̇/ǫ̇0 is the
dimensionless term for the effects of strain rate in the constitutive model. The yield
stress in this model is obtained as
ǫ̇
σy = [A + B(ǫpeq )N ][1 + C ln ][1 − (θH )M ] .
ǫ̇0

(4)

Here, ǫ̇0 is a reference strain rate and θH is given as
θH =

θ − θ0
,
θM − θ0

(5)

in which θ0 and θM represent reference temperature and melting temperature, respectively.
The six material constants of the Johnson-Cook model, A, B, C, N, ǫ̇0 and M are
identified based on experimental data collected for the aluminum alloy EN-AW1370 [6].
The volumetric heat generation qp due to the plastic work is considered using the specific
heat of the material [7],
qp = η σ ǫ̇pl ,
4
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where η is the fraction of dissipated heat due to plastic deformations, which appears
as a volumetric heat flux and is set to 0.9. ǫ̇pl is the plastic strain rate and σ is the
effective stress. As the process of USW involves a strong interaction of mechanical and
thermal behavior of the mating parts, thermal strains should also be considered through
the following equation, which requires the thermal expansion coefficient of the material α
and a reference temperature θ0 for the thermal expansion coefficient
ǫth = α(θ)(θ − θ0 ) .

(7)

The reference temperature in the FE model is set to 20◦ C, representing room temperature.
3

MICROSECTION OBSERVATIONS

A deep inspection of the weld zones was done through preparation of microsections
of some of weld samples of 27 mm2 cables. Figs. 2 to 4 show the weld samples with
two different sonotrode pressures. Microsections show that welding with a pressure of 2.8
bar results in a good bond between strands, so that the boundary between two strands
cannot be recognized (see Fig. 3, position C). Furthermore softening of aluminum at some
interface places is observed in Fig. 3. With an increase in the sonotrode pressure, the
temperature at strand interfaces increases, but increasing the pressure over a threshold
value prevents the wires from having a sliding motion against each other and therefore
restricts the temperature rise. High plastic deformation of single strands due to the applied
high pressure is observed in experimental results. Figure 4 shows the deformed hexagonal
microsection of the wires due to a relative high pressure. This observation is in a good
agreement with the work of Ding and Kim [8, 9], who stated that a higher bond force
does not result in a higher contact pressure, or higher frictional energy density, suggesting
that a high bond force is not directly correlated to better wire bondability. Despite of
a high pressure on the strand package, the boundaries are recognizable at almost every
interface beween strands (see Fig. 4).

Figure 2: Microsection of weld sample with 2.8 bar

5
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Figure 3: Magnification of positions A, B and C from Fig. 2

Figure 4: Microsection of weld sample with 4.2 bar (left), magnification of position C (right)

4

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF THE CASE STUDY

For the numerical simulation of the case study, strands with a diameter of 0.43 mm are
considered. As mentioned in Section 2, the presented FE model is a simple configuration
of 6 strands. Investigation of the microsections shows that each strand during ultrasonic
welding is only affected by the adjacent strands and their arrangement is an influencing
factor on the final bond quality.
The experimental study of the effect of welding pressure on the bond quality was a motivation for this study to investigate the effect of welding pressure on the temperature rise
at strand interfaces. In addition to that, the effect of vibrations amplitude is investigated
through FE analysis.
5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The presented results in the upcoming sections are captured at the end of the second
step in the simulations, where the vibrations of the sonotrode end and before the sonotrode
moves upwards.
5.1

Influence of sonotrode pressure on temperature rise at strands interfaces

The simulation results for different sonotrode pressures are shown in Fig. 5, which
displays the temperature distribution along a path on the strand surfaces. The highest
temperature is observed for the highest pressure, i.e. P = 1.5 bar. However, increasing
the pressure does not increase the temperature at the surface of the bottommost strand.
Furthermore increasing the pressure to 1.5 bar results in a temperature gradient of over
6
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50 degrees at different contact places along the top strand.

Figure 5: Temperature distribution dependency on pressure along the strand
model 2 (left), reference model (middle), model 1 (right)

5.2

Influence of vibrations amplitude on temperature rise at strands interfaces

The simulations are also carried out for three different amplitudes of the vibration.
Fig. 6 shows that increasing the amplitude increases the temperature at lower strands
about 10 degrees. A sharp temperature drop along the top strand is not observed here
and the distribution of temperature has almost the same decreasing slope for all three
amplitudes.

Figure 6: Temperature distribution dependency on vibration amplitude along the strand
model 3 (left), reference model (middle), model 4 (right)

7
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Figure 7: Temperature trend on top strand for different models

6

CONCLUSIONS

Microscopic observations as well as FE analysis of ultrasonic welding of a simple configuration of thin aluminum wires were conducted in this study. The obvious difference in
microscopic pictures of weld samples with different welding prressures was a motivation
to investigate the influence of pressure as an adjustable welding parameter in the process
of USW on the temperature rise on the surface and between strands. Furthermore; the
influence of ultrasonic vibration amplitude was also studied. As the microsections show, a
higher pressure (or bonding force) results in excessive plastic deformations of the strands.
This high pressure prevents the strands to rub against each other, which is the source of
frictional energy and consequently generated heat at the strand interfaces. Applying a
higher pressure increases the temperature at different places on the strands with a different factor. However, increasing the vibrational amplitude causes the temperature to
increase in a similar pattern at almost every place on each strand surface.
7
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Abstract. In this paper a coupled hygrothermal, electrochemical, and mechanical modelling
approach for the deterioration prediction in cementitious materials is briefly outlined.
Deterioration prediction is thereby based on coupled modelling of (i) chemical processes
including among others transport of heat and matter as well as phase assemblage on the nano
and micro scale, (ii) corrosion of steel including electrochemical processes at the
reinforcement surface, and (iii) material performance including corrosion- and load-induced
damages on the meso and macro scale. The individual FEM models are fully coupled, i.e.
information, such as such as corrosion current density, damage state of concrete cover, etc.,
are constantly exchanged between the models.
1

INTRODUCTION

Critical sets of civil infrastructure systems form the foundation for quality of life and
enable global development and progress. Consuming vast amounts of material resources and
energy, it is essential that global civil infrastructure is designed according to broad, long term
design goals for the benefit of our planet and the current and future generations of humans,
animals, and plants that will call it home. However, deterioration of civil infrastructure (e.g.
bridges, tunnels, roads, buildings) together with increasing loads (e.g. traffic load, intensity,
climate changes, etc.) presents a major challenge to achieving these goals in many developed
countries [1]. Therefore, the renovation, renewal, and maintenance of existing civil
infrastructures is a primary challenge for researchers and practitioners alike. Experience from
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the past 20 years has shown that the initial costs of construction are often dwarfed by the costs
of repairing, inspecting, and maintaining a civil infrastructure over its useful life [2]. While
engineering tools and methods are well developed for the structural design of new structures,
tools for assessing current and predicting the future condition of civil infrastructure are less
advanced. Existing prediction tools are largely empirical, and thus limited in their ability to
predict the performance of new materials, structural, or maintenance solutions. As such, the
inability to reliably assess the long-term future ramifications of today’s design decisions poses
a major obstacle for the design of civil infrastructure. A primary reason for the lack of reliable
modelling tools is that deterioration mechanisms are highly complex, involve numerous
coupled phenomena that must be evaluated across a range of scales, and often cut across
several academic disciplines.
Multi-physics and multi-scale deterioration modelling holds the potential to address these
challenges and to enable realistic and reliable long-term performance predictions of civil
infrastructure. The basic concept of such a multi-physics and multi-scale modelling
framework for reinforced concrete structures is presented in Figure 1. Fundamental, sciencebased models employed in the modelling framework deal with transport phenomena
(moisture, temperature, oxygen, etc.) and phase changes in cementitious materials,
electrochemistry (reinforcement corrosion), and fracture mechanics on various length and
time scales. These individual science-based models, describing actual physical phenomena,
are organized in groups, so-called modules in the modelling framework. To establish a link
between the individual modules an interface module is required that allows for passing of
information from one module to another, thereby bridging various length and time scales and
allowing for concurrent performance simulations of reinforced concrete structures. The
interface module may thereby be based on information-passing multi-scale (IPM) methods,
thermodynamically constrained internal state variables (ISV), or local enrichment based

Figure 1: Multi-physical and multi-scale modelling framework for deterioration of reinforced concrete,
including physical, chemical, electrochemical, and fracture mechanical processes at the material and meso-scale,
which are further coupled with mechanical deterioration processes at the structural/component scale, from [3].
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concurrent multi-scale (LECM) methods to bridge time and length scales of the individual
models describing actual deterioration phenomena in reinforced concrete.
In the following sections of this paper, the theoretical background of the individual
modules for reinforced concrete structures suffering from reinforcement corrosion (the
leading deterioration mechanism of civil infrastructure built from reinforced concrete
destroying more than 3% of the world’s GDP [1]) is outlined. Full coupling of physical and
chemical processes, mechanical performance, and electrochemical processes on the material
scale of the modelling framework is presented. Although not presented in this paper, results of
such coupled transport, chemical, and electrochemical processes may be further used for the
evaluation of structural performance as well as sustainability of reinforced concrete structures.
2 MODELLING HEAT, MOISTURE, AND ION TRANSPORT
Within the ‘Transport and Chemical Module’, coupled transport of heat and moisture,
comprising both liquid and water vapour moisture transport, in porous media is modelled
using Richard’s equation, while multi-ion species transport and the interaction of predominant
ions in the cementitious pore solution with solid phases of hydrated Portland cement is
modelled by the Nernst-Planck equation and a thermodynamic model, respectively.
2.1 Coupled heat and moisture transport in porous media
Assuming that contributions due to air transfer, gravity, radiation, liquid transport due to
temperature gradients, and effects of the gaseous phase on the moisture and heat storage are
negligible as well as temperatures remain below the boiling temperature of water [4], coupled
heat moisture transport in porous media may be described as follows
𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
= 𝛻𝛻(𝑘𝑘 𝑇𝑇,𝑇𝑇 𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻 + 𝑘𝑘 𝑇𝑇,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻)
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜃𝜃𝑙𝑙 𝜕𝜕𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
= 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
= 𝛻𝛻(𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻 + 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑇𝑇 𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻)
𝜕𝜕𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(1)

where ρ is the mass density of concrete, C the specific heat capacity of concrete, T the
temperature, t the time, pC the logarithm of the capillary pressure, θl the moisture content, pc
the capillary pressure, CpC the moisture capacity and k transport coefficients for the heat, T,
and moisture transfer, pC, respectively. For the solution of the coupled partial differential
equations, material specific information on the various transport coefficients (k), capillary
pressure curve (θpc) describing the moisture storage, and boundary conditions are needed. The
various transport coefficients of Eq. 1 may be described as follows
𝑘𝑘 𝑇𝑇,𝑇𝑇 = 𝜆𝜆

𝑘𝑘 𝑇𝑇,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = −𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = −𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙 (𝛩𝛩𝑙𝑙 )

𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣 (𝛩𝛩𝑙𝑙 ) 𝑝𝑝𝑣𝑣,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝜑𝜑 𝜕𝜕𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐
𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣 𝑇𝑇 𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙 𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣 𝑇𝑇 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣 (𝛩𝛩𝑙𝑙 ) 𝑝𝑝𝑣𝑣,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝜑𝜑 𝜕𝜕𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐
−
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣 𝑇𝑇 𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙 𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣 𝑇𝑇 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
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𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑇𝑇 =

𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣 (𝛩𝛩𝑙𝑙 ) 𝑝𝑝𝑣𝑣,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝜑𝜑 𝜕𝜕𝑝𝑝𝑣𝑣,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣 𝑇𝑇 𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙 𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣 𝑇𝑇 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

where λ is the thermal conductivity, llv the specific latent heat of evaporation, Dv(θl) the
moisture dependent vapour diffusion coefficient, Rv the gas constant of water vapour, pv,sat the
saturation vapour pressure, ρl the density of water, φ the relative humidity and Kl(θl) the liquid
conductivity coefficient. The moisture dependent vapour diffusion coefficient, Dv(θl), and the
liquid conductivity coefficient, Kl(θl), may be described through a mechanistic modelling
approach, see e.g., [5] and [6]. This mechanistic modelling approach considers thereby the
microstructure of the porous media. To describe the moisture storage behaviour of porous
media, a bimodal function of van Genuchten type may be used, see e.g., [7], which can be
given as follows
𝑘𝑘

𝛩𝛩𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 = 𝛩𝛩𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∑
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖
(1 + (𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 )𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 )𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖

(3)

where θcap is the capillary moisture content, ai, ni, and mi are shape parameters and li a
weighting factor.
2.2 Multi-ion transport in porous media
The transport of ions in porous media is mainly governed by three different transport
phenomena, i.e. diffusion, migration, and convection. Nernst-Planck equation allows for the
description of multi-ion transport in porous media taking into account these transport
phenomena and may be given as follows
𝜕𝜕𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖
= ∇(𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 ∇𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 + 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚,𝑖𝑖 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ∇E − 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 𝑣𝑣)
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(4)

where ci is the ionic concentration, Di the ionic diffusion coefficient, zi the charge number
of the ionic species, um,i the ionic mobility, F Faraday’s constant, E the electrostatic potential
and v the velocity of the solvent. To account for the impact of moisture on the diffusion of
ions the relation proposed in [8] may be used
𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 (𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 ) = 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖0 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 𝜉𝜉

(5)

where Di0 is the free ionic diffusion coefficient in bulk water, Sl the degree of saturation
and ξ a model parameter.
2.3 Phase assemblage in hydrated Portland cement
Ions are known to be physically adsorbed and/or chemically bound in porous media, such
as concrete, commonly referred to as binding. The bound ions will not participate further in
the ingress. With respect to reinforcement corrosion, especially the binding process of
chloride ions is of interest as only free chloride ions may initiate reinforcement corrosion.
Among others, chloride binding in hydrated Portland cement may be described through
thermodynamic modelling for the phase equilibria based on the application of the phase rule
as proposed in e.g. [9] and [10]. Calculations assume thermodynamically stable or metastable
equilibrium at constant temperature and pressure, and therefore strict observance with the
phase rule. While the overall reaction scheme for chloride binding in hydrated Portland
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cement considering the total content of alkalis can be found [9] and [10], as an example the
equations for chloride binding in Portland cement pastes in which Na is still present in the CS-H and no AFm (alumina, ferric oxide, monosulfate) phases other than monocarbonate are
present may be described as follows
𝑏𝑏 ∙ [𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3 ∙ 11𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂](𝑠𝑠) + 𝑎𝑎 ∙ [1.75𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂2 ∙ 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 ∙ 4𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂](𝑠𝑠) +
((𝜅𝜅 + 1) ∙ 𝑦𝑦 ∙ 𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏 ∙ 𝑥𝑥)𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 (𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎) + 2 ∙ 0.83 ∙ 𝜅𝜅 ∙ 𝑦𝑦 ∙ 𝑎𝑎𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁(𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎) →
2 ∙ 𝜅𝜅 ∙ 𝑦𝑦 ∙ 𝑎𝑎𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁(𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎) + 𝑎𝑎[1.75𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂2 ∙ (𝜔𝜔 − 0.34 ∙ 𝜅𝜅 ∙ 𝑦𝑦)𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 ∙ 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 ∙ 4𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂](𝑠𝑠) +
𝜅𝜅 ∙ 𝑦𝑦 ∙ 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂)2 (𝑠𝑠) + 𝑏𝑏 [𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 (𝑥𝑥) ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3 (1−𝑥𝑥) ∙ 11𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂]

(𝑠𝑠)

(6)

+ 𝑏𝑏 ∙ 𝑥𝑥 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3 (𝑠𝑠)

where a is the content of C-S-H, b the initial content of monocarbonate, ω the molar ratio
of NaOH between chloride-free C-S-H and C-S-H, m the fraction of Friedel’s salt in the solid
solution phase at the chloride content where all alkalis have been released to the pore solution
from the C-S-H, x the fraction of Friedel’s salt in the AFm solid solution phase, y the content
of CaCl2 in the C-S-H, the relation between y and x may be described as follows

where κ is defined as

𝑦𝑦 = 0.0601𝑥𝑥 2 + 0.0164𝑥𝑥 for white Portland cement
𝑦𝑦 = 0.0376𝑥𝑥 2 + 0.0064𝑥𝑥 for gray Portland cement
𝜅𝜅 = 𝜔𝜔(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃/𝑎𝑎) 0.2354

(7)

(8)

where PS is the amount of solution in millilitre.
3

MODELLING REINFORCEMENT CORROSION

Within the ‘Deterioration Module’ (see Figure 1), electrochemical processes describing
corrosion of reinforcement in concrete structures is dealt with. It is thereby assumed that
corrosion of reinforcement in concrete can be described by the same electrochemical
processes as the corrosion of a metal in an electrolyte [11]. An overview of fundamental
electrochemical and physical processes describing the corrosion of steel in concrete is given
in Figure 2 as proposed in [12]. Two electrochemical half-cell reactions must take place at the
metal surface for corrosion to occur, the anodic (oxidation) and the cathodic (reduction) halfcell reaction. The anodic half-cell reaction is characterised by liberating electrons, which are
consumed in the cathodic half-cell reaction. The electrons liberated at the anode are
conducted through the metal to the cathode and the electrical circuit is then closed by an ionic
exchange current through the concrete. Typical anodic reactions, such as the oxidation of iron
are given in Eq. 12, while common cathodic reactions, such as e.g. the reduction of oxygen
are presented in Eq. 13, see e.g., [12].
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 → 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 2+ + 2𝑒𝑒 −

(9)

𝑂𝑂2 + 4𝐻𝐻 + + 4𝑒𝑒 − → 2𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂

(10)

2𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 + 3𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 → 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹2 𝑂𝑂3 + 6𝐻𝐻 + + 6𝑒𝑒 −
𝑂𝑂2 + 2𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 + 4𝑒𝑒 − → 4𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 −

However, depending on the potential and pH at the steel surface, other cathodic reactions,
such as the reduction of hydrogen or water, may take place. A detailed overview of
thermodynamically feasible anodic and cathodic reactions associated with reinforcement
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corrosion can be found in e.g. [12]. Thus, for a thorough description of the reinforcement
corrosion process, thermodynamics and kinetics must be considered as well as their
dependence on other parameters such as e.g. temperature, moisture, oxygen, etc.

Figure 2: Overview of electrochemical and physical processes describing corrosion in concrete, from [12].

3.1 Corrosion potential and corrosion current density distribution
Two equations may be used to describe the electrochemical processes in the concrete pore
solution acting as electrolyte [13]. The first one is Laplace’s equation, which describes the
potential distribution in an electrolyte assuming electrical charge conservation and isotropic
conductivity.
∇2 𝐸𝐸 = 0

(11)

The second is Ohm´s law, which may be used to determine the rate of dissolution of iron at
any point on the steel surface in concrete if the potential distribution around that point and the
resistivity, ρconc, of the electrolyte is known [14].
𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = −

1 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜌𝜌𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(12)

3.2 Thermodynamics of reinforcement corrosion

Among others, thermodynamics provide the possibility to investigate and assess the
likelihood of reactions (in the case of reinforcement corrosion: anodic and cathodic half-cell
reactions) to occur under certain conditions. To describe the equilibrium potentials, E0, of
thermodynamically feasible half-cell reactions for the corrosion process, Nernst equation can
be used, which may be written as follows (Perez 2004)
𝐸𝐸0 = 𝐸𝐸00 −

𝛼𝛼𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅/𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (
)
𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝛼𝛼𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂/𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

(13)

where E00 is the standard equilibrium potential, R the gas constant, and αRed/Ox the chemical
activity of the reductant and oxidant, respectively. Nernst equation may be further used to
construct pH - potential diagrams, or more frequently called Pourbaix diagrams, providing a
graphical overview of thermodynamically favoured reactions (i.e. reactions with a negative
free enthalpy) as a function of the pH and the half-cell potential. The Pourbaix diagram for
iron in chloride ion containing water (commonly used to investigate corrosion reactions of
steel in concrete [12]) is illustrated in Figure 3. In combination with the information from the
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‘Transport and Chemical Module’, the pH in the concrete pore solution can be determined.
Along with the electric potential, determined from Laplace equation, thermodynamically
feasible anodic and cathodic reactions can then be selected when modelling reinforcement
corrosion processes.

Figure 3: Pourbaix diagram for Fe-Cl-H2O system at 25°C, with an Fe ion activity of 10-6 mol/L and Cl
concentration of 0.035 mg/L, after [12].

3.3 Kinetics of reinforcement corrosion
Although thermodynamics provide means to assess the possibility of corrosion reactions to
occur under various conditions, no information on the rate of these reactions is obtained.
Therefore, the kinetics of electrochemical reactions must be considered to fully assess the
corrosion mechanism. Once corrosion is initiated, the potentials of the half-cell reactions on
the steel surface are shifted from their equilibrium potentials and a (corrosion) current will
start to flow. The shift from the equilibrium potential is known as polarisation and the kinetics
of the electrochemical half-cell reactions are governed by the degree of polarisation. A
measure for the polarisation is the overpotential, η, which is the difference between the halfcell potential, Ec/a, and the equilibrium potential, E0a/0c. Information on the polarisation of
electrodes (anode and cathode) can be summarised in so-called Evan’s diagrams relating the
half-cell potential to the corrosion current. The Evan’s diagram for the anodic and cathodic
half-cell reactions assuming the formation of Fe2+ at the anode and OH- at the cathode is
given in Figure 4. The corrosion potential (also referred to as mixed potential), Ecorr, and the
corrosion current density, icorr, can be determined from the intersection of the anodic and the
cathodic polarisation curve. The relation between the corrosion current and the half-cell
potential may be described by the Butler-Volmer equation assuming that the kinetics are
governed by activation, concentration, and resistance polarisation and that the electrochemical
reactions take place at separate electrodes and the polarisation is high [15].
𝑖𝑖 = 𝑖𝑖0 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(Ψ) 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤ℎ Ψ = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(10)

𝐸𝐸 − 𝐸𝐸0
𝑏𝑏𝑇𝑇

(14)

where i is the corrosion current density, i0 the exchange current density, and bT the Tafel
constant, which is defined as follows
𝑏𝑏𝑇𝑇 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(10)

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼

(15)

where α is the symmetry factor. To include the effects of concentration polarisation on the
relation between the half-cell potential and the corrosion current density, Eq. 18 may be
extended and written as follows [16]
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𝑖𝑖 = 𝑖𝑖0 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (

1−Ψ
)
1 + i0 ⁄ilim Ψ

(16)

where ilim is the limiting corrosion current density, which may be defined as follows [17]
𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 =

𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝐷𝐷𝑂𝑂2
𝑐𝑐𝑂𝑂2
𝛿𝛿

(17)

where DO2 is the oxygen diffusion coefficient, cO2 the oxygen concentration at the
electrode surface and δ the diffusion layer thickness. A number of factors influence the shape
of the polarisation curve, which in turn governs the kinetics of the corrosion process. Among
others, the surface state of the electrode, temperature, moisture content, and geometry are
decisive for the overpotential at the anode and cathode [17]. For example, the temperature,
moisture content, and geometry are important parameters for diffusion-controlled corrosion.
A high moisture content considerably hinders the oxygen transport from the concrete surface
to the electrode. This may lead to a depletion of oxygen at the cathode ceasing the cathodic
half-cell reaction (assuming reduction of oxygen as governing half-cell reaction) and
subsequently the corrosion process itself. Furthermore, several electrochemical parameters,
such as the exchange current density or the equilibrium potential are influenced by
temperature. This highlights the importance of a fully coupled modelling framework, i.e.
coupling between mass and heat transport, phase assemblage, and kinetics and
thermodynamics of reinforcement corrosion, for a reliable and realistic assessment as well as
long term prediction of the performance of reinforced concrete structures with respect to
corrosion.
E0,c

ηc=Ec-E0,c
Cathodic polarisation curve
1/2 O2+H2O+2e-→2OH-

Ecorr
ηa=Ea-E0,a

E0,a

Anodic polarisation
curve
Fe→ Fe2++ 2eicorr

i0,a i0,c

Figure 4: Evan’s diagram illustrating the anodic and cathodic polarisation on the steel surface, after [18].

3.4 Initiation of reinforcement corrosion
To link corrosion initiation, i.e. the formation of anodic regions at the reinforcement
surface, and propagation of reinforcement corrosion a conditional statement may be defined
along the reinforcement surface. In case of chloride-induced corrosion, the conditional
statement may comprise the definition of a critical chloride threshold for elements along the
reinforcement surface, which might be defined as follows
𝑖𝑖
𝑐𝑐 ≥ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = { 𝑎𝑎 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 < 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐

(18)

where BCSteel is the boundary condition along the steel surface, ia the anodic polarisation
curve, ic the cathodic polarisation curve, ccl the chloride concentration along the
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reinforcement, and ccrit the critical chloride threshold defined along the reinforcement. As an
approximation ccl may be varied randomly along the reinforcement surface to account for the
influence of various parameters and represent a realistic reinforced concrete structure with
defects, voids, etc. present at the concrete steel interface [19].
4

CORROSION-INDUCED CONRETE DAMAGE

Once corrosion is initiated, electrochemical half-cell reactions are taking place along the
reinforcement. The ionic reaction products of these half-cell reactions may further react and
form solid corrosion products in the vicinity of the reinforcement. The type of corrosion
products formed; depend thereby on the thermodynamic conditions present in the vicinity of
the reinforcement [12]. Independent of the type of iron oxides formed as a result of active
corrosion, the iron oxides occupy a larger volume than the initial iron that is consumed during
the corrosion reaction, see e.g., [20]. The increased volume of corrosion products causes
tensile stresses in the surrounding concrete and may lead to concrete cracking, spalling, or
delamination if the tensile strength of the concrete is exceeded. This damage process is
described in the ‘Mechanical Performance Module’, which utilizes a thermal analogy to
model the expansive nature of solid corrosion products and corrosion-induced damage, see
Figure 5. The developed fracture mechanics model, furthermore, accounts for the penetration
of solid corrosion products into the available pore space of the surrounding cementitious
material, as well as non-uniform distribution of corrosion products around the circumference
of the reinforcement, see e.g. [21]. Faraday´s law is used to relate the cross sectional reduction
per time unit to the corrosion current density ‘Deterioration Module’.
Corroded
reinforcement
section

R0

R2

∆T
R1
Non-corroded
reinforcement
section

∆R0=(R0-R1)•α•∆T

∆R0=R2-R0
Expanded
corrosion
layer

Figure 5: General modelling approach for corrosion-induced damage in concrete including load application
and geometrical considerations, from [22].

4.1 Coupled lattice and FEM model
To simulate corrosion-induced damage in concrete, a random, triangular lattice of truss
elements is chosen within the present framework. As the formation of cracks is assumed to
take place only in the concrete domain, the remaining domains (steel and corrosion layer) are
modelled with continuum elements. The random lattice of truss elements in the concrete
domain is established by initially creating a regular square lattice in the concrete domain.
Within each cell of the regular lattice, a point is selected at random with uniform distribution.
Subsequently, Voronoi construction is used to create a random lattice by connecting the three
points that are closest to each other. The randomness of the lattice can be varied through the
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introduction of a sub-cell in the square lattice, from which the random point is chosen.
Crack formation and growth within the concrete domain is achieved by removing the
element with the highest stress to tensile strength ratio and greater than unity. Upon the next
loading step the updated system of equations is recomputed and the analysis repeated until the
system fails. This step-by-step removal of lattice elements allows for crack evolution in the
specimen and for tracking of microcrack propagation and crack pattern in the simulation. To
determine the nodal displacements and subsequently the stresses in the elements of the lattice
for each analysis step an elastic analysis is performed. 2-D nodal displacements can thereby
be obtained as follows for a set of linear equations within a FEM formulation
{𝐹𝐹} = [𝐾𝐾]{𝑈𝑈}

(19)

[𝐾𝐾] = ∫[𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇 ][𝐷𝐷][𝐵𝐵]ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 

(20)

𝑇𝑇
[𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡 ] = ∫ [𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
][𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ][𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡 ]ℎ𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 

(21)

where F is the global nodal force vector, K the global stiffness matrix, and U the global
nodal displacement vector. The global stiffness matrix is hereby obtained as follows

where B is the strain matrix, D the constitutive material matrix, and h the thickness of the
domain, Ω. In the present modelling approach, lattice and continuum elements are combined
to discretize the various domains of the model, i.e. the concrete domain is discretized using
truss elements while the corrosion product and reinforcement domain are discretized using
bilinear quadrilateral and linear triangular elements, respectively. The thermal analogy to
mimic the expansive nature of corrosion products is implemented by equivalent nodal forces,
fcp,t, for the corrosion product domain, cp, which can be determined as follows
𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

in which the thermal strain matrix, εcp,t, may be given as follows for 2-D
𝛼𝛼∆𝑇𝑇
[𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡 ] = [𝛼𝛼∆𝑇𝑇 ]
0

(22)

The modelling approach is formulated in Matlab®, and focus was placed on efficient
algorithms to allow for simulations with large numbers of degrees of freedom (DOFs), i.e.
tens of thousands of elements. To solve the set of linear equations (see Eq. 19) and ensure
convergence of the solution, an iterative conjugate gradients squared method solver is used.
Finally, it should be noted that the simulation of the corrosion process is time dependent, i.e.
the corrosion product domain is growing. This requires reassembly of the corrosion product
and steel domain for every ‘time step’. To account for the corrosion-induced damage from
one ‘time step’ to another, an internal nodal force vector is created for each time step, which
assures that corrosion-induced damage is transferred from the previous ‘time step’. The
internal nodal force vector, fi, can be calculated as follows

where σ is the element stress.

[𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 ] = ∫ [𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇 ][𝜎𝜎]ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝐴𝐴
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5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the theoretical background and coupling of chemical, electrochemical, and
fracture mechanical processes on different length and time scales in reinforced concrete
within a cross disciplinary modelling framework was presented. The presented multi-physics
and multi-scale model for corrosion in reinforced concrete structures deals with (i) the
transport of heat and matter as well as phase assemblage in hydrated Portland cement, (ii)
corrosion of reinforcement, and (iii) material performance including corrosion-induced
damages on the meso and macro scale. The modelling framework presented is fully coupled,
i.e. information, such as phase equilibria, moisture distribution, corrosion rate, damage state
of concrete cover, etc., are constantly exchanged between the modules, see Figure 1.
Outcomes of the fully coupled mechanical performance, deterioration, and transport and
chemical modules described within this paper may be used for further analysis and coupling
within a structural performance module, see Figure 1. In particular, cross sectional reduction
of reinforcement due to corrosion and concrete cover damage may be used within such a
structural performance module to determine (i) structural performance of deteriorated
concrete members, (ii) change in reinforcement bond strength due to formation of oxidation
products, (iii) reduction in capacity of corroded reinforcing bars, (iv) reduction in ductility of
corroded reinforcing bars, etc. to assess the structural effects of reinforcement corrosion on
concrete structures. Exchange of information between the modules is thereby realized through
an ‘Interface Module’. Ultimately, such an ‘Interface Module’ may be built in a standardized
manner to allow for future extensions, e.g. inclusion of additional deterioration mechanisms
such as freeze thaw, alkali silica reaction, of the outlined multi-physics and multi-scale
modelling framework. Integration of a standardized ‘Interface Module’ within the modelling
framework will furthermore allow for adaptation of level of detailing relevant for individual
cases as well as enable continuously updating based on new knowledge and to identify further
research needs.
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Abstract. To effectively monitor the vibration of blades in a rotating machine, a non-contacting
method called blade tip-timing (BTT) has been used. The method is based on the analysis of
the differential arrival times of the blades at sensors mounted on the stator to characterize the
vibration amplitude and frequency of the blades. These sensors can also provide blade tip
clearance measurement. A combination of these data can provide a robust condition monitoring
approach for the early detection of blade cracks.
Eddy current sensors (ECS) have shown great potential to assess the health of an engine without
any need for direct access to the blade and therefore they are insensitive to the presence of any
type of contaminant. Also, both tip timing and tip clearance of each blade could be measured
by these sensors in real time and at high resolution.
ECSs measure the magnetic field caused by eddy currents during the blade motion, and hence
are a coupled mechanical and electromagnetic problem. An ECS on the casing of a machine
has been modeled to fully understand how the dynamic response of the blade is measured by
the sensors. Detailed 2-D and 3-D modeling and simulation of a rotating simplified bladed disk
passing an ECS is presented.
The effect of the variation of the rotation speed and the gap between the sensor and the blade
tip on the accuracy of the measurement is investigated. Such an analysis will enable the reliable
monitoring of blade damage during engine operation.
1

INTRODUCTION

In turbomachinery, severe vibratory loads may lead to blade failures and therefore the total
failure of the engine. Maintenance of the rotating machine is very important and has a
tremendous impact on the life cycle cost of the engine. To obtain the best efficiency, an
intelligent assessment is necessary for early damage diagnosis and condition based maintenance
activities. Different monitoring techniques have been developed using sensors in the casing
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around the rotating part to measure and estimate the time of the arrival (ToA) of the blade tips
passing by the sensors. In the 1960s, Fragman et al. [1] developed a contact method where the
measurement of rotating blade responses was performed by means of blade mounted strain
gauges. This method has several shortcomings such as time and cost, and the low resistance to
the harsh environment found inside the machine. As an alternative to this method, many
investigators have considered contactless methods to monitor blade vibrations in the rotating
machinery due to the non-intrusive and easy installation of sensors which allows prompt
detection of potential cracks. One of the well-known contactless method is the Blade Tip
Timing (BTT) approach, which estimates the blade vibration that is crucial in the assessment
of machine operation and the prediction of blade failure due to fatigue [2]. The concept of this
method relies on using a number of probes fixed to a casing of the machine to detect the blade
tip as it passes by the probes. Then, the difference between the time of arrival (ToA) of nonvibrating and vibrating blades leads to the estimation of the vibration displacement utilized to
identify vibration parameters [3].
During the early 1970s, Zablotsky and Korostelev ([4] and [5]) introduced the first noncontact measurement based on their own device to measure vibration called ELURA. This
technique was extended by Heath and Imregun [6] based on an improved formulation to extract
the blade arrival times using optical laser probes. Dimitriadis et al. [2] simulated data from
traditional BTT tests of rotating blades. They performed a qualitative analysis of different
phenomena that can affect the identification of blade vibration parameters such as mistuning or
coupling. A modal parameter identification of rotating machine blades was presented by Salhi
et al. [7] using a BTT data. Liu and Jiang [8] monitored the blade vibration of a rotating
machinery test rig using the BTT method. They proposed a method to improve the accuracy of
the measurements in the presence of torsional vibration. Similarly, Madhavan et al. [9]
conducted an experiment to monitor the vibration measurement using the BTT technique.
Therefore, the focus in the previous researches has been mainly on the experiment work to
describe the BTT method.
Several sensing technologies have been proposed to monitor blade positions in
turbomachinery relying on capacitance, inductance, optics, microwaves and eddy-currents. The
focus in this paper will be mainly on the ECS due to its potential to assess the health of a
machine without any need for direct access to the blade (e.g. the possibility to monitor through
the casing) and therefore they are insensitive to the presence of any type of contaminant. Also,
both tip timing and tip clearance of each blade could be measured by these sensors in real time
and at high resolution. Dowell and Sylvester [10] described the physical principles of ECSs and
the approach used to develop a health management program for turbomachinery. In addition,
Lackner [11] assembled a test rig of three spinning test blades to test the ability of ECSs in a
simulated gas turbine environment, he showed that ECSs could mitigate the drawbacks of other
types of sensors, such as capacitive sensors. The arrival times of a rotor blade based on ECSs
have been measured by Chana and Cardwell [12] in various machine trials to evaluate the ability
of these sensors to detect pre-existing damage and to capture dynamic foreign object damage
events. More recently, Mandache et al. [13] developed a pulsed eddy current technology to
detect the blade and disk damage through the machine casing based on monitoring the blade tip
displacement.
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The emphasis in the existing literature was on the experimental side more than the modeling
side. Therefore, a detailed model of the use of ECS in blade tip timing is required for further
development of BTT systems and in order to increase the accuracy of the timing measurement.
In this paper, 2-D and 3-D models of a simple rotating bladed disk passing active and passive
ECSs are implemented using the COMSOL Multiphysics software to investigate the accuracy
of the timing measurement when the blades pass by the sensor. The effect of the rotation speed
and the tip clearance between the blade tip and the sensor on the sensor output is investigated.
2

BASIC THEORY OF AN ECS TO ASSESS A MOVING TARGET

2.1 Principe of eddy current sensor
In this section the concept of eddy current monitoring is described. If a conductive target
moves through a permanent magnet field or an alternating magnetic field is acting on a moving
target, induced eddy currents are generated and detected by the coil system of an ECS. These
two cases correspond to a passive eddy current sensor (P-ECS) and active eddy current sensor
(A-ECS) that have both been used for BTT measurements. Starting with the case of A-ECS, the
operating principles are understood as follows [13]. An alternating current running through a
coil of ECS generates a primary time-varying magnetic field formed around the coil. If an
electrically conducting target is moving past it, eddy currents are generated and induced in the
target due to Faraday’s law of induction. A secondary magnetic field is generated by these
induced currents and acts against the primary magnetic field as shown in Figure 1. This results
in a variation of the coil’s impedance which is captured by the sensor. Measuring this
discrepancy of coil impedance will reveal particular information, such as the gap between the
sensor and the target, or the vibration of the target tip.
A P-ECS follows similar approach to an A-ECS, except that the primary magnetic field is
permanent and the induced eddy currents are generated by the motion of the target. Therefore,
the sensor picks up the secondary magnetic field generated by these eddy currents. This type of
sensor is not considered as a displacement sensor since it measures velocity and hence it does
work well for BTT where the blade is always moving past the sensor.
2.2 Modeling the eddy current’s effect in a moving target
In this section, the effect of the eddy current in a moving target is modeled using the vector
and scalar potential terms. To describe the electro-magnetic field in terms of sources, Maxwell’s
equations (Eqs. (1)-(4)) along with constitutive equations (Eqs. (5) and (6)) and the magnetic
and electric material properties of the moving target are used as [14-15]:
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
∇ × 𝐸𝐸 = −
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
∇ ∙ 𝐷𝐷 = 𝜌𝜌
∇ ∙ 𝐵𝐵 = 0
𝐷𝐷 = 𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀
𝐵𝐵 = 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇

∇ × 𝐻𝐻 = 𝐽𝐽 +
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where 𝐻𝐻 is the magnetic field strength, 𝐵𝐵 is the magnetic flux density, 𝐸𝐸 is the electric field, 𝐷𝐷
is the displacement flux density, 𝐽𝐽 is the current density, 𝜌𝜌 is the charge density, 𝜇𝜇 is the
magnetic permeability and 𝜀𝜀 is the electric permittivity of the medium.
In the case of an eddy current sensor monitoring a conductive target, the total electric current
generated is given by
𝐽𝐽 = 𝐽𝐽𝑡𝑡 + 𝐽𝐽𝑠𝑠 ,

(7)

𝐽𝐽𝑡𝑡 = 𝜎𝜎(𝐸𝐸 + 𝑣𝑣 × 𝐵𝐵)

(8)

where 𝐽𝐽𝑡𝑡 is the electric current density in the conductive target and 𝐽𝐽𝑠𝑠 is the external electric
current density induced in the sensor. Following Ohm’s law for a moving conductor, along with
the presence of the magnetic field, the eddy current generated in the target is defined as
where 𝑣𝑣 is the velocity of the target and 𝜎𝜎 is the conductivity of the target’s medium.
Satisfying two of Maxwell’s equations, Eqs. (2) and (4), the magnetic vector potential 𝐴𝐴 and
the scalar potential 𝜑𝜑 are defined as
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝐵𝐵 = ∇ × A

𝐸𝐸 = −∇𝜑𝜑 −

(9)

(10)

Since the eddy current problem is a magneto-quasi-static problem [16], the displacement
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
current can be ignored, i.e. 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 ≈ 0. Therefore, substituting Eqs. (6-10) into Eq. (1) yields
∇ × 𝐵𝐵 = 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 + 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎(𝐸𝐸 + 𝑣𝑣 × 𝐵𝐵)

(11)

By rearranging the terms in Eq. (11) and replacing the electric field and magnetic flux density
by their expressions in Eqs. (9) and (10), we obtain, in terms of 𝐴𝐴 and 𝜑𝜑, the following magnetic
governing equation
∇ × (∇ × A) − 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 (−∇𝜑𝜑 −
3

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
+ 𝑣𝑣 × (∇ × A)) = 𝜇𝜇𝐽𝐽𝑠𝑠
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(12)

NUMERICAL METHOD FOR TESTING THE BTT USING AN ECS

In this section, a simulation of the distribution of an eddy current by a passive and active
ECS in a simple rotating bladed disk is described. This presents a first step towards realistic
geometries where it is complicated to change parameters easily. To achieve this task, a
commercial FEA software package, COMSOL Multiphysics® [17], was used.
3.1 Geometry of 2-D and 3-D model of a simple bladed disk
A 2-D and 3-D geometry of the model were created using the COMSOL Multiphysics®
software. The geometry of the two models is shown in Figure 2 and was generated based on the
design parameters given in Table 1. The bladed disk is composed of a disk and 4 simple
rectangular blades. A rectangular ECS is fixed at a distance ẟ which equals the gap between the
blade tip and the sensor. The blades, disk and sensor are assumed to be solid aluminium.
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Table 1: Specifications of the bladed disk configuration

Name
Ω
R
l
b
a
ws
ls
δ
Ra
Rs
Vcoil
f0

Expression
2000[1/min]
0.1[m]
0.1[m]
0.005[m]
0.003[m]
1 [cm]
4 [cm]
10 [mm]
R + l – a + δ /2
1.25 * Ra
1e-5[V]
1000 * Ω

Value
33.333 1/s
0.1 m
0.1 m
0.005 m
0.003 m
0.002 m
0.005 m
0.005 m
0.1995 m
0.2495 m
1e-5 V
16667 Hz

Description
Rotational speed of the rotor
Radius of the rotor hub
Blade length
Blade width
Overlap of blade into the disk
Sensor width
Sensor Length
Gap between Sensor and Blade tip
Radius of Moving surrounding air circle
Radius of Static surrounding air circle
Coil excitation for P-ECS
Coil excitation frequency for A-ECS

3.2 Modeling the coupled mechanical and electro-magnetic problem using 2-D and 3-D
models
3.2.1

Passive ECS model

The 2-D and 3-D domains are discretized by cutting the geometry along the air gap into two
parts: one containing the static part of the model (the sensor and surrounding air), and the other
containing the moving part (i.e. the disk, the blades and the surrounding air) as shown in Figure
3. The two parts are then meshed separately. Triangular elements were used in the discretization
of the 2-D model while in the 3-D model, tetrahedral elements were used. The total number of
elements used was 20620 elements in the 2-D model and 48669 elements for the 3-D model as
shown in Figure 4. The static part remains stationary while the moving part rotates. These two
parts with the corresponding meshes always stay in contact at the cut boundary. The COMSOL
software enables the moving mesh for the rotating part and guarantees suitable transformations
of the electromagnetic field. In the 2-D model, the COMSOL interface applies Ampere’s law
to all domains, while in the 3-D model, Ampere’s law is applied only for the conductive
domains (e.g. bladed disk and sensor). For the free-current domain, such as the surrounding air
in the 3-D model, a magnetic flux conservation feature is applied based on the assumption that
the magnetic field is curl free in the no-current region and therefore there is an important
decrease of computational time.
3.2.2

Active ECS model

This model is based on measuring the change in the coil impedance which is related to the
gap between the sensor and the target, and hence the sensor output gives the relative
displacement. Therefore, compared to the P-ECS model, the continuous rotation approach is
ignored and replaced with a series of blade positions using a sweep of geometry parameter
defined as
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ∗ 𝛺𝛺 ∗ 2𝜋𝜋 (𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)
(13)
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where 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is a parametric time and the blade will rotate with respect to this time. Then, the
model is solved as a series of frequency domain studies whilst rotating the blades in the
geometry via a Parametric Sweep. A frequency domain study defines that an alternative
current is used for the coil excitation oscillating at a parameter 𝑓𝑓0 . This excitation has been
set to be 1000 times the spinning blade, to ensure that the quasi-static approximation is valid.
A very fine mesh is used for the fan and the coil. The mesh in the blades has been heavily
refined to resolve the currents well. Finally, 16235 triangular elements have been used in the
2-D model and 54412 tetrahedral elements for the 3-D model, as shown in Figure 5.
For both models described, a coil feature from the Magnetic Fields interface in COMSOL
software was assigned to rectangle 2, as shown in Figure 2, to model the sensor as a conductor
subject to an externally applied current or voltage. This feature transforms the applied
excitation into local quantities (e.g. electric field and electric current density), and calculates
the lumped parameter of interest such as impedance in this case. In addition, due to
convergence issues in the 3-D model, the current value in the coil was ramped from a low value
using a smoothed step function. Finally, the boundary conditions were fixed by the COMSOL
interface, considering continuity of the magnetic potential along the blades and applying the
quasi-static approximation where the displacement current density is ignored.
4 SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE ROTATING BLADED DISK USING P-ECS
AND A-ECS
All results shown in this section were generated by the COMSOL software for the fixed
geometric parameters in Table 1, apart from the parameter that is explicitly varied.
4.1 Validation of results between 2-D and 3-D model
A comparison of the coil output currents corresponding to the 2-D and 3-D models for the
P-ECS model, is generated for the same geometric parameters and shown in Figure 6. The same
comparison was performed for the A-ECS and is shown in Figure 7. The small difference
between the two models is probably due to the effect of the thickness of the disk in the 3-D
model. Overall, there is excellent agreement between the two models for P-ECS and A-ECS,
giving confidence in the equivalence of the 2-D and 3-D models in this configuration. The 3-D
models requires significant computational resources (around 12-16 hours per simulation), and
hence the following results are obtained from the 2-D model.
4.2 Simulations for the rotating bladed disk and ECS
In this section, a stationary and time-dependent analyses for an interval of time of 0.36
seconds and at a rotational speed of the rotor equal to 2000 rev/min were performed for the PECS model. Regarding the A-ECS model, it is solved for a full period of rotation of the bladed
disk 𝑇𝑇0 = 1/𝛺𝛺, for 600 time steps within that time interval.
Figure 8 shows the surface plot of the magnetic flux density’s norm for the 2-D model
corresponding to the P-ECS and A-ECS cases at the instant when one of the blades passes by
the sensor. The magnetic vector potential is also shown by magnetic flux lines induced thorough
the plane of the bladed disk. We can notice a variation in the induced magnetic flux lines. This
variation is due to the interference between the primary magnetic field generated by the ECS
and the secondary magnetic field generated by the moving blades past the sensor. This agrees
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with the concept of ECSs described in Section 2.1. Figure 9a shows the corresponding coil
voltage captured by the P-ECS when a blade passes by it in the 2-D model. Figure 9b shows
the variation of the impedance in the coil due to passing of the blades. As observed for both
models, a signal peak is obtained every time a conducting blade enters the field of the sensor
which alters the magnetic field through the induced eddy currents in the blades. This describes
clearly the behavior of an ECS; based on a reference voltage which will correspond to a known
position on the blade, the time of blade passing can be determined. This gives information about
the time of arrival of the blade at the sensor probe. In addition, the shape of a single peak
corresponding to the P-ECS case, gives a reference to determine when the blade is positioned
at the middle of the sensor which gives more detail about the blade positon compared to the
shape of signal corresponding to the A-ECS. Figure 10 shows the effect of the variation of the
gap (i.e. the distance separating the blade tip and the surface of the sensor during the rotation
of the bladed disk) on the sensor output. There is a clear decrease in the signal amplitude with
increasing gap between the sensor and blade tip. This shows the sensitivity of the ECS to small
distance variations. Finally, Figure 11 shows the effect of the rotational velocity of the bladed
disk on the sensor output. The output curves have been shifted so that the blade passes the
sensor at the same time. The variation of signal amplitude is more important for the P-ECS than
the A-ECS which agree with the fact that the P-ECS is not a displacement sensor and is affected
by the target speed while the velocity doesn’t affect the A-ECS output. This sensitivity shows
that the P-ECS could be more efficient for the BTT measurement.
5

CONCLUSION

This paper has simulated a rotating bladed disk of simple geometry monitored by passive
and active eddy current sensors. The aim was to simulate the measurement process used for
blade tip timing using eddy current sensors. Eddy current sensors have been considered in this
paper due to their robustness in harsh environments. The governing equations modeling the
magneto electric field of a moving target have been described for a quasi-static problem. A
detailed description of the geometry of the 2-D and 3-D models were described, together with
the meshing difficulties encountered due to the rotation, and the physics of the coupled problem
of mechanical and electro-magnetic fields. The simulations gave sensor outputs that correspond
to those measured and reported in the literature for P-ECS and A-ECS. The parameter studies
showed that the eddy current sensor output is sensitive to the air gap and the sensor location, as
well as to the rotational speed of the system. This sensitivity can help to understand the errors
that could be introduced and the time of blade passing can be estimated more accurately by
taking in consideration these effects. Moreover, this modeling approach can be utilized to
design and optimize blade tip timing systems with multiple sensors and complex geometries;
such studies will be the subject of future research.
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Figure 1: The eddy current sensor concept (adapted from [16]).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The geometry of the (a) 2-D model (b) 3-D model

(a)
(b)
Figure 3: The static and moving parts of the geometry for the (a) 2-D model (b) 3-D model for P-ECS case
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4: Meshing details of the (a) 2-D models (b) 3-D model for P-ECS case

(a)
(b)
Figure 5: Meshing details of the (a) 2-D models (b) 3-D model for A-ECS case
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Figure 6: Comparison of the coil current signal of 2-D and 3-D models for the P-ECS case
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Figure 7: Comparison of the Impedance variation in the coil for the 2-D and 3-D models for the A-ECS case

(a)
(b)
Figure 8: Magnetic flux density norm (Surface) and Magnetic vector potential Z-component (Contour) for the
2-D model at (a) t = 0.35016s for P-ECS case (b) at t = 0.05s for A-ECS case

(a)
(b)
Figure 9: Output of the ECS corresponding to the 2-D model for the case of (a) P-ECS (b) A-ECS
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(a)
(b)
Figure 10: The induced voltage in the sensor with time for different blade gaps for (a) A-ECS case (b) P-ECS case

(a)
(b)
Figure 11: The induced voltage in the sensor with time for different rotational speeds for (a) A-ECS case (b) P-ECS
case (curves shifted to a common point)
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Abstract. Assessment of the structural condition plays an important role in determining structural reliability.
Development of systems which can monitor structural condition should lead to improved structural safety and
reliability. Damage detection is a crucial issue in structural health monitoring and represents therefore an
important focus of the research interest over the past years. In this work we present the methodology based on
implementation of active piezoelectric materials embedded in or attached to engineering structures, which can
successfully be implemented for detection of possible damages owing to their coupled electro-mechanical
behavior. Here particularly we are focused on piezoelectrically induced wave propagation through concrete
structures, with the aim of damage detection. The method presented here is based on determination of damage
indices which reflect the energy variations of the output piezoelectric sensor signals. Due to wave energy change
in directions between actuators and sensors in the presence of a damage it is possible to locate the damage by
overlaying the images of the damage indices in different directions. Implementation of the method is
documented by examples.
1

INTRODUCTION

Piezoelectric materials offer a wide range of implementation possibilities owing to the
coupled electro-mechanical behaviour which can be manifested in terms of a direct or indirect
piezoelectric effect. One important implementation enables structural condition assessment
within active structural health monitoring which comprises damage detection, localization and
prediction.
In this paper, a novel damage localization method based on the one-dimensional damage
index (DI) calculation is proposed. One-dimensional DI based on the wave propagation
energy and the wavelet signal decomposition has been widely used for damage detection in
reinforced concrete (RC) structures using non destructive techniques, e.g. [1-3]. In this paper,
DI is used in an original way as a parameter for 2D damage localization. The wavelet signal
decomposition is used as the signal processing tool to analyze the sensor output signals in the
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wave propagation. The reasons are the excellent properties and possibilities for the application
in relatively narrow frequency band and relatively short time window. The robustness of the
approach is based on the multifunctional nature piezoelectric materials owing to the coupled
electro-mechanical behaviour, making them suitable for both actuation and sensing. This
property is used in the present approach to extend the one-dimensional energy based damage
index for 2D damage localization.
2 NUMERICAL MODELING OF THE COUPLED ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
BEHVAIOR AND WAVE PROPAGATION
The proposed method for the damage detection and localization based on the damage
indices utilizes the electro-mechanical coupling in piezoelectric materials which are used in
terms of transducers or smart aggregates (further regarded as PZT SA) integrated on or within
a structure under investigation to induce and register the waves propagating through the
structure.
2.1 FE modeling of the coupled electro-mechanical behavior of piezoelectric materials
Piezoelectric materials can operate in one of two modes: the converse effect, producing a
strain or mechanical deformation in response to an applied electrical field; and the direct
effect, producing an electrical charge in response to an applied stress. FE modeling of
piezoelectric materials is based on constitutive equations for coupled electro-mechanical
behavior. A set of constitutive equations for a piezoelectric linear medium, used for modeling
within a standard FE software can be expressed in terms of (1) or (2), with the following
notation:  ij ,  ij mechanical stress and strain tensors, respectively; qi the electric
E
“displacement” vector, Dijkl
elastic stiffness matrix of the anisotropic material, defined at zero



electrical potential gradient; e mij
, dmkl
piezoelectric stress and strain coefficient matrices of

the anisotropic material, Ei electrical potential gradient vector, Dij ( ) dielectric properties
strain matrix of the orthotropic material. The electrical behavior is defined by (3).
E

 ij  Dijkl
 kl  emij
Em

(1)

E

 ij  Dijkl
 kl  d mkl
Em 

(2)


qi  eijk
 jk  Dij ( ) E j

(3)

The piezoelectric effect is governed by the coupled mechanical equilibrium (4) and electric
flux conservation (5) equations.

  : dV   t  udS  
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Here  is the Cauchy stress tensor, t the traction across a point of the surface of the body, f
the body force per unit volume, q the electric flux qS the electric flux per unit area entering the
body at a point on its surface, qV the electric flux entering the body per unit volume. In
modeling of the piezoelectric effect for the characterization of the wave excitation and sensing
the coupled piezoelectric behavior is considered in terms of deformation induced by the
piezoelectric effect.

Figure 1: Undeformed (left) and deformed (right) state of the aggregate with bonding between the active
piezoelectric material and the surrounding structure

For that purpose application of the voltage to the piezo actuator or embedded aggregate is
assumed, which in turn produces appropriate structural deformation. In a particular case of
damage detection in concrete structures the model of a piezoelectric material is assumed as
orthotropic for the definition of dielectric properties and the concrete structure is modelled
with linear elastic material properties assigned from the FE software data bank (here
particularly eight-node linear piezoelectric brick element C3D8E in the ABAQUS software).
In addition, the proportional Rayleigh damping is assumed. The contact surface between the
piezoelectric material and the concrete structure is defined using the tie constraints which
assume equal displacement of the corresponding joint nodes. As a result of the quasi-static
analysis [4] performed by applying linearly increasing step-wise constant electrical voltage
(from 0V to 100V with 10V step) the linear relation between the applied electric voltage and
the mechanical displacement at considered contact point is obtained, Fig. 1. Thus, for further
numerical consideration the obtained results for the maximal displacement are used as the
input parameter for the initiation of the wave propagation modeling using explicit FEM.
2.2 Modeling of the wave propagation using explicit finite element approach
Starting point for modeling of the wave propagation using the Explicit Finite Element
Method (EFEM) is the second Newton law written in matrix form [5]:
with:

F
 M A

(6)

Fi m 
   ij  M , j  d    fi  M d    gi  M d 

(7)
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M MN

  

M

N  d

(8)



AiN  uiN  t 

(9)

Detailed explanation of the terms in (6)(9) can be found in [5]. The system defined by (6)
represents a system of differential equations of second order in time, which in general case
can be linear or nonlinear. In order to solve this system, the explicit scheme based on the
method of central differences for the approximation of acceleration, velocity and
displacement has been used. Assuming that the time range (0, T ) is steadily divided into N
even sub-domains [tn, tn+1], where 0 t0  t1  ...  t N T , tn 1  tn t T N , the
displacement, velocity and acceleration differentiated through time and approximated by the
method of central differences, can be expressed in the vector form:
 t unh
1/ 2

 t 2 unh 

 u

h
t n 1/ 2

u

h
n 1

 unh  / t  unh1/2

  t unh1/2  / t 

 u  2u
 / t
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 t unh1/2   t unh1/2   t 2 unh t
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n
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 unh1  / t 2
(11)

unh
unh   t unh1/ 2 t
1

For the approximation of acceleration by the method of central differences, which is
presented by equations (10) and (11), the equation (6) has been defined in the form:

t 2 unh  M 1  Fn

(12)

Equation (12) is stable if the time step Δt is less than or equal to the critical time step Δtcrit,
which for the non-damping systems has been given depending on the biggest frequency in
the smallest finite element.
t  tcrit 

2

max

(13)

For the modeling of the wave propagation, with the assumption that small deformations can
occur, it has been adopted that the critical time step is the time of propagating the waves
through the smallest finite element:
t  tcrit 

L
cL

(14)

with: ΔL – the smallest characteristic dimension of the finite element, Δt – the time step and
Δtcrit – the critical time step.
By the analysis of equation (14) it is easy to come to a conclusion that for the smaller finite
elements the smaller time step is required. With this regard the calculation of characteristic
values with finer finite element meshes, becomes computationally more demanding.
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Furthermore, since it is usual to use at least ten finite elements per wavelength, for modeling
of the ultrasound wave propagation even relatively small models are very demanding from
the computational point of view.
3 ENERGY BASED DAMAGE LOCALIZATION APPROACH
3.1 One-dimensional damage index
The starting point for the energy based hybrid method is determination of the damage
index, which is in the first approach defined as a one-dimensional index calculated based on
the time domain measured (output) sensor signal. The output sensor signal can be
decomposed into 2n signal sets (Deubechies wavelet base db9 is used as the mother wavelet)
denoted as  X 1 , X 2 ,..., X 2n  . Each of the signals Xj can be represented in the following way:
X j   x j ,1 , x j ,2 ,..., x j ,m 

(15)

where m represents the number of measured data of the time signal, and n is the level of the
wavelet signal decomposition (here n  3 ). The energy of the decomposed output signal S is
then defined using the following relation:
Ei , j 

2

X j  x 2j ,1  x 2j ,2  ...  x 2j , m

(16)

2

where i is the time index and j the frequency range, j  1,2,...,2n . The energy of the
decomposed output signal is then defined for an undamaged (health) Eh and damaged state Eo
respectively in the following way:

E h 
E h ,1 , Eh ,2 ,..., E h ,2n  , Eo  Eo ,1 , Eo ,2 ,..., Eo ,2n  .

(17)

A one dimensional damage index DI based on the output signal energy variation is formed as
a root-mean-square deviation:
2n

DI 

E
j 1

o, j

2n

 Eh , j 

E
j 1

2

(18)

2
h, j

Its values may vary from zero for undamaged structures up to the value of one associated with
the complete structural collapses. The increase of the damage index is associated with the
increase of the damage within a structure and therefore it is possible to monitor condition of
the structure by monitoring the variation of the damage index.
3.2 Implementation of the damage indices for 2D damage detection problems
The proposed method is here aimed at damage detection and localization in concrete
structures. It is developed for the arbitrary shape of a 2D reinforced concrete element and for
the arbitrary configuration and number of the applied PZT SA. The actuator (point i in Fig. 2)
at a single time point causes the propagation of a mechanical wave, while all other PZT SA
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are used as sensors detecting the transmission wave (points denoted as j, k, …, f in Fig. 2).
Successively, the next PZT SA is activated, while all others are used as sensors, etc. In this
way the covered area is divided into a finite number of triangles connected along the common
edges, which edge points are defined by the PZT SA actuator and the adjacent sensors.

Figure 2: Division of the analyzed area into triangles (T) and damage index values (DI) for actuator-sensor
directions

For each actuator-sensor pair, the one dimensional damage index is calculated according to
equation (18). It is assumed that the damage index Dij has constant value along the entire
actuator-sensor direction. Damage indices for all pairs are stored in the matrix MDI, equation
(19). The elements DIij (i=j) are equal to zero, while other elements are generally non-zero,
and for the non-symmetric problem DI ij  DI ji .

M DI

 DI11 DI12
 DI
 21 DI 22
 


 DI i1 DI i 2
 


 DI n1 DI n 2

 DI1 j  DI1n 
 DI 2 j  DI 2n 



 

 DI ij  DIin 

 



 DI nj  DI nn 

(19)

The damage indices are interpolated linearly within each of the triangles formed by an
actuator and two sensor points. The interpolation procedure is performed within a Matlab
code which uses the dimensions of the RC element, coordinates of the PZT SA, connectivity
matrix for the triangles defined by the actuator-sensor pairs and DI values for all actuatorsensor pairs as its inputs. The program divides the RC element into the finite element mesh
with the mesh density of FL, and calculates the DI for each node n, using the linear
interpolation procedure in the following way:




s

DI n
where



s
i 1

i 1

DI i

(20)

s

DI i is the sum of all damage indices in the current node for all actuator-sensor

pairs, while s is the number of summations at current node.
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4

IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION

Implementation of the DI based method for damage detection and localization is presented
by some numerical examples and experimental verification. The wave propagation is
employed for detection of crack-type damages as well as for the detection and localization of
hole-type damages in RC specimens.
4.1 Detection of inclined and vertical crack using one dimensional DI
Considered structure is an RC element, dimensions 0.60.20.2 [m] with the
reinforcement 420 and with two PZT SA (Fig. 3). The parametric analysis of the damage
index variation was performed, depending on the position (Lp), size (Hp) and orientation (αp)
of the crack in the mentioned RC element. The position of the cracks, for models with vertical
crack, was varied from the value 0.15m to 0.45m with the increment of 0.05m. The lengths of
the cracks 0.05, 0.08, 0.11 and 0.14m were analyzed as well as the crack angles from 60º to
120º, with 10º counterclockwise increments.

Figure 3: Geometric characteristics of the RC element

Concrete and reinforcement are modeled as linear-elastic materials with following material
characteristics: Young’s elasticity modulus of concrete is 30109 Pa and of steel 210109 Pa;
Poisson’s ratio of concrete is 0.2 and of steel 0.3, while the density of concrete is 2400kg/m3
and of steel 7800kg/m3.
Displacements obtained from the model of PZT SA were used as an input parameter for
modeling of the wave propagation, performed in ABAQUS/EXPLICIT software package.
Function of the displacement variation used in the analysis is 3.5-cycle Hanning windowed
tone burst signal with duration of Tsig=3.5105 s and central frequency fcen=100 kHz.
The contact of the concrete and the reinforcement is defined by Tie Constraint surface contact
available in ABAQUS/EXPLICIT analysis with the potential for rotational degrees of
freedom. The crack was modeled as an opening in the model, having the thickness of a finite
element with a length and orientation defined for each individual model separately. The total
duration of the simulation was Tsim=0.001s, and the adopted time increment was ∆t=2e7s,
which satisfies the critical time increment. The applied finite elements were C3D8R eightnode prismatic finite elements with reduced integration and Hourglass control.
Fig. 4 represents the wave propagation through RC element with inclined crack damage. The
element is cut through the medium vertical plane in the direction of RC element in order to
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better display propagation of the waves inside the RC element. Fig. 4c and 4d show that the
waves partly reflect on the crack and return to the actuator, weakening thus the propagating
wave and reducing the energy of the output signal. The other part of the wave passes the crack
nearby, propagating through the RC element and reaching the PZT SA sensor.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4: Wave propagation in model with inclined crack caused by PZT PA actuator at different time instants:
a) t = 2.0172105 s, b) t = 4.0172105 s, c) t = 8.0172105 s, d) t = 1.4011104 s.

Figures 5 and 6 represent the values of the damage index for different analyzed models
depending on the position, length and orientation of the crack. The values are displayed over
the geometry of numerical models in order to observe the change of the damage index more
easily for the models with vertical (Fig. 5) and with inclined cracks (Fig. 6).
Fig. 5 shows that the change of the damage index value is not drastically depending on the
position of the crack and that the values most frequently differ up to several percents. Also,
the shape of the damage index variation is convex for the models with crack length of 0.05 m
while in case of the models having crack lengths of 0.11 and 0.14 m the shape is concave. The
model with the crack length of 0.08 m has approximately same values of the damage index,
with the mild convex trend. In case of the model with slant cracks (Fig. 6) the variation of the
damage index depending on the gradient of the cracks basically does not exceed 5%. Also the
models with vertical cracks mainly do not exceed the mentioned percentage. A small
percentage of DI variation depending on the position and orientation of the crack leads to the
conclusion that DI is in direct relation with the size of the crack, position of the PZT SA
actuator-sensor as well as geometry of RC beam, and does not depend much on the position
and orientation of the damage.
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Figure 5: Damage index value depending on the position and size of vertical cracks.

Figure 6: Damage index value depending on the orientation and size of inclined cracks.

4.2 Damage localization using hybrid method
Using the hybrid approach and the methodology explained in section 3.2 damage
localization was performed based on several different models of square RC plates with holetype damages. The analyzed elements have dimensions 4040 [cm], thickness 4 cm, and are
either with a single circular hole of radius 4 cm, or with two holes of the same radii. The
behavior of the damaged models has been compared with the intact one. The number of PZT
SA has been varied (the models with 12, 16 and 20 actuators/sensors have been adopted). The
models with multiple damages have been analyzed in order to check the applicability of the
method for the localization of multiple damages in the RC element. Wave propagation
modeling was performed under same conditions as in section 4.1. Results of the wave
propagation modeling and analyses are presented in the following Fig. 8 and 9.
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Figure 8: Wave filed: a) free wave propagation at t=3.22310-5s, b) wave reflection at t=8.8110-5s.

Figure 9: Wave filed: a) damage passing at t=1.52210-4s, b) further wave propagation at t=2.24010-4s.

Fig. 8a illustrates the initiation of wave propagation from the actuator through the damaged
plate with a single hole. At that moment the wave propagates freely through the RC plate and
its propagation is restricted only along the top and bottom plate surface. The first wave
reflection from the damage is shown in Fig. 8b. The wave reflection from the plate ends, as
well as the propagation of the primary part of the wave towards the damage, is clear from Fig.
9a. Fig. 9a illustrates the propagation of the wave at the moment when the wave passes the
damage. It is clear that the entire wave could not pass the damage, and that the part of the
wave was reflected in the opposite direction. Further propagation of the reflected waves from
the plate ends is shown in Fig. 9b.
For different analyzed scenarios, the corresponding models in ABAQUS/EXPLICIT have
been generated, and the simulations of the wave propagation for all possible combinations of
the PZT SA sensor/actuator have been conducted. For all sensors, the output signals have
been read in time domain and the wavelet signal decomposition has been performed. For all
decomposed signals, the signal energy has been calculated and the damage indices have been
derived. Using the own Matlab code and the previously described procedure of the hybrid
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approach the damage localization has been performed. Representative results are presented in
Fig. 10 and 11.

a)

b)

Figure 10: Damage localization for models with different number of sensing points (one hole model) 13 & 15

a)

b)

Figure 11: Damage localization for models with different number of sensing points (two hole model) 16 & 18

The analysis of the obtained results has shown a good agreement between the shape and
position of the damage detected by the hybrid approach and its assumed real shape and
position. The deviation of the damage centroid position (CT – “real”, CH – obtained by hybrid
approach, Fig. 10 and 11) does not exceed 1 cm for all investigated models, while for most of
them it does not exceed the range of several millimeters, which suggests that the proposed
approach is very good for the damage localization.
4.3 Experimental verification
Verification of the proposed approach has been performed under laboratory conditions
using a laser scanning based system with piezoelectric excitation of the wave propagation. For
the excitation the piezoelectric transducer S 24 HB (product of Karl Deutsch) in the frequency
range with the central frequency 100Hz was used, and for the response data acquisition – the
ultrasonic laser scanning receiver BNT Quartet 500 produced by the Bossa Nova
Technologies. Fine resolution positioning of the ultrasonic receiver is enabled by implement-
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tation of a positioning system (own development of the Research Group Mechanics of
Adaptive Systems, Ruhr University Bochum), installed on the vibration isolating optic table
Newport M-RS200-46-8. Results of the damage detection and localization based on the
experimentally acquired data with three actuation/sensing points along each side of the RC
plates are presented in Fig. 12a for the one hole model (compare with Fig. 10a) and in Fig.
12b for the two hole model (compare with Fig. 11a). A very good agreement verifies the
proposed approach.

a)

b)
Figure 12: Damage localization based on experimental data.

5 CONCLUSION
The paper presents an efficient hybrid method for damage detection and localization in
engineering structures using a damage index approach based on the wave propagation
initiated by excitation through piezoelectric materials. The proposed method has been
investigated numerically and experimentally and a very good agreement of the obtained
results provides a promising basis for further implementation and development.
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Abstract. Modeling the separation flows at the entrance to suction ducts is necessary to
determine the efficient intake area, jet contraction coefficient and the velocity fields in their
radius of action. The simplest and the most thoroughly researched one is the separation flow
at the entrance to the round thin-walled suction pipe, which is a part of many process
facilities; simulation of flows in its range of action is considered in many scientific works. For
the numerical modeling of such flows the boundary element method [1], the numerical
solution of Navier-Stokes equations for viscous incompressible fluid [2] and the discrete
vortex method were used. In the paper [3] there was developed a method of mathematical
modeling of flow separation at the entrance to suction ducts with the use of stationary discrete
vortexes. On the free surface of the flow the free vortexes circulation was set, after which the
average velocity in the suction duct and the velocity field were approximately determined.
The approach flow should be taken into account only if its velocity is lower than the intake
velocity in the pipe. Modernization of this method seems to be of interest, as it would allow
calculating the separation flow characteristics for both high-velocity and low-velocity
approach flows. This can be obviously achieved if the intake velocity in the pipe is set, and
the circulation on the free vortex sheet is determined in the process of the problem solution.
The purpose of this work is developing the method of mathematical modeling of separation
flow at the entrance to round thin-walled suction pipe at the presence of an approach flow
using stationary discrete vortexes, as well as its verification.
The developed method of mathematical modeling of separation flow at the entrance to suction
pipe at the presence of an approach flow allows building the appropriate velocity field of an
air flow, the limit trajectories of dust particles and determining the aspiration coefficient.
1

INTRODUCTION

The modeling of separation flows at the entrance to suction ducts is necessary for
determining the efficient suction area, the jet constriction coefficient and velocity fields in
their range of action. The simplest and the best researched is the separation flow at the
entrance to round thin-walled suction pipe, which is a part of many technological facilities; a
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lot of scientific research works are devoted to modeling flows in its range of action. For the
numerical modeling of such flows the boundary-element method [4], the numerical solution
of Navier-Stokes equations for viscous incompressible liquid [2,4] and discrete vortex method
[5-7] were used. In this paper [7] there was developed a method of mathematical modeling of
flow breakdown at the entrance to suction ducts with the use of stationary discrete vortexes.
The free vortexes circulation was set on the free stream surface, after which the average
velocity at the suction pipe and the velocity field were calculated approximately. The
approach flow is taken into account only if its velocity is lower than the suction velocity in
the pipe. Modernization of this method is of great interest, which would allow calculating the
properties of separation flow, both for the low-velocity and the high-velocity approach flow.
This can be obviously done, if we define the suction velocity in the pipe, and the circulation
on the free vortex sheet is determined in the process of numerical calculation.
The purpose of this work is to develop a method of mathematical modeling of the
separation flow at the entrance to round thin-walled suction pipe in conditions of the approach
flow with the use of stationary discrete vortexes, and its verification.
2 THE MAIN CALCULATION RATIOS AND THE COMPUTING ALGORITHM
CONSTRUCTION
The discrete mathematical model (fig.1) is built in the following way. At the flow
boundary there are infinitely thin vortex rings (black circles in fig.1) and control points
(crosses in fig.1) – the arbitrary points on the circle, embracing the pipe, or on the suction
section. Let us point out, that in the suction section on the symmetry axis the zero radius
vortex is located, so it’s not taken into account. The number of discrete vortex rings is equal
to the number of control points. In the control points on the pipe walls the impermeability
condition is performed – the velocity along the normal direction amounts to zero. In the
suction section the velocity along the outward normal direction is similar and amounts to v0 .
The division to discrete vortex rings and control points is uniform, the control points are in
the centre among the vortex rings. The distance between two neighbouring vortex rings is
equal to discrete pitch size rh . The free stream surface consists of free vortex rings (hollow
circles in fig.1) and is formed on the sharp edge А of the pipe. It is determined by iterational
method, as further described. Parallely to the pipe axis the flow approaches with the velocity
v .
Let us define N – the number of the attached vortex rings; N s - the number of free vortex
rings; x p - control point, p  1,2, , N .
The velocity in the arbitrary point x along the n direction is calculated by the formula:
vn ( x
)

Ns

N

 (q )G(x, q )    G(x,  q )  n1v ,

(1)


q 1
q 1

where  q - the location point of the q-th attached vortex ring with circulation (q ) ,  const
- circulation of a free vortex ring,  q - the location point of the q-th free vortex ring.
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The function G  x,   expresses the influence on point x( x1 , x2 ) of the vortex ring with
singular circulation, located in point  (1 , 2 ) .
G  x, ξ 
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ci , di are taken from tables [8].

Figure 1: The discrete mathematical model of separation flow at the entrance to round suction duct (pipe) in
meridional plane

If the distance from point x to point ξ is smaller than the discrete pitch size rh , this
)  ( x1  1 )n2  ( x2  2 )n1  / (2rh2 ) . In the
function is calculated according to formula: G( x,
case of x   the function is G( x, ) 0 .
The computing algorithm is constructed in the following way. After defining the location
points of attached vortexes and the control points a two-dimensional array is formed
G pq  G( x p , k ); p  1,2, , N ; q  1,2, , N . The initial coefficients at the first unknown vortex
p
circulation on the sharp edge А: G
( x p , 1 ) P( x
), p 1, N . The vortexes are numbered
from this point. Then the iteration procedure starts.
1. A one-dimension array of absolute terms is formed
N

vp 
n1v   G(x p , q ), p 
1, 2,
q 1

2.

,N .

The initial coefficients are altered:
Ns

1
G( x p , 
) P( x p )   G( x p ,  k ), 
p 1, N .
k 1
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At the first iteration N s  0 and coefficients G( x p ,1) don’t alter.
3.

A system of linear algebraic equations in the unknowns (q ) is solved:
N

  (

q

)G( 
x p , q ) v(
x p ), p 1, 2,3,

N

q 1

The vortex ring circulation on the sharp edge is memorized:   1 .
4. The free stream surface, beginning from the sharp edge А, is constructed.
Using the formula (1), at n  {1,0} the velocity component vx , is calculated at n  {0,1} ˗
velocity component vr . The following point ( x, r ) is determined from the previous one ( x, r )
using the formulas: x  x  tvx / vx2  vr2 , r   r  tvr / vx2  vr2 , where t - is a pitch, which
is chosen to be rather small. The free stream surface will consist of free vortex rings, located a
discrete pitch size away from each other rh . So, in the process of calculation, the distance to
the previous free vortex ring is checked at each stage. As soon as this distance becomes equal,
within the accuracy of insignificant error, to discrete pitch size at a certain point, the next
vortex ring is placed into this point. This construction goes on to the exhaust section, after
which the iteration procedure begins from 1 and continues, until the absolute difference
between the old circulation value  on the free stream surface and the new one is higher than
the given accuracy  .
3

VERIFICATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODELING METHOD

The calculation was carried out at  108 , rh  0,000625 m, the pipe radius R = 0,1m, the
suction velocity v0  1 m/s; the distance from exhaust section to the pipe entrance 6R; the pipe
wall length 11R, the pitch of stream-line construction 5 107 m. The calculation results are
presented in nondimensional form. The length scale ˗R, the velocity scale ˗ v0 .
The results of building a stagnation stream-line at the velocity v of the approach flow of
the greater suction velocity are shown v0 in fig.2. The following notations are introduced here:

2 ; II – at v  10 ; III – at v  50 ; line 1 – calculations by
I – calculations 
at v v
 / v0
А.К. Gilfanov, Sh.H. Zaripov [4] in a potential model by the boundary-element method, line 2
– calculations by discrete vortex method without accounting the flow breakdown according to
the algorithms, designed in this work; line 3 – calculation in the model of viscous
incompressible liquid (numerical solution of Navier-Stokes equations) [4]; line 4 calculations according to the designed method; 5 – free stream surfaces, constructed by the
designed algorithms. The comparison of the calculation data demonstrates that the
computation of the stagnation stream-line is correct, and the calculations within the
framework of this paper are close to calculations with the account of viscosity.
The comparison of the calculated flow patterns at v  50 is shown in fig.3. The stagnation
stream-line is denoted with a dashed line. The stream-lines are identical except for the
separation area. In the model of viscous incompressible medium the separation area size is
smaller.
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Figure 2: Stagnation and free stream-lines at the entrance to round thin-walled suction duct

The calculations at v  0,02 are virtually identical, too (fig.4). A slight deviation is
observed at the separation area boundary. In the model of viscous incompressible liquid it
shrinks at the removal in the suction duct, unlike the calculations within the framework of this
paper.
Fig. 5 shows the flow patterns at the entrance to a slot-like and round suction ducts,
constructed within the framework of potential flow model with the use of conformal mapping
[9], viscous incompressible liquid with the use of Navier-Stokes equations' numerical solution
[9] and the model, presented in this work. The calculations were carried out at various
velocities of the approach flow, but not higher than the suction velocity. The stagnation
stream-line is shown with a dashed line. Though the flow patterns are similar enough, at the
entrance to the a slot-like suction duct the separation area, constructed with conformal
mapping method, is narrower than the separation area, constructed with the designed
calculation procedure. In the viscous incompressible liquid model the calculated width of
separation area is considerably wider, but of the finite length, as compared to calculations
within the framework of other models.
Among the aspiration objectives there is studying the dust particle dynamics in the
round thin-walled duct’s range of action, determining the extreme trajectories of dust particles
and the aspiration coefficient.
So, in this work the extreme trajectories of dust particles were constructed, with the use
of differential equations system of their movement:
dvx ux  vx dx
dvr ur  vr dr
,
,


v

vr ,
x,
dt

dt
dt

dt

 2R  St/v - relaxation time, St - Stokes number; u x , ur - medium velocity
where 
components; vx , vr - particles velocity components, t – time.
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Figure 3: Stream-lines at v  50 : а – calculations in the model of viscous incompressible liquid [4], b –
calculations according to the designed computational procedure

Figure 4: Stream-lines at v  0.02 : а – calculations according to the designed method; b – calculations in the
model of viscous incompressible liquid [4]

The extreme trajectory was determined by means of bisection method. The Stokes
number and the initial position of a dust particle were denoted, the relaxation time was
determined. The initial velocities were assumed as equal to the approach flow velocity. To the
variable U l the ordinate of a particle, caught by the pipe, was placed, and in the variable U p the ordinate of a deposited particle. In the initial approximation there was set U l  R ,
U p  40R . The variable
Sr (U p  U l ) / 2 . Then a cycle was organized, which performed until
the condition U p  Ul  0,00000001 . In the internal cycle the particles’ trajectories were built.
At the exit from the internal cycle the particle’s getting into the pipe was checked. If yes, then
the variable is U l  Sr , otherwise U p  Sr , the particle escape coordinates assumed the value
(100R, Sr ) .
The aspiration coefficient was determined from the formula: A  ( Rc / R)2 v , where Rc the initial distance to the symmetry axis of the found extreme trajectory of the dust particle.
The withdrawal from the entrance to the suction duct was equal to 100R.
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Figure 5: The comparison of stream-lines, constructed: а) for a slot-like suction duct by method of conformal
mapping [9]; b) for a slot-like suction duct in the viscous liquid model [9]; в) for a round pipe according to the
designed method
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The comparison of the aspiration coefficient alteration depending on the dimensionless
velocity of the approach flow and various Stokes numbers is presented in Fig.6, where there is
a good congruence of calculations with the use of the designed computation procedure and the
calculations, performed in [4], in the viscous incompressible liquid model. The maximum
difference is observed at St=0,1 and v  0, 02 , but it doesn’t exceed 7%.

Figure 6: The dependence of aspiration coefficient А
on the dimensionless velocity of the approach flow v

4

THE BELL VENT IN CONDITIONS OF THE APPROACH FLOW

The air flow approaches a bell vent with velocity u (fig.7 а). In the suction section of the
bell there is a parabolic distribution of velocity, which corresponds to the viscous flow in a
2
2
round duct with the average velocity u0
: v 2u0 (1  r / R ) , where R – is the radius of a
suction duct. There should be found the regularities of the aspiration coefficient’s alteration
depending on the slope angle  , the bell length l and the approach flow velocity u -

A  ( Rc / R)2 v , where Rc - the initial distance to the symmetry axis of the found extreme
trajectory of the dust particle, v  u / u0 . Let us point out, that the gravitation acceleration is
directed oppositely to the velocity in the vent u0 , i.е. the bell vent is located vertically, but for
the convenience of presentation it is shown in the horizontal position.
The discrete mathematical model (fig.7b) is built in the following way At the flow
boundary there are infinitely thin attached vortex rings (black circles in fig.7b) and control
points between them (crosses in fig.7b) - on the circle, embracing the pipe, or on the suction
section. Let us point out, that in the suction section on the symmetry axis the zero radius
vortex is located, so it’s not taken into account. The number of discrete vortex rings is equal
to the number of control points. In the control points on the pipe walls the impermeability
condition is performed – the velocity along the normal direction amounts to zero. In the
suction section the velocity along the outward normal direction is similar and amounts to v0 .
The division to discrete vortex rings and control points is uniform, the control points are in
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the centre among the vortex rings. The distance between two neighbouring vortex rings is
equal to discrete pitch size rh . The free stream surface consists of free vortex rings hollow
circles in fig.7b) and is formed on the sharp edge А of the bell. It is determined by iterational
method, as further described. Parallely to the pipe axis the flow approaches with the velocity
v , which can be directed oppositely to the axis Ox, or can coincide with it. It must be
pointed out, that the free stream surface can also descend into the bell at the low velocities of
the approach flow.

а)

b)

Figure 7: The bell vent at the approach flow: а) general flow pattern; b) discrete mathematical model in
meridional plane

The dust particles trajectories were built with the use of differential equation of its dynamics:
dv p
dt

u

g
(v p  v a ) ,
2  St  R

(2)

which corresponds to a system of standard differential equations:
dv px
dt



u
 v px  vax  ,
2  St  R

dx
v px ,
dt

dv py
dt

 g 

u
 v pr  var  ,
2  St  R

dy
v pr ,
dt

(3)

 p de2u / (36R), v a  air
where Re 
a v p  va de /  ,   air dynamic viscosity coefficient, St 
velocity;  a  air density; v p  particle velocity;

 p  particle density; dе  equivalent

diameter of a particle; g  free fall acceleration; Sm  πde2 4  middle section area of a
particle;  dynamic mode coefficient of a particle;
 1, if

Re  1; 

1  1/ 6  Re  ,
2/3

if 1  Re  103 ; 

1  0,065Re 

2/3 1.5

, if

Re  103.

The equation (2) is not dimensionless, but the Stokes criterion is singled out, on the base of
which a number of computational experiments will be carried out.
Here are some results of calculating velocity in the vent u0  1 m/s and the approach flow
velocity u  0,6 m/s. The following parameters were used in the calculations: discrete pitch
size rh  0,000625 m; pipe radius R  0,1 m; pipe length 20R; the suction opening is located
in the centre of the pipe; stream surface construction pitch 0,0000025m; differential equation
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integration pitch of dust particle dynamics 0,001 – 0,005; accuracy of free stream surface
construction  106 .
The extreme trajectories of dust particles with numbers St  0,01 and St  0,001 almost
overlap. The flow breakdown boundary is denoted with a continuous line (fig.8). With the
increase of Stokes number St the aspiration area grows. The calculation was carried out at
u0  1 m/s.
The initial conditions for constructing the dust particles trajectories were set in the
u , v pr 
0, x 
30R . The extreme trajectory was determined with the
following way: v px 
use of bisection method. The Stokes number and the initial position of a dust particle were
denoted, the relaxation time was determined. The initial velocities were assumed as equal to
the approach flow velocity. To the variable U l the ordinate of a particle, caught by the pipe,
was placed, and in the variable U p - the ordinate of a deposited particle. In the initial
Sr (U p  Ul ) / 2 . The initial
approximation there was set U l  R , U p  40R . The variable 

position of the particle’s withdrawal from the axis r  Sr . Then a cycle was organized, which
performed until the condition U p  Ul  0,00000001 . In the internal cycle the particles’
trajectories were built. At the exit from the internal cycle the particle’s getting into the pipe
was checked. If it was caught with a suction opening, then the variable is U l  Sr , otherwise
U p  Sr .
In Fig.9 we can see that the extreme trajectories not necessarily finish at the bell boundary.
It’s explained by the presence of the branch point of dust particles, as shown in Fig.4, where
there are presented dust particle’s trajectories slightly lower and slightly higher than the
extreme trajectory. The extreme trajectories of dust particles constrict to the bell’s symmetry
axis as compared to Fig.8.
The aspiration coefficient was determined from a formula: A  ( Rc / R)2 v , where Rc - the
initial distance to the symmetry axis of the found extreme trajectory of the dust particle,
u  u / u0 . The withdrawal from the entrance to the suction duct was equal to 30R. The
dependence of aspiration coefficient on the length of the bell, located 90 degrees to the vent
axis is shown in Fig.11. If the Stokes numbers tend to zero, the aspiration coefficient virtually
doesn’t change and tends to one at any bell length. Indeed, in the supposition of the
uniformity of concentrations and velocities of dust particles in the air flow at the considerable
distance from the suction duct, the aspiration coefficient is equal to the ratio of the crosssection area of dust particles extreme trajectories to the cross-section area of the aspirated air
stream in the same section. If the Stokes number tends to zero, the extreme trajectories of dust
particles coincide with stagnation stream-lines. So, the above mentioned areas coincide. To
this case the Stokes number St = 0,001 corresponds. Here there is the right line A  1 . At the
growth of the Stokes number, the aspiration coefficient decreases with the increase of the bell
length. At the Stokes number St = 0.2 there is a sharp drop of aspiration coefficient in the
range of bell length alteration from 0 to 1 calibre. It’s interesting, that all the curves intersect
in one point, which corresponds to the bell length equal to 0.5 of the caliber (caliber is the
pipe radius R).
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Figure 8: The extreme trajectories of dust particles at:
l / R  0,1 u  0, 6 .

Figure 9: The extreme trajectories of dust particles at
l / R  0, 25 , u  0, 6

Figure 10: The trajectory of a dust particle at: St = 0.2,
l / R  0, 25 , u  0, 6

Figure 11: The dependence of aspiration coefficient
on the bell length at  90 , u  0,6

At the twofold increase of the approach flow velocity the dependence of aspiration
coefficient on the dimensionless bell length alters considerably (fig.12). At the Stokes
numbers lower than 0.1 the aspiration coefficient tends to one in the whole range of bell
length variations. The character of the aspiration coefficient alteration remains the same – it
decreases at the bell length increase, but doesn’t exceed 1. As the approach flow velocity has
increased, it’s possible to plot the graphs of the aspiration coefficients alteration at the
increase of Stokes numbers to one. In the latter case, it was done in a narrow range of bell
lengths alteration.
The determining of regulations in the dependence of aspiration coefficient on the slope
angle of the bell to its axis at the fixed bell length is also of interest (fig.13).
As before, at the low Stokes numbers (less than 0.01) the aspiration coefficient tends to
one. The graphs of variance are not steady; there is a low at the range of 45-60 degrees.
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Figure 12: The dependence of aspiration coefficient
on the bell length at  90 , u  1, 2

Figure 13: The dependence of aspiration coefficient
on the bell length at l / R  1 , u  1, 2 on the slope
angle of the bell

CONCLUSIONS
-

-

The developed method of mathematical modeling of the separation flow at the
entrance to the suction pipe at the approach flow allows constructing an accurate
velocity field of the air flow, extreme trajectories of dust particles and determining
the aspiration coefficient.
The work has been carried out with the financial support of the Grant Council of the
President of the Russian Federation (project MD-95.2017.8).
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Abstract. The subject of the work presented is focused on self-pierce-riveting and clinching
in combination with adhesive bonding. In the industrial process chain the rivets and clinchpoints are set before the adhesive is cured. A FEA reference model is developed for the
elementary mechanical joining processes. The model is then expanded to consider the
displacement of the liquid adhesive, including associated internal pressures. Coupled fluidstructure simulations, which include the interaction of the solid matter influenced in the
mechanical joining process and the fluid adhesive, are presented. In a last step a surrogate
model for the multi-point hybrid joint is developed and applied to industry-relevant
structures.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Adhesive joint manufacturing usually starts with the application of the liquid adhesive on
one of the adherents to join; thereafter, the second adherent is placed such to achieve an
adhesive bonded gap between the parts to be bonded. The last step consists on curing the
adhesive until final strength is achieved, a process which in some industrial applications is
being accelerated by appropriate means, as heating. In recent years, in the automotive
industry, bonding is increasingly being used to achieve lightweight structures with high crash
performance. Adhesively bonded joints ensure a much smother load transfer, higher joint
capacities, and stiffer connection. In the automotive industry typical connections are, amongst
others, bonding complements connections in the car main body (and doors, hoods) that are
achieved with traditional mechanical fastening, as for example clinching, hamming and
riveting; their main advantage lie in short process times, although with lower total bonding
strengths. Specific advantages of adhesively bonded joints and mechanical fastening can be
combined in form of hybrid joints, which yield in synergies of manufacturing, strength, crash
behavior, and durability performance.
In a specific hybrid bonding process increasingly used in industry, the so called “fixation
method”, liquid adhesive is applied between two metal sheets, then mechanical joining is
performed while the adhesive is yet uncured, after which the adhesive is cured. Depending on
the type of mechanical fastener, e.g. considering hamming or rivets, the hybrid joint can take
different designations. The hybrid adhesive-hamming and the hybrid adhesive-clinching
process include large plastic deformation of the metal sheets, in presence of the pasty liquid
adhesives. The hybrid adhesive-riveting process additionally includes the fracture of the upper
metal sheet, influenced by the presence of a pasty fluid. Critical issues in such hybrid joining
processes are the formation of adhesive pockets in the region of the mechanical junctions, the
potential presence of air bubbles in the adhesive, and the usually large global deformations of
the metal sheets between the mechanical joints.
Numerical modelling of aforementioned hybrid joining processes makes it necessary to
consider various physics: all effects related to the uncured–thus liquid–adhesive are associated
to fluid dynamics, while solid mechanics is needed for the mechanical fasteners, and metal
sheets. Since both effects act simultaneously, taking into account the Fluid-StructureInteraction (FSI) is fundamental. In hybrid bonding processes hydrostatic pressures inside the
adhesive pockets can reach very high values, such to lead to plastic deformations of the metal
sheets. When transferring high pressures, the exchange process of boundary conditions
between the software for the solid metal forming process and the code for simulation of the
fluid flow of the liquid adhesive is limited by the stability of the FSI simulation. This requires
a careful selection of an adequate code coupling module. On the basis of experimental studies
the authors present simulations for the numerical descriptions of hybrid joining processes.
Different examples of simulations of hybrid adhesive-clinching, and adhesive-riveting,
processes will be presented; from simple–academic–geometries to industry-relevant
structures. The elaborated FSI simulations are able to shed additional light on the insights, and
on the influence of several key parameters on the process.
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2

COUPLING STRATEGY

In hybrid joining processes strong interactions between the two elementary joining steps
occur, so that process parameters that have been determined as optimum separately cannot be
transferred to the hybrid technology directly. Beside experimental studies, numerical
descriptions of hybrid joining processes [1,2,3] are able to shed additional light on the insights
on the influence of several key parameters. Because of the strong interactions between the
metals and the adhesives, simulation of hybrid joining processes must integrate liquid
adhesives flow and mechanical joining processes in parallel.
Literature reports on several experimental studies on hybrid joining applying the fixing
method. Correlations between the quality of the mechanical joint, the adhesive and the global
deformation were partially investigated using experiments [4,5,6,7]. The main techniques to
measure the quality of hybrid bonded specimens are metallographic sectioning of cured
compounds and tactile or inductive measuring of deformation while curing. Also the
numerical analysis of final cured hybrid joints under mechanical loads is state-of-the-art, see
[8,9,10]. The simulation of hybrid bonding processes facing the flow of liquid adhesive
including the comparison with experimental data is the topic of one of the authors in
[11,12,13].

Figure 1: Formation of adhesive bags (1) in hybrid junctions and (2) between hybrid junctions

Stepping in the detail of the simulations, both the elasto-plastic flow processes of the metal
parts and the viscous flow of the adhesive must be calculated simultaneously using a fluidstructure-interaction (FSI) simulation. In this case also the strong interactions between the
liquid and the solid material must be numerically coupled.
One coupling strategy is to connect a structural with a fluid mechanical code using a
special coupling software tool. The transferring software will couple for example a structural
domain calculated using structural FEM with a fluid domain calculated using CFD by the
exchange of boundary conditions at corresponding time steps. This kind of coupling is
implemented in some general purpose simulation packages like Ansys® or Abaqus®.
Alternatively a third party software product like MPCCI can be used. But the linking of one
software product for the solid metal forming process and another software for simulation of
the fluid flow of the liquid adhesive is limited when strong coupling is involved.
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Another method is to use advanced material models to handle the liquid flow in a structural
numerical code only. Using the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE), the Coupled Euler
Lagrangian method in Abaqus® (CEL), and the fluid-structure coupling analysis using
Abaqus® in combination with MPCCI® and Ansys® Fluent® is tested. All methods required
high computational effort, even for a single point hybrid joint. The use of surrogate models is
able to significantly decrease the complexity of the numerical problem and to describe
industrial structures with multiple hybrid joints using a structural numerical code only.
3 SINGLE POINT CLINCH-BONDING AND RIV-BONDING PROCESSES
The basis of the simulation of hybrid bonding processes are stand-alone simulations of
mechanical joining processes of clinching and self-pierce-riveting. The models include the
experimentally determined strength and yield curve of metal on one hand, and the rheological
flow behavior of adhesive. At first a reference model for the elementary clinching and the
self-pierce-riveting is qualified for the simulation. In self-pierce-riveting the rivet fractures the
metal sheet, which has to be taken into account. Due to the low sensitivity of the failure model
on the geometry and force curves a simple ductile model is used. Comparisons between
experimental and numerical results (Fig. 1 for the clinch-bonding) indicate that the approach
for single point clinch-bonding and riv-bonding processes is validated.
Aforementioned simulations allow understanding the formation of adhesive bags in the
mechanical joining zone. Fig. 1 shows the simulation results for hybrid adhesive-clinching of
steel-aluminum and steel-steel pairing of sheets after 0.2sec, 0.5sec and 1.0sec. In each time
frame the results of the steel/aluminum pairing are shown on the left side and the steel/steel
pairing is shown on the right side. The steel sheets are located on the top of the joints and the
aluminum sheet on the bottom. The coloring visualizes the von Mises stresses of the metal
sheets. The adhesive layer is colored in gray.
The aluminum sheet has a lower stiffness so that it is more deformed under the acting
forces. As a result the total amount of the enclosed adhesive at time 0.5sec is higher for the
steel/aluminum combination. The punch causes a displacement of the adhesive from the
center in radial direction in all material combinations, leading to an accumulation of adhesive
in the area of the outer diameter of the punch. At the end of the process the two distinct
pockets of glue in the joint zone are bigger for the pairing aluminum/steel. Similar results
were obtained for riv-bonding process, which allowed concluding that the simulation method
developed here is able to describe the physical processes of single point hybrid bonding
correctly.

Figure 2: Simulation of the clinch-bonding (after 0.2 sec, 0.5 sec, and 1.0 sec, respectively)
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4 MULTI POINT RIV-BONDING PROCESSES
Industrial applications almost always involve multiple joints embedded in 3D geometries,
mostly without symmetries to be exploited. To step forward to this applications the methods
of simulation need further improvements. For this purpose the individual hybrid joining
points of a complex part are modeled using simplified surrogate models. This surrogate model
describes the time dependent rate of adhesive flow and the displacement of the metal sheet as
boundaries using a geometric cut at a given radius around the respective joining point. The
simulation is divided in a local 2½D model and global 3D model with a cylindrical
connection region circumvented around the jointing point (see Fig. 3). Here the local model
describes the single hybrid joint using FSI and axial symmetric modeling and the global
model describes the flow of adhesive through a 3D structure using imported time dependent
boundary conditions derived from the local model.

Figure 3: Coupling of local 2½D model and global 3D model with a cylindrical connection region for the rivbonding process

Using a first python-script, the time dependent results of deformation and adhesive flow
occurring in the connection region from the local 2½D FSI simulation are derived and stored
in a file. It is possible to set up a database of typically applied hybrid joints by collecting the
result files of their local simulation for subsequent use. If required, the extracted flow and
deformation data for a special joint type can be transformed into FEM-boundaries acting on
each connection region of the global 3D multi-point model. The transformation of data-files
to boundaries is automated by a second python-script, which derives the changes in
dimension, rotation, translation, time-shift and meshing from the local to the global model.
Using the two python-scripts allows to automatically build-up of complex multi-point hybrid
joint geometries based upon libraries of materials and adhesive properties, as well as typical
hybrid joint elements.
The simulation using a surrogate model enables the modelling of much more complex,
industry-related, structures without exceeding the capacity of commercially available
computer architectures. The validation of the surrogate model at geometrically simple
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samples is the basis to describe more complex structures coming close to components of
automotive body-shells.
This is illustrated by the following example of a cap profile with three hybrid junction
points in the flange: the adhesive layer in the flange is pressed to its final shape driven by the
hydrostatic stresses resulting from the hybrid joining process. The flow of adhesive caused by
the mechanical joining process leads to a final deformation of the metal flange of the cap
profile. This final deformation is shown for different cut views in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Deformation at the flange of the cup profile at two different cut positions. Colors symbolize the
amount of deformation in vertical direction [–0.5mm to +0.05mm]. The vertical axis is scaled with a factor
of 20. Numbers denote the height of the final adhesive gaps between the two metal sheets.

5 CONCLUSIONS
The numerical description of the mechanical joining and the adhesive flow helps to
understand the hybrid processes and to create solutions for critical joining tasks in industry.
Based on the increased process knowledge made possible by the numerical simulations,
options for process-optimization of clinch-bonding and riv-bonding processes are derived,
leading to a better undercut in the mechanical joint and reduced pockets of adhesive. Process
modifications can be used in order to achieve smaller adhesive bags and bigger undercuts in
single point joints.
However, the developed simulations for the single point joints are associated with high
computational times. Using the developed surrogate model it is possible to study in detail the
time-dependent process of adhesive bag formation in multi-point joining processes. The
investigations showed that adhesive bags results as a merging of ebbing waves of adhesive.
The worked out techniques can be expanded for industrial use to serve as a tool for further
optimization of processes. The simulations provide a basis for further numerical
investigations of different hybrid joining processes.
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Abstract. The paper deals with the multiphysics modeling of piezoelectric micromachined
ultrasound transducers (PMUT), that can be used in several practical applications. The model
accounts for the multiple couplings between the mechanical fields and the electric and acoustic
ones. The numerical solution has been sought by means of the finite element method, for the
special case of axial symmetry. The model has been validated with reference to experimental
data, that have been obtained by the Authors. The numerical procedure has been applied to
carry out a parametric analysis of the effect of package, to extract a set of design guidelines.
1

INTRODUCTION

The application of piezoelectric materials in “smart” microdevices is continuously
increasing, with different possible uses of both “direct” (conversion of mechanical energy into
electric energy) and “indirect” effect. The latter is applied for actuating purposes, e.g. in the
case of micropumps [1]; “direct” effect is now widely used for energy harvesting, namely for
obtaining an electric power by exploiting some freely available mechanical energy [2,3].
In the case of MEMS, some recent developments in microfabrication techniques allowed for
the introduction of layered structures with thin films of piezoelectric materials (namely, PZT or
AlN [4]). After a thorough examination of piezoelectric mechanical properties for thin layers,
it is possible to provide a comparative table in terms of “Figure Of Merits” (FOM). In that way,
one can select the best material for each possible application, with the use of both direct and
indirect effects.
The ultrasound transducers (PMUT) are piezoelectric structures which are actuated with the
purpose of emitting and receiving ultrasonic waves [5]. Such devices are used in many practical
application: acoustic imaging for medical purposes; hydrophones; finger-printing recognition
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[6]; range-finders [7]. Further applications are represented by non-destructive testing, velocity
sensing and 3D pattern recognition. The complete simulation of the device’s behaviour can be
obtained by considering multiple coupling between different fields: electro-mechanical
coupling for piezoelectric model; acoustic-structural coupling for understanding the efficiency
in the emission and in the sensing phase. The model is complicated by the fact that the PMUT
devices are usually packaged, so the interaction between the surrounding medium does not
involve directly the vibrating diaphragm only but the package as well.
This paper is focussed on the development of a fully-coupled model in order to carry out
parametric studies on the effect of package geometry on the PMUT operation. This has been
done with reference to axisymmetric models, with the main purpose of reducing the
computational burden. This is perfectly suited for the emission of waves from circular
diaphragm in circular package; conversely the sensing phase would require a full 3D model.
The achieved results have represented a useful guidance in the design of a PMUT prototype,
that has been finally subject to experimental tests. The measured data are in good agreement
with the numerical predictions.
2 MULTIPHYSICS MODELLING
The finite element model has been developed in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2. The numerical
model includes three physics and their mutual interactions, namely: solid mechanics model of
the membrane, piezoelectric effect in the PZT active layer and pressure acoustics model for the
fluid far from the membrane. The thermo-viscous acoustics model for the fluid near to the
vibrating diaphragm, that has been considered in [8], is here neglected since focus is on the farfield response.
The materials in the layers of the plate are linear elastic and they are characterized by a
certain amount of residual stress in the radial direction of the plate. Such a stress field, that is
induced by the fabrication processes, plays an important role in the initial deformation and in
the geometric stiffness of the structure. In the piezoelectric active layer, the electro-mechanical
coupling is enforced through the linearized constitutive relation (see e.g. [1]). The overall
structural damping (which is induced by anchor losses, surface effects and the thermo-elastic
losses) is modeled by means of an isotropic structural loss factor, that is the inverse of the
structural quality factor Qstruct.
The acoustic phenomenon far from the emitting source can be considered as an isentropic
process, characterized by zero energy dissipation. The computational burden is reduced by
considering a spherical pressure acoustic domain with radius equal to 4 λ, where λ = νs/f0 is the
typical wavelength, νs is the sound velocity in air at the reference state (Tref = 293.15 K and Pref
= 1 atm), f0 is the operational frequency of the system, that coincides with the plate fundamental
frequency in order to maximize the acoustic efficiency. In this region the lossy Helmholtz
equation for the pressure acoustic field is solved, with the Stokes’ attenuation factor for the
viscous and thermally conductive case [9]. Finally, outside the pressure acoustic domain, the
wave radiation into an infinite medium is simulated by means of a Perfectly Matched Layer
(PML) of thickness equal to λ.
The electro-thermo-structural-acoustic response is computed by means of a sequence of
simulations. First, a non-linear static analysis is performed to compute the pre-deflected
configuration induced by the fabrication residual stresses in the plate. An electro-mechanical
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static analysis, account taken of the previously computed non-linear deformation, is performed
to simulate the effect of the bias voltage that is applied in the actuation phase. Finally, an
electro-mechanical-acoustic analysis is performed in the frequency domain to simulate the
complete system, under a harmonic voltage perturbation, taking into account the non-linearities
introduced before.
3

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The results of the studies on the single PMUT, without the protecting cap and the package,
are shown in the present section along with the comparison with the corresponding
experimental data. To compute the pre-deflected configuration of the system, which is
characterized by a very high aspect ratio (radius/thickness) of 55, an initial non-linear static
analysis is performed, under the residual stresses acting in the radial direction of the plate. The
numerically computed profile of the diaphragm along a radius and its comparison with the
experimental measured one are presented in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Initial static configuration due to fabrication residual stresses: experimental measured profile by means
of MicroXAM-100 3D Surface Profilometer (above), numerically computed [µm] by means of COMSOL
Multiphysics 5.2 (below).

The residual stress field determines the initial deformed shape of the layered system
characterized by a maximum displacement, which occurs in the center point of the membrane,
equal to 7.1 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 for the measured value, while the corresponding numerical value is 6.2 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇.
The observed mismatch is attributed to the uncertainty in the experimentally measured residual
stresses. The most important effect on the mechanical behavior of the vibrating system, induced
by the residual stress state, is the frequency shift for the fundamental eigenfrequency of the
membrane, that coincides with the operating one to maximize the acoustic efficiency in the
transmission phase. As a matter of fact, the same diaphragm in terms of material and geometry,
without the residual stresses, presents a theoretical fundamental eigenfrequency of 111 kHz;
taking into account the contribution to the geometric stiffness due to the pre-stress state it
decreases to 99.8 kHz in correspondence of an applied static voltage of 0.5 V to the piezoelectric
layer of the system. This is correctly captured by the numerical model. To show the shift, a
frequency spectrum analysis is performed in the presence of a static voltage of 0.5 V and a
harmonic excitation with amplitude of 0.5 V. The numerical electro-mechanical-acoustic
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simulation runs in 49 minutes with i7 CPU @3.4 GHz and 16 GB RAM for the complete sweep
over the system without the protecting package. The comparison between the non-dimensional
experimental spectrum and the numerically computed one for the vertical displacement of the
center point of the diaphragm is shown in Fig. 2 together with the extended frequency sweep
for the packaged system represented in Fig. 3, which allows one to evaluate the frequency
associated with the coupled fluid-structure mode induced by the presence of the cap. The quality
factor of the device is 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 = 80 and it is obtained by means of a free vibration decay test.

Figure 2: Normalized vertical displacement spectra for the center of the membrane: experimental measurement
by means of Polytec MSA-500 Micro System Analyzer and numerical estimation by means of COMSOL
Multiphysics 5.2 for the unpackaged PMUT (left), extended frequency sweep for the packaged PMUT (right).

Figure 3: Sketch of the packaged system

4

ANALYSES IN THE PRESENCE OF PACKAGE

4.1 Stand-alone diaphragm vs. packaged device
The acoustic modelling of the surrounding fluid allows to evaluate the acoustic efficiency of
the PMUT; the Sound Pressure Level (SPL) can be computed in every point of the fluid domain
and outside of it by means of the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral technique (far-field calculation).
The numerically computed SPL frequency response at 15 cm on the vertical axis of symmetry
of the diaphragm, for the unpackaged transducer and for the packaged one are presented in Fig.
4. The protecting cap is characterized by a distance from the inner die equal to Hcap = 500 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇,
by a thickness of tcap = 80 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 and by a central hole with radius equal to Rhole = RPMUT/3 placed
over the central vibrating transducer, where RPMUT is the radius of the PMUT (Fig. 3).
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Figure 4: Sound Pressure Level [dB] at 15 cm on the vertical axis of symmetry: unpackaged transducer (left),
packaged transducer (right).

It is possible to notice that the maximum value in the SPL at 15 cm occurs, for the system
without the protecting cap, in correspondence of the resonance frequency of the membrane (f =
100 kHz), while in the case of the package structure it is 8 dB lower than the previous one and
is related to a frequency of 79.5 kHz, which represents the eigenfrequency of the coupled fluidstructure mode associated with the adopted package geometry. Finally, for the device with the
protecting cap, it is still possible to notice a local maximum at the corresponding mechanical
resonance but it is 16 dB lower than the first one (barrier effect). Both maximum values in the
SPL plot are related to a non-directional emitted pressure wave as we can see in Fig. 5 where
the polar plot for a distance from the center of the diaphragm equal to 15 cm at the
corresponding frequency is shown for the two cases together with the polar plot for the
packaged device at the mechanical resonance frequency of the diaphragm.

Figure 5: SPL polar plot [dB]: system without package at f = 100 kHz (left), with package at f = 79.5 kHz
(central) and 100 kHz (right).

4.2 Simulations for different packages
Going further, several simulations have been performed over devices with PMUTs
characterized by a resonance frequency of 63 kHz in the presence of the pre-stress state and a
static voltage of 3 V. The numerical procedure has been applied to carry out a parametric
analysis over the parameters Hcap, RPMUT and tcap to extract a set of design guidelines for the
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package structure. The results are shown in the Figures 6-11, for a reduced set of parameters,
in terms of vertical displacement frequency response, under a harmonic voltage excitation from
0 to 6 V, for the center point of the membrane belonging to the axis of symmetry, SPL at 15 cm
on the axisymmetric axis and polar plot at the corresponding peak value.

Figure 6: Vertical displacement spectra [µm] for the center point of the membrane belonging to the axis of
symmetry by COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2: tcap = 80 µm, Rhole = RPMUT/3, Hcap = 200 µm (left), 500 µm (right).

Figure 7: Sound Pressure Level [dB] at 15 cm on the vertical axis of symmetry: tcap = 80 µm, Rhole = RPMUT/3,
Hcap = 200 µm (left), 500 µm (right).

Figure 8: SPL polar plot [dB] at the corresponding peak value in the SPL versus frequency plot: tcap = 80 µm,
Rhole = RPMUT /3, Hcap = 200 µm (left), 500 µm (right).
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It is possible to notice that, in all the cases of Figs. 6-8, the peak value in the SPL versus
frequency plot appears in correspondence of the frequency of the coupled fluid-structure mode,
around 44.5 kHz; moreover, for Hcap = 200 µm (Figs. 6-8, left) the maximum in the SPL and
the corresponding polar plot is slightly bigger than the case with Hcap = 500 µm (Figs. 6-8,
right). Generally no great change occurs in the behavior of the system for the adopted package
parameters. To emphasize the role of the cap structure, the radius of the hole is increased,
keeping Hcap = 500 µm and tcap = 80 µm, as it is shown in the Figures 9-11.

Figure 9: Vertical displacement spectra [µm] for the center point of the membrane belonging to the axis of
symmetry by COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2: tcap = 80 µm, Hcap = 500 µm, Rhole = RPMUT (left), 2RPMUT (right).

Figure 10: Sound Pressure Level [dB] at 15 cm on the vertical axis of symmetry: tcap = 80 µm, Hcap = 500 µm,
Rhole = RPMUT (left), 2RPMUT (right).

Figure 11: SPL polar plot [dB] at the corresponding peak value in the SPL versus frequency plot: tcap = 80 µm,
Hcap = 500 µm, Rhole = RPMUT at f = 47.5 kHz (left), RPMUT at f = 63 kHz (central), 2RPMUT (right).
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In this case, it is possible to notice the different behavior of the device for the two values of
the hole’s radius. For Rhole = RPMUT in the SPL versus frequency there are two peaks for the
frequency f1 = 47.5 kHz, which is related to the coupled fluid-structure mode, and f2 = 63 kHz,
that is the fundamental mechanical frequency of the diaphragm. Furthermore, the peaks are
characterized by the same maximum value but they are associated with different SPL polar
shape, due to the different fluid response in the wave transmission. Finally, for the case
Rhole = 2 RPMUT the package influence over the dynamic behavior of the system is negligible; as
a matter of fact, the maximum value in the SPL frequency response appears in correspondence
of the mechanical resonance frequency of the membrane, as it occurred for the device without
the package structure, and it is the highest registered value due to the lower barriest effect, along
the positive vertical direction of the axisymmetric axis, determined by the presence of the cap.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The design of PMUTs should be based on a reliable computational model, that include the
complex coupling between different physics, the non-linear behavior and the interaction
between different parts of the device. In this paper, we have considered a fully-coupled
multiphysics model that encompasses the mechanical, piezoelectric and acoustic fields. The
effect of residual stresses has been introduced by a suitable non-linear model. The
computational results for the stand-alone diaphragm have been compared to experimental data,
showing a satisfactory degree of accuracy. The validated model has been used in order to assess
the effect of package on the mechanical and acoustic performance of the PMUT. First, the
response of the stand-alone diaphragm has been compared to the case of packaged device, with
a hole that is a fraction of the PMUT radius: there is no effect on the mechanical response of
the diaphragm itself, but the acoustic emission is strongly influenced by the presence of a
coupled acoustic-structure mode. The sound pressure level in the far field is obviously reduced
by the presence of the package.
The second step of the analyses has been represented by a parametric study for different
geometric features of the package. The distance between the diaphragm and the package seems
to play a minor role, since neither the mechanical response nor the sound pressure level is
affected by a change of that parameter. Conversely, the variation of the radius of the hole
induces a noteworthy modification of the acoustic field. In the case of small radius, the fluidstructure mode is dominant and the maximum sound pressure level can be obtained for a
frequency that is far away from the resonance frequency of the diaphragm. When the radius is
increased over a certain threshold, the obstructive effect of the package is reduced and the wave
emission resembles to that of the stand-alone diaphragm.
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Abstract. The aim of this work is to understand the erosion mechanism caused by repeated
water droplets impingement on a metallic structure, and then perform numerical simulations of
the damage. When a high velocity water droplet with small diameter impacts a rigid surface,
interaction is driven by inertial effects. Upon impact, the “water-hammer” pressure appears by
inertial effect at the center of the contact though the maximum pressure occurs on the envelope
of the contact area. Lateral jetting occurs by compression when the wave front travelling inside
droplet overtakes the contact area. Concerning the structure, erosion is due to fatigue cracking. First, material grains are weakened during an “incubation” phase. After a large number
of impacts, micro-cracks emerge and lead to ejection or fracture of grains, what is called “amplification” phase. Numerical simulation including rigid solid allows to locate the most loaded
zones of the area, by observing the pressure and mainly the impulse. A 2-way coupling computation with fluid-structure interaction at macroscopic scale allows to confirm the fatigue-based
mechanism by observing the hydrostatic stress. Finally, erosion program developed with Dang
Van criterion provides the location of the most eroded zones of the structure during a loading
cycle. They locate at the edge of jetting zone, which shows the influence of microjets in the
erosion mechanism.
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1

INTRODUCTION

This work is part of the PREDHYMA project, which concerns the erosion of Pelton turbines
buckets. Hydraulic turbines can undergo severe damaging during operation, because of low
quality water or detrimental flow conditions. Damaging induces maintenance costs and power
production losses, and can also endanger safety of installations. Hydropower plants operators
and turbine manufacturers are interested in extending overhaul periods by reducing damaging
intensity and protecting turbine components with surface treatments. Accurate and reliable prediction of damaging is however missing. The present work is related to the erosion arising from
repeated impacts of high speed water droplets on specific parts of Pelton turbines. Indeed for
high head Pelton units, the jet of water is composed of a liquid core surrounded by droplets. Observations show that regions of impact of these droplets exhibit specific erosion patterns. First,
the erosion mechanism is described, which allows to highlight the most important phenomena
involved in the generation of damage. Then, numerical simulations are performed. They consist
of the impact of a water droplet on a metallic structure, with an erosion post-processing.
2

DROPLET IMPACT EROSION

This part explains the mechanism responsible for the wear of metallic structures by water
droplets impingement. Firstly, the mechanisms happening into the droplet in case of impact are
presented, like the “water-hammer” pressure and waves propagation. The maximum pressure
on the wall appears when side jets emerge from the droplet. Then, the erosion mechanism itself
inside the solid is presented. These mechanisms may be split into two groups : the damages
acting at macroscopic scale, then the mesosopic ones, such as intergranular cracks propagation
leading to grain removal or tilting. This last case produces pits on the surface.
2.1
2.1.1

Liquid-solid impact
Waves propagation

According to Haller and Li [5, 10], when a small diameter and high velocity water droplet
impacts a rigid flat target, viscous effects and surface tension can be neglected. Indeed, for a
droplet radius R = 0.1mm and initial velocity V = 500m.s−1 , Reynolds number is Re = 50 000
and Weber number is We = 350 000 [5]. Numerical results from Haller [5] show almost constant temperature, so convective heat transfert is not involved in the fluid motion. Therefore, the
fluid behaviour is driven by inertial effects and Euler equations can be considered for numerical
simulations. After impact, a shock wave starts moving from the contact zone and propagates
along the droplet lateral free surface. This wave follows an unobservable triple point, near
the contact edge. Field and Haller [3, 5] build the shock front with the geometric principle of
Huygens-Fresnel. The front is the envelope of wavelets created by successive edges of the contact (Figures 1.a and 1.b). The volume defined by the wave front and the contact area is highly
compressed (Figure 1.a). Concerning the solid body, the droplet impact induces two main types
of waves : spherical waves propagate inside volume and Rayleigh waves on the surface. Spher2
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ical waves consist into longitudinal compression waves (P-waves), and transverse shear waves
(S-waves). S-waves propagate slower than P-waves for most of metals.
z

shock front

propagating
shock front

compressed liquid
V

contact edge

¡

β
¡

(a)

β

droplet free
surface

shock envelope
s

jetting

r
(b)

rigid wall

(c)

Figure 1: Impact of a spherical droplet on a rigid wall. (a) Shock front and highly compressed volume. (b)
Geometric construction of the waves front. (c) Born of lateral micro-jets. (Haller [5]).

2.1.2

Contact pressure and micro-jetting

During the impact of a fluid body on a solid target, the “water-hammer” pressure pwh emerges
at the center of the contact area. Field, Heymann, Kennedy and Li [4, 6, 8, 10] give it expression
for a rigid solid body in equation (1) :
pwh = ρ0f sV

(1)

were ρ0f is the initial fluid density, s stands for the compression waves velocity traveling in the
droplet (cf. Figure 1.c) and V the normal impact velocity of the droplet. Haller, Heymann and Li
[5, 6, 10] approximate s in these conditions and give another expression for pwh with equation
(2), where k is a liquid-defendant constant, whose value equals 2 for water, and c0f stands for
initial sound velocity in water at room temperature :




V


pwh = ρ0f c0f V 1 + k 0 
(2)
cf

Surface tension has no influence on pressure response (cf. 2.1.1) (Haller [5]). Numerical
results from Haller [5] and Li [10] show the pressure distribution following the contact area
over time. According to Field, Haller, Heymann and Lesser [4, 5, 6, 9], the maximum pressure
pmax occurs exactly on the edge of the contact area (Figure 2.a). The moment the maximum
value acts is not at the start of impingement, but when the shock wave overtakes the contact
area. Then, compression with solid leads to jetting by lateral ejection of the fluid (Figures 1.c
and 2.b). The maximum pressure locates at the jetting region. These two informations are
contained in equation (3) where Rjet and tjet are respectively the location and the time of jetting :
pmax = p(r = Rjet , t = tjet )
3
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The velocity of the jet can be far higher than the impact velocity V and even the ambient
sound velocity c0f (Figure 2.b). Unfortunately analytical expression for maximum pressure does
not exist. Numerical results of Haller [5] and Kennedy [8] give respectively pmax  2pwh and
pmax  3pwh . However, Haller [5] suggests the time when jets form tjet with the equation (4),
where ŝ stands for compression waves velocity inside the droplet when jetting :
RV
2 ŝ2

tjet =

(4)

time

lateral particle velocity (m.s-1)
density (kg.m-3)

density
liquid velocity

(a)

high velocity
liquid jet
hump

liquid behind
the shock wave

air

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Spatial distribution of contact pressure for several times after impact (R = 0.1mm, V = 500m.s−1 ).
(b) Radial velocity and density at the contact zone when jetting. Fluid radial velocity at contact zone (dotted line)
shows clearly the jetting initialization at peak location (Haller [5]).

2.2
2.2.1

Erosion mechanism
Macroscopic scale

Claveris [1] worked on droplet impingement erosion of steam turbines blades and splits
erosion mechanism into three phases : (i) The first phase is called “incubation period”. During
this time no significant loss in mass is observed, but the surface condition changes and becomes
more rough. (ii) Then, the loss in mass increases almost linearly until the rate of erosion reach
it maximum value and becomes constant. (iii) Finally, erosion rate decreases, possibly again
becomes constant, or zero in some cases.
2.2.2

Mesoscopic scale

A mesoscopic description of erosion mechanism is proposed by Kamkar and Luiset [7, 11]
as the following steps :

4
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1. The first impacts start to erode grain boundaries and generates pits between grains. Then,
microcracks appear at the bottom of these pits.
2. Next, material is removed from surface by two damage modes : a) grain ejection which
can produce triple joins, b) grain fracture.
3. After a larger number of impacts, neigbour grains support the same damage mechanism
and are ejected or fractured (step 2.). Microckacks are intergranular type, which impair
the surface condition, and move in parallel to the surface and propagate in depth. Microvoids born on the surface. The damage zone can be larger than the droplet itself.
4. These defaults are amplified by fatigue.
Finally, erosion is driven by plastic deformation, hardening, intergranular cracks propagation
and fatigue mechanism. The cyclic nature of the damage produces a digging by steps (Figure
3).

Figure 3: Damage resulting from repeated droplet impacts on stainless steel (Luiset [11]).

3

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF DROPLET IMPACT EROSION

This section presents the 2D transient simulation of a water droplet impacting on a nonrigid solid body. Then, a fatigue post-processing is performed to estimate the damage over
time and therefore the life cycle. The solid dub-domain is computed by the Finite Elements
Method (FEM) with the explicit dynamics code EuroPlexusR [14], which is developed jointly
by the french Commissariat à l’Énergie Atomique et aux Énergies Alternatives (CEA) and the
European Commission / Joint Research Center (EC/JRC). This code is suitable for highly nonlinear explicit dynamics with erosion. Concerning the fluid sub-domain, ASPHODEL code is
used. This in-house code developed by Andritz Hydro uses the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method (SPH) and is efficient to treat free surfaces. The Fluid-Structure Interaction
(FSI) is performed by the two-way coupling code developed by Nuñez-Ramirez [13], which is
energy-conservative at the interface for same time-steps.

5
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3.1

Numerical model features

The solid body consists of a rectangular shaped steel domain. The material considered is homogeneous, isotropic and perfectly bilinear elastoplastic with Young’s modulus E0 = 200GPa,
tangent modulus Et = 20GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.228, yield strength σY = 560MPa and
density ρ0s = 7700kg.m−3 . The water droplet is a full disc with a radius R = 0.5mm and moves
perpendicularly towards the solid with an impact velocity V = 100m.s−1 . The fluid core has
a density ρ0f = 1000kg.m−3 and an ambient sound velocity c0f = 1500m.s−1 , neither viscosity
nor surface tension (see section 2.1.1). Because of the abcense of convective effect (cf. section
2.1.1), the fluid satisfies the Tait equation of state (Macdonald [12]), which is isothermal, where
γ f = 7 stands for the Grüneisen parameter.
3.2

Droplet impact on a rigid target

Before FSI computation, a fluid computation is performed with the impact of droplet on a
rigid wall, in order to understand the nature of loads involved on the solid body. The figure 4.a
shows the maximum pressure pmax ≈ 1.7GPa, which equals ten times water-hammer pressure
calculated with equation (2) and datas from section 3.1, which give pwh = 170MPa. Maximal
pressure locates at x/R  0.18, which corresponds to [5] (see Figure 2). The impulse per unite
area, which is calculated by time integration of the pressure, gives a better qualitative idea of
load intensity in fast transient dynamics, the load time being responsible for the deformation of
surface. The spatial shape of the impulse gives a maximum value at the center of contact and
fluctuations are observed at x/R  0.18, because of the instability of signal due to the water
ejection. Thus the jetting is located at Rjet  0.18 · R = 0.09mm.
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Figure 4: Load distribution on rigid wall caused by droplet impingement (R = 0.5mm, V = 100m.s−1 ). Location
x/R = 0 corresponds to the center of the droplet. (a) Pressure distribution on the wall for ten representative times
after impact. (b) Impulse distribution per unit area on the wall at 100ns after impact.
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3.3
3.3.1

FSI computation
Results

Propagation of compression waves is given by observing the evolution and distribution of
pressure inside the droplet p f . A negative pressure corresponds to tension, and positive to
compression. Concerning the solid, hydrostatic stress σH can be used . Unlike p f the sign
convention of σH is the following : σH > 0 in regions subjected to traction and σH < 0
for compression. For solids, shear waves act jointly to compression waves (cf. 2.1.1). They
can be observed with the Von Mises stress σVM . As Von Mises stress stands for the shear
intensity and hydrostatic stress gives information about the straction-compression state, these
two quantities give general informations about damage by fatigue. Indeed high shear can lead
to cracks initiation and a traction state tends to open them (and a compression state to close).

(a)

(b)
0

(c)

Pressure (fluid) [Pa]
2000000

-400000

4000000

-4e+7
6000000

-48000000

Hydr. stress (solid) [Pa]
-2e+7

0
13000000

Figure 5: Pressure inside fluid and hydrostatic stress inside solid for several times after impact. (a) t = 60ns. (b)
t = 260ns. (c) t = 440ns.

Results show absence of plasticity due to low stress intensity compared to the yield stress
(Figures 5 and 6). This assertion is well checked by observing the equivalent plastic strain,
which is zero. Analysis of hydrostatic stress allows to globally estimate the type of load inside
the solid volume. For a solid region near the surface, the different times of Figure 5 show a
change of sign for hydrostatic stress. Indeed, hydrostatic stress in Figure 6.a shows that this
region is subject to a traction-compression cycle during the droplet impingement. Figure 6.b
shows the shear intensity with the Von Mises stress along time. The value is low compared to
yield strength, thus no plasticity occurs in this region.
3.4
3.4.1

Fatigue analysis
Erosion program

The result of simulations allow to define the eroded zones for a given fatigue criteria. After
a transient computation, each element of the mesh contains a stress, strains, displacement, etc.
7
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Figure 6: Stresses at x = 14.25 ∗ 10−5 m, z = −2.5 ∗ 10−6 m vs. time. Droplet impacts the solid at t = 130ns (a)
Hydrostatic stress. (b) Von Mises stress.

history. These physical quantities are used to define a fatigue criterion, which produces a condition to select which elements of the mesh are eroded and should be removed. This condition is
called “fatigue function” and consists into a dimensionless quantity E ∈ [0, 1]. The condition of
erosion being E = 1, and E = 0 corresponding to a virgin element. A fatigue criterion needs a
number of load cycles Nlim as input, which corresponds to lower limit for non-eroded elements.
Fatigue criterion give the opportunity to predict how many identical load cycles N each element
can carry before failure. If N ≤ Nlim , i.e E = 1, the element is eroded. This method is a predicting one, and saves a lot of time, because only one load cycle is simulated and not Nlim . After
removing eroded elements of the mesh, a new FSI interface is computed and another simulation
is launched for another number of cycles. The main procedure is detailed on Figure 7. This
paper presents only one FSI computation without loop.
3.4.2

Fatigue datas

Generally, resistance to fatigue is checked with a S-N curve such as the Wöhler line (Figure
8), which depends on the material. For a given stress amplitude σa , the corresponding number
of cycles to failure N is found. If N ≤ Nlim , fatigue cracking initiates. The fatigue function
is then calculated as the ratio between the stress amplitude σa and the stress limit σlim . If E
exceeds 1, it value is usually brought back to 1 for more relevance. Indeed, from E ≥ 1, the
element concerned is damaged, regardless of the value of E.
3.4.3

Fatigue criterion

The fatigue damage is evaluated with the second version of Dang Van criterion [2]. The
fatigue function EDV is given in equation (5) :

 a
τ (t) + ασH (t)
(5)
EDV = sup
β
t
8
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Initialization
2-way coupling FSI computation
Choice of number of cycles Nlim
Fatigue post-processing
Fatigue function E
Eroded elements for E=1
Eroded elements become ghost
New fluid-structure interface
New FSI computation

Figure 7: Erosion simulation procedure.
a

fracture

lim

safe zone
N

Nlim

Figure 8: Wöhler line.

Where τa stands for shear amplitude and α, β are two coefficients depending on the material
given in equation (6) :


τ−1 1
α=3
−
σ−1 2



β = τ−1

(6)

Where σ−1 and τ−1 are respectively the endurance limit under symmetrical alternate traction
√
and torsion. As measures for τ−1 are difficult to provide, the approximative value τ−1 = σ−1 / 3
is considered. This choice satisfies the validity condition fot the criterion τ−1 /σ−1 > 1/2. It can
9
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be noted that α no longer depends on the material. The shear amplitude τa is got by applying
the Tresca criterion over the alternate deviatoric stress. Additional informations about shear
amplitude are given by Dang [2]. In this study, σ−1 = σlim . One define commonly the Dang
Van equivalent stress σDV in equation (7) :
σDV = sup {τa (t) + ασH (t)}

(7)

t

3.4.4

Results

The results presented in this section concern only one FSI computation and there is no loop
described in section 3.4.2. The Dang Van equivalent stress on Figure 9 shows the most loaded
zones of the volume, during the load cycle. It maximum value is σDV = 30MPa. The corresponding number of cycles to failure and damage indicator for Nlim = 10E6 are given on Figure
10. It appears that first elements break at 8 millions cycles, i.e. after 8 millions droplets impacts
for the following conditions : no change of geometry and the surface is cleaned between each
impingement. The eroded zones are enveloping around the jetting area. This results shows
the importance of microjets for the erosion mechanism by droplet impact. Thus, the damaged
region is crown-shaped. Moreover, erosion acts in depth, because the first elements layer is
not eroded. The mesh convergence were checked and there is always a layer of non-eroded
elements. But this layer will certainly break after the next impact.
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Figure 9: Pressure inside fluid and Dang Van equivalent stress inside solid at t = 460ns after impact. Mark
indicates the position of jetting at x = Rjet .
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Figure 10: (Left) Number of cycles to failure (logarithmic scale) inside solid. (Right) damage indicator for
Nlim = 10M cycles inside solid. Eroded elements are removed from the mesh. Both representations stand for
t = 460ns after impact. Mark indicates the position of jetting at x = Rjet .

4

CONCLUSION

When high velocity droplet with small diameter impacts a rigid target, interaction is driven
by inertial effects. Thus, viscous forces and surface tension can be neglected and Euler equations are relevant to represent the fluid behaviour. By inertial effect, water-hammer pressure
appears at the center of the contact area, but maximal pressure locates on the contact edge. A
compression wave travels inside the droplet, starting from the contact zone. When wave front
overtakes contact area, microjets appear near the surface by compression effect. Concerning the
structure, erosion is due to fatigue cracking. First, material grains are weakened during an “incubation” phase. After a large number of impacts, micro-cracks emerge and lead to ejection or
fracture of grains, what is called “amplification” phase. Numerical simulations are performed
subsequently. The droplet impact on a rigid target allows to find the pressure peak and thanks
to the impulse, to locate the most loaded zone of the interface. Then, a 2-way coupling FSI
computation is build, which gives a general overview of the fatigue mechanism by observing
hydrostatic stress. Finally, a fatigue analysis is considered with Dang Van criterion, which supply a forecasting approach by giving informations on structure lifetime. It exposes the erosion
shape, which is around jetting zone, showing the influence of microjets on the mechanism of
erosion by water impingement. These first results will be a strong basis for a sensitivity analysis
on main impact parameters (droplets diameter and velocity). It is also planned to investigate
the influence of a thin water layer set on the solid surface to mimic the wet environment, and a
multi-layer material to take into account the coated surface of Pelton buckets.
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Abstract. The LS-STAG method is used in the present study for simulation of tubebundle flow-induced vibrations. Staggered and in-line tube-bundles are considered. Flow
regimes at different distances between tubes are investigated. Oscillations amplitudes
for tubes from different bundle columns are computed. The LS-STAG method allows to
simulate flow-induced vibrations of these tube-bundles on a very coarse mesh.

1

INTRODUCTION

Flow-induced vibrations occur in tubes of heat exchangers and reactor rod systems
under the influence of unsteady hydrodynamic forces. These vibrations can cause the destruction of the whole device due to incorrect choice of working flow velocities. Therefore,
simulation of tube-bundle flow-induced vibrations is a very important problem.
To simulate these flow-induced vibrations it is necessary to solve coupled hydroelastic
problem. Such problems are complicated for numerical solution, since it is necessary to
take into account interference between the flow and moving immersed body. In case of
sufficiently massive body, coupled hydroelastic problems can be solved using step-by-step
numerical algorithm, firstly simulating flow around a body moving with known parameters
and then computing the dynamics of the body with known hydrodynamic loads.
Immersed boundary methods [1] are useful for numerical simulation in coupled hydroelastic problems, since they do not require a coincidence of cell edges and boundaries of the
computational domain, and allow to solve problems when domain shape is irregular or it
1
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changes in the simulation process due to aeroelastic body motion. The main advantage
of these methods is that we don’t need mesh reconstruction at each time step.
The LS-STAG cut-cell immersed boundary method [2] for viscous incompressible flows
simulation combines the advantages of immersed boundary methods and the level-set
method. This method allows to solve problems on the Cartesian grid. In contrast to
classical immersed boundary methods, the flow variables are computed in the cut-cells,
and not interpolated. Numerical analogues of conservation laws satisfaction in all fluid
domain cells is a basis of LS-STAG discretization constructing, which allows to obtain
physically realistic numerical solution. For these reasons, the LS-STAG method is used in
the present study for simulation of tube-bundle flow-induced vibrations. The immersed
boundary is represented with the level-set function [3]. Linear systems resulting from the
LS-STAG discretization of the Navier-Stokes or Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations, are solved using the BiCGStab method [4] with the ILU- and multigrid [5, 6] preconditioning. An original algorithm for the solver cost-coefficient estimation [7] is used
for the optimal parameters of the multigrid preconditioner choice.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The problem is considered for 2D unsteady case when the flow around an airfoil assumed to be viscous and incompressible. The continuity and momentum equations are
the following:
∇ · v = 0,

∂v
1
+ (v · ∇)v = − ∇p + ν∆v.
∂t
ρ

(1)

The boundary conditions on external boundaries of computational domain are the following:

∂p 
∂v 
vinlet = v∞ ,
= 0,
= 0,
(2)


∂n outlet
∂n inlet&outlet
and boundary conditions on the camber line of the airfoil are no-slip conditions:

∂p 
= 0.
vairfoil = vib ,

∂n airfoil

(3)

Here vib is the velocity of the immersed boundary. The airfoil assumed to be rigid and
it can oscillate with 1, 2 or 3 degrees of freedom. Its motion is described by dynamics
equations which in the most common form can be written down as the following:
q̈ = Φ(q, q̇) + Qflow + Qext .

(4)

Here q is the airfoil generalized coordinates vector, Φ(q, q̇) is determined by elastic and
viscous constraints imposed on the airfoil, Qflow is the generalized aerodynamic force, Qext
is external mass forces vector.
2
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3

NUMERICAL METHOD

The Cartesian mesh with cells Ωi,j = (xi−1 , xi ) × (yj−1 , yj ) is introduced in the rectangular computational domain. It is denoted that Γi,j is the face of Ωi,j and xci,j = (xci , yjc )
is the center of this cell. Unknown components ui,j and vi,j of velocity vector v are computed in the middle of fluid parts of the cell faces. These points are the centers of control
c
volumes Ωui,j = (xci , xci+1 ) × (yj−1 , yj ) and Ωvi,j = (xi−1 , xi ) × (yjc , yj+1
) with faces Γui,j and
Γvi,j , respectively (fig. 1).

Figure 1: Staggered arrangement of the variables on the LS-STAG mesh

Cells which the immersed boundary intersects are the so-called ‘cut-cells’ (fig. 2). These
cells contain the solid part together with the liquid one. The level-set function ϕ is used
for immersed boundary Γib description. The boundary Γib is represented by a line segment
on the cut-cell Ωi,j . Locations of this segment endpoints are defined by linear interpolation
of the variable ϕi,j = ϕ(xi , yj ).
The cell-face fraction ratios ϑui,j and ϑvi,j are introduced. They take values in interval
[0, 1] and represent the fluid parts of the east and north faces of Γi,j , respectively. Onedimensional linear interpolation of ϕ(xi , y) on the segment [yj−1 , yj ] and ϕ(x, yj ) on the
segment [xi−1 , xi ] is used for the cell-face fraction ratios computing:
ϑui,j =

min(ϕi,j−1 , ϕi,j )
min(ϕi−1,j , ϕi,j )
, ϑvi,j =
.
min(ϕi,j−1 , ϕi,j )−max(ϕi,j−1 , ϕi,j )
min(ϕi−1,j , ϕi,j )−max(ϕi−1,j , ϕi,j )
3
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According to the concept of the LS-STAG method, normal Reynolds stress components are sampled on the base mesh (similar to pressure discretization) and shear ones
are sampled in the upper right corners of the base mesh cells. Thus, for the shear
Reynolds stresses an additional mesh (xy-mesh) is introduced. It is denoted that cell
xy
c
c
c c
Ωxy
i,j = (xi , xi+1 ) × (yj , yj+1 ) is the control volume on the xy-mesh and Γi,j represents
the faces of this control volume. In case of Reynolds Stress (RSM) RANS models, these
meshes are used for transport equation solving for Reynolds stresses. The result then is
taken into account in the Helmholtz equation for the velocity. In case of Eddy Viscosity
(EVM) RANS models eddy viscosity is sampled on the xy-mesh. It is very suitable that
the eddy viscosity at solid boundaries vanishes, so the cut-cells discretization of the eddy
viscosity equations and computation of Reynolds stresses becomes simple.

Figure 2: Location of the variables discretization points in the case of generic cells on the LS-STAG
mesh: (a) Cartesian Fluid Cell; (b) North Trapezoidal Cell; (c) Northwest Pentagonal Cell; (d) Northwest
Triangular Cell

Hydrodynamic force can be computed by the following formulae:

4
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Fx =

Cut-cells



Fy =

Ωib
i,j

Cut-cells Ωib
i,j




 ∂u

∂u 
e
·
n
,
− νQuadib
(ϑui−1,j − ϑui,j )∆yj pi,j − ν 
y
i,j
∂x i,j
∂y



−νQuadib
i,j

(6)



∂v  
ex · n + (ϑvi,j−1 − ϑvi,j )∆xi pi,j − ν 
.
∂x
∂y i,j

 ∂v

The quadrature of the shear stresses Quadib
i,j has to be adapted to each type of cut-cells.
According to the concept of the LS-STAG method, equations (1) should be written in
integral form for cell of base mesh, cell of x-mesh and cell of y-mesh respectively:

v · n dS = 0,
(7)
d
dt



u dV +

Ωu
i,j

d
dt





Ωvi,j

Γu
i,j

v dV +



Γvi,j

(v · n)u dS +



Γu
i,j

(v · n)v dS +



pex · n dS −



pey · n dS −



Γu
i,j

Γvi,j

Γvi,j

Γi,j

ν∇u · n dS = 0,
ν∇v · n dS = 0.

The general form of the LS-STAG discretization for (7) can be written as the following [2]:
ib

Dx Ux + Dy Uy + U = 0,

(8)

d
(M x Ux ) + C x Ux + Gx P − νK x Ux + Sxib,c − νSxib,ν = 0,
dt
d
(M y Uy ) + C y Uy + Gy P − νK y Uy + Syib,c − νSyib,ν = 0.
dt
Here P is the discrete pressure, Ux and Uy are the discrete components of the velocity
ib
vector; Sxib,c , Sxib,ν , Syib,c , Syib,ν are source terms; U is the mass flux; Dx , Dy are the
divergence discrete analogues; K x and K y represent the discretization of the diffusive
terms; C x and C y represent the discretization of the convective terms; Gx = −DxT and
Gy = −DyT are the gradient discrete analogues.
The time integration of the differential algebraic system (8) is performed with a semiimplicit Euler scheme. Predictor step leads to discrete analogues of the Helmholtz equax , U
y at the time tn+1 = (n + 1)∆t:
tion for velocities prediction U
x − Mxn Uxn
Mxn+1 U
x − νSxib,ν,n+1 = 0,
+ Cxn Uxn + Sxib,c,n − DxT,n P n − νKxn+1 U
(9)
∆t
y − Myn Uyn
Myn+1 U
y − νSyib,ν,n+1 = 0.
+ Cyn Uyn + Syib,c,n − DyT,n P n − νKyn+1 U
∆t
5
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Here ∆t is a time discretization step. Corrector step leads to the following discrete
analogue of Poisson equation for Φ = ∆t(P n+1 − P n ):
x + Dyn+1 U
y + U
An+1 Φ = Dxn+1 U

ib,n+1

,

(10)

A = −Dx (M x )−1 (Dx )T − Dy (M y )−1 (M y )T . Then flow variables at the time point tn+1
are computed by the following formulae:
x + (M n+1 )−1 DT,n+1 Φ, U n+1 = U
y + (M n+1 )−1 DT,n+1 Φ, P n+1 = Φ + P n .(11)
Uxn+1 = U
x
x
y
y
y
∆t

4

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

A number of model problems had been considered before simulation of tube-bundle
flow-induced vibrations: flow around fixed system of circular airfoils [8], circular airfoil
wind resonance and buffeting which are presented below.
4.1

Circular airfoil wind resonance

To simulate wind resonance phenomenon we considered the motion of the circular
airfoil with diameter D across the stream (with one degree of freedom). Airfoil constrain
is assumed to be linear viscoelastic and its motion (4) is described by the following ordinary
differential equation:
mÿ∗ + bẏ∗ + cy∗ = Fy .

(12)

Here m is the airfoil mass, b is a small damping factor, c is the constraint rigidity, Fy is
lift force,
 y∗ is the deviation from the equilibrium. The natural frequency of the system
ω ≈ c/m can be set by varying of the coefficient c.
The deviation from the equilibrium on the n-th step of computation is y∗n = YCn − YC0 .
Here YC0 is the ordinate of the airfoil center at the initial time and YCn is the ordinate of the
airfoil center at the n-th step of computation. Difference analogue of the equation (12)
can be written down in the following form:
YCn+1 − 2YCn + YCn−1
YCn+1 − YCn−1
m·
+ c · (YCn − YC0 ) = Fy |n .
+b·
(∆t)2
2∆t

(13)

Position of the airfoil center at the next time step can be easily obtained from this equation
on every computational step after computing the lift force acting on the airfoil. It allows
to reconstruct the level-set function and all matrices required for the computation and to
compute the immersed boundary velocity vib for recalculation the source terms.
Number of computations have been performed on non-uniform grid 272 × 292 with
time discretization step ∆t = 0.0001 and the following dimensionless parameters:
V∞ = 3.0,

ρ = 1.0,

ν = 0.003,

D = 1.0,
6
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These parameters correspond to the Reynolds number Re = 1000. The dimensionless
natural frequency of the system is in the following range:
Stω =

ω D
·
= 0.150 . . . 0.280.
2π V∞

Figure 3: Maximal amplitude of the circular airfoil oscillations at Re = 1000

Computational results are in good agreement with the previous studies [9]. Maximal
amplitude (fig. 3) is about 0.4D and it occures when the natural frequency of the system
Stω is close to the Strouhal number, calculated for a fixed airfoil St ≈ 0.24 [2, 10, 11].
Qualitative differences in airfoil dynamics at Strouhal numbers in investigated region
are shown on fig. 3. Slight airfoil vibration is observed when the natural frequency of the
system is significantly less than the frequency of vortex shedding. Damped beats appear
with increasing natural frequency as you get closer to the Strouhal number. Amplitude of
the oscillations increases sharply near the frequency of vortex shedding. Beats disappear
and amplitude continues to increase with time. Amplitude of the oscillations decreases
sharply and beats are observed again with a further increase of the Stω .
7
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4.2

Circular airfoil buffeting

To simulate buffeting phenomenon we considered the motion of two equal circular
airfoils with diameter D = 1.0 across the stream at V∞ = 1.0 (with two degrees of
freedom). The distance between airfoils centers is equal to L = 5.5 on the horizontal and
T = 0.7 on the vertical at the initial time. Airfoils constrains are assumed to be linear
viscoelastic (fig. 4) and their motion (4) is described by the following equations:
mẍ∗,i + bẋ∗,i + cx∗,i = Fx,i ,

mÿ∗,i + bẏ∗,i + cy∗,i = Fy,i ,

i = 1, N .

(14)

Here m = 4.7273 is the airfoil mass, b = 4πmξStω is the damping factor, ξ = 3.3 · 10−4 ,
c = m(2πStω )2 is the constraints rigidity; N = 2 is a number of airfoils, Fx and Fy are
drag and lift forces, x∗ and y∗ are the deviations from the equilibrium on Ox and Oy.

Figure 4: Circular airfoils with Kelvin — Voigt viscoelastic constraints and vortex wake behind them
n
The deviations from the equilibrium on the n-th step of computation are xn∗,i = XC,i
−
0
0
0
n
n
0
XC,i
. Here (XC,i
, YC,i
) are coordinates of the airfoil center at the initial
, y∗,i
= YC,i
− YC,i
n
n
time and (XC,i
, YC,i
) are coordinates of the airfoil center at the n-th step of computation.
Difference analogues of equations (14) can be written down in the following form:
n+1
n−1
n+1
n−1
n
XC,i
XC,i
−2XC,i
+XC,i
−XC,i
n
0
+ c · (XC,i
+b·
−XC,i
) = Fxa,i |n ,
m·
(∆t)2
2∆t
n+1
n−1
n+1
n−1
n
YC,i
YC,i
− 2YC,i
+ YC,i
− YC,i
n
0
+ c · (YC,i
+b·
− YC,i
) = Fya,i |n .
m·
2
(∆t)
2∆t

(15)
(16)

Computations have been performed on non-uniform grid 666 × 344 at Re = 100
and Re = 1000. The dimensionless natural frequency of the system was in the range
Stω /St = 0.50 . . . 2.00. Here St is the Strouhal number, calculated for a fixed airfoil at
the corresponding Reynolds number. Time discretization step was equal to ∆t = 10−4
(∆t = 5 · 10−5 at Re = 1000) at Stω /St = 0.85 . . . 1.15 and ∆t = 5 · 10−4 (∆t = 10−4 at
8
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Re = 1000) at Stω /St = {0.50, 0.70, 1.40 . . . 2.00}. The uniform mesh block with spatial
discretization step h = D/64 was used in the proximity of the airfoil.
Since the distance between the airfoils centers along Ox axis is large enough (> 5D),
upstream airfoil (K1 ) behaves like a single airfoil and downstream airfoil (K2 ) performs
forced oscillations due to periodic vortex-shedding flow past airfoil K1 . Thus, buffeting
of airfoil K2 is observed. Maximal amplitude of the airfoil K2 oscillations significantly
exceeds amplitude of the airfoil K1 oscillations at Re = 100 (fig. 5). Maximal amplitude
of the airfoil K1 oscillations appear at Stω ≈ St (St ≈ 0.162 at Re = 100) as in [12]. This
corresponds to the single airfoil behavior in the flow. Maximal amplitude of the airfoil K2
oscillations along Oy axis appears at Stω ≈ 0.85St. Amplitude of airfoil K2 oscillations
along Oy axis is less than amplitude of airfoil K1 oscillations (fig. 6) at Re = 1000 as
in [13]. In this case maximal amplitude of the circular airfoils oscillations appears at
Stω ≈ St both along Oy axis and Ox axis.

Figure 5: Maximal amplitude of the circular airfoils oscillations at Re = 100: (a) along Ox axis; (b)
along Oy axis

Figure 6: Characteristics of the circular airfoils oscillations at Re = 1000: (a) maximal amplitude of the
circular airfoils oscillations; (b) frequences of lift and drag forces oscillations

9
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4.3

Tube-bundle flow-induced vibrations

We considered the motion of circular airfoils with diameter D = 1.0 across the stream
at V∞ = 1.0 (with two degree of freedom). Airfoils constrains are assumed to be linear
viscoelastic (fig. 4) and their motion (4) is described by the ordinary differential equations (14). Tubes can be destroyed at Stω ≈ St with damping, which corresponds to
the damping coefficient b < 0.1 [14]. Therefore, simulations were performed at m = 40
and ξ = 3.3 · 10−3 in this research. These values correspond to the damping coefficient
b = 4πmξStω > 0.14 at Stω > 0.09.
Flow pattern depends on the tubes arrangement and tube locations in the bundle [14].
For this reason, we considered flow around six columns of tubes in staggered arrangement
and flow around five columns of tubes in in-line arrangements (fig. 7).

Figure 7: Considered tube arrangements: (a) staggered tube arrangement; (b) in-line tube arrangement

The distances between airfoils centers are equal to L on the horizontal and T on the
vertical at the initial time. When the simulation was performed at T /D > 4, vortex
streets between the rows do not affect each other, as in [14]. When L/D > 4, tubes in
the bundle behave as single airfoils.
So, tube-bundle behaves as a single system at lower values of L, T . As an example, here
we present √
computational results at T /D = 2.0, L = T in case of in-line tube arrangement
and L = T 3/2 in case of staggered tube arrangement. Thus, in the first case airfoils in
adjacent columns are in the corners of a square, and in the second case they are located
at the vertices of an equilateral triangle.
Number of computations have been performed at Re = 1000 on non-uniform grid
846 × 424 in case of staggered tube arrangement and on non-uniform grid 816 × 424 in
case of in-line tube arrangement. The uniform mesh block with space discretization step
h = D/64 was used in the vicinity of the airfoil. Time discretization step was equal to
∆t = 5·10−5 . Computations were performed on a server based on the Intel C610 platform
using the Intel Xeon E5-1620 V3 4-core processor (3.5 GHz) with HyperThreading support
(8 logical cores). The server is equipped with 16 GB of ECC DDR4-2133 RAM and two
hard drives (2 TB), united in a RAID1 disk volume. This server is running Windows
Server 2012 R2 operating system. To simulate 50 dimensionless time units it is required
about 137 hours.
10
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The natural frequency of the system was in range Stω /St = 0.50 . . . 2.00. Here St is
the Strouhal number, calculated for a fixed tube-bundle at the corresponding Reynolds
number. Our simulations showed that St ≈ 0.205 in case of in-line tube arrangement.
This is in agreement with the fact that for this arrangement in the experiments [14]
St = St(T /D) = 0.2 + exp [−1.2(T /D)1.8 ], i.e. St(2.0) ≈ 0.215. In case of staggered
arrangement two different frequencies are observed for tubes from even and odd columns
(fig. 7) as in [14]. Upper frequency is observed in the tubes from odd columns. This
frequency is considered as the vortex shedding frequency. So, we obtain that St ≈ 0.280
in case of staggered tube arrangement. This is in agreement with the fact that in the
experiments [14] the maximum amplitude of oscillation occurs at a frequency equal to
(0.4 + 2 exp [−0.44(T /D)1.8 ])/3, i.e St ≈ 0.277 at T /D = 2.0. Lower frequency is observed
in the tubes from even columns and it is equal St/2. It corresponds to frequency of vortex
street interaction.
Computational results (fig. 8) are in qualitative agreement with the experimental
data [14]. Tubes from first column behave like a single airfoils. In case of staggered tubes
arrangement amplitude of the tubes oscillations along Oy axis significantly decreases with
increasing column number.

Figure 8: Maximal amplitude of the tubes oscillations at Re = 1000: (a) staggered tube arrangement;
(b) in-line tube arrangement

5

CONCLUSIONS
– A software package is developed for the numerical simulation of the airfoils motion
in the viscous incompressible flow by using the LS-STAG method.
– Simulation of a circular airfoil wind resonance and buffeting phenomenons, tubebundle flow-induced vibrations are considered. The LS-STAG method allows to
simulate these phenomenons on a very coarse mesh.
– Computational results are in good qualitative agreement with the experimental data.
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Abstract. Reliability of rotating machinery is determined to a considerable degree by the
bearing units. For several applications the requirements in rotation speed, bearing load and
maximal vibration level are so extreme that neither rolling-element bearings nor fluid-film
bearings could provide necessary performance characteristics during all regimes of operation.
Hybrid bearings, which are a combination of rolling-element and fluid-film bearings, can
improve performance characteristics and reliability of the rotor-bearing systems. The article
presents the approach for to formation of the method of resource calculation for hybrid
bearing with speed separation. The results show that the resource of the slide bearing
increases significantly when it is used in combination with a rolling-element bearing
compared to its single setting.
1 INTRODUCTION
When designing rotary machines with multiple start-ups and shutdowns (turbochargers of
chemical fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs), turbo expanders and different types of pumps for
cryogenic engineering and petrochemical industry), the task of ensuring their high reliability
is of great importance. It imposes more stringent requirements on the bearings of the rotors of
such machines. Most of rotary machines with a rotation rate of 105 rpm use a fluide-film
bearing (FFB) as a support of the rotor. Fluid-film bearing unlike rolling-element bearings
(REB) are not limited in high speed. But at the point of “start-up” and “shutdown” the wear of
the FFB is certain to happen because of the dry frictions at these points. When none of the
existing types of bearings meets the technical requirements of a rotor machine, the possible
solution of the problem is to combine the bearings with different functional principle. It will
increase the reliability of a bearing due to the separation and duplication of their functions.
Hybrid bearings are able to eliminate many disadvantages of particular bearing type from
the point of view of load capacity, dynamic characteristics, reliability, and life time. The
positive effects of hybrid bearings are achieved by separating and/or duplicating bearing
functions on different operating regimes. This makes possible to increase demands on
operational requirements, thus the efficiency of rotating equipment could be improved.
There are two basic designs of hybrid bearings. Notation suggested in [1, 2, 3] is used in
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this work for describing different hybrid bearings. The first design is hybrid bearing with load
separation – PL bearing (figure 1a), a shows the scheme of PLEX (Parallel Load, Externally
Fed) bearing. In PL bearing REB is less loaded on the main operating mode. Discharge of
REB is due to increase in hydrodynamic or hydrostatic reaction in FFB. The second design is
hybrid bearings with speed separation – PS bearing. Figure 1b shows the scheme of PSEX
(Parallel Speed, Externally Fed) bearing. Well-known squeeze-film dampers are the special
case of PSEX bearings. In PS bearing shaft rotates in REB during the start-up and shut-down.
As rotating speed increases REB is partially or fully switched off from the operation and shaft
starts to rotate in FFB. Switching off of REB is achieved by combining certain geometric and
operating parameters, or by using special switching devices. Lubricant supply in FFB can be
also provided through the shaft. In this case one can distinguish two more designs – PSIN
(Parallel Speed, Internally Fed) bearing, (figure 1c) and PLIN (Parallel Load, Internally Fed).
In all concepts the fact that hydrostatic bearing turns on only during the main regime allows to
manage without an external pressure supply.

a)

b)
Figure 1: Schemes of the hybrid bearings

c)

The mechanism of the PSEX work assumes the improvement of characteristics of the
entire bearing in the following fields [4, 5].
1. Decreasing of the damaging moments which affect the sleeve of a rolling element
bearing during the transition regimes. It will lead to its long-life improvement. One of the
main reasons for losing the efficiency is a sleeve wear during the transition regimes (start-up,
shutdown, a contact of a shaft with a sleeve as a result of unstable motion or stressful loads.)
The mathematical models of the FFB wear assume that the wear depends on the compressive
forces in a contact and speed in relation to the motion of contacting elements. When putting a
FFB in the PSEX during the transition regimes, the sleeve of the FFB is affected not by the
shaft torque, but the friction torque in the REB, that leads to the speed reduction in a contact,
reduction of the distance of friction and thus, to the increase of the FFB and entire PSEX
long-life, as the FFB long-life isn’t practically limited.
2. Reducing of the centrifugal loads in a rolling element bearing due to the speed
separation. The mechanism of speed separation assumes the speed reduction of the relative
motion of the REB elements and sometimes its complete switching off that leads to its
unlimited long-life and opportunity of using at its maximum speed.
3. Removing from the self-excited oscillation modes typical for the rotor motion in the fluid
film bearings: during the unstable rotor motion, the risk of significant damages (e.g., micro
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welding in the FFB sleeve) is practically eliminated due to the possibility of an additional roll
in the REB; the mechanism of the development of self-excited oscillations, for example, the
unstable part of the fluid film reaction, which causes the turbulence of the rotor in the FFB, is
applied to the REB outer ring, which, due to the possibility of an additional roll neutralizes or
reduces the negative impact of the reaction of the REB on the rotor.
4. Increasing of the abilities to provide the necessary dynamic characteristics of the
bearing to ensure the transition of the resonant modes with permissible oscillation amplitudes.
By choosing appropriate geometrical parameters of REBs and FFBs and taking into
consideration the operational ones, we can achieve the required stiffness and damping to
provide reasonable amplitude-frequency characteristics of the entire rotor-bearing system.
5. Improving of the reliability of the bearing by increasing its efficiency in case of
emergency and under the unstable operation due to the duplication of functions of the REB
and FFB. In case of emergency in a turbine set (for example, a tearing off of a blade), there
can be an abrupt rotor unbalance change and the dynamic loads on the bearings become
higher. In case of the FFB failure to transfer the load to the housing and rotor spinning, the
REB starts to operate. And for some time it can operate at a rotary speed exceeding its
maximum speed and eliminate a significant damage of the entire machine.
2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The declared advantage for reducing the damaging moments leads to the necessity to
describe this effect, which requires modeling of the coupled problems defining the forces and
a friction torque in REBs and FFBs, the dynamics of the rotational motion of the bearing and
the FFB sleeve wear.
The defining of the FFB sleeve long-life is based on the solution of the wear equation [6],
which can be generally represented as:

where
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is a dimensionless group, describing a stress state in a contact (p is a load per unit


area, МPа; HB1,2 is the hardness of the working surfaces of the shaft and bearing, МPа); is

a complex, defining the contact mechanism (when there are mechanical impurities in the fluid
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concentration on the wear;  is the hardness of mechanical impurities, МPа);     


a criterion of particles shape (πф) ( is a coefficient, regarding the degree of influence of the
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particle geometry on the couple wear, S is a particle surface, V is a particle volume); a0 is a
coefficient, regarding physical-mechanical properties; ai, bi are indexes, defined on the basis
of the available information on the test of materials.
In the transition regime the fluid film bearing in a hybrid bearing is identical to the friction
couple operating in a semi-fluid mode. In relation to the fluid film bearings of the semi-fluid
friction, the wear rate of a sleeve made of anti-friction material can be simplified to [7]:
where  




            ,

(2)

is a sliding speed in a contact;   




 



is a given modulus of

elasticity, respectively    are modulus of elasticity of the material for a shaft and FFB


sleeve;    is the medium pressure in a bearing;  
is a relative clearance; K is a


coefficient, depending on properties of the materials for a shaft and a sleeve and lubrication
conditions;  is an angle between a vertical axes and a maximum pressure point on the FFB
surface (figure 2).
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Figure 2: Pressure Distribution in a Fluid Film Bearing

The FFB long-life (hours) and, respectively, of the entire PSEX:
 




(3)

where  is a permissible clearance.
The sliding speed in a contact depends on the rotation speed of the REB outer ring, with
which a space sleeve is rigidly bound. The space sleeve is a response surface for the FFB.
From the point of view of the dynamics, the PSEX can be represented in the form of a dual-
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mass six-degree-of-freedom oscillator (figure 3): flat motions and rotor spinning, which has
been replaced by a point mass off-centered about the axis of rotation, and flat motions and
rotation of the outer ring of the REB. To solve the problem of defining the function of speed
separation between the shaft and outer ring of the REB, it is necessary to compose the
equation of the rotary motion between the shaft and outer ring of the FFB according to the law
of conservation of angular momentum:











   
;

(4)



 
 
,

where I, i are polar moments of inertia of the rotor and outer ring of the REB in combination
with a space sleeve;   are angular rates of a rotor and outer ring, respectively;  is a


moment of driving forces; 
friction torque; 
is a FFB friction torque.

center of
FFB
center of
REB
(external
center of
REB (internal
ring)
center of
mass of the
rotor

Figure 3: Dynamic Model of the PSEX

The restoring force of the REB depends on the elastic properties of rings and rolling
elements, and its defining is based on Hertz’s contact deformations theory [8]. The rolling
elements are deformed under the influence of an external force F∑ on the value of δ (figure 4).
The dependence of the rolling elements reaction on their deformation under the action of
external force:
RREB = K’δ3/2

(5)

where K’ is a coefficient of proportionality depending on the material and shape of the
contacting surfaces (it can be described as the сoefficient of the REB nonlinear stiffness with
dimension of N/м3/2) [8].
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Figure 4: Scheme of the Ball Rolling Element Bearing

The mathematical description of friction forces is based on the semi-empirical method
developed and applied at the leading enterprises of the bearing industry [7]:


   

 


        

 

 )

(6)

where         is an equivalent load on the REB; Fr, Fa are radial and axial
loads; X, Y are coefficients recording different damaging action of radial and axial loads.
They are defined according to the ratio   , , here C0 is a static load capacity of the REB; V
is a coefficient of rotation; KБ, KT are safety and temperature coefficients; ν is the kinematic
viscosity; n is a frequency of rotation.
The model of a fluid film bearing (figure 5) is based on the equations of hydrodynamic
lubrication theory [9,10]. The defining of pressure fields is based on the simultaneous solving
of the Reynolds equations for the case of two-dimensional flow of a compressible fluid
regarding the effect of turbulence (7), the equations of energy, equations of state, turbulence
models, functions of radial clearance and the ratios of speeds on the surface of the shaft.

Figure 5: Scheme of the Hydrostatic FFB
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The following example is a single line equation:


  

  





  

  







    

Reaction and friction torque of the fluid film bearing:
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3 RESULTS OF MODELING AND DISCUSSION
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Centrifugal forces in REB, N

The method of the PSEX long-life defining was based on the assumption that since the
operation speed of the REB tends to zero and one of the main factors of its destruction – the
emergence of large stresses on the outer ring due to centrifugal forces Fcf (Figure 6) - is
excluded, the main factor that defines the PSEX life is a FFB sleve wear. Thus, the method of
the FFB sleeve wear long-life defining has been offered which is based on the assumption of
proportionality of wear and torque. The mechanism of PSEX operation assumes that at the
start mode the FFB sleeve is affected by the REB friction torque, but not by the machine
torque, and also the distance of friction becomes less. The simultaneous solution of the
equations of rotary motion and wear dynamics allows to get the dependency of the resource
on various working parameters of the PSEX and to compare it with the FFB single setting
(Figure 7).

Time, sec
Figure 6: Speed separation in a hybrid bearing

The results show that the FFB long-life improves significantly when it is used in a
combination with a rolling-element bearing compared to its single setting. It means that under
low loads the resource improvement can be up to 7 times higher compared to a FFB single
setting, and under high loads up to 2...3 times.
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Figure 7: Long-life improvement in a hybrid bearing
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Abstract. A methodology to couple computational fluid and computational crowd dynamics (CFD, CCD) has been developed. Technological advances that made this possible
include: a) Mature CFD and CCD codes/solvers; b) Development of immersed boundary
methods for moving bodies (CFD); c) Strong scaling to tens of thousands of cores (CFD);
and d) Implementation of fast search techniques for information transfer between codes
(CFD, CCD).
We consider that tightly coupled simulations such as the ones presented here will lead
to more realistic evacuation studies where fire, smoke, visibility and inhalation of toxic
materials influence the motion of people, and where a large crowd can block or influence
the flow in turn. Cases where this may occur are metro-stations, high-rise buildings and
indoor sports arenas, where a crowd can block a considerable portion of the passage area,
thereby influencing the flow.

1

INTRODUCTION

Advances in computational fluid and crowd dynamics (CFD, CCD), as well as computer
hardware and software, have enabled fast and reliable simulations in both disciplines. A
natural next step is the coupling of both disciplines. This would be of high importance for
evacuation studies where fire, smoke, visibility and inhalation of toxic materials influence
the motion of people, and where a large crowd can block or influence the flow in turn.
1
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Cases where this may occur are metro-stations or high-rise buildings, where a crowd
can block a considerable portion of the passage area, thereby influencing the flow. To
date, most of the coupling attempts have been uni-directional: in a first step, the flow is
precomputed; thereafter, the crowd moves under the influence of this precomputed fire and
smoke field. This type of coupling has several justifications: a) In many cases the presence
of pedestrians has a negligible influence on the flow; b) Historically, CFD runs were orders
of magnitude more expensive than CCD runs; having to run CFD codes to 30-60 mins
of simulation time was prohibitive. The present work considers a tight, bi-directional
coupling, whereby the flow and the motion of the crowd are computed concurrently and
with mutual influences. Enabling technologies that led us to consider this tight coupling
as feasible include: a) Development of immersed boundary methods; b) Implementation
of fast search techniques for information transfer between codes; and c) Strong scaling to
tens of thousands of cores for CFD codes.
2

COUPLING METHODOLOGY

The coupling methodoly used is shown in Figure 1. The CFD code computes the
flowfield, providing such information as temperature, smoke and toxic substance concentration, and any other flow quantity that may affect the movement of pedestrians. These
variables are then interpolated to the position where the pedestrians are, and are used
with all other pertinent information (e.g. will-forces, targets, exits, signs, etc.) to update
the position, velocity, inhalation of smoke and/or toxic substances, state of exhaustion or
intoxication, and any other relevant quantities that are evaluated for the pedestrians. The
position, velocity and temperature of the pedestrians is then transferred to the CFD code
and used to modify and update the boundary conditions of the flowfield in the regions
where pedestrians are present.
CFD: FEFLO
For Each Gridpoint:
Temperature
Smoke
Toxic Substances
Other...

Ellipse to 3−D Body

For Each Pedestrian:
Position
Velocity
Temperature

3−D to Tria
(CCD Background Mesh)
CCD: PEDFLOW

Figure 1 Coupling CFD and CCD Codes
Of the many possible coupling options (see e.g. [1, 13, 2]), we have implemented the
simplest one: loose coupling with sequential timestepping ([7, 11]). This is justified, as
2
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the timesteps of both the flow and pedestrian solvers are very small, so that possible
coupling errors are negligible.
3

COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS CODE: FEFLO

The FEFLO code has been in development and use for over two decades ([6, 14, 8, 9]).
It solves the the incompressible Navier-Stokes and an arbitrary number of transport equations. The code has had a long history of relevant applications involving incompressible
flows of various types, from external flow of automobiles to wind engineering and climate
control. FEFLO has been ported to vector, shared memory, distributed memory and
GPU-based machines.
The information required from CCD codes such as PEDFLOW consists of the pedestrians
in the flowfield, i.e. their position, velocity and temperature. As the CCD codes describe
the pedestrians as points, circles or ellipses, a way has to be found to transform this data
into 3-D objects. Two possibilities have been pursued here:
a) Transform each pedestrian into a set of (overlapping) spheres that approximate the
body with maximum fidelity with the minimum amount of spheres;
b) Transform each pedestrian into a set of tetrahedra that approximate the body with
maximum fidelity with the minimum amount of tetrahedra.
The reason for choosing spheres or tetrahedra is that one can perform the required interpolation/ information transfer much faster than with other methods.
In order to ‘impose’ on the flow the presence of a pedestrian the immersed boundary
methodology is used. The key idea is to prescribe at every CFD point covered by a pedestrian the velocity and temperature of the pedestrian. For the CFD code, this translates
into an extra set of boundary conditions that vary in time and space as the pedestrians
move. This is by now a mature technology. Fast search techniques as well as extensions
to higher order boundary conditions may be found in [9]. Nevertheless, as the pedestrians potentially change location every timestep, the search for and the imposition of new
boundary conditions can add a considerable amount of CPU as compared to ‘flow-only’
runs.
4

COMPUTATIONAL CROWD DYNAMICS CODE: PEDFLOW

The PEDFLOW code ([10, 12]) has been in development and use for more than a
decade. It uses a combination of force-based and agent-based methods. Individuals move
according to Newton’s laws of motion; they follow (via will forces) ‘global movement
targets’; at the local movement level, the motion also considers the presence of other
individuals or obstacles via avoidance forces (also a type of will force) and, if applicable,
contact forces. A complete description of the model, as well as verificaton and validation
studies may be found in [10, 3, 4, 15, 5]. Over the last two years the code has been
parallelized for both shared (via OpenMP at the loop-level) and distributed (via MPI
and domain decomposition) memory architectures. This has allowed real-time micro-

3
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modelling of a million pedestrians ([12]). The geographic information required, such as
terrain data (inclination, soil/water, escalators, obstacles, etc.), climate data (temperature, humidity, sun/rain, visibility), signs, the location and accessability of guidance
personnel, as well as doors, entrances and emergency exits is stored in a so-called background grid consisting of triangular elements. This background grid is used to define the
geometry of the problem. At every instance, a pedestrian will be located in one of the
elements of the background grid. Given this ‘host element’ the geographic data, stored at
the nodes of the background grid, is interpolated linearly to the pedestrian. The closest
distance to a wall δw or exit(s) for any given point of the background grid evaluated via
a fast (O(N ln(N))) nearest neighbour/heap list technique ([9, 10]). For cases with visual
or smoke impediments, the closest distance to exit(s) is recomputed every few seconds of
simulation time.
The information required from CFD codes such as FEFLO consists of the spatial distribution of temperature, smoke, or other toxic or movement impairing substances in space.
This information is interpolated to the (topologically 2-D) background mesh at every
timestep in order to calculate properly the visibility/ reachability of exits, routing possibilities, smoke and toxic substance inhalation, and any other flowfield variable required
by the pedestrians. As the tetrahedral grid used for the CFD code and the triangular
background grid of the CCD code do not change in time, the interpolation coefficients
need to be computed just once at the beginning of the coupled run. While the transfer
of information from CFD to CCD is voluminous, it is very fast, adding an insignificant
amount to the total run-times.
5

COUPLING CODE: FEMAP

The transfer of information is guided by the general coupling code FEMAP. FEMAP
calls each of the codes as a subroutine, and performs the timestepping as specified by the
user. FEMAP is presently linked to several computational structural dynamics (CSD)
codes (among them FEEIGEN, DESOL, ASICSD, DYNA3D, SIMPACT, FEAP, NASTRAN), several CFD codes (among them FEFLO and FDFLO), several computational
thermodynamics (CTD) codes (among them FEHEAT and NASTRAN) and, as of 2016,
also PEDFLOW. FEMAP allows for the use of different levels of parallelism and processors for the different codes, and allows the concurrent use of several CSD, CFD and CTD
at the same time.
6

EXAMPLES

1. Metro Center
This example considers an evacuation case due to fire in the Metro Center metro station of
Washington, D.C. A fire was assumed in one the the escalators. The flow was computed,
together with the production of smoke.

4
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Figures 2.1-2.3: Metro Station Evacuation:
Left: Smoke Density, Right: Pedestrians and Limit of Visibility at Times T = 30, 60, 90 sec

5
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Figures 3.1-3.3:

Corridor: Pedestrian and Flowfield at Times T = 50, 75, 100 sec

The geometry, pedestrians and flowfield may be inferred from Figures 2.1-2.3. The number
of pedestrians at the beginning of the run was set to Np = 1660. The perceived distance
to closest exit, which is based on visibility, was recomputed every second. Figures 2.1-2.3
show the distribution of smoke (left), as well as the pedestrians colored according to the
amount of smoke inhaled (right).
6
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2. Corridor
This example considers the flow inside a narrow, winding corridor in the presence of
pedestrians. The geometry, pedestrians and flowfield may be inferred from Figures 3.13.3. The pedestrians are entering from the far side (top of figure) at a rate of fp = 2 p/sec.
The flow is opposite to the movement direction of the pedestrians: it enters from the near
side (bottom of figure) with a speed of vin = 1 m/sec. The CFD mesh had 6.7 Mels. The
case was run on an SGI ICEx machine using 48 cores (6 mpi-domains x 8 omp-cores for
each domain). Before starting the coupled run, the CFD code was run without pedestrians
until a quasi-steady flowfield was established. Note the wake of the pedestrians, as well
as the change in the overall flow pattern as a result of the presence of pedestrians in the
flowfield.
7

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

A methodology to couple computational fluid and computational crowd dynamics
(CFD, CCD) has been developed. Enabling technologies that made this possible include:
a) Mature CCD and CFD codes/solvers;
b) Development of immersed boundary methods for moving bodies (CFD);
c) Strong scaling to tens of thousands of cores (CFD); and
d) Implementation of fast search techniques for information transfer between codes (CFD,
CCD).
We consider that tightly coupled simulations such as the ones presented here will lead
to more realistic evacuation studies where fire, smoke, visibility and inhalation of toxic
materials influence the motion of people, and where a large crowd can block or influence
the flow in turn. Cases where this may occur are metro-stations, high-rise buildings and
indoor sports arenas, where a crowd can block a considerable portion of the passage area,
thereby influencing the flow.
Another interesting application area is the study of airborne transmitted diseases, where
the detailed modeling of the flow near pedestrians will lead to a higher accuracy in the
predictions.
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Abstract: The increasing interest in electric vehicles powered by rechargeable batteries,
combined with the wide development of powerful lithium-ion batteries as a renewable energy
storage system have raised the need for battery ageing characterization. Several models have
been developed for this purpose, including empirical, fatigue and mathematical ones. One of
the main issue of these approaches consists of the universality, when extension is required to
other chemistries or solicitations. Electrochemical models are supposedly the most extensible.
The Weighted Ah-Throughput Model takes into account that certain operating conditions may
lead either to an increase or a decrease of the rate of ageing. It modulates the impact of the
exchanged Ah by the temperature, the C-rate and the state of charge (SOC), both in calendar
and active regime. This influence of the parameters is described here, and compared between
two Li-ion chemistries: LFP and NCA. The similitudes enable us to extract the generic hidden
mechanisms that, by nature, the fatigue modelling methods do not provide. This innovative
method enables us to reach energetic behavior laws. We finally suggest improvements on the
tests matrix used to define the model, to better fit the outcome of the study.
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1

INTRODUCTION

For lithium-cells to be used in electric vehicles or stationary storage, they have to perform
over a long period. However, lithium-cells performances decrease over time, both when they
are used (on cycling) and when they are on storage. The ageing is caused mainly by a primary
mechanism of a passive layer growing at the negative electrode, corresponding to the so-called
solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI), therefore causing the loss of lithium ions cyclability, finally
decreasing the total capacity. [1,2,3] This phenomena is mainly responsible for the ageing
during active and inactive regimes (pure storage). Another cause of ageing is due to the presence
of mechanical defaults in the bulk material at the positive electrode, caused by repeated
insertion and deinsertion of lithium ions inside the structure. [4] The lithiation process taking
place mainly during the cycling of the battery, it will be neglected during temporal regime. [1]
Current models tend to base the ageing rate of the cell on the solicitation of the batteries.
Our approach is different. We consider the ageing to be due to three main parameters, which
are temperature, state of charge and rated-current. In this paper, an existing fatigue model for
the capacity loss [1] is explored, and is used to analyse our ageing data coming from our cells.
Weighting functions distinguishing the impact of temperature, SOC and rated-current are drawn
for them. They are compared with the ones already obtained for cells with another chemistry
[1]. The two curves will be studied in order to exhibit and discuss the associated mechanisms.
2

EXPERIMENTAL

A 2.4Ah commercial lithium-ion cell based on graphite/iron-phosphate (LiFePO4) called
LFP is aged. The battery basic characteristics can be seen in Table 1. The characterization tests
were performed using Bitrode platform.
Table 1: LFP cell basic characteristics

Cell
LFP

Capacity
2.4Ah

Cut-off voltages
3.65V / 2.45V

Charging Protocol
CC-CV

The cells were initially virgin before performing the tests. A total of 11 different ageing tests
were performed, including 3 different temperatures, 5 different SOC (10%, 50%, 80%, 95%,
100%) and 2 rated-currents. They are either cycled (9 cells) or stored (2 cells). The tests are
detailed in the Table 2.
Table 2: Tests matrix
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

T (°)
T1
T2
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T2
T3

SOC (%)
80
80
10
50
80
95
100
100
100
100
100

𝑰𝑰𝒄𝒄 (𝑨𝑨. 𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨−𝟏𝟏 )
1C
1C
1C
1C
1C
C/2
1C
1C
1C
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𝑰𝑰𝒅𝒅 (𝑨𝑨. 𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨−𝟏𝟏 )
1D
1D
1D
1D
1D
1D
D/2
1D
1D
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For each ageing condition, one cell only was used. The cell charging protocol consists on a
constant current charge followed by a constant voltage phase (CC-CV). Regularly, every two
weeks in average, performance check-ups were performed. The protocol consists in a full CCCV charge, followed by 30 minutes of rest. Then the capacity is measured counting the
discharged ampere-hours at 1D and at the same temperature as the test.
3

MODEL

The rate of each ageing mechanism for a specified chemistry cell is considered in the model
to be a function of the mode of operation: cycling or storage. It results in two types of
degradation: active degradation, and calendar degradation, the latter appearing both during
cycling and storage. The work of Badey [1] integrates this ageing inside an original fatigue
model. First, it demonstrates that the irreversible loss of capacity can be calculated by summing
these two degradation contributions. Then, according to the author, the decoupling of the two
degradations (active and calendar) is ensured by the Weighted Ah-Throughput Model (WTM)
which is a modified approach of the Ah-throughput counting method. Both methods consider
the ageing as a function of the Ah exchanged and the time. The originality lays in the fact that
when the Ah-counting method takes into account only these parameters (Ah exchanged and
time), the WTM integrates additionally the strong impact of the operating conditions on the rate
of ageing. Therefore it modulates the impact of both modes of degradations by the temperature,
the C-rate and the state of charge (SOC), as written in Equation 1.
∆𝑄𝑄 = 𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇, 𝐼𝐼, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆). 𝐴𝐴ℎ + 𝑔𝑔(𝑇𝑇, 𝐼𝐼, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆). √𝑡𝑡
(1)
∆𝑄𝑄 = 𝐾𝐾 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑓𝑓1 (𝑇𝑇)𝑓𝑓2 (𝐼𝐼)𝑓𝑓3 (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆). 𝐴𝐴ℎ + 𝐾𝐾 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑔𝑔1 (𝑇𝑇)𝑔𝑔2 (𝐼𝐼)𝑔𝑔3 (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆). √𝑡𝑡

(2)

(1) The rate is abusively written as I.

Due to the growth of the SEI layer, the calendar life capacity fade typically follows a √𝑡𝑡kinetic law. [5] The 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 (𝑋𝑋) (resp. 𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 (𝑋𝑋)) function corresponds to the active regime (resp.
calendar) ageing contribution attributable to X (T, I or SOC). They are multiplied that way
because we consider all the parameters to be intertwined. They have been chosen as dimensionless functions. 𝐾𝐾 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 and 𝐾𝐾 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 holds the dimensions [%Ah/Ah] and [%Ah.𝑠𝑠 −0.5] respectively.

4

RESULTS

The tests matrix, conceived in order to vary the parameters (T, I or SOC) one by one in each
test, is applied on cells based on graphite/iron-phosphate (LiFePO4, LFP. From the cycles’
results, we compute the Ah exchanged, and from the check-ups results, we compute the
corresponding loss of capacity. Equation 1 can be rewritten as:
∆𝑄𝑄
√𝑡𝑡

= 𝐾𝐾 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑓𝑓1 (𝑇𝑇)𝑓𝑓2 (𝐼𝐼)𝑓𝑓3 (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆).

𝐴𝐴ℎ

√𝑡𝑡

+ 𝐾𝐾 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑔𝑔1 (𝑇𝑇)𝑔𝑔2 (𝐼𝐼)𝑔𝑔3 (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆)

3
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A linear regression leads to two proportion coefficients: the multiplicative product of 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 and
the multiplicative product of 𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 . The first step is to split it apart to determine each element 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 and
𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 separately. The method used is described in [1]. We can then compute and interpolate the
data points obtained for each 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 and 𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 .

Figure 1: Weighting functions obtained for LFP, obtained for both calendar and cycles ageing. From top to
bottom, left to right: f1(T), f2(I), f3(SOC), g1(T), g2(I), g3(SOC).

It has to be noticed that these functions are assumed to be dependent on the Li-ion
composition, chemistry, manufacturing, casing, etc. [6,7] Therefore, they have to be computed
again for other types of cells models.
Nevertheless, this paper studies the similarities between these functions. Functions coming
from the LFP/graphite cells have been compared with the ones coming from literature regarding
LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2/graphite (NCA) cells.
5

DISCUSSION

5.1 Discussion on the g3 curve
The function 𝑔𝑔3 has been chosen negative. Figure 2 shows that the two curves are very
similar: a minimum range of values is observed both on NCA and LFP. It corresponds to a
maximum impact of the SOC on the calendar ageing. This means that the passivation layer
speed is maximum around that average SOC.
Repeating the same modelling, but considering the exchanged watt-hours (and no more the
exchanged ampere-hours), we compute the same kind of linear regression:

4
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∆𝑄𝑄 = 𝑓𝑓 𝑊𝑊ℎ (𝑇𝑇, 𝐼𝐼, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆). 𝑊𝑊ℎ + 𝑔𝑔𝑊𝑊ℎ (𝑇𝑇, 𝐼𝐼, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆). √𝑡𝑡

(4)

∆𝑄𝑄 = 𝑓𝑓 𝑊𝑊ℎ (𝑇𝑇, 𝐼𝐼, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆). 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 + 𝑔𝑔𝑊𝑊ℎ (𝑇𝑇, 𝐼𝐼, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆). √𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿

(5)

∆𝑄𝑄 = 𝑓𝑓 𝐴𝐴ℎ (𝑇𝑇, 𝐼𝐼, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆). 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + 𝑔𝑔 𝐴𝐴ℎ (𝑇𝑇, 𝐼𝐼, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆). √𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿

(6)

By writing it in an infinitesimal way, we have:
As seen previously (Equation 1), we have:

On the interval [50%; 80%] the numerical values show that 𝑔𝑔 𝐴𝐴ℎ (𝑇𝑇, 𝐼𝐼, 50%) =
𝑔𝑔𝑊𝑊ℎ (𝑇𝑇, 𝐼𝐼, 50%) and therefore, Equation 5 gives 𝑓𝑓 𝐴𝐴ℎ (𝑇𝑇, 𝐼𝐼, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆). 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑓𝑓 𝑊𝑊ℎ (𝑇𝑇, 𝐼𝐼, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆). 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿.
We were expecting only one value of extreme SOC, we end up having a range of values.
We can conclude that on this interval, 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 =

𝑓𝑓 𝐴𝐴ℎ (𝑇𝑇,𝐼𝐼,𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆)
. 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,
𝑓𝑓 𝑊𝑊ℎ (𝑇𝑇,𝐼𝐼,𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆)

the lost energy during

cycling derives from a potential. We find here a behaviour law, independent from the SOC, the
latter being not a thermodynamic variable. On this range of SOC, we are independent from the
chemistry, this electrical potential accounts for the entire behaviour. This totally confirms our
plan to work towards an equivalent circuit model.
Concerning the trial, it shows that it is enough to focus on one SOC (chosen at 50%) to
account for the behaviour of the cell at the neighbourhood of 50%.

Figure 2: Weighting function g3 for NCA and LFP. Markers represent experimental values.

5.2 Discussion on the f1 and the g1 curve
The 𝑔𝑔1 function represents the influence of the temperature on the ageing occurring during
pure storage.
The 𝑔𝑔1 curve, associated with the 𝑔𝑔1 function, can be fitted by an Arrhenius law, which
represents the speed of the electrochemical reaction depending on the temperature: 𝑔𝑔1 (𝑇𝑇) =
−𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴

𝜆𝜆. 𝑒𝑒 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 . This is coherent with the fact that the calendar ageing is due to the electrolyte
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decomposition, and the subsequent SEI formation. [8] The NCA curve has been fitted from
experimental values. The difference between both chemistries laws lays in the activation energy
value. (Figure 3)

Figure 3: Weighting function g1 for NCA and LFP. Markers represent experimental values.

The 𝑓𝑓1 function represents the influence of the temperature on the ageing occurring while
battery is cycled. The 𝑓𝑓1 curve interpolates the experimental values.

Figure 4: Weighting function f1 for NCA and LFP. Markers represent experimental values.
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Again, we can see on Figure 4 that the two curves have the same shape, and shows an
extremum of ageing around the same temperature.
Molecular-level understanding of solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) growth kinetics has been
considered as part of a transition state theory, which accounts for the effect of the temperature
on the growth rate. This relationship is called the Eyring’s law, and is quite similar to the
Arrhenius law. We use the so-called Eyring law to point out the speed of the side reaction taking
place in the battery cell.
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇 −∆𝐺𝐺0
(7)
. 𝑒𝑒 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
ℎ
Where k is the speed constant, related to the degradation rate, h is the Planck constant, R is the
gas constant (J.K−1.mol−1). According to the literature, there are reviews providing with some
similar models [9]. However these models do not distinguish the SOC from the temperature,
simply suggesting a 3D fitting with both parameters taken into account.
The current is linked to the speed constant by the Butler-Volmer law: 𝑖𝑖(𝑇𝑇) =
𝑘𝑘(𝑇𝑇) = 𝛼𝛼.

−𝐴𝐴

𝐵𝐵

𝜆𝜆. 𝑘𝑘(𝑇𝑇). (𝑒𝑒 𝑇𝑇 − 𝑒𝑒 𝑇𝑇 ), where 𝜆𝜆, A and B are constants.
On the other hand, John Newman explains that the cells generate their own heat. He shows
that the energy balance is made of two terms. The first one is associated with the Joules effect,
considered as irreversible, and the second one is due to the heat generation at the interface
between the electrolyte and the electrode, therefore it is reversible. The irreversible heating
source has been described by Hemery [10]:
𝜕𝜕𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑈𝑈𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
(8)
= 𝑖𝑖(𝑇𝑇). [(𝑈𝑈 − 𝑈𝑈𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ) + 𝑇𝑇 ∗
]
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑈𝑈

At the first order, 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 is considered to be constant and 𝑈𝑈 − 𝑈𝑈𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝑅𝑅. 𝑖𝑖.
Therefore, Equation (8) becomes:
𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑖𝑖. [𝑅𝑅. 𝑖𝑖 + 𝑇𝑇. 𝛾𝛾]. 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = [𝑅𝑅. 𝑖𝑖 + 𝑇𝑇. 𝛾𝛾]. 𝐴𝐴ℎ

𝑓𝑓 (𝑇𝑇)

𝑖𝑖(𝑇𝑇)

(9)
(10)
−𝐴𝐴

𝐵𝐵

So, by definition, 𝑓𝑓1 (𝑇𝑇) is proportional to 𝑅𝑅. 𝑖𝑖 + 𝑇𝑇. 𝛾𝛾, so, 1 = µ. 𝑇𝑇 + 𝜃𝜃=𝜀𝜀 (𝑒𝑒 𝑇𝑇 − 𝑒𝑒 𝑇𝑇 )+ξ.
𝑇𝑇
The constant 𝜀𝜀 has been arbitrarily set equal to 1. From the three points coming from NCA tests,
a relationship between A and B can be found: 𝐵𝐵 = 1.02. 𝐴𝐴..Therefore two unknowns are
remaining (A and ξ), which is enough to fit the two measurement points obtained for LFP. The
fit for NCA and LFP can be seen on Figure 4.
This minimal temperature is thermodynamically justified, the others appear as
deviations from ideality.
5.3 Discussion on the f2 and the g2 curve
The 𝑓𝑓2 function represents the impact of the rated-current on the ageing appearing while
cycling.
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Figure 5: Weighting function f2 for NCA and LFP. Markers represent experimental values.

The LFP curve and the NCA have been fitted with a spline, resulting in polynomial
functions. We can see the two curves have a similar shape and are odd around zero.
The 𝑔𝑔2 function represents the impact of the rated-current on the ageing appearing during
calendar ageing (both in cycling and pure storage).(Figure 6)

Figure 6: Weighting function g2 for NCA and LFP . Markers represent experimental values. The spline
interpolates the data coming from LFP, when the charge and discharge temperature has not been distinguished

The LFP and the NCA curves have been fitted with a spline (Figure 6). However, for the
NCA cells, the tests did not feature a constant temperature, due to heating of the internal
resistance. Therefore, the charge temperature and the discharge temperature impact had to be
differentiated. First both temperatures had to be reconstituted. The method used is detailed in
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[1]. This difference is due to a depth of discharge of 100% applied to the cells. However, for
the LFP cells, the difference between both temperatures is too small for the method to be
relevant.
There seem to exist a relation between the impact of C-rate in charge and the impact in
discharge.
Mechanical deformations of the active material are assumed to be responsible for ageing in
cycling [11]. Therefore, the 𝑓𝑓2 function should explain this phenomena.
We have to keep in mind that lithium-ion cells convert chemical energy to electric energy via
redox reaction originating from both lithium-ion motion and electron transfer under a certain
applied potential. The ions have the lowest energy when they are intercalated inside the positive
electrode (cathode) and highest energy when they are in the negative electrode (anode).
Considering cations, this corresponds to low (resp. high) potential accordingly. This
electrochemical reaction allows the lithium ions to transfer from the solid phase (the electrode)
towards the solution (the electrolyte), via intercalation currents, and vice versa. [12]
The reaction corresponds to the intercalation / deintercalation of lithium ions in the graphitic
layers at the anode and in the active material (LFP or NCA) structure at the cathode. [12] The
charge transfer is considered to be the limiting factor since the mass transport is insured by a
highly ionic concentrated electrolyte. The charge transfer speed decreases with time due to the
decay of conductivity in the electrolyte [7] and decrease of the active surface at the electrode.

Figure 7 Voltage-current characteristic. (a) oxydation (b) reduction (c) total of both contributions. Markers
represent experimental values.

The current-voltage characteristic of this electrode is given by its Butler-Volmer
αnFη

−(1−α)nFη

relationship: 𝑖𝑖 = 𝑖𝑖0 (𝑒𝑒 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 − 𝑒𝑒 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ) , which makes it an odd curve ( see Figure 7), where 𝑖𝑖
is the current (A) at the electrode, T the temperature (K), R the molar gas constant
(R=8.1345J/(mol.K)), F the Faraday constant (F = 96 485,3329 sC/mol-1), 𝜂𝜂 is the overpotential (𝜂𝜂 = 𝐸𝐸 − 𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ) and E the electrode potential, 𝑖𝑖0 is related to the charge transfer speed
constant and the concentration of the 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 + (in the electrolyte and in the electrode), α
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characterizes the symmetrical aspect of the charge transfer. We assume that one electron is
involved in the reaction (n=1).

Figure 8 Voltage-current characteristic for different values of alpha coefficient. Markers represent experimental
values.

The coefficient of interest is α : when α is close to 0, the over-potential 𝜂𝜂 essentially leads
to the reduction of the electrolyte, whereas when it is close to 1, it essentially induces its
oxydation. When it is equal to ½ , it means that the over-potential equally affects the activation
barrier of oxidation and reduction.(see Figure 8). It accounts for the passive film SEI growth,
and whether it is formed rather in charge or in discharge. This provides information on the
ability of the insertion and deinsertion of 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 + in the graphitic layers at the anode. The two
reactions (growth of the SEI and intercalation of lithium-ion) are correlated. It chemically
represents the distance between the activated complex and the final product. For high values of
α, the reaction is supposedly easily activated, as the final product is close to the intermediate
one.
Approximating the Butler-Volmer equation around the high over-potential regions, ( |𝜂𝜂| ≫
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝐹𝐹

𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝜂𝜂 > 0) a limited development of 𝑒𝑒 𝑥𝑥 = 1+x of the intensity gives 𝑖𝑖 = 𝑖𝑖0 (𝑒𝑒 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ) and so

𝜂𝜂 =

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼

𝑖𝑖

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 . Numerically, an over-potential of 100mV at 25°C is enough to decrease the
𝑖𝑖0

influence of the second term to 2%. This is an anodic over-potential, so if the electrode is an

anode, it is home of oxidation during discharge. If < 0 , 𝑖𝑖 = −𝑖𝑖0 (𝑒𝑒
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

𝑖𝑖

− (1−𝛼𝛼)𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (− 𝑖𝑖 ). This is a cathodic over-potential, during charge.
0

−(1−𝛼𝛼)𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

) and so 𝜂𝜂 =

To get the amount of energy required for the intercalation and deintercalation process, the
following integral has to be computed:
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𝐼𝐼

𝐼𝐼

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

𝑖𝑖

Deintercalation process (during the discharge): ∫0 𝑖𝑖 ∗ η(𝑖𝑖)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = ∫0 𝑖𝑖 ∗ α𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ln 𝑖𝑖 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
Intercalation process (during the charge):

𝐼𝐼
∫0 𝑖𝑖

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

𝑖𝑖

∗ (1−α)𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ln 𝑖𝑖 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
0

0
∫−𝐼𝐼 𝑖𝑖
1

∗ η(𝑖𝑖)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 =

1

0
∫−𝐼𝐼 −𝑖𝑖

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

0

𝑖𝑖

∗ (1−α)𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ln (− 𝑖𝑖 ) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 =
0

The impact of charge or discharge is given by 𝛼𝛼 𝑔𝑔2 (𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑 ) = 1−𝛼𝛼 𝑔𝑔2 (𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐 ) .
Therefore, the two processes require equal energy and therefore equally impact the cell if
1
1
1
= (1−α), so if α = 2. The energy to intercalate lithium ions during charge and deintercalate
α
1

during discharge at the cathode is the same [1], therefore α = 2, and therefore the 𝑓𝑓2 curve is an
odd curve. This latter result is confirmed on NCA related curve in Figure9, where the curves
obtained for C/2;1D and 1C;D/2 are parallel, and on Figure 5, the acceptable values of C-rate.
For very high C-rate, the behavior of the NCA function is sharply different, and is not explained
in this paper.
1
If the two processes require different energy, α ≠ 2. The coefficient twists the curve, and
reflects the impact of the growing SEI. From the literature review [3,13], the values obtained
for 1 − 𝛼𝛼 are 0.69 for a temperature of 25°C, and 0.67 at 45°C. However, Delacourt and al [13]
obtained a value of 0.95 at the anode that they judge to be too singular.
2
Nevertheless, considering 1 − α = 3 (which is close to 0.69 and 0.67), it results in 𝑔𝑔2 (𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑 ) =
1

𝑔𝑔2 (𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐 ).
So when the rate is “high enough” (then the over-potential is “high enough” as well), we
have a relationship between the impact of the charge rates and the discharge ones. The discharge
affects the ageing two times less than the charge. This result is confirmed by Bashash and al
[12], which shows that battery degradation is slower during discharge than during charge. This
paper quantifies it. This seems logical as the ions tend to decrease their potential, and are
therefore more stable at the cathode, so when the system is rather discharged. Pushing the ions
back to the anode (charging the cell) requires more energy to counterbalance and tends to
damage the cell more. The result can be observed on Figure 6 where the discharge impact is
twice as big as the charge one for LFP.
2

Figure 9 Loss of capacity with respect to CT/√t, for two set of tests : C/2;1D and 1C;D/2. Markers represent
experimental values
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5.4 Improvements on the tests matrix
It is possible to propose a new test matrix that is more adapted to the needs of the model and
to the hardware constraints of the cycling bench and the time constraints. It must be borne in
mind that accelerated ageing lasts on average 3 months, and that all cannot be done in parallel,
because of the availability of cycling equipment. Better correlation will be obtained by cycling
around a SOC point (chosen at 50%) instead of performing 100% DOD cycles (that consists in
cycles made of a full discharge and a full charge), because the tests won’t heat up.
The "pivot" chosen in the method to obtain the weighting functions has been modified, so
that the test does not heat anymore. We obtain the same number of information with less testing.
The modified matrix is detailed in Table 3:
Table 3: Tests matrix

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

6

T (°)
T1
T2
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T2
T3

SOC (%)
80
80
10
50
80
95
50
50
50

𝑰𝑰𝒄𝒄 (𝑨𝑨. 𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨−𝟏𝟏 )
1C
1C
1C
1C
C/2
1C
1C

𝑰𝑰𝒅𝒅 (𝑨𝑨. 𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨−𝟏𝟏 )
1D
1D
1D
1D
D/2
1D
1D

CONCLUSION

This paper compared two Li-ion chemistries in terms of ageing: NCA/graphite and
LFP/graphite. The impact of the three ageing parameters has been developed. The similar
shapes was explained by similar operating mechanisms, even if the chemistry of the cathode
and of the electrolyte were slightly different. The ageing model can be extended to other
chemistry, and is coherent with the physical reality of the hidden mechanisms of ageing.
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Abstract. Modeling of human body biomechanics resulting from blast exposure is very
challenging because of the complex geometry and the substantially different materials
involved. We have developed anatomy based high-fidelity finite element model (FEM) of the
human body and finite volume model (FVM) of air around the human. The FEM model was
used to accurately simulate the stress wave propagation in the human body under blast
loading. The blast loading was generated by simulating C4 explosions, via a combination of
1-D and 3-D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) formulations. By employing the coupled
Eulerian-Lagrangian fluid structure interaction (FSI) approach we obtained the parametric
response of the human brain by the blast wave impact. We also developed the methodology to
solve the strong interaction between cerebrospinal fluids (CSF) and the surrounding tissue for
the closed-head impact. We presented both the arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) method
and a new unified approach based on the material point method (MPM) to solve fluid
dynamics and solid mechanics simultaneously. The accuracy and efficiency of ALE and
MPM solvers for the skull-CSF-brain coupling problem was compared. The presented results
suggest that the developed coupled models and techniques could be used to predict human
biomechanical responses in blast events, and help design the protection against the blast
induced TBI.
1

INTRODUCTION

Blast events accounted for nearly 70% of injuries in wounded service members, and are the
main cause of TBI [2]. Compared to impact-related injury, the mechanisms involved in blast
injury are much less understood. Primary concussive blast injuries may be caused by the
direct transmission of the blast wave across the cranium and the brain, by the impact of blast
ejecta on the body (e.g., shrapnel and debris) and by the individual striking an object (e.g., a
fall against ground or vehicle). Because of ethical reasons experimental neurotrauma is
typically studied using either physical surrogates or animal models [4]. Direct use of animal
model results to human is questionable as it is not clear how to reproduce the blast loads on
humans in animals. The multi-physics computational models of injury biomechanics
complemented with benchmark quality experiments may provide a foundation for better
understating of injury mechanisms. Validated models could also be used for the design of
improved protective equipment, injury diagnostics, casualty care and forensics [5].
Accurate simulation of blast waves impacting a human body and the resulting human
biomechanical response is very challenging as it involves several physical and biomedical
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disciplines as well as a range of spatial and temporal scales. A blast wave, interacting with
human, transfers energy from the body surface into the interior. The overpressure on the body
surface generates two types of waves with the body organs and tissues: pressure waves and
shear waves. As the pressure wave traverses an organ such as brain or lung, it creates sharp
pressure gradients on sensitive microstructures such as brain neurons. It propagates with
specific tissue speed of sound and causes local wave diffractions/reflections on tissue
interfaces with impedance differential creating compressive and tension strain responses.
Most biological materials are weaker in tension than in compression and thus disruption and
therefore damage at the tissue interface may occur. When the pressure wave compresses a gas
containing structure such as an alveolus or bowel segment, the subsequent expansion causes
damage to the wall of the structure. Shear waves propagate within the body with much slower
speed, last much longer and cause larger tissue deformations. The tension and shear waves as
well as asynchronous movements of tissues with differing inertia may cause tearing of
structures from their attachments and shearing of solid organs. The musculoskeletal system
being solid is relatively resistant to the pressure waves while initial shock waves of sufficient
intensity may cause long bone fracture [7]. Because of these, the inclusion of whole human
body (skin, skeleton, and organs) is important to accurately account for the propagation and
spatial distribution of stress waves inside the human body and to predict the complicated
dynamic tissue/organ responses to the blast loading.
To simulate the blast-induced human body biomechanics, we developed a whole human
body anatomic geometry/mesh model and the FEM biomechanics model. This human body
model can be used to simulate the blast wave loading on the body surface, the biomechanical
response of the body interior as well as the body biodynamics [10]. A mesh with the
maximum element size less than three millimeters was used to resolve the smallest stress
wavelength, small geometric features and material interfaces within the human body. The
high-fidelity CFD model was used to simulate the interaction between the human body and
the blast wave generated by a C4 explosion. Both Eulerian and ALE methods was used and
compared for the high explosive burn simulation. The blast pressure loads computed during
the CFD analysis are applied to the human body finite element model for biomechanics
simulations. Using the human FEM model we investigated the brain biomechanics including
the coup-contrecoup phenomena and the injury probability in the brain. The coupled gas
dynamics and biomechanics solutions have been validated against the recent shock tube
testing data on the physical phantom and animal [11].
For the closed system such as the human head, the interaction between the nearly
incompressible CSF and the surrounding tissue is very strong at the fluid-solid interface
during the impact [6]. A small change in the fluid volume by the tissue deformation will lead
to an excessive flow pressure exerting to the neighboring tissue and thus is very difficult to
solve. The Eulerian-Lagrangian coupling approach is computationally expensive in the
iterative two-way coupling process and may not converge at all. To be more efficient and
numerically stable, we employed both ALE method and MPM method [9] to solve such
problem. In ALE, the motion and deformation of all materials are solved in the Lagrangian
step, the distorted CSF mesh is then smoothed to preserve the mesh quality, and finally the
solutions in the CSF and at the fluid-solid interface are conservatively transferred from the old
mesh to the new one. The particle based MPM method has the potential to be another unified
approach since both fluid dynamics and solid mechanics are solved simultaneously in the
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Lagrangian description. We compared the accuracy and efficiency of both the ALE and the
MPM in the skull-CSF-brain coupled problem.
2 METHODS
We describe the computational models and methods for simulating blast wave interaction
with a human body and the associated biomechanical response. Several FSI coupling
approaches for modeling injury caused by blast wave and impact loads are discussed.
2.1 High-Fidelity Human Model of a Human Body
The human computational models are based on the geometry of a 3D male anatomy model
by the Zygote Media Group, Inc. The anatomy model starts with an entire skeleton model
based on CT scans, and upon which all the other systems (e.g., skin, organs) fit together.
The generated hexahedral mesh consists of four different materials, i.e. brain with spinal
cord, lung, skeleton and tissue for the rest of body. The outer surfaces of different body parts
are shown in Figure 1a. The average element size is 2.5mm. The total number of elements is
over 4.2 million. The mesh for the CFD simulation of a human standing on the rigid ground
was also constructed as shown in Figure 1b, where an octree mesh was used to discretize the
air domain between the human body and the outer boundaries. The smaller cell size (2.5mm)
near human body is used and total number of cells is about 14 million. The computational
meshes generated for these simulations are of good quality and can use relatively large time
step sizes without resorting to the artificial time scaling treatment.

a

b

Figure 1. Computational models from Zygote geometry. a) Skin surface, skeleton and lungs, brain, spinal cord
and organs underneath skin of FEM mesh, b) CFD mesh for blast interacting with human body and a close-up
view of CFD mesh around human body.
Table 1. Mechanical properties used in human FE model [13].

Tissue
Skeleton
Brain,
spinal cord
Lung
Tissue

Material
Linear elastic
Viscoelastic

Linear elastic
Linear- elastic

Constants
E=5GPa, ν=0.3
Κ=2.19GPa, G0=49KPa,
G1=33KPa, τ=6ms
E=50Kpa, ν=0.3
E=80MPa, ν=0.4
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Mass Density Kg/m3
1100
1000
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We used homogenized material properties for different part of human body as listed in
Table 1. The brain and spinal cord was modeled as an isotropic viscoelastic material, without
considering the difference between white mater and grey mater. The CSF layer between the
skull and the brain was not explicitly modeled but was considered to be part of the brain. The
lungs were modeled as separated organs because of the sound speed being much slower in the
lung than in other body tissues. All materials other than skeleton, brain and lungs were
modeled as soft tissues in which an elastic material was assumed.
2.2 CFD Model of Blast Physics
For accurately capturing the detailed shock wave phenomena around the solid object, we
use the CFD method to solve governing equations of the physics laws, i.e., conservation of
mass, momentum, and energy. Consider the inviscid compressible Navier-Stokes equations
U
 F  0
t
(1)
where U={ρ, ρv, ρE}T and ρ, v, E are the density, the velocity and the total energy and F is the
flux. The equation of state (EOS) and the total energy of ideal gas are as below
p
1
p  RT , E 
 v  v
 1 2
(2)

where R is the ideal gas constant, T is the temperature, and γ is the adiabatic index.
The high explosive is commonly modeled by the Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) EOS


  R 
  R 
(3)
p  A(1 
)e
 B(1 
)e
 e
R1  0
R2  0
The material constants are in Table 2. The detonation velocity is used for the calculation of
ignition time at the given location of explosive. The intrinsic energy per unit mass e is related
to the total energy E by e  E  ( v  v) / 2 . The JWL equation is reduced to the ideal gas law
when the density ρ is much smaller than the initial density ρ0.
1

0

2

Table 2. Mechanical properties in JWL EOS for the explosive charge.

A (GPa)

B (GPa)

373.8

3.747

R1
4.15

R2
0.9



e0 (MJ/Kg)
3.68

0.35

0

 0 (Kg/m3)
1630

VD (m/s)
6930

Both the ALE and the Eulerian methods are employed to solve the above equations. The
ALE method involves three-step solution: Lagrangian, remeshing, and advection steps. The
equation (1) in the Lagrangian description becomes
De
Dv

   ( p1)  0, 
 p  v  0
(4)
Dt
Dt
which can be readily solved by the explicit FEM solver. Among different remeshing methods
to smooth the distorted mesh, we relocate the nodes by solving an elastic solid deformation
problem using the implicit FEM solver
σ  0
(5)
along with the prescribed displacement boundary condition and a zero-stress initial condition.
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For the advection step, the current solution  such as ρ, ρv, ρE at each element is
transported from the old mesh to the new mesh by the convective velocity c

 c    0
(6)
t
To maintain the numerical stability and conserve the mass, linear momentum and energy,
we use the upwinding process in which the calculation of gradient depends on the direction of
the convective velocity c and only uses the information from the upstream direction. The
nodal velocity was calculated from the new elemental linear momentum using the shape
functions. The nodal acceleration was updated from the equilibrium with new state variables.
For the Eulerian approach, the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method was used to obtain the
weighted residual form to (1) for each control volume/cell. The finite volume method is
recovered with a constant weighting function in the DG method. We adopted the HLLC
solver [14] for the flux calculation. The explicit method was used for the resulting semidiscrete system, of which the first-order forward Euler scheme is particularly efficient and
provides a sufficient accuracy for the current applications. For both the Euler method and the
advection step of ALE method, the second-order accurate solution was obtained by a piecewise linear data reconstructions. The limiter function was used to eliminate the spurious
oscillations.
2.3 Blast Induced Human Biomechanics
In the blast-human interaction process, the blast duration is very short (a few
milliseconds) and during the blast loading the induced human body motion is small (a few
centimeters). The one-way (explicit) coupling of flow and biomechanical analyses, in which
the blast wave influences the body but the body movement does not influence the blast wave,
is sufficient and much more efficient compared to the tightly coupled fluid-structure
interaction (FSI) scheme (see, e.g., [1]). In this approach, the blast simulation was first carried
out by assuming a rigid stationary human body. The time histories of the flow over-pressures
and the corresponding locations are recorded. In the subsequent biomechanical analysis, we
apply the overpressure loadings to the closest facet on human body surface for each time step.
The force resulting from the flow over-pressure on each face of solid surface is computed by
F   pnA
(7)

in which p is the overpressure, n and A are the face normal pointing away from solid and the
face area respectively.
For the short-term event such as the blast wave interacting with human body, we choose the
explicit finite element solver using the brick element with reduced integration. The hourglass
control was used to effectively suppress artificial hourglass modes and meanwhile minimize
the nonphysical stiffening of response. The numerical stability was inspected by the total
energy balance of kinetic energy, internal energy and external work.
2.4 Head Skull-CSF-Brain Coupling Model
There are two main approaches for simulation of FSI problems: 1) Monolithic approach
such as ALE method to solve the flow and the structure simultaneously; 2) partitioned
approach to solve the flow and the structure separately. In a typical mesh-based partitioned
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approach, the flow problem is solved by the Eulerian CFD solver and the structural problem is
solved by Lagrangian FEM solver. The deformation in the fluid mesh due to the motion of
fluid-structure interface is solved by the remeshing. With the relaxation of either the
deformation to the fluid or the flow pressure to the structure at the interface, the flow and
structural interaction is solved successively until the change in the solution is smaller than the
convergence criterion. For the closed head with nearly incompressible CSF, the convergence
using such approach is very difficult to achieve.
The ALE method is less complicated and more stable than the partitioned method for the
closed-head FSI problem. The ALE method solves the CSF flow and the tissue deformation
simultaneously. In the Lagrangian step, the Tait EOS is used for the CSF

p



 n
)  1]
n 0
[(

(8)

where  =2.2GPa, n =7.15. The density and linear momentum in the CSF are advected from
the distorted mesh to the new mesh after the remeshing step. The nodal velocity and
acceleration in the CSF and at the CSF-tissue interface are then updated for the next
Lagrangian step.
A meshless method such as material point method (MPM) is another monolithic FSI
method. With the MPM, the Lagrangian material points are used to discretize both fluid and
solid. The interaction of the material points is calculated on a fixed background grid on which
the momentum equation is solved. Different from other particle based methods, the evaluation
of interpolation functions and derivatives relies on the background grid and does not involve
the costly neighbor search. Compared to the ALE method, the remeshing and the advection
are not needed. Since material points carry the mass and the history-dependent variables, the
numerical diffusion associated with the advection is avoided.
3 RESULTS
For the blast and the biomechanics simulations, we used the multi-physics code CoBi,
written in C++ and run on both Windows and Linux cluster. The implementations were
verified and validated extensively through many related applications [11,12].
3.1 Modeling of Explosive
A spherical TNT charge with radius of 0.05 m is considered at the center of the model and
surrounded by the air. A 1.134o conical model with radius of 0.5m was built in which
hexahedral elements with elemental length of 0.001m in the radial direction were used. The
detonation starts at the center of charge, and the detonation front is moved with the given
velocity of detonation. An element detonates if the detonation front reaches this element.
From this time the JWL-equation turns on for this element. The surrounding air uses the same
EOS with a different starting density and internal energy.
Both the ALE method and the Eulerian method were used for the high explosive burn
simulation for the time duration of 0.1 msec. Both methods conserves the mass (=15.138mg)
in the simulations. In terms of energy conservation, the Eulerian method conserves the total
energy (=31.676KJ) precisely while the ALE method cannot conserve the energy. Figure 1
show that the mass density ρ, flow velocity v and flow pressure p propagating along the radial
direction at 0.1ms. Compared to the Eulerian method the ALE method is much more diffusive
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and thus is less accurate. The solution of {ρ, ρv, ρe} along the radius at the end of Eulerian
simulation was saved into a file and used as the initial condition in the 3-D simulation of blast
loading on the human.

b

a

c

d

Figure 2. a) Conical model for TNT-air blast simulation with r0=0.05m and pressure contour at 0.1ms; b) density,
c) pressure, d) velocity along radial direction at 0.1ms between ALE and Eulerian methods.

3.2 Blast Loading on Human Body
The explicit flow solver was used to simulate the blast wave induced overpressure field
around the human body. The human is facing the explosion. The 5lb C4 explosive is located
at 92 inch away from the human body and 50 inch above the ground. The open boundary
condition is applied at the outer boundaries. The time step size is about 0.1 micro-sec and the
time duration of simulation is 12ms. The developed 1-D and 3-D simulation strategy [13] was
used in which the conical model simulated the initial explosion stage before reaching the
ground. The 3D simulation was then restarted by using the radial solution as the initial
condition.
The results of the blast interaction with the stationary human body surface are shown in
Figure 3. The shock front has been captured reasonably well. It takes just a few milliseconds
for the blast wave to pass through the human body. After that the pressure field around the
human goes back to the ambient and the resultant forces on the human body diminish rapidly.
The Mach stem forms and progresses due to the reflection from the presence of ground and
the human body. The pressure loading at each time step was saved into a file.
The calculated pressures on the head surface have a sharp rise and experience both positive
and negative phases. The reflected pressure peak at forehead is much higher than other
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locations. The calculated pressure at the rear portion of head surface is higher than the temple,
because of the diffraction of the shock front. The peak pressure at the temple is similar to the
incident peak pressure. The ground reflection reaches the forehead at 4.8ms.

a

b

c

d

Figure 3. Blast simulation of C4 explosion interacting with human body. a) Initial pressure field from 1D
simulation at 0.45msec, b) simulation shows ground reflection at 1.45ms, c) overpressure on human at 2.45ms,
d) overpressure on human at 3.95ms.

3.3 Biomechanics Response of Human under Blast Loading
By applying the computed blast loading to the human skin, we simulated the biomechanical
response of the human body for 12ms. The time step size is 0.08 micro-sec. In the human
body dynamics, the effect of gravity was ignored and no consideration was given to the
frictional contact interaction between the human body and the ground.
As shown in Figure 4, in the first few milliseconds the moving shock front diffracts on the
human body surface, and reflects around concave regions (eye socket, lower neck, and groin).
The blast pressure reaches the face and the chest first since they are closer to the explosive.
The high pressure on the lower leg was caused by the ground reflection. The high-amplitude
stress wave propagated inside the human body prior to any visible displacement of human
body. Figure 4 shows the pressure in two sagittal planes. A stiff material like the skeleton has
the higher pressure, while the pressure in a softer material like the lung is much lower. The
pressure contours on both surfaces of skeleton and brain at several time instances are shown
in Figure 5. Since the explosion occurs in front of the human, the blast wave first reaches the
chest and front lobe of the brain. After the blast wind has passed, the human body does not
move much and the maximum displacement is a few centimeters, which justifies the one-way
coupling strategy for the simulation of blast-human body interaction. The numerical results of
brain pressure response are qualitatively similar to the experimental data obtained in [3], in
which an elliptical object is subjected to the shock wave loading generated from the shock
tube. Several phenomena observed in the testing data during the first 2.5 millisecond were
also occurred in the numerical simulation: 1) there was about a 0.1 millisecond time delay of
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pressure onset between coup and contrecoup sites, 2) the negative pressure occurred first in
the contrecoup site, 3) the positive peak pressure in the contrecoup site was higher than the
coup site, 4) at the contrecoup site three positive peaks are gradually weakening, and 5) three
negative pressure dips occurred over the cavitation limit of -100kPa.

0.25ms 0.3ms 0.35ms 0.45ms 0.55ms 0.7ms 0.95ms

Figure 4. Human biomechanics under blast loading. Blast loading on human skin (top row); Pressure propagation
in the middle sagittal plane (middle row); Pressure propagation in the para-sagittal plane (bottom row) at
different times. Time offset by 1.8 ms between explosion CFD and FEM simulations.

0.3ms

0.5ms

0.3ms

0.5ms

Figure 5. Pressure propagation in skeleton and brain at different times of human body under C4 explosion. Time
offset by 1.8 ms between explosion CFD and FEM simulations.

3.4 Modeling of Skull-CSF-Brain Interaction
For the closed-head impact, the interaction between the CSF and the surrounding tissue is
strong and difficult to model. We explore both ALE and MPM methods to solve such
problem. In Figure 6, the head model with a simplified geometry and high-quality fine mesh
was used to simulate the skull-CSF-brain interaction during the impact. Assume the head has
been accelerated to the initial velocity of 3m/s after the blast loading and is colliding with a
rigid wall. The commonly used partitioned FSI solving approach is unstable for this strong
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coupling problem. In the ALE model, the CSF layer was modeled as the ALE fluid and other
materials as the Lagrangian solid. In the MPM model, all materials were modeled as
Lagrangian particles and a 0.002m uniform background grid was used. The cubic B-spline
basis function was used to reduce the grid-crossing errors.

Figure 6. Head model for skull-CSF-brain interaction using ALE method (a) and MPM method (b).

The total simulation time is 5ms and the time interval for remeshing and advection is 20
micro-sec. At 4.36 ms, the head starts to rebound. In Figure 7, the maximum negative
pressure in CSF is -236KPa and occurs at 0.92 ms. After 2.18 ms, the pressure in the brain
and CSF stays in positive because of the compressed intracranial volume. Compared to the
pressure, the shear strains which can cause the injury are developed at the later time (Figure
8). The maximum shear occurs at the CFS-skull and CSF-brain interfaces because the CSF
has no shear resistance. Figure 9 shows that the CSF flows around the brain and the flow
speed in CSF is in the same level of initial impact speed. At the end of 5ms, the CSF flows
upward. With the implemented ALE method we are able to further simulate the CSF-tissue
interaction for the closed-head injury during the impact, using an anatomic head model and a
robust remeshing technique.

5ms
0.5ms
1ms
0.1ms
Figure 7. Skull-CSF-brain coupled solution using ALE model. Pressure at t=0.1ms, 0.5ms, 1ms, 5ms.

5ms
1ms
0.1ms
0.5ms
Figure 8. Skull-CSF-brain coupled solution using ALE model. Shear strains at t=0.1ms, 0.5ms, 1ms, 5ms.
Maximum shear strains occur at CSF-brain and CSF-skull interfaces.
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5ms
1ms
1ms
5ms
Figure 9. Skull-CSF-brain coupled solution using ALE model. Flow velocity magnitude and direction in CSF at
t=1ms, 5ms.

Figure 10 shows the results when solving the same problem using the MPM. The MPM
model behaves softer than the ALE model and yields larger contact area between the skull and
the wall. Compared to the ALE model, the magnitude of pressure is much higher in the CSF
and much lower in the brain. Like in other particle based methods, it is difficult to compute
the particle mass density/pressure accurately for the nearly incompressible material under
large deformation. To remedy it, the adaptive MPM to resample the particles or treating the
evolution of pressure implicitly [8] becomes necessary to obtain the solution with similar
accuracy as the ALE method in the skull-CFS-brain interaction problem.

0.72ms
3ms
3ms
Figure 10. Skull-CSF-brain coupled solution using MPM model. a) pressure at 0.72ms, b) strain at 3ms, c)
zoom-in of contact area showing movement of material points in CSF at 3ms.

4

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the methods to model the blast-induced human biomechanics and
injury. Several coupling approaches were implemented for modeling human body injury
caused by IED blast wave and fragmentation/impact loads. The computational methods and
simulation results of blast injury mechanisms were described. In modeling the explosive the
Euler solver performs much better than the ALE solver since the Eulerian solver conserves
the energy precisely. Our computational studies have shown that the disparity of spatial and
temporal scales of the problem justifies simplifying assumptions for various phases of blast
human injury simulations. The human body can be assumed as rigid for simulations of the
blast wave propagation around the body to compute body loading as inputs for biodynamics
and biomechanics simulations. For the strong coupling problems of skull-CSF-brain
interaction under impact the ALE method solves it with a reasonable response. For the same
problem the MPM needs more improvements such as solution adaptation and energy
conserving scheme to achieve the similar performance as the ALE method.
The presented coupling framework provides a foundation for a better understanding of
blast injury mechanisms, and also for the development of personal protective armor. Several
challenges remain, such as better material properties for high strain rate tissue biomechanics,
CSF cavitation, accurate models of IED induced penetrating injury, and model validation.
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Abstract. Continuing progress in the development of theoretical and computational
techniques in the field of biomolecular systems involving Ribonucleic acids (RNA) has
a very important impact in biomedicine and human health. Many essential biological
phenomena in these systems are on the time scale longer then the time it is possible to
simulate computationally using existing atomistic models. In this article we describe the
development of a continuum model based on atomistic scale parameters. We also present
initial results on the mechanical, as well as thermal properties of the RNA nanoclusters
obtained by using the finite element methodology. Specifically, using the elastic constants
available for the nucleic acid, we report the distributions of the displacement fields due to
stress and thermal effects along typical RNA nanotubes that are important for biomedical
applications.

1

Introduction

Since the ribonucleic acid (RNA) structures are flexible in nature, it is very easy to
create RNA nanoclusters of different sizes and shapes via their self assembly. The motivation for self assembling these RNA nanoclusters is their potential application in the
field of human health, biomedicine and bioengineering [1, 2, 3]. For these self assembled
RNA nanoclusters it is very important to study their properties in different environments
such as physiological solutions [4]. Studies of structural properties of RNA nanoclusters
have been performed using molecular dynamics and coarse graining modeling techniques
[5, 6, 7]. The building blocks used to model the RNA nanoclusters are the RNA strands
such as RNAi/RNAii which are taken from the protein data bank [8]. Up to date the mechanical properties of these ribonucleic acid nanoclusters has not been studied in details.
1
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Thermal stability of these nanoclusters is another issue of great importance. It is shown
that the thermal stability of the proteins is increasing in presence of the sugar and polyols
in aqueous solution [9]. The importance of such studies also follows from the fact that
there can be a change in the molecular structure of the cell, cell membrane and the cell
nucleus due to thermal effects. Based on the previous studies, in this paper we develop
a discrete-to-continuum model for the analysis of mechanical and thermal properties of
RNA nanoclusters. Studies on the mechanical properties have also been reported for
soft materials such as collagen fabril protein and polymers [10, 11, 12, 13]. For carbon
nanotubes (CNT), that have similar physical structures as RNA nanotubes, the atomistic
to continuum modeling has been performed using the finite element method [14, 15] to
calculate their elastic properties under stress.
The continuum and particle models of deoxy-ribonucleic acid (DNA) systems have
been studied by using discrete base-pair results and approximating the properties for a
continuum rod type model to analyze the mechanical properties [16]. The continuum
model can also be used to study the protein-protein interaction and protein-nucleic acid
interactions to understand the relative stability of A and B forms of deoxy-ribonucleic
acids (DNA) [17, 18].
In what follows, we describe the development of a model to study the elastic properties
of typical RNA nanoclusters and the effect of thermal change on them.
2

Theoretical Details

We consider the RNA nanotube as a cylindrical shell. This analogy is similar to the
continuum approximations used for carbon nanotubes. Therefore, the application of the
atomistic parameters of these systems in the development of continuum models can be
done in a way similar to the CNT [14, 15]
At the molecular level of consideration, the energy of the entire system is due to the
inter-atomic interaction of the atoms where the molecules perform a simple harmonic motion. Under this assumption the energy contribution from bond stretching, bond bending
and dihedral angle torsion can be related to the energies of their equivalent continuum
elements. From comparison we can relate the atomic parameters to the elastic parameters
of the continuum model as follows,
1
Vr = kr (r − r0 )2 ,
2
1
Vθ = kθ (θ − θ0 )2 ,
2
and

(1)
(2)

1
Vφ = kφ (φ − φ0 )2 ,
(3)
2
where kr , kθ and kφ are the bond stretching, bond bending and the dihedral angle torsional
force constant for the molecular system taken into consideration. In equations (1)-(3) r0 ,
2
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θ0 and φ0 are the distance, angle, and dihedral angle at equilibrium. In the continuum
model, let us take a small element of the RNA nanotube of length L and diameter d.
Suppose that ∆L, ∆θ, and ∆φ are the stretch, bending and the torsional displacement
in the cylindrical element of the tube. Now the corresponding types of energies in the
continuum model for this cylindrical shell can be expressed based on the following arguments. Firstly, the energy due to the lateral stretching ∆L of the element of length L ,
with Young’s modulus Y and cross-sectional area A, is given by
1YA
(∆L)2 .
(4)
2 L
Next, to account for bending phenomena with moment of inertia I and with bending
angle α, the expression for the elastic energy is given by
1YI
(2α)2 .
(5)
UM =
2 L
Finally, the energy corresponding to the rotational motion of the cylindrical element can
be expressed as
1 GJ
(∆β)2 ,
(6)
UT =
2 L
where ∆β is the twisting angle due to the elastic torsion, of the RNA nanotube, J is the
angular momentum, and G is the shear modulus.
The above values for the energy terms, Vr , Vθ and Vφ are the bond stretching energy,
bond bending energy and the torsional energies corresponding to the atomistic interactions
coming from the harmonic motion of the atoms. These quantities are similar to the energy
terms UA , UM and UT derived for a finite element representation of the RNA nanotube
under the continuum approximation. From comparison of the corresponding energies at
these two kind of formulations we find that
YA
YI
GJ
= kr ,
= kθ ,
= kφ .
(7)
L
L
L
Using relations (7), the parameters of the atomistic scale can be used to determine the parameters to be built in into the continuum model. It is possible to calculate the quantities
kr , kθ , and kφ using the atomistic molecular dynamics simulation technique.
For most of the materials of interest, there is a linear relationship between the strain
and stress. The components of the stress tensor in terms of the elastic coefficients and
the stress tensor for the linear and isotropic continuum systems can be expressed as [19]
 

 


σ11
1−ν
ν
ν
0
0
0
1
11

σ22 
 ν




1−ν
ν
0
0
0   22 
 

1
σ33 
 ν
 


Y
ν
1−ν
0
0
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  33 + Y α∆T 1
1−2ν

σ23  (1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)  0
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2
(8)
UA =
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which in tensor form can be written as follows


Y α∆T
Y
ν
σij =
ij +
kk δij −
δij
(1 + ν)
(1 − 2ν)
(1 − 2ν)

i, j, k = 1, 2, 3,

(9)

where Y is Young’s modulus, α is the coefficient of thermal expansion, ∆T is the increase
in temperature of the system, and ν is the Poisson ratio, given by the relations
ν=

3K − 2µ
.
(3K + µ)

(10)

The rate-dependent phenomena can be described for the biosystems such as RNA nanoclusters by introducing viscoelasticity terms. In the constitutive relation described above
we can introduce the extra term of the stress that is proportional to the rate of change of
the strain as
∂ij
σijv = η
,
(11)
∂t
where η is the coefficient of viscosity Therefore the general elastic constitutive equation
including rate-dependent term can be expressed as,


Y α∆T
Y
ν
∂ij
ij +
kk δij −
δij + η
i, j, k = 1, 2, 3.
(12)
σij =
(1 + ν)
(1 − 2ν)
(1 − 2ν)
∂t
In (12) the quantities K and µ are the bulk modulus and the shear modulus respectively.
Under the underlined assumptions, for the systems like our RNA nanotube the steady
state elastic equations can be expressed as
σij,j = 0

i, j = 1, 2, 3.

with the Cauchy relationship connecting the displacement and strain:


∂uk
1 ∂ui
i, k = 1, 2, 3.
+
uik =
2 ∂xk
∂xi

(13)

(14)

The strain-stress relationships are fully determined once the elastic parameters such as
Poisson’s ratio and the elastic moduli of the system are available. In our case we use the
elastic moduli calculated from the atomistic modeling and the experimental techniques
available in literature.
While in the general case (13) is augmented to account for time-dependency, in the
current study we calculate the steady-state elastic properties and the thermal effect on
them. In order to study the mechanical properties of the RNA nanoclusters in the presence
of thermal effect, we have used the finite element method implemented via COMSOL
multiphysics. The general partial differential equation representation has been used. We
have used the Dirichlet boundary condition at one end of the tube and the Neumann
boundary condition at the other end, i.e at z=40nm we set n · σ = 0.
4
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Figure 1: Approximated continuum geometry of the RNA nanotube as a hollow cylinder generated by
using COMSOL

3

Results and Discussion

In our current study under the above assumptions, we study the RNA nanotube as
a continuous system with the length and the radius equivalent to the size of the RNA
nanocluster modeled using the atomistic molecular dynamics simulation. The continuum
model of the RNA nanotube of the size 40nm with the 10 rings is presented in Figure 1.
Here for calculations of the elastic properties of RNA nanotube, we use the finite element
method. For these calculations we use the constitutive relations between strain and stress
accounting for the thermal effect in the system. Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus for
the nucleic acid system were 0.42 and 300 MPA i.e 3 ∗ 108 PA respectively. They were
taken from the literature and obtained by using experimental and atomistic calculations
[20]. The results for the displacement field at different positions for the entire volume
of the RNA nanotube of size equivalent to 10 rings, i.e 40 nm in length, obtained by
using the finite element method at 10 degree and 100 degree K are presented in Figure 2.
Corresponding displacements of the points along a line in the direction of the axis of the
10 ring RNA nanotube at these two temperatures are presented in Figure 3. Since the
values for the thermal expansion coefficient are not yet available for the bionanosystems
like RNA nanoclusters, we have used the average value of the coefficient calculated for the
protein system using the molecular dynamics simulation for a wide range of its densities
[21]. From our results for the displacement along the RNA nanotube, it is clear that the
displacement is increasing as the temperature is increased. During calculation of the
displacement field, due to stress and thermal effects in the RNA nanotube, we have fixed
one end by Dirichlet boundary condition and on the other end a force via Neumann’s
boundary condition has been applied. From the obtained results it is clear that there is
an increase in the displacement as the temperature is increases.
4

Conclusions and Outlook

We have studied the elastic properties and the effect of thermal changes on them
in earlier developed RNA nanotubes by using the finite element method. We have also
studied the effect of stress as a function of the temperature change along the entire volume
of the RNA nanotube. For calculating these properties of RNA nanoclusters we have used
5
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Figure 2: Distribution of the displacement at different points along 10 ring RNA nanotube at (a) 10 K
and (b) 100K using finite element method.
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Figure 3: Displacement along the line in the direction of the axis of the 10 ring RNA nanotube at (a)
10 K and (b) 100K using finite element method.

a cylindrical shell representation of the size equivalent to the size of the RNA nanocluster.
The elastic and thermal coefficients have been taken from the literature and calculated
for the nucleic acid molecules and the protein systems. The experimental results of such
physical quantities are not yet available and we expect that our computational studies will
motivate experimentalists to shed new light on underlying problems for RNA nanoclusters.
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Abstract. A rapidly testable novel Magnetically-Driven Ventricular Assist Device (MVAD)
with no moving parts that can be used to provide assistance to the cardiovascular circulation
while reducing caval pressure in patients who have undergone the Fontan procedure to palliate
the Hypoplastic Left Heart Syndrome (HLHS) is proposed and studied. A benchtop Mock Flow
Loop (MFL) of the cardiovascular circulation with a Fontan total cavopulmonary connection
(TCPC) is configured to validate this hypothesis. The MFL is based on a Lumped-Parameter
Model (LPM) comprised of upper and lower systemic circulation as well as left and right
pulmonary circulation compartments. Needle valves are used to accurately replicate vascular
resistance (R) while compliance chambers are used to mimic vascular compliance (C). The
MFL centerpiece is the truncated aortic arch with an implanted MVAD. A ferro-fluid solution
is mixed in water to simulate magnetically-charged blood. The pulsating flow is induced by
drawing the ferro-fluid from a main reservoir with a Harvard Apparatus Medical pump while
the MVAD provides assistive momentum to the TCPC. Flow and pressure sensor data at
specific points in the MFL are acquired via a National Instruments multichannel data
acquisition board and processed using LabView. Different prototypes of the MVAD are tested
to validate the hypothesis.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Around 8% of all newborns with a Congenital Heart Defect (CHD) have a single functioning
ventricle. This condition is known as the Hypoplastic Left Heart Syndrome (HLHS) where the
malformation of the left ventricle renders it minimally or non-functional and therefore the right
ventricle is overloaded as it pumps both oxygenated and deoxygenated blood to parallel
pulmonary and systemic circulations. As a result, research has been conducted towards the
reduction of the load from the single ventricle. This can be achieved by establishing a
connection between the systemic and pulmonary circulation resulting in a single univentricular
pump powering the entire circuit, [1].
1.1 Palliative Procedure
A surgery is performed in three sequential stages to mitigate the flow pattern of HLHS:
Stage 1: Norwood
Stage 2: Glenn/Hemi-Fontan
Stage 3: Fontan

The Fontan operation has served as the 3rd stage palliation for this anomaly for decades but
the surgery entails multiple complications and survival rate is less than 50% by adulthood. In
this procedure, the Inferior Vena Cava (IVC) is disconnected from the right atrium and
connected directly to the pulmonary arteries for a Total Cavopulmonary Connection (TCPC),
[1]. This results in total passive drainage of the caval blood flow to the pulmonary circulation
and therefore relieving the single ventricle from pumping blood to the pulmonary circulation.
1.2 Post-Fontan Paradox
The Fontan procedure often leads to multiple complications and survival rate of patients is
of less than 50% by adulthood. The circulatory pattern of the patient can fail, even in patients
with relatively good ventricular function. Pharmacological therapies have variable success and
the probability of successful outcome with heart transplantation is low, [2,3].
1.3 Hypothesis
A novel alternative is proposed by creating a Magnetically-driven Ventricular Assist Device
(MVAD) with no moving parts that can be used to provide assistance to the cardiovascular
circulation while reducing the caval pressure. A bench top Mock Flow Loop (MFL) of the
cardiovascular circulation with a Fontan TCPC coupled with the MVAD is configured to
validate this hypothesis.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

A ferro-hydrodynamic (FHD) model, based on the Navier-Stokes equation, to estimate the
average ferro-flow velocity is developed. This model considers effective viscosity, magnetic
flux density and volumetric concentration of the ferrous particles in the fluid. In this section,
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the governing equations to model the coupled problem provided by the fluid and the magnetic
domain are discussed.
2.1 Fluid Flow Equations
The velocity field u of the fluid domain is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations such
that,
𝜌𝜌 (

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
+ 𝑢𝑢. ∇𝑢𝑢) = −∇𝑝𝑝 + 𝑭𝑭 + 𝜇𝜇(∇2 𝑢𝑢)
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(1)

Where F is the Volumetric Body Force exerted on the fluid. In the case of this experiment,
the MVAD produces this body force as a result of the magnetic field acting on the ferrous
nanoparticles.
2.2 Magnetic Force Equations
The magnetic force can be calculated such that,
𝑭𝑭 = (𝑚𝑚 ∙ ∇)𝑩𝑩

(2)

𝑩𝑩 = 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇

(3)

∇ ∙ 𝑩𝑩 = 0

(4)

Where m is the magnetic dipole moment and B is the magnetic flux density provided by the
inductance of the electromagnetic coil. The magnetic flux density is directly proportional to
magnetic intensity with permeability constant, μ, for a particular medium, where,
In this case, the working domain for the electromagnet is air, which has a permeability
constant of 1.00000037. The following Maxwell field equations are used to quantify the
magnetization effect of the developed electromagnet prototype:

∇ × 𝑩𝑩 = 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 + 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇
∇ ∙ 𝑬𝑬 = 𝜌𝜌/𝜀𝜀

∇ × 𝑩𝑩 = −

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(5)
(6)
(7)

Equations (4) and (5) are known as magnetostatics equations and equations (6) and (7) are
known as electrostatics equations. By using the Helmoltz theorem, it is known that B is an
irrotational vector which can be expressed as,
𝑩𝑩 = −𝜇𝜇∇𝜑𝜑

(8)

Where φ is known as the magnetic scalar potential. The material property of the developed
electromagnet depends on the magnetic moment, m. The magnetic susceptibility of a material
within a magnetic field determines the tendency of the material to form a magnetic dipole. The
magnetic susceptibility of iron is 3x104. Hence, the magnetic flux density can be rewritten as,
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𝑩𝑩 = 𝜇𝜇(1 + 𝑋𝑋)H

(9)

𝐽𝐽 = ∇ × 𝑴𝑴

(10)

𝑀𝑀 = 𝑋𝑋𝑯𝑯

(11)

𝑩𝑩 = 𝜇𝜇𝑯𝑯 + 𝑩𝑩𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓

(12)

The magnetization vector M which determines the net magnetic dipole of the material can
be calculated as,
Hence, the magnetization vector can be defined as,
Therefore, by using the above equations, one may obtain the magnetic flux density provided
by the electromagnet as,
Where Brem is the remnant flux density.
3

COMPUTATONAL FLUID DYNAMICS

An axisymmetric model of the magnetic inductor used to propel the ferro-fluid within the
flow field is developed using COMSOL Multiphysics® Modeling Software. The geometry
consists of four different domains with distinctly selected material properties. To represent the
accurate mixture of the working fluid which constitutes the water as the main carrier fluid and
ferro-fluid as the dispersed phase fluid in the water medium the “Mixture mode” is selected in
the software. Through this mode, the volume fraction and velocity of the two fluids of different
phases can be controlled by tuning the velocity components u and v, the pressure p, and volume
fraction, Φ. This model relies on the following equation to solve for the output.
𝜌𝜌 (

𝜕𝜕𝒖𝒖
𝑝𝑝Φ𝑑𝑑 𝜌𝜌𝑑𝑑
) + 𝜌𝜌(𝒖𝒖 ∙ ∇)𝒖𝒖 = −∇𝑝𝑝 − ∇ ∙ (
) 𝒖𝒖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝒖𝒖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + ∇ ∙ (𝜂𝜂[∇𝒖𝒖 + ∇𝒖𝒖𝑻𝑻 ]) + 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 + 𝑭𝑭
Φ𝑑𝑑 𝜌𝜌𝑑𝑑
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜌𝜌 (1 − 𝜌𝜌 )

(13)

Where ρ is the mixture density, η is the dynamic viscosity, and p is the mixture pressure. In
this experiment, the force F is coupled with the magnetic force provided by the electromagnets.
Hence, this volumetric body force is the resultant of two components that are calculated in the
“Magnetostatics” module of the software using the following equations:
𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = Φ𝑑𝑑 [(𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥

𝜕𝜕 2 𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧
𝜕𝜕 2 𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧
𝑋𝑋 𝜕𝜕𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧 𝜕𝜕 2 𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧 𝜕𝜕𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧 𝜕𝜕 2 𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧
)
(
)]
+
𝑀𝑀
+
+
𝑦𝑦
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 2
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜇𝜇𝑜𝑜 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 2
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(14)

𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = Φ𝑑𝑑 [(𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥

𝜕𝜕 2 𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧
𝜕𝜕 2 𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧
𝑋𝑋 𝜕𝜕𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧 𝜕𝜕 2 𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧 𝜕𝜕𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧 𝜕𝜕 2 𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧
)
(
)]
+ 𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦
+
+
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦 2
𝜇𝜇𝑜𝑜 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦 2

(15)

Where 𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧 is the magnetic potential.
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4

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

4.1 Benchtop Model
A benchtop Mock Flow Loop (MFL) is designed to resemble the cardiovascular system of
the target population for the palliative procedure, using a Lumped-Parameter Model (LPM) of
the Fontan circulation anatomy with four branches, or lumps. These lumps represent the upper
and lower systemic circulations as well as the left and right pulmonary circulations. Each lump
is comprised of an area-reducing needle valve and a flow accumulator to model vascular
resistivity and vascular compliance respectively. The MFL is driven by a Harvard Apparatus
pulsatile pump.

Figure 1: Lumped Parameter Model of the Body

It is important to note that the MFL is not an artificial equivalent of patient anatomy but
rather represents an observable analogy of the anatomy, producing flow behavior that is
physiologically relevant and accurate.
4.2 Dimensional Analysis
As the MFL will be operated using water instead of blood, it is important to match nondimensional parameters to ensure physiologically relevant behavior. These non-dimensional
parameters include the Womersley number, denoted α, and the Reynolds number, denoted Re.
These non-dimensional parameters are matched by adjusting the Harvard Pump settings based
on the MFL geometry. This process is described in [3].
4.3 Ferro-fluid
A Ferro-fluid is produced using an appropriate ratio of Ferrous Chloride (FeCl2-) and Ferric
Chloride (FeCl3) solutions mixed together in a base solution of ammonia (NH3). The solution
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is kept at a steady temperature of around 50 degrees Celsius by resting on a hot plate under
constant homogenization. Oleic Acid is used as a surfactant to inhibit clumping. The solution
is centrifuged to eliminate ammonium hydroxide and to segregate the magnetite particles. The
excess liquid is then replaced with Polyethylene Glycol (PEG). The diameter of the ferro-fluid
particles is determined by placing a sample of the solution onto a silicon wafer for an
examination in a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The ferro-fluid sample is sputter coated
with gold particles. For further investigation, the sample was put under a localized Energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).
4.4 Magnetically-driven Ventricular Assist Device (MVAD)
According to equations (1) and (2), it can be seen that in order to maximize the acceleration
of the fluid, one must maximize the magnetic flux density, or gauss (G) affecting the ferrofluid. Additionally, it is imperative to minimize any obstruction of the flow due to the structure
of the MVAD. To do so, the MVAD is essentially constructed by winding magnet wire around
a hollow cylinder, which will be seated around the flow field, similar in fashion to an arterial
stent. In the experimental development of the MVAD, several designs were considered with
respect to core materials and winding configuration and then tested using a Gaussmeter. In all
cases, 28 AWG copper wire was used.
5

RESULTS
The results of the prescribed experimentation are summarized as follows.

5.1 Ferro-fluid
The average diameter of the particles is 147 nm (see Fig. 3).

Figure 2: Sample under SEM with Quanta of 50 μm and magnification factor of 1200
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Figure 3: Nanoparticles under SEM with magnification factor of 119190

Figure 4: Distribution of elements present in EDX sample along with their energy levels

Table 1: Elements present in EDX sample and respective normalized weights

Element
Silicon
Gold
Oxygen
Germanium
Iron

Atomic Number
14
79
8
32
26
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Normalized Weight (%)
82.4
9.6
3.3
2.8
2.0
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It can be seen in Fig. 4 that the sample contains iron (Fe) particles at two different energy
levels, (Kα and Lα) along with germanium (Ge) and other chemicals in small amounts. The gold
(Au) detected in the EDX sample is a result of the sputter coating of the particles. Also, the
silicon (Si) results from the silicon wafer on which the specimen is placed.
5.2 Magnetically-driven Ventricular Assist Device (MVAD)
Important observations were made on the subject of electromagnet core materials and
winding configuration. Two materials were tested for suitability as the annular base material
around which the electromagnet will be wrapped. The first, a steel pipe representative of ferrous
based cores. The second, a PVC pipe used to observe non-ferrous core behavior.
Rather counter-intuitively, ferrous based cores proved ill-suited to this application. The
ferrous core behaved as a sort of Faraday cage, absorbing the magnetic field generated by the
inductive coil. This produced a large magnetic flux density within the bounds of ferrous
material itself, but reduced the measureable Gauss present at the center of the annulus, the
domain through which the fluid would flow. Due to this, a non-ferrous material is used in the
construction of the MVAD core.
It was observed that a singular winding does generate sufficient magnetic flux density to
appreciably accelerate the ferro-fluid. Therefore, several variations in wire wrapping, utilizing
multiple strands of wire were tested. It was determined that by wrapping several layers of coils,
each layer wrapped around the previous layer with wires in parallel circuits to another, one
could achieve higher Gauss ratings within the fluid domain at lower power requirements.
Finally, to prevent suspension of the ferrous particles within the magnetic field, several sets
of coils are placed along the length of the test section and are sequentially activated to propel
the flow.
6

CONCLUSIONS

A Magnetically-Driven Ventricular Assist Device (MVAD) to provide assistance to the
cardiovascular circulation while reducing the caval pressure is implemented in computational
and benchtop experiments. A benchtop Mock Flow Loop (MFL) of the cardiovascular
circulation with a Fontan total cavopulmonary connection (TCPC) is configured. A ferro-fluid
solution is mixed in water to simulate magnetically-charged blood. The average ferro-fluid
particle diameter produced is approximately 150 nm rendering it suitable for this application as
it allows the particles to separate under the presence of an external magnetic field. The pulsating
flow is induced by drawing the ferro-fluid from a main reservoir with a Harvard Apparatus
Medical pump while the MVAD provides assistive momentum to the TCPC. A functioning
MVAD prototype is implemented resulting in observable acceleration of the ferro-fluid. While
the MVAD is operable and the non-ferrous core is advantageous to this application, further
development must ensue due to the inability of thermoplastics to operate in close proximity to
the heat dissipated by the current carrying wire.
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Abstract. A numerical algorithm has been developed to solve the incompressible magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) equations in a fully coupled form. The numerical approach is based
on the side centered finite volume approximation where the velocity and magnetic filed vector
components are defined at the center of edges/faces, meanwhile the pressure term is defined at
the element centroid. In order to enforce a divergence free magnetic field, a magnetic pressure
is introduced to the induction equation. The resulting large-scale algebraic linear equations are
solved using a one-level restricted additive Schwarz preconditioner with a block-incomplete
factorization within each partitioned sub-domains. The parallel implementation of the present
fully coupled unstructured MHD solver is based on the PETSc library for improving the efficiency of the parallel algorithm. The numerical algorithm is validated for 2D lid-driven cavity
flows and backward step problems for both conducting and insulating walls.

1

INTRODUCTION

Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) deals with the interaction between magnetic fields and the
fluid flow. The fluid has to be electrically conducting and non-magnetic in order to interact
with the magnetic field. The examples of such fluids are liquid metals, hot or cold plasmas
and strong electrolytes. The interaction is a result of Ampere’s and Faraday’s law and also the
Lorentz force is involved in the process. First, the relative motion of the fluid and the magnetic
field creates an electromotor force (emf) and electrical currents are induced. Then, these currents induce a secondary magnetic field. Finally, the combined magnetic fields interacts with
the induced current density and creates the Lorentz force. Magnetohydrodynamics is important
for many applications in engineering and scientific phenomenon such as sunspots, solar flares,
interaction between solar winds and Earth’s magnetosphere, controlled thermofusion, propulsion, electromagnetic pumps, control of liquid metals, etc. [1, 2].
1
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The mathematical description of incompressible MHD flow includes conservation of mass, conservation of momentum, magnetic induction equation and the divergence-free condition of the
magnetic field. The coupled system of MHD equations can be solved using two different coupling strategies. The first one is partitioned (staggered) methods which the equations for fluid
and magnetic field are solved separately. The other category is the fully coupled (monolithic)
methods. In monolithic approaches the equations for both fields are discretized and solved simultaneously. Staggered approaches provide the freedom to choose optimized solvers for each
unknown field. But their convergence rate are slow for fixed point (Picard) iterations and they
may diverge for strong interactions (i.e Hartman number greater than unity). The advantage
of the monolithic approaches is their robustness but this also leads to computational expense
because they require the solution of large systems of coupled non-linear equations. The comparison of both methods can be found in [3].
One of the first numerical studies on magnetohydrodynamics is done by Singh and Lal [4]
by solving steady MHD flow in a triangular channel with non-conducting walls by finite difference method for different Hartmann numbers. In 1984, they also employed a finite element
formulation with triangular elements for unsteady MHD flow in channels with arbitrary wall
conductivity and different Hartmann numbers [5]. Gerbeau [6] employed a stabilized finite element method to solve incompressible MHD equations in two dimensions by using Streamline
Upwind Petrov Galerkin (SUPG) method for stabilization. Ni and Li [7] developed a consistent
conservative scheme for calculation of the current density and the Lorentz force. They apply
the consistent projection method to get the velocity and pressure at time level n + 1 from the
known parameters at time level n on a rectangular staggered mesh and for collocated mesh.
Badia et al. [8] proposed a finite element formulation with segregating the velocity and magnetic field for incompressible MHD flow. Shadid et al. [9] proposed a scalable implicit and
fully coupled solver for incompressible resistive MHD with stabilized unstructured finite element and Newton-Krylov-AMG. Lin et al. [10] investigated the performance of a fully coupled
algebraic multilevel preconditioner for Newton-Krylov solution methods and the performance
of the preconditioner is demonstrated for several multiphysics problems including MHD. Cyr et
al. [11] proposed and investigated the performance of several candidate block preconditioners
for MHD system. Using previously developed preconditioners for Navier-Stokes, and an initial
Schur-complement approximation for the magnetic and velocity fields, they showed that the
splitting the preconditioner is scalable and competitive with other preconditioners, including a
fully coupled algebraic multigrid method. Phillips et al. [12] developed a block conditioner
for the finite element discretization of exact penalty formulation of steady fully-coupled MHD
in two-dimensions. They employed two types of block preconditioners, one is based on the
approximation of Schur compliment and the other one is based on the Newton’s method. Adler
et al. [13] employed a mixed finite-element discretization of a viscoresistive MHD model with
a geometric multigrid preconditioner (monolithic approach).

2
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One of the problems in the solution of MHD equations is to satisfy the divergence-free condition of magnetic field. Severeal methods have been proposed to overcome this problem; adding
a diffusion term in the magnetic induction equation [14], constraint transport method [15], using magnetic vector potential formulation, projection method that solves a Poisson equation,
staggered grid technique, parabolic divergence cleaning method [16].
In the present work, a numerical method based on the side centered finite volume approximation, where the velocity and magnetic filed vector components are defined at the center of
edges/faces, meanwhile the pressure term is defined at the element centroid, is developed to
solve incompressible MHD equations in a fully-coupled form. In order to solve the overdetermined system, a magnetic pressure is defined at the cell center and the gradient of this pressure
is added to the magnetic induction equation with certain boundary conditions as described in
[17], that will lead that pressure to be zero all over the domain while satisfying divergence-free
condition of magnetic field. The resulting algebraic system is solved using a one-level restricted
additive Schwarz preconditioner with a block-incomplete factorization within each partitioned
sub-domains.

2

MATHEMATICAL AND NUMERICAL FORMULATION

The conservation forms of the governing equations for incompressible magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) flow are as follows:




B⊗B
B2
∂u
+ ∇ · ρu ⊗ u −
+ p+
ρ
I−T = 0
(1)
∂t
µm
2µm
1
∂B
(2)
−
∇2 B + ∇ · [−u ⊗ B + B ⊗ u] = 0
∂t
µm σ
These equations can be non-dimensionalized as follows using u = u∗U, x = x∗ L, t = t ∗ L/U,
p = p∗ ρU 2 and B = B∗ B0




B2
∂u
+ ∇ · Reu ⊗ u − SReB ⊗ B + p + SRe
Re
I−T = 0
(3)
∂t
2
∂B
− ∇2 B + Rem ∇ · [−u ⊗ B + B ⊗ u] = 0
(4)
Rem
∂t
where Re is Reynolds number, Rem is magnetic Reynolds number and S is the coupling
number
B2
ρUL
, Rem = µm σUL, S =
Re =
µf
ρ µmU 2
where u is the velocity vector, B is the magnetic field, T is the fluid stress tensor, I is identity
matrix, ρ is the fluid density, p is the pressure, σ is the electrical conductivity, µm is the magnetic permeability and µ f is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.
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In order to satisfy the solenoidal property of magnetic field, the gradient of a Lagrange multiplier q introduced to the magnetic induction equation as proposed in [17]. q leads to zero over
all the domain therefore becomes a dummy variable by applying proper boundary conditions.
Therefore the integral form of incompressible MHD equations that govern the viscous fluid
flow of a control volume Ω with boundary ∂ Ω can be written in Cartesian coordinate system in
dimensionless form as follows:

−
n · udS = 0
(5)
∂ Ωe

Momentum equation:
Re



∂u
dV + Re
∂t

Ωd



∂ Ωd



[n · u]udS +



∂ Ωd

SRe
−
n · ∇udS −
Rem
∂ Ωd

nPdS
(6)



∂ Ωd

[n · B]BdS = 0

Magnetic induction equation:
Rem



Ωd

∂B
dV + Rem
∂t
−Rem



∂ Ωd

[n · u]BdS +

∂ Ωd

[n · B]udS −





∂ Ωd



∂ Ωd

nqdS
n · ∇BdS = 0

(7)

Gauss’ law of magnetism states that B is solenoidal:


∂ Ωe

n · BdS = 0

(8)

In these equations V is the control volume, S is the control volume surface, n is the outward
normal vector and q is Lagrange multiplier.

u3,B3
x3
u4,B4
u6,B6
x2
u1,B1
x4
u7,B7
u2,B2
x1
u5,B5

Figure 1: Two-dimensional dual volume
4
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In the present study, semi-staggered Finite Volume Method formulation [18] is applied to the
solution of incompressible magnetohydrodynamics equations. The discretization of momentum
and magnetic induction equation is done over the dual control volume shown in Figure 1. The
local velocity and magnetic field vectors are defined at the center of the each edge. The continuity and divergence of magnetic field equations are integrated over the quadrilateral elements.
The pressure and Lagrange multiplier q are defined at the center of elements.The discrezitaziton
leads to the following system of algebraic equations


 

A11 0
0 A14 0
0 A17 0
u
b1
 0 A22 0

 

0 A25 0 A27 0 

  v   b2 
 0

 

0 A33 0
0 A36 A37 0 

  w   b3 
 A41 0




0 A44 0
0
0 A48   Bx   b4 


(9)
 0 A52 0
  By  =  b5 
0
A
0
0
A
55
58


 

 0

 

0 A63 0
0 A66 0 A68 

  Bz   b6 
 A71 A72 A73 0
0
0
0
0  p   0 
0
0
0 A85 A86 A87 0
0
q
0

where, A11 , A22 , A33 , A44 , A55 , A66 are the convection diffusion operators,(A17 , A27 , A37 , A48 ,
A58 , A68 )T are the gradient operator and A71 , A72 , A73 A85 , A86 , A87 , are the divergence operator.
This fully-coupled system will be solved by a monolithic approach. In order to remove the zero
block in the original system, an upper triangular right preconditioner is used

  


b1
A11 A12 A13 0
r
I 0 A13 0
 A21 A22 0 A24   0 I 0 A24   s   b2 

  = 


(10)
 A31 0
0
0  0 0 I
0  p   0 
q
0 A42 0
0 0 0
I
0
0

Then the velocity and magnetic field can be calculates as follows
 
 

I 0 A13 0
r
u
 B   0 I 0 A24   s 
 
 

 p = 0 0 I
0  p 
q
q
0 0 0
I

(11)

In this work, one-level restricted additive Schwarz preconditioner with a block-incomplete
factorization is used within each partitioned sub-domains and the implementation is done by
PETSc software package developed at Argonne National Laboratories [19]. For domain decomposition METIS library is employed [20].

3

RESULTS

The developed numerical algorithm is applied to lid-driven cavity and backward facing step
problems under the effect of external magnetic field and very good agreements are observed
with the results available in the literature.
5
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u=1, v=0
B=(1,0)

u=0
v=0

u=0
v=0

u=0, v=0

Figure 2: Boundary conditions for cavity problem.

3.1

Lid-Driven Cavity

For this problem, external magnetic field is imposed to classical lid-driven cavity problem.
Top wall is moving with velocity u = (1, 0). The walls of the cavity are assumed to be insulating
and the magnetic field is in the x-direction, B = (1, 0), see Figure 2.
Different Reynolds numbers and coupling parameters are used for the simulations and compared with the work of Shatrov et al. [21] and Marioni et al. [22]. The streamlines for Re = 5000
and Rem = 1 for different coupling parameters are shown in the Figures 3-5. As the coupling
number increases, the number of eddies are increased in the cavity. The velocity in the xdirection at the mid-line is shown in the Figure 6 for the upper half o the cavity for S = 5 and
S = 30. Then Reynolds number is increased to 10000 and solved for S = 0.5. The velocity
streamlines are compared with the reference work [22] in the Figure 7.

Figure 3: Streamlines at Re = 5000, Rem = 1 and S = 0.1 for present work (left) and Shatrov et
al. (right).
6
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Figure 4: Streamlines at Re = 5000, Rem = 1 and S = 0.3 for present work (left) and Shatrov et
al. (right).

Figure 5: Streamlines at Re = 5000, Rem = 1 and S = 0.4 for present work (left) and Shatrov et
al. (right).

3.2

Backward Facing Step

The first is study on that specific problem is done by Gerbeau [6]. In this problem the walls of
the channel are considered to be conducting and transverse magnetic field is applied B0 = (0, 1).
The same geometry and boundary conditions are used for both velocity and magnetic field
as described in [23]. The Reynolds number is Re = 100 and magnetic Reynolds number is
Rem = 10−5 . Different coupling parameters are used to observe the effect of magnetic field on
the fluid. As it can be seen in Figure 8 and 9, as the coupling number increases the recirculation
after the step decreases.

4

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a semi-staggered unstructured finite volume method is developed for the solution of incompressible magnetohydrodynamics equations. The components of velocity and
7
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Velocity profile along mid-line for Re = 5000, Rem = 1 (a) S = 5, (b) S = 30

Figure 7: Streamlines at Re = 10000, Rem = 1 and S = 0.5 for present work (left) and Marioni
et al. (right).
magnetic field are defined at the edge centers and pressures are defined at the center of each cell.
The resulting system is solved in a fully-coupled approach. The divergence-free condition of
the magnetic field is satisfied by introducing the gradient of a scalar multiplier into the magnetic
induction equation. One-level restricted additive Schwarz method is used for preconditioning
and the implementation of the method is done by using PETSc library. The computational domain is partitioned by METIS libraries. The solver is applied to two-dimensional the lid-driven
cavity and backward facing step problems under imposed magnetic field for different Reynolds
numbers and coupling parameters.
8
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Figure 8: Streamlines for Re = 100, Rem = 10−5 and S = 2.5 × 104 for present work (left) and
Greif et al. (right).

Figure 9: Streamlines for Re = 100, Rem = 10−5 and S = 105 for present work (left) and Greif
et al. (right).
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Abstract. Geophysical monitoring of CO2 sequestration using electromagnetics is prone
to large uncertainties. To include uncertainty in Maxwell’s equations, we use the polynomial chaos framework and project the equations onto stochastic basis functions. The
resulting extended system needs to be solved only once to obtain all statistics of interest.
We use high-order finite-difference methods that satisfy a summation-by-parts rule for
the spatial discretization of Maxwell’s equations. We incorporate spatial adaptivity by
decomposing the spatial domain into structured grid blocks, where the discretization of
each block is adapted to the local resolution requirement. The spatial discretization is
time-stable by a carefully designed numerical coupling between grid blocks of different
grid sizes. The combination of spatial adaptivity and high-order finite difference methods
on block-structured grids leads to a highly efficient and accurate numerical discretization.

1

INTRODUCTION

Fast and accurate solutions of Maxwell’s equations are required to simulate responses
in various electromagnetic (EM) applications, e.g., medical and geophysical imaging [1, 2].
In this paper, we are interested in calculating EM responses for time-lapse monitoring of
CO2 sequestration [3] – a geophysical inverse problem.
In geophysical monitoring surveys with EM, signals are transmitted to a subsurface
reservoir where they are affected by the subsurface conductivity distribution. The returning signals are measured by surface receivers and converted to a map of the subsurface
1
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conductivity using an inversion method. By incorporating the updated conductivity values from the monitoring survey into a detailed geological description, empirical relations
between conductivity and saturation can be used to get updated information on the CO2
migration path.
To understand and evaluate the risk factors involved in CO2 storage operations, quantification of uncertainty is very important. In order to solve geophysical monitoring inverse
problems, one relies on calculating EM responses using numerical methods. Most often,
uncertainty is quantified using Monte Carlo (or sampling-based) algorithms, where the
numerical EM simulator is treated as a ‘black box’ needed to be run many times to achieve
sufficiently accurate statistics [4]. Alternatively, uncertainty can be incorporated directly
in Maxwell’s equations by representing the solution as a spectral expansion in random variables using the generalized polynomial chaos (gPC) framework [5, 6]. Through stochastic
Galerkin projection of the problem, repetitive sampling can be completely avoided by
solving a single extended system only once.
A large variety of numerical methods exist for solving Maxwell’s equations with the
finite element (FE), finite difference (FD), and integral equation methods [7, 8]. The most
common approaches are FE and FD. In FE methods, discretization of the computational
domain is highly flexible using unstructured grids. Hence, complex geometrical features
can more easily be captured compared with other methods [9]. However, specialized grid
generation software is often required to generate shape regular unstructured grids. Furthermore, special care is needed when solving the resulting FE linear system due to its
unstructured nature. On the other hand, FD methods are simple to implement and computationally efficient, due to the resulting linear system being sparse and structured [10].
A challenge of FD methods on structured grids is to handle large computational domains
with features on different spatial scales, from sources and receivers on the order of meters to geological features on the order of kilometers. Typically, a fine grid is needed
around sources and receivers to obtain highly accurate solutions, while in the far-field,
low resolution is sufficient and a coarser grid can be employed.
In this paper, we solve the time-domain, first-order coupled stochastic Galerkin Maxwell’s
equations using FD methods within the summation-by-parts (SBP) framework, see [11]
and references therein. The SBP framework is well suited for designing high-order accurate discretizations that are provably time-stable. In this context, time-stability refers to
the property that the growth of numerical errors is bounded, and that a consistent spatial
discretization converges to the true solution. In general, proving stability for high-order
FD methods is a non-trivial task, in particular for non-uniform grids. A time-stable domain decomposition method based on SBP operators for block-wise spatial adaptivity was
developed in [12]. To obtain sufficient resolution for the most important features in the
computational domain, we present a numerical discretization that extends the method
presented in [12] to the stochastic Galerkin Maxwell’s equations. The performance of
the method is demonstrated both in the deterministic and the stochastic settings, with
geophysical inverse modeling in mind.
2
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2

GENERALIZED POLYNOMIAL CHAOS EXPANSION

In the gPC framework stochastic functions are represented as Fourier series expansions
in a set of independent random variables. Assuming a single source of uncertainty the uncertainty of the problem is parameterized by introducing a random variable ξ with known
probability measure P. The measure P could match an estimated empirical distribution
of some uncertain input variable, but also be taken as some well-known probability distribution. Next introduce a set of basis functions {ψi (ξ)}∞
i=1 consisting of polynomials that
are orthonormal with respect to the measure P, i.e.,
 ∞
(ψi (ξ)ψj (ξ)) ≡
ψi (ξ)ψj (ξ)dP(ξ) = δij .
−∞

The orthonormal polynomials correspond to classical orthogonal polynomials for some
commonly used probability distributions, e.g., Legendre polynomials for uniform distributions and Hermite polynomials for Gaussian distributions. Any function f of finite
variance can be approximated by its truncated gPC expansion [6],
f≈

P


fm ψm (ξ),

(1)

m=1

where the gPC coefficients fm are defined by the projections
fm =

(f ψm ),

m = 1, ..., P.

The series expansion (1) converges in the L2 sense as P → ∞. Statistics may be computed
directly from the gPC coefficients, e.g., mean and variance are approximated by
(f ) = f1 ,

Var(f ) =

P


2
fm
.

m=2

The extension to multiple independent stochastic dimensions is performed through tensorization of univariate basis functions but not considered in this work.
3

MAXWELL’S EQUATIONS IN TIME DOMAIN

Consider a general spatial domain Ω and temporal domain t ∈ [0, T ]. Let E =
(Ex , Ey , Ez )T denote the electric field, H = (Hx , Hy , Hz )T the magnetic field,  the permittivity, σ the electric conductivity, and µ the magnetic permeability. The three-dimensional
Maxwell’s equations in the time domain for (x, y, z) ∈ Ω, t ∈ [0, T ], are given by
 ∂E
− ∇ × H + σE
∂t
µ ∂H
+∇×E
∂t
∇·E
∇·H
3
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with appropriate boundary conditions. Consider a transverse electric wave propagating
in
Then(2)
system

 simplifies
 to the two-dimensional



 the x-y
 plane.

 hyperbolic


0 0 0
Ex
0 0 −1
Ex
σ 0 0
Ex
Ex
 Ey  +  0 0 1   Ey  +  0 0 0   Ey  +  0 σ 0   Ey  = 0, (3)
0 1 0
−1 0 0
0 0 0
µHz t
Hz x
Hz y
Hz
where we assume a spatial domain (x, y) ∈ Ω = [0, Lx ] × [0, Ly ].

3.1

Stochastic Galerkin projection of Maxwell’s equations

In geophysical inverse problems, σ is the main source of uncertainty [8], and in the numerical
experiments we consider uncertainty in σ only. For completeness we present the problem setup
with uncertainty in all material parameters. The field variables Ex , Ey , Hz and any uncertain parameters (, µ, σ) are expressed as truncated gPC expansions (1) and inserted into the equations
(3). A stochastic Galerkin projection onto the basis functions is performed by multiplying the
system of equations by each basis function and then integrating with respect to the probability
measure P. For projection onto P basis functions, this results in a coupled 3P × 3P system,









A()
0
0
Ex
Ex
Ex
0 0 0
0 0 −I
 0
A()
0   Ey  +  0 0 I   Ey  +  0 0 0   Ey 
0
0
A(µ)
0 I 0
−I 0 0
Hz t
Hz x
Hz y









M

B

C





A(σ)
0
0
Ex
A(σ) 0   Ey  = 0, (4)
+ 0
0
0
0
Hz



D

where we have introduced the matrix A(·), defined by
P

rm (ψi ψj ψm ), r = , µ, σ.
[A(r)]ij =
m=1

Note that the matrix A(·)
 is symmetric, so the matrices M, B, C and D are also all symmetric.
Let u = Ex Ey Hz . We express the system (4) as
Mut + Bux + Cuy + Du = 0.
(5)

To assign boundary conditions, we use the eigenvalue decompositions of the matrices B and C,
+ + +
− − −
+ + +
− − −
B = VB
Λ B VB + VB
Λ B VB ,
C = VC
Λ C VC + VC
Λ C VC ,
where superscript + (−) denote the matrices of positive (negative) eigenvalues, Λ, and the
corresponding eigenvectors, V, respectively. We use the following Dirichlet type boundary
conditions
+
VB
u = gw (y, t)
+
u
VC

= gs (x, t)

at x = 0,

−
VB
u = ge (y, t)

at x = Lx ,

at y = 0,

−
VC
u

at y = Ly ,

= gn (x, t)

where we use the cardinal directions west (w), east (e), south (s), and north (n) to denote the
four boundaries of the computational domain. This choice of boundary conditions leads to a
well posed problem (5).

4
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4

NUMERICAL DISCRETIZATION

The stochastic Galerkin Maxwell’s equations are discretized with an FD method with an
SBP property that allows proof of time-stability for the semi-discrete problem with appropriate
boundary conditions [13]. The boundary conditions are enforced to the accuracy order of the
scheme through a simultaneous approximation term (SAT) that penalizes the deviation from
the exact boundary conditions [14]. By relaxing the condition of exactly satisfying the boundary
conditions, we gain flexibility in the formulation that is needed to choose penalty parameters
that lead to stability. SBP operators were introduced for the first derivative in [13, 15]. A
numerical method based on SBP operators for the deterministic Maxwell’s equations with a
material discontinuity interface was presented in [16].
In order to be able to resolve point sources and receivers in an extensive computational
domain, we decompose the domain into a number of blocks, where the grid sizes can vary between
the blocks, see Figures 2(a)-2(c). The SBP-SAT framework is employed to achieve stable and
accurate couplings also between the subdomains of different spatial resolution, similar to the
treatment of boundary conditions. Due to limited space we have omitted the stability proofs
for the discretizations presented in this work.
A fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is used for the temporal integration. The choice of a
sufficiently small time-step in combination with high order of accuracy of the time integration
leads to a numerical scheme where the error is dominated by the spatial discretization. The
spatial error convergence is the focus of this work.

4.1

Spatial discretization of a single domain

We first consider the case of a single domain, i.e., a uniform discretization over the whole
domain, and the implementation of boundary conditions. The spatial domain [0, Lx ] × [0, Ly ]
is discretized at points (xi , yj ), i = 1, ..., mx , j = 1, ..., my , and ∆x = Lx /(mx − 1), ∆y =
Ly /(my −1). The semi-discrete numerical approximation of u(xi , yj , t) is denoted vi,j (= vi,j (t))
and assembled in the vector v = (v1,1 , ..., v1,my , ..., vmx ,1 , ..., vmx ,my ) .
In one spatial dimension the first derivative ux is approximated by P−1
x Qx v, where Px is a
positive definite diagonal matrix, scales with ∆x, and defines a matrix norm. The matrix Qx
satisfies
Qx + Qx = diag(−1, 0, . . . , 0, 1) = emx emx − e1 e1 ,

(6)

with emx = (0, . . . , 0, 1) and e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) . The SBP property (6) mimics the semi-discrete
(discrete in space, continuous in time) counterpart of integration by parts. This is essential in
the derivation of discrete energy estimates to prove time-stability. Operators of accuracy order
2n, n ∈ N, in the interior of the domain are combined with boundary stencils of order of accuracy
n. In this paper we use fourth-order accurate operators (n = 2) from [15].
The Kronecker product notation ⊗ is used for extension to more than one spatial dimension
and to include the stochastic Galerkin system. The SBP operators can then be handled dimension by dimension. In the following operator subscripts are omitted, as the order of appearance
is always (x, y, ξ). Note that size and scaling of P, Q, and I vary depending on dimension.
In two spatial dimensions, consider the semi-discretization of (5)
(I ⊗ I ⊗ M)vt + (P−1 Q ⊗ I ⊗ B)v + (I ⊗ P−1 Q ⊗ C)v + (I ⊗ I ⊗ D)v = SAT,

5
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where the SAT contributions enforce the boundary conditions and are given by


+
)v − gw ) + τe (P−1 emx emx ⊗ I ⊗ Σe )
SAT = τw (P−1 e1 e1 ⊗ I ⊗ Σw ) (I ⊗ I ⊗ VB




−
+
× (I ⊗ I ⊗ VB
)v − ge ) + τs (I ⊗ P−1 e1 e1 ⊗ Σs ) (I ⊗ I ⊗ VC
)v − gs )


−
+ τn (I ⊗ P−1 emy emy ⊗ Σn ) (I ⊗ I ⊗ VC
)v − gn ) .
A stable numerical scheme is obtained by setting the design parameter values to
τw = −1,

Σw =

4.2

τs = −1,

τe = 1,

+ +
VB
ΛB ,

Σe =

− −
VB
ΛB ,

Σs =

τn = 1,
− −
Σn = VC
ΛC .

+ +
VC
ΛC ,

Domain with blocks and T-junction interfaces

In a multi-block setting, single domain discretization operators are used on each block, and the
blocks are coupled through numerical interfaces using SAT. Grid block interfaces with different
grid sizes are treated with SBP interpolation operators [17] in combination with SAT. When
constructing complex block-structured grids so called T-junction interfaces can help to reduce
the number of numerical interfaces needed to obtain a stable discretization. This is advantageous
because the one-sided FD stencils near interfaces are of lower order of accuracy compared to the
interior stencil. A T-junction interface in the vertical direction is shown in Figure 1(a). A grid
refinement ratio of 2 : 1 is depicted between the left and the right subdomains in Figure 1(b),
and this is what we consider in the numerical experiments.
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Figure 1: T-junction interface used to obtain a stable discretization on a domain-decomposed grid. The
blue lines denote numerical SBP-SAT interfaces between equal grid-size blocks, and red lines interfaces
between blocks with different grid sizes. Grid points of two adjacent blocks are co-located at the interface.

Let vL be the numerical solution in the left subdomain and vRu and vR denote the numerical
solutions in the right upper and lower subdomains, respectively. Further, let ILRu R be an operator
that interpolates the solutions on the interface of the right subdomains to the solution on the
R
R
interface of the left subdomain, and therefore of size mLy × (mRy u + my  ). Let IRL u and IL  be
R
operators of sizes mRy u × mLy and my  × mLy that interpolate from the left subdomain to the right
R
upper and lower subdomains. In the case of equal grid sizes, ILRu R , IRL u , and IL  will mainly
be identity matrices (with one extra row or column due to duplicate nodes at the T-junction),
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except for a few rows and columns around the T-junction. The T-junction operators can be
found in [12], and the SBP interpolation operators in [17]. The discretization of (5) for the three
blocks in Figure 1 including the coupling of the left domain with the two right domains (double
red lines) and the coupling of the two right domains (double blue lines) is given by
L
−1
L
L
(I ⊗ I ⊗ M)vtL + (P−1
L QL ⊗ I ⊗ B)v + (I ⊗ PL QL ⊗ C)v + (I ⊗ I ⊗ D)v



((eR1 u ) ⊗ I ⊗ I)vRu
L

L
L
L
L
−1
τ
,
= τL (PL ⊗ I ⊗ ΣL ) (emx (emx ) ⊗ I ⊗ I)v − (emx ⊗ IRu R ⊗ I)
R
((e1  ) ⊗ I ⊗ I)vR
Ru
Ru
(I ⊗ I ⊗ M)vtRu + (P−1
+ (I ⊗ I ⊗ D)vRu
+ (I ⊗ P−1
Ru QRu ⊗ C)v
Ru QRu ⊗ I ⊗ B)v


Ru 
Ru
Ru
τ
− (eR1 u (eLmx ) ⊗ IRL u ⊗ I)vL
= τRu (P−1
Ru ⊗ I ⊗ ΣRu ) (e1 (e1 ) ⊗ I ⊗ I)v


R
η
Ru
Ru 
Ru
− (I ⊗ eR1 u (emy ) ⊗ I)vR ,
+ ηRu (I ⊗ P−1
Ru ⊗ ΣRu ) (I ⊗ e1 (e1 ) ⊗ I)v

R
R
(I ⊗ I ⊗ M)vt  + (P−1
+ (I ⊗ P−1
+ (I ⊗ I ⊗ D)vR
R QR ⊗ I ⊗ B)v
R QR ⊗ C)v
 R R 

R
R
τ
R
= τR (P−1
− (e1  (eLmx ) ⊗ IL  ⊗ I)vL
R ⊗ I ⊗ ΣR ) (e1 (e1 ) ⊗ I ⊗ I)v

R
R 
R
η 
R
− (I ⊗ emy (eR1 u ) ⊗ I)vRu .
+ ηR (I ⊗ P−1
R ⊗ ΣR ) (I ⊗ emy (emy ) ⊗ I)v
R

The coupling terms with τ and η correspond to the couplings at the interfaces with double red
lines and double blue lines in Figure 1, respectively. In order to obtain an energy estimate of
the semi-discrete numerical scheme (implying time-stability), the parameters are chosen as
1
1
1
1
1
τRu = − ,
τR = − ,
ηRu = − ,
ηR = ,
τL = ,
2
2
2
2
2
ΣτRu = B,
ΣτR = B,
ΣηRu = C,
ΣηR = C.
ΣτL = B,

5

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In Sections 5.1 and 5.2 we consider the case P = 1, i.e., the deterministic problem, to
thoroughly investigate the performance of the presented spatial discretization. Numerical results
on the stochastic Galerkin formulation with P > 1 is presented in Section 5.3.

5.1

Numerical convergence for the spatial discretization

We carry out a convergence study on the two-level grid in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) using an
analytical solution and the method of manufactured solutions to investigate the accuracy of the
numerical method [18]. The spatial domain is specified by Lx = Ly = 300 m. The analytical
solution is given by
Ex (x, y, t) = −Ey (x, y, t) = −376.7Hz (x, y, t) = cos(αx + β) · cos(αy + β) · cos(γt + δ),

(7)

with α = 0.05, β = 1, γ = 2π/T , δ = −π. The final time is T = 8 · 10−4 and the parameter
values = µ = 2 · 10−5 , σ = 0.1 are used. The analytical solution (7) solves equation (3) by
adding an appropriate right hand side to (3) .
The relative 2 errors are computed component-wise
(i)
(i)
(i)
ε(i)
2 = v − u 2 /u 2 ,
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(b) Schematic image of grid
points for grid in Figure 2(a).
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levels of discretization.
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levels of discretization.

Figure 2: Multi-block grids used in the numerical experiments. All interfaces are of T-junction type.

The discrete 2 norm over all the spatial blocks is given by


Nk


2
(i)
u 2 = 
∆xk ∆yk
|u(i)
k,n | , k = 1, 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d,
n=1

k

where Nk is the total number of grid points in block k. Let u(i)
k denote the vector with the
exact solution projected on block k and vk(i) the vector with the numerical solution on block k,
respectively, both for component i. Assuming the same refinement factor c in both dimensions,
the numerical convergence rate, q (i) , is computed as
(i)
q (i) = log(ε(i)
2 ,c∆x /ε2 ,∆x )/ log(c).

The 2 errors and convergence rates are shown in Table 1. Accuracy analysis for the full multiblock discretization is highly non-trivial. The obtained convergence rates of order three are the
best one could hope for according to one-dimensional accuracy analysis [19].

∆x, ∆y

x)
ε(E
2

10
5
2.5
1.25
0.625

1.10 · 10−3
1.07 · 10−4
1.12 · 10−5
1.40 · 10−6
1.51 · 10−7

(E )

q (Ex )

ε 2 y

q (Ey )

3.37
3.25
3.00
3.22

1.05 · 10−3
1.04 · 10−4
1.10 · 10−5
1.38 · 10−6
1.49 · 10−7

3.34
3.24
2.99
3.22

z)
ε(H
2

4.91 · 10−1
4.40 · 10−2
4.81 · 10−3
5.64 · 10−4
6.84 · 10−5

q (Hz )
3.48
3.19
3.09
3.04

Table 1: Numerical convergence for the deterministic problem with two levels, T = 8 · 10−4 . 2 error (ε)
and order of convergence (q). The grid size refers to the grids on level 2.

5.2

Efficiency of block-decomposed grids

We investigate the efficiency of using the block-decomposed grid depicted in Figure 2(c)
compared to uniform grids. The spatial domain is specified by Lx = Ly = 900 m, and  = µ =

8
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2 · 10−5 , σ = 0.1. The ratio of grid sizes is 1:2 between levels, and the finest grid is on level 1.
We use the initial condition
Ex (x, y, t) = −Ey (x, y, t) = −376.7Hz (x, y, t) = e−10

−2 ((x−450)2 +(y−450)2 )

.

Figure 3 shows the solution at time T = 0.0048 computed on the three-level grid depicted in
Figure 2(c). Table 2 shows the 2 errors for the three-level grid and two uniform grids compared
to a numerical reference solution computed on a fine uniform grid. Using the three-level grid
leads to smaller errors compared to using the uniform grid with equivalent number of degrees
of freedom. Errors of the same order of magnitude as for the three-level grid are obtained for a
uniform grid with almost twice as many degrees of freedom.
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Figure 3: Solution on three-level grid at time T = 0.0048.

total no. of grid points

x)
ε(E
2

multi-block grid: 10341

3.62 · 10−3

uniform grids:

10404
19881

1.85 · 10−2
5.93 · 10−3

(E )

ε2 y

5.01 · 10−3
1.85 · 10−2
5.93 · 10−3

z)
ε(H
2

9.59 · 10−4

1.49 · 10−2
5.75 · 10−3

Table 2: Numerical convergence for the deterministic problem with three levels, T = 0.0048. 2 errors
(ε) for the three-level grid and two uniform grids.

5.3

Convergence of the stochastic Galerkin solution

We now turn to the full stochastic Galerkin system and investigate the performance of different P on the three-level grid in Figure 2(c). We use a lognormal distribution of σ with mean 0.5
and standard deviation 0.2, parameterized with standard Gaussian ξ and Hermite polynomials.
The same initial condition as in Section 5.2 is used for the first gPC coefficient and zero for the
rest. Mean value and standard deviation of Ex for P = 6 are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Statistics for Ex on three-level grid at time T = 0.012. Only levels 1 and 2 are shown.

We measure the 2 norm of the root mean square (RMS) error of the solution





(k) 
 
Pref 
 
2
RMS v(k) − vref 

(k) 2
(k)
(k)

2



(v
ε2 ,RMS =
)
)
.
,
where
RMS(v
)
=
(v
=
m
i,j
i,j
i,j

(k) 
RMS vref 
m=1
2

The 2 norms of the RMS errors are shown in Table 3. The errors are approximately halved
with every increment of P .
(E )

P

x)
ε(E
2 ,RMS

y
ε2 ,RMS

z)
ε(H
2 ,RMS

2
3
4
5
6

1.52 · 10−1
6.77 · 10−2
3.35 · 10−2
1.56 · 10−2
8.32 · 10−3

1.51 · 10−1
6.74 · 10−2
3.34 · 10−2
1.55 · 10−2
8.27 · 10−3

9.59 · 10−2
3.64 · 10−2
1.71 · 10−2
7.56 · 10−3
3.79 · 10−3

Table 3: Discrete 2 norm in space of RMS errors for different orders P of gPC expansion.

The solution of the stochastic Galerkin Maxwell’s equation can be used as a fast surrogate
method for sampling in the inverse EM problem. It is essential that the resulting surrogate
method represents a probability density function (PDF) that closely resembles the true PDF
of the stochastic solution of Maxwell’s equations. To quantify this resemblance, we use the
Kullback-Leibler divergence, defined for a reference PDF pref and an estimated PDF p as


 ∞
pref (x)
log
(8)
pref (x)dx.
DKL (pref ||p) =
p(x)
−∞
This measure quantifies the amount of information lost when pref is approximated by p and is
equal to zero if the two PDFs are identical. We compute the pointwise in space Kullback-Leibler
divergence by first estimating the PDF from the computed gPC coefficients of v through kernel
density estimation methods, assuming a Gaussian kernel. The integral in (8) is then computed
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with the trapezoidal rule. Figure 5 depicts the logarithms (base 10) of the Kullback-Leibler
divergence for P = 2, 4, 6 with respect to a reference PDF generated from the P = 10 order
gPC expansion. The errors in the PDF estimates are clearly reduced as P increases, but are
still quite substantial in some spatial regions. Note that the middle region with the finest grid
captures well the PDFs already for P = 4. Further investigation is needed to fully evaluate the
potential of stochastic Galerkin PDF estimates in geophysical inverse models.
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Figure 5: Logarithm of Kullback-Leibler divergence for Ex on three-level grid at time T = 0.012. Only
levels 1 and 2 are shown. Note the different ranges of the color bars.

6

CONCLUSIONS

A time-stable finite difference method for Maxwell’s equations has been presented. The proposed method uses the summation-by-parts-operators framework, previously applied to Maxwell’s
equations on equidistant grids and in this work extended to a stochastic Galerkin formulation
and with stable couplings of grid blocks of different grid sizes. This leads to a highly efficient
method where regions with high resolution requirements can be sufficiently resolved without the
need for excessively fine resolution in the far-field.
We demonstrate third order numerical convergence in space of the method for a deterministic
setup on a block-decomposed grids with different grid sizes. In a stochastic setting with lognormal conductivity, the method is evaluated on a block-decomposed grid in terms of convergence
with increasing order of gPC expansion. The capabilities of capturing the PDF of the solution
is verified by estimating the Kullback-Leibler divergence pointwise in space.
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Abstract. High speed forming methods become attractive in manufacturing and it
significantly reduces the cost and energy requirements. Conventional manufacturing
processes such as forging, forming, stamping and cutting of metals typically involve a strain
rate of 102 – 104 s-1 which includes high energy rate fabrication (HERF) methods [1]. During
advanced manufacturing methods such as high speed forming and high speed welding
processes, certain local regions (e.g. interfaces) of materials could also experience
significantly high strain rate (> 104 s-1). In order to understand the physical behaviours of
materials and to design/control/optimise, such manufacturing processes that require an
appropriate technique to capture the material’s viscoplastic property under the high strain rate
deformation. Therein, the electromagnetic ring expansion test becomes a promising method to
characterize the material behaviours under the high strain rate deformation. The ring
expansion is caused by Lorentz force that is generated due to the magnetic induction on the
ring. However, the realistic nature of the electromagnetic ring expansion test is quite complex
because of the coupling physics between electromagnetic-thermal-mechanical components.
Therefore, in this study we evaluate certain controlling parameters which govern the
fundamental behaviour of the electromagnetic ring expansion test. Particularly the rotation
and inhomogeneous deformation of the ring are noticeably observed and these phenomena
require extra attention.
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With the aid of LS-DYNA® package and concurrent experimental verifications, the
influencing factors which cause the rotation and inhomogeneous deformation were identified.
The analysis shows that the asymmetry of axial compression and radial expansion caused by
Lorentz force resulted from the asymmetry of the coil geometry. Following this detailed
analysis, this paper proposes the methodologies to reduce the rotation and inhomogeneous
deformation of the ring during the electromagnetic ring expansion test.
1

INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades, electromagnetic ring expansion test has been considered to
investigate material properties under high stain rate deformation [2-5]. This technique uses
electromagnetic pulse to create Lorentz force that causes the expansion on a metallic ring or
tube. During the test, the induced current flow through the ring and the plastic deformation of
the material generate heat and thereby it leads to an increase in the temperature of the
workpiece. Thus, in order to understand and model the complete physical phenomena, one
should consider the multi-physics phenomena of electromagnetic-thermal-mechanical coupled
problem.
The workpiece deformation during an electromagnetic ring expansion test occurs at a very
high deformation speed (i.e. short duration of time), it requires sophisticated measuring
techniques to make some observations and identify the material parameters. Nowadays,
thanks to the technological advancements, direct observation using high-speed cameras and
photonic Doppler velocimetry (PDV) [6] are widely used in electromagnetic forming research
to capture the high speed deformation. However, finite element (FE) simulations provide the
alternative solution to understand the realistic behavior and physical phenomena which occur
during the test.
In reality, during a ring expansion test, inhomogeneous deformations occur in most of the
cases which significantly influence the material parameter identification procedure. In one of
our recent work, the suitability of ring expansion test to identify the material parameters was
investigated [7]. In that particular study a shield block mechanism was proposed to eliminate
the compressive Lorentz force that is one of the reason associated with the inhomogeneous
deformation [7] . However, till to date, there exist a lack of research work on the problem of
inhomogeneous deformation and its consequences on the material parameter identification.
The present work mainly focuses on the causes of the heterogeneous deformation. In this
paper, the problem is investigated and the reasons for inhomogeneous deformation are
identified with the help of FE simulations. By developing a clear understanding the situation,
which can lead to minimize and/or completely eliminate the effect of inhomogeneous
deformation during the ring expansion test.
2 METHOD
2.1 Experiment method
The experimental test cases explained in this section were performed in Samara National
Research University in Russia. The components of the experimental setup used in this study
are shown in Figure 1.
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Work station

Power system

(a)
Aluminum Ring
Helix coil
inside resin
mounting

Safety block
(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Images showing the of experimental unit and its components (a) overall view of the apparatus,
(b) Rogowski coil used for the electric current measurements (c) helix coil and the ring assembly placed insides
a large safety block.

As shown in Figure 1, the major components of the equipment used in these experiments
are the pulse generator, and a workstation including a helix coil (reinforced in a fiberglass
resin), Rogowski coil and support used to hold the workpiece. The Rogowski coil [8] is used
to measure the pulse current flow through the helix coil.
An 8-turn copper helix coil was used here to expand the ring. That has a cross section of
3 mm × 7 mm (height × radial direction) and winding pitch is 1 mm. A shield block is also
used for safety reasons to control the ejection of ring pieces at high energy from a
fragmentation. Rings were made from an aluminum alloy AA5154 tube. They have an outer
diameter of 52 mm, having either 10 mm or 5 mm in height and 1 mm in thickness. The
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maximum energy storage capacity of the power supply is 19.3 kJ. In order to get a relatively
high plastic strain without causing fracture, 1.27 kJ and 1.83 kJ energy pulses were
respectively used for rings with 5mm and 10 mm heights. The frequency of current flow
through the coil is ~1.7 kHz.
2.2 Simulation method
The LS-DYNA® Mechanical and Electromagnetic solvers were enabled to solve this
coupled problem [9]. It use a boundary element method coupled with FE method to deal with
the electromagnetic calculation [10, 11]. In this paper, LS-DYNA® solver ran on parallel
computer network available at University of Technology of Compiègne, using multiple
processors (16 Xeon X7542 processors with six-core at 2.67 GHz (total of 96 cores) and 1 TB
RAM) configured in a Shared Memory Parallel (SMP) computation method.
The meshed models which consist of 8 nodes brick element for both coil and expansion
ring were used in the simulation. The element size along the thickness of the ring was set as
0.2 mm, which sufficiently captures the electromagnetic skin depth effect during the
simulation. The element size along the height was set as 1 mm that was also sufficient to
capture the different amount of deformation along the height. The current flow through the
helix coil is input to the model, and it was obtained from the experimental measurements
using Rogowski coil. Figure 2 shows two different orientations of the meshed model for the
case 5 mm ring height.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Meshed model with 5 mm rings used in LS-DYNA simulations (a) front view and (b) top view.

An appropriate plasticity model and the material properties are required for the simulation
to predict an accurate test result. A standard rate dependent plasticity using Cowper-Symonds
strain rate dependency model was used here to describe the material behaviors under high
strain rate as shown in equation 1.

̅
 = ( + ̅ ) 1 +   


(1)
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where, σ̄ and ε̄ are the von Mises equivalent stress and strain respectively, ̅ is the strain rate
term and  is the yield stress of the material. K, n, C and p are material constants given in
Table 1. The coil was set as rigid and having fixed boundary condition in this simulation since
it has been reinforced using a fiberglass resin mounting.
Table 1: Plasticity model parameters used for the ring material, AA5154

Parameters
Numerical values for
AA5154

3

Yield stress (MPa)
177

K(MPa)
625

n

C

p

1

6500

0.3333

RESULTS

The final average diameters of 5 mm and 10 mm rings after the expansion are 59.4 mm and
62.6 mm, respectively. The final shapes of rings after expansion are shown in Figure 3. It is
clearly noticeable that each specimen has a certain amount of inhomogeneous deformation.
5 mm rings

10 mm rings

Top views

Side views

Figure 3: Top views and side views showing the final shape of rings after the expansion test

Although, the 5 mm rings nearly remain round during the expansion process, they show an
out of plane deformation in their side views. On the other hand, the 10 mm rings have showed
in-plane deformation, but the deformations on the top and bottom regions of those rings are
clearly different.
Simulation results are also in a good agreement with experimental results as shown in
Figure 4. The results have the final average diameters of 60.8 mm and 63.1 mm for the rings
with 5 mm and 10 mm heights, respectively. The numerical simulation also shows some of the
inhomogeneous deformation, e.g. out of plane deformations of 5 mm rings. Comparing
simulated results to experiments, the reason for inhomogeneous deformations will be
discussed in the next section.
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5 mm rings

10 mm rings

Top
views

Side
views
Figure 4: Simulation results showing the final geometry of the rings with 5 mm and 10 mm height at the end of
the expansion test

4

ANALYSIS OF INHOMOGENEOUS DEFORMATION

4.1 Rigid body rotation
In simulation, the rigid body rotation of rings can be easily observed. Figure 5a shows the
simulation result of 5 mm ring expansion test at the time step of 120 µs (nearly at the end of
input pulse current). During the process, the ring is rotated by an angle of ~5° and thus
Lorentz force causes out of plane deformation on the ring.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 5: Simulation result of 5 mm ring expansion test; (a) Relative location of ring and coil at 120 µs and
(b) Lorentz force vectors on a cross section on the ring (Unit: N/m3).

Figure 5b shows Lorentz force vectors on a ring cross section at 10 µs. At this instant, the
ring was not rotated. The vectors clearly indicate that there was not only a tensile Lorentz
force (in the radial direction) but also a compressive Lorentz force acts on the ring. Besides,
the maximum Lorentz force on the top region of the ring (6.969x1010 N/m3) was bigger than
that of on the bottom region of the ring (smaller than 6.272 x1010 N/m3). This uneven
distribution may be caused by the asymmetry of the coil and the relative longitudinal position
of the ring. Vice versa, it also enables a rigid body rotation of the ring during the test.
4.2 Effect of longitudinally non concentric location of the ring
In the previous section the rigid body rotation has been discussed. However, it cannot
cause uneven deformations on the top and bottom for 10 mm rings as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 6a shows a schematic illustration with the final dimension of an expanded 10 mm ring
obtained with a case of longitudinally non concentric location of the ring (i.e. Ring center
longitudinally has an offset with the centerline of the helix coil).

(a)

(b)
Figure 6: Side view of the 10 mm ring after the expansion test showing the final dimension (a) schematic
illustration showing the results of experiment and (b) a non concentric simulation model.
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The experimental results indicate that the top region of the ring has an outer diameter of
63.7 mm and on the bottom region it has 61.6 mm. Simulations with the symmetric
longitudinal position of the ring with the helix coil (Figure 2, 4 and 5) do not show the uneven
deformation, and it is not significantly visible for the 10 mm ring height. Therefore the uneven
deformation must be caused by some other source, and a longitudinally non concentric
relative location of ring and coil is investigated here. In this simulation, the ring was
positioned 1 mm lower along the longitudinal distance and thus it was no longer concentric to
the helix coil. The other conditions were maintained as the same as the 10 mm ring expansion
test case. The simulation result (Figure 6b) clearly shows a good agreement with the
experimental result in terms of its final dimensions and its final shape of the ring. The outer
diameters on the top and bottom regions of the ring are predicted as 63.6 mm and 62.4 mm
respectively. The comparison shows that the uneven deformations between the top and bottom
are resulted from the relative position of the ring.
5 CONCLUSION
This paper shows an investigation of inhomogeneous deformation that occurs during the
electromagnetic ring expansion tests. Experimental test cases clearly show the out of plane
deformation for the case of rings with 5 mm height and uneven deformations for the cases of
rings with 10 mm height. Numerical simulations are used to identify the underlying
phenomena of this inhomogeneous deformation during the coupled problem and to
completely eliminate or minimize the effect of inhomogeneous deformation that occurs during
the ring expansion test. A rigid body rotation was identified as one of the reason for this
heterogeneous deformation, and it was caused by the asymmetric distribution of Lorentz
force. Relative position of the ring to the helix coil (i.e. non concentric dislocation of ring and
coil) is also identified as another reason for these inhomogeneous deformations. However, in
order to quantitatively evaluate their individual influences, more tests are required with
various ring heights or coil lengths, and with different input energies. Besides, certain
techniques such as high speed camera or multi-point PDV can be used to record the
deformation and to capture the rigid body movements of rings. Moreover, in order to avoid
inhomogeneous deformations, the coil may be fabricated as symmetric part and the ring
should be located at the center of the coil to avoid unnecessary expansion behavior of the ring.
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Abstract. The paper investigates the potential of flexible cantilever beams numerically
for electromagnetic (EM) energy harvesting under the wakes from upstream cylinder. A
two-dimensional fully coupled fluid–structure interaction model has been presented. The
flow solver based on the Vortex Particle Method and the structural solver based on corotational finite element formulation are coupled to accurately account for the geometrically
nonlinear effects of such very flexible elements. A reference flutter-based harvester is simulated initially for the validation of the solver. The coupled solver is used furthermore
to model the power output from the flexible cantilever beam under the wakes from the
upstream circular cylinder, particularly, at low wind speeds like 2-4 m/s. Satisfactory
results are achieved while the modeled energy outputs of the proposed harvester model
are compared with the reference harvester.

1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, energy harvesting from ambient vibration sources for wireless sensor
nodes (WSN) has been extensively investigated, particularly, to replace the conventional
use of expensive batteries. With the rapid advancements in wireless technologies and
low-power electronics, the power consumption of electronic devices has been reduced to
a few milliwatts. Wind energy offers an alternative source of mechanical vibration which
can be converted into electrical energy. Structures under wind loading may experience
large vibration due to the aerodynamic phenomena like vortex-induced vibration (VIV),
galloping, flutter, etc. Akaydin exploited the vibration of the flexible beam under different
wind fields in [1] for piezoelectric energy harvesting. The transverse galloping of bluff
1
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sections was utilized in [2] and [3] for piezoelectric induction. On the other hand, the
VIV phenomenon was used in [4] for electromagnetic (EM) power generation. The windinduced vibration of stay cables has been investigated in [5] for EM power generation.
The instability phenomena galloping was used by [6] and [7] for EM induction. The
susceptibility of the T-shaped cantilever system to rotational flutter was used for EM
power generation in [8].
This paper presents a two–dimensional fully coupled fluid–structure interaction (FSI)
model for simulating flexible cantilever beams to investigate numerically the potential of
electromagnetic (EM) energy harvesting under the wakes from upstream cylinder. The
numerical investigations within this study have been carried out using a Computational
Fluid Dynamic (CFD) solver VXflow, which is fundamentally based on Vortex Particle
Method (VPM). The solver has successfully been used for modeling of flows past complex
structural assemblies in [9], [10] as well as for simulation of bridge aerodynamics in [11].
A structural solver based on a corotational finite element formulation is coupled with the
mentioned CFD solver to model the large deformation effects.
The energy in the wakes, generated from upstream cylinder under free stream flow,
can be used for small-scale energy harvesting [12]. If the resonance frequency of a flexible
cantilever system in the downstream become same as the frequency of the upstream
vortex shedding, the structure may experience large amplitude vibrations. The potential
of conversion of this mechanical vibration into electrical energy using an EM transducer
has been studied here numerically. In this study, a T-shaped harvester based on instability
phenomenon flutter, which was investigated extensively for EM power generation in [8],
has been considered as the reference system and also used for the validation of the proposed
coupled solver. Numerical simulations are performed using the validated coupled solver
to investigate the efficiency of the proposed harvester model, particularly, under low wind
speed in contrast to the reference flutter-based harvester.
2
2.1

ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY HARVESTING FROM WAKES
Design of the energy harvester

The vibration of flexible cantilever system under the wakes from upstream circular
cylinder has been proposed for electromagnetic (EM) energy harvesting. When the vortex
shedding frequency (fs ) of an upstream cylinder comes close to the resonance frequency
of the downstream cantilever beam (fα ), large vibration may occur. Using an EM transducer, it is possible to create the required relative movement between magnet and coil for
EM power generation. The energy harvesting mechanism from upstream wakes using a
prototype flexible cantilever system is presented schematically in Figure 1. For a circular
cylinder, the frequency of the vortex shedding can be expressed as [13]:
StU∞
(1)
D
is the free stream flow, and D is the diameter of the
fs =

where St is the Strouhal number, U∞

2
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m

U∞

S

D

t

L

Figure 1: Schematic electromagnetic energy harvesting from wakes from upstream cylinder: an
upstream circular cylinder of diameter D generates wakes under the free stream flow U∞ . A downstream
flexible cantilever beam, with a magnet of mass m at the cantilever tip, is located at a distance S from
the upstream cylinder. Here, t and L are the thickness and the length of the cantilever harvester.

Load
Resistance
Magnet

Magnet

Coil

Coil

B

Current

Current

Figure 2: Conversion of mechanical vibration of the flexible cantilever beam in c.f. Figure 1 into
electrical power using an electromagnetic transducer: (left) front view and the coils attached to the side
walls, (right) the current flow in the circuit due to the relative movement between the magnets and coils.

circular cylinder. For a wide range of high Reynolds number (Re), the strouhal number
of circular cylinder is almost constant, which is 0.2 [14]. The Re of a circular cylinder for
a free stream flow can be expressed as following:
U∞ D
(2)
ν
where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Under specific free stream flow, the
frequency of vortex shedding depends on the dimension of the circular cylinder. Therefore,
to target a specific wind speed for energy harvesting, the options are to change cylinder
size and/or to change the system frequency such that fs and fα become close to each
other. Figure 2 shows the electromagnetic configuration of the proposed harvester. At
the resonance state, the vibration of the tip of the cantilever beam causes a relative
movement between the magnet and the coil and induces current flow through the circuit.
The side walls are provided not only to hold the coils but also to keep the wakes flows
less affected along the width of the harvester.
Re =

3
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2.2

Concepts of electromagnetism

The fundamental principle of electromagnetism is that the relative movement between
magnet and coil results in a varying amount of magnetic flux cutting through the coil.
According to Faraday’s law of induction, the open-circuit voltage Voc in the loop of the
coil can be expressed as follows [15]:

Voc =
(v × β) dl = N lBv,
(3)
lcoil

where, B is the magnetic flux density at each coil segment, dl is the vector of each segment
of the coil, lcoil is the total length of the coil, v is the relative velocity between the center
of the coil and the magnet, N is the number of coil turns, and l is the mean circumference
of the coil. The Voltage across the load resistance, VL , can be calculated as follows
RL
R L + RC
where RL and RC are the load resistance and coil resistance, respectively.
VL = Voc

3
3.1

(4)

FULLY COUPLED CFD SOLVER
Vortex Particle Method

The Vortex Particle Method (VPM) is fundamentally based on the simplified vorticity
description of the fundamental Navier-Stokes (NS) equation. For incompressible unsteady
flow of a viscous fluid, the NS equation in terms of the vorticity can be expressed as:
∂ω
+ (u · ∇) ω = ν∇2 ω.
∂t

(5)

For inviscid flow equation (5) can be rewritten in substantial derivative notation such that
Dω
= 0.
Dt

(6)

Here, equation (6) allows the use of gridless numerical scheme and discretization of particle
elements in Lagrangian manner. Further details on the method can be found in [9, 11].
3.2

Structural model

The structural system is modeled as multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) system, in which
the system is subdivided into a number 2-D Euler–Bernoulli finite beam elements. The
equation of motion for a system with many degrees of freedom can be written as
MẌ + CẊ + KX = F.

(7)

where X, Ẋ, Ẍ are the vector of nodal displacements, velocities and accelerations respectively; and M, C, K are the mass, structural damping and stiffness matrix respectively;
4
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and F is the force vector. The damping of the system is approximated based on the
assumption of Rayleigh damping approach as follows
C = a0 M + a1 K

(8)

where, a0 and a1 are proportionality factor for mass-proportional and stiffness-proportional
damping, respectively. As solution algorithm, the commonly used Newton–Raphson algorithm is used. The Newmark-Beta method is employed as the numerical integrator.
3.3

Fluid-structure coupling

At each simulation time step, the calculated pressures on the surface panels from the
flow solver are projected into nodal forces for the structural solver. After achieving the solution of the deformed structure, the surface panels and the panel velocities are calculated
by projecting the nodal solutions, and supplied to the flow solver. The recalculation of
the surface vortices for the updated surface panels are then performed by the flow solver.
Finally, the boundary conditions are updated to perform further calculations in loops.
4
4.1

MODELING OF ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY HARVESTERS
Introduction

This section presents the utilization of the presented coupled solver for simulating the
flexible cantilever beam under the wakes from upstream circular cylinder. The aim is to
model the extracted energy outputs from the vibration of the proposed cantilever harvester
using an electromagnetic (EM) transducer. However, to understand the efficiency of
the proposed harvester model, a flutter-based T-shaped cantilever harvester, which was
studied in [8], has been considered as reference harvester. The presented coupled solver is
validated initially by comparing the modeled energy outputs with the reference harvester.
Furthermore, the validated solver has been shown used to model the proposed EM energy
harvesting from upstream wakes. The optimization of the performance of the proposed
harvester is also investigated.
4.2

Modeling of T-shaped reference harvester for solver validation

The equation of motion of the prototype harvester considering the influence of electromagnetic transducer can be expressed as follows
MẌ + (Cm + Ce )Ẋ + KX = F,

(9)

where Cm + Ce represents the system damping matrix within the framework of the structural solver, c.f. equation (8). The proportional factors, a0 and a1 , are calculated considering the first two vibration modes of the harvester (ω1 and ω2 ) using equation (10),
a0 = ζt

2
2ω1 ω2
, a1 = ζ t
,
ω1 + ω2
ω1 + ω2
5
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where ζt is the total system damping ratio. The physical dimensions and the dynamic
proerties of the reference T-shaped harvester and also the proposed harvester in Figure 1
are shown together in Table 1. The only difference is that the reference harvester has a
vertical plate of height H at the cantilever tip. The damping ratios (ζt = ζm + ζe (RL )) of
the reference harvester for different electrical load resistances RL (100–5000 Ω) were measured experimentally by performing free vibration tests. The corresponding total system
damping coefficients (ct = cm + ce (RL )) were calculated using the following equation
ct = cm + ce (RL ) = 2mα (ζm + ζe (RL ))ωα ,

(11)

where mα and ωα are the rotational mass and frequency of the system. Here, for a
cantilever beam with tip mass m, the natural
stiffness of
 frequency and the rotational
2
3
the system can be calculated using ωα = 3EI/mL and Kα = 2EI/L , respectively.
The effective rotational mass can be calculated using mα = Kα /ωα2 . It is also possible to
express the total system damping as follows:
(N lB)2
ct = cm + ce (RL ) = 2mα ωα ζm +
,
(12)
R L + RC
where the term RL +RC in equation (12) indicates the sum of the electrical load resistances
and the coil resistances from two sets of closed circuits with magnets and coils. N lB is
the electromagnetic transformation factor.
Here, the proposed coupled solver has been used to model the reference T-shaped cantilever harvester. The discretization of the harvester within the framework of the flow and
the structural solver has been shown schematically in Figure 3. The non-dimensional size
of the boundary element ∆s for flow solver is chosen such that ∆s /H = 0.05. The structural solver employs a 2-D finite element formulation to model the prototype harvester.
The system is discretized into 62 idealized finite beam elements such that the length of
each element is 0.05H. The two-node elastic beam–column element is used where each
node has three degrees of freedoms, which are the translation in horizontal and vertical
directions, and in-plane rotation. The mass of the cantilever system is distributed into
63 structural nodes; consequently, the lumped mass at each structural node is assigned
2.39 × 10−5 kg approximately. The mass of the magnet M is assigned at the cantilever
tip. The selection of the global time step of the coupled simulation is governed by the
time step of the flow solver ∆tf , which is equal to ∆s /U∞ . On the contrary, the initial
time step of the structural solver ∆ts is considered equal to that of the flow solver ∆tf .
Table 1: Physical dimensions and dynamic properties of the prototype harvester.

B = 0.03 m, L = 0.042 m
t (thickness) = 1.016 × 10−4 m
E (modulus of elasticity) = 180 GPa
ωα (natural frequency) = 46.1 rad/sec

H (tip height of T-shape harvester) = 0.02 m
M (mass of the magnet) = 0.009 kg
I (moment of inertia) = 2.62 × 10−15 m4
ζm (mechanical damping ratio) = 0.004
6
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Figure 3: Discretization scheme of the coupled CFD solver in terms of the T-shaped cantilever
harvester: (a-left) the discretization of the harvester in flow solver and the structural solver together,
(a-right), structural nodes, idealized finite beam elements, lumped masses, and magnet M , (b-left)
pressure distribution on surface panels, and (b-right) projected nodal forces for the structural solver.
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Figure 4: Damping of the reference prototype T-shaped harvester for different electrical load resistances
[8]: (left) (◦) shows the experimentally measured total damping, while (—–) indicates the fitted total
system damping. (− − −) represents the mechanical damping only. (right) Comparison of RMS power
outputs from CFD simulations (—–) with the reference wind tunnel test results (- - -).

A further subdivision into smaller time steps is performed to achieve the convergence of
the structural solution. The simulations are performed at different wind speeds (4–8 m/s)
under different RL (100–5000 Ω). The total damping factors measured experimentally in
[8] for different RL are presented in Figure 4 (left). The resistance of the coil RC was
7
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measured 130 Ω. The average transformation factor N lB is calculated here approximately
equal to 1.02 from the fitted damping factors in Figure 4 (left). The voltage across the
load resistance, VL is measured from individual simulation and corresponding root mean
square (RMS) power output (Prms ) is computed from VLrms (i.e. VL 2rms /RL ). Finally,
for different wind speeds and RL , the modeled power outputs are compared in Figure 4
(right) and the results are found satisfactory. More detailed investigations on the reference
harvester and and discussions have been presented in [16].
4.3

Modeling of proposed harvester under wakes from upstream cylinders

The validated coupled solver has been employed here to simulate the proposed cantilever harvester under the wakes coming from upstream circular cylinder, c.f. Figure 1.
For numerical simulations, the physical dimensions and the mechanical properties of the
harvester are considered according to the reference harvester, c.f. Table. 1. In this study,
the vertical tip plate of the reference harvester has been removed. Note, it is observed
in [8] that at or below the wind speed of 7 m/s for RL = 750 Ω, the T-shaped harvester
produced no energy output, c.f. Figure 4 (right). The system damping, which is sum of
the mechanical and electrical damping, increases with the reduction in load resistance, c.f.
Figure 4 (left). Therefore, for a flutter-based harvester the increment in the system damping necessitates high wind speed for extracting power output. In contrast, the proposed
harvester should be able to extract energy at low wind speeds since it exploits the resonance phenomena. Therefore, the interest is to investigate the potential of the proposed
harvester considering RL = 750 Ω under wind speed less than 4 m/s. So, the diameter
of the upstream circular cylinder D is chosen 0.1 m, which is kept more than twice the
length of the harvester, particularly, to reduce the influence of the harvester vibration on
upstream wake generation. To induce resonance, it is considered that the vortex shedding
frequency fs is equal to the frequency of the harvester (fα = ωα /2π = 7.34 Hz). Then, for
chosen circular cylinder with St = 0.2 the critical free stream flow U∞ is calculated 3.67
m/s using equation (1). The corresponding Re according to equation (2) is calculated
approximately 25,000 which justifies the consideration of St value of 0.2.
The discretization of the harvester in flow and structural solver has been shown schematically in Figure 3, however, in this case without considering the vertical tip plate. The
surface of the harvester and the upstream circular cylinder in the flow solver are discretized into a number of surface panels to solve the N–S equations. The non-dimensional
size of these boundary elements for harvester and the cylinder are chosen such that
∆s /D = 0.0097565. The cantilever beam is discretized into 43 nodal points such that
each idealized FE beam length become 0.01D. The lumped mass approach has been used
to approximate the nodal mass of the system. The mass of the cantilever beam is lumped
into 43 nodes, in which nodal mass for each node is approximately 2.39e-5 kg. The flexible
cantilever harvester is simulated under the wakes coming from upstream circular cylinder
at free stream velocity U∞ of 3.67 m/s. In this study, for RL = 750 Ω the system damping matrix (Cm + Ce ) is calculated using the Rayleigh damping approach according to
8
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Simulation of proposed harvester under wakes from upstream cylinder at free stream flow of
3.67 m/s. The snapshots of the flow field are shown for case S = 2D and the vibration of the beam at
different real times such that (a) t = 2.6505 s, (b) t = 2.6769 s, (c) t = 2.7035 s, and (d) t = 2.7299 s.

equation (8). The damping ratio for chosen RL has been calculated using equation (11)
to calculate the Rayleigh damping factors. In four different simulations, the distance
between the cylinder and the harvester has been considered 1D, 1.5D, 2D, and 2.5D to
investigate their influences on the system vibration. The simulated flow fields and system
vibration for case S = 2D are shown in Figure 5 for different simulation steps. For all the
simulation cases, the vertical cantilever tip displacements and the corresponding modeled
voltages, which is using equation (4), are presented in Figure 6. It is observed that the
proposed harvester is producing voltage output for all the cases, and comparatively better for the cases 2D, and 2.5D, whereas the reference harvester under the same condition
produced no output. The maximum power output Pmax , which is VL 2max /RL , is observed
for case S = 2D approximately 0.15 mW, whereas the root mean square power Prms is
observed approximately 0.085 mW for the simulated time.
4.4

Optimization of the performance for proposed harvester

In this section, the performance of the proposed harvester is analyzed by targeting low
wind speed like 2–4 m/s since the flutter-based harvesters are generally more efficient
at high wind speeds [8]. The wind speed for the proposed harvester can be targeted by
modifying the physical configuration of the harvester and/or by modifying the diameter
of the upstream cylinder such that the frequency of the vortex shedding and the natural
frequency of the harvester corresponds with each other. The two key parameters to target
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Figure 6: Comparison of vertical tip displacement and voltage output of the harvester under wakes from
upstream cylinder (U∞ = 3.67 m/s, D = 0.10 m): (top) S = 1D and (bottom) S = 2D

a specific wind speed is the diameter of the upstream cylinder and the frequency of the
downstream cantilever system.
For a target free stream flow U∞ using a circular cylinder of diameter D, the frequency
of the harvester should be equal to the frequency of vortex shedding such that fα = fs =
(U∞ St)/D. The length of the harvester L is increased to 0.08 m to allow the cantilever tip
to vibrate more for increasing the velocity of vibration (length of the reference harvester
was 0.042 m). Accordingly, the diameter D of the upstream cylinder is increased to 0.15
m to reduce the influence of the beam vibration on the wakes generation. The numerical
simulations are performed here for wind speed U∞ of 2, 3, and 4 m. The diameter of the
circular cylinder is considered constant for these studied wind speeds. The thickness of
the harvester is modified such that the harvester frequency matches with the frequency
of vortex shedding under individual wind speed. The vortex shedding frequencies for
wind speeds 2, 3, and 4 m/s are calculated 2.66 Hz, 4 Hz, and 6 Hz, respectively. The
corresponding thickness of the harvesters are modified to 0.1005 mm, 0.13165 mm, and
0.1725 mm, respectively. Here, the energy harvesters are referred as EH-1, EH-2, and
EH-3, respectively. The tip mass of the cantilevers, i.e. the magnet mass, is considered
0.009 Kg according to the reference harvester, c.f. Table 1. The mass of the cantilever
beam is lumped into 81 nodes, in which nodal mass for each node is approximately 2.43e5 kg, 3.1e-5 kg and 4.06e-5 kg respectively for EH-1, EH-2, and EH-3. To maximize the
power output, the harvesters are simulated for system damping considering RL of 100 Ω.
Since the studies are performed for low RL , the resistances of the coil RC is necessarily
should be very low, and hence, is neglected to maximize the voltage. The total system
damping ratio (ζm + ζe (RL )) of the harvesters are calculated based on equation (11)
using Figure 4 (left) and they are calculated 0.119, 0.081, and 0.055, respectively. The
estimated root mean square (RMS) voltage and power outputs are compared for different
wind speeds in Figure 7. It is observed that the power output of the harvester EH-3 under
wind speed 4 m/s is found approximately 0.84 mW which is almost the harvested power
output of the reference harvester at wind speed 7 m/s [8].
10
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Figure 7: Comparison of modeled energy outputs of modified harvesters with reference harvester at RL
= 100 Ω: (a) RMS voltage (b) RMS power. Here, (∗) indicates the power output of reference harvester.

5

CONCLUSION

The performance of a flexible cantilever beam for electromagnetic (EM) energy harvesting under the wakes from upstream cylinder has been investigated using a proposed
two–dimensional fully coupled fluid–structure interaction model. The modeling scheme
and validation of the proposed coupled solver have been presented. A flexible cantilever
beam can experience large vibration, especially, when the frequency of the vortex shedding from upstream cylinder comes close to the resonance frequency of the system. This
fact is exploited in this paper to investigate numerically the potential of a flexible beam
for EM energy harvesting under the wakes from upstream circular cylinder. The influential parameters such as the upstream cylinder diameter, the frequency of the downstream
harvester and the distance between them have been studied and the results are discussed.
The position of the downstream cantilever beam at a distance of twice the diameter of
the cylinder diameter has been found more effective for power extraction. It is shown in
this study that by changing the harvester frequency or by modifying the cylinder size, it
is possible to target a specific wind speed for energy harvesting. However, the focus of
the paper is concentrated particularly for harvesting energy from low wind speed like 2–4
m/s. The harvested energy outputs are found satisfactory in comparison with a reference
flutter-based EM energy harvester. The ability of the proposed harvester model to extract
energy from low wind speed would make it possible to harvest energy for a wide range
wind speeds while using the flutter-based harvesters to target the high wind speed.
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Abstract. Electro Impulse De-Icing is an alternative de-icing concept which operates
based on electro-mechanical impulses. These impulses can be modeled by coupled transient electro-mechanical simulations using the finite element method, whereas the process
of ice shedding can be simulated with a simple interfacial shear stress criterion. In this
paper, the time-consuming coupled analysis is replaced by a structural simulation where
the magnetic forces are approximated by comparison with the coupled results. Although
the adhesive de-icing criterion serves to represent the de-icing process very well, it lacks
the modeling of a realistic dynamic response of the structure. Therefore, the simulation is extended by a cohesive zone model in order to take into account multiple radially
propagating cracks that occur in combination with ice shedding. Numerical studies are
performed for an ice-covered aluminium plate and validated by experimental results. The
influence of cohesive crack growth and adhesive debonding on the structural response and
de-icing behavior is investigated.

1

INTRODUCTION

Electro Impulse De-Icing (EIDI) is an alternative de-icing concept which serves to
remove the accreted ice on a structure by electro-mechanical impulses. Induction coils
which are placed underneath the structure within a gap of a few millimeters are fed with
short and high impulse currents. The resulting time-dependent magnetic fields cause the
structure to oscillate, which can shed off the ice.
1
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During Electro Impulse De-Icing cracks inside the ice layer as well as debonding of the
ice layer from the structure can be observed. Figure 1 shows these two phenomena after
the first electro-mechanical impulse applied to a plate with an ice layer.

Figure 1: Ice cracking and shedding after Electro Impulse De-Icing of a plate [1]
A common method to predict fracture processes is the cohesive zone model (CZM)
which can be used in combination with the finite element method (FEM) [2, 3, 4]. The
cohesive crack path is restricted to finite element boundaries, but apart from that, location and path are arbitrary. In addition, no initial crack is necessary in order to predict
the onset and propagation of a crack and multiple branching cracks are possible. The implementation is relatively simple and requires only two model parameters [2, 5]. However,
it has to be mentioned that the CZM also has some limitations like its mesh dependency
[5].
The cohesive zone model has also been applied to ice mechanics, especially the interaction of sea ice and structures is of great interest [5, 6, 7]. However, in the field of
aviation, to the authors’ knowledge, no approach has been made yet to model aircraft
de-icing with CZM. Apart from the fracture-mechanical approaches the de-icing behavior
can also be defined by an interfacial shear stress criterion as proposed by Labeas et al. [8].
They modeled the Electro Impulse De-Icing process of an aluminium plate and verified
the results by experimental tests. Möhle et al. [1, 9, 10, 11] developed a coupled transient
FE model based on a similar adhesive de-icing criterion to successfully predict the Electro
Impulse De-Icing process. Like Labeas et al. they also performed simulations with aluminium plates which they validated by experiments with ice-free plates. A similar failure
criterion has been used by Strobl et al. [12] who studied the thermal and mechanical
de-icing of a hybrid ice protection system.
In this paper, a numerical model is presented to study the Electro Impulse De-Icing
of aluminium plates. The cracks inside the ice layer are modeled with cohesive zones,
2
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whereas the debonding of ice from the structure is simulated based on an interfacial shear
stress criterion. Different ice debonding criteria are compared and the influence of the two
failure criteria, cohesive crack growth and adhesive debonding, on the structural response
and the de-icing behavior is studied. Moreover, the numerical results are compared to
experimental ones. Finally, the numerical de-icing progress is investigated in detail.
2

FUNDAMENTALS AND METHODS

In the following sections the cohesive zone model and the shear stress criterion used in
this paper are presented.
2.1

Cohesive zone model

The cohesive zone model (CZM) is described by a traction-separation law, also known
as cohesive law, which defines the bearable loading of a material as a function of its
separation. It can be used for both normal (mode I) and tangential (mode II) separation
behavior as well as mixed-mode loading cases. The basic idea of the CZM is illustrated
in Figure 2a for a mode I loading case. The process zone is replaced by a fictitious crack
on which a cohesive stress is acting. This stress prevents the crack from opening and is
defined by the cohesive law. Due to the fact that the stress is limited, any unrealistic
numerical stress singularity at the crack tip is avoided [2].
The relationship between the cohesive stress σ and the cohesive crack separation δ
can be described by different types of cohesive laws. A simple approach is the bilinear
law depicted in Figure 2b. At the beginning the crack tip is extended elastically up to
a critical cohesive stress, the cohesive strength σc , which is reached at a critical cohesive
separation δc . After this point, failure proceeds irreversibly and the crack separation
grows under decreasing cohesive stress until the maximum separation δmax is reached. If
the crack is unloaded during this failure process, the current damage state is preserved
and the cohesive stress descends linearly to zero as the crack closes. The corresponding

top node

(a) Model and discretization based on [3]

(b) Bilinear cohesive law based
on [4]

Figure 2: Cohesive Zone Model (CZM)
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area under the graph of the traction-separation law yields the energy release rate GI ,
whereas the complete area under the graph denotes to the critical energy release rate
GIc = 12 σc δmax for complete failure. The same law can be used for mode II behavior and
the parameters are the cohesive shear stress τc , the critical tangential cohesive separation
γc , the maximum tangential cohesive separation γmax , and the critical energy release rate
GIIc .
In case of purely brittle materials no separation occurs until the critical cohesive
strength is reached (δc = 0) which requires the use of a contact algorithm. In order
to implement the CZM into a finite element code, the initial slope of the bilinear cohesive
law is mostly chosen very high but finite [2].
2.2

De-icing criterion

For modeling the debonding of ice from the structure a de-icing criterion is used which
is based on the shear stress in the ice-structure interface. The first criterion used in this
paper is the one employed by Möhle et al. [1, 10, 11], in the following called maximum
shear stress criterion:

2
2

τxz,mean
τyz,mean
≥ 1 and
≥ 1.
(1)
τcrit
τcrit
In this equation τmean denotes the average shear stress in the corresponding element and
τcrit the critical shear stress in the interface.
Furthermore, a criterion will be used which combines the two failure cases, in the
following called quadratic shear stress criterion:
 2
2
τxz,mean + τyz,mean
≥ 1.
(2)
τcrit
3

MODEL DESCRIPTION

The model investigated in this paper consists of an aluminium plate with dimensions
of 500 mm x 500 mm and a thickness of 3 mm. The plate is partly covered by a 300 mm
x 300 mm ice layer of 4 mm thickness as depicted in Figure 3. All four edges of the plate
are clamped and a force distribution Fz (x,y,t) depending on location and time is applied
to the inner region of the plate in out-of-plane direction. The loading corresponds to
the magnetic force impulse which is induced inside the structure by the Electro Impulse
De-Icing system. The force function is approximated by comparison with coupled electromechanical simulations conducted on the same model by Möhle et al. [9, 10, 11].
Due to symmetry, only a quarter of the plate is implemented in the finite element
(FE) model and the required symmetry conditions are applied to the symmetry planes,
cf. Figure 3a. Cohesive elements are inserted at all radial element boundaries inside the
ice layer, as can be seen in Figure 3b where half of the ice elements are suppressed in order
to visualize the cohesive zones. In order to assure that all of the duplicated nodes have a
4
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layer

clamped
support
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plate

ice
layer

Al plate

clamped
support

clamped support

cohesive zone
(a) Plate model

(b) Quarter FE model

Figure 3: Electro Impulse De-Icing plate model
connectivity to corresponding nodes in the aluminium plate and that at the same time the
cohesive elements are able to open up, cohesive zones are also inserted in the aluminium
plate in radial direction. In the EIDI experiments additional circumferential cracks arise,
cf. Figure 1. However, in a first approach these are neglected in the analysis because
they cannot be observed in all experiments but only occur for larger ice thicknesses. In
addition, the main goal of this paper is the correct modeling of the structural response
of the plate under de-icing. As the results in the next section will show, it is sufficient to
model the radial crack paths in order to reproduce the stiffness reduction in the structure.
In order to model ice shedding the interfacial shear stress criteria presented in Section
2 are implemented in the model. For the critical shear stress at the interface a value of
0.45 MPa is used which is determined by Möhle et al. [10, 11] by beam de-icing tests
according to Blackburn et al. [13]. In case of failure of an ice-structure interface the
material of the corresponding ice element is changed to air to simulate debonding.
Table 1 shows the parameters that are used in the analysis. Isotropic material behavior
is assumed for both materials. For mode II behavior the same parameter as for mode
I behavior are used (τc = σc , γc = δc , GIIc = GIc ). Due to the fact that the plate
is clamped at a different temperature than the de-icing experiments are performed, an
additional thermal pre-stress due to a temperature change of 2 ◦C is applied on the initial
model. The model is investigated in full transient nonlinear analyses using the FE program
ANSYS.
Table 1: Material and cohesive parameters [8, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]
Material
Aluminum 2024
Glaze ice

E
in GPa
73.1
9.1

ν
0.33
0.30
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GIc
in J/m2
12 × 103
1.0

σc
in MPa
469
0.8

δc /δmax
0.3
0.1
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4

RESULTS

In this section the influence of different ice debonding criteria on the de-icing process
is studied. Thereafter, it is evaluated how the cohesive zones and the adhesive debonding
criterion affect the structural response of the system. Finally, the de-icing progress over
time is investigated in detail.
4.1

Influence of ice debonding criteria on de-icing

In order to quantify the de-icing progress the relative icing Irel is introduced. It can be
determined by dividing the remaining ice-covered area after the impulse by the initially
ice-covered area before the impulse.
Figure 4 shows the influence of different debonding criteria on the relative icing over
time for simulations without and with cohesive zones. In case of the maximum shear
stress criterion, approximately 80 % of the ice is removed in the first few milliseconds,
irrespective of whether cohesive zones are used or not. When using CZM to model radial
cracking, after 7 ms further de-icing can be achieved so that only a relative icing of 6 %
remains on the plate. In case of the quadratic shear stress criterion, approximately 95 %
is detached from the structure in the first few milliseconds. The influence of the cohesive
zones is marginal in this case.

Figure 4: Relative icing over time for different ice debonding criteria without and with
CZM
The de-icing results of the different numerical cases are visualized in Figure 5. For
the simulation without CZM and use of the maximum shear stress criterion the largest
amount of ice remains on the structure, especially in the corner region of the ice layer,
cf. Figure 5a. As already concluded from Figure 4, in all other cases more ice can be
6
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(a) without CZM, maximum shear
stress criterion

(b) without CZM, quadratic shear
stress criterion

(c) with CZM, maximum shear
stress criterion

(d) with CZM, quadratic shear criterion

Figure 5: Plate de-icing of the quarter model for different ice debonding criteria without
and with CZM after 20 ms
removed. For the simulation without CZM and use of the quadratic shear stress criterion
the remaining ice segments are concentrated on the corner as well, cf. Figure 5b. When
using cohesive zones, the remaining ice forms a ring, which is in better agreement with
the experimental results. This ring shape is approximated best in case of the quadratic
debonding criterion, cf. Figure 5d.
The simulations show that the choice of the de-icing criterion strongly influences the
amount of ice which is removed from the structure, whereas the cohesive zones affect the
region where the ice detaches. It can be concluded that the quadratic shear stress criterion
achieves to model the de-icing process more realistically than the maximum shear stress
criterion.
4.2

Influence of cohesive zones and ice debonding on structural behavior

In order to compare the structural behavior of the simulations to each other as well as
to experimental results, the normal plate deflection at the center of the plate is plotted
over time for cases without and with ice. The study presented in this section includes
analyses with ice but no failure criterion, with the failure criterion of either modeling of
cracking or adhesive debonding of the ice as well as modeling of both failure criteria. In
this way the influence of the cohesive zones as well as of the de-icing criterion on the
structural response can be investigated separately. Due to the results from the previous
section all simulations are performed with the quadratic shear stress criterion.
Figure 6 shows the plate deflection over time of the corresponding experiments and
simulations. The curves without ice demonstrate a good agreement between numerical

7
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and experimental results. This confirms the assumption that the electro-magnetic impulse
forces can be approximated by an appropriate force distribution.
The curve of the case with ice but no failure criterion (case ’Sim. with ice, no CZM,
no de-icing’) exhibits a lower amplitude and a higher frequency compared to the case
without ice. This results from the fact that the attached ice layer certainly increases
the mass of the structure but the stiffness gain predominates. If only ice shedding is
included in the model (case ’Sim. with ice, no CZM, with de-icing’) a further decrease in
amplitude and increase in frequency is noticeable. In case of only crack modeling (case
’Sim. with ice, with CZM, no de-icing’), the amplitude and frequency are similar to the
ones with ice. This appears reasonable since the accreted ice increases the mass of the
model but due to the cracking barely leads to any stiffness gain. Combination of both
failure criteria (case ’Sim. with ice, with CZM, with de-icing’) has no impact on the
magnitude of amplitude and frequency but serves to reproduce the course of the plate
deflection better than without the de-icing criterion.

Figure 6: Influence of cohesive zone modeling (CZM) and de-icing on the plate deflection
over time at the center of the plate model

4.3

De-icing progress

Figure 7 visualizes the de-icing progress of the plate over the course of the simulation
with modeling of cohesive crack growth and adhesive debonding. Ice debonding initiates
in the center of the plate where the electro-mechanical impulse is applied. The circular
8
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de-iced region becomes larger and de-icing also occurs in the boundary regions of the
ice layer so that after 1.2 ms only a small ring-shaped ice region is left. Most of the ice
elements have already detached until this point so that only little further de-icing can be
noticed in the following time steps of the simulation.

(a) t = 0.0 ms

(b) t = 0.4 ms

(c) t = 0.8 ms

(d) t = 1.2 ms

(e) t = 5.0 ms

(f) t = 20.0 ms

Figure 7: Plate de-icing of the quarter model at different time steps

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the Electro Impulse De-Icing of an ice-covered aluminium plate is investigated by numerical simulations, which are validated by experimental results. Cohesive
elements are inserted at all radial element boundaries in order to study radial crack onset and propagation, whereas debonding of ice elements is considered by an interfacial
shear stress criterion. The influence of the cohesive zones and two different ice debonding
criteria on the structural behavior and the de-icing process is studied.
Comparison of the numerical and experimental results shows that the electro-magnetic
impulse forces can be approximated adequately. Thus, the model is reduced successfully
from a coupled electro-magnetic to a simple structural system. In order to scale the
magnetic forces applied to the structural model, only one coupled analysis of the plate
without ice is required. The complex simulations with ice, however, are performed based
on the presented structural model in order to reduce computing time.
Cohesive zones in the ice layer allow to model the onset and propagation of multiple
radial cracks which has great impact on the structural behavior of the system. Thus,
in comparison to a model that only takes into account the adhesive debonding of the
ice, the structural response of the structure can be improved significantly. However, a
combination of both failure criteria yields a plate deflection curve which matches the
experimental curves even better.
9
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With regard to aircraft de-icing, the results show that already a few cracks in the ice
layer of an ice-covered structure can have a great impact on the structural behavior of
the whole structure even though the ice is still attached to it. Thus, it is inevitable for
de-icing simulations to model the fracture process of the adhering ice layer.
6
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Abstract. We present a fluid-structure coupling method designed to study capsules
flowing in a confined environment. The fluid solver is based on the Finite Volume Method
and is coupled to a Finite Elements solid solver using the Immersed Boundary Method. We
study the relaxation of a spherical capsule, initially deformed into an ellipsoid, and released
in a square cross-section channel within a quiescent fluid environment. We perform a
convergence study in order to validate the numerical method and consider the effect of
the inertial forces on the capsule relaxation.

1

INTRODUCTION

Encapsulation consists in protecting a substance from the surrounding medium with
a solid or flexible envelope. One of the main goals of encapsulation is the transport of
the substance and the control of its release, whether it is to be prevented or operated
at a desired location or rate [1]. Understanding the capsule dynamics provides the possibility to better control the potential release of the inner substance. Flexible capsules
find applications in various fields, particularly in biomedical areas (e.g. targeted drug
delivery) and food industry. Over the last decades, the flow around flexible capsules and
the resulting fluid-structure interactions have been studied experimentally [2, 3, 4], analytically [5, 6] as well as numerically [7, 8]. Small scale experimental setups can provide
results in various confined geometries and flow configurations, but the observations are
complex due to the scale of the microparticles. Analytical calculations give comprehensive
1
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accurate results but are restricted to simple flow configurations and small deformations
of the capsule shape. The advantage of numerical simulations is that they provide a good
approximation of quantities that are inacessible through experimental measurement (e.g.
membrane tension) and that would be difficult to model analytically (e.g. capsules flowing in complex geometries). They can also simulate a wide range of properties for the
flow and capsule, and parameters for the case studied. The fluid-structure interactions of
the capsule wall deformation with the internal and surrounding fluid flows can be modeled choosing between two approaches to treat the capsule and the fluids: Lagrangian
or Eulerian. The different existing fluid-structure solvers can thus be classified in three
groups: fully Lagrangian, fully Eulerian and the mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian. Among the
fully Lagrangian approaches, one can mention the Boundary Integral Method [7], which
is very precise, computationnaly efficient and robust but only applicable to Stokes flow.
On the other hand, fully Eulerian methods comprise the level-set method and Volume
Of Fluids (VOF) methods. The latter have the drawback of interface reconstruction,
which is hardly compatible with a continuous mapping. The level-set method is a relevant choice: despite the fact that early implementations were neither able to conserve
the fluid enclosed mass [9] nor to treat the membrane elastic behaviors, these issues have
been solved since then [10]. Finally, the mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian approaches include
the Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) [11, 12], which is very popular thanks to its extreme simplicity of implementation. It has the drawback of being typically unstable with
stiff membranes but this issue has been recently solved [13]. It is, however, stable in the
case of flexible membranes, but capsule flow simulations in complex confined geometries
remain challenging [13]. Our aim is to develop a tool able to compute the fluid-structure
interactions in confined geometries at potentially non-zero Reynolds numbers. The finite
elements solver of Caps3D [7] is coupled with the open-source finite volume solver Basilisk
that has been designed to solve multiphase flows [14]. The objective of the present paper
is to validate the numerical code by considering the relaxation of a pre-deformed capsule
within a confined environment.
2

PROBLEM STATEMENT

We consider an initially spherical capsule of radius a placed in a square cross-section
channel of length L and half-width l (Figure 1). Let O be the center of the channel and
x the coordinate along the centerline longitudinal axis of the channel, so that it defines
the axis Ox . Let y and z be the two other (transversal) coordinates. We respectively call
Si , So and Sl the inlet, outlet and (four) lateral sections, the latter being the walls of
the channel. The capsule is constituted of a membrane enveloping an internal fluid. The
internal and surrounding fluids have the same density ρ and the same viscosity µ. The
capsule membrane surface shear modulus is Gs (Figure 1). We neglect the wall thickness
and model the capsule wall as a 2D membrane. We thus neglect bending effects. The
objective of the fluid-structure solver will be to study the dynamical flow of the capsule
flowing in the channel under an average inlet flow velocity V = 0.05 Gµs . We use as physical
2
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Figure 1: Schematic of the framework. A spherical capsule of radius a and surface shear modulus Gs
is placed in a square cross-section chanel of length L and half-width l. The fluid inside and outside the
capsule both have a density ρ and a viscosity µ.

Figure 2: Scheme
√ of√the validation case: a spherical capsule of radius a is pre-deformed into an ellipsoid
of axes (2a, a/ 2, a/ 2) in a square cross-section channel of length L and half-width l. The half-great
axis is along Ox and the half-small axes are in the yOz plane.

kinematic scales l to non-dimensionalize the lengths and TV = l/V to non-dimensionalize
time. The dimensionless coordinates are x = x/l, y  = y/l, z  = z/l, t = t/TV . The scale
used to non-dimensionalize the forces is ρV 2 l2 . The capsule motion and deformation are
governed by the two following dimensionless numbers: the capsule-to-channel size ratio al
and the Reynolds number Re = ρVµ l , which is the ratio of the inertial to viscous forces.
For the sake of simplicity, in the following the prime symbols are omitted. To validate
the code, we will consider the relaxation of a capsule
pre-deformed into an ellipsoid of
√
half-great axis 2a along Ox and half-small axes a/ 2 (Figure 2). In this case, the velocity
field is induced by the elastic deformation of the capsule. It is placed at time t = 0 at the
center of the channel (the capsule center of mass being at O) in a fluid at rest.
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3
3.1

NUMERICAL METHODS
Meshing of the capsule and fluid domains

Triangular second-order finite elements are used to mesh the capsule wall. Let L be
the Lagrangian configuration, which is the set of the Lagrangian nodes X = (Xx , Xy , Xz )
at time t. The meshing L is built iteratively from an icosahedron [7]. The typical Lagrangian mesh size is h. Two different values of h are considered here: h = 0.039 and
h = 0.02, corresponding respectively to 10 242 and 40 962 Lagrangian nodes (card(L) ∈
{10 242; 40 962}). The mesh size h = 0.078 has also been tested but the mesh is found
to be too coarse to provide good results. The fluid domain is meshed with a Eulerian
regular cartesian grid. Let E be the set of the Eulerian cubical mesh centers (x, y, z).
The non-dimensionalized length of the channel is set to L = 8. The Eulerian mesh size
is fixed and set to be ∆x = 1/32 = 0.03125. The number of Eulerian meshes is 1 048 576
(card(E) = 1 048 576)). The mesh size ∆x = 1/16 = 0.0625 has also been tested but is
not presented here because it is too coarse to provide precise results. Four integration
timesteps are considered: dt = 10−3 , dt = 5 × 10−4 , dt = 2 × 10−4 and dt = 10−4 .
3.2

Membrane equilibrium equations

The membrane solver code, Caps3D, uses the Lagrangian configuration L to compute
the non-dimensionalized Cauchy tension tensor T , which provides the non-dimensionalized
tension (lineic force) τ exerted in a direction n by τ (n) = T .n. This tensor is calculated
using the strain energy function ws describing the material constitutive law. In the present
study we model the capsule behavior using the Skalak et al. law [15]. For this law, the
non-dimensionalized surface energy ws is given by:

1 2
I1 + 2I1 − 2I2 + CI22 ,
(1)
ws =
4
where C is a constant parameter that relates the surface shear modulus Gs and surface area dilatation modulus of the capsule. I1 and I2 are the first and second strain
invariants of the surface evolution. The Skalak et al. law is particularly adapted to
model the strain-hardening behavior of cells, such as red blood cells which have a quasi
surface-incompressible membrane (C¿¿1). The surface load q exerted by the fluid on the
membrane is given by the membrane equilibrium law
∇s .T + q = 0.

(2)

By the action-reaction principle, −q is the surface load exerted by the membrane on the
fluid. More details may be found in [7, 15].
3.3

Fluid dynamics equations

The fluid equations are solved over the Eulerian grid E by the open-source code,
Basilisk. In order to compute the Eulerian velocity field, Basilisk [14] uses the incom4
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pressible (∇.v = 0), three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations
1
∂v
+ (v.∇)v = −∇p +
∆u + f ,
∂t
Re

(3)

where v = (vx , vy , vz ) is the fluid velocity, ρ = ρ(x, y, z, t) the fluid density and µ =
µ(x, y, z, t) the dynamic viscosity. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved using a finite
volume approach based on a projection method [16]. For Stokes flows, the non-linear term
(v.∇)v is set to zero. The spatial discretization is done using a octree cubic cell allowing
dynamic grid refinement in the lubrication film. The source-term f is the volumic force
exerted by the capsule on the fluid. Finally, the boundaries are that of a fluid at rest.
Basilisk uses Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. For the speed v we set a zero
Dirichlet boundary condition on the inlet and lateral sections (Si and Sl ) and a zero
Neumann boundary condition on the outlet section So . Additional optional boundaries
are set for the pressure p: a zero Neumann condition on Si and a zero Dirichlet condition
on So [16].
3.4

Coupling strategy and method

The coupling strategy is based on the Immersed Boundary Method [11]. At each
timestep:
• the forces are transmitted from the capsule membrane to the fluid as source-terms.
• the membrane capsule is advected by the fluid towards a new configuration.
The surface elastic load q is converted to fluid source-term volume forces f using the
following two steps:
• the surface load −q, defined at each X ∈ L, is first integrated into a ponctual force
F (X). This integration is made using a 3 Hammer point scheme. This guarantees
the force conservation over each finite element.
• the ponctual force F (X) is then spread into the source-term volumic force f by the
immersed boundary method. We use the classical cosine immersed boundary filter
δc [11]:
 
 



x − Xx
y − Xy
z − Xz
F (X)
f (x, y, z) =
δc
δc
, (4)
δc
(∆x)3
∆x
∆x
∆x
X=(Xx ,Xy ,Xz )∈L

where

 πs 
1
1 + cos
I|s|≤2 .
(5)
4
2
This filter is theoretically of order 1 [12] but is found to be of an order between 1
and 2 in practice.
∀s ∈ R, δc (s) =

5
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The volumic force f is injected into equation (3), which is solved to provide the new
velocity field v(t + dt) and update the position of the capsule nodes:
 v(x, y, z, t + dt)  x − Xx   y − Xy   z − Xz 
X(t + dt) − X(t)
=
δl
δl
,
δl
dt
(∆x)3
∆x
∆x
∆x
(x,y,z)∈E

(6)

where
∀s ∈ R, δl (s) = (1 − |s|) I|s|≤1 .

(7)

This filter is of order 2 [12].
3.5

Parameters of the problem

The physical parameters are chosed to model an artificial microcapsule released in the
tube:
• Capsule-to-channel size ratio a/l = 0.85;
• Skalak law with C = 1.
3.6

Criteria to be observed

3.6.1

Convergence study criteria

The criteria for the convergence at the final time t = 10 of the simulation are:
• the maximum error norm over L of the difference of the position X for the timestep
dt of the considered simulation to that obtained with the smallest integration
timestep dtmin = 10−4 :
N∞ = X dt − X dtmin ∞ = maxX∈L X dt − X dtmin 

(8)

• the maximum norm over E of the difference of the fluid speed to its theoretical value
at t = +∞. In this asymptotical state, the relaxation is over and the fluid is at rest.
Thus, the criterion becomes:
vmax = v∞ = max(x,y,z)∈E v(x, y, z)

(9)

• the relative membrane surface difference between the Lagrangian configuration L
S −S
L
and the reference spherical shape L0 : dS
= LSL L0 , where SL0 = 4πa2
SL
0

0

• the relative membrane volume difference between the Lagrangian configuration L
V −V
L
and the reference spherical shape L0 : dV
= LVL L0 , where VL0 = 43 πa3 . This
VL 0
0
variation is an error, since it should be zero.
6
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Figure 3: Shape evolution of the capsule relaxing in the channel at t = 0 (a), t = 5 (b), and t = 10 (c)
for h = 0.039 and dt = 5 × 10−3 in Stokes flow.

3.6.2

Transient state study criteria

During the transient state i.e. t ∈]0, 10[, the characterization can be done with the
parameters of the inertia ellipsoid  of L. The Taylor parametrer is defined by D1,2 =
(Lx − Ly )/(Lx + Ly ), where Lx and Ly are respectively the half-great and half-small
axis of . Under Stokes flow, this approximation is valid: even though the capsule is
influenced by the confinement, its shape L remains roughly ellipsoidal during the transient
state (Figure 3). On the contrary, under inertial flow conditions (i.e. solving the full
Navier-Stokes equations), the shape is too different from being ellipsoidal. We propose
to replace the D1,2 parameter with a parameter D̃1,2 = (L̃x − L̃y )/(L̃x + L̃y ), where
L̃x = maxL (Xx ) − minL (Xx ) and L̃y = maxL (Xy ) − minL (Xy ) are the differences of the
extremal coordinates of the Lagrangian grid respectively along Ox and Oy . This new
definition allows negative values for D̃1,2 . For the sake of simplicity, in the following this
new parameter is also called ”Taylor parameter”.
4
4.1

RESULTS
Generalities

The capsule relaxes to its reference spherical geometry. Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the capsule shape for h = 0.039 and dt = 5 × 10−3 in Stokes flow. At time t = 5
one sees that the capsule shape is influenced by the walls of the channel, the capsule wall
becoming parallel to it.
4.2

Final time results

When comparing the capsule shape L at time t to L0 , we see that the infinite norm
X − X0 ∞ has an order of magnitude ∼ 1%, depending on the Lagrangian mesh size h
and time step dt. It is consistent with the evolution of L towards L0 over time. Since
the final time t = 10 is far from the end of the relaxation process which is infinite, the
7
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relaxation is uncomplete and this infinite norm is minorated over (h, ∆x, dt) ∈ (R+,∗ )3 by
some constant K > 0. Figure 4 presents the values of the 4 criteria defined in subsection
3.6.1. The same orders of magnitude are obtained for the four criteria: they lie between
L
L
∼0.1% and ∼1% for N∞ (4.a), vmax (4.b), dS
(4.c) and dV
(4.d):
SL
VL
0

0

• Values of (4.a) prove that the error of convergence has an order of magnitude ∼ 0.1%
for the smallest timestep dtmin = 10−4 ;
• Values of (4.b) show that the fluid is almost at rest, but not totally because the
final time is (t = 10);
• Values of (4.c) show that the area of L always differ by less than 1% from that of
the reference shape L0 ;
• Values of (4.d) show that the volume conservation error is always clearly lower than
1%. They are of the same order or smaller than those obtained by Caroll and Gupta
[17]. In the best case, the error is 0.02%, which is indeed much better than [17].
We observe the following effects of the numerical parameters:
• Figure 4.a shows that the errors are larger with h = 0.020 than with h = 0.039,
which appears to be more adapted to ∆x = 0.03125 in this test. We can deduce
from this (and from the fact that the above mesh size is too coarse - see subsection
h
0.039
3.1) that ∆x
= 0.03125
= 1.248 is the ideal Lagrangian-to-Eulerian mesh size ratio
for our tool and for this test.
• The convergence of N∞ while varying the timestep dt is of order ∼1.5 for h = 0.039
(in Figure 4.a, the slope for h = 0.039 is ∼1.5) and lower for h = 0.02. This
lower convergence speed confirms the above conclusion about the optimal ratio
h
= 1.248.
∆x
4.3

Transient states results

We present in Figure 5a the Taylor parameter as a function of time for the Stokes flow
and in Figure 5b for a Navier-Stokes computation with Reynolds number Re = 10. We see
in Figure 5a a continuous decrease of D1,2 under Stokes flow: in Figure 5b the influence
of the inertial term appears through damped oscillations around the equilibrium state.
5

CONCLUSION

We have built and tested a tool which couples a finite volume fluid solver with a finite
element solid solver using the Immersed Boundary Method. On a simple relaxation case,
the coupled solver is shown to give satisfactory numerical precision under Stokes flow,
8
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the timestep convergence being of the order 1.5. When comparing the capsule relaxation
under Stokes and Navier-Stokes flow conditions, we find that oscillations in the capsule
shape already occur for a flow Reynods Number of 10. The oscillations are due to inertia.
The numerical precision is comparable to that of classical methods, which shows that
the immersed boundary method is adapted to solve transient problems. The present
approach is also interesting for the advantages of the fluid solver itself. It is massively
parallel (OpenMP and MPI) and can thus be used for large spatial simulations. Furthermore, the fluid solver also has an adaptative dynamic meshing that is useful to compute
numerical solution near walls. Finally the viscosity and mass density can be changed dynamically, which is interesting to model solid or non-Newtonian cores for capsules flowing
in a capillary. The novelty is that the fluid-structure code can resolve the flow of capsules
of aspect ratios greater than 1 and non-zero Reynolds numbers, which are required to
study capsules in microsystems. The fluid velocity field is also studied by considering the
changes in the streamlines when varying the capillary number, which is crucial for the
understanding of the fluid dynamics. The numerical model can be a useful complement
to experimental measurements, as it provides local field quantities (fluid pressure and velocity, membrane tensions, ...), which cannot easily be evaluated experimentally, as well
as information on topographic changes in streamlines. It thus provides useful additional
information for the study of capsules in microsystems.
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a.

b.

c.

d.

Figure 4: Convergence study: infinite norm error of the Lagrangian nodes positions to the case of the
smallest timestep dtmin = 10−4 (a); Maximum speed norm in the fluid (b); Surface variation of the
Lagrangian configuration compared to the reference spherical shape (c); Volume variation (d) (which is
an error since it should be zero). Four different timesteps (dt = 10−3 , dt = 5 × 10−4 , dt = 2 × 10−4 , and
dt = 10−4 ) and two different Lagrangian meshes (h = 0.039 and h = 0.020) are tested.
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a.

b.

Figure 5: Time evolution of the Taylor parametrer (a) for Stokes flow and for a Navier-Stokes computation with Re = 10 (b).
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Abstract. Simulating the hydrodynamics of floating structures using a two-way partitioned coupling poses a major challenge when the coupling between the fluid and the
structure is strong. The incompressibility of the fluid plays an important role, and leads
to strong coupling when the ratio of so-called added mass to structural mass is considerate. Existing fluid-structure interaction procedures become less efficient in such cases,
and can even become unstable. This paper proposes a coupling method that deals with
the added-mass effect by anticipation, and remains stable and efficient at all times.

1

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, multi-physics problems are classified as ‘strongly’ or ‘weakly’ interacting
problems. From a physical perspective, the interaction is called weak if one subsystem
dominates the behaviour of the coupled problem, and it is called strong if more than one of
the subsystems ‘equally contribute to the interaction’ [1] or ‘have an equal say’ [2]. So the
physical interaction strength is a scale running from a one-way hierarchy between systems
to a two-way complementary interaction. An example of a hierarchy is the case of a very
light particle (e.g. a ping-pong ball) in a large water wave: the motion of the ball follows
completely from the motion of the wave. The wave is not affected by the presence of the
ball. The exact opposite hierarchy occurs for heavy objects (e.g. a mammoth tanker) in
quiet water: the flow of the water is completely determined by the motion of the ship.
Of course, many real situations are somewhere in between these asymptotic cases, with
two-way interaction between the subsystems: some feedback occurs from the water to the
ship or from the particles to the water. The more feedback, the stronger the interaction.
In hydrodynamic applications with moving structures, a major factor affecting the
interaction strength is the ratio of the added mass of fluid to the structural mass. In
1
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the traditional formulation, where the fluid loads are imposed on the structure and the
structural motions imposed on the fluid, higher added mass ratios increase the interaction
strength. This effect makes simulation by traditional coupling methods of slender structures in large waves computationally expensive. The objective of the proposed method is
to reduce the computation time for such applications.
Section 2 provides the motivation and physical background of fluid-structure coupling
problems in marine hydrodynamics. The mathematical model of this problem is explained
in section 3, which provides the necessary ingredients to analyze the coupling method.
The new coupling method is introduced in section 4, where it is compared to existing
methods. The properties of the new method are analyzed in section 5, and the results
of some numerical experiments are discussed in section 6, leading to the conclusions in
section 7.
2

PHYSICAL MODEL

Interactive simulations are important for predicting the behaviour of moored or freefloating ships or platforms in different operating conditions. On deck various operations
may be performed that affect the load or inertia distribution of the vessel. The vessel
responds not only to incoming waves but to the flow caused by its own motions as well:
wave slamming, launching, green water events. The inertia of the water mass involved in
these interacting flows is important for predicting the forces on the vessel. In other words,
the inertia is an important feedback mechanism that leads to a strong coupling between
the flow and the vessel motion.
The ship or platform, which will be referred to as the structure, is modelled as a rigid
body with elastic mooring lines. The structure can have an arbitrary shape and can
perform large but finite translations and rotations in three dimensions. It cannot deform
or change in volume.
The water is modelled as an incompressible, viscous fluid with a free surface. Although
the inviscid flow behaviour dominates the coupling, the vorticity and viscosity are included
in order to show that the story remains essentially the same. The air flow is not modelled,
a vacuum takes its place instead.
The interaction is modelled by conservation of momentum and geometric compatibility
between the structure and fluid surface. Note that the topology and position of the fluidstructure interface can change in time.
3

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Because of its flexibility, the partitioned approach will be adopted in this work. The
partitioning cuts the system into two parts, a fluid subsystem (subscript f ) and a structure
subsystem (subscript s ). The two subsystems with appropriate boundary conditions are
represented as dynamical systems in a state-space representation, governed by the mass-

2
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spring and Navier-Stokes equations respectively.
Mẍ + Kx = BTs fs

ρΩu̇ + Gp + ρC(u)u − µLu = BTf ff

ys = Bs ẍ

yf = Bf u̇

(1a)
(1b)

where [x, u, p]T are the internal states of the fluid-structure system, [yf , ys ]T are the
motions at the component boundaries, and [ff , fs ]T are the distributed loads at these
boundaries. The domain where these variables live may deform over the time interval
[t, t + ∆t], see fig. 1.
internal fluid
state u, p

t

y
x

interface states yf , ys
and forces ff , fs

external
interface

internal structure
state x

Figure 1: Model interface in space-time.
This mathematical model is not yet complete since the forces are not given. These are
determined implicitly by two coupling criteria. The kinematic criterion requires that the
motions on both sides of the fluid-structure interface are the same,
δy := yf (t) − ys (t) = 0.

(2a)

The dynamic criterion expresses the balance of forces over the fluid-structure interface,


f := ff (t) + fs (t) = 0.

(2b)

Since the interaction is concerned with the variables that live on the interface, the
internal states [x, u, p]T are eliminated from the system by linearizing and substituting
(1a) into (1b). This will lead to two operators that give the motions y in terms of the
loads f , the so-called Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) operators Af and As .
yf (t) = yf0 (t) + Af (t) ∗ ff (t),
ys (t) = ys0 (t) + As (t) ∗ fs (t).
3
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0
Together with the unloaded motions yf,s
, these DtN operators completely describe the
response of both subsystems to any load. Therefore, the difficulties of the interaction
can be found by studying the properties of the DtN. It is easier to derive the DtN in the
Laplace domain, where the time derivatives can be manipulated algebraically. To show
how this is done, some simplified models are considered first.

3.1

Response of simplified models

Consider a cylinder on a spring, moving horizontally in a quiescent potential flow
(fig. 2). The cylinders response is found by considering the equations of motion in the
Laplace domain:

Figure 2: Spring-fixed cylinder moving in infinite potential flow
s2 mx̂ + kx̂ = fˆs + m(sx0 + ẋ0 ),
ŷs = s2 x̂ − (sx0 + ẋ0 ).
where m is the cylinder mass and k is the spring stiffness. This yields the response
ŷs =






s2 m
s2
− 1 (sx0 + ẋ0 ) +
fˆs .
s2 m + k
s2 m + k

(4)

2

s
, which represents the acceleration of the
The DtN operator is recognized as Âs = s2 m+k
cylinder due to an impulsive force at t = 0. The acceleration due to any other force can
be found by convolution. In particular, the instantaneous acceleration due to a step force
f0 can be found from the initial value theorem,

ys (t = 0) = f0 lim Âs (s) =
s→∞

f0
.
m

(5)

The fluid response is simply given by the added mass force. In summary, this simple
interaction problem is governed by the two DtN operators
Âs =

s2
,
s2 m + k

Âf =
4
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3.2

Interactive response

Now recall the physical description of the ping-pong ball and the mammoth tanker.
Since the feedback from the ping-pong ball on the water is small, we create an asymptotic
expansion for the fluid motion ŷf (s) starting from the unforced fluid motion ŷf0 (s),
 0

0
ŷf = ŷf0 + Âf Â−1
ŷ
2f ).
−
ŷ
(7)
s
s
f + O(ˆ

On the other hand, the asymptotic expansion for the mammoth tanker will start with the
unforced vessel motion ŷ0s (s), since the feedback from the water is small.
 0

ŷs = ŷs0 + Âs Â−1
(8)
ŷf − ŷs0 + O(ˆ2s ),
f

where the feedback strengths ˆf , ˆs are measured by the disturbance of the motion








−1
−1
ˆs (s) = Âs (s)Âf (s) .
ˆf (s) = Âf (s)Âs (s) ,

(9)

At most one of these asymptotic expansions (7) or (8) will converge for a given problem,
since ˆf < 1 implies ˆs > 1. Supposing that (8) converges, the motion will be given by
ŷs = ŷs0 +

∞


i=1

i 0
−1 0

Âs Â−1
δŷ = ŷs0 + I − Âs Â−1
δŷ
f
f

In particular, this provides the interactive motion of the simplified models
i


∞ 

s2 m + k
s2 ma
0
0
0
ŷs = ŷs +
δ ŷ 0 .
δ ŷ = ŷs +
2m + k
2 (m − m ) + k
s
s
a
i=1

(10)

(11)

Only for m > ma , the roots of the denominator are in the left half plane, hence an
oscillatory solution bounded by the initial disturbance δy 0 exists. In more complex cases, it
could happen that neither expansion converges. In that case, both subsystems contribute
equally: the physical interaction is strong. Therefore it makes sense to define the physical
interaction strength as a product of the feedback strengths:
Definition 1. The physical interaction strength κ of the closed system (eqs. (1a), (1b),
(2a) and (2b)) is a number between one and infinity, given by the initial value of the
product of the feedback strengths,
κ = lim ˆf (s)ˆs (s)
s→∞

This definition can be seen as the sensitivity of the responses for t → 0. In the simplified
scalar model (section 3.1) these sensitivities are the added mass ratio and its reciprocal,
 
m 
m
a
lim ˆs =
, lim ˆf =
(12)
s→∞
s→∞
m
ma
5
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Generalizing this to systems, the sensitivities are the maximal and minimal eigenvalues of
the matrix As A−1
f . Note that κ is also the condition number of this matrix. Its eigenvalues
can be interpreted physically as ‘directional’ added mass ratios, i.e. depending on the
direction of the motion vector. When the interaction strength equals one, the coupled
motion is simply a linear combination of the unforced motions yf = (1 − α)yf0 + αys0 .
In general however, this rarely occurs and interaction strengths may be higher. For rigid
bodies floating in incompressible flow, it will be shown in section 5 that the interaction
strength is still a function of mass ratios. But first, the performance of coupling algorithms
will be directly related to the interaction strength in section 4.
4

NUMERICAL COUPLING METHODS

The basic coupling methods are related to the asymptotic expansions in eqs. (7) and (8).
In marine hydrodynamics, the expansion (8) dominated by the ship motion is most natural, and it converges provided that the added mass is smaller than the ship mass,




 m a s2 


−1
 < 1.

(13)
i.e.  2
Âs (s)Âf (s) < 1
ms + k 
This coupling approach works well for weakly coupled problems, provided that the ship is
indeed the dominant subsystem. If the ship is less dominant, it may be required to mix the
approaches of the mammoth tanker and the ping-pong ball, using combinations of eqs. (7)
and (8). Indeed modern domain decomposition approaches like FETI [3] are based on the
difference between eqs. (7) and (8), δy = yf − ys . This difference is iteratively reduced
by splitting it over the two domains and then enforcing the dynamic criterion eq. (2b),



−1
δyi+1 = δyi + Af + As αA−1
+
(1
−
α)A
(14)
δyi ,
s
f

where i is the iteration index. An early precursor to this approach is the semi-inverse
method by Le Balleur (1978),


δyi+1 = δyi − α Af + As δyi .
(15)

In both methods, a new force is estimated from δy and fed identically (but with opposite
sign) to both subsystems to produce the new motions. These forces and motions are
notated here as simple vectors, not as functions of time since eqs. (14) and (15) are
steady state methods. An extension of the semi-inverse method that operates on time
series of forces and motions is known as waveform relaxation [4]. In each iteration, both
subsystems are integrated in time based on an estimated force series. The difference in
the resulting motion series are multiplied by the relaxation parameter α to produce a new
force estimate, exactly as in (15).
FETI, semi-inverse and waveform relaxation methods can all be seen as local preconditioners for the kinematic criterion eq. (2a), see fig. 3. For a suitable range of α, such
methods can deal with strongly coupled problems. However, their convergence (δy → 0)
slows down as the coupling strength increases.
6
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Figure 3: Preconditioning schemes:
semi-inverse, FETI, waveform relaxation

Figure 4: Extrapolation schemes:
Gauss-Seidel, IQN, IBQN, manifold
mapping

Another family of methods for strongly coupled problems is based on the Gauss-Seidel
approach (fig. 4). Instead of applying the coupling criteria (2) directly, the expansion (8)
is modified by introducing extrapolation steps. The simplest type of extrapolation is
under-relaxation,
yi+1 = yi + αAs A−1
f δyi .

(16)

This method will again converge for suitable α, albeit slower when the interaction becomes
stronger. In fact, even for the optimal choice in α, the performance of this method
deteriorates linearly with the coupling strength.
4.1

Anticipatory coupling

The quasi-simultaneous method [5] however, avoids the need for extrapolation or relaxation by reformulating the original problem to an equivalent one with reduced coupling
strength. This is achieved by replacing the system of coupling conditions (2) by an equivalent system,
yf + D i f f = y s − D i f s ,
ff + fs = 0.

(17a)
(17b)

Note that eq. (17a) is formed by eq. (2a) plus an arbitrary operator Di times eq. (2b).
Since eq. (2a) was previously used as a boundary condition for the fluid, this simply
amounts to a more general boundary condition. A suitable choice of the operator Di
would contain some approximate physics of the structure. In the anticipatory coupling
method, we choose Di as the instantaneous approximation of the structure:
Di = lim Âs .
s→∞

This choice is motivated as follows. The approximation (18) is
7
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• easy to obtain, only the inertia properties such as the mass of the structure are
needed.
• exact at t = 0, so zero-stability of the subsystems implies zero-stability of the
coupling.
• physically consistent, no artificial physics are introduced into the problem.

The difference between Di and As will produce a finite error in the solution at finite
timesteps, but this error can be controlled by varying the timestep size, or resorting to
any of the above families of coupling methods. The anticipatory algorithm thus takes the
following steps:
1. Initialize structural motion ysold and loads fsold from previous timestep
2. Predict fluid velocities ũ due to convection and diffusion
3. Move the geometry based on the structural motion ysold
4. Compute new fluid force ffnew in Poisson equation with anticipative condition (17a)
ỹf + Di ffnew = ysold − Di fsold

5. Compute new structural response ysnew with dynamic condition (2b)
fsnew = ffnew
6. Enforce the kinematic condition (2a) yfnew = ysnew (discarding ỹf )
7. Correct fluid velocities u and update the free-surface position
8. Go to the next timestep
To see the effect of the anticipative condition, it is illustrative to look at the simplified
model from section 3.1 again. In this example, the modified Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps
become
1
Âf (s) + Di =
+ di ,
(19a)
ma
s2
Âs (s) − Di = 2
− di .
(19b)
s m+k
Although these are only a scalar equation, it is clear that this affects the asymptotic
expansion in general as
ŷs = ŷs0 + (Âs − Di )(Âf + Di )−1 δŷ0 + O(ˆ2s ),
hence the feedback strength becomes
 2

 s ma 1 − di m

−2 

ˆs (s) =  2
+ O(s ) .
s m + k 1 + di m a

(20)

(21)

Therefore any choice 0 < d−1
< 2m makes ˆs (∞) < 1, and then the expansion (8)
i
converges, at least for small enough time intervals.
8
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5

ANALYSIS OF THE METHOD

To extend the convergence result for the simple models to the Navier-Stokes and massspring model, we will take the following steps.
• Obtain the DtN operators for the Navier-Stokes and mass-spring models
• Choose Di based on the instantaneous response from the DtN operators
• Show that the anticipative scheme has a feedback of order s−1 ∼ ∆t

5.1

Linearized DtN operators

The discrete mass-spring model in (1a) for the structure is transformed into the Laplace
domain,
(s2 M + K)x̂ = BTs f̂s + M(sx0 + ẋ0 )
ŷs = s2 Bs x̂ − Bs (sx0 + ẋ0 ).

(22a)
(22b)

By eliminating the internal unknown x̂ by the same procedure used in eq. (4) the response
of the structure is found

−1
(23)
ŷs = ŷs0 + Bs M + s−2 K BTs f̂s .

The treatment of the Navier-Stokes model in (1a) contains an additional step, since both
p̂ and û must be eliminated. Starting from the basic equations linearized around u0 in
the Laplace domain
−GT û = 0

(sρΩ + ρC(u0 ) − µL)û =

BTf f̂f

(24a)
− Gp̂ + ρΩu0

ŷf = sBf û − Bf u0 ,

(24b)
(24c)

the pressure is eliminated first by using the continuity equation (24a). Denoting the action
of convection and diffusion by T̂−1 = I + (sΩ)−1 (C(u0 ) − νL), an analog for the pressure
Poisson equation is found


GT T̂Ω−1 G p̂ = GT T̂Ω−1 BTf f̂f + GT T̂ρu0 .
(25)
The momentum (24b) and pressure (25) equations are then used to eliminate û and p̂
from (24c). What remains is the response of the fluid to the imposed loads,


1
−1
T
Bf f̂f − Gp̂ + Bf (T̂u0 − u0 )
ŷf = Bf T̂Ω
ρ

1 
(26)
= Bf I + T̂Ω−1 ∆ T̂Ω−1 BTf f̂f + ŷf0
ρ
9
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−1 T
where ∆ = −G GT TΩ−1 G
G is the global transport of fluid volume required to
satisfy the incompressibility constraint. In summary, the interaction problem eqs. (1a),
(1b), (2a) and (2b) is governed by the two DtN operators


−1 T
1 
−2
−1
Âs = Bs M + s K Bs ,
(27)
Âf = Bf I + T̂Ω ∆ T̂Ω−1 BTf .
ρ
5.2

Instantaneous response

The fluid and structure should be aware of each others most immediate response, so
they can anticipate what will happen. This is achieved by choosing boundary conditions
that approximate the actual response, i.e. that approximate the DtN operators. The
approximation here is crucial, since the full nonlinear dynamical DtNs are practically
too expensive to use. For coupled simulations with finite time-steps, the instantaneous
response would be a good choice of boundary condition. Hereto, we define a splitting
of eq. (27) into an instantaneous part A0. and a time dependent part Â+
. (s), such that
0
+
Â. (s) = A. + Â. (s).
A0s = lim Âs = Bs M−1 BTs ,
s→∞


1 
A0f = lim Âf = Bf I + Ω−1 ∆ Ω−1 BTf .
s→∞
ρ

(28)

These are the equivalents of the structural mass and added mass from eq. (6). In step
4 of the algorithm, the strong coupling between these masses is ensured by choosing
Di = A0s − Â+
f in the fluid boundary condition. The fluid system therefore becomes

0
Âf f̂f

ŷf = ŷf + 

(29)
+
0
ŷf + A0s − Â+
=
ŷ
−
A
−
Â
f̂
f̂s
f
s
s
f
f
Note that this is equivalent to



 0

+
0
0
0
+
As + Af f̂f = ŷs − ŷf + Âs + Âf f̂s

(30)

To solve this set of equations for the fluid force, the structural mass A0s and the added mass
A0f must be solved implicitly, while the nonlinear convection-diffusion and spring terms
+
0
0
in Â+
s and Âf are integrated explicitly. Since both Af and As are symmetric positive
(semi)definite, the existing pressure solver can be used to solve this system.
5.3

Consistency and stability

By design, the new fluid system (29) is consistent with the original one. Hence it
remains to show that the fluid-structure iteration based on eqs. (17a) and (17b) with this
choice of Di is stable. The expansion obtained by substituting eq. (30) into eq. (3b) is
+
0
0 −1
0
2 ).
ŷs = ŷs0 + (Â+
s + Âf )(Af + As ) δŷ + O(ˆ

10
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+
0
0 −1 
This iteration is stable if (Â+
+
Â
)(A
+
A
)
 < 1.
s
s
f
f

+
Using a power series expansion of Â+
f and Âs , it can be shown that these are of order
s−1 and s−2 respectively. Hence any zero-stable time integration scheme can be used with
the anticipatory method, resulting in a stable and convergent interaction scheme.

6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two test cases are presented here to show the performance of the method. The first is a
simulation of a lifeboat dropped into a breaking wave. The lifeboat has an average density
of 320kg/m3 , the water a density of 1025kg/m3 . It is dropped from 37m height and hits
the water at t = 2.5s. The added mass varies greatly over time during the impact, as the
boat enters the water and a larger part of the wave has to respond. It is clear that the
relaxation-based method (16) is sensitive to this ratio, as the workload increases during
the entry phase. The anticipative method (31) however remains efficient regardless of the
added-mass ratio, as the boundary condition inside the wave predicts the boat motion.
The workload is reduced by a factor around 10 for the complete simulation.

Figure 5: Simulation of a lifeboat dropped into a breaking wave. Left: the situation at
t = 3.0. Middle: variation of effective added-mass ratio over time. Right: the workload
for the simulation corresponds to the area under the curve.
The second test case is a tension-leg platform in a long-crested wave. The wave is a
nonlinear 5th-order Stokes wave with a height of 23cm. Since the variations around
the waterline are small compared to the size of the platform, the added-mass ratio is
relatively constant. Even for this moderate added-mass ratio however, the anticipative
method outperforms the relaxation-based method by a factor 2.5 to 3.0.

11
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Figure 6: Simulation of tension-leg platform in Stokes-5 wave. Left: platform in wave
(tendons not shown). Middle: variation of effective added-mass ratio over time. Right:
the workload for the simulation corresponds to the area under the curve.
7

CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of fluid-structure interaction showed that the coupling strength is directly related
to the added-mass ratio. This affected the existing partitioned coupling schemes based on
the exchange of loads and motions: A stronger coupling with a higher range of added-mass
ratios led to loss of performance in these traditional coupling schemes. The anticipatory
coupling scheme was shown to be robust and insensitive to the added-mass ratio, using
two test cases relevant to marine hydrodynamics. Additionally, theory on the stability
and convergence of the method was derived for the general coupling of the Navier-Stokes
equations with a mass-spring system.
This work is part of the research programme Maritime2013 with project number 13267,
which is (partly) financed by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO).
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Abstract. We present a numerical procedure for the simulation of the air puff test,
a medical procedure used by ophtalmologists for the identification of the Intra Ocular
Pressure, and potentially useful for the identification of material properties of the human
cornea.
The problem involves the modeling of the cornea, that is a biological tissue, modelled
as an hyperelastic material, and the aqueous humor, that is, the fluid filling the anterior
chamber of the eye, that is treated as a Newtonian fluid, and modelled using a meshfree
formulation, useful for the solution of a Fluid-Structure Interaction problem. Fluid and
Structure are coupled using a Dirichlet-Neumann iterative approach, which permits the
adoption of a partitioned coupling approach and explicit, fast solvers for the different
subproblems.

1

Introduction

The identification of the in-vivo mechanical properties of the external part of the eye
is a hot topic in the current literature, since the availability of a patient-specific model
of the anterior chamber of eye will open new perspectives in improving the prevalence of
positive outcomes of corneal refractive surgery.
In-vivo material properties must be determined necessarily by means of static or dynamic test performed on the external surface of the eye. The most promising tests are
1
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based on the analysis of the dynamic deformation of the cornea induced by a localized
time varying pressure. Advanced optical instruments, such as Ocular Response Analyzer
(ORA; Reichert, Inc., Buffalo, NY) and Corvis ST (Oculus Optikgerate GmbH, Wetzlar,
Germany), use a rapid single air jet which determines the cornea to snap from its original
convex shape to a locally concave shape and back, passing through two configurations
characterized by a localized flattened zone. The inward deflection is contrasted by the
presence of filling fluids (aqueous humor). To provide a correct interpretation of the air
puff test and, consequently, to measure from it significant mechanical parameters, it is
necessary to develop a numerical model of the eye that accounts for several aspects, i. e.:
(i) the exact geometry of the eye [1]; (ii) the use of reliable material models for the tissues
[2, 3]; (iii) the fluid-structure interaction [4, 5]; (iv) the presence of surrounding tissues
and of optical muscles at the limbus; (iv) the patient-specific fibril organization in the
corneal tissue [6].
Recent works [7, 8] pointed out clearly that in order to capture the correct dynamics
of the cornea, the air puff test model must include the interaction between the posterior
filling fluids and the cornea. It follows that the characterization of the material parameters
requires the use of identification algorithms based on advanced stress analysis procedures
that can handle solid-fluid interactions.
The numerical approaches presented to date in the literature make use of advanced
models of the human cornea, but in general the aqueous humor is not modelled, with
some exceptions [9, 10]. A few attempts to account for the presence of the fluid include
the use of spring-like elements [11] or added masses [7].
In this study, we aim at modelling explicitly the interaction between aqueous and
cornea to elucidate the influence of the fluid on the development of dynamics of the the
air puff test. In particular, here we use an analytical structural model (membrane like)
for the cornea and a Modified Finite Particle Method (MFPM) [12, 13] for the fluid.
We consider an axis symmetric two-dimensional problem, and adopt a simplified Fung’s
material for the solid. The dynamics of the anterior chamber of the eye undergoing an air
puff test is modelled as a fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problem. The solution is based
on a partitioned approach, which exploits the advantages of using a structural model for
the solid and a meshless discretization for the fluid.
2

Problem formulation

The cornea is modelled as an isotropic hyperelastic membrane, loaded by the physiological pressure of the aqueous humor. We assume a simplified axis-symmetric geometry,
where the anterior chamber is modelled as a spherical sector, confined between a deformable anterior membrane of radius R and a rigid posterior support of radius r. The
membrane stands for the cornea, while the posterior surface accounts for the iris support backed by the lens. The simplification reduces the analysis of the fluid motion to a
two-dimensional problem and the study of the membrane to an one-dimensional problem.
The reference configuration of the fluid, under the physiological pressure, is visualized in
2
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cornea
aqueous humor

R
r

'

α0

Figure 1: Reference geometry of the simplified model of the anterior chamber of the eye subject to the
air puff test. The anterior surface is a deformable, circular membrane of radius R. The posterior surface
is a rigid support of radius r.

Fig. 1.
2.1

Corneal membrane

The membrane representing the cornea is described as a circular arc of radius R, length
2 Rα0 , and thickness h, internally prestressed by the intraocular pressure (IOP) p0 , see
Fig. 1. The effect of the air puff test is simulated with a space and time dependent air
jet pressure pa , acting from outside on the anterior surface of the cornea.
The membrane linear momentum balance equation reads
h ∇ P + b0 = ρc h ü ,

(1)

where ρc is the mass density of the cornea, b0 is the vector of external forces per unit area
referred to the reference configuration, and P is the First Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor,
related to the membrane displacement through the hyperelelastic Fung’s constitutive law.
We assume that in any location of the cornea the external force is given by the algebraic
sum of the fluid pressure p and of the time dependent air jet pressure pa = pa (t).
The projection of Equation (1) on the tangential and radial directions gives


h cos ϕ
′
(P11 − P22 ) + P31 + P11 + b01 − ρc hü = 0 ,
R sin ϕ


h cos ϕ
′
P31 + P31 − P11 − P22 + b03 − ρc hẅ = 0 ,
R sin ϕ
3
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where b01 and b03 are the tangential and radial components of the external load, u and w
are the membrane displacements along the tangential and radial directions.
2.2

Fluid aqueous humor

In order to facilitate the FSI coupling with the membrane, a Lagrangian approach is
taken for the fluid. The aqueous humor is modelled as a Newtonian, weakly compressible
fluid. In the present context, the weak compressibility assumption is justified by the
possibility of using explicit time stepping algorithms for the integration of the fluid motion.
The governing equations for the fluid in a Lagrangian approach are
dv
= −∇p + µ∇v ,
dt
d ρf
= −ρf ∇ v ,
dt
dx
= v,
dt

ρf

(2)
(3)
(4)

where µ is the fluid viscosity, ρf the current fluid density, p the current fluid pressure,
and x the fluid particle position. Eq. (2) is the linear momentum balance, Eq. (3) is the
mass balance or continuity equation, and Eq. (4) is the definition of the fluid velocity.
Within a Lagrangian meshfree formalism and when explicit time stepping algorithms
are adopted, a convenient way to approximate incompressibility is to introduce an equation of state that relates the fluid pressure to the speed of sound c. The set of equations
is completed thus with the equation
 γ

ρ
ρ0 c2
p = p0 +
−1 .
(5)
γ
ρ0
where ρ0 is the reference fluid density and p0 are the reference fluid pressure. The speed c
has to be seen as a numerical parameter rather than a physical parameter, and the chosen
value should not be too large, to avoid exceedingly small time steps. For example, in the
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) literature, a fictitious value of c = 50 m/s (in
contrast to the physical value c = 340 m/s) is usually considered adequate for water [14].
3

Solution algorithm

The FSI problem is solved using a partitioned approach, which allows the use of suitable
solvers both for the solid subproblem and the fluid subproblem.
The membrane problem is solved using a Finite Difference approximation; in the axissymmetric approximation, the problem becomes one-dimensional. The circular arc domain ϕ ∈ [0, α0 ] is discretized in N equi-spaced nodes. The spatial partial derivatives
are discretized with standard central differences, while the time stepping algorithm is the
explicit Verlet’s method, belonging to the family of Newmark’s methods.
4
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The fluid domain is approximated using the Modified Finite Particle Method (MFPM),
a meshless approach particularly suitable for the description of moving boundaries and
FSI problems. The method consists in discretizing the differential operators at a discrete
number of points of the domain (nodes). The aproximation technique for spatial differential operators of a funtion f (x) at a generic point xi is obtained through the projection
of the Taylor series expansion of f (x) (centered on xi and evaluated at a certain number
of neighboor nodes xj ) on some ”projection funtions” Wα (x − xi ). Further details of the
algorithm can be found in the original papers [12, 13].
Time integration is achieved through the following algorithm. Let xn , vn , and ρn be
the arrays containing position, velocity, and density of the nodes at the time step tn . The
algorithm begins by computing the quantities at mid-time step. The node position and
density are computed through explicit forward Euler schemes as
xn+1/2 = xn +

∆t n
v ,
2

∆t n n n
ρ ∇ v ,
2
where ∇n denotes the discrete divergence at tn , and the mid-time step fluid pressure
pn+1/2 is evaluated through eq. (5). The velocity at the time tn+1 is computed by using
the half-step discrete differential operator ∇n+1/2 as
ρn+1/2 = ρn −

vn+1 = vn −

∆t n2 n
n+1/2 n+1/2
∇
p
+
µ
∇ v .
ρn+1/2
ρn
∆t

The node position and the density are then updated as
xn+1 = xn+1/2 +

∆t n+1
v
,
2

∆t n+1/2 n+1 n+1
ρ
v
,
∇
2
using an explicit advance in time for density using the velocity at the final time step
n + 1. The pressure pn+1 is then computed through eq. (5). The algorithm is secondorder accurate in the pressures, and first order accurate in the velocities.
The coupling algorithm consists in solving first the solid problem, by imposing, as
external loads for the membrane, both the external and the fluid pressure. The membrane
velocity is then passed to the fluid solver and imposed as boundary condition for the fluid
domain. The fluid pressure at the membrane is then computed, and the procedure is
completed if the following condition is respected
ρn+1 = ρn+1/2 −

�pki − pk−1
�
i
<ε
�pk−1
�
i
5
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where pki and pk+1
are the fluid pressure values at the fluid-solid interface points at time
i
ti and at two subsequent iterations k and k + 1, and ε is the desired tolerance. In the
present calculations ε is set 10−4 .
If Equation (6) is not respected, the new fluid pressure is imposed as external load for
the membrane, and the pricedure is repeated untill convergence.
4

Application: the air puff test

The air puff test is a clinical procedure used by ophthalmologists to measure the IntraOcular Pressure (IOP). It consists in a rapid air jet pulse that hits the external surface
of the cornea, determining the snap of the cornea from its original, convex shape to a
temporary, local concave configuration.
The interpretation of the test is made through two instruments: Corvis ST and the
Ocular Response Analyzer (ORA) [15]. In particular, Corvis ST, besides the value of IOP,
provides kinematic data, such as the displacement u of the apical point of the cornea versus
time t. The results are shown in Figure 2(a)
The Ocular Response Analyzer (ORA), instead, returns a number of pressure parameters recorded during the test:
1. P1 and P2 (expressed in mmHg), i.e., the instrument pressures registered at the
two times corresponding to the applanation state of the cornea (the first, when
the cornea is moving inward switching from convex to concave configuration, and
the second, when the cornea is moving outward switching from concave to convex
configuration);
2. the Corneal Hysteresis, measured as CH = P1 − P2;
3. the Goldmann equivalent IOP, measured as IOPg = 0.5 ( P1 + P2 );
4. the Corneal Compensated IOP, measured as IOPcc = P1 − 0.43 P2.
The results of ORA are usually shown in graphs similar to that reported in Figure
2(b), in which the two instant of local applanation are evident.
Though Corvis ST does not provide a pressure profile, the results given by Corvis ST
can be reprocessed by using an artificial pressure history of the type


p(t) = pmax exp −b (t − t0 )2 /T 2 ;

(7)

where T = 30 ms is the total duration of the impulse (known), which reaches the peak
value pmax at time t0 = 15 ms. For the parameters, we use b = 25 [7, 8] and pmax = 10
kPa. In Figures 3 the pressure profile p is reported together with the apical displacement
u versus time t. In Figure 4 the p-u relation is reconstructed. The hysteresis loop that can
be seen in Figure 4 is essentially produced by inertial effects [7] and by the fluid viscosity.

6
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Example of sheet provided by the Corvis ST. (b) Example of sheet provided by the ORA
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Figure 3: Experimental curves for the apical displacement and external air jet pressure versus time
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Figure 4: Experimental curve of the air jet pressure versus the apical displacement.
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5

Numerical simulations

The model of the cornea is used to simulate the ORA test, using reference parameters.
The density of the cornea is similar to the one of the water, ρ = 1 kg/m3 . An estimate of
the elastic modulus E0 = 0.5 MPa is obtained by fitting with the present material model
the numerical results documented in [7], where a sophisticated material model of the
cornea has been used to simulate the air puff test. The reference density ρ0 and pressure
p0 (IOP) of the fluid are assumed to be ρ0 = 1 kg/m3 and p0 = 16 mmHg (2.14 kPa), a
value in the range 12-21 mmHg of the physiological IOP.
10-3 m
7

y

6

5

4

3
0

1

2

3

x

4

5

6
10-3 m

Figure 5: Reference node distribution for the fluid domain

In numerical simulations we consider an ideal geometry of the anterior chamber, characterized by the parameters R = 7 mm, r = 2.04 mm, h = 0.5 mm, and α0 = π/3. The
posterior surface of the anterior chamber (i.e., the iris) containing the fluid is assumed to
be rigid. The fluid is discretized in 1134 nodes, see Fig. 5.
We assume axis-symmetry boundary conditions for both fluid and membrane, by setting on the symmetry axis
u = 0,

w ′ = 0 at x = 0 ,

(8)

and

∂vy
= 0 at x = 0 ,
(9)
∂x
being the vx and vy the fluid velocity components along the x and y axes.
The point representing the limbus (intersection between anterior and posterior surface)
is fixed:
π
u = 0,
w = 0 at ϕ = .
(10)
3
The anterior surface of the cornea is loaded quickly with an impulsive air-jet with
pressure history




p(t) = pmax exp −a sin2 ϕ exp −b (t − t0 )2 /T 2 ;
(11)
vx = 0 ,

where T = 30 ms is the total duration of the impulse, which reaches the peak value pmax
at time t0 = 15 ms. We assume a = 21.5, b = 25 [7, 8]
8
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The sound speed c appearing in eq. (5) is chosen to enforce the quasi-incompressibility
of the fluid and thus it varies with the time step, according to the expression c = 10 +
20vmax m/s, where vmax is the maximum norm of the value of the fluid velocity magnitude
at the previous time step.
1
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Figure 6: Comparison with experimental data: (a) Apex displacement versus time. (b) Apex displacement versus air jet pressure.
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The output of the analysis are rendered through Figures 6(a) (in terms of normalized
displacement and normalized time) and Figures 6(b) (in terms of normalized displacement
and normalized pressure), in which also is shown the comparison between the experimental
data introduced in Section 4 and the numerical simulation.

Time [s]

Figure 7: Baseline analysis: corneal applanated states

Fig. 7 visualizes the time history of the air jet pressure and of the corneal curvature
at the apex. For the baseline analysis we obtain the following values P1=21.96 mmHg,
P2=6.82 mmHg, CH=15.14 mmHg, IOPg=14.39 mmHg, and IOPcc=19.03 mmHg.
The effects of the dynamics of the fluid can be clearly seen in Figure 8, in which we
plot the apical displacement and the external air jet pressure versus time. We notice that
the maximum apical displacement occurs with some delay with respect to the maximum
of the air jet pressure.
We also show, for qualitative comparison, some images taken from the Corvis instrument during an air puff test (Figure 9) with the results of our simulation for the baseline
analysis (Figure 10).
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Figure 8: Baseline analysis: external air jet pressure and apical displacement versus time

Figure 9: Images recorded by the instrument Corvis ST during an air puff test (from the web)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 10: Deformed configurations of the cornea obtained with the baseline analysis: (a) undeformed,
physiological configuration; (b) first applanation; (c) deformed configuration during the maximum air jet
pressure; (d) deformed configuration at the maximum apical displacement; (e) second applanation; (f)
new physiological configuration after the test
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6

Conclusion

In the present work we present the simulation of the air puff test using a Fluid Structure
Interaction approach. The problem is approached with a partitioned strategy, preserving
the efficiency of the different solvers for the solid and fluid part.
The problem is formulated exploiting axial-symmetry: thus, the solid problem becomes
one dimensional, and is solved with Finite Differences, and using an explicit Verlet algorithm for the time advance. The fluid problem is solved using a meshfree Modified Finite
Particle Method, particularly suitable for the solution of problems with moving boundaries and Fluid Structure Interaction. The coupling algorithm is an iterative DirichletNeumann procedure, which allows the use of suitable solver preserving a strong coupling
between the two problems.
W finally observe the evaluability of our numerical simulations, in terms of adherence
between the experimental and numerical results, and in terms of efficiency of the numerical
approach, thanks to the wide use of explicit algorithms.
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Abstract. Two-dimensional numerical simulations are employed to study fluid structure
interaction of a simplified model of the soft palate in the pharynx for uniform inhalation.
We take a next step towards a better biomechanical system by modeling the motion of
an inextensible flexible plate. The improved structural model discretized by a low order
difference method permits us to simulate the two-dimensional motion of the flexible plate.
The inspiratory airflow is described by the Navier–Stokes equations for compressible flow
solved by a high order difference method. The explicitly coupled fluid structure interaction
model is based on the Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian formulation.
1

Introduction

Fluid structure interaction (FSI) refers to the interaction of a flexible structure with
fluid flow where the fluid and structure interact over a shared interface. FSI gives rise to
a rich variety of physical phenomena with applications in many fields of engineering and
biomechanics. One of the prime examples of FSI in biomechanical systems is the dynamics
of the upper airways where the interaction between inspiratory and expiratory airflow with
soft tissues may lead to flow-induced oscillations and instabilities. Failure to maintain the
patency of the upper airway during sleep characterizes obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), a
common and disabling disorder wherein the soft palate obstructs the upper airways for
prolonged periods of time during sleep. OSA and snoring are closely related to the flow
conditions in the upper airways. Snoring is often considered a minor affliction. But when
snoring is heavy, it is often associated with the more crippling condition known as OSA.
1
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(a) Schematic of the computational model

(b) The anatomy of upper airways.

Figure 1: Computational model and real geometry.

Estimates show that the obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS) affects 2–4% of the
adult population [1] and 10% of snorers are at risk of OSAS [2].
A cantilevered flexible plate immersed in two-dimensional channel flow has previously
been shown to capture FSI representative of respiratory airflow and soft-palate dynamics
in the upper airway [3, 4, 5, 6]. This is a well-established model wherein a flexible plate
representing the soft palate is mounted downstream of a rigid plate representing the hard
palate. The rigid plate separates the upper and lower channel flows modeling the flow in
the oral and nasal tracts, which interact with the flexible plate motion and then combine
into a single channel flow representing the flow in the pharynx, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In
these studies, an inviscid flow model was used and viscous effects were implicitly modeled
either through the imposition of the Kutta–Joukowski condition [3, 5, 6] or an applied
channel resistance [4].
Latterly, researchers have modeled the effects of fluid viscosity explicitly for the laminar
regime of Reynolds numbers [7] and investigated constant pressure-drop boundary conditions [8]. In these studies across the low-to-high range of Reynolds numbers, thin plates
have been observed to lose their stability at a critical value of flow speed or Reynolds
number based on channel height. The destabilization mechanism has been attributed to
an irreversible energy transfer from the fluid flow to the plate arising from a phase difference between fluid pressure and plate motion owing to the finite length of the flexible
plate [6, 7, 9]. Recently, compressible viscous flow has been employed for this model to
characterize the acoustic wave propagation induced by the plate oscillation [10].
In all the studies mentioned above, linear structural mechanics was taken into account
by using the one-dimensional Euler–Bernoulli beam equation. Another structural model
has been developed by including an inextensibility condition , however, in the interaction
with potential flow [11]. Apparently, the soft palate undergoes displacements beyond the
linear range, particularly during episodes of obstructed breathing. The soft tissue in the
palate is also nearly incompressible and is subjected to fluid friction in a viscous flow field.
2
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Accordingly, the present work accounts for those effects and thereby yields a more
faithful biomechanical FSI model. To achieve this, we extend our previous cantilevered
plate model [10] to a two-dimensional elastic plate model having an inextensibility condition immersed in compressible viscous flow. This paper presents the development of the
improved FSI model and then demonstrates its applicability in simulating flow-induced
oscillation of a flexible plate and the characterization of its behaviour in the upper airway.
After outlining the flow and structure models as well as their coupling for FSI, the invacuum oscillation of the plate is presented through a verification study of the structural
mechanism. Thereafter, the FSI model is used to simulate the flow-induced oscillation of
a flexible plate.
2

Model

2.1

Fluid flow

The fluid motion is described by the 2D compressible Navier–Stokes equations in perturbation form. The perturbation formulation is employed to minimize cancellation errors
when discretizing the Navier–Stokes equations for compressible low Mach number flow
[12, 13, 14]. The conservative form of the 2D compressible Navier–Stokes equations in
perturbation formulation can be written as
Ut + Fcx + Gcy = Fvx + Gvy ,

(1)

where U = U − U0 is the vector of conservative perturbation variables with U =
(ρ, ρu, ρv, ρE)T the vector of the conservative variables and U0 = (ρ0 , 0, 0, (ρE)0 )T the
stagnation values. For a complete description of the compressible flow equations, see [10].
2.1.1

Discretization of the compressible Navier–Stokes equations

The high order finite difference method based on summation by parts (SBP) operators [15, 16, 17] is employed for space discretization of the compressible Navier–Stokes
equations. We use a globally fourth order SBP operator to discretize the first derivatives
and apply them twice to approximate the second derivatives in the viscous terms. The
SBP operators correspond to the sixth order central difference operator in the interior,
but degrade to third order accuracy near the boundary resulting in fourth order global
accuracy [16]. This approach is based on the energy method, which permits us to derive well-posedness for the continuous problem and to guarantee stability for the discrete
problem. For the time integration process, the classical fourth order explicit Runge–Kutta
method is used. The multi-block structured grid approach is employed to represent the
simplified geometry in the upper airways.
Adiabatic no-slip boundary conditions are applied at the walls and the fluid-structure
interface. At the inflow, the velocities in the x- and y-directions are imposed using a
uniform inlet profile normal to the boundary, u(x = 0, t) = U0 and v = 0. In addition,
3
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the inlet temperature is set to T = T0 = 310 K. The outlet pressure is set to atmospheric
pressure, i.e., p = p − p0 = p − patm = 0 Pa. The Navier–Stokes characteristic boundary
conditions (NSCBC) developed by [18] are employed at the inflow and outflow boundaries
to minimize wave reflections. The details of this numerical algorithm and boundary
conditions can be found in our previous publication [10].
2.2

The structure model

The plate model is central in order to obtain physical results for simulating the soft
palate motion. In the present study, the soft palate is modeled as a two–dimensional,
massive, flexible and inextensible plate. This model provides the correlation between
the elastic deflection of the plate and the applied force. The flexible plate has its own
material density ρs , different from the surrounding fluid density ρf . The flexibility allows
the plate to bend and to react to the force applied by the fluid flow and the flexural force
generating a restoring force. Taking into account the inextensibility constraint, the length
of the plate remains constant even if an external force is acting on it.
The dynamics of the plate in Lagrangian coordinate s along its undeformed reference
configuration can be described by the following equation [19]








∂
∂X
∂2
∂2X
∂2X
ρs 2 =
T
− 2 KB 2 + ρs g + F,
∂t
∂s
∂s
∂s
∂s

(2)

where s is the arclength, X = (x(s, t), y(s, t))T denotes the material position of the
plate, T is the tension along the Lagrangian coordinate s, KB is the flexural rigidity, g
the gravitational acceleration, and F is the force applied on the plate by the surrounding
fluid. Furthermore, ρs is the actual line density of the plate defined as the line density
difference between the thin plate and the surrounding fluid ρs = ρ − ρf A, where ρ is
density of the plate, ρf the density of the fluid and A is the cross sectional area of the
plate.
The inextensibility constraint of the plate [20, 19], i.e. the local stretching of the plate
satisfies dtd | ∂X
|= 0, can be expressed as
∂s
∂X ∂X
·
= 1.
(3)
∂s ∂s
Following the previous studies [20, 19], the tension T in this model is determined by
a Poisson equation derived by inserting the constraint of inextensibility Eq. (3) into the
dot product of ∂X
and the s−derivative of the plate dynamical equation Eq. (2)
∂s












∂X
ρs ∂ 2 ∂X ∂X
∂ 2 X ∂ 2 X ∂X ∂
∂X ∂ 2
· 2 T
·
·
−
·
=
−
ρ
FB + F
s
∂s ∂s
∂s
2 ∂t2 ∂s ∂s
∂t∂s ∂t∂s
∂s ∂s

(4)

where FB is the bending force which by using the Euler–Bernoulli assumption for a
thin flexible plate is expressed as
4
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∂2
∂2X
F B = − 2 KB 2
(5)
∂s
∂s
The non-dimensional parameters are chosen with respect to the stagnation density ρ0 ,
stagnation speed of sound c0 and the length of the flexible plate L, in the same way as
for the fluid solver.
The boundary conditions are specified at the free end (s = L) and at the fixed end at
(s = 0) of the plate. The free end boundary condition at the trailing edge is imposed by
assuming that the tension, bending moment and shear force are zero
T (L, t) = 0,



∂ 2 X 
= 0,
∂s2 s=L



∂ 3 X 
=0
∂s3 s=L

(6)

The support mechanism at the leading edge is taken into account as


∂ 2 X 
=0
∂s2 s=0

X|s=0 = X0 ,
2.2.1

(7)

Discretization of the structure model

The discretisation of the governing equation of the plate motion (2) along s is performed on a staggered grid following [19]. The plate is discretized with a finite number
of Lagrangian points Xi . The plate tension is defined at the interfaces of the grid cells,
and other variables are defined at the primary grid points in the centers of the grid cells,
as shown in Fig. 2

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of staggered grid discretisation on the plate along its Lagrangian coordinate.

Then, the numerical procedure for the non-dimensionalised form of Eqs. (2) and (3) is
as follows
X∗ = 2Xni − Xn−1
(8)
i
F∗B = −Dss (KB Dss X∗ )ni

5
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(Ds X )i+ 1 ·
∗

2





n+ 1
Ds (Ds (Ti+ 12 Ds X∗ ))
2

= ρs

1 − 2(Ds X · Ds X)ni+ 1 + (Ds X · Ds X)n−1
i+ 1
2

2∆t2





ρs (Ds V · Ds V)ni+ 1 − (Ds X∗ )ni+ 1 · Ds (F∗B + Fn )
2

ρs

2

Xn+1
i

−
∆t2

X∗i





1

= Ds (T n+ 2 Ds Xn+1 )

i

2

+ (FB )n+1 + G

g
+ Fni
|g|

−

i+ 12

(10)
(11)

where Ds and Dss are the second order accurate difference operators for the first and
second derivatives along s, respectively, and X∗ is the predicted position of the plate.
Employing X∗ to calculate the tension helps to reduce the error. The tension is computed
1
at the intermediate step, i.e. tn+ 2 and is employed to update the position of the plate, i.e.
Xn+1 . The velocity of the plate is defined as Vin = (Xni − Xn−1
)/∆t. Fn denotes the force
i
exerted by the fluid flow on the structure and is obtained explicitly using the fluid solver
at time level n. G is defined as the non-dimensional gravity G = gL/c20 . Equations (10)
and (11) constitute diagonally dominant tri- and pentadiagonal linear systems, which are
solved by LU decomposition without pivoting, i.e. by the Thomas algorithm and a similar
algorithm, respectively. The condition for diagonal dominance of the matrix in Eq. (11)
∆t2
1
is KB ∆s
4  4.
2.3

Fluid structure interaction

To handle the fluid flow in Eulerian description using moving fluid grids and the plate
structure in a Lagrangian formulation using stationary structure grids, the Arbitrary
Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) formulation is appropriately employed. Considering the velocity of the fluid grids ẋ and ẏ in the time-dependent coordinate transformation of the
fluid flow domain, the grid point velocities are subtracted from the fluid velocity to define
the contravariant velocity components U = ξx (u−ẋ)+ξy (v−ẏ) and V = ηx (u−ẋ)+ηy (v−ẏ)
which yield simple expressions for the transformed inviscid flux vectors F̂c and Ĝc [21].
The mesh update is implemented by remeshing the whole fluid domain in each time step
using the positions and velocities of the flexible structure at the boundary and a linear
interpolation for interior points in the fluid domain.
Solving fluid flow on a moving mesh, the numerical scheme should satisfy the Geometric
Conservation Law (GCL) for mathematical consistency [22], which leads to the 2D NavierStokes equations in ALE formulation [23] being expressed as
U τ =

1
(−F̂ ξ
J −1

− Ĝ η − (J −1 )τ U ).

(12)

An explicit, two-way method where forces and deformations are exchanged between the
flow and the deformable structure in each time-step is employed to handle the coupling
between the fluid and the structure. The fluid and structure interact with each other
by applying equal displacement and velocity at the interface, satisfying the no-slip and
adiabatic wall boundary conditions. The force exerted by the fluid flow on the plate at
6
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Figure 3: Time history of the y-coordinate position of the trailing edge of the plate subjected to only
gravity, without bending force KB = 0. The solid line shows the present model, circles present the results
of the study performed by Huang et al. [19] and diamonds represent the results of the study done by
Favier et al. [24].

time level n in equations (10) and (11) is given by Fn = −(pnU − pnL )n, where pU and pL
are the pressures on the upper side and lower side of the plate, respectively, and n is the
outer unit vector normal to the plate.
3
3.1

Results and discussion
Verification of structure solver in vacuum

The accuracy of the numerical model of the plate has been first tested and verified by
simulating the oscillation and bending of the plate subjected to the gravity force in the
absence of surrounding fluid, i.e. a pendulum with gravity acting in the x−direction. The
plate was initially deformed by using the following initial configuration
X(s, 0) = X0 + s(cos θ, sin θ),

s ∈ [0, L],

(13)

where L is the length of the plate, θ is an angle and X0 = (0, 0). This particular
configuration within the small angle approximation is considered in previous studies [19,
24]. Following them, the test is first performed by setting the initial angle of the plate
to θ = 0.01π with a flexural stiffness KB = 0 and non-dimensional gravity equivalent to
γ = 10. The length of the plate is L = 1, and it is discretized by N = 101 grid points
along the Lagrangian coordinate s. The time variation of the y coordinate of the trailing
edge is monitored and shown in Fig. 3.
A second verification test is performed for a larger initial deflection angle θ = 0.1π and
by including the non-dimensional bending force with KB = 0.01. Fig. 4 illustrates the
y-displacement of the trailing edge and the time variation of the plate deformation.
The results obtained in Figures 3 and 4(a) are in good agreement in comparison with
7
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Figure 4: (a) Time history of the y-coordinate position of the trailing edge of the plate subjected to only
gravity γ = 10, with bending force KB = 0.01. The solid line shows the present model, circles present
the results of the study performed by Huang et al. [19] and diamonds represent the results of the study
done by Favier et al. [24], (b) The sequence of superposition of the plate from up to down between time
0 − 0.8.

the available numerical results [19, 24].
3.2

Numercal results of FSI

Having established the credibility of the structural model, we now couple the structure
and fluid models to investigate their interaction. The computational domain is a rectangular channel with 0 ≤ x ≤ 9L and 0 ≤ y ≤ 4L where L is the length of the flexible
plate. The flexible plate modeling the soft palate is attached to a rigid plate with length
L representing the hard palate. The origin of the rigid plate is located in the middle of
the height of the channel. Therefore, the leading edge of the flexible plate is placed at
(L, 2L). Overall, the computational domain is discretized by 581 × 281 grid points in longitudinal and transversal directions, respectively. The Reynolds number Re = ρUµL = 378
and the Mach number Ma = cU0 = 0.1 are used based on the inlet velocity, density, viscosity, speed of sound and the plate length. The nondimensional line density ρρ0sL is 1, and
the nondimensional flexural rigidity ρ0Kc2BL3 = 0.0001 is used. The plate is discretized by
0

0
= 0.001 is chosen. The initial configuration of the flexible
N = 81 grid points and ∆tc
L
plate is a straight line like in the previous section with θ = −0.04π. The flexible plate
has been fixed to its initial displacement until an approximately steady state flow solution
is reached at tcL0 = 60 . Then, the flexible plate is released from its initial position and
allowed to interact with the flow.
Fig. 5 represents the y-displacement of the trailing edge and the time variation of the
plate deformation. The amplitude of the oscillation is decreasing, and the frequency is

8
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Figure 5: (a) Time history of the y-coordinate position of the trailing edge of the plate in FSI. (b)
Sequence of flexible plate deformation from tc0 /L = 60 to tc0 /L = 105, the initial and final deformation
are marked by the red solid line and the blue dashed line, respectively.

Fig. 6 shows the instantaneous spanwise vorticity contours in the left column and the
corresponding pressure field on the right at five time instants. The plate is released to
oscillate at nondimensional time tc0 /L = 60. The plate oscillation produces a strong
acoustic wave near the trailing edge of the plate. The wave hits the top and bottom wall
of the channel and the reflected waves propagate into the domain, hitting waves newly
produced by oscillating plate and waves reflected the at the inlet. These reflected waves
interact and produce a complex interference pattern which leads a very noisy pressure field.
The complexity of the reflections and vicinity of the inlet boundary imposing uniform flow
to the trailing edge lead to a build-up of vortices near the inlet. Behind the trailing edge
of the oscillating plate, a complex vorticity pattern is observed.
4

Conclusions

In the present study, we have implemented a two-dimensional structure model to interact with compressible viscous flow in order to simulate the fluid structure interaction
for a simplified model of the soft palate in the pharynx. The soft palate is modeled as a
deformable inextensible plate. The FSI algorithm is based on the Arbitrary Lagrangian–
Eulerian formulation with an explicit, two-way coupling strategy. The 2D compressible
Navier–Stokes equations are computed by highly stable high order summation by parts
(SBP) difference operators. The explicit Runge–Kutta method is applied for time integration. The structure model is solved by an implicit second order difference method to
determine the flexible plate motion. The accuracy of the structural solver has been as9
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Figure 6: The left column shows the time sequence of vorticity contour plots,
presents the corresponding acoustic pressure contour plots,
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sessed through comparisons with previous numerical results. The flow-induced oscillation
of the plate is simulated for low Reynolds and Mach numbers. Strong acoustic waves are
produced by the oscillating plate. Complex pressure and vorticity patterns are observed.
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Abstract. The paper presents results of numerical calculations of drag coefficients of large
spherical solid particles. Several hydraulic cases were tested. The first one - the spheres were
fixed at different heights above a rough bed of an open channel, the second one - the spheres
moved along the channel bed and the third one - the sphere impacted and rebounded from a
smooth surface. Finite Volume and Lattice Boltzmann methods were used for the simulations.
The Particle Image Velocimetry (2D-PIV) was used to determine the velocity field in the open
channel.
1

INTRODUCTION

The flow of solid particles in a vicinity of a wall is very important for many branches like
chemical engineering, civil engineering, environmental problems, hydrotransport. A lot of
efforts have been devoted to problems of particles moving in a linear shear flow. The
hydrodynamic forces acting on a finite-sized particle moving in a wall-bounded linear shear
flow were studied in [1]. The particle Reynolds number varied from 2 to 250. The study
showed that the presence of a wall has a significant influence on the drag coefficient. With
decreasing a gap size between the particle and the wall the drag coefficient increased. Particle
translating and rotating close to a flat wall were studied in [2]. Using DNS simulations a
superposition of drag and lift contributions at a modest Reynolds number regime (1-100) was
investigated. Measurements of fluctuating forces on a stationary near-bed sediment particle
have been performed in [3] for particle Reynolds number range 4000-20000. The results
showed that the value of the drag coefficient was about 0.76. Numerical simulations of forces
acting on a spherical particle sitting on a bed were performed in [4]. For the calculations the
authors used a logarithmic velocity profile as an input. The authors suggested a constant value
of the drag coefficient of 0.54 for a range of the Reynolds numbers 1000-10000. They also
highlighted an importance of the definition of flow velocity seen by the particle for the
calculation of the drag coefficient.
The main objectives of this study are to numerically simulate a flow around large spherical
particles in a water channel flow. The ratios of flow depth to particle diameters are 2.5 and 6.8
respectively. In this study we have focused on an initial stage of the particle movement up to
t* = t u/D = 40.
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2 GEOMETRICAL ARRANGEMENT
Schematic view of the geometrical arrangement for the numerical simulations is shown in
Fig. 1. The bottom of the channel was covered by a one layer of glass rods of diameter 6 mm.
The rods were placed perpendicularly on the flow direction. The spheres of diameters D were
fixed in different heights, h, above the bottom. Two smooth spheres of diameter 25.4 and 10
mm were used. The channel flow depth was 65 mm (measured form the center of the bed
rods) and the mean velocity was 0.5 m/s. The bulk Reynolds number calculated form the
mean velocity and the flow depth was Re = 31000. The gaps between the sphere and the
bottom were h=2; 4.3 and 10 mm for the larger particle (D=25.4 mm) and h= 4.3 and 10 mm
for the second sphere (D=10 mm). We also tested an influence of the particle rotation on the
drag coefficient so the larger sphere placed 4.3 mm above the bottom was allowed to free
rotate with an angular velocity ω=60 rad/s at the clock-wise direction about the transverse
axis (the flow direction is from the left to the right, see Fig. 1).
ω

Figure 1: Schematic view

Similar hydraulic conditions were used for the experimental part. The experiments were
performed in the horizontal open channel of a cross section 0.25x0.25 m and length 6 m. Both
the side walls and the bottom are made from glass plates. As for the numerical simulations the
channel bottom was covered by one layer of the glass rods of diameter 6 mm. The rods were
placed perpendicularly on the flow direction. The 2D PIV system consisted of a camera
NanoSense MK III with 4 GB inner memory and frame rate 1000 fps in full resolution
1280x1024 pixels. The capacity of the camera inner memory enabled to pick up the frames in
a total time 3.3 sec. The seeding particles used were hollow glass 10 µm particles (Dantec Inc.
DK). As the sources of illumination were used Leica KL2500LCD equipped with lightline
with adjustable focusing optics. This light source worked in a continuous mode. The lights
were placed above the water level and under the channel bottom. The flow depth in the
measuring section was H=64 mm and the flow rate was 8.6 l/s. The bulk flow Reynolds
number was Re=33000.
3

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The CFD conducted in this study were large eddy simulations - LES implemented in FVM
(Ansys Fluent) and LES implemented in a in-house code of LBM. Size of a computational
domain for the channel flow simulated by the FVM was 4.6H x H x 2H where H is the open
channel flow depth. Smagorinksy-Lilly approach was used as the sub grid model with
Cs=0.14. To achieve a reasonable turbulence level a simulation without the spherical particles
was performed. We used periodic flow conditions at the inlet and outlet boundaries and on the
side walls a symmetry condition was applied. The water flow surface was modelled as a wall
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with zero shear stress. A thickness of the first layer of the boundary layer on the particle
surface was 0.05 mm and time steps of the calculations were 0.0005-0.001 sec. The
computational mesh consisted of 8.6 million mostly tetrahedron cells.
The channel flow was also modelled using the lattice Boltzmann (LBM) based simulation.
The LBM represents a recent numerical approach which excels thanks to its effectiveness and
straightforwardness in modeling arbitrary boundaries. The lattice Boltzmann equation
1
(1)
f i (x + ci ∆t , t + ∆t ) − f i (x, t ) = ( f i eq − f i )
t
represents a discrete analogy to the continuous Boltzmann equation and it is derived by
discretization in time and space, and by choice of the discrete velocity space (meaning of
individual symbols follows in the text). The LBE describes dynamics of fictive particles
propagating along links of an orthogonal lattice, given by the choice of discrete velocities ci,
and interacting in the nodes of the lattice. The fictive particles are represented by distribution
functions fi which give probabilities of finding a fictive particle in a certain time t in a certain
node x with a certain discrete velocity ci. The LBE can be evaluated in two steps: the stream
or propagation step which is described by the left hand side of the LBE, and the collision step
which is determined by the term on the right hand side of the LBE. In the first step the values
of the distribution functions are shifted to the neighboring nodes along the corresponding
directions. In the second step the fictive particles interact in the nodes which is realized
through relaxation to the equilibrium distribution functions fieq and the rate of the relaxation is
given by the relaxation time τ. The total interaction which includes the relaxation is
determined by the collision operator. In the examined simulation the LBGK operator, which
conserves mass and momentum, with single relaxation time τ was used. From locality of both
steps follows possible parallelization of the LBM which leads to its mentioned effectivity.
As the considered flow is characterized by high values of the Reynolds number, the LBM
based simulation was enriched by a Smagorinsky subgrid model which modified the value of
the relaxation parameter in each node to model influence of unresolved scales on the flow. On
the surface of the moving sphere the no-slip boundary condition is imposed which is
implemented by the bounce-back algorithm where contribution of momentum transfer from
the moving sphere is included. The force, which the flow exerts on the sphere as it moves
through the channel, is given by the sum of contributions of incoming and outgoing fictive
particles over all boundary nodes


w
F = − 2∑∑  f i − 2i ρ (ci v ) ci
(2)
cs
xb i 

where wi represents weights for different lattice directions, cs is the lattice sound speed, 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 is
the flow density and v is the velocity of the sphere. Three different lattice boundary schemes
are employed to model boundaries of the channel. The side walls, the inflow and the outflow
are connected by the periodical condition, the bed surface is simulated by the bounce-back
algorithm and the free surface of the flow is implemented with the help of the modified
symmetric condition.
The in-house simulation employed the standard D3Q19 lattice to study the examined
process. The computational domain made of 400 × 91 × 91 nodes corresponded to 0.3 × 0.068
× 0.068 m which led to the space step Δx = 7.5 × 10-4 m. This resolution determined the
number of 34 nodes per the particle diameter D=25.4 mm. Although there is no
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straightforward way to choose Δt with respect to Δx within the LBM it was assumed that the
order of the time step and the space step were related as Δt / Δx = 0.1.
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The initial stage of the numerical simulations was focused on the flow around the sphere
placed at a stream of a constant velocity without any wall effect. The FVM approach was
used. A computational domain of dimensions 0.25 x 0.1 x 0.1 m was built and inside the box
we placed the sphere of the diameter D=25.4 mm. The input velocities were 0.15 and 0.47 m/s
(Re=3800 and 12000). We also studied a combination of input velocities and streamwise
rotation of the angular velocity ω=60 rad/s. The flow was impulsively started from zero to
given velocity. The vortex structures behind the sphere are shown in Fig. 2 for the input
velocity 0.15 m/s and in Fig. 3 for the input velocity 0.47 m/s. The flow direction is from the
left to the right. The vortices are visualized as isosurfaces of the Q-criterion (Q=10 s-2). A
relatively stable primary vortex can be seen in the plots (a) and (c) which show the situation
without particle rotation for different non-dimensional times t* = t u/ D. Due to the rotation
the vortical structures are deformed even for low values of the non-dimensional time. Values
of the longitudinal force (F) were recorded and finally the drag coefficient was calculated
from well-known equation Cd=F/(0.125ρu2πD2). The results are shown in Fig. 4 for the both
Reynolds numbers. The drag coefficient of non-rotating sphere of Re=3800 is about CD=0.43
which corresponds to literature data. For the rotating sphere the drag coefficient significantly
fluctuates and its mean value is about CD=0.51. For Re=12000 the drag coefficient of the nonrotating sphere more or less corresponds to values of lower Re up to t*=20. In a range
20<t*<30 a remarkable increase of the drag coefficient can be observed. In that region the
flow behind the sphere becomes fully turbulent. For a region t*>30 the values of the drag
coefficient smoothly approach the data of the lower Re. For rotating sphere of Re=12000 the
transition to turbulence occurs sooner (t*=6) and the values of the drag coefficient are higher
CD=0.61.

b)

a)

c)

d)

Figure 2: Isosurfaces of the Q-criterion (Q=10 s-2) - a) u=0.15m/s, ω=0, t*=1.8; b) u=0.15m/s, ω=60, t*=1.8; c)
u=0.15m/s, ω=0, t*=5.9; d) u=0.15m/s, ω=60, t*=5.9
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3: Isosurfaces of the Q-criterion (Q=10 s-2) - a) u=0.47m/s, ω=0, t*=3.7; b) u=0.47m/s, ω=60, t*=3.7; c)
u=0.47m/s, ω=0, t*=7.4; d) u=0.47m/s, ω=60, t*=7.4
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Figure 4: Time histories of the drag coefficients (D=25.4 mm) – constant velocity input

We also simulated an impact of the sphere with smooth wall in the normal direction and a
rebound of the sphere from the wall. We used the same computational domain as in the
previous case. To avoid difficulties of a grid remeshing close to the sphere surface the sphere
was fixed at the initial position above the wall (L/D=4.7) and whole computational box was
allowed to move with a constant velocity 0.15 m/s (Re=3800). When the sphere came near the
wall the motion was stopped and after a short time (4 ms) the box moved at opposite direction
with the same velocity (0.15 m/s). The force on the sphere surface was recorded and the drag
coefficient was subsequently calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 5 where t*=0
corresponds to a time of the impact. When the gap between the sphere and the wall is about
one sphere diameter the drag coefficient increases up to a value CD =1.3. But in our case the
sphere did not touch the wall (the final gap was 1.5 mm) and the drag coefficient will be
probably higher just at the impact. The rebounding phase is characterized by a fluctuation of
the drag coefficient.
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Figure 5: Time history of the drag coefficient during the normal impact with the wall (D=25.4 mm)

The FVM simulation of the channel flow consisted of two steps. The first step was a
simulation of the channel flow without any particles. During this phase turbulent flow
conditions were achieved. At the second phase the resulted data of velocities and pressure
were interpolated onto the computational domain with the particle and the simulation was
initialized. It means that the flow around the sphere impulsively started from the time of the
initialization. In the case of the LBM-LES simulation a power law equation was used to
initialize the velocity profile inside the domain. A comparison of the simulated and measured
non-dimensional velocity profiles is shown in Fig. 6. The particle Reynolds numbers were
calculated from the mean velocities at positions corresponding to the centers of the particles.
The particle Reynolds numbers varied from 4000 (D=10 mm) to 12000 (D=25.4mm).
70
60

H [mm]

50

PIV
FVM
LBM

40
30
20
10
0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

U/Umean

Figure 6: Profiles of the channel mean velocities

The spherical particles were fixed at different positions above the rough bed. For the gap
height h=4.3 mm and the particle diameter D= 25.4 mm isosurfaces of the vortex Q parameter
are shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. Fig. 7 shows the results of the FVM simulations for the nonrotating sphere at different non-dimensional times. Due to the higher velocity at the top of the
sphere the primary vortex ring is deformed and it is transported to the central part of the main
flow. On the contrary due to the particle rotation (at clockwise direction) the primary
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a)

b)

d)

c)

Figure 7: Isosurfaces of the Q-criterion (D=25.4 mm, h=4.3 mm) – a) t*=1.5, b) t*=2.2, c) t*=3.6, d) t*=7.2

b)

a)

c)

d)

Figure 8: Isosurfaces of the Q-criterion (D=25.4 mm, h=4.3 mm, ω=60 rad/s) – a) t*=1.5, b) t*=2.2, c) t*=3.6,
d) t*=7.2
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vortex is not developed, see Fig. 8. Fig. 9 shows the results of the LBM-LES simulations for
the non-rotating particle at the same position (h=4.3 mm). The LBM-LES simulation seems to
break the main vortical structure into small vortices during a shorter time.
The resulting time histories of the drag coefficients for the larger sphere (D=25.4 mm) are
plotted in Fig. 10. For the gap height h = 10 mm the values of the drag coefficients correspond
to the values calculated for the free stream input. With decreasing heights of the gap the drag
coefficients are increasing. For the gap height h=4.3 mm the value of the drag coefficient is
about 0.58, for h = 2 mm the drag coefficient is about 0.63 and for h = 4.3 mm and rotation of
ω = 60 rad/s the drag coefficient is about 0.70. The results of the both simulations are in a
good agreement. The history of the drag coefficient development for smaller particle (D =10
mm) is shown in Fig. 11. No significant influence of the gap height on the drag coefficient
was observed. The drag coefficient in the channel flow is about 10 percent higher compare to
the free stream.
The LBM-LES was used to simulate the motion of the spherical particle parallel to the
channel bottom. The larger particle (D = 25.4 mm) was initially placed at a position 10 mm
above the bottom. The particle moved along the bottom by a constant velocity 0.45 m/s. The
channel point velocities were modelled by the power law equation. The developed vortical
structures are shown in Fig. 12 as isosurfaces of the Q-criterion. The vortices are relatively
stable compare to the flow around fixed particle.

a)

b)

d)

c)

Figure 9: Isosurfaces of the Q-criterion (D=25.4 mm, h=4.3 mm, LBM-LES) – a) t*=1.8, b) t*=3.6, c) t*=5.4,
d) t*=9.1
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Figure 10: Time histories of the drag coefficients (D=25.4 mm) – channel flow
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Figure 11: Time histories of the drag coefficients (D=10 mm) – channel flow

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 12: Isosurfaces of the Q-criterion - moving sphere (D=25.4 mm, h=10 mm, LBM-LES) – a) t*=1.8,
b) t*=3.6, c) t*=5.4, d) t*=7.1
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5

CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents numerical simulations of the flow around large spherical particles.
Several geometrical arrangements were studied. The particles were flowed around by a free
stream input, the particle impacted and rebounded from a wall, the particles were fixed at
different position above rough bed in the channel flow and the particle moved parallelly along
the bed. The forces acting on the particle were monitored and the drag coefficients were
calculated. It was shown that the drag coefficient is increasing with decreasing the gap height
between the particle and the bed.
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Abstract. In this paper, linear and quadratic modal approximations of elastodynamic
solid deformation in FSI problems are considered. Firstly, the theory of quadratic extension of modal analysis presented in [1] is laid out. The quadratic and linear approximations
are then benchmarked against full FEM analysis in various test cases. These are chosen
to be representative of flutter considerations in the aerospace field. The quadratic approximation is shown to produce a markedly better prediciton of solid deformation for
small to medium deflections.

1

INTRODUCTION

Accurately predicting the onset of flutter is an important consideration when designing
and certifying aircraft for an intended flight envelope. It is by now common practice
in computational aeroelasticity to approximate the structural deformation using normal
linear modal analysis [2, 3]. Linear modal analysis provides an efficient approximation
for aeroelastic applications, and has been shown to provide credible flutter predictions
[4]. The structural response is described by the system mode shapes and associated
natural frequencies, which can either be obtained from experimental ground vibration
tests (GVTs) or be approximated numerically using techniques such as the finite element
method.
Linear modal dynamic systems are however limited to very small deflections, and are
incapable of providing accurate representations for large rotations (for example when
performing T-tail flutter analysis [5]). To improve the accuracy of modal analysis for
rotating reference frames, Segelman et al. [6] introduced the method of quadratic mode
shape components.
1
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We aim to demonstrate via examples that these quadratic mode shape components
provide an approximation of the geometric non-linearity present within the full elastodynamic structural equations, albeit for relatively small deflections. The addition of the
quadratic mode shape terms remain a linearised expansion, and therefore retains much of
the numerical efficiency offered by normal modal analysis.
Following the work presented in [1], we will outline the procedure for approximating
the quadratic mode shape components using a number of static, small strain finite element
analyses. The improved accuracy offered by including the quadratic terms will be shown
on a number of fluid-structure interactions (FSI) benchmark problems, and compared to
high-fidelity FSI simulations.
2
2.1

Modal Dynamics
Linear Modal Dynamics

Using standard FEM analysis software (and to a lesser extent FVM), it is possible to
compute the eigenvectors or mode shapes φi along with the natural frequencies ωi of a
given linear elastic structure. The real space displacement u can then be approximated
by the linear expansion of the mode shapes such that
u=

n


qi φ i

(1)

i=1

where qi are the modal expansion coefficients or modal variables, and n is the number
of retained mode shapes. The generalised equation for aeroelastic structural deformation
rewritten in terms of the of the modal variables can be expressed as
M q̈ + C q̇ + Kq = Q

(2)

where M , K and C represents the reduced mass, stiffness and damping matrices. Q
represents the generalised force vector given by

Qi =
dF φi ,
(3)
Ω

where dF = pnf dA−σ·nf dA is the nodal forces along the FSI interface. Here p represents
the interface pressure, and σf the fluid viscous stress tensor and nf dA the outward
pointing surface area normal vector. Typically φi is interpolated from the structural
mesh to the fluid domain interface mesh, where dF then represents the nodal forces
acting along the fluid domain’s interface. This allows for the generalised forces, Q, and
the general elastic equation (2) to be directly computed along the fluid interface.
When computed using the FEM, the mode shapes and elastic equation (2) are typically
normalised such that the reduced stiffness and damping matrices become
 
M = I and K = diag ωn2 .
2
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2.2

Quadratic mode shape components

For small displacements, van Zyl et al. [1] demonstrated that the linearised expansion
in equation (1) can be improved by including coupled quadratic mode shape components
φij such that
u=

n

i=1

qi φ i +

n 
n


qi qj φij .

(5)

i=1 j=1

Given the quadratic mode shape components, the generalised force Qi is now defined as



n

Qi =
(6)
dF · φi +
qj φij .
Ω

j=1

The generalised structural equation (2) can be rewritten as
(7)
Mij q̈j + Cij q̇j + K̃ij qj = Q̃i ,


where K̃ij = Kij − Ω dF · φij and Q̃i = Ω dF · φi . The linear system (7) is solved at
every time step using fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration.
3

APPROXIMATING QUADRATIC MODE SHAPE COMPONENTS FROM
FEM

Following the work presented in [1], the quadratic mode shape components can be
approximated using a number of static, small strain, linear elastic FEM analyses. This
as opposed to [6, 7, 8] which require multiple non-linear static analyses. The method was
first proposed using energy arguments derived using truss elements, and later extended
to general elastic finite elements.
For the discussion to follow, assume we have available two linear mode shapes, namely
φi and φj . A linearised approximation for the displacement of node l, of a general elastic
element, can then be given as
ul = qi φli + qj φlj + uR

(8)

where uR represents an additional rotational displacement term not accounted for by
linear modal analysis. The aim of the additional higher order quadratic mode shape
components is to counteract the effect of neglecting uR . Given two mode shapes, the
additional rotational components can be approximated following [1] as
ij
uR = uiiR + ujj
R + uR .
 1
 1







1
= qi2 Ri × Ri × pl + qj2 Rj × Rj × pl + qi qj Ri × Rj × pl + Rj × Ri × pl
2
2
4
(9)

3
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Here pl is a position vector from some point within the element to node l. The exact
location of point p is insignificant and can be taken to be element centroid or the average
of the nodal co-ordinates. Vectors Ri and Rj are the rigid body rotations associated with
mode shapes φi and φj respectively for a given
element.


In equation (9), the first term, 12 qi2 Ri × Ri × pl , relates to the quadratic component
to be cancelled by φii , the second with φjj and the third with the coupled quadratic
mode shape component φij = φji . In general, because of the symmetry φij = φji , for n
linear mode shapes, there will be (n + 3) n/2 − n quadratic mode shape components to
be computed for, i.e.
φii = {φ11 , φ12 , φ1N , φ22 , φ23 , ...φ2n , ..., φnn } .
Computation of the various components of uR requires isolating the various rigid body
rotation vectors, Ri,j , associated with each of the linear mode shapes φi,j . Consider
Figure 1, where each mode shape is expressed as a displacement vector represented by
the summation of rigid body translation and rigid body rotation
{φi }el = T el + Ri,el × p,

(10)

where T el = {tx , ty , tz } represents the linear translation components and Ri,el = {rx , ry , rz }
the rigid body rotation (angles of rotation) for the given element. The system described
by (10) is however over determined, since there are only 6 unknowns to be solved for but
3m known components of φi = {φ1,x , φ1,y , φ1,z , ..., φm,z }T , where m is the number of nodes
within the element. The least squares problem to approximate the rigid body rotation
vector Ri associated with mode shape φi for an m noded element can be expressed in
matrix form as


 

φ1,x 




tx 








φ
1,y







I P1 
t



y

 
 φ1,z 

 I P2 


tz


.
..
,
(11)
=
 ..
..  r


 .
x 
. 





 

r 

 
 φm,x 

I Pm 



 

 y 
φ


m,y
rz



 φ
m,z
where P l is a matrix representative of the cross product between the reference vector
associated with node l and the to be computed rotation vector, pTl × Ri , i.e.




1 0 0
0
pl,z −pl,y
0
pl,x  , and I =  0 1 0  .
(12)
P l =  −pl,z
0 0 1
pl,y −pl,x
0

There will be a rotation vector for each element within the structural mesh, for each of
the linear mode shapes.
4
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Figure 1: An exaggerated illustration of the translation, T , and rotation, R, of a twodimensional 4-noded element.
 N
The quadratic mode shape components N
i=1
j=1 qi qj φij need to cancel out the additional rotational displacement term uR . From a kinetic energy perspective, as explained
in [1], in order to minimise spurious contributions to the kinetic energy, the quadratic
mode shape components should be orthogonal to the corresponding linear mode shapes.
A convenient means is to orthogonalise the linear and quadratic mode shapes with respect
to the system stiffness matrix
φTi [K] φii = 0,
(13)
where [K] here represents the full FEM, static, small strain stiffness matrix, and not the
reduced modal stiffness matrix.
There are therefore two conditions to be satisfied. The quadratic modes shapes need
to be orthogonal to the linear mode shapes and need to cancel out the effects of the
additional rotational term uR .
The rotational terms are cancelled by computing the reaction forces resulting from the
displacement uR , and subsequently computing the equivalent displacement which would
cancel out the the reaction forces. Given the rotational displacement uR , the reaction can
be computed for a given element as
f iel = [K]el uiR,el ,

(14)

where [K]el represents the local element stiffness matrix. Using the appropriate global
degrees of freedom, the forces should be appropriately summed into the global force vector
f iglobal . φii can then be computed by solving the general FEM linear system of
[K] φii = f iglobal .

(15)

In order to satisfy both the orthogonality constraint (13) along with (15) a Lagrange
multiplier system of equations can be constructed and solved for

  i 

[K]
[K] uiR
φii
f
.
(16)
=
iT
λ
0
uR [K]
0
Similarly, the coupled quadratic modes φij have two orthogonality conditions which have
5
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to be satisfied

 

[K]
[K] uiR [K] ujR  φij   f ij 
 uiRT [K]

0
0
λ1
.
=
0

 

T
j
λ
0
2
0
0
uR [K]


(17)

The procedure to approximate the quadratic mode shape components can be summarised as follows:
1. Using a standard FEM package solve for the set of linear mode shapes φ = {φ1 , ..., φN }.
2. For each element compute a reference point p, and compute the corresponding reference vector pl for each node l.
3. For each of the retained mode shapes φi , compute the associated element solid body
rotation vector Riel by solving the least squares problem (11).
4. Using (9), compute each component of uij
el,R .
ij
5. Compute the nodal reaction forces f ij
el = [K]el uel,R .
i
6. Sum up f ij
el into the appropriate global force vector f global .

7. Solve for the approximate φii and φij components using either (16) or (17) depending on whether there are one or two orthogonality conditions that need to be
satisfied.
4

VALIDATING MODAL FSI AGAINST FULL HIGH-FIDELITY FSI

In this section we aim to compare the approximations obtained using linear and
quadratic mode shapes and compare these to results obtained using full, high-fidelity
FSI simulations. The same spatial and temporal discretisation will be used for both the
high-fidelity and modal based ROM. This in turn allows for a direct comparison of the
methods, as both sets of simulations will have the same numerical errors.
The normal linear mode shapes and natural frequencies are computed using CalculiX [9]. The fluid flow is computed using OpenFOAM [10], and the fluid and structural
domains are implicitly coupled using Aitken’s method. The full, high-fidelity FSI simulations are performed using an implicit, partitioned coupling of OpenFOAM and CalculiX
[11].
In all test cases, we retain the first 4 linear mode shapes, which corresponds to 10
additional quadratic mode shape components.

6
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Figure 2: Dam break with elastic structure problem description.
4.1

Dam Break VOF validation

We consider here a simple dam break problem, where a collapsing column of water
strikes a flexible elastic structure, which has previously been analysed in [12, 13, 14]. The
problem setup is shown in Figure 2, and consists of a 29.2cm column of water which
collapses under gravity, striking an 8cm tall, 1.2cm wide, elastic obstacle. The tank is
open at the top, and surface tension effects are ignored due to the large length scales.
The problem is solved here using 3672 linear FVM elements and 14 quadratic, full
integration solid elements. The time step size is chosen as ∆t =0.001s. In Figure 3, the
advancing front along with the elastic deformation is shown for various time steps.
A comparison of the tip displacement of the flexible baffle is shown in Figure 4. The
improvement in solution accuracy offered by the inclusion of the quadratic mode shape
components is directly evident.
4.2

T-Tail

A T-tail like structure is analysed here under fluid cross-flow for 3 different inlet velocities of 1m/s, 3m/s and 5m/s. The problem is selected to illustrate the improved accuracy
offered by the quadratic mode shape components when considering larger structural deformations, and problems with rotating reference frames. The geometry along with material
properties is outlined in Figure 5. The aim is to provide a preliminary indication of the
modal FSI solver using quadratic mode shapes for different deformation magnitudes.
In Figure 6 the T-tail deformations along with pressure contours is shown for the
different inlet velocities (computed using the high-fidelity FSI solver) with a comparison
of the tip displacements shown in Figure 7. The improvement offered by the inclusion
of the additional quadratic mode shape components are once again visible at higher flow
rates. The problem clearly highlights, that while the quadratic modes do provide improved
accuracy, the applicability remains limited to comparatively small displacements.

7
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(a) t=0.14s

(b) t=0.18s

(c) t=0.23s

(d) t=0.38s

(e) t=0.46s

(f) t=0.8s

Figure 3: Wave interaction with elastic obstruction at various time steps.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Comparison of the displacement using linear and quadratic modal dynamics
with full high-fidelity FSI. A total of 4 modes are used for the modal dynamics analysis.

8
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Figure 5: T-Tail material properties and problem description.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Pressure contours along with structural deformation at t = 1.5s for inlet velocities of (a) 1m/s, (b) 3m/s and (c) 5m/s.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: Comparison of tip y-displacement for inlet velocities of (a) 1m/s, (b) 3m/s and
(c) 5m/s. 4 mode shapes are retained for the modal analysis.

9
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Table 1: Comparison of the beam tip frequency of oscillations, compared to the results
obtained in [15].
Frequency [Hz]
ux
uy
5

Linear Modal
0.0
1.85

Quadratic Modal
3.0
1.88

Full FSI
3.72
1.9

Results from [15]
3.8
2.0

2D flexible beam

In this test problem, flow around a fixed cylinder with an attached flexible beam is
analysed. The beam undergoes large deformations induced by oscillating vortices formed
by flow around the circular bluff body.
The problem was first proposed by Turek et al. [15], and has received substantial
numerical verification. The problem layout and material properties are provided in Figure 8(a).
The FSI problem consists of a 0.02m thick, 0.35m long flexible beam, attached to a fixed
cylinder with diameter of 0.1m. The cylinder centre is by design constructed to be nonsymmetric to remove dependence on numerical errors to induce the onset of deformations.
A parabolic inlet boundary condition, with mean flow velocity of Ū = 1m/s is slowly
ramped up for t < 0.5s via (1 − cos (πt/2)) /2. The top, bottom and fixed cylinder walls
are defined as non-slip boundaries. The problem is solved here using 3800 finite-volume
fluid cells, and 72 full integration, bi-quadratic finite elements, with a time step size of
∆t = 0.001s.
A snapshot of the beam deformation based on the full FSI simulation is shown in
Figure 8(b) with a comparison of the beam tip displacements in Figures 8(c) and 8(d).
Both the linear and quadratic modal analysis correctly predicts the state of flutter, but are
incapable of correctly computing the magnitudes of the oscillating beam. The computed
oscillation frequencies is summarised in Table 1. The frequencies computed using both
the linear and quadratic mode shapes compare favourably.
6

CONCLUSION

In this study we set out to directly compare linear and quadratic modal analysis on
a set of FSI benchmark problems. The procedure to compute the quadratic components
using a number of small strain FEM analysis was outlined. Approximating the structural
deformation using the quadratic mode shape components adds only a mild additional
complexity, retains the numerical efficiency offered by normal linear modal analysis, all
the while offering noticeably improved accuracy (albeit still limited to comparatively small
structural deformations).

10
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8: (a) Flexible beam problem description, (b) with a snapshot of the beam displacement and pressure using full, high-fidelity FSI, with a comparison of the beam tip
(c) x-displacement and (d) y-displacement.
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Abstract. This paper addresses numerical simulations of fluid-structure interaction (FSI)
problems involving artery aneurysms, focusing on steady-state configurations. Both the
fluid flow and the hyperelastic material are incompressible. A monolithic formulation for
the FSI problem is considered, where the deformation of the fluid domain is taken into
account according to an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) scheme. The numerical
algorithm is a Newton-Krylov method combined with geometric multigrid preconditioner
and smoothing based on domain decomposition. The system is modeled using a specific
equation shuffling that aims at improving the row pivoting. Due to the complexity of
the operators, the exact Jacobian matrix is evaluated using automatic differentiation
tools. We describe benchmark settings which shall help to test and compare different
numerical methods and code implementations for the FSI problem in hemodynamics.
The configurations consist of realistic artery aneurysms. A case of endovascular stent
implantation on a cerebral aneurysm is also presented. Hybrid meshes are employed in
such configurations. We show numerical results for the described aneurysm geometries
for steady-state boundary conditions. Parallel implementation is also addressed.

1

INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade numerous advances in the simulation of stented brain aneurysms
were proposed, but the majority of them involved only computational fluid dynamics
1
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(CFD). When pure CFD is used for vascular blood flow simulations, it is assumed that
the vessel wall remains rigid. The rigid wall assumption does not properly reflect the
elastic nature of arterial walls and the behavior of real blood vessels, since vessel walls
are deformed by the action of blood flow forces and, in turn, this deformation alters the
details of blood flow. For the modeling to be realistic, coupled fluid-structure interaction
(FSI) modeling must be employed. In this work, we propose FSI simulations of stenting
technology applied to 2D and 3D brain aneurysms geometries. We consider a monolithic
coupling between the fluid and the solid, focusing on steady-state formulations. Blood has
been considered as an incompressible Newtonian fluid and a hyperelastic solid has been
used to represent vessel wall tissue. We describe the solid motion in a Lagrangian way,
while the fluid is observed in Eulerian fashion. The deformation of the fluid domain is
taken into account according to an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) approach, which
is one of the most popular techniques in the FSI community ([3], [6], [11]). To solve the
FSI system, we propose a monolithic Newton-Krylov solver preconditioned by a geometric
multigrid algorithm. Newton linearization is performed as an outer iteration, and the the
evaluation of the exact Jacobian matrix associated to the fluid-solid coupled state equations is performed with automatic differentiation tools provided by the Adept software
package ([8]). Multigrid F-cycle and V-cycle schemes are considered with a Richardson
smoother preconditioned by an additive Schwarz method (ASM). Other works in which
multigrid and domain decomposition methods are employed for hemodynamics applications are [10], [9] and [12]. Our solver has been implemented in the open-source C++
Femus library (https://github.com/FeMTTU/femus) using the GMRES solver and the
geometric multigrid preconditioner interface implemented in the PETSc toolkit [4]. For
validation and evaluation of the accuracy and performance of the proposed methodology, we present numerical studies for both 2D and 3D cerebral aneurysm configurations.
To simulate the effect of stents, we consider both the meshing of flow diverters and the
porous medium (PM) approach ([2]). Advantages of the porous medium method include
the reduction of the number of simulation mesh elements, with the resulting reduction
of computational time. The paper is organized as it follows. In Section 2 we present
the strong formulations of the steady-state incompressible FSI problem under investigation. In section 3 we describe our Monolithic Newton-Krylov solver. Numerical results of
benchmark problems are presented in Sections 4 and 5. Finally, we draw our conclusions.
2

FORMULATION OF THE FSI PROBLEM

Let Ω = Ωf ∪ Ωs ⊂ Rn be the current configuration of fluid and solid at time T = ∞.
Clearly, Ωf and Ωs are referred to fluid and solid, respectively. Let Γi = Ωf ∩ Ωs be the
interface between solid and fluid in the current configuration, and let Γf and Γs be the
parts of the boundary adjacent only to the fluid or only to the solid.
 f := Ωf0 and Ω
 s := Ωs . Normally, they are referred
We use the hat notation to define Ω
0
 := Ω0 and
to as the undeformed or reference configuration. Consequently, we define Ω
i
i
 := Γ0 . In the following we will use the notations ∇
 or ∇ to refer to the gradient
Γ
2
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 or n to denote the outward unit normal fields in the reference
operators and the symbols n
or in the current configuration, respectively.
 s is called Lagrangian domain and the field q s (
The domain Ω
x) defined on it is called
f

Lagrangian field. Furthermore, the domain Ω is called ALE domains and the field q f (
x)
s f

defined on it is called ALE field. We remark that Ω , Ω were initially occupied only by
the solid and fluid, respectively. As a consequence of the solid movement, the domain
on which we observe the fluid motion changes, and we need to define a deformation for
the fluid domain. The domain Ωf is occupied only by fluid at time T = ∞. The moving
domains Ωf and Ωs are called Eulerian domains, and fields q(x) defined on Eulerian
domains are called Eulerian fields. Notice that the Eulerian domains dipends on the
current configuration at time T = ∞. In order to describe the motion of the fluid and
solid domains, let us define an invertible and sufficiently smooth mapping X , so that
 → Ω,
X :Ω

 + d(
X (
x) := x
x) .

(1)

The field d(
x) is called displacement field. The displacement field d(
x) is determined
separately in the fluid and solid parts as a solution of two different subproblems. Its
restrictions df (
x) and ds (
x) are referred to as fluid domain displacement (or ALE displacement) and solid displacement, respectively. They are required to take on common
values at the interface, namely
ds (
x) = df (
x) ,
 we also define
 ∈ Ω,
For every x

i .
∈Γ
x

 (
 x) ,
F(d(
x)) = ∇X
x) = I + ∇d(
J(d(
x)) = det F(d(
x)) ,

B(d(
x)) = F(d(
x))FT (d(
x)) .

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

The symbols F and B denote the deformation gradient tensor and the left Cauchy-Green
deformation tensor, respectively.
Steady-state solid subproblem. The steady-state solid subproblem consists in finding (ds (x), ps (x)) such that
− ∇ · σ s (ds , ps ) − ρs f s = 0 , x ∈ Ωs ,
s ,
∈ Ω
J(ds ) − 1 = 0 , x


σ s (ds , ps ) · ns − σ f uf , pf · nf = 0 , x ∈ Γi ,
B s (ds , ps ) = 0 , x ∈ Γs

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

The first two equations are known as the incompressible elasticity equations. Here, the
symbols ρs and f s denote mass density and body force density for the solid, respectively.
In Eq.(9) B s denotes an abstract boundary operator for the solid external boundary Γs ,
which may correspond to Dirichlet, Neumann or other types of boundary conditions.
3
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In this solid subproblem the pressure in the solid ps is an internal variable and it does
not have a clear physical meaning. It can be regarded mathematically as the Lagrange
multiplier associated to the solid incompressibility constraint. For the solid stress tensor
σ s we consider incompressible Mooney-Rivlin, whose Lagrangian description is given for
 s by
every (
x, t) ∈ Ω
σ sM R (ds , ps ) = −ps I + 2C1 B(ds ) − 2C2 (B(ds ))−1 ,

(10)

where the constants C1 and C2 depend on the mechanical properties of the material.
We remark that the input to this solid subproblem is the stress at the interface coming
from the fluid part while the output is the displacement of the solid, namely ds .
Steady-state fluid subproblem. The steady-state fluid subproblem consists in
searching for (uf (x), pf (x)) such that


ρf uf · ∇uf − ∇ · σ f (uf , pf ) − ρf f f = 0 x ∈ Ωf ,
(11)
∇ · uf = 0 ,
f

f

f

x ∈ Ωf ,

(12)

f

B (u (x), p (x)) = 0 , x ∈ Γ
f .
uf (x, 0) = 0 , x ∈ Ω

(13)
(14)

The first two equations are referred to as the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.
Here, the symbols ρf and f f denote mass density and body force density for the fluid. In
Eq. (14) B s is an abstract boundary operator for the fluid boundary, similarly as before.
The fluid stress tensor σ f for incompressible Newtonian fluid flows is given as a Eulerian
field for every (x, t) ∈ Ωft by
σ f (uf , pf ) = −pf I + µ(∇uf + (∇uf )T ) ,

(15)

where µ is the fluid viscosity. The input to the fluid subproblem is the displacement of
the fluid domain and the outputs are both fluid velocity and fluid pressure, which are
used to compute the stress at the interface for the solid subproblem.
Steady-state subproblem for the fluid domain displacement. The steady-state
subproblem for the fluid domain displacement consists in finding df (x) such that


f
f T

f ,


∈ Ω
(16)
∇ · k(
x)(∇d + (∇d ) ) = 0 , x
df = ds ,
fd

f

i ,
∈Γ
x

x)) = 0 ,
B (d (

(17)

f

∈Γ .
x

(18)

This subproblem is also referred to as the kinematic equation or the pseudo-solid mapping,
as it defines the arbitrary motion of the fluid domain as another elastic solid. In Eq. (18)
we denote with B f d a general boundary operator which can be chosen arbitrarily depending
on the problem at hand. The function k(
x) may be chosen to be a piecewise-constant
4
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function discontinuous across the element boundary so that smaller elements in the mesh
can be made stiffer. We decided to consider
1
,
(19)
k(
x) =
Vel(x)
 coordinate.
where Vel is the volume of the mesh element that contains the x
We remark that the input of this subproblem is the displacement of the fluid-solid interface
from the solid part, while the output is the displacement of the fluid domain.
If we compare this steady-state formulation with the more general time-dependent one
([3]) we see that the steady-state equations are obtained by setting to zero all partial time
derivatives in the three time-dependent subproblems. Notice that, in the steady-state
case, we only use the ALE mapping to move from the undeformed to the final deformed
configuration of the fluid domain, and we do not have to compute the ALE fluid domain
velocity. Moreover, in the time-dependent formulation, there is another input to the fluid
system, which is the solid velocity at the boundary, that is now equal to zero.
Intracranial stents as porous media. To model a porous medium stent, we follow
the approch given in [2]. We assume a simple homogeneous porous medium which can be
modeled by the addition of a momentum source term to the standard fluid flow equations.
The pressure gradient can be expressed using the Darcy-Forchheimer equation, which can
be averaged as

∆p  µ
1
f 2
−
=
u + C2 ρ u ,
(20)
∆e
α
2
or
−∆p = bu + au2 ,
(21)

to measure the pressure drop between the sides of the stent walls. Here, u is the average
velocity, α is the permeability, C2 is the inertial resistance factor, and ∆e is the thickness
of the porous medium domain. The coefficients a and b depend on the flow diverter
placement in the aneurysm neck. If the aneurysm geometry requires the stent to be
placed parallel to the flow, we observe low exchange of blood between the parent artery
and the aneurysm cavity. This is because the flow inside the aneurysm dome is created by
friction from the parent artery flow. When blood flow points directly into the aneurysm,
then the flow diverter is placed perpendicularly to the flow. In this case an intense fluidic
exchange between the parent artery and the aneurysm is observed. These two situations
are completely different from a fluid mechanics point of view, and Eq. (21) needs to reflect
this difference. We use the coefficients a and b provided in [2], which are
a = 1452 and b = 4188 for stents placed parallel to flow direction,
a = 367.08 and b = 281.35 for stents placed perpendicularly to flow direction.

(22)
(23)

From (20) and (21), the coefficients of the permeability α and the drag factor C2 can
consequently be obtained as
µ
2a
C2 =
and α = ∆e .
(24)
ρ∆e
b
5
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3

MONOLITHIC NEWTON-KRYLOV SOLVER

In a monolithic formulation, we define three unknowns (displacement, velocity and
pressure) in a piecewise fashion at each point of the Eulerian domain Ω as


s
s
s
s



d in Ω
u in Ω
ps in Ωs
d = di in Γi , u = ui in Γi , p =


pf in Ωf ,
 f
 f
u in Ωf
d in Ωf

enforcing continuity across the fluid-solid interface only for the displacement and the
velocity. The weak formulation of the resulting system is discretized using appropriate
finite element spaces and the corresponding Jacobian matrix is obtained by an exact
Newton linearization implemented by automatic differentiation ([8]). The solution of
the linear systems is performed using a GMRES solver preconditioned by a geometric
multigrid algorithm. The smoother is of modified Richardson type, in turn preconditioned
by a restricted additive Schwarz method. The coarse grid correction problem is dealt with
by a direct solver of the monolithic system.
Structure of the Jacobian. Let J(k) denote the exact Jacobian at a nonlinear step
k. Ordering the variables as
 s i f s i f s f 
d d d u u u p p
(25)
we consider the Jacobian to have the following block structure


J(k)

s

s

Sdds Sddi
 I dsi I dii
 d df
 0 Ad

di

 0 0
=
 0 0

 0 F uif

d
 ps ps
 V ds V di
f
0 Wdpi

0
0
i
i
Iddf Iuds
f
Addf 0
s
0 Kuus
0
0
uf
F df 0
0
f
Wdpf

 Momentum Solid
0
i
Momentum Interface
Ipdf 

Kinematic fluid
0 


0  Kinematic Solid

Kinematic Interface
0 

f
Fpuf 
 Momentum Fluid

0 0  Continuity Solid
0 0 Continuity Fluid
s

0
0 Spds
i
i
i
Iudi Iudf Ipds
0
0
0
0
0
0
ui
Kui 0
0
uf
uf
F ui F uf 0

0 0
0
f
pf
0 Wui Wupf

(26)

Equations and unknowns are ordered following a field-ordering approach as in [7]. It is
important to notice that different orderings, though equivalent mathematically, can have
a significant effect on the convergence properties and computational time of the solver,
especially in the parallel setting.
Geometric Multigrid preconditioner. As a preconditioner to the outer monolithic
GMRES iteration, we consider the action of geometric multigrid. Let Φ(Ωhl ) and Ψ(Ωhl )
be the finite element spaces associated to each level of the triangulation {Ωhl }Ll=1 with
6
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l
relative mesh sizes hl . The prolongation Il−1
and restriction Ill−1 operators
l
Il−1
: Φ(Ωhl−1 ) × Φ(Ωhl−1 ) × Ψ(Ωhl−1 ) → Φ(Ωhl ) × Φ(Ωhl ) × Ψ(Ωhl ) ,

Ill−1 : Φ(Ωhl ) × Φ(Ωhl ) × Ψ(Ωhl ) → Φ(Ωhl−1 ) × Φ(Ωhl−1 ) × Ψ(Ωhl−1 )

(27)
(28)

are defined as the natural injection from the coarse to the fine space, and the adjoint of
l
Il−1
with respect to the L2 inner product, respectively. Clearly, the matrix representations
of these operators, Ill−1 and Il−1
l , depend on the block row ordering of the Jacobian (Eq.
(26)), so that a different Jacobian structure affects the structure of Ill−1 and Il−1
l . The
block structures of the prolongation and restriction operators are


 ds di
 ds
Pd s P d s 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rds 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 P dii 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rdsi Rdii 0 0 0 Rdfi 0 0 



 d d
u
d
 0 P di P df 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 R df 0 0 0 0 0 
f
f
f




d
d
d




s
s
i
u
u
u
 0 0 0 Pu s Pu s 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 Rus 0 0 0 0 
l−1
l



Il = 
 0 0 0 Ruusi Ruuii 0 0 0  , Il−1 =  0 0 0 0 puii 0 0 0  .
u




 0 0 0 0 0 P uff 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 Ruff 0 0 
u




u




ps
ps
0
0
0
0
0
0
R
0
s

 0 0 0 0 0 0 Pp s 0 

p
f
f
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Rppf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Pppf
Richardson-Schwarz smoother. In the smoothing process, we first partition the
whole domain into the fluid and solid subregions, and then we further divide each subregion into smaller non-overlapping blocks Ωk , k = 1, ..., N . On each subdomain Ωk we
construct a subdomain preconditioner Bk , which is a restriction of the Jacobian matrix
J, that is, it contains entries from J corresponding to the degrees of freedom (DOFs) contained in the corresponding subdomain Ωk . The exchange of information between blocks
is guaranteed by the fact that the support of the test function associated to the displacement and velocity DOFs extends to the neighboring elements. The restricted version of
the additive Schwarz (ASM) preconditioner used in the Richardson scheme for the FSI
Jacobian system is
N

−1
δ
B =
(R0k )T B−1
(29)
k (Rk ) .
k=1

With Rk we indicate a restriction matrix which maps the global vector of degrees of
freedom to those belonging to the subdomain Ωk . Furthermore, R0k is a restriction matrix
that does not include the overlap while Rδk does.
4

FSI BENCHMARKING: 2D SIMULATIONS

The following 2D simulations of a cerebral aneurysm are based on a 2D hemodynamic
model problem from [10]. We start by considering a mesh without stents, and then move
to three cases where such devices are included. Figure 1 shows the four configurations.
7
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Stents are flexible, self-expanding porous tubular meshes made of stainless steel or other
alloys and are characterized by very thin wires (30 − 100µm). As a consequence, in
2D flow diverters can be simplified as cutplanes from 3D configurations, so as circular
shapes. This is the approach used in the second and third configuration. The difference
beetween these two cases is in the number of struts that compose the stent, to be precise
five and eleven struts, respectively. In both configurations, the wires have a diameter of
approximately 60µm. We conclude our simulations with a case where a stent is modeled
as a porous medium. The porous medium strip placed on the neck of the aneurysm has
a width of approximately 60µm (∆e = 60µm). Since the stent is placed parallel to the
flow, we know from section 2.4 that the coefficients used to represent the pressure drop are
a = 1452 and b = 4188. In all cases, hybrid meshes are employed. Quads are mainly used
to mesh the channel and the arterial wall of the geometry, while triangles are employed
in the aneurysm bulge.
Mechanical properties and boundary conditions. Blood is known to be nonNewtonian in general, but, for cerebral aneurysms, treatment of blood as Newtonian does
not alter the computational results compared to treating it as non-Newtonian, as Cebral
et al. showed in [5]. In this work, we assume blood to be Newtonian. The density and
viscosity of the blood were set to 1035 kg/m3 and 3.5 × 103 P a · s, respectively. The
following material parameters were used in the simulation: the density of the solid was
1120 kg/m3 , Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio were 1.0M P a and 0.5, respectively. In
the the porous medium configuration, we considered its width (thickness in 3D) to be
60µm. The boundary conditions we consider are as in [10]. Blood flows from the right to
the left part of the channel, and the velocity profile is defined as parabolic inflow
v f (0, y) = 0.05 (y − 6)(y − 8).

(30)

Pressure conditions representing the resistance due to the peripheral arterial network are
not taken into account in this 2D model, therefore p = 0 has been imposed as outflow
condition at the lower left part of the artery. The no-slip condition is prescribed for the
fluid on the other boundary parts. The boundary displacements at the inlet and outlet
of the artery are set to zero.
Numerical results. In all the four simulations we performed, we considered the same
physical parameters and boundary conditions. Table 1 shows the changes of pressure,
velocity and volume in the aneurysm dome for all four cases. The five struts configuration
is the one that allows a greater dicrease in both volume and pressure. We see that doubling
the number of struts, the relative difference in volume increases by 28.29% compared to
the previous case, while the average pressure increases by 20.75%. This is suggesting that
for a given aneurysm geometry, stents with different designs may give different results.
Figure 2 shows the pressure distribution for these two configurations. In both cases, the
highest pressure point is located on the aneurysm neck, but for the 5 struts geometry this
point is at the left of the neck, while for the 11 struts configuration it is at the far right.
Pressure values at these points are different as well. We also observe that the behavior
8
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Figure 1: Magnitude Velocity for the four 2D Configurations: no stents (top left), stent with five struts
(top right), stent with eleven struts (bottom left), stent modeled as a porous medium (bottom right).

Table 1: volume, pressure and velocity in 2D configurations

no stents
5 struts
11 struts
porous

average pressure
1.0794
0.7632
0.9630
0.9955

average velocity
1.4264
1.2029
0.0927
0.0135

relative difference in volume
0.0166
0.0109
0.0152
0.0150

of the eleven struts configuration is very similar to the porous medium case in terms of
volume and pressure. Average velocities show that these two configurations are the ones
that allow a greater decrease of blood velocity inside the aneurysm dome. The similarity
beetween the porous medium case and the 11 struts configuration shows the validity of
the porous medium approach. Figure 1 shows the velocity magnitude at the aneurysm
neck and dome for all four configurations. As we pointed out, the porous medium case
resembles the real stent configuration with 11 wires.
5

FSI BENCHMARKING: 3D SIMULATIONS

The cerebral aneurysm considered in this section is a 3D extension of the 2D geometry analyzed above. To make the shape more realistic, changes have been made to the
aneurysm dome, based on a real aneurysm view proposed in [10]. We assumed the aneurismal wall to be uniform and equal to 0.25mm. Two configurations have been considered,
one without stents and a second one where such devices are included and modeled as a

9
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Figure 2: 2D Configurations: pressure distribution for the five struts stent configuration (right), pressure
distribution for the eleven struts stents configuration (left).

Figure 3: 3D Configurations: geometry with mesh (left), section of the 3D geometry to show the porous
medium disk that simulates the intracranial stent.

porous medium disk (Figure 3). Such disk placed on the neck of the aneurysm has a
thickness of approximately 112µm. In both our geometries (with and without stents),
hybrid meshes are employed. Wedges are needed to mesh the artery lumen, and hexes
are used for the arterial wall. Tets are mainly employed in the aneurysm dome.
Mechanical properties and boundary conditions. Except for the Young Modulus
value, the physical parameters are the same used in the 2D simulations, both for blood and
the elastic artery wall. To clearly see the artery and the aneurysm pulse we considered
0.012M P a as our Young modulus value. At the inlet the velocity profile is defined as
parabolic inflow and as outflow condition p = 0 has been imposed at the lower left part
of the artery. The boundary displacements at the inlet and outlet are set to zero.
Numerical results. In both simulations we performed, we considered the same physical parameters and boundary conditions. Table 2 shows the changes of pressure, velocity
10
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and volume in the aneurysm dome for all four cases. The velocity magnitudes at the
aneurysm neck and dome are shown in Figure 4. As we observed for the 2D setting, the
flow rate changes after the porous medium placement causing a reduction of the velocity
magnitude on the aneurysm neck and dome. Therefore the porous medium approach
performs well also in a FSI environment.
Table 2: volume, pressure and velocity in 3D configurations

no stents
porous

average pressure
322.6082
323.6605

average velocity
24.3485
0.4756

relative difference in volume
0.0065
0.0066

Figure 4: Magnitude Velocity for the 3D Configurations: no stents (left), porous medium (right)

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper we focused on the numerical simulation of FSI problems regarding stented
intracranial aneurysms. We presented a monolithic ALE formulation assuming the fluid
flow and the hyperelastic material to incompressible. We described the Newton-Krylov
solver we employed where we considered the use of geometric multigrid preconditioners.
From our simulations, we verified the stability and numerical efficiency of the FSI algorithm and observed that the modelization of a flow diverter as a porous medium is
successful in a FSI enviroment. Morover, in the 2D simulations, the different results
obtained with the 5 and 11 struts configurations highlight the prominent design dependence on flow diverters performances. Studies about stents optimization techniques can
be found in [1] and [13]. In our future work, we will further investigate how to choose the
porosity coefficients for any general stent.
11
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Abstract. The paper is devoted to study of the aerodynamic forces acting on flat plates
performing free flexural vibrations in a viscous fluid. The study consists of two parts. In the
first part the experimental investigation of the aerodynamic loads based on analysis of
damped flexural vibrations of cantilever test samples is conducted. In the second part the
aerodynamics of the oscillating plates is investigated using direct numerical simulation.
1

INTRODUCTION

The past few decades have witnessed a rising interest in the study of mechanical vibrations
of thin plates in viscous static fluids. The motivations for these studies stem from different
practical applications covering diverse fields of knowledge such as atomic microscopy [1],
sensors and actuators based on micromechanical oscillators [2], cooling devices [3], marine
and offshore equipments [4, 5]. Our interest in this research area is connected with the
development of the approach [6, 7] for determination of the damping properties of materials
based on the study of the damped flexural vibration of cantilever flat beams.
When studying vibrations in air, it is necessary to accurately determine aerodynamic loads.
In the general, the problem of evaluation of aerodynamic forces acting on a cantilever beam is
extremely complicated, mainly because of the complexity of three-dimensional gas flows
caused by vibrations of the beam. But when the length of the beam considerably exceeds its
width and thickness at low structural vibration modes, the length of the vibrational wave is
much greater than deviations of the beam, as a result it can be regarded as locally planar. In
this case it is possible to use a simplified quasi-two dimensional model of interaction between
the beam and a gas, according to which the aerodynamic forces acting on each cross section
of the beam are caused by the planar flow around it. These assumptions form a theoretical
core that is used for the study of aerodynamics around oscillating plates in the present
research.
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The study consists of two parts. In the first part the experimental investigation of the
aerodynamic loads based on analysis of damped flexural vibrations of cantilever test samples
is conducted. In the second part the aerodynamics of the oscillating plates is investigated
using direct numerical simulation.
2 THE PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let us consider an elastic plate of length L, width b, and thickness h ( h << b << L ) (Fig.
1). One of its ends is rigidly fixed and the second is free. As soon as the plate is disturbed
from the equilibrium, it starts to vibrate harmonically in the surrounding air. The frequency of
these vibrations ω weakly varies in the vicinity of the basic natural frequency ω0 of flexural
vibrations of the plate, while the amplitude A weakly decays with time t because of air
resistance and internal damping. The problem consists in determining the aerodinamic
influence on this process. We will characterize the laws of slow variations of the amplitude
and frequency by using the logarithmic decrement of vibrations (LD) δ(A) and the relative
variation of frequency (RVF) Ω(A) as functions of the current amplitude of flexural vibrations
of the plate:
 
2 dA
, 0
.
 
A0 dt
0

Figure 1: Schemes for the full beam vibration problem (a) and for the associated 2D fluid-structure interaction
problem (b).

The equation describing vibrations of a plate according to a cylindrical flexural mode has
the form
Ebh 3 IV
  H  P .
w  bhw
(1)
12
Hereinafter, the Roman numerals designate differentiation with respect to spatial coordinate x
and dots designate differentiation with respect to time t; w is the displacement of middle line
of the plate along the z axis; H and P are the forces of internal friction and aerodynamic
resistance; ρ and E are the effective density and Young’s modulus of plate material. The
boundary conditions correspond to a rigid fixation at x = 0 and to a free end at x = L.
The drag forces are smaller than the elastic one. Therefore, to a first approximation, we
may assume that H = P = 0 .In this case, as is known, the basic vibration mode takes the form
w  A cos 0t W  x / L
(2)
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The constants A and ω0 represent the amplitude and natural frequency of the basic mode, and
the profile W of vibrations (W(1) = 1) is described by the formula
1 cosh kx  cos kx
1
sinh kx  sin kx.
W ( x)  cosh kx  cos kx 
2 sinh kx  sin kx
2
The value of k = 1.8751 is the smallest positive root of the characteristic equation
cos k cosh k  1 , and the frequency of natural vibrations is
h
E
0  k 2 2
.
L 12 
Owing to the presence of small forces (~ ε) in the right-hand side of equation (1), the
vibration amplitude A and frequency ω0 in equation (2) do not remain constant, but slowly
vary in time. An analysis of such a variation can be carried out by introducing, along with the
fast time t, a slow time τ = ε t and performing a two-scale asymptotic expansion. Omitting
details of this procedure, we present the final result:
sin 0t ( P  H )W  ,   F 1 cos 0t ( P  H )W  , F  bhA 2 .
(3)
  2F01
0
0
0
W2
W2
Hereinafter, the angular brackets designate averaging over the spatial coordinate x, while the
braces mean time averaging.
It is obvious that, in view of linearity of the right-hand side parts of equations (3), the
different components of forces can be calculated independently from each other. Thus we get
the integral relationship between the aerodynamic forces and parameters of beam oscillations
(LD and RVF).
3 AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF AERODYNAMIC FORCES
3.1 Experimental setup
To get a damping parameters of the flexural oscillation of cantilever beam in the
surrounded air the experiments for measurement the damped oscillation caused by the initial
deflection of the free end of the console from equilibrium was carry out. As experimental
samples duralumin beams with the next geometrical parameters are used: thickness h = 1, 2
mm, width b = 20, 30 mm and length L, which varies in the range from 200 to 400 mm with
increments of 20 mm. The registration of vibrations is performed by the lightweight MEMS
gyroscope mounted on the end of the beams.
As a result of the procedure, approximate relations for the vibration amplitude A(t),
frequency ω(t) ≈ ω0, LD δ(t) and RVF Ω(A) as functions of time are determined. From these
approximation for each experiment in the range of the realized oscillation amplitudes the
dependences δ(A), Ω(A) were built.
3.2 Extraction of aerodynamic damping parameters and calculation of force coefficients
In the general case, the parameters of the vibrations of the beam depend on the
aerodynamic and mechanical components of damping. To separate of these components from
each other in the experiments we use test samples of aluminum alloy. The internal damping of
the beams of this material [8, 9] is almost independent of the oscillation amplitude up to very
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high strain. The mounting method of samples [9] provides independence of structural
damping from oscillation amplitude. Thus, the change of the LD from oscillation amplitude is
a consequence of aerodynamic effects.
The influence of the mechanical component of the damping on the RVF of the beam for
the parameters of the present experiments is not known. In the subsequent discussion we
assume that this influence is extremely small and RVF is completely determined by
aerodynamic effects.
Ignoring the three-dimensional effects, consider the impact of aerodynamic flow as a result
of quasi-two-dimensional flow around the beam. Also consider that the aerodynamic forces
P(x) at each cross section x of the beam can be described by approximation
du 1

. (4)
P   ab 2CM 0  abCD u0 u0
4
dt 2
Here u0(x, t) = ∂w/∂t is the velocity of displacement of the current beam cross-section, ρa is
the air density, CM and CD are local coefficients of added masses and drag respectively.
Substituting (4) into (3), we get the next equations
3
2
 4 A CDW
 a b CM W
(5)
P  a
,


P
 3 h W2
8  h W2
which connects the LD and RVF with the drag and added mass coefficients. It should be
noted that the added mass force according to (5) affects only on the frequency of beam
oscillations, while the drag force affects only on the amplitude of beam oscillations.
For transition from the oscillation parameters to the aerodynamic characteristics the
nonlinear integral equations (5) must be solved. For this purpose we used the analytical
method proposed in [10]. Thus, each experiment allows finding the dependence of the drag
coefficient CM and the coefficient CD of added mass from the oscillation amplitude of the
beam for the fixed frequency value.
4

NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF AERODYNAMIC FORCES

As an alternative method for determining aerodynamic characteristics numerical
simulation is considered. The aerodynamic coefficients CM and CD are found during solving
the planar fluid flow problem caused by vibrations of an infinitely extended thin rigid plate
(Fig. 1b). Such a plate plays the role of a mobile solid boundary for the air surrounding it. In
each given cross section x, the velocity of displacement of the boundary is given as
u0 ( x, t )  -U 0 ( x) sin(0t ), U 0 ( x)  0 AW ( x / L) .
The fluid flow around the plate generated by its motion is governed by the Navier-Stokes
1
system of equations. Normalizing the spatial coordinates, time and velocity by b , b U 0 , U 0
respectively, we get the dimensionless formulation of the governing system in the following
form:
1
U
 U  U  p 
U   U  0
(6)
Re
t
Where U  (u  v) is the dimensionless velocity, p is the dimensionless pressure, Re  U 0 R
is the Reynolds number.
For solving this problem numerically it is convenient to rewrite governing equations in a
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moving (non-inertial) coordinate system associated with the plate. To retain the governing
system in the form (6), we determine a new pressure as
p~
p  za
Here the first term is the pressure in the fixed coordinate system, the second term is the
inertial contribution, a is the acceleration of the moving coordinate system.
On the surface of the plate in the new coordinate system the no-slip conditions are
fulfilled:
u plate  v plate  0
(7)
At infinity, the variation of velocity is determined by the following harmonic law:
(8)
u   sin(t / KC), v   0
Here KC is the second dimensionless control parameter of the problem - the KeuleganCarpenter number. A complex of two parameters (Re, KC) completely determines the flow of
fluid near the oscillating plate. Sometimes it is also convenient to use their ratio
Re

KC
which plays the role of the oscillatory Reynolds number and has approximately the same
value along the x direction of the flexural oscillating plate.
The forces acting on the plate by a viscous fluid in the dimensionless formulation are
calculated as
CP   pnds    nds 
S

S

where  is the viscous stress tensor, S is the surface of the plate and n is the surface normal
vector. The force vector C P can be expanded into a vertical component C Py (lift force) and a
horizontal component C Pz , which consists of the drag force and inertia force:
du
CPz   (CM  CFK )   CD u u
dt
The inertial force acting on the plate due to the fluid acceleration can be split into two parts:
the inertia force of added mass, arising due to the local acceleration near the cylinder, and the
Froude-Krylov force ( CFK ), which is related to the pressure gradient created in the fluid by
the flow oscillations (associated with the transition to the moving coordinate system). The
CFK force coefficient for the considered case can be calculated as
1
CFK   znds 



S

To determine the quantities CM and CD as functions of the parameters β, KC, it is necessary
to carry out a numerical solution of problem (6)-(8). The corresponding numerical
calculations were performed in the OpenFOAM software package of computational
hydrodynamics, based on model presented in [12]. It should also be noted that in the
numerical simulations we accurately reproduce the shape of the plates used in the
experiments, especially the ratio of width b to thickness h and the form of ends of the
samples, which have the rounded corners.
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5

RESULTS

As the main results of the study, we present here the dependences of the drag CD and added
mass CM coefficients of flat plates on the dimensionless vibration amplitude KC.
The functions CD(KC) are plotted in Fig. 2 for different values of β. Curves 1, 2, 3
represent experimental data obtained for β = 430, 970, 1290 respectively. Solid line with
cross-shaped markers corresponds to numerical results for β = 55. As can be seen, present
results (both numerical and experimental) are well agreed with the data presented in previous
researches [10], [13], [14].

Figure 2: Drag coefficient CD vs. dimensionless parameter KC. Black doted lines 1, 2, 3 represent experimental
results and solid line with cross-shaped markers represent the numerical results of the present study. Gray doted
lines a, b illustrate experimental results of [10]. Triangle markers correspond to experimental data of [13], black
circles correspond to experimental data of [14] and white circles correspond to experimental data of [15].

Figure 3: Added mass coefficient CD vs dimensionless parameter KC. . Black doted lines 1, 2 represent
experimental results and solid line with cross-shaped markers represent the numerical results of the present
study. Triangle markers correspond to experimental data of [13] and white circles correspond to experimental
data of [15].
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The functions CM(KC) for different values of β are plotted in Fig. 3. Curves 1, 2 represent
experimental data obtained for β = 430, 970 respectively. As it can be seen, the present
experimental results (espesualy for high values of β) lies higher than data from [13], [15] and
the data of numerical results (obtained for β = 55). This can be caused by the influence of the
non-zero mechanical component of the damping (see section 3.2).
Numerical part of research was supported by RSF (research project No. 15-19-10039),
experimental part of research was supported by RFBR (research project No. 15-01-06029).
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Abstract. Gravity flows of loose-matter particles are accompanied with aerodynamic forces
that produce ejection of air in the loading and unloading chutes. A flow of loose matter acts
like a blower. Head created by this blower (which we choose to call ejection head) comprises
a sum total of aerodynamic forces of falling particles divided by cross-sectional area of the
flow [1].
Flows of loose material in loading and unloading chutes that arise during operation of highperformance bucket elevators feature elevated volumetric concentrations as high as β y  0.01 .
Estimates of air ejection caused by such flows should be based upon instantaneous rather
than averaged aerodynamic drag coefficient ψ y .
Within the range of significant volumetric concentrations, varying volumetric concentration
of falling particles leads to fluctuations in instantaneous values of the coefficient ψ . These
fluctuations cause the ejection head, even in the case of short chutes, to significantly diverge
from the head determined using averaged coefficient ψ y . In order to compute ejection heads
inside loading and unloading chutes, it is necessary to introduce an adjustment coefficient K
( K is the ratio of the true value of ejection head in an inclined chute to the mean value of this
pressure ) the value of which will noticeably diverge from one at small initial velocities of
particle flow.
It is possible to view flows of particles in chutes at В  0.1( B is the ratio of the average
coefficient of drag encountered by a falling particle to the drag coefficient of an individual
particle in the self-similarity area) as blowers with a performance curve determined with
3
3
1
Q
Q 
 (Q is the volumetric flow rate of air ejected
 n
formula pe
 Q  K0 z  1 
3  Svk
Svk 


through the loading chute of the elevator, z is a relative velocity of particles in a pipe, defined
as the difference v  u , v is the velocity of falling particles, u is the velocity of ejected air,
vn , vk is the fall velocity of particles at outlet of the chute, n  vn / vk , S is the cross-sectional
area of the chute) in view of the resulting coefficient K 0 ( K 0 is the ratio K absent ejection
airflow).
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For a flow of wheat ( de  3 mm) within the ranges n  0.5 and β y  0.001 , increasing drag
coefficient along the fall height is only able to produce negligibly small changes in the
K K
1 ),
intensity of ejection head. The adjustment coefficient may be dispensed with ( 
0
3

and head value will then be determined using formula Pey 

ψ y K m ε Gm vk3 1  φ  n  φ

3

2
Saτ
3
(. Gm is mass flow rate of the material, aτ is the acceleration which, for chutes installed at an
angle  to horizontal surface, ε is the ratio of air density to particle density, φ is ejection
coefficient).
1

INTRODUCTION

Gravity flows of loose-matter particles are accompanied with aerodynamic forces that
produce ejection of air in the loading and unloading chutes. A flow of loose matter acts like a
blower. Head created by this blower (which we choose to call ejection head) comprises a sum
total of aerodynamic forces of falling particles divided by cross-sectional area of the flow [1].
Aerodynamic force may be expressed using the drag coefficient:
R  ψFm

v  u v  u 
2

ρ,

(1)

where R is the aerodynamic force of a single particle (N),
ψ is the drag coefficient,
Fm is the mid-section area of a particle (m2),
v is the velocity of falling particles (m/s),
u is the velocity of ejected air (m/s),
ρ is the density of air (kg/m3).
Absolute value of relative velocity v  u had to be isolated into a dedicated variable due
to the need to vectorize the square of relative velocity for the case involving unidirectional
motion of a two-component particle-air medium. This notation means that at v  u , R is
positive and directed parallel with leading motion of solid particles. At v  u this force is
negative i.e. opposite to the falling particles.
The drag coefficient is determined not only by the geometrical shape of particles, but also
by their concentration. The greater the volumetric concentration of falling particles, the more
pronounced is the effect of aerodynamic shadow on a particle moving toward the “aft” side of
a particle ahead of it. The following empirical relationship [53] has been identified for a flow
of firm mineral particles sized between 2 and 20 mm falling in inclined chutes:
 1.8 β 103
y
ψ y  ψ0 exp 

de



,



(2)

where ψ 0 is the drag coefficient for a single particle in turbulent surface flow mode (within
the self-similarity area),
d e is equivalent particle diameter (mm),
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β y is volumetric concentration, averaged over the length of the chute and equal to:
βy 

2Gm
,
Sρ m  vn  vk 

(3)

Gm is mass flow rate of the material (kg/s),
S is the cross-sectional area of the chute (m2),
ρ m is air density (kg/m3),
vn , vk is the fall velocity of particles at inlet/outlet of the chute (m/s).
The majority of crushed mineral particles have a roughly-pointed granular shape and a
coefficient ψ0  1.8 . In contrast, cereals are likely to produce oval-shaped fragments when
crushed, therefore ψ0  1.0 can be assumed. If the geometrical shape of these particles were
to be evaluated by their dynamic form coefficient, then
ψ0
ψb


Kd

 2,

(4)

Re  idem

where ψb is the drag coefficient of a sphere within the self-similarity area  ψb  0.5 .
Let's determine the ejection head pe arising within unloading and loading chutes during
handling of cereal grain at elevators.
2 VARIATION OF EJECTION HEADS CREATED BY FALLING PARTICLES IN
CHUTES WITH VARYING FRONTAL DRAG COEFFICIENTS
By definition, the ejection pressure created in chutes as a result of interaction between
components,
pe 

l

1
βSdx
,
R

S 0 Vp

(5)

where V p is the volume of a single particle (m3),

β is the current volumetric concentration of falling particles,
β

Gm
;
Sρ m v

(6)

l is chute length (m)
With a small fall height, when the chute length is
1
,
l  ly 
ψ y Kmε

(7)

the aerodynamic force is negligibly small compared to gravitational force of a particle and the
flow of material can therefore be considered constantly accelerated:
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dv vdv
  aτ ,
dt
dx

where

Fm 1.5
;

Vp
de

K
m

ε

(8)

ρ

(9)

;

ρm

(10)

d e is the equivalent (volumetric) particle diameter (m),
aτ is the acceleration which, for chutes installed at an angle  to horizontal surface, is
equal to

aτ g sin  1  f w tg  ;

(10a)

g is gravitational acceleration (m/s2),
f w is the friction coefficient for particles rubbing against chute walls (for steel walls,

f w  0,5 ).
In this case, the ejection head for prismatic chutes at S  const ; u  const ; 
ψ ψ
const
y
is determined using the equation:
3

ψ K ε Gm vk  u  vn  u
Pey  У m
2 Saτ
3

3

(11)

or
3


Pey

3

3

3

ψ y K m ε Gm vk3 1  φ  n  φ
1 φ  n  φ
G v
 ψy m k Ф
,
2
Saτ
3
S
3

(12)

where φ is the component slip ratio (ejection coefficient)
φ

u
;
vk

(13)

n

vn
;
vk

(14)

Фε

K m vk2
;
2aτ

(15)

Velocity of cereal grains, considering their modest mass together with a large fall height
l  l y  , is affected by the drag force. Motion equation for particles falling in an inclined
chute in this case would appear as:
dv
dv
R
.
 v  aτ 
dt
dx
Vp ρm
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Equations (5) and (16) enable the ejection head pe to be discovered [52, 24] not only for

heavier particles and lower heights  l  l y  , but for light particles falling from great heights

with an observable drag. However, changes in the ψ coefficient over the fall height was not
taken into account in this case due to decreasing volumetric concentration of particles owing
to (6)
 1.8 β 103
ψ  ψ0 exp 

de



.



(17)

Here ψ is a variable quantity that changes over the fall height due to decreasing volumetric
concentration β as a result of increasing velocity of particles v.
Instantaneous drag coefficient will be expressed by a putative
va
v

ψ  ψ0 B

,

(18)

with the following notational simplification:
1.8

β y 103

de

B e

ψy
ψ0

;

va 

vn  vk
2

.

(19)

Let’s now compare this effect for the case of short chutes when
aτ 

R
Vp ρm

.

In view of (18) and (8), the following relation determines ejection pressure for a constantly
accelerated flow of particles in a prismatic inclined chute (at S  const ):
1
G v

peu ψ0 m k Ф  B
S
n

1 n
2ζ

ζ  φ  ζ  φ  dζ .

(20)

This relation also accounts for change in the drag coefficient ψ along the trajectory of
falling particles.
In order enable computational comparisons, we’ll introduce the value of adjustment
coefficient K that will determine the ratio of the true ejection head value to its putative value
(12):
K

peu
.
pey

(21)

Let’s quantify it. In view of (12), (19) and (20) the expression appears as:

K

1

3

1
B
3
3
B
1  φ   n  φ n

1 n
2ζ

ζ  φ  ζ  φ  dζ .

Then the ratio of maximum ejection heads would be (at u φ 0 )
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1

1 n

3 1
6 1
K0 
B 2ζ ζ 2 dζ

3

1 n B n
1  n3 B

1
n


1

e pt
dt ,
t7

(23)

where
p

1 n
ln B .
2

(24)

Let's resolve the integral by representing the integrand function as a series:

e pt
p k k 7

ζ ,

t 7 k 0 k !

(25)

which results in:
1
1

n Pt
e
 1 

 t  1 n F    F 1 ,
1 t 7 dt F
 n

(26)

where the antiderivative function F is equal to:
1 1 p 1 p 2 1 p3 1 p 4 1 p5 1 p 6
p k 1k 6
 6 5





F t  
ln
t
,

6t
5t
8 t 4 18 t 3 48 t 2 120 t 720
k 7 k ! k  6

(27)

then

K0


6 1  1 
F 
  F 1 .
3
1 n B   n 


a)

(28)

b)

Figure 1: Variation of the adjustment coefficient as a function of volumetric concentration for a constantly
accelerated flow of particles de  3 mm (a – at φ  0 ; b – at φ  0 and n  0.3 )

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the values of the adjustment coefficient K 0 computed using
formula (28) and K computed using formula (22). It is apparent from Table 1 that changes in
the drag coefficient ψ along a trajectory travelled by a particle only cause a noticeable impact
within the area of significant volumetric concentrations, when B  0.3 . For example, for
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grains of wheat ( de  3 mm) this corresponds to the averaged volume concentration
β y  0.004 . The adjustment factor is significantly higher for smaller initial velocities (at

n  0.5 ) of the flow (Fig. 1, a). Its value increases somewhat (Fig. 1, b) when air is flowing
inside a chute (at φ  0 ). However, considering that the ejection head
3

pe  Kψ y

Gm vk 1  φ  n  φ
Ф
S
3

3

(29)

diminishes with increasing φ as a result of braking action of the initial section of accelerated
flow, the following assumption would be justified for computations
K  K0 .

(30)

Table 1: Adjustment coefficient values for the case of still air in the chute

В
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.1
2.017
1.786
1.667
1.589
1.531
1.487
1.450
1.420
1.390
1.371
1.234
1.165
1.120
1.088
1.063
1.043
1.026
1.012
1.000

0.2
1.717
1.556
1.475
1.420
1.379
1.348
1.322
1.300
1.281
1.265
1.168
1.118
1.086
1.063
1.045
1.030
1.019
1.009
1.000

0.3
1.489
1.382
1.326
1.288
1.261
1.239
1.221
1.207
1.194
1.183
1.116
1.081
1.059
1.043
1.031
1.021
1.013
1.006
1.000

Values of K 0 at n equal to…
0.4
0.5
0.6
1.319
1.198
1.113
1.251
1.155
1.089
1.214
1.133
1.076
1.189
1.118
1.067
1.171
1.106
1.061
1.157
1.098
1.056
1.146
1.090
1.052
1.136
1.084
1.048
1.128
1.079
1.045
1.120
1.075
1.043
1.076
1.047
1.027
1.053
1.033
1.020
1.039
1.024
1.014
1.028
1.018
1.010
1.020
1.013
1.007
1.014
1.009
1.005
1.008
1.005
1.003
1.004
1.002
1.001
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.7
1.057
1.045
1.038
1.034
1.031
1.028
1.026
1.024
1.023
1.022
1.014
1.010
1.007
1.005
1.004
1.002
1.002
1.001
1.000

0.8
1.023
1.018
1.015
1.014
1.012
1.011
1.010
1.010
1.009
1.009
1.005
1.004
1.003
1.002
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.000
1.000

0.9
1.005
1.004
1.003
1.003
1.003
1.003
1.002
1.002
1.002
1.002
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Keeping in mind that grain handling facilities in real-world elevator will have a flow
velocity at duct inlet of ( 0.3  0.5vk ) ejection head can thus be determined using formula (12)
by introducing an adjustment coefficient exclusively within the area of large volumetric
concentrations, at
B  0.1 and n  0.3 .

(31)

Thus, the flow of loose particulate matter can be considered as a kind of blower with the
output described as:
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1
Q
pe
 Q  K0 z  1 
3  Svk


3

 n

3
Q 
,
Svk 


(32)

with the following assignment made to simplify the notation:
Gm vk
Gm vk K m vK2
;

z ψ
Ф
ψ
ε
y
y
S
S
2aτ

(33)

Q is the volumetric flow rate of air ejected through the loading chute of the elevator (m3/s).
Table 2: Adjustment coefficient values for the case of moving air in the chute
В

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

2.026
1.778
1.650
1.565
1.502
1.326
1.173
1.093
1.039
1.000

1.746
1.571
1.479
1.417
1.371
1.242
1.129
1.069
1.029
1.000

1.526
1.405
1.341
1.298
1.266
1.174
1.093
1.050
1.021
1.000

0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.9
1.0

4.507
3.840
3.482
3.239
3.056
2.499
1.926
1.556
1.261
1.131
1.000

2.455
2.152
1.989
1.878
1.794
1.547
1.311
1.173
1.075
1.034
1.000

1.822
1.644
1.548
1.483
1.435
1.292
1.161
1.089
1.039
1.019
1.000

Values of K at n equal to…
0.4
0.5
0.6
At φ  0.25
1.349
1.216
1.122
1.270
1.167
1.095
1.227
1.141
1.080
1.199
1.123
1.070
1.178
1.110
1.063
1.116
1.072
1.041
1.062
1.038
1.022
1.033
1.021
1.012
1.014
1.009
1.005
1.000
1.000
1.000
At φ  0.5
1.526
1.342
1.198
1.412
1.270
1.157
1.351
1.230
1.134
1.309
1.203
1.119
1.277
1.183
1.107
1.185
1.123
1.072
1.101
1.067
1.039
1.055
1.037
1.021
1.023
1.016
1.009
1.011
1.007
1.004
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.061
1.047
1.040
1.035
1.031
1.020
1.011
1.006
1.002
1.000

1.024
1.019
1.016
1.014
1.012
1.008
1.004
1.002
1.001
1.000

1.005
1.004
1.003
1.003
1.003
1.002
1.001
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.097
1.077
1.066
1.058
1.053
1.035
1.019
1.010
1.005
1.002
1.000

1.037
1.030
1.025
1.022
1.020
1.013
1.007
1.004
1.002
1.001
1.000

1.008
1.006
1.005
1.005
1.004
1.003
1.002
1.001
1.000
1.000
1.000

CONCLUSIONS
Flows of loose material in loading and unloading chutes that arise during operation of
high-performance bucket elevators feature elevated volumetric concentrations as high as
β y  0.01 . Estimates of air ejection caused by such flows should be based upon instantaneous
(relation (18)) rather than averaged aerodynamic drag coefficient ψ y .
Within the range of significant volumetric concentrations, varying volumetric
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concentration of falling particles leads to fluctuations in instantaneous values of the
coefficient ψ . These fluctuations cause the ejection head, even in the case of short chutes (
l  l y ), to significantly diverge from the head pey determined using averaged coefficient ψ y .
In order to compute ejection heads inside loading and unloading chutes, it is necessary to
introduce an adjustment coefficient K the value of which will noticeably diverge from one at
small initial velocities of particle flow (at n  0.5 , Table 2, Fig. 1).
It is possible to view flows of particles in chutes at В  0.1 as blowers with a performance
curve determined with formula (32) in view of the resulting coefficient K 0 . For a flow of
wheat ( de  3 mm) within the ranges n  0.5 and β y  0.001 , increasing drag coefficient
along the fall height is only able to produce negligibly small changes in the intensity of
K K
1 ), and head
ejection head. The adjustment coefficient may be dispensed with ( 
0
value will then be determined using formula (12).
The work has been carried out with the financial support of the Grant Council of the President
of the Russian Federation (project MD-95.2017.8).
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Abstract. A Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) tool that couples existing independent
fluid and solid solvers into a single synchronization and communication framework based
on the Python language is presented. Each solver has to be wrapped in a Python layer in
order to embed their functionalities (usually written in a compiled language) into a Python
object, that is called and used by the coupler. Thus a staggered strong coupling can be
achieved for time-dependent FSI problems such as aeroelastic flutter or vortex-induced
vibrations (VIV). The synchronization between the solvers is performed with the blockGauss-Seidel algorithm and a dynamic under-relaxation. The tool allows non-matching
meshes between the fluid and structure domains and it is optimised to work in parallel
using Message Passive Interface (MPI). These capabilities are demonstrated on typical
validation cases. The open-source code SU2 is used to compute the fluid region while the
solid region is computed either by a simple rigid body integrator, by an in-house nonlinear
Finite Element code (Metafor) or by the structural solver TACS. First, the accuracy of
the results is demonstrated and then the modularity of the coupling as well as its ease of
use is highlighted.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The computation of Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) problems is usually based on
one of two possible strategies: the monolithic or the partitioned approach [1, 2, 3]. In
the monolithic approach, both the structural and fluid problems are solved within one
single solver and within the same mathematical framework where the interfacial conditions
are implicit to the procedure. On the other hand, the partitioned approach couples
two different specialized existing codes. This requires an efficient communication and
synchronization framework, but allows the intrinsic features of the individual solvers to
be leveraged.
A framework to couple two heterogeneous existing fluid and solid solvers is presented
here. It is based on a Python coupling environment designed to interact with the two
solvers through their respective Python wrappers. Data exchange and synchronization
are thus implemented in a very intuitive and flexible way in Python, whereas the computationally intensive routines within each solver are kept in their native languages (C,
C++, ...). Because the coupled solvers are reduced to black-box tools by their wrappers, minimal effort is required to ensure compatibility with the coupler, providing great
flexibility regarding the solvers that can be coupled.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to describing the governing
equations, the computational implementation of the fluid/structural mechanics and the
coupling conditions. The implementation of the coupling environment is then presented
in Section 3. In Section 4 several FSI test cases are reproduced and results are presented
in order to show the accuracy and the flexibility of the coupling tool. Finally, Section 5
summarizes the main concepts and results, and suggests further steps for future work.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF THE COUPLED PROBLEM

This section summarizes the governing equations and their numerical implementation
for both the fluid and solid parts of the coupled problem. The fluid equations in an
Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) form are solved in a moving domain Ωf that shares
a common boundary Γ with the solid domain Ωs , in which the solid equations are solved
with a Lagrangian formalism. In addition to intrinsic boundary conditions for each of the
disciplines, coupling conditions on the displacements, and the loads across the common
boundary Γ, are required to achieve a strong coupling scheme.
2.1

Fluid mechanics

The dynamic behavior of a compressible Newtonian fluid is predicted by solving the
Navier-Stokes or Euler equations. The conservation of mass, momentum and energy in
Ωf can be written using ALE formalism as [4]
∂U
+ ∇ · Fc − ∇ · (VΩ U) − ∇ · Fv = Q
∂t
2
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in Ωf × [0, T ] ,

(1)
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where the conservative variables are given by U = [ρ, ρv, ρE]T , Fc , VΩ U and Fv are the
advective, ALE and diffusive fluxes, respectively, and Q is a source term. In these expressions ρ is the fluid density, v = [v1 , v2 , v3 ]T the velocity field in Cartesian coordinates, E
the total energy per unit mass and VΩ = [vΩ , vΩ , vΩ ]T the local velocity of the moving
domain. The Euler equations are simply recovered by discarding the viscous terms. Note
that in the case of a turbulent viscous flow, the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
equations with a turbulence model (e.g., k-ω SST [5], Spalart-Allmaras [6]) could also be
solved.
The open-source CFD code SU2 [7, 8] is used to solve the fluid part of the coupled problem. The governing equations are spatially discretized using the Finite Volume Method on
a dual-grid using a vertex-based approach. Temporal discretization is achieved through a
dual time-stepping [9] strategy, where each physical time step is transformed into a steady
problem.
2.2

Solid mechanics

The dynamic behavior of a deformable solid results from the balance between inertial,
internal and external forces. The equilibrium equation in Ωs is given by
ρ

∂ 2u
−∇·σ =f
∂t2

in Ωs × [0, T ] ,

(2)

where ρ, u, σ and f are the solid density, the displacement vector, the Cauchy stress
tensor and the body forces, respectively. The in-house nonlinear Finite Element code
Metafor [10] is used to solve the structural part of the coupled problem. The solver is
designed to simulate large structural deformations by expressing the principle of virtual
work (PVW) on the deformed configuration. A particular feature of Metafor is also the
large range of nonlinear material laws that can be used (elasticity, elasto-plasticity or
visco-elasto-plasticity, ...). For each time increment, these nonlinearities are solved with a
Newton-Raphson approach. Time discretization typically uses the Generalized-α method
but a quasi-static integration is also available when inertia terms are negligible.
Simpler coupled fluid-structure problems involve the motion of non-deformable solids
where the dynamics is constrained using stiffness or damping. Such a model is implemented in a in-house rigid body integrator code also based on the Generalized-α method
for time integration.
Also, the coupling approach and the Python wrapper/interface developed for the fluid
solver SU2 is further tested by coupling it with the Toolkit for Analysis of Composite
Structures (TACS) , which is a linear/nonlinear solution capable structural solver developed by Kennedy and Martins [11]. TACS already has a Python interface which makes
coupling it with SU2 easy.
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2.3

Coupling conditions

The fluid and solid domains are coupled at their common interface Γ through continuity
boundary conditions on the displacement dΓ and the load tΓ ,
dΓf = dΓs
tΓf = −tΓs ,

(3)

where the load on the fluid side is given by tf = −pnf + τ nf , with p the pressure and τ
the viscous stress, and the load on the solid side by tf = σns . The normal unit vectors nf
and ns are both pointing outwards from their respective domains.
The coupled problem can be solved using a Dirichlet-Neumann approach [12]. Introducing a Dirichlet nonlinear operator F that computes the fluid load from a given fluid
interface displacement,
tΓf = F(dΓf ) ,
(4)
and a Neumann nonlinear operator S that computes the solid interface displacement as
a function of the solid load,
dΓs = S(tΓs ) ,
(5)
Equation (3) can be formulated as a fixed-point problem [13]:


dΓ = S −F(dΓ )

(6)

where dΓ is the displacement common to both the solid and fluid interfaces.
Finally, the mesh within the fluid domain must be adapted to accommodate the solid
deformation/displacement. The mesh morphing used with the ALE formalism can be
expressed as
Ω
Γ
(xΩ
(7)
f , vf ) = M(df ) ,
Ω
where xΩ
f and vf are the position and velocity of the mesh points, respectively, and M a
mesh deformation operator.

3

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COUPLING ENVIRONMENT

The coupling environment for solving the FSI problem, represented by Equations (1),
(2) and (6), is implemented using a partitioned framework. The coupler is based on a
block-Gauss-Seidel (BGS) algorithm, that synchronizes the solvers [13, 14] in a strong
coupling scheme. This ensures that the coupling conditions on the FSI-interface at each
time step are met by iterating between the fluid (F) and solid (S) computations. These
iterations are repeated until a convergence criterion, based on the norm of the difference
in the structural displacement between two successive BGS iterations, is met. F and S
are reduced to abstract black-box calls to the respective solvers. This is achieved through
a modular and high-level implementation of the coupling environment using the Python
programming language. Modules of the coupled solvers written in C/C++, are wrapped in
4
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a Python layer that behaves as a driving and communicating channel between the coupler
and the solver itself. The wrapping is easily performed using the Simplified Wrapper and
Interface Generator (SWIG) tool [15]. For data exchange between the solvers and to
call required modules, the main coupler (written in pure Python) can directly interact
with the solvers through their wrappers as if they were simple Python objects. These
communications do not involve any file i/o. The wrapped functionalities of each solver can
thus be easily and intuitively managed in Python while the critical and computationally
intensive calculations are performed by the native solvers. This wrapping process and the
interaction between the solvers and the coupling environment are schematically illustrated
in Figure 1.
Fluid solver

Solid solver

Core code (C++)

Core code (C++)

SWIG

SWIG

Py wrapper
FluidSolver.py

Py wrapper
SolidSolver.py
#CouplingEnvironment.py
import FluidSolver
import SolidSolver
FluidSolver.run()
data = FluidSolver.getData()
SolidSolver.setData(data)
SolidSolver.run()
#etc

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the coupling environment and its interaction with the
respective fluid and solid Python wrappers.
This generic high-level coupling environment ensures both modularity and flexibility
(see Section 4 for examples). In particular, there is no specific restriction on the solvers
(fluid or solid) that can be used, except for minimal compatibility requirements between
their wrappers and the coupler (e.g. exchanged data must be expressed in a typical array
format).
The coupler can also handle parallelized fluid/solid solvers in a very flexible way using
the MPI paradigm and its Python bindings mpi4py [16]. The communications between
different partitions are performed by the coupler itself (except for intrinsic MPI communications within each solver) before communicating with the solvers. Moreover, the
MPI processes can be distributed without any restriction, i.e., one process can instantiate either a fluid or solid partition or even both (since the staggered coupling requires
a sequential run of the solvers). Mixing parallel and serial solvers is thus possible. Finally, note that bindings for PETSc (petsc4py) [17] can be interfaced for all parallel linear
5
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algebra operations.
The BGS approach used to couple the solvers is directly implemented in the Python
coupler. In order to handle ill-conditioned cases such as those involving strong addedmass effects, dynamic under-relaxation using Aitken’s formulation is implemented [13].
A second order predictor [18] is used between time steps to accelerate the convergence of
the BGS loop.
Interface interpolations are performed at the coupler level. In a partitioned approach
solid and fluid meshes are likely to be created independently of each other for optimality.
Consequently, there is no guarantee that the boundary discretization at the fluid-structure
interface consist of matching meshes. The data transferred between the two solvers must
therefore be interpolated from one grid to the other. This is equivalent to defining a
new operator Isf that maps the displacements of the solid interface mesh onto the fluid
interface mesh during the communication step of the BGS algorithm,
dΓf = Isf (dΓs ) ,

(8)

or, analogously, an operator Ifs that maps the load from the fluid to the solid,
tΓs = Ifs (tΓf ) .

(9)

These operators can be expressed as simple linear algebraic interpolation matrices [19].
Currently the Radial Basis Function (RBF) interpolation technique [20], using either a
local C 2 or a global Thin Plate Spline (TPS) function, is implemented in the coupler. The
overall coupling algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2.
4

RESULTS

The coupler implementation described in the previous section is now used to solve
several FSI test cases in order to demonstrate its accuracy, flexibility and robustness.
4.1

Isogai wing section

The coupling between SU2 and the rigid body integrator is tested using the classical
Isogai wing section aeroelastic case (case A) [21, 22]. This test case represents the dynamics of the outboard portion of a swept-back wing in the transonic regime. The airfoil
is a symmetric NACA 65a010 profile with a chord c = 2b. As shown in Figure 3, the
displacement h of the elastic axis is positive downwards and the pitch angle α is positive
clockwise. The static unbalance S is defined as the product of the airfoil mass m with the
distance xCG − xf between the center of gravity and the elastic axis. The structural dynamics is modeled with a spring-dashpot system with stiffnesses Kh and Kα and damping
coefficients Ch and Cα for the plunging and pitching mode.
The equations of motion for this aeroelastic system can be written as [23]
mḧ + S α̈ + Ch ḣ + Kh h = −L ,
S ḧ + If α̈ + Cα α̇ + Kα α = M ,
6
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Initialize t=0, i=0, j=0
BGS loop
Interpolate solid displacements
from solid to fluid interface grids

i+=1
t+=Δt
j=0

Deform fluid mesh
Compute grid velocities
j+=1
Call fluid solver
Compute fluid interface loads
Relax solid displacement
Interpolate fluid loads
from fluid to solid interface grids
Compute relaxation pameter
(Aitken)

Call solid solver
Compute solid interface displacements

NO

Compute solid interface residual
and assess convergence
YES
NO

Is t the final time?

Predict solid interface position
at the next time step

YES
Exit

Figure 2: Time-marching coupling algorithm based on a block-Gauss-Seidel scheme (i is
the time iterator and j is the FSI iterator).

Ch

Kh

U∞

α(t)

Cα

Kα
CG

h(t)
y

xf

xCG c/2

c

x

Figure 3: Schematic of a two degrees of freedom pitching-plunging airfoil aeroelastic
model.
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where If is the moment of inertia of the airfoil around the elastic axis, L the aerodynamic lift (positive upwards) and M the aerodynamic moment with respect to the
elastic axis (positive clockwise). The overall system is characterized by several nondimensional parameters, i.e., the normalized static unbalance χ = S/mb and√moment of
inertia rα2 √
= If /mb2 , the plunging and pitching damping ratios ηh = Ch /2 Kh m and
ηα = Cα /2 Kα If , the mass ratio µ = m/πρ∞ b2 where 
ρ∞ is the free-stream
 fluid density,
and the natural frequency ratio ω = ωh /ωα where ωh = Kh /m and ωα = Kα /If are the
natural frequencies of the uncoupled system. The parameters for the Isogai test case are
χ = 1.8, rα = 1.865, ω = 1 and µ = 60. There is no structural damping, i.e., Ch = Cα = 0.
The elastic axis is placed in front of the airfoil at a distance xf = −b from the leading edge
and the natural pitching frequency is here ωα = 100 rad/s. The Euler equations are solved
in the transonic regime with an initial airfoil pitch angle α0 = 0.0174 rad (1o ). The time
step for the simulation is ∆t = 0.0016 s which corresponds to 39 time steps per period
of the uncoupled pitch mode. Because of the high mass ratio of the coupled system, low
added mass effects are expected, thus no relaxation is used. Three BGS iterations per
time step are typically required to achieve a coupling tolerance of 10−6 m (10−4 times the
initial perturbation) on the structural displacement.
Several FSI simulations at different transonic free-stream Mach numbers (M∞ = 0.7 −
0.9) are performed with variable speed index
V∗ =

U∞
√
bωα µ

(11)

in order to predict the flutter point. Flutter inception is identified as the point for which
the damping extracted from the system dynamic response is zero. The computed flutter
speed indices are compared with values from the literature [24, 25, 26, 27], as shown in
Figure 4. The best approximation curve (spline) is a representation of the limit between
the stable and unstable regions. It can be seen that the “transonic dip” and the typical
“S-shape” flutter boundary for M∞ between 0.7 and 0.9 are both well predicted.
4.2

VIV of a flexible cantilever in the wake of a square cylinder

The study of the flexible cantilever attached to the downstream side of a perfectly
rigid square cylinder is a classical two-dimensional benchmark test case for FSI [18]. The
geometry of the computational domain is described in Figure 5. In this case H = 0.01 m.
The physical properties of the solid and fluid are summarized in Table 1. The incoming
flow velocity is Ux = 0.513 m/s, which corresponds to a laminar Reynolds number Re =
Ux H/νf = 333. The top and bottom sides of the channel are modeled as inviscid walls.
The velocity and the Reynolds number are such that an unsteady laminar Von Karman
vortex sheet is generated in the wake of the cylinder with a shedding frequency close to
the first bending frequency of the flexible cantilever. Therefore, the vortical structure of
the wake generates harmonic aerodynamic loads that induce periodic oscillations of the
flexible cantilever.
8
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3

Current calculations
Spline interpolation
Liu et al. [24]
Alonso et al. [25]
Biao et al. [26]
Thomas et al. [27]

2.5
2

Vf∗

Unstable
1.5
1
Stable
0.5
0
0.7

0.75

0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

M∞
Figure 4: Flutter speed index as a function of the free-stream Mach number. Comparison
between current computations and numerical results from the literature.

U = (Ux , 0)
H
0.06H

12H

4H

y
x
14H

5.5H

Figure 5: Flexible cantilever attached to a rigid square cylinder. Geometry of the computational domain.
This interaction is numerically reproduced by coupling SU2 and Metafor. A nonlinear
formalism is necessary to correctly predict the bending of the cantilever undergoing large
displacements. In order to eliminate any interpolation error, the grid discretization is done
9
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Solid
Density [kg m-3 ]
Young’s modulus [Pa]
Poisson’s ratio [-]
Fluid
Density [kg m-3 ]
Kinematic viscosity [m2 s-1 ]

ρs
E
νs

100
2.5 · 105
0.35

ρf
νf

1.18
1.54 · 10−5

Table 1: Solid and fluid physical properties.
so as to have matching meshes at the fluid-structure interface. The mesh is structured in
the near-field of the solid bodies (square cylinder and cantilever) and then unstructured
throughout the rest of the domain. The time step for the simulation is ∆t = 0.0025 s
which corresponds to 122 time steps per period on the first bending mode of the beam.
Four BGS iterations with no relaxation are typically required to reach a coupling tolerance
of 10−6 m (10−4 times the expected tip displacement) on the structural displacement.
Habchi et al. [18] summarized results from the literature (e.g., [28, 14, 29]). The
oscillations frequency typically falls in the range 2.94 − 3.25 Hz, while the amplitude of
the tip displacement is in the range 0.95 − 1.25 cm. The present computation predicts a
maximum tip displacement dy = 1.07 cm and a frequency f = 3.14 Hz , which is in very
good agreement with results from the literature. The same simulation is repeated using
the SU2-TACS framework and a maximum tip displacement dy = 1.03 cm and an average
frequency of f = 2.93 Hz is observed, matching well with the SU2-Metafor simulation
and available data. Figure 6 shows the velocity magnitude contour at several time steps
of a period T , where the vortical structures and the large displacement of the cantilever
can be observed.
4.3

Static aeroelastic deformation of the AGARD 445.6 wing

The experimental AGARD 445.6 wing test case [30] is a frequently used three-dimensional
validation case for transonic flutter simulations. The present computational study is based
on the weakened model 3 of the wing. This is a 45◦ swept-back wing whose geometrical properties are summarized in Table 2. The cross section of the wing is a symmetric
NACA 65a004 airfoil. The static aeroelatic case performed by Goura [31] is here reproduced by solving the Euler equations with SU2. The wing is modeled in Metafor
with 8-node continuum elements and an orthotropic elastic material whose properties are
summarized in Table 3. A modal analysis is first performed and the first four natural frequencies computed are compared with results in the literature in Table 4, showing good
agreements with both computational and experimental results. Note that the present results are obtained with volume finite elements, while the results from the literature were
based on plate finite elements, which could explain the small discrepancies observed in
10
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t = T/4

t = T/2

t = 3T/4

Figure 6: Velocity magnitude contour at three different times of a period. Results from
the coupling between SU2 and Metafor.
Root chord [m]
Taper ratio [-]
Tip chord [m]
Semi-span [m]
Aspect ratio [-]
Wing surface [m2 ]
Mean aerodynamic chord [m]

cr
λ
ct
bs
AR
S
c

0.559
0.658
0.368
0.762
1.644
0.353
0.470

Table 2: Geometrical properties of the AGARD 445.6 wing.
Longitudinal Young’s modulus [GPa]
E1
Transverse Young’s moduli [GPa]
E2 , E 3
Shear moduli [GPa]
G12 , G13 , G23
Poisson’s ratio [-]
ν12 , ν13 , ν23
Density [kg m-3 ]
ρs

3.151
0.4162
0.4392
0.31
381.98

Table 3: Material properties for the AGARD 445.6 wing.
the natural frequencies.
The coupled simulation is performed in the transonic regime with a free-stream Mach
number M∞ = 0.8 at an angle of attack α = 1◦ . The free-stream velocity U∞ and density
ρ∞ are set to 247.09 m/s and 0.09411 kg/m3 , respectively. A RBF interpolation using
the TPS method is used to interpolate data between the solid and fluid meshes at the
11
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f1
f2
f3
f4
Present
9.54 40.35 50.22 97.67
*
Yates [30]
9.60 38.10 50.70 98.50
Goura [31]
9.67 36.87 50.26 90.00
Beaubien et al. [32] 9.46 39.44 49.71 94.39
Zhanget al. [33]
9.57 38.17 48.35 91.55
Table 4: First four natural frequencies of the AGARD 445.6 wing from the present calculation and the literature (experimental results are identified by the * symbol). Frequencies
are in Hz with f1 and f3 corresponding to the first and second bending modes, and f2
and f4 to the first and second torsion modes, respectively.
interface. The coupling tolerance is set to 10−6 m, which corresponds to 10−4 times the
expected maximum tip displacement of the wing.
The static aeroelastic deformation at these conditions is illustrated in Figure 7. The
values of the vertical displacement of the wing computed at the leading and trailing edges
are summarized and compared with other references in Table 5. A discrepancy of 0.4 mm
and 0.4-0.9 mm are observed at the leading and trailing edge, respectively, which could
be explained by the use here of volume rather than plate finite elements.

Present
Goura [31]
Melville et al. [34]

Leading edge
0.0116
0.0112
0.0112

Trailing edge
0.0131
0.0127
0.0122

Table 5: Vertical displacement of the wing tip at the leading and trailing edges. Values
are in m.

5

CONCLUSION

A modular and flexible implementation of a coupling environment for Fluid-Structure
Interaction problems was presented. The coupled problem is solved using a partitioned
approach in which the fluid and solid solvers communicate through the coupler through
a Python layer/interface. This ensures that the high-level management of the two solvers
(black-box tools) is very intuitive and flexible and all the intensive calculations remain
embedded in their respective core codes.
The results of several test cases were compared to the literature, demonstrating the
accuracy of the coupling tool. The high modularity of the framework was demonstrated
by using different structural solvers. Moreover, the coupling of other existing solid or
12
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Figure 7: Static aeroelastic deformation of the AGARD 445.6 wing. The initial configuration is in gray. Contours of the Mach number are superposed to the deformed wing.
fluid solvers would be rather straightforward, requiring only minimal adaptations. The
framework could also be easily extended to permit the coupling of other physics, such as
conjugate heat transfer.
Future work will focus on extending some of the current capabilities of the tool, including the coupling algorithm, and the interpolation methods. Additionally, other multiphysics problems like conjugate heat transfer and coupling with different solvers will also
be considered.
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Abstract. This contribution deals with mathematical modelling and numerical simulation of the human phonation process. This phenomena is described as a coupled problem
composed of the three mutually coupled physical fields: the deformation of elastic body,
the fluid flow and the acoustics. For the sake of simplicity only a two-dimensional model
problems is considered in this paper. The fluid-structure interaction problem is described
by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, by the linear elasticity theory and by the
interface conditions. In order to capture the motion of the fluid domain the arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian method is used. The strongly coupled partitioned scheme is used
for solution of the coupled fluid-structure problem. For solution of acoustics the acoustic
analogies are used. Two analogies are compared - the Lighthill analogy and convected
perturbation wave equation. The influence of acoustic field back to fluid as well as to
structure is neglected. The numerical approximation of all three physical domains is perforemd with the aid of the finite element method. The numerical results present sound
propagation through the model of the vocal tract.

1

INTRODUCTION

The human phonation is very interesting phenomenon and a complex topic of ongoing
research, see e.g. [7]. A better understanding of the human phonation process can help
physicians and therapists to improve treatment of people with voice disorders, where the
1
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economic losses due to voice malfunction just in USA is estimated up to $160 billion per
year, [9]. Recently due to practical inaccessibility of human organs numerical simulations
have become to be an important tool used in the research.
The human phonation is a multi-physical problem consisting of three coupled physical fields – the deformation of the vocal folds (elastic body), the fluid flow and the
acoustics together with all relevant coupling terms. It is sometimes summarized under
fluid-structure-acoustic interaction (FSAI) problem. The mutual coupling between the
fluid and the structure is usually strong, i.e. each physical field influences the other one.
On the other hand the acoustic field in the considered problem depends on both the fluid
and structure fields, but the influence of the acoustic back to the flow field as well as to
the elastic body motion can be neglected. Thus it is possible to use only the so-called
forward coupling from the fluid flow to the acoustic field, see [11].
There are a lot of papers covering the subject of human phonation ranging from studies
of purely flow simulation in 2D or 3D domains like [10] or reports with prescribed motion of
vocal folds, see for example [8], up to even 3D simulation of aeroacoustic problem, see e.g.
[11]. The critical part for acoustic simulation is reliable solution of fluid flow. In general
the maximal velocity lies noticeably under 0.3 Mach number (stated as incompressible
limit), the flow passing the glottis is characterized by quite complex turbulent structure.
This results in high computation demand namely in 3D, see [10].
This contribution presents the 2D aeroacoustic computation based on fluid-structure
interaction (FSI) simulations, where the comparison of results acquired by the Lighthill
analogy and the perturbed convective wave equation (PCWE) is shown. Similar hybrid
approach has been already adopted in e.g. [11]. Furthermore, to include the effects
of time-dependent computational domain for the fluid flow the Arbitrary LagrangianEulerian (ALE) method was used. The linear elasticity theory was used for description
of the elastic structure motion. Finally, the acoustics was modelled by Lighthill acoustic
analogy and PCWE, [4]. The perfectly matched layer (PML) technique with inverse
mapping was applied to solve the open-domain problem, see [5].
The numerical model is based on the finite element method (FEM), which is used
for all three physical domains. For stabilization of the fluid flow simulation, the modified
Streamline-Upwind/Petrov-Galerkin stabilization is utilized, [3]. In the end the numerical
results of flow induced vibration and sound propagation through vocal tract are presented.
The pressure spectra obtained by the Lighthill analogy and by PCWE are compared.
2

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

For the sake of simplicity a two-dimensional FSAI problem is considered. The FSI
domain, schematically shown in Figure 1, is a subset of a substantially larger domain of
sound propagation, see Figure 2. The FSI domain consists of the domain Ωsref , representing the elastic structure (the vocal folds), and the domain Ωfref occupied by fluid. The
deformation of the elastic structure is described in the Lagrange coordinates. The domain
Ωfref denotes the reference fluid domain, e.g. the domain at the time instant t = 0 with
2
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the common interface ΓWref = ΓW0 between the fluid and the structure domain. The time
evolution of the reference domain Ωfref to the deformed domain Ωft as well as the reference
interface ΓWref to the interface ΓWt at any time instant t is described by the ALE method.

Figure 1: Schematic figure of vocal folds model and fluid domain with boundaries marked before (left)
and after (right) a deformation.

2.1

Elastic body

The unknown deformation vector u(X, t) = (u1 , u2 ) of the elastic body Ωs is sought as
a solution of the partial differential equation
ρs

∂ 2 ui ∂τijs (u)
−
= fi s
2
∂t
∂Xj

in Ωs × (0, T).

(1)

This equation expresses the dynamic equilibrium between the inertia force and applied
volume and surface forces. The structure density is denoted as ρs , the tensor τijs is the
Cauchy stress tensor, the vector f s = (f1s , f2s ) is the volume density of an acting force and
X = (X1 , X2 ) are the reference coordinates. Under the assumption of the linear relation
between the displacement and the stress the generalized Hook law can be used, which for
the isotropic case reads
τijs = λs (div u) δij + 2µs esij ,
(2)
where λs , µs are Lamé coefficients depending on the Young modulus of elasticity E s and
the Poisson ratio σ s , see e.g. [12]. The tensor I = (δij ) is the Kronecker’s delta and the
tensor es = (esjk ) is the strain tensor. For small displacements it has the form


1 ∂uj
∂uk
s
+
.
(3)
ejk =
2 ∂Xk ∂Xj
Equation (1) is supplied by the initial and boundary conditions
a)
b)
c)

∂u
(X, 0) = u1 (X)
for X ∈ Ωs ,
∂t
u(X, t) = uDir (X, t)
for X ∈ ΓsDir , t ∈ (0, T),
τijs (X, t) nsj (X) = qis (X, t),
for X ∈ ΓsWt , t ∈ (0, T),
u(X, 0) = u0 (X),

(4)

where the ΓWref , ΓsDir are mutually disjoint parts of the boundary ∂Ωs = ΓWref ∪ ΓsDir (see
Figure 1) and nsj (X) are components of the unit outer normal to ΓWref .
3
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2.2

ALE method

One of the standard methods, which enable to solve the fluid flow in a time-dependent
domain, is the ALE method. The basis of this method is the construction of a diffeomorphism At which maps the reference (undistorted) domain Ωfref on to the domain Ωft at any
instant time t ∈ (0, T). The ALE domain velocity wD under assumption of continuity of
t
derivatives ∂A
∈ C(Ωfref ) is defined as
∂t
wD (At (X), t) =

∂
At (X),
∂t

t ∈ (0, T), X ∈ Ωfref .

(5)

The ALE derivative is then introduced as the time derivative with respect to a fixed point
X ∈ Ωfref . It satisfies the following relation
∂f
DA
f (x, t) =
(x, t) + wD (x, t) · ∇f (x, t).
Dt
∂t

(6)

More details and practical construction of ALE mapping is described e.g. in [2] or [14].
2.3

Fluid flow

The motion of the viscous incompressible fluid in time-dependent domain Ωft is described by the fluid velocity v(x, t) and the kinematic pressure p. This pair of unknowns
obey the Navier-Stokes equations in the ALE form, see [2]
DA v
+ ((v − wD ) · ∇)v − ν f ∆v + ∇p = 0,
Dt

div v = 0 in Ωft ,

(7)

where ν f is the kinematic fluid viscosity.
The formulation of Navier-Stokes equations (fluid part of FSI problem) (7) is completed
by zero initial and the following boundary conditions
a)
b)

v(x, t) = wD (x, t)
for x ∈ ΓfDir ∪ ΓWt , t ∈ (0, T), (8)
1
∂v
(x, t) = − v(v · nf )− + pref nf for x ∈ ΓfIn ∪ ΓfOut , t ∈ (0, T),
p(x, t)nf − ν f
f
∂n
2

where nf is unit outer normal to boundary ∂Ωft and pref is a reference pressure (possibly
different on the inlet ΓfIn and the outlet ΓfOut ). The condition (8 b) is the modified donothing boundary condition, see e.g. [1].
2.4

Aeroacoustics

The acoustic domain Ωa , where the acoustic problem is solved, is depicted in Figure
2. It is composed of three parts Ωasrc , Ωaair and Ωapml , where Ωa = Ωasrc ∪ Ωaair ∪ Ωapml . The
acoustic sources are calculated from the computed flow field in the domain Ωasrc , which is
4
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the same as reference fluid domain, i.e. Ωasrc = Ωfref . The change of domain Ωasrc in time is
neglected, the sources obtained on Ωft are transformed back to the domain Ωfref with the
help of the ALE mapping. The domain Ωaair represents a part of the vocal tract behind the
glottis up to mouth including a far field region, i.e. the outer space. The PML domain
Ωapml closes both the aforementioned domains in order to damp the outgoing sound waves.

Figure 2: Scheme of acoustic domain. The propagation domain has tree parts – the sound source region,
the vocal tract and the far field. Propagation region is enclosed by the PML region.

2.4.1

Lighthill analogy

The Lighthill analogy is inhomogenous wave equation
∂ 2 Tij
1 ∂ 2 p ∂ 2 p
−
=
,
c20 ∂t2
∂x2i
∂xi ∂xj

(9)

for unknown pressure fluctuation p with known values of the Lighthill tensor Tij and a
given speed of sound c0 . This equation was derived by Lighthill in 1952 from compressible
Navier-Stokes equations under supposition that acoustic waves with origin in a small
source region propagate through a voluminous medium in rest state characterized by
v0 = 0, p0 and rest fluid density ρf0 . The formation of sound is here imaginary caused
by acting force in the form of Lighthill tensor divergence, see [6]. The components of the
Lighthill tensor Tij are given by
Tij = ρf vi vj + ((p − p0 ) − c20 (ρf − ρf0 ))δij − τijf ,

(10)

where τijf is the fluid viscous stress tensor. In next the Lighthill tensor is approximated
by Tij ≈ ρf vi vj , where the viscous stress τijf and the stresses connected with the heat
conduction (p − c2 ρ )δij are neglected, see [6].
2.4.2

Perturbed convective wave equation

Another suitable choice of acoustic analogy is the PCWE. It is based on splitting of
physical quantities into mean and fluctuating parts. The fluctuating variables consists of
5
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acoustic parts and non-acoustic components, i.e. incompressible parts
p = p + pic + pa ,

v = v + vic + va .

(11)

With the presumption of incompressible homoentropic flow the splitting leads to the
following partial differential equation for va and pa
Dpic
∂pa
+ v · ∇pa + ρf0 c20 ∇ · va = −
,
∂t
Dt

∂va
1
+ ∇(v · va ) + f ∇pa = 0,
∂t
ρ0

(12)

D
D
∂
where the substantial derivative Dt
equals Dt
= ∂t
+ v · ∇. For derivation and discussion
see [4]. These equations can be rewritten into one with the help of acoustic potential ψ a
related to the acoustic particle velocity va = −∇ψ a (acoustic velocity field is irrotational)

1 D2 ψ a
1 Dpic
,
− ∆ψ a = − f 2
2
2
c0 Dt
ρ0 c0 Dt

(13)

For further details see [4]. Moreover for low velocities we can disregard convection v = 0
and the PCWE formulation (13) simplifies further to
1 ∂pic
1 ∂ 2ψa
.
− ∆ψ a = − f 2
2
2
c0 ∂t
ρ0 c0 ∂t

(14)

Eq. (14) is very similar to Eq. (9), but with a quite big advantage of only first time
derivative of right hand source term.
The wave equation (9) or (13), (14) is equipped with the zero initial condition and the
boundary of acoustic domain ∂Ωa with the outer normal na is considered as sound hard
∂p
(x, t) = 0 or
∂na
2.4.3

∂ψ a
(x, t) = 0
∂na

for x ∈ ∂Ωa , t ∈ (0, T).

(15)

PML

To tackle the open-boundary problem in bounded domains the PML technique was
used. A few additional layers of elements were added along the normal direction of
boundaries, which represents interface with open space. Inside these layers the sound
waves are effectively damped to zero without any reflection at the interface between
propagation region and PML. We further refer to [5].
2.5

Coupling conditions

The FSAI problem is coupled problem of three physical fields. The FSI coupling as
well as acoustics-structure has the form of boundary conditions on the common interface,
where on the contrary the fluid-acoustics coupling has volumetric character. Only the
6
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forward coupling between FSI and acoustics is used, e.g. the forward acoustic coupling
has the form of the flow field postprocessing.
The elastic deformation in FSI problem has prescribed Neumann boundary condition
representing the impact of the aerodynamic forces on the elastic body
qis (X, t) = −

2


σijf (x) nfj (x),

x = X + u(X, t), X ∈ ΓWref ,

j=1

(16)


∂vj
∂vi
where σijf = ρf −pδij + ν f ( ∂x
+
)
, i, j ∈ {1, 2} are the components of the fluid
∂xi
j
stress tensor.
The fluid flow problem is completed with the Dirichlet boundary condition postulated
by equation (8 a), which represents the continuity between the fluid and the structure
velocity across the boundary ΓWt .
Moreover also the location of the interface ΓWt at time t is also variable and it depends on
the solution of FSI problem. Its location corresponding to the force equilibrium between
aerodynamic and elastic forces at time instant t and it is implicitly given by structure
deformation u(t) as ΓWt = {x ∈ R2 | x = X + u(X, t), X ∈ ΓWref }.


3

NUMERICAL MODEL

All three subproblems given by partial differential equations (1), (7) and (9) or (14)
are solved by the FEM based on the weak formulation in space. Obtained semi-discrete
system is subsequently discretized in time by the finite difference scheme with the same
T
constant time step ∆t = N
, N >> 1.
3.1

Acoustics

Equations (9) are reformulated in the weak sense with the aid of a test function η from
the Sobolev space W 1,2 (Ωa ), see [4]. The application of the Green theorem together with
the definition of boundary condition (15) gives us the final form



1 ∂ 2 p

η dx + ∇p · ∇η dx = − (div T) · ∇η dx.
(17)
c20 ∂t2
Ωa

Ωa

Ωa

Using the restriction of test functions to a finite element space and seeking the solution
as a linear combination of the basis functions ηj with unknown time dependent coefficients
γ = γ(t) leads to
Ma γ̈ + Ka γ = ba (t),

(18)

where the components of the vector ba (t) = (bai ) and of the matrices Ma = (maij ),
Ka = (kija ) are given as



1
a
a
a
bi = − (∇ · T) · ∇ηi dx, mij =
ηj ηi dx, kij = ∇ηj · ∇ηi dx.
c20
Ωa

Ωa

Ωa

7
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The derivation of the weak formulation of Eq. (13) or (14) is similar. System (18) is
numerically discretized in time by the Newmark method.
3.2

Elastic body

The standard finite element discretization of problem (1) leads to the matrix system
for the unknown time-dependent vector of coefficients α(t), see e.g. [14], i.e.
Mα̈ + Cα̇ + Kα = b(t),

(20)

where matrices M = (mij ), K = (kij ) has elements


s
mij = ρ φi · φj dX,
kij = (λs (div φi ) δrl + 2µs esrl (φi )) esrl (φj ) dX,
Ωs

(21)

Ωs



and the vector b(t) has components bi (t) = Ωs f s · φi dX + Γs qs · φi dS. The matrix
Neu
C = 1 M + 2 K was added as the proportional damping with suitable parameters 1 , 2 .
System (21) is numerically discretized in time by the Newmark method, see e.g. [2].
3.3

Fluid flow

The equation (7) is firstly discretized at arbitrary time step t = tn+1 in time. The ALE
derivative is approximated by the backward difference formula of second order
DA v
3vn+1 (xn+1 ) − 4vn (xn ) + vn−1 (xn−1 )
(x, tn+1 ) ≈
,
Dt
2∆t

xi = Ati (A−1
tn+1 (x)).

(22)

For the sake of simplicity in the next section the time index n+1 will be omitted. By multiplication of equations (7) by a test function ϕ ∈ W1,2 (Ωf ) and q ∈ L2 (Ωf ), integration
over Ωf and by using Green theorem the standard weak spatial formulation is obtained,
see e.g. [2]. One extra application of Green theorem used partially for the convective term
delivers the formulation based on the analysis in [1] or described in [14]. The substitution
of test spaces with finite element spaces Xh ⊂ W1,2 (Ωf ), Mh ⊂ L2 (Ωf ) let us to write the
approximative solution vh , ph as linear combinations
p

v

vh (x, t) =

2Nh


βjv (t) ϕj (x),

ph (x, t) =

j=1

Nh


βjp (t) qj (x),

(23)

j=1

where ϕj , qj are finite element base functions of the spaces Xh , Mh . This approach yields
the matrix system

  v  
A(vh ) B
β
g
=
,
(24)
BT
0
βp
0
8
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1
where A(vh ) = ∆t
M + C(vh ) + D. The elements of the matrices M = (mij ), C = (cij ),
D = (dij ), B = (bij ) and the vector components g = (gi ) are given by



3
f
mij =
ϕ · ϕi dx, dij =
ν ∇ϕj · ∇ϕi dx, bij =
−qj div ϕi dx, (25)
2 f j
f
Ωf
 Ω
Ω
n+1
2 · cij = ((vh − 2wD
) · ∇)ϕj · ϕi − (vh · ∇)ϕi · ϕj dx +
(vh · nf )+ ϕj · ϕi dS,
Ωf

gi =



Ωf

4vn − vn−1
· ϕi dx −
2∆t



ΓfOut ∪ΓfIn

ΓfOut ∪ΓfIn

pref ϕi · nf dS.

The system of equations (24) is non-linear. For its solution the linearization vh =
vn is used together with the linear algebra solver from the library UMFPACK. The
fluid FEM solver is stabilized by the streamline-upwind/Petrov-Galerkin, the pressurestabilization/Petrov-Galerkin and ’div-div’ stabilization method. It keeps the method
stable, consistent and still accurate, see e.g. [3] or for the implementation details [2].
3.4

Algorithm

The advantage of chosen hybrid approach is that sound sources acting on right hand
side of acoustic analogies can be computed anytime later from the solution of FSI problem.
The partitioned FSI scheme was implemented with the strong coupling, for details see [2].
4

Numerical results
During the whole computation the time step was kept constant ∆t = 2.5 · 10−5 s.

4.1

FSI problem

The vocal fold (VF) model shape consisting of four layers and their material parameters
were adopted from the article [15] together with initial gap between VFs 2.0 mm. The
damping parameters were chosen as 1 = 5 s−1 , 2 = 2.0 · 10−5 s and the densities ρs =
1000 kg/m3 , ρf = 1.185 kg/m3 and kinematic viscosity ν f = 1.47 · 10−5 m/s2 was set.
The FSI problem was solved with the prescribed pressure difference between inlet and
outlet with value pref = 2000 Pa · m3 /kg. The full FSI interaction was enabled at 0.01 s
and after a short transition behaviour the typical evolution of the flow induced vibration of
VF appeared, see Figure 3. The excitation of first two eigenmodes of VF can be identified
with the help of the Fourier transform. These results are in good correspondence with
results of paper [15].
4.2

Aeroacoustics

The shape of vocal tract model for vowel \u\ are taken from MRI measurement – [13],
where the length is modified due to the smooth connection between the end of the fluid
computational domain and the start of sharply narrowing vocal tract domain.
9
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Figure 3: On the left - time behaviour of y-displacement of chosen point from the top of bottom VF.
The displacement stored from t = 0.1 s. On the right - (normalized) Fourier transform of time signal
from the left.

Since the acoustic problem does not require so fine grid, the sound source terms of Eq.
(9) and (14) were interpolated onto coarser acoustic mesh during their calculation. The
computed sound sources were further investigated by Fourier transform. The Figure 4
shows a comparison of the contributions with frequencies 235 and 1371 Hz obtained by
different analogies. The sound source density with frequency 235 Hz corresponds to the
VF excitation frequency and it is mainly located inside the glottis. The second density
with nonharmonic frequency 1371 Hz is distributed in turbulent region behind glottis. It is
associated with vorticity of the glottal jet and it has smaller magnitude. Similar character
of results was obtained in [11]. The sources of Lighthill analogy is quite sensitive to the
high velocity gradients due to the need of second space derivatives, which can lead to
numerical artifacts.

Figure 4: The computed sound source densities for Lighthill analogy on the left and for PCWE on the
right for frequencies of 235 (up) and 1371 Hz (down).

Finally, the acoustic simulation was performed in the whole domain Ωa . The acoustic
pressure was monitored outside the mouth at the microphone position (x = 0.24 m, y =
0 m). The Fourier transform of acoustic pressure is depicted in Figure 5. The obtained
frequencies for the PCWE case do not coincide with the frequencies of first formants of
measured natural pronunciation of vowel \u\ in [13] (black lines in Figure 5). But the
frequency peaks quite well answer the peaks of transfer function for vocal tract domain
Ωaair at least for frequencies higher than 1500 Hz, see Figure 5. The differencies can be
10
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caused by the aforementioned prolongation. The frequencies acquired for the Lighthill
case do not demostrate agreetment with PCWE results. The effect of vocal tract filtering
is clearly visible for higher frequencies.

Figure 5: On the left - normalised Fourier transform of acoustic pressure measured at microphone
position computed from 0.9 s signal length. The black vertical lines mark the frequencies 389 Hz, 987 Hz
and 2299 Hz taken from article [13]. On the right - transfer function of chosen shape of vocal tract.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution the mathematical description of the FSAI is presented, where the
hybrid partitioned approach was applied. The Lighthill acoustic analogy and PCWE
approach were utilized for the calculation of the acoustic sources and simulation of their
propagation through vocal tract model. The all three physical problems are numerically
solved by the FEM. The fluid solver was stabilized by SUPG, PSPG and ’div-div’ method.
The results of flow induced vibration of vocal folds were computed and postprocessed
by in-house developed program to determine the sound sources. They were analysed
in frequency domain and then their propagation through vocal tract was simulated by
CFS++ solver. The obtained results by PCWE and by Lighthill analogy do not show
high correspondence.
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Abstract. In this work, we focus on the effect of supporting structures on the loads acting
on a large horizontal axis wind turbine. The transient fluid-structure interaction (FSI) is
simulated by an in-house code which couples two solvers, one for the computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) and one for the computational structure mechanics (CSM). Strong coupling
is applied as the force and displacement equilibriums are always enforced on the fluidstructure interface.
The flexibility of the three blades of the considered machine is taken into account. The
accurate CSM model reproduces in details the composite layups, foam, adhesive and internal
stiffeners of the blades. On the other hand, the supporting structures (tower and nacelle) are
considered to be rigid.
On the fluid side, a fully hexahedral mesh is generated by a multi-block strategy. The same
mesh is continuously deformed and adapted according to the displacement of the fluidstructure interface. The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) under neutral conditions is
included and consistently preserved along the computational domain.
Using the outlined model, the blade deflections with and without supporting structure are
compared. The effects of this transient interaction are highlighted throughout the rotation of
the rotor, in terms of both wind energy conversion performance of the machine and structural
response of each component. The maximal stress in the blade material as a function of time is
compared with and without the presence of the tower in the wake of the rotor. Only a few
similar works are reported to appear in literature [1, 2], whereas none of them currently
includes the ABL or show detailed information about the internal stresses in the composite
blades.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The actual tendency of increasing the size of the horizontal axis wind turbine’s rotor [3] to
maximize the captured energy, and the resulting higher slenderness of their blades, have
strengthened the necessity to investigate the mutual interaction of wind flow and structural
response of the blades. Previous research has shown that the axial deflection of the blade tips
can reach peaks of 10-15% of their total span [4, 5]. As a consequence, the deformed shape of
the blades influences the wind flow around them, which in turn affects the structural
deflection. This results in a fully coupled problem which is important to take into account in
several processes such as design and maintenance estimation of modern horizontal axis wind
turbines (HAWTs) [6].
Both sides of this problem, namely the fluid and the structural ones, involve a large
complexity when it comes to numerical analysis. On the structural side, the blades’ inner and
outer structures are made of anisotropic composite material and assembled by means of
adhesive joints [7]. On the fluid side, the Reynolds number of the flow can go up to 10 . The
consequent high turbulence levels, combined with the rotation of the blades, make the
problem even harder to tackle [2, 4, 5]. Additionally, large HAWTs normally are immersed in
the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) which leads to variable velocity and turbulence in
altitude [8]. The presence of the supporting structures (tower and nacelle) represents a
disturbance for the flow around the blades passing in their region of influence [1]. This effect,
addressed as rotor-tower interaction, is here investigated.
The present work aims at simulating the fully coupled fluid-structure interaction (FSI)
problem on a full scale 100m diameter HAWT employing accurate flow and structural
models, leading to a fully coupled FSI model. The ABL is also taken into account. The effect
of the rotor-tower interaction is highlighted by comparison of results obtained simulating only
the rotating parts of the considered HAWT (“rotor only”) and results obtained including the
supporting structures (“full machine”). On the structural side, a complete and accurate model
reproducing the complex composite nature of each blade is built and employed. The implicit
coupling between the flow and the structural models is guaranteed by the in-house code
Tango, resulting in a partitioned approach [12].
2 METHODOLOGY
The details of the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and computational structural
mechanics (CSM) are now discussed.
2.1 The CFD model
The adoption of different reference frames is necessary: a stationary and a rotating domain
are created and separated by sliding interfaces. The layout of the complete mesh is displayed
in fig. 1, together with the distances (in terms of turbine diameter ) of the boundaries from
the rotating domain and the boundary conditions used.

2
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Figure 1: Layout adopted for the HAWT simulations; in yellow, the rotating domain.

Both the “rotor only” (RO) and “full machine” (FM) configurations are displayed in fig. 2.
The exact same rotating cylinder is used in both cases while, in the FM case, the stationary
domain is adapted to accommodate the supporting structures (tower and nacelle). The tower
geometry is chosen to be suitable for the size of the considered HAWT and extracted from
[13].

Figure 2: Detail of the rotating domain: (left) RO case and (right) FM case.

Given the low Mach number, the flow is considered incompressible and the turbulence
model is chosen to be the    (unsteady RANS) model, which adds two transport equations.
The ABL inlet conditions first proposed by Richard and Hoxey [8] are employed at the
inlet of the stationary domain to replicate the neutral ABL velocity and turbulence
stratification. With  the height of the domain (distance from the ground wall), the inlet
conditions for velocity , turbulent kinetic energy  and turbulent dissipation rate  are

3
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respectively:

∗
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∗
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In these equations, ∗ represents the friction velocity, an index of the global wind intensity,
and  is the aerodynamic roughness length which provides a measure of how rough the
ground wall is. In this work, ∗ and  are chosen respectively equal to 0.792 ⁄ and
0.5 , reproducing a rather intense wind over a rough ground.  represents the von Karman
constant (0.4187), while  is a constant of the    model equal to 0.09. In order to
guarantee that the imposed inlet profiles are consistently preserved throughout the
computational domain, a specific formulation of the wall functions for the ground wall is
necessary, according to what was observed by Blocken et al [9] and Parente et al. [10, 11].
Therefore, following what proposed by Parente and Benocci [10], the aerodynamic roughness
length is directly included in the ground wall functions, leading to a modified nondimensional wall distance   and a modified wall function constant .
 +  ∗ 


 =
 ∗



=

On the walls belonging to the wind rotor and the supporting structures, the standard wall
functions are employed. The velocity contours are shown in fig. 3, during the FSI simulation
with supporting structures. They show clearly the ABL stratification and the recovery of the
undisturbed flow conditions beyond the wake of the analyzed machine.

Figure 3: Contours of velocity magnitude (/) during FSI-FM simulation.

The mesh is fully hexahedral and built by means of a multi-block strategy. 3 million cells

4
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compose the rotating domain, while the stationary one, is made of 10 million in the RO
configuration and 12 million in the FM configuration. Fig. 4 shows two sections of the mesh
around a blade, one close to its root and one close to its tip.

Figure 4: Sections of the mesh around one blade: (left) 20% of the total span and (right) 99% of the total span.

The momentum equations and pressure-based continuity equation are solved together with
implicit coupling. 2nd order upwind discretization for momentum is applied and a 2nd order
implicit scheme is used for time discretization.
During the FSI simulations, the mesh is adapted only in the rotating domain (fig. 2) in
order to allow deformation of the blades as prescribed by the structural solver. The supporting
structures are considered to be rigid. A diffusion method based on boundary distance is
employed to handle the mesh motion. The need to always preserve the shape of the sliding
interfaces translates directly into boundary conditions for the diffusion method.
2.2 The CSM model
The turbine to be analyzed features three 50  long blades entirely made of composite
material. Each blade has a weight exceeding 9  and encompasses three shear webs
covering a large portion of its span. Shell elements with 3 or 4 nodes and reduced integration
are exclusively employed and composite layups are defined to reproduce the composite
layering. The elements are positioned on the outer mold layer (OML) with material offset
towards the inside, mimicking the blades manufacturing process and maintaining the correct
outer blade shape to facilitate the FSI coupling with the CFD model. Different layups are
assigned to different regions of the structure, modelling its real composition. A local reference
frame is discretely defined in every element in order to fix the global orientation of the layup.
In every element, all the layups are then composed of a varying number of plies ranging from
1 to 127. For each ply a material and a thickness are assigned, together with a relative
orientation in the form of a rotation angle with respect to the global layup orientation. The
shear webs, the shear caps and the adhesive joints are also included. The mesh is created
following the process discussed in [14], resulting in a total of 64000 three-dimensional shell
elements. The outer structure and the inner shear webs are displayed in fig. 5.
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Figure 5: Structural mesh: (left) outer structures and (right) inner shear webs.

During the time span of the simulations, the rotational speed of the machine is fixed at the
root of each blade, where all the other degrees of freedom are constrained. The gravity force
is also included and accounted for in each simulation.
2.3 FSI coupling
The CFD and the CSM models previously outlined are coupled by means of an in-house
code, named Tango [12]. Gauss-Seidel is chosen as coupling algorithm and 3 iterations are
performed within every time step, leading to displacement residuals in the order of 3  2 .
The rotational speed of the turbine is set to 1.3 / which, combined with a wind
velocity of 10 / at the hub height (100 ) leads to a tip speed ratio  equal to 6.5. The
time step size is chosen to be 0.0403 .
3

RESULTS

In this section the results of various FSI simulations are outlined and compared. Every
time-dependent simulation is started from the result of a steady state frozen rotor simulation.
In this section, the notation of fig. 6 is used to define the azimuth angle of each blade and the
sign of radial and tangential forces and velocities.

Figure 6: Notation for azimuth angle and components of forces and velocities.

Furthermore the torque () and the forces () acting on the blades are made nondimensional by the following formulas:
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1 
 
2

 =
1 
 
2

 =

where  is the air density,  the frontal area of the rotor and  its radius; the reference
velocity  is chosen to be the free-stream wind velocity at the hub height, namely  /.
3.1 Rotor only simulations

Starting from a steady state frozen rotor FSI simulation, a first transient FSI simulation is
run including only the rotor structures and no supporting structure. The calculation is carried
out for two complete revolutions of the rotor. The evolution of the total torque provided by
the wind flow to the machine is depicted in fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Total torque evolution, RO configuration.

The torque contribution of each blade can be related to its azimuth angle as shown in fig. 8.
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Figure 8: Single blade contribution to the torque, RO configuration.
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Fig. 8 clearly shows the effect of the velocity stratification induced by the ABL: for
positive azimuth angles, the higher wind velocity induces higher angles of attack on the blade
span resulting in higher torque.
In terms of axial force acting on the blade, the same pattern is found. Fig. 9 shows the axial
force oscillation during a full revolution, together with the consequent axial displacement of
the blade tip.
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Figure 9: (left) axial force acting on the blade and (right) its axial tip displacement, RO configuration.

It should be noted that the axial force is again higher when the incoming wind velocity is
higher, as already observed and commented for the torque. The axial displacement closely
follows the oscillation of the axial force and has a mean value of approximately 2.9 . Fig.
10 shows the deflection of the blade at an azimuth angle of 90 .

Figure 10: Deformed blade (black) on top of undeformed one (grey), RO configuration.
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3.2 Full machine simulations and comparison
The same transient FSI simulation is carried out including the supporting structures and
leading to the full machine (FM) configuration. Due to unexpected problems in the mesh
motion, only half of a revolution could be simulated. Nevertheless, the passage of the blade in
front of the tower was simulated and can be analyzed and compared to the correspondent time
span in the RO simulation.
The torque contribution of the blade passing in front of the tower is shown in fig. 11.
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Figure 11: Single blade contribution to the torque, RO vs FM.

It can be seen that the torque provided by the blade is consistently lower (about 5%) in the
FM case, compared to the RO configuration. Furthermore, the passage in the front of the
tower induces a further drop (5%) which is immediately recovered few degrees later. The
tower represents an obstruction and the pressure in the blade-tower clearance is higher than
the pressure in the rest of the rotor wake. For this reason, the pressure difference between
pressure and suction sides of the blades drops and drags the torque down. This is confirmed
by fig. 12 which shows the axial force on the blade as a function of the azimuth angle.
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Figure 12: Axial force acting on the blade, RO vs FM.
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The torque contribution of each blade can be interpreted as the product of the total
tangential force multiplied by the radial position of the center of pressure along the blade
span, both shown in fig. 13.
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Figure 13: (left) tangential force acting on the blade and (right) relative radial position of the center of pressure,
RO vs FM.

The presence of the supporting structures leads to a tangential force consistently lower
while the center of pressure is moved towards the tip of the blade due to the presence of the
nacelle which reduces the efficiency of the root sections. According to fig. 11, the first effect
prevails over the second leading to a lower torque. Splitting the blade into 10 strips, fig. 14
shows the contribution to the torque of each strip at an azimuth angle of 90  for both
RO and FM configurations, highlighting how the influence of the tower reduces the torque
provided on the entire blade span.
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Figure 14: Torque contribution of blade strips, RO vs FM.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

The FSI model could be used to investigate the effect of the supporting structures on the
performance and loads of a modern HAWT. A drop is observed when the blade passes in
front of the tower. The total drop appears to be equally distributed over the entire blade span.
At the same time, the axial force transmitted to the blade by the wind is reduced due to the
passage in the region of influence of the tower.
Due to unforeseen difficulties in the mesh motion, only half of a complete revolution could
be simulated in the full machine configuration. Simulating longer will provide additional
insights and details on the investigated phenomenon.
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Abstract. The present study focuses on the determination of reflection and transmission
characteristics for the coupled hydroelastic system involving a strip of large extent and
shallow draft, floating over steep bathymetric variations and interacting with long waves. A
parametric analysis with respect to the floating strip stiffness and the magnitude of the
bathymetry variation for specific seabed profiles is conducted. This parametric study is
expected to indicate optimum design characteristics, in terms of the strip flexural rigidity, for
maximizing long wave reflection or transmission, depending on the specific application.
1

INTRODUCTION

Floating thin plates are commonly employed in the literature to model the response of
geophysical formations, such as ice floes [1-2], as well as manmade structures such as
floating breakwaters [3-4]. In applications where horizontal dimensions are significantly
larger than the thickness of the structure, the hydroelastic effects are of great importance.
Under wave excitation, the floating structure is expected to flex, leaving fractions of the
incident wave energy to be transmitted, while a part of it is reflected and dissipated due to
damping and friction [5]. The study of reflection and transmission characteristics of a coupled
hydroelastic system yields valuable information for the optimal design of a floating
breakwater structure, aiming in attenuating incoming wave action. Floating breakwaters are
effective in sheltering marinas and harbours where the marine environment is of limited fetch
[3-4]. The aim of these type of structures is to mitigate the transmitted energy as well as the
transmitted, onshore wave amplitude. In the case of geophysical formations, such as ice floes,
an estimation of energy transmission through an ice field allows for the prediction of collapse
events when quanta of wave energy reach a potentially unstable ice shelf [1].
Regular wave reflection and transmission characteristics of a floating structure, resting on
top of an inviscid and irrotational fluid layer is studied by means of linear water wave theory,
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where lineariazation of the dynamic and kinematic free surface boundary condition is
imposed. Notable are the works of Meylan and Squire [6] and Montiel [7] who consider the
wave reflection and transmission for the case of an ice floe of constant depth, the latter
catering for the Archimedian draft. The aforementioned works correlated the transmission
coefficient of the energy conserving system with the incident wavelength. Additionally,
Bennets et al [8] and Smith and Meylan [9] examined the effects of the plate thickness in the
transmitted energy.
Typically, due to their small thickness-to-length ratio, hydroelasticity dominated floating
structures are modelled under the Kirchhoff thin plate assumptions [1,10,12]. Additionally, as
floating breakwaters are commonly positioned nearshore, shallow water assumptions become
relevant. Sturova [10] developed an eigenfunction expansion technique for the calculation of
the transient hydroelastic response of thin heterogeneous plates, while Praveen et al [11]
consider the hydroelastic response of a thick elastic plate under regular long wave action. As
nearshore regions are characterised by strongly variable seabed profiles, the effects of variable
bathymetry must also be taken into account. In that note, Papathanasiou et al. [12] consider a
higher order finite element scheme for the solution of the transient hydroelastic problem
posed by a thin, elastic, heterogeneous beam floating over variable shallow bathymetry.
The present study focuses on the determination of reflection and transmission
characteristics for the coupled hydroelastic system involving a strip of large extent and
shallow draft, floating over steep bathymetry variations and interacting with long waves. The
particular problem examined herein is of interest for the analysis and design of novel
breakwaters, and the transmission of wave energy in specific areas for harvesting purposes.
The treatment of the problem is performed by means of the higher order hydroelastic finite
elements developed by Papathanasiou et al [12] for time domain analysis. These elements
feature 5th degree Hermite polynomials for the approximation of the floating strip deflection
combined with five-node Lagrange interpolation for the water velocity potential.
The Newmark method is employed for the time integration of the resulting discrete system.
The reflection and transmission properties of the hydroelastic system are analysed in terms of
the transmitted to reflected energy ratio, as calculated after the hydroelastic interactions have
seized. A parametric analysis with respect to the floating strip stiffness and the magnitude of
the bathymetry variation for specific seabed profiles is conducted. This parametric study is
expected to indicate optimum design characteristics, in terms of the strip flexural rigidity, for
maximizing long wave reflection or transmission, depending on the specific application. For
the efficient operation of breakwaters, reflection is desired to be maximized. Inversely, for
wave trapping and harvesting in shallow water regions bounded by shoals, transmission
characteristics of the proposed system need to increase.
2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS
In the present section, the governing equations for a coupled hydroelastic problem
regarding a thin, floating plate over shallow water bathymetry will be briefly presented. The
reader is directed to relevant works in the literature for a more in depth discussion [1,10,12].
The horizontal axis x of a Cartesian coordinate system coincides with the mean water level,
the vertical axis z pointed upwards. The plate is assumed to extend indefinitely in the
direction vertical to the xz plane. The case of a flexible elastic strip is therefore considered.
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The respective 1D domain  : (  x  ) is occupied by a layer of inviscid and irrotational
fluid. The floating elastic strip is located at the 1D domain extending from x  0 to x  L . The
thickness distribution of the flexible strip is  ( x) and its density  p . The density of the fluid
(water) is denote by  w . The symbols S 0 , S1 , S 2 will be used to denote the three subregions
0  x  L ,   x  0 and L  0   , respectively. The three regions will be termed ‘region
of hydroelastic interaction’, ‘region of transmission’ and ‘region of reflection’ respectively. In
S 0 the free water surface elevation  ( x, t ) is assumed to coincide with the plate deflection.
The velocity potential functions i , i  0,1, 2 will be used for the three abovementioned
domains. The bathymetry in the domain of ‘hydroelastic interaction’ is given by s ( x)  d ( x) ,
where s ( x) is the variable depth of the seabed with respect to the undisturbed free surface and

d ( x)   p  w 1 ( x) is the plate draft (according to Archimedes principle). The semi-infinite,
thin strip assumption allows for the modelling of the plate by means of the Euler-Bernoulli
beam theory. For the hydrodynamic modeling, the linearized Shallow Water Equations are
employed. The following non-dimensional variables are employed for the derivation of the
resulting 1-D hydroelastic system
1/2 3/2
t  g 1/2 L1/2t , i g
x  x / L ,   / L, 
L i , for i 0,1, 2 .

Hence the non-dimensional initial-boundary value problem is written, after dropping tildes as
(1)

M   K xx  xx    
0, x  S0 ,
0

  ( H 0 x ) x 
0, x  S0 ,

(2)

1  ( H 1x ) x 
0, x  S1 ,

(3)

2  ( H 2 x ) x 
0, x  S 2 ,

(4)

( x)
with M ( x)  m( x)  w1 L1 , K  D  w1 g 1L4 , H

 s ( x)  d ( x)  / L

in the ‘hydroelastic

interaction’ region, H ( x)  s ( x) / L outside the ‘hydroelastic interaction’ region and g the


acceleration of gravity. The flexural rigidity of the plate
is D E 3 (12(1  v 2 )) 1 , where E is
the Young’s modulus and v the Poisson’s ratio of the plate material. The nondimensionalised quiescence conditions at infinity are given as


0( x  ) and 
0( x  )
1x
2x

(5)

At the interfaces between subregions, mass and energy conservation dictated the following
matching conditions
H (0 )1x (0 , t )  H (0 )0 x (0 , t ) , H (1 )0 x (1 , t )  H (1 )2 x (1 , t ) and

(6)

1 (1 , t )  0 (1 , t ) , 0 (1 , t )  2 (1 , t )

(7)

For a freely floating plate, the non-dimensional boundary conditions at the edges of the plate
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are

K xx

 0 , K xx

x 0

K xx x

x 0

x 1

 0 , K xxx

 0 and

(8)

0.

(9)

x 1

The initial- boundary value problem is completed with appropriate initial conditions of the
form
(10)

0 ( x, 0)  0 ( x, 0)  0, x  S0

3

1 ( x, 0) 
 t1 ( x, 0) 
0,

(11)

2 ( x, 0) 
0,  t2 ( x, 0) 
G ( x)

(12)

VARIATIONAL FORMULATION

The variational formulation of the initial-boundary value problem is derived in the present
section. The procedure presented follows exactly the one adopted in [12]. Equations (13)-(16)
are derived by multiplying (1)-(4) with the corresponding weight functions v  H 2 ( S0 ) ,
 w0  H 1 ( S0 ) , w1  H 1 ( S1 ) and w2  H 1 ( S 2 ) , integrating over the respective sub-regions and
performing integration by parts,
1

1

0

0

 Mv dx  

1

1

0

0

Kvxx xx dx   v dx   v0 dx 
0

1

1

0

0

(13)

  w0 dx   w0 x H 0 x dx   w0 H 0 x 0 
0



0





0



1

1

(14)

w11dx   w1x H 1x dx   w1H 1x  
0
0

(15)





w22 dx   w2 x H 2 x dx   w2 H 2 x 1 
0


(16)

1

Adding, Eqs (13)-(16) and employing the farfield and interface conditions the variational
problem is reformulated as,
Find  ( x, t ) , 0 ( x, t ) , 1 ( x, t ) and  2 ( x, t ) such that for every v  H 2 ( S0 ) ,  w0  H 1 ( S0 ) ,
w1  H 1 ( S1 ) and w2  H 1 ( S 2 ) it is,
1

1

1

 Mv dx   v dx   w  dx  
0

0

0

0

0

0





w11dx   w2 2 dx
1

 a( , v)  b0 (0 , w0 )  b1 (1 , w1 )  b2 (2 , w2 ) 
0

where the bilinear functionals
0

1

1

0

0

a( , v)    Kvxx xx  v  dx , b0 (0 , w0 )   w0 x H 0 x dx


b1 (1 , w1 )   w1x H 1x dx , b2 (2 , w2 )   w2 x H 2 x dx have been introduced.


(17)

1

4
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For the solution of the above variational problem, the finite element scheme proposed by
Papathanasiou et al [12] will be adopted. In particular, we are interested for the solution of the
initial boundary value problem corresponding to a long wave pulse generated in the
‘transmission region’, propagating and interacting with the floating plate. A part of this pulse
enters the ‘reflection region’, while another part is reflected and back-propagates towards 
The computational spatial domain that will be used is set such that x extends from  x A to x B ,
where these values define a spatial domain large enough so that the pulses do not reach the
computational domain boundaries in the examined time interval. Thus the conditions for the
velocity potential spatial derivative (velocity) at infinity are also valid at the edges of the
computational domain.
4

FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION

For the free water surface subregions, that is for the ‘transmission region’ and the ‘reflection
region’, finite elements with fourth order Lagrange polynomial shape function are employed.
For the region of the hydroelastic coupling, a special hydroelastic element featuring quantic
Hermite polynomials for the plate deflection and fourth order Lagrange shape functions for
the approximation of the velocity potential is used. The reader is directed to the work of
Papathanasiou et al [12] for a more in depth analysis. Hence, the approximate solutions in a
given hydroelastic element are defined as,
6

   H i ( x
) (t ) and  hj
h

h
i

i 1

5

L ( x) (t ), j

i 1

i

h
ij

1, 2

(18)

Substituting the above into the discretized variation problem defined by Eq. (17) results in a
0 , where vector u contains the total
second order system of the form M tt u  C t u  Ku 
nodal unknowns. This ordinary differential equation system has the standard form of the
second order equations of structural dynamics. The implication here being each matrix is
singular. The stability results in [12] however guarantee a unique solution of this discrete
system. That is, an appropriate linear combination of the matrices appearing in this dynamic
system must be invertible. This fact enforces the application of an implicit time integration
procedure. Subsequently, a Newmark time integration scheme (see [12]) is employed in order
to calculate the solution of the ordinary differential equation system. The particular values for
the Newmark method   1/ 2 and   1/ 4 have been used in all the numerical results that
follow. The number of time steps employed is in all cases sufficient to ensure high accuracy.
5

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The aim of the present study is to examine the reflection and transmission properties of the
aforementioned hydroelastic system, under long wave impact. In order to investigate the
effect of bathymetric changes, two seabed profiles are examined. The first bathymetric profile
(Figure 1) features a single peak, with the depth given by,
s( x) 
B b exp  50( x  x 0 ) 
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where x0 is the location of the Gaussian peak. The second profile (Figure 2) features a
shoaling region, where the incident wave initially propagates at constant depth B and
transmits into the region of shallower constant depth b . The depth function in this case is
given as,
b b
s( x)  B   tanh 10( x  x 0 ) 
2 2

(20)

For each bathymetric profile, three different configurations are examined. In the first
configuration (Configuration I), the plate is positioned in such a way that x  0 is located
exactly above the middle of the varying seabed interval. That is, the incoming pulse begins to
interact with the plate before shoaling effects due to bathymetry variations take place. In the
second configuration (Configuration II), the plate is positioned with its central point above the
middle of the varying seabed region. The third case, Configuration III, involves the plate
being positioned with its right hand end being over the middle of the varying topography
interval. In this case, the shape of the pulse entering the hydroelastic region is affected by
shoaling phenomena (see also Figures 1, 2).

Figure 1: Schematic representations of (top) Configuration I (middle) Cnfiguration II (bottom) Configuration III
described by Eq. (19)
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Finally, the material constants selected are plate density e  900 kg / m3 , water density

 w  1025 kg / m3 , and Poisson’s ratio v  0.3 , while a set of values for the Young’s modulus
is employed. The acceleration of gravity is g  10 m / sec 2 .





x) 2 A0 exp    x  x0  , where, in the
An initial elevation pulse of the form  (
2

nondimensional setting, A
3.3 10 is the amplitude, x0 is the point of origin and  is a
0
positive parameter controlling the smoothness of the pulse taken as 250, is allowed to
propagate from location x0 in region S 2 .
4

Figure 2: Schematic representations of (top) Configuration I, (middle) Configuration II, (bottom) Configuration
III for bathymetric profile described by Eq. (20)
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5.1

Bathymetric profile 1

The phenomenon under study involves an initial upper surface elevation disturbance that is
split into two propagating waves, travelling in opposite directions, each with amplitude A0 . As
the incoming wave impacts the floating plate, the excitation is partially reflected back into S 2 .
Figure 3 demonstrates the correlation between the ratio of energy in the region of
transmission to the total energy and the natural logarithm of the nondimensional stiffness K
of the floating plate, after the elastic body has reached a state of rest.

Figure 3: Ratio of the transmitted to total energy of the incoming pulse for Configuration I as a function of the
natural logarithm of K . Three values for the ratio b / B have been examined.

Parameter K is derived by considering a set of values  5 106

5 1012 Pa  for the Young’s

Modulus E . It is observed that as the local depth b at the Gaussian peak decreases, larger
fractions of wave energy are reflected into S 2 , manifested as a drop in the examined
transmitted to total energy ratio in Fig. 3. Notably, it is seen that for the first four of the
5 106 5 109 Pa ) the variation of the ratio
considered values for ln K (corresponding to E 
between the transmitted energy and the total energy is negligible for all examined d B ratios.
Points 1-4 of Fig. 3, suggest that large sums of energy are transmitted into region S1 for the
corresponding stiffness values. Figure 4 depicts the form of the transmitted wave inside
region S1 , after the plate has reached a state of rest, corresponding to points 2 (left column)
and 4 (right column) for d B  1 2 . Despite the fact that large sums of energy are transmitted,
as previously shown, the peak amplitude is significantly decreased as the plate becomes
stiffer. For a softer plate the incident wave pulse exhibits some hydroelastic dispersion only in
the case of Configuration I. This is attributed to the location of the plate with respect to the
peak, since hydroelastic interactions take place in deeper water conditions. Increasing plate
stiffness successfully reduces the incident wave amplitude, generating a wavetrain in the
region of transmission.
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Figure 4: Form of the transmitted pulse for two cases of the plate stiffness and b / B  1 / 2 . The case of a
‘soft’ plate (left column) and the case of the ‘stiff’ plate (right hand column) correspond to approximately equal
values of the transmitted energy (points 2 and 4 in Figure 3).

Figure 5: Ratio of the maximum amplitude of the transmitted pulse after hydroelastic interactions occur and the
plate is at rest, to the amplitude of the incoming pulse, as a function of the natural logarithm of K . An almost
linear decrease of the ratio for intermediate values of the stiffness is observed.
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When examining the ratio of the maximum transmitted wave amplitude to the incident
amplitude as a function of ln K for all three configurations and varying b / B ratios an almost
linear decrease of the ratio for intermediate values of the stiffness is observed.
5.2

Bathymetric profile 2

The same analysis is applied to the second bathymetric profile featuring a shoaling region.
Figure 6 shows the same approximate invariance of the ratio of transmitted to total wave
energy for the first four examined values of ln K . As the shallower depth b decreases, the
ratio exhibits a drop once again due to larger sums of energy being reflected due to the steeper
bathymetric variation.

Figure 6: Ratio of the transmitted to total energy of the incoming pulse for Configuration I as a function of the
natural logarithm of K . Three values for the ratio b / B have been examined.

In Fig. 7 the transmitted wave forms are again illustrated as in Fig. 4 for the second
bathymetric profile. As previously observed, for a softer plate the transmitted wave form is
only mildly altered. However, the amplitude of the transmitted wave for a softer plate appears
increased for all three configurations. The amplitude is indeed amplified by the decreasing
depth, while the stiffness of the plate appears to have minimal impact on wave attenuation. By
increasing the plate stiffness the transmitted peak wave amplitude appears reduced. Once
again despite the fact that the transmitted energy to total energy ratio shows no dependence
upon stiffness for a range of values corresponding to points 1-4 in Fig. 6, the wave amplitude
in the region of transmission appears significantly reduced for the values ln K matching
points 2 and 4 (Fig.6). In Fig 8., the ratio of the maximum transmitted wave amplitude to the
incident amplitude as a function of ln K is examined in a similar manner as in Fig. 5. Once
again it is observed that the dependence is almost linear. For smaller stiffness values the
amplitude increase due to shoaling is observed, with transmitted to incoming wave amplitude
ratio increasing for decreasing b / B values.
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Figure 7: Form of the transmitted pulse for two cases of the plate stiffness and b / B  1 / 2 . The case of a
‘soft’ plate (left column) and the case of the ‘stiff’ plate (right hand column) correspond to approximately equal
values of the transmitted energy (points 2 and 4 in Figure 6).

Figure 8: Ratio of the maximum amplitude of the transmitted pulse when the plate is at rest, to the amplitude of
the incoming pulse, as a function of the natural logarithm of K . An almost linear decrease of the ratio for
intermediate values of the stiffness is observed.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution the transmission and reflection characteristics of a floating, elastic strip
over variable bathymetry, subjected to long wave impact, were examined. A parametric
analysis with respect to the floating strip stiffness and seabed variations was conducted with
the use of a special hydroelastic element. The ratio of transmitted to total energy, calculated at
a moment in time when the plate is at rest, was seen to be independent of plate stiffness up to
values reaching E 109 Pa . However, despite the large calculated values for the transmitted
energy, the transmitted wave amplitude was significantly reduced. At the same time, the
transmitted pulse features dispersion due to hydroelastic phenomena. This result illustrates the
fitness of the examined configurations for wave attenuating applications.
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Abstract. In this paper the solution of coupled problem for fluid flow in the reservoir with
hydraulically fractured well will be discussed. The new boundary condition is taken in to
account for modeling of different cases of fractured wells location and for the prediction of
water tracer lines. The analytical solution for flow potential will help petroleum engineers to
predict well productivity and evaluate the most effective well pattern for waterflooding
production system with massive hydraulic fracturing.
1

INTRODUCTION

The effective oil and gas field development is a complicated problem, especially in
conditions of low oil price and depleted reservoirs. Currently more often we need to produce
hard-to-extract oil, which requires application of complicated enhance oil recovery methods
and modern geophysical researches. Therefore, for engineers, there is an acute problem of fast
evaluation and selection of a suitable production system and a well completion.
One of the most effective enhance oil recovery techniques is hydraulic fracturing (HF) [1].
More than a half of oil reserves are hard to extract or tight reserves, which can be produced
only with hydraulic fracturing. The development of tight oil formations is becoming more
important today. Many scientists are involved into the modeling of fluid flow to the well with
hydraulic fracturing [2]. But generally the highly permeable fracture is considered to cross
the well symmetrically. For the selection of the optimal well placement, it is especially
important to solve the complex problem, which includes choice of the best production system,
well distance and the most suitable completion. The proper way must be based on the
economical effectiveness and productivity. Intelligent use of HF allows optimizing the
waterflooding especially on the first stage of field development. As modern level of
geophysics and technology can study the exact orientation of fractures, we can more
accurately predict flow parameters.
Mostly the numerical simulation is used for solutions of complex problems, but commonly
these methods are time consuming. The main part of published papers about the
waterflooding well placement is dedicated to a one special case. So we need to develop a new
more fast and exact semi-analytical technique to estimate the productivity of a well and even
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the most suitable well pattern, taking into account fractures.
In addition the in some cases we need to evaluate the fluid flow in the presence of any
impermeable fracture. For instance in case we have impermeable tectonic fault or artificial
fracture filled with impermeable material, if we need to isolate flow in the reservoir.
2 PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let us consider a plane stationary flow of incompressible fluid to the vertical production
well in an isotropic porous medium. This process in the plane (x,y) is described by the
equation of incompressibility and the Darcy's law of filtration:


divV ( x, y)  0,V  (k /  ) grad p ,

(1)

⃗ (x,y) is the velocity vector of fluid filtration, p(x,y) is the pressure in the liquid, μ is
where 𝑉𝑉
the fluid viscosity and k is the reservoir permeability by the thickness h.
In the works of other authors the high permeable area is usually represented by ellipse [3,
4], while, the different way of problem solution uses the integrals of Cauchy type.
Let us consider, that in the reservoir with the external boundary of radius Rc at the point
M1(x1,y2) is placed the production well of radius rw with a flow rate Q and at the point M2(x1,
y1) is placed the injection well of the same radius. Inside the external boundary there is a
crack with length 2l and thickness 2δ (δ << l) and permeability kf. Let us consider that the
crack is oriented along the axis x, and its center coincides with the origin plane (x, y) (Figure
1). In the picture we can see the special case or hydraulic fracturing case, when the fracture
crosses the production well. But the solution is suitable for any possible location of wells and
fracture.

Figure 1: Production and injection wells and fracture places in the plane
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3

PROBLEM SOLUTION

Let we define the complex flow potential for an incompressible fluid in the reservoir
through φ(z) [5]:
𝑘𝑘

P(x,y)=Re φ(z), vn(P) = − Im φ’(x,y).
µ

Now let us consider the case when we have a pair of wells, the flow potential can be
represented in the form:


 ( z )  q1 ln( z  z1 )  q2 ln( z  z 2 )   cn z n .

(2)

n 0

where q1,2= µQ1,2/(2πkh) is the modified flow rate, cn is unknown coefficients in the
expansion in Laurent series of the disturbance caused by the presence of reservoir
heterogeneity and decaying at infinity.
After the mapping by the Zhukovsky function z=l(ν+ν-1)/2, the flow potential (2) takes the
next form:


 ( )  q1 ln(   1 )  q 2 . ln(   2 )   a n n  C0 .,

(3)

n 1

Further, we consider a case when q1=1 and q2=-1 or injection and production wells. Flow
potential in this case can be written as follows:

 ( )  ln

(   1 ) 
  a n n  C0 ,
(   2 ) n 1

(4)

where  1  1  e i1 , 2   2  e i 2 and an  an( s )  ia n( ) .

 ( )  ln



1  cos n1 cos n 2  n  ( s ) n 
 

   an   
ln 1   

n
n

2 


n 1
  2 n1 n  1





1  sin n1 sin n 2  n

   an( ) n 
 i 1   2    

  1  i.
n
n

n




n
n


1
1
2

 1



(  1 )  ( s )
  (a n  ia n( ) ) n
(   2 ) n1

Many authors, for example Prats [6] and Kanevskaya [3] solved this problem for the
hydraulic fracturing or symmetrical case, when the well is located on the fracture line. In that
case we need the parameter Fcd, dimensionless fracture conductivity, as the fluid just flows
into the fracture and then the flow to the well occurs inside the fracture [7]. But if we consider
nonsymmetrical case, when the well is located on the some distance from the fracture, or we
have a couple of injection and production wells, we need to evaluate the inflow and the
outflow from the fracture. Thus we need to take into account the pressure difference above
and below the section, and we use more complicated boundary conditions [8-12]:
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2 d




  0 1   d Re(    )  Im(   ),


d
 0 1   2
Im(     )   Re(     );

d



(5)

where Φ+ and Φ- is the flow potentials above and below the section, coefficient a0=δkf/lk is
similar to Fcd for the hydraulic fractures and β0=δk/lkf is very important for the impermeable
case.
Let find a n( ) and an(  ) from the boundary conditions (5) as:
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So, if we insert (6)-(7) into (4), flow potential can be expressed by the following form:
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If we consider that wells are located at the y axis, symmetrically from the fracture, or
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The nature of fluid flow, and water trasser lines to the wellbore at different locations of the
crack and the well are are shown in Fig. 2-5. All calculations are made for permeable ftacture
for the values of α0=∞; β0=0. In the left figeries we can see the water tracer lines, which are
showing the water front position, depending on time. This results obtained by the use of the
method of calculations, presented by Andrey Kasatkin in 2013 [13]. Different colors in these
pictures show the boundaries between the flooding stages, so we can predict the water front at
any moment, and water breakthrough time (red zone is the waterflooded area, from the
beginning of the process to the half of the process; yellow zone in the pictures is the
waterflooded area, from the ½ of the process to the ¾ of the process; blue zone – the
waterflooded area, from the ¾ of the process to the water breakthrough time; purple zone or
the closest to the production well is the waterflooded area at the breakthrough time). As we
can see, the obtained flow potential equation allows us to solve the problem for any wells and
fracture location. In this paper we consider particular case, when one well is in the center of
the fracture, or the hydraulic fracturing case. By use of boundary conditions (5) we can model
fluid flow for different values of fracture permeability or for differernt values of the
coefficients α0 and β0. If we compare the results, the for same wells locations but for fracture
in production or injection well, the breacthrow time is close to equel, but sweep efficiency is
greater for the HF in production well. And if we compare different locations of wells, the
most efficient case is perpendicular position of fracture line with wells line (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Streamlines and waterflooding process with tracer lines (angle 90).
Left: injection well located at the point (0, -2), the hydraulically fractured production well - at the point (0, 0);
right: the hydraulically fractured injection well located at the point (0, 0), the production well - at the point (0, 2).
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Figure 3: Streamlines and waterflooding process with tracer lines (angle 60).
Left: injection well located at the point (-1, -√𝟑𝟑), the hydraulically fractured production well - at the point (0, 0);
right: the hydraulically fractured injection well - at the point (0, 0), the production well - at the point (1,√𝟑𝟑 ).

Figure 4: Streamlines waterflooding process with tracer lines (angle 45).
Left: the injection well located at the (-√𝟐𝟐, −√𝟐𝟐), the hydraulically fractured production well - at the (0, 0);
right, the hydraulically fractured injection well - at the point (0, 0), the production well - at the point (√𝟐𝟐, √𝟐𝟐),
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4

Figure 5: Streamlines waterflooding process with tracer lines (angle 30).
Left: the injection well located at the (-√𝟑𝟑, −𝟏𝟏), the hydraulically fractured production well at the (0, 0);
right, the hydraulically fractured injection well - at the (0, 0), the production well - at the point (1, √𝟑𝟑).

CONCLUSIONS

In this work the formulation and solution of the problem of waterflooding process at the
presence of a fracture. The solution obtained by the replacement of ellipse like approximation
to the section view of zero thickness but finite conductivity. More general boundary
conditions were considered taking into account the pressure difference above and below the
section. Thus we obtained more general equation for the flow potential which coincides with
previous solutions. This s solution is suitable for any cases of various wells and fracture
places and for different values of fracture permeability.
In the final part of the paper the nature of fluid flow and the water trasser lines was
analyzed. The tracer lines for waterflooding process were calculated for different case of
lacation of hydraulicaly fractured injection and production wells. As the result, we can predict
the water front at any time of the process and define the water breakthrow time.
As we can see, the problem has enough interest from the petroleum engineers. Further
development of the solutions is to present the flow potential through singular integral
equations, which will greatly expand the applications.
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Abstract. Hydraulic Fracturing is a well stimulation technique which recently has been
widely used for shale gas extraction. Hydraulic fracturing is when a fluid is injected into the
wellbore under controlled pressure and flow. The differential pressure generated by the
injection of fluid initiates cracks that will propagate into the deep-rock formations, so that it
allows the extraction of hydrocarbons trapped into the rock. The technique is used in
conventional and unconventional reservoirs of hydrocarbons. In the first case, in conventional
reservoirs, the technique is applied in order to increase the production of the well, while in
unconventional reservoirs (shale gas) the technique is used to enable the extraction of the gas
due to its very low permeability. Furthermore, the process of fracturing the rock at great
depths involves the control over the type of fracture created or reactivated, as this will depend
on a number of factors. The study of the technique is important to improve the control over
the execution of this procedure and also to avoid possible contingencies and accidents. A
formulation was implemented in this work capable of representing discontinuities in a
continuous mesh using a finite element code. The Extended Finite Element Method (XFEM)
was implemented in a hydro-mechanical coupled formulation. Additionally, analyses were
performed to identify how the permeability of the rock and the permeability of the fracture
influence the hydraulic fracturing. As a result, it was observed that maintaining all of the
mechanical properties constant, the hydraulic properties have a great impact on the hydraulic
fracturing process. Also, the velocity of propagation of the fracture is affected by the
permeability of the rock, and its ratio is inversely proportional.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Oil and gas have played a major role in the energy industry for many years and a lot of
effort were put into the development of techniques to improve the extraction of oil from nonconventional reservoirs. One of these techniques is the Hydraulic Fracturing, which made
possible the extraction of oil from shale reservoir, and increased the production of
conventional reservoirs of oil. The technique consists of injecting a high-pressured fluid in the
well, which will fracture the rock and will create preferential flow paths for the oil to flow to
the well.
The Hydraulic Fracturing is a Hydro-mechanical coupled problem with high complexity
because it needs to include the presence of a discontinuity in the medium and consider the
intricacy of the flow within the fracture, which even under laminar flow regime is complex. In
this work was used a home-made XFEM code to simulate the problem of hydraulic fracture.
Darcy’ s law was used for the flow within the fracture because of its simplicity and because it
is widely use in Geotechnical problems.
2 FORMULATION
2.1 COUPLED HYDROMECHANICAL FORMULATION
The Coupled Hydro mechanical saturated problems are solved using two equations, the
first to describe the mechanical behavior of the solid material (static equilibrium) and the last
to describe the fluid behavior (continuity). The equilibrium equation for a soil volume is:
𝜕𝜕𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
+ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 = 0
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

(1)

where 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the total stress tensor, 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 are the body forces and 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 is direction of the Cartesian
coordinate system.
In the Equation 1 the tensor 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the sum of the effective stress 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖′ and the pore water
pressure 𝑢𝑢𝑤𝑤 . The effective stress in a deformable porous media relates with the strain with a
constitutive relation. The media is linear elastic and the problemis consider to be plane strain,
where are given stresses in 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 and 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 with 𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧 ≠ 0. Also, the strain is computed in 𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥 , 𝜀𝜀𝑦𝑦 𝑒𝑒 𝛾𝛾𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
and 𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 = 0.
The constitutive relation is given by the D plain strain matrix:
(1 − 𝜈𝜈)
𝜈𝜈
𝐸𝐸
𝜈𝜈
(1 − 𝜈𝜈)
[
𝐷𝐷 =
(1 + 𝜈𝜈)(1 − 2𝜈𝜈)
0
0
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0
0
]
(1 − 2𝜈𝜈)
2

(2)
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The continuity of the liquid phase is described by the mass conservation equation. Assume
that water is incompressible, the equation for the water is given:
𝜕𝜕(𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 ) 𝜕𝜕𝜃𝜃𝑤𝑤
+
=0
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(3)

where 𝜃𝜃𝑤𝑤 = 𝑛𝑛. 𝑆𝑆 is the volumen of water in the soil, n is the porosity, S is the saturation
degree and 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 is the water velocity. The velocity can be defined by the Darcy’s law as:
𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 = −𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

where 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the permeability matrix and

𝑑𝑑ℎ

𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

𝑑𝑑ℎ
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

(4)

is the hydraulic gradiente vector. If the medium

is saturated, homogenous and isotropic, the continuity equation of water can be simplified,
assuming that the water volume variation in a porous media is equal to the porous media
volumetric variation. Therefore, the Equation (3) is written as:
𝜕𝜕(𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 ) 𝜕𝜕𝜀𝜀𝑣𝑣
+
=0
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(5)

where 𝜀𝜀𝑣𝑣 is the volumetric variation of a soil element.

2.2 XFEM FORMULATION

XFEM (Extended Finite Element Method) is a numerical method developed to model weak
and strong discontinuities within a finite element mesh. In this method, a fracture can be
represented in the mesh without explicitly adding it to the finite element mesh.
The Extended Finite Element Method was developed by [1] and [3] to study the
propagation of elastic fractures. They used functions to enrich the mesh and describe the
presence of a fracture in the displacement field.
According to [2] the approximation of the displacement can be described in a general form
as:
𝑛𝑛

𝑢𝑢(𝑥𝑥) = ∑ 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥)𝑢𝑢̅ + 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑖𝑖=1

(6)

where n is the set of all nodes and 𝑵𝑵𝒊𝒊 are the shape functions. The enrichment terms uses the
Partition of Unity Method, and the shape functions are multiplied by the enrichment functions
defined in the nodes of the element located on the discontinuity. The enriched domain is
written as
𝑢𝑢

ℎ (𝑥𝑥)

= 𝑢𝑢

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

+ 𝑢𝑢

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑛𝑛

𝑚𝑚

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑗𝑗=1

= ∑ 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥)𝑢𝑢̅ + ∑ 𝑁𝑁𝑗𝑗 (𝑥𝑥)𝜓𝜓(𝑥𝑥)𝑎𝑎̅𝑗𝑗
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in which the first term is related to FEM interpolation and the second is the enriched
interpolation, m is the set of nodes cut by the discontinuity, 𝑎𝑎̅𝑗𝑗 are the nodal degrees of
freedom corresponding to the enrichment function, 𝜓𝜓(𝑥𝑥) is the enrichment function.
The type of the function used to enrich the problem will depend on the condition of the
problem. In this work it was chosen the Heaviside function and the crack tip to simulate the
problem of Hydraulic Fractures. The Heaviside function is a step function defined as:
1
𝐻𝐻(𝜉𝜉) = {
0

∀𝜉𝜉 > 0
∀𝜉𝜉 < 0

(8)

The crack tip function is used to approximate the behavior of the tip of the fracture within
the element. The asymptotic solution of Williams (1957) for the two-dimensional isotropic
media was used to define the four enrichment functions:
𝜃𝜃
𝜃𝜃
𝜃𝜃
𝜃𝜃
(9)
𝐹𝐹(𝑟𝑟, 𝜃𝜃) = √𝑟𝑟 {𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 . 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠, 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 . 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 }
2
2
2
2
These functions are defined in a local polar coordinate system (𝑟𝑟, 𝜃𝜃) at the crack tip.
Some transformations are made for the Cartesian coordinate.
3. RESULTS

The XFEM code was validated with some problems of fracture known in the literature and
it is presented in [4]. After that, some simplified simulations of the Hydraulic fracturing were
made. In these simulations, a fluid was injected in a linear, homogenous and elastic media to
open and propagate a fracture. It was applied a flow rate in the nodes of the mesh (Figure 1)
and it was observed the propagation of the fracture under different conditions. The properties
used can be observed on Table 1.
Table 1: Properties used in the simulation
Parameter
Flow rate
Poisson
Elastic Modulus (E)
KIc

Value
2e-5 m3/s
0,3
2Mpa
140 KPa.m1/2

In the Figure 2 it is illustrated the opening of the fracture with the fluid injection. In the
simulation was observed that: the process of fracturing is strongly influenced by the
permeability of the media and of the fracture, the influence of the permeability of the media
and of the fracture in the relief of porewater pressure inside the fracture and the lost of
fracturing fluid to the media (leak-off).
Due to the need of defining the permeability inside the fracture different from the
permeability of the surrounding media, it was added in the code a factor to relate the
permeability in the porous media with the permeability of the elements cut by the fracture.
That was a first approach to deal with this problem. Later it will be used a cubic law to
simulate the flow inside the fracture.
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Figure 1: Finite Element mesh used in the simulation

Figure 2: Fracture opening with fluid injection for increasing time

The first study made was a qualitative simulation to observe the relief of pore water
pressure. In the Figure 3 it is possible to see the pore water pressure field after injecting the
liquid in the media. The values for the permeability of the media and for the permeability of
the fracture are on Table 3. In the media with permeability of 1e-5 m/s occurs the relief of the
pore water pressure, and due to the boundary conditions and the time of the simulation the
pore water pressure field reach a stationary regimen, and the length of the fracture remains
constant.
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Table 2: Permeability of the simulation
Medium permeability
1e-5 m/s
1e-6 m/s
1e-7 m/s
1e-8 m/s

Fracture permeability
1e-3 m/s
1e-4 m/s
1e-5 m/s
1e-6 m/s

Figure 3: Pore pressure field for different medium permeability (Pore pressure kPa)

The next simulation was made to observe the relation between the permeability of the
media and the loss of fracturing fluid to the media (leak-off). It was injected a fluid with the
same rate in medias with different permeabilities, and the permeability of the fracture was
constant. The permeability of the media were: 1e-3 m/s, 1e-4 m/s, 1e-5 m/s, 1e-6 m/s, 1e-7
m/s e 1e-8 m/s. The results show that for the media with high permeability (1e-3 m/s and 1e-4
m/s), the injection rate was not sufficient to propagate the fracture because was occurring
leak-off with a higher rate than the injection of the fluid and the increase in the pore water
pressure (Figure 4).
In the media with lower permeability the process of fracturing was higher because the leakoff process was lower (Figure 5). Despite the large number of variables affecting the process
of hydraulic fracturing, when you maintain all other parameters constant and change only the
permeability, the result of the fracturing will be different for each permeability value of the
media.
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Figure 4: Simulation of Hydraulic Fracturing for medias with permeability higher than 1e-5 m/s
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Figure 5: Simulation of Hydraulic Fracturing in medias with permeability lower than 1e-5 m/s
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It was observed in the tests that the length of the fracture and the opening of the fracture
are directly proportional when the flow rate to open the fracture is constant. In Figure 6 the
graphic shows the increase of the length of the fracture with decrease of the permeability of
the media, and in Figure 7 the graphic shows the increase of the opening of the fracture with
the decrease of the permeability of the media.
The length of the fracture increase with the decrease of the permeability because when the
media is very permeable lots of fracturing fluid is lost (leak-off), decreasing the pressure and
hence the expansion of the fracture. The same occurs with the opening of the fracture, in the
case where the media has high permeability, the leak-off occurs and the pressure of the fluid
inside the fracture decreases, with a lower opening of the fracture.
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The last test was made varying the permeability inside the fracture and keeping the
permeability of the media constant. The permeability of the media adopted was 1e-7 m/s and
the permeability inside the fracture was 1e-4 m/s, 1e-5 m/s and 1e-6 m/s. The results are in
Figure 8 and 9. This tests showed that when the permeability inside the fracture is very low,
the porous pressure is not dissipated and it value is high inside the fracture. Also, due to the
low permeability inside the fracture, the pressure is high and the opening of the fracture is
high.
Figure 6: Crack grow by Hydraulic Fracturing for medias with permeability lower then 1e-5 m/s
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Figure 7: Opening of the fracture by Hydraulic Fracturing for medias with permeability lower then 1e-5 m/s
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The last test was made varying the permeability inside the fracture and keeping the
permeability of the media constant. The permeability of the media adopted was 1e-7 m/s and
the permeability inside the fracture was 1e-4 m/s, 1e-5 m/s and 1e-6 m/s. The results are in
Figure 8 and 9. This tests showed that when the permeability inside the fracture is very low,
the porous pressure is not dissipated and it value is high inside the fracture. Also, due to the
low permeability inside the fracture, the pressure is high and the opening of the fracture is
high.
Although the simplification of the law to consider the flow inside the fracture, the
simulation showed that the permeability has big influence in the hydraulic fracture process.
The next step is to implement a more accurate law to describe the flow inside the fracture, for
example, the cubic law.
Figure 8: Variation of pore pressure inside the fracture for different permeability inside the fracture
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Figure 9: Variation of the opening of the fracture for different permeabilities inside the fracture
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3 CONCLUSIONS




XFEM method is a good alternative to deal with problems involving Hydraulic
Fracturing. The implementation of the XFEM allow the research to use part of
existing FEM codes.
The numerical results show that the permeability of the media and inside the fracture
has great influence in the Hydraulic Fracturing process.
The results of the numerical simulation are in agreement with the results obtained by
[5].
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1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, it was noticed an increased interest on the development of multi-physics
constitutive models to provide reactive chemical analysis of the impacts of CO2 injection in
oil reservoirs. The movement was led by research groups interested in modelling Carbon
Capture and Storage (CCS) and Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR).
Given the rise in global temperature, it was detected that carbon dioxide plays an important
role in global warming, contributing to more than 70% of gases of greenhouse effect, with
residence time of over 100 years. According to Kyoto protocol, the signatory countries have
defined commitments to limit greenhouse emissions. To accomplish the carbon reduction
targets, it was created the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), where developed countries
could invest in projects to reduce greenhouse emission in developing countries, being these
reductions accounted for carbon credits.
Aiming to fulfil target reductions on carbon emissions, interest grew on the development of
solutions for carbon sequestration from the atmosphere. One of the most promisor long-term
solutions is the injection of carbon dioxide in underground rocks or carbonate oil reservoirs.
The injection of CO2 in carbonates promotes acidification of underground water making it
more prone to react and dissolve the rock porous matrix. With dissolution, the pore structure
of the rock changes, modifying the permeability and hydraulic conductivity of the medium.
In order to quantify the long-term impacts of carbon capture by CO2 injection in reservoirs,
it is necessary to understand and quantify the chemical effects of dissolution in porous media,
its impacts on rock structure and consequent change in underground flow [1]. In addition, it is
necessary to account for the transport of chemical species and its contribution to the reaction.
Continuous models were proposed taking into consideration the effect of reaction kinetics [2],
diffusive effects [3], and both effects in two scales [4]. The two-scale model proposed by
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Panga is similar to the model of heterogeneous catalytic reactors, but considers flow coupling,
reaction/dissolution rates, and effects of mass transfer at pore scale. Indeed, the majority of
the works on reactive modelling considers the diffusive-convective transport with source/sink
term to represent chemical reaction with hydraulic coupling [5].
This work presents a straightforward implementation of a numerical model capable of
evaluating the impacts of CO2 transport in porous media, assessing dissolution and change in
porosity in the rock matrix using the FEM.
2

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Chemical interaction between minerals and water originate from the chemical unbalance
that persists in the system. Dissolution occurs when fluids are not saturated in respect to some
minerals, making the product of ionic activity inferior to the equilibrium constant. In CO2
injection processes, changes in chemical conditions occur locally given the dissolution of gas
in the fluid within the reservoir. Considering the temperature and pressure of the fluid, the
increase in CO2 partial pressure favors the dissolution of carbonate minerals [6].
The porosity change can be computed through the volumetric quantity of minerals
dissolved, which corresponds to an approximation to the mass balance. The macro description
of dissolution patterns is very complex, being influenced by several factors, such as sample
heterogeneity, reaction kinetics, and mass transfer [7].
𝜕𝜕(∅𝐶𝐶% )
+ 𝛻𝛻. 𝑼𝑼𝐶𝐶% = 𝛻𝛻. ∅𝑫𝑫𝒆𝒆 . 𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻% − 𝜗𝜗2 𝑅𝑅2 + 𝛤𝛤%
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(1)

A major number of experimental and theoretical studies analyzed the influence of
dissolution processes on the physical chemical properties of porous media [8,9]. Mechanisms
such as pore coalescence and flow channel formation involve complex effects [10].
To model reactive chemistry, we chose a continuous model approach, describing the
phenomena in Darcy scale and an adaptation of the kinetic model from Chou [10],
incorporating a term to describe the change on the porous superficial area, as proposed by
Noiriel et al. The Finite Element method was chosen for domain discretization and to compute
the transport equations and chemical reactions. To evaluate the change in porosity and
permeability, the formulation proposed by Hao was implemented [11].

𝑅𝑅2 = 𝑆𝑆6

𝜙𝜙8 (1 − 𝜙𝜙8 )
𝜙𝜙6 (1 − 𝜙𝜙6 )

:
;

(2)
𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥>?@

Mineral reaction rate reads Eq. 2. and porosity change is derived directly from the reaction
rate of calcite dissolution, as indicated in Eq. 3
𝜕𝜕𝜙𝜙
= −𝜗𝜗2 𝑅𝑅2 𝑉𝑉2
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
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The proposed constitutive model of CO2 injection in carbonates was implemented in the
commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics (“COMSOL”) and solved in a fully coupled
scheme.
2.1 Coupling strategy
The dissolution of calcite, Eq. 4, solved in COMSOL considers the coupling of three
physics: chemical reactions, transport of species and Darcy flow.
(4)

The three physics are linked as described below:
¥
¥
¥

The transport of dissolved CO2 in water is computed with transport of species
physics. The input velocity field read in the convective term of the convectiondiffusion equation Eq. 1 arises from the computed Darcy model;
Updated species concentration arising from the dissolution reaction are computed
in Chemical reaction module taking into consideration the reaction kinetics of the
dissolution equation;
The change in porosity is updated in Darcy model considering the reaction rate of
calcite, Eq. 3.

2.2 Solution Method
The problem was solved with the non-linear Newton method, and solver MUMPS
considering 723 degrees of freedom and simulation time of 15 hours, time step size 0.5s,
solution time 6 min.
3

RESULTS

The proposed constitutive model of CO2 injection in reservoirs implemented in COMSOL
was capable of following closely experimental data of carbonate rock dissolution described in
the literature [12].

3
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Figure 1: Mesh generated with linear triangular elements

Results from the numerical simulation lead to the identification of uniform porosity change
in the porous media, as presented in figure 3.

Figure 2: Porosity profile, recovering uniform dissolution, at 10,000s

4
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Figure 3: Transient results of CO2 concentration in COMSOL, at 54,000 s

In figure 4 the results from the numerical simulation in COMSOL were compared to
experimental data from Noiriel [12](table 1).
Table 1: Noiriel Experimental data

Time (h)

Porosity (%)

0

20.3

9

24.7

15

30.2

40
30

Noiriel
Série3

20

Lower Limit
Upper Limit

10
0

Linear (Noiriel)
0

20000

40000

60000

Figure 4: Transient results of porosity change in COMSOL and Noiriel data [12], porosity (%) vs. time (s)
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4

CONCLUSIONS
-

The continuous model for dissolution was able to recover the porosity changes when
compared to the test reactive flow in real rock given initial data on rock porosity
obtained with micrography of X-Ray.
The straightforward approach used for modeling acidification in carbonates is a good
alternative for the study and optimization of projects related to CO2 injection in
reservoirs in projects of EOR or CCS.
The fully coupled strategy has significant computational cost; alternative coupling
strategies should be tested for larger scales and different dissolution patterns.

The simplified model presented in this paper does not account for precipitation of minerals,
and may be extended accordingly [13].
5

ANNEX
Table 2: Variables

𝐶𝐶%

Concentration of species i

𝜗𝜗2

Stoichiometric coefficient

𝑼𝑼

Velocity

𝑆𝑆6

Initial superficial area

𝑫𝑫𝒆𝒆

Effective diffusivity

𝑅𝑅2

Mineral reaction rate

𝛤𝛤%

𝑥𝑥>?@

Source / Sink term

Molar fraction of CO2

𝑉𝑉2

Molar volume of calcite

∅

Porosity

𝜙𝜙8

Current porosity

𝑘𝑘

𝜙𝜙6

Chemical kinetic constant

Initial porosity
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Abstract. In most engineering problems the material parameters spread over spatial
extents but this variability is commonly neglected. Analyses mostly assign the mean
value of a variable to the entire medium, while in the case of heterogeneous materials as
geomaterials, this may lead to an unreliable design. The existing scatter in such materials
can be represented in the design procedure using the random field concept.
In this paper, the random field method is used in a probabilistic analysis of a gas storage
cavern in rock salt. The rock salt formation, as a porous media with low permeability and
particular creep features, has been used for decades as the host rock for the hydrocarbon
storage. To achieve a reliable design, a probabilistic model is presented to compute the
failure probability of a cavern mined in a spatially varying salt dome. Here, the nodilatant region around the cavity is regarded as the failure criterion. In this regard, a
thermo-mechanical model of a natural gas storage in rock salt, employing BGRa creep
law, is developed. Afterwards, the most effective input variable on the model response is
identified, using global sensitivity analysis. The Karhunen-Loève expansion is introduced
to generate random field. In the following, the subset simulation methodology is utilised
to facilitate the execution of Monte-Carlo method. The findings of this study emphasize
that considering spatial variability in rock properties significantly affects the reliability of
a solution-mined cavity.

1
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1

Introduction

Solution-mined cavities in rock salt represent an adequate opportunity for energy carriers’ storage plants. Rock salt is nearly impermeable compared to other geomaterials and
excavation in this rock costs relatively low due to the possibility of solution mining. For
many decades, abandoned salt mines have been used for underground storage. The first
cavern in rock salt for natural gas storage was excavated in Michigan, USA in the 1950s
[1]. In the last 30 years, in Germany industry has made large investments in building energy storages in deep underground formations. For instance, the Etzel (IVG) cavern site
currently includes 73 existing gas and oil storage caverns with a capacity of approximately
46 million cubic metres [2]. In addition to many caverns around the world storing hydrocarbons, there are also some new trends to provide long-term electrical storage capacities
in such cavities in form of compressed air or Hydrogen.
The stability of rock salt caverns is the main concern of the design process of such
massive underground structures. Rock salt is categorised as a soft rock and its non-linear
time-dependent material behaviour (i.e. creep behaviour) makes rock salt different from
other common host rocks. Thereupon, much effort has been paid to provide a consistent knowledge about the behaviour of rock salt enforced by different loading conditions.
Moreover, in order to predict and explain the behaviour of the rock salt by mathematical
equations, a wide range of constitutive laws have been proposed within different micro
and macro observations, e.g., see [3, 4, 5]. Furthermore, numerous studies have been carried on to evaluate the response of the rock salt cavities under storage conditions using
numerical simulation methods (e.g., [6, 7, 8, 9]).
However, a clear picture of the rock salt characteristics may only appear by gathering
different information sources as laboratory analyses, geotechnical in-situ measurements,
and on-site observations. In practice, for such particular structures which are extended
vertically downwards more than hundred meters from the ground level, only limited experimental and in-situ data is available. On the other hand, the inherent randomness of
natural materials as rocks causes a wide extent of spatial distribution in their physical
properties. Considering these facts, the measure of involved uncertainties in the rock salt
properties can not be neglected. Hence, a reliable design procedure can not rely merely
on deterministic approaches. In order to provide an adequately accurate computational
model, stochastic analysis approaches must be utilized, as well. Despite other geotechnical fields of study where the stochastic analyses are well established (e.g. [10, 11]), there
are rare studies that investigate the involved uncertainties in the geotechnical design of
rock salt cavities. For instance, in [12], the authors performed a probabilistic analysis on
a compressed air rock salt cavity, using the subset simulation methodology as a modern
Monte-Carlo approach. In that study, the involved input parameters were considered as
the random variables, and the defined uncertainty measure applied to the entire medium
and the spatial randomness was neglected.
To represent the real spatial variability of a field variable, a significant amount of infor2
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mation must be gathered from the field, which is an expensive or even infeasible project.
Also, if not enough amount of data is gathered then the parameter identification and
design process can be inaccurate. In this regard, a probabilistic analysis concept may
be employed to minimise sampling costs while it is still being able to provide informative data. For this, random fields are appropriate as models of the spatially distributed
uncertainty and they can be utilised to produce probability measures regarding design
criteria [13]. In the random field models, the characteristics of the spatial distribution
of mechanical parameters are simulated as functions of spatial location. Various random
field generator algorithms are available in the literature, which are shortly reviewed in
Sect. 2. Among the others, the series expansion methods can approximate the random
field by a finite sum of products of deterministic spatial functions and random variables.
In this study, the Karhunen-Loève expansion as a series expansion method, introduced in
Sect. 3, is applied to generate random field realisations.
In the following, a typical natural gas rock salt cavern is simulated by finite element
method. Within the numerical model, the rock salt behaviour is described by BGRa [3], a
well-known creep model. In Sect. 4 the numerical model, boundary and loading conditions
are presented. Sect. 5 presents the probabilistic analysis of the considered cavity mined in
spatially varying rock salt. The effect of the uncertainties in the input parameters on the
system responses is inquired by carrying out a global sensitivity analysis. In the present
paper, Sobol’s method [14] as a variance-based sensitivity technique is employed. After
ranking the importance level of parameters, random field discretization applied on the
most governing one. In the following, the failure probability of the system considering
dilatant behaviour is evaluated. At the end, a parametric study is conducted to investigate
the effect of variations in the assumed autocorrelation lengths. The obtained results are
concluded in Sect. 6.
2

Random field discretization

Because of the differences of mineral ingredients, stress history, and other geological
factors, constitutive parameters of rocks or soils show spatial differences and correlations
as well. The characteristics of the spatial distribution of constitutive parameters can be
simulated as a geological parameter field which exhibits spatial variability. In general, a
random field is characterised by its mean, variance, and its correlation structure. One of
the major features of a random field representation of a material is the concept of statistical dependence between field values at different points, which is known as the correlation
structure [15]. The correlation coefficient between two points x1 and x2 , ρ(x, x ) is decreasing gradually as the distance is increasing. On the other hand, when the distance
between two realisation points approaches to zero, the material characteristics are identical. It should be stated that higher order moments of random field can also represent its
characteristics, but due to difficulties in estimating them, random field models are often
represented by information about the three mentioned measures. To accomplish this,
firstly a relatively simple joint PDF (e.g., multivariate normal or lognormal distributions)
3
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for the field should be adopted. The correlation structure is often assumed to be a simple
function of the distance between points.
A continuous random field H(x, θ) can be defined as a random function that describes
a random quantity at each point x ∈ Ω of a continuous domain Ω ⊂ Rn . θ ∈ Θ is a coordinate in the sample space Θ. Hence, H(x0 , θ) denotes the random variable associated with
point x0 , and H(x, θ0 ) indicates θ0 realisation of the field. As mentioned before, a random field can be defined by its mean µ(x), variance σ 2 (x) and autocorrelation coefficient
function that is
CH [H(x1 ), H(x2 )]
ρ(x1 , x2 ) =
,
(1)
σ(x1 )σ(x2 )
where CH (., .) is the autocovariance function. A random field can be discretised by approximating H(.) by Ĥ(.), described by means of a finite set of random variables {χi , i =
1,...,n }
Discretization
(2)
Ĥ(x) −−−−−−−→ Ĥ(x) = F [x, χ].
Sudret & Der Kiureghian [15] classified the most commonly used methods of random field
discretization into following main groups
• Point Discretization
In this group of methods, the random variables χi are selected values of H(.) at
specific points in a given spatial discretization (e.g., mesh in finite/difference element
methods).
• Average Discretization,
In these methods, the random variable related to a given χi is calculated as the
weighted integrals of H(.) over a domain Ωe

χi =
H(x)ω(x)dΩ.
(3)
Ωe

A comparative review on the above mentioned methods was provided in [16].
• Series Expansion methods
In the series expansion discretization methods, the random field is approximated
by an expansion that involves deterministic and stochastic functions. The value of
the random field is calculated on the basis of the coordinates of the point in deterministic functions. In these techniques, the field is represented as a series involving
random variables and deterministic spatial functions. As examples of this group
of methods, one can mention the Expansion Optimal Linear estimation method,
proposed by [16]. The Karhunen-Loève expansion method is also a commonly used
series expansion method. The Karhunen-Loève is utilised in the present study to
discrete the random field and it is briefly described in the following.
4
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3

Karhunen-Loéve expansion

We consider H(x, θ) as random process, when H denotes the expected value of the
random field. The random field can be calculated by the Karhunen-Loéve expansion as
follow
∞ 

Ĥ(x, θ) = µH +
λi φi (x)ξi (θ),
(4)
i=1

where λi and φi are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the autocovariance function,
and ξi (θ) is a vector of standard uncorrelated random variables. µH is the mean function
of the field. It should be noticed here that ξi (θ) : Θ → R are the stochastic variables
that represent the random nature of the uncertain parameter. For practical purposes, the
expansion in Eq. 4 can be truncated to a given number of terms, M as follow:
Ĥ(x, θ) ≈ µH (x) +

M 


λi φi (x)ξi (θ),

(5)

i=1

where M is the size of the series expansion, λi and φi are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
of the covariance function C(x1 , x2 ), and ξi (Θ) is a vector of standard uncorrelated random
variables. However, the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions λi and φi are the deterministic
functions of the Karhunen-Loève expansion. They can be evaluated as the solution of the
following Fredholm integral equation:

CH [H(x1 ), H(x2 )]φi (x2 )dx2 = λi φi (x1 ).
(6)
Ω

This integral can be solved analytically only for a few types of the autocovariance
functions. Ghanem & Spanos [17] presented the detailed analytical solution of the integral
in Eq. 6 for an exponential autocovariance function.
The choice of the number M of terms depends on the required accuracy of the considered problem. Sudret & Der Kiureghian [15] proposed the following error estimate
(err(x)) after truncating the expansion to M terms,
2
err(x) = σH
−

M


λi φ2i (x),

(7)

i=1

where σH is the standard deviation of the random field.
4

Deterministic model of a rock salt cavern

Within this study, a gas cavern with the capacity of 368,000 m3 is simulated by an
axisymmetrical numerical model, its casing shoe is assumed to be located in the depth
of 400 m. The shape of the cavern after excavation is idealised as a cylinder with the
height of 150 m and 60 m diameter. The floor and roof of the cavern are considered as
5
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Representative geometry and boundary conditions of the salt cavern model
and (b) Finite element mesh discretization
semi-spheres with 30 m radius. Fig. 1a shows the geometry and boundary conditions of
this cavity in detail. The considered mesh discretization is also shown in Fig. 1b. The
uniform load at the top of the model substitutes the overburden weight. In order to model
the solution mining procedure, the entire excavation phase is simplified by reducing the
internal pressure of the cavern to the minimum gas pressure (First discharge phase) in
a time interval of 300 days. In this study, the minimum inner pressure of the cavity is
assumed to be equal to 4 MPa. In our simulation, the temperature of intact rock salt is
assumed to be equal to 50℃. The thermal boundary condition of the wall of the cavity
is decreased during the discharge phase to 30℃(for more details about the variation of
thermal condition see [8]).
In this study, the creep behaviour of the rock salt is modelled on the basis of the BGRa
constitutive model. In this constitutive model, the creep induced strain rate of rock salt
is obtained using the following equation:
ε̇cr
ij = A exp(

−Q σij n
)( ) ,
RT σ0

(8)

where A denotes the value of fluidity at a reference temperature; R is the universal
constant of perfect gas ( 8.314 e3 kJ/(mol.K)) and T is the absolute temperature (For
more details see [3]). In the present study, the induced strain rate by the temperature
change is also considered as an additional strain tensor in the mechanical model. This
quantity is related to the linear thermal expansion coefficient α and the temperature
changing rate Ṫ :
ε̇th
(9)
ij = αṪ δij
6
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The mechanical stability of storage cavities is the most important issue which should
be assured in an accurate geotechnical design. Therefore, the dilatant zones which can
be initiated by a specific stress state in rock salt should be avoided. The dilatancy
boundary, which is defined by the beginning of the irreversible volumetric expansion, can
be considered as a criterion which divides the stress space into compression and dilatancy
regions. A Dilatancy boundary, known as compression/dilation (C/D) boundary can
be identified on the basis of experimental data (for more details about different C/D
boundaries, the reader is referred to [9]). In the present study, Desai C/D boundary [4]
is used as no dilation criterion. In order to determine whether a region in the simulated
rock salt cavity encountered dilatancy or not, the following quantity DF is defined.

J2
DF =
.
(10)
dil
J2 (I1 )
where J2dil (I1 ) denotes the second stress invariant of C/D boundary corresponding with
the value of first invariant (I1 ) in each observation point. When DF < 1, the stresses
are inside the compressibility domain and opening of micro-cracks does not occur and
subsequently, damage does not progress. In contrary, when DF ≥ 1, the cavern may
experience long-time failure due to the damage progress.
In the next step, the finite element numerical simulation of the typical cavern is conducted. Although in real cases the designer must assure that no-dilatant region around
the entire cavern will take place, in the present study, the considered observation points
are limited. The level of one-third of cavern’s height from its bottom is generally treated
as a benchmark region in measurements and numerical simulations as well. Hence, in this
study the DF factor is evaluated in the region of N , illustrated in Fig. 1a.
It is important to note that a stratigraphic unit may consist of several different homogeneous zones. The graphs provided by [18], which are derived from creep tests on
two different shafts in Gorleben salt dome (north-east of Germany), indicate the existing
of vertical heterogeneity in creep behaviour of this site. The present study considered a
one-dimensional (vertical) spatially random field. It should be stated that the method of
the Karhunen-Loève can cope with domains of arbitrary geometric mesh, different from
the FEM mesh. However, the size of a given element in the deterministic mesh depends on
the autocorrelation distances of the rock properties. Der Kiureghian & Ke [19] suggested
that the length of the largest element of the deterministic mesh should not be less than
half of the autocorrelation distance in that direction. In order to respect this criterion,
the geometrical model is vertically divided to 10 m layers, with a specific random value
assigned to each layer (with 10 m thickness).
5

Probabilistic analysis

Before generating the random field, the most important input parameter which makes
the largest contribution to the variation of model response is identified by conducting
7
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Table 1: Material parameters for rock salt
Elastic Parameters
E [GPa]
ν [-]
[19 - 3] [0.25 - 0.35]

Creep Parameters
A
n [-]
Q [kJ/mol]
[0.1e-5 - 0.5e-5] [3 - 5] [40000 - 70000]
[s−1 ]

Thermal Properties
α [1/℃]
[3e-5 - 5.5e-5]

0.8

ST i

0.6
0.4

E
ν
α
A
n
Q

0.2
0
E

ν

A

α

n

Q

Figure 2: Estimation of total effect sensitivity index ST i , regarding FS
a global sensitivity analysis. The variance-based technique for evaluating the sensitivity indices of input parameters is proposed by [14]. This methodology was previously
introduced to the geotechnical design of solution-mined cavities by the authors [20]. In
this paper, Sobol’s method (also known as Monte-Carlo based implementation) is utilised
to evaluate the sensitivity measures of different constitutive parameters (the reader is
referred to [21]). It should be mentioned that the sensitivity analysis is conducted on a
random variable homogeneous model. Table. 1 represents the considered range of variation
for each input variable. All the input variables follow a lognormal probability distribution
function. Fig. 2 depicts the evaluated total-effect sensitivity index (ST i ) for each constitutive parameter. The most influential input parameter on the stress-state of the cavern’s
wall against dilation is n.
Hence, all parameters but n are fixed to their mean values, and the variable of n is
discretized as a random field. The mean value and coefficient of variation of parameter
n are respectively µ = 4 and COV = 10%, and follows a lognormal probability density
function. Fig. 3 shows a typical random field realisations of the variable n for two different
autocorrelation distances. For larger values of autocorrelation distances, the model tends
to a homogeneous field, while less autocorrelation lengths limit the correlations in a given
simulation to smaller zones. In general, for a specific autocorrelation length, layers which
are very close together tend to have similar n values and express a higher correlation.
8
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Figure 3: Random field realisations of the parameter n for autocorrelation distance
(a)ly =30 m (b) ly =650 m
As mentioned earlier, the size of the Karhunen-Loève expansion M will effect on the
accuracy of the approximated random field Ĥ. Fig. 4a depicts the estimated error of
random field approximation versus the assumed M value for different autocorrelation
lengths. The error estimation converges to less than 5%, if M ≥ 200. In the present
study, M is assumed to be equal to 200 terms to ensure the accuracy level of random field
approximation.
The crude Monte-Carlo simulation is a well-established methodology to evaluate the
probability of failure which has been used for many decades. As conducting a Monte-Carlo
simulation requires thousands of model evaluation and each run of the numerical model in
this study takes more than two hours, employing Monte Carlo seems not feasible. In order
to address this drawback, the authors applied the subset simulation technique, introduced
previously in [22] which decreases the number of required simulation, drastically.
The probability analysis here is conducted for the region N in Fig. 1a and the failure
probability for different autocorrelation lengths (ly ) is computed against DF = 1 . Fig. 4b
illustrates the obtained results. In addition to different spatial variability scenarios, we
also conduct a homogeneous simulation, where the constitutive parameters are assumed
to be random variables. As Fig. 4b clearly shows, with decreasing the autocorrelation
length in random field discretization, the probability of encountering a dilatant region
at the considered observation point increases. Although in real cases, a local dilatant
zone may not mainly endanger the stability of the entire structure, but in our case, we
considered the no-dilatant region as the failure criterion, which is conservative.
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Figure 4: (a)Error estimation vs. number of eigenmodes for different values of autocorrelation lengths, (b)Probability of failure against dilatancy for different autocorrelation
lengths
6

Conclusion

The inherent randomness of natural materials like rocks and soils causes a wide extent
of spatial distribution in their physical properties. Thereupon, the spatial variability and
consequently the induced uncertainty, have to be considered in the complex geotechnical
problems. In this paper, the random field method is applied in a probabilistic analysis of
a gas storage cavern in the rock salt. A random field discretization of constitutive parameters of the BGRa creep law using Karhunen-Loéve is conducted. The failure probability
of a rock salt cavity against the no-dilatant criterion is calculated for different spatial
variability scenarios to present the effect of the autocorrelation lengths on the safety measures of the system against dilation. The obtained failure probabilities are compared with
the corresponding results considering homogeneous rock in a random variable analysis.
The comparison represents the necessity of considering spatial variability in the material
properties.
7
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Summary: To simulate the gas metal arc welding (GMAW) process in two ASTM A36 steel
plates a finite element numerical model was developed, to obtain the corresponding residual
stresses and deformations. The welding process was simulated as a one way coupled thermostructural problem, considering that the structural field has very little influence in the thermal
field, which is widely accepted in the specialized literature. To solve the thermal field, a
nonlinear transient problem was created using finite second order elements that have
temperature as the only degree of freedom in their nodes. The thermal properties of material
were defined as a function of temperature and a combined convection-radiation coefficient
was used as boundary condition. The double ellipsoidal model presented by Goldak was used
to simulate the heat source and its dimensions were determined from the expressions
developed by Christensen. To solve the structural field another nonlinear transient problem
was created, considering the same mesh and the same time step of the thermal problem, using
finite second order elements that have three displacements as degrees of freedom in their
nodes. The mechanical properties of material were defined as a function of temperature, a
thermo-elasto-plastic material model was used and the necessary displacement constraints
were applied as boundary conditions. The temperature distribution obtained by solving the
thermal field at each time step was transferred as a load to the structural problem. In both
problems the “birth and death” technique was used to simulate the material deposition, which
is implemented in the ANSYS software used in the present study. The activation of “dead”
elements of the weld bead in the thermal analysis was performed simultaneously with the
passage of the heat source, while in the structural analysis “dead” elements were activated as
a function of their temperature. Different activation temperatures of “dead” elements were
tested in the structural analysis, obtaining the best results when this temperature takes a value
of 80% of material solidification temperature. The model used in this study was validated
experimentally, taking as reference the residual displacements in several points of the welded
plates. It was verified that there is a good correspondence between numerical and
experimental results, with an error of less than 10%.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The arc welding process encapsulates several coupled physical phenomena: fluid flow in
the weld pool, heat flow in the structure, microstructural evolution of the materials, stress
development and distortion of the structure. Theses phenomena have to be modeled as multiphysics problem. The mechanical response of welds is sensitive to the close coupling between
thermal energy distribution, microstructure evolution and mechanical behavior. Figure 1
describes the coupling between the different fields in the modeling of welding, where the
solid arrows denote strong coupling and the dotted arrows denote weak coupling [1].

Figure 1: Coupling between different fields in welding analysis [1].

When the purpose of the analysis is to determine residual stresses and deformations of the
structure, most authors use the simplest approach, i.e., considers only the one way coupled
thermo-mechanical problem. The efforts of investigations are more focused on two main
issues: the heat source model used in the thermal problem and the material behavior model
used in the mechanical problem. In addition, it is necessary to take into account other
important aspects in order to obtain accurate results. Temperature dependent material
properties, thermal and mechanical boundary conditions and the material deposition method
have significant influence in the simulation results.
In this paper the one way coupled thermo-mechanical approach is used and some important
related topics are discussed. Consequently, a finite element numerical model was developed
to obtain residual stresses and deformations of welded structure. Finally, the model was
applied in the butt welding (GMAW) process of two ASTM A36 steel plates and compared
with experimental results.
2

HEAT SOURCE MODEL

It is important to select an appropriate heat source model to obtain the accurate temperature
distribution results, which will have a significant impact on the mechanical results, i.e., on the
residual stresses and deformations. Especially, the choice of the heat source is sensitive for
the results obtained in the fusion zone (FZ) and the heat affected zone (HAZ).
The investigations related to the models of heat sources date from 1935 when Rosenthal
started his theoretical studies about arc welding processes. In his works, he has proposed
point, linear and plane heat source models [2]. However, measurements of temperatures in the
fusion and heat affected zones differ significantly from the values provided by those
solutions, since the singularity located at the source origin results in infinite temperature
levels [3]. In his book Thermal Analysis of Welds Nguyen [4] presents various analytical
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solutions for stationary and moving heat sources models, including the Gaussian distributed
volumetric heat source. Jeyakumar et al. [5] used this approach to evaluate residual stress in
butt welded joint of ASTM A36 steel plates and found good agreement with experimental and
others results. Stamenkovic and Vasovic [6] used a simplify method by assuming the welding
arc stayed at an element with a constant specific volume heat generation, and then moved to
the next element at the end of the load step as the welding was finished.
There is a great variety of models of heat sources documented in the literature but
undoubtedly it is the double ellipsoidal model developed by Goldak and Akhlaghi [7] the
most used by the researchers in arc welding simulations. Batista et al. [8] used Goldak’s
model to determine residual stresses in ASTM AH36 steel welded by TIG process. The same
model was used by Malik et al. [9] to study circumferentially arc welded thin-walled cylinders
to investigate the residual stress fields. The results of simulation in this work show great
accuracy for transient temperature distribution and residual stresses in comparison with
experimental results they performed. Qureshi et al. [10], Fu et al. [11], Pasternak et al. [12],
Wang et al. [13], Chand et al. [14], Nuraini et al. [15], Abit et al. [16], Asserin et al. [17] and
many others researchers also used this model in their investigations.
Figure 2 shows the double ellipsoidal model presented by Goldak that has been selected to
develop the present work due to its great acceptance.

Figure 2: Goldak’s double ellipsoidal heat source model [9].

The input heat for the front heat source is:
(

)

(

)

For the rear heat source is:
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fractions of the heat in the front and rear parts of the source and have to meet the condition
. The total heat gained from the welding arc is
, is the efficiency of
the arc, is the welding voltage and is the welding current. The welding speed is and is
the time.
The greatest difficulty with the use of the heat source proposed by Goldak is the
determination of its geometric and energetic parameters. Some authors recommend to
determine the geometric parameters of the ellipsoid ( , ,
and ) experimentally an
calibrate the energetic parameters ( and ). Batista et al. [8] determined the geometric
parameters by metallographic analysis and the energy parameters were obtained with the
support of the relationships found in the literature. Asserin et al. [17] adjusted all used
parameters by inverse methods from experimental results. To predict the heat source model
parameters a neural network was used by Fu et al. [11].
When no experimental data is available, a possible option is to use the procedure
developed by Christensen [18]. This procedure proposes empirical expressions and curves
based on experimental tests to determine the geometric parameters of the heat source. In order
to use the procedure, the parameters of the welding process ( , ) and some properties of the
material are required. Detailed information can be found in [18]. In addition, due to the
and
given by
condition of continuity of the volumetric heat source, the values of
equations (1) and (2) must be equal at the
plane. From that condition, another
⁄ . Subsequently, the values for
constraint is obtained for energetic parameters as ⁄
⁄(
⁄(
these two coefficients are determined as
);
) [19].
The Christensen procedure and the condition of continuity are used in the present paper.
3

MATERIAL BEHAVIOR MODEL

In his paper Lindgren [20] points out that it is important to have a correct description of the
material behavior in order to have an accurate model and concludes that the most important
mechanical properties are Young’s modulus, thermal dilatation, and parameters for the plastic
behavior.
The constitutive model of the mechanical analysis can be expressed by the total strain
increment
obtained from equation (3) [11,13].
(3)

Where
,
,
and
are the elastic, plastic, thermal and creep strain
increments, respectively.
is the strain induced by the phase transformation. Like [11],
the phase-transformation related strain increment was neglected in the present work because it
has an insignificant contribution to the total strain in low-carbon steel. Considering that
was also not included in the present
welding process is a very short heating process,
study.
Almost all authors that simulate welding processes consider rate-independent plasticity
because the material has a high temperature during a relatively short time of the weld thermal
cycle, and therefore the accumulated rate-dependent plasticity is neglected [20]. Rateindependent plasticity is characterized by three parameters, they are the yield criterion, the
flow rule and the hardening law [20,21].
The model that has been used most widely for rate-independent plasticity is the von Mises
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yield criterion given by equation (4), where ,
and
are the principal stresses. Malik et
al. [9], Qureshi et al. [10], Pasternak et al. [12], Wang et al. [13], Chand et al. [14] and
Asserin et al. [17] used von Mises yield criterion in their works. The flow rule states that the
plastic flow is orthogonal to the yield surface.
√

(

)

(

)

(

)

(4)

A hardening law is needed to determine the amount of plastic flow and the evolution of the
yield strength of the material [20]. Wang et al. [13] describe and uses four possible hardening
laws: (1) perfect plasticity; (2) isotropic hardening; (3) kinematic hardening; (4) combined
hardening (isotropic and kinematic). Pasternak et al. [12] used isotropic hardening law. While
Malik et al. [9], Qureshi et al. [10], Chand et al. [14] and Asserin et al. [17] used kinematic
hardening law.
Taking in to account the literature review a thermo-elasto-plastic material formulation has
been chosen for the present research considering the von Mises yield criterion with associated
flow rule and the bilinear kinematic hardening model.
4

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The thermal problem consists in solving the energy conservation equation (5) [10,13,14].
(

)

(

)

(

)

(5)

Where, is the density of the material, is specific heat capacity, is current temperature,
is heat flux vector, is internal heat generation rate, t is the time, represents the spatial
gradient operator and , ,
are the coordinates in the reference plane. The nonlinear
isotropic Fourier heat flux constitutive equation is given by (6) [10,14], where
is the
temperature dependent thermal conductivity.
(6)

As can be seen the thermal properties required to solve the thermal problem are: material
density, specific heat and thermal conductivity, all of which are temperature dependent. It
would be necessary to know the values of these properties in function of the temperature in
order to perform a thorough analysis. Some authors take constant the material density
specifically when dealing with steels [9,10].
The mechanical properties required to simulate the mechanical problem are related to the
material behavioral model used, which for this study is a thermo-elasto-plastic model with
von Mises yield criterion and bilinear kinematic hardening model. Therefore, the modulus of
elasticity, the Poisson coefficient, the yield stress, the tangent modulus and the coefficient of
thermal expansion are required. All these properties are also temperature dependent.
5

THERMAL AND MECHANICAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The boundary conditions in the thermal problem are referred to the dissipation mechanisms
of the heat generated during the welding process, which are the convection and the radiation
mechanisms. The current tendency is to use a total temperature dependent heat transfer
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coefficient
to simulate a combined thermal boundary condition, both thermal
convection and radiation [10,11,14,17]. Combined heat transfer coefficient can be calculated
by equation (7).
(

) (

)

(7)

Where is the thermal convection coefficient that is dependent on temperature, is the
radiation emissivity, σ is Stefan Boltzmann constant (5.67×10−8 W m−2 K−4), is the current
temperature and
is the room temperature. In the present study the combined heat
transfer coefficient by (7) is used and applied on all the applicable surfaces including the
surface of the weld bead.
The boundary conditions in the mechanical problem were defined following the same
approach of [11,13]. The nodal temperatures determined in the thermal analysis were applied
as thermal loads in the mechanical analysis. The same finite element meshes associated with
the stress element and the thermo-mechanical properties were employed in the mechanical
analysis. The mechanical boundary conditions were considered to prevent the rigid body
motion of the welded plates.
6

MATERIAL DEPOSITION METHOD

Most authors use the element birth and death technique to simulate the metal deposition on
the welding bead [5,6,9,10,15,16,22]. Fanous et al. [23] propose a different method called
element movement technique. Other authors do not consider the metal deposition effect or do
not refer its consideration [11,13]. Some researchers report difficulties with the birth and
death technique. Malik et al. [9] and Qureshi et al. [10] report the possibility of excessive
distortion issues in mechanical analysis.
Malik et al. [9], Qureshi et al. [10] and Abit et al. [16] describe the use of the birth and
death technique and suggest some recommendations. The whole finite element model is
generated in the start. Before first time step all elements representing filler metal are
deactivated by assigning them a very low value of conductivity in thermal analysis and very
low value of stiffness in mechanical analysis. During the thermal analysis, all the nodes of
deactivated elements (except those shared with the base metal) are also fixed at ambient
temperature till the birth of the respective element. Deactivated elements are re-activated
sequentially when they come under the influence of the heat source. During the mechanical
analysis a sequential birth of an element takes place when the element reaches the
solidification temperature. In this moment the initial strains in the element are set to zero.
Melting and ambient temperatures are set as the temperatures at which thermal strains are
zero for thermal expansion coefficients of the filler and base metals. Additional
recommendations are reported by Lindgren [24]. For better computational results the heat
source is supposed to stay at least once on each element along the welding line, so that the
heat input algorithm does not miss elements passed during a time step increment.
The model developed in the present study implements the element birth and death
technique and collects all previous recommendations. However, in the present work the effect
of the activation temperature of death element is evaluated in the mechanical analysis,
including the solidification temperature and lower values. The reason for doing so is due to
the researchers’ interest in exploring an alternative to calibrate the FE model and perhaps to
mitigate the excessive distortion reported by other authors.
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7

METHODOLOGY

Considering the information collected and discussed in the previous sections, the flowchart
shown in figure 3 was elaborated, establishing the general methodology used in the present
investigation.

Figure 3: Flowchart of one way coupled model for analysis of residual stresses and deformations.

8

CASE STUDY: BUTT WELDING OF TWO ASTM A36 STEEL PLATES

The finite element numerical model described in the previous sections was used to
simulate the gas metal arc welding (GMAW) process in two ASTM A36 steel plates. The
objective is to determine the residual stresses and deformations of the welded plates and
validate the model with experimental data obtained by the authors. The temperature
dependent material properties considered in this study are shown in table 1 [5]. The
parameters of the welding process are the same for the numerical analysis as for the
experimental tests and are shown in table 2. The Golda’s heat source parameters were
estimated by using the Christensen procedure and the condition of continuity explained in
section 2. The values are shown in table 3.
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Table 1: Temperature dependent material properties [5].
Temp
(K)

Density
(kg/m3)

Thermal
conductivity
W/(m·K)

Specific
heat
(J/(kg·K))

Elastic
modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

298
373
473
673
873
1073
1273
1473
1673
1773

7880
7880
7800
7760
7600
7520
7390
7300
7250
7180

60
50
45
38
30
25
26
28
37
37

480
500
520
650
750
1000
1200
1400
1600
1700

210
200
200
170
80
35
20
15
10
10

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

Thermal
expansion
coefficient
(K-1)·10-5
1.15
1.2
1.3
1.42
1.45
1.45
1.45
1.45
1.45
1.45

Yield
stress
(MPa)
380
340
315
230
110
30
25
20
18
15

Table 2: Welding process parameters.
Voltage
(V)
21.1

Current
(A)
133

Velocity
(mm/s)
9.5

Efficiency
(%)
80

Table 3: Golda’s heat source parameters.
Parameter
Length of front ellipsoidal, (mm)
Length of rear ellipsoidal, (mm)
Depth of heat source, b (mm)
Half width of heat source, c (mm)
Fraction of heat in front ellipsoidal,
Fraction of heat in rear ellipsoidal,

Value
2.02
6.41
2.13
1.92
0.48
1.52

8.1 Geometric model and mesh
The geometric model of the welded plates with dimensions is shown in figure 4 a) and
consists of a welding coupon 140 mm wide, 3 mm thick and 300 mm long. The discretization
of the geometric model was performed with the second order brick elements available in the
ANSYS software library used in this work. For the thermal analysis the SOLID279 element
was used and for the mechanical analysis the SOLID186 element was used. This way the
same mesh can be used for the thermal and mechanical analyzes. Based on maximum reached
temperature a mesh sensitivity analysis was performed [9,11]. The final mesh of the model
with 132460 elements was chosen for the analysis in order to ensure the mesh independent
results. Such a mesh is shown in figure 4 b) with a detail of the weld bead zone.
8.2 Boundary conditions
The combined heat transfer coefficient determined by equation (7) was applied as the
thermal boundary condition on all the applicable surfaces including the surface of the weld
were considered for the simulation. The
bead. The emissivity
and
temperature dependent thermal convection coefficient was adopted according to [10].
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Figure 4: Geometric model. a) Dimensions. b) Mesh and a detail of the weld bead zone.

The nodal temperatures determined in the thermal analysis were applied as thermal loads
in the mechanical analysis each time step. The mechanical boundary conditions were
considered to prevent the rigid body motion of the welded plates, i.e., normal displacement
constrain of the symmetry plane, displacement constrain of two extreme points in vertical (y)
direction and displacement constrain of one extreme point in longitudinal (z) direction. The
mechanical boundary conditions are shown in the figure 5.

Figure 5: Mechanical boundary conditions.

8.3 Simulation strategy
The methodology described above was implemented in the ANSYS Mechanical APDL
environment through macros developed by the authors.
Transient, non–linear thermal and mechanical problems were defined using temperature
dependent properties. The welding time was determined considering the welding process
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parameters obtaining 31.58 s. An additional time of 2000 s was estimated for the cooling
phase. During analyzes the full Newton-Raphson iterative method with a direct sparse matrix
solver was used for obtaining the solutions according to [9,10] recommendations..
8.4 Simulation results
Figure 6 a) shows the temperature distribution at the end of the welding time (31.58 s).
Figure 6 b) illustrates the temperature profile of five different points up to a time of 100 s.
Point 1 is located on the welding line and reaches the highest temperature peak (2240 K).

Figure 6: Thermal results. a) Temperature distribution. b) Temperature profile at five different locations.

Figure 7 a) shows that the transverse residual stresses reach a maximum value of 557 MPa.
Residual deformations are shown in figure 7 (b). The maximum displacement is reached at the
midpoint of the outer edge of the welded plate with a value of 2.76 mm. Simulations of the
mechanical problem were performed for three different activation temperatures of death
elements (60%, 80% and 100% of material solidification temperature). The results shown in
figure 7 correspond to an activation temperature of 80% of the solidification temperature.
This setting gives more accurate results.

Figure 7: Mechanical results. a) Residual stresses in transversal direction. b) Residual displacements.
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8.5 Experimental tests
To validate the developed model, the authors performed experimental tests with the help of
a semiautomatic welding machine with GMAW technology. In figure 8 a) the coupons can be
seen and in figure 8 b) the arrangement before starting the welding.

Figure 8: Mechanical results. a) Residual stresses in transversal direction. b) Residual displacements.

After welding and cooling the welded plates, residual displacements at the edges of the
plates were measured and an average displacement was obtained. In figure 9 the average
experimental result is compared with the numerical results corresponding to the three
evaluated activation temperatures. It may be noted that the result for an activation temperature
of 60% of the solidification temperature is significantly away from the experimental results.
Even though at first glance the results for 80% and 100% appear very similar and better match
the experimental result, the results for 80% show a lower standard deviation. In this case the
maximum absolute error is about 9.6%.

Figure 9: Comparison between numerical and experimental results.
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9

CONCLUSIONS
-

-

Based on the best practices reported in the specialized literature, a one way coupled
thermo-mechanical model to determine residual stresses and deformations in butt
welding of two ASTM A36 steel plates was developed. The model used in this study
was validated experimentally by means of measurement of residual displacements in
several points of the welded plates. The displacements along the both external sides
of the welded plates was averaged and plotted together with numerical results. It was
verified that there is a good agreement between numerical and experimental results,
with an absolute error of less than 10%.
Three different activation temperatures of “dead” elements were tested in the
structural analysis (60%, 80% and 100% of material solidification temperature). The
minimum standard deviation and minimum absolute error were obtained when this
temperature takes a value of 80% of material solidification temperature. The
evaluation of a greater number of activation temperatures is necessary to reach more
conclusive results. It would also be important to analyze the molten zone (FZ) and to
evaluate the local behavior when these activation temperatures below the
solidification temperature are used.
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Abstract. The present paper concerns with a theoretical investigation into heat generation in
the continued quasi-static plane strain compression of a thin strip between two rigid, parallel
perfectly rough platens. The strip material obeys the double shearing model. The length of the
platens is supposed to be much greater than the current strip thickness. The plastic work rate
approaches infinity in the vicinity of perfectly rough friction surfaces. Since the plastic work
rate is involved in the heat conduction equation, this greatly adds to the difficulties of
solutions of this equation. In particular, commercial finite element packages are not capable of
solving such boundary value problems. The present approximate solution is given in
Lagrangian coordinates. In this case, the original initial/boundary value problem reduces to
the standard second initial/boundary value problem for the nonhomogeneous heat conduction
equation. Therefore, the Green’s function is available in the literature. An example is
provided to illustrate the general solution.
1

INTRODUCTION

The temperature of the workpiece rises during plastic deformation because of the heat
generated by mechanical work. Under certain conditions, this temperature rise is of
considerable importance. From the point of view of phenomenological plasticity theory, the
first systematic study on temperature distributions in metal forming processes has been
conducted in [1]. A recent review of the literature on this topic has been provided in [2].
Finite element approaches to coupled thermal flow in metal forming processes have been
developed in [2 - 4]. Temperature and plastic strain are responsible for the generation of
narrow fine grain layers in the vicinity of frictional interfaces [5]. Such layers may have a
significant effect on the performance of machine parts [6 – 8]. The gradient in temperature is
very high within the fine grain layers [9]. This greatly adds to the difficulties of solutions of
corresponding boundary value problems. Moreover, in the case of the maximum friction law
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finite element analyses usually fail to converge [10, 11]. Most likely, the reason for that is that
exact solutions are singular in the vicinity of maximum friction surfaces for several material
models [12 - 15]. In particular, the plastic work rate involved in the heat conduction equation
approaches infinity in the vicinity of maximum friction surfaces. The present paper concerns
with a theoretical investigation into heat generation in the continued quasi-static plane strain
compression of a thin metal strip between two rigid, parallel perfectly rough dies. The
maximum friction law is assumed at the die surface. The strip material obeys the double
shearing model proposed in [16]. A semi-analytical solution of the aforementioned boundary
value problem for the double shearing model without calculating the temperature field has
been found in [17]. This solution is used in the present paper. In particular, the solution of the
heat conduction equation is facilitated by using Lagrangian coordinates that are readily
determined from the solution given in [17]. In these coordinates, the original initial/boundary
value problem reduces to the standard second initial/boundary value problem for the
nonhomogeneous heat conduction equation. Therefore, the Green’s function is available in the
literature, for example [18]. A similar method of solution has been used in [19] where the
classical model of metal plasticity has been adopted.
2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Consider a rigid plastic strip of initial thickness 2h0 and initial width 2L0 . The strip is
compressed between two parallel platens. The speed of each platen is U. The current
thickness and width of the strip are denoted by 2h and 2L, respectively. The Cartesian
coordinate system ( x, y ) is chosen such that its x − and y − axes coincide with the axes of
symmetry of the process (Fig. 1). Therefore, it is sufficient to consider the domain 0 ≤ x ≤ L

Figure 1: Configuration of the problem and Cartesian coordinte system

and 0 ≤ y ≤ h . It is assumed that the initial temperature of the strip is constant, T0 . The
current temperature is denoted by T. Let u x and u y be the velocity components referred to the
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Cartesian coordinate system. Then, the exact velocity boundary conditions are
uy = 0

(1)

u y = −U

(2)

for y = 0 and
for y = h . In the case of h L << 1 the exact velocity boundary condition at x = 0 is usually
replaced with the following approximate condition [17, 20 - 23]
h

∫ u dy = 0.

(3)

x

0

It is understood here that the velocity component u x is calculated at x = 0 . Let σ xx , σ yy and

σ xy be the stress components referred to the Cartesian coordinate system. The exact stress
boundary conditions are
(4)

σ xy = 0

for y = 0 and the maximum friction law. The representation of the maximum friction law
depends on the material model chosen. In the present paper, the double shearing model
proposed in [16] is adopted. The system of equations comprising the constitutive equations
and equilibrium equations is hyperbolic. Under plane strain conditions the characteristics of
the stresses and the velocities coincide. Therefore, there are only two distinct characteristic
directions at a point. The maximum friction law demands that a characteristic or an envelope
of characteristics coincides with the friction surface. Let ψ be the angle between the direction
of the algebraically greatest principal stress and the x – axis measured from the axis
anticlockwise. Then, the angles between the characteristic directions and the x – axis are
ψ + π 4 + ϕ 2 and ψ − π 4 − ϕ 2 [16]. Here ϕ is the angle of internal friction. The direction
of flow dictates that σ xy < 0 at y = h (Fig. 1). Therefore, ψ < 0 at y = h and the maximum
friction law can be written as
π ϕ
ψ=
− −
4

(5)

2

for y = h. The exact stress boundary conditions at x = L are usually replaced with the
following approximate condition [17, 20 - 23]
h

∫σ

xx

dy = 0.

(6)

0

It is understood here that the stress component σ xx is calculated at x = L . The magnitude of
the shear stress at y = h is denoted by τ f . Therefore,
τ f = σ xy .

(7)

It is understood here that the stress component σ xy is calculated at y = h . The boundary
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conditions on the temperature are
∂T
=0
∂y

(8)

∂T
λ = τ f u x + qt
∂y

(9)

for y = 0 and

for y = h . It is understood here that the velocity component u x is calculated at y = h . Also,

qt is the external heat flux through the friction surface from tool into the plastic strip and λ is
the coefficient of thermal conductivity. In what follows, cv and ρ will stand for the specific
heat at constant volume and density, respectively. It is assumed that λ , cv , ρ and qt are
constant. The initial condition is
(10)

T = T0

at h = h0 .
The Coulomb-Mohr yield criterion can be written as
(11)

q − p sin ϕ =
c cos ϕ ,

where c is the cohesion and

(σ

xx

−
p=

+ σ yy )
2

2
1
, q=
(σ xx − σ yy ) + 4σ xy2 .
2

(12)

The flow rule of the double shearing model is [16]
1
(x xx − x yy ) sin 2ψ + sin ϕ  ωxy + ddtψ
2
x xx + x yy =
0.

x xy cos 2ψ −


0,
=


(13)

Here x xx , x yy and x xy are the strain rate components in the Cartesian coordinates, ω xy is the
only non-zero spin component in the Cartesian coordinates and d dt denotes the convected
derivative. The second equation in (13) is the equation of incompressibility. Therefore,
h0 L0 = hL.

(14)

The stress components in the Cartesian coordinates are represented as [16]
σ xx =− p + q cos 2ψ , σ yy =− p − q cos 2ψ , σ xy = q sin 2ψ .

3

(15)

GENERAL SOLUTION
The velocity components are given by [17]
uy
ux x 2
y
=
− cos 2ψ + B,
=
− ,
U h C
U
h

4
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where B and C are constants of integration. It is evident that the solution (16) satisfies the
boundary conditions (1) and (2). The dependence of ψ on y is given in implicit form as
y sin 2ψ + 2ψ sin ϕ
=
.
h
C

(17)

It is seen from (15) that this solution satisfies the boundary condition (4). The solution (17)
and the boundary condition (5) combine to give
π

C=
− cos ϕ −  + ϕ  sin ϕ .
2



(18)

 sin ϕ  Cx

q = A exp  2 
− cos 2ψ   ,
ϕ
cos
h




(19)

The solution for q is [17]

where A is a constant of integration. Using this solution p can be found from (11) and, then,
the stress components from (15). In particular, the boundary condition (9) can be rewritten as
λ

 sin ϕ  Cx
∂T
   x 2sin ϕ

= UA exp  2 
+ sin ϕ    +
+ B  cos ϕ + qt
C
∂y
  h

 cos ϕ  h

(20)

for y = h or ψ =
− π 4 − ϕ 2 . The strain rate components are determined from (16) and (17)
as
U
U
U sin 2ψ
x xx =
, x yy =
.
− , x xy =
h
h
h ( cos 2ψ + sin ϕ )

(21)

It is seen from this solution and (5) that x xy → ∞ as y → h . Such behavior of the shear strain
rate near the maximum friction surface is in agreement with the general theory [13]. The
plastic work rate is defined as W = σ xxx xx + σ yyx yy + 2σ xyx xy . Substituting (15) and (21) into
this equation yields
W=

2Uq (1 + cos 2ψ sin ϕ )
.
h ( cos 2ψ + sin ϕ )

(22)

It is known that the variation of temperature in the x − direction is negligible [23]. Therefore,
it is usually assumed that T is independent of x. Then, the heat conduction equation can be
written as
λ ∂ 2T β
dT
=
+
W.
dt cv ρ ∂y 2 cv ρ

(23)

Here the factor β determines the portion of plastic work converted into heat. The value of
this factor is close to unity. Moreover, the temperature everywhere is directly proportional to
β . Therefore, it is assumed that β = 1 . It is seen from (5) and (22) that W → ∞ as y → h .
Therefore, equation (23) contains a singular term. In general, the assumption that the
distribution of temperature is independent of x is not compatible with (20) and (22).
Therefore, various approximations are used to get rid of the dependence of the right hand
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sides of these equations on x [19, 23]. In what follows, W involved in (23) is replaced with its
average value defined as
Wa =

(24)

L

1
Wdx.
L ∫0

Substituting (19) and (22) into this equation and using (14) yields
Wa =

(25)

h
2UA cos 2 ϕ
w1 (ψ ) w2   ,
CL0 sin ϕ
 h0 

(1 + cos 2ψ sin ϕ ) exp  − sin ϕ cos 2ψ  ,
w1 (ψ ) =

( cos 2ψ + sin ϕ )  cos 2 ϕ


h 
 C sin ϕ h02l0   h
w2   =
− 1
exp 
2
2 
 cos ϕ h   h0
 h0  

.

where l0 = L0 h0 . Then, equation (23) becomes
h
dT
λ ∂ 2T
2UA cos 2 ϕ
=
+
w1 (ψ ) w2   .
2
dt cv ρ ∂y
cv ρ CL0 sin ϕ
 h0 

(26)

The quantity λ ∂T ∂y at y = h is replaced with
 ∂T 
λ L ∂T
∂T
λ
λ  ≡ ∫
=
dx
∂y
 ∂y  a L 0 ∂y

(27)

Substituting the right hand side of (20) into this equation and using (14) yields
  l0C sin ϕ h02 
 l C sin ϕ h02  
1+ 
− 1 exp  0 2
+

2
2
2  

 cos ϕ h  
 ∂T 
h 2 UA cos3 ϕ
  cos ϕ h
2
exp ( tan ϕ ) 
λ   = qt + 2
.
2
h0 l0C sin ϕ
 ∂y  a
 2sin ϕ + B  exp  l0C sin ϕ h0  − 1




2
2 



 cos ϕ h  
 C


(28)

Then, the boundary condition (20) becomes
λ

 ∂T 
∂T
= λ

∂y
 ∂y  a

(29)

for y = h or ψ =
− π 4 − ϕ 2 . Since dy dt = u y and dh dt = −U , it follows from (16) that
dy y
= .
dh h

(30)

It is convenient to introduce a Lagrangian coordinate Y such that Yh0 = y at h = h0 . The
solution of equation (30) satisfying this initial condition is
y = hY .

(31)

Using this equation and taking into account that dh dt = −U equation (26) in the Lagrangian
coordinates can be written as
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(32)

 1 
b
∂τ
∂ 2τ
w1 (ψ ) w2 
= a 2+
.
2
∂p
∂Y
( p + 1)
1+ p 

where
a=

(33)

2 Ah0 cos 2 ϕ
T − T0
h0
λ
, b=
, =
, =
p
τ
− 1.
cv ρ h0U
cv ρ CT0l0 sin ϕ
T0
h

Using (31) and (33) the boundary condition (8) is transformed to
(34)

∂τ
=0
∂Y

for Y = 0 . Analogously, the boundary condition (29) becomes
 l C sin ϕ

 l C sin ϕ
2
2
1 +  0 2 ( p + 1) − 1 exp  0 2 ( p + 1)  +
 cos ϕ

 cos ϕ

.


sin
l
C
ϕ


2
 2sin ϕ

0
+ B  exp 
( p + 1)  − 1

2
 C

 cos ϕ
 

h0 qt
bh0 cos ϕ
∂τ
exp ( tan 2 ϕ )
=
+
∂Y λT0 ( p + 1) 2a ( p + 1)3

(35)

for Y = 1 . The initial condition (10) transforms to
τ =0

(36)

at p = 0 . In order to find B involved in (35), it is necessary to substitute (16) into (3). Using
(17) and (18) results in
B=

(π + 2ϕ + sin 2ϕ )
.
2
2 cos ϕ + (π 2 + ϕ ) sin ϕ 

(37)

It remains to determine A involved in b. It follows from (11), (14), (15), (19), and (33) that
(38)

 sin ϕ

1 
2
σ xx c cot ϕ + A exp  2 Cl0 ( p + 1) − cos 2ψ    cos 2ψ −
=


cos
sin
ϕ
ϕ 



at x = L . Substituting (38) into (6), using (18) and replacing integration with respect to y with
integration with respect to ψ by means of (17) and (31) yield
A=

c cos ϕ cos ϕ + (π 2 + ϕ ) sin ϕ 
2

−π 4 −ϕ 2

∫
0

(39)

×

 sin ϕ

2
exp  2 Cl0 ( p + 1) − cos 2ψ   ( cos 2ψ sin ϕ − 1)( cos 2ψ + sin ϕ ) dψ


 cos ϕ


−1

.

Equation (32) together with the boundary and initial conditions (34) – (36) comprise the
standard second initial/boundary value problem for the nonhomogeneous heat conduction
equation [18]. However, a difficulty is that the function w1 (ψ ) involved in (32) approaches
infinity as ψ → − π 4 − ϕ 2 (or Y → 1 ). In order to overcome this difficulty, it is convenient
to introduce the new function u by
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u= τ + f (Y ) g ( p )

(40)

where f (Y ) is a function only Y and g ( p ) is a function only p. Substituting (40) into (32)
yields
 1 
dg
d2 f
b
∂u
∂ 2u
a 2 + f (Y ) − ag ( p ) 2 +
w ψ w
=
.
2 1( ) 2 
dp
dY
∂p
∂Y
( p + 1)
 p +1

(41)

Assume that
g ( p) =

 1 
w2 
 and
a ( p + 1)
 p +1
b

2

d2 f
= − w1 (ψ ) .
dY 2

(42)

Then, equation (41) becomes
∂u
∂ 2u
dg
.
= a 2 + f (Y )
∂p
∂Y
dp

(43)

dψ
C
=
.
dY 2 ( cos 2ψ + sin ϕ )

(44)

It follows from (17) and (31) that

Using (25), (33) and (44) equation (42) can be rewritten as
g ( p) =



 C sin ϕ l0
2
( p + 1)  − 1 ,
exp 
2
cos
ϕ
a ( p + 1) 

 
b

(45)

3

2 (1 + cos 2ψ sin ϕ )
 sin ϕ

d  df 
exp  −
cos 2ψ  .

=−
2
dψ  dY 
C
 cos ϕ


Differentiating the first equation with respect to p gives
 3

 2Cl sin ϕ
 C sin ϕ l0
dg
b
3 
2 
0
p
exp
1
=
+
−
+


(
)

2

 .
dp a ( p + 1)2  ( p + 1)2  cos 2 ϕ
( p + 1)   cos 2 ϕ
 


(46)

The function f (Y ) may be chosen such that df d Y = 0 at Y = 0 . Then, the solution of the
second equation in (45) can be represented in the form
ψ

 sin ϕ

df
2
cos 2 z  dz.
=
− ∫ (1 + cos 2 z sin ϕ ) exp  −
2
dY
C0
 cos ϕ


(47)

Using (44) this solution can be rewritten as
4 ( cos 2ψ + sin ϕ ) ψ
 sin ϕ

df
=−
∫0 (1 + cos 2 z sin ϕ ) exp  − cos2 ϕ cos 2 z  dz.
dψ
C2

(48)

The function f (Y ) may be chosen such that f = 0 at Y = 0 . Then, the solution of equation
(48) is
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ψ

c

 sin ϕ

4
− 2 ∫ ( cos 2 c + sin ϕ ) ∫ (1 + cos 2 z sin ϕ ) exp  −
f =
cos 2 z  dzd c .
2
C 0
cos
ϕ


0

(49)

Thus equations (17), (31) and (49) supply f as a function of Y in parametric form with ψ
being the parameter varying in the range − π 4 − ϕ 2 ≤ ψ ≤ 0 . Substituting this function and
(46) into (43) determines the last term of this equation as a function of Y ad p. Using (40) and
the functions f (Y ) and g ( p ) found the boundary conditions (34) and (35) are replaced with
∂u
=0
∂Y

(50)

 l C sin ϕ

 l C sin ϕ
2
2
1 +  0 2 ( p + 1) − 1 exp  0 2 ( p + 1)  +
 cos ϕ

 cos ϕ


 l C sin ϕ
2
 2sin ϕ

+ B  exp  0 2 ( p + 1)  − 1

 C

 cos ϕ
 

(51)

for Y = 0 and
h0 qt
bh0 cos ϕ
∂u
exp ( tan 2 ϕ )
=
+
∂Y λT0 ( p + 1) 2a ( p + 1)3

+



 C sin ϕ l0
2
exp 
( p + 1)  − 1
3 
2
aC ( p + 1) 
 cos ϕ
  −π
2b

0

 sin ϕ

∫ ϕ (1 + cos 2 z sin ϕ ) exp  − cos ϕ cos 2 z  dz.

4−

2

2

.

for Y = 1 . The initial condition (36) becomes
ψ
c
 C sin ϕ l0  
 sin ϕ

4b 
u=
− 2 exp 
−
+
c
ϕ
1
cos
2
sin
) ∫ (1 + cos 2 z sin ϕ ) exp  − 2 cos 2 z  dzd c .
  ∫(
2
aC 
ϕ
ϕ
cos
cos

 0


0

(52)

at p = 0 . Here ψ should be eliminated by means of (17) and (31). The constants C, B and A
involved in (43), (51) and (52) should be eliminated by means of (18), (37) and (39).
4

ILLUSTRACTIVE EXAMPLE

The numerical solution of equation (43) satisfying the initial condition (52) and the
boundary conditions (50) and (51) has been found using the Green’s function provided in
[18]. It has been assume that qt = 0 , ϕ = 0.1 , l0 = 5 , ( cv ρ=
) 1.8 ⋅106 Nm −2 deg −1 , T0 = 10000 C
, h0 = 2mm , and c = 750MPa . The through thickness distribution of the dimensionless
temperature determined by means of the numerical solution found and (40) is depicted in Fig.
2 at a = 30 and several values of h h0 and in Fig. 3 at a = 10 and the same values of h h0 .
In the computations, 15 first terms in the series representing the Green’s function have been
used. For the set of parameters chosen, the accuracy of the Green’s function calculated is
higher than the standard MATLAB long format. All computations took a few seconds and
provided the accuracy of 10−5 . No difference in terms of the computation time and accuracy
was observed when the Green’s function was evaluated using 11 first terms in its series
representation instead of 15 terms. This shows that the integration accuracy rather than the
approximation of the Green’s function should be improved to obtain a more accurate result.
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It is worthy of note that the value of the dimensionless parameter l0 is rather large and this
parameter is involved in the exponential function in (46). This might cause computational
difficulties. However, it is seen from (33) and (39) that the product of b and the exponential
function in (46) is of the order 1. Therefore, the numerical solution has been found with no
difficulty.

Figure 2: Through thickness distribution of the dimensionless temperature at a = 30 and several values of h h0

Figure 3: Through thickness distribution of the dimensionless temperature at a = 10 and several values of h h0
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5

CONCLUSIONS

The distribution of temperature in the continued quasi-static plane strain compression of a
thin strip between two rigid, parallel perfectly rough dies has been found. The double shear
model has been adopted. Using Largangian coordinates has enabled the original
initial/boundary value problem to be reduced to the standard second initial/boundary value
problem for the nonhomogeneous heat conduction equation. The Green’s function for the
latter is known [18].
The heat conduction equation contains a singular term (the plastic work rate appriches
infinity near the friction surface). For this reason, commercial finite element packages are not
capable of solving such boundary value problems. Probably, the generalized finite element
method [24] can be used for this purpose. However, no specific code is currently available. In
the present paper, the new unknown u has been introduced in equation (40) to transform the
original heat conduction equation to (43). The latter contains no term that approaches infinity
near the maximum friction surface.
6
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Abstract. Linear stability of a steady convective motion of a viscous incompressible
fluid generated by internal heat sources in a tall vertical annulus is investigated. The
heat sources are distributed within the fluid in accordance with the Arrhenius law. The
problem for the determination of base flow in this case is nonlinear. The base flow velocity
and temperature distribution is obtained numerically using Matlab. Linear stability of the
base flow is investigated with respect to asymmetric perturbations. The stability boundary depends on the two parameters: the Prandtl number and the Frank-Kamenetskii
parameter. It is shown that even for small Prandtl numbers (in contrast with the case
of uniformly distributed heat sources) marginal stability curves consist of two separate
brances. Calculations show that the base flow is destabilized as both parameters (the
Prandtl number and the Frank-Kamenetskii parameter) increase.

1

INTRODUCTION

Analysis of processes of combustion and heat generation is aimed to develop a cleaner
and more efficient energy production using different types of biomass. In order to enhance
biomass thermo-chemical conversion different technical solutions are proposed [1]. Experimental investigation of the processes of biomass thermo chemical conversion is performed
1
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in [2]. Intensification of combustion processes can be achieved as a result of hydrodynamic
instabilities. Linear stability of a steady convective motion between two parallel planes
due to heat sources uniformly distributed within viscous incompressible fluid is analyzed
in [3], [4]. The case of uniform heat sources distributed in an annulus is considered in
[5]. It is shown in [3]–[5] that for small Prandtl numbers instability is associated with the
shear mode due to two fluid streams moving in opposite directions while for large Prandtl
numbers thermal perturbations are more important and instability occurs in the form of
thermal running waves moving along the channel with large wave speed. In addition,
calculations in [5] showed that asymmetric mode is the most unstable for large gaps while
only axisymmetric perturbations lead to instability for small gaps.
Optimization of the processes of biomass thermo-chemical conversion should be performed under the assumption that internal heat sources are generated in the fluid as a
result of exothermic chemical reaction. In the present paper we analyze one of the aspects of the problem - linear stability of a convective motion in a tall vertical annulus.
Linear stability problem is solved numerically for different values of the parameters of the
problem.
2

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Consider a tall vertical annulus with the inner and outer radii R1 and R2 , respectively,
filled with a viscous incompressible fluid. The annulus is closed so that the total fluid
flux through the cross-section of the annulus is equal to zero. The internal heat sources
are distributed within the annulus in accordance with the Arrhenius law [6]:
Q̃ = Q0 k0 exp [−E/(RT̃ ],

(1)

where T̃ is the absolute temperature, R is the universal gas constant, Q0 and k0 are given
constants and E is the activation energy.The system of the Navier-Stokes equations under
the Boussinesq approximation has the form
∂v
+ Gr(v∇)v = ∇p + ∆v + T k,
∂t
∂T
1
F
+ Grv∇T =
∆T +
exp [T /(1 + bT )],
∂t
Pr
Pr
∇v = 0.

(2)
(3)
(4)

Here v, T and p are dimensionless velocity vector, temperature and pressure. The following dimensionless quantities are chosen as measures, respectively, of length, R2 , time,
R22 /ν,velocity, gβR22 RT02 /(νE), temperature,RT02 /E, and pressure, ρgβR2 RT02 /E. Here
ρ is the density, β is the coefficient of thermal expansion, and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. There are four dimensionless parameters characterizing the problem: the Grasshof number Gr = gβRT02 R23 /(ν 2 E), the Prandtl number, P r = ν/χ, the
Frank-Kamenetsky number F = [Q0 k0 ER22 /(κRT02 )] exp [−E/(RT0 )], and the parameter
b = RT0 /E.
2
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Consider a system of cylindrical polar coordinates (r, ϕ, z) centered at the point O on
the axes of the cylinders. The velocity components are denoted as follows: v = (vr , vϕ , vz ).
There exists a steady solution of (2)–(4) of the following form:
v = (0, 0, W0 (r)),

T = T0 (r),

p = Cz + const.

(5)

Substituting (5) into (2)–(4) we obtain the nonlinear system of ordinary differential equations
d2 W0 1 dW0
+ T0 + C = 0,
+
dr2
r dr
F
d2 T0 1 dT0
+
exp [T0 /(1 + bT0 )] = 0.
+
2
dr
r dr
Pr

(6)
(7)

The boundary conditions have the form
W0 |r=1 = 0,

W0 |r=R0 = 0 T0 |r=1 = 0,

T0 |r=R0 = 0,

(8)

where R0 = R1 /R2 . Since the annulus is closed, the total fluid flux through the crosssection of the annulus is equal to zero:
 1
rW0 (r) dr = 0.
(9)
R0
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Figure 1: The base flow velocity distribution for three values of the Frank-Kamenetskii parameter F .
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3

CALCULATION OF BASE FLOW

Nonlinear problem (6)–(9) is solved numerically using Matlab routune bvp4c. The value
of the parameter b for all calculations below is set at 0 since it is very small in applications.
First, the temperature distribution can be obtained solving (7) together with the two
boundary conditiions (8) for the temperature T0 . Then equation (6) together with the
boundary conditions (8) for the function W0 is solved where the constant C is chosen to
satisfy (9). It is shown in [6] that depending on the value of the paramemer b problem (6)(9) can have several solutions. Only the solution with smallest values of the temperature
T0 is used in our calculations. The ratio of the radii of the cylinders is fixed at R0 = 0.1
for all calculations (stability analysis in [5] showed that asymmetric perturbations are the
most unstable for 0 < R0 < 0.28). The base flow velocity distribution is shown in Figure
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Figure 2: The base flow temperature distribution for three values of the Frank-Kamenetskii parameter
F.

1 for three values of the Frank-Kamenetskii parameter F , namely, F = 0.3, F = 0.5, and
F = 0.7. Figure 2 plots the distribution of the base temperature T0 for the same values
of the Frank-Kamenetskii parameter.
4

LINEAR STABILITY EQUATIONS
Suppose that v̂, T̂ and p̂ are small unsteady perturbations of the form
v̂(r, ϕ, z) = u(r) exp [−λt + iαz + inϕ]
T̂ (r, ϕ, z) = θ(r) exp [−λt + iαz + inϕ]
p̂(r, ϕ, z) = q(r) exp [−λt + iαz + inϕ],
4
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where u = (u(r), v(r), w(r)), α and n are axial and azimuthal wave numbers, respectively.
The perturbed flow is assumed to be of the form v0 + v̂, T0 + T̂ , p0 + p̂. Substituting the
perturbed quantities into (2)–(4) and linearizing the resulting equations in the neighborhood of the base flow we obtain
u un2
u
2inv
− 2 − α2 u − 2 − 2
r
r
r
r

2
vn
v
v
2inu
v  + − 2 − α2 v − 2 + 2
r
r
r
r

2
wn
w
w +
− 2 − α2 w + θ
r
r



2
1
θn
θ

2
θ + − 2 − α θ + F exp [T0 ]θ
Pr
r
r
u inv
u + +
+ iαw
r
r
u +

= q  + iGrαuW0 − λu,
=

inq
+ iGrαvW0 − λv,
r

(13)
(14)

= iαq + Gr(uW0 + iαθW0 ) − λw, (15)
= Gr(uT0 + iαθW0 ) − λθ,

(16)

= 0.

(17)

The perturbed velocity components and temperature are equal to zero at the walls of the
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Figure 3: Marginal statbility curves for 0 < α < 5.

cylinder. In order to reduce the size of the corresponding eigenvalue problem the functions
q and w are eliminated from the system. As a result, additional boundary conditions are
required to solve the reduced system. These condistions are obtained from the continuity
equation (17). Thus, the boundary conditions are
u(1) = v(1) = θ(1) = 0,

u(R0 ) = v(R0 ) = θ(R0 ) = 0,
5
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Figure 4: Marginal statbility curves for α > 5.

5

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Collocation method based on the Chebyshel polynomials is used to solve the corresponding boundary value problem. The functions u(r), v(r), and θ(r) are represented in
the form
u(x) =

N


m=0

2 2

am (1−x ) Tm (x),

v(x) =

N


2

bm (1−x )Tm (x),

m=0

θ(x) =

N


cm (1−x2 )Tm (x),

m=0

(19)
where x = 2/(1 − R0 )r − (1 + R0 )/(1 − R0 ). Here Tm (x) = cos(marccosx) is the
Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind of order m and am , bm , and cm are unknown
koefficients. The form of the solution (19) guarantees that all the boundary conditions
(18) are automatically satisfied in terms of the transformed variable x. The collocation
points are given by
πj
xj = cos , j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N
(20)
N
Using (12)–(20) we obtain generalized eigenvalue problem of the form
(A − λB)a = 0,

(21)

where a = (a0 . . . aN b0 . . . bN c0 . . . cN )T . Problem (21) is solved numerically using Matlab
routine eig. Marginal stability curves for the case P r = 0.79 are shown in Figures 3 and 4
for the three values of the Frank-Kamenetskii parameter. It is seen from the figures that
there are two separate brances of the marginal curves: the first branch corresponding to
6
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Figure 5: Critical values of the Grasshof number versus Prandtl number.

smaller values of α (and to smaller values of the Grasshof number) in the range 0 < α < 5
and the second branch corresponding to larger values of α (and to larger values of the
Grasshof numbers). Note that two branches of the marginal stability curve are found to
exist also in the case of a uniform heat generation, but for considerably larger values of
the Prandtl numbers. The region of instability is above the curves.
The critical value of the Grasshof number is defined as the absolute minimum on the
marginal curve. Figure 5 plots the critical Grasshof numbers versus the Prandtl number
for the three values of the Frank-Kamenetskii parameter. It is seen from the graph that
the increase in both parameters has a destabilizing influence of the flow.
6

CONCLUSIONS

Linear stability of a steady convective motion generated by heat sources due to exothermal chemical reaction is analyzed in the paper. Nonlinear problem characterizing base
flow is solved numerically using Matlab. Linear stability calculations are performed for
the case of asymmetric perturbations. The results show that larger values of the Prandtl
number and Frank-Kamenetskii parameter destabilize the flow.
This work was partially supported by the grant 632/2014 by the Latvian Council of
Science.
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Abstract. FE simulation of welds from austenitic steel was carried out in the current paper.
Two different multi-pass welds were modelled. Measurements of welding residual stresses,
which were found in literature, were applied for the validation of the results. The validated
models were then used as basis for sensitivity analysis. The influence of differentiating the
welding speed, the heat input of the weld heat source, intermediate cooling between consecutive
weld-passes and welding sequence on the welding residual stresses was investigated.
1

INTRODUCTION

Applications regarding finite element (FE) simulation of welds have expanded rapidly in the
last decades due to the increased computational power. The significance of the welding residual
stresses (WRS) on the fatigue behaviour of metallic components renders their calculation a
significant subject of structural engineering. The WRS and mechanical behaviour of the
component in general are strongly coupled with the thermal treatment of the component during
welding. The thermal history influences the mechanical behaviour due to the temperature
dependency of the material parameters of steel and the microstructural transformations that take
place inside a thermal cycle, which also influence the final mechanical behaviour.
This coupling is successfully modelled, when welds are simulated by the use of modern FE
Multiphysics Software, provided that a robust modelling of all three following fields has been
achieved: the thermal, the mechanical and the microstructural behaviour (wherever necessary)
of the investigated component during welding. These three fields interact with each other,
although the influence of phase changes and mechanical loading on the thermal behaviour and
the microstructural behaviour respectively can be neglected with no significant influence on the
calculated WRS [1]. The interactions that necessarily have to be modelled in order to ensure
robust results are presented in Figure 1.
The use of the double-ellipsoidal model for the heat-source, which was proposed by Goldak
in 1984 [2], is considered today state-of-the-art. In combination with the application of modern
three-dimensional FE models, due to the increased computational power, it enables precise FE
solutions of the heat transfer problem, which show good agreement with measured temperature
profiles [1]. Moreover, available data of mechanical behaviour of steel at elevated temperatures
is rapidly increasing in the last years. On this basis, the FE models can be used to predict the
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temperature distributions during the welding process and their influence on WRS, if the
microstructural transformations have also been robustly modelled. Nevertheless, some
difficulties arise regarding the applied welding parameters and material models.

Figure 1: Fields of the weld simulation and interactions taken into consideration

Regarding the welding parameters, the nominal values are usually applied as input during a
weld simulation. In practice though, especially in cases where no automated weld-process is
applied, welding is carried out under different conditions, especially regarding the welding
speed (± 10% deviation is predicted in typical welding procedure specifications (WPS) for the
welding parameters). A change of welding parameters, may lead to differentiated WRS
profiles. In previous work of the authors for similar components from the same steel grade S355
different WRS profiles were calculated. The resulted longitudinal WRS are presented in Figure
2. Both components were single-pass V grooved welds, with identical weld section geometry
and thickness of 5 mm. The first component though, simulated in [1] had length and width of
500 x 200 mm and was supposed to be welded unrestrained with welding speed of 6,7 mm/s
(400 cm/min) and effective heat input of 10 kJ/cm. The calculated WRS were compared with
profiles from WRS measurements, which were found in [5]. The second one, which is simulated
in [4] had length and width of 300 x 300 mm and was restrained during welding. Welding speed
and effective heat input in this case were 10 mm/s and 7 kJ/cm respectively. A significant
difference between the two calculated profiles is obvious. Reckoning that the boundary
conditions have negligible influence on the longitudinal WRS, as it was shown in [6], and the
influence of the plate geometry is not expected to cause such a differentiation, as the one
presented in Figure 2, the influence of differentiated heat input is obvious. Higher heat input,
either through increased heat power of the welding source or lower velocity, is expected to lead
to different width of plastic zone and higher strain and stress distributions. Of course, in the
case of ferritic or multi-phase steels like S355, the influence of heat input is more complex
because it directly effects the cooling behaviour of the component and in extension the
microstructure of the fusion zone (FZ) and the heat-affected zone (HAZ). Different
microstructure distribution can cause significant differences in the WRS as the mechanical
behaviour differs drastically for each steel phase.
On the other hand, uncertainty regarding the applied material parameters, models or applied
mechanical restraints is a destabilizing factor in the robustness of results from weld simulations.
The temperature dependency of the material parameters, which are applied during a weld
modelling, intensifies the influence of heat input. The influence of the temperature-dependent
material parameters on the final WRS was studied by Zhu and Chao [8]. Useful simplifications
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Measured - Caron [5]
Measured in the weld - Caron [5]
Calculated - Knoedel [1]
Calculated - Knoedel [4]
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Longitudinal WRS [MPa]

that retain the preciseness of the results at a required level but also reduce the calculation time
or the effort needed for each simulation have been proposed, although a rather primitive 2D
model was applied, at least compared to modern 3D possibilities of weld simulation. Teng et
al. [7] and Ji et al. [10] applied similar simplified models for investigating the influence of
welding sequence in multi-pass butt-welds. In both cases it was successfully proven that
selecting appropriate welding sequence during welding, can reduce the tensile WRS confirming
textbook knowledge. Nevertheless, reverse welding of selected passes was not investigated.
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Figure 2: Longitudinal WRS for components from S355 steel – A: Influence of boundary conditions – B:
Influence of hardening model

Moreover, more recent studies like those from Gannon et al. [11], Chen et al. [12] and Liu et
al. [13] have shown the effectiveness of weld simulation on predicting WRS depending on the
welding sequence, by the use of complex modern 3D weld simulation models. These studies
focused on the influence of welding sequence on geometries different from a butt-welded plate.
The influence of the welding sequence lies on the fact that welding a pass has an effect on the
preceding passes, acting for example as thermal stress-relief process. On the other hand, it can
result in high cooling rates in the HAZ, producing in this way brittle martensitic
microstructures, wherever possible. The effect is therefore more prominent in multi-phase
steels. Nevertheless, all the above-mentioned studies investigated austenitic steels, with
negligible microstructural changes.
Finally, the influence of the heat input is also significant when the hardening behaviour of steel
during reversed plasticity is considered. It was proven in two independent studies from Wohlfart
et al. [14] and Mullins and Gunnars [15], that the use of a bilinear isotropic hardening material
model during simulation of welding provides WRS with better agreement with measured
profiles than kinematic hardening. Both studies were carried out for steels, which in room
temperature exhibit the Bauschinger effect and a simulation with a kinematic hardening model
would fit better at ambient temperature. It has been proven though by Mataya and Carr [16],
that in the case of austenitic stainless steel, when yielding has taken place at elevated
temperatures or heat treatment of the material between the consecutive yielding sequences has
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taken place, then the Bauschinger effect is eliminated. On the contrary, in a recent study [6]
regarding multi-phase single-pass weld from multi-phase S355 steel the kinematic option
produced better agreement with measured WRS than the isotropic hardening option (see Figure
3). This could mean that the Bauschinger effect is not temperature-sensitive for carbon steels
as in the case of austenitic steels, although the difference between isotropic and kinematic
hardening in this case was inside the uncertainty boundaries of weld simulation. More research
on this topic is required.
In the current study, a FE model for simulating multi-pass welding of austenitic stainless
steel AISI 316L [17] is validated, based on measurements of WRS found in [3]. The model is
then applied for a sensitivity analysis in order to define the influence of heat input, deviating
from the nominal welding parameters. Moreover, sequence of the welding passes on the
calculated WRS of a multi-pass butt-weld is provided. Although numerous papers exist on this
subject, they are either applying out-of-date models or investigating different geometries.
Finally, applied hardening models and their influence are tested. The phase changes are
neglected in all the above cases, which is a standard strategy in the weld simulation of austenitic
steels. The investigated material was selected for this reason, so that the influence of the
investigated parameters would be directly coupled with the mechanical behaviour of the
component, excluding the influence of microstructural changes. The current model will as well
act as a stepping-stone, for evolving a model for the simulation of multi-pass welding from
multi-phase steel in upcoming studies.
2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
During a FE analysis of weld simulation the above mentioned fields, the thermal, the
microstructural and the mechanical have to be modelled, so that the WRS can be calculated.
Commercial software ANSYS was applied for the present study [17]. The microstructural
transformations are neglected in this case and therefore modelling only of the rest two fields is
necessary. Temperature dependent material parameters are applied both for thermal and
mechanical analyses, ensuring in this way the robust calculation of the WRS.
Modelling of the thermal problem is carried out within a transient thermal analysis. The weld
heat source is applied according to the double ellipsoidal model proposed by Goldak [2].
According to Goldak the weld heat source should be modelled as the combination of the halves
of two ellipsoids, with same width a and depth b, but different length dimension c. The model
is described by the following Equations 1 and 2:
q( x , y , z , t ) 

q( x , y , z , t ) 

6 3ffQ
abc 

e 3 x

2

/a2

e 3 y

2

/ b2

2

e 3[ z v ( t )] /c

2

6 3 f rQ 3 x2 / a2 3 y 2 /b2 3[ z v ( t )]2 /c2
e
e
e
abc 

(1)

(2)

where fr is the heat fraction deposited in the rear quadrant [J], ff the heat fraction deposited in
the front quadrant [J], Q the energy input rate [J/s], C the characteristic radius of flux
distribution [m], v the welding source travel [m/s], t the time [s] and τ a lag factor (“phase
shift”). The effective energy input rate is calculated from Equation 5:
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Q  hVI

(3)

where V is the voltage around the weld metal arc [V], I the current of the weld metal arc [A]
and h the coefficient of the weld heat-source [-]. The heat transfer problem inside the component
is governed by the following differential Equation 4:

 c(

T
T
T
T

T

T

T
 vx
 vy
 vz ) 
QG  ( Kx )  ( Ky )  ( Kz )
t
x
y
z
x
x y
y z
z

(4)

where ρ is the density [kg/m3], c the specific heat [J/(kg K)], T the temperature [K], t the time
[s], Kxx, Kyy and Kzz the conductivity in the element’s x, y, and z directions respectively [W/(m
K)], Q the heat generation rate per unit volume [W/m3] and vx, vy, vz the velocity for transport
of heat in x, y, and z directions, respectively [m/s]. Finally the boundary conditions of the
thermal transient analysis are the surface heat losses through convection and radiation
(Equation 5).
q
 h f (Ts  Tb )
A

(5)

Where q / A is the heat flux out of the face [J/s], hf the heat transfer coefficient [W/(m2 K)], TB
the bulk temperature of the adjacent fluid [K] and TS the temperature at the surface of the model
[K]. Ansys’ 3D solid element “solid70” is applied for the solution of the transient thermal
analysis. A “live and death” procedure is followed, in order to simulate the addition of the filler
material and the melting and re-solidifying of the FZ. During this procedure the conductivity
of the selected elements, i.e. the elements in the weld pass in front of the moving heat source
and all elements with temperature above melting, is reduced by 10-6, while the specific heat and
the rest thermal properties are set to zero. At each step of the transient thermal solution the
temperature of each node and the sequence of alive and dead elements is saved.
Modelling of the mechanical problem is carried out within a quasi-static structural analysis.
Coupling with the thermal analysis is achieved through transfer of the nodal temperature
history, which was saved during the transient thermal analysis and application of the transferred
temperature as body force nodal loads. Thermal strains are calculated from the temperature
history based on Equation 6:
 th  se (T )(T  Tref )


(6)

where αse(T) is the temperature-dependent coefficient of thermal expansion. Ansys’ 3D solid
elements “solid185” is applied for the solution of the quasi-static structural analysis. The same
“live and death” sequence from the transient thermal analysis is being followed also in this part,
in order to simulate the influence of the solidifying filler material in the FZ. In this type of
analysis, the stiffness of the selected elements in each step is reduced by 10-6, and the strains of
the deactivated elements is set to zero. The further steps of the solution are based on classical
finite element theory for nonlinear materials.
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3

INVESTIGATED CASES

Austenitic stainless steel AISI 316L was investigated in all cases of the current work.
Temperature dependent material properties of the investigated material, which were found in
[19], are presented in Table 1. Temperature dependent values of the yield strength and tangent
modulus of the material were found in [3] (see Figure 3). Two different components were
investigated.
Component A consisted of a three-pass V-grooved butt-weld, with dimensions 700 x 700 x
8 mm. The component was identical with the welded component found in [3] and with same
mechanical restraints and welding parameters (Table 2), so that a validation with the measured
WRS provided by Kyriakongonas et al. [3] was made possible. Calibration of the weld heat
source was carried out on a smaller, more efficient component with same weld parameters, weld
geometry and plate thickness but with a length and width of 350 mm and 300 mm respectively.
Thermocouple measurements on an identical component, which were found in [3], were used
for the calibration. Component A was then applied for confirming earlier findings regarding
appropriate hardening behaviour (isotropic or kinematic) of austenitic steels.
Component B was a five-pass X-grooved weld with dimensions 300 x 300x 10 mm. The
component was assumed to be welded unrestrained and symmetry conditions along the welding
line were applied. Similar weld parameters with component A were assumed for modelling
component B in the investigated case H1. This case was then used as basis for the sensitivity
analysis regarding the differentiated welding speed (investigated cases V1 and V2) and heat
input (investigated cases Q1 and Q2), as well the influence of welding sequence (investigated
cases R1 - R5) and intermediate cooling between consecutive weld-passes (investigated case
C1) on the resulting WRS. The investigated components, their respective welding parameters
and all the investigated cases are presented in Figure 4, Table 2 and Table 3 respectively.
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Modelling of component A was carried out, in order to validate the applied method and the
provided material properties. During a successful calibration of the weld heat source through
trial and error, appropriate cooling intervals and values for the coefficient of the weld heat
source were selected and a satisfying agreement with the thermocouples’ measurements
provided by [3] was met (see Figure 5). The mechanical behaviour of component A was then
modelled based on the provided temperature-dependent material parameters and both isotropic
and kinematic hardening behaviours have been applied. The calculated longitudinal WRS along
with the respective measured profiles are presented in Figure 5. Against initial expectations and
previous findings from other authors ([14] and [15]), the option of the kinematic hardening
model produced results that clearly fit better to the measured WRS. Both models produced a
WRS profile that fits good with measurements away from the weld region (50mm and further)
but only kinematic hardening predicted the WRS in the weld area with preciseness. In both
cases the current model seem to be overestimate the width of the tensile stress region and
therefore between 10 and 50 mm adjacent to the weld the agreement with measured WRS is not
satisfying. Nevertheless, the overall performance was considered adequate. By taking into
consideration the even better agreement provided by the FE simulation in [3], with same
material models and weld parameters, their application for further investigations on component
B was considered valid.
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Table 1: Material properties of AISI 316L

Temperature
[°C]
20
400
1000
1420
1460
3000

Conductivity Specific Heat
[W / (m K)] [kJ / (kg K)]
13,3
19,4
27,5
31,9
320
320

0,47
0,55
0,676
0,765
0,765
0,765

Density
[kg / m3]
7966
7814
7535
7320
7320
7320

Coefficient
of Thermal
Expansion
x 106 [-]
15,2
17,4
19,3
20,7
20,7
20,7

Young’s
Modulus
[GPa]

Poisson's
Ratio [-]

195
172
100
10
2
2

0,267
0,322
0,229
0,223
0,223
0,223

Stress [MPa]

During the investigations on Component B, both transverse and longitudinal stresses on both,
top and bottom, side of the plate were taken into consideration, as the magnitude of the tensile
stresses on each of this cases can have significant influence on the fatigue performance of
welded joints. Figure 6 presents the results from investigations on the influence of decreased
welding speed or increased heat input.
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Table 2: Welding parameters for the investigated models

Model

20 °C
100 °C
400 °C
816 °C
1149 °C
1420 °C
0

0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
Strain % [-]

1

pass

1,2

Figure 3: Stress-strain bilinear relationships at
different temperature levels for AISI 316L found
in [3]

Component B
Component A (investigated
case H1)
1-3
1-5

voltage [V]

24

24

current [A]

180

180

welding speed
[mm/s - cm/min]

5/30

5/30

welding sequence

A-B-C

A-B-C-D-E

intermediate
cooling [s]

800-879-1000

none

The investigated cases are being compared with the investigated case H1. Both the reduction
of welding speed and the increase of heat input lead to a beneficial reduction of the longitudinal
tensile stresses on the top of the plate, with the reduction of speed at half (V2) producing tensile
stresses almost 150 MPa lower than in case H1. The positive effect of the welding speed
reduction is obvious also on the transverse WRS profiles on the top of the plate, although it is
of a smaller magnitude, around 50 MPa. For cases V1, Q1 and Q2 no significant change is
observed in the transverse WRS on the top. On the bottom of the plate (the side of the last weldpass) all investigated cases provided similar WRS profiles with tensile stresses of the same
magnitude and therefore the influence of welding speed and heat input is considered negligible.
On the contrary, the application of intermediate cooling between consecutive passes in the
investigated case C1 produced WRS profiles with significant increase of tensile stresses in both
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longitudinal and transverse directions (see Figure 7). The effect was more profound in the case
of transverse WRS on the top of the plate, where an increase of almost 150 MPa was met.

B

C
A

Figure 4: Investigated components – A: Plate dimensions for model A (left) model B (right) B: weld section
of component A – C: weld section of component B
Table 3: Investigated cases – Weld passes marked with an apostrophe (B' etc.) are reversely welded

Investigated case

Model Component
Investigated variable
iso
A
isotropic hardening
hardening behaviour
kin
A
kinematic hardening
H1
B
welded according Table 2
V1
B
welding speed – 25% reduced
V2
B
welding speed – 50% reduced
welding parameters
Q1
B
heat input - 25% increased
Q2
B
heat input - 50% increased
C1
B
intermediate cooling 600s
R1
B
A-B-C-D-E (identical with H1)
R2
B
A-B'-C-D-E'
welding sequence
R3
B
A-B-D-C-E
R4
B
A-B'-D-C'-E
R5
B
A-B-C-E-D

The results from the investigation of the influence of welding sequence are presented in Figure
8. The current analyses have shown that the anti-symmetric welding sequence A-B-C-E-D,
which was modelled in case R5, had a profound effect on the tensile stress in both longitudinal
and transverse directions. Maximum calculated tensile stresses on the top of the plate were 450
MPa and 160 MPa in longitudinal and transverse direction respectively, 100 MPa and 30 MPa
less than in case R1. Nevertheless, the same sequence produced the highest transverse tensile
stresses near the weld area on the bottom of the plate, approximately 25 MPa higher than the
rest of the investigated sequences. The influence of this welding sequence on the longitudinal
WRS on bottom of the plate is negligible. For the rest of the investigated sequences there was
little or no improvement from the symmetric investigated case R1. As a result sequence R5 is
considered to be the most advantageous, as the increase of transverse stresses is insignificant,
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compared to the decrease of the tensile stresses on top of the plate and the magnitude of the
maximum tensile stress is significantly lower than in the rest of the cases.
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Figure 5: Modelling of component A, measured [3] and calculated profiles – A: Temperature history of
node 15 mm adjacent to the weld centreline at the middle on the top of the reduced model – B: Longitudinal
WRS on the top of the plate
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Figure 6: Influence of welding speed and heat input on WRS – A: longitudinal on top of the plate – B:
longitudinal on bottom of the plate – C: transverse on top of the plate – D: transverse on bottom of the plate
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Figure 7: Influence of intermediate cooling – A: on longitudinal WRS – B: on transverse WRS
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Figure 8: Influence of welding sequence on longitudinal WRS – A: longitudinal on top of the plate – B:
longitudinal on bottom of the plate – C: transverse on top of the plate – D: transverse on bottom of the plate

5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A series of finite element analyses were carried out in the current paper, so that a sensitivity
analysis investigating the influence of various welding parameters could be completed. The
applied models were validated based on measurements of WRS found in literature. All the
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investigations considered austenitic stainless steel AISI 316L and therefore, no phase
transformations were take into consideration. The following safe conclusions could be drawn
from the current work:
 Against initial expectations, the option of the kinematic hardening model produced results
that clearly fit better to the measured WRS.
 Reduction of welding speed led to reduction of tensile WRS up to 150 MPa and in extension
to an optimized predicted fatigue performance of the welded structures. Therefore, reducing
welding speed in practice lies on the safe side. Similar, but less profound effect was
validated when the heat input of the weld source was increased. Although the heat input
rate remains equal in both cases, increase of the heat input and equivalent decrease of
welding speed do not produce same WRS profile.
 Intermediate cooling between consecutive weld-passes causes a significant increase of the
tensile WRS, even up to 200 MPa. Therefore, it should be avoided in the case of austenitic
steels, when the magnitude of tensile stresses is under consideration. On the other hand,
prolonged elevated temperatures can cause sigma phase embrittlement. For this reason, it
has been “common knowledge” that austenitic steels should be welded as “cold” as possible.
 Antisymmetric welding sequence A-B-C-E-D is proved to be the optimal solution for
welding X-grooved 5-pass welds from austenitic steel. A reduction of up to 100 MPa of the
longitudinal tensile stresses can be achieved.
 Reverse welding of selected passes seem to have little or no effect on the final WRS, in
comparison to the respective forward-only welding sequence.
All the above conclusions can be very useful for the optimization of welding process for
austenitic steels. Nevertheless, they cannot be directly adopted for the case multi-phase steels,
where microstructural changes can influence profoundly the calculated WRS. The
microstructural changes are directly influenced by the investigated variables and further work
must be carried out, in order to provide safe conclusions in their case. Finally, reasons for the
incompatibility of current and past results regarding the influence of material hardening
behaviour on final WRS should be investigated.
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Abstract. The co-simulation methods considered here are based on the idea of splitting an
overall model into different subsystems; the subsystems are then simulated as a coupled
problem. Such an approach can be used advantageously for analyzing complex problems, for
example the simulation of systems including different physical disciplines so that different
specialized solvers have to be coupled in time domain. Another possible application of cosimulation methods, which is discussed here, concerns the parallelization of a
monodisciplinary model.
1

INTRODUCTION

Co-simulation or solver coupling methods are used in various fields of applications.
Examples can be found in [1] and [2]. The basic idea of co-simulation is to decompose an
overall system into coupled subsystems. The formulation of the coupling conditions between
the two subsystems depends on the considered problem. In the case of mechanical systems,
coupling may be achieved by cutting through joints or by cutting through elements
representing a physical force (torque). This leads to a coupling by reaction forces/torques
[3][4] (constraint coupling) or to a connection by applied forces/torques (applied-force
coupling). Co-simulation methods may further be subdivided into force/force-,
force/displacement- and displacement/displacement-coupling approaches [5]. In this
contribution, a force/force-decomposition approach is used and the subsystems are connected
by nonlinear spring/damper-elements.
The methods presented here are weak coupling approaches, which implies that each
subsystem is solved independently from the other subsystems within a macro-time step.
Information (i.e. coupling variables) is only exchanged between the subsystems at certain
communication-time points. The unknown coupling variables are approximated
(extrapolated/interpolated) in the subsystems within a macro-time step. The separate
integration of the subsystems is the crucial point for parallelizing the computation.
In this manuscript, two different numerical methods for solving the coupled problem are
examined: an explicit co-simulation technique and a semi-implicit integration scheme. The
semi-implicit method is based on a predictor/corrector procedure, where the corrector step is
carried out only once.
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2 CO-SIMULATION METHODS
To investigate the performance of the explicit and the semi-implicit co-simulation
approach with regard to computation time, we use a nonlinear, large-scaled test model, which
is described in the following subsection.
2.1 Nonlinear test model
One requirement for the test model is that it is straightforward to scale with respect to the
number of degrees of freedom and with regard to the number of subsystems. Therefore, a
series of  masses connected by nonlinear spring/damper-elements is used as test model.

Figure 1: Nonlinear test model

Denoting the displacements of the oscillator-masses by the displacement coordinates 
and the corresponding velocities by  , we obtain a system of 2 ordinary differential
equations of the form
   






    

    
     
  
    
 
 
 










    

    
     

    
 
 
 


(1)

with   1. . .  . We assume that the chain is fixed at both ends (      
    0). The system parameters are the masses  , the linear stiffness coefficients  , the
linear damping coefficients  , the nonlinear stiffness coefficients  and the nonlinear
damping coefficients  . The values of the parameters used for the simulations are given in
Table 1.
Table 1: Model parameters







1.07
1.0
1.09
1.0-4
1.0
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2.2 Decomposition of the test model
As mentioned above, the overall system is split into coupled subsystems by a force/forcedecomposition approach [5]. This is achieved by cutting through certain nonlinear
spring/damper-elements and by using the corresponding forces as coupling variables. The
number of subsystems  is arbitrary, but usually it is much smaller than the number  of
degrees of freedom of the overall system.

Figure 2: Arbitrary subsystem L

The set of  equations of motion for a subsystem reads as


  
 
 
 
 
 
 



                
    



 
 
 
 
 





 
                  



 
 

 
 
 


 
      
        





(2)

with   1. . .  and                       0.
The coupling forces are denoted by  and ; they are only required for the coupling
bodies (  1 and    ) and are set to zero for the remaining bodies (   ⋯    0).

Figure 3: Coupling of two adjacent subsystems  and 

The coupling condition for two adjacent subsystems  and  reads (assuming that body 
of subsystem  is coupled with body 1 of subsystem )


≔



                       


          0

with the coupling force      , the coupling parameters
 
 and the state variables of the two coupling bodies.
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2.3 Explicit co-simulation scheme
To solve the decomposed system as a coupled problem by using an explicit co-simulation
method, the time interval is discretized with a macro-time grid. The macro-step size ℎ is
chosen to be constant. Within an arbitrary macro-step from  to     ℎ , each
subsystem is integrated using extrapolation (interpolation) polynomials to approximate the
coupling forces. After the subsystem integrations, the resulting states of the coupling bodies
are substituted into the coupling condition to obtain the coupling force at the new macro-time
point  (update of the coupling variables). The explicit co-simulation method has the
advantage that a repetition of the macro-step is not necessarily required if a constant macrostep size is used. This may be a crucial point, if commercial subsystem solvers are used which
often do not allow solver reintialization.
2.4 Semi-implicit co-simulation scheme
A detailed description of the implemented semi-implicit co-simulation procedure can be
found in [6]. The basics of the approach are only briefly explained next.
The macro-time grid is assumed to be equidistant (macro-step size ℎ  .). As
mentioned above, the presented semi-implicit co-simulation method is based on a
predictor/corrector approach with only one corrector step. An arbitrary co-simulation step
from  to  is explained in the following subsections.

2.4.1 Predictor step

Within the predictor step, each subsystem is integrated twice from  to  : firstly with


predicted (extrapolated) coupling variables (coupling forces)  (       ) and
secondly with perturbed predicted coupling variables  (       ). Note that
for the reason of a concise representation, the subsystem indeces have been ommitted. The
perturbed coupling variables are obtained by adding a small, user-defined perturbation to the
predicted coupling variables, i.e.     Δ.
With the predicted state variables  and the perturbed predicted states  at  , the
partial derivatives of the states with respect to the coupling variables can be approximated by
finite differences

   Δ       
  lim
≈
.
  →
Δ
Δ

(4)

Note that partial derivatives only have to be calculated for the coupling bodies.
2.4.2 Corrector step
The approximated partial derivatives obtained in the predictor step are utilized to compute
improved (corrected) coupling variables. Therefore, the coupling condition (3) is considered
as a function of the coupling variable  at  and expanded in a Taylor series. Choosing 
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as expansion point and neglecting higher-order terms  , one obtains the linearized
coupling condition
  ≔   
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(5)

 


       0 .


Solving equation (5) for the coupling variable  yields the corrected coupling force  . In
general, the predicted state variables and the predicted coupling force will not fulfill the
coupling condition. The corrected coupling force (together with the corrected state variables),
however, fulfills at least the linearized coupling condition (5). The subsystem integration
within the corrector step is carried out by interpolating the coupling variables and making use
of the corrected coupling forces  .
The corrected state variables together with the corrected coupling force will in general not
fulfill the nonlinear coupling conditions. To achieve consistent coupling forces, an update of
the coupling forces at  is useful. Therefore, the corrected state variables of the coupling
bodies are substituted into the coupling condition (3) in order to calculate updated coupling
forces.
2.5 Subsystem solver
The subsystems are solved with the IDA solver from the SUNDIALS (Suite of Nonlinear
and Differential/Algebraic Equation Solvers) package [7]. This implicit DAE solver is based
on a variable-order variable-coefficient BDF implementation combined with either direct
(sparse) or iterative methods for solving the linear system within the Newton iteration. For the
present studies, the direct sparse linear solver is used.
2.6 Parallelized computation
Within a macro-step, each subsystem is integrated independently. Exchange of information
takes only place before or after the integration processes. Therefore, all subsystems can be
solved in parallel. The simulations have been carried out on a cluster so that all subsystem
integrations could be fully parallelized.
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Figure 4: Parallelization scheme: a) explicit co-simulation and b) semi-implicit co-simulation

Applying a parallel implementation, the simulation time is usually strongly reduced. The
computation time for the co-simulation can be estimated by




≈


  


or





≈2


   ,


(6)

where  denotes the computation time of the monolithic model and  the number of
subsystems.  represents the scaling factor of the computation time of the multibody
implementation with respect to the number of degrees of freedom. For typical multibody
systems, the value of  is between one and three, depending on the formulation of the
equations of motion and the solving strategy. The overhead caused by the synchronization of
parallel threads and additional calculations due to the co-simulation approach (e.g. solving
equations (4) and (5) for the semi-implicit method) is summarized in the parameter . The
formula for  implies the assumption that the overall system is split into similar subsystems
so that the integration times for the different subsystems are similar.
3 SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to compare the co-simulation results with a reference solution, the normalized root
mean square error (NRMSE) is computed for the state variables of the coupling bodies. The
reference solution has been obtained by solving the monolithic model with a relative and
absolute error tolerance of 1.0-12.
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3.1 Convergence Analysis
The convergence behavior of the co-simulation methods is investigated by varying the
(constant) macro-step size and by evaluating the local error of the coupling bodies. The test
model used for the convergence analysis consists of   144 bodies and it is split into  
48 equally sized subsystems. The model parameters are listed in Table 1. The analyses have
been carried out for different approximation orders  of the coupling force. Also, two
different error tolerances of the subsystem solver have been analyzed.
Fig. 5 shows the local error of the coupling bodies on position level. Two different
subsystem error tolerances have been used, namely 1.0-12 (a) and 1.0-6 (b). The local
tol=1.0e−12
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Figure 5: Convergence analysis for the semi-implicit co-simulation with different subsystem
error tolerances: a) 1.0-12 and b) 1.0-6
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Figure 6: Convergence analysis for the explicit co-simulation with different subsystem
error tolerances: a) 1.0-12 and b) 1.0-6
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error of the co-simulation with the subsystem error tolerance 1.0-12 shows a convergence
 .
order of ℎ
Errors with a magnitude of less than 1.0-12 are not resolved here because
of the limited accuracy of the reference solution (tol  1.0-12). The local error of the
 .
The results on the right hand side of Fig.
velocities (not shown here) converges with ℎ
5 are influenced by inaccuracies of the subsystems solver. For small macro-step sizes, the
order of interpolation becomes less relevant, because the subsystem solver takes usually only
one integration step within each macro-step. The arrows indicate the point at which the
macro-steps are of the same magnitude as the micro-steps (subsystem solver steps). Since the
micro-step size is limited by the macro-step size here, the subsystem accuracy increases for
small macro-step sizes.
The explicit co-simulation method shows a similar convergence behavior (Fig. 6) as the
semi-implicit co-simulation approach.
3.2 Analysis of the computation time
The benefit of a parallel implementation with a co-simulation strategy can clearly be seen
in the simulation of large-scaled models. Fig. 7 shows the computation times of models with a
varying number of degrees of freedom; the plot has been generated with an explicit cosimulation method. The coupling forces were approximated by polynomials of order two. The
co-simulation was carried out using a different number of subsystems. The black dashed line
shows the resulting computation time of a monolithic simulation. The macro-step size was set
350
nsub=7
300

nsub=15

computation time in s

n =31
250
200

sub

nsub=63
n =95
sub

n =127
sub

150

monolithic

100
50
0
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dof
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5

x 10

Figure 7: Computation time, explicit co-simulation

to 5.0-6 so that the numerical error of the co-simulation is of the same magnitude as the error
of the monolithic simulation. Because of the simple structure of the test model, the system
matrix is very sparse. Therefore, the computation time scales almost linear with the number of
degrees of freedom. The curves in Fig. 7 show that a co-simulation with seven subsystems
reduces the computation time by over 33% compared to the monolithic simulation. A cosimulation with 127 subsystems turns out to be 16 times faster than the monolithic simulation.
In a further study, not presented here in detail, a model with 2 million degrees of freedom was
analyzed. Applying a semi-implicit co-simulation with 287 subsystems reduced the
computation time by a factor of 120 compared to the monolithic simulation.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

An explicit and a semi-implicit co-simulation approach have been used in order to
parallelize a nonlinear dynamical model. The convergence behaviour of the two co-simulation
methods has been investigated. It has been shown that the parallel implementation based on a
solver coupling approach may significantly reduce the computation time compared to a
monolithic model without increasing the numerical error markedly.
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Abstract.
A framework for obtaining adjoint gradients for coupled conjugate heat
transfer problems is presented. The framework is tailored to partitioned approaches in
which separate solvers are used for the fluid and solid domains. The exchange of sensitivities between adjoint fluid and solid solvers is necessary in order to obtain gradients and
how this is achieved is described. The effectiveness of the procedure is demonstrated by
solving a conjugate heat transfer problem using a gradient based approach. The presented
method can be extended to sensitivity analysis of multidisciplinary problems where both
solvers offer adjoint derivatives.

1

INTRODUCTION

Conjugate Heat Transfer (CHT) describes the process of transferring heat between a
fluid and solid and is ubiquitous in engineering applications, e.g the design of modern turbine blades, water cooling of combustion engines, and the heating of vehicles in hypersonic
flow [1, 2].
CHT problems may be solved using a monolithic approach in which both fluid and solid
equations are solved simultaneously by a single solver. Typically however the segregated
or partitioned approach is adopted where separate solvers for the fluid and structure
are loosely coupled through boundary conditions. These conditions need to be updated
iteratively until the temperature and heat flux are continuous between the two domains
[3]. One advantage of the partitioned approach is the flexibility of using different existing
solvers for both domains [2, 3].
In this paper, we investigate an inverse heat transfer problem over a flat plate, in which
the temperature on the bottom of the flat plate needs to be inferred from the temperature
obtained at the interface between the flat plate and the fluid. Several examples of inverse
CHT problems exist, however these problems are usually simplified into either inverse
1
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conduction [4, 5] or convection problems [6, 7, 8]. Ahamad and Balaji [9] consider both
conduction and convection in their partitioned inverse problem. However, the problem is
solved using artificial neural networks. To the authors knowledge, there exist very few
inverse problems considering both conduction and convection which are solved with both
a partitioned and gradient based approach.
The inverse problem is solved by formulating an optimization problem, which allows
the use of classical direct methods to solve the physics involved. Here we use a partitioned
method to predict the interface wall temperature starting from a guessed bottom temperature, while a gradient based method is used to reduce the deviation of this interface
wall temperature with the desired one. The gradients of the objective w.r.t the control,
i.e. the temperature specified on the bottom of the flat plate, are computed using an
adjoint approach. Methods for the computation of multidisciplinary gradients have been
proposed in [10, 11] and these methods are applied to two loosely coupled solvers leading
to a fixed-point formulation of the adjoint system.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 first describes the direct problem, relevant equations, and the coupling procedure. The results of the direct problem are then
presented and compared to an analytic solution to demonstrate the accuracy of the coupling procedure. Section 3 then describes the inverse problem, the derivation of adjoint
gradients for the partitioned approach, and verification of the obtained gradients. The
gradients are then used to solve the inverse problem using the steepest descent method.
Conclusions are discussed in section 4.
2

DIRECT PROBLEM

The conjugate heat transfer problem to be considered in this work is the laminar flow
over a flat plate with finite thickness. The free stream flow temperature is T∞ , while the
bottom on the plate is maintained at a temperature Tb . Consequently, there is conjugate
heat transfer at the interface between the solid plate and the fluid. The aim of the direct
problem is to accurately compute the wall temperature Tw at the interface between the
fluid and solid, which is unknown a priori and can only be computed by considering the
coupled problem.
The fluid domain is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations for steady, laminar flow:
∂U
∂F j
+
∂t
∂xj

=

∂Gj
.
∂xj

(1)

where t denotes pseudo time and xj , j = 1, 2, 3 are the cartesian coordinates. The sate
vectors U , and the inviscid and viscous flux vectors F j and Gj are defined as


 


ρ
ρvj
0
.
(2)
U = ρvi  , F j = ρvi vj + pδij  , Gj =  τij
ρe
(ρe + p)vj
vj τij − qj
where, ρ, p and v are the fluid density, pressure and velocity respectively, e the internal
2
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y
T∞

V∞ ,T∞

Tw

x,T

b
Tb
L

Figure 1: Description of the direct problem.
energy per unit mass, τij the viscous stress, and qj the heat flux. The solid domain is
governed by Fourier’s law
λs ∇2 T = 0,

(3)

where λs is the conductivity of the plate. The values of geometry, boundary conditions,
and the Reynolds number of the case are shown in table 1.
Table 1: Table of parameters
Parameter
b
L
M∞
P∞
T∞
λs
ReL

2.1

Value
0.01
0.2
0.1
1.03 · 105
1000
0.5555
1.132 · 105

units
m
m
Pa
K
Wm−1 K −1

Coupling method

The problem is solved with a partitioned approach in which separate solvers are used for
both domains and where boundary conditions are exchanged at each iteration to achieve
continuity of temperature and heat flux across the domains. Different coupling methods
exist depending on which boundary conditions are exchanged between both domains. In
this work, we use the temperature forward flux back (TFFB) method [12], in which the
3
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wall heat flux distribution, q, is imposed as a boundary condition to the fluid domain,
which after invoking the fluid solver F results in a wall, resulting in a wall temperature
distribution, T (see equation 4). This temperature is subsequently imposed as boundary
condition on the solid domain and the solid conduction solver, S, then provides an updated
heat flux distribution. This loop is continued until there is no change in the boundary
conditions exchanged by both solvers.
T i = F(q i ),
q i+1 = S(T i ).
2.2

(4)

Simulation setup

The fluid domain is solved using the STAMPS flow solver, a vertex centered, finite
volume solver, which solves the 3-D compressible RANS equation using unstructured
grids. A second order accurate spatial discretisation is used with JT-KIRK implicit time
stepping and automatic CFL ramping [13]. Two different fluid meshes are used to solve
the direct problem in order to carry out a grid independence study. The coarser mesh is
shown in Fig. 2 and details on the number of nodes in both meshes are shown in Table 2.
The flat plate starts at position x=0 and ends at position x=0.2. The boundary conditions
are also indicated in Fig. 2. A small inlet piece is added to the numerical domain in front
of the flat plate to avoid inference of the boundary conditions on the results.

y[m]
Freestream
Subsonic outlet

Subsonic inlet

0.1

Slip wall 0

Viscous wall

0.2

x[m]

Figure 2: Mesh 1 and fluid simulation set up.
The solid domain is solved using a second order central spatial discretization and
explicit time integration is achieved using a first order Euler scheme. A node-centred,
structured grid with matching nodes at the interface between the fluid and solid domains
is used to avoid interpolation during the exchange of boundary conditions, but in general
the coupling procedure would allow for non-matching grids at the interface.
4
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Table 2: Table showing the number of grid points in each part of the mesh
Mesh
Mesh 1
Mesh 2
2.3

Slip wall
24
48

Viscous wall
113
226

Fluid height
97
194

Direct problem results

The coupling procedure is first validated against the Luikov analytic solution for differential heat transfer to ensure the direct CHT problem is solved accurately. A comparison
of the obtained streamwise wall temperature and the analytic temperature profile derived
by Luikov [14] are shown in Fig. 3a. To check the convergence of the coupling procedure,
we define as residual as

nN odes
 
i−1
i
2
Res = 
(TjN
(5)
ode − TjN ode ) ,
j=1

where i denotes the coupling iteration. The plot of the residual is shown in Fig. 3b.
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(a) Obtained Tw with Tb = 600 K.

(b) Convergence of coupling iterations.

Figure 3: Temperature distribution and residual convergence plots of the direct solution.
The obtained temperature distribution shows good agreement with the analytic profile.
The discrepancy between the obtained and the analytic temperatures may be because the
Luikov solution is only an approximate solution where lateral heat transfer in the solid is
not modeled. The results for both meshes also show grid convergence, therefore, in order
to reduce the computational cost, Mesh 1 is used to solve the inverse problem.
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3

INVERSE PROBLEM

In the inverse problem we seek the bottom temperature Tb which results in the best
match for a given the interface wall temperature Tw . We define an objective function
(J) as the difference between the given interface temperature (Ttarget ) and the obtained
interface temperature (Tx ) for an estimated bottom temperature (T̃b ).

1 L
(Ttarget − Tx )2 dx.
(6)
J=
2 0
The objective function depends implicitly on the bottom temperature Tb through the
solution of the coupled problem. Each node at the bottom of the plate has an independent
value of Tb specified as boundary condition, and is used in this work as a control variable
(α) that needs to be changed to drive J to zero. As a result, the control variable α in the
discrete problem is an array of size N, being 113 in the present work with Mesh 1.
The objective is hence to minimise equation (6) subject to the constraints of satisfying
both the state equations of both domains (equations 1 - 3 ) and the convergence of the
partitioned coupling scheme Eqn. (4) which we can rewrite at steady state in residual
form:
Rf = Tw∞ − F(qw∞ ) = 0,
Rs = S(Tw∞ ) − qw∞ = 0,

(7)

where the superscript ∞ denotes the final coupling iteration.
3.1

Minimisation problem

The inverse problem can be solved using a gradient based approach by driving the
gradient of the objective w.r.t control variables to zero. Finite differences may be used to
obtain the required gradients, however, the accuracy of the method is dependent on the
step size, where a too large step size results in truncation errors due to the non-negligible
higher order terms, and a too small step size results in numerical imprecision due to round
off errors. Furthermore, the coupling algorithm would need to be run as many times we
have control variables to obtain the sensitivity with respect to each control parameter.
Alternatively, both the fluid and solid solvers as well as the coupling procedure can be
differentiated to obtain the gradients. The gradient of the objective function (sensitivity)
w.r.t the control variables, α, is given as
 L
dJ
dTx
=
dx,
(8)
(Ttarget − Tw )
dα
dα
0
N

dTx
,
(Ttarget − Tw )
= −
dα
j=1
= g T u,

6
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where
gi = Ttargeti − Txi (column vector),
dTx,i
(column vector).
ui =
dα
Equation (9) requires a solve for u for every control variable. A perturbation of the
bottom temperature (α) perturbs the heat flux distribution, which in turns perturbs the
temperature distribution. This perturbation cascades through the entire coupling procedure and leads to a perturbation in the solution to the coupled problem. Nevertheless,
upon convergence of the coupling method, equation (7) must be satisfied. Similarly, the
total derivative of the system w.r.t to any control variable must be zero. This leads to
the system of equations
∂Rf dTw∞ ∂Rf dqw∞ dRf
+ ∞
+
= 0
∂Tw∞ dα
∂qw dα
dα
∂Rs ∂qw∞ dRs
∂Rs dTw∞
+ ∞
+
= 0,
∂Tw∞ dα
∂qw ∂α
dα


 ∞

∂Rf ∂Rf
∂Rf
dTw
−

 ∂Tw∞ ∂qw∞   dα 
 =  ∂α  .


 ∂Rs 
 ∂Rs ∂Rs   dq ∞ 
w
−
∞
∞
∂Tw ∂qw
dα
∂α

(9)

This can be rewritten as

Au = f,
u = A−1 f,

(10)

where A is the extended Jacobian of the system. Solving this linear system once allows
to compute the sensitivity by substituting for u in equation (9), which gives
dJ
= g T A−1 f.
dα

(11)

However, since the problem has multiple control variables α, this exercise needs to be
repeated for each α, hence requiring N linear system solves (in this work 113). Additionally, the Jacobian matrix in equation (9) is not explicitly computed in the TFFB coupling
approach used in the present work.
3.2

Adjoint equations

Regrouping the terms in equation (11) allows to introduce a new variable v as follows:
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dJ
= (g T A−1 )f,
dα
= v T f,

=



T̄w



∂Rf
−


∂α 

q̄w 
 ∂Rs  ,
−
∂α

(12)
(13)

where v represents the adjoint values of temperature and heat flux (T̄w , q̄w ) and is the
solutions of the linear system




∂J
∂Rf T ∂Rs T  


 ∂Tw 
∂Tw  T̄w
 ∂Tw


=
(14)


 ∂J  ,
 ∂Rf T ∂Rs T  q̄w
∂qw
∂qw
∂qw
T
A v = g,
v T = g T A−1 .
The advantage of computing the sensitivity through equation (12) is that only one solve
of the adjoint system (equation (14)) is required to obtain the adjoint variables regardless
of the number of control variables.
The adjoint approach can also be obtained using reverse mode automatic differentiation
and is the technique which is employed here. It results in an equivalent approach in which
the Jacobian is not computed explicitly, rather the full forward run is repeated in reverse
as illustrated in Fig. 4. The fluid state at each coupling iteration during the direct solve
is stored and used to initialise the adjoint solve in the reverse coupling iteration. The
accumulation of T̄b yields the gradient values which are the solution to equation (12).
3.3

Gradient verification

To ensure the adjoint method is implemented correctly, a typical test is executed which
compares the results with Finite Differences (FD). Although the accuracy of FD can be
a significant issue, it can provide a reasonable indication of whether the adjoint code is
implemented correctly. The obtained adjoint and FD gradients are compared in Fig. 5a.
The target temperature is obtained by solving the primal problem with a bottom
temperature of 600K and is denoted as Ttarget |Tb =600K . T̃b is taken as 400K and refers to
the estimated bottom temperature that should yield Ttarget .
The adjoint and FD gradients show good agreement to plotting accuracy. Fig. 5b
shows the convergence of the coupling procedure for the direct and adjoint solves. For the
adjoint convergence, the same residual defined in equation (5) is used with the temperature
values replaced by gradient values.
8
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Figure 4: Coupling iterations (Direct = red, Adjoint = blue).
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Figure 5: Gradient comparison and coupling convergence for T̃b = 400K vs. Ttarget |Tb =600K .
3.4

Results

The objective is minimised using the steepest descent algorithm which is run for 15
iterations. We define the difference between the temperatures obtained from the direct
9
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and inverse solution as
Terror = TTarget − TInverse ,

(15)

The obtained wall temperature distributions and the error for each node are shown in
figures 6a and 6b.
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Figure 6: Results of wall and bottom temperature distribution.
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Figure 7: Cost function and gradient plots for T̃b = 400K vs. Ttarget |Tb =600K .
Fig. 6 shows that the inverse solution is significantly closer to the target than the
initial values while Fig 7 shows that the values of the objective and sensitivities have
been reduced considerably. The results show that the gradient computation procedure
described Sec. 3.2 can be successfully utilised by optimisation algorithms. Consequently,
the described procedure can be used to obtain sensitivities using any two adjoint solvers
which provide the required multidisciplinary gradients.
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4

CONCLUSION

This paper discusses the use of a partitioned approach to solve an inverse conjugate heat
transfer problem. The partitioned method used is described in section 2 and validated
with and analytic solution. In section 3, adjoint methods have been used to solve an
inverse problem using a gradient based approach. The derivation of adjoint equations
for the partitioned system was presented and the exchange of sensitivity information
between the adjoint solvers in order to obtain multidisciplinary gradients was described.
The description shows a framework capable of combining any two adjoint solvers in order
to compute multidisciplinary gradients. The developed framework was successfully used
in an optimisation algorithm to demonstrate its effectiveness. Future work will include
the replacement of the simplified heat conduction solver with the reverse-differentiated
open-source solver, Calculix. Additionally, the presented framework could be extended to
shape optimisation problems involving CHT and multidisciplinary design optimisation.
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Abstract. In classical adjoint based optimal control of unsteady dynamical systems,
requirements of CPU time and storage memory are known to be very important. To
overcome this issue, model order reduction techiques operating by the construction of a
separated representation of the solution are considered. A spatial basis must be calculated for each variation in control parameters, followed by a Galerkin projection of the
equations’s residuals on this basis, that results in a low dimentional system of ordinary
differential equations. These steps need to be carried out in every iteration of the control
algorithm. The most popular reduced order model method is the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD). It is used here for the construction of reduced bases. The interest
in this communication is turned to the adaptation of these bases respectivly to control
parameter variations. Two adaptation approaches are considered. The first one uses a
powerfull interpolation method based on calculus of geodesic paths on the Grassmann
manifold. This approach needs a precomputed set of bases associated to a distribution of
opetating points, that are calculated using POD method. The second approach uses the
Proper Generalized Decomposition (PGD) considered here as a correction method. This
method consists in enriching a basis by reducing the error of the approximated solution.

1

Inroduction

In this communication, in order to reduce simulation CPU time of control problems,
suboptimal control methodology is considered. It relies on reduced order models techniques allowing to represent the high fidelity solutions as a space time separated form by
using for instance the POD [1]. It is expected that only few space basis elements will provide a reasonably good description of the desired dynamic. The projection of governing
equations onto this reduced basis results in a set of differential equations with considerably
smaller order than the degree of freedom arising from the full equations. In the previous
1
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works established in the topic of sub-optimal control, the POD method was the mostly
investigated model reduction approach. For instance Bergmann et al. [2] controlled the
time angular velocity of a rotating cylinder to optimize drag of an incompressible viscous
flow past a circular cylinder. Ravindran [3] considered the control problem of reducing
recirculations behind the step of a flow in a backward facing step channel, where the
control was effected either through the movement of a wall portion or through blowing
on it. By the parameter variation, the basis was updated using the POD method trough
the generation of a new set of snaphots. However this approach still costly, eventhough it
is less time consuming compared to the full control. We can cite also the work of Akman
[4] who controlled diffusion-convection-reaction equations using POD method to generate
reduced bases. In addition, he used subspace angle interpolation method (SAIM) to adapt
a basis for new configuration. It consists in adapting two availabale reduced order bases
constructed for two different operating points to fit with a new operating point. Tallet et
al. [5] controlled in quasi-real time the boundary condition of the anisothermal NavierStokes equations in a lid driven cavity. The POD basis considered is generated once for
all from multiple configurations, in a manner there is no need to update the spatial basis
within the control algorithm, only reduced equations were solved. In the following this
approach will be refered to as global basis method (GBM). In this communication, some
improvements are proposed to the aformentionned approaches. Using the tools of calculus
of geodesic paths on the Grassmann manifold, the notion of subspace angle interpolations
appears to be a particular case of to the Grassmann interpolation method (GIM) where
more operating points are involved. Consequently, an enhancement of bases adaptation
due to this enrichment of samples space is expected. This approach was already used by
Amsallem et al. in the context of aeroelasticity to adapt POD reduced order bases to fit
with a new physical parameter [6]. The second approach that we propose here for bases
adaptation, is the Proper Generalized Decomposition (PGD) [7, 8, 9, 10]. It acts as an
enrichment tool of bases within the control loop, and can be seen as a generalization of
the POD method.
This communication is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the studied case full control problem. Section 3 introduces the POD reduced order model method used through
this communication to construct the set of bases samples required when the control is
based on interpolation methods, such as RBF, Lagrange, SAIM, and GIM. The last
method is described in Section 4. Section 5 presents the PGD approach used to adapte
POD bases bases. in Section 6, the reduced optimal control problem is introduced. Finally, Section 7 presents the numerical results of sub-optimal control, obtained using the
aformentioned methods.
2

Optimal control problem formulation

Let Ω ⊂ R2 a bounded domain with boundary Γ ⊂ C 2 and I = [0, T ]. Consider the
nonstationary nonlinear heat equations with initial condition u0 ∈ L2 (Ω) submitted to a
2
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body force fγ ∈ L2 (I, H −1 ) described by the equations

1 2
∂


 ∂t u − ν∆u + 2 u = fγ
u = g on Γ × I



u(0) = u0 in Ω.

in Ω × I

We define the cost functional for all κ > 0
 

1 T
1
κ
2
J (u, γ) =
|u − û| dxdt +
|uT − ûT |2 dx + |γ|2 .
2 0 Ω
2 Ω
2

(1)

(2)

where the last term κ2 |γ|2 serves as a regularization of the constrained minimization problem defined by
min J (u, γ)
(3)
γ∈Uad



such that u solves the equations (1) and Uad = γ ∈ Rd s.t. |γ| < C . In other words,
acting on the parameter γ we want to control equations (1) in a way that the seeked
parameter is a minimimizer for the cost functional (2). A descent gradient method is
used for the numerical search of that minimizer. The adjoint problem is then derived

∂


 ∂t ξ + ν∆ξ − uξ = u − û in Ω × I
(4)
ξ = 0 on Γ × I



ξ(T ) = û(T ) − u(T ) in Ω.
and the functional gradient writes

∇J (γ) = −
3



0

T



Ω

∇fγ ξdxdt + κγ

(5)

POD reduced order model method
In this section, we seek an approximate separated form of u such as
u ≈ um =

m


α j Φj

(6)

j=1

Using the POD method, the optimal separated representation of the solution is achieved
in just few basis elements. This basis is extracted from the information contained in a set
of realizations called snapshots [1]. Let (u1 , . . . , uM ) be an ensemble of snapshots of the
considered system of evolution respectivly to time instances (t1 , . . . , tM ). The POD basis
is calculated in four steps
3
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(i) build the correlation
 matrix K from the considered snapshots whose elements are
1
given as Kij =
ui uj dx for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ M
M Ω
(ii) compute the eigenvalues λ1 > · · · > λM and eigenvectors y 1 , . . . , y M of K
(iii) set Φi =

M

j=0

yji uj for 1 ≤ i ≤ M

(iv) normalize Φi =

Φi
||Φi ||

for 1 ≤ i ≤ M

In order to obtain a low dimentional basis, the modes corresponding to small eigenvalues
are neglected. Only the m more energetic first modes are considered (m << M ). The
high fidelity equations are then projected onto this basis, resulting in system of ordinary
differential equations of low order (ROM) given by
 m
m
m
m


ν
1
ν
d


Rij αj +
Bij αj +
Nijk αj αk = Fi + Gi
Mij αj + ν



dt
2 j,k=1

j=1
j=1
 j=1
m

(7)

Mij αj (0) = u0 , Φi Ω



j=1



∀i ∈ 1, · · · , m
Mij = Φj , Φi Ω

Rij = ∇Φj , ∇Φi Ω
where u, vΩ =



Ω

Nijk = Φj Φk , Φi Ω
Bij = Φj , Φi Γ

uvdx and u, vΓ =



Fi = f, Φi Ω

(8)

Gi = g, Φi Γ

uvdσ. The essential boundary condition is
Γ

enforced in a weak integral form using the penalty method [11]. It consists in writing u
in the boundary as
∂u
u/Γ = g −
(9)
∂n
where is a small parameter. So that we can replace the essential boundary condition
u/Γ − g
∂u
by the alternative natural boundary condition
=
. This remark explains the
∂n
presence of the elements Bij and Gi in the ROM equations (7). As → 0 the domain
boundary will converge to the original boundary condition.

4
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4

ROMs interpolation

An important and practical issue associated with bases produced by the POD method,
is their lack of robustness with respect to parameter variations. An attractive idea for
adapting them is to use methods of interpolation. Unfortunately, the standard interpolation such as RBF or Lagrange methods of a set of bases does not necessarily produce a
basis. However, there exists an appropriate interpolation technique called here the Grassmann interpolation method (GIM) that can always ensure this property.
Let’s define first the tangent space at a point of the Grassmann manifold and the concept
of Geodesic path between two points on a differential manifold. Consider ng orthogonal bases of the same
 dimension generated from the set of configuration parameters
ϑ = γ0 , γ1 , . . . , γng −1 . An important result about the Grassmann manifold G(Nb , Nf )
states that at each of its points S there exists a tangent space denoted TS [12] of the same
dimension, and with an origin the point of tangency. Each point of this tangent space TS
can be as well represented by a matrix Γ ∈ RNf ×Nb . The tangent space is a vector space.
Hence, TS is a flat space in which interpolations can be performed as usual.
Let ψ denote an orthogonal matrix whose columns span S ∈ G(Nb , Nf ) and χ denote
a point of TS spanned by the columns of Γ. The exponential mapping Exp maps χ to an
Nb dimensional subspace S  represented by an orthogonal matrix ψ  ∈ RNf ×Nb and based
on thin singular value decomposition

Γ = U ΣV T
(10)
ψ  = ψV cos(Σ) + U sin(Σ)
The link between the tangent space TS at a point S of the Grassmann manifold and the
manifold itself is established by the exponential mapping, and explicitly expressed by
equations (10). The inverse of this map is defined between a neighborhood of S and TS
by the logarithmic map. This mapping is denoted by logs and defined in a neighborhood
of S ∈ G(Nb , Nf ).
The following result enables the practical computation of the logarithmic map. Let ψ
and ψ  denote two orthogonal matrices whose columns span a subspace S and S  in
the neighborhood of S, respectivly. The image of S  by the logarithmic map logS , χ =
logs (S  ) ∈ TS , is represented by the matrix Γ given by
(I − ψψ T )ψ  (ψ T ψ  )−1 = U ΣV T
Γ = U tan−1 (Σ)V T

n −1

n −1

g
g
Let {ψi ∈ RNf ×Nb }i=0
denote the representing matrices of {Si }i=0
the set of Nb ng −1
dimensional subspaces of RNf associated with a set {γ}i=0
of control parameters. Then
the basis adaptation algorithm is resumed in four steps as described in the paper of Amsallem and Farhat [6]

GIM bases interpolation steps:
5
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• step 0. Chose a reference point Si0 to be the origine point of the interpolation.
• step 1. using the logarithm map, map each Si to a matrix Γi representing a point
χi of TSi0
(I − ψi0 ψiT0 )ψi (ψiT0 ψi )−1 = Ui Σi ViT

Γi = Ui tan−1 (Σi )ViT

(11)

• step 2. interpolate Γnb associated to the target control parameter γnb
• step 3. using the exponential map ExpSi0 , map Γnb to a subspace Snb on G(Nb , Nf )
spanned by a matrix ψnb
Γnb = Unb Σnb VnTb
5

ψnb = ψi0 Vnb cos(Σnb ) + Unb sin(Σnb )

(12)

PGD reduced order model method

Consider now a POD basis associated to a parameter γ ∈ R2 which is insufficient to
achieve a good approximation of the solution associated to a neighbor parameter. Assume
m

that a solution u is approximated in this basis like um = αi Φi . The goal is to enrich
i=0

this expression by a couple (αm+1 , Φm+1 ) such that um+1 = um + αm+1 Φm+1 represents
well the solution u.
This can be achieved using the Proper Generalized (PGD) method [7, 8, 9, 10]. Let’s
start by explaining how to determine the new couple (αm+1 , Φm+1 ). Suppose that αm+1
is known and fixed, Φm+1 = S(αm+1 ) is defined in



m

1
1
g−
αj , αm+1 I Φj/Γ
Vm+1 = Φm+1 ∈ H (Ω)/Φm+1/Γ =
αm+1 , αm+1 I
j=1
for all ψ ∈ H01 (Ω) by the folowing Galerkin orthogonality criteria

m+1
m+1

 d
αj , αm+1 Φj , ψΩ + ν
αj , αm+1 I ∇Φj , ∇ψΩ
dt
I
j=1
j=1
m+1

1
+
αj αk , αm+1 I Φj Φk , ψΩ = αm+1 f, ψΩ×I
2 j=1

(13)

Similarly, if Φm+1 is known and fixed, we define αm+1 = T (Φm+1 ) for all β ∈ L2 (I)


m+1
m+1
m+1


d
ν
αj , β
Φj , Φm+1 Ω
+ν
∇Φj , ∇Φm+1 Ω αj , βI +
Φj , Φm+1 Γ αj , βI
dt
I
j=1
j=1
j=1
m+1

1
ν
+
Φj Φk , Φm+1 Ω αj αk , βI = βf, Φm+1 Ω×I + βg, Φm+1 Γ×I
2 j=1
6
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Hence, a natural definition of an optimal couple (αm+1 , Φm+1 ) relies in satisfying simultaniously equation (13) and (14). The problem then reads

αm+1 = T (Φm+1 )
Find (αm+1 , Φm+1 ) ∈ I × Vm+1 such as
(15)
Φm+1 = S(αm+1 )
The problem can be formulated in terms of αm+1 as follow
Find αm+1 ∈ I

such as αm+1 = T ◦ S(αm+1 )

(16)

This allows to interpret equations (16) as a fixed point problem. Consequently, a
classical fixed point algorithm is used to find the new couple (αm+1 , Φm+1 )
while m ≤ Mmax do
0
αm+1
given arbitrary;
for k ← 0 to kmax do
k
solve Φkm+1 = S(αm+1
);
k
k
solve αm+1 = T (Φm+1 );
k
k−1
k
k
k
Check convergence |σm
− σm
| < u |σm
| where σm
= ||αm+1
||;
end
Enrichement: Φm+1 = span{Φj }j=0,··· ,m+1
Update: solve equations (7), Λm+1 = span{αj }j=0,··· ,m+1
Reduce basis length if necessary.
end
Algorithm 1: PGD Algorithm with update.
The basis length reduction in algorithm (1) consists in performing a POD on the
snapshots formed by the reduced basis. In practice we consider only one enrichment, so
Mmax = 1.
6

Reduced optimal control problem

Let’s now define the control problem in a reduced form, such that the only quantity
being manipulated is the temporal basis obtained as a solution of the reduced order model.
m̂

Let û be given in the separated form û =
α̂j Φ̂m . The reduced cost functional writes
j=1

m

1
J (α, γ) =
2 k=1



T
0

αk2 dt

+

αk2 (T )



m̂

1
+
2 l=1
−



m̂
m 

k=1 l=1

7
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T
0

Ckl

α̂l2 dt


T
0

+

α̂l2 (T )





κ
αk α̂l dt + αk (T )α̂l (T ) + |γ|2 .
2
(17)
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where α is now the state variable, Ckl = Φk , Φ̂l
and m̂ is the target solution modes
Ω
number. The associated adjoint ROM equations follow immediatly from the ROM state
equations (7)
 m
m
m
m
m̂





ν
 M dβ −ν

Riq βi −
Biq βi −
Niqk αj βi = αq −
Cqi α̂i
iq
i


dt
 i=1

 i=1
i=1
i=1
i=1
m
m̂



Miq βq (T ) =
Cqi α̂i (T ) − αq (T )




i=1
i=1


∀q = 1, · · · , m

(18)

Finaly the cost functional gradient writes
m 

∇J (γ) = −
j=1

T

βj
0



Ω

∇fγ Φj dxdt + κγ

(19)

The reduced control algorithm is summerized as follow
γ 0 given arbitrary;
while J ≤  do
Φ0 = Φ(γ k ) fixed;
for l = 0 to kmax do
solve ROM state equations (7);
solve ROM state equations (18);
Compute the descent direction dl = −∇J (γ l ) using Eq. (19);
Determine the new control γl = γl−1 + σl dl (σl > 0 Armijo line search);
Evaluate J (γ k );
end
Update Φk using one of the methods (PGD, GIM, SAIM ...);
k = k + 1;
end
Algorithm 2: Reduced Optimal Control algorithm
7

Numerical analysis

We consider the non linear heat equations in a 2D square domain Ω = [0, 1] × [0, 1]
with a diffusion coefficient ν = 10−2 . The optimal control is performed by acting on the
parameter γ ∈ R2 appearing on the source term fγ . The velocity on the boundary is
1

fγ(k) . Where
given by u/Γ = cos(t)(x + y) and the source term is defined by fγ (t, x) =
k=0

γ = (γ (0) , γ (1) ) ∈ R2

and

(k)

fγ

= βk (t, γ)χΩk (x)fk (x), where k = 0, 1. χ is the mask
8
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function and :



β0 (t, γ) = γ (0) e−t
f0 (x) = x2 + y 2
β1 (t, γ) = γ (1) sin(t)
f1 (x) = 1

Ω0
Ω
y

Ω1
x

(a) Poistion of subdomains Ω0 and Ω1
(0)
where external forces fγ (respectively)
(1)
fγ are applied.

(b) sampling distribution of control parameters, γ̂ is the target parameter and
γ0 is the first guess.

Figure 1: Space domain Ω and sampling distribution of control parameters.
The high fidelity equations are solved in the time interval I = [0, 5] using a time step
δt = 0.01 and piecewise second order continuous finite elements on a nonuniform mesh
with 17728 triangles. A preconditionned GMRES method is used in the optimization
steps. The target solution û is the solution associated to γ̂ = (−0.2, 0.7) and the control
starting guess solution is associated to γ0 = (1, −1). These solutions are depicted respectively in figure (2b) and figure (2a) in two time instances t = T /2 and t = T . These
figures show a strongly different dynamic between the initial guess state and the target
state.

(b) Target at t = T /2(left) and at t = T (right)

(a) first guess at t = T /2(left) and at t = T (right)

Figure 2: Isovalues of the control first guess and the target solutions.
In the following, some numerical results illustrating the performance of reduced optimal
control using the earlier discussed methods are presented.
9
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The samples bases used for the interpolation methods (SAIM, GIM, RBF, Lagrange)
here are genereated using the POD method over the set of operating points {γk }k=1,··· ,9 ∈
R2 (see figure (1b)). Each basis is calculated using 500 snapshots and only 5 modes are
considered. On the other hand, the snapshots associated to the set of operating points
are token altogether to generate the basis used in GBM method.

(a) Functional decay

(b) Parameters evolution

Figure 3: Convergence behavior described by the functional decay (left) and the control
parameter values respectivly to number of control algorithm iterations (right).
The evolution of the functional J according to the control algorithm iterations is
presented in figure (3a). It is observed that all the methods converge with different
order of accuracy. The PGD is the most accurate one with a functional that attained
3 × 10−5 in 8 iterations. Followed by the GIM and GBM methods for which the fonctional
attained 2.2 × 10−4 and 2.8 × 10−4 in 9 and 12 iterations respectivly. Then by the classical
interpolation methods RBF and Lagrange with a functional that attained 2.9 × 10−4 and
5.1 × 10−4 in 8 and 12 iterations respectivly. And finally the SAIM method where the
functional stagnated at 2.1 × 10−2 from the itertation 14 of the control algorithm.
These results are confirmed by figure (3b) where the parameters γ respectivly to control
iteration are plotted for each method. The target parameter γ̂ = (γ̂ (0) , γ̂ (1) ) = (−0.2, 0.7)
corresponds to the horizontal lines plotted in figure (3b). All the methods converge
approximatly towards the target parameter γ̂.
Table (1) illustrates the gains in CPU time and the percenatge of errors between the
target solution and the solution achieved using GIM, SAIM, GBM, RBF, Lagrange, and
PGD methods within the control algorithm. this error is defined by ε and expressed by
 T
||û − u||L2 (Ω)
ε = 100 ×
dt
||û||L2 (Ω)
0
The algorithm for each method is stopped when a stagnation of the corresponding functional occurs. τ designate the time needed for the classical adjoint based control algo10
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rithm to attain 0.11% of error in 11 iterations. using the interpolation methods GIM,
RBF, Lagrange as well as the Global basis method GBM, the reduced optimal control
is approximatly about 80 times faster with errors of 1.15%, 8.12%, 11.22% and 6.92%
respectivly. the same gain is achieved by the SAIM method, except that the error in this
case is of order about 72%. It is worth noting that for the GIM method, further gain in
accuracy versus an acceptable loss in CPU time is expected if this method and the PGD
method are appropriatly combined.
method
Full control
PGD
GIM
GBM
RBF
Lagrange
SAIM

ε
0.11%
1.15%
5.88%
6.92%
8.12%
11.22%
72.31%

time
τ
τ /10
τ /84
τ /80
τ /78
τ /81
τ /88

γ
(−0.198, 0.695)
(−0.206, 0.697)
(−0.199, 0.681)
(−0.190, 0.647)
(−0.209, 0.758)
(−0.212, 0.772)
(−0.117, 0.767)

Table 1: Gains in time obtained using optimal reduced control relativly to the full adjoint
based control at iteration 11.
8

Conclusion and Discussion

The aim of this communication was to illustrate the potential gain that can be offered
by the use of the GIM and PGD methods in optimal control of non linear partial differential equations. The results of control using PGD method showed a very good accuracy
(errors of 1.15%). The most shining property of this method is that it does not need any
sampling bases near a parameter to adapt a given basis. The approaches using interpolations such as GIM, RBF and Lagrange as well as the global basis approach GBM give
satisfaying results (errors of 5.88%, 8.12%, 11.22% and 6.92% respectivly) with an important speed up in comparison with the full control problem. The main inconvenient of
these approaches is that they need a set of precomputed data in different operating points
of the full model problem. The generation of a good sampling of these data may need
an important offline CPU time of calulations. More particulary, for some problem cases
where the control parameter γ ∈ Rd such that d > 3, this approach becomes expensive,
and may be considered as limited.
For all these methods, the basis is updated at each iteration of the control algorithm.
The CPU time can however be reduced further if the basis update is perfomed only if
necessary, which is when the basis runs out of its trust region.
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Abstract. Material design is an active research field since composites have met increasingly
interest, for instance, in lightweight construction as it happens in aerospace industry. One
assumes in the present work a given macroscopic stress or strain field (one that may occur at a
certain point of a macro-structure) and computes through homogenization the micro-stress
distribution across the two (weaker and stronger) composite constituents mixed in a unit-cell
domain which is representative of a periodic heterogeneous material. Stress gradients depend
a lot of design details but typically the stress field is highly non-linear. In the frame of finite
element models for material microstructures one pursues here an investigation about mesh
convergence. Since stress distribution is strongly design dependent, that motivates one to
pursue optimal design of the material microstructure to comply with admissible stress criteria.
The inverse homogenization method using density-based topology optimization is applied
here for such purpose. This is quite a challenge not only because of the aforementioned nonlinearity of the stress field but also due to the singularity phenomena which one overcomes
using standard relaxation techniques. Some preliminary results are obtained in order to get
some insight into the fine structure of composite materials and the influence of the stresses
therein.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Material design is an active research field since composites have met increasingly interest,
for instance, in lightweight construction as it happens in aerospace industry [1,2]. Fully
understanding the overall response of a composite demands greater insight about its
microstructure behaviour. Micro-mechanical models detailing the geometry and the interfaces
of base constituents of a composite allow fine measure and control of local stresses [3-6].
Homogenization models are often used to transfer data among different design scales.
Multiscale analysis coupling macro, meso and micro scales can then be done [7].
For simplicity one assumes in the present work a given macroscopic stress or strain field
(one that may occur at a certain point of a macro-structure) and computes through
homogenization the micro-stress distribution across the two (weaker and stronger) composite
constituents mixed in a unit-cell domain Y, i.e., the representative volume element (RVE) of
the material heterogeneous medium .
Stress gradients depend a lot of design details but typically the stress field is highly nonlinear. In the frame of finite element models for material microstructures one pursues here an
investigation about mesh dependence. By means of ever-increasing mesh refinements and
shape functions order one evaluates convergence of micro-stress measures and concludes
about mesh quality. Besides investigating the quality of numerical approximation to the stress
field, one might also address the quality of the homogenization stress predictions comparing
them to the actual composite by repeating an unit-cell a limited number of times and
subjecting the resulting numerical model to a battery of load tests for stress assessment. The
outcome of this later study is in [8,9] which indicates that it is sufficient to have a few
repetitions of unit-cells to replace the non-homogeneous composite  by the equivalent
homogeneous material with the stress field computed by homogenization.
Since stress distribution is strongly design dependent, that motivates one to pursue optimal
design of the material microstructure to comply with admissible stress criteria. Stresses may
be either minimized as the objective function or limited by an upper bound in the constraint
function. The inverse homogenization method using density-based topology optimization is
applied here for such purpose. This is quite a challenge not only because of the
aforementioned non-linearity of the stress field but also due to the singularity phenomena
which means that stresses tend to finite values as density design variables tend to zero due to
degenerated regions of the feasible design domain. To overcome the singularity problem one
may use the so-called relaxation approaches, such as the -relaxation or qp-approach [10,11],
which have been applied to the optimal design of structures with success. Bearing this in mind
one extends the application of these relaxation techniques to material design in order to obtain
some preliminary results and get some insight into the fine structure of composite materials
and the influence of the stresses therein.
2 MATERIAL MODEL
The material model considered in the present work is shown in Fig. 1. Assuming solid and
void phases mixed one gets a cellular material generated through the repetition of a unit-cell
which represents the smallest periodic heterogeneity of the heterogeneous medium . The
elastic properties of such medium are computed through homogenization assuming periodic
boundary conditions and infinite periodicity of the unit-cell [5]. For optimal material design
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purposes one discretizes the unit-cell domain Y in a regular (square-grid) mesh of 2020 8node isoparametric hexahedral finite elements. Although three-dimensional elements are used
here the focus is on designing optimal 2-D layouts forcing design uniformity in the normal
direction. This already easies the natural extension of the problem to 3-D material
microstructure designs coming as future work. One assigns a density design variable per each
finite element assuming it uniform therein. Solid and void phases correspond to density equal
to 1 and 0, respectively. Topology optimization can then be used to search for an unit-cell layout improving a measure of structural performance and complying at the same time with
specific design requirements. This design method is also known as inverse homogenization
and it was originally introduced by Sigmund [12].




d

D





Y

Y


d

unit-cell
periodic B.C.
n  n unit-cells





Figure 1: Material model of composite material with periodic unit-cell (array of n  n unit-cells in domain  of
size D, in theory n  ). Portray of periodic boundary conditions applied to the unit-cell domain Y of size d.

3

OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION

For the sake of demonstration purposes one selects the conventional formulation seen in
topology optimization where stiffness is maximized (compliance is minimized) subjected to a
volume fraction constraint [13]. While some results are revisited in the present work, using
this very well-known formulation, additional results are presented too as an extension of the
conventional compliance problem to include stress constraints in order to get not only stiff but
also strength oriented optimal designs. In fact, engineering practice demands feasible designs
on stresses too. The impact of stress criteria on the final design can be perceived later on as
one plots the stress field for the stiff oriented design only where the peak stresses are higher
and may exceed an admissible stress threshold.
Eq. (1) shows the optimization problem formulation where the total strain energy is
ρ is a filtered density as explained
maximized on density based design variables  ( ~
afterwards) subjected to a volume fraction constraint V/V*  1 and as many stress constraints
as the number of design variables in the problem, n. This way one achieves "pointwise"
control over stresses in the full unit-cell domain Y although the problem can rapidly become
computationally expensive or even prohibitive. There are aggregation techniques applied to
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stress constraints that allow reducing their number in the problem [13]. However, by doing
that one lacks local control over stresses jeopardizing the admissible stress requirement.
Rather than saving computational effort one meets here the worst case scenario of handling
huge number of constraints leaving the matter of getting cheaper computations for future
work.
max
ρ

1 H ~
E ρ ε εdY
2 Y

s.t. :
V ~
ρ
1
V*
e
~ρ   1 , e  1,..., n
σ VM
~
ρeq σ *
0  ρe  1 , e  1,..., n

(1)

One assumes a solid, isotropic and ductile behavior for the base material used to fabricate
the composite. Thus, in terms of the material failure criteria, the stress constraints in Eq. (1)
relate the Von-Mises stress with the admissible stress value. This equivalent stress measure
depends on the micro-stresses ij (at the level of the material microstructure) which are
obtained from asymptotic homogenization theory, by considering the displacement test fields
 krs as already done in a previous work [6], see Eq. (2).


 ij  Eijkm   kr ms 


 krs  0
 rs
ym 

(2)

In Eq. (2),  rs0 is a given macroscopic (average) strain field. The tensor ij represent the
stress state varying throughout the unit-cell domain Y. Here, the methodology used for
obtaining such stresses is based on the software POSTMAT [5,6].
The density term ~ρ q introduces the qp-approach [11] as a relaxation technique to deal with
the well-known singularity phenomena in stress-based optimization problems [13]. Exponent
q is lower that p in order to relax the constraint and in turn exponent p figures in the SIMP
(Solid Isotropic Model with Penalization) model used to interpolate between density and the
base material stiffness E0, i.e., E=pE0 [14]. The following values are used in the present
study, q = 2.5 and p = 3. In turn, the homogenized stiffness tensor EH is computed through the
homogenization formulas that can be seen in [5,6].
In problem (1) is used a density filter according to [15,16] to avoid checkerboard problems
as well as to smooth enough the density and stress fields such that stress singularities are not
prone to occur inside the unit-cell domain while its lay-out changes along the iterations of the
optimization process. This filter is given by Eq. (3) where  is a weighting factor based on a
given filter radius Rmin and the distance between centers of elements i and e.
Gradient-based algorithms, such as MMA [17], are used to solve problem (1) and thus
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sensitivities of constraints and objective functions are required. Deriving analytical
sensitivities is quite straightforward as regards compliance and volume functions [13]. Getting
this data for stresses is a non-trivial calculus which is beyond the preliminary study presented
here. Therefore, as regards stress sensitivity one relays here on the finite difference method
that proves to be accurate enough as shown later on. Since one uses here a density filter bear
in mind that one has to apply accordingly the chain rule while computing sensitivities, see for
details [16].

 ωx ρ

iN
~
ρe  e

i

i

 ωx 

iN e

4

i

, ωxi   max 0, Rmin  xi  xe



(3)

MESH CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS

Engineers and scientists use finite element analysis to build predictive computational
models of real-world scenarios. The accuracy that can be obtained from a finite element
model is directly related to the finite element mesh that is used. As the finite elements are
made smaller and smaller, as the mesh is refined, the computed solution will approach the true
solution. While the same problem is resolved with successively finer and finer meshes one
may compare the results between the different meshes. This comparison can be done by
analyzing the fields at one or more points in the model or by evaluating the integral of a field
over the domain. This leads one to choose an appropriate mesh refinement metric, which can
be either local or global.
In the present study one focus on the stress field which can be quite non-linear over the
physical domain of the unit-cell and thus the distribution of stress or its peak may easily
become mesh dependent. Therefore, here one evaluates how good a stress approximation is by
reducing the element size of the mesh successively (h-refinement method), dividing in the
present study each existing element into four elements (two per edge) without changing the
type and shape of the elements (only the size changes). To compare the quality of the different
meshes obtained one uses the total Strain Energy S, as a global metric, and the Von-Mises
stress, as a local metric, evaluated at some predefined nodal points or simply one selects the
maximum value in the domain. This convergence analysis is specially relevant as one
eventually optimizes the topology of a material microstructure for a given strength criteria and
that must relay on a regular grid of FE (see e.g. Fig. 2a) accurate enough to provide reliable
stress values which must be kept under an admissible value.
To proceed with the mesh convergence analysis one selects a lay-out simple enough to
practice the mesh refinement without compromising any geometric descriptions avoiding that
way the "modeling error" and bringing forth as desired the "discretization error" only. Fig. 2b
shows such a lay-out where a centered square hole is placed in the unit-cell domain Y
matching a volume fraction of 75%. On the top of this lay-out one fits easily regular (square)
grid meshes as 88, 1616, 3232, 6464 and 128128. All these meshes preserve the design
boundary or contour which is quite reassuring for the success of the proposed mesh
convergence study. However, this coincidence is very difficult to achieve in practice when
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optimizing topology on the top of square grid meshes which often gives mesh dependent layouts. This motivates further mesh convergence analyses beyond the scope of the present study
once some feedback is provided by the topology optimization design solution.
The properties of the base material selected are E = 290MPa and  = 0.3. The void region
(hole) has a very small stiffness value to prevent any singular matrixes in the FE model. For
each mesh one uses either 8-node or 20-node isoparametric hexahedral finite elements. The
material microstructure is subjected to a macroscopic in-plane hydrostatic stress field, i.e.,
1 = 2 = 1MPa. Fig. 2c shows specific node locations, not mesh dependent, where VonMises stress values are collected for comparison purposes.

hole
hole

a)

c)

b)

Figure 2: Numerical model for mesh convergence analysis; a) Example of square grid meshes considered (case
3232 is displayed); b) Lay-out considered: unit-cell with square hole and 75% of volume fraction; c) Location
of nodes where Von-Mises stresses are measured (a quarter of the unit-cell is shown).

Fig. 3 plots the element solution of the Von-Mises stress. The element solution is the
volume average of the Von-Mises stresses measured at the element gauss points, 222 and
333 gauss points for 8-node and 20-node hexahedral elements, respectively.

88

1616

3232

6464

128128

Von-Mises
stress [MPa]

Figure 3: Von-Mises stress plots for meshes of NN FE with N increasing from 8 to 128. The images get bigger
just for the sake of enlarging finer meshes, bear in mind that the unit-cell size is always unitary |Y|=1. Stress
scale on the right refers to 128128 results.
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a) Strain Energy

b) Maximum Von-Mises Stress (element solution)

c) Nodal stress at point 1

d) Nodal stress at point 2

e) Nodal stress at point 3

f) Nodal stress at point 4

g) Nodal stress at point 5

h) Nodal stress at point 6

Figure 4: Plots of mesh refinement metrics. Global metric is Strain Energy (S). Local metrics are maximum
Von-Mises Stress (max) measured in the element and nodal Von-Mises stresses measured at specific locations
according to Fig. 2c). Respective deviations in [%] having the finest mesh refinement as the reference.

Fig. 4 shows a set of charts providing the results for the different metrics used as the mesh
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is refined. The nodal values plotted should be interpreted with the help of Fig. 2c. Monotonic
convergence of the strain energy is obtained as expected from a FE solution (see Fig. 4a).
Analyzing the plotted contours in Fig. 3 one easily perceives a red spot associated to a
singularity which could be actually anticipated due to the sharp corner of the hole (see Fig. 4b
and 4g). The maximum stress that is actually measured at this corner is non-convergent as the
mesh gets finer and finer (theoretically tends to infinite). An experienced analyst may
determine that such a red spot (singularity) can be safely ignored once in the real world there
are seldom perfectly sharp corners (fillets instead). Thus such high peak stress tend actually to
obscure more interesting features in the FE solution (see plots for the remaining nodal points
selected: 1,2,3,4 and 6 ). Anyway, one anticipates here that the singularity existence may
become a critical issue when running a stress-based optimization problem where the overall
stress level should be kept to a maximum, i.e. under an allowable stress value. A singularity in
such optimization problem formulation will lead to solutions that are only optimal in terms of
reducing the amplitude of the unphysical peak stress. The procedure of identifying and
excluding regions of singularities from the search for a maximum stress will lead to an
optimization problem not well posed either. It is preferable that by no means a singularity
comes to the fore during the form finding process executed by the optimization algorithm.
This motivates further research concerning "red spots" influence while designing material
microstructure via topology optimization. As mentioned in the previous section, the use of
density filters may play an important role in that regard.
Apart from the singularity noticed, mesh convergence is clearly recognized taking the
results obtained with the finest mesh, 128128, as reference to plot the deviation in %. This
also helps to see how rapidly the metrics used converge. Typically, convergent curves show
deviations less than 1% above 3232 meshes which is quite low and results are even better for
20-node brick elements in the mesh.
5

STRESS-BASED OPTIMAL DESIGN

Strength oriented design of material microstructures is the ultimate goal here. To better
compare how stress constraints change an optimal design, one solves first the problem (1)
simplified, i.e. minimizing compliance subjected to the volume constraint alone. The outcome
is a design initially oriented to meet stiffness criteria only.
In the strain formulation used in problem (1) one chooses the macroscopic strain field ε
where the longitudinal strains in plane x1x2 are equal (hydrostatic case), i.e.
ε11, ε22, ε33, ε12 , ε13, ε23   0.2414,0.2414,0.2069,0,0,0102 . In the volume fraction constraint
one selects an upper bound of V*=0.8 (80% of solid phase). The base material properties are
E = 290MPa and  = 0.3. The Method of Moving Asymptotes [17] is chosen as the optimizer
to update the density design variables. Although the previous mesh convergence study may
provide an indication about what a good mesh is to perform optimization with stress criteria,
one decides here to simply come up with some preliminary optimized designs regardless the
quality of the mesh. Problem formulation in (1) deals with a rapidly increasing number of
constraints as the mesh gets finer and finer. Therefore, for the sake of demonstration purposes
only, here one chooses a reasonable number of constraints, 400 = 2020 mesh, see Fig. 5a.
This allow one to get some initial insight about stress criteria influence on the design without
getting a too expensive problem to solve. As a future work, finer meshes are recommended
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for use as well as techniques to reduce the computational cost.

b)

a)

c)

Figure 5: Topology optimization without stress constraints; a) Finite element mesh used 2020, b) Optimal
max
density distribution, min , c) Equivalent (Von-Mises) stress field, σ VM
 1.23MPa .

stress

density

Fig. 5b shows the stiffness-oriented optimal design solution, basically a square with a
round hole, and Fig. 5c displays the respective equivalent stress distribution where higher
stresses are concentrated in the boundary of the hole. Supposing now that the maximum stress
value found of 1.23MPa is actually exceeding the admissible stress in 23% i.e., adm = 1MPa,
one adds a "battery" of constraints as in Eq. (1) to ensure that no point in the design domain
violates such stress limit. Imposing the stress constraints, the outcome is a strength-oriented
optimal design solution as can be seen in Fig. 6. The history of optimization is shown in terms
of the density and stress changes along the algorithm iterations. The regions in "blue" identify
density or stress close to zero while "red" regions correspond to full density (=1) or maximum
stress (=adm). Intermediate colors represent intermediate density and stress values interpreted
the same way as in Fig. 5b and 5c. The initial design has two square regions of uniform
density such that a material volume fraction of 80% is attained. Furthermore, this design is
feasible too regarding stresses as one can easily inspect visually for no red spot is found in the
initial stress distribution shown in Fig.6 (left side).

Initial design

iter 2

iter 5

iter 10

iter 20

iter 30

iter 50

iter 80

iter 80

Figure 6: Topology optimization with stress constraints. Changes on the density and stress fields along the
algorithm iterations are displayed. Last iteration is repeated here twice to show at last how both fields are
smoothed when an image processing technique based on averaging is applied.
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Finally, the stiffness and strength oriented optimal designs are compared side by side in
Fig. 7. Here one clearly sees the effect of stress constraints on rounding the sharp corners of
the initial design of the unit-cell. At these corners, where the stress level is lower, the density
is reduced and the region where the hole is located gets more undefined as the gray zone
enlarges. This demands for further investigation as regards the size of the mesh used as well
as the filter used. Although the optimal microstructure in Fig. 7b is not that much defined as
regards its boundary, one has here a preliminary result of stresses constrained (feasible
design) which is actually obtained at the expense of getting lower level of stiffness in the
objective function value in comparison to Fig. 7a (12% less).

b)

a)

Figure 7: Comparison between the non-based and based stress optimization problem; a) without stress
constraints; b) with stress constraints.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper periodic composite materials mixing solid and void phases are considered.
Homogenization is used to compute equivalent elastic properties as well as to estimate
stresses at a local level, i.e. in the unit-cell domain. A mesh convergence analysis is conducted
to conclude that metrics such as strain energy and pointwise stresses converge rapidly enough.
However, results are shown for a very simple geometry that is a square unit-cell with a square
hole which proves to be very convenient because one preserves geometry as the mesh is
refined spotting that way discretization errors only. More complex designs should also be
taken into account as future work to see also if density filters can smooth the stress field
enough to prevent singularities from occurring during the optimization process. Mesh
convergence studies in the future should also allow one to conclude what is the best mesh to
be used in subsequent microstructure optimization. The optimization process can be quite
demanding of computational resources due to the huge number of stress constraints one may
face. In order to have a lighter computational load here one used a coarser mesh which
motivates further studies with finer meshes. Anyway, results are shown for an optimal design
complying with stress requirements considering an in-plane hydrostatic loading case. The
unit-cell design differences obtained between stiffness and strength oriented design problems
are highlighted. Further developments should include other loading conditions too.
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Summary: In this paper, the continuous adjoint method for use in gradient-based optimization methods for coupled problems including heat transfer between bodies (solids)
and fluids flowing over or inside them is developed. This kind of problems are usually
referred to as Conjugate Heat Transfer (CHT) problems. Emphasis is given to expanding the Enhanced-Surface Integral (E-SI) adjoint formulation recently published by the
authors’ group for shape optimization problems in fluid mechanics only, to tackle CHT
problems. This formulation ensures that the gradient of the objective function is accurately computed, while the computational cost is kept as low as possible.

1

INTRODUCTION

Adjoint methods have widely been used to solve single-discipline optimization problems. However, the advances in computational methods and the capabilities of modern
computational platforms have shifted the interest from single-discipline to coupled problems [2]. CHT problems, involving the interaction of fluid flow and heat transfer between fluids and solids, are investigated in this paper, by focusing on the development of
the continuous adjoint method for use in the optimization of the shape of solid boundaries/interfaces. To the authors’ knowledge, there are a few papers in the literature of
continuous adjoint methods which are related to CHT shape optimization problems [3, 9].
The first goal of this paper is to expand a new continuous adjoint formulation, the socalled E-SI one, to CHT problems. This formulation, initially proposed by the authors’
group in [7], was originally developed for shape optimization problems in incompressible fluid flows. More convincing applications of the same method, for other objective
functions, can be found in [8].
1
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The second goal of this paper is to compare the E-SI formulation as developed for CHT
problems with alternative formulations of the continuous adjoint method, according to
the literature. As presented in [7, 8], there are two other continuous adjoint formulations,
yielding different sensitivity derivative (SD) expressions. The first one is referred to as FI
(Field Integral), since the resulting SD expression includes at least one field integral over
the solution domain. This method computes accurate SD with computational cost though,
that scales with the number of the design (or optimization) variables parameterizing the
shape to be designed [4]. The second formulation [1, 5, 10] leads to exactly the same
adjoint PDEs and boundary conditions, though to different expressions for the SD, which
are now exclusively expressed in terms of surface integrals; this is referred to as the SI
(Surface Integral) adjoint formulation. SD computed using the SI adjoint might generally
become quite inaccurate; however, the SI formulation is appealing due to its low cost
which does not depend on the number of design variables.
In the E-SI adjoint method, apart from the flow PDEs or the heat conduction equation
over the solid domain, also the adjoint to the grid displacement equations must be solved.
This method computes SD expressed in terms of surface integrals, enhanced with the
contributions from the adjoint to the grid displacement PDEs.
The mathematical development includes the formulation of the adjoint to the FluidStructure Interface (FSI) conditions. The three continuous adjoint formulations are investigated through applications in 2D problems and the accuracy of the computed SD is
validated by comparing them with finite differences (FD).
2

PRIMAL PROBLEM

The overall computational domain Ω comprises the fluid ΩF and solid ΩS subdomains,
separated by an interface S. Depending on whether the interface is seen from the fluid or
solid point of view, the latter will be denoted by S F or S S , respectively. The steady-state
Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluid flows are given by
∂vj
=0
∂xj
∂τij
∂p
∂vi
−
+
=0
Riv = vj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi


vj ∂vk2
∂
∂T F
∂T F
T
aef f cp
=0
+
−
R F = vj c p
∂xj
2 ∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
Rp = −

(1)
(2)
(3)

where vi are the velocity componentsand p stands
for the static pressure divided by

∂vj
∂vi
the fluid density ρF . Also, τij = νef f ∂xj + ∂xi , where νef f is the effective viscosity,
being either νef f = ν for laminar or νef f = ν + νt for turbulent flows (ν, νt stand for
the bulk and turbulent viscosities). The same holds for the thermal diffusivity αef f ,
being either αef f = α or αef f = α+αt in laminar and turbulent flows respectively, where
α = ν/P r, αt = νt /P rt (P r, P rt are the Prandtl numbers for laminar and turbulent
2
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flows). Moreover, T F is the fluid temperature and cp the specific heat transfer coefficient
under constant pressure. Repeated indices imply summation.
The boundaries SF of ΩF are decomposed as SF = SF,I ∪ SF,O ∪ SF,W ∪ S F , indicating
the inlet, outlet, plain and FSI solid walls, respectively. The conditions imposed on
the boundaries of ΩF are summarized in Table 1. The pressure and velocity conditions
imposed along S F and SF,W are identical; the temperature conditions are presented later
on.
Table 1: Types of boundary conditions imposed along the boundaries of the fluid domain.
Boundary

p

vi

T

SF,I

zero Neumann

Dirichlet

Dirichlet

SF,O

Dirichlet

zero Neumann

zero Neumann

SF,W

zero Neumann

Dirichlet

zero Neumann

On the other hand, heat conduction in ΩS is governed by


S
∂
T
S ∂T
k
=0
RS = −
∂xj
∂xj

(4)

where k S stands for the thermal conductivity of the solid region. The solid domain
boundaries SS are decomposed as SS = SS,o ∪ S S , where SS,o represents boundaries other
than S S . For the cases presented herein, T S is fixed along SS,o .
The most critical part of the CHT problem is related to the (physical) conditions
imposed along each point at the FSI boundary, which are


S
F
F ∂T 
S ∂T 
k
= −k
(5)
∂n S S
∂n S F
TS =TF

(6)

where k F = (a + at )cp ρF .
3

CONTINUOUS ADJOINT (E-SI) FORMULATION

Starting point of the continuous adjoint method, according to the E-SI formulation [7],
is the augmented objective function




 
p
v
D T
D
m
L = J + qR dΩ + ui Ri dΩ +
Ta RD dΩ + ma,i RD,i dΩ
(7)
ΩF

ΩF

D=F,S

ΩD

ΩD

where D = F, S. The objective function J to be minimized, is defined over ΩS and
depends solely on T S . Also, q, ui , TaD , mD
a are the adjoint pressure and adjoint velocity
3
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components over ΩF , the adjoint temperature and the adjoint nodal displacement fields
for the D = F, S domains. According to the E-SI adjoint formulation, as proposed in
[7, 8], apart from the flow/heat equations, L should also include PDEs governing the ΩF
m
and ΩS grid displacement RD,i
. Assuming that, in both domains D, the same Laplacian
m
grid displacement model is valid, RD,i
can be expressed as
m
=
RD,i

∂ 2 mD
i
= 0, D = F, S, i = 1, 2, 3
∂x2j

(8)

where mD
i is the nodal (grid) displacement field over domain D.
For the sake of simplicity, during the presentation of the mathematical development
of the adjoint CHT equations, we refrain from including the turbulence model and the
corresponding adjoint equations. The interested reader should refer to [6, 12].
Development is based on the Leibniz integration rule for domains with varying boundaries, which states that, for any residual R (R = Rp , Rvi , RTD , RmD ) and adjoint
variables Ψ (Ψ = q, ui , TaD , mD
a ),



∂R
δxk
δ
ΨRdΩ = Ψ
dΩ+ ΨRnk
dS
(9)
δbn ΩD
δbn
ΩD ∂bn
SD
where nk are the components of the unit vector normal to the given surface. Eq. 9 is used
to develop the integrals on the r.h.s. of eq. 7 and also, the objective function J.
The adjoint equations arise, after eliminating the terms multiplying the variations in
p, vi , T D included in the expression of δL/δbn . After a lengthy development, which is
omitted in the interest of space, the field adjoint equations
∂uj
=0
(10)
∂xj
∂vj
∂ui ∂τija ∂q
∂T F
∂vk
∂T F
−vj
−
+
+cp TaF
+TaF vk
−vi vk a = 0, i = 1, 2(, 3) (11)
Riu = uj
∂xi
∂xj ∂xj ∂xi
∂xi
∂xi
∂xk


F
F
∂
∂T
∂T
αef f a = 0
(12)
RFTa = −vj a −
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj

∂ 2 mFa,k
∂vi
∂vi
∂τij
∂p
∂T
∂vj
∂
ma,k
− ui vj
− τija
+ ui
− uj
+q
− cp TaF vj
RF =
−
2
∂xj
∂xj
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk


F
F
F
∂vi
∂T ∂T
∂
∂T
αef f
=0
(13)
− TaF vj vi
− αef f cp a
+ cp TaF
∂xk
∂xj ∂xk
∂xk
∂xj
Rq = −

over ΩF and



S
∂
S ∂Ta
k
+ JS = 0
∂xj
∂xj


2 S
∂ 2 mSa,k
∂
∂TaS ∂T S
ma,k
S ∂ T
RS =
kS T a
+JM,k = 0
−
− kS
∂x2j
∂xj
∂xj ∂xk
∂xj ∂xk
RSTa = −
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over ΩS are defined. JS and JM,k are the contributions from the differentiation of the
objective function to the adjoint energy and grid displacement PDEs. The three final
terms in eq. 11 are the contribution of the differentiated
energy equation to the adjoint
 ∂u
∂uj 
a
i
momentum equations. In addition, τij = νef f ∂xj + ∂xi stands for the adjoint stresses.
It should also be noted that, for incompressible flows, the adjoint energy equation is
decoupled from the mean flow one, since the first includes the primal velocity and the
adjoint temperature. In contrast to the primal system though, the solution of the adjoint
energy equations has to precede the solution of the adjoint mean flow equations. Eqs. 12
and 14 are coupled through their boundary conditions along the interface.
The adjoint boundary conditions arise, after eliminating terms in surface integrals
multiplying the variations of the field variables w.r.t. bn . For example, along the inlet,
the imposed adjoint boundary conditions are
∂q
= 0, ui = 0, TaF = 0, mFa = 0
∂n

(16)

Along the other non-FSI boundaries, the boundary conditions are obtained through a
development similar to that in [7]. Along the FSI boundaries, the adjoint boundary
conditions are similar to the primal ones. The SD expression, including only surface
integrals, becomes



F
 a
 ∂vi δxk
δJ 
J
F ∂T δnj
τ
=
T
−
n
−
qn
dS
+
α
c
T
dS
j
i
ef
f
p
ij
a
δbn E−SI surf ace
∂xk δbn
∂xj δbn
SF,W ,S F
SF,W


2 F
δxk
∂T S ∂T S δxk
F ∂ T
+ αef f cp Ta
nj
dS − k S a nj
dS
∂xj ∂xk δbn
∂xk δbn
SF,W
SS,o ∂xj

 F

  
2 F
2 S
F
∂T
δxk
∂T S
F
F ∂ T
S ∂ T
F ∂Ta
+
Ta k
nj −k
−k
nj
−
dS
∂xj ∂xk
∂xj ∂xk
∂xj
∂xk ∂xk
δbn
SF




F
S
 
∂mD
δnj
δxi
a,i
F
F ∂T
S ∂T
+ Ta k
−k
dS −
nj
dS
(17)
∂xj
∂xj δbn
∂x
δb
j
n
SF
S
,S
D,W
D
D=F,S
J
where Tsurf
ace depends on the objective function.

4

Comparing the E-SI with the two alternative adjoint formulations

The E-SI formulation was developed to overcome the disadvantages of the standard
formulations (FI and SI) of the continuous adjoint method. Through the E-SI adjoint, it
is possible to compute SD as accurate as with the FI adjoint and with the same cost as
with the SI adjoint.
The FI gradient arises by further developing the following equation




T
δL δJ
δRiv
δRT
δRp
F δRF
=
+ q
dΩ+ ui
dΩ+ Ta
dΩ+ TaS S dΩ
(18)
δbn δbn
δbn
δbn
ΩF δbn
ΩF δbn
ΩF
ΩS
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After a lengthy mathematical development, which is omitted here since it is similar to
that presented in [7], the SD expression becomes

 
∂vj
δJ 
∂vi
∂vi
∂τij
∂p
∂T
− ui vj
=
− τija
+ ui
− uj
+q
− cp TaF vj

δbn F I ΩF
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk




F
F
F
∂ δxk
∂vi
∂Ta ∂T
∂T
F
F ∂
αef f
dΩ
− T a vj vi
− αef f cp
+ cp T a
∂xk
∂xj ∂xk
∂xk
∂xj
∂xj δbn




 
2 S
∂ δxk
∂T F δnj
∂TaS ∂T S
S ∂ T
− kS
dΩ+ αef f cp TaF
+ kS Ta
dS
+
∂xj ∂xk
∂xj ∂xk ∂xj δbn
∂xj δbn
ΩS
SF,W


F
S
F ∂T δnj
S S ∂T δnj
J
+ αef f cp Ta
dS + k Ta
dS +Tvolume
(19)
∂xj δbn
∂xj δbn
SF
SF
J
comes from the differentiation of J. One should notice the presence of the
where Tvolume
spatial derivatives of the grid sensitivities δxk /δbn for the entire fluid and solid domains.
These quantities are computed through FD, by superimposing infinitesimally small pertubations ± on each design variable bn and adapting the computational grid. From this
point of view, the cost of computing the FI–gradient of J scales with the number of bn
and consequently, the use of the FI formulation becomes quite expensive in problems with
many design variables. Eq. 19 is complete, without any assumption made and as such, it
computes accurate SD.
The development of the SI formulation starts by applying the Leibniz theorem (eq. 9)
to eq. 7, in which the integrals concerning the grid displacement equations do not exist.
The derivative of L now becomes




T
δL δJ
∂Rp
∂Riv
∂RT
F ∂RF
=
+ q
dΩ+ ui
dΩ+ Ta
dΩ+ TaS S dΩ
δbn δbn
∂bn
∂bn
ΩF ∂bn
ΩF ∂bn
ΩF
ΩS


 p
 δxk
δxk
+
qR + ui Riv + TaF RFT nk
dS + TaS RST nk
dS
(20)
δbn
δbn
SF
SS

The last two surface integrals which include the residuals of the PDEs governing the
physical problem are dropped out by those developing SI adjoint methods, under the
assumption that they are zero on the boundary. This assumption is not valid and as
shown in [7], is responsible for the potential loss of accuracy of the SD computed with
the SI adjoint formulation (wrong or even wrongly signed SD). After a mathematical

6
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development, the expression of the SD is given by



F
 a
 ∂vi δxk
δFaug 
J
F ∂T δnj
τ
=
T
−
n
−
qn
dS
+
α
c
T
dS
j
i
ef
f
p
surf
ace
ij
a
δbn SI
∂xk δbn
∂xj δbn
SF,W ,S F
SF,W


2 F
δxk
∂T S ∂T S δxk
F ∂ T
+ αef f cp Ta
nj
dS − k S a nj
dS
∂xj ∂xk δbn
∂xk δbn
SF,W
SS,o ∂xj

 F

  
2 F
2 S
F
∂T
δxk
∂T S
F
F ∂ T
S ∂ T
F ∂Ta
+
Ta k
nj −k
−k
nj
−
dS
∂xj ∂xk
∂xj ∂xk
∂xj
∂xk ∂xk
δbn
SF



F
S
δnj
F
F ∂T
S ∂T
+ Ta k
−k
dS
(21)
∂xj
∂xj δbn
SF
The above SD expression consists only of surface integrals without involving the (internal)
grid sensitivities. This feature makes this formulation cheaper to evaluate than the FI one
and the preferred way of developing the continuous adjoint method by the great majority
of researchers.
In both the FI and SI formulations, the same adjoint equations and boundary conditions, as in the E-SI one, arise without involving the adjoint grid displacement equations;
the latter is a task with almost negligible cost within each optimization cycle, since it
requires the solution of just a single vectorial PDE per solution domain, irrespective of
the number of design variables. Note that the adjoint nodal displacement equations can
be solved at a post-processing level, after computing the SI derivatives which give just a
part of the E-SI ones.
5

APPLICATIONS

The first application aims at comparing the SD computed by the three adjoint formulations (E-SI, FI and SI) using FD as the reference values. The objective function, related
to the mean temperature over ΩS , is

T dΩ
Ω S
(22)
JT S = S
dΩ
ΩS

An S-Bend 2D duct (fluid region ΩF ) in contact with a solid body ΩS is used. In fig. 1a,
the geometry along with the parameterized patches are displayed. In specific, the central
part of the FSI boundary is parameterized with 12 NURBS control points, of which the
first and last ones are kept fixed. SD are computed w.r.t. the x (first half points in the
abscissa) and y (second half) coordinates of these control points.
The flow is laminar; flow conditions and data are shown in Table 2. In fig. 1b, it is
shown that the E-SI formulation practically reproduces the FI and FD derivatives. In
contrast, this is not the case for the SI derivatives, which substantially deviate from the
FD, since at quite a few control points they have different signs, being also an order of
magnitude off. In addition, the computation of SD with the E-SI formulation needed
7
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Sensitivity Derivative

0.03
0.02

FI
E-SI
SI/10
FD

0.01
0
-0.01
-0.02
-0.03
-0.04
0

5

10

15

20

25

Design Variables

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Laminar flow in an S-Bend 2D duct (Re = 60), attached to a solid body.
Minimization of JT S . a) The fluid and solid domains along with the parameterized patch
(red line). b) Comparison of SD computed with FI, E-SI, SI and FD methods.
∼ 22 % of the time to compute them with FI, while the SI method needed ∼ 11 %. This
difference in computational time between the E-SI and FI formulations increases with
the number of design variables. Computations were performed in parallel on 4 Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 processors at 2.30 GHz.
Table 2: Conditions and data of the two CHT problems.
S–Bend case:
Uinlet
Re
cp
α
Pr
kS
F
Tinlet
TS

0.1 m/sec
60
4181 J/kg/K
1.45 × 10−6 m2 /sec
6.62
60 J/msecK
291.214 K
300 K

2D turbine blade case:
Uinlet
Re
cp
α
Pr
P rt
kS
F
Tinlet
Tcoolant
h

25 m/sec
∼ 53k
1068 J/kg/K
∼ 93 × 10−6 m2 /sec
0.68
1
215 J/msecK
800 K
432 K
2000 J/m2 secK

An optimization problem is solved in the second case. The goal is to minimize the
maximum temperature of a 2D blade of a turbine stator. By definition, this is a nondifferentiable function and in order to develop the continuous adjoint method for it, the
8
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objective function used is
JmaxT =






log

ΩS





1−

1
−1
1−fmax

1
1+ek2 (T −Tcrit )+k1





ΩS

dΩ



dΩ

(23)

where k1 = log 1−f1max −1 , k2 = Tsaf e−Tcrit with fmax = 0.999 and fmin = 0.001. In addition, Tsaf e and Tcrit correspond to two different temperature limits, which are important
for the operation of the blade: Tsaf e stands for the temperature below which the turbine
blade is supposed to operate safely and Tcrit for the maximum temperature which the
turbine blade withstands. Here, Tsaf e = 505 K and Tcrit = 515 K.
In this problem, the flow is turbulent (the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model [11]
was used) and the blade is cooled through coolant fluid which flows through the cooling
channels shown in fig. 2. Heat transfer between the coolant flowing through the cooling
channels (perpendicular to the 2D mesh) and the blade body is modeled by a 1D heat
transfer equation along the holes surface, which reads (h is the heat transfer coefficient)

S


S ∂T 
k
= h Tcoolant −T S
(24)

∂n holes

which is imposed as a boundary condition on the holes surface. The parameterization is
made with 62 NURBS control points and the SD are computed with the E-SI continuous
adjoint formulation. Flow conditions and data are summarized in Table 2. After only
three optimization cycles, the objective function has dropped by 9.1 %. The initial and
optimal geometry are presented in figs. 2a and 2b respectively, along with T S fields. The
pressure and suction sides have come closer to the cooling holes, in order for them to
lower their temperatures. In addition, the temperature distribution over ΩS changes, as
temperature values between Tcrit and Tsaf e are observed slightly closer to the TE in the
optimized geometry (figs. 2c, 2d). In the optimal geometry, the maximum temperature of
the blade has dropped by 2 K (figs. 2a, 2b). In figs. 3a–3f, the primal and adjoint fields
over the initial geometry are included. Finally, one should notice that the part of ΩS with
the higher (in magnitude) TSa is mostly changed during the optimization procedure.
6

CONCLUSIONS

The continuous adjoint method to support gradient-based optimization in conjugate
heat transfer problems between fluid and solid domains has been presented, programmed
in OpenFOAM and demonstrated for two objective functions. In the presented test cases,
the optimization algorithm controls the shape of (part of) the interface between the fluid
and solid domains. The developed continuous adjoint method(s), which can easily be extended to other objective functions, have the advantages of computing accurate gradients
while being as fast as possible. To achieve this, the grid displacement equations (i.e. the
PDEs which undertake the computational grid adaptation each time the shape of the controlled boundary changes) are considered as extra state equations, next to the fluid flow
9
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(a) T S on the initial geometry

(b) T S on the optimal geometry

(c) Initial span Tcrit − Tsaf e .

(d) Final span Tcrit − Tsaf e .

Figure 2: Turbulent flow around the 2D blade of a turbine stator. Minimization of JmaxT .
Temperature over the initial and optimized blade.
PDEs and the PDEs governing heat conduction over the solid domain. By including them
into the augmented objective function, an extra set of adjoint grid displacement PDEs
results which must be solved, since it contributes to the gradient formula. This method,
which is in fact an extension of a similar technique recently proposed by the same group
for shape optimization problems in fluid mechanics only, is referred to as the EnhancedSurface Integral (E-SI) adjoint approach. Among other, we demonstrated that this is as
accurate as the more expensive adjoint method which includes field integrals depending
on the grid sensitivities and as fast as the most frequently used adjoint formulation with
gradients which depend only on surface/boundary integrals; the latter is demonstrated to
compute quite wrong derivatives due to the assumptions made during its development.
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(a) p

(b) q

(c) magnitude of vi

(d) magnitude of ui

(e) T S

(f) TaS

Figure 3: Turbulent flow around the 2D blade of a turbine stator. Minimization of JmaxT .
Primal and adjoint fields over ΩF and ΩS for the initial geometry.
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Abstract. In automotive industry, structural optimization for crashworthiness criteria is of
special importance in the early design stage. Crashing performance of structures under
dynamic impact can be investigated using finite element codes. By coupling FE simulation
tools with nonlinear mathematical programming procedure and statistical techniques, it is
possible to optimize the design with reduced number of analytical evaluations. Optimization
methods using statistical techniques are widely used in engineering applications to utilize
estimated models which are often referred to metamodels. Meta-modeling optimization is
performed through construction of objective functions, design of experiment (DOE) and
modeling. Various types of meta-modeling techniques were used for crashworthiness
optimization.
In this paper the comparative study of Kriging and Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN)
was performed in order to improve the crashworthiness effects of a front bumper subsystem
subjected to impact. The objective function is the maximization of the specif energy
absorption (SEA) and the design variables are geometrical parameters subjected to some
design constraints. The optimized solution was achieved interfacing LS-DYNA codes with
LS-OPT and using a domain reduction strategy.
1

INTRODUCTION

During the past decades passive safety is treated as an attribute with increased importance
in automotive industry. Bumper systems play an important role in the energy management of
vehicles during accidents. Structural optimization for crashworthiness criteria is therefore of
special importance in the early design stage. Crashing performance of structures under
dynamic impact can be investigated using finite element codes. By coupling FE simulation
tools with nonlinear mathematical programming procedure and statistical techniques, it is
possible to optimize the design with reduced number of analytical evaluations [1].
Optimization methods using statistical techniques are widely used in engineering applications
to utilize estimated models which are often referred to metamodels. Meta-modeling
optimization is performed through construction of objective functions, design of experiment
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(DOE) and modeling. Various types of meta-modeling techniques were used for
crashworthiness optimization [2-6].
In this paper the comparative study of Kriging and Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN)
was performed in order to improve the crashworthiness effects of a front bumper subsystem
subjected to impact. The objective function is the maximization of the specific energy
absorption (SEA) and the design variables are geometrical parameters subjected to some
design constraints. The optimized solution was achieved interfacing LS-DYNA codes with
LS-OPT and using a domain reduction strategy. At first some numerical simulations were
conducted in order to find the best solution in terms of section profile and curvature of the
beam. Only after, the chosen configuration was implemented in the iterative optimization
process. From the obtained results, it is evident how both metamodels are able to improve the
crushing performance of the basic system up to 21% in SEA value, giving comparable
solutions.
2 METAMODELS
In crashworthiness optimization, direct coupling method may be inefficient and sometimes
impossible since iterative non-linear FEA during optimization usually require enormous
computational efforts and take the high risk of premature simulation failure prior to a proper
convergence. As a result, surrogate models or metamodels are more often used as an
alternative for formulating the design criteria in terms of an explicit function of design
variables in advance of optimization, which has proven an effective and sometimes a unique
approach [7-9].
In this study comparative analysis of Radial Basis Function Network and Kriging
metamodels were carried out using Space Filling design of experiment; approximated
functions were created using seven simulation points and fifteen iterations with sequential
domain reduction strategy [10]. Below a brief description of such models is presented.
2.1 Radial Basis Function Network model
A radial basis function neural network has a distinct 3-layer topology. The input layer is
linear. The hidden layer consists of non-linear radial units, each responding to only a local
region of input space. The output layer performs a biased weighted sum of these units and
creates an approximation of the input-output mapping over the entire space. The most
common basis function is Hardy’s formula [11], given as:
)
g h ( x1 ,..., xk

1

r2

(1)

 h2

The activation of the h-th radial basis function is determined by the Euclidean distance

r

K

 ( xk  Whk )2

k 1

between the input vector x  ( x1,..., xK ) and RBF center Wh  (Wh1,...,Whk )

in K-dimensional space. Parameter  h controls the smoothness properties of the RBF unit.
For a given input vector x the output of RBF network with K inputs and a hidden layer with H
basis function units is given by:

2
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H

Y ( x,W
) W0   Wh f ( h )

(2)

h 1

where W0 includes the polynomial terms, Wh is the weighted coefficient for the term of the hth variable, h is the Euclidean distance and f is the radial basis function.
2.2 Kriging model
In recent years, the Kriging method has found wider application as a spatial prediction
method in engineering design. The basic postulate of this formulation, given by Simpson [12],
is:
y
( x)

f ( x)  Z ( x)

(3)

where y(x) is the unknown function of interest, f(x) models the global trend of the function of
interest and Z(x) models the correlation between the points by a stochastic process whose
mean is zero and variance is 2. Z(x) provides local deviations and the covariance between
different points is modelled as:
Cov(Z ( xi ), Z ( x j ))   2 R ([ R( xi , x j )])

(4)

With L the number of sampling points,R is the LxL correlation matrix defined by Gaussian
correlation function R(xi,xj) as follows:
R( xi , x j )

n

 exp k ( xik  xkj )2 

(5)

k 1

where n is the number of variables, k is the unknown correlation parameter to determine and
xik is the k-th component of sample point xi.
3 BUMPER SUBSYSTEM OPTIMIZATION STUDY
To apply the methodologies described in the section above, an optimization study on an
automotive CAD bumper subsystem for a race car is performed.
3.1 Bumper subsystem
The bumper geometry has been taken from an automotive design practice with a mesh
density that is both acceptable for the predictions of interest and also feasible in terms of
computational effort. The geometry consists of a cross-section made of a one chamber that
represents the transverse bumper and two longitudinal crash boxes (Figure 1). Given the
symmetry of the system respect to y-axis, only half structure has been modelled constraining
the right degrees of freedom in the reflection plane. Moreover the right end of the longitudinal
crash box is rigidly fixed to the frame. The bumper has been realized with an high strength
steel.

3
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Figure 1: CAD assembly of the bumper subsystem

As regards the initial condition, instead of IIHS low velocity impact [13], Allianz crash repair
test and the impact to pole test [14], a full width front impact against a flat rigid barrier at a
speed of 56 km/h has been used. In such case, in fact, the bumper subsystem, designed for a
race car, must be able to absorb all the kinetic energy during a frontal collision.
3.2 Optimization definition
The optimization process has been conducted through three different approaches. Firstly,
an optimized cross section of the transverse beam has been identified. Secondly, a change into
the beam curvature has been analyzed and finally, the best configuration has been used for an
iterative model in LS-OPT (Figure 2) using two different metamodels, such as Radial Basis
Function Network and Kriging.

Figure 2: Iterative model in LS-OPT

3.2.1

Section profile optimization

At first, profile optimization was conducted changing the cross section of the transverse
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beam. In particular, the work of Belingardi et al. [13] showed that the best cross section
profile for a bumper, able to guarantee a progressive deformation, was that with a series of
internal hinges. Therefore, such configuration was compared with the basic CAD model
(Figure 3) in order to identify the best configuration to adopt in terms of section.

Figure 3: Profile geometries taken into account

The diagram below (Figure 4) shows the force trends vs. displacement for both
configurations. Moreover, in table 1 the respective values of maximum and average
deceleration, maximum stroke and specific energy absorption (SEA) were compared.

Figure 4: Force vs. Displacement for both section profiles
Table 1: Crash characteristics for both configurations

Max
Average
Max
SEA
Configuration deceleration deceleration stroke
(kJ/kg)
(g)
(g)
(mm)
Basic
55.34
25.27
523.28 8.95
Modified
52.36
19.60
557.60 7.77

As mentioned in previous research [13], the modified profile, with a series of hinges, is
able to reduce the peak value and guarantee a more stable and progressive deformation, even
if it tends to weigh more and absorbs less energy than the basic profile. Therefore the basic
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configuration seems to be very attractive from the point of view of future optimization, that
will tend to maximize the specific energy absorption.
3.2.2

Beam curvature optimization

Another analyzed change was the beam curvature. In particular the modified profile was
tested into three different cases: straight, medium radius and maximum one (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Beam curvature cases: a) straight, b) medium radius, c) maximum radius

The diagram below (Figure 6) shows the force trends vs. displacement for the three
configurations. Moreover, in table 2 the respective values of maximum and average
deceleration, maximum stroke and SEA were compared.

Figure 6: Force vs. Displacement for the three beam curvatures
Table 2: Crash characteristics for the three configurations

Max
Average
Max
SEA
deceleration deceleration stroke
(kJ/kg)
(g)
(g)
(mm)
Straight
54.69
27.85
452.21 7.88
Medium radius
52.36
19.60
557.60 7.77
Maximum radius
53.34
23.84
478.60 7.68
Configuration
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Even if the straight configuration reaches a value of SEA greater than the other, the best
behavior seems to be reached by the medium radius. From Figure 6 it is in fact evident how,
unlike other cases, the first configuration generates an initial peak load also in the first time
instants due to the contact with a larger area since the beginning of impact. Moreover in such
case the absorbed energy from the only bumper is very low respect to the presence of a certain
level of curvature and the beam tends to slip into high during crush causing a not progressive
deformation with a series of peaks (Figure 7). In terms of deformation trend, deceleration
values and specific energy absorption the medium radius has the best data and therefore, for
the next optimization procedure, the bumper with the basic section profile and a medium
curvature will be considered.

Figure 7: Side and isometric view of the final deformation for each case:
a) straight, b) medium radius and c) maximum radius

3.2.3

Optimization through the iterative models in LS-OPT

Nowadays, with the increasing awareness of the environmental footprint of the vehicle,
mass reduction of the different vehicle subcomponents is mandatory. Meanwhile a high level
of energy absorption must be guarantee maintaining a deformation level as close as possible
to an ideal absorber, without high peaks of deceleration. Therefore, the goal of the
optimization process is to obtain an optimized bumper profile in terms of specific energy
absorption (SEA), while satisfying a set of design constraints [15].
In order to optimize the bumper, three parameters are considered that correspond to the
shell thickness values of the three parts (red, green and blue) in which the bumper subsystem
was divided (Figure 8). The parameter ranges and the nominal values are represented in Table
3. From previous numerical simulations, it was noted that the subdivision, in terms of shell
thickness, of the longitudinal crash box into two parts is able to guarantee a reduction of the
load peak and the introduction of some alternated hole allows to obtain a progressive and
controlled deformation during crushing.
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Figure 8: Bumper parameters
Table 3: Design parameters

Parameter
Min (mm)
Max (mm)
Nom (mm)

t1 t2
1 1
3 3
2 1.5

t3
1
3
2

Therefore, the mathematical model for the structural optimization is as follows:
max SEA(t1, t 2, t 3)
Max_acceleration<50 m/s 2

subject to Average_acceleration<25 m/s 2
Max_stroke<550 mm


(6)

As mentioned before, such optimization procedure has been implemented in LS-OPT using
two different metamodels, such as Radial Basis Function Network and Kriging. At each
iteration step, each metamodel evaluates, taking into account also the previous DOE
experiments, the best solution to adopt until get to convergence.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 4 shows the optimal values of thickness for RBFN and Kriging metamodel,
respectively. It is evident how different surrogates give feasible and very comparable
solutions.
Table 4: Variables optimal values for both surrogates

Metamodel
RBFN
Kriging

8
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t1
t2
t3
1.14 1.36 1.99
1.21 1.42 1.91
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In terms of objective and constraints values it is possible to note how both metamodels are
able to improve the basic configuration (Table 5).
Table 5: Optimum results of RBFN and Kriging metamodel

Basic RBFN Kriging
SEA (kJ/kg)
8.94 10.82 10.67
Max_acc (g)
55.02 45.97 46.12
Average_acc (g) 23.39 22.55 21.86
Max_stroke (mm) 521.06 540.21 539.35

Figure 9 shows the optimization history for variables and objective varying iteration step.
It is evident how the domain of each thickness tends to reduce in time up to converge to the
optimal solution. Moreover also the SEA value tends to stabilize around a value of about 11
kJ/kg.

Figure 9: Optimization history for the design variables and objective

Sensitivity analysis allows to determine the significance of the design variables. In LSOPT two sensitivity measures are implemented: Linear ANOVA and GSA/Sobol. ANOVA
depicts positive or negative influence, while Sobol just shows the normalized absolute value
and guarantees an easier comprehension (Figure 10). It is evident how the t3 variable, that
depicts the thickness of the last zone of the longitudinal crash box, is the most influential
parameter for each responses.
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Figure 10: Sobol values for multiple responses

The three dimensional response surfaces obtained from the RBFN and Kriging models and
simulation points were plotted for the SEA objective vs. two design variables (Figure 11). It is
evident how the Kriging metamodel tends to approximate the DOE experiments (green and
red points correspond to feasible and unfeasible solution, respectively) with a more complex
surface.

Figure 11: Response surfaces of SEA for RBFN (a) and Kriging (b) metamodels

5

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the application of two metamodels, such as Radial Basis Function
Network and Kriging, in the context of crashworthiness. In particular the work is dedicated to
the development of a front race car bumper subsystem in conventional material with the aim
to improve its energy absorption capability. At first the basic configuration has been
compared with other solutions, in terms of section profile and beam curvature. Only after, the
chosen solution has been analyzed with an optimization process using LS-OPT tool, by
considering as design variables the wall thicknesses of the beam and of the longitudinal crash
boxes. For this objective, numerical simulations have been conducted through explicit solver
LS-DYNA and structural results for the bumper have been compared. The following
conclusions can be drawn:
 The adoption of a bumper with internal folds into the profile seems to be best in terms
of progressive deformation, even if this implies an higher weigh and a lower SEA
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value.
It is not convenient to realize a bumper using a straight curvature, because it generates
initial peaks and lower energy absorption level as well as a not uniform crushing
process.
After the initial deformation, where the only bumper is involved, the energy
absorption is guarantee from the longitudinal crash boxes and therefore it seems
suitable to divide such structure at least in two zones at different thicknesses and insert
some hole to reduce the peaks and guarantee a progressive and controlled deformation.
Implementation of an optimization process through RBFN and Kriging methods
demonstrated that the crushing performance, in term of SEA, of the bumper system
can be improved by 21% and 19%, respectively.
No great differences can be observed from the point of view of the design variables
values between the considered surrogates.
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Abstract. Controlled flextensional actuators essentially involve a compliant mechanism
assembled in association with piezoceramics featuring sensing and actuation of the structure by the ceramics energy conversion property. For applications that require vibration
response attenuation, these devices account with an active feedback control to regulate
disturbances that might be introduced to the system. In the field of intelligent structures, the self-monitoring and control assemblage can be largely used in systems such as
micro-grippers for sample handling, hard disk reading [1] and atomic force microscopy.
One distinct advantage of this kind of structure is their higher accuracy when compared
to conventional actively controlled structures because their sensing is distributed instead
of being discrete about the response measurement phenomenon. The control law effectiveness in such a controlled system can be enhanced by designing their elastic structure
by means of the Topology Optimization Method (TOM), since an optimized material
distribution within a fixed domain affects the structure stiffness, vibration modes and response characteristics. Previous works that apply the TOM in controlled piezo-actuators
aiming vibration suppression focus on the distribution of piezoceramic material over a
host structure either in frequency domain or in time domain [2]. However, the low coupling constants of piezoelectric ceramics may reduce the capability of energy conversion
for input displacements or for input voltages in actuating systems. Therefore, in order
to avoid an unfeasible or less effective active control targeting vibration suppression, this
work focuses on the distribution of the host structure and eliminates the dependence on
the magnitude of electro-elastic coupling constants for a satisfactory energy conversion.
As stated, the optimized smart devices proposed in this work involve a host structure material distribution which is sensed and actuated by two predefined piezoceramic locations
connected through a feedback architecture, while the system is subjected to a transient
input load. Approximations to the damping matrix coefficients are considered for both
the metallic material and the piezoelectric material, even though the ceramic layers are
significantly thinner than the middle layer. The objective function chosen minimizes the
1
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vibration energy of the system subjected to a volume constraint. The dynamic equilibrium
equation accounts with an extra damping matrix derived from the current amplification
chosen as the feedback control law, or for short, the Active Velocity Feedback (AVF). The
material model implemented is the Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) for
the 4-node solid finite element with two mechanical degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) per node,
and one electrical DOF per node. A density-based filter eliminates the checkerboard
pattern, the sensitivity analysis is calculated by the adjoint method, and the Sequential
Linear Programming (SLP) algorithm is employed as the optimization procedure. TwoDimensions (2D) results are presented and the influence of the gain velocity value over
the final layouts is analyzed.

1

INTRODUCTION

Refinement on motion precision of actuating systems envision applications in most
of the modern electronic devices, which require lighter, less stiff and more vulnerable
to transient external loads components [3]. The optical pickup system on hard drive
reading, the hard drive base itself and the servovalves in hydraulic control systems are
examples of devices that have their work operation based on fast response and vibration
suppression actuation. Intelligent structures provide those characteristics given that their
self-monitoring feature based on sensors, actuators and an active control law, interfere to
the systems dynamics. Among the smart materials employed with sensing and actuation
properties to regulate vibrations to the referred systems, the piezoelectric ceramic is the
most commonly used of them.
Time-domain formulation for piezoelectric transducers has been studied by Wang
(2001) [4], who applied the velocity feedback control and evaluated the system stability according to its piezoceramics placement, by Zhang (2015) [5], who applied LQR
and PID control schemes for free vibration and step, harmonic and random excitations
to study their influence on the response of flexible structures. For the previously mentioned works, the predefined placement of sensors and actuators associated with an active
controller resulted in vibration attenuations of the system. An active vibration control
scheme is defined by the extra voltage or electric charge that is supplied to the piezoceramic material [6]. Further improvement to these systems response might require an
optimized sensor, actuator and base materials distribution, a structure design conveyed
by the Topology Optimization Method (TOM).
With the advancements in processing capability of computers, the TOM have been
made possible for the design of systems under dynamical analysis. Jang (2012) [7] showed
that, under multiple dynamic loads, the dynamic response topology optimization substantially reduces the strain energy when compared to the static topology optimization.
Deng (2014) [8] combined TOM and optimal control method to obtain the optimal match
between the material distribution and the control effect applied to heat transfer, steady

2
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flow and structure compliance problems.
Focusing on the dynamic load case scenario and on the TOM for the design of controlled piezoelectric actuators, recent works have optimized the distribution of piezoelectric patches within the structures to enhance the control effects towards a specific operation mode. Wang (2006) [9] applied a genetic algorithm-based topology optimization to
the design of sensors and actuators for torsional vibration control of laminated composite
plate. In the work of Zhang et al. (2014a) [10], the authors work with an optimized
electrode distribution over piezoelectric sensors and actuators attached to a thin-walled
shell structure for reducing sound radiation. Yet, in their most recent work, Zhang et
al. (2014b) [2] used the same optimized electrode distribution applied to the vibration
suppression in time-domain, assuming thin layers of piezoelectric material and therefore
rejecting their damping effects.
Besides being more versatile to distribute the piezoceramic material, their low coupling
constants may reduce the capability of energy conversion for input voltages in actuating
systems, what results in an unfeasible problem when applied to certain active control
that depends on the magnitude of electro-elastic coupling constants. In that case, for the
active control to be efficient, a large control gain would be needed [11]. Therefore, this
work proposes to apply the TOM to the host layer of the structure, given the locations
for the sensor and actuator layers, in order to achieve better control performance with
lower control gain.
Unlike most part of previous study on topology optimization, this work focuses on a
time-domain transient analysis to achieve the goal of vibration suppression on piezoelectric
structures. TOM is used to optimize the compliant structure for reduced vibration given
two predefined locations for the ceramic layers. The TOM implementation is based on
a density material model, the Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) and the
velocity feedback control technique is chosen for the regulation. To illustrate the method,
bidimensional optimized topologies of flextensional actuators are obtained considering
different active control gains. The efficiency of these devices is evaluated for each of the
control gains implemented.
2

FEM FOR A TRANSDUCER UNDER AVF CONTROL

In order to develop the closed loop equations of motion for the active controlled piezoelectric transducer, the boundary conditions of the prospective system are presented in
figure 1. The solid system Ω = Ω1 ∪ Ω2 is formed
by the piezoelectric domain Ω1 and the

elastic domain Ω2 inside a fixed domain Ω̄ Ω ⊆ Ω̄ to which constraints and loads are
defined. The boundary surface of Ω̄-system, denoted by Γ, is partitioned into prescribed
mechanical displacements Γu , prescribed traction vector ΓT , an equipotential electroded
region Γφ and an unelectroded region ΓD , where it concentrates the free charge density
per unit surface area.
The dynamics of deformation here is approximated by a 2D-solid bilinear finite ele

ment and the displacement field U = u Φ is given by two mechanical components
3
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гu

гФ

Ω2

гT

Ω1

гD
Figure 1: Design domain

u = [ux uy ] for deformations in directions x and y, respectively. The electric vector
component Φ = [Φf Φp ] is subdivided into free voltages, Φf , for intermediate nodes in
ceramic layers, and prescribed voltages, Φp , for electrode nodes. The grounded electrodes
are not represented in the equations.
The strain-displacement field is defined by the normal strains Sx and Sy in x and y
directions, respectively, and by the in-plane shear strain Sxy :


S = Sx Sy Sxy .

(1)

Likewise, the stress components are given by the stress vector


T = Tx Ty Txy ,

(2)

and along with the electric displacement vector D and the coupling piezoelectric tensor
e, the piezoelectric constitutive equations are written:
T = cE S − eE,
D = eS + εS E.

(3)

In the piezoelectric constitutive equations, cE is an elastic matrix evaluated under a
constant electric field E, and εS is a dielectric tensor evaluated under constant strain S.
Considering infinitesimal deformation, the linear behaviour of piezoelectric materials
and the linear electric and structural fields in plane stress condition result in the material
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matrices given by
cE =



c2
c11 − c12
11

c13 − c12c c13
11



0

c13 − c12c11c13
c2
c33 − c13
11
0

e31 c12 
c11
e31 c13 
,
c11

0 e31 −
e =  0 e33 −
e15
0

0
−ε11
εS =
0
−ε33 −

e231
c11



0




0 ,
c66

(4)

(5)

,

(6)

c11 − c12
where c66 =
, [12].
2
The dynamic equations of motion in matrix form for a bounded piezoelectric body are
derived from the Hamilton’s principle for a time interval from t1 to t2 . The interpolation of
the displacement field {u} and the electric potential {Φ} are done by means of the shape
functions [N u ] and [N φ ] for the Q4-bilinear finite element. The convenience of applying
this technique to solve the piezoelectric equations for the design of optimized transducers,
relies on the fact that Topology Optimization procedure is based on systematic analysis
of the physical behaviour of the system. Therefore, the FEM is ideal for a design based
on computational iterations so the variational formulations of mathematical models can
be solved. Combining the equilibrium equations established for all elements, the system
of equations in matrix form needs to be solved:

  
  
   
Kuφf
Kuφp
Kuu
Muu 0 0  Ü 
Cuu 0 0  U̇ 
U   F 

 0





K
−K
−K
Φ f = Qf ,
0 0
+ 0 0 0
+
φf φf
φf φp
Φ̈
Φ̇
uφf
 f
 f
   


0
0 0
0
0
0
Φp
Qp
K
−K
−K
Φ̈p
Φ̇p
φp φp
uφp
φ f φp
(7)
knowing that the global matrices M , C and K are defined as below:


[M]e =
ρe [Nu ]
[N
]
dΩ
M
=
[M]e
e
uu
u
e
e
Ωe

[Kuu ]e =
[Kuφ ]e =
[Kφφ ]e =



Ωe



Ωe



Ωe

(8)

e

 E
[Bu ]
[Bu ]e dΩe
e c
e

[Bu ]
e [e]e [Bφ ]e dΩe

Kuu =



[Kuu ]e

(9)

[Kuφ ]e

(10)

[Kφφ ]e

(11)

[C]e

(12)

e

Kuφ =


e

[Bφ ]
e [ε]e [Bφ ]e dΩe

Kφφ =


e

[C]e = α [M]e + β [Kuu ]e

Cuu =


e
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where the subscript e stands for a finite element, [Bu ] and [Bφ ] defines the derivatives of
shape functions and α and β are Rayleigh’s coefficients for proportional damping. The
damping matrix Cuu involves the damping effect of the metallic layer and the piezoelectric
layers.
For the control problem formulation to be stated, the boundary condition for the
electrode on the sensor layer, top ceramic layer identified by s, is that its electrical voltage
is null, Φsp = 0, so we can measure its nodal electrical charge Qsp . Meanwhile, the
boundary condition for the actuator layer, bottom ceramic layer identified by a, is that
its input voltage is prescribed and identified by Φap . Additionally, the electric charges at
the piezoelectric internal nodes Qf are null, and the controlled transducer problem to be
designed is illustrated in Figure 2

Figure 2: Controlled transducer with metallic layer to be designed by TOM.

Therefore, the system of equations (7) is rewritten so the electrical charges Qsp is given
as a function of the vector U . Given the aforementioned boundary conditions, the electric
potential vector on the ceramic internal nodes is defined by

Φf = K−1
φf φf Kuφf U.

(13)

By substituting Φf , equation (13), into the two other equations of the system (7),
the output forces F and the measured charges Qsp at the sensor layer are given by the
expressions:


−1

F = MÜ + CU̇ + Kuu + Kuφf Kφf φf Kuφf U,
(14)





Huu


−1


−
K
K
K
Qsp = K
s
s
uφp
φf φp φf φf
uφf U.




(15)

H
uφs

p

Based on the voltage definition for a current amplifier, the sensor output charges Qsp
are differentiate in time and multiplied by a constant gain Gs to obtain the sensor voltage
output
Φsp = Gs H
(16)
uφp U̇.
6
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Premultiplying equation (16) by a unit vector I = 1 . . . 1 , of the electrode sensor
layer nodal size φsp , a scalar output voltage ϕ is obtained. In order to have an equipotential
input voltage to the actuator electrode, ϕ must multiply a unit vector I  on the actuator
electrode nodal size φap . Therefore,
Φap = Gs Iφap Iφsp Hφsp u U̇.

(17)

Rewriting the dynamical system (7) in H-matrix form with equation (17) based on
previous developments, the equation to be solved by a time integration method is stated:
  
  
   

Kuu
Kuφf
Cuu − Gs Kuφap Iφap Iφsp Hφsp u 0
U
F
Muu 0
Ü
U̇
.
+
+
=

Kuφf −Kφf φf
Φf
0
0
0 Φ̈f
0 Φ̇f
Gs Kφf φap Iφap Iφsp Hφsp u
(18)
Therefore, equation (18) is the FE system for the transient velocity feedback analysis.
3

THE TOM FOR AN AVF CONTROL LAW

The TOM has been employed to design smart structures based on piezoelectric material
such as actuadors [13] and transducers [14] for a static or quasi-static analysis. In the field
of intelligent structures, the topology optimization has been first applied in combination
with a velocity feedback control by Zhang [2] and [5], who implemented an objective
function based on the measurements of the displacement on a target degree of freedom.
In this work, TOM aims to extremize an objective function for a structure under a
transient load and a velocity feedback control. It employs a material model concept [15]
to distribute void and solid within a design domain aiming to extremise a cost function,
and uses the FEM for systematic structure analysis. The SIMP is the material model
employed in this work.
For the vibration suppression purpose, the objective function defined in this work
considers the minimization of a energy function involving the velocity of a target point,
u̇dof . The design variables vector is the pseudodensity ρ of the host layer at each finite
element, while a volume constraint Vmax limits the material distribution for the design of
a lightweight flexible structure with joints optimally located as to condense the ceramics
displacements.
Therefore, the objective function defined monitors the vibration response over a given
time interval [0, tf ] as follows:
 tf
g(U̇ (t, ρ)) dt.
(19)
f=
0

The function g(U̇ (t, ρ)) may be defined to monitor several types of structural behaviour, but here the objective function is to reduce the structure vibration by spanning
in time the velocity u̇dof of a target degree of freedom:
g(U̇ (t, ρ)) = U̇  B U̇ ,
7
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where B = B  is used to specify the target degree of freedom. It is a null matrix where
its diagonal equals 1 only at the target dof.
The optimization problem is stated bellow for the modified damping matrix of the
system (18) represented by Ctm :
 tf
mi n f (ρ) =
U̇  B U̇ dt
ρ
0

M(ρ)Ü + Ctm (ρ)U̇ + K(ρ)U = F(t)





U̇|t=0 = U̇0


U|t=0 = U0
s.t.
(21)
Ne




ρe Ve ≤ Vmax



 e=1
0 < ρmin ≤ ρe ≤ 1
As a solid and void profile is desired, the penalization factor q of the SIMP model
accounts with smooth increments along each iteration of the TOM. Denominated the
continuation approach, this procedure prevents a premature convergence to a local minima.
Therefore, the element elasticity tensor cnijkl , for a basic isotropic metallic material cE
ijkl
and void-property material c0ijkl , is given by
c(ρn ) = ρqn (xc , yc )cE + (1 − ρqn (xc , yc ))c0 ,

(22)

where (xc , yc ) is the finite element Cartesian centroid coordinate pair.
4

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

The steps involved in the topology optimization algorithm are described in the flow
chart shown in Figure 3.
The software was implemented in MATLAB with an optimization solver based in the
Sequential Linear Programming (SLP), which has proved to be efficient for the kind of
problem therein proposed. As a gradient-based mathematical programming algorithm,
the SLP needs the sensitivity analysis of the objective function with respect to the design
variables, which is calculated through the adjoint function in place of the original objective
function as stated below:
 tf
 tf


L(U̇ , λ) =
g(U̇ (t, ρ)) dt +
λ (t) M (ρ)Ü + Ctm (ρ)U̇ + K(ρ)U − F (t) dt.
0

0

(23)

Taking the derivative of the Lagrangian (23) with respect to the design variables ρ we
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Figure 3: Flowchart of the implemented optimization procedure.

get the final valued adjoit problem


M λ̈ (t) − Ctm λ̇ (t) + Kλ (t) =


λ (tf ) = 0



 λ̇ (tf ) = M −1 ∂g 
∂ U̇ t
f

d
dt



∂g
∂ U̇





t

,

(24)

and to obtain the initial value primal problem, a change of variable is applied τ (t) = tf −t:








M
Λ̈
(τ
(t))
+
C
(τ
(t))
+
KΛ
(τ
(t))
=
2B
Ü
Λ̇

tm

τ (t)

.
(25)
Λ (0) = 0


 Λ̇ (0) = −2M −1 B u̇|
tf

Recalling that Λ̇(τ (t)) = −λ̇(t), the sensitivity expression for the transient problem
reduces to:


 tf
∂L(U̇ , Λ)
∂M (ρ)
∂F (t)
∂Ctm (ρ)
∂K(ρ)

dt. (26)
=
Λ (tf − t)
U−
Ü +
U̇ +
∂ρe
∂ρe
∂ρe
∂ρe
∂ρe
0

As it is seen by equation (26), the sensitivity analysis of this transient optimization
problem involves the solution of two second order linear equations, one in Λ and the other
one in U . Their numerical solutions are obtained by the a-form of Newmark’s numerical
integration scheme [16].
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Figure 4: Optimized topology design for Gs = 0

5

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Given a solid initial domain of 2cm × 0.4cm, this domain is discretized by a 80 × 16
finite elements with a pseudodensity vector initially set to ρ = 1 at the metallic layer,
restricted to Vmax = 0.7. The optimization problem, equation (21), was evaluated for a
null feedback gain and for a feedback gain Gs = 10000.

Figure 5: Target displacement for Gs = 0 optimized topology

Figure 6: Optimized topology design for Gs = 10000

For both simulations, the objective function converged, and from figures 5 and 7 it can
be seen that the transient finite element analysis results in a lower vibration amplitude
in the presence of a control gain. However, the attenuation obtained for the topology
resulted from the optimization that is coupled with a control gain, Figure 6, is increased
when compared with the topology resulted from the optimization with null gain, Figure
4, what in terms of objective function values represents an improvement of 1.65%.
6

CONCLUSIONS

The TOM was applied to the design of a vibrational structure controlled by two piezoceramic layers aiming to reduce its displacement in time. The SIMP material model was
10
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Figure 7: Target displacement for Gs = 10000 optimized topology

adopted and the optimization problem was solved with a Sequential Linear Programming
(SLP) algorithm. The results show that to the velocity feedback gain chosen the optimization problem converges, and the final topology indicates a better improvement in
response attenuation for the gain to which the structure was designed. In future work,
formulation will be revised in order to obtain even grater vibration suppression in the
presence of an active control feedback.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a fully automated procedure for turbine blade optimisation. Optimisation process consists of geometry parametrisation using B-splines,
mesh deformation using the dynamic mesh library in OpenFOAM, numerical simulation
of transonic flow through the blade passage and finding the feasible solutions with the
Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA). The process proved to be robust whether
starting the optimisation from unfeasible geometry or a conventional blade profile.

1

INTRODUCTION

The motivation for this work comes from industrial demands for faster and more efficient design cycles. Turbomachinery components are regularly found in many energy
conversion processes where the work load is predetermined and constant. Thus, it is possible to optimise the components of a machine for a single operating point. The process
of turbomachinery optimisation usually consists of several steps: geometry description
in a mathematical sense (parametrisation), calculation of objective (fitness) functions,
e.g. via computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation, and evaluation of the obtained
solution(s). There are many optimisation approaches for different applications, from the
method of trial-and-error to advanced adjoint optimisation algorithms [1]. The most
common is the genetic or evolutionary algorithm which is based on Darwin’s theory of
natural selection: only the fittest individuals survive and provide their genetic code to
the following generation. There are many examples of turbomachinery optimisation using
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the genetic algorithm, sometimes combined with surrogate methods to decrease time-tosolution.
Sieverding et al. [2] have developed a two-dimensional optimisation process for industrial axial compressors, where they used a genetic optimisation algorithm and gave special
attention to definition of an appropriate fitness function. The separately optimised blade
sections are later stacked to create a three-dimensional blade and validated using a commercial CFD code. The parametrisation of the blade section is done using the concept
of superposition of camber line and thickness distribution, and both are described by
Bezier curves. The optimisation is single objective with a fitness function which takes
into account non-dimensional loss coefficients, exit flow angle, etc. The calculation of the
function is done by simulating the flow around the blade.
Zheng et al. [3] conducted optimisation of a transonic rotor of an axial compressor. The
geometry is parametrised by B-spline and the design parameters were blade sweep and
lean angle at four different blade heights. Response surface approximation was used for
the objective function, with a polynomial and basis-function response methods. Genetic
optimisation algorithms were used for obtaining the optimal solutions for both polynomial
and basis-function methods. There were no constraints included, and variation of the
blade sections was not considered.
Optimisation of the same transonic rotor was done by Wang et al. [4] also using
a surrogate model and genetic algorithm, with an additional uncertainty analysis by
probabilistic collocation method. The uncertainty is introduced by varying the outlet
static pressure at the design operating point, and the trade-off result is compared to a
deterministic single objective optimisation result.
Siddique et al. [5] presented an optimisation process of a centrifugal pump impeller
consisting of a CFD simulation and a surrogate-based optimisation method. Inlet and
exit angles of the impeller were chosen as the design variables and maximum head and
efficiency were the two objective functions.
Ennil et al. [6] used a fully automated CFD simulation coupled with response surface
analysis and multi objective genetic algorithm to optimise a small scale axial air driven
turbine with respect to energy losses.
Before-mentioned researches do not elaborate the bottleneck of the optimisation process, i.e. the generation of the computational mesh for the CFD simulation.
Page et al. [7] stressed the importance of meshing in the automatic CFD design
optimisation processes. They proposed an automatic mesh generation and an adjoint
based error analysis to select the optimal mesh configuration for a given geometry and
the objective function. The estimation of the error induced by space discretisation was
carried out and was used as an indicator to improve mesh quality to obtain a more accurate
solution.
However, this approach does not take into account the time needed for generation of
a complex mesh and a large number of evaluations which have to be conducted by the
genetic algorithm.
2
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Our paper presents a robust, fully automated fast optimisation process for turbomachinery, applied to a single two-dimensional blade pasagge. The process consists of four
steps:
1. geometry parametrisation using B-spline curves,
2. deformation of a starting, fully structured computational mesh,
3. CFD simulation of the compressible flow,
4. estimation of the obtained solutions and generation of new geometry by the optimisation algorithm.
Each of these steps will be described in the next section.
2

METHODOLOGY

In this section, each of the four steps of the optimisation loop will be described. The
flowchart of the optimisation loop is shown in Fig. 1.
2.1

Geometry parametrisation

To achieve communication between the
optimisation algorithm and the CFD simulation, i.e. the mesh deformation utility, it
was necessary to describe the blade geometry in a straightforward way. The easiest
and most convenient, but maybe not the
most practical way for blade profiles, is to
represent the geometry with control points.
These control points are defined by the optimisation algorithm as the design parameters. However, the following step of the optimisation process, the mesh deformation,
requires many more points than the defined
number of control points. To connect the
control points and extract more points in–
between which will describe the geometry
more precisely, we chose to parametrise the
blade using periodic B-spline curves [8]. Bspline approximates the control points and
Figure 1: Optimisation loop
is easily deformed by changing the position of the control points. The result is a
smooth and continuous blade surface without any sudden and sharp jumps. Each segment
3
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of the curve between the two control points is of the 5th degree and 40 parametrisation
points were extracted from each segment. An example of a parametrised NACA 4421
profile can be seen in Fig. 2.
2.2

Mesh deformation

coordinate Y

In [9] an overview of numerical errors
0.25
resulting from the discretisation procedure
0.2
(treating convection and temporal terms)
0.15
and mesh-induced errors is given. Consis0.1
tent use of discretisation schemes in blade
0.05
passage simulations can be ensured, but
0
mesh-induced errors are more difficult to
-0.05
-0.1
measure and control. A large number of
-0.15
geometries are tested by the optimisation
-0.2
algorithm and it is time demanding to cre-0.25
0
0.2
0.4
0.8
1
0.6
ate a new computational mesh for each gecoordinate X
ometry. In order to compare the results for
different geometries, similar mesh resolu- Figure 2: NACA 4421 blade with control points in
red and B-spline in black
tion and quality (orthogonality, skewness)
must be ensured for each case. Creating
the computational mesh by hand for every single geometry to have more control over the
resulting mesh properties is impossible. Automatic meshing algorithms cannot provide
the same or even similar mesh configuration for different geometries, no matter how small
the shape variation is. This is the reason a mesh morphing procedure was developed for
blade geometry optimisation, using the dynamic mesh library implemented in OpenFOAM
[10].
The morphing procedure is based on the assumption that the computational mesh
behaves as an elastic body in a state of equilibrium, as described in [11]. If some force
acts on the boundary of the body, it will cause the motion of the boundary which will
influence the interior of the body. Influence of boundary motion on interior points of the
mesh can be described with a Laplace equation:
∇ · (γ∇u) = 0

(1)

where u is the displacement vector, and γ is the diffusion coefficient. By applying the
Laplace displacement equation with a constant coefficient γ, the largest deformation of the
mesh elements occurs near the mesh boundary. It usually leads to extreme mesh distortion
and negative cell volumes. This is why a space dependent coefficient of diffusivity is
used. Notice that increase of the diffusivity coefficient results in lower deformation of the
mesh element. Thus, it is beneficial to define the diffusivity coefficient to be inversely
proportional to distance of the mesh element from the mesh boundary. The function can
4
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be linear, quadratic or exponential [11]. In this study, a quadratic function is used:
γ(l) = l−2 ,

(2)

where l is the minimum distance of the mesh element from the mesh boundary.
The Laplace displacement equation (1) is discretised into a linear system of equations:
[A] · uk = rk ,

k = 1, 3,

(3)

 is the coefficient matrix, u is the unknown vector of displacement and r is the
where A
right hand side vector. The new geometry configuration is defined with a set of points
obtained from the parametrisation which are introduced into the system (3) as a fixed
value (Dirichlet) boundary condition.
2.3

Numerical simulation

After obtaining the new mesh from the deformation procedure, simulation of transonic
flow through the blade passage is performed using foam-extend, a community driven
fork of the open source software OpenFOAM. The governing equations are the continuty
equation (4), momentum equation (5) and energy equation (6).
∂ρ
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0
∂t

(4)

∂u
+ ∇ · (ρu ⊗ u) − ∇ · (ν∇u) = −∇p,
∂t

(5)

∂ρe
+ ∇ · (ρeu) = ρg · u + ∇ · (σ · u) − ∇ · q + ρQ
(6)
∂t
The energy equation is weakly coupled with the rest of the system because e (specific
internal energy), and temperature T influence ρ and convective velocity u through the
equation of state, written here for the ideal gas (7).
ρ=

P
= ψP,
RT

where ψ is the compressibility,

(7)

1
.
(8)
RT
Compressibility effects can be observed at higher fluid velocities, and Mach number
is commonly used to determine the critical velocity at which the flow can be considered
compressible.
In this study k − ω SST [12, 13] turbulence model was used.
The results of the numerical simulation were processed, objective function values were
calculated from corresponding flow variables and delivered to the optimisation algorithm.
ψ=

5
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In turbines, stator blades are vital parts of the geometry. They are used to accelerate
the fluid flow as much as possible with the smallest possible pressure drop, while directing
the fluid flow at optimal attack angle onto rotors. Having this in mind, objective functions
were defined as follows. The target was to produce a geometry that would give the largest
increase in velocity while keeping the pressure drop as small as possible. Thus, ∆u and
∆p were defined as:
∆u = uoutlet − uinlet −→ maximise,
(9)
and
∆p = pinlet − poutlet −→ minimise.
2.4

(10)

Multi-objective optimisation

Within this work genetic optimisation algorithm was used. Genetic algorithm is a
derivative free global method. Derivative free methods are usually more robust than the
gradient based approaches and they are applied when the problem is non-smooth, multi
modal or poorly behaved. On the other hand, this approach is usually more computationally demanding because of its slower convergence rates for finding an optimal solution(s). Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm, MOGA [14], an algorithm specially designed
for multi-objective problems was used, since there were two objective functions which are
conflicting with each other. This means a unique optimal solution doesn’t exist, but the
algorithm calculates a set of feasible Pareto solutions. Each solution is a trade-off since
the objective functions cannot achieve their optimal values simultaneously.
Settings of the MOGA algorithm were as
follows:
Suction side geometric bounds
Pressure side geometric bounds

0,2

Coordinate Y

• size of a generation: 50
• number of children: 40
• crossover rate: 0.75
• mutation rate: 1

0,15

0,1

0,05

0

• maximal number of generations: 10

-0,05

0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

Coordinate X

The latter was used as the stopping criterion for the optimisation loop.
To achieve convergence of the optimal solution in a reasonable amount of
time, strong geometric constraints were
prescribed for the design variables, Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Geometric constraints
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3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4: Initial geometry and computational meshFigure 5: Optimised geometry and computational
mesh after second MOGA pass

We decided to start the optimisation process with a dummy geometry, a shape which
is not a stator blade in any sense, Fig. 4. The reason for such initial geomery is that
we wanted to see if the deformation algorithm is able to deform the mesh starting from
a distorted and very different shape, while keeping the mesh quality, and to see whether
the optimisation process can produce a good result starting from a far from ideal initial
geometry configuration. The blade was split into suction and pressure side to form a
passage. It is possible to expand the width of the passage in the mesh deformation
algorithm to accomodate thicker blades, but this was avoided by prescribing geometric
constraints. The computational mesh is fully structured and has approximately 28000
cells. Mesh refinement study was conducted and current mesh density was chosen because
it provided satisfactory results while being computationally less expensive than the finest
mesh tested. In case of errors appearing in the mesh deformation procedure (negative
volume cells, highly skewed or non-orthogonal cells), these cases would be rejected as
suboptimal and would not be evaluated, but this happened in none of the cases. The
patches parallel to the blade walls were treated as periodic, using General Grid Interface
(GGI) [15] for interpolation of flow variables. Value of total pressure was defined at the
inlet, and value of static pressure at the outlet. Several attack angles were tested and
here the results for attack angle α = 5◦ are presented.
One iteration of the process, including parametrisation, mesh deformation, numerical
simulation and objective function evaluation lasted 13 minutes, on a single Intel i5-4570
(3.2 GHz) CPU core. Numerical simulation took the longest, 12 minutes (92,3%), mesh
deformation took less than a minute (7,7%) while geometry parametrisation and objective
function evaluation took less than 1 second. In comparison, the same iteration with an
automatic meshing algorithm, [16], would take 15 minutes, and it wouldn’t be possible
to control local mesh quality. The process is easily parallelizable, as multiple evaluations
can be done on different processor cores at the same time.
7
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Figure 6: Pareto front
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Figure 7: Pareto optimum after second MOGA optimisation (red) compared to the initial optimum
(black)

The process ran 887 evaluations before reaching the stopping criterion of 10 generations
and the resulting Pareto front is shown in Fig. 6. Red stars represent four chosen
characteristic geometries, for which objective functions’ values are shown in Tab. 1, as
well as the values for the initial geometry. The corresponding geometries are shown in
Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11, going from left to right in the Pareto front, Fig. 6.
Table 1: Parameters of four characteristic Pareto front geometries.

Point on the Pareto front
Initial geometry

1

2

3

4

Objective function values
∆u = 2.695 m/s
∆p = 2251.37 Pa
∆p/∆u = 835.39 Pa/ms−1
∆u = 1.633 m/s
∆p = 1274.37 Pa
∆p/∆u = 780.39 Pa/ms−1
∆u = 4.185 m/s
∆p = 2919.64 Pa
∆p/∆u = 697.64 Pa/ms−1
∆u = 5.589 m/s
∆p = 5057.05 Pa
∆p/∆u = 904.82 Pa/ms−1
∆u = 6.839 m/s
∆p = 6245.39 Pa
∆p/∆u = 913.20 Pa/ms−1

Solution 2 had the smallest pressure drop for the given velocity increase, and we have
8
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Figure 8: Optimal solution 1

Figure 9: Optimal solution 2

Figure 10: Optimal solution 3

Figure 11: Optimal solution 4

chosen it to conduct further optimisation using MOGA to see whether starting from a
feasible solution would produce different results. After 702 evaluations, a final shape of
the stator blade was obtained, Figs. 5 and 7. The values of the objective functions for
this blade were ∆u = 5.576 m/s and ∆p = 3131.40 Pa, which is 561.59 Pa of pressure
drop per 1 m/s velocity increase, while for the first Pareto optimum, this ratio was 697.64
Pa per 1 m/s. Thus, second pass of MOGA, or starting from a feasible initial geometry,
produced a better result.

9
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4

CONCLUSIONS

We developed a robust optimisation procedure in which we included a mesh deformation algorithm which enabled us to localise numerical errors induced by the spatial
discretisation in the Finite Volume Method. Additionaly, the mesh deformation utility
contributed to the efficiency of the overall procedure because it is considerably faster than
the automatic meshing algorithm we tested. The procedure could be made even more robust by carefully defining the design variables, e.g. parametrising the camber line with
a set of control points and defining a blade thickness distribution. 16 parametrisation
control points were chosen as the design parameters. Genetic algorithm which was used
has to perform a large number of evaluations to converge to an optimal set of solutions,
and strong geometric constraints were prescribed to narrow the design space. Starting
the optimisation process from an unfeasible geometry produced a set of feasible solutions
without any failures in any of the steps of the process. Starting the optimisation process
from the best of those solutions yielded an even better solution, according to the objective
functions. This optimisation process can be modified for three-dimensional cases and more
complex geometries, e.g. for applications in naval architecture, aeronautical engineering,
etc.
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Abstract. In this study, a FSI design of an insect–like micro flapping wing is proposed.
Similar to actual insects, the proposed design actively uses the FSI to create the passive wing
motions. Each design solution has a 2.5–D structure for the MEMS technology. The 3–D
unsteady monolithic FSI equation system is solved to find the satisfactory design solutions
using a projection method in a parallel computation environment. An area of satisfactory
design solutions in a design parameter space or Design Window (DW) is presented. Each
design solution in the present DW can generate the thrust sufficient to support the weight of
the model insect. Therefore, the insect–like MEMS–based MAVs are possible.
1

INTRODUCTION

In this study, a FSI design of an insect–like micro flapping wing is proposed. Similar to
actual insects, the proposed design actively uses the FSI to create the pitching motion of the
wing. The proposed design will decrease the mechanical complexity of MAVs. The proposed
design requires the accurate and stable analysis for the strong interaction. Furthermore, the
speedup of computation is required for the parametric study. Therefore, a projection method
using the algebraic splitting [1, 2] is used to solve the 3–D unsteady monolithic FSI equation
system in a parallel computation environment.
Each design solution has a 2.5–D structure for the MEMS processing. The initial design
parameters are determined based on a model insect. An area of satisfactory design solutions in
a design parameter space or Design Window (DW) is presented. DW is convenient for
decision-making in MEMS structural design [3]. Each solution in the present DW can generate
the thrust sufficient to support the weight of the model insect. These results show the
possibility of insect–like MEMS–based MAVs. It follows from the present results that the
artificial micro system mimicking the organisms can use the coupled problem to create its
function, and the 2.5–D structure can be designed with the aid of recent progress in coupled
analysis [4, 5] such that it can be fabricated using the MEMS technology.
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2 FLUID–STRUCTURE INTERACTION DESIGN
2.1 Concept
Fig. 1 shows the conceptual view of the insect–like MEMS–based MAV, where the insect
flapping flight mechanics and the MEMS technology are combined. Following actual insets,
the insect–like MAV can be minimized from 1mm to 1cm in size. At these size scales, the
MEMS technology would be most promising. The FSI design is proposed to develop it.
The main design concept is the active use of the FSI to create the function in micro system:
Similar to actual insects, an insect–like micro flapping wing actively uses the FSI to create the
pitching motion. It will decrease the mechanical complexity of MAVs. Furthermore, the 2.5–
D structure is used such that it can be fabricated using the MEMS technology.
2.2 FSI cause of pitching motion
The wing motion consists of the flapping and the pitching as shown in Fig. 2. The
interaction between the flapping flexible wing and the surrounding air can create the
characteristic pitching motion and the enough lift for the insect to hover [6–9].
2.3 Insect–like micro flapping wing
Fig. 3 shows the schematics of the insect–like micro flapping wing based on the proposed
FSI design. As shown in this figure, the 2.5–structure is adopted: The flexible wing is
fabricated using the membrane. The beam is used as the leading edge to support the wing
membrane. Taking into account micro actuator, the plate spring at the base amplifies the
stroke angle using the resonance.
Insect body
Wing

Actuator

y

Stroke plane
Leading edge

Flapping
motion

Wing chord

Thrust

Direction of stroke
motion (upstroke)

Figure 1: Insect–like MEMS–based MAV.

Amplification of
flapping motion
using resonance

x

z

Figure 2: Schematics of insect flapping flight.
Periodic
input
from
actuator

Plate spring
Leading edge beam

Flapping
motion

Wing membrane

FSI – cause of
pitching motion

Fluid
force
Pitching motion

Figure 3: Schematics of the insect–like micro flapping wing based on the proposed FSI design.
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3 FLUID–STRUCTURE INTERACTION ANALYSIS
3.1 Governing equations for FSI
The equilibrium equation for the elastic body and the incompressible Navier–Stokes
equations are considered to describe the motion of the deformable model wing and the fluid
flow surrounding the wing, respectively. The arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian method is used to
describe the motion of the fluid–structure interface. The interface conditions to describe the
interaction between the wing and the surrounding fluid are considered.
3.2 Monolithic equation system for FSI
Applying finite element discretization to the total Lagrangian formulation of the equation
of the elastic body, the nonlinear equilibrium equation system can be obtained in matrix form.
Similarly, the nonlinear equation system of the incompressible viscous fluid can be obtained
in matrix form. Applying the interface conditions to these spatially discretized governing
equations, the monolithic equation system can be obtained as
L

Ma  Cv  N  q(u)  Gp  g , τ Gv  0 ,

(1a, b)

where M, C, and G are the mass, diffusive, and divergence operator matrices, N, q, g, a, v, u,
and p are the convective term, elastic internal force, external force, acceleration, velocity,
displacement, and pressure vectors, respectively, the subscripts L and τ indicate the lumping
of the matrix and the transpose of the matrix, respectively.
Eq. (1) is linearized using the state variable increments to obtain the following equations:

M*a  Gp  g , t τ Ga  G ε p  h ,

(2a, b)

where the pressure and elastic interior force terms are evaluated implicitly, M* is the
generalized mass matrix, Δ denotes the increment, t denotes the current time, Δg and Δh are
the residual vectors of Eq. (1), respectively, Gε is come from the pressure stabilization [10],
and the relations among the state variables are Δu = βΔt2Δa and Δv = γΔtΔa based on
Newmark’s method. The predictor–multicorrector algorithm is used for the time integration.
3.3 Projection method using algebraic splitting
The monolithic method solves Eq. (2) and satisfies the interface conditions to avoid
spurious numerical power on the interface, which yields numerical instability. However, the
formulation leads to an ill–conditioned equation system. Therefore, the projection method
using the algebraic splitting [2] is used to avoid this difficulty. The present method was first
proposed in [1], and modified in [2]. The present method is briefly described as follows:
The state variables is predicted as the intermediate state variables from Eq. (1a) for the
known pressure, which is linearized as

M *aˆ  g ,

(3)
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where â is the intermediate acceleration. Subtracting both sides of (3) from (2a) gives,

tGp  M* ( v  vˆ ) ,

(4)

where v̂ is the intermediate velocity. Left multiplying both sides of (4) by τGLM−1,

t G L M 1Gp Gv Gvˆ  G L M1M* ( v  vˆ )

(5)

is obtained, where M* equals M *  L M . If the following pressure Poisson equation (PPE)

t  G L M 1Gp  Gvˆ

(6)

is solved, then Eq. (5) is reduced as


Gv  G L M 1M * ( v  vˆ )  0 .

(7)

Since the linear convergence of the state variables is expected for the present definition of M*,
v̂ agrees with v asymptotically in the nonlinear iterations. Therefore, the second term of (7)
will vanish asymptotically, and Eq. (1b) for the unknown fluid velocity is satisfied.
It follows from the above formulation that the monolithic equation system is split into the
equilibrium equations (2a) and (3) and the PPE (6), and, different from the other studies using
the algebraic splitting, the Schur complement is never produced. The proposed method is
summarized as follows: In the nonlinear iterations, Eq. (3) is solved to derive the intermediate
velocity, Eq. (6) is solved to determine the current pressure such that the current velocity
satisfies the incompressibility constraint, and Eq. (2a) is solved to derive the current velocity.
3.4 Parallel computation
The matrix–vector products provide the most expensive computations in iterative solvers.
Therefore, the parallel solution procedure is employed based on the mesh decomposition as
follows: The matrix–vector product is computed using a subdomain mesh at each
computational node using the element–by–element method, and the nodal data on the domain
interface is transferred to complete the corresponding nodal data.
4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
4.1 Problem Setup
Mimicking the small fly, the span length Lw and the chord length cw of the wing are
2.5mm and 0.8mm, respectively. The material properties of air are ρ = 1.18×10-3g/cm3 and the
viscosity μ = 1.82×10-4g/(cm s). Taking into account the surface micromachining, the
following setup is used: The wing membrane is made of the polyimide (the mass density ρ =
1.43g/cm3, the Young’s modulus E = 3GPa, and the Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.4), and the thickness
tw is 1–2μm. The leading edge is made of the single crystal silicon (ρ = 2.383g/cm3, E =
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180GPa, and ν = 0.3), and the dimension of the cross section is 100μm (width) ×50μm
(thickness). The plate spring is made of the same material of the wing membrane, and the
length ls is larger than 50μm for the bending motion.
The amplitude u0 and the flapping frequency fφ of the micro actuator is assumed as follows:
u0 is smaller than 100μm based on the actual micro actuator in the MEMS technology, and fφ
is from 100Hz to 1,000Hz based on the actual insects. The design objective is to find the
solution that can generate the lift FL larger than 7μN, which is the weight of the small fly.
4.2 Analysis Setup
The leading edge, the plate spring, and the wing plane are modeled using mixed
interpolation of tensorial components shell elements [11] (Fig. 4A, number of nodes: 225,
number of elements: 196), while the fluid domain is modeled using stabilized linear equal–
order–interpolation velocity–pressure elements [10] (Figs. 4B and C, number of nodes: 46,911,
number of elements: 254,352). Δt is set at 1/fφ/5,000. The computational environment is a
multiple core processor (10 core Xeon 2.8GHz×2CPU, 32GB memory).
A

B

C

Figure 4: The present finite element meshes. A: yz–plane view of the shell mesh. B: xy–plane view of the fluid
mesh. C: yz–plane view of the fluid mesh.

4.3 Results and discussion
In this study, the satisfactory design solutions were found from the parametric study. The
dimensional parameters u0, ls, and tw were set at 80μm, 50μm, and 1.6μm, respectively, and fφ
= 428Hz, which is chosen as the design and control parameter, gave the average lift larger
than the weight of the small fly (7μN). The time histories of the displacement in this case
were given in Fig. 5. As shown in this figure, the wing tip displacement was about 19 times
larger than the wing base displacement due to the resonance. The lift variation for flapping
frequency is shown in Fig. 6. As shown in this figure, the satisfactory design solutions exist
from about 410 to 460Hz (DW).
5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this study, the FSI design of the insect–like micro flapping wing was proposed. The
concept can be summarized as the FSI–cause of the pitching motion, the 2.5D–structure, and
the amplification of the stroke angle using the resonance. The design problem was set taking
into account the parameters of the model insect and the constraints from the MEMS
technology. The projection method for the monolithic FSI equations was used for the strongly
coupled FSI analysis. The existence of the DW shows the possibility of the insect–like
MEMS–based MAVs.
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Figure 5: Time histories of the displacement. The
black line indicates the wing tip displacement, while
the gray line indicates the wing base displacement.
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Figure 6: Area of the satisfactory design solutions in
the design parameter space or the Design Window
(DW).
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Abstract: A variant of Saenger project is proposed . It is composed of two global optimized
and fully- integrated models namely a suborbital small one LEO in form of Catamaran almost
blended with two central fuselages almost embeded in the wing thickness and a greater one
geostationary one GEO also in form of Catamaran almost blended with two fuselages almost
embeded in the wing thickness but located almost parallel to the leading edges, far from the
central part of the wing in order to allow the up and go of the LEO in its central part.
1 INTRODUCTION
The new projects of suborbital tourist flight need two global optimized (GO) aerospace
vehicles, namely: a greater geostationary (GEO) vehicle and a smaller suborbital one
(LEO), which up and go of GEO . Both aerospace vehicles shall be of minimum drag, at two
different cruising Mach numbers namely, 2.2 and, respectively, 3. The determination of a
global optimized (GO) shape of a flying configuration (FC) (namely the simultaneous
optimization of its distributions of camber, twist and thickness and also of the similarity
parameters of its planform) leads to an extended variational problem with free boundaries
The discontinous surface of an elitary FC is picewise approximed in form of two different
superpositions of homogeneous polynoms in two variables, one on the wing and the other on
the fuselage. The coefficients of these polynoms, together with the similarity parameters of
their planforms, are the free parameters of optimization. An own iterative optimumoptimorum strategy was developed, in order to determine the GO shape of a FC, inside of a
class of elitary FCs (optimized with fixed planforms). In the first step of iteration, own
developed three-dimensional, hyperbolic potential solutions are used as start sölutions for the
optimization A lower limit hypersurface of the inviscid drag functional, as function of the
similarity parameters of the planforms of elitary FCs of the class is defined and the elitary FC,
which corresponds to the minimum of this hypersurface is, in the same time, the inviscid GO
FC of the class. This inviscid GO shape of FC, is used as surrogate model and its friction drag
is computed. Up the second step of iteration, the own developed hybrid Navier-Stokes
solutions are used as start solutions for the optimization and the new functional is the total
drag, including friction. This strategy is applied for the determination of the GO shapes of
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both aerospace vehicles, optimized at cruising Mach numbers M   2.2

and, respectively,

M   3 . They fly shock free, without sonic boom interferance and, due to their GO shapes,
have high values of L/D (lift to drag), at their cruises..
2

THE START SOLUTIONS FOR THE GLOBAL OPTOMIZATION OF THE SHAPE
OF A FLYING CONFIGURATION
Let us firstly introduce the following dimensionless coordinates:
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the wing of FC, c1 and c , the half-span and the dimensionless span of the fuselage, M 
the cruising Mach number,   B and   Bc , the similarity parameters of the planforms
of the wing and of the fuselage of FC. The downwashes on the thin and thick-symmetrical
components of the wing and of the fuselage of FC are approximed in form of different
superpositions of homogeneous polynoms, it is:
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on the fuselage of FC. The coefficients of these polynoms, together with the similarity parameters of the planforms of FC, are here considered the free parameters of global optimization. The delta wing fitted with a central fuselage is considered like a discontinous delta wing
alone fitted with two artificial ridges located along the jonctions lines wing-fuselage. The
corresponding solutions of the boundary value problems concerning the determination of the
axial disturbance velocities u and u  on the thin and thick-symmetrical components of a
thick, lifting, integrated wing-fuselage FC with subsonic leading edges are, as in [1]-[4], the
following:
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THE GLOBAL OPTIMIZED SHAPE OF THE AEROSPACE MODEL LEO

The author has designed a GO shape of a model FADET II, presented in the (Fig.1), which
is of minimum drag at cruising Mach number M   3 .

Fig. 1 The global optimized and fully-integrated model FADET II
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The constraints used are the following: the lift and the pitchjng moment coefficients are
given, the Kutta condition along the sharp leading edges is fulfilled, the relative volumes of
the gross wing and of the fuselage are given and the FC is fully-integrated (i.e. its mean
surface of FC is continuos and the wing and the fuselage have the same tangent planes along
their jonction lines).
The theoretical predicted pressure distribution and the aerodynamic characteristics of this
model were checked in the trisonic wind tunnel of DLR Collogne in the frame of research
projects of the author, sponsored by the DFG. A very good agreement between the theoretical
predicted and the experimental- correlated lift and pitching moment ciefficients are presented
in the (Fig.2a,b). A good agreement between the theoretical predicted and the local interpolated values of the measured pressure coefficients on the upper side of the model in its
central longitudinal section are presented in the (Fig. 3a-c).
The here proposed aerospace vehicle LEO shall be a Catamaran as presented in the (Fig 4) ,
which has two short twin central fuselages, only almost embeded in the wing thickness (in
order to have windows on both sides!) because it present some advantages in comparison
with the aerospace vehicle, which has a longer and greater central fuselage, namely: the Catamaran LEO fly with one characteristic surface instead of a shock surface, has no sonic boom
interference, has better structure stiffness, because the fuselages are half so long and has
better lateral stability.

Fig. 2a,b The lift and pitching moment coefficients of global optimized model FADET II
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Fig. 3a-c The pressure coefficient on the central upper side section of the global optimized model
FADET II for the angles of attack   8 , 0 , 8 .

Fig . 4 The global optimized and almost blended Catamaran LEO
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4 THE GLOBAL OPTIMIZED SHAPE OF THE AEROSPACE MODEL GEO
The author has designed also the GO shape of the model FADET I ,presented in the
(Fig.4), which is of minimum drag at cruising Mach number M   2.2 . The constraintes
used are the same as by the model FADET II and the both models have the same area of
their planforms.

Fig. 4 The global optimized and fully-integrated model FADET I

The theoretical predicted pressure distributions and the aerodynamic characteristics of the
GO model Fadet I were checked also in the trisonic wind tunnel of DLR Cologne, in the
frame of research projects of the author, sponsored by the DFG. A very good agreements
between the theoretical predicted and the experimental correlated values of the measured lift
and pitching moment coefficients are presented in the (Fig. 5a,b).

Fig. 5a,b The lift and pitching moment coefficients of the global optimizrd model FADET I
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Fig. 6a-c The pressure coefficient on the central upper side section of the global optimized
model FADET I for the angles of attack   8 , 0 , 8 .

A good agreement between the theoretical predicted and the experimental local
interpolated values of the measured pressure coefficients on the upper side of the model,
along its central longitudinal section are presented in the (Fig. 6a-c).
A comparison of the shapes of global optimized and fully-integrated models FADET I and
FADET II is made in the (Fig. 7). An important influence of the cruising Mach number
chosen for the optimization, over the GO shapes of the models is observed. The GO shape of
the model shall be more slender when the cruising Mach number increases, like is done by
gliding birds!
The proposed GO shape of the GEO model shall be similar as the GO shape of the fullyintegrated model FADET I but much greater as the GO model LEO in order to can carry the
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GO model LEO and the UAVs,, which supply the both aerospace vehicles. The GO model
GEO shall be also in form of Catamaran, almost blended with two fuselages almost embeded
in the wing thickness but located , as in (Fig. 8), far from the central part of GEO in order to
allow the up and go of LEO and of UAVs used for supply.

Fig. 7 The comparison of global optimized and fully-integrated models FADET I and FADET II

Fig. 8 The global optimized and almost blended catamaran GEO

For the computation of the total drag, hybrid solutions for the Navier-Stokes layer (NSL)
are proposed.
5 HYBRID SOLUTIONS FOR THE NAVIER-STOKES LAYER
The new developed, hybrid, meshless solutions for the three-dimensional compressible
Navier-Stokes layer (NSL), are presented here in improved form. These NSL's solutions use
analytical potential solutions of the flow on the same flying configurations (FCs) twice,
namely: at the NSL's edge (instead of parallel flow used by Prandtl in his boundary layer
theory) and in the structure of the velocity's components, which are expressed inside the NSL,
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as products between the corresponding potential velocity's components with polynomes with
arbitrary coefficients, versus a spectral variable. These coefficients are used to satisfy the
NSL's partial-differential equations, in an arbitrary chosen number of points.
Let us firstly introduce a spectral coordinate  , it is:



x3  Z x1 , x2 

(5)

(0    1) .

,

 x1 , x2 

The own proposed discontinuous hybrid solutions for the NSL's PDEs use the potential
solutions two times: as outer flow, at the NSL's edge and in the generation of the velocity's
components, which are products between the potential solutions (of the same FC) and
polynomials with arbitrary coefficients:
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The proposed forms for the here introduced logarithmic density function R  ln  and for the
absolute temperature T are the following:
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The pressure p is computed by using the physical equation of perfect gas and, for the
viscosity  , an exponential law is used
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are determined only as functions of the velocity’s coefficients

by using the continuity equation and, respectively. the temperature equation, as in [1-4] .
The non-slip boundary condition on the FC's surface is automatically satisfied. The
boundary conditions at the NSL's edge lead to the following linear algebraic equations:
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The coefficients of the velocity’s components are iteratively determined, by using the
impulse equations.
The inviscid drag coefficients of the thin, thick-symmetrical and thick, lifting integrated
wing-fuselage FC are:
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The friction , the friction drag and the total drag coefficients of an integrated wing-fuselage
FC are the following:
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12 CONCLUSIONS
The Catamaran has some advantages, when it is compared with the STA with one, central,
non-integrated fuselage, carrying the same number of passengers, at the same cruising Mach
number:
• it flies with a shock-free surface;
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• it has no sonic boom interference because it flies with one characteristic surface (the classical STA with one central non-integrated fuselage flies with two shock surfaces, one produced at the frontal part of the fuselage and the other at the roots of the wing and in their intersection zones, the sonic boom interference occurs);
• it has a better structural stiffness and increased lateral stability; because instead of one
long fuselage there are two twin fuselages embedded in the wing, with half length;
• it needs less trim because the weight is better distributed and the pressure center and the
center of gravity points are more closely together;
• it has a higher L/D, due to global optimization, to full integration, of flattening and due to
the fulfilling of the Kutta condition along its subsonic leading edges, which avoids the leading
edges conturnements, which cancels the induced drag, destroys the leading edge vortices and
increases the lift, not only at cruise but also for large ranges of Mach numbers and angles of
attack, etc.
These hybrid solutions are discontinuous numerical solutions with the following important
analytical properties, due to the analytical hybridization, namely:
- they have correct last behaviors;
- they have correct jumps along their singular lines (like subsonic leading edges, junction
lines wing/fuselage, hinge lines of leading edge flaps, etc.), according to the principle of
minimal singularities and the singularities are balanced;
- the solutions are meshless and can be easy and exact derived.
By using of the density function R (instead of the density  ) all the physical entities can
be expressed only as functions of the spectral coefficients of the velocity's components and the
NSL's PDEs can be split.
These hybrid solutions do not need interface at the NSL's edge.
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Abstract. This paper present the effect of using a more detailed model for the computation of the range, when it is used as objective for the multidiciplinary optimization of
a transonic wing of a business jet. The new formulation considers the change of angle of
attack that the aircraft must follow during cruise.

1

INTRODUCTION

The ever-growing realm of applications and the explosion in computing power is driving optimization research toward new and exciting directions. A considerable amount
of research has been conducted on multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) and its
application to aircraft design [1, 2]. In most cases sound coupling and optimization methods were shown to be extremely important because some techniques, such as sequential
discipline optimization, were unable to converge to the true optimum of a coupled system.
Aerostructural analysis has traditionally been carried out in a cut-and-try basis. Aircraft
designers have a preconceived idea of the shape of an optimal load distribution and then
tailor the jig shape of the structure so that the deflected wing shape under a 1-g load
gives the desired load distribution. Although this approach might suffice for conventional
transport aircraft, for which there is considerable accumulated experience, in the case
of either new planform concepts or new flight regimes the lack of experience combined
with the complexities of aero-structural interactions can lead to designs that are far from
optimal. The objective of this work is to develop an MDO framework for high fidelity
analysis and optimization of aircraft configurations. The paper presents the current capability of this framework through the aerostructural design of a transonic business-jet
wing. This paper focuses on the demonstration of an integrated aero-structural method
1
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for the design of aerospace vehicles. Both aerodynamics and structures are represented
using high-fidelity models. The aerodynamic outer-mold line and the structure, with a
fixed topology, are parameterized using a large number of design variables. The aerodynamic sensitivities with respect to outer-mold line shape variables are computed using
an accurate and efficient adjoint procedure. The structural sensitivities with respect to
structural design variables are computed using finite differences. The cross-gradients are
evaluated analytically. Kreisselmeier Steinhauser [3] functions are used to reduce the
number of structural constraints in the problem. Results of the aerodynamic shape and
structural optimization for natural laminar-flow transonic business jet are presented.
The current approach to MDO applied to aircraft design uses the Breguet range equation as objective function [4]. This means that the variation of attitude during cruise,
which is related to the loss of weight caused by fuel consumption, is not taken into account. The innovative approach presented in this work is to divide the cruise into several
steps; over each step the attitude is considered to be constant, so that the Breguet range
formula can be applied. The total range is then evaluated as the sum of the ranges of
each step, leading to a sort of multi-objective optimization. The bigger is the number of
step considered, the more accurate is the solution obtained. This new approach is called
step-range and its results are compared with those obtained through sequential discipline
optimization and single objective optimization.
2

NUMERICAL MODELS

In this section the numerical model employed to perform the optimization are presented.
2.1

Aerodynamic model

To investigate the effect of the application of the step-range approach, it has been
decided to solve the optimization problem using for aerodynamic forces the inviscid Euler
set of equation. This will limit the computational cost with respect to the viscous NavierStokes equations. Euler equations neglect fluid viscosity; this simplification fits well for
very high Reynolds numbers. So, it could be considered an approximate yet sufficiently
accurate model for an initial design through optimization.
The Euler equations are a set of three equations: two scalar and one vectorial:
 ∂ρ
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0

∂t




∂ρu
+ ∇ · (ρu ⊗ u + P I) = 0
(1)
∂t




 ∂ρE t
+ ∇ · [u (E t + P )] = 0
∂t

where ρ is the density of the fluid, u is the velocity vector, P is the pressure, E t is
the total energy (E t = ρe + 12 ρu2 ), where e is the specific internal energy) and I is the
identity matrix.
2
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This set of equations must be complemented with two equations of state, e.g.
P = P (e, ρ) ;

T = T (e, ρ)

(2)

As it will be discussed later, the optimization process is gradient based. This means
that the gradient of the aerodynamics variables has to be calculated with respect to the
design variables. Since the calculation of the gradients at each iteration would take a
huge amount of computational time, the Euler equations are solved exploiting an adjoint
formulation [5, 6] This leads to a significant reduction of the computational time.
2.1.1

Free Form Deformation

One of the most important points in the definition of a shape parametrization problem is the choice of the parametrization technique. A possible choice is the Free-Form
Deformation (FFD) [7, 8]. The basic FFD concept is the deformation of a pre-existing
object. This technique deforms a lattice that is built around the object and manipulates
the whole space in which the object is embedded. The strong point of the method is that,
by deforming the whole volume around the object, the computational grid is also being
automatically deformed with the object itself. This feature makes the FFD technique
preferable than others which only deform the object. In fact, in this case, the creation
of a new computational grid has to be performed. This would lead to the growing of
the computational cost. The lattice consists of an ordered mesh of control points and is
placed in a way to wrap the object to be deformed. It defines a parametric coordinate
system. The control points are used to approximate the curves that describe the object
within the box. In particular, it is possible to define three different polynomials for each
direction. Bézier curve have been chosen for the parametrization. These curves can be
seen as a linear combination of Bernstein basis polynomials [9]. The CFD solver tool for
grid deformation through Free-Form Deformation uses the Bzier method to approximate
curves. It is possible to extend the Bézier curve into a Bézier box in the three dimension
space using a trivariate Bernstein polynomial.
The wing, object of the optimization, has been embedded within a Free-Form Deformation box, as shown in Figure 1. The number of aerodynamic design variables depends
on the approximating degree of the Bernstein polynomials. In table 1, the degrees of
polynomials chosen in each direction are listed.
Cartesian Direction

Polynomial Degree

No. of Control Points

i
j
k

l = 10
m=8
n=1

11
9
2

Table 1: Description of aerodynamic design variables.
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Figure 1: Free-Form Deformation box around the wing.
Hence, the total number of design variables is: 11 × 9 × 2 = 198.
2.2

Structural model

There are several models available to describe the different behavior of a structural
element. The choice of one of them depends on the level of accuracy required and on the
fulfillment of the hypothesis at the basis of each model. In the preliminary design phase,
the wing can be modeled as a beam since it usually has a large aspect ratio.
Knowing the wing layout in terms of number and type of stringers and of panels
thickness, its bending and torsional stiffness can be evaluated through a semi-monocoque
approach. In order to better reproduce wing torsional stiffness, some structural nodes are
allocated spanwise in correspondence of leading and trailing edges and they are rigidly
linked to beam axis nodes. In this way, it is possible to keep in consideration the contribute
of the ribs.
The typical wing of business jet presents two changes in the sweep angle at trailing
edge and so three different parts can be considered: root, center and tip. Each part has
been discretized in a certain number of equally-spaced beam elements. Beam elements
in CSM solver can be defined as tapered. This implies that the beam properties change
along its axis and it can be done by defining different sections at the beginning and at
the end of the element.
The beam properties are evaluated through the semi-monocoque approach, so they
depend on the number and type of stringers and on panels thickness. If it is supposed
that the resulting wing box is symmetric, it is necessary to define three design variables
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for each beam section1 : stringers area, spar webs thickness and skin panels thickness.
It is necessary to impose the continuity of the design variables between two consecutive
beam elements, except for those across the sweep angle changes. Tab. 2 lists the number
of design variables for each wing block.
Wing
Block
Root
Center
Tip
Total

No. Elements
6
2
14
22

Stringers Area
7
3
15
25

No. Design Variables
Webs Thickness Panels
7
3
15
25

Thickness
7
3
15
25

Table 2: Description of structural design variables

3

WING AERO-STRUCTURAL DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

3.1

Step-range Breguet formulation

The typical multidisciplinary function that takes into account both aerodynamic and
structural design aspects is represented by the range formula, first derived by Louis
Charles Breguet [10].


V CL 1
V CL
Win
dR =
dW ⇒ R =
(3)
ln
cT C D W
cT C D
Wf in
where R is the range, cT is the specific fuel consumption, CL is the lift coefficient, CD is
the drag coefficient, Win is the initial weight and Wf in is the final weight.
In Eq. (3), V , CT 2 , CL and CD are supposed to be constant. Nevertheless, the aircraft
changes its attitude during cruise, if speed and height are constant. For this reason, it is
important to focus the attention on the differential formulation of the Eq. (3).
CL =

1
2

W
ρ V 2S

⇒

dR =

V 1
cT C D

1
2

2
1
W
1
dW =
dW
2
cT ρ V S C D
ρV SW

(4)

Integrating Eq. (4) between the initial Win and the final aircraft weight Wf in , it becomes:
 Win
1
2
R=
dW
(5)
CT ρ V S Wf in CD
To evaluate the integral in Eq. (5), a relation CD = CD (W ) is needed. Nevertheless this
is not linear and not known a priori and the aim to find an analytical solution is not
effective.
1

We are supposing that all the stringers are identical for each section. The same hypothesis is applied
to spar webs and to skin panels.
2
In this work CT is always supposed to be constant.
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Eq. (3) can be detailed as follows:
V CL
ln
R=
cT C D



Wstru + Wconst + Wf uel
Wstru + Wconst



(6)

where Wstru is the structural weight, Wconst is the constant weight and includes: engines,
avionics, passengers, fuel for climb and descent, etc., and Wf uel is the weight of the fuel
can be used for the cruise. Terms affected by the optimization process are CD and Wstru .
Instead of considering a fully constant step range that represents a too strong approximation, let us suppose to divide the fuel consumption into several steps.
dWf uel

Wf uel0

0

nstep

i

Figure 2: Fuel discretization.
Fig. 2 shows how the fuel for the cruise is divided. Where Wf uel0 is the total fuel
W
for the cruise only, n is the step number and dWf uel = fnuel0 is the fuel consumption of
each step. Following this approach it is possible to define a piecewise constant step range
formula, considering a fixed attitude for each single step.
In this case, Eq. (6) can be rearranged in this way:


(i)
(i)
Wstru + Wconst + Wf uel
V CL
(i+1)
R
(7)
ln
=
(i+1)
cT C D
Wstru + Wconst + Wf uel
(i)

with Wf uel = Wf uel0 − i dWf uel and i = 0 : n − 1
(i)

(i)
CL

=

Wstru + Wconst + Wf uel
1
ρ
2

V 2S

(8)

Eq. (8) shows that the angle of attack of each step, α(i) , is fixed at its beginning. The
more the steps are considered, the more accurate the range evaluation is.
3.2

Aerostructural optimization

In general the objective function of a multidisciplinary problem depends not only on
the design variables, but also on the physical state variables. So, if the vector of design
variables is x and the vector of physical state variables is y (x), the objective function
I can be defined as I = I (x, y (x)). The objective function, i.e. the range, must
be maximized subjected to a set of inequality constraints: g (x, y (x)) ≤ 0. So the
optimization problem is summarized as follows:
6
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min I (x, y (x))

(9)

x

g (x, y (x)) ≤ 0

I = R = R (CD , W ) = R (CD (x, W (x)) , W (x))

(10)

The derivative of the objective function I w.r.t the set of design variables x becomes:
dR
∂R dCD
∂R dW
dI
=
=
+
dx
dx
∂CD dx
∂W dx

(11)

Since CD depends on both design variables x and aircraft weight W , while W depends
only on design variables, Eq. (11) becomes:


∂R ∂CD
∂R ∂CD ∂CL
∂R dW
dR
=
+
+
dx
∂C ∂x
∂CD ∂CL ∂W
∂W dx
 D



αA

αS

where αA and αA can be compiuted analytically.
Applying the penalty method to the problem of Eq. (9) for the constraints, it results:
J (x, y (x)) = I + 12 g T Pg. Splitting the design variables in aerodynamics xA and
structures xS , and considering both aerodynamic g A and structural g S constraints, the
derivative of J is:
dJ
=
dx



dI
dxA

= αA





dI
dxS

dCD
dxA

+

dCD
dxS





g TA g TS
+ αS







P

dW
dxA

dg
A
dxA
dg
S
dxA

dW
dxS



dg
A
dxS
dg
S
dxS

+






g TA g TS





P

dg
A
dxA
dg
S
dxA

dg
A
dxS
dg
S
dxS




(12)

The gradient based optimization algorithm starting from an initial guess, looks for a
better solution in the design space moving in the opposite direction of the gradient of the
function which has to be minimized, i.e.

dJ 
(n+1)
(n)
x
=x −Γ
(13)
dx n
3.3

Problem set up

The first iteration of the optimization process is shown in Fig. 3 and it is performed
out of the optimization loop. It consists of three blocks, whose objective is to evaluate
the static aeroelastic shape of the wing.
7
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Direct CFD
Analysis

Loads

FEM
Analysis

Displacements

Mesh
Generation

Deformed Wing

Figure 3: First iteration.
The procedure is a static aeroelastic calculation and can be summarized in the following
steps: first, a direct aerodynamics analysis is performed. The aerodynamic loads are then
transfered to the structural solver. Once the deformed geometry is known, a new mesh
for the aerodynamic computation is produced by the mesh generator. Hence, the static
aeroelastic shape of the wing is used as baseline geometry for the optimization problem.
Fig. 4 shows the block diagram that represents the single objective optimization process. It is possible to distinguish four main parts that constitute it: an initial structural
analysis, the aerodynamic calculations, the geometric evaluation and a final structural
analysis.
The initial structural analysis is performed to obtain the current structural weight of
the wing. Thanks to this information, the total lift coefficient is calculated and is then used
in the CFD analysis in order to trim the aircraft. The aerodynamic part is composed by
several calculations. A direct CFD calculation to have the complete aerodynamic solution
is used to perform the adjoint analysis. Other two direct calculations are performed at
different lift coefficients to evaluate the aerodynamic performance about of the trim point.
Then, a geometric evaluation is executed in order to check if the thickness constraints
are satisfied and to provide their sensitivities with respect to the aerodynamic design
variables. A second structural analysis evaluates the structural sensitivities. All the
sensitivities are collected inside the derivative map, where they are manipulated to obtain
the cross derivatives.
The derivative map is used by the optimizer to perform the gradient-driven optimization. A new set of design variables is produced and the optimization loop is repeated
until one of the convergence criteria is satisfied.
The extension to multiple objective optimization is straightforward. The multi-objective
function is a blend of several single-objective functions. As already discussed, the idea
is to divide the entire cruise into a certain number of steps and to maximize the feasible
range for each step simultaneously. Hence, the multi-objective function is defined as:
nstep

R = R1 + · · · + Rnstep =



Ri

(14)

i

where Ri , with i = 1 : nstep , represents a portion of the entire cruise range and nstep is
the number of steps. Consequently, it is necessary to calculate all the parameters for each
configuration. A preliminary iteration is needed to evaluate the static aeroelastic shape
of the wing for each configuration (Fig. 3).
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Design Variables

FEM
Analysis

Weight

Direct CFD
Analysis

Aerodynamic Solution

Direct CFD
Analysis
CL − δCL

Aerodynamic
Sensitivities

Direct CFD
Analysis
CL + δ C L

Geometric
Evaluation

Adjoint CFD
Analysis

∂CD
∂CL

Geometric Sensitivities

Derivative
Map

Optimization
Process

Geometry
FEM
Analysis

Structural
Sensitivities

New Design Variables

Figure 4: Block diagram for single objective optimization process.
Once all the configurations are evaluated (basically repeating the process resumed in
Fig. 4), data are collected and recombined in order to obtain the objective function and
the derivative map, which are then sent to the optimization software (Fig. 5). In order
to limit the computational cost, if more than three configurations are considered, the
recombine block is used to interpolates with respect to all parameters.
Analysis
Configuration 1

Design Variables

Analysis
Configuration 2

Recombine

Optimization
Process

Analysis
Configuration 3

New Design Variables

Figure 5: Block diagram for multiple objective optimization process.
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4

Management of constraints

Several techniques are available in literature to handle inequality constraints for an
optimization problem. In the following we briefly describe the methods that are currently
used.
The method used in this optimization process is the penalty method. It consists in
adding a penalty term to the objective function, composed by the constraint parameter and a weight term. This indicates how much the constraint can be violated. The
aerostructural optimization has been performed imposing the lift coefficient with an equality constraint, while the moment coefficient with an inequality constraint. The thickness
has been evaluated at some points along the wing span and chord-wise and controlled
with inequality constraints. A
For the structural constraints to limit the computational cost and simplify the management of the problem, it has been decided to adopt the Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser (KS)
Method [3]. The KS function uses a “draw-down” factor or aggregation parameter, ρ,
which is analogous to the penalty factor in the penalty methods.
The KS function can be used to aggregate the constraints into a single composite
function. Suppose that we have the following constraint for each structural finite element:
gm (x) = 1 −

σm (x)
≥0
σY

(15)

where σm is the von Mises stress in element m and σY is the yield stress of the material.
The corresponding KS function is defined as:



1
−ρgm (x)
KS (g (x)) = − ln
e
≥0
(16)
ρ
m
This function represents a lower bound envelope of all of the constraint inequalities,
where ρ is a positive parameter that express how close this bound is to the actual minimum
of the constraints. This constraint lumping method is conservative and might not achieve
the same results as managing each stress constraints separately. However, the use of KS
functions is a viable alternative, being effective in optimization problems with thousands
of constraints.
In the problem considered it is necessary to handle a large number of structural constraints so Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser approach with a value of the aggregation parameter
equal to ρ = 200 has been adopter.
5
5.1

RESULTS
Single-objective optimizations

Fig. 6 compares the contour of the Mach number on the initial and on the optimized
wing obtained with the coupled and the uncoupled optimization processes.
10
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Initial

Coupled

Uncoupled

Figure 6: Contour of the Mach number on the initial (left) and optimized coupled (center)
and uncoupled (right) wing.
The initial wing is characterized by a strong shock located in the aft part of the wing
that runs along the 80% of the wing span and a supersonic bubble located in the front
part of the wing. The optimized wing obtained from coupled optimization (Fig. 6) shows
a weaker shock that moves forward, toward the leading edge. The flow never exceeds
Mach 1.2, preventing the buffet onset. There is a small speed up area beyond the shock
that affects the aerodynamic performance in a negative way while, the supersonic bubble
is flattened down.
The optimized wing obtained from the uncoupled optimization is characterized by a
weaker shock than the original wing but it does not move forward, causing a rapid recompression of the flow near the trailing edge. The flow remains essentially unvaried
near the wing tip, possibly causing buffet onset. The supersonic bubble does not change
position or intensity.
From the structural point of view, the resistance section of the different structural
components has been reduced in order to exploit completely the mechanical properties of
the material, leading to an important reduction in the mass of the aircraft (Tab. 3).
Optimization Mass (kg)
Coupled
Uncoupled

-187
-183

Variation (%)
-16.97
-16.60

Table 3: Mass variation with respect to the initial wing.

5.2

Multi-objectives optimizations

Two different multi-objective optimizations have been performed. The first one considers three steps in the cruise range, while the second one considers nine steps. In the
11
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second case, to reduce the computational cost only three CFD calculations were performed, interpolating the results for the other steps. The aerodynamic results show an
improvement of the performance in both cases. They are summarized in the polar curves
(Fig. 7) in the comparison paragraph.
5.3

Comparison

In this section a comparison among all the optimized wings and the initial one is
presented.
The comparison of the polar curves is shown in Fig. 7. Both the coupled and the
uncoupled wings show a regular and smooth polar curve. The multi-point wings have a
particular trend. Starting from the beginning of the cruise, the two curves run in parallel.
When they reach CL = 0.3 they distance themselves. Actually, the three-point wing drops
at a lower CD than the nine-point one. After this jump, they almost touch and proceed
together. We have to point out that the three-point wing has a better behavior outside
the cruise range of points.
0.36

0.34

0.32

0.3

CL

0.28

0.26

0.24

0.22

0.2

Initial
1 Step
3 Step
9 Step
Uncoupled

0.18

0.16
7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

CD

11.5

12
×10−3

Figure 7: Comparison of the polar curves.
Tab. 4 lists the total range values and the increment with respect to the initial wing.
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Wing Geometry

Total Range (km)

Increment (%)

Initial
Uncoupled
Coupled
Three-Point
Nine-Point

5926
6482
6924
7513
7647

9.38
16.84
26.78
29.04

Table 4: Total range and percent increment.
6

CONCLUSIONS

The available literature about MDO applied to aircraft design uses the Breguet range
equation as objective function. This means that the variation of attitude during cruise,
which is related to the loss of weight caused by fuel consumption, is not taken into
account. The innovative approach presented in this thesis is to divide the cruise into a
certain number of steps; over each step the attitude is considered to be constant, so that
the Breguet range formula can be applied. The total range is then evaluated as the sum
of the ranges of each step, leading to a sort of multi-objective optimization. The bigger
is the number of step considered, the more accurate is the solution obtained. This new
approach is called “step-range” and its results are compared with those obtained through
sequential discipline optimization and single objective optimization.
Therefore, four different optimization tasks have been performed and the results demonstrate that the method we developed is successful when applied to our specific case. In
particular, comparing the results obtained from the single-objective optimizations, we can
notice that the coupled technique leads to a larger improvement than the uncoupled one.
Both the three and the nine-point optimizations lead to better results than the singleobjective one. As expected, enlarging the number of evaluation along the cruise, the
objective function, seen as the sum of sub-functions, increases its value.
The nine-point optimization turns out to be the best procedure in absolute terms,
highlighting the effectiveness of the subdivision in different steps of the cruise. Actually,
this allows to consider the variation of the aircraft attitude during the cruise. Moreover, we
are able to demonstrate that the spline interpolation of the optimization parameters (i.e.
objective function, constraints and gradients) leads to a reduction of the computational
cost, ensuring, at the same time, accurate results.
The growth of the number of evaluations over the cruise also causes the increase of
the number of iterations needed for the optimization process to converge. This could
represent a limitation of the number of evaluation points that can be used. Heuristically
speaking, the undefined increase of evaluation points would lead to a robust optimization,
whose intent is the maximization of the mean value of the objective function, minimizing
its standard deviation.
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Abstract. Liquid resin infusion (LRI) process is widely considered in the aeronautics,
due to its benefits (low void content and production of large parts), for high performance
composite material forming. The main objective of the present work is to simulate numerically the LRI process, in a high performance computing framework, which consists
in coupling fluid-solid mechanics. Hence, two fluid flow regimes are coupled with an efficient ASGS stabilized monolithic finite element formulations: the resin flow in both a
highly permeable distribution medium (Stokes) and low permeability fibrous orthotropic
preforms (Darcy). Moreover, weak coupling algorithms are used along for coupling solid
/ fluid mechanics, solid / level-set problems and fluid / level-set problems; where the
level-set method is used to capture the moving flow front and the Stokes-Darcy interface.
To transfer the different physical variables between the above coupled problems, Message
Passing Interface (MPI) library is chosen, to ensure the best data transfer performances.

1

INTRODUCTION

In today’s aeronautical and automotive industry, composite materials have become
the primary choice in the manufacturing processes, due to their light weight, and overall
properties (mechanical, thermal, electrical ...). The Liquid Resin Infusion (LRI) processes
allow the manufacturing of high performance composites and are among today’s competitive techniques, because they can achieve very low void contents, on large pieces and
particularly on aircraft parts [1]. In LRI processes, a dry fiber reinforcement is placed
(Figure 1) into a mould, and then enclosed in a specific bagging system. Vaccum is then
1
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exerted on the reinforcement, leading to an atmospheric compression of the reinforcement.
Hence under this depression, a liquid thermoset resin fills in a stiff distribution medium
placed under or over the preform to create a resin-feeding bed. As a result, the resin
flows through the layer stacking that swells simultaneously due to the fluid resin pressure
effects [2]. When the resin fully impregnates through the reinforcement, the supply of
resin is cut off and resin is left for curing, still under vacuum pressure. Even though LRI
processes present many advantages, they are difficult to control experimentally. When
critical properties are involved in such processes (dimensions of the final pieces, fiber volume fraction, ...), the control becomes even more challenging. Therefore, it is necessary
to use numerical simulations in order to control and properly understand the interactions
of the fibrous preform non-linear deformations with the resin flow, out of (Stokes flow
regime) and in (Darcy flow regime) these orthotropic deformable porous media. The objective of this paper is to present a robust numerical approach, able to couple the different
complex problems involved in LRI processes. To assure multiphysic coupling, a suitable
coupling method has to be chosen, ensuring the transfers of the different physical variables
between the problems. Moreover, an algorithm is later selected to couple the different
problems. This paper is structured as follows: first coupled problems are identified and
detailed; then the coupling techniques are presented, based on the MPI library [3] for
transfering variables between problems; later the algorithm to couple fluid and non-linear
solid mechanics is exposed; finally the results of the numerical simulations of the coupled
problems featured in resin infusion are shown.

Figure 1: Schematic principle of Liquid Resin Infusion process [2]

2

COUPLED PROBLEMS

Modeling the LRI processes consists in coupling fluid, solid, and porous mechanics in
isothermal conditions (Figure 2). First, two fluid flow regimes are coupled, representing
the resin flow in both a highly permeable distribution medium (Stokes) and low permeability fibrous orthotropic preforms (Darcy). Darcy system expresses the flow velocity
as a function of the pressure gradient and two parameters, the fluid viscosity η and the
permeability K which traduce the ability of the media to be penetrated by the fluid. The
2
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problem is then desribed by finding a velocity field vd and a pressure field pd such that :
ηK−1 vd + ∇pd = fd
∇ · vd = 0

(1)

with fd the external forces. Stokes problem expresses the velocity as a function of the
pressure gradient and the viscosity; it is written as follows:
−∇ · (2η ε̇(vs )) + ∇ps = fs
−∇ · vs = 0

(2)


1
with fs the external forces; and ε̇(vs ) =
∇vs + ∇T vs , is the strain rate. This Stokes2
Darcy coupling is numerically achieved with an efficient ASGS stabilized monolithic finite
element formulation (for the detailed description the reader can refer to [1]). For the solid
problem, the general formulation is written in the framework of an updated Lagrangian
formulation [4, 5, 6]:
∇·σ+f=0

(3)

where σ is the Cauchy stress tensor and f are the external forces. Hence, the displacement
fields are obtained by solving equation (3). Solid and fluid interact in two ways in the
wet preforms, since the resin pressure exerted by the fluid will deform the preforms and
lead to a change in their porosity/permeability. In turn this will affect the fluid flow. The
preforms exhibit swelling under the effect of the fluid’s pressure ; this is modeled by using
Terzaghi’s equivalent stress. Note that, the dry preforms are compacted, because they
are subjected to the external atmospheric pressure; this later results in displacements
of the preforms. Last, the level-set approach used to capture the flow front will rely
on the physical fluid velocity and on the mesh velocity (i.e. the mesh of the domain is
deformed because of mechanical displacements). The level-set function (denoted by ψ) is
transported according to the hyperbolic equation:
∂ψ
+ v · ∇ψ = 0
∂t

(4)

where v is the velocity computed from the Stokes-Darcy problem.
3

COUPLING TECHNIQUES

To perform multiphysical coupling, two approaches can be considered: a monolithic
method and a weak coupling based method. The monolithic approach considers the
coupled problems as a single block, hence solving simultaneously for two or more problems; this type of approach denotes a strong coupling [2, 9] and is used to couple the
Stokes-Darcy problem reported in section 2. The weak coupling based method, consists
of seperately solving each problem iteratively, until reaching the global solution. This type
3
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the coupled problems
of approach is proposed to couple the problems illustrated in Figure 2. Transfering data
and variables between the coupled problems, requires the usage of a suitable exchange
library. The main objective is to minimise the computation time (and particularly the
variable exchange time), when these high performance calculations are done. Within a
parallel computing framework, each physical problem can be solved on a processor accessing only to its own memory. In this case, the MPI (Message Passing Interface) library is
used for the transfer of the different required data [7].
4

COUPLING ALGORITHM

Non-linear solid mechanics, fluid mechanics and level-set problems are weakly coupled
with a sequential algorithm (Algorithm 1). Subsequently, at each time step until the
preform is filled, three problems are solved.
Figure 3 details the process of exchanging variables at each time step (∆t being the
time step and t denotes the time), showing which variables are sent (respectively received
by each code or problem). In what follows, and for the sake of clarity the different
problems will be numbered according to Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the global resolution
of the problems at each time step. Before the solving process, an initialisation of the
Stokes-Darcy interface (denoted by Γs,d ) and of the initial position of fluid flow front
(denoted by Γf ) is done. Then the fluid problem transfers its velocity ( #»
v ) to the level-set
problem. After that, the solid problem receives the fluid pressure and the position of the
fluid front (i.e. the level-set function value ψ), thus updating the effective stress σ()
according to Terzaghi’s law [8]; then the solid problem iterates til convergence. Finally
the mesh is updated (this is done at each time step), taking into account the compaction
of the preforms ( #»
u denotes the displacements).

4
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Algorithm 1 Sequential algorithm
Begin of weak coupling: Initialisation of the Stokes-Darcy interface Γs,d and the fluid flow
front Γf
do:
1. Computation of the preform compaction while considering the fluid pressure with Terzaghi’s law (displacements), then update mesh
2. Computation of the Stokes-darcy fluid problem (velolcity and pressure)
3. Computation of the resin flow front motion: resolution of the level-set problem
until the preform is filled (t + ∆t)
End of weak coupling

Figure 3: Sequential algorithm with the designated sent and received variables between
the three problems (NL is the abbreviation for non-linear)
5
5.1

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Geometry and boundary conditions

The coupling between problems 1, 2, and 3 is simulated on a ”T” shaped geometry. This
shape represents a part used in aeronautical engineering (stiffened panel). For the StokesDarcy problem, one single unstructured mesh is used. Stokes and Darcy subdomains
(Figure 5) are subsequently described by using a level-set function. The dimensions of
the part are shown in Figure 5, where symmetry conditions are considered. The StokesDarcy interface is illustrated by the zero isosurface value coloured in red on Figure 5.
5
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Solid mechanics at
fixed pressure
Updated
Lagrangian
Formulation
Terzaghi’s law
Effective stress:

𝑢𝑢

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 
𝑋𝑋 ← 𝑋𝑋 + Δ𝑡𝑡 𝑢𝑢
Convergence

𝜓𝜓

𝑝𝑝
𝝈𝝈 𝝐𝝐 = 𝝈𝝈𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆 𝝐𝝐 − 𝑝𝑝𝑰𝑰
fluid pressure
𝝈𝝈 𝝐𝝐 = 𝝈𝝈𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆 (𝝐𝝐)

Flow front updating
(Level-set)

At t given
Stokes/Darcy
Fixed mesh

𝑣𝑣 , Δ𝑢𝑢/Δ𝑡𝑡

Figure 4: Global time-stepping strategy for solving the coupled problems [2, 5, 9]
A pressure gradient of 105 Pa is applied between top and bottom faces of the domain
(Figure 5 where σn is the normal stress). To represent impervious walls, normal velocities
are considered equal to zero (i.e. #»
v · #»
n = 0 on Figure 5, where #»
v is the fluid velocity and
#»
n is the normal vector to the domain boundary), on the remaining boundaries.

Porous medium

Purely fluid domain

Boundary conditions solid problem Boundary conditions fluid problem

Figure 5: Boundary conditions for both the fluid and solid problem (r is the radius of the
curvature) [1]
For the non-linear solid mechanics problem, displacement conditions are inforced as
6
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shown on Figure 5. They represent the contact of the preform with the mould, where
Uy denotes the components of the deplacements in the y direction and Ux denotes the
 = Ux .x + Uy .y ). A pressure of 105 Pa is applied on
deplacements in the x direction (U
the rest of the boundaries, which is the atmospheric pressure on the vaccum bag.
5.2

Numerical Results

The coupling between the three problems, has been done by using the finite element
software Zset [10]. The computations were carried out on one multiprocessor computer;
hence, each problem runs on one processor, of the same machine. MPI library was used
to handle the exchange in data between codes, in conformity with the scheme presented
in Figure 3. Five numerical simulations were executed on five unstructured meshes (denotes by meshes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in Table 1) of linear triangles. The time step used
for all simulations was ∆t = 0.05 s (sufficiently small in order to reach convergence) for
a final physical time of t = 4 s. The mesh size (i.e. number of nodes and elements),
as well as the parameters used for the fluid problem (viscosity η, permeabilities KI and
 I + KII X
 II ) and the solid problem (Young’s modulus E,
I ⊗ X
 II ⊗ X
KII ; K = KI X
poisson’s coefficient ν) are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. In order to emphasize on the
performance of the weak coupling using MPI library, we considered only one viscosity
on the hole domain (for a more richer description the reader can refer to [1]). Figure
Mesh
1
2
3
4
5

Number of nodes
1106
2060
3063
12104
26726

Number of elements
2212
4120
6126
23544
52462

Table 1: Mesh size parameters

KI (m2 )
100.10−11

KII (m2 )
10−11

η (P a.s)
0.03

E (MPa)
210

ν
0.3

Table 2: Parameters for both the fluid and solid problem
6(a) shows the pressure field after the compaction of the preforms under the effect of the
atmospheric pressure. Once the preforms are compacted due to the external atmosperic
pressure, the mesh geometry is updated. Figure 6(b), shows the velocity field magnitude.
Figure 7(a) shows the displacements U , where the original mesh (coloured in grey) has
7
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Figure 6: Pressure and velocity fields
been superimposed on the deformed mesh, in order to show the preform’s compaction.
The movement of the fluid flow front (pink line) is also depicted on Figure 7(b). The grey
mesh in Figure 8 corresponds to the initial undeformed mesh (before compaction) superimposed on the deformed mesh (i.e. the coloured mesh is the deformed one). It has been
represented seperately here from the physical fields, in order to evaluate quantitatively
and qualitatively the large deformartions exhibited by the preforms. It is noticebale from
Figure 8, that deformations are not homogeneous on the global domain; this is mainly
due to the non-homogeneous pressure field owing to Terzaghi’s law and anisotropic permeabilities. Two points of interest (points A and B on Figure 8) have been chosen to
discuss and emphasize on the thickness variation. The cross section in point A is found to
sustain approximately 13% (Table 3, where HA denotes the height in point A) of thickness
variation, while the one in point B undergos 10% (Table 3, where HB denotes the height
in point B) of thickness variation. The numerical values of computation time is shown in
Table 4. The computation time (denoted by CT in Table 4) increases with the number
of degrees of freedom associated with the sent / received variables. Hence, more time is
needed to assure the exchange of much more volumetric data. This evolution is compared
with a previous exchange method adopted in [1]. It is clearly shown from Figure 9 (where
the computation time of the two methods is shown), that the computation time is much
higher with this last technique. Therefore, MPI allowed a significant reduction and optimization in computation time (the percentage of time reduction is shown in Table 4),
relative to this classical technique, and especially for high mesh refinements (for 26726
nodes, the computation time is approximately reduced by a factor of 2).
6

CONCLUSION

Starting from previous works done by [1, 2, 4, 9], a robust approach has been proposed
in this work to couple monolithic Stokes-Darcy fluid mechanics, non-linear solid mechan-
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Figure 7: Displacement field magnitude: (a) original non deformed mesh (coloured in
grey) superimposed on the deformed geometry and (b) the change in the moving fluid
flow front (pink line)

Figure 8: Mesh geometry before and after compaction

9
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Height before compaction
HA = 4 cm
HB = 1.1 cm

Height after compaction
HA = 3.5 cm
HB = 1 cm

Percentage of thickness variation
12.5%
10%

Table 3: Thickness variations in point A and B in Figure 8

5

×10

4

MPI
Method used in [1]

Computation time (s)

4

3

2

1

0
0

0.5

1

1.5

number of nodes

2

2.5

3
×10

4

Figure 9: Computation time for both data exchange methods: MPI and method used in
[1]
Mesh
1
2
3
4
5

Number of nodes
1106
2060
3063
12104
26726

CT (MPI)
74
148
254
5300
23000

CT (method used in [1])
104
245
442
7006
41240

Percentage of time reduction
29%
40%
43%
24%
44%

Table 4: Numerical values of computation time for both data exchange methods: MPI
and method used in [1]
ics and level-set transient problems. The coupling was performed on a complex industrial
piece, reported in previous works . It was shown that the coupling of the fluid and solid
problems has an effect on the final dimensions of the piece. Moreover, MPI was used
to ensure data transfer between distant codes where high performance computation were
done on refined meshes. The computation time has been optimized with MPI, in compar10
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ison with classic conventional techniques. Future works, should focus on integrating more
problems to the couplings, such as temperature and thermo-chemical effects (involved in
resin curing). In addition, parallel computations have to be considered for more refined
meshes; this is currently a work in progress.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, organizations are facing the problematic of having to modernize or replace their
legacy software. This software has involved the investment of money, time and other resources
through the ages and there is a high risk in replacing it. The purpose of reengineering is to adapt
software in a disciplined way in order to improve its quality in aspects such as operability,
functionality or performance. The focus of reengineering is on improving an existing system
with a higher return on investment than would be achieved by developing a new system.
In the context of reengineering, the term legacy was associated with software that survived
several generations of developers, administrators and users. The entry into the market of new
technologies or paradigms is increasingly occurring and, motivates the growing demand for the
adaptation of systems developed more recently. Mobile Computing is crucial to harvesting the
potential of these new paradigms. Smartphones are the most used computing platform
worldwide. They come with a variety of sensors (GPS, accelerometer, digital compass,
microphone and camera) enabling a wide range of applications in Pervasive Computing, Cloud
Computing and Internet of Things (IoT).
Pervasive Computing, also called Ubiquitous Computing is the idea that almost any device
can be embedded with chips to connect the device to a network of other devices. The goal of
pervasive computing, which combines current network technologies with wireless computing,
voice recognition and Internet capability, is to create an environment where the connectivity of
devices is unobtrusive and always available. Cloud Computing is an Internet-based computing
for enabling ubiquitous, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications and services) that can be rapidly
supplied with minimal management effort. Cloud computing has long been recognized as a
paradigm for Big Data storage and analytics providing computing and data resources in a
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dynamic and pay-per use model. Finally, there is no single universal definition for IoT, we
could define it as the interconnection via the Internet of computing devices embedded in
everyday objects, enabling them to send and receive data. The IoT is becoming so pervasive
and several studies predict that will be more than 30 billion IP-connected devices and sensors
in the world by 2020.
Pervasive Computing, Cloud Computing and IoT face similar problems related to similar
use cases, including smart cities, environmental monitoring, agriculture, home automation, and
health. Smartphones have been one of the greatest facilitators of the solution for them.
Frequently, the development of software component and applications aligned to these new
paradigms requires adapting existing desktop software to mobile platforms. For instance, there
is a need to migrate C/C++ desktop applications developed in different domains of engineering
to mobile platforms in order to adapt them to new technologies. On the one hand, most
challenges in this kind of software migration are related with the proliferation of mobile
platforms that makes mobile development difficult and expensive and, on the other hand with
the need to define systematic, reusable processes with a high degree of automation that reduce
risks, time and costs.
With respect to the first challenge, the ideal situation is to define multiplatform development.
New languages are emerging to integrate the native behaviors of the different platforms targeted
in development projects. In this direction, the Haxe language is an open-source high-level crossplatform programming language and compiler that can produce applications and source code
for many different platforms from a single code base [7].
With respect to the systematic modernization process, novel technical frameworks for
information integration, tool interoperability and reuse have emerged. Specifically, Model
Driven Engineering (MDE) has emerged as a new software engineering discipline which
emphasizes the use of models and model transformations to raise the abstraction level and the
degree of automation in software development. Productivity and some aspects of software
quality such as maintainability or interoperability are goals of MDE [4]. A branch of MDE
linked to reengineering is Model-Driven Software Modernization (MDSM) [5]
This paper describes an MDE-based modernization framework defined in the context of a
software modernization project aimed at migrating non-mobile software to various mobile
platforms. An instantiation of the framework for the migration of C/C++ code to different
mobile platforms through Haxe is presented. The proposal is validated in Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF) considering that some of its tools and environments are aligned with MDE
[23]. Our approach is supported by metamodels to describe existing systems, discoverers to
automatically create models of these systems and, tools to understand and transform complex
models.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes background, emphasizing on
MDE and multiplatform development. Section 3 presents some relevant work related to our
approach. Section 4 describes a MDE framework for software modernization. Section 5
includes a realization of the framework for the migration of C/C++ code to mobile App
deployed on different mobile platforms. Finally, Section 6 presents a discussion of our approach
and future work.
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2

BACKGROUND

This section includes background on Model Driven Engineering (Section 2.1) and
multiplatform development in the Haxe language (Section (2.2).
2.1 Model Driven Engineering
Different acronyms are associated with model-driven developments: MBE (Model Based
Engineering), MDE (Model Driven Engineering), MDD (Model Driven Development) and
MDSM (Model Driven Software Modernization).
MBE is the branch of software engineering in which software models play an important role
being the basis of development. However, there is no direct link between models and generated
software that is defined through precise transformations.
MDE can be viewed as a subset of MBE. It is the branch of software engineering in which
processes are driven by models, i.e. models are the primary artifacts of different software
processes. MDE has emerged as a new software engineering discipline that emphasizes the use
of models and model transformations to raise the abstraction level and the degree of automation
in software development. Productivity and some aspects of the software quality such as
maintainability or interoperability are goals of MDE.
Model Driven principles can be summarizes as follows: all artifacts involved in a MDE
process can be viewed as models that conform to a particular metamodel, the process itself can
be viewed as a sequence of model transformations and all extracted information is represented
in an standard way through metamodels. Then, model, metamodel and transformations are
crucial in MDE.
Model-Driven Development (MDD) refers to forward engineering processes that use models
as primary development artifacts. In an MDD development, everything is a model that conforms
to a metamodel and the development itself is seen as a sequence of model-to-model
transformations ranging from abstract to concrete levels. A specific realization of MDD is the
Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) proposed by the Object Management Group (OMG) [10].
The outstanding ideas behind MDA are separating the specification of the system
functionality from its implementation on specific platforms, managing the software evolution
from abstract models to implementations. Three concepts are crucial in MDA: model,
metamodel and model transformations. Models play a major role in MDA, which distinguishes
at least Platform Independent Model (PIM) and Platform Specific Model (PSM) [16]. An MDA
process focuses on the automatic transformation of different models that conform to MOF
metamodels. The essence of MDA is Meta Object Facility (MOF), an OMG standard for
defining metamodels that provides the ability to design and integrate semantically different
languages such as general-purpose languages, domain specific languages and modeling
languages in a unified way. The modeling concepts of MOF are classes, which model MOF
meta-objects; associations, which model binary relations between meta-objects; Data Types,
which model other data; and Packages, which modularize the models [17]. Consistency rules
are attached to metamodel components by using OCL [18].
Model transformation is another fundamental concept in MDA. A transformation is the
process of converting a source model that conforms to a source metamodel, in a target model
that conforms to a target metamodel, both metamodels (source and target) conforming to MOF.
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The standard proposed by OMG to specify model-to-model transforms is the QVT (Query,
View, Transformation) [21]. ATL (Atlas Transformation Language) is the most mature
transformation language aligned with MDE that provides ways to produce a set of target models
from a set of source models [3].
A particular form of reengineering for the technological and functional evolution of legacy
systems begins to be identified in the early 21st century under the designation of Model Driven
Software Modernization (MDSM). It is based on model-driven processes of reverse
engineering, restructuring and forward engineering [5]. In MDSM, models representing legacy
software are discovery semi-automatically through a reverse engineering process and then
transformed into models that meet the modernization requirements from which it is possible to
forward engineering a new modernized software.
The OMG Architecture-Driven
Modernization Task Force (ADMTF) is developing a set of specifications and promoting
industry consensus on modernization [2].
2.2 Multiplatform Development
The high cost and technical complexity of targeting development to a wide spectrum of
mobile platforms has given rise to the cross-platform development. It allows using the same
code to deploy an application on multiple platforms such as iOS, Androis or WindowsPhone.
In this direction, the Haxe language emerges as an open-source high-level multiplatform
programming language and compiler that can produce applications and source code for many
different platforms from a single code-base [7].
Reference [6] summarizes the Haxe principles as follows: “support mainstream platforms”,
“write once, reuse everywhere”, “always native, no wrapper”, “generated but readable” and
“trust the developer”. The Haxe programming language is a high level programming language
that mixes features of object oriented languages and functional ones. It is similar (but not pure)
to object-oriented languages. The compiler supports novel features such as type inference,
enforcing strict type safety at compile time. Currently, Haxe supports nine target languages
which allow for different use-cases: JavaScript, Neko, PHP, Python, C++, ActionScript3, Flash,
Java and C#. Haxe includes a set of common functions that are supported across all platforms,
such as numeric data types, text, arrays, binary and some common file formats.
The idea behind Haxe is to allow developers choose the best platform for a specific
development. To achieve this, it provides a standardized language, a standard library that works
the same on all platforms and platform specific libraries that allow us accessing the full API for
a given platform from Haxe.
3

RELATED WORK

Various authors describe challenges of mobile software development, for example, in [8]
authors highlight creating user interfaces for different kinds of mobile devices, providing
reusable applications across multiple mobile platforms, designing context aware applications
and handling their complexity and, specifying requirements uncertainty.
A DSL (Domain Specific Language), named MobDSL, to generate applications for multiple
mobile platforms is described in [15]. Authors perform the domain analysis on two cases in the
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Android and iPhone platforms. This analysis allows inferring the basic requirements of the
language defined by MobDSL.
The proliferation of mobile devices generated the need to adapt desktop applications to
mobile platforms. Reference [9] describes a migration process from Java to mobile platforms
through the multiplatform language Haxe.
ANDRIU, a reverse engineering tool based on static analysis of source code for transforming
user interface tiers from desktop application to Android, is described in [20]. ANDRIU has
been developed for migrating traditional systems to Android applications although it was
designed to be extended for different migrations to others mobile platforms.
Reference [13] describes six major trends affecting future smartphone design and use:
personal computers, internet of things, multimedia delivery, low power operation, wearable
computing and context awareness.
Reference [22] reports a practical experience in two transfer of technology projects. Authors
analyze the factors that can be taken into account in transfer of technology projects applying
metrics to give hints about the potential productivity gains that MDE could bring.
Reference [11] presents a solution for facilitating the migration of applications to the cloud,
inferring the most suitable deployment model for the application and automatically deploying
it in the Cloud. Reference [14] describes the challenges in mobile computing offloading to cloud
through experimentation.
4

A MODERNIZATION FRAMEWORK

We propose a framework for the modernization of desktop software to new technologies.
According to the three crucial concepts of MDE, the framework provides sets of models,
metamodels and transformations. Figure 1 depicts the main components of the framework.
Three different types of models are distinguished: Platform Independent models (PIM),
Platform Specific Model (PSM) and Implementation Specific Model (ISM). A PIM is a model
with a high level of abstraction that is independent of an implementation technology. A PSM is
a tailored model to specify a system in terms of specific platform such J2EE,.NET, web or
mobile. PIM and PSM are expressed in UML and OCL [18]. The subset of UML diagrams that
are useful for PSM includes class diagram, object diagram, state diagram, interaction diagram
and package diagram. On the other hand, a PIM can be expressed by means of use case
diagrams, activity diagrams, interactions diagrams to model system processes and, state
diagrams to model lifecycle of the system entities. An ISM is a specification of the
implementation (source code) in terms of models.
The framework includes PSMs and ISMs related to the source and target platform. The target
PSM and target ISM are related to a cross-platform language that allows writing mobile
applications that target all major mobile platforms.
Metamodeling is a powerful technique to specify families of models. A metamodel is a
model that defines the language for expressing a model, i.e. “a model of models”. A metamodel
is an explicit model of the constructs and rules needed to build specific models. It is a
description of all the concepts that can be used in a model. MOF metamodels use an object
modeling framework that is essentially a subset of UML 2.5 core. The modeling concepts are
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Figure 1. A modernization framework

metaobjects, data types which model other data, and packages which modularize the models.
At this level MOF metamodels describe families of ISM, PSM and PIM. Every ISM, PSM and
PIM conforms to a MOF metamodel.
The framework includes different kinds of transformations: T2M (Text-to-Model), M2M
(Model-to-Model) and M2T (Model-to-Text).
T2M transformations allow representing the source code of the program in terms of a model
compatible with MOF. They require to have a metamodel that describes the grammar of the
source language. First, a representation of the original code in terms of an Abstract Syntax Tree
(AST) is built. The next step in the reverse engineering process involves applying traditional
techniques for static and dynamic analysis. The basic representation of the static analysis is an
oriented graph that represents all data flow. Static analysis can be complemented with dynamic
analysis that analyses traces of execution for different test cases.
Model-to-model (M2M) transformations provide a mechanism for automatically creating
target models based on information contained in existing source models.
The framework distinguishes vertical and horizontal model-to-model transformations.
Vertical transformations occur when a source model is transformed into a target model at a
different abstraction level. They are useful in reverse engineering processes (ISM-to-PSM,
PSM-to-PIM transformations) or forward engineering (PIM-to-PSM, PSM-to-ISM). Horizontal
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transformations involves transforming a source model into a target model that is at the same
abstraction level. They are bridges between different platforms at the same abstraction level
(ISM or PSM), for instance ISMsource2ISMtarget and PSMsource2PSMtarget.
M2T transformations focuses on the generation of textual artifacts from models. In our
context, M2T transformations are the processes to extract code from models following the MDE
principles.
The framework shows different scenarios of modernization to adapt software to diverse
mobile platforms. In the most general form, reverse engineering processes extract PIM models
from the code, which are transformed into code through MDD processes for forward
engineering. Reverse engineering processes can also recover PSMs that can be restructured at
the same level of abstraction through a migration between different platforms. Different
instantiations of this framework were analyzed. Next we will describe the instantiation of the
framework for the migration of C / C ++ code to the multiplatform Haxe language at ISM level.
5

A FRAMEWORK REALIZATION: FROM C/C++ TO MOBILE PLATFORMS

This section is about an instantiation of the framework. First, we partially show the
metamodels that had to be defined in order to realize the objectives of our project: the C/C++
metamodel (Section 5.1) and the Haxe metamodel (Section 5.2). Finally, Section 5.3 describes
an instantiation of the framework for migrating (at ISM level) C/C++ code to Haxe that, at the
same time, allows generating code on different mobile platforms.
The proposal was validated in the open source application platform Eclipse considering that
some of its frameworks and tools are aligned with MDE standards. For example, EMF (Eclipse
Modeling Framework) has evolved starting from the experience of the Eclipse community to
implement a variety of tools and to date is highly related to MDE. Ecore is the core metamodel
at the heart of EMF and can be considered the official implementation of MOF. The subproject
M2M supports model transformations that take one or more models as input to produce one or
more models as output [12]. ATL is a model transformation language (Atlas Transformation
Language) and a toolkit that provides ways to produce a set of target models from a set of source
models develop on top of the Eclipse platform [3].
5.1 The C++ Metamodel
The C++ metamodel conforms to Ecore and is partially shown in Figure 2. The root
metaclass is Program that represents a C++ program, which owns source files, instances of
TranslationUnit. A translation unit contains declarations such as block declaration, function
definitions, template declarations, among others. A SimpleDeclaration, instance of BlockDeclaration, has a DeclSpecifierSeq that is a sequence of DeclSpecifiers which refers to a
declaration specifiers and a type specifier. In addition, a simple declaration has an
InitDeclaratorList containing a variable declaration list that is a list of specifiers and the name
of a variable and its corresponding initialization. A FunctionDefinition has a Declarator
containing the function identifier and the parameter list. Function and CtorOrDestFunction,
instances of FunctionDefinition, have a body that contains compound statements such as
declarations, iterations, and selections. In addition, a Function has a DeclSpecifierSeq that is a
sequence of DeclSpecifiers such as function specifiers and a type specifier. TypeSpecifier
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subclasses are SimpleTypeSpecifier, ClassSpecifier and EnumSpecifier among others. A
ClassSpecifier has a ClassHead containing the class key (class or struct) and a
MemberSpecification that contains MemberDeclarations such as variables, function
declarations, function definitions, constructors, destructor and template members. The full
C/C++ metamodel can be found at [10]

Figure 2. C++ Metamodel

5.2 The Haxe Metamodel
The Haxe metamodel conforms to Ecore metamodel. It is partially shown in Figure 3. The
main metaclasses of the HAXE metamodel are those that allow specifying an application using
Haxe as language.
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Figure 3. Haxe metamodel

One of the main metaclasses of the metamodel is HAXEModel, that serves as element
container used to describe an application and store additional information on it, for example,
some options of compilation and different metaclasses for modeling such as modules, classes
and packages. HAXEModel owns HAXEModule and HAXEPathReferentiable.
Starting from the relations HaxeModules, referenced and elements, the class HAXEModel
allows storing different information. Relation HaxeModules allows accessing the different
HAXE modules used in the project. Through relation elements, it is possible to access the
different elements of the package tree. Relation referenced provides access to elements, which
are referenced in the project but are not defined completely. In the case of relations and
referenced elements, the type used is HAXEPathReferentiable, which is the parent type of
metaclasses such as HAXEType and HAXEPackage. The HaxeXE language includes different
kind of types such as class (the types class and interface), function, abstract type, enumeration,
and anonymous structures.
5.3 The Migration Process
Figure 4 depicts a realization of the framework. The initial transformation T2M obtains a
code model that conforms to the C/C++ metamodel. This transformation was based on the
generation of a parsing tree with the ANTLR tool through the C ++ grammar. Also a discoverer
of a C ++ model that conforms to the C ++ metamodel was built.
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Figure 4. From C/C++ to mobile platforms

The Discover is a Java program whose input is the syntax tree and its output an ISM, the C++
model of the code.
M2M transformations were defined in ATL, the most mature transformation language in
the context of MDE. ATL is a model transformation language (Atlas Transformation Language)
and toolkit developed on top of the Eclipse platform. The ATL Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) provides a number of standard development tools (syntax highlighting,
debugger, etc.) that aims to facilitate the development of ATL transformations. ATL is a hybrid
language that provides a mix of declarative and imperative constructs.
A model-to-model transformation from C++ to Haxe, called C/C++ 2 Haxe, was defined in
ATL. It takes as input the model obtained in the reverse engineering phase and release an Haxe
model. The transformation specifies families of transformations that produce Haxe models
(target) from C++ models (source). Both source and target models must conform to the C++
metamodel and Haxe metamodel respectively.
The C/C++ 2 Haxe transformation conforms to the ATL metamodel, that, in the same way
conforms to Ecore.
All models obtained in this chain of transformations are saved in the interchange format
XMI, an OMG standard that combines XML, MOF and UML. It allows integrating tools,
repositories, and applications in distributed heterogeneous environments [24].
Finally, from a model Haxe, it is possible to generate a source code in Haxe by using an
M2T transformation defined in Acceleo, that is a code generation system based on MDE. It
contains all the tools expected of a quality code generation IDE: simple syntax, efficient and
advanced code generation. Its approach, based on prototypes and models, facilitates the creation
of text generators based on the source code of existing prototypes [1].
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Haxe allows writing mobile applications that target all major mobile platforms in a
straightforward way. The generated code is syntactically correct, although, it does not compile
on other platforms without doing changes due to the code refers to proprietary technologies of
C++. To run on mobile environments, these technologies can be replaced with OpenFL and
HAXEUI, that is an open source, multi-platform application-centric user interface framework
designed for Haxe and OpenFL [19].
6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes migration of desktop applications to new technologies in which
smartphones are its great facilitators. A modernization framework based on MDE principles
and multiplatform development is presented. A framework realization that allows adapting
C/C++ software to different mobile platforms through Haxe is described. Our approach covers
a migration method and the presentation of models, metamodels and model transformations.
These artifacts could be reused, modified for evolution purposes or, extended for other
purposes.
Our approach is supported by metamodels to describe existing systems, discoverers to
automatically create models of these systems and, tools to understand and transform complex
models. The migration process can be divided in smaller steps focusing in specific activities,
and be automated thanks to the chaining of model transformations. Model transformations
allow developers to concentrate on the conceptual aspects of the relations between models and
delegate the implementation of the transformation. The metamodel approach enables covering
different levels of abstraction and satisfying several degrees of detail depending on the needs
of the migration. Metamodeling is the key for interoperability of languages and tools.
We believe that our approach provides benefits with respect to processes based only on
traditional migration techniques. One of the benefits of applying MDE techniques is to increase
productivity in software development due to the automation that is introduced in the generation
of artifacts. Besides, the use of MDE in migration projects is more cost-effective when the same
process must be repeated frequently as the case of migrations to different platforms.
The advances achieved in MDE infrastructure and training of human resources, could allow
us to apply the results in real projects in the scientific and industrial field.
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Abstract. The impressive progress of the kinetic schemes in the solution of gas dynamics problems and the development of effective parallel algorithms for modern high
performance parallel computing systems led to the development of advanced methods
for the solution of the magnetohydrodynamics problem in the important area of plasma
physics. The novel feature of the method is the formulation of the complex Boltzmannlike distribution function of kinetic method with the implementation of electromagnetic
interaction terms. The numerical method is based on the explicit schemes. Due to logical
simplicity and its efficiency, the algorithm is easily adapted to modern high performance
parallel computer systems including hybrid computing systems with graphic processors.

1

INTRODUCTION

The tremendous progress in the development of high performance computing systems,
especially expecting drastically new exascale computing systems, including the challenges
1
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in architecture, scale, power and reliability, gives new opportunities for the mathematical
modeling of important physical phenomena in the present and future. Nevertheless the
complexity of the challenges in science and engineering continues to outpace our ability
to adequately address them through impressively growing computational power.
A feature of the present is that the development of technologies and computer systems
architecture are well ahead of software development. The software problems are primarily
associated with the complexity of the algorithms adaptation for the differential equations
of mathematical physics to high performance computing systems architecture. In particular they refer to one of the important requirements as the accuracy in combination with
the correctness of the initial mathematical models. Another requirement for the methods
is their logical simplicity and high efficiency at the same time. The numerical algorithms
should be simple and transparent from a logical point of view.
One of the important directions to overcome these problems is the development of a
nontraditional approach to initial mathematical models and computational algorithms.
In the present study for the solution of the multidimensional gas dynamics and magnetohydrodynamics problems kinetic difference scheme is proposed. It is convenient from the
physics point of view to define the gas dynamics and magnetohydrodynamics quantities
from close relations between the kinetic and gas dynamics description of physics processes
[1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7].
Another aspect is the study of the explicit finite difference schemes, which seem to
be preferable for future high performance parallel computing, especially in terms of their
simplicity and well adaptability to parallel program realization, including hybrid high
performance parallel computing systems. The weakness of explicit schemes is a strictly
limited time step that ensures computational stability. This restriction becomes critical
with the growing number of nodes and the reduction in the step of a spatial mesh. The
advanced explicit kinetic finite difference schemes have a soft stability condition giving
the opportunity to enhance the stability and to use very fine meshes [3].
The mentioned aspects are used for the development of the framework for the study of
the dynamics of the conducting gas media in strong magnetic fields at high performance
parallel computing systems.
2
2.1

THEORETICAL ISSUES
Gas Dynamics Processes

The kinetic theory describes the gas dynamics by the Boltzmann differential equation
through the evolution of the distribution function f (x, ξ, t) [8]:
∂f (x, ξ, t)
+ ξ · ∇f (x, ξ, t) = C (f )
∂t

(1)

where C (f ) is a nonlinear integral operator which describes the collisions between

2
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gas molecules.
This evolution equation follows naturally from the relations between the kinetic and
the gas dynamics description of continuous media. The macroscopic observables such as
density, momentum, energy flux as a function of x and t are obtained from the moments of
the distribution function with respect to the macroscopic velocity. The evolution equations
for these gas dynamics quantities are obtained by integrating Eq. (1) over molecular
velocities ξ with summational invariants m,mξ, 12 mξ 2 . The computational interest in
kinetic formulations of the gas dynamics is high due to the linearity of the differential
operator on the left side of Eq. (1). Nonlinearity is confined by the collision term, which
is generally local in x and t.
An important feature is that the collision integral vanishes in the equilibrium state
when the local Boltzmann distribution function f is a Maxwellian:


ρ(x, t)m1/2
m
2
f (x, ξ, t) =
(2)
(ξ − u(t, x))
exp −
2kT (t, x)
(2πkT (x, t))3/2
This leads to the use of this model for numerical methods and possible generalizations in order provide a natural kinetic description of the system of conservation laws.
This approximation is sufficient for the gas dynamics processes and is called the kinetic
approach [1].
2.2

Electromagnetic Processes

In [9] it was shown that electromagnetic fields do not destroy the validity of the Boltzmann equation and this opened the way for the implementation of the electromagnetic
term in the Boltzmann-like distribution function. From the vector nature of the electromagnetic interaction, the distribution function should taking to account the vector
behavior and provide correct formulation for the evolution of the magnetic field, i. e.
the magnetic field should be generally defined as the momentum of the Boltzmann-like
distribution function.
A few useful attempts to formulate the Boltzmann-like statistical distribution function
can be found in [11, 12, 13], but physical meaning was not clear defined.
We propose an evaluation of the electromagnetic processes in the context of the distribution function, taking to account the axial nature of the magnetic field.
For the purposes of magnetohydrodynamics, the effect, which a magnetic field exerts
on a certain volume, is obtained by integrating the electromagnetic stress tensor over the
surface of that volume and the correspondent propagation velocity can be defined as a
complex vector of velocity:
vem = uem + iwem

(3)

At first approximation the term defined by electric forces could be considered as drift
component in meaning that electric field forces is polar vector nature. The magnetic
3
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field contributions could be defined through the axial vector feature of the magnetic field
interaction and define as Alfven velocity:
B
wem = √
ρ
2.3

(4)

Proposed Distribution Function for MHD

Using the above definitions we define the local complex Boltzmann Maxwellian distribution function of magnetohydrodynamics with drift velocity u in magnetic field B at the
equilibrium:


2 
B 
ρm1/2
m 
fM =
,
(5)
(ξ − u) − i √
exp −
2kT 
µm ρ 
(2πkT )3/2

The first term on the right-hand side of (5) includes the internal energy and the second
term is the magnetic field energy. The hydrodynamics observables are real scalars and
vectors. The complex components include the dynamics of the macroscopic observables
introduced by the evolution of the magnetic field, keeping their specific pseudo-vectorial
nature. The hydrodynamic and electromagnetic observables are obtained respectively
as the real and imaginary
of the distribution function (5) with the
 part of the integral

summational invariants m, mξ, 12 mξ 2 , mξ ∗ along the line L parallel to the real axis and
√
shifted by iB/ µρ in the imaginary axis direction.

mfM d3 ξ
(6)
ρ=
L

1
u=
mξfM d3 ξ
(7)
ρ L

1 2
E=
mξ fM d3 ξ
(8)
2
L


µm
B=−
mξ ∗ fM d3 ξ
(9)
ρ L
For the compressible media, we use the linear approximation of the magnetic permeability:
µm = µ ρ ρ

(10)

where µρ is a constant representing the magnetic permeability per unit density. The
proposed complex Boltzmann Maxwell like distribution function contains the hydrodynamics terms and the electromagnetic terms. Thus by using this distribution function
to calculate the mass, momentum, energy and magnetic field fluxes, most of the electromagnetic contributions are calculated directly, i.e. one does not have to solve the
hydrodynamics and magnetic force components separately or differently, as will be shown
below.
4
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3

THE IDEAL MAGNETO GAS DYNAMICS EQUATIONS

To provide the first step of the formulation of the MHD conservation laws equation,
the equilibrium state is considered with the proposed distribution function. The MHD
system of equations is obtained by the integration of (1) with vanishing collision integral
with the summational invariants following the definition in (9):


∂f
+ mξ · ∇f d3 ξ = 0
m
(11)
∂t
L
L


∂f
+ mξξ · ∇f d3 ξ = 0
mξ
(12)
∂t
L
L


1 2 ∂f
1 2
mξ
+
mξ ξ · ∇f d3 ξ = 0
(13)
2
∂t
2
L
L


∗ ∂f
+ mξ ∗ ξ · ∇f d3 ξ = 0
mξ
(14)
∂t
L
L
The result obtained, set of Eq. (14), is the ideal magnetohydrodynamics system of
equations:
∂ρ
∂
+
ρui = 0
∂t ∂xi



B2
∂
Bi Bk
∂
ρui +
p+
δik + ρui uk −
=0
∂t
∂xk
2µM
µM
 


∂
B2
B i uk B k
∂E
+
ui E + p +
−
=0
∂t
∂xi
2µM
µM
∂
∂Bi
+
[uk Bi − ui Bk ] = 0
∂t
∂xk

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

In addition an equation for ∇ · B is obtained as the imaginary part of the integral of the
summational invariant (m) respect to the velocities ξ:


∂f
+ mξ · ∇f d3 ξ = 0
(19)
m
∂t
L
L
∂Bi
=0
∂xi
4

(20)

THE QUASI MAGNETO GAS DYNAMICS SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS

The quasy MHD system of equations for the real gases is obtained using the integration
technique outlined in section 2 and the balance relation based on the Taylor expancion of
the variation of the local distribution function in spatial variables up to third order [?]:
f j+1 − f j
∂f j
∂ τ ∂f j
+ ξi
= ξ i ξk
∆t
∂xi
∂xi 2 ∂xk
5
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The evalution equation for the magneto gas dynamic variables (quasi magneto gas dynamic equations) obtained as:


∂
τ ∂
∂
∂ρ
+
(22)
ρui =
Πik
∂t ∂xi
∂xi 2 ∂xk

 
∂ρui
∂
τ ∂
∂ D
∂
+
(23)
Πik =
Π +
Πik uk
∂t
∂xk
∂xk ik ∂xk
2 ∂xk
∂Qi
∂ D
∂E ∂Fi
+
=
+
Π uk +
∂t
∂xi
∂xi
∂xi ik



∂
1 B2 τ ∂
E+p
+
+
(24)
Πik
∂xi
ρ
µm 2ρ 2 ∂xk
∂
∂ DB
∂Bi
B
+
Mik
=
Π
(25)
∂t
∂xk
∂xk ik
The right-hand of the kinetic magneto gas dynamic Eq. (22-25) contains dissipative
terms. In comparison with other methods, the dissipative terms are obtained not by
phenomenology with some assumptions about magneto gas dynamics processes but in
consistency with the difference scheme of the Boltzmann equation.
Πik is the momentum flux density tensor for a perfect gas in magnetic field:


1
B2
δik + ρui uk −
Bi Bk
(26)
Πik = p +
2µm
µm
Fi is the heat transfer flux of a perfect gas in magnetic field:



B2
1
ui −
E+p+
B i uk B k
Fi =
2µm
µm

(27)

B
Mik
is the asymmetric product between velocity u and magnetic field flux B:
B
Mik
= u k B i − ui B k

6
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The dissipative terms:


∂ui
τ
∂uk 2 ∂ul
D
p
+p
− p
δik
Πik =
2
∂xk
∂xi
3 ∂xl




τ
1 B2
∂ui
∂uk
1
1 B2
1
+
δlk −
δil −
Bl Bk
+
Bi Bl
2
µm 2
µm
∂xl
µm 2
µm
∂xl



2
∂ul
1 B
1
δik −
−
Bi Bk
µm 2
µm
∂xl



τ 1
∂ui
∂uk
∂un
+
Bl −Bk
− Bi
+ Bn
δik
2 µm
∂xl
∂xl
∂xl


τ
∂uk
∂ 1
∂p
∂ 1 B2
+
ρui ul
− ui
+ ui
+ ui
Bl Bk
2
∂xl
∂xk
∂xk µm 2
∂xl µm



∂p
τ
∂ul
τ 1 2 ∂ul Bn Bl ∂un
+
ul
δik +
+ γp
B
−
2
∂xl
∂xl
2 µm n ∂xl
µm ∂xl



Bi Bk ∂ul Bi Bl ∂uk
1
τ
Bi ∂Bk
∂Bn
−
δik +
+ B n ul
+
−
ul
µm
∂xl
2
µm ∂xl
µm ∂xl
µm ∂xl


τ
Bk Bi ∂ul Bk Bl ∂ui
Bk ∂Bi
+
−
+
−
ul
2
µm ∂xl
µm ∂xl µm ∂xl
QD
i


5 ∂ p
p
2 ∂xi ρ
 


τ 5 B2
∂ p
Bi Bk
+
δik −
2 2 2µm
µm
∂xk ρ
 



2
τ 3
B2
∂ B2
∂ Bi Bk
B
Bi Bk
+
pδik +
− p+
δik −
2 2
2µm
µm
∂xk 2µm ρ
2µm ∂xk µm ρ



2
∂ 3p
Bi B k ∂ B
τ
−
ρui uk
+
µm ρ ∂xk 2µm
2
∂xk 2 ρ




2
τ
B
∂ 1
B 2 ∂uk
+
ρui uk p +
− ui
2
µm ∂xk ρ
µm ∂xk



Bl
∂uk
∂ul
∂Bl
τ
+
ui
Bl
− Bk
+ uk
2
µm
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk

 2

τ 1
B ∂ 1 1 ∂ B2
+
ρui uk
−
2 2
2µm ∂xk ρ ρ ∂xk 2µm



τ
1 ∂p
1 ∂ B2
1 ∂ Bl Bk
∂ul
+
Bi Bl −uk
−
−
+
2
∂xk ρ ∂xl ρ ∂xl 2µm ρ ∂xk µm

τ
=
2

(29)
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ΠDB
ik

 


B2
∂Bi ∂Bk
τl 1
p+
−
=
2 ρ
2µm
∂xk
∂xi



2
τ
B
∂ 1
∂ 1
+
p+
− Bk
Bi
2
2µm
∂xk ρ
∂xi ρ




τ
τ 1 Bi Bl ∂Bk 1 Bk Bl ∂Bi
∂ui
∂uk
+
uk Bl
+
− ui B l
−
2
∂xl
∂xl
2 ρ µm ∂xl
ρ µm ∂xl


∂ul
∂ui
∂Bi
τ
+
uk Bi
− uk B l
+ uk u l
2
∂xl
∂xl
∂xl


∂uk Bi ∂p
τ
Bi ∂ B 2
Bi ∂ Bk Bl
+
B i ul
+
+
−
2
∂xl
ρ ∂xk
ρ ∂xk 2µm
ρ ∂xl µm


τ
∂ul
∂uk
∂Bk
+
−ui Bk
+ ui B l
− ui ul
2
∂xl
∂xl
∂xl


∂ui Bk ∂p
τ
Bk ∂ B 2
Bk ∂ B i B l
+
−Bk ul
−
−
+
2
∂xl
ρ ∂xi
ρ ∂xi 2µm
ρ ∂xl µm

(31)

It was shown in [2] that the dissipative terms of the gas dynamics system of equations
are small in comparison with the convective terms. The corresponding dissipative terms
are associated with the real physics processes and an important remark is that in this
case the gas dynamics parameters such as viscosity and heat conductivity are obtained
from the kinetic theory.
The Navier-Stokes viscosity is identified as the first term of Eq. (29):




∂ui
∂ui
∂uk 2 ∂ul
∂uk 2 ∂ul
τ
NS
Πik =
p
(32)
+p
− p
δik = µ
+
−
δik
2
∂xk
∂xi
3 ∂xl
∂xk
∂xi
3 ∂xl
where the bulk viscosity component is neglected and the shear viscosity µ is related to
the gas pressure p and the characteristic time τ as µ = τ2 p.
The Navier-Stokes thermal flux vector is identified as the first term of Eq. (30):


∂T
τ 5 ∂ p
NS
Qi =
p
=k
(33)
2 2 ∂xi ρ
∂xi
with T gas temperature and k thermal coefficient expressed as k = P1r 52 R τ2 p, with P r
Prandtl number.
A similar analysis of the dissipative terms of the electromagnetic processes gives the
estimation of their smallness. The correct magnetic viscosity is represent as part of
dissepative term. The gas resistivity is identified as the first term of Eq. (31) and also
appears as a result of the kinetic formulation:





B2
∂Bi ∂Bk
∂Bi ∂Bk
τm
B
Πik =
p+
=η
(34)
−
−
2
2
∂xk
∂xi
∂xk
∂xi


2
Where the η = τ2m p + B2 represents the resistivity.
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5

The COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM

The computational task consists of the solution of the kinetic consistent MHD system
of equations ??.
The computational algorithm used in this paper is build upon the Finite Volume
method applied to the gas dynamic equations and on the Contrained Transport method
applied to the magnetic induction equation [14, 15].
In the finite volume method the conserved gas dynamics variables, density, gas momentum and energy, are averaged above the volume of the computational cell. The contrained
transport method treatment is based on the area-averaging of the magnetic field through
the surfaces of the grid cells.

Figure 1: 3D Computational Domain

Fig. 1 shows the four neighbour to the cell (i, k, l) used in evaluations of the hydrodynamics and electromagnetic variables.
The gas dynamics observables - mass density, momentum and energy density are defined at the cell center. The components of the magnetic field are defined at the face
centers of the cells. A duality is established between the electric field and the fluxes.
This duality is utilized to obtain the electric field at the edges of the computational
cell through a reconstruction process that is applied directly to the properly upwinded
fluxes. The electric field is then utilized to make an update of the magnetic fields that
preserves the solenoidal nature of the magnetic field and ensures that the magnetic field
in a magnetohydrodynamics model remains strictly solenoidal up to discretization errors.
The explicit finite volume computational algorithm for the magneto gas gas dynamics
9
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are used. This method has the convinient stability conditions and very important for
adaptation on the massive parallel computing systems.
6

RESULTS OF NUMERICAL MODELLING

The parallel implementation of the numerical algorithm is obtained through the doman
composition in ditributed memory approach. The communication between processors is
performed via MPI protocol. The computational method needs only one layer of ghost
cells at the boundary and along the edges of each subdomain which is exchanged between
the domains with MPI calls. The algorithm is well suited to distributed memory clusters
as it is time explicit and requires only one MPI call per time step, reducing significantly
the processor communication time contribution to the total computational time.
The demostration of the method is performed on the basis of the solution of the spherical expansion problem of ionised gas and the solution of the expansion of an ionised gas
in strong magnetic field. The initial conditions are the same as proposed in [16] and are
expressed in normalized units in order to provide a direct comparison. They consist of a
sphere with radius 0.1 placed in the center of the physical region with pressure of 100 in
comparison to the overall represented area with pressure 1. The density is uniform and
equal to 1 in the full computational domain. For √
the study of ionized gas in a strong
magnetic field the uniform magnetic field Bz = 5/ π aligned with the z coordinate is
added to the initial conditions. The adiabatic coefficient of the gas is chosen as γ = 5/3.
Reflective border conditions are used throughout the simulation.
The simulations are performed for a Cartesian rectangular mesh 100 × 100 × 100 in the
physics domain [0,1].
Fig. 2 present the state of the 3D simulation of the processes for relative time 0.03.
On the 3D pictures the arrows represent the velocities of the ionised gas and the color
represents the density of gas. 3D figures clearly show the confinement of the ionized gas
in the cylindrical area along z due to the magnetic field.
Fig. 3,4 represent the 2D projections of the density, pressure and kinetic energy of the
gas expansion without magnetic field and the 1D density profile for these condition at
time t = 0.03.
Fig. 5,6 represents the 2D projections of the density, pressure, magnetic pressure and
kinetic energy for the gas expansion problem of the ionized gas with initial magnetic field
and Fig. 7 shows the 1D profile of the density for these conditions at time t = 0.03.
This test demostrates the ability of the computational algorithm in preserving perfect
simmetry. The comparison of the results in [16] shows a reasonable agreement and will
be analysed further.
Another significant numerical test is the implosion. It consists of a 3-dimensional generalization of the Sod shocktube problem [17]. The initial condition corresponds to hydrogen
gas presenting a discontinuity perpendicular to the diagonal of the computational domain.
The left state has initial density ρl = 0.719 Kg/m3 and pressure Pr = 722680 Pa. The
right state has initial density ρr = 0.125 × ρl and pressure Pr = 0.14 × Pl . The initial
10
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Figure 2: 3D view of the conductive gas expancion in strong magnetic field

magnetic field of 0.1 T is aligned with the y-axis. Reflective boundary conditions are
used.
The simulations are performed for a Cartesian rectangular mesh 2000 × 2000 × 2000
in the physics domain [0,10] µm.
Fig. 8 represents the 2D projections of the density at time t = 1.76 × 10−8 for the two
cases with and without magnetic field.
The reflection of the shock generated by the initial contact discontinuity drives consequent vortices and instabilities. The result is characterized by complex shock reflections and rarefactions. In absence of magnetic field the simmetry along the diagonal is
preserved. The presence of the magnetic field changes dramatically the picture. The deflection of the charged media flow in the direction of the magnetic field is clearly visible.
Another observed effect is the strong smoothing of the instabilities of the gas dynamics,
which corresponds to a physical experimental evidence. The possibility of such observation is the basis of the importance of the very detailed space discretization, which is
available with the proposed method.
7

CONCLUSIONS

A new 3D kinetic algorithm has been developed for the solution of the magnetohydrodynamics problems. The novel feature of the method is that the local complex Boltzmannlike distribution function incorporated most of the electromagnetic processes terms. The
fluxes of mass, momentum and energy across the cell interface as well as the magnetic
field are calculated by integrating a local complex Boltzmann-like distribution function
over the velocity space. Thus by using this distribution function to calculate the mass,
momentum and energy fluxes, most of the electromagnetic contributions are calculated di11
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Figure 3: 2D gas density and 2D gas pressure projections

Figure 4: 2D kinetic energy and 1D density profile

12
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√
Figure 5: 2D gas density and 2D gas pressure projections in the magnetic field 5/ π

√
Figure 6: 2D magnetic pressure and 2D kinetic energy in the magnetic field 5/ π

√
Figure 7: 1D density profile in the magnetic field 5/ π

13
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Figure 8: Sod shocktube problem: 2D gas density projections at time 1.76 × 10−8 s without (a) and
with (b) magnetic field.

rectly, i.e. one does not have to solve the hydrodynamics and magnetic force components
separately or differently.
A staggered, divergence free mesh configuration is used for the evaluation of the electromagnetic behaviour.
Numerical examples demonstrate that the proposed method can achieve high numerical
accuracy and resolve strong shock waves of the magnetohydrodynamics problems.
The explicit method is choosen with respect to optimal adaptation on the large scale
parallel computing systems. The improvement of the stability conditions wich is one
of the limited factor for the explicid method will be study by the imlementation of the
hyperbolic type of the magneto gas dynamic equations.
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Abstract. The statistical distribution function introduced by Boltzmann and his kinetic equation are the fundamental basis of the kinetic theory of gases and of the basic
methods of solution of problems in the gas dynamics. At present time one of the areas of
high interest in modern physics is the plasma in fusion processes and astrophysics which
requires an extension of the kinetic processes to charged particles, in particular regarding the electromagnetic interactions. We propose a unified distribution function which
includes the electromagnetic interactions for charged particles and is suitable for the solution of problems of charged particle dynamics with Boltzmann type equations and kinetic
consistent magneto gas dynamic equations.

1

INTRODUCTION

The Boltzmann equation is the fundamental basis of the kinetic theory of gases [1].
The distribution function and the kinetic equations were introduced by Boltzmann for the

1
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accurate description of the microscopic properties and the dynamics of gases. The macroscopic properties of gases can be extracted as the moments of the distribution function.
Despite the known difficulties in the solution of the Boltzmann equation modern developments are going to explore its solution on powerful high performance computing systems
by numerical methods. Two modern examples are Lattice Boltzmann Schemes (LBS) ,
which use the evolution of the distribution function and calculate the macroscopic gas dynamic parameters as moments of the distribution function [2] and Kinetically Consistent
Difference Schemes (KCDS), which derive the gas dynamic equation from the Boltzmann
equation by integrating the velocity space with the summational invariants [3]. The resulting equations gives a more reach physical models of the dynamics of gases in comparison
to the gas dynamic equations, as the Navie-Stokes equations, which are formulated phenomenologically [4].
Many modern important problems require not only to study the dynamics of neutral
particles, as a gas, but also to deal with the dynamics of charged particles, as clouds of
electrons, or charged interstellar matter in astrophysics or ionized gas in strong electromagnetic fields as in plasma physics processes. In order to solve these problems one has
to take into account the electromagnetic interactions of the charged particles or charged
media.
The study of the relations between the statistical gas dynamics and the electromagnetic laws goes in the direction of trying to combine directly the kinetic equations of the
charged particles with the electromagnetic equations. One approach was done by Vlasov,
who introduced the electromagnetic forces in the kinetic equation - Boltzmann - Vlasov
equations. In this approach electromagnetic interactions are introduced phenomenologically as an external Lorentz force [5] in the momentum equation. Few later attempts
to implement the electromagnetic terms directly in the distribution function faced the
difficulty with the axial vector behavior of the magnetic interactions [6, 7, 8].
We propose a new approach to define an unified distribution function, which includes
the electromagnetic terms in the distribution function for the solution of the magneto gas
dynamic problem by BLS or KCDS for charged particles in an electromagnetic field.
The main goal of this paper is to formulate the statistical distribution function with
included electromagnetic terms and prove at the first step the validity of the proposed
distribution function by the reconstruction of the kinetic consistent magneto gas dynamic
equations including the equation of the evolution of the magnetic field in the ideal case
for charged particles.
2

THEORETICAL ISSUES

The goal of the present study is the definition of the united distribution function
describing the dynamics of the charged particles (electron cloud, ionized gas), including
conditions with the external electromagnetic field.

2
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2.1

Distribution Function of Gas Dynamic Processes

The kinetic theory describes the gas dynamics by the Boltzmann differential equation
through the evolution of the distribution function f (x, ξ, t) [1]:
∂f (x, ξ, t)
+ ξ · ∇f (x, ξ, t) = C (f ) ,
∂t

(1)

where: C (f ) is a nonlinear integral operator which
describes the collisions of particles.
The computational interest in the kinetic formulations of gas dynamics is high due to
the linearity of the differential operator on the left side of Eq. (1). The nonlinearity is
confined by the collision term, which is generally local in x and t.
Another important feature for numerical methods is that the collision integral vanishes
in the equilibrium state when the local Boltzmann distribution function is Maxwellian:
fM =

 m

ρm1/2
2
(ξ
−
u)
exp
−
(2πkT )3/2
2kT

(2)

The dynamic of the gas could be defined as the time evolution of the Maxwellian
distribution function with the conditions that the collision processes is occurred during a
characteristic time at the end of which the distribution function became Maxwellian [9].
The macroscopic observables such as density, momentum, energy flux as a function of
x and t are defined from the moments of the distribution function with respect to the
particle velocity.
Earlier investigations [11] show that the electromagnetic fields do not destroy the
validity of the distribution function and Boltzmann equation and open the way to the
implementation of the electromagnetic processes terms in the distribution function.
2.2

Electromagnetic Interactions

From the kinetic relations, in addition to the gas kinetic motions, the motions of the
charged particles is defined through nature of the electric and magnetic fields and the
forces acting on the charged particles.
The electric field has the polar vector behavior and the corresponding velocity of
charged particles follows the direction of the electric field and can be considered as simple
drift of the charged particles in the direction of the electric field.
The magnetic field has the axial vector behaviour and acts in a different way respect
to other fields. As well known the motions of the charged particles in magnetic field
affects only the direction of the velocity and the motion of the charged particle has a
circular trajectory in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. The theory of complex
variables is ideally suited to solve problems involving two dimensional circulation and in
3
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many ways complex variable theory is simpler than real variable theory and much more
powerful [12].
As an example let’s consider the motions of the charged particle in the uniform magnetic
field [13]. The magnetic filed is directed along the z - axis. The equation of the motions
is:
d
e
p= v×B
dt
c

(3)

can be rewritten in term of momentum:
p=

Ev
c2

(4)

where E is the energy of particle, which in the
magnetic field is constant.
e
E dv
= v×B
2
c dt
c

(5)

d
d
d
vx = ωvy , vy = −ωx , vz = 0
dt
dt
dt

(6)

Or in the velocity components:

where: ω = ecB
E
Multiplying first eq. of 6 on i and summing with second eq. of 6
d
(vx + ivy ) = −iω(vx + vy )
dt

(7)

vx + ivy = v0t ei(ωt+α)

(8)

from which:

where v0t and α are real.
Select real and imaginary parts:
vx = v0t cos(ωt + α), vy = −v0t sin(ωt + α)
(9)

where the v0t = vx2 + vy2 and α defined by the
initial conditions.
This relation means that v0t is the velocity of the charged particle in plane xy, constant
during the motions in the magnetic field.

4
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2.3

Proposed Distribution Function

Following the above considerations the velocity as result of the electromagnetic interaction can be defined as a complex velocity involving the electric and magnetic terms:
vem ∝ α1 E + iα2 B

(10)

The important results of this considerations are that the electric field term of the
velocity could be consider as contribution to the drift velocity and the magnetic term in
the conditions when the Larmor radius is smaller in comparison to the total volume is
part of the statistical velocity term.
In order to evaluate the distribution function at the equilibrium state, we refer to the
Boltzmann H-theorem [14].
We consider the charged particles as spherical particles. The charged particles gas
state is uniform and the velocity distribution function f is independent of x, y, z. The
Boltzmann equation reduces to:
  

∂f
1
 1
=
f f − f f vrel dσdp1
(11)
∂t
where:
vrel = |v − v1 | is the relative initial velocity
between the two colliding particles,
dσ is the differential collision cross section,
dp1 is the momentum of the second particle.
The  symbol indicates the final states after the collision.
According to the Boltzmann H-theorem the distribution function at the equilibrium
should minimize the integral quantity H:

H = f log f dc
(12)
Combining Eq. 11 and 12 we obtain:


∂H
∂
∂f
=
(f log f ) dc = (1 + log f )
dc
∂t
∂t
∂t
from which:

1
∂H
=
∂t
4

  

log(


ff1  1
 1
vrel dσdp1 dc
)
f
f
−
f
f
f  f 1

(13)

(14)

At the equilibrium, according to the H-theorem:

∂H
=0
∂t
5
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from which the relation is obtained:
log f0 + log f01 = log f0 + log f01



(16)

This relation shows that log f is an invariant of the collision and can be expressed as the
sum of the kinetic invariants:
m
log f0 = β1 + β2 · mξ + βB · mξ − β3 ξ 2
(17)
2
where:
β1 is a real number, scalar related to the mass,
β2 is a real vector, related to the total momentum
including magnetic terms,
βB is a complex vector, related to the magnetic
field,
β3 is a real number, scalar related to the energy
It is convenient to recast the equation 17 in the form:

2
β2 βB
m
log f0 = log β0 − β3 ξ −
−
2
β3
β3

(18)

with β0 real number, scalar recasting β1 and β3 .
We require that the distribution function takes only real values in order to preserve its
meaning as distribution:
 log f0 = 0




β2 βB
β2 βB
· ξ−
=0
−
−
 ξ−
β3
β3
β3
β3
β
β
β β
ξ · ξ − 2 · ξ − ξ · B + 2 · B = 0
β3
β3
β3 β3
β
ξ ≡ B
β3
Under this condition the distribution function can be expressed as:

2
m 
β2 βB 
log f0 = log β0 − β3 ξ −
−
2
β3
β3 
f 0 = β0 e



β 2

β2
β
−i βB 
−m
2 3 ξ− β
3

3

(19)

(20)
(21)

where the module sign indicates explicitly that the complex distribution function f is
real-valued and the  symbol in the exponential makes explicit the complex nature of the
vector β B .
6
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The relations 19 and 21 define the distribution function at the equilibrium. The parameters β0 ,β3 ,β 2 can be obtained from the moments of the distribution function 21 respect
to the kinematic invariants with the integrals respecting the prescription 19. The relation 19 defines the integral in the complex plane along a line L parallel to 
the real axis
βB
and shifted in the direction of the imaginary axis of the quantity ξ ≡ β3 .
The real and imaginary parts of the moment of the distribution function respect to the
mass m:

mf0 d3 ξ = ρ
:
L
:
mf0 d3 ξ = 0
(22)
L

From the first of the equations 22 the relation is obtained:




β 2 2
−m
β
2 3 ξ− β3 
mβ0 e
d3 ξ
L

=



+∞

mβ0 e

β |c|2 3
−m
2 3

d c = mβ0

−∞





2π
mβ3

3/2

3/2
2π
mβ0
=ρ
(23)
mβ3
The second of the equations 22 shows that the distribution function is real-valued.
The real and imaginary parts of the moment of the distribution function respect to the
momentum mξ:

:
mξf0 d3 ξ = ρu
L
B
mξf0 d3 ξ = √
(24)
:
µρ
L
where:
µρ is a constant with dimensions m4 /C 2 needed for dimensional congruence of the
equation.
From the first of the equations 24:



β B 2

β2
β
−i
−m
ξ−
3
β3
β3 
 mξβ0 e 2
d3 ξ
L


 
 +∞ 
2
m
βB
β2
=
+ i
β0 e− 2 β3 |c| d3 c
m c + Ree
(25)
β3
β3
−∞
 
β2
= ρ
β
 3
β2
ρ
= ρu
(26)
β3
7
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From the second of the equations 24:



β 2

β2
−m
β
−i− βB  3
2 3 ξ− β3
3
dξ
 mξβ0 e
L
 
 
 +∞ 
2
m
βB
β2
=
+i m
β0 e− 2 β3 |c| d3 c
m c+
β3
β3
−∞


βB
= ρ Im
β

 3
βB
B
ρ
=√
β3
µρ

(27)

(28)

Finally the real and imaginary parts of the moment of the distribution function respect
to the thermal kinetic energy:

m 2 3
3 ρkT
:
c f0 d ξ =
2
2 m
L
m 2 3
:
c f0 d ξ = 0
(29)
L 2
From the first of the equations 29:



m 2 − m2 β3 ξ− ββ 2 −i ββB 2 3
3
3
c β0 e
dξ

L 2
 +∞
m 2 − m β3 |c|2 3
=
c β0 e 2
dc
−∞ 2
3 ρ
=
2 mβ3
3 ρkT
3 ρ
=
2 mβ3
2 m

(30)

(31)

The relations 23, 26, 28, 31 define the coefficients β0 , β 2 ,β B ,β3 :
m1/2

β0 = ρ

(2πkT )3/2
β2 = u
B
βB = i √
ρµ
1
β3 =
kT

(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)

Using the above definitions we obtain the local complex Boltzmann Maxwellian distribution function of charged particles with drift velocity u including the electric field contribution and statistical term including the ψ as thermal velocity and statistical term as a
8
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function of B, taking in to account the axial behavior of magnetic field.


2 
B 
ρm1/2
m 
(ξ − u) − i √  ,
exp −
fM =
2kT 
µρ
(2πkT )3/2
where:
ρ is the density,
ξ is the particle velocity
u is the drift velocity,
T includes also the electromagnetic contribution,
µ is the magnetic permeability, in general is

2.4

(36)

a function of ρ.

The Macroscopic Magneto Gas Dynamic Parameters

The macroscopic hydrodynamic and electromagnetic observables are obtained respectively as the real and imaginary part of the integral along the line L parallel to the real
√
axis and shifted by iB/ µρ in the imaginary axis direction.

ρ=
mfM d3 ξ
(37)
L

1
u=
ρ

E=





L

mξfM d3 ξ

(38)

1 2
mξ fM d3 ξ
2

(39)

L

1
B = −√
µρ



mξ ∗ fM d3 ξ

(40)

L

Thus, by using this distribution function to calculate the mass, momentum and energy
fluxes most of the electromagnetic contribution is calculated directly, i.e. one does not
have to solve the hydrodynamic and magnetic force components separately or differently,
as it will be shown below.
3

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE IDEAL MAGNETO GAS DYNAMICS
SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS

In order to provide the validity of the proposed statistical complex distribution function, we show that the equilibrium condition reproduces correctly the ideal magneto gas
dynamics system of equations.
9
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The magneto gas dynamics system of equations is obtained by the integration of Eq. (1)
with vanishing collision integral along
 the line L with respect to the particle velocity ξ.
The summational invariants φ(ξ) = m, mξ, 12 mξ 2 and φ(ξ) = mξ ∗ are used, respectively,
for the gas dynamics observables and the magnetic induction:


∂
φ (ξ) fM (x, ξ, t)dξ
∂t
L
+ φ (ξ) div (ξfM (x, ξ, t))dξ = 0

(41)

L

The continuity equation for the density is obtained from the real part of Eq. (41) with
the summational invariant φ (ξ) = m:
:



∂
m fM (x, ξ, t)dξ
∂t
L

∂
+ m
(ξi fM (x, ξ, t))dξ = 0;
∂xi
L

(42)

After substituting the integration variable and inserting the proposed distribution function, we obtain:





m
 2
|ξ | dξ 
m
exp −
3/2
2kT
(2πkT )
−∞
 +∞
 m

∂
ρm1/2
 2

|ξ | dξ 
+
exp −
m (ξi + ui )
3/2
∂xi −∞
2kT
(2πkT )

∂
∂t

+∞

ρm1/2

=0

(43)

Finally from the evaluation of the integrals in Eq. (43) we obtain:
∂ρ ∂ρui
+
= 0.
∂t
∂xi

(44)

Similarly, using the summational invariants φ (ξ) = (mξ, 12 mξ 2 ) respectively, we obtain
from (41) the conservation laws for the momentum and energy, including the magnetic
field contribution:



∂
B2
∂
Bi Bk
ρui +
δik + ρui uk −
=0
(45)
p+
∂t
∂xk
2µ
µ
 


∂
Bi 
B2
∂
E+
−
uk B k = 0
ui E + p +
(46)
∂t
∂xi
2µ
µ k
10
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The total energy density includes thermal, kinetic and magnetic energies:
1
B2
3
E = p + ρu2 +
2
2
2µ

(47)

The magnetic induction evolution equation is obtained from the imaginary part of Eq. (41)
with the summation invariant φ (ξ) = (mξ∗ ):

:



L

mξi∗

∂
fM (x, ξ, t)dξ +
∂t

= 0;



L

mξi∗

∂
(ξk fM (x, ξ, t))dξ
∂xk
(48)

After substituting the integration variable and inserting the distribution function, we get
the equation for the imaginary part as:



 m
Bi
ρm1/2
 2
|ξ
dξ 
m√
exp
−
|
3/2
µρ
2kT
(2πkT )
−∞
 +∞ 
1
∂
m √ (ξk Bi − ξi Bk + uk Bi − ui Bk )
−
∂xk −∞
µρ

 m

ρm1/2
2
|ξ  |
exp −
dξ  = 0
3/2
2kT
(2πkT )
∂
−
∂t

+∞

(49)

The evaluation of the Eq. 49 gives:
∂
∂
Bi +
(uk Bi − ui Bk ) = 0
∂t
∂xk

(50)

For the compressible media, we use the linear approximation of the magnetic permeability:
µ=

µv
ρ

where µv is a constant representing the magnetic
4

(51)
permeability per volume.

CONCLUSIONS

We propose the novel complex Boltzmann Maxwellian distribution function which includes electromagnetic interactions in a natural way and gives the possibility to reconstruct the macroscopic observables and magneto gas dynamic equations through moments
of the distribution function.
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This approach gives the possibility to use the proposed distribution function for the
solution of the magneto gas dynamic problems by kinetic consistent methods and lattice Boltzmann methods, which are now considered as the most perspective ones for the
calculation on modern parallel computing systems [15] .
The computational kinetic schemes with the use of the proposed complex distribution
function provide a methods derive the full magneto gas dynamic equations for the charged
particles in a more physical way.
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Abstract. Virtualization and desktop testing of an integrated system without inclusion
of a physical hardware is a well-established concept due to today’s abundant computing
power availability. However, only few aspects of reality are introduced in steps into these
virtual environments. The aspects of reality like hard-real time deadlines, timing events,
coupling frequency and data synchronization between two subsystems in a system offer
complexity without fair estimation of its consequence on the system behavior. In this
paper, we describe the abovementioned complexity as the coupling properties detailed for a
combustion engine example along with its controller. We formally verify the timing, safety,
liveness and deadlock properties of the coupling by modeling them as timed transition
systems. The example is verified for the idle speed control, smooth mode switching and
for injection cutoff control where the interaction between the subsystems is very critical.
The paper highlights a very important perspective of strong and weak subsystem coupling
while transiting from Model-in-the-loop (MiL) to Software-in-the-Loop (SiL) and finally
to Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL). In conclusion, the input-output behavior of the coupled
subsystems is also presented for a realistic observation of the control loop.

1

INTRODUCTION

Virtualization of hardware refers to the process of creating a virtual replica of its physically existing components. In the automotive embedded software environment, virtualization of Electronic Control Unit (ECU) hardware is an established approach for early
1
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software validation [1], [2]. The ECUs in a modern car contain several hundreds of control
function modules. Hence, early validation requirements of ECUs drive the activities on
virtualization of ECUs.
In the V-Cycle for model-based automotive software development [3], the process steps
such as Model-in-the-Loop (MiL), Software-in-the-Loop (SiL) and Hardware-in-the-Loop
(HiL) emphasize the early validation of embedded control software. Figure 1 describes
the system composition of an engine plant model and its corresponding controller variants
in MiL, SiL and HiL process steps. As shown in figure 1, in MiL , SiL and HiL, the
control function, the embedded control software and the ECU respectively, are validated
by simulating them with the plant model. While validating the controller variants, model
coupling plays an important role in the overall system behavior. A controller model/ an
embedded control software/ an ECU is said to be coupled with a plant model when there
exists an exchange of control signals and data between them. During the validation of
embedded control software, the coupling between the controller and plant models varies
significantly. While progressing from MiL to HiL, virtual artifacts like virtual buses
are replaced by real hardware artifacts such as CAN or analog/ digital hardware. This
inclusion of hardware and software artifacts introduce constraints in ensuring a correct
coupling between the controller variants and the plant model.
In this paper, we address the constraints introduced by hardware and software artifacts;
we categorize the nature of coupling at each of the abovementioned process steps; we derive
formal specifications from closed loop engine controller requirements for a correct coupling
between controller variants and the plant model. We denote these formal specifications
as the coupling properties that must be satisfied at each of the abovementioned process
steps.

Figure 1: Automotive software development V-Cycle depicting an example system composition of an
engine controller and an engine plant model in MiL, SiL and HiL process steps.
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2

FORMAL VERIFICATION METHODOLOGY

In the field of engineering, the simulation of physical systems is important in validating
the system behavior. However, unexpected system behavior may occur in reality due to
incomplete test coverage of the system. Innumerous examples [4] exist in history where
safety-critical systems encountered permanent failure after rigorous testing and validation. Formal verification [5] provides a solution by identifying such failures in advance
and correcting the system behavior. In order to perform a formal verification, a formal
description of the specification is a prerequisite.
In this paper, we describe some of the highly sensitive signals in the engine control loop
such as fuel injection quantity, ignition angle, torque generation and throttle actuation.
These signals influence the coupling between the controller variants and the plant model.
The coupling properties are formally specified using Signal Temporal Logic [6] (STL). In
STL, we specify real-valued signals in dense time; we test them on simulation traces generated out of the simulation runs. We prefer STL as it suits our application requirements
and visualization of the results is straightforward.
2.1

Signal Temporal Logic (STL)

We provide an introduction to STL and its semantics [6], [7] before illustrating its
application in the validation of control problems. Let xi [t] be a set of signals such that
i ∈ N and t be a time instant, ϕ and ψ be STL Formulas, µ an atomic predicate given by
µ = f (x1 [t], x2 [t], ..., xn [t]) > 0 where f is a real-valued function.
An STL formula is recursively defined as follows :
ϕ := µ |¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ψ | ϕ U[a,b] ψ

(1)

The expression (xi , t) |= ϕ denotes that the STL formula ϕ satisfies the model of signals
xi at time t. The semantics of STL are given by the following clauses:
(xi , t) |= µ ⇐⇒ f (x1 [t], x2 [t], ..., xn [t]) > 0
(xi , t) |= ¬ϕ ⇐⇒ ¬((xi , t) |= ϕ)
(xi , t) |= ϕ ∨ ψ ⇐⇒ (xi , t) |= ϕ or (xi , t) |= ψ


(xi , t) |= ϕ U[a,b] ψ ⇐⇒ ∃t ∈ [t + a, t + b] such that (xi , t ) |= ψ






and ∀t ∈ [t, t ] holds (xi , t ) |= ϕ

(2)

In STL, the time references a and b (a, b ∈ R≥0 ) are added to temporal operators. We
define two important temporal operators eventually and always as follows:
Eventually : F[a,b] ϕ =  U[a,b] ϕ




(xi , t) |= F[a,b] ϕ ⇐⇒ ∃t ∈ [t + a, t + b] such that (xi , t ) |= ϕ
Always : G[a,b] ϕ = ¬(F[a,b] ¬ϕ)




(xi , t) |= G[a,b] ϕ ⇐⇒ ∀t ∈ [t + a, t + b] holds (xi , t ) |= ϕ
3
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Informally, ϕ U[a,b] ψ implies that for some time-step in simulation between the time references a and b the STL formula ψ holds true and for every time-step before ψ, the
STL formula ϕ holds true. The temporal operators presented in this section are used to
describe the properties of coupling.
3

X-in-the-Loop (XiL) and Coupling

In a V-Cycle for automotive software development, validating a system from MiL to
HiL [8] and even further is strongly adhered to. The controller model development ends
after its translation into an ECU in the HiL. Beyond the HiL, only the controller variables
inside the ECU are adapted for the ECU network and vehicle validation. X-in-the-Loop
(XiL) in the controller development process steps abbreviates MiL, SiL and HiL process
steps. The X in the XiL represents a controller model in the MiL process step, embedded
controller software in the SiL process step and an ECU in the HiL process step.
3.1

Coupling nature across XiL

Figure 2 shows a pictorial representation of our system composition in detail, explaining
the coupling nature in the MiL, SiL and the HiL process steps. In the MiL process step,
the simulation of an abstract physical plant model with corresponding control function is
carried out. Here, we observe the physics involved and gain confidence on the developed
control function. In this step, we validate the functional properties of the system. The
simulation in MiL process step has a single numeric solver and therefore we denote the
interaction between the participating models as strongly-coupled [9].
In the SiL process step, the controller model translates into a controller software with
virtual software drivers and an operating system. The operating system is responsible for
monitoring and triggering the internal events in the controller software. Therefore, the
controller software can be concurrently simulated along with the plant model. The SiL
process step can be executed both in virtual time and in real-time. In our case study,
the SiL process step is performed in real-time. The interaction between the controller
software and the plant model is handled by a single global clock. We categorize our SiL
process step under weakly coupled [9] since the execution time of the control software and
plant model can be chosen independently.
In the HiL process step, an ECU is in closed loop with the plant model. The ECU is
a separate hardware entity with its own local clock and interacts with the plant model
executed on another hardware platform. In the HiL process step, the simulation is realtime. We categorize the interaction of the ECU and the plant model in the HiL process
step as weakly coupled as the ECU and the plant model have their own local time-scales.
In this paper, we derive closed loop engine control requirements and formalize them.
These requirements characterize the closed loop system behavior. We therefore, refer to
these requirements as coupling properties and further categorize them as timing, safety,
deadlock and liveness properties.

4
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We state the following: A model of a system (controller variants and the plant model)
satisfies coupling properties in a XiL when every interpretation of the system model in
MiL, SiL and HiL satisfy the respective coupling properties.

Figure 2: The picture showing the controller development and its coupling with the plant model in the
MiL, SiL and HiL process steps.

4
4.1

CONTROL PROBLEMS AND COUPLING PROPERTIES
Control Problems

We have selected three highly critical engine control problems [10] to formally verify our
coupling properties. The coupling properties have been formulated from the closed loop
engine controller requirements. In this section, we describe each of the control problems
and their significance.
5
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Idle speed control [11] is an elementary example for validating a combustion engine
closed loop control. During the idling of an engine, the engine speed must be maintained
at an optimal desired value. The computations of engine speed in the ECU and in the
engine model must be synchronous; any delay in fuel injection quantity estimation and
ignition angle estimation will lead to abrupt variation in torque, causing the engine to
stall. This demands strict timing and safety requirements in the coupling of the plant
and the controller variants.
Smooth switching control is developed in order to avoid erroneous injection, ignition
and throttle actuation while transiting to and from idle speed mode. During sudden
acceleration demand of the driver, the ECU must linearly actuate the throttle to avoid
a bad driving experience. In the above case, the ECU should eventually actuate the
throttle by detecting the driver’s intention to accelerate. Additionally, the ECU must not
actuate the throttle for a duration longer than desired. It is important to witness how
the deadlock and safety requirements of the coupling are being satisfied.
In injection cut-off control [12], the objective is to ensure that the passenger has minimal
discomfort during release of the accelerator pedal. Upon quick release of the pedal, the
torque demand is minimized. This is characterized by undesirable oscillations. In order
to minimize the resulting oscillations, the engine controller must have a correct event
detection mechanism. The injection cut-off control demands the injection and ignition
timing events to be very precise. We translate them into timing requirements of the
coupling.
4.2

Coupling Properties

The coupling properties are a set of formal specification of closed loop engine control
requirements. These properties must be satisfied in order to ensure a correct coupling
between the engine controller variants and the engine model. We consider that the plant
and controller models are developed as per required specification and focus on coupling the
two participating subsystems. An initial set of 12 properties have been formally verified
on the case study. In this paper, we present the STL formalism of three timing properties
namely ϕ1 , ϕ2 and ϕ3 and one safety property ϕ4 .
4.2.1

Timing Properties

We formally describe the critical event detection and timing interactions of the coupling
between engine controller and engine plant subsystems. Some of the formalism have been
generalized for verifying similar constructs. Table 1 describes the list of variables used in
the formal description of the timing properties.

6
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Table 1: List of variables used in the formalization of coupling properties.

Variable
Ddes
ωLref
ωUref
ωeng
ωneng
tolv
ti
tf
KW
CALx
CAUx
Efqty
Eign
Sfqty
Sign
Dthrottle

Description
Desired driver actuation
Lower engine speed threshold
Upper engine speed threshold
Current engine speed
Calculated engine speed
Tolerance value
Simulation start time
Simulation end time
Current crank angle
Lower crank angle threshold
Upper crank angle threshold
Fuel injection request event
Ignition angle request event
Fuel Injection duration
Ignition end angle
Desired throttle angle

Range
Unit
[0,1]
factor of 100 (%)
[0,6000]
RPM
[0,6000]
RPM
[0,6000]
RPM
[0,6000]
RPM
[0,6000]
RPM
[0,∞]
seconds (s)
[0,∞]
seconds (s)
[0,720]
degrees (0 CA)
[-720,720]
degrees (0 CA)
[-720,720]
degrees (0 CA)
[0/1]
[0/1]
[0,5000] milli seconds (ms)
[-720,720]
degrees (0 CA)
[0,90]
degrees

1. In the idle speed control mode, no driver actuation is observed and the engine speed
must be maintained within a specified upper and lower engine speed thresholds.
We translate this specification in STL as follows:


ϕ1 := G[ti ,tf ] (| ωeng [t] | ≤ ωUref ) ∧ (| ωeng [t] | > ωLref ) ∧ (Ddes = 0)

(4)

Explanation of the formulation:
The condition Ddes = 0 implies that there is no driver actuation of accelerator pedal.
The idle speed control should be robust enough to detect disturbance and counterbalance the effects. Therefore, it is important to check the engine speed for the
complete time duration the controller is in idle control state i.e. in our case, ωUref
is set to 800 RPM. To ensure that the engine does not stall while idling i.e. engine
speed is zero, we must also check for a lower bound value ωLref . In precise formalism given by ϕ1 , we use temporal operator always to describe a stronger notion on
engine speed stability during idle control mode.
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2. A fuel injection request must be triggered within a specified upper threshold value in
the crank angle scale.
We now translate this specification in STL as follows:


ϕ2 := F[ti ,tf ] (KW[t] > CALx ) ∧ (KW[t] ≤ CAUx ) ∧ (Efqty > 0.5)

(5)

Explanation of the formulation:
The engine control functions are normally modeled in crank-angle scale. Therefore,
each fuel injection request is a discrete event that is triggered to perform fuel injection estimation. One must ensure that right fuel quantity is updated per combustion
cycle to enable desired engine operation.
We define a measurement window having upper and lower threshold values in crankangle scale such that we identify the request associated with particular cylinder in
this region. i.e. we define the upper and lower threshold values for every cylinder
of the engine.
3. An ignition angle update request must be triggered within a specified upper threshold
value in the crank angle scale.
We now translate this specification in STL as follows:

4.2.2



ϕ3 := F[ti ,tf ] (KW[t] > CALx ) ∧ (KW[t] ≤ CAUx ) ∧ (Eign > 0.5)

(6)

Safety Property

We formally describe the safety requirements of the coupling between engine controller
and engine plant subsystems. The STL formula ϕ4 has been provided as an example.
1. Always the difference between current engine speed in the engine model and computed
engine speed in the ECU must be within tolerance limits.
We now translate this specification in STL as follows:

5
5.1

CASE STUDY



ϕ4 := G |ωeng [t] − ωneng [t]| < tolv

(7)

System Description

A three cylinder combustion engine model is coupled to its engine controller as shown
in figure 3. An accelerator pedal model is provided to stimulate the driver’s input for
testing. The engine model [11] consists of analytical parts that involve differential equations and experimental parts that involve data from real measurements. The engine and
controller models have processes which are time-dependent and crank-angle dependent.
The engine processes related to combustion (the air system, throttle control, fuel injection and ignition) are computed with respect to crank-angle scale. The air flow, manifold
8
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pressure, torque, crankshaft model and ECU event detection are computed with respect
to the global simulation time.
Figure 3 shows the system composition with signal flow information between the subsystems. The engine speed is a very critical variable for effective synchronization between
engine and controller models.

Figure 3: Model of engine controller and engine plant in closed loop

5.2

Results

We used the Breach [6] toolbox to analyze the STL formulations over the combustion
engine example.
Figure 4 shows the simulation of engine speed and the satisfaction of STL formula
ϕ1 under idle speed control mode. The Breach toolbox categorizes the STL satisfaction
problem into boolean and quantitative satisfaction. The boolean satisfaction indicates
whether the property ϕ1 has been satisfied within the specified simulation start and
end time. The quantitative satisfaction provides a value for the variables describing the
deviation occurring in the engine speeds from the thresholds. Figure 4 shows the boolean
satisfaction (the red line) of each sub-formula and quantitative satisfaction (blue line)
indicates the deviation. In formula ϕ1 , we set x as 6 seconds and run the simulation for
30 seconds. We witness that the idle speed is oscillating between 800 RPM and 850 RPM
in the interval between 5 and 5.5 seconds. Hence, the boolean satisfaction is pulsating
during this time period. We observe that the property is satisfied after 6 seconds.
Figure 5 shows the response curves of sensitive signals (engine speed, air-fuel ratio factor
and desired throttle demands) for a step input with varying amplitudes of driver actuation.
We performed a partial coverage test on the example by varying the driver actuation
signal from (0-100)%. A random set of 15 driver actuation signals were simulated and
satisfaction of the coupling properties were verified. At lower engine speeds, the driver
demand causes the engine speed to go as low as 500 RPM. On higher engine speeds,
the engine compensates the driver demand and achieves a higher engine speed. From
this behavior, we inferred that the engine could be susceptible to stalling with lower
sudden driver actuation. To confirm our inference, we analyzed the example by randomly
9
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Figure 4: Formal verification of the idle speed control mode. The simulation results show that the
engine is stable and the STL formula ϕ1 has been satisfied.

generating 50 lower amplitude driver actuation inputs. The STL formulas ϕ1 , ϕ2 and other
timing properties could not be guaranteed anymore. These experiments were performed
on MiL and SiL process steps by deriving requirements from the HiL process step since
the HiL involves the most coupling constraint among the three process steps.
6

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we addressed the coupling constraints introduced in the HiL process steps
and translated real-time requirements onto the MiL and the SiL process steps using our
combustion engine example; we categorized the nature of coupling in each of the process
steps in XiL; we formalized the coupling properties as STL formulas and illustrated its
formal verification using the Breach toolbox. We illustrated how XiL can address coupled
problems and explained the need to validate MiL and SiL process steps including crucial
aspects of reality. We identified the scope of improvements in our modeling and simulation
through formal verification of developed coupling properties.
In this paper, we presented coupling properties which address critical aspects of realtime deadline fulfillment, event detection and synchronization. As our next task, we wish
to extend our set of coupling properties and address complex timing properties on cylinder
pressure and co-simulation of the engine controller variants and the plant model.
10
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Figure 5: Simulation of random driver actuation inputs between 0% and 100% using Breach toolbox.
The simulation results show that the engine is stable under these random input conditions.
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Abstract. The two-dimensional boundary value problem on a nearly circular inclusion
in an infinity elastic solid is solved. It is supposed that the uniform stress state takes
place at infinity. Contact of the inclusion with the matrix satisfies to the ideal conditions
of cohesion. To solve this problem, Muskhelishvili’s method of complex potentials is used.
Following the boundary perturbation method, this potentials are sought in terms of power
series in a small parameter. In each-order approximation, the problem is reduced to the
solving two independent Riemann – Hilbert’s boundary problems. It is constructed an
algorithm for funding any-order approximation in terms of elementary functions. Based
on the first-order approximation numerical results for hoop stresses at the interface are
presented under uniaxial tension at infinity.

1

INTRODUCTION

Stress concentration caused by different defects (such as holes and inclusions) existing
in materials and structures is one of the reasons of devices failure. Apparently, it is not
possible to obtain an exact analytical solution of an elastic boundary value problem for
an arbitrary defect in an infinite plane. The real hole or inclusion has a shape which can’t
be usually described by a conformal image using, for example, for elliptic holes [1, 2].
So-called circular defects have practically relief surface slightly deviated from a circle and
a circular shape of them is nothing but idealization. In the works [3, 4] the perturbation
method was used to solve the problem of an elastic infinity plane with a nearly circular
hole at the macro- and nanolevel. The results obtained in [3] for the nearly circular
holes, by means of the boundary perturbation technique allow us to solve a more complex
problem of determining the stress-strain state inside and outside of an elastic inclusion
having a different shape.

1
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In the present work, the approach developed in [3] for the analysis of the infinity
elastic body with a nearly circular hole is used to study stress-strain state of an elastic
plane with a nearly circular inclusion. We consider the 2-D problem on an inclusion in
an elastic solid under remote tension. To solve the problem, we use Goursat – Kolosov
complex potentials, Muskhelishvili representations and universal boundary perturbation
technique applied recently to some problems of elasticity (see, for example [3]–[8]). First,
based on Muskhelishvili’s technique [9], we seek complex potentials in terms of power
series in a small parameter. Then, in each-order approximation, the problem is reduced
to the solving two independent Riemann – Hilbert’s boundary problems. In contrast to
the work [10], where only the first-order approximation has been derived, we construct
an algorithm for finding any-order approximation expressed in elementary functions. For
the periodic shape of the inclusions determined by the cosine function, the first-order
formulas of approximation are derived in a closed form. At the end of the work, we give
the most essential numerical results and their analysis for some shapes of the inclusion.
2

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

We consider an infinite elastic body with an inclusion the shape of which is weakly
deviated from a circle. Under arbitrary remote loading, the body is in plane strain. So,
it leads to the 2-D boundary value problem for the elastic plane of complex variable
z = x1 + ix2 (i is the imaginary unit) with a nearly circular inclusion. Suppose that the
matrix corresponds to the domain Ω1 and the inclusion — to the domain Ω2 , and the
interface between the matrix and inclusion Γ is determined by the relation
z ≡ ζ = ρeiθ = (1 + εf (s)) s.

(1)

Here s = eiθ , f (s) is the continuous differentiable function satisfying |f | ≤ 1, ε is the
small parameter which is equal to the maximum deviation of the inclusion boundary from
the circular one, ε > 0, ε  1. The elastic properties of each domain Ωk (k = 1, 2) are
determined by the Poisson coefficient νk and the shear modulus µk .
It is suppose that contact of the inclusion with the matrix satisfies the ideal conditions
of cohesion
∆σn (ζ) = σn+ − σn− = 0,

∆u(ζ) = u+ − u− = 0,

(2)

and stresses σij (i, j = 1, 2) and the rotation angle ω are specified at infinity as
lim σij = σij∞ ,

lim ω = 0.

z→∞

(3)

z→∞

Here, σn (ζ) = σnn + iσnt , u = u1 + iu2 ; σnn , σnt are the normal and tangential stress
tensor components at the interface, correspondently; u1 , u2 — components of the displacement vector in the Cartesian coordinates x1 , x2 . In equation (2), σn± = lim σn (z),
z→ζ∈Γ

±

u = lim u(z). The superscript ”–” corresponds to z ∈ Ω1 and ”+”, to z ∈ Ω2 .
z→ζ∈Γ

2
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Figure 1: A nearly circular inclusion (firm line) in an infinite elastic plane under arbitrary remote loading
(ε = 0, 1).

The boundary of the inclusion determined by equation (1) is shown in Fig. 1 for the
function f (θ) = cos 2θ when parameter ε = 0, 1. This function is used in the work to get
numerical results.
3

BASIC RELATIONS

According to [5], the stresses and the displacement in each domain Ωk (k = 1, 2) are
expresses in terms of two holomorphic functions Φk (z) and Ψk (z)



G(z, ηk ) = ηk Φk (z) + Φk (z) + zΦk (z) + Ψk (z) e−2iα , z ∈ Ωk .
Here

G(z, ηk ) =



σn ,
−2µk

du
,
dz

ηk = 1,
ηk = −κk ,

where κk = (3 − νk )/(1 + νk ) for a plane stress state and κk = 3 − 4νk for a plane
deformation, σn is the traction at the area with the normal n, α is the angle between the
direction t of the area and the x1 axis.
 k = {z :
Following [9], introduce new functions Υk (z) holomorphic in the domain Ω
 which is symmetrical to the interface Γ relative to the
z̄ −1 ∈ Ωk } with the boundary Γ
3
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unit circle,
Υ(z) = −Φ(z̄ −1 ) + z −1 Φ (z̄ −1 ) + z −2 Ψ(z̄ −1 ),

z̄ −1 ∈ Ωk .

(4)

We determine the unknown functions Φk (z) and Υk (z) from the boundary conditions
(2). Passing to the limit for z → ζ ∈ Γ, z ∈ Ωk [5] and taking into account the relation
(4), the following boundary equations for complex potentials Φk and Υk can be written
as

 

  
1
1
ρ − iρ 1
G(ζ, ηk ) = ηk Φk (ζ) + Φk (ζ) + 
+ ζ−
Φk (ζ) + Υk
Φk (ζ) s̄2 , (5)
2
ρ + iρ ζ
ζ̄
ζ̄
k.
where Φk (ζ) = lim Φk (z) when z ∈ Ωk and Υk (ζ) = lim Υk (z) when z ∈ Ω
z→ζ

4

z→ζ

BOUNDARY PERTURBATION TECHNIQUE

−1
 If ε = 0, then Γ = Γ
 that corresponds to
∈ Γ.
In equation (5) ζ ∈ Γ, but ζ
the appropriate boundary value problem for the circular inclusion. In the general case
 represent small perturbations of the unit circle.
for 0 < ε  1, the curves Γ and Γ
Consequently, to find unknown functions Φk (z), Υk (z) and the solution of the problem,
we can use boundary perturbation procedure. Following [3], [4], [11]–[13], we represent
functions Φk and Υk as power series in the small parameter ε

Φk (z) =

∞

εn
n=0

n!

Φkn (z),

Υk (z) =

∞

εn
n=0

n!

Υkn (z).

(6)

 into Taylor series in the
Expand the boundary values of functions Φkn , Υkn at Γ and Γ
vicinity of unit circle (|z| = 1)
∞

(εf (s)s)m (m)
Φkn (ζ) =
Φkn (s),
m!
m=0

  
 
∞
(εf (s̄)s̄)m dm
1
1
=
.
Υkn
Υkn
m
m!
ds̄
s̄
ζ̄
m=0

(7)

We also derive the expressions for all functions in (5) as power series in the small
parameter ε [3].
Taking into account the definition of the function G (5), the equations (2) can be
transformed into the following
m1 G+ (ζ, η2 ) − m2 G− (ζ, η1 ) = 0,

(8)

where mk = 1, k = 1, 2 for η1 = η2 = 1 and mk = µk for ηk = −κk .
Substituting (5) into equation (8) and taking into account series (6), (7), we equate
the sum of coefficients of the same power εn (n = 0, 1, . . .) to zero. Then we arrive at the
4
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Rimann — Gilbert boundary value problems on the jump of holomorphic functions Σn (z)
and Vn (z) for n-order approximation
−
Σ+
n (s) − Σn (s) = qn (s),
Vn+ (s) − Vn− (s) = rn (s),

|s| = 1,
|s| = 1.

(9)

±
Here Σ±
n = lim Σn (z), Vn = lim Vn (z); qn , rn – are the known functions depending
|z|→1∓0

|z|→1∓0

on all previous approximations and the conditions at infinity (3). The piecewise holomorphic functions Σn (z), Vn (z) are defined as

Υ1n (z) + Φ2n (z), |z| < 1,
(10)
Σn (z) =
Υ2n (z) + Φ1n (z), |z| > 1,
Vn (z) =



µ2 Υ1n (z) − µ1 κ2 Φ2n (z),
µ1 Υ2n (z) − µ2 κ1 Φ1n (z),

|z| < 1,
|z| > 1.

(11)

According to [5], solutions of the problems (9) can be written in terms of Cauchy type
integrals
Σn (z) = I1 (z) + b0 + Sn (z) + D1 , z ∈ Ω1 ∪ Ω2 ,
Vn (z) = I2 (z) + µ1 b0 − µ2 κ1 D1 + µ2 Sn (z), z ∈ Ω1 ∪ Ω2 ,
where
1
I1 (z) =
2πi


Γ

qn (ζ)
dζ,
ζ −z

1
I2 (z) =
2πi


Γ

rn (ζ)
dζ,
ζ −z

∞
∞
and S0 = D2 z −2 , Sn = 0 (n = 1, 2, . . . ), 4D1 = σ11
+ σ22
+ i8µ1 ω ∞ /(κ1 + 1), 2D2 =
∞
∞
∞
= σ22
− σ11
+ 2iσ12
.
The constant b0 is found from equation [5]

(µ1 − µ2 )b0 − (µ2 + µ1 κ2 )b0 = µ2 (1 + κ1 )D1 .
The expressions for the complex potentials of n-order approximations are derived from
(10), (11)
Φkn (z) =

µk Σn (z) − Vn (z)
,
µk + µl κk

Υkn (z̄ −1 ) =

where z ∈ Ωk , l = 3 − k, k = 1, 2.

5
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5

FIRST-ORDER APPROXIMATION

The complex potentials in the zero-order approximation which correspond to the solution of the appropriate boundary value problem for the circular inclusion, are determined
[5] as
 
µ1 (κ2 + 1)b0 + (µ1 κ2 − µ2 κ1 )D1
1
Υ10
=
+ D2 z̄ 2 ,
z
µ2 + µ1 κ2
Φ10 = D1 +

µ1 − µ2 D2
,
µ1 + µ2 κ1 z 2

|z| > 1,

 
µ2 (κ1 + 1)D2 z̄ 2
1
Υ20
=
+ b0 ,
z̄
µ1 + µ2 κ1
Φ20 (z) =

(µ2 − µ1 )b0 + µ2 (κ1 + 1)D1
,
µ2 + µ1 κ2

|z| < 1.

By solving corresponding Riemann – Hilbert’s boundary problems and taking into account (12), we obtain the complex potentials of the first-order approximation for the nearly
circular inclusion the shape of which is determined by the function f (s) = (s2 + s−2 )/2 =
= cos 2θ:
Φ11 (z) =

Υ11 =

1
(κ2 ξ(D2 + D2 ) + M (ξD2 + 2D2 ) − 2D2 (1 − ξ) − M κ1 ξD2 ) −
M + κ2
−3z 2 (κ2 (2(1 − γ)b0 + (D1 + D1 )(β − 1)) + b0 (2 − γ) + βD1 −
 1,
−M (D1 (2 − β) + γb0 )) + 5ξD2 z 4 (κ2 + M )), z ∈ Ω

Φ21 =

Υ21 =

1
(z −2 (D1 (1 − β) + D1 + b0 γ − M (D1 (2 − β) + γb0 )) +
1 + M κ1
z −4 (D2 (ξ + 2) − M D2 (2 + κ1 ξ))), z ∈ Ω1 ,

1
(z −2 (b0 (2 − γ) + βD1 − M (D1 + D1 (β − 1) + b0 (2 − γ))) +
M + κ2
+D2 z −4 (3ξM − 2M + 2(1 − ξ) − κ1 ξM )), z ∈ Ω2 ,

1
(M (κ1 ξD2 + ξD2 + 2D2 ) − 2D2 (1 − ξ) − 3z 2 (M κ1 (2(1 − γ)b0 +
1 + M κ1
+(D1 + D1 )(β − 1)) + b0 (2 − γ) + βD1 − M (D1 (2 − β) + γb0 )) +
 2.
+5M ξD2 z 4 (κ1 + 1)),
z∈Ω
6
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Here, we introduce the following notations
µ2
µ 1 − µ2
µ2 (κ1 + 1)
µ1 (κ2 + 1)
M= , ξ=
, β=
, γ=
.
µ1
µ1 + µ2 κ1
µ2 + µ1 κ2
µ2 + µ1 κ2
For the boundary value problem on an elastic plane with a nearly circular hole, we
assume µ2 = 0 in equations (13), (14) . Then for the case ω ∞ = 0, complex potentials
are written in the form:
Φ11 = 3D2 z −4 + 2D1 z −2 ,

Υ11 = D2 + D2 + 6D1 z 2 + 5D2 z 4 .

This solution coincides with the solution obtained in [3]. In this case Φ21 (z) = 0,
Υ21 (z) = 0.
In the zero-order approximation, we obtain the expressions for the hoop stresses σtt at
the circular interface for k = 1, 2 in the form
 

σttk0 (s) =  Φk0 (s) + 2Φk0 (s) + Υk0 s̄−1 .
In the first-order approximation

σttk (s) = σttk0 (s) + εσttk1 (s),
where σttk1 (s) = [F1 ],



 −1 
dΥk0 (s̄−1 )


F1 = Φk1 (s) + 2Φk1 (s) + Υk1 s̄
+ sf (s)Φk0 (s) + s̄f (s̄) 2Φk0 (s) +
+
ds̄



 −1 


+2 (ifθ (s) − f (s)) Φk0 (s) + Υk0 s̄
+ s̄f (s)Φk0 (s) .
6

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Selected numerical results obtained for the hoop stress σtt at the interface are shown
∞
∞
∞
in Fig. 2 in the case of the uniaxial tension σ22
along axis x2 , i. e., for σ11
= σ12
= 0,
∞
σ22 > 0 when ε = 0 and ε = 0, 1. The graphs are plotted for two values of the bimaterial
parameter M = µ2 /µ1 .
Analyzing the dependences shown in Fig. 2, we come to the following conclusion:
• For a softer nearly circular inclusion (when M < 1) stress concentration in the
inclusion and in the matrix is greater than in the case of circular inclusion corresponding to the zero-order approximation. At the same time, stress concentration
in the matrix is greater than in the inclusion (Fig. 2a). It is worth noting that in
the case of M < 1, the zone of compression in the matrix is wider for the nearly
circular inclusion than for the ideal circular one.
• If the inclusion more rigid than the matrix (M > 1), the results are opposite
(Fig. 2b).
• Comparison with similar results obtained for the nearly circular hole (µ2 = 0) in [3]
shows that, for any value of parameter M , the presence of the inclusion reduces the
stress concentration in the matrix.
7
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Figure 2: Dependence of hoop stresses σtt at the boundary of the inclusion, given by the function
f (θ) = cos 2θ, upon the polar angle θ under uniaxial tension for ε = 0, 1 and M = 1/3; 10/3 (a, b).
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Abstract. Time reversal (TR) is a subject of very active research. The principle is to
take advantage of the reversibility of wave propagation phenomena, for example in acoustics, elastic or electromagnetism in an unknown medium, to back-propagate signals to the
sources that emitted them. In a previous paper [1], we introduced a time-reversed method
for acoustic equation. In this paper, our aim is to extend this approach to elastodynamics equations. As the application we have in mind are concerned with ultrasound-based
elasticity imaging methods, we consider both elastic and acousto-elastic systems of equations. We stress that our method does not rely on any a priori knowledge of the physical
properties of the inclusion.

1

INTRODUCTION
Time reversal (TR) is a subject of very active research. The principle is to take

advantage of the reversibility of wave propagation phenomena, for example in acoustics,
1
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elastic or electromagnetism in an unknown medium, to back-propagate signals to the
sources that emitted them. The initial experiment [2], was to refocus, very precisely, a
recorded signal after passing through a barrier consisting of randomly distributed metal
rods. Since then, numerous applications of this physical principle have been designed, for
instance [3] and references therein. The first mathematical analysis can be found in [4]
for a homogeneous medium and in [5], [6] for a random medium.
In a previous paper [1], we introduced a time-reversed method named TRAC (TimeReversed Absorbing Conditions) for acoustic equation. This method enables one to recreate the past without knowing the location and the properties of the inclusion which
diffracted the signals that are back-propagated. This was made possible by removing a
small region surrounding the scattering inclusion.
In this paper, our aim is to extend our approach to elastodynamics equations. As the
application we have in mind are concerned with ultrasound-based elasticity imaging methods, we also consider a coupled acousto-elastic system of equations, the elastodynamics
case being a particular case of the acousto-elastic one. For the sake of simplicity, fluidsolid media that we choose to be ”layered”. Remark that the method does not require
a priori knowledge of the physical properties of the inclusion: hard, soft and penetrable
inclusions can be treated in the same way.
2

FORWARD PROBLEM
We first formulate the mathematical forward model we consider. As we are concerned

with the elastic wave or acousto-elastic wave equation, we will present here the more
complete one, that is the second one. The elastic governing equations can be easily
derived by removing the fluid part (and related equations) from the model described
below.
We consider a two-dimensional fluid-elastic domain Ω made of two parts, an acoustic one
Ωf and and elastic one Ωs . For simplicity, we will assume that Ω is a rectangle. The
acoustic part of the domain Ωf corresponds to a fluid homogeneous part, characterized
2
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by its density ρf and its Lame parameter λf . We denote by ∂Ωf the boundary of Ωf and
n is the outward unit normal to the boundary. Introduce the pressure p(x, t) on a time
t, x = (x1 , x2 ) ∈ Ωf , and f (x, t) is a given source, for instance a Ricker function, the
acoustic wave equation in Ωf is written
1
1 ∂ 2p
− div ( ∇p) = f ,
2
λf ∂t
ρf

(1)

together with homogeneous initial conditions at the initial time t = 0
p(t = 0) = 0,

∂p
(t = 0) = 0 .
∂t

(2)

We assume that the boundary ∂Ωf can be split in ∂Ωf = Γf ∪ ΓI , where ΓI denotes
the interface between the fluid and elastic part, assumed, for simplicity reasons, to be
horizontal. We supplement the system with absorbing boundary conditions [7] on ∂Ωf .

Denoting by Vp = λρ the wave velocity in the fluid, we get
∂p
= −Vp ∇p · n
∂t

on Γf .

(3)

On the part ΓI , we add an interface condition for the pressure p(x, t), that will be presented below, see (9).

We then introduce the governing equations of linear elastodynamics for the elastic part
of the domain Ωs , characterized by the density ρs , and the Lamé parameter λs and
µs . We assume that the boundary ∂Ωs can be split in ∂Ωs = Γs ∪ ΓI . Denoting by
u(x, t) = (u1 (x1 , x2 , t), u2 (x1 , x2 , t)) the velocity on a time t, at a point x = (x1 , x2 ) ∈ Ωs ,
we have
ρs

∂
∂u1
∂
∂u2
∂u1
∂u2
∂ 2 u1
−
((λs + 2µs )
+ λs
)−
(µs
+ µs
) = 0,
2
∂t
∂x1
∂x1
∂x2
∂x2
∂x2
∂x1

(4)

ρs

∂
∂
∂u2
∂ 2 u2
∂u1
∂u2
∂u1
−
(µs
+ µs
)−
((λs + 2µs )
+ λs
) = 0.
2
∂t
∂x1
∂x2
∂x1
∂x2
∂x2
∂x1

(5)

3
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The above equations can be written also in the following compact form
ρs

∂ 2u
− ∇ · (µs ∇u) − ∇((λs + µs )∇ · u) = 0 ,
∂t2

(6)

together with homogeneous initial conditions:
∂u
(t = 0) = 0 .
∂t

u(t = 0) = 0,

(7)

These equations are also supplemented with the absorbing boundary conditions on Γs , as
proposed in [8]. Introduce the following matrix A:
 

− ρs (λs + 2µs )
0
 for vertical boundary edges,
• A=
√
0
− ρs µ s


√
− ρs µs
0
 for horizontal boundary edges,
• A=

0
− ρs (λs + 2µs )
and the (2 × 2) matrix T := (τij )1≤i,j≤2 defined by
• τ11 = λs (

∂u1 ∂u2
∂u1
+
) + 2µs
∂x1 ∂x2
∂x1

• τ12 = τ21 = µs (
• τ22 = λs (

∂u1 ∂u2
+
)
∂x2 ∂x1

∂u1 ∂u2
∂u2
+
) + 2µs
∂x1 ∂x2
∂x2

 
∂ u1
A   = τij · n
∂t u2

(8)

Finally, we introduce the transmission conditions at the interface ΓI between the fluid
and the solid parts, the pressure-velocity formulation allowing us to express them easily.
We set
∂u2
1 ∂p
=−
ρf ∂x2
∂t
∂p
∂u2
∂u1
∂u1 ∂u2
= λs
+
= 0,
+ (λs + 2µs )
∂x2 ∂x1
∂t
∂x1
∂x2

(9)
(10)

In particular, these conditions will appear naturally in the variational formulation, that
will be basis of the finite element method.
4
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3

TIME REVERSE PROBLEMS
In a second step, we will use time reverse methods to solve time reversed acousto-elastic

and elastodynamics problems. Recall that the main idea of time reverse is to take advantage of the reversibility of wave propagation phenomena in a non dissipative unknown
medium to back-propagate signals to the sources that emitted them [9]. Examples for
time reverse technique (numerical or experimental) are presented in [2, 9, 10, 11].

We first introduce the time-reversed wave equations for the acoustic part of the domain
Ωf . We denoted by pR (x, t ) the time-reversed pressure, defined by pR (x, t ) = p(x, T − t),
x ∈ Ωf , where T denotes the final time. Since the wave equation involves only second

order time derivatives, this definition ensures that the reverse field pR (x, t ) is a solution
to the wave equation
1
1 ∂ 2 pR
∇pR ) = 0 ,
 2 − div (
λf ∂t
ρf

(11)

together with initial conditions:
∂pR 
∂p
(t = T ) ,
(t = 0) =

∂t
∂t

pR (t = 0) = p(t = T ),

(12)

with the TR absorbing boundary conditions on Γf , analogous to (3).
Similarly, we also introduce the elastic time-reversed problem associated to equations

R

(4-8). We denote by uR (x, t ) = (uR
1 (x1 , x2 , t ), u2 (x1 , x2 , t )) the time-reversed velocity

solution to linear elastodynamics, that solves
∂
∂uR
∂
∂uR
∂uR
∂uR
∂ 2 uR
1
2
1
1
ρs  2 −
((λs + 2µs )
+ λs
)−
(µs
+ µs 2 ) = 0 ,
∂t
∂x1
∂x1
∂x2
∂x2
∂x2
∂x1

(13)

∂
∂
∂uR
∂ 2 uR
∂uR
∂uR
∂uR
2
(µs 1 + µs 2 ) −
((λs + 2µs ) 2 + λs 1 ) = 0 ,
2 −
∂t
∂x1
∂x2
∂x1
∂x2
∂x2
∂x1

(14)

ρs

together with initial conditions
∂uR 
∂u
(t = T ) .
(t
=
0)
=
∂t
∂t

uR (t = 0) = u(t = T ),

5
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The absorbing boundary conditions on Γs have the same expression as in (8) simply by
replacing u by uR .
Finally, we derive the time-reversed continuity transmission conditions at the interface ΓI
that can be written
1 ∂pR
∂uR
= − 2
ρf ∂x2
∂t
∂uR
∂uR
1
+ 2 = 0,
∂x2
∂x1

∂uR
∂pR
∂uR
1
2
=
λ
+
(λ
+
2µ
)
s
s
s
∂t
∂x1
∂x2

(16)
(17)

In order to create synthetic data, the forward and reverse formulations are approximated
by the FreeFem++ package [14] which implements a finite element method in space. In
this study we use a standard P2 finite element method. The advancement in time is given
by a second order central finite difference scheme so that it is time reversible also on the
numerical level.
4

NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we describe numerical results obtained for a scatter identification prob-

lem, in the case of layered acousto-elastic medium. The principle of the method can be
described as follows: let us consider an incident wave impinging on an inclusion D characterized by different physical properties from the surrounding medium. This incident
wave is generated by a point source such that after a time Tf the total field is negligible.
We introduce a boundary - modeling source-receivers array (SRA) - where the forward
signal is recorded.

Then, we perform numerically a time-reversed computation, by back propagating the
recorded data from the SRA. However, we do not assume we know the physical properties
of the inclusion or its location. Hence, the recorded data are back propagated in the
medium without the inclusion D. Finally, we intend to image the unknown scatterer in
the medium - responsible of the diffraction of the incident wave - by using correlation
method between the forward and the reversed wave, in the same spirit as those involved
6
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for instance in time reverse migration [12].

To illustrate our purpose, we consider a two layered medium, made of fluid part (top) and
of a elastic one (bottom). The source f (x, t) and the SRA are located in the homogeneous
fluid part of the medium, whereas the inclusion D is located in the elastic part, assumed to
be an homogeneous and isotropic medium with propagation velocities Vp and Vs . Hence,
the scatterer D is illuminated by an incident acoustic field, that is first transmitted to the
elastic medium through the interface ΓI , and then scattered by the inclusion D, before to
be recorded by the SRA. The SRA being located in the fluid part, they are able to record
only a scalar quantity (the pressure p(x, t) ), and not a vector velocities u(x, t).

However, as shown on Figure 1, where the correlation image between the forward and the
reversed wave is depicted (only in the elastic layer), one is able to determine the existence
and location of the inclusion D. Note also that one can detect the presence of the interface
fluid-solid ΓI .

(a) two-dimensional representation

(b) three-dimensional representation

Figure 1: correlation between the forward and the reversed wave (representation of the elastic layer)

5

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a numerical time-reversed approach for elastic or acousto-

elastic equations. We have derived a finite element method for both models, implemented
7
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with the Freefem++ software. Preliminary results have been presented to illustrate the
feasibility of the algorithm. In particular, the method does not rely on any a priori
knowledge of the physical properties of the inclusion. In a future paper, other important
aspects will also be investigated: more general configurations that mimics a soft tissue,
that would lead to (try to) apply our method in the framework of breast tumors detection.
In particular, one will consider to use only partial information, or to try to image the
scatterer in case of ”noisy” (partially unknown) medium. One will also evaluate the
quality of the material elasticity parameters obtained by introducing a well adapted cost
function, in the same spirit as what is derived for inverse problems. As usual in this
context, optimization based algorithm will be necessary to achieve this part.
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Abstract. This paper presents a comparative study of interface capturing methods with
adaptive mesh refinement for Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of incompressible twophase flows. The numerical algorithms for fluid motion and interface capturing methods
have been previously introduced in the context of the finite-volume approach for both
mass conservative level-set methodology and coupled volume-of-fluid/level-set method for
unstructured/structured fixed meshes. The Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) method
introduced in consist on a cell-based refinement technique to minimize the number of
computational cells and provide the spatial resolution required for the interface capturing
methods. The present AMR framework adapts the mesh according to a physics-based
refinement criteria defined by the movement of the interface between the fluid-phases.
Numerical experiments are presented to evaluate the methods described in this work. This
includes a study of the hydrodynamics of single bubbles rising in a quiescent viscous liquid,
including its shape, terminal velocity, and wake patterns. These results are validated
against experimental and numerical data well established in the scientific literature, as
well as a comparison of the different approaches used.

1

INTRODUCTION

Rising bubble in quiescent viscous liquid has become recently in one of the major active
research topics in multiphase science. Some computational studies have used detailed
simulations of the bubble rising physics in two and three dimensions to explore the fluid
effects and its dynamic behavior. In this context, the buoyancy-driven motion of a single
1
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bubble can be used as a well-studied phenomenon to compare and evaluate different
interface capturing methods and the use of adaptive mesh refinement algorithm to run
dynamic simulations and give a new insight into the utilization of this tool for hexahedral
and tetrahedral meshes.
In standard level-set (SLS) methods the interface is defined implicitly by the zero
contour of a signed distance function [1]. An advection equation governs the evolution of
this function in space and time, combined with a unique re-distancing algorithm. It is
established the advantages of this method lies on the accurate computation of interface
curvatures and normals, besides the drawback of the appearance of numerical errors that
leads to loss or gain of mass. This problem is handled with a conservative level-set (CLS)
[11, 6]. A review of the Volume of Fluid(VOF) method can be found in [3, 4]. In this
approach, the interface is represented implicitly by a color function, determined to be the
fraction of volume in each cell of one of the fluids. The interface needs to be reconstructed
using a geometric technique to advect the VOF function[12]. An advantage of VOF
method is the fact that certain algorithms can be used to advect the interface so that
the mass can be conserved, while still maintaining a sharp representation of the interface.
However, a disadvantage of the VOF method is the fact that it is hard to compute
correct curvatures from the color function because it presents a step discontinuity at the
interface. VOF/LS methods described by many authors [2, 5, 9] results as a combination
of both approaches described before, bringing a whole approach for the interface capturing
methods. In this way, the interface properties are obtained through a level-set method
while mass conservation problems are avoided by using the VOF method.
In this work, the primary motivation is to discuss the simulation of rising bubbles to
assess and compare the accuracy of interface capturing methods (CLS and VOF/LS) introduced in our previous works[6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. When using those numerical approaches to
solving 2D and 3D multiphase problems, one of the disadvantages is the use of extensive
computational resources to address the interfaces of the flows involved entirely. An efficient way to reduce the computational resources, computation time and still be able to
have the spatial resolution required is using an adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) method
introduced in previous work [13]. Some authors started to use AMR on multiphysics, and
multiscale problems to get robust and accurate numerical results for problems, wherein
without the use of AMR were much difficult to reach. On the literature, AMR with a
Front-Tracking (FT) method was applied to series of rising bubble simulations in the
wobbling regime [17]. Also, AMR with a hybrid LS/FT were useful to solve 2D two-phase
flows in the presence of surface tension [18].
The outline of the paper is as follows: A summary of the governing equations is given
in Section 2. Here, the coupling of the NavierStokes equations for two-phase flow is introduced through the inter-phase conditions, which incorporate surface tension. Moreover,
a description of the AMR implementation is shown. The code validation and numerical
results are displayed in Section 3. The conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2
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2
2.1

MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND NUMERICAL METHODS
Incompressible two-phase flow

The momentum and mass conservation of two immiscible incompressible and Newtonian fluids are described by the Navier-Stokes equations defined a single fluid in Ω, with
a singular source term for the surface tension force at the interface Γ [6, 10, 19, 20, 22]:


∂
(ρv) + ∇ · (ρvv) = −∇p + ∇ · µ ∇v + (∇v)T + ρg + σκnδΓ
∂t
∇·v=0

(1)
(2)

where ρ and µ are the density and dynamic viscosity of the fluids, g is the gravity acceleration, p is the pressure, v is the velocity field, the super-index T represents the transpose
operator, δΓ is a Dirac delta function at the interface Γ, σ is the surface tension coefficient,
κ is the curvature of the interface and n denotes the unit normal vector on the interface.
Physical parameters change discontinuously across the interface:
ρ = ρ1 H1 + ρ2 (1 − H1 )

µ = µ1 H1 + µ2 (1 − H1 )

(3)

with ρ1 , ρ2 and µ1 , µ2 being the densities and viscosities of the first and second fluids,
respectively, whereas H1 is the Heaviside step function that is one at fluid 1 and zero
elsewhere[6, 10].
2.2

Conservative level set equations

In the context of conservative level set (CLS) method[11, 6, 10], a regularized indicator
function, φ, is employed as follows φ(x, t) = 0.5 (tanh (d(x, t)/2ε) + 1), where d is a signed
distance funtion, ε = 0.5h0.9 is a tunable parameter that sets the thickness of the profile,
h is the grid size[6, 10]. With this profile the interface Γ is defined by the location of
the φ = 0.5 iso-surface[6, 11], Γ = {x | φ(x, t) = 0.5}. Since the level set function is
avected by an incompressible velocity field, the following interface transport equation can
be written in conservative form:
∂φ
+ ∇ · φv = 0
∂t

(4)

The level set function must be reinitialized to keep the profile and thickness of the interface
constant following the next equation[6, 11]
∂φ
+ ∇ · φ(1 − φ)n = ∇ · ε∇φ
∂τ

(5)

The reader is referred to [6] for further details on the CLS method on unstructured meshes
applied to this work.

3
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2.3

Coupled volume-of-fluid/level-set method

In the volume-of-fluid method[3], an indicator function f is used to track the interface,

1 if x ∈ Ω1
f (x, t) =
(6)
0 if x ∈ Ω2
with Ω1 and Ω2 the sub-domains occupied by the fluid 1 and 2 respectively. Discretely,
the information stored at the
 cell ΩP is the
 volume-averaged indicator function, namely
the volume fraction fP = ΩP f (x, t)dV / ΩP dV , where V is the volume of the cell ΩP .
The advection equation for f is given by:
∂f
+ v · ∇f = 0
∂t

(7)

where v is the fluid velocity. The reader is referred to [12] for further details of the
VOF-PLIC method used in the present work. The main idea in the coupled VOF/LS
methods [2, 5] is to take the advantages of both approaches (VOF and LS). In the present
formulation, the mass losses are reduced through the application of a VOF-PLIC method,
while a fine representation of the interface curvature is preserved by utilizing the level set
method. From the geometrical data of the interface given by the VOF-PLIC method, a
signed distance function is reconstructed following a geometric algorithm[9]. Then, the
signed distance function is used to compute surface tension forces. The reader is referred
to [9] for further details on the VOF/LS method utilized in the present work.
2.4

Adaptive mesh refinement

Our computational approach uses an adaptive mesh refinement algorithm(AMR) based
on a quad/octree for 2D and 3D grids. The reader is referred to [13, 14, 15] for details
of the model and the numerical implementation for the use of this methodology to the
simulation of turbulent flow around bluff bodies, and [16] for the application of AMR of
[13] to the CLS method developed by [6]. The algorithm generates a new mesh according
to a physical criterion. The implementation of the AMR algorithm follows the next steps:
Physics-based criterion computation. It is based on the indicator function used to track
the interface. On this paper, the cells marked to refinement are the ones with an interface
value between 0 and 1. Next, a group of neighbor cells is flagged as well, to ensure a
refinement thickness surrounding the interface on both fluids direction. On the moment
of one cell of the group does not match the conditions then the subinterval of time is
stopped to continue to the next steps. Fig. 1 is an example of the bubble interface and
the cells surrounding it to a maximum level.
Creation of the newly adapted meshes. For each AMR time interval, the current mesh,
a list of global identifiers of cells, its corresponding level of refinement and, a tree data
structure that keeps track of the cells decomposition are processed to create and return
the newly mesh.
4
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Figure 1: Illustration of refinement process for a two-dimensional rising bubble, where four levels of
refinement has been applied.

Solution exchange. The intermediate solutions are transferred from one mesh to the
newly. For now, we use a hierarchical cell evaluation mechanism: given any cell in the
domain, it provides the value at this point and its hierarchical position on the quad/octree.
Then, an average process is performed for the coarsening, and a pass value is done for the
refinement process in the computational space.
2.5

Numerical methods

The governing equations have been discretized using a finite-volume(FV) approach on a
collocated unstructured grid arrangement according to [6], which automatically adapts to
the AMR framework. Convective terms are discretized using TVD Superbee flux limiter
scheme [6, 10], unless otherwise stated. Moreover, central difference scheme (CD) is
also available for discretization. Diffusive terms are discretized employing CD scheme[6].
Surface tension force is taken into account using a continuos surface model[20], formulated
for unstructured meshes by [6, 10]. A fractional step projection method is used for solving
the pressure-velocity coupling [21, 10]:
ρv∗ − ρn vn
= Cn + Dn + ρg + σκ∇h (φ)
∆t

vn+1 = v∗ −

∆t
∇h (pn+1 )
ρ

(8)

where, C = −∇h · (ρvv), D = ∇h · (µ(∇h v) + (∇h v)T ), (∇h v)T is calculated by the
least-squares method[6]. Combining the incompressible constraint with corrector step in
Eq. 8, a Poisson equation for the pressure field is obtained, which is solved by means of
a preconditioned conjugated gradient method:


1
1
n+1
∇h ·
∇h (p ) =
∇h · (v∗ )
(9)
ρ
∆t
Further technical details, verifications and validations of the numerical code in the
framework of both CLS and VOF/LS methods have been reported in [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The
5
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numerical algorithms explained in this work are implemented in a parallel C++/MPI
code called TermoFluids.
3

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Test cases are presented to validate the present numerical methods in the context
of single buoyancy driven motion bubbles. In the next sections, the verification and
validation of the proposed AMR algorithm with CLS and VOF/LS are shown, in the
context of 2D and 3D single bubbles. The dimensionless numbers controlling the rising
of a quiescent bubble flows are the Eötvös number (Eo), Reynolds number (Re), Morton
number (M ) and the ratios of physical properties (density ratio ηρ and viscosity ratio ηµ )
defined as following
Eo =

gd2 ∆ρ
σ

M=

gµ41 ∆ρ
ρ21 σ 3

Re =

ρ1 UT d
µ1

ηρ =

ρ1
ρ2

ηµ =

µ1
µ2

(10)

where the subindex 1 refers to the continuous fluid phase, the subindex 2 refers to the
lighter fluid
the subindex d refers to the dispersed phase.
 in the bubble,

UT = Ω2 vy φdV / Ω2 dV is the terminal velocity of the bubble, ∆ρ = ρ1 − ρ2 specifies
the density difference between the fluid phases. Furthermore, in order to get a quantitative
measure of bubble shape, the sphericity is defined as ζ = πd2 / Ω ||∇f ||dV .
3.1

Two-dimensional rising bubble

Solutions are obtained on a computational domain of [-db ,db ];[0,4db ], where the initial
cylindrical bubble of diameter db = 5.0 is located at x=0, y=db (See Fig. 2). The
boundary conditions at the top and bottom are non-slip conditions, and on the vertical
walls, a free-slip boundary condition is applied. The fluid parameters are: Eo = 10,
Re = 35, ρ1 /ρ2 = 10, µ1 /µ2 = 10, where the subscript 1 is used for the continuous fluid
phase, Ω1 , while the subscript 2 is assigned to the lighter fluid in the bubble, Ω2 .

Figure 2: Illustration of the computational domain (left)Bubble initial position (right)computational
base grid-number of control volumes 7k.

Present simulations are performed using AMR to ensure grid resolution on the interface
6
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between fluids. Following the numerical studies carried out by [6], a minimum grid size
was fixed on the interface with three levels of refinement for VOF/LS(hmin = db /240) and
three/four levels of refinement for CLS(hmin = db /240 and hmin = db /480), to maximize
the resolution of the bubble and reduce the overall number of control volumes for this
case(total number of control volumes for three levels of refinement 9.3k aprox. and for
four levels of refinement 37k aprox.). More refinement was achieved for CLS method
because the interface is more wide compared to VOF/LS that has an interface thickness
of one cell. The predicted bubble shapes on different times, defined as t∗ = tg 1/2 d−1/2 ,
with its AMR mesh are shown in Fig. 3.

CLS

V OF/LS

Figure 3: Example of a two dimensional rising bubble with CLS and VOF/LS at t∗ = 4.20. Bubble
shape with its computational grid.

For the sake of comparison, the benchmark quantities are defined as follows:


v · ey dV
x · ey dV
πd2b
Ω2

,
yc = Ω2
,
ζ=
.
vc =
dV
dV
||∇f (x, t)||dV
Ω2
Ω2
Ω

(11)

where vc is the rise velocity, ey is a unit vector parallel to the y − axis, yc is the bubble
centroid, ζ is the bubble circularity which takes the value 1 for a perfect circular bubble
and values less than unity as the bubble is deformed.
Fig. 4 shows the position of the bubble, terminal Reynolds number, and circularity as
a function of time. Our results compare well with the data published by [23, 24]. Both
approaches show a correct representation of the dimple ellipsoidal bubble. Where the
bubble being initially circular has a horizontal change, then the interfacial curvature gets
smaller and, finally, tends to a certain limit value. This bubble deformation develops a
slight dimple at the bottom but, at later times, eventually reaches a more stable ellipsoidal
shape.

7
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1.1
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Figure 4: Two dimensional rising bubble results compared against[23]. (left top)Rise velocity (right
top)Circularity (bottom)Bubble centroid

3.2

Three-dimensional buoyant bubbles

While the dynamics of a 2D single bubble is important for understanding the physical process of a rising bubble according to the dimensionless numbers, yet more useful
information can be extracted from the analysis of a fully 3D single bubble. Experimental
studies and correlations are usually invoked for the estimation of some macroscopic characteristics of the rising bubble. Rising bubble in ellipsoidal shape regime in an initially
quiescent liquid is explored. The computational domain are [0,8db ];[0,16db ];[0,8db ], where
the initial bubble of diameter db = 2.5 is located at x=0, y=3db as it is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Illustration of the computational domain (left)Bubble initial position (right)computational
base grid-number of control volumes 524k.

The fluid parameters are: Eo = 116, M o = 41.1, ρ1 /ρ2 = 100, µ1 /µ2 = 100, No8
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[25]
Number of cells
Re

7.16

[8]
2.30E6
6.94

[9]
2.92E6
7.02

Present AMR-CLS
8.25E5
6.79

Present AMR-VOF/LS
7.75E5
6.76

Table 1: Present Re computations compared against experimental results from [25] and numerical results
from [8, 9].

slip boundary condition is used at the top/bottom boundaries, and free-slip boundary
condition is used at the lateral side of the domain. The mesh configurations follow an
AMR strategy for 3D hexahedral elements. Following the numerical studies presented
by [9], a minimum grid size was fixed on the interface (hmin = db /64), to maximize the
resolution of the bubble and reduce the overall number of control volumes for this case
(total number of control volumes 825k aprox.).

CLS

V OF/LS

Figure 6: Example of a three dimensional rising bubble with CLS and VOF/LS at t∗ = 6.2. Bubble
shape with its computational grid.

A sequence of shapes for different times is presented in Fig. 6. Bubble start to rise due
to buoyancy and starts to stretch tending to form a dimple at the bottom. This is produced
due to the bubble tries to achieve a skirted shape but, finally reaches a dimple ellipsoidal
shape, where it remains. The numerical prediction for terminal Reynolds number is
compared with the numerical results reported by [8, 9] (See Table 1). A close agreement
between CLS and VOF/LS results are obtained. Furthermore, CLS shows better mass
conservation compared to VOF/LS (See Fig. 7). Here, the instantaneous mass is evaluated
and compared with the initial mass, then the mass conservation error is calculated by
M r = [M (t) − M (0)]/M (0) with M (t) = Ω f dV .
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Figure 7: Three dimensional rising bubble results. (left top)Rise velocity (right top)Sphericity (bottom)Mass conservation error

4

CONCLUSIONS
- In this work, a comparative of CLS and VOF/LS for the simulation of incompressible
two-phase flows using AMR technique was presented. Both methods were coupled
with the Navier-Stokes equations discretized in a finite-volume scheme.
- The combination of the interface capturing methods and AMR technique results
in an efficient algorithm that allows simulating complex two-phase flows with a
reduction of computational resources in comparison with those used for fixed meshes.
- Present results are in good agreement with numerical and experimental results from
the literature. As future work, this methodology will be extended to AMR for
tetrahedral meshes, as well as, interfacial flows with heat and mass trasfer, phase
change and variable surface tension[10].
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Abstract. A multiphase-field method coupled to a Cahn-Hilliard diffusion model is presented in this paper. The underlying thermodynamic framework is based on the concept
of generalized stresses. A prototype model is developed to simulate the lower bainitic
transformation, including phase transitions, the separation of carbon within the supersaturated phase and the precipitation of carbides. The system of partial differential equations is solved with the finite element method. Numerical results of the model showing
the qualitative mechanism are discussed.

1

INTRODUCTION

In this work the phase-field method is utilized to simulate the lower bainitic transformation, which is one of the most complex transformations in steel. The growth of the
bainitic ferrite is assumed to be displacive [1] in contrast to the perlitic transformation
which is highly dependent on the carbon diffusion and therefore is ranked as a diffusive
transformation. The diffusion of carbon is a major mechanism of the bainitic transformation, too, since the precipitation of carbides from within the supersaturated bainitic ferrite
is strongly dependent on the local carbon concentration. The displacive transformation
from austenite to bainitic ferrite leads to a supersaturated phase. Within the bainitic
ferrite the carbon separates and builds accumulations which precipitate as carbides [1].
To model this material behaviour a system of partial differential equations is developed,
based on a thermodynamic framework of generalized stresses as introduced by Gurtin and
Fried [2, 3] for a two phase Ginzburg-Landau system and a Cahn-Hilliard equation. We
extend this framework for a viscous Cahn-Hilliard equation coupled to multiphase-field
models [4] as it is needed for the lower bainitic transformation. The key aspects of the
1
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thermodynamic framework are generalized stresses and microforces which perform work
in conjunction with derivatives of the phase-field variables and the carbon concentration.
The framework distinguishes between basic balance laws which are universal and constitutive equations which depend on the specific material. The Clausius-Duhem inequality
is used to impose restrictions to the constitutive equations. The numerical examples show
the qualitative mechanism of the lower bainitic transformation as discussed above.
2

THERMODYNAMIC FRAMEWORK

The thermodynamic framework is based on the microforce balance as introduced by
Gurtin and Fried [2, 3] and generalized by Ammar et al. [5]. Thereby, an extended version
as described in [4] and [6] is used to combine a multiphase Ginzburg-Landau equation
for the phase-field problem coupled with a Cahn-Hilliard diffusion equation. The carbon
concentration is identified by c and the phase order parameters are labelled φi .
For Np phases we start by defining Np vector phase stresses ξi , internal scalar phase
forces πi and external scalar phase forces γi over the volume B. The power performed on
the atomic configurations within a region V of B for each phase i reads




−ξi · ∇φ̇i dV,
πi φ̇i dV,
γi φ̇i dV, i = 1, ..., Np .
(1)
V

V

V

A similar definition is needed for the Cahn-Hilliard equation where ω is introduced as a
scalar internal diffusion force and λ as a vector diffusion stress. The powers are



−λ · ∇ċ dV,
ω ċ dV.
(2)
V

V

The system of microforces and microstresses in equations (1) and (2) shall be consistent
with the microforce balance for each control volume V
 



Np  



−
πi φ̇i dV +
γi φ̇i dV −
ω ċ dV = 0 (3)
ξi · ∇φ̇i dV +
λ · ∇ċ dV +
i=1

V

V

V

V

V

which leads to the local microforce balances

∇ · ξi + πi + γi = 0 in V
for i = 1, ..., Np ,
∇ · λ + ω = 0 in V,
for i = 1, ..., Np ,
ξi · n = 0 on ∂V
λ · n = 0 on ∂V .

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

In the isothermal case, which is analyzed here, the local dissipation inequality
−ψ̇ + λ · ∇ċ − ω ċ + µċ − J · ∇µ +
2
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Np 

i=1


ξi · ∇φ̇i − πi φ̇i ≥ 0.

(8)
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can be formulated using mass conservation, the first and the second law of thermodynamics [4], where ψ is the Helmholtz energy, µ the chemical potential and J the flux.
In a next step restrictions to constitutive equations can be formulated with the help
of the local dissipation inequality (8). After some transformation (for details see [4]) the
dissipation inequality reads
2

D = ∇µ · A∇µ + τ ċ +

Np

i=1

2

βi φ̇i ≥ 0,

(9)

where A is a mobility tensor and τ and βi are constitutive moduli. It turns out that the
inequality (9) holds for any choice of ∇µ, ċ and φ̇i if and only if
τ ≥ 0, βi ≥ 0, s · As ≥ 0 ∀s.
3

(10)

PROTOTYPE MODEL FOR LOWER BAINITE

3.1

Evolution equations

In this prototype model for lower bainite the evolution of 3 phases, namely bainitic
ferrite (φ1 ), austenite (φ2 ) and carbide (φ3 ) is described in parallel with the diffusion of
carbon which is strongly coupled to the phase growth. Choosing constitutive equations
for the Helmholtz energy ψ, the constitutive moduli τ and βi and the mobility tensor
A to describe the growth kinetics of lower bainite under consideration of the restrictions
(10), we finally end up with an evolution equation for the diffusion




∂f (c)
∂f (c)
− ρ∆c + τ ċ + ∇φ1 κ∇
− ρ∆c + τ ċ ,
(11)
ċ = φ1 κ∆
∂c
∂c
where κ is the diffusion coefficient, ρ the balance factor and f the carbon potential function.
Changing parameters as described in [7] and [8] leads to an evolution equation for the
multiphase-field with the physical material parameters, interface mobilities ζij , interface
energies σij , interface thicknesses ηij and Gibbs energy ∆Gij
φ̇i =

Np


j=1,j=i

3.2



ζij σij



36
6 · ∆Gij
φi φj
(φj ∆φi − φi ∆φj ) − 2 φi φj (φj − φi ) −
ηij
ηij



for i = 1, ..., Np . (12)

Carbide precipitation

A main mechanism of the lower bainitic transformation is the precipitation of carbides,
because the small carbides influence the macroscopic material behavior significantly. The
simulation of the precipitation process yields several challenges. The phase-field method
3
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(12) is not able to simulate the growth of a phase φi whose value is zero over the whole
domain. Therefore, small nuclei of carbides are defined as initial conditions. However in
this special case the nuclei nearly vanish while the austenite transforms into ferrite and
cannot grow any more. An elegant way to solve this problem and model the physical
precipitation of carbides is to define the thermodynamic driving force as a constitutive
equation as follows:
∆Gij (z) = ∆G0ij v(φi , φj , c)

(13)

where

 w(c)
φ2
v(φi , φj , c) =
 3
1

for i = 3 ∨ j = 3

(14)

otherwise

and ∆G0ij is a constant material parameter. The function w(c) is a smooth unit step
function


for c < ccarb − ε
0
w(c) = 1
(15)
for c > ccarb

1 1
+ 2 · sin( πε · c + π2 − πε · ccarb ) otherwise,
2

where the parameter ε governs the width of the transition zone and ccarb specifies the
maximum carbon concentration.
The Gibbs energy formulation (13) - (15) does not change the transformation kinetics
between austenite (φ2 ) and bainitic ferrite (φ1 ). Only in case of high carbon concentration
at a certain place the carbide phase (φ3 ) will grow due to equations (14) and (15). The
function v ensures that the carbide phase can grow even if the nuclei have become very
small in time.
4

IMPLEMENTATION AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Numerical solutions for the coupled evolution equations (11) and (12) are obtained
with the finite element method in two dimensions. Here the partial differential equations
are discretized over an domain of 3µm × 3µm with quadrilateral elements and linear
shape functions. The fine mesh has about 16384 elements. For the time discretization an
implicit Euler scheme is implemented. Here we used a time step of 0.05s and compute
solutions until 30s.
Figure 1 shows representative results of the numerical example. In the first row (a) the
austenite phase is shown, in the second the row (b) one can see the bainitic ferrite phase.
In Figure 1.c) the carbides are shown. All three phases vary between 0 and 1, where 0
means that the phase is not present at that local point and 1 means that only this phase
is present here. The sum of all three phases is one at every local point. The columns in
4
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a) Austenite

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

b) Bainitic ferrite

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

c) Carbide

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

d) Carbon concentration
6
4
2
0
wt.%

0s

5s

15 s

30 s

Figure 1: Lower bainitic transformation after 0 s, 5 s, 15 s and 30 s.

Figure 1 represent the results of the four fields after 0s, 5s, 15s and 30s. The first column
shows the initial conditions. There is a small nucleus of bainitic ferrite at the right border
of the domain. There are no carbides at the beginning and the carbon concentration is
uniformly distributed over the whole domain. In fact there are small perturbations of
carbon and small initial nuclei of carbides randomly distributed. After 5s the bainitic
ferrite sheaf has grown and as shown in Figure 1.d) the carbon within the supersaturated
bainitic ferrite starts to separate and build accumulations of carbon. At points where the
local carbon concentration reaches the maximum concentration ccarb carbides precipitate.
In the next two time steps shown here, one can see the growing bainitic ferrite sheaf and
the results of the Cahn-Hilliard diffusion equation. Several accumulations of carbon rise
up and therefore carbides grow at this places.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

A thermodynamic framework and a prototype model for lower bainite are presented in
this work. The framework can be used for any kind of Cahn-Hilliard diffusion models coupled to multiphase-field methods. It is based on universal laws, such as mass conservation,
energy conservation, the balance of microforces and the second law of thermodynamics,
which are strictly separated from constitutive equations. The lower bainite model shows
the described growth mechanisms, like the displacive transformation from austenite to
bainitic ferrite, the separation of carbon within the supersaturated bainitic ferrite and
the precipitation of carbides at carbon accumulations.
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Abstract. In this analyze, a novel finite element coupled algorithm using numerical methods to analyze the interaction between fluid-structure-electric fileds has been presented for
piezoelectric actuators. Piezoelectricity is fundamentally an interaction between structure
and electric fields. In this paper, at first we analyze the piezoelectric interaction using 3D
solid elements and MITC4 shell elements. Solid elements are used for electric analysis and
MITC4 shell elements are used for geometric nonlinear structural analysis. The induced
electric forces and moment of forces are translated from 3D solid elements to MITC4 shell
elements using a novel translation method, and displacements from MITC4 shell elements
are translated to 3D solid elements using shell element displacement interpolation functions. A projection method is employed in order to solve the interaction between MITC4
shell structure and fluid field.

1

Introduction

Micro Electro Mechanical System (MEMS) based piezoelectric actuators can be used to
actuate the thin and flexible wings of micro air vehicles (MAVs). The actuator produces
large deformation at its resonance, which is located at the root of the wing, so that the
flexible wing can flap and produce enough lift force to support the MAV weight during
flight. In the mean time, MAV is surrounded by air and has a significant influence from it
on the vibration characteristics of the flapping motion of the wing and hence its response.
Therefore, the analysis of fluid-structure-electric interaction must be carefully taken into
account during the MAV design process. The analytical solution to the model equations
1
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are limited in the scope. From this view point, a novel finite element method for fluidstructure-electric interaction is imperative.
Block Gauss-Seidel (BGS) partitioned iterative coupling with Newton-Rapson equilibrium
iteration is used to analyze the structure-electric interaction using 3D solid elements
and MITC4 shell elements. A projection method for FSI [1] is employed to analyze the
interaction between MITC4 shell structure and fluid field interaction. This paper treats
the interaction between electric field using 3D solid elements and structural fields using
MITC4 shell elements. MEMS structures consists of thin layers and undergoes large
deformation at resonance, shell elements are more suitable to capture the nonlinear effect
than 3D solid elements. That is the reason we employed MITC4 shell elements to perform
geometric nonlinear structural analysis. A novel translation method is introduced to
exchange the electrical and mechanical variable between solid elements and MITC4 shell
elements. It follows from the comparison between the numerical and analytical results
that our translation method accurately translates the induced nodal electric forces from
3D solids to MITC4 shell elements and displacements from any material point in shell
elements are translated to corresponding nodes in 3D solid elements.
2

Methodology : Fluid-structure-electric interaction analysis

The proposed method to analyze fluid-structure-electric field interaction is schematically given in Figure 1 and Figure 2. At first we analyze the piezoelectric interaction,
which is fundamentally an interaction between electrical and structural fields. Partitioned
iterative coupling algorithm is used to analyze the structure-electric interaction. Using 3D
solid elements, we obtain an induced electric forces due to the inverse piezoelectric effect
causing the piezoelectric bimorph actuator to bend. Secondly, a novel translation method
is implemented to translate the induced nodal electrical forces from 3D solid elements to
the equivalent nodal forces and moments acting on MITC4 shell elements for the purpose
to take into account the thin structure of the MEMS based piezoelectric actuators. Block
Gauss-Seidel partitioned iterative method is employed to couple electric and mechanical
variables [6]. Acceleration based Newmark’s time β time integration scheme is employed
to analyze structure-electric interaction. The full Newton-Rapson iteration is used for the
nonlinear structural analysis in MITC4 shell elements.
Electrical Field
(3D solid)

translation
method

Structural Field
(MITC4 Shell)

Block Gauss Seidel &
Newton-Rapson

Fluid Field
(3D)

Projection method

Figure 1: Schematic of fluid-structure-electric field interaction
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And finally, a projection method for FSI [1] is employed in order to solve the interaction between MITC4 shell structure and fluid field interaction including the fluid
incompressibilty, where the hierarchical decomposition approach [2] is used to couple the
structure-electric and fluid-structure interaction analyses. Here structure-fluid interaction
is split into the structure-fluid velocity field and pressure field using a kind of algebraic
splitting as shown in Figure 2, which avoids larger DOF’s of equations in comparison
with monolithic coupling and uses the intermediate state variables. The incompressibity
constrain is solved using pressure poisson equation (PPE). The predictor-multi corrector
algorithm given by Newmark’s β method is used for the time integration for the fluidstructure interaction analysis.

Figure 2: Schematic of hierarchical decomposition of fluid-structure-electric fields [2]
.
We discuses about the interaction between solid and shell elements to analyze piezoelectric effect in detail in the following sections.
2.1

Translation method for interaction analysis between 3D solid and shell
elements to analyze piezoelectric effect

The standard finite element equations of piezoelectricity is given as [3]
Mü + Kuu u + Kuφ φ = F,

(1)

+ Kφφ φ = q,

(2)

KT
uφ u

where M is the mass matrix, Kuu is the mechanical stiffness matrix, Kuφ is the piezoelectric stiffness matrix, Kφφ is the dielectric stiffness matrix, F is the external force vector,
superscript T stands for transpose matrix and q is the surface density charge vector. The
term Kuφ φ in Eq.(1) is a 3D nodal vector of electrical forces in solid elements. These forces
are translated to the equivalent force and moment in shell elements. The transformation
3
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equation to translate the electrical forces from solid to shell is described as
e

Fshell = Ae Fsolid ,

(3)

where A is the transformation matrix, which connects electric forces from solid to shell.
The components of this matrix are obtained from the equilibrium equations of the electric
forces and their moment. After translating the electrical nodal forces and moments from
solid to shell elements using the relation given in equation (3), displacements are obtained,
and they transformed from shell to solid at any material point using the finite element
interpolation as
t

ui = hk t uki +

r3
k
k
ak hk (t Vni − 0 Vni ),
2

(4)

where t ui is the displacements of any material point with natural coordinates (r1 , r2 , r3 )
of the shell element in the stationary Cartesian directions (x1 , x2 , x3 ) at time t, t uki is
the nodal displacements of shell elements into the Cartesian directions (x1 , x2 , x3 ) at time
t, hk is the two dimensional shape functions corresponding to (r1 , r2 ) at nodal point k ,
and ak is shell thickness at node k along director vector Vnk . The displacements from
any material point t ui with isoparametric coordinates (r1 , r2 , r3 ) in shell elements are
translated to the corresponding nodes in 3D shell elements using,
usolid = Bushell .

(5)

The components of B matrix are obtained from t ui .
2.2

Piezoelectric nonlinear dynamic analysis

The nonlinear piezoelectric dynamic analysis is carried out using the block Gauss-Seidel
(BGS) partitioned iterative coupling scheme to exchange the mechanical and electrical
variables and the full Newton-Rapson (NR) equilibrium iterations to perform nonlinear
structural analysis. The total Lagrangian formulation is used to take into account the
structural large deformation. Newmark’s time integration is employed for the time marching. The linearized coupled equations for the nonlinear piezoelectricity is given as [5],
t+∆t
t+∆t (i)
φ
0 Kφφ
t+∆t (k−1)
∆u(k),(i)
0 K̂uu
t+∆t (k−1)
0 K̂uu

where
t+∆t
0 Kφφ ,

= t+∆t0 q − t+∆t0 KT
uφ

t+∆t

u(i−1) ,

= t+∆t R̃(k−1) − t+∆t0 F(k−1) − t+∆t0 Kuφ t+∆t φ(i) ,
1
+ t+∆t0 K(k−1)
,
=M
uu
β∆t2

t+∆t (k−1)
is the tangent stiffness matrix
0 Kuu
t+∆t
t+∆t
0 q are dielectric stiffness
0 Kuφ and
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in Newton-Rapson iteration (k − 1),
matrix, piezoelectric stiffness matrix
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and vector of electric charge, respectively. t+∆t φ(i) is the electrical potential evaluated from
the previous BGS iteration displacement solution t+∆t u(i−1) . And, ∆u(k),(i) is calculated
using the updated solution of electric potential in Eq.(7). Then, the displacement is
updated using
t+∆t

u(k),(i) = t+∆t u(k−1),(i) + ∆u(k),(i) .

(9)

Here, we propose two approach for the full Newton-Rapson iteration and BGS iteration
as follows :
1. Approach 1: For each BGS iteration, only one Newton-Rapson iteration is performed
as shown in Figure 3.
Initialize
u , u̇0 , ü0 and φ0
Input ∆t, and calculate Newmark’s constants
0

t = t + ∆t

Compute
M, 0t KL , 0t KNL , 0t Kuφ , 0t Kφφ , 0t F, 0t q
i=i+1

Compute

k=k+1

t+∆t (k−1)
0 Kuu

t+∆t
t+∆t (i−1)
t+∆t (i)
φ = t+∆t0 q − t+∆t0 KT
u
0 Kφφ
uφ
t+∆t (k−1)
∆u(k),(i) = t+∆t R̃(k−1) − t+∆t0 F(k−1) − t+∆t0 Kuφ t+∆t φ(i)
0 K̂uu
(k),(i)
t+∆t (k),(i)
t+∆t (k−1),(i−1)

u

Compute
t+∆t (k−1)
0F

using
u(k)

t+∆t

=

u

+ ∆u

Check for Newton-Rapson iteration convergence
&
Block Gauss-Seidel iteration convergence
If converged

If not converged
Accelerations

Calculate new accelerations and velocities

Figure 3: Nonlinear dynamic piezoelectric analysis: Approach (1)-Unified algorithm
5
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2. Approach 2: In this approach, for each BGS iterations, the full Newton-Rapson
equilibrium is evaluated until the energy tolerance is satisfied. There are several
NR iterations for each BGS iterations in a time step depending on deformation.
This approach may be computationally expensive, but the solution accuracy is much
better than Approach 1.
3

Numerical problem : Piezoelectric bimorph actuator connected in series

Piezoelectric bimorph actuators are widely used to MEMS. Bimorph actuators consist
of a double layer of piezoelectric ceramics as shown in Fig.4. The electrostatic forces
across the ceramic layers causes one top layer to contract and bottom layer to expand.
The bimorph actuator is connected in series type has dimensions length L=100 mm, width
w=1mm and thickness tp =0.5mm. The mesh for electric analysis consists of 1343 nodes
and 160 hexahedron 20 nodes elements and the mesh for structural analysis consists of 82
nodes and 40 MITC4 shell elements. The theoretical solution for deflection in thickness
direction along length for this numerical problem is given as [7],
u3 (x1 ) =

3x21
d31 E3 ,
4tp

(10)

where d31 is piezoelectric constant, E3 is an applied electric field and tp is the thickness
of each piezoelectric layers. The tip deflection is given as,
δ=

3L2
d31 E3 .
4tp

(11)

The material properties used in the analysis are given in Table.1.

Figure 4: Piezoelectric bimorph actuator connected in series type, ↑ is polarization direction
.
Table 1: Material properties
used for calculation
materials
PVDF

e31
(C/m2 )
0.046

d31
(C/N)
2.30×10−11

Young’s modulus Density
(N/m2 ×109 )
(kg/m3 )
2.0
1800

ν
0.29

Substituting the actuator dimensions and material properties into Eq. 11 for an applied
voltage 1 V, we get tip deflection in thickness direction analytically,
δ = 0.3450µm
6
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4

Results and Discussion

The numerical problem described in Figure 4 is examined here using both Approach 1
and Approach 2 described in Section 2.2 to analyze the static and dynamic behaviors.
4.1

Static analysis of bimorph actuator connected in series type

At first, the convergence properties and the solution accuracy of the unified algorithm
(Approach 1) is presented. In the Figure 5(a) it shows that 6 BGS iterations and 6 NR
iterations are necessary to satisfy the convergence tolerance. The energy tolerance value
is set as 1.0 × 10−12 . Figure 5(b) shows the transverse deflection of the bimorph actuator
at the interface between two PVDF layers compared with the theoretical solution from
Eq. 10. The transverse static deflection using Approach 1 along the length of the bimorph
actuator coincides with the theoretical solution. The numerical solution for the deflection
at the tip of the actuator is 0.3451µm, and theoretical solution for the same using Eq. 11
is 0.3450µm. The % error between numerical and theoretical solution is less than 0.02%.

10

0

–10

etol:energy tolerance = 1.0x10
10

–12

–20

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Maximum BGS iterations = 6

0.35

1 N–R iteration per BGS iteration

Deflection in thickness direction (µm)

Energy tolerance error

10

40

1 Newton–Rapson iteration per BGS iteration

0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
0

Block Gauss Seidel iteration

(a) Iteration convergence analyze

Theory

20

40
60
80
Location along Length (mm)

100

(b) Static deflection: Accuracy

Figure 5: Numerical analyses using unified algorithm : static deflection
In Approach 2, two NR equilibrium iterations for the first BGS iteration and one NR
iteration for successive BGS iterations is sufficient. Approach 2 also has a same level
accuracy of solution with Approach 1.
4.2

Dynamic analysis of bimorph actuator: Step response

Here, the vibration characteristics of the numerical problem in Figure 4 are presented
for Approach 2. The actuator is driven by a step voltage of 1 V for undamped and
numerically damped conditions. ∆t is chosen as 1.0 × 10−4 sec for Approach 2, based
on the previous convergence, the number of BGS iterations per time step is set as 4.
The purpose to analyze the numerical damped case is to find the steady state deflection
and to compare the static deflection in order to check the accuracy of the solution. The
7
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Newmark’s parameters β and and γ for damped condition are chosen as γ = 0.6 and
β = 0.25 × (γ + 0.5)2 = 0.3025. As can be seen in Figure 6(b), the deflection at steady
state is close to that of the static theoretical tip deflection.
0.8

γ = 0.5
β = 0.25

Undamped

0.6

Numerical damped
γ = 0.6
β = 0.3025

Tip Z deflection(µ m)

Tip Z deflection(µ m)

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0

Time(sec)

0.4

0.2

0
0

1

(a) Numerically undamped condition

Time(sec)

1

(b) Numerically damped condition

Figure 6: Step response of bimorph actuator
4.3

Dynamic analysis of bimorph actuator: AC response

Tip deflection in thickness direction(µm)

The piezoelectric bimorph actuator described in Figure bimorph is examined here. The
actuator is excited with input voltage V sinwt, where V is the amplitude and w is the angular frequency of the charge q. Although Newmark’s time integration is unconditionally
stable, the accuracy of the solution of a coupled problem is dependent on the choice of
the time increment ∆t [8]. The Newmark’s parameters β and and γ for AC analysis are
chosen as γ = 0.5 and β = 0.25. A bias voltage V=1V is applied to both PVDF layers.
ω = 30 rad/sec

0.4

−3

∆t=1×10
∆t=1×10

−4

sec
sec

0.2

0

–0.2

–0.4

0

0.5
Time(sec)

1

Figure 7: AC response for input frequency ω=30 rad/sec Approach 2
.
The Figure 7 shows the vibration characteristics
of piezoelectric bimorph actuator excited with a bias voltage V=1V at a frequency ω = 30rad/sec using Approach 2. There
are 4 BGS iterations per time steps are employed and NR iterations at each BGS iterations varies depending on the energy tolerance and deformation. The actual structural
8
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resonance frequency of the numerical problem is ωr =107 rad/sec [6]. The input voltage frequency used in this study is far away from the resonance, therefore the maximum
deflection is around the steady state. For input voltage frequency of ωr =107 rad/sec,
resonance can be obtained using a very fine time increment for this proposed methods.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed coupled algorithms to analyze the interaction between electric field by
employing 3D solid elements and structural field by using MITC4 shell elements accurately take into account the piezoelectric interaction. The translation of nodal electrical
forces in solid elements to the equivalent force and moment in MITC4 shell elements, and
translation of displacements from shell to solid is accurately done using our translation
method. Both Approach 1 and Approach 2 posses a same level accuracy of the solution. As a future work, shell structure and fluid field interaction will be performed using
projection method.
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Abstract. Freezing phenomena in porous media have attracted great attention in geotechnics,
construction engineering and geothermal energy. For shallow geothermal applications where
heat pumps are connected to borehole heat exchangers (BHEs), soil freezing around the BHEs
is a potential problem due to persistent heat extraction or inappropriate design which can significantly influence the temperature distribution as well as groundwater flow patterns in the
subsurface, and even lead to frost heave. A fully coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical freezing
model is required for advanced system design and scenario analyses. In the framework of
the Theory of Porous Media, a triphasic freezing model is derived and solved with the finite
element method. Ice formation in the porous medium results from a coupled heat and mass
transfer problem with phase change and is accompanied by volume expansion. The model is
able to capture various coupled physical phenomena during freezing, e.g., the latent heat effect, groundwater flow with porosity change and mechanical deformation. The current paper is
focused primarily on the theoretical derivation of the conceptual model. Its numerical imple1
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mentation is verified against analytical solutions of selected phenomena including pure phase
change and thermo-hydro-mechanical process couplings.
1

Introduction

Among different coupled processes, the thermal-hydro-mechanical behaviour of solid-liquid
phase change in general and freezing in fluid-saturated porous media in particular is of great
interest in soil construction [1], geotechnics [2], energy storage [3] and geothermal applications
[4, 5]. Considering shallow geothermal energy, ground source heat pump systems (GSHPS) are
increasingly employed as an efficient technology for the heating and cooling of buildings. The
general proposition of a GSHPS is to extract heat from the shallow subsurface (50 m – 200 m
below the surface) by circulating a heat-transfer fluid through single or multiple borehole heat
exchangers (BHE). The energy carried by the circulating fluid is then lifted by heat pumps to
temperature levels suitable for domestic applications. In cold regions, the undisturbed soil temperature is already below 10 ◦ C [6]. When its temperature drops below 0 ◦ C due to continuous
heat extraction or inappropriate BHE/GSHPS design, freezing of the groundwater surrounding
the BHEs will occur [7]. This will not only strongly affect the soil temperature distribution,
hydraulic properties and the heat pump efficiency but may also cause mechanical damage to the
BHEs and the surrounding facilities [4, 8]. For a discussion of implications on the design length
of BHEs and economic aspects, cf. Zheng et al. [5].
In order to quantitatively analyze these coupled multi-physical phenomena on an engineering
scale, a reliable macroscopic, fully coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical model is required which
captures the relevant phenomena. The macroscopic Theory of Porous Media (TPM) [9, 10, 11]
has been selected here as an ideal framework for this task.
A fundamental mathematical model based on mixture theory and thermodynamical principles was established for saturated porous media by [12]. Another macroscopic ternary model
[13] incorporating liquid, ice and solid was constructed based on the theory of poromechanics
by Coussy. As an extension of this model [13], Zhou & Meschke [2] developed a ternary model
in view of a detailed physical description of ice crystallization. In recent years, the Theory
of Porous Media was employed and Bluhm et al. [10, 14] presented a ternary model derived
from thermodynamical considerations. Later Lai et al. [18] proposed a theoretical model of
thermo-hydro-mechanical interactions during freezing and validated it with experiments. For
the unsaturated cases, Li et al. [15, 16] demonstrated the heat-moisture-deformation coupling
based on a theoretical framework with and without explicit consideration of the gas phase.
Differing from considering gas as an extra phase, Liu & Yu [17] directly employed Richard’s
equation to capture the fluid flow in the unsaturated zone.
In the present paper, a fully coupled thermo-mechanically consistent THM freezing model
for liquid-saturated porous materials is derived based on the Theory of Porous Media by exploiting the entropy inequality. In contrast to some of the previous models, Truesdell’s metaphysical
principles [19] are strictly adhered to for the mixture balance relations. The description of the
2
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mechanical behaviour of the ice and solid phases accounts for their differing natural configurations.
The fundamental kinematics and balance relations are listed in Section 2. The assumptions
made and constitutive relations derived from the Clausius-Duhem inequality are presented in
Section 3. With the balance relations and constitutive laws, the governing equations are given
in Section 4. The verification of the numerical model is performed in Section 5. The paper
closes with an illustrative numerical example in Section 6.
2
2.1

General definitions
Kinematics

Consider a medium composed of different phases or constituents α, each represented by
a substitute continuum defined on the entire control space. The motion of a constituent α is
described by its motion function χ α that maps the position Xα of a material point (particle) in
the reference configuration to its spatial location x in the current configuration:
x = χ α (Xα ,t)

(1)

Each phase can then be assigned a deformation gradient as well as its inverse
Fα = Gradα x

and

Fα−1 = grad Xα

(2)

and the material time derivative following the motion of a phase α defines the phase velocities
∂ χ α (Xα ,t)
(3)
∂t
Based on these fundamental kinematic definitions, the entire spectrum of continuum mechanical
kinematic quantities becomes available, e.g. the material and spatial velocity gradients:
vα = xα =

(Fα )α = Gradα xα

and

lα = grad xα = (Fα )α Fα−1

(4)

Following the above relations, the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor and Green-Lagrangean
strain tensor read:
1
Cα = FTα Fα and Eα = (Cα − I)
(5)
2
When small-strain conditions are assumed, the finite deformation approach can be reduced
to a geometrically linear one via lin Eα =  α and the distinction between reference configuration
and current configuration is no longer necessary in the spatial operators. For further definitions,
see standard texts on continuum mechanics [19].
Based on Truesdell’s metaphysical principles [19], the motion of the mixture is governed by
the same equations as the motion of a single body. Hence, summation of the balance equations
of the individual phases listed in the subsequent section must yield the balance equations known
from continuum mechanics of single phase materials. This condition imposes restrictions on the
production terms. For details, the reader is referred to, e.g., [9] and references therein.
3
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3

Balance equations and constitutive relations

3.1

Specific assumptions

To maintain a certain level of generality in the conceptual modelling section, a finite strain
setting will be maintained throughout the derivation of the model. A first implementation of the
governing equations will then rest on the assumption of linear kinematics.
Before specifying the balance equations, some basic assumptions of the model shall be clarified.
1. A three-phase mixture consisting of solid (S), ice (I) and the aqueous pore fluid (L) is
considered: α = {S, I, L}.
2. For all phases we assume incompressibility in the sense αR = αR (T ).

3. Deformation and flow occur in a quasi-static fashion such that inertial effects can be
neglected in the final governing equations: aα = 0.
4. The local temperatures of all constituents are equal (local thermal equilibrium): Tα = T.
5. Mass transfer is limited to the water and ice phases, i.e. ˆS = 0, ˆL = − ˆI .

6. The constituents solid and ice are kinematically constrained once the ice is formed at
time t F , i.e. vS = vI . At that stage, the solid may have undergone a motion already, i.e.
I = χ (XS ,t F ). The current
the reference coordinates of an ice particle are given by X
S
placement of corresponding solid and ice particles is then given by the motion function
I ,t) = χ  χ (XS ,t F ),t  .
of ice and solid via x = χ S (XS ,t) = χ I (X
I
S

Assumption 6 will be captured by a multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient
of the solid into a part before freezing (S0) and a part after freezing (I) following [10]
FI FS0
FS = 

(6)

 S =  I +  S0

(7)

It will be assumed that stresses in the ice are only determined by that part of the motion accrued
after freezing has occurred, i.e. by 
FI , while the stress response of the solid is characterised by
FS itself. Under the small-strain assumption, the decomposition of the motion simplifies to:
Based on the general mass balance in the form
φα ( αR )α + (φα )α αR + αR φα div vα = ˆ α

(8)

as well Assumptions 5 and 6, the derivatives of the individual volume fractions are obtained
from the above mass balances in the following form

4
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(φS )S

= −φS divvS − φS

( SR )S

(9)

SR
( IR )S
ˆI

(φI )S =
− φI divvS − φI
IR
IR
( LR )L
ˆI

(φL )S = −
− φL divvL − φL
− gradφL · wLS
LR
LR

(10)
(11)

Based on Assumption 2, the time derivative of the material density can be expressed via the
temperature rate and the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient βT α
( αR )α =
3.2

∂ αR 
T = − αR βT α Tα
∂T α

with

βT α = −

1 ∂ αR
αR ∂T

(12)

Saturation condition

The saturation condition for this ternary mixture can be written in absolute and in rate form
(following the trajectory of the solid) as


φα = 1 and
(φα )S = 0
(13)
α

α

Substitution of Eqs. (9)–(11) yields the model-specific form of the mixture volume balance:




0 = div vS + φL wLS + ˆI
3.3



−1
LR

−

−1
IR

Evaluation of the entropy inequality



+

φS ( SR )S
SR

+

φI ( IR )S
IR

φL ( LR )L
+
LR

(14)

The entropy inequality will be exploited following the Coleman-Noll procedure. Invoking
the assumption of local thermal equilibrium, the production-term constraint in the energy balance, and adding the saturation condition as a constraint to the entropy inequality yields
0≤

κ 

α=1

− α [(ψα )α

+ Tα η α ]

− ˆ α




1
ψ α − vα · vα +
2

1
σ α : lα − p̂α · vα − qα · grad T − λ(φα )S
T



(15)

The Lagrange multiplier λ can be understood as a pressure-type reaction force enforcing the
saturation constraint.
Employing the principle of phase-separation [9], the free energy of the solid phase is assumed to depend on solid deformation and temperature, the liquid phase free energy only on
temperature, and the free energy of the ice phase on the ice volume fraction, temperature and
that part of the deformation characterizing ice deformation, cf. Eq. 6. Hence, the following
Ansatz is made for the specific Helmholtz free energies:
5
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I ,T, φI )
ψI = ψI ( C

ψS = ψS (CS ,T )

ψL = ψL (T )

(16)

I = 
where the right Cauchy-Green tensors CS = FTS FS and C
FTI
FI have been used.
Neglecting terms associated with the kinetic energy of mass transfer, and using the transformed mass balance equations (9)–(11), inequality (15) can be expanded to




φS ∂ SR
φI ∂ IR




0 ≤ − S (ψS )S + TS − S η S + λ
− I (ψI )S + TS − I η I + λ
−
SR ∂T
IR ∂T




φL ∂ LR
λ
λ


− L (ψL )L + TL − L η L + λ
− ψL −
− ˆI ψI +
+
LR ∂T
IR
LR
(17)
+ (σ S + λφS I) : dS + (σ I + λφI I) : dS + (σ L + λφL I) : dL −


1
qα
p̂α · vα + λ grad φL · wLS − qSIL · grad T with qSIL =
−
T
α
α
Now, the terms σ Eα = σ α + λφα I defining the so-called extra stresses can be introduced.
Based on dimensional analyses, it is common practice to neglect fluid extra stresses. Hence, we
find a hydrostatic stress state in the fluid and identify the Lagrange multiplier λ with the pore
pressure pLR :
σ L = −pLR φL I

with

λ = pLR

(18)

The constraint on the momentum production terms yields the relation
−(p̂S + p̂I ) = p̂L + ˆI wLS

(19)

Similarly to the stresses, the extra momentum production is the constitutively determined
term in addition to effects contributed by the Lagrange multiplier—i.e. the liquid pressure—
and is defined as
p̂EL = p̂L − λ grad φL

(20)

With Eq. (16) and (Cα )α = 2FTα dα Fα we can now write




∂ψI T
∂ψI
∂ψS T
E
E
0 ≤ σ S − 2S FS
F : dS + σ I − 2I F̂I
I : dS −
F̂I + I φI
∂CS S
∂φI
∂ ĈI







1 ∂ αR ∂ψα 
1
λ
∂ψI
−
α η α − λ
+
Tα − ˆI ψI +
λ + φI
− ψL −
− (21)
∂T
IR
∂φI
LR
( αR ) 2 ∂T
α
− I φI βTI

1
∂ψI 
TS − p̂EL · wLS − qSIL · grad T
∂φI
T

This form motivates the introduction of the extra entropy terms η Eα such that
6
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η α = η Eα + λ

1
( αR

)2

∂ αR
βT α
= η Eα −
pLR
∂T
αR

(22)

Based on the Ansatz defined in Eq. (16), the following restrictions can be derived:
∂ψα
and η α = η Eα −
∂T
∂ψI
and η I = η IE,F −
=−
∂T

η Eα = −
η IE,F

βT α
pLR for α = S and L
αR


βTI
∂ψI
with
pLR + I
IR
∂φI


(23)
η IE,F = η IE +

βTI ∂ψI
I
IR ∂φI

pred

∂ψS T
F
σ S = −pLR φS I + 2S FS
∂C S
 S

∂ψI T
∂ψI
I + 2I F̂I
F̂I
σ I = −φI pLR + I
∂φI
∂
Ĉ
I


(24)
(25)
(26)

Pred

Introducing the chemical potential-type quantities
pred
pLR
ΨI = ψI +
and ΨL = ψL +
IR
LR

(27)

allows the formulation of the remaining dissipation inequality as
1
qSIL · grad T − ˆI (ΨI − ΨL ) ≥ 0
(28)
T
Treating physically distinct terms independently, the heat flux vector can be found from the
linear relation
D = −p̂EL · wLS −

0 ≤ −qSIL · grad T

→

qSIL = −λ SIL grad T

with

a · λ SIL a ≥ 0 ∀ a  0

(29)

where λ SIL is the effective heat conductivity tensor of the saturated porous medium.
Similarly, the flow-law can be derived from a linear relationship as
0 ≤ −p̂EL · wLS

→

p̂EL = −SwLS

with

a · Sa ≥ 0 ∀ a  0

(30)

Substituting the fluid stress tensor from Eq. (18) and the flow law from relation (30) into the
fluid momentum balance and choosing S−1 = K/(µLR φ2L ) recovers a Darcy-like law:
φL wLS = −


K 
grad pLR − LR bL
µLR

(31)

In which K is the permeability and varies with the ice formation which occupies the porosity.
Finally, a kinetic law for the phase transition can be defined based on the difference in the
chemical potentials of the liquid and ice phases:
0 ≤ − ˆI (ΨI − ΨL )

→

ˆI = cF (ΨL − ΨI )

with

cF ≥ 0

For an extended discussion of phase change in this context, see [20].
7
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4

Governing Equations and Numerical Implementation

Free energy formulations for the finite-strain setting can be found in [14, 10, 20] and others.
Based on the general constitutive setting outlined above, considerations are now limited to the
small strain setting using the decomposition in Eq. (7). For an initial implementation with the
purpose of algorithmic testing, some of the physical terms occurring as a consequence of the
above derivations and the chosen energy functionals have been neglected. They will be added
subject to their relevance indicated by an order-of-magnitude analysis. The following set of
governing equations has been implemented into OpenGeoSys [21] for initial testing.
Mixture volume balance





−1
−1
0 = div (uS )S + φL wLS + ˆI LR
− βT TS with βT =
− IR
φα βT α
(33)
α

Mixture momentum balance
div (−pLR I + λ S tr( S )I + 2µS  S − 3αTS k S (T − TS0 )I + λ I tr( I )I + 2µI  I −
3αTI k I (T − TI0 )I − 3αFI k I (φI − φI0 )I) + b = 0

(34)

Mixture energy balance
( cp ) effTS − ∆HI ˆI − div(λ SIL grad T ) + LR cpL φL wLS · grad T = 0

(35)

The corresponding weak forms are linearized using a Newton-Raphson scheme. The discretized
primary variable field uS is interpolated with shape functions an order higher than those used
for the remaining primary variables pLR and T.
5

Verification

Due to the complexity of the fully coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical freezing process and
the associated lack of analytical solutions, the initial verification is here separated into a pure
thermo-hydro-mechanical part and a pure phase change part, both using analytical solutions.
5.1

Verification of the THM model

In this benchmark, phase change is neglected and a completely sealed specimen is heated up
homogeneously. The difference of the thermal expansion coefficients of fluid and solid phase
results in a pore pressure which can be determined analytically in the case of an elastic solid
skeleton [22]:
pLR = −KS φF ( βTF − βTS )∆T

(36)

where KS is the bulk modulus of the solid matrix, φF is the porosity and βTS = 2.1e-5 and
βTF =2.07e-4 are the volumetric thermal expansion coefficients of solid and fluid. Under a
homogeneous temperature increment of 80 K, a fluid pressure of 0.1042 MPa develops in the
8
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(a) Radial displacement during unconfined compression.

(b) The propagation of the freezing front X over
time.

externally load-free specimen under undrained conditions. This value is recovered by the numerical model with a relative error below 10-6 . Numerically, the direct linear solver SparseLU
(http://eigen.tuxfamily.org) and nonlinear tolerances 10-8 (absolute error) have been
used.
Other tests performed for verification of the THM coupling included transient confined and
unconfined compression tests (Fig. 1a) as well as flow under thermal gradients; further details
can be found in https://dev.opengeosys.org/docs/benchmarks/.
5.2

Phase change verification

In this benchmark, only the thermal problem including phase change is considered and the
propagation of the freezing front is calculated by the Neumann analytical solution [23]. A 1 m
long water column (achieved by setting the porosity to unity) was connected to a freezing wall
of -3 ◦ C. The initial temperature was given as 2 ◦ C in the entire domain. All parameters used in
the simulation can be found in [5]. The location of the phase change front X (t) is compared to
the analytical solution in Fig. 1b.
6

Numerical Example

In this section, an academic example of the thermo-hydro-mechanical freezing model uses
an axisymmetric setup of a cylinder with a radius and height of side 1.0 cm. The domain is
divided into 100 elements and the simulation time of 1000 s is split into time steps of 50 s.
The externally load-free specimen has an initial temperature of 5 ◦ C. At the bottom, a constant
temperature of -5 ◦ C is set as boundary condition. In Fig. 1, the evolving ice saturation with the
associated expansion of the specimen is depicted.

9
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(a) 50 s

(b) 150 s

(c) 1000 s

Figure 1: Freezing front evolution (colors) and displacement field (overlay grid) during freezing
propagation.
7

Conclusion

In this paper, a macroscopic fully coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical model under the framework of the Theory of Porous Media is presented for the simulation of liquid-solid phase change
considering effects like the ice volume expansion, hydraulic pressure changes, and the latent effect. It is verified separately with different transient analytical solutions and will be further used
to predict the frost evolution around bore-hole heat exchangers.
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Abstract. Nowadays modelling of physical processes is very spread in all fields of physics.
It is possible because of high capacity of computing powers and capability of parallel
computing. We can observe a trend to more detailed description of simulated systems
and growth of calculation schemes complexity. Scientists understand that the feedback
of related physical processes occurring simultaneously could have significant impact on
the results of modelling and should be solved in the scope of multiphysics. That kind of
problems exists in reactor physics. It is vital to perform complex modelling of processes
occurring in a fuel core of a nuclear reactor, especially during the design of the next
generation nuclear power plants. It is not possible to justify safety of the power reactor
without complex calculations. In this paper, we proposed a test case for precise coupled
neutronics-thermal hydraulics calculation of VVER-1000 reactor using MCU, ATHLET
and FLOWVISION codes. MCU is a general-purpose stochastic neutron-physical code
based on the Monte-Carlo method and characterized by large time of calculation, as
well as CFD codes. Because of that system code ATHLET was used as a fast thermal
hydraulic solver in the iterative scheme. In the end of the calculation we propose to use
CFD code FLOWVISION in order to enhance the precision and verify CFD model for the
further complication of the geometry. The obtained results showed oscillations of power
and fuel temperature profiles. Detailed discussion is given in the article. It is assumed
that the test case will be used for simulation of VVER-1000 reactor in accident–related
regimes and for codes cross–verification. The obtained experience and developed coupling
program (PERL script) will be used to create coupled schemes for complex modelling of
generation IV nuclear reactors involving different computer codes.
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1

INTRODUCTION

It is currently impossible to imagine modern engineering and construction of nuclear
power installation without preliminary mathematical modeling. Analysis and research
of various processes and phenomena occurring in the reactors is substantially simplified. Until recently, the process of nuclear installations modeling was limited to simple
mathematical models, but with the rapid development of computer technology, it became
possible to describe the simulated systems more accurately and complicate the calculation
schemes.
Nuclear reactor in operation is a complex system of interacting processes. It is a very
difficult issue to compile complex mathematical model describing a nuclear reactor as an
integral object. In addition, often, the contribution of different processes is disregarded
to some extent, so only one subject area is covered in the research, such as strength
analysis, neutron-physical or thermal-hydraulic calculations. However, this is not always
correct, because the feedback of related physical processes occurring simultaneously could
be significant. There are a number of issues, which could be solved only in the scope
of complex modeling. Coupled calculations could be done either on the basis of one
calculation program, using simple physical models (BIPR, DYN3D, NESTLE, COMSOL,
LOGOS), or by coupling the codes intended to simulate the processes described in different
areas of physics (MCU, ATHLET, ANSYS, FlowVision). Such kind of coupling was
performed before for different types of reactors [1, 2, 3].
This work is the first step in the validation of the computation scheme to simulate the
steady state of the fuel rod of the reactor VVER-1000 with the neutron-physical code
MCU [4] and the system code ATHLET [5]. As a simulated model was fuel assembly type
TVS–2M No. 111 of the second unit of Rostov NPP.
At present, there are many software packages using various neutron codes and the
system code ATHLET for modeling transient processes and emergency operation modes
in reactor installations, but they all have a rather complex internal connection structure,
which requires not only the creation of additional communication units, but also refinements in the control program, inside the ATHLET. To solve the stationary problem it
was decided to build a relationship between the codes in order to be practically limited
to using only the external communication between the codes through the input data to
them, without making any changes to the internal structure of the codes. This scheme
for detailed analysis of fuel assembly parameters using MCU and CFD code FlowVision
[6].
At this stage, the neutron and thermal-hydraulic models of the TVS–2M of the reactor
VVER–1000 were developed and the issue with the external module for coupling MCU
and ATHLET was solved.
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2

CODES FEATURES

MCU (Monte Carlo Universal) is a neutron code based on the Monte Carlo method,
which allows to simulate the transport of neutrons, gamma rays and electrons of different
energies. The code takes into account the effects of the continuous changes in the particle
energy, as well as continuous or step–energy dependence of the cross-sections. The accuracy is determined primarily by used libraries of evaluated nuclear data. MCU allows
to calculate the real geometry and material composition of the complex media at various
temperatures. It contains cross–sections conversion modules in the thermal and resolved
resonance region, depending on the temperature of the material (using the Breit-Wigner
or Adler-Adler formalisms). It can be used for multi-processor calculations (MPI technology) [7]. MCU is certified in Russia for calculations of various types of reactors including
VVER-1000.
To accelerate the calculation, the library for water was prepared in advance with crosssections in the thermal region, taking into account molecular effects, the temperature
range is 559 K-610 K with 0.5 K step.
It is also important to use a model of a monatomic gas in materials containing hydrogen
and oxygen that do not form a water molecule. In our model hydrogen and oxygen are
present in the cladding material. Otherwise, the MCU program will prepare cross-sections
for water in the thermal region despite the fact that it is not there. The average time for
calculation of one state (64 cores) was 55 minutes. The maximum statistical error in the
local power value does not exceed 4.6% (taking into account three standard deviations in
the value of the statistical error of the fission reaction rate).
Thermal hydraulic system code ATHLET (Analysis of Thermal-Hydraulics of LEaks
and Transients) developed in Gesellschaft fr Anlagen-und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS mbH)
was originally intended for the analysis of the entire spectrum of crash conditions cases
and transients in reactor installations, mainly with a water coolant, in conjunction with
various three-dimensional neutron-physical programs to calculate the spatial distri- bution
of energy release and also, with varying levels of approximation, the spatial distribution
of the parameters of the coolant in the core of the reactor (right up to the assemblies). It
is widely used in various types of calculations.
ATHLET consists of several modules that allow to describe the various phenomena
in the behavior of light water reactors: thermal hydraulic module (TFD), heat transfer
and heat conduction unit (HECU), neutron-kinetic unit (NEUKIN) to describe the point
and the one-dimensional kinetics, module for operation of the equipment (GCSM) and a
module for the numerical integration (FEBE), implements a fully implicit scheme.
Features of hydrodynamic code ATHLET for improved assessment, developed in GRS
(Germany) and aimed at the analysis of transient and accidental conditions in reactor
facilities, mostly water-cooled ones, in conjunction with a variety of three-dimensional
neutron physics program (to calculate the spatial power density field distribution and
spatial distribution of the coolant parameters in the reactor core up to pin-by-pin), are
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widely used in different types of calculations.
Coupling the ATHLET with a neutron physics program DIN3D [8] was a pilot project.
Recently during analysis of the international standard problem Kalinin-3 [9] the following complexes have been applied: ATHLET/BIPR-VVER [10], equipped with a neutron
kinetic code developed by the NRC Kurchatov Institute, the coupled complex ATHLETKIKO3D [11], developed in cooperation with Central Research Institute of Physics (Hungary). We must also mention the calculations concerning the software ATHLET-PARCS
[12], applying the neutron-physics code, developed by the USA.
It is necessary to note that all the above coupled codes possess complex internal structure of links, demanding additional blocks of connection but also the further development
and completion of the software ATHLET.
Taking into consideration the coupling of ATHLET with MCU code, it is possible
1) to calculate only the steady-state and
2) try to build the interconnection between the codes through entry data without
changing the internal structure of the codes.
If we consider the coupling of the MCU code and CFD code (FLOWVISION) designed
for three-dimension thermo-hydraulic calculations, the issues are becoming even more
complex even in the steady-state with application of only external codes connection.
This is determined mostly by the time consumption of codes operation and the necessity
of the iteration procedure caused by the coolant parameters feedback, influencing the
distribution of the neutron flux in the model under study.
The research considers the algorithm of reducing the number of iterations for the
external connection of the MCU code and CFD code.
The goal is to determine the stationary distribution of the neutron flux in the system
with the fixed power of coolant (flow, pressure, temperature) as the entry condition.
The essence of the algorithm is as follows. In the first stage our project, there is
only information exchange in the entry data between coupled codes ATHLET and MCU.
The calculation of the parameters (of the coolant and the fuel) in the ATHLET was
conducted for the averaged through the cross-section geometry of the examined structure.
For example, during pin-by-pin analysis of the distribution within assembly there were
used averaged control volumes through the cross-section of the assembly.
The data retrieved from ATHLET are converted via a certain software into the necessary set of data for the MCU code, which corrects the distribution of the power density
in averaged volumes, and then using a special software, converts this distribution into the
entry data for the ATHLET.
It is needed to note that the beginning of the iteration process can be on the conditions
of a zero power, and every other iteration can lead to increasing of the power to the
required value.
The whole algorithm can be constructed in such a way that ATHLET solves nonstationary problem to obtain stationary parameters at every iteration and further transfers
all the necessary data to MCU, capable of solving the stationary problem.
4
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Figure 1: Fuel rod nodalization of VVER-1000 (mm)

On the conditions of a required power level there will be a shift to the detailed distribution of the parameters with the application of the coupled MCU and CFD codes, using
averaged values (derived in the coupled ATHLET and MCU) as the initial parameters.
The transition from the coupled ATHLET–MCU to the coupled MCU–CFD using
as an intermediate coupled MCU–sub channel code [13] will possibly provide a better
approximation for the final result of the coupled MCU–CFD.
3

DESCRIPTION OF THE CALCULATION SCHEME

A detailed description of the calculation scheme is presented in work [14], initial conditions have been specified in accordance with [15].
The primary intent of this paper was to analyze the convergence of the calculation
scheme, used for modeling the stationary state of the fuel assembly of the reactor VVER–
1000 and create an external module for data exchange between the MCU and ATHLET.
The scheme of coupled calculation was developed in such a way to maximally correspond
to the state of TVS–2M No.111 of the second unit of Rostov NPP on the date 31.05.2010.
The selected state is the most similar to the state of the test case. The following criteria
were used to select the state:
1. The coincidence of dimensions.
2. The coincidence of material compositions (low enrichment and burnup, absence of
burnable absorbers).
3. The coincidence of initial conditions (maintenance of stationary state operation of
the reactor for several days).
The neutron model is an elemental cell of the reactor, consisting of the fuel part of rod
and water moderator. During the calculation, the model is divided into 12 axial layers
(see Fig. 1).
Simplified fuel assembly using the real geometry, represents a channel with a fuel
structure is a thermo–hydraulic model. The nodalization is similar to the neutron model.
The external module is used to connect the calculation codes, written in cross–platform
5
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Figure 2: Coupling scheme

script language PERL. The most important features of PERL are the ability to quickly
process data arrays, short code length, simplicity of implementation.
The calculation was made as follows (see Fig. 2). At the fuel assembly input, coolant
parameters were maintained constant: flow rate, temperature, pressure, boric acid concentration. The first axial distribution of the coolant and fuel parameters was obtained
with the zero power level using the ATHLET.
On the basis of the obtained data, the initial power distribution was constructed by
MCU.
Further, it was two possible ways to solve the problem.
The initial power distribution received by the MCU was transferred to the ATHLET
and was used immediately to calculate parameters at nominal power. In that case, the
solution to the problem of obtaining a stationary axial distribution of the coolant and
fuel elements was carried out through a nonstationary solution with ATHLET (from the
previous state with zero power level), as a fact it was used the relaxation method. After
receiving a new steady-state distribution of coolant and fuel rod parameters they were
passed to the MCU, where it was taken into account during the calculation of the new
power density distribution. The next iteration (data in ATHLET) was carried if there
is no compliance of the convergence parameters, where as a parameter to monitor the
convergence was selected:
Xi − Xi−1
dXi =
(1)
Xi
Where Xi is the local characteristic at the i-th iteration, Xi-1 is the local characteristic
at the (i-1) iteration. The exit from the iterative scheme is carried out at the values dXi,
presented in Table 1.
Axial distributions of the main thermo–hydraulic parameters obtained from the calculation of TVS–2M steady–state are at the Fig. 3–7.
The convergence parameters of the obtained results at the nominal power level dont
correspond to the criterion exit from the iterative scheme. The power and temperature
profile oscillations begin. They could be caused by a set of effects that take place in the
nuclear reactor:
6
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Table 1: The value of exit parameters of iterative process

Parameter
Keff
Pi
TFi
TCi
TMi
pi

dXi
<0.1 %
<1.0 %
<0.5 %
<0.5 %
<0.5 %
<0.5 %

Figure 3: Power distribution (In Power-Iteration format)

- displacement of the power profile maximum to the core bottom, due to the presence
of the moderator density profile and the negativity of the reactivity coefficient for
the coolant temperature (appears at iteration 100-2);
- fuel temperature feedback (Doppler effect), which causes a decrease in the local
power with the increase of temperature and vice versa (appears at the iteration of
100-3);
- displacement of the maximum rate of the fission reaction (and hence the power
profile) to the center of the fuel rod due to the effects of leakage at the rod sides.
Also, the presence of a statistical error in calculation of the fission reaction rates may
lead to the occurrence of oscillations.
Based on the obtained data, it was decided to gradually increase the power level from
0 to 100% in steps of 10% to improve the convergence of scheme. Preliminary calculations
show that this approach allows to find a stable solution up to 40% of the power from the
nominal level, however, with a further power jump to 100%, oscillations still arise.
Thus, according to the results, a new problem was state: to find the optimal step of
the power level changing for the solution to a coupled problem (no oscillations arise, or
they quickly decay) and optimizing the iterative scheme.
7
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Figure 4: Fuel temperature distribution

Figure 5: Cladding temperature distribution

4

CONCLUSIONS

This article presents results of the first step of the validation of the computation scheme
to simulate the steady–state of the fuel rod of the reactor VVER–1000 with the neutron–
physical code MCU, system code ATHLET and code FLOWVISION. As a result, the
axial distributions of the main thermo–hydraulic parameters of the reactor VVER–1000
were obtained.
According to the results, it can be concluded that the solution of this problem with
instantaneous setting of the nominal power level does not converge to a definite value
(undamped oscillations appear). Preliminary calculation shows that a gradual increase in
the power level by 10% gives a stable solution (at 40% of nominal power).
Consequently, it is necessary to determine the best step of the power increase value for
the quick solution of the coupled simulation problem at nominal power.
5
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Figure 6: Coolant temperature distribution

Figure 7: Coolant density distribution
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Abstract. Precise simulation of the isotopic composition of nuclear fuel and temperatures
during reactor operation requires solution of two coupled tasks from two different fields of
physics: neutron-physical calculation and thermal physics calculation. Simple way is based on
models using averaged temperature, thermal conductivity factors, and heat power density. In
practical situations, changing of isotopic composition and changing of temperature
distribution over fuel assembly influence each other. In this paper, coupled approach is
presented, based on modern algorithms, methods and codes to solve consistent tasks of
thermal conductivity, neutron transport, and nuclide transformation kinetics. It allows to
perform neutron-physical and thermal-physical calculation of the reactor with detailed
temperature distribution, with account of temperature-depending thermal conductivity and
other characteristics. It was applied to studies of fuel cell of the VVER-1000 reactor.
1

INTRODUCTION

Coupled problems are typical in calculations for nuclear power engineering. Nuclear power
is one of important sources of energy along with thermal power stations and water power
stations. Due to the high level of technology and high safety requirements, nuclear power
plants require precision calculation techniques for all stages of development, design,
construction, and operation. Nuclear power plants are the field of engineering, in which
problems relating to different fields of physics and technology such as nuclear physics,
neutron physics, heat engineering, radiochemistry should be solved consistently because the
processes from different fields of physics and chemistry influence to each other. In this paper,
one such problem is discussed, combining neutron-physical and heat engineering problems
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arising in simulation of the isotopic composition of nuclear fuel during operation of nuclear
reactors.
Simplified models of calculation are often used in traditional approach to modeling
neutron-physical characteristics of fuel rods and isotopic composition in process of nuclear
fuel burning. For instance, in many cases neutron-physical characteristics of fuel depending
on temperature are determined by use of average temperature of fuel rod, while the existing
dependencies of the neutron cross sections on temperature are neglected. In thermal-physical
calculations of the radial distribution of fuel temperature, constant average value of thermal
conductivity factor is often used. However this factor depends really both on the temperature
and on fuel burnup, which change with radius of fuel rod.
In this paper, mathematical models of consistent neutron-physical and thermal-physical
calculation are presented. They are realized in codes designed in MEPhI and "Kurchatov
Institute". This approach was applied to calculation investigation of fuel element of the power
reactor of VVER-1000 type. Short description of benchmarks for verification of obtained
results is given. It is demonstrated how the account of dependence of the thermal conductivity
factor on temperature affects on the value of temperature in the center of fuel rod for the
VVER type reactor.
2 ALGORITHMS AND METHODS
In order to obtain the dependence of temperature on radius of cylindrical fuel rod it is
necessary to solve the equation of thermal conductivity with specified boundary conditions. If
density of energy release and thermal conductivity factor are constant independent on radius
of fuel rod, this problem has an analytical solution. However, thermal conductivity factor of
oxide nuclear fuel depends on temperature and on fuel burnup. Energy release density and
fuel burnup vary non-uniformly with radius of fuel rod in process of fuel burnup. Swelling of
fuel pellet under deep burnup results in reduction of the gap between fuel pellet and cladding.
To value the contribution of each of these effects in change of maximum temperature of
fuel rod, it is necessary to be able to calculate fuel burnup and change of isotopic
composition, as well as distribution of energy release density on radius of fuel rod. For that it
is necessary to solve multigroup equation of transport or diffusion of neutrons and system of
equations of isotope kinetics. Remember that usually these equations are solved one after
another. Firstly transport equation is solved with macroscopic constants calculated on the base
of the known isotopic composition. Then one-group cross sections of all isotopes belonging to
equations of isotope kinetics are defined. Hereon the system of the equations of isotope
kinetics is solved and new isotopic composition for the given moment of time is calculated.
After that, we should solve once again transport equation since change of isotopic
composition can result in change of macroscopic constants and of neutron spectrum.
Let’s consider mathematical settings of the above described tasks.
2.1 Neutron diffusion equation
To obtain the one-grup cross sections and neutron fluxes, it is necessary to simulate
neutron spectrum and hence to solve the neutron transport equation or diffusion equation.
Usually multigroup approach is used for this purpose, in which one must solve a system of
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multigroup equations like (1). All symbols are traditional, g is the number of the group while
G is a full number of groups.
G





 g 1
D ( r ) g ( r )   tg ( r )   g ( r )    sg ' g ( r )   g ' ( r ) 
4 K eff
g '1

G


g '1

g'
f



  sg ' ( r )   g ' ( r )

(1)

The solution of these equations in particular geometry with specified boundary conditions
allows to determine the neutron spectrum that can be used to obtain the one-group constants.
To determine one-group neutron fluxes it is necassaru to calculate additionaly the spatial
distribution of energy release density and know the full energy release in a simulated system.

We should keep in mind that diffusion coefficients D(r ) and macroscopic cross-sections

 g (r ) depend not only on the spatial variable, but also on the temperature in the spatial
domain. In order to make correct system of multigroup equations with a purpose to prepare
prepare one-group cross sections and fluxes, one need to set or be able to calculate the
temperature in spatial areas.
2.2 Equation of isotope kinetics
System of equations of isotope kinetics is formulated for vector of isotope concentrations
of nuclides  i (t ) . Isotope concentrations in each spatial zone with number i are assumed to be
the same in all points of spatial sone.
d li (t )
   k l  li (t )  l   li (t )    mi (t )   mi l   i   li (t )   li   i
dt
k
m

( 2)

Each equation of the system of equations of isotope kinetics include the following values
in addition to concentrations.
 li - one-group cross section of incineration of isotope with number l in spatial zone with
number i due to nuclear reactions on l-th isotipe.
i
- one-group cross section of appearance of isotope with number l in spatial zone with
 m
l
number i due to nuclear reactions on m-th isotipe.
 i - one-group neutron flux in i-th spatial zone.
l - decay constant of l-th isotope
k l - decay constant of k-th isotope resulting in appearance of l-th isotope.
Vector of concentrations changes in process of burning of nuclear fuel. Concentrations of
isotopes may vary in different spatial locations of the fuel core. For example, area with
modified microstructure, so-called rim-zone appeares in the outer layer of the fuel rod of
thermal-neutron reactors. Its formation is associated with high concentration of fission
products [1-3]. Therefore, application of constant concentrations over the whole fuel rod can
lead to distortion of the simulation results. Along with isotope concentrations, other properties
of fuel composition can vary with radius within fuel rod in the process of burnup and can
influence on space distribution of the temperature. These variation of temperature don’t take
into account in the "classic" approach, and the process of formation of rim-zone can’t be
calculated.
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In order to solve a system of equations (2), one must firstly calculate one-group fluxes  i
i
from the equation (1). It is also necessary to
and the cross section of the reactions  li and  m
l
know the decay constants l and k l for each nuclide and initial concentrations of isotopes
 li . After the solution of the equation system (2), the new value of the concentration vector
 i (t ) is obtained, which corresponds to a certain moment of time.
2.3 Equation of thermal conductivity
In "classic" approach, the factor of thermal conductivity is considered to be independant on
the radius within fuel rod, that allows to obtain an analytical decision, if radial distribution of
the energy release density qv(r) is known.
However, really thermal conductivity factor of oxide nuclear fuel depends on the
temperature T of this fuel and fuel burnup B [4] (Fig. 1).

, W/m K

8

6
4
2
0

1000

T, K

2000

Figure 1. Thermal conductivity factor of oxide fuel depending on temperature at burnup
B = 0 (1), 30 (2), 60 (3), 90 (4) MW∙d/kg U

Thus, equation of thermal conductivity is nonlinear one. In cylindrical geometry:
1 

 (T ( r ), B )  r  T ( r )  qV ( r )  0
r r
r

(3)

where (T(r),В) is thermal conductivity factor of fuel matherial depending on temperature and
burnup, qV (r) is energy release density.
Several methods can be used to solve equation (3). One of them consists in dividing the
fuel rod into annular zones. Factors of thermal conductivity remain constant within each
zone : (T(r)) = { (Ti)} = {i}.
Then the thermal conductivity equation becomes linear within each zone. However, in this
case we need to use iterative procedure. Each iteration specifies the value of thermal
conductivity factor in each layer. This allows to consider the dependence of thermal
conductivity factor on temperature. Similarly, we can proceed with the dependence of thermal
conductivity factor on fuel burnup : in each step of burnup to take from the table the new
value of the factor of thermal conductivity and insert it into the equation to find the
temperature.
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3

COMPLEX MODEL OF NEUTRON-PHYSICS CALCULATION OF FUEL CELL

All of the above described relations and methods of their descriptions can be represented in
a model of consistent thermal physical and neutron-physical calculations. In Fig. 2 the
following designations are used: Eq.1 – transport equation, Eq.2 – equation of isotope
kinetics, Eq.3 – equation of thermal conductivity. DB1 (data base) – dependence of
microscopic cross sections from neutron energy, account of shielding, account of the
temperature dependence of microscopic cross sections, DB2 – library of decay constant. Σ, σ
are macroscopic and microscopic cross sections of interaction of neutrons with nuclei of the
medium.  – absolute neutron flux (matched with the power and one-group cross sections), φ
– multi-group neutron flux (the result of solving the transport equation). ρ is the vector of the
nuclide concentration (the result of solving the system of equations of isotopic kinetics). qv –
energy release density. B – fuel burnup. T – temperature (the solution to the thermal
conductivity equation). A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 – the algorithms that implement the ratio
between the required values based on the model and experimental data :
A1.  tot (r, E ,  (t ),  tot (T , t ))   tot (T , t )   (t )
A2.  = C∙,  – neutron flux, C – constant, φ – eigenvalues.

 tot (r , E ,  (t ),  tot (T , t )) total macroscopic cross section of interaction of neutrons with

energy E with nuclei in spatial point r , which for each time moment t depends also on nuclei
density  ( t ) and on microscopic cross sections of isotopes  tot (t ) .
A3. qv = f∙Ef∙ +c∙Ec∙ - energy release density.
A4. B   q (t ) dt - equation of burnup.

A5. Account of dependence of thermal conductivity on temperature and fuel burnup: λ =
λ(T, B).
Temperature calc.

Neutron physics calc.
0

A5

g

A1

Eq.1


B


k

A4

g

Eq.3

T

DB1

qv

Eq.2

A2
.

DB2
A3

Figure 2. Diagram of consistent thermal physical and neutron-physical calculations
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Below we propose 4-steps sequence of calculations of neutron-physical characteristics of
fuel rods based on diagram Fig. 2. It allows to simulate physical and neutron-physical
characteristic of fuel more correctly and increases accuracy of the results.
1. We assign initial value of energy release density (qv) and thermal conductivity factor λ.
Then iterative procedure is made. Firstly, thermal conductivity equation (Eq.3) is solved. The
result is temperature value in the cell. In case the cell is divided into zones, we obtain values
of the temperature in each zone of the cell. Secondly we calculate new value of the thermal
conductivity factor λ, corresponding to new value of the temperature. These two steps can be
repeated many times to obtain required accuracy of the temperature. Simultaneously we get
more accurate λ value.
2. This temperature value is used as input parameter for database (DB1) of the temperature
dependencies of the microscopic cross sections σ. Using these data of σ together with initial
values of nuclide concentrations (0), we obtain value of macroscopic cross section (g) by
means of algorithm (A1).
3. With this macroscopic cross section we solve the transport equation (Eq.1). As a result,
due to algorithm A2, we obtain group neutron fluxes in zones (g), that is to say spatial
dependency of group neutron fluxes. At the same time, we save new values of the
microscopic cross sections ( ). We use the group neutron fluxes to calculate new value of
energy release. We repeat the steps 1-3 as iterations over the energy release density (algorithm
A3). Herewith we make more accurate the temperature distribution and take into account the
temperature dependency of the thermal conductivity factor.
4. Using group neutron fluxes along with decay constants (DB2) and new values of the
microscopic cross sections, we solve the equation of isotope kinetics (Eq.2). As a result we
obtain isotope concentrations on the next step of burnup (k). With these new values of
isotope concentrations and values of microscopic cross sections we obtain new value of
macroscopic cross sections (algorithm A1). The steps 3-4 can be repeated several times as
iterations.
We can perform iterations over the steps 1-4 to achieve required accuracy. Herewith we
shall take into account the dependency of λ on fuel burnup.
Thereby, new complex approach allows to take into account:
– spatial distribution of energy release to determine neutron flux;
– dependence of the diffusion factor and macroscopic cross section not only on spatial
value, but also on the temperature in given spatial area;
– presence of spatial-nonuniform structure in fuel rod (rim-zone);
– dependence of thermal conductivity factor of oxide fuel on the temperature of fuel;
– reduction of thermal conductivity factor of fuel in process of burnup.
In order to appreciate efficiency of the presented approach to calculation of temperature
distribution over the radius of fuel rod, it is necessary to answer the following questions:
1. How do estimations of the maximum temperature of fuel change when turning from
previous approaches to new approaches?
2. Is it necessary to change traditional schemes of calculation of isotopic composition in
process of fuel burnup by including in them block of calculation of the temperature
distribution?
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3. How should we calculate fuel temperature if thermal conductivity factor depends on the
temperature and fuel burnup?
4

ALGORITHMS AND CODES USED FOR CALCULATIONS

Thermal-physical calculations in this paper were made using codes HEATING7,
UNK_teplo, TempR_5.
HEATING7 is multipurpose code for solution of thermal conductivity tasks [5,6]. It is
included into code complex SCALE [7]. However it is not integrated code of the SCALE
because it doesn’t have standard format of input data and doesn’t use in functional sequences
of the SCALE.
Heatinh7 can solve stationary and nonstationary thermal conductivity tasks in one-, two- or
three-dimensional square, cylindrical or spherical coordinates. Calculating model can include
different materials. Thermal conductivity, density and energy release of each material can
depend on time and temperature. Energy release can depend on time, temperature, space.
Thermal conductivity can be anisotropic. Phase change can be taken into account. Thermal
properties of materials can be included by user or can be taken from the own library of
material thermal properties.
The energy release may depend on time, temperature, position, and boundary temperatures,
which in turn may depend on time and coordinates. The boundary conditions may be assigned
on the outer surface of the model or on the surface between parts of the model. They can be
specified by temperatures or by any combination of heat flux, forced convection, natural
convection and radiation. The parameters of the boundary conditions can depend on time and
temperature. The spatial lattice for calculations can be arbitrary for any variable. HEATING
uses the scheme of memory distribution during runtime, which allows to avoid the need of recalculations and to meet the memory requirements for any tasks.The code UNK_teplo can
solve the stationary thermal conductivity tasks in one-dimensional cylindrical coordinates
with different materials. Density and thermal conductivity materials should be assigned for
each layer. Numerical methods are used for calculation of temperature in each layer.
The code TempR_5 allows to calculate temperatures in cylindrical fuel element with
piecewise constant thermal conductivity factor. Temperature distribution in each layer is
obtained from analytical decision of thermal conductivity equation with assigned constant
values of radius, thermal conductivity factor, and temperature. The results of calculation are
average values of temperature over the layer, temperatures in points between layers and in the
center of fuel element.
UNK_teplo is code for solution of thermal conductivity tasks. Code is included into
program complex UNK [5, 8]
UNK_teplo can solve the stationary thermal conductivity tasks in one-dimensional
cylindrical coordinates. Calculation model may include various materials. Thermal
conductivity and density of each material is specified separately for each layer. Thermal
properties of materials can be entered by the user.
Numerical methods are used to obtain the temperature values in each layer. The system of
equations compiled according to the finite-difference scheme, then the equations are solved
by sweep method.
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The calculation of temperatures in the UNK complex is made in coordination with
calculation of fuel burnup. Firstly, macro constants are prepared and the temperatures are
calculated in different zones of the given geometry. After that, standard module of UNK starts
to operate. It calculates the value of Keff , the new macro constants, energy release in each
zone. Then temperatures in zones are recalculated.
The code TempR_5 allows to calculate temperatures in cylindrical fuel element with
piecewise constant thermal conductivity factor. Temperature distribution in each layer is
obtained from analytical decision of thermal conductivity equation with assigned constant
values of radius, thermal conductivity factor, and temperature. The results of calculation are
average values of temperature over the layer, temperatures in points between layers and in the
center of fuel element.
5

RESULTS OF TEST TASKS CALCULATIONS

Application of the proposed approach is illustrated by calculations of the temperature
distribution along the radius of the fuel rod of the VVER-1000 reactor. These calculations can
be considered as test tasks (benchmarks) to verify the developed algorithms. Test tasks will
help to answer the above questions and to indicate the expediency of the complexity of the
model for calculation of the fuel rod. We present below several results illustrating the
capabilities of the algorithms. The tasks were solved in one-dimensional cylindrical geometry.
Model of the elementary cell of the VVER-1000 is taken as base model. The diameter of
the central hole of the fuel pellet was taken as 1.5 mm, the external diameter of the pellet 7.55
mm; internal and external diameters of the cladding 7.72 and 9.17 mm; the pitch of the
triangular lattice of rods 12.75 mm, temperature of coolant 575.7 K. For calculations, fuel rod
was divided on 11 radial layers.
The temperature of the outer surface of the cladding was the same for all calculations. It
was equal to the temperature of the coolant 575,7 K. The thermal conductivity factor was
taken as 0.35 W/mK for the center hole and the gas gap between the fuel rod and cladding,
and as 20.42 W/mK for cladding. These values were the same for all calculations.
First of all it is necessary to illustrate the advantage of the developed technique, which
allows to take into account the dependence of thermal conductivity factor on temperature and
on fuel burnup. Fig. 3 shows the results of calculations of the temperature inside the fuel
element for four cases. The case 1 (curve 1) corresponds to the traditional approach, in which
 was taken to be constant throughout the fuel rod. The  value was calculated for the average
temperature over the rod as 1000 K. The case 2 (curve 2) corresponds to the application of the
developed technique, however only dependence  (T) for burnup B = 0 was considered. In
cases 3 and 4, the dependence (T, B) was takes into account. Calculations were performed
for B = 60 (curve 3) and 120 MW∙day/kgU (curve 4). For all four cases, it was assumed that
no gas gap was there between fuel rod and cladding, and energy release density qv = 388
W/cm3 was constant over the fuel rod.
The results presented in Fig.3 can be easily interpreted using data on (T, B) from Fig.1. In
case 1 for  = const, we obtain curve 1 in Fig.3. The temperature decreases from the center to
the periphery of the fuel rod. Peripheral temperature is determined by the coolant temperature
of 575 K.
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In case 2 when we consider (T) at B = 0 (the upper curve 1 in Fig.1), the  increases
sharply due to temperature decrease in going from the center of the fuel rod to its periphery.
Since the peripheral temperature is specified, the temperature at the center is lower than in
case 1. The curve 2 lies below the curve 1.
In case 3 (the dependence (T, B) corresponds to the curve 3 in Fig.1) the  values are
much less than in cases 1 and 2. The increase of the  in going from the center to the
periphery of fuel rod is slower than in cases 1 and 2. Since the energy release density is the
same in all cases and peripheral temperature is specified, the temperature in the center of the
rod is higher than in case 1. The curve 3 in Fig.3 lies above the curve 1.
In case 4 (curve  (T, B) is more flatter than curve 4 in Fig.1) similar arguments show that
the temperature in the center of the rod is higher than in case 3. The curve 4 in Fig.3 lies
above the curve 3.
1600
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Figure 3.  = const (1), (T) is considered (2), (T, B) for B = 60 MWd/kg is considered (3),
(T, B) for B = 120 MWd/kg is considered (4)

These data demonstrate the efficiensy of the developed methods of calculation of the
temperature in the fuel element of the VVER reactor. Corrections to the value of the
maximum temperature can reach 10-15%.
Let’s now to turn to the results showing the capabilities of the algorithms.
In tasks 1 and 2 (Fig. 4, a, b), the uniform energy release density of 388 W/cm3 was taken
over the whole fuel rod. Thermal conductivity factor of the fuel rod  was also taken constant.
We considered three values of  = 1.7 (curves 1), 2.1 (curves 2) and 3.0 W/mK (curves 3).
The difference between the results shown in Figs.4 and 5 was that Fig.4 corresponded to fresh
fuel with the gap between fuel rod and cladding, while Fig.5 corresponded to the "swollen"
fuel. There was no gap in this case, and fuel was in thermal contact with cladding.
Results presented in Fig.4 a, b demonstrate apparent dependence of the temperature curves
for different values of . The lower , the higher is the curve T(R). All three curves converge
on the outer surface of the fuel rod. Fig.4 a clearly demonstrates sudden change in
temperature in the gap between the outer surface of the fuel rod and cladding.
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Figure 4. Gap between fuel rod and cladding (a) and no gap (b). Flat  and power release

Fig.5 allows to compare the curves 1 of Figs.4 a and b.
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Figure 5. Comparison of curves 1 from Figs. 3 and 4

In task 3 (Fig.6), thermal conductivity factor of fuel  depended on the radius within the
fuel rod. This dependence was the same for curves 1 and 2. The  value increased smoothly
from 2.1 W/mK in the central layer to 6.5 W/mK in the outer layer of fuel rod. The energy
release density was taken to be constant over the volume of the rod and was equal to 388
W/m3 for curve 1 and 370 W/m3 for curve 2. Curve 1 corresponded to the presence of the gap
between fuel rod and cladding, while curve 2 corresponded to the absence of the gap, and fuel
was in thermal contact with cladding. The result is similar to the curves of Fig. 5, however in
Fig. 6, the curves are more flat due to the increase of  from the center to the periphery.
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Figure 6.  increase with radius. Gap between fuel rod and cladding (1), no gap (2)

6

CONCLUSIONS

Thus, we present a coupled approach to consistent calculation of nuclear fuel for VVER
reactors. It is based on modern software and allows to obtain detailed distribution of power
density and temperatures in the fuel rod. The proposed approach can serve further for
development of verification base for testing of calculations of the fuel rods of VVER reactors.
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Abstract. Computer modeling is necessary part of design new induction heating and
melting devices [1]. One of the complicated technologies when it is necessary to simulate
coupled electromagnetic, temperature and magnetohydrodynamic fields is heating and
melting of titanium alloys in the alternating electromagnetic field. Thermal processing of
titanium alloys in the inductor has some features that it is necessary to take into account on
the designing of the advanced technology and equipment. Low thermal conductivity and high
temperature losses at the surface result in maximum temperature inside of the billet that could
under appropriate conditions exceed melting point. In this way it is possible to obtain liquid
phase of titanium alloy inside of the billet and protect it from the contact with surrounding
atmosphere. To get this it is necessary to choose the right regime of processing, frequency of
current, power and thermal conditions. At the same time precise heating with very strong
execution of the temperature profile during the heating time are essential for thermal
processing of titanium alloys in this technology [2]. Mathematical model comprising
computation of electromagnetic, temperature, MHD fields after getting melt zone and
dynamic of its growth was developed. The calculation of the melting process has been carried
out by the method “enthalpy-porosity” with application of models of turbulent currents k-ω
SST in a non-static setting. Electromagnetic forces and heat sources have been defined by
solving a harmonic task by the method of finite elements on a vector magnetic potential in the
system “inductor – load” for each iteration of the hydrodynamic task. Experiments confirmed
need in simulation of MHD fields to receive good coincidence. Using of the developed
models for simulation of electromagnetic processing billets make it easy to develop and
implement optimal heat processing systems for the crucibleless induction melting of titanium
alloys.The calculations on the basis of the model and the analysis of physical processes with
non-crucible melting of titanium alloys have also been carried out.
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1

INTRODUCTION

For the solution of electromagnetic and thermo-hydrodynamic problems, including
peculiarities of the MHD flow processes various software solutions for interfacing software
products were developed and implemented. In this coupled model the interpolation algorithm
and data exchange between software products ANSYS Mechanical APDL to solve the
electromagnetic part and Fluent for solution of thermo-hydrodynamic part was modified and
adapted. Parametric model of non-crucible melting the cylindrical titanium billet was
developed on the basis of these products [3], including the solution of harmonic
electromagnetic problem and thermo-hydrodynamic problem taking into account the turbulent
flow and the melting process. The main feature of the model is the transfer of the phase
boundary in the electromagnetic part of the problem to rebuild the calculated domain. The
resulting model is universal and can be applied for the calculation of a similar system with
any geometric, physical and energy parameters.
2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The initial stage of mathematical modeling of metal melting process in an electromagnetic
field is the implementation of the electromagnetic calculation. A sketch of the system
"inductor – billet" is shown in figure 1 and consists of inductor 1 and the billet 2. Such
systems are usually had low values of magnetic Reynolds number, that allows to solve the
electromagnetic problem, excluding the effect of velocities in the metal on the
electromagnetic field. Thus, to solve electromagnetic problem the following assumptions: the
electromagnetic field in the calculated domain varies harmonically; the influence of the metal
movement in the magnetic field is neglected.
System of equations, which describes electromagnetic field, consists of equations on vector
and scalar potential, and continuity equations. Not considering bias currents, and also using
Coulomb gauge and considering the absence of free electric charges in the region of
computation and the assumptions accepted above we can write down the system of equations
as follows:
∇ʹ 𝐀𝐀 ൌ −𝜇𝜇𝑎𝑎 𝛅𝛅Ǣ
∇𝛅𝛅 ൌ Ͳ
𝛅𝛅 ൌ −𝛾𝛾𝑗𝑗𝜔𝜔𝐀𝐀

(1)
(2)
(3)

∂𝐀𝐀τ
ൌ ͲǢ𝐀𝐀𝑛𝑛 ൌ Ͳ
∂𝑛𝑛

(4)

where A – vector potential; δ – current density vector; μa – absolute magnetic permittivity; γ –
electric conductivity; 𝜔𝜔 ൌ ʹ𝜋𝜋𝑓𝑓 – electromagnetic field cyclic frequency.
In order to determine electromagnetic field in the region of computation explicitly,
equations system shall be finalized with (1 – 3) boundary conditions for tangential and normal
component of vector potential:

where n – normal line to the surface of region of computation
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Figure 1. Sketch of the system "inductor-billet"

The next stage of mathematical modelling is the solution of thermo-hydrodynamics
problems basing on the results, obtained after electromagnetic calculations. System of
equations, which define thermo-hydrodynamic processes, consists of equations of
conservation of mass, conservation of motion and conservation of energy. Due to the fact that
the appearance of free convective motions and turbulence of flows can be expected, it is
necessary to introduce gravitational forces considering density differences and utilization of
turbulence model. To allow for free convective motions the Oberbeck–Boussinesq
approximation is used. This approximation shows how the dependence of density on
temperature linearizes and is taken into account only when there are mass forces. Thus, the
fluid can be considered as incompressible. To consider the influence of processes, which
happen during melting and solidification stage, thermo-hydrodynamic model is included with
melting and solidification model, based on «enthalpy – porosity» method. The influence of
electromagnetic field is considered by the introduction of appropriate source elements (which
were obtained by electromagnetic calculations) to the equations of motion and energy.
As per the results of analyses of thermo-hydrodynamic calculations correctness, by the
example of induction crucible furnace, turbulence model, based on Reynold's averaging of
Navier-Stokes equations (RANS), gives temperature distribution results which are not always
accurate. Results that are more accurate, in this case, can be obtained by direct numerical
simulation of turbulence (DNS – Direct Numerical Simulation). Since turbulence is
exceptionally spatial phenomena, the utilization of these models is possible only after the
solution of transitional problem in the 3D formulation. The use of complete DNS model for
engineering calculations is irrational, because it does not require the discharging of even the
smallest vortices. In such cases, they use direct numerical simulation with the usage of large
eddy simulation of micro-scale turbulence. (LES – Large Eddy Simulation). Thus, at carrying
out the initial calculation for definition of character the system behavior was used LES
turbulence method. Taking into account of solidification influence on the character of
turbulent flows is implemented by the introduction of additional source elements into the
motion quotation, transfer of kinetic energy of turbulent fluctuation and dissipation specific
speed.
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In this fashion, system of equations, which describe thermos-hydrodynamic process in
electromagnetic field, considering solidification process, is as follows:
∇𝐯𝐯 ൌ Ͳ
𝜕𝜕𝜌𝜌Ͳ 𝐯𝐯
ͳ − 𝛽𝛽 ʹ
 ∇ 𝜌𝜌Ͳ 𝐯𝐯𝐯𝐯 ൌ −∇𝑝𝑝  ∇𝛕𝛕  𝜌𝜌 𝑇𝑇 𝐠𝐠  ͵
𝐴𝐴 𝐯𝐯  𝐟𝐟эм 
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡
𝛽𝛽  𝜉𝜉
𝜕𝜕𝜌𝜌Ͳ 𝐻𝐻
 ∇ 𝜌𝜌Ͳ 𝐯𝐯𝐻𝐻 ൌ ∇ 𝜆𝜆∇𝑇𝑇  𝑞𝑞эм 
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡

(5)
(6)
(7)

where v – velocity vector; ρ0 – fluid density at the temperature T0; t – time; p – pressure; τ –
viscous stress tensor; T – temperature; g – free fall acceleration vector; β – liquid phase
proportion; ξ = 0.001 – the figure, preventing division by 0; A – the constant of two phase
area, which represents the rapidity of speed reduction to zero during solidification; H=h+βL
– enthalpy; L – material latent heat; λ – heat conductivity.
Walls heat exchange with the environment happens in accordance with Newton-Richmann
law Stefan-Boltzman law:
𝑞𝑞 ൌ −𝛼𝛼 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤 − 𝑇𝑇Ͳ − 𝜀𝜀𝜍𝜍 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤 Ͷ − 𝑇𝑇Ͳ Ͷ

(8)

where α – heat exchange coefficient, Tw, T0 – wall temperature and ambient temperature, ε –
emissivity, σ – Stefan-Boltzman constant.
3

THE CALCULATION ALGORITHM

Nowadays there are plenty of ways to solve the multiphase MHD problem and ways of
their realization [4, 5]. One of such ways based on combination of ANSYS–Fluent and
ANSYS–CFX is method, which is represented in papers [6] for the determination of free
surface shape of the melt levitating inside the electromagnetic field. The feature of such an
approach is that the coordinates of interphase boundary are included in the solution of
electromagnetic problem at β = 0.5. Basing on these coordinates the realignment of geometry
and electromagnetic problem region of computation happens, whereas hydrodynamics
problem is solved by fixed VOF method. This approach allows getting the most accurate
results in some cases, especially when there are big gradients of electromagnetic values at
interphase boundary. However, the consumption of time resources to realign the geometry at
each iteration of hydrodynamics problem can significantly slow down the process of
calculation.
That’s why, the alternate algorithm of solution of such problems was suggested. It is based
on ANSYS and Fluent software [7]. The main feature of it is the transfer of complete
distribution of the required value in the region of computation of thermo-hydrodynamics part
of the problem. Such an approach can be used for the wide range of MHD problems including
various phases distribution, interphase boundaries of which are situated in the area of
concentration of electromagnetic field and lead to response distortion.
Numerical solution of thermo-hydrodynamic part of the problem considering phase
transition and turbulent phenomena is implemented via Fluent, electromagnetic part of the
problem was made via ANSYS Classic. To implement the transfer of source elements of
equations of motion and energy, which were obtained by the results of solution of
electromagnetic part of the problem, from ANSYS into Fluent the data exchange algorithm
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was developed. To realize thus algorithm Scheme applicative language, C structural language
with User–defined function (UDF) on the bases of integrated Fluent compiler and special
Ansys parametric design language (APDL). The algorithm can be separated by two parts:
preparatory (Figure 2) and computational (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Preparatory part of the algorithm

At the preparatory stage, the following happens: compilation of UDF part of the software;
initial data input; construction and uploading of the array of electromagnetic and
hydrodynamics problem and their interfacing; adjusting of initial and boundary conditions;
materials input; formation of arrays structure for data exchange.

Figure 3. Computational part of the algorithm
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After finishing of the preparatory part algorithm goes to implementation of cyclic solution
of nonsteady hydrodynamic problem. The first step of cycle is the calculation of “i” iteration
of hydrodynamic problem. After results, have been finished β liquid phase distribution is
automatically extracted and its interpolation on electromagnetic array, and transfer to
ANSYS. Basing on β distribution the correction of ingot electrophysical properties happens.
Then harmonic electromagnetic problem is solved in the «inductor – ingot» system. Obtained
specific electromagnetic forces and power are transferred as motion and energy source into
Fluent. The condition of solution cycle completion is the absence of any changes in the
system enthalpy. After cycle completes, all the results are sent to CFD-Post postprocessor for
automated and manual processing.
4

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

Basing on the obtained mathematical model there was made the numerical experiment for
the liquid phase formation inside of cylindrical ingot made from titanium alloy 6Al-4V in
electromagnetic field of 10-turns inductor with the current of 2500 А at the frequency of 4
kHz. Then physical experiment was carried out. The basic geometrical dimensions of the
system are shown in Figure 4.

Copper inductor
A billet of alloy 6Al-4V
Figure 4. Geometry of induction system

For the imitation of surface constant temperature maintenance the algorithm of supplied
power control was used in the model. When the surface gets heated for more than 1407 °С
the gradual decrease of the supplied power by 30% happens, up to the temperature of 1644
°С. Function which implements power control is as follows:
𝑃𝑃 𝑇𝑇 ൌ 𝑃𝑃Ͳ ሺͳ −

𝑘𝑘 𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
ʹ

ሺͳ  ሺ

𝑒𝑒

𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆 −𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹

ሺʹ ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 − 𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆 − 𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹 ሻሻሻሻǡ

where P0 – basic power; kfall = 0.3 – power reduction coefficent; Tserf max – maximum
temperature on the surface; TS, TF – temperature of the starting and finishing of power
decreasing.
The resulting solution of the problem of liquid phase concentration distribution and
temperature field in the volume of billet at different times is presented in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The distribution of the thermal field in the cross section and surface of the billet
The nature of the liquid phase process formation inside of the billet is determined by the
distribution of temperature field in cross section of the billet at the moment of reaching the
onset temperature of melting. Equalizes of the temperature field to the onset of melting occurs
only by conduction in view of heat loss from the surface of the billet and depending on the
intensity and distribution of electromagnetic heat sources. In turn, the intensity and
distribution of the sources depends on the inductor feeding current (power supplied to the
system) and its frequency, respectively. At the same time, a necessary condition is the onset
of melting power supply (ΔP) sufficient to raise the temperature to the required value.
5

CONCLUSIONS

There was developed the combined numerical model of the process of 6Al-4V titanium
alloy non-vacuum melting considering MHD phenomena and phase transfer processes with
the correction of electromagnetic part of the problem. The results of the numerical model
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solutions similar to the results of physical experiments that shows the correct operation of the
coupled model, given minimal assumptions. This model can be used to identify the key
parameters and patterns of energy transduction in the system with different geometric
parameters and loading materials. At the same time, one should emphasize the importance of
solving the problem of stress strain state in a solid phase billet at the steady state of liquid
phase formation taking into account volume distribution of the electromagnetic forces in the
surface layers of the workpiece and the hydrostatic pressure on the inner surface of the skull.
The solution of this problem will determine the permissible wall thickness of billet and take
into consideration the effect of electromagnetic forces in the various energy options on its
destruction.
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Abstract.
The paper proposes a coupled methodology able to simulate and optimize the performance of an electrothermal anti-icing system in an integrated fashion: in fact, the classical tool chain of icing simulation
(aerodynamics, water catch and impact, mass and energy surface balance) is coupled to the thermal
analysis through the surface substrate and the ice thickness. In general, the substrate consists of a multilayered composite with different properties for each layer and embedded heaters (resistors) at interfaces
between layers. The current practice is to size the anti-icing system by evaluating the most critical icing
conditions through ice accretion simulation, verifying that no ice is formed on the surface and, finally,
estimating the required heating power. In the present approach, the ice protection simulation is not
decoupled from the ice accretion simulation, but a single computational work–flow is considered. Validation results obtained on benchmark test cases, drawn from NASA database, will be detailed as well as
comparison with numerical results from other authors.

1

Introduction

The formation of ice on aircraft components is a severe issue for in-flight safety. Liquid water droplets
may exist in supercooled conditions up to −40◦ , remaining in an unstable state until they undergo an
external disturbance, e.g. the impact with an aircraft surface. Depending on the environment and surface
substrate conditions, the supercooled droplets may freeze immediately upon contact, partially stick and
partially being ejected off the body (splashing, rebounding), deposit and flow along the surface (runback).
In case of severe ice accretion, the aerodynamics of the aircraft surface can be severely deteriorated, leading
to a decrease in lift and controllability and an increase in drag. Ice protection systems (IPS) are usually
designed to prevent ice accretion (anti-icing systems) or to restore clean conditions (de-icing systems).
The design of reliable ice protection systems (IPS) is critical and the effectiveness of such devices are
required to be thoroughly demonstrated by strict regulations (14 CFR 25.1419 by the FAA or under CS
1
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25.1419 by EASA). Anti-icing systems act to increase the surface temperature above the freezing point,
allowing the caught water mass to flow downstream (running-wet anti-icing) or to evaporate (evaporative
anti-icing). De-icing systems are activated once a limited amount of ice has already accreted on the
aircraft surface, decrease the adhesion forces by de-bonding the inner ice layers and let the aerodynamic
forces clean up the surface by removing the detached ice fragments. The heat required by the anti-icing
systems is usually provided by electrical heaters embedded within the surface metal skin (electro-thermal
anti-icing) or by hot air coming from the engine bleed system and impinging on the internal surface of
the metal skin (hot-air anti-icing). De-icing systems may be of different kind: mechanical (pneumatic
boots), electro-thermal or electro-mechanical. In case of an anti-icing system, the region to be protected
is usually larger than the water droplets impingement area in order to decrease the probability of ice
formation due to runback flow.
Numerical simulation represents a crucial step towards the design process of anti-icing systems and
the reduction of the experimental testing burden. In the following, a coupled approach is presented
which integrates two different physics: the aero-thermodynamics on the airfoil surface, where different
phenomena may occur (impingement, water film formation, freezing, evaporation, heat transfer), and
the heat conduction through the airfoil skin where heater elements are properly allocated. The coupled
procedure is structured in a parametric way in order to be proficiently used within an optimization process
to improve the performance of the anti-icing system. The paper is structured as follows: the mathematical
models are presented in the next section, then some information about the numerical method are provided
and the coupling strategy is presented. The obtained results are shown and discussed in the final section.
2
2.1

Mathematical Model
Heat conduction model

The steady state heat conduction problem with heat generation inside a solid body is governed by the
differential equation [15]:
∂2T
g
∂2T
(1)
+
=−
2
2
∂s
∂n
k
where s and t are the tangential and normal to surface directions, g represents the heat generation of the
electrothermal pad elements and k is the thermal conductivity. Convective boundary condition on the
skin external surface are applied (see also figure 1):
∇2 T =

∂T
= hef f (Ts − T∞ )
(2)
∂n
where kw is the thermal conductivity of the first layer of the skin, hef f is the effective heat transfer
coefficient (see also section 4), Ts is the surface temperature of the skin and T∞ is the ambient air
temperature.
Since the skin is made of several layers characterized by different thermal conductivities, temperature
and heat flux continuity conditions are applied at the interface between layers i and i + 1:
−kw

ki

2.2

∂Ti+1
∂Ti
= ki+1
∂ni
∂ni+1
Ti = Ti+1

Messinger model for ice accretion

The pioneering work by Messinger [13] provided a simple model to describe the heat and mass balance
onto a surface covered by a thin, continuous water film. In its original form, the model represents a

2
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Figure 1: Curvilinear reference system and convective boundary conditions on the skin profile
one-dimensional, equilibrium energy balance to evaluate the equilibrium temperature onto an unheated,
insulated surface exposed to icing. In practice, it is evaluated at discrete positions around the leading edge
of the body under investigation by using a control volume approach. The calculation normally starts at
the air flow stagnation point. The unknowns are the surface temperature and a parameter known as the
freezing fraction, f . The latter represents the ratio of the water which freezes at a specified location with
respect to the incoming water. Any unfrozen water is assumed to flow back, termed runback water, along
the surface and is included in the analysis of the next downstream control volume. From the freezing
fraction, the rate of ice growth may be estimated and, consequently, the ice profile can be predicted once
fixed the icing time. Otherwise, the simulation of an anti-icing system is carried out by adding heat
source terms.
Since the original formulation, several enhancements contributed to the improvement of the model,
such as the inclusion of compressibility heating [4], the addition of an energy source from the substrate to
simulate anti-icing systems [12], the simulation of conduction through the ice layer [10] an of the resulting
phase change due to the heat flow [14].

(a) Mass balance

(b) Energy balance

Figure 2: Control volume terms in Messinger model
The Messinger model is based on two main equations: the mass and energy balance on the icing
surface. With reference to figure 2, the mass balance states that the water mass incoming into each
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control volume cell must be equated by the outgoing water:
min = mimp + mrbin ≡ mout = mice + mevs + mrbo

(3)

where mimp = βV∞ LW C∞ ∆S∆t (β is the droplet collection efficiency, V∞ is the free-stream droplet
velocity and LW C∞ is the free-stream liquid water content in Kg/m3 , ∆S is the area of the surface
element of the control volume and ∆t is the icing exposure time) is the impinging water mass, mrbin is
the runback water from the upstream cell, mice = f min is the freezing water mass, mevs is the mass
which undergo evaporation or sublimation and mrbo is the runback water flowing in the next downstream
cell. The freezing fraction f can assume values between 0 and 1: a freezing fraction of 1 means that the
entire amount of incoming liquid water freezes; a freezing fraction less than 1 means that there will be
evaporation and/or liquid runback.
The evaporation/sublimation mass can be estimated by using the Fick’s law:
mevs = ρ̄hm (Yv,s − Yv,e )∆S∆t

(4)

where ρ̄ is the density of the water/vapour mixture, hm is the diffusive mass transfer coefficient, Yv,s and
Yv,e are the water vapor mass fraction evaluated respectively on the surface and outside the boundary
layer. By rearranging and exploiting the heat-mass transfer analogy, the evaporation mass can be written
as [5]:

mevs =

 P r 2/3 
Sc

 M  P (T ) − P 
w
v,s s
v,e
∆S∆t
Cp,air Mair Pair − Pv,s (Ts )
h

(5)

The water vapor mass fraction (Yv ) are related to the local saturated vapor pressure (Pv,s ) and depends
on the local surface temperature Ts . As a consequence, the mass balance equation has three unknowns:
the freezing fraction, the surface equilibrium temperature and the outgoing runback mass. The outgoing
running back water is computed once the fraction of freezing water f is known. To solve the problem,
the heat balance on the surface is considered as sketched in figure 1. Several heat transer mechanisms
can be identified, some of them act as heat sinks, some other as heat sources. The general form of the
heat balance is epressed with the enthalpy formulation as follows:
Qc + Qevs + Qf + Qsh + Qkin + Qai = 0

(6)

where the single heat contributions are:
• Qc = hc (Trec − Ts )∆S∆t is the convective cooling heat due to air, hc is the wall to boundary
layer heat transfer coefficient, Trec and Ts are the adiabatic recovery temperature and the surface
temperature (unknown);
• Qevs = −mevs [f Ls + (1 − f )Lv ]∆S∆t is the heat sink due to evaporation/sublimation, Lv and Ls
are the latent heat of evaporation and sublimation;
• Qf = f min Lf ∆S∆t is the heat source due to the release of latent heat of fusion (Lf ) during the
solidification process;
• Qsh = Qsh1 + Qsh2 is the sensible heat associated to the change of temperature in the control
volume. In the most general case, this process can be divided in two thermodynamic sub-processes:
first, the system has to be brought from the initial temperature to the freezing point; second, it has
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to change its temperature from the freezing point to the equilibrium temperature. The two terms
can be written as:
Qsh1 = mimp Cp,w (Timp − Tf )∆S∆t + mrbin Cp,w (Trbin − Tf )∆S∆t
Qsh2 = min (1 − f )Cp,w (Tf − Ts )∆S∆t + min f Cp,i (Tf − Ts )∆S∆t
with Cp,w and Cp,i the specific heat capacity of water and ice.
• Qkin = 21 mimp Ud2 is the kinetic heat source due to incoming droplets;
• Qai is the heat provided by an anti-icing system. In case of an electrothermal system, it may be
expressed in terms of the heat condution flux at the surface:
Qai = −kw

∂T
∆S∆t
∂n

with kw the thermal conductivity of the surface layer and
direction normal to the surface.

∂T
∂n

(7)
the local temperature gradient in the

The two equations are solved by identifying three domains in the (Ts , f, mrbo ) solution space (running
wet, rime icing and glaze icing) and by iteratively checking the so-called compatibility relations associated
to each of them: for instance, the runnig wet regime holds only if Ts > Tf , hence if at the end of the
computation the value of the surface temperature is not compatible with this hypothesis, the solution is
not valid and another regime must be considered. The heat balance equation is solved by using a classical
Newton-Raphson method and evaluating at each iteration both the function value and its derivative with
respect to the unknown variable (Ts or f , depending on the solution domain).
3
3.1

Numerical method
Heat conduction model

The finite element adopted for thermal analyses is a solid one with 8 nodes on the corners and
temperature as the only degree of freedom [11]. This thermal element is linear since it is characterized
by no mid-side nodes. The element size in the direction of the curvilinear abscissa of the profile has been
set equal to the thickness of the outermost layer of the skin, while a an adequate spacing ratio has been
chosen in order to take into account the presence of the electrothermal pad thickness which is much lower
than the layer ones. The number of nodes in the layer thickness is such that the element length is the
fourth part of the outermost layer thickness. Finally, the sparse matrix direct solver has been employed
for the solution.
A parametric model has been designed in Ansys Parametric Design Language (APDL) able to analyze
any kind of aerodynamic profile, skin layers layout and electro-thermal pad arrangement. The model has
been conceived to be adopted in an optimization process where the capability to vary the location of
the pads and their corresponding electric power is required. More specifically, two APDL batch files
have been prepared: the first one (geometry/mesh file) needs geometric inputs such as the aerodynamic
profile, the number and thickness of the skin layers, the ice profile in case of de-icing simulations and
provides as main output the computational mesh; the second one (load/analysis file) contains the pads
layout and the load conditions. In a parametric or optimization study, the geometry/mesh file is run only
at the beginning of the process and a database file is created by the Finite element commercial code; on
the other hand, the load/analysis file is run every time a thermal analysis is invoked and is fed with the
surface distribution of the heat transfer coefficient: the design variables can be the location of the pads,
the power-up switching sequence or their electric power.
In what follows a detailed description of the geometry/mesh file is given. As above mentioned, the
inputs for this file are only geometric. The output is a database file containing the finite element model.
5
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Figure 3: Example mesh in the airfoil skin with layer interfaces
The file is completely parametric and can be adopted for any kind of profile shape. Concerning the mesh
generation, a specific procedure has been prepared in order to appropriately mesh the electrothermal
pads whose information are given only in the second file. An example of the finite element mesh is
provided in figure 3. Indeed, since the pads are supposed to be inserted between two layers and their
thickness is typically very small (about 0.05 mm) if compared with the skin layers, the mesh elements
are not uniformly spaced throughout the skin thickness but highly stretched in the normal to surface
direction in order to have very small elements near the layer interfaces and capture the geometry of the
pad elements. This is done for every layer interface as, at the time of the mesh generation, the actual
location of the pads is not known yet. Such an approach gives generality to the computational process
as it prevents from generating a new mesh for each thermal computation and it allows for an easy and
parametric allocation of the pad elements.
In the load/analysis file, heat transfer coefficient distribution, pads power, location and activation
sequence are provided. According to these data, the mesh elements which are enclosed in the specified
pad region are selected and the corresponding heat power density is assigned to them. The heat transfer
coefficient is included here because it represents the total (or effective) surface heat loss and in steady
analyses, when a direct coupling between the finite element conduction model and the ice accretion model
is realized, it may vary depending on the external conditions; in fact, as it will be described in section
4, multiple steady thermal analyses are conducted by exchanging the total heat transfer coefficient until
convergence is reached.
3.2

Messinger model

The main inputs of the Messinger model are the impinging mass mimp and the convective heat transfer
coefficient hc . The first is related to the collection efficiency β which, in turn, depends on the air flow and
water droplet field solutions. The second depends on boundary layer characteristics. Both parameters
may be computed by using various methods and approaches. Here, the air flow field is obtained by
solving the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations: to this aim, the in-house multi-block structured
flow solver ZEN is used [3]. As a viscous flow solver is available, the heat transfer coefficient can be
computed easily from the air flow solution as follows:
• on solid surfaces, no-slip and isothermal boundary conditions are imposed for momentum and energy
6
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equations respectively;
• two computations are launched: the first by imposing the wall temperature Tw,1 = T∞ , the second
by imposing Tw,2 = T∞ − ∆Tw (here ∆Tw = 0.5 Kelvin). As a result, two distributions of the
surface heat flux are obtained from the solutions: q̇w,1 = hc (Tw,1 − Trec ) and q̇w,2 = hc (Tw,2 − Trec ),
where Trec is the adiabatic recovery temperature. Having set the difference in wall temperature
∆Tw very small, the dependence of the convective heat transfer on the temperature can be safely
neglected. Finally, having two equations with the unknowns (Trec , hc ), it is possible to calculate
both the recovery temperature and the heat transfer coefficient at every point of the solid surface.
As regards the collection efficiency, the in-house Eulerian solver Imp2D is employed to compute the
water droplet flow field by solving PDE equations for water particles concentration ρd αd , momentum
 d and energy ρd αd Td balance [7, 8, 6], where subscript d refers to the droplet phase. In the
ρd α d U
momentum equation, aerodynamic drag and gravity forces are introduced as source terms. The collection
efficiency is computed on any solid surface as:
β=

 d · n)
ρd α d ( U
LW C∞ Ud,∞

where LW C∞ is the liquid water content of the cloud in Kg/m3 , Ud,∞ is the free-stream droplet velocity
and n is the surface normal unit vector.
Once known hc and β distribution at any point on the solid surface, equations 3 and 6 can be solved.
Given a control volume discretization of the solid surface, the procedure starts from the stagnation point,
where no incoming runback mass mrbin is supposed to enter and the outgoing runback mass mrbo is
assumed to be poured in equal parts into the adjacent control volumes; then, it proceeds downstream
first on the suction side, then on the pressure side separately. For each control volume, up to three icing
regimes are sequentially assumed (running wet, rime icing and glaze icing) and the related simplified
equations are solved if the compatibility conditions of the former are not satisfied, as described in section
2.2.
4

Coupling approach

Equations 1,3 and 6 represent a mathematical model which has to be solved simultaneously in order
to guarantee a physical solution. Moreover, a multi-zonal approach has to be employed with appropriate
interface conditions: indeed, equation 1 is valid through the solid skin while equations 3 and 6 describe
the physics of the external flow. The set is coupled by the surface temperature field which is an unknown
in both cases. The coupling procedure is conceived to balance the total heat lost due to the external flow
phenomena (evaporation, convective cooling, impingement, freezing) and the heat flux provided by the
anti-icing system. The convergence metric is the effective heat transfer coefficient which is exchanged
between the zonal solutions.
Here, an iterative approach is followed aiming at achieving the convergence of surface field data on
both models. In other words, the heat conduction solver is iteratively fed with the Messinger model
solution to realize the same heat transfer and temperature field according to some norm. The coupling
procedure can be summarized as follows:
1. Initialization step: the anti-icing heat source is initialized to null and the effective heat transfer
is assumed as purely convective: Qai,m = 0,hef f,m = hc ;
2. Messinger model solution: equations 3 and 6 are solved and the surface temperature distribution Ts,m is calculated;
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3. Exchange parameter evaluation: the effective heat transfer coefficient is estimated by considering the total heat lost on the surface as:
hef f,hc =

1 Qc (Ts,m ) + Qevs (Ts,m ) + Qf + Qsh (Ts,m ) + Qkin
∆S∆t
Ts,m − T∞

(8)

4. Heat conduction solution: the surface distribution of hef f,hc is transferred to the heat conduction solver, the temperature field Thc in the solid skin is obtained by solving equation 1 with
the boundary condition:
∂Thc
q̇w,hc = hef f,hc (Ts,hc − T∞ ) = −kw
(9)
∂n
where Ts,hc is the new value of the surface temperature;
5. Convergence check: if hef f,hc − hef f,m p < , convergence is assumed and the solution of the
coupled problem is found. Otherwise, hef f,m = hef f,hc , Qai,m = q̇w,hc ∆S∆t and one more iterative
step is performed going back to point 2. Here, both p = 2 and p = ∞ are used.
The effective film coefficient hef f is used for estimating the convergence of the coupled problem while
a natural choice could have led to use the surface temperature Ts : however, as ice–water phase change
may occur in some regions and this could keep the temperature predicted by the Messinger model fixed
at the freezing point, a bias would be introduced in those regions between the heat conduction model
(which does not include such physics) and the ice accretion model. Consequently, the convergence may
not be assured.
5

Results and discussion

(a) Skin layers

(b) Pads layout

Figure 4: NACA 0012 skin structure (from ref. [1])
Test cases are selected from the paper published by Al-Khalil et al.[1]: both experimental and numerical results are reported for a NACA 0012 airfoil having a span length of 1.828 meters and a chord value
of 0.9144 meters. Where available, results are also compared to the numerical analyses carried out by da
Silva et al. [16] and by Bu et al. [2].
Both authors performed numerical studies of anti-icing systems using integral and differential boundary layer methods. As sketched in figure 4, the airfoil skin is composed of five material layers and is
8
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Figure 5: Layer material properties
Table 1: Heaters setup

Heater ID
F
D
B
A
C
E
G

Non-dimensional streawise distance s/c

Anti-icing heat flux [kW/m2 ]

Start
0.9178
0.9588
0.9868
1.0148
1.0358
1.0628
1.0908

22A
9.92
10.23
32.55
46.50
18.60
6.98
10.23

End
0.9588
0.9868
1.0148
1.0358
1.0628
1.0908
1.1328

22B
2.63
2.94
4.03
4.80
2.94
3.41
2.32

67A
20.15
21.70
32.55
46.40
26.35
18.60
18.60

67B
8.37
11.94
10.85
15.19
9.92
12.87
8.68

equipped with seven heating pads (from A to G), all located between the second and third layer starting
from the external surface. Figure 5 summarizes the material properties of each layer.
The air flow and the collection efficiency have been computed with in-house solvers (respectively ZEN
and Imp2D) on a three-level C-type structured mesh, having 98,000 quadrilateral cells in the finest level.
The y+ on the airfoil surface ranges from 0.5 to 4. The k − ω TNT turbulence model by Kok et al. [9]
is used.
The icing conditions are shown in table 2. Figure 6 compares the obtained collection efficiency with
numerical results by Al-Khalil and Bu papers. The comparison with results by Bu is noticeable in
both cases, while the ANTICE predictions result in a more smeared shape, as the impingement peak is
slightly lower and the limits are larger. Obviously, the collection efficiency depends only on the icing
Table 2: Test cases icing conditions
Parameter
AOA [◦ ]
V∞ [m/s]
T∞ [K]
LW C∞ [Kg/m3 ]
M V D∞ [µm]

Case 22
0
44.7
265.5
0.00078
20

Case 67
00
89.4
251.4
0.00055
20

conditions and not on the heaters pad setup, hence evaporative and running wet cases will have the same
β distribution if they have been conducted in the same icing conditions.
9
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(a) Case 22

(b) Case 67

Figure 6: Collection efficiency compared with literature numerical results
Detailed information about the location and the power densities of the heaters are reported in table
1, where A and B refers to evaporative and running wet cases, respectively. Here s/c represents the nondimensional wrap distance measured from the airfoil trailing edge in clockwise order. The wrap distance
is the same as s/c but re-centered in the airfoil leading edge point. In the following, four cases will be
presented, two in running-wet conditions (22B and 67B), two in evaporative mode (22A and 67A). For
each condition, four types of output are proposed: the equilibrium surface temperature, the effective (or
total) heat transfer coefficient, the runback mass flow rate (per unit span distance) and the mass balance
contributions (mass flow rate per unit span distance). Following Al-Khalil observations, the laminar to
turbulent transition has been numerically tripped at s/c = 0.05 in wrap distance along the airfoil surface
in order to match the film coefficient distribution as observed from experimental data.
5.1

Running-wet cases

The running wet cases are referred to as 22B and 67B. For the former, only experimental and ANTICE
code data by Al-Khalil [1] are available, for the latter numerical data by da Silva [16] and Bu [2] will
be used in addition. Results and comparison plots are summarized in figure 7 and 8. In both cases, the
agreement with surface temperature experimental data is quite satisfactory, especially around stagnation
and in the outer regions, while some overshoots in the numerical prediction are observed in the middle.
However, it can be noticed that such a feature is shared with both ANTICE code and reference data by
da Silva and Bu, especially for case 67B. The temperature range is between the freezing point at 273.15
K and 282 K for case 22B and up to 300 K for case 67B.
The effective film coefficient hef f is slightly underestimated by the present method, as observable
from figures 7(b) and 8(b). In figure 7(b) it is also reported a comparison of the air-wall (dry conditions)
heat transfer coefficient hc computed with the present method and the ANTICE laminar prediction: the
data are in good agreement, at least prior to the transition that has been artificially tripped in the CFD
computation. This probably means that the underestimation in the total heat transfer coefficient is due
to the presence of the surface water film. A possible answer is given in figures 7(c) and 8(c) where an
overestimation of the runback mass flow rate is evident with respect to ANTICE predictions: indeed, for
a given impingement mass flow rate, having more water flowing on the surface implies that less water has
evaporated, which in turn implies a higher value of the local surface temperature (evaporative cooling is
lower) and a lower effective heat transfer coefficient. The impingement, evaporative and freezing mass
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(a) Surface temperature

(b) Effective heat transfer coefficient

(c) Runback mass flux (Kg/ms)

(d) Mass balance contributions

Figure 7: Case 22B (running wet)
flow rates are plot in figures 7(d) and 8(d), where negative values indicate that mass is outgoing from the
control volume. The evaporating mass is just a limited portion of the incoming mass due to relatively
low surface temperature values; even a small runback ice formation is observed near the impingement
limits, as also highlighted experimentally by Al-Khalil.
Figure 9 shows the skin temperature contour map as computed in the last coupled iteration together
with the water droplet limiting trajectories and the runback ice formation. For the sake of clarity, the
temperature contour levels below 273.15 K have been cut, so that it is easy to identify the freezing point.
It can be observed that there are two peak regions in the temperature field close to the impingement
limits and that the ice formation starts to grow near the location where the freezing point is met. The
ice thickness for case 67B is bigger and less spread than case 22B despite of the noticeably higher heating
power: this is explained by two main effects, first the larger impinging mass for case 67B, second, due
to lower temperatures, the larger area (even beyond the protected region) covered by water runback for
case 22B.
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(a) Surface temperature

(b) Effective heat transfer coefficient

(c) Runback mass flux (Kg/ms)

(d) Mass balance contributions

Figure 8: Case 67B (running wet)
5.2

Evaporative cases

The evaporative cases are referred to as 22A and 67A. For both cases, reference data by Al-Khakil,
da Silva and Bu are available. Results and comparison plots are summarized in figure 10 and 11. For
case 22A, the predicted surface temperature shows a good agreement with the experiment throughout
the whole heated region. The effective film coefficient is still underestimated as figure 10(b) indicates,
however the trend in the laminar-turbulent transitional area is well captured. Due to high heater power
values in combination with low impinging mass, this case is very close to be considered an actual fully
evaporative case, as the runback mass in the impinging area is very limited (figure 10(c)) and the most
of the impinging water evaporates in the wetted area (figure 10(d)).
Case 67A presents some discrepancies in the surface temperature profile past the impingement limits,
where the value of the experiment thermocouple is significantly underestimated by both the present
method and Bu’s data. The effective film coefficient hef f is still slightly underestimated, as reported in
figure 11(b), but the discrepancy is here confined in a narrow region near the stagnation point, while the
overall agreement is acceptable. Figures 11(c) provide a confirmation that the runback mass flow rate is
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(a) Case 22B

(b) Case 67B

Figure 9: Skin temperature field with water droplet limiting trajectories and runback ice shape
overestimated with respect to Al-Khalil numerical predictions.
Unlike the previous case, the evaporating process does not manage to balance the larger incoming
water mass (figure 11(d)), thus being of the same order of magnitude of case 22A. As a consequence,
similar features to running-wet cases are observed, i.e. large amount of runback water and small ice
formations at the extremes of the protected area. Indeed, figure 12 shows the skin temperature contour
map as computed in the last coupled iteration together with the water droplet limiting trajectories and the
runback ice formation. For case 22A, as already mentioned, no runback ice is present as the temperature
is kept above the freezing point throughout the whole wet area and all the incoming mass is lost by
evaporation. On the other hand, a very small triangle–shaped ice accretion is predicted by the present
method as a result of some residual water mass flowing downstream and freezing immediately behind the
protected area.
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(a) Surface temperature

(b) Effective heat transfer coefficient

(c) Runback mass flux (Kg/ms)

(d) Mass balance contributions

Figure 10: Case 22A (evaporative)
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(a) Surface temperature

(b) Effective heat transfer coefficient

(c) Runback mass flux (Kg/ms)

(d) Mass balance contributions

Figure 11: Case 67A (evaporative)
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(a) Case 22A

(b) Case 67A

Figure 12: Skin temperature field with water droplet limiting trajectories and runback ice shape
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Conclusions
A coupled approach has been presented and tested to numerically simulate anti-icing problems on
airfoil shapes. It combines a classical Messinger-based ice accretion simulation with a FEM analysis
for solving the heat conduction problem through the airfoil skin. The air flow and the local collection
efficiency are evaluated by means of the finite volume method implemented within in-house solvers. In
particular, the water droplet flow field is computed in every location of the solution domain by means of
a Eulerian approach.
The coupling between the surface mass and energy equations and the heat conduction problem has
been realized iteratively by searching for the convergence of the effective film coefficient distribution.
Typically, three to five iterations are required to reach the convergence on the L2 or L∞ norm.
Results show that a satisfactory agreement has been reached with experimental data and numerical
results has been reached, especially in evaporative conditions, while some overshoots are still observed in
running wet conditions. A consistent trend has been observed in underestimating the total heat transfer
coefficient and overestimating the runback mass flux with respect to ANTICE code by NASA: this can
be probably due to the differences outlined in the impinging mass flux more than in the estimation
of the evaporative rate. Further investigations will be devoted to extend the coupled code validation
and to make comparative studies about the evaporative cooling law as applied to aircraft icing, as also
recommended by Al-Khalil.
Electrothermal de-icing cases will be also considered even if no coupling with the external solution is
needed.
Finally, the coupled approach has been designed and implemented in a fully parametric mode where
the location, extension and power of the heaters can be easily changed. This is of fundamental importance towards the design of electro-thermal anti-icing systems, e.g. by numerical optimization aimed at
minimizing the overall power required by the anti-icing system while keeping the surface clear of ice.
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Abstract. In the study a Hybrid discrete-continuum Cellular Automata approach (HCA)
based on coupling classical thermomechanics and logics of CA-switching to simulate new
phase generation and grain growth is proposed. On the basis of the HCA the numerical
experiments on thermal-activated recrystallization of pure titanium in the vicinity of crack
edges were conducted. In doing so the 3D cellular automaton simulates the behavior of the Vnotched specimen region that imitates the crack tip vicinity. Numerical experiments are aimed
at calculating heat expansion in the material under study through taking into account thermal
stresses accumulation and microrotation initiation. The latter gives rise to generation of new
defects and increasing the local entropy
1

INTRODUCTION

Over the last 50 years, the rapid development of aircraft and space technology as well as
ever-increasing demands for equipment in the steel industry emerge new problems for the
design of materials and structures operating under extreme conditions. Among them are
materials employed for manufacturing nozzles for jet engines, tuyeres and crystallizers of
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blast furnaces, etc. High temperature gradients and drops, powerful thermal impacts at engine
start or filling melt into the crystallizer, etc., with the regard of cyclic repetition of the
processes result in catastrophic degradation of the materials used. The material structure
degradation is of very complex nature and is associated with various interdependent and
simultaneously developing processes. The latter are accompanied by rearrangement of the
internal structure of the substrate material, cracking and spallation of the protective coating,
necleation of the brittle thermal-grown oxide layer, etc.
It is well known that experimental studies of materials under extreme condition and
subsequent full-scale tests of semi-ready structures are very laborious and expensive. In this
regard, theoretical predictions based on computer experiments are very relevant. Hard
requirements for new materials call for the necessity to design and develop new advanced
methods of computer simulation of the heterogeneous media behavior under extreme loading
conditions.
The above said is of particular importance at the design of steam turbine blades. Steam
turbines are used in various steam power plants (coal, nuclear, oil), combined cycle power
plants as well as combined heat and power plants. Titanium alloys are popular as the blade
materials in steam turbines, particularly in low pressure steam turbines that are considered to
most significantly affect the power output, size and efficiency of steam turbines. The most
promising ways of further increasing the efficiency of steam turbines is by extending the
lengths of low pressure steam turbine blades and by increasing the steam reheat temperature.
However, this results in substantial centrifugal stresses on blades and rotors and creep effects.
As a consequence, advanced titanium alloys and manufacturing processes are needed to
design the blades with sufficient reserve strength. Moreover, one of the most significant tasks
is the coupled problem of cracking and the simultaneous recrystallization process under heat
loading.
Recrystallization processes being applied to materials for steam turbines have been
recently very successfully simulated [1, 2]. However, due to the intricate and complexity of
the theoretical research of these processes, the development of new simulation methods seems
to be very relevant.
In the current research the authors propose a Hybrid discrete-continuum Cellular Automata
approach (HCA) based on coupling the classical thermomechanics and logics of CAswitching to simulate new phase generation and grain growth [3]. On the basis of the HCA
the numerical experiments on thermal-activated recrystallization of pure titanium in the
vicinity of crack edges were conducted. In doing so, the 3D cellular automaton simulates the
behavior of the V-notched specimen region that imitates the crack tip vicinity. Numerical
experiments are aimed at calculating heat expansion in the material under study through
taking into account thermal stresses accumulation and microrotation initiation. The latter
gives rise to generation of new defects and increasing the local entropy. Every “newlynucleated” grain has zero dislocation density, so the gradient of the latter gives rise to
additional driving force for the growth of new grains (along with thermal gradient).
The current study is aimed at continuation of our previous investigations already reported
at the ECCOMAS-2016 congress. In the paper we concentrated on developing a new
advanced and improved modeling algorithm. The latter ensures carrying out detailed studies
of the processes related to rearrangement of the internal structure at the crack tip under
intensive thermal loading. It should noticed that, the next stage of this study will be related to
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finding out the model parameters being correspondent to physical characteristics of the
specific material and comparison of the simulation results with experimental ones.
2 SIMULATION TECHNIQUE FOR RECRYSTALLIZATION AND GENERATION
OF NEW PHASE ON THE BASIS OF CELLULAR AUTOMATA
This paper is devoted to development of the new algorithm for the grain structure
recrystallization with taking into account the possibility of a twin-like growth of new phase
crystallites. The discrete-continuum method of heat transfer was designed by the authors
earlier [4, 5]. The transfer of mechanical energy within the framework of the hybrid approach
of cellular automata was reported in [6-10]. The ideas of the modeling were inspired by the
results reported in the book [11] as well as papers [12, 13]. Within the framework of the HCA
method, the space occupied by the simulated specimen is represented as a cellular automaton,
i.e. as a set of ordered active elements. In doing so, every element imitates an immovable
region of space related to particular material being characterized by the following numerical
parameters: heat capacity, thermal conductivity, density, etc. Additional material parameters
used in model will be described below at explanation of the algorithm details. Note that the
active element of the cellular automaton itself is stationary; however mass and energy flows
to take place in it gives rise to changing of its properties in time.
In order to determine the temperature of the elements, a discrete model of heat transfer in a
heterogeneous medium should be introduced [4, 5]. The values of the temperature,
deformation, thermal conductivity, heat capacity and coefficient of linear thermal expansion
of each element are specified as initial conditions. Then, for each n-th time step, a new value
of the element’s temperature is calculated taking into account the heat fluxes affecting from
each neighboring element:
Ti n = Ti n−1 +

1

N

ci ρ iV

∑Q

n
ik

k=1

,

(1)

where Ti n −1 , Ti n – temperatures of i-th element at n-1-th и n-th time steps, ci – heat capacity
of i-th element, ρi – density of i-th element, V – element volume, Qikn – the flow of thermal
energy from a neighboring element with an index k into the element under consideration with
index i at n-th time step, N – the number of neighbors. Hereinafter, all upper letter indices
mean the step numbering in time, unless otherwise is specified. The change in thermal energy
Qikn is calculated on the basis of the Fourier law:
Qikn =

λik Ω
l

(T

n −1
k

)

− Ti n−1 ∆τ .

(2)

Here λik – coefficient of cross heat conduction, l – distance between the centers of the
elements under consideration, Ω – area of adjacent face, Δτ – value of the time step.
As a result of inhomogeneous thermal expansion, internal thermal stresses are accumulated in
various structural elements, which in turn are transformed into flows of mechanical energy
being redistributed over the mesh of the cellular automaton. Within the framework of the
method, grain boundaries were explicitly taken into account including with regard of their
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curvature and misorientation angles of the crystal lattice. The developed algorithms have
made possible to calculate the magnitude of the local force moments, the vorticity tensor and
dissipation of torsion energy through forming new defect structures. There is no detailed
consideration of the algorithm subtleties for modeling of the elastic energy transportation in
this paper since it was widely described earlier in [6-10].

Figure1: A schematic for calculating the angular rate of material torsion for a cell automaton element

The angular velocity of the i-th element under the action of the matter flow through the
boundary of the k-th and l-th elements (each k-th element is located at the 1st coordination
sphere of the i-th, while each l-th – at the intersection of the 1-st coordination spheres of the ith and the corresponding k-th elements) is calculated as follows (see Fig. 1):
 
rikl × vkl
ωikl =  2 .
rikl


(3)

The matter flow velocity at the boundary of the k-th and l-th elements is calculated using
the Thornbull relation:


vkl = mkl ( pl − pk )nkl ,
(4)

where pl, pk – values of pressure (hydrostatic stress) in the k-th and l-th elements, nkl - the
vector of the normal to the boundary of the k-th and l-th elements, mkl - the mobility of the
boundary between the k-th and l-th elements.
The total angular velocity of the i-th element is defined as the following sum:


K

L



ωi = ∑∑ ωikl .
k =1 l =1

(5)

Here K – the number of elements at the 1st coordination sphere of the i-th element, L – the
number of elements at the intersection of the 1st coordination spheres of the i-th element and
each k-th neighbor.

The three-dimensional rotation angle of the i-th element over the time τ( ∆γ i ) is
proportional to the total angular velocity:
 
∆γ i = ωiτ
(6)
.
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The variation of the force moment of the i-th element over the time τ ( ∆M i ) is calculated
as follows:
 Gπ rc3∆γi Gπ rc3ωiτ
.
∆M i =
=
2
2

(7)

Here G – the shear modulus of the material being contained in the i-th element, rc – the radius
of the element. The term being responsible for the accumulation of latent energy of defects is
written as follows:

[∆A ] = k
n

d i

tors


Gi ∆γ in πrc3
2


∆γ in .

(8)

Here k tors – defect accumulation rate (can be measured experimentally).
Note that the expression (8) possesses very general nature and, depending on the
constructed switching rules of the cellular automaton can bring the meaning of the energy
necessary to run a reversible structural-phase transformation. Then the coefficient k tors can be
calculated on the basis of the atomic configurations of the initial and final states.
At the first stage of the recrystallization simulation a specimen is modeled by a cellular
automaton network of L active elements. The network is divided in M clusters, which are
representing single grains of the material. Each i-th element has initial values of the
temperature Ti 0 , thermal energy Qi0 , elastic energy Ei0 and dislocation energy Θi0 . Each I-th
grain is also characterized by Euler orientation angles ψI, ϕI, ηI. The following algorithm is
proposed for the simulation of the generation and growth of new phase nuclei under thermal
loading. For each element with index i the probability of a new grain nucleus generation
inside the I-th grain of initial phase ( ( psw )in ) is based on the temperature of the element Ti n
which is calculated at every time loop of the algorithm. When the temperature of certain
elements reaches the critical value Tsw1, its probability takes a non-zero value according to the
equation:
0,
Ti n < Tsw1 ;

Ti n − Tsw1

2
(
)
, Tsw1 ≤ Ti n < (Tsw1 + Tsw2 ) / 2;
p
max
sw

.
Tsw 2 − Tsw1

n
( psw ) i = 
Tsw2 − Ti n
 2( p )
, (Tsw1 + Tsw2 ) / 2 ≤ Ti n < Tsw2 ;
max
sw

Tsw2 − Tsw1

0,
Tsw2 ≤ Ti n .

(9)

In this case, Tsw2 is the temperature threshold at which the probability of nucleating a new
phase grain becomes equal to zero. If the element under consideration becomes a nucleation
center of a new grain then all adjacent elements located at the first coordination sphere
automatically join it. Thus, the grain nucleus of the new phase represents a group of elements.
The nucleation of a new grain entails a reduction of the defects density down to a
minimum value for all the elements that have joined it. If this takes place the variable L being
responsible for the total number of grains in the specimen is increased by 1, while the index of
the new grain becomes equal to L. When all the elements of the cellular automaton have been
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analyzed the growth of new grains is realized within the framework of the recrystallization
algorithm being introduced by the action of the defect density gradients, thermal and elastic
energy. The following calculations are performed at each n-th time step of the algorithm. The

K in parameter that is equal to the number of neighbors belonging to grains with orientation
angles different from θΙ (orientation angle of the I-th grain containing the i-th element) by
less than θHAGB is calculated for each i-th element. The probabilities of transition of i-th
element from the current l-th grain in each of the grains (with the index K) is computed:
Pikn = Pikn ( E Kn −1 − E In −1 ) , 1 ≤ k ≤ K in .

(10)

First of all, the specific energy gIK of the boundary between grains I and K is calculated by
the following relation [11]:
γ IK = γ HAGB

θ IK 
θ 
1 − ln IK  ,
θ HAGB 
θ HAGB 

(11)

where θ IK = ψ I − ψ K - grain misorientation angle of I-th and K-th grains.
Further, according to the Turnbull equation, the grain boundary velocity is calculated:
n
~n ~
ˆ p
ˆ +m
v = (m p + m
ik pik )e
n
ik

n
ik

n
ik

n
ik

n
ik

−

2 Ωγ IK
k B (Ti n−1 +Tkn−1 )

,

(12)

where
pikn =

Qin −1 − Qkn −1 ,
V

Ein −1 − Ekn −1 ,
V
n −1
Θ − Θ nk −1 .
~
pikn = i
V
pˆ ikn =

(12a)
(12b)
(12c)

These are the driving forces, initiated by the gradients of thermal energy, elastic energy and
defect energy, correspondingly. Here

mikn - grain boundary mobility in thermal

m̂ikn - grain boundary mobility in mechanical (“cold”)

recrystallization process,

~ - grain boundary mobility in recrystallization process initiated
recrystallization process, m
ik
by dislocation density gradient, Ω – area of adjacent active elements, kB – Boltzmann’s
coefficient , V − the volume of single active element.
The energy of defects in i-th element Θin at n-th time loop is calculated by the following
relation:
n

Θin = −d i ρinGibi2 ,

(13)

where di is the coefficient depending on the spatial distribution of the defects, ρin is the
density of defects, Gi is shear modulus, bi is the Burgers’ vector.
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When calculating the probability of the grain growth the anisotropy should be taken into
account in order to allow for the specific features of the simulated processes. The former is
related to the translational symmetry of the crystal which is determined by the crystalline
  
lattice type and orientation, i.e. by directions and relative lengths of its basis vectors a , b , c .
The maximum relative length of the basis vector is equal to unit.
Thus, the value of the grain boundary velocity vikn must be corrected through taking into

  
account the relative location of the expected grain growth vector ( u ) as well as a , b , c ones.

  
i) The cosine moduli of the angles between the vector u and each of the a , b , c ones are
computed:
 
a = | cos(u , a ) | ,
 
(14)
b = | cos(u , b ) | ,
 
γ = | cos(u , c ) | .

  
ii) Among the vectors a , b , c , the one is chosen whose cosine with the vector u has the
maximal modulus:
 
(15)
d = max(a , b , γ ) = | cos(u , d ) | .
iii) By taking into account the anisotropy effect coefficient k, the value vikn is redefined:

(16)
v~ikn =| d | vikn e k ⋅(d −1) ,
here k > = 0 (if k = 0, then the lattice anisotropy is absent). It should be stressed, that when the

lattice anisotropy s absent, as well as when the vector u is co-directed with one of the lattice
vectors, the grain boundary movement rate reaches its maximum value.
The switching probability Pikn of the active element is calculated by the following
formula:
Pikn =

max(0,−vikn ) ⋅τ
,
l

(17)

where τ is the value of the time step. According to these probabilities, the switches of active
elements occur.
When some i-th active element reached the necessary “level of switching”, the index of
state (grain index) should be found, which will become a new state of the element. Here the
“level of switching” depends on the variation between the probability Pikn and random
number that generated each time loop for each element.
Along with the grain that will “catch” the element, the index of neighboring active element
belonging to the “catching” grain should be calculated. For this purpose one can construct
some kind of membership function, which accounts for all switching probabilities Pikn :
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k −1
k



η − ∑ Pijn η − ∑ Pijn 
.



1
j =1
j =1


fi n (η , k ) = − 
k
k
1
−
2
2 η − ∑ Pijn η − ∑ Pijn
j =1

(18)

j =1

This function is equal to 1 when the random number η belongs to the interval
 k −1 n k n  ,
 ∑ Pij ; ∑ Pij 


j =0

 j =0

(18a)

and it is equal to zero when η is beyond the interval (10a). Moreover, when the element stays
in the old grain,
k = K in +1

(18b)

and
n
i , K in +1

P

K in

= 1 − ∑ Pijn .

(18c)

j =1

Summing up the aforesaid reasoning, the new state (grain index) of i-th element at the next
time loop will be as follows:
Ζ

n +1

=

K in +1

∑k ⋅ f
k =1

i

n

(η , k ) .

(19)

The relation (8) makes it possible to calculate the part of the microflows energy of the
material in the cell automaton element, which comes to the formation of deformation defects.
From the thermodynamics point of view this means a local variation of the entropy and
temperature:

[ΔEd ] in = T i n −1ΔS in + S in −1ΔT i n .

(20)

These relationships will be further used for the criteria of twin structures nucleation as well
as subsequent failure of the material.
3

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS ON RECRYSTALLIZATION

On the basis of the Hybrid Cellular Automata approach numerical experiments for thermalactivated recrystallization of pure titanium near the crack edges were conducted. The 3D
cellular automaton simulates the V-notched specimen region which imitates the vicinity of the
crack. In this numerical experiment heat expansion in the material was taken into account
along with thermal stresses accumulation and microrotation initiation. The latter gives rise to
new defects generation and local entropy increase. As was mentioned above, every “newlynucleated” grain has zero dislocation density. In doing so the dislocation density gradient
initiates additional driving force of new grains growth (along with thermal gradient).
The specimen was simulated by the cellular automata with FCC (Face Centered Cubic)
type packing of elements with characteristic size of 1 µm. The specimen dimensions were
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80 × 120 × 10 µm3. The initial temperature of each element was set at 300 K, the initial values
of strains and stresses were equal to zero. The time step was set at 1 ns. For numerical
calculation the material constants were taken being typical for pure Ti. In all the numerical
experiments the inner surface of the notch was heated at temperature of 1800 K. The scheme
of the numerical experiment is depicted in Fig. 2.

a)

b)

Figure 2: Initial structure of the specimen simulated (a) and the loading scheme (b)

The figures below depict the evolution of the spatial distribution of the temperature, grain
structure, elastic energy, local force moments and defect accumulation rate.

0,5 µs

1,0 µs

3,0 µs

5,0 µs

Figure 3: Evolution of the temperature field during heat loading in the vicinity of the notch tip

0,5 µs

1,0 µs

3,0 µs

5,0 µs

Figure 4: The patterns of grain structure at various time steps

As one can see from all the grain structure distribution patterns, a high temperature
gradient gives rise to a characteristic columnar-like growth of the grain structure. The latter is
directed from the region with elevated temperatures towards the cooler bulk material. Along
with the nucleation and the columnar-like growth of new grains within the bulk material the
growth of old ones takes place. In the framework of the current approach, the thermal
expansion of the material that initiates the occurrence of thermal stresses is simulated. The
inhomogeneous field of thermal stresses generates the appearance of local force moments that
are the source of the crystal lattice curvature. Further, the lattice curvature is relaxed at
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microrotations giving rise to the increasing defect density in the material. A detailed
algorithm and simulation results of these processes are presented in [4]. Since this study is not
focused on the analysis of mechanical field effect, the below described results are rather
illustrative and mostly give the ideas of further development of the algorithm. It should be
particularly noticed that the value of thermal stresses is estimated through the ratio of the
elastic energy over the volume of the local structural element. Figure 5 illustrates the thermal
stress development in the surface layer.

0,5 µs

1,0 µs

3,0 µs

5,0 µs

Figure 5: The evolution of the specific elastic energy at the specimen surface at various time steps

0,5 µs

1,0 µs

3,0 µs

5,0 µs

Figure 6: The spatial distribution of the specific force moments at the specimen surface

In this regard, the pattern of spatial distribution of the local force moments in the bulk
specimen (Fig. 7) and its surface layer (Fig. 6) are of particular informativeness. The figures
illustrate the distribution of the specific values of the local force moment being expressed in
Pascals. Despite the fact that these values are three orders of magnitude lower than the level
of effective stresses, it is quite enough to generate a substantial curvature of the crystalline
lattice and disrupt its translational symmetry.

0,5 µs

1,0 µs

3,0 µs

5,0 µs

Figure 7: The spatial distribution of the specific force moments in the bulk specimen at various time steps

The spatial distribution of the ratio of the torsion energy increment over the elastic energy
influx per the computational algorithm step is presented in Fig. 8. This parameter is directly
related to the rate of new defective structures generation in the material.
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0,5 µs

1,0 µs

3,0 µs

5,0 µs

Figure 8: The evolution of the defect accumulation rate in the specimen surface layer

4

CONCLUSIONS
- The new approach of Cellular Automata for the grain structure recrystallization

simulation was developed with taking into account the possibility of a twin-like growth
of new phase crystallites. The method combines CA-switching mechanisms for
structure transformation simulation, classical thermal transfer and such mechanical
effects, as thermal expansion and defect generation.
- It was shown that the material adjacent to the crack sides undergoes the changing of its
crystal structure. The new grains are generated at the crack sides and grow to form
column-like patterns to replace the initial grain structure. This fact results in significant
local variation of all mechanical properties of the material. This study is a starting point
for developing the algorithms to simulate deformation behavior of turbine blades
containing fatigue cracks.
- It is shown that in the mostly heated regions of the specimen not only the nucleation of
the new crystalline structure occurs, but the fraction of the elastic torsion energy
increase is also very high. Under such conditions, the probability of twin structure
nucleation is very high due to the deformation development by the torsion mechanism.
The development twinning models will be the matter of the studies in the series of
upcoming works.
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Abstract. The paper is devoted to the homogenization approach in modelling of periodic porous media constituted by piezoelectric porous skeleton with pores saturated by
viscous fluid. The representative volume element contains the piezoelectric solid part (the
matrix) and the fluid saturated pores (the channels). Both the matrix and the channels
form connected subdomains. The mathematical model describing the material behaviour
at the microscopic scale involves the quasi-static equilibrium equation governing the solid
piezoelectric skeleton, the Stokes model of the viscous fluid flow in the channels and the
coupling interface conditions on the transmission interface. The macroscopic model is
derived using the unfolding method of homogenization. The effective material coefficients
are computed using characteristic responses of the porous microstructure. The constitutive law for the upscaled piezo-poroelastic material involves a coefficient coupling the
electric field and the pore pressure. A numerical example illustrates different responses
of the porous medium subject to the drained and undrained loadings

1

INTRODUCTION

The piezoelectric effects which couple the mechanical deformation and the electrical
field have been extensively used in the design of transducers and sensors. The piezoelectric materials have found wast applications in electronics, mechatronics, and micro-system
technology. Smart structures based on these materials allow for intelligent self-monitoring
and self-control capabilities. Nowadays the piezoelectric sensor-actuator systems can be
distributed continuously, being attached to the surface of other structural parts. Such an
arrangement can be used e.g. in the aerospace industry to control vibrations, or acoustic
radiation of thin flexible structures. In the context of porous piezoelectric materials, the
1
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acoustic wave propagation has been subject of several works [10]. In [4] we suggested to
exploit the piezoelectric effect in the design of a new type of bio-materials which should
assist in bone healing and regeneration. Such possible application for piezoelectric materials in biomedical engineering is motivated by the electrochemical processes in biological
tissues, being coupled tightly with periodic mechanical loading. In [7], the shape sensitivity formulae were derived for a class of 2D microstructures comprising one piezoelectric
and one arbitrary elastic material, whereby the shape of the interface between the two
materials was parameterized. The numerical tests have shown how a suitable geometry of
the interface can amplify some of the homogenized coefficients. Sensitivity of the effective
medium properties to the microsrtucture properties were also reported in [9].
This paper is focused on the derivation of the effective material coefficients of the
fluid-saturated porous media with the piezoelectric skeleton. Although this topic was
treated recently in [3], where a special type of piezoelectric anisotropic composite materials was studied using numerical and analytical methods and the porosity influence
was examined, we pursue another homogenization approach which was reported in [6].
Assuming a quasistatic loading, such that inertia effects can be neglected, by a decomposed homogenization of the fluid-structure interaction problem we obtain a macroscopic
model of the upscaled medium. Here we present only the resulting equations governing
the local problems for computing the characteristic responses which are used to evaluate
all the homogenized coefficients involved in the constitutive law. A numerical example
is included to demonstrate the influence of the pore fluid on the overall response of the
upscaled porous piezoelectric medium.
Notations We employ standard bold-face notations for tensors and vectors, alternatively the Einstein summation convention is used. The Lebesgue spaces of 2nd-power
integrable functions on a domain D is denoted by L2 (D), the Sobolev space W 1,2 (D)
of the square integrable vector-valued functions on D including the 1st order general1
ized derivative, is abbreviated by H1 (D). Further, H#
(Ym ) and H1# (Ym ) are the Sobolev
spaces of scalar and vector-valued Y-periodic functions (the subscript #), respectively,
with vanishing mean in Ym .
2

HOMOGENIZED MODEL OF POROUS PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIAL

The poroelastic medium occupies an open bounded domain Ω ⊂ R3 whereby the following decomposition of Ω into the matrix and channel parts is considered: Ω = Ωεm ∪Ωεc ∪Γε ,
Ωεm ∩ Ωεc = ∅, where Γε = Ωεm ∩ Ωεc is the interface. By ∂ext Ωεm = ∂Ωεm \ Γε and ∂ext Ωεc =
∂Ωεc \ Γε we denote the exterior boundaries of Ωεm and Ωεc , respectively. Both Ωεm and Ωεc
are connected domains generated by the representative periodic cell Y = Π3i=1 ]0, ȳi [⊂ R3
which splits into the solid part occupying domain Ym and the complementary channel
part Yc , thus
Y = Y m ∪ Yc ∪ Γ Y ,

Yc = Y \ Ym ,
2
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Figure 1: Porous periodic structure in domain Ω is generated using the reference cell Y .

For a given scale, i = εȳi is the characteristic size (associated with the i-th coordinate
direction, whereby also ε ≈ i /L for a given macroscopic characteristic length. Below we
describe two separate problems which can be upscaled independently, if the inertia effects
are neglected:
• steady states of the porous piezoelectric solid saturated by static fluid,
• the Stokes flow in the pores of the undeformed configuration.
2.1

Porous piezoelectric solid saturated by static fluid

We consider the static problem of a deformed piezo-elastic porous structure saturated
by a fluid under a constant pressure, whereby the pores are assumed to be connected.
ε
In the piezoelectric solid, the Cauchy stress tensor σ ε and the electric displacement D
depend on the strain tensor e(u ε ) = (∇u ε + (∇u ε )T )/2 defined in terms of displacement
field u ε = (uεi ), and the electric field E (ϕε ) = ∇ϕε defined in terms of the electric
potential ϕε , where we adhere to the sign convention employed in [4],
ε
∂ k ϕε ,
σijε (u ε , ϕε ) = Aεijkl eεkl (u ε ) − gkij

ε
Dkε (u ε , ϕε ) = gkij
eεij (u ε ) + dεkl ∂l ϕε .

(2)

Above, A
Aε = (Aεijkl ) is the elasticity fourth-order symmetric positive definite tensor of the
solid, i.e. Aijkl = Aklij = Ajilk , the deformation is coupled with the electric field through
ε
ε
ε
the 3rd order tensor g ε = (gkij
), gkij
= gkji
and d = (dkl ) is the permitivity tensor.
The state of the solid skeleton is governed by the following boundary value problem
involving u ε , ϕε and the static fluid pressure pε :
• equilibrium of the stress and electric displacements,
−∇ · σ ε (u ε , ϕε ) = f ε ,
 ε (u ε , ϕε ) = q ε ,
−∇ · D
E

in Ωεm ,
in Ωεm ,

where f ε is the volume-force and qEε is the volume electric charge;
3
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• mass conservation (change of fluid and solid volume due to fluid injection −J ε )

u ε · n [c] dSx + γpε |Ωεc | = −J ε ,
(4)
∂Ωεc

where γ is the fluid compressibility;
• boundary and interface conditions,

n [m] · σ ε (u ε , ϕε ) = h ε ,

on ∂ext Ωεm ,

n [m] · σ ε (u ε , ϕε ) = −pε n [m] , on Γε ,
 ε (u ε , ϕε ) = ε , on ∂ext Ωε ,
n [m] · D
E
m
[m]  ε
ε
ε
ε
n · D (u , ϕ ) = 0 , on Γ ,

(5)

where n [m] is the outer unit normal vector of the boundary Ωεm , h ε and εE are
the applied surface-forces and the surface electric charge, respectively. Obviously,
for these conditions u ε is determined up to a rigid body motion from the space
RBM(Ωεm ), and ϕε up to a constant, provided solvability conditions are satisfied.
To obtain the effective material coefficients describing the piezo-poroelastic material
in the limit for ε → 0, the homogenization method is applied to the weak formulation
of the problem (2)-(5) which reads, as follows: Find (u ε , ϕε , p̄ε ) ∈ H1 (Ωεm )/RBM(Ωεm ) ×
H 1 (Ωεm ) × R such that:




ε
ε
ε
ε T
ε
ε
[m]
[A
A e(u ) − (g ) · ∇ϕ ] : e(v ) dV + p̄
n · v dSx =
h · v dSx +
f ε · v dV ,
Γε
∂ext Ωεm
Ωεm
Ωε


 m
[g ε : e(u ε ) + d ε · ∇ϕε ] · ∇ψ =
qEε ψ dV +
εE ψ dSx ,
Ωεm
∂ext Ωεm
Ωεm

ε · n [c] dSx + γ α p̄ε |Ωεc | = −J ε ,
u
∂Ωεc

(6)

for all (v , ψ) ∈ H1 (Ωεm ) × H 1 (Ωεm ).
2.2

Stokes flow through rigid porous structure

As pointed out above, the quasistatic viscous flow in the pores can be upscaled separately of the deformation problem. The steady flow problem through the channel network
constituting domain Ωεc is defined in terms of the flow velocity w ε and pressure pε which
satisfy the following equations:
−η ε ∇2 w ε + ∇pε = f ε , in Ωεc ,
∇ · w ε = 0 , in Ωεc ,
w ε = 0 , on Γε ,
−pε n [c] + η ε n [c] · ∇w ε = g ε ,
4
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where g ε is given on the exterior boundary of the channels. It is worth to remark that
w ε describes the relative velocity of the fluid w.r.t. the solid phase.
By virtue of the small viscosity ansatz [1] we define η ε = ε2 η̄ which decreases with the
scale. As discussed e.g. in [2], this viscosity scaling applies when the pores are small, so
that an internal length scale characterizing the velocity profile in the pores is preserved
in the limit ε → 0.
3

The homogenized poroelastic model

The homogenization methods based on the two scale convergence or the unfolding
operator techniques can be applied to describe the limit models arising from asymptotic
analyses of the problems (6) and (7) for ε → 0, cf. [8]. A consistent result has been
obtained e.g. in [5].
In this short paper, we merely present the local problems for the so-called characteristic
responses describing local fluctuations of the involved fields; the detail derivation of the
upscaled model will be published in a forthcoming paper.
3.1

Local problems

We shall use the following bilinear forms:

m
−1
aY (u, v ) = |Y |
[A
Ae y (u)] : e y (v ) ,
Ym

m
−1
gkij eyij (u)∂ky ψ ,
gY (u, ψ) = |Y |
Ym
−1
[d ∇y ϕ] · ∇y ψ .
dm
Y (ϕ, ψ) = |Y |

(8)

Ym



By −D = |Y |−1 D with D ⊂ Y we denote the local average. We employ Πij = (Πij
k ),
ij
i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 with components Πk = yj δik .
The local microstructural response is obtained by solving the following decoupled problems for the characteristic responses (ω, ϑ) associated with the macroscopic variables:
strain, electric field and the pore pressure.
1
• Find the strain correctors (ω ij , ϑij ) ∈ H1# (Ym ) × H#
(Ym ) for any i, j = 1, 2, 3
satisfying
 ij



ij
m
ij
am
= 0 , ∀v ∈ H1# (Ym ) ,
Y ω + Π , v − gY v , ϑ

 ij 

(9)
1
gYm ω ij + Πij , ψ + dm
∀ψ ∈ H#
(Ym ) ,
Y ϑ , ψ = 0 ,

1
• Find the electric field correctors (ω k , ϑk ) ∈ H1# (Ym ) × H#
(Ym ) for any k = 1, 2, 3
satisfying
 k 


m
k
am
ω
v
,
ϑ
= 0 , ∀v ∈ H1# (Ym ) ,
,
v
−
g
+
y
k
Y
Y




(10)
k
1
gYm ω k , ψ + dm
∀ψ ∈ H#
(Ym ) ,
Y ϑ + yk , ψ = 0 ,

5
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3.2

1
• Find pore fluid pressure correctors (ω P , ϑP ) ∈ H1# (Ym ) × H#
(Ym ) satisfying

 P 


m
P
am
=∼ v · n [m] dSy , ∀v ∈ H1# (Ym ) ,
Y ω , v − gY v , ϑ
ΓY
 P 
 P 
m
m
1
(Ym ) ,
gY ω , ψ + dY ϑ , ψ = 0 , ∀ψ ∈ H#

(11)

Macroscopic model of the static piezo-poroelastic medium

Using the characteristic responses (9)–(11) obtained at the microscopic scale, the homogenized coefficients describing the effective properties of the deformable porous medium
are given by the following expressions:
 kl ij 
 ij

ij
kl
m
kl
m
AH
,
ω
+
d
=
a
+
Π
,
ω
+
Π
klij
Y
Y ϑ , ϑ

 P



ij
BijH = am
− gYm Πij , ϑP = − ∼ divy ω ij ,
Y ω , Π
Ym
 P

 P P
H
m
P
m
M = a Y ω , ω + dY ϑ , ϑ ,
 k l
 l

k
m
H
,
= dm
Dkl
Y ϑ + yl , ϑ + yk + aY ω , ω






 ij

ij
ij
m
k
m
k
GH
= gYm ω kl + Πkl , yk + dm
kij = gY Π , ϑ + yk − aY ω , Π
Y ϑ , yk ,



 P

Fi =∼ ω i · n [m] dSy = gYm ω P , yi + dm
Y ϑ , yi .

(12)

ΓY

Further we define:

B̂ij = BijH + φδij ,

M̂ = M H + γφ .

(13)

The macroscopic problem reads, as follows: Find (u 0 , ϕ0 ) ∈ H1 (Ω)/RBM(Ω)×H 1 (Ω)/R
and p̄ ∈ R, such that



H T
H
0
0
0
0
h(p̄) · v 0 dSx ,
[A
A e(u ) − (G ) ∇ϕ − p̄B̂ ] : e(v ) dV =
f̂ · v dV +
Ω
∂Ω
Ω


[G H e(u 0 ) + D H ∇ϕ0 − F p̄] · ∇ψ 0 dV =
q̂E ψ 0 dV +
E ψ 0 dSx ,
(14)
Ω
Ω
∂Ω
 

B̂ : e(u 0 ) − F · ∇ϕ0 + M̂ p̄ dV = −J ,
Ω

for all (v 0 , ψ 0 ) ∈ H1 (Ω) × H 1 (Ω).
To conclude this section, we write the effective constitutive equations for the upscaled
porous piezoelectric material:
σH = A
AH e(u) − (G H )T ∇ϕ − pB̂ ,
 = G H e(u) + D H ∇ϕ − F p ,
D

1 
−p =
B̂ : e(u) − F · ∇ϕ + j ,
M̂
6
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where j is the local fluid volume production in the porous material; in fact j = ∇·w , where
w is the seepage velocity. As the consequence of (15), the pressure can be eliminated from
(15)1,2 , so that
H

H

σ H = Â
A e(u) − (Ĝ )T ∇ϕ + M̂ −1 B̂j ,
 = Ĝ H e(u) + D̂ H ∇ϕ + M̂ −1 F j ,
D

where
H

AH + M̂ −1 B̂ ⊗ B̂
Â
A =A

undrained elasticity ,

D̂

undrained dielectricity ,

Ĝ

H
H

= D H − M̂ −1 F ⊗ F
= G H + M̂ −1 F B̂

(16)

(17)

undrained piezoelectric coupling .

The upscaled piezoelectric effect incorporates the electric field induced by increasing
the fluid pressure, or fluid contents in the pores. Let us consider injection of a fluid
under the pressure p̄ into the porous structure such that the macroscopic deformation is
 = 0 (insulated boundary and no volume charge), then the following electric
disabled. If D
field is established (the fluid content increased by j, see (16))
H

4

∇ϕ = (D H )−1 F p̄ , or ∇ϕ = −(M̂ D̂ )−1 F j .

(18)

Flow in the homogenized fluid-saturated piezo-poroelastic medium

As mentioned earlier, if the inertia effects are neglected, the upscaling result can be obtained in two independent steps. From (14), we obtain the mathematical model describing
the static response of the medium, thus no flow occurs. Then, the effective flow of an
electrically neutral fluid in the porous material governed by the Darcy law involving the
intrinsic hydraulic permeability K H and the fluid viscosity η̄. In (14), the last equality
can be interpreted locally. Let p(t, x) be the local pressure and w (t, x) the effective flow
seepage velocity describing the relative effective fluid velocity w.r.t. the solid skeleton,
i.e. w = φ(v f − u̇), where v f is the mean fluid velocity. Then from (14)3 , dropping the
superscripts 0 , we can derive the following equation:
B̂ : e(u̇) − F · ∇ϕ̇ + M̂ ṗ + ∇ · w = 0 , where

w = −η̄ −1 K H ∇p .

(19)

The Darcy flow model is the classical result, obtained upon homogenizing the Stokes
problem (7), see e.g. [1, 2].
Below we present the problem describing the viscous flow in the piezo-poroelastic
medium characterized by the effective model parameters (12) and (13). To introduce
boundary conditions for the coupled problem, we need the following 3 decompositions of
∂Ω into disjoint parts:
∂Ω = ∂σ Ω ∪ ∂u Ω , ∂σ Ω ∩ ∂u Ω = ∅ ,
∂Ω = ∂w Ω ∪ ∂p Ω , ∂w Ω ∩ ∂p Ω = ∅ ,
∂Ω = ∂E Ω ∪ ∂ϕ Ω , ∂E Ω ∩ ∂ϕ Ω = ∅ .
7
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For the displacement, the electric potential and the pressure we may consider the following
boundary conditions, where p∂ , wn and g s are given:
u =0 ,
p = p∂ ,

on ∂u Ω ,
on ∂p Ω ,

ϕ=0,

on ∂ϕ Ω ,

n · σ = gs ,
n · w = wn ,
 = Dn ,
n ·D

on ∂σ Ω ,
on ∂w Ω ,

(21)

on ∂E Ω .

Therefore, the following spaces and admissibility sets are involved in the weak formulation:
U (Ω) = {u ∈ H1 (Ω)| u = 0 on ∂u Ω} ,
P (Ω) = {p ∈ H 1 (Ω)| p = p∂ on ∂p Ω} ,
Φ(Ω) = {ϕ ∈ H 1 (Ω)| ϕ = 0 on ∂ϕ Ω} .

(22)

The space of test pressure functions P0 (Ω) is defined according to (22)2 with p∂ ≡ 0
while test displacements belong to U 0 (Ω) which is identified with U (Ω) due to (21). In
analogy, Φ0 (Ω) = Φ(Ω) is considered as the space of the test electric potentials.
We are now in a position to introduce the weak formulation of the macroscopic problem
for the piezo-poroelastic medium. The zero initial conditions are considered for simplicity,
i.e. u(·, t = 0) = 0, p(·, t = 0) = 0, and ϕ(·, t = 0) = 0. For any time t > 0, the following
system is to be satisfied by (u, ϕ, p) ∈ U (Ω) × Φ(Ω) × P (Ω)



H T
H
g s · v dSx ,
[A
A e(u) − (G ) ∇ϕ − pB̂] : e(v ) dV =
f̂ · v dV +
Ω
∂σ Ω


Ω
[G H e(u) + D H ∇ϕ − F p] · ∇ψ dV =
q̂E ψ dV +
Dn ψ dSx ,
Ω
Ω
∂E Ω
 



f
H
−1
ζ B̂ : e(u̇) − F · ∇ϕ̇ + M̂ ṗ dV + ∇ζ · η̄ K (∇p − f ) dV =
wn ζ dSx ,
Ω

Ω

∂w Ω

(23)

for all (v , ψ, ζ) ∈ U 0 (Ω) × Φ0 (Ω) × P0 (Ω).
5

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

We shall illustrate features of the homogenized piezo-poroelastic material using a numerical simulation of a compaction test. To compute numerical solutions of the local
problems (9)-(11) at the micro-level and those of the macroscopic problem (23), we use
the standard FE method using piecewise linear (conforming) approximation for the macroscopic fields u, p, and ϕ, and the corrector fields (ω, ϑ). The macroscopic specimen with
dimensions 2h × 2h × h, with h = 1 cm, and the representative periodic cell Y generating
the porous structure are depicted in Fig. 2. In Tab. 1, the homogenized coefficients are
compared with those of the piezoelectric material BaTiO3 constituting the skeleton Ym .
The other homogenized coefficients of the upscaled porous medium are listed in Tab. 2.
8
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Figure 2: Left: periodic cell Y representing piezoelectric porous microstructure; gray part: solid matrix,
red part: fluid channel. Right: Macroscopic domain Ω, only one quarter (as emphasized by the red
colour) is used to solve the macroscopic problem due to its symmetry.

Figure 3: Deformed state of the drained macroscopic specimen at time t = 0.8 ms Left: macroscopic
pressure p and seepage velocity w (depicted by arrows, max. magnitude = 7.126 · 10−3 m/s); Right:
 (depicted by arrows, max. magnitude = 3.016 · 10−5
electric potential ϕ and electric displacement D
2
C/m ).

9
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elasticity: (in 10× GPa)
A1111
A3333 A1122 A2233 A1313
skeleton:
15.040 14.550 6.560 6.590 4.240
homog. porous:
7.816 8.614 2.343 2.724 2.419
2
piezo-coupling: (in C/m )
G311
G322
G333
G223
skeleton:
-4.322 -4.322 17.360 11.404
homog. porous:
-1.483 -1.483 12.663 6.046
−9
dielectricity: (in 10 C/Vm )
D11
D33
skeleton:
8.456 10.651
homog. porous:
1.284 1.505

A1212
4.390
1.838

Table 1: Piezoelectric properties of the skeleton and of the homogenized porous material. The transverse
isotropy yields the following symmetries: A2233 = A1133 , A1313 = A2323 , G311 = G322 , G223 = G113 ,
D11 = D22 . Other components are zero.

B̂11
0.548

B̂33
M̂
10−2 /GPa
0.464
5.352

F3
10−11 ×m/V
-1.274

K11
× m2
2.474

−11

K33
× m2
7.741

−11

Table 2: Homogenized coefficients. Note the symmetries B̂11 = B̂22 , K11 = K22 , other components are
zero. Note that the physical permeability is ε20 times smaller, thus, K11 /η̄ = 2.604 × 10−12 m / Pa·s.

Although the homogenized coefficients computed using (12) and (13) are independent of
the microstructure size, the hydraulic permeability depends on ε0 > 0 by virtue of the
permeability scaling; we used ε0 = 10−4 , thus the microstructure size is  = 0.1 mm.
Therefore, η̄ = η/ε20 = 0.950 × 10−8 Pa·s for glycerin considered as the pore fluid with its
compressibility γ = 2.30 × 10−10 Pa−1 .
We considered the drained (case I) and undrained (case II) compaction of the macroscopic specimen. In both the cases, the following conditions were prescribed; bottom side:
u · n = 0, wn = 0, ϕ = 0, top side: prescribed ū = u · n = −10−3 s(t) m, wn = 0, Dn = 0.
The loading function s(t) describes the ramp-and-hold test (the plato for t > 0.5 ms).
On lateral faces of the specimen, p = 0 in case I (drained), while wn = 0 in case II
(undrained). No volume forces are considered, thus, f f = f̂ = 0 in (23).
For case I, in Fig. 3 the pressure, the seepage velocity, and the electric fields are depicted
for the deformed state at t = 0.8 ms. The spatial pressure variation leads to a nonvanishing
field D(x); obviously, D vanishes in the case II due to the homogeneous distribution of
e(u), p and ∇ϕ. In Fig. 4 time variation p(xA , t), ϕ(xA , t), and e23 (xA , t) is displayed at
a point A situated in the middle of the computational domain, xA = [0.5h, 0.5h, 0.5h] cm,
see Fig. 2. While all quantities are constant for the case II in the plato, t > 0.5 ms, they
change in the case I.

10
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Figure 4: Left: Comparison of time evolution of pressures pI , pII at macroscopic point A. Right:
I
II
I
Difference of the strain component eII
23 − e23 (blue solid line) and of the electric potential ϕ − ϕ (green
dashed line) at macroscopic point A.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper we studied the piezoelectric properties of the periodic porous media
saturated by viscous fluids under quasistatic loadings. Using the periodic homogenization
method, the effective medium coefficients were derived. The porous materials enable to
generate the electric field without any macroscopic deformation, just due to an injected
volume of fluid in the pores. In the upscaled model, this is respected by the new vector
coefficient F which is associated with the polarization of the piezomatrial constituting
the skeleton. We have shown, how the piezoelectric properties influence the Biot stress
coupling coefficients and the Biot compressibility. It is worth noting that the model
describes flow of a neutral fluid, whereby electric insulation was considered on the pore
surface.
Although the derived model describes the linear response of the homogenized medium,
it can be adapted to capture some nonlinear effects, namely those associated with the
fluid flow in the pores. Assuming the linear kinematics framework, in [6], we proposed
a weakly nonlinear model of the Biot continuum, where the nonlinearity in the homogenized continuum is introduced in terms of the deformation-dependent material coefficients
which are approximated as linear functions of the macroscopic response. These functions
are obtained by the sensitivity analysis of the homogenized coefficients computed for a
given geometry of the porous structure which transforms due to the local deformation.
The deformation-dependent material coefficients approximated in this way do not require
any solving of local microscopic problems for updated configurations. To deal with the
piezo-poroelastic material, we adhere the same approach of [6] and employ the sensitivity
analysis developed for the piezoelectric composites in [7].

11
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Abstract.
The influence of a synthetic method for high frequency turbulence on
aeroacoustic simulations with turbulence models is investigated. The sound pressure level
(SPL) of a detached eddy simulation with and without the synthetic method are compared
for a benchmark test case, The results show that the synthetic method is able to increase
the simulation accuracy of the high frequency spectrum.

1

INTRODUCTION

Aeroacoustic studies have drawn increasingly more attention in the past years. One of
the main tasks is to accurately simulate the acoustic field with a reasonable computational
cost. An efficient approach to simulate the acoustic field generated by low Mach number flows is the expansion about incompressible flow (EIF). This approach decomposes
the compressible field into an incompressible field and acoustic fluctuations [4, 8]. Based
on this decomposition, the acoustic field is governed by the linearized Euler equations
(LEE) with an acoustic source term, which can be obtained by solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations [6]. The simulation accuracy of the acoustic field strongly
depends on that of the flow field. For the simulation of turbulent flow in engineering
problems, direct numerical simulation (DNS) cannot be applied due to its unaffordable
computational cost. A turbulence model is usually adopted to characterize the unresolved
turbulence scales, leading to a significant reduction in computational cost. In Large Eddy
Simulation (LES), about 10% of the turbulence is modeled while about 90% is resolved
[10]. Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES) is a hybrid RANS/LES method, wich
switches between LES and Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) modes according
1
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to the grid resolution [11, 12]. However, its main drawback is the loss of high-frequency
components in the flow. Consequently, the high-frequency acoustic quantities can not be
calculated accurately.
In this work, we study the influence of different turbulence models on the simulation
accuracy of acoustic quantities. Considering an aeroacoustic benchmark test case, we
compare the accuracy loss of acoustic quantities for different turbulence models including
LES and DDES. To compensate the accuracy loss of acoustic quantities in the highfrequency region, the high frequency fluctuation is rebuilt using a synthetic reconstruction
model. We adopt this model for the DDES simulation and investigate the performance
change. A clear improvement of the high-frequency spectrum can be observed.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

2.1

Linearized Euler equations for aeroacoustic simulation

The Expansion about Incompressible Flow method (EIF) assumes that the compressible flow field at low Mach number can be decomposed into an incompressible flow field
and an acoustic field [8, 9]
ac
ui = uinc
i + ui ,

(1)

inc

ac

(2)

ac

(3)

p=p

ρ=ρ

inc

+p ,
+ρ ,

where ui , p and ρ are the velocity, pressure and density of compressible flow and superscripts inc and ac represent the components of incompressible flow and acoustic field
respectively [6].
The unsteady incompressible flow is governed by the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations
∂uinc
i
= 0,
∂x
 inc inci
 inc 
∂ u i uj
∂ ui
∂τ inc ∂pinc
ρinc
+ ρinc
= i −
+ ρinc fi ,
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi

(4)
(5)

with time t, external body force fi and shear stress τiinc . For newtonian fluid, the shear
stress is given by

 inc
∂uinc
∂ui
j
inc
(6)
+
τi = µ
∂xj
∂xi
The governing equations for the acoustic quantities, which is called the linearized Euler

2
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equations (LEE), are given as
∂ρac
∂uac
∂ρac
+ ρinc i + uinc
= 0,
(7)
i
∂t
∂xi
∂xi
∂pac
∂uac
∂uac
i
ρinc i + ρinc uinc
+
= 0,
(8)
j
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂p∗
∂pac
∂ρac
∂uac
+ c2 ρinc i + c2 uinc
,
(9)
=
−
i
∂t
∂xi
∂xi
∂t
where p∗ is the sum of the incompressible pressure and the synthetic pressure fluctuation.
More details will be found in Chap. 5.
2.2

Detached Eddy Simulation model

The ζ − f model is used as background RANS model for the DDES model. The
equations are given as [3]



∂k
νt ∂k
∂
inc ∂k
+ uj
ν+
− ε,
(10)
= Pk +
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
σk ∂xj



∂
νt ∂ε
Cε1 Pk − Cε2 ε
∂ε
inc ∂ε
+ uj
+
ν+
,
(11)
=
∂t
∂xj
τ
∂xj
σk ∂xj



∂ζ
ζ
∂
νt ∂ζ
inc ∂ζ
+ uj
= f − Pk +
ν+
,
(12)
∂t
∂xj
k
∂xj
σk ∂xj



2
1
2
 Pk
C 1 + C2
ζ−
,
(13)
L ∇f − f =
τ
ε
3

where ε is the dissipation, f is the elliptic relaxation term, L is the length scale and τ is
the time scale of turbulence.
The DDES model is a hybrid LES/RANS model, which switches between URANS and
LES according to the numerical resolution [12]. The dissipation term ε in the k equation
is modified to
k 3/2
ε=
,
(14)
lturb
where lturb is the length scale of DDES
3
3.1

lturb = lRANS − fd max(0, d − CDES ∆φ).

(15)

IMPLEMENTATION OF SYNTHETIC METHOD

Synthetic reconstruction of high frequency turbulence

The synthetic method reconstructs the turbulent velocity fluctuations from a given
dissipation rate and set of second moments [1]. The velocity fluctuations are given as

N




2  n
syn
n n
n
n
n n
n
ˆ
ˆ
ui (xj , t) = aik
p cos dj x̂j + ω t̂ + qk sin dj x̂j + ω t̂
(16)
N n=1 k
3
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V
x̂j = 2πxj /L, t̂ = 2πt/τ, dˆnj = dnj n , V = L/τ,
c

3   n n n n
cn =
u u d d /d d , pni = ijk ηjn dnk , qin = ijk ξjn dnk ,
2 l m l k k k
1
ηin , ξin = N (0, 1), ω n = N (1, 1), dni = N (0, ).
2

(17)
(18)
(19)

where aij is the Cholesky decomposition of ui uj , L and τ are local length and time scales,
and N is set to 100. ηin , ξin , ω n and dni are random numbers with given mean and variance.
After the velocity fluctuations are calculated, the pressure fluctuations are obtained using
a pressure correction method, which is the standard method in the flow solver FASTEST
which is used to solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations [7].
3.2

Numerical realization of flow solver and acoustic solver

The work flow of the aeroacoustic simulation after new implementation is shown in
Fig.1.
CFD solver

Acoustic solver

uinc , v inc , pinc

uac , v ac , pac

Reconstruction
usyn , v syn
Correction
psyn
Derivation
sources
Transfer and Interpolation
Figure 1: Numerical realization of flow solver and acoustic solver.
First, we solve for the incompressible flow quantities on a flow grid. Second, we reconstruct the high frequency turbulence using the synthetic method. Then we calculate the
synthetic pressure using the pressure-correction method. Thereafter, the acoustic source
term is calculated by differentiating the pressure with respect to time. Then, we transfer
4
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and interpolate the acoustic sources onto an acoustic grid, which has a larger range and a
coarse resolution. For the coupling of these two grids, a trilinear interpolation is utilized.
Finally, we solve the LEE to calculate the acoustic quantities.
4

SIMULATION

The acoustic quantities generated by the turbulent flow around a circular cylinder is
measured by Etkin et al [2], which is used as reference data in this work. The Mach
number is 0.2 and the Reynolds number is approximately 60000. A sketch of the flow
domain is given in Fig.2, where D is 0.0125m. The z-direction has a length of 4D, which
is sufficient to capture the three dimensional turbulent features. The experimental data
are collected at a point, which is above the cylinder and at a distance of 48D from the
cylinder’s center.
7D

15D
Symmetry
5D

Inlet
u = 68.6 m/s
v=0

No-Slip

Outlet
5D

Symmetry
Figure 2: Sketch and boundary conditions of flow domain.
30000 time steps are observed, which is sufficient to acquire a fully developed von
Kármán vortex street and a stable propagation process of acoustics. For the LES a flow
grid with about 2.5 million cells is used, resulting in a simulation time of approximately
4 days. The grid for the DDES model is created according to the grid resolution requirements from [13]. The DDES model needs 2.5 days to finish the simulation. For all cases,
the time step of the flow is set to 3 × 10−6 s, which ensures that the sampling frequency
of different simulations are the same.
5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The SPL of different turbulence models without synthetic method are compared with
the experimental data in Fig.3. With less computational cost, the DDES method gives a
comparable simulation result to that of LES. With regard of the high frequency spectrum,
both DDES and LES simulations deviate from the experimental data. The reason is that
the high frequency turbulence is filtered or averaged in the turbulence models, so that the
acoustic solver can not calculate the high frequency spectrum correctly [5].
5
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Figure 3: Comparison of SPL of different turbulence models with experimental data [5]
With the help of the synthetic method, the high frequency turbulence is reconstructed.
In order to avoid stability problems, a coefficient is used in the pressure. The pressure is
given as
p∗ = α(psyn + pinc ) + (1 − α)pinc ,
(20)

where α is the coefficient, which can control the amount of synthetic pressure that is
actually used in the simulation, psyn is the synthetic pressure and pinc is the incompressible
pressure.
Figure 4 illustrates the simulation results with the synthetic method. The DDES
results with the synthetic method shows an obvious improvement of the high frequency
spectrum in comparison to that without the synthetic method. The coefficient α also
has an influence on the simulation result. Specifically, when α = 0.1, the simulation
result reaches the best agreement with the experimental data. When α increases further,
the simulation result deviates from the experimental data. It is shown that the DDES
simulation with the synthetic method achieves even more accurate results than the LES
simulation in terms of the high frequency spectrum, even though the DDES simulation
requires less cells and less computational cost.
6

CONCLUSION

The synthetic method has been implemented and investigated in the context of aeroacoustic simulations. It has been shown that the synthetic method is able to improve the
DDES simulation results in terms of the high frequency spectrum. The coefficient α for
pressure is calibrated to 0.1. The DDES simulation provides more accurate results than
the LES simulation, which makes the DDES method a very promising technique, since it
requires less computational cost.
6
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Figure 4: Comparison of SPL of different turbulence models with and without synthetic
method
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Abstract. An electrohydrodynamic model for the simulation of droplet formation, motion and detachment in an electrically driven droplet generator is introduced. The numerical approch is based on the coupled solution of the multiphase flow problem with
the charge continuity equation. A conduction-convection model, taking into account conductive, capacitive and convective currents in the fluid, describes the charge relaxation
phenomena in the moving liquid. The charge received by the droplets during acceleration
by an external electric pulse is an important parameter influencing dynamics of droplets
in the pressure chamber. The model is illustrated with simulations of detachment of high
conductivity acetone droplets and low conductivity n-pentane droplets.

1

INTRODUCTION

The application of strong electric fields on liquids is used in many engineering applications to induce liquid atomization in a controlled manner. In electrosprays [1, 2], the
droplet size and the opening angle of the spray cone can be affected by charging the liquid
1
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prior to its atomization. In electrically driven on-demand droplet generators, millimetric
droplets pending from a capillary can be detached on a controlled manner by applying
strong electrical pulses. The method provides reliable injection of liquid samples in the
experimental chamber, at a broad range of atmospheric conditions [3].
Deformations of the phase boundary induced by electric fields result in changes in
the electric field and force distribution. The mechanical and electric problems are thus
strongly coupled. Additionally, due to the presence of intrinsic ionic species and dissolved
impurities, liquids exhibit some electrical conductivity associated with charge migration.
Dynamic charging effects in liquid droplets and convection of free charge can strongly
alter liquid motion. Moreover, the accumulation of free charge in droplets can result
in the generation of charged droplets from initially uncharged liquid. This behavior requires an electroquasistatic field representation, taking into account both conduction and
displacement electric currents in the liquid.
We discuss a conduction-convection model for the simulation of droplet dynamics under
the influence of electric fields. The liquid interface is captured using the Volume of
Fluid method , allowing for an efficient representation of topology changes in the phase
boundaries. The electric problem is solved using the resulting diffuse interface, and the
resulting electric force is introduced as a source term for the hydrodynamic problem.
Wetting is taken into account by using a dynamic contact angle model.
The numerical study of liquid droplets generation in an on-demand droplet generator [3]
is considered in this work. Detachment dynamics of acetone and n-pentane droplets, exhibiting respectively high and low conductivity, are reproduced numerically, and illustrate
the effect of conductivity on electrically induced droplet motion.
2
2.1

GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The Fluid Flow Problem

In this paper, we focus on the application of an external electric pulse to drive droplet
detachment. As a result, we restrict the study of the generator to the lower range of
temperatures, where droplet injection does not involve phase transitions. Under these
atmospheric conditions, the fluid flow problem is governed by the incompressible NavierStokes equations:

 
∂ρu
+ ∇ · ρuu = −∇p + ∇ · µ ∇u + ∇uT + ρg + fs + fe ,
(1)
∂t
∇ · u = 0 ,
(2)
where u denotes fluid velocity, ρ is the density, µ the dynamic viscosity and p the pressure.
The driving terms fs and fe are, respectively, the surface tension force density acting at
the interface between the two fluid phases, and the electric force density. The former is
related to the phase boundary properties according to Young-Laplace equation,
fs = 2γHn ,
2
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where γ is the surface tension characterizing the fluid-fluid interface, H is the mean
curvature and n the interface normal.
This surface tension contribution needs also to be considered at contact lines, where
the fluid-fluid interface meets solid walls. This is particularly important in the case of
this droplet generator, since wetting of the surface of the capillary by test fluids strongly
affects the detachment process [4]. The contact line problem is described in terms of a
local apparent contact angle, θ. For static contact lines, this angle is limited by a minimal
advancing and maximal receding values, θadv and θrec , respectively [5]. Those values can be
determined experimentally. In dynamic cases, the apparent contact angle value depends
on the local contact line velocity, ucl , additionally. In this work, the dynamic contact
angle is calculated from the Kistler correlation [6]:



θ = fH Ca + fH−1 θadv/rec ,
(4)



x
.
(5)
)0.706
with fH (x) = arccos 1 − 2 tanh 5.16(
1 + 1.31x0.99
µ

·u

cl
is a signed quantity, taken positive for an
In (4), the capillary number Ca = liquid
γ
advancing contact line, negative otherwise.

2.2

The Electric Field Problem

 is composed of a conductive
In electrically conductive fluids, the current density, J,
and a conductive components:
,
J = ρeu + κE

(6)

where κ is the ohmic conductivity of the fluid and ρe the charge density associated with
the free charge carriers in the fluid. Using the free charge continuity equation,
∂ρe
+ ∇ · J = 0 ,
∂t

(7)

 = −∇Φ yields the equations describing
and introducing an electric potential so that E
the electric problem:
∇ · ε∇Φ = −ρe ,

∂ρe
+ ∇ · (ρeu) = ∇ · κ∇Φ ,
∂t

(8)
(9)

where ε is the permittivity of the media.
The electric force density applied on the fluid can be obtained from the electric field
distribution using the Maxwell stress tensor:


1 2 



fe = ∇ · εE ⊗ E − εE I .
(10)
2
3
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3

NUMERICAL APPROACH

The electrohydrodynamic problem involves two different fluids, for which a description
of the interface is required. We use the Volume of Fluid (VoF) method [7], a diffuse
interface approach, to describe the topology of the fluid-fluid interface. The solution to
Eq. (1)-(5) and (8)-(10), modeling the coupled problem is implemented, along with the
VoF method, using the OpenFOAM [8] framework, as described in detail below.
3.1

Solution of the Fluid Flow Problem

In the Volume of Fluid method, the fluid material properties are represented using the
volume fraction, α, of one of the fluids in each cell of the computational grid. The NavierStokes equations are solved assuming a single phase whose local material properties are
calculated from the volume fraction. The interface is advanced in time by transporting
the volume fraction:
∂α
+ ∇ · (αu∗ ) = 0 ,
(11)
∂t
with α ∈ [0, 1]. In Eq. (11), u∗ is a modified velocity field, including an optional numerical
compression velocity pointing normal to the interface [9]. The effective fluid properties
at the interface between fluid 1 and fluid 2 are determined by weighted averaging as
ρ = α · ρ1 + (1 − α) · ρ2 ,
µ = α · µ1 + (1 − α) · µ2 .

(12)
(13)

The evolution of the volume fraction does not require interface reconstruction, so that
topology changes of the phase boundary are implicitly taken into account.
The surface tension force applied on the diffuse interface can be described using the
volume fraction, as a body force [10]:


∇α
fs = −γ∇ ·
∇α .
(14)
||∇α||
The contact angle model (4) provides the necessary boundary condition for the computation of the contribution of the surface tension at the contact line. The velocity of the
contact line is evaluated, according to the scheme proposed in [5], as
uw · ni
ucl = 
,
(15)
1 − (nw · ni )2

where uw is the fluid velocity near the solid wall, nw is the normal vector to the wall and
ni = ∇α/||∇α|| is the normal to the phase boundary interface.
The pressure-velocity equations (1), (2) are solved numerically using the piso algorithm
as implemented, e.g., in the interfoam solver (see [11]). As the electric force density
driving fluid motion depends on the fluid velocity through the convection term of the
charge conservation equation (9), we apply a fixed-point iteration between the electric
field solver and the fluid flow solver at every time step of the simulation.
4
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3.2

Solution of the Electric Field Problem

Sharp interface representations for the material boundaries are usually used in pure
electric field computations. Methods based on interface tracking using a moving mesh
can be readily applied for droplet simulations [12], as long as topology changes are not
involved. The motion of liquids in this work involves strong stretching as well as splitting
of the fluid-fluid interface. Sharp interface tracking via a moving mesh would therefore require explicit treatment of interface topology changes, as in e.g. [13]. As droplet
detachment from a capillary involves multiple topology changes from the liquid thread
and secondary droplets [14], such a treatment would need to be applied frequently. We
therefore adopt a VoF-like method for the solution of the electric field equations (9), (10).
The electric field problem is solved on the same computational grid as the fluid problem
using averaged electric properties, defined similarly to Eq. (12) and (13):
1
α
1−α
=
+
,
(16)
ε
ε1
ε2
α
1−α
1
=
+
.
(17)
κ
κ1
κ2
Note that in (16) and (17), harmonic averaging of the material properties is used rather
than arithmetic averaging. This relates to the particular form of the expected field solution, where the electric field is essentially normal to the phase boundary for conductive
liquids. In that case, harmonic averaging leads to more accurate results than arithmetic
averaging [15, 16].
Equations (9), (10) are updated by a time staggering scheme as
ρn+1
e

−
∆t

ρne

∇ · εn+1/2 ∇Φn+1/2 = −ρn+1/2
,
e
+ ∇ · (ρn+1/2
un+1/2 ) = ∇ · κn+1/2 ∇Φn+1/2 .
e

(18)
(19)

n+1/2

The charge density, ρe
in (18), is initially unknown. Thus, an inner fixed-point iteration is applied for the solution of (18), (19) in addition to the outer iteration loop which
is applied in every time step of the simulation.
4

Validation Example

In order to validate the numerical approach, a simple one-dimensional example is considered, see Fig. 1. A planar liquid layer of thickness Ll is transported passively with a
constant velocity u in a surrounding gaseous environment. The two fluids are characterized by the permittivities, εl and εg , and electric conductivities, κl and κg , respectively.
At time t0 = 0, an electric voltage U is applied between the two boundaries of the
computational domain. When the external voltage is switched on, electric charges start
accumulating at the front and back interfaces of the liquid layer. The induced charge
moves together with the phase boundaries and keeps increasing until a steady state is
5
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reached. The analytic solutions for the transient electric field and surface charge densities
are given by


 ε
κ{g,l} 
U
{g,l}
− κε ∗ t
− κε ∗ t
E{l,g} = ·
(20)
· 1 − exp ∗ +
· exp ∗ ,
L
κ∗
ε∗

κ∗
U ε g κ l − εl κ g 
σ± = ± ·
· 1 − exp− ε∗ t
(21)
L
κ∗

where El and Eg are the electric field strengths in the liquid and gas layers, respectively,
σ± are the two interface charge densities, ε∗ = (Lg εl + Ll εg )/L, κ∗ = (Lg κl + Ll κg )/L and
L = Ll + Lg is the total length of the computational domain. Note that this solution does
not depend on fluid velocity.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the moving layer problem.

Figure 2 shows the results of the numerical simulation compared to the analytic solution. The parameters of the problem are chosen as: u = 1m s−1 , εl = 4 · ε0 , εg = 1 · ε0 ,
κl = 1.5 × 10−8 S m−1 and κg = 1 × 10−12 S m−1 . As seen in the figure, a good agreement
between the analytic and numerical results is obtained even for the coarse grid used here.
Similarly to the numerical solution for the fluid density, the electric field distribution
at the phase boundaries is subject to numerical diffusion. However, the computed total
interface charge agrees nearly perfectly with the analytic solution.
5

Droplet Generator Simulations

The model described in the previous section is applied in the simulation of an electrically driven droplet generator [3]. The generator setup is shown in Fig. 3. A metallic
capillary tube, kept at ground potential, introduces liquid in the pressure chamber. Two
electrodes on each sides of the capillary are connected to a high-voltage source. In order to
prevent electric breakdown in the test chamber, the electrodes are embedded in two insulator blocks. The chamber is capable of sustaining a high-pressure and high-temperature
environment. The liquid introduced from the capillary can be heated separately. In the
6
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on the droplet accelerate the droplet for the duration of the pulse, eventually leading to
droplet detachment.
Experimental observations show that the dynamics of the flow induced by the electric
field strongly depend on the electrical properties of the test liquid. The two cases are
analyzed separately in the following sections, in order to emphasize the different charging
and fluid flow dynamics.
Although the geometry of the droplet is not axisymmetric, the electric field distribution
is nearly so in the vicinity of the capillary. In order to reduce the computational cost of
simulations, a 2D axisymmetric approach is therefore used in what follows.
1
Simulations are performed with a grid resolution of δx
= 2.5 × 10−5 m−1 , corresponding
to approximately 35 cells per primary droplet radius. This resolution is chosen as further
refinement of the grid does not influence the dynamics of primary droplets, while still
capturing the qualitative behavior of the liquid thread and secondary droplets. The time
step size is chosen as ∆t = 2 µs for this grid size, according to the stability limit for surface
tension driven flow [17].
In order to save computational effort, the initial filling regime is simulated on a reduced
domain centered on the capillary. The computational domain is extended vertically for
simulating droplet detachment events. The two domains have, respectively, 20960 and
50200 cells for the chosen resolution. The typical time required to simulate the droplet
filling is 24 h; the typical time required for simulating droplet detachment is 8 h.
5.1

Acetone Droplet Generation

At 1 bar, 293 K, the electrical conductivity of acetone is κ = 20 µS and its relative
permittivity εr = 21. The resulting free charge relaxation time is therefore of the order
of 10 µs, orders of magnitude smaller than the voltage pulse duration, τp ≈ 10 ms and the
time scale of fluid motion. Acetone can be therefore considered as highly conductive for
the considered experimental conditions. The result of the simulation is shown in Fig. 4.
The voltage profile assumed for the simulation, peaks at 2 kV, over a duration of 11.5 ms.
The droplet is initially pulled downwards during the short electric pulse. After the end
of the pulse, the droplet continues stretching under its own inertia, eventually leading to
detachment. A comparison of the dynamics of the droplet detachment, Fig. 4, at different
time instants before and after detachment, shows a close agreement between simulated
and experimental dynamics. A slight discrepancy is visible in the form of a secondary
droplet, originating from the liquid thread at the time of detachment, that follows the
primary droplet in the experiment.
A detailed investigation of the dynamics of detachment is shown in Fig. 5. The volume
of the detached primary droplet, illustrated in Fig. 5b is weakly dependent on the applied
voltage, varying less 3% in the investigated range of voltages, 2-5kV. The detachment time,
illustrated in Fig. 5a, is however strongly dependent on the generator voltage. At lower
voltages, a fast variation of the detachment time is observed, while at higher voltages, the
detachment time decreases nearly linearly with increasing applied voltage.
8
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detachment

t = 40ms

t = 90ms

t = 15ms

t = 75ms

t = 0ms

from the external electric pulse is low, so that electric fields penetrate the droplet. The
effective polarization forces initial push the droplet upwards, causing it to ascend on the
capillary. The weight of the droplet, unbalanced after the end of the electric pulse, results
in the droplet accelerating downwards, eventually leading to detachment.

1mm

experiment

experiment

simulation

simulation

Figure 6: n-pentane droplet dynamics: comparison between simulation and experiment for the droplet
shape in the generator at different time instants during the detachment process.

Unlike the case of acetone droplet generation, in the absence of shielding of the capillary by charged conductive liquid, the electric field distribution strongly depends on the
location of the droplet on the capillary. The dependency of the detachment time on the
applied voltage is thus much lower than in the case of conductive droplets, see Fig. 7a. A
small charge is carried by the droplet, after detachment, due to the long relaxation time
in n-pentane, as seen in Fig 7b.
6

Conclusion

The proposed electrohydrodynamic simulation approach allows for accurate modeling
of droplet dynamics under the influence of strong electric fields. In particular, it takes
into account conductive, capacitive as well as convective electrical currents in the fluid.
These contributions determine the induced electric charge in the droplet before and after detachment and, therefore, are crucial for the droplet dynamics. Simulation results
are shown for an electrically driven droplet generator using highly conductive acetone
droplets and low conductivity n-pentane droplets, respectively. In both cases, excellent
10
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Abstract. Compressible and near-incompressible solvers, together with particle update
techniques and chemistry packages are combined in order to compute complex multiphase
flows that include dropletization, vaporization and subsquent combustion.

1

INTRODUCTION

Consider the following situation: a high explosive charge is surrounded by a liquid in
gas. The explosive is detonated, expanding the liquid, which then breaks up into streaks
and blobs. Due to shear, these blobs then break up into droplets. The droplets also
vaporize in the surrounding gas. A secondary shock impacting this mass of droplets and
vapours may then lead to ignition and combustion. Some of the original liquid mass may
remain as a liquid (e.g. on the ground or walls), leading to pool fires once combustion
has started.
The simulation of multiphase flows combining gaseous and liquid states has received
considerable attention over the last 30 years [15, 34, 36, 33, 25, 35]. Multiphase flow
simulations of this type entail a number of complications as compared to single phase
flows:
- The equations of state for the liquid phase tend to be complex (e.g. caviation may
be present), leading to difficulties with exact or approximate Godunov solvers;
- The speed of sound in the liquid phase is much higher, requiring smaller timesteps
and lengthier runs.
- The liquid may break up into droplets that evaporate and mix with the gas phase.
1
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A number of methods have been developed in order to combine gas (compressible) and
liquid (near-incompressible) solvers in a single run. The ghost method [9, 8] is a typical
method. With the maturity of single phase flow codes, a pressing question has been
how to combine gas and liquid flow models in a single run. The approach taken here
was to use different flow models (and CFD codes), and to couple both via the immersed
body method. In the gas region the velocities of the liquid are imposed wherever liquid
is present. For the liquid region the pressures of the gas region are imposed wherever gas
is present. If the liquid region can no longer be discretized via a continuum method such
as the volume of fluid (VOF) or level set (LS) methods, the fluid region is converted to
particles, which are incorporated into the gas region.
2

IMMERSED BODY METHOD

Consider the possibility of running concurrently solvers for gases and liquids on the
same mesh. As the fluid moves through the domain, the elements and points of the grid
where each one of these models is valid changes continuously. For the gas flow/ solver/
region, the velocities of the liquid are imposed wherever liquid exists. For the liquid
flow/ solver/ region, the pressures of the gas are imposed wherever gas is present. In
principle, both flow codes could be running concurrently on different grids. Conceptually
(and implementationally) this is not different than traditional immersed body methods.
Instead of having a rigidly moving body immersed in a compressible flow field, the ‘body’
happens to be an near-incompressible liquid.
The regions covered by the ‘other fluid’ for each of the fluids may be treated in a variety of
ways. We have experimented with two of these, and at this point use both in production
runs.
The first method uses the classic immersed body approach [11, 14, 28, 2, 7, 13, 31, 6,
30, 10, 27, 5, 20] and is sketched in Figure 1. The velocity of the gas is simply set to
the velocity of the liquid wherever liquid is present. Instead of having a rigidly moving
body immersed in a compressible flow field [5, 20], the ‘body’ happens to be the liquid.
While this works well, one observes that shocks that originate in the gas phase and hit
the liquid phase tend to be damped. This is to be expected, as the density and energy are
still updated in the gas phase, while the velocity is artificially damped by imposing the
(slow) velocity of the liquid. Another disadvantage of this approach is that unnecessary
CPU is expended in the gas region covered by liquid.

2
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Gas

Liquid

+
Gas

Imposed
Velocity

Imposed
Pressure

Liquid

Figure 1 Immersed Body Method
The second option is to deactivate the points and edges in the gas phase covered by
liquid. This leads to considerable savings in CPU, but requires the imposition of values
for the end-points of edges crossing phases. At every timestep, the edges crossing phases
are identified, and the values from the gas phase are extrapolated with imposed mirroring
conditions to the points covered by liquids (see Figure 2). This approach is closer to the
embedded surface approach [26, 12, 29, 1, 16, 22]. Instead of having a rigidly moving
body surface embedded in a compressible flow field [1, 16, 21, 22], the ‘body’ happens to
be an near-incompressible liquid.
Gas Region Covered by Liquid

Interface

Gas

Figure 2 Extrapolation of Unknowns
3

DROPLETIZATION

The transition from liquid to blobs or large droplets uses an approach similar to largeeddy simulation: once the near-incompressible VOF flow solver can no longer discretize
accurately the free surface, the badly resolved regions are transformed to blobs and transmitted to the compressible flow solvers. There, they are allowed to break up further into
droplets. Several options are possible for this step. We have implemented the widely used
Reitz model [32].
The question then becomes how to identify the regions that have become too ‘thin’ to
3
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accurately describe the liquid via VOF or LS methods. The approach taken here is shown
in Figure 3. In a first pass over the edges, the points that are fully inside, on the border
of the interface or fully outside the liquid region are marked. In a second (or subsequent)
pass(es), a layer is added to the points that are completely inside the liquid region. In
this way, the points on the interfaces that are in the liquid but are in ‘thin’ regions are
exposed (see Figure 3). The liquid mass at these points is subsequently transformed into
droplets and passed to the code handling the gas phase, where the droplets are treated
as Lagrangian particles that can exchange mass, momentum and energy with the gas.

Figure 3 Dropletization of ‘Thin’ Regions (VOF to Particles)
4

SOFTWARE REALIZATION

The software realization of the procedure outlined above is shown in Figure 4. A master
code calls the gas (compressible) and liquid (near-incompressible (+VOF)) codes, as well
as the CSD code, as subroutines. The only arguments passed in and out are the (volume)
unknowns to be exchanged by the flow codes, as well as the (surface) unknowns to be
exchanged by the CSD code and the flow codes. The code computing the gas receives
the velocities and VOF mass fraction from the code computing the liquid, updates the
variables in time, and outputs the pressures. The code computing the liquid in turn
receives the pressures from the code computing the gas, updates the variables in time,
and outputs the velocities and VOF mass fraction. In principle, both codes could be
4
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different. In the present case, the original flow code could be run as either compressible or
near-incompressible (+VOF). Therefore, it is called twice with an ‘instantiation’ indicator
to differentiate the input and output files required and/or generated for each domain.
Positions/Velocities/Temperatures

FEFLO−1 (Gas)

ASICSD
Pressure (Gas)

FEFLO−2 (Liquid)
Velocity (Liquid)
Stresses, Heat Flux
Fluid

Master

Solid

S

Figure 4 Concurrent Run of Same Code Via Multiple Instantiations
A coupling of codes of this kind opens the possibility of taking different timesteps in
either code. Indeed, this was pursued here, after it was realized that the solver employed
to advance the liquid could run with timesteps up to two orders of magnitude larger than
the solver for the gas. For the examples shown below, the timestep taken for the liquid
was limited to 2 times the size of the timestep taken by the gas. This implies that, as a
whole, the coupling of two codes as proposed here implies a very limited extra amount of
CPU (< 3) and memory (< 2) as compared to an optimal multiphase solver.
As stated before, several solvers were combined in order to model these complex multiphysics phenomena. All of the solvers are based on unstructured grids, and use standard
edge-based data structures for speed [23]. The different solvers comprise:
- For the gas part: an explicit TVD or FCT solver for chemically reacting, compressible flow [3];
- For the liquid part: a semi-explicit TVD solver for the advective-diffusive terms and
a Poisson solver for the pressure terms of the near-incompressible flow [3];
- A volume of fluid approach for the free surface of the liquid [17, 18, 19, 21];
- The Chemkin [4] package for chemistry; and
5
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- A particle update technique that allows for droplet breakup and vaporization [24].
5

RESULTS

Figure 5 shows the result of current runs. A spherical charge of TNT is detonated
inside a cylinder of liquid. In order to save CPU resources without compromising the
results a section of 30 degrees is considered. The mesh size is approximately 120 Mels.
The evolution of the blast waves and the free surface, as well as the droplets and free
surface at a late time are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Evolution of Blast Wave (Velocities) And Gas/Liquid Interface
6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

An approach to compute complex liquid-gas interface evolution problems has been
developed. The transition from liquid to blobs uses an approach similar to large-eddy
simulation: once the near-incompressible VOF flow solver can no longer discretize accurately the free surface, the badly resolved regions are transformed to blobs and transmitted
to the compressible flow solvers as particles. There, they are allowed to break up further
into droplets.
Future work includes extensive verification and validation, as well as porting the combination of physics modules used to massively parallel machines.
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Abstract. In high fidelity optimal control problems, a commonly appearing problem
emerges from different timescales inherent to the model, resulting in stiff differential equations. When solving these problems using direct discretization, the selection of the discretization nodes for all states is driven by the states associated with the fast dynamics, no
matter how strong their influence on the solution is. In this paper, a novel discretization
scheme is presented that uses direct collocation for the slow states while the fast states of
the model are represented based on a direct multiple shooting scheme. This way, different
grids may be chosen for the states, resulting in a slight decoupling of the timescales. A
high fidelity air race trajectory optimization problem is implemented to demonstrate how
the dimensions of the discretized problem can be significantly decreased by the method,
resulting in improved computational performance during the solution process.

1

INTRODUCTION

In many applications, the performance of a system needs to be increased without
changing its inherent properties. In these cases, methods for the optimization of operation
strategies are required, where optimal control is one such method. When applying optimal
control theory to high fidelity models, a problem that appears quite often are different
timescales inherent to the model, resulting in stiff differential equations.
Especially in mechanical systems, fast dynamics can often be recognized as (small scale)
internal dynamics, while slower dynamics often represent the more visible (large scale)
outer effects of the motion of a body. If the model may not be simplified by assuming the
fast part of the dynamics to be decayed instantaneously, the selection of an appropriate
1
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discretization grid is driven by the fast and small scale dynamics (in order to keep the
integration errors low) whose dynamic effects hardly influence the overall results. In
many high fidelity optimal control problems, the required fine grid strongly increases the
computational effort of the solution process.
Several approaches have been suggested to overcome this issue in the past. These
include Multirate Runge Kutta methods [1, 2] that may also be used for pure simulation
tasks. Furthermore, a multi timescale collocation method has been presented in [3].
Bottasso et. al. have published results based on the combination of single and multiple
shooting in [4]. In their work, a discretization scheme is proposed that combines the
benefits of Direct Single Shooting with those of Direct Multiple Shooting.
The method proposed here, is to split the state vector, and thus the dynamic system,
into a fast and a slow part. The fast dynamics are discretized using Multiple Shooting
and the slow ones using Direct Collocation that is based on the same grid as the multiple
shooting segment nodes. The number of Multiple Shooting integration grid points in
between these segment nodes may be chosen arbitrarily – forming a second, finer grid to
coexist with the collocation grid. In order to be able to evaluate the dynamic equations
within the multiple shooting segments, an approximation of the slow states is required
that can be calculated based on interpolation.
The presented approach is applied to an aircraft trajectory optimization problem, using a nonlinear high fidelity rigid body simulation model of an aerobatic aircraft. The
model features very fast rotational dynamics compared to the translational motion. In
this example, a time optimal trajectory through an air race course respecting several
boundary conditions and path constraints is calculated. The results show a significant
reduction in the dimensions of the numerical optimization problem, also leading to a
reduced calculation time.
The method and the results published in this paper are part of the dissertation thesis
[5] of the first author.
2

OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM

The problems considered here are optimal control problems of the following form:
Determine the optimal control histories uopt (t) ∈ Rnu and the optimal state trajectory
xopt (t) ∈ Rnx that minimize the Bolza cost functional
J = e(x(tf ), tf ) +

tf

L(x(t), u(t), t) dt

(1)

t0

subject to the state dynamics
ẋ = f(x, u),

(2)

the initial and final boundary conditions
ψ 0 (x(t0 ), t0 ) = 0

and
2
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and the equality and inequality path constraints
Ceq (x(t), u(t), t) = 0

and

Cineq (x(t), u(t), t) ≤ 0.

(4)

The problem in the example below is formulated as a multi phase problem. [5, 6]
2.1

Discretization Techniques

Two of the classes of methods for solving optimal control problems are: On the one
hand, there are indirect approaches that are based on the derivation of optimality conditions for the continuous problem which are then discretized and solved in a second
step. On the other hand, in direct schemes the problem is first discretized and afterwards optimized numerically. The process of discretization turns the infinite dimensional
optimal control problem into a finite dimensional numerical optimization problem that
can be solved using off-the-shelf optimization algorithms like gradient based Sequential
Quadratic Programming (SQP) or Interior Point (IP) methods.
The two direct solution approaches combined here are Direct Multiple Shooting and
Direct Collocation. In shooting, the dynamic constraint (2) is discretized by performing a forward integration using numerical simulation methods for ordinary differential
equations, like Runge Kutta methods. If the simulation of the whole time series is
performed in one sweep, the methods are called Single Shooting methods. Opposite, in
Multiple Shooting methods the simulation is reset at some predefined nodes, the so-called
Multiple Shooting Defect Nodes. The state values at these nodes are introduced as optimization variables in the discretized problem. In order to ensure continuous and feasible
state trajectories, for each multiple shooting node an additional set of constraints, the
so-called Multiple Shooting Defects, are introduced:
tx0 ,m+1

cm =

xm
0 (z)

−

xm+1
(z)
0

+



ẋ(t) dt

∀m = 1, . . . , M − 1

(5)

tx0 ,m

The gradient information required by the numerical optimization algorithms can be calculated by finite differences or automatic differentiation and sensitivity equations. More
details on the latter can be found in literature such as [5, 6].
One way of motivating Direct Collocation is by resetting the state values in a multiple
shooting method after each integration step. Then, every discretized state value is part
of the optimization parameter vector in the numerical optimization problem. Moreover,
a collocation defect needs to be introduced for every discretization time step:
ck = xk (z) − xk+1 (z) + hk · Φ(xk (z), xk+1(z), uk (z), uk+1(z), p(z))

(6)

Here, Φ represents the increment function of the underlying integration scheme. Remarkably, in collocation methods the use of implicit integration schemes is comparably easy
3
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as all state values are part of the optimization vector and available for the calculation of
the defects. Consequently, the solution of the implicit integration scheme is performed by
the numerical optimization algorithm automatically. More details on direct and indirect
solution methods for optimal control problems can also be found in [6, 5].
3

DYNAMIC AIRCRAFT MODEL

A full nonlinear rigid body simulation model of an aerobatic aircraft incorporating
nonlinear aerodynamics is used here. Table 1 lists the states of the model, which is
controlled by the deflections of the aileron ξ, the elevator η, the rudder ζ and the thrust
lever position δT,CM D . No wind is considered in the example, rendering all aerodynamic
and kinematic quantities equal.
The considered flight trajectory is of small spatial extent, the flight times are comparably short, and the velocities are low enough, such that the earth may be considered
as flat and non-rotating. In this case, the position equations of motion for the aircraft
can be given with respect to a locally fixed coordinate frame. The attitude dynamics are
modeled in accordance to the work [7], given with respect to the kinematic flight path of
the aircraft. The rotational and the translational dynamics of the rigid body are based
on Newton’s second law using the moments and forces acting on the system as inputs.
The main categories of external forces and moments influencing the motion of an
aircraft are aerodynamics, propulsion and gravity. Here, the thrust dynamics are approximated by a first order system in δT . More information on modeling the external forces
and moments can e. g. be found in [7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
As the flights are partially conducted in the proximity of stall, a model for the lift
coefficient that features a linear dependency on the angle of attack is not sufficient. Hence,
∗
a nonlinear function CL,α
(αK ) is used for modeling its dependence on the angle of attack.
Moreover, the propulsion force is assumed to act along the longitudinal axis of the aircraft.
As the thrust created by the engine cannot follow the commanded thrust instantaneously,
a thrust dynamic is incorporated in the model. Due to the small spatial extent of the
trajectories a gravitational model assuming constant acceleration is used. [5]
Table 1: States of the aircraft simulation model
Symbol
(x)N
(y)N
(z)N

Position
Description
x-position in N Frame
y-position in N Frame
Downward position

Unit
m
m
m

Symbol
αK
βK
µK

Attitude
Description
Angle of attack
Angle of sideslip
Bank angle

Unit
rad
rad
rad

Symbol
VK
χK
γK

Velocity
Description
Absolute velocity
Course angle
Climb angle

Unit
m/s
rad
rad

Symbol
p
q
r

Angular Rate
Description
Roll rate
Pitch rate
Yaw rate

Unit
rad/s
rad/s
rad/s

4
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4

COMBINED DIRECT COLLOCATION AND MULTIPLE SHOOTING

The proposed approach for overcoming the aforementioned issues combines a direct
collocation scheme with a direct multiple shooting approach. The basic idea is to separate
the state vector of the dynamic system into two parts, one containing the fast and the
other containing the slow dynamics. The fast dynamics are discretized using a multiple
shooting approach and the slow ones using a collocation scheme that is based on the same
grid as the Multiple Shooting Defect Nodes. The number of multiple shooting integration
grid points in between these nodes may be chosen arbitrarily, forming another, finer grid.
In order to be able to evaluate the dynamic equations in between the multiple shooting
segments, an approximation of the slow states is required. These values can be calculated
using different interpolation algorithms, where a cubic and a linear interpolation scheme is
suggested here. The required gradients can be evaluated using slightly modified sensitivity
equations.
Figure 1 visualizes the general idea of the discretization scheme. The two grids inherent to the method can be seen on the abscissa with the large markers representing the
collocation and Multiple Shooting Defect Node grid
Gxs = {t0 < t1 < t2 < . . . < tN = tf }

(7)

and the small markers representing the Multiple Shooting Integration Grid :
Gxf = {τ̄0,0 , τ̄0,1 , . . . , τ̄0,n0 = τ̄1,0 , τ̄1,1 , . . . , τ̄1,n1 = τ̄2,0 , . . . , τ̄N,nN }

(8)

In the following, they will be referred to as the coarse grid Gxs and the fine grid Gxf .
The multiple shooting defect between the k-th and the k + 1-th multiple shooting segment
is visualized as df,k .
x
xs
df,k
xf

tk = τ̄k,0 τ̄k,1 τ̄k,2

τ̄k,3 . . .

tk+1 = τ̄k+1,0

tk+2 = τ̄k+2,0

t

Figure 1: Discretization scheme based on collocation and multiple shooting. [5]

The dynamics of the system are partitioned into a slow part and a fast part by separating the state vector x into the sub-vector xs for the slow states (shown in dark blue in
figure 1) and xf for the fast states (depicted in light blue in figure 1). Consequently, the
state dynamics
ẋ = f(x, u, p)
(9)
5
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also need to be partitioned into the fast dynamics ff and the slow dynamics fs . Equation
(9) can hence be rewritten as:
ẋs = fs (xs , xf , u, p),

and

ẋf = ff (xs , xf , u, p)

(10)

Now, the evaluation of the slow dynamics on the coarse grid is directly possible as
all required data is part of the numerical optimization vector in the discretized problem.
On the contrary, the slow states are not available on the fine grid. At this point, the
aforementioned linear or cubic interpolation schemes are used. For both of them, the
normalized time τ̄k ∈ [0, 1] is introduced in each segment [tk , tk+1 ] of the coarse grid.
The linear interpolation of the fast states can directly be calculated from the initial
and the final state values of each multiple shooting segment (with xs (tk ) = xs,k ):
xs (τ̄k ) = xs,k + τ̄k · (xs,k+1 − xs,k )

(11)

When using a cubic interpolation in the segments, the state derivatives at the initial and
the final point also need to be considered. They can be calculated from the following
state equations:
ẋs,k = fs (xs,k , xf,k , uk , p) = fs,k
ẋs,k+1 = fs (xs,k+1, xf,k+1 , uk+1 , p) = fs,k+1

(12)
(13)

Requiring the state values and the state derivatives to match at the initial and the final
point of each segment, the following cubic polynomial can be derived:
xs (τ̄k ) = (2 · xs,k + ẋs,k − 2 · xs,k+1 + ẋs,k+1) · τ̄k3
+ (−3 · xs,k − 2 · ẋs,k + 3 · xs,k+1 − ẋs,k+1) · τ̄k2 + ẋs,k · τ̄k + xs,k

(14)

Similar to all other discretization schemes, the calculation of analytic gradient information can improve the convergence stability and speed of the discretized optimal control
problem. As the slow dynamics are solved using a regular collocation scheme, the calculation method of the gradients does not change. The multiple shooting scheme for the fast
states is slightly changed as the interpolated slow states have to be added to the equations.
Consequently, the respective sensitivity equations need to be adapted accordingly. [5]
The method presented here can be used with a combination of explicit and implicit
numerical integration schemes. Therein, explicit algorithms as well as implicit ones can
easily be incorporated in the collocation, while for the shooting part the use of implicit
methods comes at the cost of a very high computational burden. In this approach, path
constraints can easily be calculated from the state histories on the coarse grid, as they
are part of the optimization parameter vector. Anyway, it may happen that the states in
between two such nodes violate a path constraint which may not be detected. [5]

6
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5

EXAMPLE AND RESULTS

(z)N [m]

An air race trajectory optimization problem using a high fidelity dynamic model of
an aerobatic aircraft is presented and solved here. The race track to be passed by the
aircraft in minimum time is built up by seven race gates that are represented by the red
crosses in figure 2. As the aircraft has to pass the gates several times, an optimal control
problem with 17 point constraints and 16 intermediate phases results.
100
50
0

1000
800
600
400

(x)N [m]

200
0

-50
-100

0

50

(y)N [m]

Figure 2: Time optimal spatial trajectory for the combined simulation model. [5]

5.1

Cost function

The cost function to be minimized in the air race example is the overall race time:
J = tf − t0

(15)

which may be formulated as the Lagrange part of the cost function (1) as:
L(x(t), u(t), t) = 1
5.2

(16)

Path constraints

Besides the dynamic constraints from the aircraft simulation model presented in section 3, algebraic path constraints have to hold along the trajectory. Table 2 lists these
path constraints together with their respective limits. [5]
5.3

Race Gate Constraints

The constraints that apply whenever the aircraft is passing through one of the race
gates are listed in table 3. [5]
7
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Table 2: Path constraints applied in the air race example. [5]
Description
Altitude limit due to ground clearance
(zero-level at center of race gates)
Load factor limits due to regulations
Speed limits due to regulations
Aerodynamic angle of attack limits
Aerodynamic angle of sideslip limits
Roll rate limits

Symbol
(h)N

Unit
m

Lower Bound
−10

Upper Bound
–

(nz )B
VK
αA
βA
pK

–
m/s
deg
deg
deg /s

−2
25
−10
−10
−420

10
102.9
20
10
420

Table 3: Constraints applied at the race gates in the air race example. [5]
Description
x-Position at the race gate
y-Position at the race gate
z-Position at the race gate
Orientation at the race gate
Bank angle at the race gate

5.4

Symbol
(x)N
(y)N
(z)N
χK
µK

Unit
m
m
m
deg
deg

Tolerance
±0
±0
±0
±0
±10

Problem Setup

Here, the rotational states are considered to be fast, while the translational ones represent the slow dynamics of the aircraft. Consequently, the fast states in the model from
above are
xf = [µK , αK , βK , p, q, r]⊺
(17)
while the remaining states are considered to be slow:
xs = [(x)N , (y)N , (z)N , χK , γK , VK , δT ]⊺

(18)

In this example, the slow states were discretized on an equidistant grid in normalized
time, containing 101 points per phase. For the fast states a subdivision of five grid points
was used, resulting in a total of 501 grid points per phase. Overall, in the problem built
up from 16 phases, for the slow states 1616 collocation nodes and for the fast states 8016
Euler forward multiple shooting grid points result. For the approximation of the slow
states on the grid of the fast states, the linear interpolation from equation (11) has been
implemented. The controls are also discretized on the coarse collocation grid and are
linearly interpolated to the fine multiple shooting integration grid.
Due to the different lengths in real time of the phases, the distance between two nodes
varies for the slow states from 0.024s to 0.065s and for the fast states from 0.0048s to
0.0129s. IPOPT [12] was used to solve the problem to a feasibility tolerance of tolC = 10−6
and an optimality tolerance of tolJ = 5 · 10−6 . [5]

8
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5.5

Implementation in FALCON.m

The optimal control tool FALCON.m (FSD Optimal Control Tool ) was used here. It
has been developed at the Institute of Flight System Dynamics at the Technical University
of Munich in order to avoid the need to re-implement discretization code for optimal
control problems. After the user implemented all vectors and functions defining the
problem, FALCON.m automatically calculates a discretized representation of it and uses
IPOPT [12] to solve it. FALCON.m calculates all gradients analytically and determines
the sparsity structure of the problem before handing this information to the solver for
improved performance. [5]
5.6

Results

The problem was solved on a personal computer equipped with an Intel Core i7-950 CPU
with 3.07GHz and 20GB of RAM and converged in approximately 2144s and 1355 iterations. The trajectory that results from the optimization can be seen in figure 2. The
minimal race time calculated in the optimization is 60.3512s. The state histories along
the trajectories are depicted in figure 3.
For the sake of comparison, other optimizations have been performed using the simplified point mass simulation model as well as the rigid body simulation model – both
in combination with a pure collocation algorithm. Table 4 gives a numeric overview of
the different results. It can be seen that the number of optimization variables decreased
to 27488 while the number of constraints dropped to 22627 in the discretized problem
using the combined discretization scheme as less grid points are required. Even though
the number of 764082 structural non-zero elements in the gradient is also comparably low,
the sparsity ratio of 99.8772% is not as high as it is with pure collocation – as expected
due to the higher interdependence in the shooting scheme and the smaller overall problem
size. Additionally, the solution time also decreased, however, not in the same relation as
the problem dimensions did, for the same reason as before.
Table 4: Overview of the results using the different simulation models and discretization methods. [5]

Point mass simulation model (fine grid)
Combined collocation and shooting
Rigid body simulation model (fine grid)

Optim.
param.
80176
27488
136288

Constr.

Iter.

72184
22627
112227

1927
1355
883

Solution
time
1730s
2144s
2290s

Cost
func.
60.23s
60.35s
60.34s

The yellow line in figure 4 shows the difference between the mixed collocation and
shooting approach and the pure collocation of the rigid body simulation model on the fine
grid. The observed difference in the trajectory is within the range of some centimeters.
Here, the reason is twofold:
• On the one hand, the discretization of the controls is coarser with the combined
solution method, reducing the theoretical “possibilities of the pilot”, and
9
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Figure 3: Optimal state histories for the combined simulation model. [5]
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• on the other hand, in the two approaches different integration schemes are used for
the fast dynamics which influence the numerical solution of the differential equation.

∆P OS [m]

Anyway, the differences in the results achieved are expected to be much lower than any
possible errors due to model inaccuracies. [5]
0.5
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Figure 4: Position difference with respect to the solution for the rigid body simulation model. [5]

6

CONCLUSIONS

In the paper at hand, a novel discretization method for the solution of high fidelity
optimal control problems incorporating different timescales is presented. The method
splits the dynamic equations of the underlying system into a fast and a slow part. The
slow dynamics are solved using a direct collocation scheme based on a relatively coarse
grid. Therein, explicit or implicit integration methods may be used, as all state and control
values are available in the optimization parameter vector of the discretized problem. The
fast states are handled using a multiple shooting approach, with the grid points of the
multiple shooting defects in time being equal to the collocation nodes of the slow dynamics.
As the multiple shooting method allows for the use of an arbitrary number of integration
steps between two defect nodes, the integration grid of the fast states may be chosen finer
without increasing the problem dimensions. The multiple shooting approach results in
a more dense gradient matrix of the overall problem due to its more nonlinear coupling
of the states and controls. The calculation of the slow states between two collocation
nodes – that are required to evaluate the fast dynamics – can be done using an arbitrary
interpolation method, where in this paper linear and cubic interpolation is suggested. The
method is also published as a part of the dissertation thesis of the first author [5].
The application of the method is demonstrated using an exemplary air race trajectory
optimization problem incorporating a high fidelity rigid body simulation model with nonlinear aerodynamics. The results show that the problem size can be significantly reduced
compared to a full discretization of the high fidelity problem. Similarly, the solution time
decreases.
In the examples, a control discretization based on the coarse grid of the method is used,
which is not ideal for all the controls as the control surface deflections ξCM D , ηCM D and
ζCM D mainly influence the fast rotational dynamics and consequently also would require
faster control inputs. Therefore, a future extension of the algorithm may be the use of a
control grid which is similar to the Multiple Shooting Integration Grid. Thus, the problem
11
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size will be increased by the additional control parameters without increasing the number
of constraints. However, the calculation of the gradient matrix will change in this case,
requiring further implementation efforts.
Besides, the combined discretization scheme presented here may be extended in future research by e. g. estimating the integration errors of the simulation in the Multiple
Shooting segments and using this information for a grid refinement scheme. This way, the
number of collocation and shooting nodes may be reduced, further decreasing problem
size while increasing solution accuracy and the robustness of the solution process. [5]
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Abstract. The purpose of this presentation is to outline the main features of a new
numerical method under development for the simulation of complex, Newtonian and nonNewtonian free-surface flows. The method makes use of a Particle Level Set (PLS) approach along with Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) techniques to retrieve, accurately
and efficiently, the fluid interface at each time step as the zero isocontour of a level set
function. The convective terms are dealt with by means of a semi-Lagrangian formulation
of the Navier-Stokes equations within a Finite Element framework, leveraging isotropic as
well as anisotropic AMR techniques developed via error estimation to produce spatiallyadapted “optimal” triangulations. Multiscale simulations of non-Newtonian flows are realized through the kinetic modelling of ensembles of dumbbells scattered over the domain,
their internal configurations providing the extra-stress tensor representing the viscoelastic
contribution to the Newtonian solvent.
The capabilities of the method are illustrated in a series of 2D simulations of pureadvection and complex free-surface flows, showing surface tension and viscoelastic effects.

1

INTRODUCTION

The development of a general, accurate, robust and efficient method for the solution of
multiphase flows is a topic of great interest to the Scientific and Engineering community,
due to the large number of applications in which a free-surface is present. Though in
recent years significant progress has been made in this field [1, 2, 3] there is still much
room for improvement; the purpose of this talk is to present a contribution in this
1
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direction by means of a semi-Lagrangian Particle Level Set method with (An)Isotropic
Mesh Refinement capabilities to capture the interface of pure advection and complex
Newtonian and non-Newtonian flows, in a robust, accurate and efficient way.
2

METHODOLOGY
We briefly describe next the main features of the method introduced in this talk.

2.1

Time and space discretization

We take advantage of the semi-Lagrangian approach so that for each mesh-point, the
departure points X (or ‘feet’ of the characteristic curves) are computed according to:

 dX (x, tn ; t) = u (X (x, t ; t) , t) , t ∈ (t , t ) ;
n
n−1 n
(1)
dt

X (x, tn ; tn ) = x.

Thus, the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible, viscous flows can be rewritten in
terms of a Stokes-like problem, in which quadratic finite elements are used for velocity,
linear discontinuous for the pressure, and linear polynomials are employed for the level
set function. Non-Newtonian fluids are considered by means of a multiscale procedure
in which kinetic models are coupled with the macroscopic solution of the Navier-Stokes
equations. The internal configurations Q of the polymer particles advected by the flow
are ruled by the stochastic differential equation:



2
4kB Θ
dW,
(2)
dQ = κ · Q − F (Q) dt +
ζ
ζ
with F the spring-force of the dumbbells, kB the Boltzmann constant, ζ the friction
coefficient, Θ the absolute temperature and W a three-dimensional Wiener process. These
configurations are conveniently integrated by a (weak) second-order scheme, with the
polymer stress tensor being computed from their second moments. See [4, 5] for details.
2.2

Interface-capturing technique

The Particle Level Set method captures the interface as the zero isocontour of φ
(level set function) solving at each time step the conservation equation
Dφ
= 0,
(3)
Dt
using the semi-Lagrangian approach sketched above. Marker particles advected by the
flow and placed sufficiently close to the interface enhance shape reconstruction by defining
local level set functions. A second-order accurate reinitialization procedure is also used to
keep the level set function from developing numerical instabilities as the simulation goes
on. For details, see the SLEIPNNIR technique introduced in [6].
2
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2.3

Adaptive Mesh Refinement technique

Isotropic as well as anisotropic mesh refinement is here considered to produce spatiallyadapted “optimal” triangulations as presented in [7, 8]. For isotropic mesh refinement
one only has to define the size of elements |K| ∝ hdK with any tolerance criterium:
e.g. min(hK ) = hmin , to produce an equidistribution of the numerical error over all
mesh elements. However, for anisotropic mesh refinement not only the size of the element must be provided, but also its shape SK = diag{s1,K , ...., sd,K } and orientation
RK = {r1,K , ..., rd,K }. All this information is wrapped up in the so-called metric tensor,
which is evaluated at each element of the spatial triangulation K as folllows:
−1 T
RK .
MK = |K|−2/d RK SK

(4)

The optimal size of a given element |K| is computed via a posteriori error estimator of
the truncation error incurred in each time subinterval [tn−1 , tn ]; then, the optimal shape
SK and orientation RK are determined using a linear a priori error analysis. 1269+
3

RESULTS

In this section we show some results obtained with our new method for the simulation
of free-surface flows: first, we highlight the capabilities in pure advection problems, by
means of the Zalesak slotted cylinder; then, we investigate bubble dynamics of Newtonian
and non-Newtonian flows.
3.1

Advection problems

The test proposed by Zalesak [9] is carried out using our code with anisotropic mesh
refinement active. This benchmark heavily taxes the ability of the free-surface method
to accurately represent sharp interfaces, typically resulting in the interface-capturing or
interface-tracking techniques rounding corners and eventually producing a degenerated
free-surface after just a couple of solid body rotations.
Table 1: Minimum grid size h−1
min , number of elements N E, number of mesh-points N P and error in the
infinity eL∞ , for the Zalesak slotted cylinder test after 50 revolutions, with anisotropic mesh refinement.

h−1
min
32
64
128
256

NE

NP

Error eL∞

249
486
803
1053

510
983
1616
2118

1.02674 × 10−3
1.89065 × 10−4
6.19143 × 10−5
3.26022 × 10−5

The results for different minimum grid size hmin with time step size ∆t = 10−2 ,
Np = 5 × 104 marker particles and reinitialization of the level set function are collected in
Table 1 after 50 revolutions of the slotted cylinder.
3
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1.0

Mesh-detail after 50 revs: hmin = 1/128, N E = 831

Zalesak slotted cylinder after 50 revolutions
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Figure 1: Zalesak slotted cylinder after 50 revolutions. Mesh with minimum grid size hmin = 1/128
and N E = 803 elements. Time step size ∆t = 10−2 ; Np = 5 × 104 marker particles. Initial solution also
plotted.

We observe very low errors in the infinity norm for a low number of elements N E and of
mesh-points N P , along with an almost unchanged interface as plotted in Fig. 1, noticing
that the initial interface quite overlaps the final shape when a mesh with as low as 803
elements are used.
3.2

Complex flows

We now move to more demanding problems with non-imposed flows. For this talk we
consider the unsteady simulation of a bubble rising by buoyancy effects in a quiescent fluid.
The Stokes problem derived from the semi-Lagrangian approach to the Navier-Stokes
equations are solved efficiently using the PETSc (‘Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific
Computation’) tool [10], taking advantage of the PCFieldsplit approach based on the
Schur-complement, block preconditioning of the Stokes matrix system.
In Fig. 2, we show the final shape of two such simulations along with isovelocity contours
of the vertical component of the velocity over a contour-filled plot of that component vy .
The left panel of the Figure shows a Newtonian fluid rising in another Newtonian fluid,
with moderate density and viscosity ratios ρ2 /ρ1 = 10−1 = µ2 /µ1 , using Np = 1.5 × 103
marker particles to improve shape preservation and prevent mass loss; surface tension
effects are considered throught the Weber dimensionless number (W e = 35), whereas
the viscous and inertial effects are represented by the Reynolds number (Re = 35); the
time step size, in this mesh with minimum grid size hmin = 1/320, is such that Nt = 960
time steps are required to reach the dimensionless time t = 3, with an external mass loss
of just 1.7645 × 10−5 %. Under such conditions, the bubble reaches an ellipsoidal-cap
4
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regime, which is in accordance with the findings of [11]. The right panel of Fig. 2 depicts a
Newtonian bubble in a viscoelastic fluid represented by means of the FENE kinetic model,
with the finite-extension parameter bF EN E = 35. This simulation scatters 15000 ensembles
each of them containing 2500 dumbbells carrying the internal degrees of freedom of the
polymer molecules. Compactly-Supported Radial Basis Functions (CSRBFs) are used as
explained in [12] to reconstruct the extra-stress tensor that enters as a right-hand side
term (body force) in the Navier-Stokes equations; this technique has proved extremely
useful in AMR situations, where certain refined regions of the mesh have a low number of
ensembles (or are empty of them altogether). The interface of the viscous-elastic (Re = 35)
bubble develops an incipient tail which due to surface tension effects (W e = 50) does
not attain a cusp-like shape at the final time of the simulation; however, weak ‘negative’
(downwards) velocities are indeed observed in the wake of the bubble, something of a
purely viscoelastic effect [13] which is here attained with a Deborah number De = 2.5.
0.468

0.3674

0.354

0.2930

0.241

0.2187

0.127

0.1443

0.014

0.0700

−0.100

−0.0043

−0.214

−0.0787

−0.327

−0.1530

−0.441

−0.2274

−0.555

−0.3017

Figure 2: Bubble dynamics simulations at t = 3 with isocontours of rise velocity: Newtonian fluid with
Re = 35, W e = 35 (left panel); non-Newtonian fluid with bF EN E = 35, Re = 35, W e = 50, c = 4.5, De =
2.5 (right panel).
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4

CONCLUSIONS

Next we collect some of the main points of the method under development presented in
this talk:
• We present a new methodology for the simulation of free-surface flows for Newtonian
and non-Newtonian flows.
• The method uses a Particle Level Set (PLS) approach along with Adaptive Mesh
Refinement (AMR) techniques and the Finite Element Method.
• Pure advection problems are solved accurately even for extremely low number of
mesh-points when using anisotropic mesh adaptation.
• Benchmark tests for complex flows both for Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids
show promising results: the simulations are carried out efficiently and accurately
with the implementation of the new method.
5
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Abstract. This investigation concerns to the determination of the material properties
of nanoscale thermoelastic composites of an arbitrary anisotropy class with stochastically
distributed porosity. In order to take into account nanoscale level at the borders between
material and pores, the GurtinMurdoch model of surface stresses and the highly conducting model are used. Finite element package ANSYS was used to simulate representative
volume and to calculate the eﬀective material properties. This approach is based on the
theory of eﬀective moduli of composite mechanics, modeling of representative volumes
and the ﬁnite element method. Here, the contact boundaries between material and pores
were covered by the surface membrane elastic and thermal shell elements in order to take
the surface eﬀects into account.

1

INTRODUCTION

As it is well known from experiments, a scale eﬀect can be observed for nanoscale bodies,
which results in the change of eﬀective stiﬀness and other material moduli compared
to the corresponding macroscale bodies. Among various approaches that explain this
phenomenon, the models of theory of elasticity with surface stresses are widely used now.
The idea of surface stresses in solids has been formulated long time ago [27]. However,
signiﬁcant development of this idea was done later in [10, 13, 26]. As it was shown further,
the theory of surface stresses can be considered as a particular case of the models with
imperfect interface boundaries.
At present the theory of surface stresses, commonly referred to as the model of Gurtin–
Murdoch, has been become widely used for describing scale eﬀects at nanolevel, which can
1
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be seen, for example, from overviews given in [3, 28]. In a range of papers this theory was
applied for modelling of thermoelastic nanoscale composites. For example, in [1, 2, 16,
17] thermomechanical properties of composites with spherical nanoinclusions (nanopores)
and ﬁber nanocomposites were studied in the frames of the theory of thermal stresses
with surface eﬀects. The methodology of ﬁnite element approximations for thermoelastic
materials with surface eﬀects was demonstrated in [11].
Models of lowly and highly thermal conducting interfaces [18, 19] are well known for
modeling of eﬀective thermal conductivity of composites with imperfect interface boundaries. The model of high conductivity with continuous thermal ﬁeld when passing through
the phase interface is similar to the Gurtin-Murdoch model for elastic ﬁelds. The model
of lowly conducting interface, which includes Kapitsa contact thermal resistance, allows
discontinuous temperature ﬁeld. Generalizations of these models for a more general case
of thermoelastic interface boundaries were presented [14], and a related review was given
in [12]. The problems on the determination of eﬀective thermal conductivity moduli
for composite materials with imperfect boundaries, including micro- and nanoscale, were
studied in [6, 15, 18, 19, 20, 30] and others.
This paper considers anisotropic thermoelastic materials with randomly located nanopores. In order to take into account nanoscale level at the borders between material and
pores, the Gurtin-Murdoch model of surface stresses and the highly conducting model are
used. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the mathematical statement
of a homogenization problem for two-phase composites with special conditions for stresses
and heat ﬂux discontinuities at the phase interfaces. Both composite phases are assumed
to be anisotropic thermoelastic materials. The boundary value problem statements, their
weak formulations and the resulting formulas for determination of the full set of eﬀective
constants for a two-phase composite with arbitrary types of phase anisotropy and surface properties are also described. We note that homogenization procedures for porous
composites with surface stresses and heat ﬂuxes can be regarded as special cases of the
corresponding procedures for two-phase composites with imperfect interface boundaries
under negligibly small stiﬀnesses and thermal stresses for nanoinclusions.
The ﬁnite element approximations of the considered homogenization problems are given
in Section 3. We note that homogenization problems for the composites under investigation can be solved with the help of known ﬁnite element software, using shell ﬁnite
elements with membrane stresses options and plate thermal elements in order to take into
account interphase surface stresses and heat ﬂuxes.
Following [25] Section 4 describes an implementation of the proposed approaches in the
ﬁnite element software ANSYS. We suggest an algorithm for automatic determination of
interphase boundaries and location of shell and plate elements on them, which will work
for various sizes of representative volumes built in forms of cubic lattice of hexahedral
thermoelastic and thermal ﬁnite elements. As an example, in [25] we consider the models
of porous material of cubic crystal system for various values of surface moduli, porosity
and number of pores. We note the inﬂuence of the magnitude of the area of interphase
2
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boundaries on the values of the eﬀective moduli for porous material with nanoscale structure.
2

EFFECTIVE MODULI METHOD FOR HOMOGENIZATION OF THERMOELASTIC MIXED TWO-PHASE NANOCOMPOSITES

Let Ω be a representative volume of thermoelastic two-phase composite body with
nanodimensional inclusions; Ω = Ω(1) ∪ Ω(2) ; Ω(1) is the volume occupied by the main
materials of the ﬁrst phase (matrix); Ω(2) is the set of the volumes occupied by the
materials of the second phase (inclusions); Γ = ∂Ω is the external boundary of the volume
Ω; Γs is the set of frontier surfaces of materials with diﬀerent phases (Γs = ∂Ω(1) ∩ ∂Ω(2) );
νi are the components of the external unit normal vector ν to the boundary, outward
with respect to the region Ω(1) occupied by the material of the matrix; x = {x1 , x2 , x3 } is
the vector of the spacial coordinates. We assume that the volumes Ω(1) and Ω(2) are ﬁlled
with diﬀerent anisotropic thermoelastic materials. Then in the framework of linear static
theory of thermoelasticity we have the following system of diﬀerential equations
σij,j = 0,

σij = cijkl εkl − βij θ, εij = (ui,j + uj,i )/2 ,
qj,j = 0, qi = −kij θ,j ,

(1)
(2)

where σij are the components of the stress tensor σ; εij are the components of the strain
tensor ε; ui are the components of the displacement vector u; θ is the temperature
increment from natural state, cijkl are the components of the forth rank tensor of elastic
stiﬀness moduli; βij are the thermal stress coeﬃcients; qi are the components of the heat
(m)
ﬂux vector q; kij are the components of the tensor k of thermal conductivities; cijkl = cijkl ,
(m)

(m)

βij = βij , σij = σij , x ∈ Ω(m) , etc.
In accordance with Gurtin–Murdoch model for surface stresses we will assume that on
nanosized interphase boundaries Γs the following equation is satisﬁed
νi [σij ] = ∂is σijs ,
(1)

x ∈ Γs ,

(3)

(2)

where [σij ] = σij − σij ; ∂is = ∂i − νi (νl ∂l ) are the components of the surface gradient
operator; σijs are the components of the surface stress tensor σ s .
We adopt that the surface stresses σijs are related to the surface strains εsij and the
temperature θ by the formulas
σijs = csijkl εskl − βijs θ ,

εskl = (∂ks um Aml + Akm ∂ls um )/2,

Aml = δml − nm nl ,

(4)

where csijkl are the components of the forth rank tensor of elastic surface stiﬀness moduli;
βijs are the surface thermal stress coeﬃcients; δml is the Kronecker delta.
Similarly, for interphase boundaries Γs , we accept the equation of highly thermal conducting boundaries
ni [qi ] = ∂is qis ,

qis = −kijs ∂js θ,
3
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where kijs are the surface thermal conductivities.
Setting the appropriate boundary conditions at Γ = ∂Ω, we can ﬁnd the solutions of
the problems (1)–(5) for heterogeneous medium in the representative volume Ω. Then
the comparison of the solution characteristics averaged over Ω (such as stresses, heat
ﬂux, etc.) with analogous values for homogeneous comparison medium will permit to
determine the eﬀective moduli for the composite material. We note that for anisotropic
media in order to determine the full set of the eﬀective moduli it is necessary to solve
several problems of the considered types for diﬀerent boundary conditions.
Here the main diﬃculties consist in the choice of the representative volume and boundary problems for the heterogeneous medium and the comparison medium, as well as the
technologies for solving the problems for heterogeneous media. According to the previously developed methods of modeling the thermoelastic composite materials of ordinary
sizes [23, 24], we consider analogous approaches for the problems of thermoelasticity with
surface eﬀects [25].
For thermoelastic homogeneous comparison medium we adopt that the same equations
eﬀ
, βijeﬀ , kijeﬀ , which are to be determined.
(1)–(5) are satisﬁed with constant moduli cijkl
eﬀ
Note that thermal problem (2), (5) is independent, and so the moduli cijkl
, βijeﬀ and the
moduli kijeﬀ can be found from separate problems.
eﬀ
, βijeﬀ let us assume that at the boundary Γ the
For determination of the moduli cijkl
following boundary conditions take place
ul = xk ε0kl ,

θ = θ0 ,

x ∈ Γ,

(6)

where ε0kl = ε0lk , θ0 are some values that do not depend on x. Then ul = xk ε0kl , εkl = ε0kl ,
eﬀ
ε0kl − βijeﬀ θ0 will give the solution for the problem (1)–(6) in the
θ = θ0 , σij = σ0ij = cijkl
volume Ω for the homogeneous comparison medium. Note, that for θ = θ0 = const the
equations (2), (5) are satisﬁed identically, because qi = q0i = 0, qis = 0, and this pure
thermal problem is not actually used for solution of mechanical problem with thermal
stresses (1), (3), (4), (6).
Let us solve now problem (1)–(6) for heterogeneous medium (or (1), (3), (4), (6)
because for θ = θ0 the equations (2), (5) are satisﬁed indentically) and assume that for
this medium and for the comparison medium the averaged stresses are equal ⟨σij ⟩ = ⟨σ0ij ⟩,
where hereinafter the angle brackets ⟨(...)⟩ denote the averaged by the volume Ω and by
the surfaces Γs values
∫
∫
)
1 (
(...)s dΓ .
(7)
(...) dΩ +
⟨(...)⟩ =
|Ω| Ω
Γs

Therefore we obtain that for the eﬀective moduli of the composite the equation σij =
eﬀ
ε0kl − βijeﬀ θ0 = ⟨σij ⟩ is satisﬁed, where ε0kl and θ0 are the given values from
σ0ij = cijkl
the boundary conditions (6). Hence, even in the assumption of the anisotropy of the
eﬀ
and thermal stress
general form for the comparison medium, all the stiﬀness moduli cijkl
eﬀ
coeﬃcients βij can be computed. Indeed, setting in (6) ε0kl = ε0 (δkm δln + δlm δkn )/2,
4
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ε0 = const, θ0 = 0, where m, n are some ﬁxed indexes, we get the computation formulas
eﬀ
eﬀ
: cijmn
= ⟨σij ⟩/ε0 . If in (6) we set ε0kl = 0, θ0 ̸= 0, than
for the elastic moduli cijmn
from the boundary problem (1), (3), (4), (6) the thermal stress eﬀective moduli can be
obtained: βijeﬀ = −⟨σij ⟩/θ0 .
As mentioned above, in order to determine the eﬀective coeﬃcients of the tensor kij
it is suﬃcient to consider thermal conductivity equation (2) and interface relation (5).
For the formulation of the corresponding boundary-value problem we adopt the boundary
conditions in the following form
θ = xj G0j ,

x ∈ Γ,

(8)

where G0j are the components of some constant vector that does not depend on x. It is
obvious that θ = xj G0j , Gj = ∂j θ, Gj = G0j , qi = q0i = −kijeﬀ G0j will give the solution
of the problem (2), (5), (8) in the volume Ω for the homogeneous comparison medium.
Having solved the problem (2), (5), (8) for heterogeneous medium, we can set that for this
medium and for the comparison medium the averaged heat ﬂuxes are equal ⟨qi ⟩ = ⟨q0i ⟩.
As a result we get the equation for the eﬀective moduli of the composite kijeﬀ G0j = −⟨qi ⟩,
where G0j are the components of the vector known from the boundary conditions (8).
Then for the comparison medium with anisotropy of general form it is not diﬃcult to
obtain computation formulas for thermal conductivity moduli kijeﬀ . Indeed, setting in
(8) G0j = G0 δjl , G0 = const, where l = 1, 2, 3 is some ﬁxed index, we get computation
formulas for the moduli kileﬀ : kileﬀ = −⟨qi ⟩/G0 .
The approaches described above are associated with the averaging of the moduli cijkl ,
βij , kij . Note that the boundary value problems (1), (3), (4), (6) and (2), (5), (8) diﬀer
from the usual problems of linear thermoelasticity by the presence of the interface boundary conditions (3)–(5) which are typical for the Gurtin–Murdoch model of surface stresses
and the model of highly thermal conducting boundaries for nanosized bodies.
For the numerical solution of the problems (1), (3), (4), (6) and (2), (5), (8) we derive
their weak or generalized statements. Previously we introduce the space of the functions
θ and the vector functions u, deﬁned on Ω.
On the set of vector functions u ∈ C 1 which satisfy the ﬁrst homogeneous boundary
condition (6), i.e. ul = 0 on Γ, we introduce the scalar product
∫
∫
(v, u)Hu1 =
εij (v)εij (u) dΩ +
εsij (v)εsij (u) d Γ .
Γs

Ω

The closure of this set of vector functions u in the norm generated by the indicated scalar
product will be denoted by Hu1 .
For functions θ ∈ C 1 which satisfy second homogeneous boundary condition (6) or (8),
i.e. θ = 0 on Γ, we introduce the scalar product
∫
∫
∂i η ∂i θ dΩ +
∂is η ∂is θ d Γ .
(η, θ)Hθ1 =
Γs

Ω

5
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The closure of this set of functions φ in the norm generated by the indicated scalar product
will be denoted by Hθ1 .
In order to formulate the generalized or weak solution we scalar multiply the ﬁrst
equations (1) by arbitrary components vi of the vector function v ∈ Hu1 , and we multiply
the ﬁrst equation (2) by some function η ∈ Hθ1 . By summing over i and by integrating
the obtained equations on Ω, and by using the standard technique of the integration by
parts with Eqs. (1)–(5), we obtain the following integral relations
c(v, u) − β (v, θ) = 0 ,
k(η, θ) = 0 ,

(9)
(10)

c(v, u) = cΩ (v, u) + cΓs (v, u), β(v, θ) = βΩ (v, θ) + βΓs (v, θ) ,
∫
∫
cijkl εij (v) εkl (u) dΩ, cΓs (v, u) =
csijkl εsij (v) εskl (u) d Γ ,
cΩ (v, u) =
s
Ω
∫
∫Γ
βΩ (v, u) =
εij (v)βij θ dΩ, βΓs (v, u) =
εsij (v)βijs θ d Γ ,

(11)

where

kΩ (η, θ) =

Ω

(13)

Γs

Ω

∫

(12)

k(η, θ) = kΩ (η, θ) + kΓs (η, θ) ,
∫
kij ∂i η ∂j θ dΩ, kΓs (η, θ) =
kijs ∂is η ∂js θ d Γ .

(14)
(15)

Γs

Further, we present the solution {u, θ} of the problem (1), (3), (4), (6) in the form
uj = udl + ubl ,

θ = θ0 ,

(16)

where udl satisﬁes homogeneous boundary mechanical conditions and ad hoc ﬁtted functions ubl satisfy the inhomogeneous boundary conditions on Γ, i.e.
udl = 0,

ubl = xk ε0kl ,

x ∈ Γ,

(17)

and therefore, ud ∈ Hu1 .
By using (16) we can rewrite Eq. (9) in the form
c(v, ud ) = L u (v),

L u (v) = β (v, θ0 ) − c(v, ub ) .

(18)

Now we can deﬁne the generalized or weak solution of the problem with thermal stresses
(1), (3), (4), (6) using introduced functional space. Namely, the functions u, θ in the form
(16), (17) are the weak solution of the problem (1), (3), (4), (6), if Eq. (18) with (11)–(13)
is satisﬁed for ∀ v ∈ Hu1 .
Analogously, we will ﬁnd the solution θ of the purely thermal problem (2), (5), (8) in
the form
θ = θd + θb ,
6
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where θd satisﬁes homogeneous boundary thermal conditions and θb is known function,
satisfying the inhomogeneous boundary conditions on Γ, i.e. θd ∈ Hθ1
θd = 0,

θb = xj G0j ,

x ∈ Γ.

(20)

By using (19) we can also rewrite (10) in the form
k(η, θd ) = L θ (η),

L θ (η) = −k(η, θb ) .

(21)

Then we can introduce the generalized or weak solution of the thermal problem (2),
(5), (8) as the function θ in the form (19), (20), for which Eq. (21) with (14), (15) is
satisﬁed for ∀ η ∈ Hθ1 .
So far we have been discussing the two-phase composites. However, we can note that
the presented models also describe homogenization procedures for porous composites with
surface eﬀects, if we put the stiﬀness and thermal stresses moduli negligible, and set the
thermal conductivities equal to the coeﬃcient of thermal conductivity of air.
3

FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION

For solving problems (18) and (21) for thermoelastic body with surface eﬀects in weak
forms we will use classical ﬁnite element approximation techniques. Let Ωh be a region
of the corresponding ﬁnite element mesh composed of volume elements, Ωh ≈ Ω, Ωh =
(1)
(2)
(j)
Ωh ∪ Ωh , Ωh ≈ Ω(j) , Ωh = ∪k Ωek , where Ωek is a separate volume ﬁnite element with
number k. Let also Γsh be a ﬁnite element mesh of surface elements conformable with the
(1)
(2)
volume mesh Ωh , Γsh = ∂Ωh ∩ ∂Ωh , Γsh ≈ Γs , Γsh = ∪m Γsem , Γsem is a separate surface
ﬁnite element with number m, and the elements Γsem are the faces of the suitable volume
elements Ωek located on the interface boundaries.
We will use the classic Lagrangian or serendipity volume ﬁnite elements with nodal
degrees of freedom of displacements and temperature. Note that due to the structure of
surface mechanical and thermal ﬁelds (4), (5), for the elements Γsem we can use standard
shell or plate elements with elastic membrane stresses options, i. e. only with nodal
degrees of freedom of displacements, and the standard thermal shell elements. For these
elements we can take a ﬁctitious unit thickness so that the surface moduli from (4), (5)
can be determined by the product of specially deﬁned volume moduli and shell thickness.
On these ﬁnite element meshes we will ﬁnd the approximation to the weak solutions
{uh ≈ u, θh ≈ θ} for static thermoelasic problem in the form
uh (x) = N∗u (x) · U,

θh (x) = N∗θ (x) · Θ ,

(22)

where N∗u is the matrix of the shape functions for displacements, N∗θ is the row vector of
the shape functions for temperature, U, Θ are the global vectors of nodal displacements
and temperature, respectively. Here, the surface shape functions are the reduction on the
boundaries Γsh of the volume shape functions.
7
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According to conventional ﬁnite element technique, we approximate the continuous
weak formulations of the thermoelasticity problems by the corresponding problems in
ﬁnite-dimensional spaces. Substituting (22) and similar representations for projection
functions into integral relations (9), (10) for Ωh , we obtain the following ﬁnite element
system
Kuu · U − Kuθ · Θ = 0 ,
Kθθ · Θ = 0 ,

(23)
(24)

Kuu = KuuΩ + KuuΓ , Kuθ = Kuθ Ω + Kuθ Γ , Kθθ = Kθθ Ω + Kθθ Γ ,
∫
∫
∗
s
s
Bu · c · Bu dΩ, KuuΓ =
Bs∗
KuuΩ =
u · c · Bu d Γ ,
Ω
Γs
∫h
∫h
s
∗
B∗u · β N∗θ dΩ, Kuθ Γ =
Bs∗
Kuθ Ω =
u · β Nθ d Γ ,
s
Ω
Γ
∫ h
∫ h
s
s
B∗θ · k · Bθ dΩ, Kθθ Γ =
Bs∗
Kθθ Ω =
θ · k · Bθ d Γ, ,

(25)

where

L

(s)∗

(s)∗
B(s)
(∇) · A · N∗u ,
u = L
(s)
∂1


(∇) =  0
0

(27)
(28)

Γsh

Ωh



(26)

(s)
∂3

0
0
0
(s)
(s)
∂2
0 ∂3
0
(s)
(s)
(s)
0 ∂ 3 ∂2 ∂ 1

(s)

Bθ = ∇(s) N∗θ ,


(s)
(s)

∂2
 ∂1
(s) 
(s)
∂1  , ∇(s) =
∂2

 ∂ (s)
0
3







(29)
.

(30)

In (22)-(30), we use the following vector-matrix notation: c is the 6×6 matrix of elastic
moduli; cαζ = cijkl , α, ζ = 1, ..., 6, i, j, k, l = 1, 2, 3 with correspondence law α ↔ (ij),
β ↔ (kl), 1 ↔ (11), 2 ↔ (22), 3 ↔ (33), 4 ↔ (23) ∼ (32), 5 ↔ (13) ∼ (31), 6 ↔ (12) ∼
(21); β={β11 , β22 , β33 , β23 , β13 , β12 }; (...)∗ is the transpose operation; and (...) · (...) is
the scalar product operation.
Also, we can represent the ﬁnite element solutions in the another variants considering
the main boundary conditions: uh = udh + ubh , θh = θdh + θbh , udh ≈ ud , udh = N∗ud · Ud ,
ubh ≈ ub , ubh = N∗ub · Ub , θdh ≈ θd , θdh = N∗θd · Θd , θbh ≈ θb , θbh = N∗θb · Θb , Nu =
{Nud , Nub }, Nθ = {Nθd , Nθb },
]
]
]
[ dd
[ dd
[ dd
Kuθ Kdb
Kθθ Kdb
Kuu Kdb
uu
uθ
θθ
, Kuθ =
, Kθθ =
,
Kuu =
bb
bb
bb
Kbd
Kbd
Kbd
uu Kuu
uθ Kuθ
θθ Kθθ
{
}
{
}
Ud
Θd
U=
, Θ=
,
Θb
Ub
where Ub , Θb are the vectors, known from the main boundary conditions.
So, after using these expressions we can transform Eq. (23) for the problem with thermal
stresses in the form
8
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d
Kdd
uu · Ud = Fu ,

db
db
Fdu = Kdd
uθ · Θd + Kuθ · Θb − Kuu · Ub ,

(31)

where the vector Θd is also known, and its component values are equal to θ0 from (6).
Analogously, for the thermal problem (21) we can rewrite Eq. (24) as the system relative
to unknown vector Θd :
d
Kdd
θθ · Θd = Fθ ,

Fdθ = −Kdb
θθ · Θb .

(32)

Thus, the homogenizing problems for thermoelastic composite with surface stresses and
with highly conducting porous boundaries can be solved by ﬁnite element approaches. The
resulting ﬁnite element systems (31), (32) diﬀer from similar systems for the bodies of
usual sizes by the matrices KuuΓ , KuθΓ , KθθΓ in (26)–(28). These matrices arise due to
the surface mechanical and thermal eﬀects.
4

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

For automated coating of internal boundaries of pores in the cubic representative volume the following algorithm was used [25]. At the beginning, as a result of the formation
of the porous structure, the ﬁnite element mesh from octanodal cubic elements was created, some of which had the material properties of thermoelastic material, and the other
part of the elements had the material properties of the pores (with negligible elastic stiﬀness moduli). Further, only the ﬁnite elements with thermoelastic material properties
were selected. The resulting elements on the outer boundaries were covered by four nodal
target contact elements. Then, the contact elements, which were located on the external surfaces of the full representative volume, were removed, and the remaining contact
elements were replaced by the four nodal membrane elastic elements. As a result, all
the facets of the contact of thermoelastic structural elements with pores were coated by
membrane ﬁnite elements.
The next step consisted in solving the static problems for obtained representative
volume with the main boundary conditions which were conventional for eﬀective moduli
method. Further, in the ANSYS postprocessor the averaged stresses were calculated, both
on the volume ﬁnite elements and on the surface ﬁnite elements. Finally, the eﬀective
moduli of porous composite with surface eﬀects were calculated from the corresponding
formulas of the eﬀective moduli method by using the estimated average characteristics.
In the results of computational experiments, the following features were observed [25].
If we compare two similar bodies, one of which has usual dimensions and the other is
a nanoscale body, then for the nanosized body due to the surface stresses the eﬀective
stiﬀness will be greater than for the body with usual sizes. Furthermore, for the porous
body of the usual size the eﬀective elastic stiﬀness decreases with increasing porosity.
Meanwhile, the eﬀective stiﬀness of nanocomposite porous body with the same porosity
may either decrease or increase depending on the values of surface moduli, dimensions and
9
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number of pores. This eﬀect is explained by the fact that the sizes of the surface pore with
surface stresses depend not only on the overall porosity, but also on the conﬁguration, size
and number of pores. We can observe similar eﬀects for the eﬀective thermal conductivity
coeﬃcients.
The described methodology could be also applied for mixed anisotropic nanostructured
composites with other type of connectivity for diﬀerent physic-mechanical ﬁelds, such as
poroelastic, piezoelectric, magnetoelectric (magnetoelectroelastic) and other nanocomposites ([5, 7, 8, 9, 21, 22, 29], etc.) At the element level it allows to take into account
local types of inhomogeneities, such as, for example, a rotation of the polarization vectors
(element coordinate systems) in the vicinity of the pores for porous piezoceramic materials. For example, for porous piezoelectric nanosized composites the analogous approaches
can be applied with taking into account both mechanical and electric surface eﬀects.
5
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Abstract. Electrical contact resistance is an important parameter for resistance spot
welding. In this study, a microscale electrical contact resistance analysis method is proposed for resistance spot welding. The microscale electrical contact resistance analysis
method is combination of an elasto–plastic large deformation contact analysis and an
electric current analysis. The electric current analysis is performed for deformed shape of
asperity. The tendency of the electrical contact resistance on contact pressure and temperature for the electrical contact resistance analysis agrees with that for Babu’s electrical
contact resistance model.
A multiscale coupled analysis method is also proposed for resistance spot welding. The
multiscale analysis consists of macroscale elasto–plastic large deformation contact, electric
current and thermal conduction triply coupled analysis and microscale electrical contact
resistance analysis. It is conﬁrmed that the resistance spot welding analysis without
measurement of electrical contact resistance can be performed by using the microscale
electrical contact resistance analysis.

1

INTRODUCTION

Resistance spot welding is widely used for manufacturing industries such as auto motive industry. Since the resistance spot welding is elasto–plastic large deformation contact,
electric current and thermal conduction coupled problem, triply coupled analysis is required for examination of welding mechanism and determination of welding conditions.
1
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Many researches have proposed the analysis methods of resistance spot welding[1, 2, 3].
The authors have also proposed the triply coupled analysis model[4], and developed the
analysis code which is constructed by commercial code MSC. Marc and in–house electric
current–heat conduction coupled analysis code using MPI[5]. Since the numerical instability for coupled analysis[6] may be encountered the analysis of resistance spot welding,
evaluation of numerical instability is important for the triply coupled analysis method.
In the analysis of resistance spot welding, electrical contact resistance is an important
parameter for nugget formation process. Many theoretical models were presented for electrical contact resistance[7]. Greenwood proposed the electrical contact resistance model
for a cluster of spots with various sizes and their distributions[8]. Babu et al. proposed the
empirical electrical contact resistance model which is based on Greenwood’s model and
the measured electrical contact resistance, and is easy to use for resistance spot welding
simulation[9].
In this study, a microscale electrical contact resistance analysis method is discussed
corresponding to various grade steel plates, surface roughness and zinc plated steel plate.
The microscale electrical contact resistance analysis method is combination of an elasto–
plastic large deformation analysis and an electric current analysis. Three-dimensional
microscale ﬁnite element model is constructed based on surface roughness measurement.
The tendency of the electrical contact resistance on contact pressure and temperature for
the electrical contact resistance analysis is compared to that for electrical contact resistance model. A multiscale coupled analysis method is also proposed for resistance spot
welding. The multiscale analysis consists of macroscale elasto–plastic large deformation
contact, electric current and thermal conduction triply coupled analysis and microscale
electrical contact resistance analysis. The multiscale analysis is executed and is compared
with conventional single–scale analysis result using Babu’s model.
2

MICROSCALE ANALYSIS METHOD OF ELECTRICAL CONTACT RESISTANCE

The microscale analysis method of electrical contact resistance is shown in Fig. 1.
The ﬁnite element analysis model is constructed based on microscale measurement of
surface roughness. The electrical contact resistance is calculated by elasto–plastic large
deformation contact analysis and electric current analysis.
In the elasto–plastic large deformation contact analysis, temperature dependent stress–
strain relationship is used. Since the electrical contact resistance is calculated by the
microscale analysis, the statistically similar representative volume element (SS–RVE) is
used for the analysis, and periodic boundary condition are imposed on the microscale
ﬁnite element analysis model.
In the electric current analysis, the φ method is used to obtain the electric resistance
for deformed shape. Boundary condition of φ = 0 and φ = φ0 are imposed on bottom
surface and contacted node, respectively.

2
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Figure 2: Measured surface roughness of 440 MPa
grade steel plate by laser microscope

Figure 1: Microscale electrical contact resistance analysis
method

3
3.1

MICROSCALE ANALYSIS OF ELECTRICAL CONTACT RESISTANCE
Analysis conditions

In order to analyze electrical contact resistance, microscale ﬁnite element analysis
model is constructed based on laser microscope measurement of surface roughness of
440 MPa grade tensile strength steel plate. The measured surface roughness is shown in
Fig. 2. The resolution of in–plane and height directions were 0.139 µm and 0.001 µm,
respectively.
The SS-RVEs shown in Fig. 3 are used to discuss the SS-RVE size. Figure 4 shows the
ﬁnite element analysis model of 100 µm × 100 µm SS–RVE. The SS–RVE is divided by
20–node solid element. Figure 5 shows time history of contact pressure and temperature
to discuss the SS–RVE size.
3.2

Results

Figure 6 shows the contact status for SS–RVEs. The blue area and yellow area are non–
contact area and contact area, respectively. The electric current analysis are performed
for deformed shape obtained by elasto–plastic large deformation contact analysis.
The time change of electrical contact resistance are shown in Fig. 7. The results for
100 µm × 100 µm agree well with those for 150 µm × 150 µm. Therefore, over 100 µm ×
100 µm is required for SS–RVE of the microscale analysis of electrical contact resistance.
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Figure 7: Convergence of electrical contact resistance with SS–RVE size

Characteristics of electrical contact resistance

Characteristics of electrical contact resistance is discussed for contact pressure and
temperature as shown in Fig. 8. The results of microscale analysis are compared to those
of Bubu’s model[9] expressed as
)
( √
3π
1 πσY S
+ √
,
(1)
RCA = (ρ1 + ρ2 )
4
ηP
16 η
where ρ1 and ρ2 are electric resistivity, σY S is yield stress, and η is asperity density.
Figure 9 shows the change of electrical contact resistance for the microscale analysis
and Babu’s model. The tendency of electrical contact resistance on contact pressure and
temperature for the microscale analysis agrees with that for Babu’s model.
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Figure 9: Change of electrical contact resistance
with contact pressure and temperature

MULTISCALE ANALYSIS OF RESISTANCE SPOT WELDIND
Method of multiscale analaysis

The multiscale analysis consists of macroscale elasto–plastic large deformation contact, electric current and thermal conduction triply coupled analysis[4] and microscale
electrical contact resistance analysis. In macroscale ﬁnite element analysis model shown
in Fig. 10, there are contact ﬁnite elements to evaluate electrical contact resistance on
the interface between two steel plates and between the electrode and the steel plate. Microscale analyses are assigned into macroscale contact ﬁnite elements to obtain electrical
contact resistance. Since microscale ﬁnite element analyses are independent each other,
the parallel computing technique is employed by the message passing interface (MPI)
library.
Figure 11 shows data ﬂow of the multiscale coupled ﬁnite element analysis. In the
macroscale electric current analysis, the T method is employed to evaluate the Joule
heating. The thermal conduction analysis computes temperature distribution by Joule
heat with contact dependent thermal conduction paths at the macroscale.
Figure 12 shows macroscale ﬁnite element analysis model for resistance spot welding
simulation. The macroscale ﬁnite element analysis model is divided using axisymmetric
8 node element. Since there are 100 contact ﬁnite elements between two steel plates,
microscale ﬁnite element analyses are assigned into the macroscale contact ﬁnite elements
to evaluate the electrical contact resistance in every time step.
4.2

Results and discussions

Multiscale resistance spot welding analysis is performed for welding current 9.5 kA
and electrode force 1.47 kN. Figure 13 shows the deformation, electric current potential,
temperature and nugget for 200 msec. The inside of steel sheets is melted, and nugget is
formed on plates interface.
In order to investigate the multiscale analysis results, single–scale analysis is also executed using Babu’s model for evaluating the electrical contact resistance. Figure 14 shows
comparison of temperature between the multiscale and single–scale analysis results. The
5
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temperature
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Figure 10: Assignment of microscale finite element analysis into macroscale contact finite elements

temperature
message passing using MPI

Current Analysis

Figure 11: Schematic diagram of multiscale coupled
finite element procedure of resistance spot welding

0.7 mm
1.2 mm

Figure 12: Macroscale finite element analysis model

Figure 13: Deformation, electric current potential, temperature and nugget obtained by multiscale resistance spot welding analysis (200 msec)

temperature of single–scale analysis result using Babu’s model is higher than that of multiscale one because the electrical contact resistance of Babu’s model is higher than that
of multiscale analysis. Figure 15 shows comparison of time change of nugget diameter.
The nugget growths are diﬀerent between multiscale and single–scale analyses, however,
the ﬁnal nugget diameters are almost same because the electrical contact resistance is
eliminated by high temperature.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The electrical contact resistance analysis method is proposed for resistance spot welding. The method is combination of elasto–plastic large deformation contact analysis and
electric current analysis. The microscale ﬁnite element analysis model is constructed based
on surface roughness measurement. The tendency of the electrical contact resistance on
contact pressure and temperature agrees with that of Babu’s models.
The multiscale coupled analysis method is also proposed for resistance spot welding.
The multiscale analysis consists of macroscale elasto–plastic large deformation contact,
electric current and thermal conduction triply coupled analysis and microscale electrical
contact resistance analysis. The multiscale resistance spot welding analysis is executed
and is compared with conventional single–scale analysis result using Babu’s model. It
is conﬁrmed that the resistance spot welding analysis without measurement of electrical
contact resistance can be performed by using the microscale electrical contact resistance
analysis.
6
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Abstract. Monitoring of the PVC cables as well as the prediction of their residual lifetime are
important issues for the maintenance of the French nuclear power plants (NPPs). To date, the
unanimously end of life criterion admitted for these cables is a 50% value of elongation at
break and, to our knowledge, only destructive tests give access to this parameter. This study
reports a relationship between elongation at break of the PVC and their plasticizer content.
This correlation opens the door to a monitoring directly on site or by micro sampling since all
classic laboratory techniques able to measure this content become ways to judge the condition
of the PVC sheaths and insulators. In addition, this study demonstrates the feasibility of
prediction of industrial PVC behavior changes. This model, adapted to the case of thin films,
involved tools of chemical kinetics and the implementation of a constitutive model.
1

INTRODUCTION

In NPPs, electric cables represent about 1500 km per unit. To date, most of the French
power plants currently in operation mainly have qualified electric cables on PVC. All these
PVC cables are considered as “sensitive” because of their presence in large number in nuclear
units and the high cost that the replacement would represent (cost including heavy
maintenance and a long shutdown period).
In this context, EDF R&D manages research projects on PVC cables with the aim to improve
the lifetime prediction accuracy of cables, to manage obsolescence and to develop non-
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destructive exams to follow their aging on site.
To date, the end-life criterion unanimously adopted for cables is a mechanical one setting on a
nominal value of the elongation at break (εr = 50%). To our mind, only tensile tests enable the
measurement of the elongation at break of a material in a direct way. This technique has the
double disadvantage of being destructive and to require sampling on nuclear material which is
always a costly and heavy procedure. Thus, it is unbelievable to use this technique for
monitoring PVC cables installed all over the French nuclear units.
Previous studies [1-2] conducted on PVC degradation give the demonstration that
embrittlement of a plasticized PVC sheath is closely related to its loss of plasticizers. From
this observation, EDF R&D decided:
-

first, to simulate the physical loss of PVC plasticizers at different temperatures and
determine the kinetics parameter of plasticizers evaporation;

-

and then to access the elongation at break either by a simple multiscale relation between
εr and plasticizer content or by the reproduction of the PVC tensile test curve using laws
of behaviour.

2 MATERIAL AND AGEING CONDITIONS
2.1 Material and initial characterization
Pure PVC and phthalate plasticizers (DIOP, DEP, DINP, DIDP and DDP) were supplied
by Sigma Aldrich. Pellets of industrial formulation were supplied by a cable producer.
According to the information provided by this last supplier, this industrial PVC would be
plasticized with phthalate. However, the exact formulation and initial plasticizer content were
not communicated. Thus, the first stage of this work, carried out within the framework of Ines
Mkacher's thesis [3], was to proceed to a shaping of the pellets and to an initial
characterization of the industrial PVC films obtained.
The pellets were heat-pressed at 180 ° C for 30 seconds using a platen press. Thin films with a
thickness of 130 ± 50 μm were formed. In the same way, thin model films of DIOP, DEP,
DINP, DIDP and DDP plasticized PVC were pressed.
Characterization by infrared spectroscopy (IR), thermogravimetric analysis and gel
permeation chromatography (GPC) highlight the presence, in the industrial PVC, of CaCO3
fillers (35% by mass) and di-isodecyl phthalate phthalate plasticizers (DIDP, 27% by mass).
2.2 Ageing conditions and aged samples characterization
In order to simulate thermal aging of the PVC, the films were subjected to accelerated
aging in a ventilated oven at different temperatures between 95°C and 160°C. Samples were
regularly removed from the ovens to be analyzed by IR and tensile tests.
Mechanical characterizations, meaning stress and strain at break determination, were
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performed on H2 shouldered test bars, at 23°C and 50% RH conditions, with a 100 N force
cell and an elongation speed of 10 mm/min.
Residual content of plasticizers were determined by IR spectroscopy using the Beer Lambert
law:
𝐶𝐶 =

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝜀𝜀 𝑒𝑒

C is the concentration of chemical species (here an ester of the different phthalates studied),
AO is the absorbance also called operational amplitude, ε is the molar absorptivity and e the
thickness of the sample crossed by the IR beam. The calibration lines were used to determine
the molar absorptivity of the different phthalate. For example, the Figure 1 was used to
determine the molar absorptivity of the DIDP plasticizers at 1723 cm-1 (εDIDP = 744 mol.l1
.cm-1). The DIDP having two groups of esters per molecule, the molar absorptivity of the
ester function is εester = 372 mol.l-1.cm-1. In the case of model films, infrared analyses were
performed in transmission mode and so the e parameter corresponds to the thickness of the
film. While in the case of industrial PVC films, the IR analysis were carried out in ATR mode
due to the film opacity. The e parameter (e = 2.09 10-4 cm) was deduced from the εDIDP and
the AOester previously obtained on a PVC film with a well-known concentration of DIDP.

Figure 1: Calibration line obtained with data of ester functions absorbance of DIDP for PVC plasticized with
content between 1% and 25% mass.

3

DETERMINATION OF EVAPORATION KINETICS OF PLASTICIZER

To illustrate the results obtained by IR on samples thermally aged, the example of PVC
film plasticized with 30% mass of DIDP and exposed in ventilated oven for nearly 50 hours at
140°C can be used. Knowing the molar absorptivity of DIDP plasticizer, the Beer Lambert
law enables to calculate the residual concentration of DIDP by simple measurement of
absorbance at 1723 cm-1. The concentrations obtained for each sample are summarized in
Figure 2. Observations suggest a change occurring in two steps. A first phase, between 0 h
and 25 h, during which the loss in plasticizers seems to be nearly linear with exposure time
and, then, a second phase during which the losses appear to be zero due to a constant DIDP
concentration. The literature showing no reactivity of esters of the DIDP during thermal
ageing, observed losses can be correlated in totality to physical losses by evaporation.
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Figure 2: Evolution of DIDP concentration during exposure at 140 ° C of a thin film of a 30% mass plasticized
PVC. Data obtained by IR measurements.

A description of the loss of plasticizers by evaporation was proposed by Audouin et al. [4]
using the laws of heat transfer and Raoult equation. These authors assume the expression of
evaporation rate to be as follow:
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

=−

𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝐶𝐶
𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠

= −𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽

(1)

Where C is the concentration of adjuvant in the surface layer of the polymer, Cs the
concentration at saturation of the adjuvant, e the thickness of the sample, rev the evaporation
rate and β the evaporation kinetics coefficient.
The integration of equation 1 leads to the following relationship:
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

𝐶𝐶

𝐶𝐶0

= −𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽

C0 corresponds to the initial concentration of plasticizers.

(2)

With the aim to determine the kinetics of plasticizers evaporation, the infrared measurements
were also performed on model PVC films exposed to different temperatures, such as 95°C,
105°C and 120°C. In the case of DIDP, the kinetics of evaporation obtained for each
temperature is presented on the figure 3.
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Figure 3: Logarithmic evolution of DIDP concentration in the case of thin film plasticized, initially
with 30% mass of DIDP, versus exposure time for temperature between 95°C and 140°C. Data obtained
by IR.

Figure 4 presents a logarithmic evolution of the evaporation coefficient (so the slope of the
lines illustrated in figure 3) versus the inverse of the temperature. As evaporation is a
phenomenon thermally activate, the evaporation coefficient can be expressed with the
following equation:
𝛽𝛽𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝛽𝛽𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼0 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(−

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

)

(3)

Where R is the perfect gas constant, so 8.314 J.mol-1.K-1
Ea corresponds to an activation energy, here Ea = 13.403 x R, so 111 kJ.mol-1
And βIR0 corresponds to a pre-exponential factor equal to 1.88 109 s-1

Figure 18: Logarithmic evolution of the DIDP evaporation coefficient versus the inverse of
temperature in the case of thin PVC films, initially plasticized with 30% mass, for exposition under air
at temperature between 95°C and 140°C. Data obtained by IR.

The same determination was used for DIOP, DEP, DINP and DDP. Table 1 summarizes all
the kinetics parameters values obtained. A part of these data were previously published by
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Djouani et al. [1].
Table 1: Kinetics parameters obtained for the evaporation of the five plasticizers studied
-1

Ea (kJ.mol )
βIR0 (s-1)
3

DIOP
69
8.61 105

DEHP
76
3.65 105

DINP
93
1.28 107

DIDP
111
1.88 109

DDP
154
1.11 1014

MODELLING OF PLASTICIZER EVAPORATION

Virtual Polymer is a numerical tool internally developed by EDF which allows to simulate
the aging of polymers using the resolution of differential equation (chemical kinetics) and
transport (diffusion, evaporation ...).
The equations used for modeling the plasticizers evaporation are the equations 2 and 3:
𝐶𝐶 = 𝐶𝐶0 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(−𝛽𝛽𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑡𝑡)
𝛽𝛽𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝛽𝛽𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼0 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (−

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

(2)
(3)

)

Figure 4 shows a comparison, in the case of industrial PVC films, of the evaporation results of
plasticizers determined experimentally by IR spectroscopy and by modelling under Virtual
Polymer.

Experimental at 120°C
Modelling at 120°C

Figure 4: Evolution of the plasticizers concentration in a thin film of industrial PVC exposed to 120°C.
Results obtained by modelling (Virtual Polymer) and IR analysis
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4

MONITORING AND PREDICTION OF PVC EMBRITTLEMENT

4.1 Monitoring of PVC embrittlement
Linde and Gedde [5] showed, with experimental tests in the case of DIDP and DEHP
plasticized PVC samples, that an increase of plasticizers concentration leads to an increase of
the elongation at break of the material and to a reduction of its Young modulus. Since the
current criterion of end of life of the nuclear cables is a 50% elongation at break value, our
attention focus on the possible relation existing between plasticizers content and elongation at
break of PVC.
As no relation was found in the literature, we decided to identify an experimental law from
data obtained by IR spectroscopy and tensile tests on aged samples of industrial PVC. Figure
5 illustrates the found correlation and gives the empirical law determined.

Figure 5: Evolution of the elongation at break (logarithmic scale) versus the concentration of DIDP
plasticizers for industrial PVC thin films exposed to thermal ageing between 95°C and 160°C.

On the one hand, this relation opens the door to the estimation of the local mechanical
properties of a PVC cable by non-destructive techniques (for example using portable infrared
spectroscopy) or by a simple micro-sampling. With only 10 to 20 mg of material, it is possible
to determine the plasticizers content (by classical IR spectroscopy, thermogravimetric
analysis, gas chromatography, solvent extraction…) and finally to estimate elongation at
break of the PVC without performing destructive tensile tests.
On the other hand, this relation indicates that εr = 50% is reached for a residual content of
plasticizers of 17 ± 3%.
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4.2 Prediction of PVC embrittlement
Two approaches have been studied to simulate the evolution of mechanical properties of
PVC films caused by plasticizers evaporation. One uses the empirical relation of section 3.1
and the other uses the reconstruction of a constitutive law using a phenomenological model
4.2.1

Empirical approach

This empirical relation, described in the §3.1, makes possible the transcription of the
chemical data of plasticizers concentration in mechanics data of elongation at break. Thus, all
the modelling of plasticizer evaporation can be used to model elongation at break changes.
Figure 6 gives examples of comparison of elongation at break data obtained experimentally
and by Virtual Polymer.
Experimental at 140°C
Modelling at 140°C

Figure 6: Evolution of the elongation at break of industrial PVC during the thermal ageing in air at 140 ° C.
Comparison of numerical simulations to experimental data obtained by uniaxial traction.

The application of this elongation at break modelling at temperatures of 50°C and 70°C,
temperatures which can punctually be meet on NPPs, offers the possibility to estimate, for
thin film, evolution of the elongation at break in these conditions and to determine the time
required to obtain a residual elongation of 50%. As shown in Figure 7, this time tc is estimated
after 3 and 40 years for thermal exposition at 70°C and 50°C respectively in the case of thin
film of industrial.
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Figure 7: Estimation of the elongation at break of industrial PVC during thermal ageing under air at 50°C
and 70 ° C. Data obtained by Virtual Polymer modelling.

4.2.2

Phenomenological approach

Mulliken [2] proposed a predictive model (Boyce-Mulliken model) of the stress-strain
behavior of plasticized PVC. As illustrated in Figure 8, this model is composed of: (i) an
elastic part (B) corresponding to the entropic hardening element and (ii) an elastic viscoplastic
part (A) related to the rotation of macro segments of the main chains of polymer (α) and to the
intermolecular resistance (β).

Figure 8: Proposed constitutive model for rate-dependent thermoplastic behaviour [2].

The implementation of the model of Boyce-Mulliken was done using the Mfront tool. Nine
parameters of this law have already been identified by Mulliken [2] for DOP plasticized PVC.
However, the formulation of our industrial PVC films and the tensile tests mode are different
from that of the study of Mulliken [2], so a re-identification of some parameters was
necessary.
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Figure 9: Result of the implementation of the Boyce-Mulliken model for an unaged film of industrial PVC.

As shown in Figure 9, the implementation of this model after re-identification of the
parameters properly simulates the stress-strain curves of our industrial material in initial
condition. However, for aged samples with a residual content of plasticizers below 17% mass,
a discontinuity on one parameter appears. A parameter adjustment appears necessary to
compensate this change in mechanical behavior. Figure 10 shows that the re-adjustment of
parameter allows to frame all of the curves of traction obtained for the PVC containing 17%
mass of plasticizers.

Figure 10: Comparison of the tensile curves obtained experimentally and using the model of BoyceMulliken in the case of industrial PVC film containing 17% mass of plasticizers.

The coupling of the kinetic model, used to calculate the plasticizers loss depending on time
and temperature, and Boyce-Mulliken model, used to rebuild the tensile curve of a plasticized
PVC, enables to simulate the evolution of the mechanical behavior of plasticized PVC films
exposed to thermal aging. Figure 11 shows the result on our industrial PVC exposed to 70°C
and gives the confirmation of an end of life criterion met after 3 years of exposure.
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End of life criterion

Figure 11: Results of simulation obtained with the coupling of kinetics and Boyce-Mulliken models for
industrial PVC films exposed to 70°C

5

CONCLUSIONS

This study reports a relationship between elongation at break of the PVC and their
plasticizer content. This correlation opens the door to a monitoring directly on site or by
micro sampling since all classic laboratory techniques able to measure this content become
ways to judge the condition of the PVC sheaths and insulators. In addition, this study
demonstrates the feasibility of prediction of industrial PVC behavior changes. This model,
adapted to the case of thin films, involved tools of chemical kinetics and the implementation
of a constitutive model.
The next part of this study will be to extend this model to the case of thick PVC in order to
simulate the embrittlement of PVC sheaths (thickness of 3-4 mm). Chemical kinetics should
take into account the phenomenon of diffusion of plasticizers in the thickness of the PVC
sheaths and mechanical modelling should implement simulation in two dimensions.
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Abstract. Continuous hot dip galvanizing is one of the commercially most important process
techniques used for protecting steel sheets against corrosion. Preheated steel sheets are continuously drawn through a pot with a molten zinc alloy. After passing a gas jet that controls
the layer thickness multiple cooling units act to cool down the sheet. During passing these
aggregates nucleation, dendritic primary solidification and the formation of a binary and ternary eutectic occurs. In the present paper, the coupled modelling of macroscopic heat flow,
multiphase thermodynamics and crystal growth during solidification of a Zn-2.5 wt.% Al1.5 wt.% Mg alloy is presented. The heat flow problem requires a numerical domain in the
order of meters, growth of primary Zn-dendrites in the order of several hundred micrometers,
and the interdendritic eutectic in the order of several nanometers. For technical alloys like the
ternary system considered here, a thermodynamic database has been online linked to a phasefield model to describe phase transformations including all occurring solid/liquid or solid/solid interfaces. Process simulations have been used for getting appropriate thermal boundary conditions for 3D phase field simulations which were performed at three different lengthscales. For modelling primary dendritic Zn-a seed density model was used for predicting the
grain structure within the Zn layer. At a smaller length-scale, a small part of a Zn-dendrite
surface was taken as starting point for simulating the transition between primary binary eutectic and ternary eutectic coupled growth of Zn-rich, Al-rich, and MgZn2-phases. Finally, the
morphology of the ternary eutectic has been evaluated at the smallest length scale. The comparison with real solidification microstructure reveals encouraging agreements.
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1

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important material worldwide is steel, used in building, construction and
motor vehicle industry. Unfortunately, many steel grades corrode which causes a substantial
economic damage especially for the car industry. Demands to reduce this problem and to increase the service life cycle of steel leads to galvanizing, a very effective and low coast solution. Today, the most important production process for these coatings is the continuous hotdip galvanizing process (or Sendzimir process).
The protection of steel against corrosion takes place at galvanizing plants with an alloy based
on the Zn-Al(-Mg)-system [1-3]. Such continuous production plants consist of several different sections connected in series (Fig. 1). In the entry section the steel coils are trailed by welding before the now continuously steel sheet is cleaned and annealed within a furnace. Heating
up closely above the zinc pot temperature the sheet is pulled into the galvanizing section
through the liquid zinc alloy (~ 450 °C). Here, first a strong boundary layer of Fe-Al is
formed on the steel sheet surface. This layer cares for a firmly adhered liquid zinc layer as
soon as the sheet moves out of the bath and toward the cooling tower. Immediately after the
zinc bath, the desired coating thickness is adjusted by air “knifes”. Hereafter, the remaining
liquid layer solidifies within the cooling tower and forms the characteristic microstructure for
Zn-Al(-Mg) alloys. Finally, the zinc protected steel sheet is again portioned in coils at the exit
section and prepared for further processing.

Figure 1: Hot dip galvanizing line at voestalpine Stahl, Linz [4]

The microstructure of the solidified Zn-Al(-Mg) alloy coating consists of primary zinc dendrites and interdendritic binary and ternary eutectics. The binary eutectic consists of the zinc
phase combined with either the Laves phase (MgZn2-phase), or the aluminum phase (Alphase) depending on the bath composition [5]. At room temperature the primary fcc-Al phase
decomposed into a secondary fcc-Al phase and a secondary hcp-Zn phase. The ternary eutectic is composed of Zn-, Al- and MgZn2-phase [6-8]. According to [9, 10], in coatings the Mg-
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Zn phase in the ternary eutectic is the MgZn2-phase instead of the thermodynamically most
stable Mg2Zn11-phase. In fact, only at cooling rates [11, 12] below or above the typical industry relevant process condition the Mg2Zn11-phase forms. It has also to be mentioned that the
MgZn2-phase forms not only as part of the eutectic, but also as hexagonal precipitates on further cooling to room temperature [6].
Phase-field models have become very popular for the simulation of microstructure evolution
during alloy solidification processes. While early approaches rely on idealized descriptions of
the phase diagrams [13, 14], more recent models which use thermodynamic databases [15]
together with software tools for Gibbs energy minimization [16, 17] and allow for a more
realistic description of multicomponent alloy solidification. The software MICRESS 1 is based
on the phase-field concept for multiphase systems [16, 18] and allows for direct coupling to
thermodynamic databases via the TQ Fortran interface to Thermo-Calc2. The software has
been applied to a variety of alloy systems including 3D-simulations of Mg-Al dendrites [19]
and a ternary eutectic model system [20].
In the present paper, numerical investigations on the formation of typical coating microstructure pattern for Zn-2.5 wt.% Al-1.5 wt.% Mg alloys are presented. The numerical investigations were done in parallel with experimental studies on laboratory prepared coated steel sheet
samples.
2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The experimental procedure comprised the instrumented production of coatings with a galvanizing simulation device called GalvaSim [21], the investigation of the zinc coating with a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) to obtain the microstructure, and the evaluation of key
features to evaluate the numerical investigations.

Figure 2: Example of a heat and cooling cycle measured at the galvanizing simulation device GalvaSim.
1
2

MICRESS® software: http//:www.micress.de
Thermo-Calc® software: http//:www.thermocalc.se
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The voestalpine possesses with GalvaSim a device which allows reproducing the important
process steps of a hot-dip-galvanizing process line in an instrumented and controlled way.
The simulator consists of an annealing, galvanizing and skin passing section, assembled in
vertical arrangement. Samples of different steel grades with various thicknesses and different
heating and cooling procedure were coated with numerous Zn-Al(-Mg) alloys. For this work,
a 0.75 mm thick DX53 steel sheet was coated with an Zn-2.5 wt.% Al-1.5 wt.% Mg layer of
different thicknesses ranging from 10 µm to 100 µm. The applied heating and cooling cycle is
shown in Fig. 2.
Small sections of the sample were prepared for SEM investigations. Fig 3 shows corresponding results. The coating surface with the primary dendrites and the surrounding ternary eutectic phase can be seen in Fig. 3a. The primary phase consists of the Zn-phase whereby the ternary eutectic composed of all three phases, Zn, Al and MgZn2. If one compares the differences in length scale it is quite obviously that the size of the eutectic is more than one order of
magnitude smaller than the dendritic phase. Also in cross-section the size difference is obvious (Fig. 3b). Additionally, it can be seen that the primary phase is completely surrounded by
small Al-phase dots embedded in the MgZn2-phase. It is randomly positioned in the coating
layer, so that no clear statement about the actual nucleation positions can be made. The fine
eutectic is enlarged shown in Fig. 3c. The structure shows three different phases which identifies the eutectic as being ternary. The eutectic consists of Zn- and MgZn2-lamellae with Alphase dots located along the MgZn2-lamellae. Note that the Al-phase dot size is approximately equal to the MgZn2-lamellae width. An investigation of the ternary eutectic reveals 44% of
the area is covered with Zn-phase (bright), 28.7% with Al-phase (dark), and 27.3% with
MgZn2-phase (grey). Beside the ternary eutectic, quite rarely a binary eutectic (not shown
here) was detected. This binary eutectic consist of the Zn- and Al-phase.

10 µm

1 µm

10 µm
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Microstructure of the investigated Zn-2.5 wt.% Al-1.5 wt.% Mg layer: (a) coating surface, (b) cross
section, and (c) ternary eutectic. The Zn-phase appears bright, the MgZn2-phase grey, and the Al-phase dark.

The evaluation of the microstructure revealed some key-features which had to be reproduced
by the numerical investigations. This includes the occurrence and amount of the phases, the
Al-phase dots surrounding the surface of the dendrites, and the morphological appearance of
the ternary eutectic. In addition, the process conditions as measured from the GalvaSim coating device have to matched.
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3

NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Numerical simulations of the solidification process and the microstructure formation were
carried out by using Thermo-Calc, MICRESS, ANSYS-FLUENT3 and Para View4. MICRESS was used to calculate the microstructure by a multiphase field method. ParaView visualize 3D results and was used to analyze the formation of the microstructure, with ANSYSFLUENT we simulated the process conditions and Thermo-Calc provided the thermodynamic
information needed (Fig. 4). First a thermodynamic study was performed with Thermo-Calc
by using the COST2 [22] data base. This data base provides the thermodynamic data for the
ternary phase diagram Zn-Al-Mg [23]. Within the Zn rich corner of the ternary system four
phases might exist, the hexagonal close packed (hcp) Zn-phase, the face centered cubic (fcc)
Al-phase, the Laves-C14 MgZn2 phase and the intermetallic Mg2Zn11 phase. A ternary eutectic exists at the concentration of 3.9 wt.% Al and 2.4 wt.% Mg [24].

Figure 4: Overview of software being coupled

By using the database COST2 it is possible to calculate the phase equilibria of Zn-Al-Mg alloys as a function of compositions and temperatures. Calculations were made for the ternary
phase diagram at different temperature levels, and amounts of phases considering a Scheiltype solidification approach for selected concentrations were estimated. Since the phase
Mg2Zn11 occurs only in equilibrium, this phase was erased from the calculations. For Zn-2.5
3
4

http://www.ansys.com/Products/Fluids/ANSYS-Fluent
http://www.paraview.org/
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wt.% Al- 1.5 wt.% Mg the results of such a ternary solidification simulation is shown in Fig.
5a.
Approximately, 45 wt.% of the total solid is supposed to consist of the primary Zn-phase
which starts to solidify at ~373 °C. Only 3 wt.% of a binary eutectic (consisting of Al- and
Zn-phase) which starts at 340 °C is predicted. The remaining liquid solidifies at 336 °C as
ternary eutectic by adding the MgZn2 phase to the binary eutectic. The corresponding temperature depending amount of phase fractions is shown in Fig. 5b. In solid state the microstructure consists of 82 wt.% Zn-phase, 8.9 wt.% MgZn2-phase, and 9.1 wt.% Al-phase.
In order to estimate the macroscopic temperature field in the coating, the sample within the
GalvaSim was cooled down after the coating and the corresponding sheet temperature was
recorded. The geometry of the steel sheet and the cooling aggregates were mapped into ANSYS-FLUENT. The unknown radiation heat flux of the sample was adopted in such a way to
obtain an equal temperature trend as for the GalvaSim experiments. Additionally, the timedepending temperature gradient within the zinc layer normal to the surface was numerical
estimated (Fig. 6). As a result a file was created for further used with MICRESS where corresponding temperatures, cooling rates, and temperature gradients as function of time were
listed.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5: (a) Increase of solid fraction with temperature based on a ternary Scheil calculation and (b) corresponding evolution of phase fraction as function of temperature for an Zn-2.5 wt.% Al- 1.5 wt.% Mg alloy.

The numerical investigation with MICRESS is divided into three different topics, the nucleation events, the investigations on the binary eutectic and on the lamellae structure of the ternary eutectic. The used physical parameters are given in Table 1.
Table 1: parameters

surfaces energy s,l
diffusion coefficient in the liquid DL
diffusion coefficient in the solid Ds
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The boundary conditions like cooling rate and temperature gradient were read from a file created by ANSYS-FLUENT and based on the experimental data from GalvaSim. The observation of the nucleation of the primary Zn-phase requires a domain which gives a sufficient
overview of the coating layer in order to be meaningful. To do so the selected domain is in the
order of 280x280x10 µm3 in size, meshed with around 1.5 million cubic cells with 0.8 µm
edge length. As time step we have used t = 0.1 s.

Figure 6: Cooling curve and temperature gradient (normal to surface) calculated by numerical investigation of
the macroscopic temperature field in the steel sheet and the coating as to match corresponding GalvaSim results.

As up to now no quantitatively accurate model for describing heterogeneous nucleation of
non-inoculated alloys in technical situations exists, MICRESS offers a semi-empirical approach named “seed density model” [17]: A predefined amount number density of possible
potential nuclei as seeds are discretely positioned within the domain. They can be divided into
different classes with a defined range of effective critical radii and corresponding seed number densities. In this work we have used seven seed classes. Based on the Gibbs-Thomson
equation and by knowing the surface energy, sl, and the solidification entropy, Sf, the program calculates the undercooling, Tu, necessary to create critical nuclei of the definite size.
So, to activate a given size class a certain undercooling is needed. Note that large nuclei need
less undercooling and note that the actual undercooling temperature might not be constant
within the domain as microsegregation during solidification leads to locally different liquidus
temperatures. Since the liquid coating layer is forced to cool and solidify by using cooling
aggregates, and the corresponding cooling rates and temperature gradients were calculated
macroscopically by ANSYS-FLUENT (Fig. 6), the time-dependent temperature distribution
within the domain was known. Fig. 7 gives an example of the corresponding evolution of the
nucleation process for the primary Zn-phase. Here, we have applied no-flux boundary conditions at the top and bottom faces and periodic boundary conditions at the side faces.
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t = 0.015 s

t = 0.0335 s

t = 0.0341 s

Figure 7: Sequence of nucleation events for the primary Zn-phase in a coating cooled by cooling rates and temperature gradients as given in Fig. 6. The simulated area was 280 µm in width and length with a thickness of 10
µm. 1.5 million numerical volume elements were considered.

While only liquid was present at t = 0 s, first nuclei are activated as soon as the local undercooling close to the melt surface exceeds the critical undercooling of the biggest seeding particles as defined by the chosen seeding classes and local temperature. During further cooling
these activated nuclei start growing (Fig. 7a). With increasing undercooling, the following
seed classes are activated (Fig. 7b). Nucleation is finished as soon as all potential seeds have
been activated or have been shielded by neighboring grains as a consequence of segregation
or overgrowth (Fig. 7c).
The selected size of the domain allows for a comparison of the final grain structure to experimental observations (Fig. 3a, b) but is insufficient for investigation of the solidification pattern in the eutectic regions. Detailed investigations of the nucleation event for the eutectic
required a higher resolution. In order to do so a smaller section of the coating layer from Fig.
7 that contains quarter of a Zn-dendrite as shown in Fig. 8a was selected. Now the domain
was 25x25x10 µm3 in size meshed with around 0.4 million cubic cells with 0.25 µm edge
length. For the example shown in Fig. 8, we have used no-flux boundary conditions for the
top and bottom faces and symmetry boundary conditions for the side faces with a time step of
t = 0.05 s. For the nucleation of the Al- and MgZn2 phase we have applied the “undercooling
model” model [28] rather than the “seed density model”. The “undercooling model” considers
nucleation at a certain undercooling (we have assumed 10 K for the results in this paper) and
sets randomly as much nuclei of critical size as possible whereby a predefined minimum distance between the nuclei had to be kept.
The nucleation and growth of the eutectic takes place in three stages. First, nucleation of the
Al phase happens mainly on “secondary arms” (Fig. 8b) while the Al-phase continues to
growth. Thus, a binary eutectic forms here and there, while the Al-phase continues to nucleate
(Fig. 8c). Then, the MgZn2 phase nucleates all over the entire dendritic surface (Fig. 8d) and
the competitive growth of all three phases (Fig. 8e) leads to the lamellae growth of the ternary
eutectic (Fig. 8f). However, a detailed study of the coupled ternary eutectic growth needs
again an even finer grid.
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(a) t = 0.15 s

(b) t = 0.95 s

(c) t = 1.062 s

(d) t = 1.064 s

(e) t = 1.066 s

(f) t = 1.07 s

Figure 8: Sequence of nucleation and growth for the binary and ternary eutectic: (a) Segment of a Zn-phase dendrite, (b) and (c) nucleation of the Al-phase (black dots), (d) nucleation of the MgZn2-phase (gray dots), and (e
and f) growth of the ternary eutectic.
t = 0.0 s

t = 0.148 s

t = 0.01 s

t = 0.15 s

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 9: Formation of the binary and ternary eutectic. (a) surface section of the preexisting zinc phase, (b) nucleation of the Al phase at the zinc surface, (c) nucleation event of the MgZn 2 phase, and the solidification pattern of the ternary eutectic.

For a further study of nucleation and growth of binary and ternary eutectic, a domain as small
as 2.5x2.5x5 µm3 was considered. The cubic cells of the numerical grid had an edge length of
12.5 nm, so that the grid consisted of 16 million volume elements. As time step we have used
t = 0.001 s. As boundary conditions we applied again no-flux boundary conditions at the top
and bottom faces and periodic boundary conditions at the side faces. The starting point of the
simulation was now a smaller surface area of a Zn-dendrite represented by a preexisting rectangle grain (Fig. 9a). During cooling the Zn- phase grows until the first Al-phase nuclei occurred at the dendritic surface (Fig. 9b). After a while, the MgZn2 phase nucleated (Fig. 9c)
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and the binary eutectic was overgrown by a coupled ternary eutectic (Fig. 9d).
4

DISCUSSIONS

It is theoretically conceivable to simulate the whole sequence of solidification in only one
simulation. For that the plate-like domain (280x280x10 µm3) shown in Fig. 7 would have to
be meshed with volume elements as small as 12.5x12.5x12.5 nm3. That would result in a
mesh of 3.2 1011 volume elements – 4-5 orders of magnitude larger than what can be processed with modern HPC computers. Therefore, a partitioning in different length scale simulations cannot be avoided.
Ternary Scheil-type solidification simulations (1D without any nucleation) based on ThermoCalc in combination with the COST2 data base for the Zn-Al-Mg system give already a reasonable idea of the phases that form (as long as the sluggish equilibrium phase Mg2Zn11 is
omitted). However, for the exact solidification path (especially when the amount of Al in the
ternary alloy is slightly decreased and the binary eutectic changes from fcc-Al/ hcp-Zn/liquid
to MgZn2/hcp-Zn/liquid), nucleation and three dimensional morphology development including solute diffusion has to be considered.
A specific experimental feature is the occurrence of the edge of dots of Al- and MgZn2-phase
that surround the primary Zn-phase (Fig. 3b). This can be attributed to nucleation of (in the
present case first) the Al-phase and (shortly after) of the MgZn2-phase in direct contact with
the Zn-phase (Fig. 8d and 9c). Having this configuration, the ternary Zn/Al/ MgZn2-eutectic
growth in a coupled and lamellar manner. From the experimental observation (Fig. 3c) it is
not clear whether especially the Al-phase forms continuous lamellae or repeatedly nucleates
and grows as isolated globular crystals. We have intensively varied the nucleation conditions
for the Al-phase ahead of the eutectic front but we could not get ternary eutectic microstructures that resemble the experimental ones. In fact, couple lamellar growth (as the one shown
in Fig. 9d) establishes quite automatically and under various conditions. We rather think that
the globular appearance of the fcc-Al phase at room temperature may be connect to the afore
mentioned solid/solid decomposition. However, the experimental appearance of the ternary
eutectic depends quite dramatically on the chosen cross section of the sample. Fig. 10a shows
a cross section taken perpendicular to the growth direction and Fig 10b a cross section with
same arbitrary inclination.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Cross section through the numerically calculated ternary eutectic taken perpendicular to the growth
direction (a) and at some arbitrary inclination (b).
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The comparison between experimental observations and numerical predictions for the ternary
eutectic is thus done by estimating the phase amount (and length scales) on different cross
sections taken at various inclinations (numerical results) and different eutectic grains (experimental results). Table 2 shows the corresponding mean area fractions with standard derivation. Obviously both results match to some extent. In the light of the complexity of the current
solidification process the agreement is satisfactory.
Table 2: Amount of phases

phase
Zn
Al
MgZn2

5

numerical result
area [%]
error bar
50.9
± 4.6
18.0
± 5.7
31.1
± 1.6

experimental result
area [%]
error bar
45.9
± 5.1
14.6
± 2.4
39.5
± 7.0

CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, we have demonstrated that it is possible to numerically simulate the
microstructure formation on solidification of a Zn-2.5 wt.% Al-1.5 wt.% Mg alloy during hot
dip galvanization. However, the challenge is that cooling of the coated steel sheets happens on
a meter length scale, growth of primary dendrites on a micrometer length scale and nucleation
and growth of binary or ternary eutectic on a sub-micrometer length scale. In addition, thermodynamic phase diagram information for the ternary Zn-Al-Mg system must be taken into
account on any length scales. Thus, four different process simulations (ANSYS-FLUENT,
MICRESS) on different length scales were combined with each other and with a thermodynamic program (Thermo-Calc) that uses information from a specific data base (COST2). In
order to match experimental observations, especially the nucleation parameters for three solid
phases involved (fcc-Al, hcp-Zn, and MgZn2) were chosen adequately. Although a parameterfree model would be desirable, solidification processes that are govern to a large extend by
nucleation (as in the present case) can yet not be described by first principles.
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Abstract. The uniaxial loading of an isotropic film-substrate system with a sinusoidal
surface profile and planar interface is considered under plain strain conditions. We formulate the corresponding boundary value problem involving two-dimensional constitutive
equations for bulk materials and one-dimensional equations for membrane-type surface
and interface with the extra elastic constants as well as the residual surface stresses. The
mixed boundary conditions consist of the generalized Young–Laplace equations and relations describing the continuous of displacements across the surface and interphase regions.
Using the linear perturbation technique combined with the Goursat–Kolosov complex potentials and the superposition principle, the original boundary value problem is reduced
to the analytical solution of the integral equations system.

1

INTRODUCTION

Thin films materials with a layer thickness from hundreds to a few nanometers exhibit
unique physical and mechanical properties that can’t be observed in bulk materials. Improved material properties are referred to significant modifications in the structure during
an atomic growth process and so-called size effect related to surface stresses [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
At the stage of film deposition and subsequent thermal processing, the film surface evolves
into an undulating profile [7]. Misfit stresses enhanced by a curved surface generate severe stress concentrations which may lead to a nucleation of dislocations and microcracks.
1
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Analyzing a regular surface patterns in mono- and multilayer film coatings, we have found
that even a slight undulation in surface morphology can result in a substantial increase
of hoop stresses near the bottom of cavities [8, 9]. It has been shown that a stress concentration factor depends on the curvature radius and depth of cavities as well as the
thickness and stiffness of film layers. However, the effect of surface elasticity on the stress
state of thin film was neglected in comparison with the effect of macroscopic bulk elastic
behavior. Thus, the aim of the presenting research is to extend the continuum model of
coherently strained thin film deposited on a thick substrate [8] to the case of nanoscale
film thickness incorporating the coupled effect of surface and interface stresses.
2

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Considering an isotropic ultra-thin film coating with a roughened surface profile and
a flat interphase region under plain strain conditions, we arrive at a two-dimensional
boundary value problem formulated in the terms of the complex variable z = x1 + ix2
(i2 = −1 and x1 , x2 ∈ R1 are the global Cartesian coordinates) for a strip Ω1 of thickness
h with an undulated external boundary Γ1 , bonded to a half-plain Ω2 along a rectilinear
interface Γ2 :
Γ1 = {z : z ≡ z1 = x1 + i [h + εa cos(ka x1 )]} , Γ2 = {z : z ≡ z2 = x2 } , ka =

2π
,
a

Ω1 = {z : 0 < x2 < εa cos(ka x1 )} , Ω2 = {z : x2 < 0)} .

(1)
(2)

As follows from the definition of Γ1 , the maximum deviation of the surface from the flat
shape x2 = h is equal to aε where a is the wavelength of undulation and ε is a small
parameter, i.e. 0 < ε  1.
According to the model of surface/interface elasticity proposed by Gurtin and Murdoch [10], the surface and interphase domains are assumed to be a negligibly thin layers
adhering to the bulk phases without slipping. Here, we use the simplified constitutive
equations taking into account only tangential components of the surface and the interface
displacements:
σtts (zj ) = γj0 + (λsj + 2µsj )εstt (zj ), zj ∈ Γj , j = {1, 2},

(3)

where εstt and σtts are the nonvanishing components of the surface strain and the Piola–
Kirchhoff surface stress tensors, respectively; λsj and µsj are the surface Lamé constants,
and γj0 is the residual surface stress for surface phase Γj .
Hooke’s law for the bulk materials in the case of plane strain can be written as:
σnn (z) = (λj + 2µj )εnn (z) + λj εtt (z),
(4)
σtt (z) = (λj + 2µj )εtt (z) + λj εnn (z), σnt (z) = 2µj εnt (z), z ∈ Ωj , j = {1, 2},
2
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where σnn , σtt , σnt and εnn , εtt , εnt are the components of bulk stress and strain tensors,
respectively, defined in the local Cartesian coordinate system n, t; λj and µj are the Lamé
constants for the bulk phase Ωj .
The conditions of mechanical equilibrium on the curved surface Γ1 and planar interface
Γ2 are described in terms of generalized Young–Laplace equation [1, 11]:
σ(z1 ) = T s σs (x1 ), z1 ∈ Γ1 ,
∆σ(z2 ) = σ + (z2 ) − σ − (z2 ) = i

(5)

dτs (x1 )
, z2 ∈ Γ 2 .
dx1

Here and below, we use the following notations σs (x1 ) ≡ σtts (z1 ), τs (x1 ) ≡ σtts (z2 ),
1 d(·)
, σ = σnn + iσnt , σ ± (z2 ) = lim σ(z), κ and h are the local
T s (·) = κ(x1 )(·) − i
z→z2 ±i0
h(x1 ) dx1
principal curvature and the metric coefficient, accordingly.
Since we assumed that the surface phases and the bulk materials are coherent, the
inseparability conditions can be defined as it follows:
εstt (z1 ) = εtt (z1 ), ∆u(z2 ) = u+ (z2 ) − u− (z2 ) = 0, z1 ∈ Γ1 , z2 ∈ Γ2 ,
where u± (z2 ) =

(6)

lim u(z), u = u1 + iu2 ; u1 and u2 are the displacements along the

z→z2 ±i0

corresponding coordinate axes x1 and x2 .
At infinity, the stresses σjk (j, k = {1, 2}) in coordinates x1 , x2 and the rotation angle
ω are specified as:
lim (σ22 − iσ12 ) = lim ω = 0,

x2 →−∞

x2 →−∞

lim σ11 = T2 .

x2 →−∞

(7)

A common reason for the appearance of longitudinal stress T2 is a mismatch between the
crystal lattice parameters of a film layer and a substrate.
3

BOUNDARY EQUATIONS

Following the superposition principle [7, 9, 8, 12], the solution of the boundary value
problem (1)–(7), specifically the bulk stress vector σ(z) = σnn (z) + iσnt (z) and the displacement vector u(z) = u1 (z) + iu2 (z), is presented as a sum of two auxiliary problems. In the first problem, we suppose that the unknown self-balanced load p and surface stress ϑ are applied to the curvilinear boundary Γ1 of the homogeneous half-plane
D11 = {z : x2 < h + εa cos(kx1 )} with the elastic properties of the film. So, the boundary
condition in the terms of the stress vector σ 1 related to this problem can be written as:
+∞
p(ζ)dζ = 0, z1 ∈ Γ1 .
σ (z1 ) = p(z1 ) + T ϑ(z1 ),
1

s

−∞

3
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1
The stresses σjk
(j, k = {1, 2}) and the rotation angle ω 1 at infinity are equal to zero:

lim (σ22 − iσ12 ) = lim σ11 = lim ω = 0.

x2 →−∞

x2 →−∞

x2 →−∞

(9)

The second problem describes a coupled deformation of two joint half-planes D12 = {z :
x2 > 0} and D22 = {z : x2 < 0} with the elastic properties of the film and the substrate,
accordingly, caused by the unknown jumps of stresses ∆σ 2 and displacements ∆u2 along
the rectilinear interface and the longitudinal stresses Tj acting in Dj2 (j = {1, 2}):
∆σ 2 (z2 ) = σ 2+ (z2 ) − σ 2− (z2 ), ∆u2 (z2 ) = u2+ (z2 ) − u2− (z2 ), z2 ∈ Γ1 ,
 2

2
2
2
= lim ω 2 = 0, lim σ11
− iσ12
= T1 , lim σ11
= T2 ,
lim σ22

x2 →±∞

where u2± (z2 ) =

x2 →±∞

lim u2 (z), σ 2± (z2 ) =

z→z2 ±i0

x2 →+∞

lim σ 2 (z), T1 =

z→z2 ±i0

The superposition principle can be expressed as:

x2 →−∞

(10)
(11)

µ1 (κ2 + 1)
T2 .
µ2 (κ1 + 1)

G(z, ηj ) = G11 (z, η1 )δj1 + G2j (z, ηj ), z ∈ Ωj .

(12)

In Eq. (12), the functions G(z, ηj ), G11 (z, η1 ), G2j (z, ηj ) are equal, respectively, to σ(z),
σ 1 (z), σ 2 (z) when ηj = 1 and −2µj v(z), −2µ1 v 1 (z), −2µj v 2 (z) when ηj = −κj ; κj =
3−4νj where νj is Poisson’s ratio of the phase Ωj ; v(z) = du/dz, v j (z) = duj /dz where the
derivative is taken in the direction of the axis t; δj1 is the Kronecker delta and j = {1, 2}.
Taking into account Eq. (12), boundary conditions (5)–(6) and constitutive equations
(3)–(4) lead to the system of the boundary equations for the unknown functions p, ϑ, σs
and τs :
σ 1 (z1 ) = p(z1 ) + T s ϑ(z1 ),

(13)

∆σ 2 (z2 ) = iτs (z2 ) − σ 1 (z2 ), ∆u2 (z2 ) = −u1 (z2 ),

(14)

σ 1 (z1 ) + σ 2 (z1 ) = T s σs (z1 ),

(15)

ϑ(z1 ) = γ01 + (λs1 + 2µs1 ) ε1tt (z1 ),


σs (z1 ) = γ01 + (λs1 + 2µs1 ) ε1tt (z1 ) + ε2tt (z1 ) ,

(16)

τs (z2 ) = γ02 + (λs2 + 2µs2 ) ε2tt (z2 ).

(17)
(18)

Thus, the solution of the general boundary value problem (1)–(7) is reduced to the
solution of the system (13)–(18). To solve it, the functions σ k and uk (k = {1, 2}) are
presented in the terms of the Goursat-Kolosov complex potentials and the Muskhelishvili
representation [13]. Unfortunately, it’s impossible to find the exact solution of the first
problem due to the curvature of the external boundary Γ1 . However, we can use the
boundary perturbation method as in [1, 5, 9, 8, 12] and obtain the explicit expressions
for the first-order approximation.
4
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4

A FIRST-ORDER BOUNDARY PERTURBATION METHOD

The stress σ k and the displacement uk vectors are related to the Goursat-Kolosov
complex potentials Φkj and Υkj by the following equality:


k
k
k
k
k
k
Gj (z, ηj ) = ηj Φj (wj ) + Φj (wj ) − Υj (wj ) + Φj (wj ) − (wj − wj ) Φj (wj ) e−2iα , (19)

where w1 = z − ih and w2 = z, α is the angle between t-axis of the local coordinates
n, t and x1 -axis, the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the argument, the bar
over a quantity denotes complex conjugation, Φ11 and Υ11 are the functions holomorphic,
1 = {z : x2 > h − εa cos(ka x1 )}; the functions Φ2 and Υ2 are
respectively, in D11 and D
1
j
j
holomorphic in Dj2 and Dk2 (j, k = {1, 2}, j = k). Assuming α = 0 and π/2 in Eq. (19)
and taking the conditions at infinity (9) and (11) into account, one can write:
lim Φ11 (z) = lim Υ11 (z) = 0,

x2 →−∞

x2 →−∞

lim Φj2 (z) = lim Υj2 (z) = Tj /4.

|x2 |→∞

(20)

|x2 |→∞

In accordance with the first-order boundary perturbation method [5], we seek the
unknown functions Φkj , Υkj , p and ϑ in the following form:
Ψ(z) = Ψ0 (z) + εΨ1 (z),

(21)

where Ψ could be any of the listed functions.
The boundary values of the functions Ψn can be presented by the linear Taylor polynomial in the vicinity of the line x2 = 0, treating the real variable x1 as a parameter:
Ψn (z1 ) = Ψn (x1 ) + iεf (x1 )Ψn (x1 ), f (x1 ) = a cos(ka x1 ).

(22)

Also, it is possible to write the linearization in the space of the parameter ε for the
subsequent functions [1, 5]:
e−2iα = 1 − 2iεf  (x1 ), κ(x1 ) = εf  (x1 ), h−1 (x1 ) = 1.

(23)

Substituting Eqs. (21)–(23) into Eq. (19) when k = 1, z → z1 , η1 = 1 and α = α1 , and
equating the coeficients of ε, we obtain the first-order approximation of function σ 1 (z1 ):


σ 1 (z1 ) = σ01 (z1 ) + ε σ11d (z1 ) + σ11u (z1 ) ,
(24)
where

1
(z1 ) = Φ11 m (ξ11 ) − Υ11 m (ξ11 ), m = {0, 1}, ξ11 = w1 (z1 ),
σm









1

1
σ11d (z1 ) = if (x1 ) Φ1
1 0 (x1 ) + Υ1 0 (x1 ) + Φ1 0 (x1 ) + 2if (x1 ) Υ0 (x1 ) + Φ0 (x1 ) .

Introducing the piecewise function Θm holomorphic outside the line Im w1 = 0
5
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Θm (w1 ) =

 1
 Υ1 m (w1 ), Im w1 > 0,


Φ11 m (w1 ),

(26)

Im w1 < 0,

we reduce the boundary equation (13) to the sequence of the Riemann–Hilbert problems
which solution can be written in the terms of the Cauchy-type integrals [13]:
+∞ 
+∞
+∞ 1d
1
1
1
iϑm (ζ)
pm (ζ)
σm (ζ)
dt −
dζ +
dζ.
(27)
Θm (z) =
2πi
ζ −z
2πi
ζ −z
2πi
ζ −z
−∞

5

−∞

−∞

SYSTEM OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

To solve the second problem, we pass to the limit in Eq. (19) as z → z2 when k = 2,
α = 0. Taking into account the boundary conditions (14) and the auxiliary functions Σ
and V which are holomorphic otside the line Im z = 0
 2
 Υ2 (z) + Φ21 (z), Im z > 0,
Σ(z) =
(28)
 2
2
Υ1 (z) + Φ2 (z), Im z < 0,

 µ1 Υ22 (z) − µ2 κ1 Φ21 (z), Im z > 0,
(29)
V (z) =

µ2 Υ21 (z) − µ1 κ2 Φ22 (z), Im z < 0,
we arrive to the Riemann–Hilbert problems on the boundary value of functions Σ and V .
The solutions of both equations can be written as:
+∞ 
+∞ 1
+∞ 1
1
1
µ 1 µ2
iτs (ζ)
σ (ζ)
v (ζ)
Σ(z) =
dζ −
dζ, V (z) =
dζ.
(30)
2πi
ζ −z
2πi
ζ −z
πi
ζ −z
−∞

−∞

−∞

In view of Eqs. (28) and (29), one can obtain the complex potentials Φ2j and Υ2j as it
follows:
 2
 Φ1 (z) = −Φ22 (z) + Σ(z) + T1 /4, Im z > 0,
(31)
 2
Υ1 (z) = −Υ22 (z) + Σ(z) + T1 /4, Im z < 0,

µ2 κ1 Σ(z) + V (z)



+ T2 /4, Im z > 0,
Υ22 (z) =


µ1 + µ2 κ1



µ2 Σ(z) − V (z)


+ T2 /4,
 Φ22 (z) =
µ2 + µ1 κ2
6
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Using the properties of the Cauchy-type integrals [13], we can rewrite the solution of
the second problem in the terms of the complex potentials Φ11 and Υ11 if substitute Eq.
(19) when α = 0, η1 = 1 and η1 = κ1 into Eqs. (30) for Σ and V , accordingly:

+∞ 
 Υ11 (z + ih) + 2ihΦ1
1 (z − ih), Im z > 0,
1
iτs (ζ)
Σ(z) =
dζ +
(33)
 1
2πi
ζ −z
Im z < 0,
Φ1 (z − ih),
−∞
V (z) = µ2


 Υ11 (z + ih) + 2ihΦ1
1 (z − ih), Im z > 0


−κ1 Φ11 (z

− ih),

(34)

Im z < 0,

After that, considering Eq. (21) when k = 2, z → z1 , η1 = 1 and α = α1 and taking
into account Eqs. (23)–(25), we derive the first-order approximation for function σ2 (z1 ):


(35)
σ 2 (z1 ) = σ02 (z1 ) + ε σ12d (z1 ) + σ12u (z1 ) ,
where

2
(z1 ) = Φ21 m (z1 ) − Υ21 m (z1 ) + 2ihΦ2
σm
1 m (z1 ), m = {0, 1},



2
2
2
(x
)
−
2ihΦ
(x
)
+
(x
)
+
Υ
(x
)
+
2Φ
σ12d (z1 ) = if (x1 ) Φ2
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1

(36)



2
(x
)
+
Φ
(x
)
.
+2if  (x1 ) Υ21 0 (x1 ) − 2ihΦ2
10 1
10 1

Also we can derive the equalities of the first-order approximation for the strains εktt
k
from (4) if we consider the approximation for the stresses σttk and σnn
similar to Eq. (21):


1
k
(λj + 2µj )σttk m − λj σnn
(37)
εktt m (z) =
m , z ∈ Ωj .
2(λj + µj )

k
To obtain the relations of the stress tensor components σttk m and σnn
m with the complex
k
k
potentials Φj m , Υj m of the first-order approximation, one can take the angle between taxis and x1 -axis to be equal first α and then α + π/2 in Eq. (21), and sum the results:


k
k
k
k
k
k
Φ
(z)
−
Υ
(z)
+
Φ
(z)
−
(z
−
z)
Φ
(z)
e−2iα ,
+
iσ
=
Φ
(z)
+
σnn
nt m
jm
m
jm
jm
jm
jm

(38)

σttk m

+

k
σnn
m

=

4Re Φkj m (z),

z ∈ Ωj .

Here, in Eqs. (38) and above in Eq. (37) j, k = {1, 2}, m = {0, 1}.
Finally, we substitute Eqs. (24), (35), (37) and (38) into Eqs. (15)–(18) and take into
account Eqs. (25)–(27), (31)–(34) and (36). As a result, the system of the boundary
7
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equations (13)–(18) take the form of the integral equations system in the unknown functions pm , ϑm , σs m and τs m that consists of one singular and three hypersingular equations.
The hypersingular equations are obtained similar to [1, 4, 5] as the result of differentiating
Eqs. (16)–(18). The kernels of the derived integral equations are the same for each step
of approximation. The right-hand sides are the known continuos functions.
In the case of the zero-order approxiamtion, we arrive to the homogeneous integral
equations which have only zero solution following from the physical considerations. In
accordance with Eqs. (26), (27) and (31)–(34), the complex potentials of the zero-order
approximation are equal:
Φ11 0 (z) = Υ11 0 (z) = 0, z ∈ Ω1 ; Φ2j 0 (z) = Υ21 0 (z) = Tj /4, z ∈ Ωj , j = {1, 2}.

(39)

As it follows from Eqs. (12), (17)–(19) and (21), they correspond to the piecewise uniform
stress state of the film coating with flat surface:
σ11 0 (z) = Tj , z ∈ Ω2 ; σs 0 (z) = γ10 +

M2 (1 + κ1 )
M1 (1 + κ1 )
T1 , τs 0 (z) = γ20 +
T2 , (40)
4
4

λ1s + 2µ1s
λ2 + 2µ2s
, M2 = s
.
2µ1
2µ2
We seek the solution for the first-order approximation in the following form:

where M1 =

p1 (x1 ) = A1−1 e−ika x1 + A11 eika x1 , ϑ1 (x1 ) = A2−1 e−ika x1 + A21 eika x1 ,
σs 1 (x1 )

=

A3−1 e−ika x1

+

A31 eika x1 ,

τs 1 (x1 )

=

A4−1 e−ika x1

+

(41)

A41 eika x1 ,

Based on the properties of the Cauchy-type integrals, the system of the integral equations is reduced to the linear system of algebraic equations for the unknown complex
coefficients Ajk . After finding these coefficients, one can define the complex potentials Φkj 1
and Υkj 1 from Eqs. (26), (27), (31)–(34) and, as a consequence, the solution of the original
boundary value problem (1)–(7) from Eqs. (12), (19), (21) and (41).
6

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

As a numerical example, we consider the dependence of stress concentration factor
S = max σttmax /T2 on the perurbation wavelength a for h/a = 0.15 (Figure 1 (a)),
h/a = 0.3 (Figure 1 (b)), surface elasticity constants M1 = M2 = 0 (solid lines),
M1 = 0.117 nm, M2 = 0 (dashed lines), M1 = M2 = 0.117 nm (dot-dashed lines), stiffness
ratio µ1 /µ2 = 10 (curves 1) and µ1 /µ2 = 0.1 (curves 2) in case of ε = 0.1, γ10 = γ20 = 0,
ν1 = ν2 = 0.3.
It is seen from the dashed lines on Figure 1 that the surface stress alone reduces
the stress concentration factor. Taking into consideration the interface stress (see the
dot-dashed lines) decreases the stress concentration factor as well. However, both effects
decreases when the size a of the asperities increases, and the solution passes to the classical
8
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max
Figure 1: Stress concentration factor S = σtt
/T2 as a function of surface perturbation wavelength a.

one (i.e. to the solid lines). It should be noted that the solid lines correspond to our
previous model [8]. The influence of the size of the asperities is greater for the stiffer
film when µ1 /µ2 = 10 (see the curves 1). As one can see, the stress concentration factor
decreases when the stiffnes ratio µ1 /µ2 decreases. This effect is more sensitive for the
films with the smaller thickness (see Figure 1 (a)).
In this paper, we have extended our previous model of thin film with the slightly curved
free surface deposited on a thick substrate to the case when the film thickness and the
size of surface deffects are in nanometer range. For this purpose, we have used the surface/interface elasticity theory proposed by Gurtin and Murdoch [10], which allowed us to
formulate corresponding boundary value problem involving the additional one-dimensional
constitutive equations for surface phase and interphase with the extra elastic constants
and the residual surface stresses. Based on the linear perturbation technique combined
with the Goursat-Kolosov complex potentials and the superposition principle, the original boundary value problem has been reduced to the analytical solution of the system
consisting of one singular and three hypersingular integral equations. It has been shown
that the coupled effect of surface and interface stresses reduce the stress concentration
factor. We have observed that this effect was more sensitive for smaller surface asperities.
Finally, it should be noted that the obtained results are in a good agreement with our
previous studies [1, 8].
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Abstract. Within a discrete-element model of a porous permeable elastic-plastic rock, filled
with a fluid, we have studied the shear strength of a fractured interface zone (a shear band)
between blocks of a geological medium subject to compression and shear. Under these
conditions, a fluid pore pressure is controlled by interplay of dilation of the elastic-plastic
shear band and fluid transport between the blocks and the interface. We have found that the
shear strength is a unique function of a combination of parameters, which includes viscosity
of a fluid, permeability of the medium, shear rate and a characteristic size of the system.
Based on the simulation results we have constructed the generalized binomial dependence of
the shear strength of samples on the obtained combination of parameters.
1

INTRODUCTION

Inelastic deformation and stress relaxation in rocks are conditioned with nucleation and
integration of fractures, accompanied with a dilation of a geological medium [1]. Blocks of a
geological medium are separated with high-fragmented shear bands, which strength is
significantly lower than strength of blocks [2]. In the result, deformation of rocks localizes
predominantly within shear bands. Cracks, pores and voids inside a shear band form an
interconnected system, which can be filled with a pore fluid in natural conditions. A yield
stress and shear strength of a shear band depend on the effective stress eff
     Ppore ,
where  is an applied external pressure, Ppore – pore fluid pressure, 0    1 – a material
parameter,  – the Kronecker symbol ( ,   x, y, z ) [3].
Dilation of a shear band under a plastic shearing leads to increasing of the volume of pores
and cracks; in the results a fluid pore pressure Ppore decreases. A decrease of fluid pore
pressure on walls of pores and cracks inhibits the stress relaxation processes, conditioned with
a generation of new fractures and an integration of existing ones. This leads to an increasing
of a macroscopic strength of a geological material. The mentioned effect has been called as
dilatant hardening.
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Evidently, in permeable media a value of pore fluid pressure is controlled both by a pore
volume change and by a filtration motion of a fluid inside pores and cracks of a material. At
that a local filtration rate depends on a permeability, a viscosity of a fluid and a gradient of
pore pressure. Relation between a strain rate and a filtration rate determines a regime of
deformation of a fluid-saturated material (drained or undrained conditions) [4]. Estimates of
strength of a porous fluid-saturated material have been obtained by Biot for limiting cases of
drained and undrained conditions [5][6]. The dependencies of a strength of a fluid-saturated
materials on a dilation rate, filtration rate and strain rate were studied in detail in further
works [7]-[10]. Particularly, it has been shown that the relation between rates of dilation
(more precisely, pore volume increase under inelastic deformation) and filtration determines a
value of fluid pore pressure in microcracks’ tips, thereby controlling a development of
faulting [11]-[12].
Despite the successes achieved in studying of mechanical properties of shear bands
(including their shear strength), some keystone questions still remain unresolved. For
instance, there was no a comprehensive study of strength of shear bands under combined
compression and shear in the transition region between undrained and drained conditions
(under partially drained conditions). It is clear that features of a shear strength in this region
are determined not only by a shear rate and a permeability of a shear band itself, but to a large
extent by a compression of a shear band and surrounding blocks of a material, fluid content,
saturation and permeability of these blocks, as well as boundary conditions between a
fragment of material under consideration and a host massif.
A direct study of deformation and strength of shear bands, appearing in samples under
triaxial loading, represents a complicated problem. Therefore, a numerical simulation of a
shear band under compression and shear seems to be a prospective approach to obtaining a
detailed information about laws which determine strength of a shear band under complex
loading conditions [13][14]. The goal of this work is to find a functional form of a
dependence of shear band strength on the ratio of shear strain rate to filtration rate under
conditions that correspond to rock massifs. The study has been carried out by means of a
numerical simulation of a fluid-saturated elastic-plastic permeable medium with the Discrete
Element Method (DEM).
2 DESCRIPTION OF A MODEL
During simulation of an elastic-plastic permeable medium, we use a decomposition of the
considered problem into two ones: 1) a description of a mechanical behavior of a solid
skeleton and 2) a simulation of a mass transfer of a fluid within a filtration volume (which
represents a system of interconnected channels, pores, cracks etc.). Following the ideas of
Biot [5][6], we assume that stress-strain state of a discrete element is directly connected with
a change of volume of pores and pore pressure of a fluid in the "micropores" inside the
element.
For simulation of a mechanical response of a material we have implemented the model of
rock plasticity with non-associated flow law and von Mises yield criterion (the so-called
Nikolaevsky model [15]). This model adequately describes a mechanical response of a wide
class of brittle materials (geological materials, ceramics etc.) at different scales with taking
into account of influence of lower-scale fractured structure. The Nikolaevsky model
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postulates a linear relationship between volume and shear deformation rates of plastic
deformation with coefficient  named the dilation coefficient. We have adopted the
Nikolaevsky model to the DEM with use of so called Wilkins algorithm [16]. In the
framework of this algorithm a solution of elastic-plastic problem is reduced to a solution of an
elastic problem in increments and following correction of potential forces between particles
(discrete elements) in accordance with the requirements of Nikolaevsky model, applied to
values of local pressure and stress deviator [16].
In the framework of the proposed approach a solution of an elastic problem represents a
calculation of normal and tangential forces acting from discrete element i as a result of
interaction with a discrete element j. The corresponding equations are formulated based on a
generalized Hooke’s law in hypoelastic form [17]:


 2Gi
centr
i j   Fi j  Sij  2Gi i j   1 
Ki


  F tang S  2G 
ij
i
i j 
i j 
 i j 

 mean
 i


(1)

where symbol  indicates an increment of corresponding parameter during a time step t of
numerical scheme; i(j) and  i(j) – are specific values of pair-wise central Ficentr
and tangential
j
Fitanj  g components of reaction force of i-th discrete element to j-th neighbour; Sij – a contact

square; Gi and Ki – shear and bulk moduli, correspondingly; i ( j ) and  i ( j ) – increments of
normal and shear strain of element i in pair i-j; imean – average volume stress in element i
[17],[18].
A stress state of a porous solid skeleton, containing a system of interconnected pores,
channels and cracks depends both on a porosity and geometry of pores and cracks and their
spatial distribution [19]. In the absence of a pronounced orientation of cracks in a solid
skeleton, the fluid pressure in a pore volume contributes only into a hydrostatic pressure in a
solid skeleton (namely, into a hydrostatic tension). In this approximation the influence of a
fluid in “micropores” can be taken into consideration by means of including of fluid pore
pressure into a relation for a central force:
centr
i j 

i j   F


Pi fluid   2Gi  mean
Sij  2Gi  i j  
  1 
 i
Ki  
Ki 


(2)

where Pi fluid – contribution of a fluid pore pressure (in “micropores”) into a mean stress in a
volume of discrete element i. Note that the equation (2) is equal to the Hooke’s law in a model
of linear poroelasticity. The value of Pi fluid is linearly related with average pore pressure Pi pore
of a fluid in micropores of discrete element i:
Pi fluid  ai Pi pore

(3)

where ai  1  Ki / K s ,i . Here K s ,i is a bulk modulus of non-porous grains of a solid skeleton
of a discrete element i. After solution of the elastic problem for an element i at current time
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step, an achievement of the Mises–Schleicher yield criterion is checked, with explicit taking
into account of a fluid pore pressure:
i  i  imean  bi Pi pore   ieq

3  Yi

(4)

where Yi is a shear yield stress of a material of element i, i is a coefficient of internal friction,
ieq – von Mises stress, averaged over a volume of a discrete element i, bi – dimensionless
coefficient. A value of the coefficient bi is determined by geometry of pores, channels and
cracks in a solid skeleton. When a configuration of a pore volume allows formation of a
uniform distribution of a hydrostatic pressure in a local volume of a solid skeleton, the value
of bi is suggested to be equal to unity [1],[2]. At that, new cracks are assumed to appear from
existing micropores or cracks. In the opposite case, when microscopic structure of a solid
skeleton provides a more complicated interconnection between a pore pressure and fracture
generation, the value of bi is usually less than unity and depends on a porosity and pore
pressure. The lower boundary of bi usually equals to initial porosity 0 of non-deformed
material [1].
When the yield condition (4) is satisfied, the reduction of components of stress tensor in a
volume of discrete element i to a yield surface is performed. In accordance with [17], the
mentioned reduction can be performed by means of the following correction of specific
normal and tangential forces of interaction between i-th element and j-th neighbor:





    imean M i  (imean  Ni )
 i j 
i j 


i j  M i

i j  

   ,    – are reduced values of specific reaction forces;
1   3    3G    Y   K    3G   – coefficient of reduction of stress deviator;

where
Mi 

(5)

i j
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i

i

i

i

i i

i

Ni Ki i  i  Yi   Ki ii  Gi  – correction to a local mean stress, calculated after solving

an elastic problem; i – dilation coefficient of material of element i.
A volume of a solid skeleton and, correspondingly, a pore volume change under the
influence of internal and external stresses. At that, a specific volume of pores ϕ (or so called
“microscopic” porosity) can be defined as follows:



V

elast
pore

plast
 Vpore
 Velem

(6)

elast
where V pore
is a part of pore volume, which develops due to elastic deformations of material;
plast
is a part of pore volume, that appears as a result of “quasi-plastic” deformation of a
and Vpore
material, namely as a result of opening of microscopic pores, cracks and other defects because
of dilation of a material. Note that in the framework of the developed model we don’t take
into account a compaction of pores, which is valid for low-porous materials. Elastic change of
pore volume is determined by the relation of bulk moduli of porous solid skeleton K and of
non-porous monolithic grains that constitute the solid skeleton K s :
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1 1 
1   
elast
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pore  1
Vpore
 Velem
0  3mean  
  3P  

 K Ks 
 K Ks 


(7)

In turn, “inelastic” change of pore volume due to dilation of a material is given by the
following relation:
plast
init
Vpore
 Velem
 plast

(8)

where ielast and iplast represent elastic and inelastic parts of volume deformation of a
discrete element, that are formally determined as follows:
ielast 3  imean  Pi fluid  Ki

 plast
xx
yy
zz
elast

 i    i   i   i    i

(9)

Here i are diagonal components of strain tensor in a volume of a discrete element i
[17][18]. We use the modified fracture criterion of Drucker-Prager that takes into account a
contribution of a local pore pressure of a fluid in the following way:
DP  0.5    1 eq  1.5    1  mean  bP pore   c

(10)

where   c t is the relation between compressive (c) and tensile (t) strengths of a
material, the coefficient b is the same as in equation (4).
In the framework of the developed model of a fluid filtration we use the following
assumptions: 1) a fluid may occupy a pore volume completely or partially; 2) a fluid is
compressible; 3) an adsorption of a fluid on internal walls of pores, capillary effects and the
effect of adsorption reduction of strength (Rehbinder effect) are not taken into account; and
4) a statistical distribution of sizes of micropores is not taken into account. In the framework
of the latter assumption the pore volume is completely described by the following two
parameters: a value of open “microscopic” porosity ϕ and a characteristic diameter of
filtration channel dch, which controls the rate of fluid filtration through a solid porous
skeleton. An adequate choice of the value of dch allows correct description of a mass transfer
of a fluid, despite simplicity of the assumptions given above.
A state of a compressible liquid in pores can be described by the following equation [20]:
( P) 
0 1   P  P0  / K fl 

(11)

where  and P are the current values of fluid density and pressure, 0 and P0 are the values
of the density and pressure under atmospheric conditions, Kfl – bulk modulus of a fluid. When
the fluid occupies a pore volume only partially, we assume the fluid pressure equals to the
atmospheric pressure P0 . Neglecting the influence of gravity, the equation of filtration transfer
of a fluid can be written in the following form [20]:
k


  K fl   
t
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where η – fluid viscosity, k – coefficient of permeability of a solid skeleton that can be
estimated as follows [20]:
k   dch2 .

(13)

Note that, in the framework of the used assumptions, there is no mass transfer between
elements with fluid pressure ≤0.
3

SIMULATION OF A SHEAR LOADING IN FLUID-SATURATED MEDIUM

We have considered a shear loading of an infinitely long sample with periodic boundary
conditions in lateral direction (see fig. 1a). The sample consists of two linearly elastic blocks
separated by an elastic-plastic shear band (interface). Pore volumes of permeable elastic
blocks and elastic-plastic interface have been saturated with water under initial atmospheric
pressure. The diagrams of uni-axial loading of materials of the blocks and the interface are
given in fig. 1b. The considered sample was mounted between thin impermeable layers of
material, to which an external loading was applied.

Figure 1: Scheme of loading (a); Diagrams of uni-axial loading of materials of the blocks and the interface (b).

The values of physical-mechanical parameters of the material are given in the table 1. The
values of compressible and tensile strengths are given for the elastic-plastic interface, the
elastic blocks are considered as indestructible. The total height of the sample was L  0.3 m,
the height of the interface was L0  0.03 m.
The loading was performed in two stages. At the first stage an initial pre-loading with
compression normal force FN was performed. After that, we fixed the loading until fading of
elastic waves in the sample. At the second stage a shear loading in lateral direction with the
constant velocity Vx was applied until the sample fractures. At that, top and bottom layers
were fixed in vertical direction.
We have found that under relatively small values of the normal pre-loading the fracture of
the elastic-plastic interface occurs before a plastic deformation of the interface begins. At
certain value of the normal pre-loading, the fracture of the interface goes after a plastic
deformation begins and takes place at relatively high values of plastic deformations (see
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fig. 2). The latter demonstrates a “brittle-to-ductile” transition which occurs in real materials,
in particular, in geological media.
Table 1: Physical-mechanical parameters of the solid skeleton

Parameter name
Open porosity of a skeleton 

Value
0.1

Parameter name
Compressive strength  c

Bulk modulus of a porous skeleton K

37.5 MPa

Bulk modulus of monolithic grains K s
Density of a porous skeleton
Poisson ratio of a porous skeleton

107.5 MPa
3

2000 kg/m
0.3

Value
70 MPa

Tensile strength t

23.3 MPa

Dilation coefficient 

0.36

Internal friction coefficient 
Parameter b

0.57
0.1

The results, presented below, have been obtained in the “ductile” regime of fracture, i.e.
when fracture occurs significantly after reaching a yield point. At that, the dependence of the
shear strength on the normal confining pressure can be approximated with the following
equation:
c  c,0   N /  y 

0.45

(14)

where c ,0 – is a scale factor, having the dimension of stress, and  y – is the yield strength.

Figure 2: Shear strength of a non-permeable sample vs. different normal loads

The results of a parametric analysis of the problem have allowed us to obtain the governing
combination of the parameters, which uniquely determines a value of the shear strength of the
interface for a given value of the confining pressure:
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L2
Axy 

 xy .
4k

(15)

The combination (15) includes viscosity of a fluid, porosity and permeability of the
medium, shear rate and a height of the sample.
The dependency of the shear strength on the permeability of the material demonstrates an
exponential decrease and further growth with an increase of the value of the permeability (see
fig. 3). The dependencies of shear strength on permeability, obtained for different values of
shear rate, viscosity, or height of the interface, can be reduced to a single dependence of shear
strength on a unique controlling parameter (15). Note that the increase of the permeability
corresponds to the decrease of the value of Axy and vice versa.
The mentioned nonmonotonicity of the dependencies c ( Axy ) has the following
explanation. At relatively small values of permeability a liquid pressure in elastic-plastic
interface rapidly decreases down to zero due to increase of the pore volume under dilation of
elastic-plastic material. An outflow of the liquid from the regions, surrounding the interface,
leads to slight decrease of the degree of constraint of the interface. In the result, the strength
of the interface exponentially decreases with the increase of the permeability due to reduction
of the mean stress in the interface.

Figure 3: Normalized shear strength of a permeable sample for different shear rates and normal loads

At relatively high values of permeability a fluid pressure in the interface remains non-zero
due to a rapid inflow of a fluid from the pore volume of the elastic blocks. The non-zero fluid
pressure results in the decrease of the yield criterion in the accordance with the MisesSchleicher criterion (4), at that, the dilation rate increases. This results in the increase of the
degree of constraint and in the corresponding increase of the shear strength of the interface.
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A competition of the processes, mentioned above, results in the occurrence of a minimal
value of shear strength, where a rate of filtration is still not enough to provide a non-zero fluid
pressure in the whole cross-section of elastic-plastic interface and, at the same time, it is
enough to significantly decrease a pore pressure in the elastic blocks.
4

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Basing on the results shown above, we can conclude that shear strength of the interface
depends on an interplay of the following processes: 1) increase of a mean stress in a medium
under shear due to dilation of elastic-plastic shear band after reaching a yield point; 2) mass
transfer of a fluid in a pore volume of the interface and the elastic blocks and 3) redistribution
of the fluid in the sample due to the pressure gradient.
The observed effects together with the results of numerical simulations allowed us to
suggest a generalized dependence of shear strength of an elastic-plastic interface on
permeability and shear rate for a given normal load  N :

с  0  1 exp  c1 Axy  

2

1   c2 Axy 

p

(16)

where the value (0  1 ) corresponds to the strength of impermeable water-filled sample
(under “undrained” conditions) and the value (0  2 ) represents the strength of a “dry”
sample. Parameters c1 and c2 characterize the rate of change of exponential and sigmoidal
branches of the dependence (16) with a change of permeability. Note that the values of 0 ,

1 and  2 are not constant but depend on a thickness of elastic-plastic interface, physicalmechanical parameters of a material and boundary conditions.
The first term of the dependence (16) describes the exponential decrease of strength of the
interface due to the local decrease of the mean stress in the elastic blocks under outflow of a
fluid into an excess pore volume in the interface. The second term characterizes the influence
of filtration on the decrease of the yield criterion of the interface due to the growth of fluid
pressure. This, in turn, leads to the increase of the degree of constraint of the interface.
The parameters of the obtained dependence (16) represent the combinations of the values
of loading, width of the interface, physical-mechanical properties of the sample, including
permeability, and physical mechanical properties of a fluid. A more detailed analysis of this
dependence, including obtaining estimations for its unknown parameters is a subject of further
research.
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Abstract. The study of heat flow problems is of extreme importance in engineering, there is a
need to know the temperatures imposed and generated, when appropriate, in the structural parts
to be able to evaluate the stresses that can arise due to the thermal variations. These stresses
arise due to imposed constraints, ie bodies can not move freely and consequently undesirable
cracks may arise when the stresses are greater than the resistive capacity of the stressed parts.
The analysis of these problems can be done in both analytical or numerical way, with the use
of calculation methods, such as the Finite Difference Method (FDM) and the Finite Element
Method (FEM), with aid of computational programs such as MATLAB, PYTHON and
ANSYS, as used in this work. The results presented here show simple cases of transient thermal
variation and thermomechanical coupling by two methods of analysis, aiming at the validation
of the numerical methods and softwares used. The solutions were satisfactory, the temperatures
and stresses were coincident for different methods, making possible to start studying more
complex problems with confidence in the implemented code.
1

INTRODUCTION

Heat flow is a common phenomenon in engineering. The temperature variation may be
responsible for problems in structural parts due to the appearance of thermal stresses that may
exceed the design resistive capacity and, consequently, give rise to fissures.
The study of heat equations is necessary so that it is possible to analyze the behavior of the
involved materials in any project. The imposed conditions, initial and boundary conditions have
direct influence on the equation results.
One of the main objectives of heat conduction analysis is to know the temperature
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distribution, ie, how the temperature varies with the position in the domain. Conductive heat
flow at any point in the middle or surface of a body can be determined by the Fourier law,
represented by Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) [1].
Among the various mechanisms for solving heat transfer problems, there are the Finite
Differences Method (FDM), easy to interpret and manipulate, the Finite Element Method
(FEM), widely used in engineering, as well as the Analytical Methods, responsible for
Mathematical solutions.
The MDF is a numerical procedure that solves PDEs by discretizing a continuous physical
domain into a finite discrete mesh, approaching each partial derivative in the EDP by
approximations of finite algebraic differences [2]. The finite difference equation must represent
the exact solution of the PDE at each point of the discretized region in which the problem
solution is to be obtained [3].
The FEM provides a general and systematic technique for the construction of base functions,
which are necessary to model solutions of approximate boundary problems using, for example,
the Galerkin method. According to [4], it is possible to construct approximate solutions for
differential equations provided with a boundary condition, by dividing the domain of the
solution into a finite number of subdomains.
Thermomechanical coupling is an alternative to problem solving using the methods
mentioned. First, results of thermal analyzes are obtained. With the thermal distribution
associated with the mechanical boundary conditions found, it is possible to find the stresses
arising from the heat flux.
Therefore, this work intends to present analysis of heat flow and thermomechanical stresses
for simple problems with the objective of accomplishing a preliminary and necessary step for
studying the coupled problem in question. Thus, in this work will be presented comparisons
between the Finite Element and the Finite Differences Methods for numerical solutions of the
General Two-dimensional Heat Conduction Equation in Transient Regime and the coupled case
of a plate submitted to a thermal variation.
2 THEORETICAL FUNDAMENTS
Analytical solutions to thermal problems, depending on the geometry and imposed initial
and boundary conditions can be very complex or even impossible to determine. Numerical
methods allow an easier and faster solution to these problems with the aid of computational
tools. Therefore, in this work, the analytical methods, the FDM and the FEM were used, as will
be presented in the sequence.
2.1 General Heat Conduction Equation
Heat conduction can be quantified in terms of differential equations. The mathematical
model that describes the general heat conduction equation in rectangular coordinates, defined
by [1, 2, 3, 4], is given by:
𝑘𝑘 (

𝜕𝜕²𝑇𝑇 𝜕𝜕²𝑇𝑇 𝜕𝜕²𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
+
+
) + 𝑞𝑞̇ = 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕² 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕² 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕²

(1)

In which q̇ is the heat generation in respect to time (W/m³), k is the termal conductivity
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(W/mºC), c is the specific heat (J/gºC), ρ is specific mass (Kg/m³),
∂²T

∂²T

∂²T

∂T
∂t

is the temperature

variation in time, and ( ∂x² + ∂y² + ∂z² ) = ∇²T represents the termal gradient.

2.2 General Heat Conduction Equation by Finite Differences Method (FDM):
The FDM allows the temperature calculation at any point in the domain (Figure 1) from its
boundary conditions.

Figura 1: Finite Diferences Mesh Example.
(Coelho,2016)

The method consists in the substitution of differential equations by algebraic equations,
making derivative transformations into finite differences. Based on studies carried out by [8,5]
the substitutions of First Order Differential Equations and Second Order Differential Equations
are shown in table (1) by their respective Finite Differences forms:
Table 1: First and Second order derivatives expressions aproximated through the FDM.

∂T
∂x
∂T
∂y
∂T
∂z

1ª Order of Derivatives:
Ti+1 − Ti−1
Ti+1 − Ti−1
=
xi+1 − xi−1
2∆x
Tj+1 − Tj−1
Tj+1 − Tj−1
=
yj+1 − yj−1
2∆y
Tl+1 − Tl−1 Tl+1 − Tl−1
=
zl+1 − zl−1
2∆z

2ª Order of Derivatives
Ti+1,j,l − 2Ti,j,l + Ti−1,j,l
Ti+1,j,l − 2Ti,j,l + Ti−1,j,l
=
(xi+1 − xi−1 )²
∆x²
Ti,j+1,l − 2Ti,j,l + Ti,j−1,l
Ti,j+1,l − 2Ti,j,l + Ti,j−1,l
=
(yj+1 − yj−1 )²
∆y²
Ti,j,l+1 − 2Ti,j,l + Ti,j,l−1
Ti,j,l+1 − 2Ti,j,l + Ti,j,l−1
=
(zl+1 − zl−1 )²
∆z²

∂²T
∂x²
∂²T
∂y²
∂²T
∂z²

In the transient case there will be at least one time derivative. According to [5], the term
with time increments (), is defined as:
∂T 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘+1 − 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘
=

∂t
∆𝑡𝑡

∂T

,

∂t

ሺʹሻ

By replacing the ODEs with the corresponding differences in Eq. (1), we define the general
heat conduction equation in three-dimensional finite differences:
𝑇𝑇 𝑘𝑘 𝑖𝑖+1,𝑗𝑗,𝑙𝑙 − 2𝑇𝑇 𝑘𝑘 𝑖𝑖 + 𝑇𝑇 𝑘𝑘 𝑖𝑖−1 , 𝑗𝑗, 𝑙𝑙 𝑇𝑇 𝑘𝑘 𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗+1,𝑙𝑙 − 2𝑇𝑇 𝑘𝑘 𝑖𝑖 + 𝑇𝑇 𝑘𝑘 𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗−1,𝑙𝑙 𝑇𝑇 𝑘𝑘 𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑙𝑙+1 − 2𝑇𝑇 𝑘𝑘 𝑖𝑖 + 𝑇𝑇 𝑘𝑘 𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑙𝑙−1 𝑞𝑞 𝑘𝑘
+
+
+
𝑘𝑘
∆𝑥𝑥²
∆𝑦𝑦²
∆𝑧𝑧²
1 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘+1 − 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘
=

𝐷𝐷
∆𝑡𝑡

Beign 𝐷𝐷 =

𝑘𝑘

𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌

, known as termal diffusivity.

3
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Considering ∆𝑥𝑥² = ∆𝑦𝑦² = ∆𝑧𝑧², and simplifying Eq. (3), arise the Eq. (4):

𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘+1 = 𝐹𝐹(𝑇𝑇 𝑘𝑘 𝑖𝑖+1,𝑗𝑗,𝑙𝑙 + 𝑇𝑇 𝑘𝑘 𝑖𝑖−1 , 𝑗𝑗, 𝑙𝑙 + 𝑇𝑇 𝑘𝑘 𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗+1,𝑙𝑙 + 𝑇𝑇 𝑘𝑘 𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗−1,𝑙𝑙 + 𝑇𝑇 𝑘𝑘 𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑙𝑙+1 + 𝑇𝑇 𝑘𝑘 𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑙𝑙−1 ) + (1 − 6𝐹𝐹)𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘
+ 𝐺𝐺

(4)

In which,

∆𝑡𝑡. 𝐷𝐷
∆𝑥𝑥 2
𝑞𝑞 𝑘𝑘 . ∆𝑥𝑥 2 . ∆𝑡𝑡
𝐺𝐺 =
𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌

(5)

𝐹𝐹 =

(6)

The expression in FDM allows the calculation of temperature at any point in the domain.
The virtual points outside the domain are determined by the boundary conditions. The
application of the FDM expression to all points of the domain leads to a system of n equations
with n unknowns, of type Ax = B, which is solved by the classical mathematical methods in
MatLab. [5].
2.3 General Heat Conduction Equation by Finite Elements Method (FEM):
as:

According to [5], the temperature distribution T (x, y, z, t) inside the solid body is defined
1
∂T 2
∂T 2
∂T 2
∂T
𝐼𝐼 = ∭ ⌊𝐾𝐾 (( ) + ( ) + ( ) ) − 2 (𝑞𝑞̇ − ρc ) 𝑇𝑇⌋ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
2 𝑉𝑉
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂t

(7)

Using Galerkin’s Method as solution to Eq. (7), the following steps were adopted, [19]:
1. Divide the domain V into E finite elements with p nodes;
2. Assume the appropriate variational form of T in finite elements with 𝑒𝑒 elements,
expressed by:
⃑ (𝑒𝑒)
𝑇𝑇 (𝑒𝑒) (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡) = [𝑁𝑁(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧)]𝑇𝑇

Where,

[N(x, y, z)] = [N1 (x, y, z)

N2 (x, y, z) … Np (x, y, z) ]

T1 (t)
⃑T (e) = [ ⋮ ]
T2 (t)

(8)

(9)
(10)

3. The integral of the weighted residue on the element domain is set equal to zero, having
the same weights as the interpolation functions Ni. If the solution of the previous
equation is not exact, it is replaced by the differential equation, which instead of zero
will have a different value called the residual. Thus, the criterion to be satisfied at each
instant of time is:
I = ∭ ⌊Ni (k (
Ve

∂ ∂T (e)
∂ ∂T (e)
∂ ∂T (e)
∂T (e)
(
)+ (
)+ (
))) + q̇ − ρc
⌋ dV
∂x ∂x
∂y ∂y
∂z ∂z
∂t

4
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Rewritng the first termo of the integral:
∭ Ni k
Ve

∂ ∂T (e)
∂Ni ∂T (e)
∂T (e)
(
) dV = − ∭ k
(
) dV + ∭ Ni k (
) lx dS
∂x ∂x
∂x
∂x
∂x
Ve
Ve

Being 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 the cosine in x-direction. For the complete equation:
∂Ni ∂T(e)

− ∭Ve k [
(

∂x

∂T(e)
∂z

(

∂x

)+

∂Ni
∂y

(

∂T(e)
∂y

)+

∂Ni
∂z

) lz ] dS + ∭Ve Ni k (q̇ − ρc

(

∂T(e)
∂z

∂T(e)
∂t

)] dV + ∭Ve Ni k [(

∂T(e)

) dV

∂x

) lx + (

∂T(e)
∂y

) ly +

(12)

(13)

The boundary of element (𝑒𝑒) is composed of 𝑆𝑆1(𝑒𝑒), 𝑆𝑆2(𝑒𝑒) and 𝑆𝑆3(𝑒𝑒). The surface integral equals

to zero due to 𝑇𝑇0 in 𝑆𝑆1(𝑒𝑒), the derivatives of 𝑇𝑇(𝑒𝑒) in respect to x, y and z are zero too. In 𝑆𝑆2(𝑒𝑒)
and 𝑆𝑆3(𝑒𝑒), the boundary conditions satisfies the problem, thus having as surface integral in 𝑆𝑆2(𝑒𝑒)
and 𝑆𝑆3(𝑒𝑒) :

∬

S2 (e) +S3

=∬

S2 (e)

Ni k [(
(e)

∂T (e)
∂T (e)
∂T (e)
) lx + (
) ly + (
) lz ] dS
∂x
∂y
∂z

Ni q dS2 − ∬

S2 (e)

The matricial form of the equation is:

In which:

h(T

(e)

− T∞ ) dS3

̇ − ⃑P (e) = 0
⃑
⃑ (e) + [K 2 (e) ]T
⃑ (e) + [K 3 (e) ]T
⃑ (e)
[K1 (e) ]T
𝑲𝑲𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 (𝒆𝒆) = − ∭ 𝑘𝑘 [
𝑉𝑉 𝑒𝑒

𝑃𝑃⃑(𝑒𝑒) 𝑖𝑖 = ∬

𝑉𝑉 (𝑒𝑒)

∂𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 ∂T𝑁𝑁𝑗𝑗
∂𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 ∂T𝑁𝑁𝑗𝑗
∂𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 ∂T𝑁𝑁𝑗𝑗
(
)+
(
)+
(
)] 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
∂x
∂x
∂y
∂y
∂z
∂z

(14)

(15)

(16)

𝑲𝑲𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 (𝒆𝒆) = ∬

ℎ𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝑁𝑁𝑗𝑗 𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆3

(17)

𝑲𝑲𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑 (𝒆𝒆) = ∬

𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝑁𝑁𝑗𝑗 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(18)

𝑆𝑆3 (𝑒𝑒)

𝑞𝑞̇ 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − ∬

𝑉𝑉 (𝑒𝑒)

𝑆𝑆2 (𝑒𝑒)

𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝑞𝑞 𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆2 − ∬

𝑆𝑆2 (𝑒𝑒)

4. The matrix elements can be written in the usual form:
⃑ (𝑒𝑒)̇ + [𝐾𝐾 (𝑒𝑒) ]𝑇𝑇
⃑ (𝑒𝑒) = 𝑃𝑃⃑
[𝐾𝐾3 ]𝑇𝑇
𝑬𝑬

[𝑲𝑲𝟑𝟑 ] = ∑[𝑲𝑲𝟑𝟑 (𝒆𝒆) ]
𝑬𝑬

𝒆𝒆=𝟏𝟏

[𝑲𝑲] = ∑[𝑲𝑲𝟏𝟏 (𝒆𝒆) + 𝑲𝑲𝟐𝟐 (𝒆𝒆) ]
𝒆𝒆=𝟏𝟏
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𝑬𝑬

⃑⃑ (𝒆𝒆) ]
𝑃𝑃⃑ = ∑[𝑷𝑷

(23)

𝑲𝑲𝟏𝟏 (𝒆𝒆) = ∭ [𝐵𝐵]𝑇𝑇 ⌈𝐷𝐷⌉[𝐵𝐵]𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(24)

𝒆𝒆=𝟏𝟏

5. The equations must be solved by incorporating the boundary conditions and the initial
conditions. The expressions [𝑲𝑲𝟏𝟏 (𝒆𝒆) ],[𝑲𝑲𝟐𝟐 (𝒆𝒆) ],[𝑲𝑲𝟑𝟑 (𝒆𝒆) ] and ⃑⃑𝑷𝑷(𝒆𝒆) are written as matrixes with
notation:
𝑉𝑉 𝑒𝑒

𝑲𝑲𝟐𝟐 (𝒆𝒆) = ∭ ℎ[𝑁𝑁]𝑇𝑇 ⌈𝑁𝑁⌉𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆3
𝑆𝑆3 𝑒𝑒

𝑲𝑲𝟑𝟑 (𝒆𝒆) = ∭ 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌[𝑁𝑁]𝑇𝑇 ⌈𝑁𝑁⌉𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Where:

𝑃𝑃⃑ (𝑒𝑒) = 𝑃𝑃⃑1
⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝑷𝑷𝟏𝟏

⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝑷𝑷𝟐𝟐

⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝑷𝑷𝟑𝟑

(𝒆𝒆)

(𝒆𝒆)

(𝒆𝒆)

𝑉𝑉 𝑒𝑒

(𝑒𝑒)

− 𝑃𝑃⃑2

(𝑒𝑒)

+ 𝑃𝑃⃑3

(𝑒𝑒)

= ∭ 𝑞𝑞̇ [𝑁𝑁]𝑇𝑇 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑉𝑉 𝑒𝑒

=∬

=∬

𝑆𝑆3 (𝑒𝑒)

𝑆𝑆3 (𝑒𝑒)

𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥
[𝐷𝐷] = [ 0
0

𝜕𝜕𝑁𝑁1
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑁𝑁1
[𝐵𝐵] =
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑁𝑁1
[ 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝑞𝑞[𝑁𝑁]𝑇𝑇 𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆2

ℎ𝑇𝑇∞ [𝑁𝑁]𝑇𝑇 𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆3
0
𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦
0

𝜕𝜕𝑁𝑁2
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑁𝑁2
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑁𝑁2
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

0
0]
𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧

…
…
…
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(25)
(26)
(27)

(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)

(32)
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3

RESULTS

The presented results were developed by FDM and FEM in the first problem, with
implementation in MATLAB and PHYTON, respectively, showing the transient heat flux for
a situation with heat generation. In the second problem, results are displayed for a
thermomechanical coupling using the analytical solution compared to the FEM using the
ANSYS WORKBENCH software.
3.1 Complete 2D Heat Equation with Internal Heat Generation
The proposed case consists of a concrete plate of unit dimensions, with internal heat
generation. The points analyzed were P1, P2 and P3, which are located in the center line of the
x-axis, 0.25 m from the upper surface, at the plate central point and 0.25 from the lower surface
of the y-axis, respectively. The adopted heat generation is represented by 𝑞𝑞̇ = 𝑞𝑞0.𝑚𝑚.e(−𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚), where
q0= 200 J/m³s.

Figure 2: Plate and points analyzed by equaction.

The considered thermal and mechanical properties are in Tab. (2):
Table 2: Thermal and mechanical properties
Property
Thermal Conductivity
Specific Heat
Specific Mass
Thermal Expansion Coefficient
Elasticity Module
Conductive Heat Transfer
Coefficient

3.1.1

SI
k
c
ρ
α
E

Valor
1,79 (W/m.ºC)
1000(J/g.ºC)
2388(Kg/m³)
16,67.10-6 (/ ºC)
210000MPa

h

13,95 W/mK

Analysis of Results

The comparison between results was performed by comparing the temperature evolution
curves obtained by the numerical solutions of the FDM and FEM at the stipulated time of 17280
s, as a function of the positions shown in Figs (3,4). The first graph, Fig. (03), considered the
position variation only around the x-axis by adopting the central position of the plate (0.50 m)

7
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at y. In the abscissa axis the position variations in x (m) were considered and in the ordinates
the temperature variation (ºC).

Figure 3: Temperature along the X-axis for the complete 2D
equation

Analyzing Fig. (3) it can be seen that in the position x = 0.00 m the temperature corresponds
to 100 °C, and for position x = 1.00 m to 10 ° C, which are the initial boundary conditions. In
other positions, the results overlap, showing that the results obtained are reliable. The graph in
Fig. (4) considered the position variation only around the y-axis and adopted the central position
(0.50 m) for x. In the abscissa axis are the position variations in y (m) and in the ordinates the
temperature variation (ºC).

Figure 4: Temperature along the Y-axis for the complete 2D
equation

As in the graph of Fig. (3), in Fig. (4), the temperatures dependent on the boundary
conditions remained the same, at 50 °C and 0 °C, and the other points presented overlapping
results.
Afterwards, the temperature evolution was analyzed as a function of time by the two
numerical methods at three points on the plate (P1, P2 and P3). The point P1 is located at the
coordinates x = 0.50m and y = 0.25m. P2 at coordinates x = 0.50m and y = 0.50m and point P3
at coordinates x = 0.50m and y = 0.75m. The comparisons can be seen in Figs. (5a), (5b) and
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(5c).

P2

Figure 5.a: Transient temperatura analysis in point
P1

Figure 5.b: Transient temperatura analysis in point
P2

P3

Figure 5.c: Transient temperatura analysis in point
P3

In all the graphs of Fig. (5), it can be observed that the results obtained by FDM and FEM
are coincident, showing a good treatment of data and that both are efficient in the solution of
heat problems.
3.2 Thermomechanical Coupling in a Retangular Plate
In this section, numerical-analytical results will be compared for the case of rectangular plate
with fixed boundary conditions subject to a non-uniform heat variation T, according to Fig.
(6), as proposed by [20].

Figure 6: Mechanical results comparison for a bi-crimped beam.
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Considering the edges of the plate free to slide, but with restriction to rotation, case A, the
moment in the plate is given by Eq. (33).
M=−

Dα(ΔT)
h

(1 + ν)

(33)
𝑬𝑬𝒉𝒉𝟑𝟑

Being M the moment due to the temperature gradient (𝚫𝚫𝑻𝑻), 𝑫𝑫 = 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏(𝟏𝟏−𝝂𝝂𝟐𝟐 ) is the flexural

stiffness and 𝛎𝛎 is the Poisson’s coefficient.
The correspondent maximum stress 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑏 is given by:
6𝑀𝑀

𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑏 = ± ℎ2

(34)

Was modeled in ANSYS Workbench a solid body of dimensions (x, y, z) = (0.5, 0.5, 0.1),
as in Fig. (XX), with temperatures T = 0 °C at z = 0.0 m and T = 100 °C at z = 0.1 m. The
results for the temperatures can be visualized in Fig. (XX), presenting a uniform thermal
distribution.

Figura 07: Resultados mecânicos para a viga biengastada

If there is only the displacement restriction at z, the maximum and minimum stresses found
at the central points of the body are  9.4303E7 Pa. Using Eqs. (33) and (34), the maximum
stresses are 8.57E7 Pa, differing only in 9.0 % from the software result. The graph of Fig. (08)
presents the stress distribution in the abscissa axis (Pa), by the thickness in the ordinates axis
(m). The 'calculated stress’ curve represents the maximum tensions found analytically, ‘Stress
X' represents the stresses found by the program along the width and ‘Stress Z' the stresses in
the thickness direction, being free to rotate, the stresses in that axis are zero. However, the
maximum stresses by both methods are very close.

Figure 08: Thermal stresses result comparison for different cases
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With this analysis, it can be affirmed that the analytical method and the MEF, applied
through the ANSYS, can be used in the resolution of thermomechanical problems in
engineering, and can later apply this methodology to more complex situations. Other similar
analyzes can be observed in [9].
4

CONCLUSIONS

With the presented results, it is possible to affirm that the thermal and thermomechanical
analyzes can be done by means of different methods, like the analytical method, FDM and
FEM. The comparisons between the simulations performed with the exposed alternatives were
coincident, showing a good treatment of the data and a correct manipulation of the
computational tools. It is also noted that the initial conditions and boundary properly applied
are essential in order to reach the expected results. Although the cases presented are simple,
they are essential if advances are to be achieved, as they are part of a needed preliminary study
phase of validation that aims to arrive at solutions, with confidence in numerical simulations,
of more complex problems.
5
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Abstract. The present work deals with large strain thermomechanical coupled problems.
In particular, a novel polyconvex formulation based on a mixed Hellinger-Reissner type
variational principle is introduced along with advanced discretization techniques which
reduce the computational effort dramatically. Eventually, the capabilities of the proposed
framework are demonstrated within a number of numerical examples.

1

INTRODUCTION

General thermoelastic material models have been investigated over the past decades,
see e.g. Reese and Govindjee [1], Holzapfel and Simo [2] and Miehe [3] among many others. In this paper we present a novel computational framework for large strain thermoelasticity. The ideas of a new formulation for polyconvex large strain elasticity originally
introduced by Ball [4] and recently resumed by Bonet et al. [5] are extended to non-linear
coupled thermoelasticity, see also Dittmann [6]. In particular, the deformation gradient
(line map), its co-factor (area map) and its determinant (volume map) along with the
absolute temperature are formulated as independent variables to obtain a polyconvex free
energy function. Moreover, we introduce work conjugate stresses to the extended kinematic set to define a complementary energy principle of Hellinger-Reissner type, where the
introduced conjugate stresses along with the deformed geometry and the absolute temperature constitute the set of primal variables, see also Hesch et al. [7] for the application
of a mixed Hu-Washizu type variational principle in the context of coupled phase-field
fracture problems. The finite element discretization relies on a quadratic approximation
of the deformed geometry and the absolute temperature, whereas discontinuous linear
interpolations are used for the conjugate stresses such that the stress unknowns can be
1
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condensed. Eventually, quasi-static as well as transient numerical examples are investigated to demonstrate the capability of the proposed framework.
2

CONFIGURATION AND KINEMATICS
ϕ(X, t)
da = HdA

dA

dV

dX

dx = F dX

B0

dv = JdV

X3 , x 3
B
X

e3

x

e2
X2 , x 2

e1

X1 , x 1

Figure 1: Deformation mapping of a continuum body from a reference configuration B0 into a current
configuration B and associated strain measures F , H and J

We consider a three dimensional thermoelastic body, i.e. d = 3, in its reference configuration occupying a domain B0 with boundary ∂B0 , see Figure 1. A sufficiently smooth
non-linear deformation mapping
ϕ(X, t) : B0 × T → Rd ,

(1)

is introduced to map a material point X in its reference configuration to its position
x = ϕ(X, t) in the current configuration B at time t ∈ T = [0, T ], where T ∈ R+ .
Furthermore, we introduce the absolute temperature
θ(X, t) : B0 × T → R≥0 ,
2
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which is assumed to be a sufficiently smooth function. The unknowns {ϕ, θ} represent
the non-reducible degrees of freedom to be found for all times of interest.
The deformation gradient tensor F : B0 × T → Rd×d is commonly defined as material
gradient of the current configuration
F = ∇(ϕ) =

∂ϕ
.
∂X

(3)

Moreover, we introduce the determinant J : B0 × T → R as well as the co-factor H : B0 ×
T → Rd×d of the deformation gradient, usually defined by J = det(F ) and H = JF −1 ,
respectively. As shown in Figure 1, the three strain measures F , H and J map differential
line, area and volume elements between the reference and the current configuration, i.e.
dx = F dX, da = HdA and dv = JdV . Regarding the latter both mappings, we provide
an alternative representation by using the cross product between second order tensors1 .
Thus, the co-factor or area map tensor is given as
1
H = cof(F ) = (F × F )
2

(4)

and the Jacobian determinant or volume map reads
1
J = det(F ) = (F × F ) : F .
6

(5)

Note that the tensor cross product operation was originally introduced by de Boer [8]
and for the first time applied in the context of solid mechanics in Bonet et al. [5]. The
usage of the tensor cross product operation simplifies tremendously the first and second
directional derivatives of (4) and (5) with respect to virtual and incremental variations δϕ
and ∆ϕ, since differentiation of the inverse of the deformation gradient is not required.
For the co-factor follows immediately
DH[δϕ] = F × ∇(δϕ),

D2 H[δϕ, ∆ϕ] = ∇(δϕ) × ∇(∆ϕ),

(6)

whereas the derivatives of the determinant of the deformation gradient read
DJ[δϕ] = H : ∇(δϕ),
3

D2 J[δϕ, ∆ϕ] = F : (∇(δϕ) × ∇(∆ϕ)).

(7)

POLYCONVEX THERMOELASTICITY

Polyconvexity is accepted as a fundamental mathematical requirement which has to
be satisfied by admissible energy density functions to model large strain elastic material
behavior.
1

The definition of the tensor cross product operation is given e.g. in Dittmann [6], Appendix A.
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3.1

Free Helmholtz energy

For the consideration of thermomechanical materials, the free Helmholtz energy density
can be defined as a polyconvex function2 of the introduced set of strains and the absolute
temperature
Ψ(F , θ) := Ψ̄(F̄ , H̄, J, θ),
(8)
where the isochoric components of F and H are given as
F̄ = J −1/3 F ,

H̄ = J −2/3 H.

(9)

Thus, a typical thermoelastic compressible Mooney-Rivlin material can be described by
the free Helmholtz energy density function
κ
Ψ̄(F̄ , H̄, J, θ) = α(F̄ : F̄ − d) + β((H̄ : H̄)3/2 − d3/2 ) + (J − 1)2


 2  
Ψ̄iso

vol

Ψ̄



θ
+ c θ − θref − θ ln
+ (−dγ(θ − θref )κ(J − 1)) ,



θref



Ψ̄cpl

(10)

Ψ̄the

where α and β are positive material parameters related to the shear modulus and κ is the
positive bulk modulus. Furthermore, the thermal material parameters c ≥ 0 and γ denote
the specific heat capacity and the linear thermal expansion coefficient, respectively. For
more details and a proof of polyconvexity see Dittmann [6] and the references therein.
3.2

Conjugate stresses, entropy and Hessian operator

We introduce a set of work conjugate variables to the extended kinematic set and the
temperature {F , H, J, θ} defined as
ΣF =

∂ Ψ̄
,
∂F

ΣH =

∂ Ψ̄
,
∂H

ΣJ =

∂ Ψ̄
,
∂J

η=−

∂ Ψ̄
.
∂θ

(11)

In addition, work conjugate stresses to the isochoric strain components {F̄ , H̄} can be
formulated as
∂ Ψ̄iso
∂ Ψ̄iso
(12)
Σ̄F =
, Σ̄H =
.
∂ F̄
∂ H̄
Accordingly, the hydrostatic pressure work conjugate to J is given as
p=

∂(Ψ̄vol + Ψ̄cpl )
∂J

and is positive in tension and negative in compression.
2

Note that polyconvexity is related to the set of strains independent of the temperature field.

4
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Next, we derive the relationship between the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P and
the introduced sets of stresses {ΣF , ΣH , ΣJ } and {Σ̄F Σ̄H , p}, respectively. The variation
of both energy functions in (8) with respect to the primal variables formally reads
DΨ[DF [δϕ], δθ] = DΨ̄[DF [δϕ], DH[δϕ], DJ[δϕ], δθ].

(14)

Recalling (6) and (7) yields
P : ∇(δϕ) − ηδθ = ΣF : DF [δϕ] + ΣH : DH[δϕ] + ΣJ DJ[δϕ] − ηδθ
= (ΣF + ΣH × F + ΣJ H) : ∇(δϕ) − ηδθ.

(15)

Thus, we find that
P = ΣF + ΣH × F + ΣJ H
=J

−1/3

Σ̄F + J

−2/3

�
�
1 −4/3
2 −5/3
Σ̄H × F + p − J
Σ̄F : F − J
Σ̄H : H H.
3
3

(16)

For the Newton-Raphson iteration a linearization is required. Regarding (15), the
linearization reads
�
�
�
� DP [∇(∆ϕ), ∆θ]
2
D Ψ̄[δϕ, δθ, ∆ϕ, ∆θ] = ∇(δϕ) : δθ
−Dη[∇(∆ϕ), ∆θ]



T
: ∇(∆ϕ)
∇(δϕ) :


∇(δϕ) × F :
(17)
 [HΨ̄ ] : ∇(∆ϕ) × F 
=
 ∇(∆ϕ) : H 
 ∇(δϕ) : H 
∆θ
δθ
+ (ΣH + ΣJ F ) : (∇(δϕ) × ∇(∆ϕ)),

where the Hessian operator is defined as
 2
[HΨ̄ ] =

∂ Ψ̄
∂F
 ∂F
∂ 2 Ψ̄
 ∂H∂F
 ∂ 2 Ψ̄
 ∂J∂F
∂ 2 Ψ̄
∂θ∂F

∂ 2 Ψ̄
∂F ∂H
∂ 2 Ψ̄
∂H∂H
∂ 2 Ψ̄
∂J∂H
∂ 2 Ψ̄
∂θ∂H

∂ 2 Ψ̄
∂F ∂J
∂ 2 Ψ̄
∂H∂J
∂ 2 Ψ̄
∂J∂J
∂ 2 Ψ̄
∂θ∂J



∂ 2 Ψ̄
∂F ∂θ
∂ 2 Ψ̄ 
∂H∂θ 
∂ 2 Ψ̄  .

∂J∂θ
∂ 2 Ψ̄
∂θ∂θ

(18)

The first term in (17)2 represents the material part of the linearization, whereas the
geometrical part is given via the second term. As shown in Bonet et al. [5], geometrical
effects like buckling are solely expressed by the latter term.
3.3

Complementary energy

Assuming that the relationship between the work conjugate variables {F̄ , H̄, J} and
{Σ̄F , Σ̄H , p} is invertible, we define a complementary energy density function by means
of the Legendre transformation
Ῡ(Σ̄F , Σ̄H , p, θ) = sup {Σ̄F : F̄ + Σ̄H : H̄ + pJ − Ψ̄(F̄ , H̄, J, θ)}.
F̄ ,H̄,J

5
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Regarding (10), this leads to
Ῡ = Σ̄F : F̄ (Σ̄F ) + Σ̄H : H̄(Σ̄H ) + pJ(p, θ) − Ψ(F̄ (Σ̄F ), H̄(Σ̄H ), J(p, θ), θ)
1
2
1
Σ̄F : Σ̄F + αd + √ (Σ̄H : Σ̄H )3/4 + βd3/2 + p2 + p + dγ(θ − θref )p
=
4α
2κ
3 3β



κ
θ
+ (dγ(θ − θref ))2 ,
− c θ − θref − θ ln
θref
2

(20)

where expressions for F̄ (Σ̄F ), H̄(Σ̄H ) and J(p, θ) may deduced directly by inverting the
relations obtained with (12) and (13).
4

VARIATIONAL FORMULATION

In the sense of a Hellinger-Reissner type variational principle, the original set of un∗
∗
knowns is extended by the stress fields. Accordingly, we define {ϕ, θ, Σ̄F , Σ̄H , p∗ } as
extended set of independent variables3 . Next, we perform two consecutive Legendre transformations
e(F , η) = Ψ̄(F̄ , H̄, J, θ) + θη
∗

∗

∗

∗

= −Ῡ(Σ̄F , Σ̄H , p∗ , θ) + Σ̄F : F̄ + Σ̄H : H̄ + p∗ J + θη

(21)

and state the global energy balance in terms of the complementary energy density function
as follows




 
∂ Ῡ
∂ Ῡ
∗
˙
˙∗
: Σ̄F + H̄ −
: Σ̄
(π̇ − Div(P ) − B) · ϕ̇ + F̄ −
∗
∗
H
∂ Σ̄F
∂ Σ̄H
B0
(22)





∂ Ῡ
∂
Ῡ
θ̇ + (θη̇ + Div(Q) − R) dV = 0.
+ J − ∗ ṗ∗ + η −
∂p
∂θ
Therein, π = ρ0 ϕ̇ denotes the linear momentum and Q = −F −1 K(θ)F −T is the PiolaKirchhoff heat flux defined via the Duhamel’s law. In what follows, we assume isotropic
thermal material behavior and write the positive semi-definite thermal conductivity tensor
as K = Kref (1 − ω(θ − θref ))I, where ω is a softening parameter. Moreover, B and R are
prescribed body forces and heat sources, respectively.
Assuming that the rates of change in (22) can be chosen arbitrary, we apply suitable
˙ ∗ = δ Σ̄ , Σ̄
˙ ∗ = δ Σ̄ and ṗ∗ = δp and obtain
substitutions, namely ϕ̇ = δϕ, Σ̄
F
H
F
H



δϕ · T̄ dA = 0,
Gϕ = (δϕ · π̇ + P : ∇(δϕ))dV − δϕ · BdV −
B0

Gθ =



B0
3

(δθθη̇ − Q · ∇(δθ))dV −



B0

δθRdV −

B0

In the following the star indicates independent variables.

6
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∂B0T
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supplemented by the geometric compatibility conditions
�
� �
∂ Ῡ
F̄ −
: δ Σ̄F dV = 0,
G ΣF =
∗
∂ Σ̄F
B0
�
� �
∂ Ῡ
: δ Σ̄H dV = 0,
H̄ −
G ΣH =
∗
∂ Σ̄H
B0
�
� �
∂ Ῡ
J − ∗ δpdV = 0.
Gp =
∂p

(24)

B0

Note that the thermal compatibility condition η = ∂ Ῡ/∂θ is satisfied locally.

Figure 2: Patch test: Von Mises stress distribution (left) and temperature distribution (right) for the
Hellinger-Reissner approach.

5

DISCRETE SETTING AND CONDENSATION

For the spatial discretization we apply a novel scheme which relies on developments
suggested in Bonet et al. [5]. In particular, we utilize quadratic finite element based shape
functions for the spatial discretization of the geometry and the temperature, whereas
element wise linear interpolations are applied to the conjugate stresses such that we
can apply a condensation procedure to eliminate this stress unknowns within the global
system, see Dittmann [6] for more details. Furthermore, an implicit time integration
scheme is applied to the semi-discrete coupled thermoelastic problem to obtain a set of
non-linear algebraic equations to be solved via the Newton-Raphson iteration scheme.
Eventually, the global system to be solved within each Newton-Raphson iteration reads


  
K ϕϕ K ϕθ K ϕΣ
∆q
Rϕ
 K θϕ K θθ K θΣ  ∆Θ =  Rθ ,
(25)
K Σϕ K Σθ K ΣΣ
RΣ
∆Σ
7
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where ∆q = [∆q 1 , . . . , ∆q N ] and ∆Θ = [∆Θ1 , . . . , ∆ΘN ] represent the incremental variations of the nodal values of the displacement field and the temperature field at the current
time step. Moreover, ∆Σ = [∆Σ̄F,1 , . . . , ∆Σ̄F,n , ∆Σ̄H,1 , . . . , ∆Σ̄H,n , ∆p1 , . . . , ∆pn ] summarizes the incremental variations of the element wise nodal values of the conjugate stress
fields.
Solving (25) with respect to ∆Σ yields
∆Σ = K ΣΣ −1 (RΣ − K Σϕ ∆q − K Σθ ∆Θ)

(26)

and insertion into (25) gives us the condensed system



 
−K ϕΣ K −1
∆q
K ϕϕ − K ϕΣ K −1
Rϕ − K ϕΣ K ΣΣ −1 RΣ
ΣΣ K Σϕ
ΣΣ K Σθ
(27)
=
Rθ − K θΣ K ΣΣ −1 RΣ
−K θΣ K −1
K θθ − K θΣ K −1
∆Θ
ΣΣ K Σϕ
ΣΣ K Σθ
to be solved with respect to ∆q and ∆Θ. In a last step, (26) can be used to obtain the
stress update ∆Σ.
6

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section we present quasi-static as well as transient examples to demonstrate the
applicability and performance of the Hellinger-Reissner type variational principle for fully
coupled non-linear thermoelasticity.

Figure 3: Notched bar: Von Mises stress distribution (left) and temperature distribution (right). Results
for a displacement of u = 3 using the Hellinger-Reissner approach and the refined mesh are depicted.

6.1

Patch test

We start with a quasi-static patch test example to demonstrate the applicability of
the Hellinger-Reissner approach. Here, we consider a block of size 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 where
8
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a uniform pressure load of p = 5 × 106 is applied. The mechanical parameters for the
Mooney-Rivlin material law are given by α = 15/13 × 105 ,β = 10/13 × 105 and κ =
25/3 × 105 , which correspond to a Young’s modulus of E = 106 and to a Poisson’s ratio
of ν = 0.3. Moreover, the parameters for the thermal material behavior are specified by
c = 1830, γ = 0.22333 and K = Kref = 0.55. The initial temperature is set to 293.15.
Figure 2 shows nearly perfect and uniform results for the von Mises stress distribution
and temperature distribution after loading. Therein, the color map for the von Mises
stress distribution is in range of 5 × 106 ± 10−5 , whereas a range wide of ±2 × 10−11 is
used for the temperature distribution.
6.2

Notched bar
2.0

force

1.5

1.0

0.5
HR approach
disp-temp approach
HR approach, refined mesh
disp-temp approach, refined mesh

0

0

0.5

1.0

1.5
displacement

2.0

2.5

3.0

Figure 4: Notched bar: Load-deflection curves for the Hellinger-Reissner and the displacementtemperature based approach using the unrefined as well as the refined mesh.

Next, we consider a further quasi-static example to investigate the convergence of
the Hellinger-Reissner approach in comparison to the displacement-temperature based
approach. In particular, the ends of a notched rectangular bar of size 10 × 4.8 × 1 are
moved apart until an increase of length of approximately 60 percent is achieved, see Hesch
& Betsch [9] and Holzapfel and Simo [2] for more details. The Mooney-Rivlin material
parameters are given as follows, for the mechanical field the parameters take the values
α = 1500/13, β = 1000/13 and κ = 2500/3, whereas the setting for the thermal field
reads θ0 = 293.15, c = 1830, γ = 2.2333 × 10−2 and K = Kref = 0.55. The corresponding
Young’s modulus is given by E = 1000 and the Poisson’s ratio by ν = 0.3. For the
numerical simulations, a mesh consisting of 32 × 12 × 2 elements with 5936 thermal and
9
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mechanical degrees of freedom is used as well as a locally refined mesh consisting of overall
5808 elements with in total 18982 degrees of freedom.
Figure 3 shows the von Mises stress distribution and temperature distribution of the
deformed geometry. Eventually, the load-deflection curve is plotted in Figure 4 for the
Hellinger-Reissner as well as the displacement-temperature based approach and both
meshes. For both approaches nearly identical results are obtained.
6.3

L-shaped block

Eventually, we deal with a transient thermoelastic problem consisting a L-shape block
of size 2.4 × 1.2 × 3.6, see also Hesch & Betsch [9]. The L-shape is discretized by 1012
elements with overall 6792 thermal and mechanical degrees of freedom. Additionally, a
local refinement is applied to the region where we expect peak stresses due to the notch
of the L-shape. The Mooney-Rivlin material parameters are given by α = 114.9425,
β = 57.4713 and κ = 3333.3333, which correspond to a Young’s modulus of E = 1000
and to a Poisson’s ratio of ν = 0.45. The mass density is set to ρ = 0.5. Moreover, the
thermal material setting reads θ0 = 293.15, c = 1830, γ = 2.2333 · 10−4 and Kref = 0.15
with ω = 0.004. The body is subjected to a temporal traction load p(t) = pmax sin(πt)
during the time interval t ∈ [0, 1] with a peak load of pmax = 60. Afterwards, the body
moves freely in space for the time interval t ∈ [1, 5].

Figure 5:
L-shaped block:
[0, 0.46, 0.71, 0.96, 1.21].

Snapshots of the

deformed configuration at times

t

=

The motion of the body and the associated temperature distribution is illustrated
in Figure 5 using a time step size of ∆t = 0.01. For both, the Hellinger-Reissner as
well as the displacement-temperature based approach, the applied time step size used
in combination with a standard mid-point type time integration scheme is sufficiently
small to keep changes in the total energy small enough such that the convergence is not
affected, see Figure 6. More advanced energy consistent time integration schemes for
10
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non-linear thermoelasticity can be found in Hesch and Betsch [9] and Dittmann et al.
[10]. Additionally, the angular momentum is plotted over time in Figure 6. As expected,
the components of angular momentum remain preserved for the considered problem and
time integration scheme.

Figure 6: L-shaped block: Energy and angular momentum plotted over time.

7

CONCLUSIONS

In the present work a novel formulation based on a mixed Hellinger-Reissner type
variational principle has been applied to large strain thermomechanical coupled problems.
A series of computational simulations has demonstrated the applicability and performance
of this approach in comparison to standard displacement-temperature based formulations.
The numerical results has been shown to be in accordance with the displacement based
solution in terms of accuracy and convergence. Thus, the proposed Hellinger-Reissner type
variational principle represents a novel and alternative formulation, which provides high
11
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flexibility and simplicity for the modeling of multi-field problems due to the additional
primal fields, see also Hesch et al. [7]. Moreover, the construction of the discretization
allows for the application of a condensation procedure such that no significant increase of
computational effort has been emerged.
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Abstract. Numerical simulations of the flow generated inside a shock-tube by the motion
of a magnetically- driven piston are carried out using a novel finite volume adaptive
scheme for dynamic meshes. Local modifications of the grid topology, including the
addition or deletion of grid nodes are interpreted as a series of fictitious, continuous
deformations of the mesh, thus allowing mesh adaptation to be described within the
Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) framework. The local deformations of the mesh
elements are taken into account in a conservative fashion by adding additional fictitious
fluxes to the ALE formulation of the governing equations for inviscid compressible flows.
The solution on the new grid is recovered without any explicit interpolation. Therefore,
the method automatically guarantees the solution to be conservative by construction.
This peculiar capability is here exploited in preliminary Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI)
computations of compressible shocked flows with rigid, moving bodies. Anisotropic mesh
adaptation is used to improve the computational efficiency. The solution compares fairly
well with the analytical one-dimensional model.

1

INTRODUCTION

In unsteady numerical simulations, it is often required to deform the grid to comply
with the motion experienced by the boundary of the computational domain. In particular,
if the interaction between the flow and a deformable structure is investigated as in FluidStructure Interaction (FSI) problems, the capability to accurately accomplish this task
becomes of primary importance [1, 2, 3].
1
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To solve flow governing equations on a moving or deforming mesh, the formulation of
the governing equations has to be modified in some way to account for the relative motion
of the grid with respect to the fluid. Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) approach is
widely used to this aim, since it allows to solve the equations on control volumes that can
move and deform independently from the local fluid velocity [4, 5]. A second aspect that
should be taken into consideration concerns the movement of the interior mesh points,
consequent to the motion prescribed on the boundaries. Small deformations can be easily
tackled by means of dynamic grid methods [6] in which the grid connectivity is kept fixed
and the grid nodes are simply moved, in order to distribute the boundary deformation
among internal grid elements according on their shape and volume. However, the fixedtopology constraint limits the displacement that the mesh is capable to handle without
generating entangled or poor-quality elements that may jeopardize the numerical solution
of the flow problem.
Mesh adaptation techniques can be exploited along with dynamic grid methods to deal
with large boundary displacement [7, 8]. When the mesh quality falls below a certain
threshold or null-volume elements appear, the computational grid is modified by local
connectivity changes, such as edge swapping, node insertion or deletion [9, 10, 11, 12].
Then, the solution is transfered from the old grid to the adapted one, usually by means
of an interpolation step. Unfortunately, this operation may prevent the solution accuracy
and undermine the stability and conservativeness of the numerical scheme.
A different approach has been proposed by Guardone and co-workers [13, 14] that
exploits mesh adaptation capabilities within the ALE framework, so that it is able to cope
with large deformations and at the same time avoids any explicit interpolation step. The
volume changes due to mesh adaptation are described as a series of fictitious continuous
deformations of the finite volumes that compose the computational domain and they
are included into the governing equations as additional ALE fluxes. In this ways, the
properties of the fixed-connectivity ALE scheme, such as stability and conservativeness,
are preserved also over adaptive grids.
In the present paper, the bi-dimensional version of this scheme is exploited to compute
the flow field generated in a shock-tube by a magnetically driven piston. The size, the
shape and the orientation of the grid elements is controlled through anisotropic mesh
adaptation [15, 16, 17]. Indeed, the mesh is locally modified according to a metric tensor
field based on the Hessian of the numerical solution. Due to the one-dimensional character
of the flow field, the possibility of prescribing different grid spacing in different direction
is crucial and, with respect to isotropic adaptation, it leads to a lower number of grid
nodes.
2

NUMERICAL METHOD

The ALE formulation of the Euler equations for a control volume C(t) moving at
velocity v(x, t) reads

2
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d
dt



u dx +
C(t)






m
3
with f (u) = m
(1)
 ⊗T m/ρ + P (u)I
E + P (u) m/ρ

[f (u) − uv] · n ds = 0 ,

∂C(t)

where u = [ρ, m, E T ]T is the vector of conservative variables (density, momentum density,
and total energy density, respectively), f (u) is the inviscid flux function, n(x, t) denotes
the outward unit vector normal to the cell boundary ∂C, P is the pressure function (which
depends on the adopted thermodynamic models) and I2 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix.
Suitable initial and boundary conditions have be to specified to complement the previous
equation [18].
When solving flow equations on a moving computational domain, the evaluation of
the geometric quantities connected to the grid movement is crucial. In this regard, it is
usually recognized that the fulfillment of the so-called Geometric Conservation Law (GCL)
positively affects the stability and the accuracy of the numerical scheme for dynamic grids
and allows larger time steps with respect to non-compliant schemes [19, 20, 22, 21]. For
the governing equations (1), the GCL can be expressed as


d
dx =
v · n ds .
(2)
dt C(t)
∂C(t)
To spatially discretize Eq. (1), the computational domain Ω is split in NV non-overlapping
finite volumes Ci and a suitable approximation φ is used to integrate the flux that each
finite volume exchanges with its neighbors. In the present work, a high-resolution scheme
based on the Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) approach [23] is used for the integrated
numerical domain fluxes φ, by exploiting a flux limiter to control the switch from the
centered second-order approximation scheme to the Roe scheme near discontinuities. If
node i lies on the boundary, a similar approximation φ∂ is introduced also for the integrated numerical flux across the portion of the cell interface that lies on the boundary,
i.e. ∂Ci,∂ = ∂Ci ∩ ∂Ω. The spatially discrete Euler equations read

d
[Vi ui ] =
φ(ui , uk , νik , η ik ) + φ∂ (ui , νi , ξ i ),
i∈K
(3)
dt
k∈K
i,=

where ui is the average value of u over Ci and K is set of the grid nodes. We have defined
also the set of the neighboring nodes of the finite volume i as Ki,= = {k ∈ K | ∂Cik = ∅},
where ∂Cik = ∂Ci ∩ ∂Ck indicates the portion of the cell interface shared by the volumes
i and k. Moreover, we have introduced the integrated normals η ik , ξ i and the interface
velocities νik and νi , defined as




ξ i = ni ,
νik = v · ni ,
νi = v · ni .
(4)
η ik = ni ,
∂Cik

∂Ci,∂

∂Cik

∂Ci,∂

Equation (3) is then integrated in time by means of a Backward Euler scheme, namely
3
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Vin+1 un+1
− Vin uni
i
=
φ(ui , uk , νik , η ik )n+1 + φ∂ (ui , νi , ξ i )n+1 .
∆t
k∈K

(5)

i,=

The previous non-linear system is solved through a pseudo-time step technique [24], in
which, according to the defect-correction approach [25], a modified Newton method is
used to solve the linear system at each pseudo time step.
Similarly, we obtain the Discrete Geometric Conservation Law (DGCL) by applying
the same spatial and temporal discretization to Eq. (2):

 

Vin+1 − Vin
=
v · ni + v · ni =
νik (t) + νi (t)
(6)
∆t
∂C
∂C
ik
i,∂
k∈K
k∈K
i,=

i,=

The constraint expressed by the previous relation can be enforced by splitting the contributions pertaining to the domain and to the boundary, as
n+1
∆Vikn+1 = ∆t νik

n+1
∆Vi,∂
= ∆t νin+1 ,

and

(7)

n+1
where ∆Vikn+1 and ∆Vi,∂
are the volume swept during the interval from tn to tn+1 by the
interface portions ∂Cik and ∂Ci,∂ , respectively. Since we consider known the grid motion,
relations (7) allow to easily compute GCL-compliant interface velocities from the positions
of the grid nodes at the beginning and at the end of the time step if the finite volumes
experience a continuous deformation.
In [13, 14], it has been described how it is possible to compute the swept volumes ∆Vikn+1
n+1
also if the local connectivity changes. A three-steps series of fictitious collapse
and ∆Vi,∂
and expansion operations can be exploited to describe node insertion, node deletion and
edge swap as a series of continuous deformations of the finite volumes involved in the
connectivity change. In particular, the grid is modified when all involved cell interfaces
have a null area, so that this operation does not affect the fulfillment of the DGCL. In this
way, we are able to compute the interface velocities through Eqs. (7) also when local grid
topology is modified and to include the volume changes due to mesh adaptation into the
standard ALE scheme, i.e Eq. (1), without undermining the fixed-connectivity properties
and enforcing conservativeness. The main points of this procedure are described in Fig. 1
for the node insertion through edge split. A similar procedure can be applied also to
different adaptation techniques [14, 26].

2.1

Anisotropic mesh adaptation

Mesh adaptation is widely used in CFD to cope with large boundary displacements
but also to increase solution accuracy, provided that a proper estimation of the solution
error is available. Indeed, thanks to a posteriori analysis, the error due to the numerical
approximation can be related to the grid spacing and, in particular, an upper-bound of
4
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Figure 1: Three-steps procedure applied to the split of edge eik . The non-dimensional time 0 ≤ ζ ≤ 1
is used to describe the different fictitious steps. The dashed grey lines show the grid connectivity in the
original/final configuration (ζ = 0/ζ = 1), while the portions of the finite volumes associated to i, k and
j are shown with light grey , dark grey and the pattern , respectively. The label xmi indicates the
barycenter of the element mi . In the first row the collapse phase 0 < ζ < 0.5 is depicted: the quadrilateral
i-k-v1 -v2 , composed by the elements that share the edge eik at ζ = 0, is collapsed over its mid-point.
When it reaches a null area, the connectivity is changed (ζ = 0.5): the new point j is inserted, the edge
eik is split into two edges (i-j and k-j) and two new edges are created to connect j to v1 and v2 . The
second row displays the expansion procedure 0.5 < ζ < 1: the nodes i, k, v1 , v2 return to their original
positions to reach the final configuration (at ζ = 1).

the interpolation error can be built on the basis of the Hessian matrix Hu of a certain
solution variable u [27, 17].
The target grid spacing can be described through a suitable metric field M(x) that
prescribes the size, the shape and the orientation of the mesh elements [28, 29, 30]. For a
bi-dimensional domain Ω, the metric field M(x) is a field of symmetric positive matrices
of R2×2 , that defines a Riemannian structure over Ω [31]. The length of a vector w in
terms of the anisotropic map M is given by
√
wM = wT Mw .
(8)
and, given a point O, the locus of the points P such that P − OM = h is represented by
an ellipsoid, centered at O. The shape of the element is associated to the lengths of the
semi-axes of the ellipse, which are defined by the eigenvalues of M, while the orientation
(of the ellipse and of the element) is defined by its eigenvectors.
Following [17], it is possible to control the error over the mesh by defining at each grid
 with
point xi the metric map M = RΛL





1
c|λp | 1

,
, 2
,
Λ = diag min max
 2max
min
where λp , R and L are respectively the p-th eigenvalue, the matrix of the right and of the
left eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix Hu (xi ),  is a given threshold for the maximum
5
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tolerate error, c is a constant that for bi-dimensional problems is 2/9 and max /min are
the maximum/minimum edge length. Then, mesh adaptation techniques can be used to
equi-distribute this error over the mesh by locally modifying the element size [27, 17], since
according to the equi-distribution principle, the minimum solution error is achieved over
a unit mesh, i.e. a mesh that has all edges of unit length according to Relation (8) [28].
3

Computational procedure

In the present work, the external re-mesher library is exploited to efficiently modify
the computational grid [32]. Figure 2 outlines the whole computational procedure for
the unsteady simulations of the magnetically-induced piston motion. At the beginning of
the time step tn ≤ t ≤ tn+1 , the grid and the solution are respectively label as Kn and
u(tn , Kn ). Then, the following operations are performed:
1. Mesh deformation: the position of the piston is computed given the flow pressure
and the prescribed force FP (tn ), the internal grid nodes are displaced to cope with
the boundary movement, as described in [26]. The new grid is labeled Kn+ .
2. Prediction: the solution at next time step, over the grid Kn+ , is computed. This
step prevents a delay between the solution-based mesh adaptation and the actual
geometry.
3. Error estimation: the metric map M is computed on the basis of the new solution
un+ = u(tn+1 , Kn+ ).
4. Mesh adaptation: the grid Kn+ and the metric map M(un+ ) are passed as inputs
to the library mmg2d, which locally adapt the grid.
5. Mesh update: the flow solver receives from mmg2d all performed local modifications
∆Kn+ , that are needed to update the finite volumes discretization and to compute
the swept volumes ∆V by means of the three-steps procedure [14].
6. Computation of the solution un+1 on the grid Kn+1 , using as initial guess un+ .
4

RESULTS

The described method is exploited to simulate the motion of a magnetically-driven
piston, controlled by a prescribed force. First of all, we have estimated this force by
imposing an harmonic motion to the piston and by evaluating the generated pressure
field. Hence, a preliminary simulation is carried out in which we enforce the position of
the piston as x(t) = x0 + A cos(2π f t), with an amplitude A = −0.5 m and a frequency
f = 30 Hz. The maximum speed reached by the piston during this motion is VPmax =
94.25 m/s, which in the case of an impulsively start would generate a shock wave traveling
with a Mach number Ms = 1.18. In the present simulation, the piston is not started
impulsively, so no shock waves are generated at the beginning of the motion.
The length and the height of the piston are LP = 0.1 m and hP = 0.05 m, respectively,
and initially it is filled with still air at T0 = 288.15 K and P0 = 1 atm. The aim of this
preliminary simulation is to reproduce an infinite-length shock-tube, so the computational
domain consists in 20 m-long tube, with open ends at both sides, and the piston is placed
6
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Kn , u(tn , Kn )
time
loop:
n=n+1

FP (tn )

Mesh deformation
Kn+ , u(tn , Kn )
Prediction

mesh adaptation

Kn+ , u(tn+1 , Kn+ ) = un+

Error estimation

Kn+ , M(un+ )
Mmg2d

Mesh update

∆Kn+

Kn+1 , u(tn+1 , Kn+ )
Solution
Kn+1 , u(tn+1 , Kn+1 )

Figure 2: Adaptive computational procedure for unsteady problems. The grid Kn+ complies with the
boundary displacement at tn+1 and, over it, the solution un+ is computed in the Prediction step. The
metric field M(un+ ) is passed as input to mmg2d which communicates to the flow solver all performed
modifications ∆Kn+ , so that it can compute the swept volumes ∆V due to mesh adaptation. Finally,
the solution at tn+1 over the adapted grid Kn+1 is computed.
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Figure 3: Computational grid for preliminary simulation of the piston subject to an harmonic motion.
Top: whole domain; Bottom: detail of the mesh near the piston, with at the beginning of the simulation
is centered at x = −0.5 m.

Figure 4: Pressure contour plots of the piston during the first period of the harmonic motion. The
pressure is made dimensionless with respect to the initial value P0 . A different aspect ratio on the x and
y axis is used to make the results clearer.
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Figure 5: Pressure at all grid points during the first period of the harmonic motion of the piston. The
pressure is made dimensionless with respect to the initial value P0 .

Figure 6: Pressure contour plots of the piston during the second and third period of the harmonic
motion. The pressure is made dimensionless with respect to the initial value P0 . A different aspect ratio
on the x and y axis is used to make the results clearer.

Figure 7: Pressure at all grid points during the second and third period of the harmonic motion of the
piston. The pressure is made dimensionless with respect to the initial value P0 .
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Figure 8: Detail of the adapted mesh during the preliminary simulation of the piston with harmonic
motion.
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Figure 9: Position of the piston during the harmonic motion (Imposed displacement) and the final
simulation in which the force is prescribed (Force motion).

Figure 10: Pressure contour plots of the simulation of the piston with a prescribed force. The pressure
is made dimensionless with respect to the initial value P0 . A different aspect ratio on the x and y axis is
used to make the results clearer.

Figure 11: Pressure at all grid points during the simulation of the piston with a prescribed force. The
pressure is made dimensionless with respect to the initial value P0 .
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in the middle of the tube. The initial grid, shown in Fig. 3, is composed by 20 863 nodes
and 36 724 triangles. Each period T is divided in 400 time steps, so that the Courant
number is approximately equal to the unity on the initial grid, characterized by a spacing
of ∆x = 0.008 m.
When the motion starts, expansive and compressive waves are generated at the opposite
sides of the piston and they travel towards the open ends. Initially the fluid on the right
side (positive x-direction) is compressed and the compressive waves generated during the
time interval 0 < t < 0.25T are getting stronger and faster. However, since the piston
velocity in this interval is quite small, no shock waves are generated. In the same interval,
on the left side of the shock-tube, an expansion fan originates. For time 0.25T < t < 0.5T ,
the piston speed is reduced, so that an expansion takes place on the right part and a
compression on the left part. These phenomena continue also in the next quarter of
period, although the direction of the piston is now towards negative x. At t = 0.75T , the
velocity of the harmonic motion is maximum in magnitude and it decreases leading to an
expansion on the left side and a compression on the right side. The compressive waves
generated on the left side of the piston coalesce together generating a shock far from the
piston side at about t > 1.15T . Figs 4 and 5 show the pressure field during this first
period.
In the second period, the flow field is different from the first one, since the fluid in
the piston has now a non-null velocity. In particular, a shock wave is generated also
on the right side approximately at t = 1.5T , when the compressive waves generated at
0.75T < t < T coalesce. It should be remarked that, after the shock, the total pressure
is lower, even if the shock intensity is quite small. Hence, also the flow field in the third
period is slightly different, despite qualitatively the same phenomena take place. Figs 6
and 7 display the pressure field at some times for T < t < 2T . At the end of this
preliminary simulation, the force due to the pressure acting on the sides of the piston is
computed. During this simulation, the Hessian of the pressure is used to increase solution
accuracy by means of anisotropic adaptation. Fig. 8 illustrates a detail of the mesh at
t = 1.85T near the shock propagating in the right part of the shock-tube.
The force computed in the preliminary simulation is now used to move the piston.
In this new simulation, the shock-tube is represented by a wall on the right end and an
open-end at left. Assuming a mass m = 1.0 kg, at each time step the velocity (in the x
direction) of the piston is computed as



n+1
n
n
n
VP = VP + FP +
P (u ) nx dS / (m ∆t) ,
(9)
∂ΩP

where FP is the force used to move the piston, P (u) is the pressure and nx is the xcomponent of the normal to the piston surface, labeled ∂ΩP .
As expected, the motion prescribed in this second simulation is different, as shown in
Fig. 9 because of the different flow fields. Moreover, the compressive waves generated
by the piston motion are reflected back from the wall at approximately t = 0.65T . The
10
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interaction of the reflected waves with the approaching ones modifies significantly the
pressure field, which reaches also a higher maximum value, as shown in Figs. 10 and 11.
5

CONCLUSIONS

A novel adaptive scheme for the finite volume discretization of the Euler equations
for unsteady bi-dimensional flow problems is used to exploit anisotropic mesh adaptation
within the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian framework, so that also the Geometric Conservation Law is automatically fulfilled and no interpolation of the solution is required
between different grids. These features make this technique well suited to tackle Fluid
Structure Interaction problems in which the conservativeness of the numerical scheme
plays a crucial role.
The described numerical method is used to simulate a magnetically-driven piston in a
shock-tube, subject to the prescribed force law that, in an open-ends tube corresponds to
an harmonic motion. All significant flow features are correctly captured thanks to mesh
adaptation.
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Abstract. Stable and reliable micro jets are important for many applications. Double flow
focused micro jets are a novelty with an important advantage of significantly reduced sample
consumption. Numerical simulations of double flow focused micro jets are a highly complex
task. They represents a great computational challenge due to the multiphase nature of the
problem, strong coupling between the gas and the two liquids and the sub-micron size cells
needed. Simulations were performed with the open source computational fluid dynamics
toolbox called OpenFOAM. Two multiphase solvers were used, one of which was modified in
order to properly describe the interface between the focusing liquid and the gas. In this study
two different incompressible physical models were considered and compared. A model with
no mixing of the two fluids (multiphaseInterFoam solver) and a model where the diffusion of
the two fluids is permitted (modified interMixingFoam solver). The results of simulations for
the two different physical models using the same inlet parameters are presented. Additionally,
a parametric analysis for the mixing case was performed to study the effects of different
parameters on the jet formation. Particularly how the different diffusion values couple with
the jet length, diameter and its stability. Results show a match in jet diameter and jet length
for both models when the same set of parameters is used.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Controlled production of liquid jets by means of a co-flowing immiscible fluid stream can
have diverse technical applications. One of these applications is in the field of X-ray serial
crystallography. Nozzles that create stable, long and fast jets of just a few micrometres in
diameter are needed to deliver protein nanocrystals into the intense X-ray beam. X-rays
scattered off these crystals create diffraction patterns that are recorded on a detector.
Reconstructed diffraction images provide the atomic resolution protein structure. The main
bottleneck in the protein structure determination is the sample preparation, especially for the
membrane proteins which do not like to form larger crystals. Serial femtosecond
crystallography with x-ray free electron lasers (FEL) opened up the possibly to obtain protein
structures also from nanocrystals, which were previously too small for standard X-ray
crystallography. Nevertheless, samples are hard to prepare and the amount of the material is
very limited. It is critical to develop ways of using the minimum amount of sample material.
Delivering such nanocrystals to the X-ray beam in a form of a micro jet proved to have
several advantages [1]. Here, we are particularly interested in understanding the nozzle
geometry that creates these micro jets. In the past such nozzles were prepared manually,
which was time consuming, non-reproducible and limited to simple designs. Ceramic microinjection moulded nozzles were a step forward ensuring reproducibility and faster assembly
[2]. However, because of the high cost of the moulding tools it is desirable to test new designs
before investing in a new moulding tool. Recently, a 3D printing technology enabled printing
of macroscopic nozzles with a very high precision [3]. These nozzles can be used either for
testing a new design or in final application. The development of numerical models presented
here, gives an insight in the fluid dynamics of such systems and should help to improve future
nozzle designs.
2

DOUBLE FLOW FOCUSING NOZZLE DESIGN

Early experiments were performed using gas dynamic virtual nozzles (GDVN) [4]. This
nozzle structure uses two phases to create a stable micro jet:

Figure 1: Graphical representation of the double flow focusing nozzle. Typical values are: R s= 20 µm, Rfl-i=
55 µm, Rfl-o= 62 µm, Rg-i= 175 µm, Rg-o= 245 µm, α =17.5 ͦ, β= 25 ͦ, H1= 70 µm, H2= 85 µm, D= 35 µm.
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a liquid sample fluid (nanocrystals dispersed in water) and a focusing gas (helium). In such
set-up two capillaries are inserted into the nozzle. The central capillary that ends almost at
the nozzle orifice is used to deliver sample liquid, while the gas is delivered through the
second capillary that ends further upstream of the nozzle tip. The high pressure gas focuses
the liquid into a micro jet when flowing through a small nozzle orifice. This approach
typically requires sample fluid flow rates of around 20-40 µl/min.
In order to reduce the sample fluid consumption a novel double flow focusing nozzle
(DFFN), depicted in figure 1, was developed [5,6]. This approach uses an additional fluid
(alcohol) to further focus the sample fluid. The main advantage of using alcohol is its lower
surface tension in comparison to water. It acts as a sheath liquid encapsulating the water jet,
resulting in extension of the jet length by mitigating its breakup. In this way the sample
fluid flow rate can be reduced to around 5 µl/min.
3

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The multiphase model of isothermal and incompressible flow is governed by the sets of
momentum and mass conservation equations for each of the phases i:
( i i ui )
 i i u i  u i   i p    i iu i  i i g  F s ,i
t









 i
 ui  i  0
t

(1)
(2)

where velocity, phase fraction, density, viscosity and surface tension force for phase i are
given by u i ,  i ,  i ,  i , F i , respectively and g is gravity. The interface compression method
[7] is implemented by adding an additional compression term to the mass conservation
equation in order to compress the volume fraction field and maintain a sharp interface
between the phases.
 i
 ui  i    u c  i 1   i   0
t





(3)

Compression velocity u c is applied normally to the interface.
4

NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

Numerical simulation of DFFN micro jets is a highly complex task. Multiphase nature of
the problem, strong coupling between the gas and the liquids, the sub-micron size cells
needed for high resolution and proper capturing of the flow all represent a great
computational challenge. Because of the microscopic nature of the nozzle structure and the
physical properties of the fluids used, the Reynolds number is low and therefore the flow is
considered laminar. The fluids are considered to be of a Newtonian nature. The chapter is
divided into three specific parts, each one describing in details the performed work.
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4.1 Pre-processing
The computer model of a DFFN was prepared with FreeCAD, an open-source parametric
3D CAD modeler [8]. Non-axial symmetry of the nozzle structure (circular inner capillary
inserted into square middle capillary inserted into circular outer capillary), was treated as
axially symmetric (circular inner capillary inserted into circular middle capillary inserted into
circular outer capillary) while keeping the cross-sectional area of the channel equal as seen in
figure 2 . In this way a three dimensional problem was reduced to a two dimensional one, thus
greatly reducing the calculation time and making simulations of micro jets feasible.

Figure 2: Transformation of the real geometry of the nozzle to axis symmetry.

For the preparation of the high quality mesh the utility called snappyHexMesh was used,
which is a part of the open source computational fluid dynamics (CFD) toolbox called
OpenFoam [9]. A sample mesh can be seen in figure 3. For the simulations to be run in a
reasonable time (up to few days) on a modern computer with approximately 30 cores the
number of cells needed to be kept as low as possible. This proved to be a difficult task for two
reasons. The first reason is the desired high resolution in the jet region. Experiments show
that the typical jet diameter for a DFFN is between 3 and 5 µm. At least 10 cells are needed to
properly describe the fluid flow and the four interfaces between the two liquid phases. This
constrains the maximal cell size to 0.5 µm. Therefore, a cell size of 0.15 µm was chosen in
this study. To keep the computing time reasonable we used the finest mesh only in the area
where the jet was expected to form and a coarser mesh elsewhere. The second reason is that
the vacuum chamber, the area where the jet leaves the nozzle, needs to be large enough (few
millimeters in length). This is because we are setting an artificial condition ( p  0) on the
outlet boundary of the vacuum chamber. In order to avoid the numerical errors and to prevent
any interference of this artificial boundary condition on the jet formation, the size of the
computational domain needs to be few millimeters. Those two constraints led to a mesh with
the finest cell size of 0.15 µm with ~ 225 000 cells.

Figure 3: Representation of a mesh used in the simulations
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4.2 Processing
Numerical simulations of DFFN were performed with OpenFoam (version 16.10), which
has a variety of solvers available to use for many different kinds of fluid flow problems. In
this study two different models were considered and hence two different solvers were used.
First, a “multiphaseInterFoam” solver was used for a multiphase model where all the fluids
are considered incompressible and there is no diffusion between the phases i.e. a non-mixing
incompressible model. Second, a modified “InterMixingFoam” solver was used, which
describes a set of three incompressible fluids two of which are miscible, i.e. a mixing
incompressible model. In the later model diffusion between the sample fluid and the focusing
fluid is permitted. As aforementioned the code in this solver had to be slightly modified to
properly describe the interface between the focusing fluid and the gas. The inlet parameters
and the physical properties of the fluids at room temperature (Table 1) were chosen to
resemble the experimental values [6] and were the same in both models.
Table 1: Operating conditions and physical properties used in simulations. Values were obtained from NIST
Chemistry Webbook Database

Density [kg/m3]
Dynamic viscosity [kg/ms]
Volumetric flow rate [µL/min]
Mass flow rate [mg/min]
Surface tension (water-gas) [N/m]
Surface tension (alcohol-gas) [N/m]
Surface
tension
(water-alcohol)
[N/m]
Diffusion (water-alcohol) [N/m2]

sample liquid

focusing liquid

focusing gas

WATER
1000
1.9*10-5
5
/

ALCOHOL
789
1.12*10-3
10
/
0.0728
0.0223
0.0505

HELIUM
0.33
10-3
/
21.6

mixing case
non-mixing case

10-9
0

4.3 Post-processing
Post-processing of the simulations was performed with ParaView [10], an open source,
multi-platform data analysis and visualization application. A code was written to
automatically extract the jet length, diameter and concentration profile, discussed and
presented in the results section. When setting up the simulation case and choosing the velocity
inlet boundary conditions for the fluids a uniform axial flow (constant velocity profile) was
chosen. There was a concern that this non-physical constant profile would affect the
simulations. However, results demonstrated that this is not the case if the capillary is of
sufficient length (above 100 µm) and the jet is monitored long enough (t > 0.3 ms). Under
these conditions the initial constant profile changes to parabolic profile. Full development of
this profile along with stabilization of the recirculation zones was used as the benchmark of a
steady-state solution.
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5

RESULTS

5.1 Mixing model.
The physical model, which permits the mixing between the phases, is explored here. In this
three phase system the sample fluid and the focusing fluid were miscible with a diffusion
constant of 10-9 m2/s, which is a typical value for water-ethanol system. None of these liquids
were allowed to mix with the third, gaseous phase. This model explores how diffusion affects
the jet length, the diameter and the concentration profile and allows for a comparison with the
experimental data [6]. In the mixing model it is challenging to distinguish between the natural
(real) and the numerical (artificial) diffusion. The artificial diffusion arises from the spatial
and temporal discretization of a continuous problem and therefore highly depends on the cell
size and the time step. The following discretization parameters were chosen in order to keep
the numerical diffusion an order of magnitude lower than the natural diffusion (10-10 m2/s) and
to prevent it to interfere with the results. In the region of the domain where the diffusion is
present, the maximal cell size was set to 0.15 µm. The time step was controlled by setting the
Courant number to the value of one, which also ensured stability of the simulation. Results
are presented in figure 4.

Figure 4: A snapshot of the simulation of the mixing model at time 0.4 ms. The extracted parameters are jet
diameter dj = 4.5 µm and average jet length Lj = 94.2 µm.

One of the main results of this study is the dependence of the concentration profile, which
is measured at the nozzle orifice perpendicularly to the jet axis, to the varying parameters.
Figure 5 shows the water concentration profile through the jet for two diffusion values. In the
jet only two phases are present: water and alcohol. The total sum of both concentration phases
is equal to one. It can be observed that along the jet axis (jet radius zero) the water
concentration is at the highest, but still not equal to one, indicating the presence of alcohol
along the jet axis. When moving towards the edges of the jet the water concentration
decreases, since the alcohol concentration increases. Increasing the diffusion coefficient by an
order of magnitude (green line) reduces the concentration of water around the jet axis. This is
expected, since higher diffusion coefficient means more alcohol is mixed inside the water.
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Results in figure 5 show a noticeable difference in the concentration profile for two
diffusion values. This indicates that the observed diffused interface between the water and the
alcohol is a result of natural and not numerical diffusion. It is interesting to note that changes
of the diffusion coefficient do not affect the jet diameter.

Figure 5: Water concentration profile of a jet measured at the nozzle orifice in the perpendicular direction to
jet axis. Two different diffusion values are considered.

5.2 Non-mixing model.
Additionally, a multiphase model consisting of three incompressible fluids and no
diffusion between the phases was explored. Results for this immiscible case are presented in
figure 6.

Figure 6: A snapshot of the simulation of the non-mixing model at time 0.4 ms. The extracted parameters are jet
diameter dj = 4.8 µm and average jet length Lj = 97.5 µm.
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5.3 Model comparison
Results of simulations for miscible and immiscible model are presented in table 2.
Calculations were performed on the same mesh under identical operating conditions and
physical parameters. Findings indicate that diffusion does not affect the jet diameter and only
slightly affects the jet length. Interesting thing to note is that in the non-mixing model small
water droplets are forming inside the alcohol jet.
Table 2: Comparison of extracted parameters

Mixing model
Non-mixing model

average jet LENGTH [µm]

jet DIAMETER [µm]

94.2 ± 0.3
97.5 ± 0.3

4.5 ± 0.3
4.8 ± 0.3

The surprising result is the recirculation zone in the meniscus of the jet. In an immiscible
model a stable sample fluid recirculation zone is established. On the other hand in the
miscible model there is no sample fluid recirculation, but only a small focusing fluid
recirculation in the outermost layers of the jet as shown in figure 7.

Figure 7: Comparison of recirculation zones. Left panel non-mixing model with recirculation zone. Right
panel mixing model where only small recirculation occurs in the outer most layers of the focusing liquid
phase.

We believe that with different operating conditions of the gas (higher gas speeds inside the
nozzle) the recirculation zone would become even stronger and would also appear in the
miscible case.
The numerical results published in [6] differ from the ones obtained here which we
attribute to different initial conditions of the gas. In the previous work we assumed lower
helium mass flow rate and inserted the gas into the nozzle under higher pressure. As a result
the maximal gas velocity developed inside the nozzle orifice was around 65 m/s. Under the
present operating conditions, the maximal gas velocity reaches a value of around 350 m/s,
resulting in a thinner and shorter jet.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

The scope of this work included numerical simulations of DFFNs. All the fluids in these
simulations were considered incompressible. Experimental data [6] indicate chocked flow for
the gas flowing through such DFFN into a vacuum chamber. Correct description requires a
model with incompressible sample and focusing liquid, and compressible focusing gas. It is
conceivable that the simulations, where the compressibility is taken into account, would result
in different values of the jet diameter and length under the same initial conditions. The length
of the jet is expected to change (shorten) when compressibility is added, because we would be
able to describe the expansion of the high pressure gas into the low pressure vacuum chamber.
This would result in higher gas velocities inside the vacuum chamber. Although not supported
with full simulation, we predict that this, along with the changed gas stream shape will affect
the jet length and stability. Jet diameter will also be affected by a decrease in pressure and
density of gas and increased gas velocity at the nozzle orifice. Future work will include
upgraded, more realistic models to address these issues.
7
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Abstract. Within a co-simulation approach, the subsystems are integrated by specific solvers;
data exchange is accomplished only at certain user-defined macro-time points. Due to the
approximation of the coupling variables by polynomials and as a result of the data exchange
between the subsystems, errors are introduced, which may entail severe stability problems.
Hence, the development of stabilized coupling techniques is of special interest. To analyze the
stability of co-simulation approaches, we consider two coupled Dahlquist’s equations so that
the conventional linear stability analysis can be applied. Consequently, the stability of the cosimulation method can be determined by calculating the spectral radius of the governing system
of recurrence equations. The numerical stability of classical explicit and implicit co-simulation
techniques is investigated here. Also, modified coupling approaches are discussed, which show
an improved stability behavior.
1

INTRODUCTION

To couple two or more solvers in time domain, co-simulation methods can be used
advantageously in order to analyze multidisciplinary systems, e.g. for investigating flexible
multibody systems [1] or for studying Fluid-Structure-Interaction (FSI) problems [2].
Especially for examining vehicle systems, co-simulation has found increasing usage in the last
decades [3]. For analyzing monodisciplinary problems, one may also apply co-simulation
approaches in order to speed up the simulation by parallelizing the overall dynamical system.
For instance, “subcycling algorithms”, which are widely applied in the framework of structural
dynamics [4], can be regarded as explicit co-simulation methods.
Making use of co-simulation algorithms, subsystems are integrated with individual, specific
solvers and coupling data are exchanged at certain discretized time points (macro-time points)
only. Usually, the coupling variables are unknown in the integrating process and have therefore
to be approximated using polynomials, for instance. As a result, numerical errors are introduced
which may result in instability problems.
In this paper, the stability analysis is accomplished with the help of two coupled Dahlquist’s
equations. A system of two mass-oscillators, connected by a spring-damper element, is used in
Section 2 in order to derive the linear system of recurrence equations, which is applied to
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analyze the numerical stability of a coupling approach. In Section 3, different explicit and
implicit co-simulation algorithms will be considered and corresponding stability plots will be
presented in Section 4. A summary of the results is given in Section 5.
2 TEST MODEL FOR STABILITY ANALYSIS OF CO-SIMULATION METHODS
The numerical stability of time integration schemes is defined by Dahlquist’s test equation.
From the mechanical point of view, this equation can be interpreted as the complex
representation of the equations of motion of the autonomous linear mass-spring-damper
oscillator. To analyze the numerical stability of co-simulation methods, it is therefore
straightforward to use the linear two-mass oscillator as test model, see Figure 1.
Dahlquist’s test equation is given by
𝑦𝑦̇ (𝑡𝑡) = Λ ∙ 𝑦𝑦(𝑡𝑡)

(1)

where 𝑦𝑦(𝑡𝑡) is a scalar function of time and Λ an arbitrary complex constant. The 2-DOF
oscillator can be regarded as two single-mass oscillators (masses 𝑚𝑚1 /𝑚𝑚2 , spring constant 𝑐𝑐1 /𝑐𝑐2,
damping coefficients 𝑑𝑑1 /𝑑𝑑2 ), which are coupled by the coupling spring 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 and the coupling
damper 𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐 . Hence, the two-mass oscillator can be considered as two Dahlquist’s equations,
which are coupled by a linear constitutive equation.

Figure 1: Test model for analyzing the stability of co-simulation methods: linear two-mass oscillator

The equations of motion for the coupled oscillator read as
𝑥𝑥̇1 = 𝑣𝑣1 
𝑐𝑐1
𝑑𝑑1
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐
𝑣𝑣̇ 1 = −
𝑥𝑥1 −
𝑣𝑣1 +
∙ (𝑥𝑥2 − 𝑥𝑥1 ) +
∙ (𝑣𝑣2 − 𝑣𝑣1 )
𝑚𝑚1
𝑚𝑚1
𝑚𝑚1
𝑚𝑚1
𝑥𝑥̇ 2 = 𝑣𝑣2 
𝑐𝑐2
𝑑𝑑2
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐
𝑣𝑣̇ 2 = −
𝑥𝑥 −
𝑣𝑣 −
∙ (𝑥𝑥2 − 𝑥𝑥1 ) −
∙ (𝑣𝑣2 − 𝑣𝑣1 ).
𝑚𝑚2 2 𝑚𝑚2 2 𝑚𝑚2
𝑚𝑚2

(2)

For the stability analysis of co-simulation methods, it is useful to introduce dimensionless
variables. We assume that 𝑥𝑥̅1 , 𝑥𝑥̅2 are properly chosen dimensionless position coordinates. The
variables 𝑣𝑣̅1 = 𝐻𝐻 ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥̅1 /𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 and 𝑣𝑣̅2 = 𝐻𝐻 ∙ 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥̅2 /𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 denote dimensionless velocities, where 𝐻𝐻
denotes the macro-step size of the co-simulation approach. The dimensionless time is defined
by 𝑡𝑡̅ = 𝑡𝑡/𝐻𝐻. Furthermore, it is suitable to define the following 7 parameters:
𝑐𝑐̅1 =

𝑐𝑐1 ∙ 𝐻𝐻2
𝑑𝑑1 ∙ 𝐻𝐻
𝑚𝑚2
𝑐𝑐2
𝑑𝑑2
, 𝑑𝑑1̅ =
, 𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21 =
, 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐21 = , 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑21 =
, 
𝑚𝑚1
𝑚𝑚1
𝑚𝑚1
𝑐𝑐1
𝑑𝑑1
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐
𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 = , 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 =
.
𝑐𝑐1
𝑑𝑑1

2
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The dimensionless equations of motion for the coupled oscillator can be written as
𝑥𝑥̅1′ = 𝑣𝑣̅1 
𝑣𝑣̅1′ = −𝑐𝑐̅1 ∙ 𝑥𝑥̅1 − 𝑑𝑑1̅ ∙ 𝑣𝑣̅1 + 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 ∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1 ∙ (𝑥𝑥̅2 − 𝑥𝑥̅1 ) + 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 ∙ 𝑑𝑑1̅ ∙ (𝑣𝑣̅2 − 𝑣𝑣̅1 )
𝑥𝑥̅2′ = 𝑣𝑣̅2 
𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐21
𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑21
𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1
𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1
𝑣𝑣̅2′ = −
∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1 ∙ 𝑥𝑥̅2 −
∙ 𝑑𝑑1̅ ∙ 𝑣𝑣̅2 −
∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1 ∙ (𝑥𝑥̅2 − 𝑥𝑥̅1 ) −
∙ 𝑑𝑑̅ ∙ (𝑣𝑣̅2 − 𝑣𝑣̅1 ) .
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21 1

(4)

In compact form, the above system of equations can be written as
𝒛𝒛′ = 𝑨𝑨 ∙ 𝒛𝒛

0
−(1 + 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 ) ∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1
0
𝑨𝑨 =
𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1
∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1
( 𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21

𝑣𝑣̅2 )𝑇𝑇 ∈ ℝ4 and
0
0
𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 ∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1
𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 ∙ 𝑑𝑑1̅
0
1
∈ ℝ4×4 .
𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐21 + 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1
𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑21 + 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1
−
∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1 −
∙ 𝑑𝑑1̅
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21
)

with 𝒛𝒛 = (𝑥𝑥̅1

1
−(1 + 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 ) ∙ 𝑑𝑑1̅
0
𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1
∙ 𝑑𝑑̅
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21 1

𝑣𝑣̅1

𝑥𝑥̅2

(5)

Obviously, the two-mass oscillator is a mechanically stable system, if
𝑚𝑚1 , 𝑚𝑚2 , 𝑐𝑐1 , 𝑐𝑐2 , 𝑑𝑑1 , 𝑑𝑑2 > 0.
Regarding the two-mass oscillator as two coupled single-mass oscillators, the equations of
motion can be formulated in a modular manner according to
𝒛𝒛′ = 𝑨𝑨 ∙ 𝒛𝒛 + 𝑩𝑩 ∙ 𝒖𝒖
𝒈𝒈 = 𝑪𝑪 ∙ 𝒛𝒛 + 𝑫𝑫 ∙ 𝒖𝒖 = 𝟎𝟎 .

(6)

The vector 𝒛𝒛 = (𝑥𝑥̅1 𝑣𝑣̅1 𝑥𝑥̅2 𝑣𝑣̅2 )𝑇𝑇 ∈ ℝ4 collects the dimensionless state variables, while
the vector 𝒖𝒖 = (𝑥𝑥̅̃1 𝑣𝑣̅̃1 𝑥𝑥̅̃2 𝑣𝑣̅̃2 λ̅𝑐𝑐 )𝑇𝑇 ∈ ℝ5 contains the coupling variables required for the
three different test models considered here, namely the force/force-, the force/displacementand the displacement/displacement-decomposition test model. λ̅𝑐𝑐 = 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝐻𝐻 2 /𝑚𝑚1 terms the
dimensionless coupling force, which is a function of the state variables of the subsystems.
𝑨𝑨, 𝑩𝑩, 𝑪𝑪 and 𝑫𝑫 are corresponding coefficient matrices (vectors).
In the framework of a force/force-coupling approach [5], the basic idea is to divide the twomass oscillator into two single-mass oscillators (two subsystems), which are driven by the
coupling force 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 , see Figure 2.

Figure 2: Co-simulation test model for force/force-coupling approach

Regarding the general Eq. (6), it is straightforward to derive the governing system matrices
for the force/force-coupling approach, which read as
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𝑨𝑨𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 =

(

0
−𝑐𝑐̅1
0
0

1
−𝑑𝑑1̅
0
0

𝑪𝑪𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = (𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 ∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1

−

0
0
0

𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐21
∙ 𝑐𝑐̅
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21 1

𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 ∙ 𝑑𝑑1̅

−

0
0
1

𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑21
∙ 𝑑𝑑̅
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21 1 )

−𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 ∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1

,

𝑩𝑩𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 =

−𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 ∙ 𝑑𝑑1̅ ),

(

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

𝑫𝑫𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = (0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0

0
1
0
,
1
−
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21 )

0

0

0

(7)

1).

0

For the case that the co-simulation test model is decomposed by a force/displacementcoupling approach, subsystem 1 will be a force-driven and subsystem 2 a base-point excited
single-mass oscillator as illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Co-simulation test model for force/displacement-coupling approach

Applying a force/displacement-decomposition, the coupling force 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 is replaced in
subsystem 2 with the help of state variables of subsystem 1, which fulfill the coupling condition
𝑔𝑔𝑐𝑐 ≔ 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 − 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∙ (𝑥𝑥2 − 𝑥𝑥1 ) − 𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐 ∙ (𝑣𝑣2 − 𝑣𝑣1 ) = 0. Due to the fact that the state variables 𝑥𝑥1 and
𝑣𝑣1 are unknown in subsystem 2, they are replaced by two additional coupling variables, which
are denoted by 𝑥𝑥̃1 and 𝑣𝑣̃1 .Therefore, the decomposed subsystems can be described by Eq. (6)
with the following dimensionless coefficient matrices
0
−𝑐𝑐̅1
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
𝑨𝑨𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 =
,
𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑21 + 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1
𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐21 + 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1
̅
∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1 −
∙ 𝑑𝑑1
0
0
−
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21
(
)
0
0
0 0 0
0
0
0 0 1
𝑩𝑩𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 =
0
0
0 0 0 ,
𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐c1
𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1
∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1
∙ 𝑑𝑑̅ 0 0 0
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21 1
(𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21
)
𝑪𝑪𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

1
−𝑑𝑑1̅
0

𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 ∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1
= ( −1
0

𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 ∙ 𝑑𝑑1̅
0
−1

−𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 ∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1
0
0

−𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 ∙ 𝑑𝑑1̅
),
0
0

0
𝑫𝑫𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = (1
0

(8)

0
0
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
0) .
0

When a displacement/displacement-coupling approach is used to decompose the two-mass
oscillator, each subsystem is described by a base-point excited single-mass oscillator, see Figure
4.
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Figure 4: Co-simulation test model for displacement/displacement-coupling approach

For this purpose, the coupling spring/damper system has to be duplicated, i.e. the coupling
variable 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐 is replaced in both subsystems by introducing the four coupling variables 𝑥𝑥̃1 , 𝑥𝑥̃2 and
𝑣𝑣̃1 , 𝑣𝑣̃2 . The corresponding coefficient matrices characterizing the decomposed system are given
by
𝑨𝑨𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 =

𝑩𝑩𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 =

𝑪𝑪𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

3

(

0
−(1 + 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 )𝑐𝑐̅1
0
0
0
0

0

𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐c1
∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1
(𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21

−1
0
=(
0
0

0
−1
0
0

1
−(1 + 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 )𝑑𝑑1̅
0

0
0
0

𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1
∙ 𝑑𝑑̅
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21 1

0
0
−1
0

0
0
),
0
−1

0

0
𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 ∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1
0
0

𝑫𝑫𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

0
0
0
𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐21 + 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1
𝑐𝑐̅1
−
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21
0
0
𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 ∙ 𝑑𝑑1̅ 0
0
0 ,

1
0
=(
0
0

0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0

)

0
0
0
1

0
0
1
,
𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑21 + 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1
̅
−
𝑑𝑑1
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21
)

(9)

0
0
).
0
0

DIRECT AND EXTENDED CO-SIMULATION ALGORITHMS

3.1 Explicit and implicit direct co-simulation algorithm
The direct implicit co-simulation methods investigated here are based on a
predictor/corrector approach, which is performed in three steps. To illustrate the integration
process, it is convenient to define the vectors 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1 , 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁 , etc., which collect the state variables of
the two subsystems at the macro-time points 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1 , 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁 , etc.. The initial conditions for the macrotime step from 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁 to 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1 are given by the state vector 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁 at the time point 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁 . The upper
𝑝𝑝
indices 𝑝𝑝 and ∗ (e.g. 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1 and 𝒛𝒛∗𝑁𝑁+1 ) term predicted and arbitrary state variables, whereas the
corrected variables (e.g. 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1 ) are defined without an upper index. In the following analysis,
only the case of quadratic approximation polynomials (𝑘𝑘 = 2) in combination with force/forcedecomposition is discussed in order to derive the governing system of recurrence equations for
the decomposed two-mass oscillator system.
Step 1: Predictor step
An analytical integration of subsystem 1 and subsystem 2 with the predicted (extrapolated)

5
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𝑝𝑝
coupling force 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝̅𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡)̅ = 𝑃𝑃𝜆𝜆̅ [(𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁 , 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁 ), (𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁−1 , 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁−1 ), (𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁−2 , 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁−2 ); 𝑡𝑡̅] yields the predicted
𝑐𝑐
state variables at the macro-time point 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1
𝑝𝑝
𝑝𝑝
̅ , 𝜆𝜆
̅
̅
𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1 = 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1 (𝜆𝜆
𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁 𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁−1 , 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁−2 , 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁 ).

(10)

𝒛𝒛∗𝑁𝑁+1 = 𝒛𝒛∗𝑁𝑁+1 (𝜆𝜆∗̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 , 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁 , 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁−1 , 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁 ).

(11)

∗
∗
∗
∗
𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 ≔ 𝜆𝜆∗̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 − 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 ∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1 ∙ (𝑥𝑥̅2,𝑁𝑁+1
− 𝑥𝑥̅1,𝑁𝑁+1
) − 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 ∙ 𝑑𝑑1̅ ∙ (𝑣𝑣̅2,𝑁𝑁+1
− 𝑣𝑣̅1,𝑁𝑁+1
).

(12)

Step 2: Calculation of corrected coupling variables
By analytically integrating both subsystems from 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁 to 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1 with initial conditions 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁 and
the interpolated coupling force 𝜆𝜆∗̅𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡̅) = 𝑃𝑃̅𝜆𝜆∗𝑐𝑐 [(𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1 , 𝜆𝜆∗̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 ), (𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁 , 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁 ), (𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁−1 , 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁−1 ); 𝑡𝑡̅],
we get the following state variables at the macro-time point 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1
Note that 𝜆𝜆∗̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 represents an arbitrary coupling force at the macro-time point 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1 .
Rewriting the coupling condition with the arbitrary state variables 𝒛𝒛∗𝑁𝑁+1 yields

Furthermore, the Jacobian matrix of the coupling equation 𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 with respect to the

coupling force, i.e. 𝐽𝐽𝑐𝑐 =

𝜕𝜕𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1
,
̅∗
𝜕𝜕𝜆𝜆
𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1

can be calculated. Since only one coupling variable 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1

is needed for the force/force-coupling method, the Jacobian matrix is represented by a scalar
value. As a result, we obtain the linearized coupling equation as
𝑝𝑝

𝑝𝑝

𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 ≔ 𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 + 𝐽𝐽𝑐𝑐 ∙ (𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 − 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 ) = 0.

(13)

Solving Eq. (13) gives the corrected coupling force 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 .

Step 3: Corrector step

Using the corrected (interpolated) polynomial with the corrected coupling force 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 from
Eq. (13), an analytical integration of subsystem 1 and subsystem 2 gives the corrected states
𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1 = 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1 (𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 , 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁 , 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁−1 , 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁 ).

(14)

𝑨𝑨𝑁𝑁+1 ∙ 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1 + 𝑨𝑨𝑁𝑁 ∙ 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁 + 𝑨𝑨𝑁𝑁−1 ∙ 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁−1 = 𝟎𝟎.

(15)

𝑨𝑨𝑁𝑁+1 ∙ 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1 + 𝑨𝑨𝑁𝑁 ∙ 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁 + 𝑨𝑨𝑁𝑁−1 ∙ 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁−1 + 𝑨𝑨𝑁𝑁−2 ∙ 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁−2 = 𝟎𝟎.

(16)

Substituting the coupling forces at the time points 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1 , 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁 and 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁−1 with the help of the
coupling equations results in a relationship of the form

The real-valued matrices 𝑨𝑨𝑁𝑁+1 , 𝑨𝑨𝑁𝑁 and 𝑨𝑨𝑁𝑁−1 ∈ ℝ4×4 are constant and depend only on the
seven parameters of the co-simulation test model defined above. The linear recurrence
system (15) can simply be solved by the exponential approach 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁 = 𝒛𝒛̂ ∙ Λ𝑁𝑁 , where Λ denotes
the eigenvalue and 𝒛𝒛̂ the Eigenvector of the system. Therefore, the corresponding cosimulation method is called numerical stable, if the spectral radius of the recurrence system
is smaller than 1.
In the framework of an explicit co-simulation approach, we consider only step 1, i.e. both
subsystems are integrated with the help of extrapolation polynomials. Substituting the
coupling forces with the help of the coupling conditions, we get a recurrence system of the
form
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3.2 Extended implicit co-simulation algorithm
The key concept for the extended co-simulation approaches is to extend the coupling
equations by derivatives (D-Extension) and integrals (I-Extension) of the original constitutive
equations [6]. Therefore, the coupling variables have to be discretized not only at the macrotime points 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1 , 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+2, etc., but also at intermediate time points, e.g. 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1/2 , 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+3/2 , etc..
Corresponding polynomials for approximation order 𝑘𝑘 = 0, 1, 2 are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Extended extrapolation and interpolation polynomials for constant, linear and quadratic approximation

Note that the sampling time points between macro steps can be arbitrary and may have an
influence on the stability behavior. Here, we consider only the case of equidistantly distributed
time points (𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1/2 , 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+3/2 , etc.). Based on a predictor-corrector approach, the three integration
steps explained above have to be performed with the extended polynomials. In the following,
sub-indices D and I (e.g. 𝒛𝒛𝑝𝑝𝑁𝑁+1,𝐷𝐷 , 𝒛𝒛𝑝𝑝𝑁𝑁+1,𝐼𝐼 ) are used to distinguish between D-Extension and IExtension approaches.
Step 1: Predictor step

An analytical integration of subsystem 1 and subsystem 2 with predicted (extrapolated)
coupling forces yields the predicted state variables at the macro-time point 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1
𝑝𝑝
𝑝𝑝
̅ , 𝜆𝜆
̅
̅
𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1 = 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1 (𝜆𝜆
𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁 𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁−1/2 , 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁−1 , 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁 ),
′
𝑝𝑝
𝑝𝑝
𝑝𝑝
̅ , 𝜆𝜆
̅
̅
𝒛𝒛
= (𝒛𝒛
) = 𝒛𝒛
(𝜆𝜆
, 𝜆𝜆
𝑁𝑁+1,𝐷𝐷

𝑝𝑝
𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1,𝐼𝐼

=

𝑁𝑁+1

𝑝𝑝
∫ 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1

𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁

𝑁𝑁+1,𝐷𝐷

𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡̅ =

𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁−1/2

𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁−1 , 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁 ),

(17)

𝑝𝑝
𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1,𝐼𝐼 ( ̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁 , ̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁−1/2 , ̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁−1 , 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁 ).

𝜆𝜆

𝜆𝜆

𝜆𝜆

Step 2: Calculation of corrected coupling variables
By analytically integrating both subsystems from 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁 to 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1 and using interpolated coupling
forces, we get the following state variables at the macro-time point 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1
𝒛𝒛∗𝑁𝑁+1 = 𝒛𝒛∗𝑁𝑁+1 (𝜆𝜆∗̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 , 𝜆𝜆∗̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1/2 , 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁 , 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁 ),
𝒛𝒛∗𝑁𝑁+1,𝐷𝐷 = (𝒛𝒛∗𝑁𝑁+1 )′ = 𝒛𝒛∗𝑁𝑁+1,𝐷𝐷 (𝜆𝜆∗̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 , 𝜆𝜆∗̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1/2 , 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁 , 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁 ),
𝒛𝒛∗𝑁𝑁+1,𝐼𝐼

=

∫ 𝒛𝒛∗𝑁𝑁+1

𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡̅ =

∗
𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1,𝐼𝐼
(𝜆𝜆∗̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 , 𝜆𝜆∗̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1/2 , 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁 , 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁 ).

Regarding the coupling conditions at the macro-time point 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1 , we have
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𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷

∗
∗
∗
∗
≔ 𝜆𝜆∗̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 − 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 ∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1 ∙ (𝑥𝑥̅2,𝑁𝑁+1
− 𝑥𝑥̅1,𝑁𝑁+1
) − 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 ∙ 𝑑𝑑1̅ ∙ (𝑣𝑣̅2,𝑁𝑁+1
− 𝑣𝑣̅1,𝑁𝑁+1
),
′
′
∗̅
∗
∗
∗
∗′
̅
≔ 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 − 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 ∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1 ∙ (𝑣𝑣̅2,𝑁𝑁+1 − 𝑣𝑣̅1,𝑁𝑁+1 ) − 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 ∙ 𝑑𝑑1 ∙ (𝑣𝑣̅2,𝑁𝑁+1 − 𝑣𝑣̅1,𝑁𝑁+1 ),

𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝐼𝐼 ≔

∫[𝜆𝜆∗̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1

− 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 ∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1 ∙

∗
(𝑥𝑥̅2,𝑁𝑁+1

−

∗
𝑥𝑥̅1,𝑁𝑁+1
)

− 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 ∙ 𝑑𝑑1̅ ∙

∗
(𝑣𝑣̅2,𝑁𝑁+1

−

(19)

∗
𝑣𝑣̅1,𝑁𝑁+1
)]𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡̅ .

Within this step, we have to derive the Jacobian matrix of the coupling equations of (19)
𝑇𝑇
with respect to the coupling variables 𝒖𝒖∗𝑐𝑐 = (𝜆𝜆̅∗𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1/2 𝜆𝜆∗̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 ) ∈ ℝ2 , i.e.
𝑱𝑱𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =

𝜕𝜕𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
,
𝜕𝜕𝒖𝒖∗𝑐𝑐

𝑱𝑱𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷 =

𝜕𝜕𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷
,
𝜕𝜕𝒖𝒖∗𝑐𝑐

𝑱𝑱𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝐼𝐼 =

𝜕𝜕𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝐼𝐼
.
𝜕𝜕𝒖𝒖∗𝑐𝑐

(20)

Making use of the partial derivatives, we can calculate the corrected coupling variables so
that for D-Extension the coupling conditions 𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 and 𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷 (𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 and 𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝐼𝐼 for I-Extension)
are simultaneously fulfilled at the macro-time point 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1 . The linearized coupling equations
are given by
𝑝𝑝

𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ≔ 𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑱𝑱𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∙ (

𝑝𝑝

𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1/2 − 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1/2
) = 0,
𝑝𝑝
𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 − 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1
𝑝𝑝

̅
𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1/2 − 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1/2
𝑝𝑝
𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷 ≔ 𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷 + 𝑱𝑱𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷 ∙ (
) = 0,
𝑝𝑝
̅
𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 − 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1
𝑝𝑝

𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝐼𝐼 ≔ 𝑔𝑔̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝐼𝐼 + 𝑱𝑱𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝐼𝐼 ∙ (

(21)

𝑝𝑝

̅
𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1/2 − 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1/2
) = 0.
𝑝𝑝
𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 − 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1

Solving the corresponding linearized coupling equations gives the corrected coupling forces
𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1/2 and 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1 for both the D-Extension and the I-Extension method.
Step 3: Corrector step

Applying an interpolation function with the corrected coupling forces 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1/2 and 𝜆𝜆̅𝑐𝑐,𝑁𝑁+1
and substituting the coupling forces with the help of the coupling equations, an analytical
integration yields the corrected state variables
𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1 = 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1 (𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁 , 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁−1 ).

(22)

𝑨𝑨𝑁𝑁+1 ∙ 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁+1 + 𝑨𝑨𝑁𝑁 ∙ 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁 + 𝑨𝑨𝑁𝑁−1 ∙ 𝒛𝒛𝑁𝑁−1 = 𝟎𝟎.

(23)

This system can symbolically be written as

4

STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE CO-SIMULATION METHODS

The numerical stability of a co-simulation method is defined by the spectral radius of the
related system of recurrence equations. The spectral radius is – as outlined in Section 2 – a
function of the 7 independent parameters defined in Eq. (3). Instead of using these parameters,
it is more convenient to use the subsequent 7 independent parameters for representing the
stability behavior
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𝑑𝑑1̅
1
̅𝑖𝑖1 = √4 ∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1 − 𝑑𝑑1̅ 2 ,
,Λ
2
2
̅𝑟𝑟2 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑21
𝑚𝑚2
Λ
=
, 𝛼𝛼Λ𝑟𝑟21 =
=
,
̅𝑟𝑟1 𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21
𝑚𝑚1
Λ

̅𝑟𝑟1 = −
Λ
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21

𝛼𝛼Λ𝑖𝑖21
𝛼𝛼Λ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟1

2
̅2
̅𝑖𝑖2
Λ
1 √4𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐21 𝑐𝑐̅1 − 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑21 𝑑𝑑1
=
=
,
̅𝑖𝑖1 𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21
Λ
2
̅
√4 ∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1 − 𝑑𝑑1

2
∗
̅2
𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1
1 √4𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 𝑐𝑐̅1 − 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 𝑑𝑑1
= ∗ , 𝛼𝛼Λ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖1 = ∗
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚
𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚
√4 ∙ 𝑐𝑐̅1 − 𝑑𝑑1̅ 2

(24)

∗
with 𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚
=2

𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21
.
1 + 𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21

By fixing 5 parameters, the spectral radius can be plotted as a function of the remaining 2
parameters. In accordance with the 2D stability plots for time integration schemes, where real
and imaginary part of the eigenvalue of Dahlquist’s test equation are used as axes, we present
in the following 2D-stability plots for co-simulation methods, where the spectral radius is
̅ 𝑟𝑟1 and Λ
̅ 𝑖𝑖1. The five remaining parameters
depicted as a function of Λ
(𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚21 , 𝛼𝛼Λ𝑟𝑟21 , 𝛼𝛼Λ𝑖𝑖21 , 𝛼𝛼Λ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟1 and 𝛼𝛼Λ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖1 ) are assumed to be 1 (symmetrical test model) or 10
(unsymmetrical test model). It should be mentioned that the spectral radius has to be computed
numerically. The solid circles in the plots indicate stable points, i.e. points for which 𝜌𝜌 < (1 +
10−10 ) holds. In order to reduce floating point errors, computation of 𝜌𝜌 has been accomplished
with 128 digits. Stability plots for the symmetrical and the unsymmetrical test model based on
a force/force-decomposition approach can be found in Figure 6 and Figure 7 .
Compared with explicit co-simulation methods, implicit approaches exhibit a significant
improvement of the stability behavior. Regarding implicit co-simulation algorithms, DExtension methods show a better stability behavior than the direct methods. D-Extension in
connection with quadratic approximation polynomials (𝑘𝑘 = 2) exhibits the best stability
properties for both the symmetrical and the unsymmetrical test model. I-Extension shows for
𝑘𝑘 = 2 also an improved stability behavior in comparison with the direct method.
To investigate the influence of the sub-step size on the stability properties, we consider again
the I-Extension co-simulation approach for 𝑘𝑘 = 1. Not using equidistant sampling points, the
numerical stability may be improved. For the analysis, it is useful to define an additional
parameter, namely 𝛼𝛼𝑇𝑇 ≔ (𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+𝛼𝛼 − 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁 )/(𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1 − 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁 ) with 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+𝛼𝛼 ∈ [𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁 , 𝑇𝑇̅𝑁𝑁+1 ]. Stability plots
for different values of 𝛼𝛼𝑇𝑇 for 𝑘𝑘 = 1 are collected in Figure 8. As can be seen, the numerical
stability can be improved for both the symmetrical and unsymmetrical model by modifying 𝛼𝛼𝑇𝑇 .
5

CONCLUSION

Different coupling approaches, where the coupling is realized by constitutive laws, have been
discussed within this manuscript. Making use of a linear two-mass oscillator, representing two
coupled Dahlquist’s equations, a detailed stability analysis has been carried out. Implicit
algorithms have been investigated, which are based on a predictor-corrector approach. Also
explicit methods have been considered, which only require one single integration step. Also,
modified implicit methods have been analyzed, which make use of the derivatives (DExtension) and integrals (I-Extension) of the constitutive equations. The extended methods
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Figure 6: Stability plots for explicit and implicit co-simulation methods using force/force-decomposition with
approximation order 𝑘𝑘 = 0,1,2 for symmetrical test model

exhibit a better numerical stability behavior, especially in connection with higher-order
approximation polynomials.
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Figure 7: Stability plots for implicit co-simulation methods using force/force-decomposition with approximation
order 𝑘𝑘 = 0,1,2 for unsymmetrical test model
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Figure 8: Stability plots for the I-Extension co-simulation method based on a force/force-decomposition
approach with approximation order 𝑘𝑘 = 1 for different values of 𝛼𝛼 𝑇𝑇
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Abstract. 2D isothermal viscous incompressible flows are presented from the NavierStokes equations in the Stream function-vorticity formulation and in the velocity-vorticity
formulation. The simulation is made using a numerical method based on a fixed point iterative process to solve the nonlinear elliptic system that results after time discretization.
The iterative process leads us to the solution of uncoupled, well-conditioned, symmetric
linear elliptic problems from which efficient solvers exist regardless of the space discretization. The experiments take place on the lid driven cavity problem for Reynolds numbers
up to Re = 10000 and different aspect ratios A (A=ratio of the height to the width)
A = 1 and A = 1 such as A = 1/2, till A = 3. It appears that with velocity and
vorticity variables is more difficult to solve this kind of flows, at least with a numerical
procedure similar to the one applied in stream function and vorticity variables to solve an
analogous nonlinear elliptic system. To obtain such flows is not an easy task, especially
with the velocity-vorticity formulation. We report here results for moderate Reynolds
numbers (Re ≤ 10000), although with them enough effectiveness is achieved to be able
to vary the aspect ratio of the cavity A, which causes the flow to be more unstable. Contribution in this work is to consider rectangular cavities of drag, which can impact on
isothermal turbulent flow patterns. Another contribution is to include a wide region of
the Reynolds number as well as different aspect ratios where we tested stability of the
numerical scheme.

1
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1

INTRODUCTION

In this work, we are dealing with the Navier-Stokes in two different formulations:
The Stream Function-vorticity and the Velocity-vorticity formulation. The problem we
are going to solve is the well known lid driven cavity problem, with Reynolds numbers
Re ≤ 10000 and different aspect ratios A (A=ratio of the height to the width) of the
cavity.
Results, in both formulations, are obtained using a simple numerical scheme based on
a fixed point iterative process [1], applied to a nonlinear elliptic system resulting after
time discretization. The scheme has shown to be robust enough to handle such Reynolds
numbers, ([2] , and [3]) and different aspect ratios of the cavity [5].
Since we are working with Reynolds number up to 10000, as this number increases the
mesh has to be refined and a smaller time step has to be used, numerically, by stability
matters and physically, to capture the fast dynamics of the flow, as pointed out in ([2],
[3]). With the Velocity-vorticity formulation ([6], [7], [4]), a finer mesh and a smaller time
step has to be used, and because of this, computing time is in general very large.
2

Mathematical Models

Let Ω ⊂ RN (N = 2, 3) the region of a non-steady, viscous, incompressible flow, and Γ its
boundary.


∂u
∂t

− ∇2 u + ∇p + (u · ∇)u = f,
∇·u
=0

(a)
(b)

(1)

which are the Navier-Stokes equations in the primitive variables formulation. The system
has to be supplemented with appropriate boundary and initial conditions.
2.1

Stream function-vorticity Formulation

First we are going to speak about the Stream function-vorticity formulation.
In this case, we will restrict ourselves to a bidimensional region Ω. Taking the curl in
both sides of the equation (1a) and taking into account that

u1 = ∂ψ
, u2 = − ∂ψ
,
(2)
∂y
∂x

which follows from (1b), with ψ the stream function and u1 , u2 , the two components of
the velocity, we get:
 2
∇ψ
= −ω
(a)
(3)
∂ω
1
2
− Re ∇ ω + u · ∇ω = fω
(b)
∂t
2
1
− ∂u
). These are the Navier-Stokes equations in the
where ω is the vorticity (ω = ∂u
∂x
∂y
Stream function-vorticity formulation. The incompressibility condition (1b), by (2) is

2
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automatically satisfied, and the pressure does not appear any more, which is a great advantage with respect to the primitive variables formulation.
2.2

Velocity-Vorticity Formulation

Taking the curl in
ω = −∇ × u

(4)

and using the identity ∇ × ∇ × a = −∇2 a + ∇(∇ · a) and (1b), a velocity Poisson equation
results:
∇2 u = −∇ × ω.

(5)

Two Poisson equations for the velocity components are obtained, which together with
the equation for the vorticity gives us




∂u1
+ ∇2 u1 = − ∂ω
∂t
∂y
∂u2
∂ω
2
+
∇
u
=
.
2
∂t
∂x
∂ω
1
2
−
∇
ω
+
u
·
∇ω
∂t
Re

(a)
(b)
= fω (c)

(6)

These are de Navier-Stokes equations in the Velocity-vorticity Formulation.
3

The Numerical Scheme.

Next, we are going to describe the numerical method used for solving the Navier-Stokes
equations in both formulations. For the time derivative appearing in the vorticity equation
in both schemes, the following second order approximation is used:
∂f
3f n+1 − 4f n + f n−1
(x, (n + 1)∆t) =
∂t
2∆t

(7)

where x  Ω, n ≥ 1, ∆t denotes the time step, and f r ≈ f (x, r∆t), assuming f is smooth
enough.
3.1

Stream function-Vorticity formulation

Speaking about the Stream function-vorticity formulation, it can be observed that the
following nonlinear elliptic system has to be solved at each time level:



∇2 ψ = −ω, ψ|Γ = ψbc ;
αω − ν∇2 ω + u · ∇ω = fω ,

(a)
(b)

ω|Γ = ωbc ,
3
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n

n−1

3
1
−ω
where α = 2∆t
, ν = Re
and fω = 4ω 2∆t
. To obtain (ψ 1 , ω 1 ), the first subinterval is
divided into M subintervals, and a first order scheme, such as Euler, is applied to each of
the M subintervals.

Next, we define Rω by:
Rω (ω, ψ) ≡ αω − ν∇2 ω + u · ∇ω − fω .

(9)

System (8) results equivalent to:


= −ω in Ω , ψ = ψbc on Γ
∇2 ψ
Rω (ω, ψ) = 0 in Ω ω|Γ = ωbc

(10)

Now, for solving this system at time level (n+1) the following fixed point iterative
process [1] is used:
Given ω n,0 = ω n , ψ n,0 = ψ n solve until convergence in ω and ψ
 2 n,m+1
∇ψ
= −ω n,m in Ω,


 n,m+1
n,m+1
ψ
= ψbc
on Γ
2
n,m+1
(αI − ν∇ )ω
= (αI − ν∇2 )ω n,m − ρω Rω (ω m , ψ n,m+1 ) in Ω,


 n,m+1
n,m+1
ω
= ωbc
on Γ, ρω > 0.

(11)

and then, take (ω n+1 , ψ n+1 ) = (ω n,m+1 , ψ n,m+1 ).
3.2

The Velocity-Vorticity Formulation

In the case of the Velocity-Vorticity formulation, what we do is the following:
For the time derivatives appearing in the vorticity equation (7) is used, and the following semidiscretized system is obtained, in Ω,


where

∂u1
∂t
∂u2
∂t

+ ∇2 u 1
= − ∂ω
∂y
+ ∇2 u 2
= ∂ω
, un+1 |Γ = ubc
∂x

Rω (ω, u) = 0, ω|Γ = ωbc
Rω (ω, u) ≡ αω − ν∇2 ω + u · ∇ω − fω ,
4
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Using again the fixed point iterative method described above , we get:
n,0
n
n
Given ω n,0 = ω n , un,0
1 = u1 , u2 = u2 solve until convergence on ω, u1 and u2











∂un,m+1
1
∂t

+ ∇2 un,m+1
= − ∂ω∂y
1

∂un,m+1
2
∂t

+ ∇2 un,m+1
=
2

n,m

∂ω n,m
,
∂x

un,m+1 |Γ = un,m+1
bc







(αI − ν∇2 )ω n,m+1 = (αI − ∆)ω m − ρω Rω (ω n,m , un,m+1 ),


n,m
ρω > 0, ω n,m+1 |Γ = ωbc
.

(14)

, un+1
) = (ω n,m+1 , un,m+1
, un,m+1
).
and then, take (ω n+1 , un+1
1
2
1
2
4

Numerical experiments

The numerical experiments take place in rectangular domains Ω = (a, b) × (c, d), in
connection with the lid-driven cavity problem. The boundary condition of u is given by
u = (1, 0) at the moving boundary y = d and u = (0, 0) elsewhere.
A translation of the boundary condition in terms of the velocity primitive variable u
to the ψ − ω variables has to be performed when using the Stream function-vorticity
formulation. Following [8], ψ = 0 is chosen on Γ, and by Taylor expansion of (8a) on the
boundary, with hx and hy the space steps, one obtains:

1
2

 ω(0, y, t) = − 2h12x [8ψ(hx , y, t) − ψ(2hx , y, t)] + O(hx )

 ω(a, y, t) = − 2 [8ψ(a − hx , y, t) − ψ(a − 2hx , y, t)] + O(h2 )
x
2hx
(15)
1
2
ω(x,
0,
t)
=
−
[8ψ(x,
h
,
t)
−
ψ(x,
2h
,
t)]
+
O(h
)
y
y

y
2h2y


 ω(x, b, t) = − 1 [8ψ(x, b − h , t) − ψ(x, b − 2h , t)] − 3 + O(h2 ).
y
y
y
2h2
hy
y

Now, for the Velocity-vorticity formulation, the boundary conditions are given by:

u1 = 0,


 u = 0,
1
u1 = 0,



u1 = 1,

u2
u2
u2
u2

= 0,
= 0,
= 0,
= 0,

ω
ω
ω
ω

2
= ∂u
on Γx = a
∂x
∂u2
= ∂x on Γx = b
1
= − ∂u
on Γy = c
∂y
∂u1
= ∂x on Γy = d

(16)

In Figure 1 we show results obtained for Re = 1000, A = 1/2, Hx = Hy = 1/128,
dt = .01 arriving to T = 100 (reaching the steady state), and using the Stream Functionvorticity formulation. Left, we show the graphics of the Stream Function, and right the
graphics of the isovorticity contours. We did a mesh independence study and results agree
5
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well.
In Figure 2, results are reported for Re = 1000 and the same parameters described
above, but with aspect ratio A = 2.
Now, in the Figure 3, we report results again for Re = 1000 and with the same value
of the parameters, but now the aspect ratio is A = 3.
Next, in Figure 4, results for Re = 5000, A = 2, Hx = Hy = 1/512, dt = .001 arriving
to T = 100.
In Figures 5 and 6, we report results for Re = 10000, Hx = Hy = 1/512, dt = .001
arriving again to T = 100. In Figure 5 A = 2 and in Figure 6 A = 3.
All the above results were obtained using the Stream function-vorticity formulation.
And as one can notice, the mesh is not very fine, even for Re = 10000 and dt is not so small.
In Figures 7 and 8 we sow results using the Velocity-vorticity formulation. In Figure 7
for Re = 1000, A = 1/2, Hx = Hy = 1/256, dt = .0001, T = 100. Comparing the results
obtained with the Stream Function-vorticity formulation, shown in Figure 1, it can be
observed that in Figure 1 more contours appear, and the values of Hx and Hy are the
half of the latter and dt ten times higher.
In Figure 8 for Re = 5000, A = 2, Hx = Hy = 1/512 dt = .0001, and T = 100 also.
Figure 4, obtained with the Stream Function-vorticity formulation results much more
better, and dt is again is again ten times higher.
Results obtained with the Stream Function-vorticity formulation were obtained in much
more less time, using a coarser mesh and more contours appear in the graphics. We could
not arrive with the Velocity-vorticity formulation to results for Re = 10000 because of
the finer mesh needed and also because the dt has to be much more smaller and too much
computer time and memory is needed in this last case.

6
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Figure 1: Stream function, left, and isovorticity contours, right, for Re = 1000 A = 1/2, dt = .01,
Hx = Hy = 1/128, using the Stream function-vorticity formulation.

Figure 2: Stream function, left, and isovorticity contours, right, for Re = 1000 A = 2, dt = .01,
Hx = Hy = 1/128, using the Stream-function-vorticity formulation.

7
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Figure 3: Stream function, left, and isovorticity contours, right, for Re = 1000 A = 3, dt = .01,
Hx = Hy = 1/128, using the Stream function-vorticity formulation.

Figure 4: Stream function, left, and isovorticity contours, right, for Re = 5000 A = 2, dt = .001,
Hx = Hy = 1/512, using the Stream function-vorticity formulation.

8
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Figure 5: Stream function, left, and isovorticity contours, right, for Re = 10000 A = 2, dt = .001,
Hx = Hy = 1/512, using the Stream-function-vorticity formulation.

Figure 6: Stream function, left, and isovorticity contours, right, for Re = 10000 A = 3, dt = .001,
Hx = Hy = 1/512, using the Stream function-vorticity formulation.

9
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Figure 7: Stream function, left, and isovorticity contours, right, for Re = 1000 A = 1/2, dt = .001,
Hx = Hy = 1/256, using the Velocity-vorticity formulation.

Figure 8: Stream function, left, and isovorticity contours, right, for Re = 5000 A = 2, dt = .0001,
Hx = Hy = 1/512, using the Velocity-vorticity formulation.

10
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5

Conclusions

We are presenting efficient numerical methods for solving the Navier-Stokes equations
in the Stream funtion-vorticity and the Velocity-vorticity formulations. Both formulations
provide turbulent flow patterns of the cavity for a wide range of Reynolds numbers. New
results of flow profiles in conditions not included in the literature are presented ([7]).
We note that you for this range of numbers, stream flow patterns agree with those
reported in the literature ([9]). However, the instrumentation for the Velocity-vorticity
formulation is more complicated for effects of maintaining numerical stability. The time
step, and the mesh size must be drastically reduced compared with those used in the
Stream function-vorticity formulation. This results in a big cost of computing time and
memory. In the Velocity-vorticity formulation the cavity flow lines are reproduced (not
as well as with the Stream function-vorticity formulation using a coarser mesh size).
The numerical procedure applied to the Stream Function-vorticity formulation is not
as good for the Velocity-vorticity formulation, however, the way it behaves, through the
discretization parameters, and the order of discretization, gives us another point of view
of the behavior of flows under different numerical methods and different formulations.
The difficulty of the Velocity-vorticity formulation is reinforced through some works such
as [9] who with a very different more sophisticated method reported driven cavity flows
for moderate Reynolds numbers, lower than ours.
6
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Abstract. Many electronical components were developed during the last years and many efforts
were devoted to the miniaturization of their components due to the global tendency. The matrix
in which the components are mounted are made of composite materials which presented
anisotropic behaviour. The main goal of this work relies on determining the influence of the
thermal barriers position inside of a PCB. The plate has 168 thermal barriers inside the domain
where each one has a 360° of freedom of rotation. A Dirichlet boundary condition was imposed
to all corners of the plate to analysis. The heat flux was observed at the A, B, and C corners, as
the internal barriers were rotated. A quadratic boundary element was used and The multipoint
Genetic Algorithm was employed in order to maximize the objective function at the corner A
and minimizing at the corners B and C. Despite the elevated number of variables classified this
problem such as non-convex, the final results showed good convergence.
1

INTRODUCTION

Due to the trend of electronics miniaturization, some circuits’ settings bring devices with a
high power dissipation, which results in serious problems on the behavior of the product.
Knowing the limitation for the temperature and the thermal flow inside a printed circuit board
(PCB) is crucial to make the right decisions in order to improve a project.
In this sense, several researchers have focused their effort in studying how to improve
thermal efficiency of electronic components, which can be done using numerical or
experimental techniques [1]. It is common knowledge that experimental techniques are, a few
times, extremely expensive due to the need of manufacturing numerous prototypes and
considerable cost measuring equipment.
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is widely applied in the numerical techniques. The
main characteristic of FEM is the need of an electrical grid to solve the differential equation
ruler of the problem.
In cases of optimization, a strict control of the electrical grid is needed to check the
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convergence of the solution, which raises the computing cost in a considerable way [7]. On the
last few decades, a new method, known as Boundary Element Method (BEM), has been
catching the scientific community’s attention, because of its characteristic of needing
discretization only on its borders. This particularity makes this method be more attractive to
optimization problems [2]. This unique characteristic brings an advantage, because during the
iterative process of optimization, the geometry of the problem doesn’t need rediscretization [3].
Another important factor refers to the matrix system, that, for being smaller than the one
generated by the FEM, results in a significant reduction in computing costs for optimization
problems. Despites the advantages of BEM, FEM is still the most used method, because the
formulation of BEM is more complex. [6] employs FEM and Genetic Algorithm (GA) in the
simulation and optimization of a thermal flow in anisotropic materials. In this paper, the thermal
flow was controlled by a non-linear programming method, in which each part of the iteration
process generated a convex problem of the approach of the solution of the problem. The
optimization process employed in this paper was the mathematical method known as “Method
of Moving Asymptotes” or MMA, that stabilizes or speeds up the convergence of the process
of pursuit for great solution. The author focused his efforts in substantially reducing the
maximum temperature of the optimized material and in concentrating the power density in the
intended places.
The convergence method that will be employed in this paper is the “Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm II”, mostly known as NSGA II. The algorithm chosen calculates a multiobjective function in which implements the concept of Dominance, in other words, ranks the
total population according to the level of importance [9]. The individuals are divided into
different levels through this criterion. Using this formulation, the best individuals are stored in
the system, as the worst ones are excluded from the system [5]. These results have been assigned
to a fundamental reduction in the thermal resistance of the material. Following the same line of
investigation, the purpose of this paper is studying the best spatial configuration of the inner
fiber of a manufactured PCB with anisotropic behavior to control the thermal flow, employing
BEM linked to the GA through the NSGA II process.
2 BEM FOR POTENTIAL PROBLEMS
The heat transfer problem when there is no power supply is controlled by Laplace Equation
u 
0 . Applying the divergence theorem, Betti’s theorem and the weighted residual method
makes possible reduce a domain problem into a boundary problem [4]. In the weighted residual
method, the function weight used is the fundamental solution of the ruler equation. The problem
to be handled is established by a BIE (Boundary Integral Equation), presented as the Eq. (1).

1 i
u  x    u 
x  q   x, x '  d 
2


 q  x  u  x, x '  d 


(1)



When it comes to entirely anisotropic devices, the ruler equation is written in Cartesian
coordinates [11], the equations can be represented according to the Eq. (2).
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k11

 2u

 2 k12
2

x1

 2u
 2u
0
 k22 2 
x1x2
x2

(2)

Assuming that the tensile properties of the materials are symmetric, the equations can be
written as temperature and flow fundamental solutions according to Eq. (3) and Eq. (4),
respectively. The distance value between the point supply and the point field can be acquired
according to the Eq. (5).

u  


q   k11

r





1
ln(r )
2 | kij |1/2

(3)


u 
u  
u 
u  
 k12
n

k

k


n
21
x1
x2  x1  12 x1
x2  x 2

k11  x1i  xi   2k12  x1i  x1  x2i  x2   k22  x2i  x2 
2

2

(4)



1/2

(5)

Where | kij | is the determinant of the conductivity and s is the inverse of the matrix k , as
shown in Eq. (6).
1  k22  k12 
| kij |
;
k11k22  k122
s
k 1 
(6)


| kij |  k12 k11 
To turn the anisotropic solution into an isotropic solution, it is established that

k12 0
e k11 k22 to the symmetric properties of the ruler equation of Cartesian coordinates
in the Eq. (2). Isoparametric elements are those in which the same functions are used to
approach both the geometry and the boundary variable. The values of u and q for any point
belonging to the element can, this way, be written in terms of nodal values and interpolation
function in accordance with Eq. (7).
u1 
 
u ( )  N1u1  N 2u2  N 3u3  N1 N 2 N 3  u2 
u 
 3
(7)
q1 
 
q ( )  N1q1  N 2 q2  N 3 q3  N1 N 2 N 3  q2 
q 
 3
Where  is the isometric coordinates location, determined between [-1,+1] and N1 , N 2 e

N 3 are functions of continuous quadratic equations. Considering the discretizations, the
integrals of equations can be written according to the Eq.(8) and Eq.(9).

3
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 q1 

 N1 N 2 N 3  q d  G G G  q2 
j u q d  j u
q 
 3

(8)

u1 

 N1 N 2 N 3  u d   H H H  u2 
j q u d  j q
u 
 3

(9)





ij
1



ij
1



ij
2

ij
2

ij
3

ij
3

The Eq. (8) e (9) are discretized to all the boundary and result as the Eq. (10).
N

2N

ciui   H ij u j 
 Gij q j

j 1 j 1

(10)

For reordering of Eq. (10), the unknown variable are placed on the left side {X} and a vector
on the right side {F} gotten by multiplying the matrix elements by known values of flow and
potential. This procedure results in the system shown in the Eq. (11) that discovers all the
boundary unknowns when solved.

 A  X    F 
2.1

(11)

Continuous Quadratic Elements

In the discretization that uses continuous quadratic elements, the geometry is approached by
a quadratic function along each element, therefore, three nodal dots per element are required,
according to the Figure 1.

Physical nodes
geometric nodes
Figure 1: Discretization of the geometry of quadratic elements

The boundary elements i are considered parabolic, which means they are described by
polynomials of 2nd order (parabola equation). This way, 3 points of i are required so that a

parabola can be set. These points are determined by  x1 , y1  ,  x2 , y2  e  x3 , y3  , that correspond,

1,  
0e 
1 , as illustrated in the Figure 2.
respectively, to the intrinsic coordinates  
Creating a parabolic function to relate x to  , there is:
Being:

x  a 2  b  c

(12)

x  
1 
x1 , x  
0 
x2 e x  
1 
x3

(13)
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-1

+1

0

Figure 2: Continuous quadratic Interpolation Functions

The interpolation Functions can be written according to the Eq.(14).

x


2



  1 x1  1   1    x2    1 x3
N1

Being:

N2

(14)

2

N3

x  N1 x1  N 2 x2  N3 x3

(15)

Where N1, N2 e N3 are the continuous quadratic interpolation Functions determined in
accordance with Eq.(16).


N1


2

  1 ,

N3
N 2 1   1    
1  2 and 


2

  1

(16)

Likewise, there is:

y  N1 y1  N 2 y2  N3 y3

(17)

In the discretization that uses BEM, the geometry is approximated by a quadratic function
along each element, and needs three nodal points per element. This way, temperatures and flows
are approximated according to the Eq. (18) and (19).

u  N1u1  N 2u2  N3u3

(18)

q  N1q1  N 2 q2  N3q3

(19)

Where u1 is the temperature in the local node 1, u2 is the temperature in the local node 2,

u3 is the temperature in the local node 3, q1 is the flow in the local node 1, q2 is the flow in
the local node 2, q3 is the flow in the local node 3, N1 is the Interpolation Function 1, N 2 is
the interpolation function 2 and N 3 is the interpolation function 3. The continuous quadratic
interpolation functions N1 , N 2 and N 3 are shown by the Figure 2 and the interpolation function

5
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formulation is shown by the Eq. (16). By writing in the matrix form, Eq. (20) and (21) can be
found.
u1 
u   N1 N 2 N 3  u2 
(20)
u3 
 q1 
q   N1 N 2 N 3   q2 
 q3 

(21)

The integral equation is, then, written according to Eq.(22).


u1 
 q1  





c u(d)   H1 H 2 H 3  j u2  G1 G2 G3  j  q2  




j 1 
u3  j
 q3  j 


nelem

3

(22)

OPTIMIZATION USING GENETIC ALGORITHM

The optimization via GA is the act of discovering a result or a set of great solutions to some
circumstances, in other words, it’s the pursuit of a better result to a certain function or a set of
functions [10]. The method copies the biological processes based on the evolution of the
species, where the procedures are basically: natural selection, pairing and mutation.
A ramdom initial population was created in the numerical implementation, containing
enough diversity so that it can combine characteristics in order to produce new populations.
The selection operator employed was NSGA II, where an objective function is calculated in
order to give the algorithm standards to select the best individuals. The objective function is
essential to spread to future generation the best results in each generation. In this case of NSGA
II application only the best solutions will keep on existing to the next generations. All the GA
procedure can be seen in the Figure 3.
Initial
Population

NSGA II
Operator

Pairing

Mating

New generations

Mutation
Figure 3: Genetic Algorithm

The pairing operator defines the pairs using the best characteristics from inviduals. The next
step is the mating, that consists of creating new topologies (families). In this paper, a pairing
based on Charles Darwin’s The Origin of Species, a crossover kind (mating operator), was
adopted. This procedure generates two children to each mating, where they will be members
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for the next generations. The crossover is determined with chromosomal percentages from the
parents, where the process can be visualized from the scheme shown in the Figure 4. It is
possible to observe that the first son received more chromosomal characteristics from the father,
as the second son received more chromosomal characteristics from the mother. The same
procedure is repeated, but with individuals carrying different characteristics from the first
generation, until the individual who carries the best genetic information is found. The last
operator is the mutation, which is responsible for randomly change a small amount of
chromosomes. The chromosomes carry genetic information in form of binary numbers. The
mutation is illustrated in the Figure 4, that consists in the random change of one of the
chromosomes’ position from 0 to 1 or vice versa, this simple procedure is one of the biggest
GA attractives, because it avoids the algorithm stagnation in a minimum place, increasing the
chances of finding the maximum global of the search field.
GENITORS
CHROMOSOME B

CHROMOSOME A
1 0 0

1

1 0

AE

1 0 0 0
AP

0 0 0

DESCENDENTE
S
0 0 1

1 0

1 1 1 1

1 0

B
D

BE

CHROMOSOMEA
1
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
AE

0 0 1

1 1

CHROMOSOMEB1
0

1 0

1 0 0 0

1 1

B
BE
AD
D
Figure 4: Details of the Pairing, Crossover and Mutation process.

The optimization process described continues until a stop command is reached. The stop
command is usually defined as a maximum number of iterations or the maximum/minimum
value of the objective function. The Figure 5 shows the algorithm scheme implemented in this
paper, where the BEM/GA subroutines are included. In the optimization process the objective
function is defined with the specific need of the project. For each individual there is an objective
function value, where the best rated are selected and the worst ones are ruled out. In this sense,
the population will converge to a best configuration that meets the project specification.
START – Variables
entrance (rotation
angles)

GA

BEM

NO

Objective Function

Does it
converge?

YES

Measures the thermal
flow in A, B and C

Stops, saves and plots

Figure 5: Genetic Algorithm routine associated with BEM
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4

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate the methodology proposed to solve a PCB, a rectangular area of 2x1
units is considered, subject to Dirichlet boundary condition in three of its edges (in A, B, C and
D) and subject to Neumann boundary condition in others (check Figure 2). All the area was
discretized with 1464 boundary continuous quadratic elements. From these 1464 elements, 792
were used discretize the external boundary and the remaining ones were utilized to discretize
the holes. Each hole was discretized with 8 elements. In the inner of the domain were inserted
168 holes, which represent the fibers with characteristics of low thermal conductivity materials
(insulating). In this sense, was prescribed Neumann condition equals to zero and the numerical
integration was accomplished with six Gauss points. To the optimization process for better
arrangement of fibers inside the matrix, the GA with theory of evolution was employed. The
Table 1 shows the parameters utilized in this process.
Table 1: Optimization Parameters

GA Parameters
Initial Population
50
Final Population
500
Crossover
5%
Mutation
1%
The initial arrangement of fibers was defined initially as random (iteration 1), and for the
optimization process the project variables are the rotation angles of fibers themselves, in which
each one of them is able to, idenpendently of each other, rotate 360 degrees. For the
optimization process, the objective function aims to maximize the flow at the edge A and
minimize it at the edges B and C. Boundary conditions were added to the point D (100º C) and
25º C to the points A, B and C. The purpose consists in measuring the flow fields at the edges
displayed as A, B and C in order to meet the multi-objective function, required by the GA.
1.2

1

C

D

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

B

0

A

-0.2
-0.5

0
1
2
Figure
6: Details 0.5of boundary conditions
and 1.5initial PCB lay-out

2.5

In this paper two cases will be analyzed, both isotropic and anisotropic behavior matrix. The
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thermal flux behavior, as well as the fibers orientation will be presented and discussed for both
cases.
4.1 Isotropic Matrix
In this paper the Eq.(2) is reduced to the isotropic problem when established that
k
k
k e k
0 and rewritten according to Eq. (23).
11
22
12
  2u  2u 
k 2  2 
0
 y1 y2 

(23)

Where k is the material thermal conductivity for isotropic environments. The isotropic
thermal conductivity tensor for the 2D problem studied in this paper is shown in Eq.(24).

1 0 
k

0 1 

(24)

The Figure 7 refers to the iteration 478, which presents the best project configuration after
the optimization process reaching the stop command established. The total number of iterations
was adjusted in 500, where the population was evaluated until the acquisition of the biggest
flow value on the edge A, from the best fiber angles distribution. The Figure 7 makes possible
to observe the fibers disposal in the sense of prioritizing the thermal flow from the edge D to
the edge A.

C

2

FLOW [W/m ]

D

B
A
Figure 7: Iteration 478 with better flow distribution

The Figure 8 shows the flow evolution on the edges A, B and C as the iterative process
evolves. The disposition of the fibers inside the PCB makes the thermal flows on the three edges
oscillate. It happens because the optimization is multi-objective and at the same time that it
maximizes on the edge A, it minimizes on the edges B and C. Observing specifically the point
A, the iteration 1 was started in 131,29 W/m² and, in the end of the iteration process the flow is
maximized to 145,41 W/m². On the edges B and D the thermal flow of the first iteration was
measured in 360,54 W/m² and 132,23 W/m², respectively. Considering the last iteration, the
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thermal flows values to these edges were minimezed to 132,23 W/m² and 127,54 W/m². By
answering the multi-objective function is possible to verify, simultaneously on Figure 7 and
Figure 8 that the fibers were rotated in a way to direct the flow field to the edge A.
EVOLUÇÃO
FLUXO
FLOW EVOLUTION

0.9

STANDARD
FLOW
FLUXO
NORMALIZADO

0.8
Fluxo
FLOW A
FLOW B
Fluxo
FLOW C
Fluxo

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

0.2
1

50

100

150

200
250
300
GERAÇÕES
GENERATIONS

350

400

450

500

Figure 8: Thermal flow evolution on the edges A, B and C

4.2 Anisotropic Matrix
To materials in a totally anisotropic environment, the ruler equation presented in Eq. (2) is
used in its complete form and rewritten again for convenience, as shown in Eq. (25).

k11

 2u
 2u
 2u
2
k
k
0



12
22
x12
x1x2
x22

(25)

Where kij is the coefficient that represents the property terms of the tensors in directions
i e j . In this paper the values of the thermal conductivity tensor to the anisotropic matrix were
established in accordance with Eq.(26).

 1 0,5
k

0,5 2 

(26)

The Figure 9 presents the best project configuration, which was reached in the iteration 473
of the optimization process. Despite the anisotropic behavior of the matrix, it is possible to
verify the tendency of the fibers in directing their thermal flow to the edge A.
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C

2

FLOW [W/m ]

D

B
A

Figure 9: Iteration 473 com better flow distribution

The Figure 10 shows the thermal flow behavior during the evolution of the optimization
accomplished by the GA. In the first iteration the thermal flow on the edge A was calculated in
201.67 W/m² being maximized to 217.06 W/m². To the edge B and C the thermal flow in the
first iteration was measured in 445.35 W/m² and 135.73 W/m², being minimized at the end of
the iterative process to 395.92 W/m² and 122.63 W/m², respectively. Despite not being as
evident as in the isotropic case, it is also possible to verify a fiber alignment in the diagonal
direction from the edge D to A, with the purpose of prioritizing the thermal flow between these
two extremes.
EVOLUÇÃO
FLUXO
FLOW
EVOLUTION

1
0.9
0.8

FLOW
Fluxo A

FLUXO OTIMIZADO
STANDARD
FLOW

FLOW
Fluxo B

0.7

Fluxo C
FLOW

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
1

50

100

150

200

250

300

GENERATIONS
GERAÇÕES

350

400

450

Figure 10: Flow developments on the edges A, B and C
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5

CONCLUSIONS

The primary goal of this paper was to control the thermal flow of a Printed Circuit Board
(PCB) with anisotropic behavior in three control points, which were defined under the edges A,
B, and C. The BEM was used to solve Laplace’s equation and, due to its characteristics, proved
to be an efficient method to find the solution to the problem studied. Problems of nearly
singularity, particular from BEM, were controlled by keeping a minimum distance between
inclusions when rotated. The big number of project variables considered in this project rated
the optimization problem as nonconvex, which means there is a huge possibility of great
solutions. In this sense, as an alternative to the gradient methods, GA was used successfully in
pursuing a possible global maximum point. The final results presented coherence with the
objective of the multi-objective optimization proposal, which consisted in maximizing the
thermal flow on the edge A and minimizing it on the edges B and C. In this meaning, the
methodology employed was accepted as viable and can be extended to problems that consider
thermal flows inside their domain.
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Abstract. An application of a meshless numerical method on a macrosegregation benchmark
case is developed in the present paper. The test case is solidification in 2D rectangular cavity,
filled with liquid metal and chilled from both sides. This is a highly non-linear problem due to
a strong coupling of the macroscopic transport equations with the microsegregation model.
The main result is the macrosegregation pattern of the solidified metal Al4.5wt%Cu alloy is
used for evaluation of the problem. The model uses diffuse approximate meshless method
with the second-order polynomial basis for spatial integration and explicit time-stepping.
Simulations are performed on uniform and non-uniform computational node arrangements
and compared to each other. The results on uniform and non-uniform node arrangements
show a very good matching with the finite volume method results and results based on radial
basis function collocation method. This shows that diffuse approximate method based on nonuniform node arrangements can be used for solving macrosegregation problems.
1

INTRODUCTION

Macrosegregation is a chemical inhomogeneity of the composition on the macro-scale
level [1]. It is an undesired consequence of solidification and one of the major casting defects.
Modelling of macrosegregation is therefore highly important for metallurgical and casting
industries. Macrosegregation is a consequence of microsegregation, as during the
solidification, the solute is pushed out from solid phase to the liquid phase (or vice versa). The
solute is then transported from microscopic to macroscopic scale by the relative movement of
the liquid and the solid phase in the transition region. There are different mechanisms which
are connected with the macroscopic transport of solute. The main mechanisms are the
convection-driven macrosegregation, shrinkage-driven macrosegregation, deformation driven
macrosegregation, effect of floating grains, and effect of forced flow. Their magnitude and
direction can work on different levels and in various directions.
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The simulation of macrosegregation patterns is a complex, non-linear problem and
involves solution of a coupled heat, mass and species transfer, phase change, and flow
phenomena. Furthermore, the transport equations are coupled with the microsegregation
model. One of the goals of our research group is to model macrosegregation for direct chill
and low-frequency electromagnetic casting with a meshless method [2], [3]. The model for
simulation of heat and momentum transfer for this kind of problems has already been
developed [4]. The new meshless model for simulation of macrosegregation is in the process
of development and is evaluated on a 2D test case, presented in this paper. The numerical
benchmark is a 2D ingot solidification of a binary alloy, which has been proposed by Kosec et
al. in [5]. In the paper authors presented results obtained with the classical finite volume
method (FVM) [6] and meshless local radial basis function collocation method (LRBFCM)
[7]. The same problem is solved by the diffuse approximate method (DAM) on a non-uniform
node arrangement in the present paper. This is probably the first attempt to solve such kind of
problems on non-uniform node arrangement.
2 MODEL FORMULATION
A volume-averaging method is used to model the transport equations. The method assumes
that the mushy zone consists of two phases without voids. Each phase is described on the
microscopic scale. The conservation equations are therefore derived microscopically and
along with the interface boundary conditions make an appropriate description of the
solidification process. The averaging of the equations over the representative elementary
volume (REV), results in a model that can be used for solving practical problems.
The equations for simulation of the benchmark are simplified to the largest possible degree
in order to enable easier comparison of different numerical procedures. The liquid phase is
modelled as an incompressible Newtonian fluid. Laminar flow is assumed. Model assumes
that the solid and the liquid densities are constant and equal for each phase. The buoyancy
effect of density differences is modelled with the Boussinesq approximation. The solid phase
is static. The mushy zone is modelled with the Kozeny-Carman relation for the porous flow.
The dynamic viscosity of the liquid is assumed to be constant. The diffusion of the species
conservation equation on the macroscopic level is neglected for both phases. Local thermal
equilibrium is assumed in REV. The thermal conductivity and the specific heat capacity are
assumed constant and equal in both phases. The lever rule is used to calculate the liquid
volume fraction.
The following macroscopic equations are employed in the model [5]:
(1)

  v  0,



(2)

v 

 v  v   f l p     v   f l b  f l v ;
t fl
K

K  K0

fl 3

1  fl 

2





; b   1  T  T  Tref   C  Cl  Cref  g ,

2
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h
  v  hl     T  ,
t

C
 v  Cl  0 ,
t

(3)
(4)

where t is time, v is the mixture velocity,  is the density, fl is the liquid volume
fraction, p is the pressure,  is the dynamic viscosity, Ko is the Darcy constant, T and c
are the temperature and concentration volume expansion coefficients, respectively, T is
temperature, Tref is the reference temperature, Cl is the liquid concentration, Cref is the
reference concentration, g is the gravity acceleration vector, h is the mixture enthalpy, hl is
the liquid enthalpy,  is the mixture thermal conductivity, and C is the mixture
concentration.
The following microscopic relations are used to calculate the macroscopic values [5]:
(5)
v  vl f l ,
h  c pT  L f ,

(6)

C   f l  1  f l  k p  Cl ,

(7)

T  T f  ml Cl .

(8)

where L f is the latent heat of fusion, k p is the partition coefficient, c p is the specific heat
capacity, T f is the fusion temperature of pure metal, and ml is the liquidus slope. Note that
the equations (3) and (6) are different then in [5] as there was a misprint in the original paper.
3 NUMERICAL BENCHMARK DEFINITION
The geometry of the benchmark case represents a static ingot, with dimensions 2x2 cm,
solidifying in a mould. The heat is extracted through the vertical walls. The top and the
bottom walls are thermally insulated. The solidifying metal is Al4.5wt%Cu alloy, with the
material properties given in Table 1. The duration of the simulation is 50 s.
The initial temperature and concentration are constant and set to 700 °C and4.5 wt%,
respectively. The liquid metal is at rest at the beginning of the simulation. The geometry and
the boundary conditions are symmetrical along the y axis, therefore only the right half of the
ingot solidification is modelled. The symmetry boundary conditions are imposed for all fields
on the west boundary. Dirichlet type boundary condition with boundary value equal to
4.5 wt% is imposed for concentration field on the remaining boundaries. The no-slip
boundary condition is imposed on the remaining boundaries for the velocity field. The north
and south boundaries are thermally insulated and the temperature gradient in the normal
direction is equal to zero in these boundary nodes. The east, cooled boundary, is modelled
with Fourier type of boundary condition, where the heat transfer coefficient is equal to
500 W/m2/K and the external temperature is equal to 20 °C.

3
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Table 1: Material properties of the Al4.5wt%Cu alloy used in simulation.
Property

Symbol

Unit

Value

Specific heat capacity

cp

J/kg/K

1 103

Thermal conductivity



W/m/K

1.92 102

Density

kg/m3

2.45 103

Dynamic viscosity




kg/m/s

1.2 10-3

Gravity acceleration

g

m/s2

9.80

Darcy constant

K0

m

5.56 10-11

Latent heat

Lf

J/kg

4.00 105

Fusion temperature

Tf

°C

660.00

Eutectic temperature

Te

°C

548.00

Eutectic concentration

Ce

wt%

32.60

Liquidus slope

ml

°C/wt%

-3.43

Partition coefficient

kp

-

0.173

Thermal expansion coefficient

T

1/K

1.3 10-4

Solutal expansion coefficient

C

1/wt%

-7.3 10-3

Reference temperature

Tref

°C

465.00

wt%

4.50

Reference concentration

4

Cref

2

MESHLESS NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

A meshless numerical approach is used to perform the spatial discretization. Meshless
methods [2], [3] have been in development in the recent decades and have already been
applied to a wide range of physical problems [7]–[12]. The main benefit of the meshfree
methods is that they do not require generation of elements, which are connected together by
nodes in a complex predefined procedure, as it is the case with the classical numerical
methods. The computational node arrangement can instead be created with less care. The
computational nodes can be unstructured, which enables straightforward coping with irregular
and more complicated computational domains [13].
4.1 Diffuse approximate method
Out of many available meshless methods, the diffuse approximate method [4], [8], [9], [13]
is used to calculate the presented results. The weighted least squares are used to determine
locally smooth and differentiable approximation of discrete data given in the computational
nodes. The approximation fˆ k in the chosen node k is evaluated with the following
expression:
m

fˆ k  x   p  x, x k  α k   p j  x, x k   j k ,
j 1

4
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where x k is the position vector of point k , p  x, xk  is the polynomial basis vector of order
m and α k is the vector of coefficients. The quadratic polynomial base is used in the present
simulations. The approximation of the solution (9) is obtained with the minimization of the
expression:
n

2

J    xi , x   f  xi   fˆ  xi   ,
i 1

(10)

where n is the number of nodes in the computational domain and  is the Gaussian
weighting function, which has a peak value of 1 at the chosen node k and is decreased with
the Euclidian distance from this position. The vector of coefficients is obtained with solution
of equation:
n


i 1

n

  xi , x k p  xi , x k  α k     xi , xk  f  xi  .

(11)

i 1

4.2 Space and time discretization
An explicit Euler time-stepping scheme is used for time integration. The time-step size is
equal to 5 10-5 s and is chosen in accordance with the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy and the Von
Neumann stability conditions.

Figure 1: Examples of computational node arrangements used in simulations. Left : Uniform distribution with
878 nodes (21x41). Right : Non-uniform distribution with 754 nodes.

5
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The evaluation of the conservation equations is performed locally. This means that the
approximation is evaluated on a small portion of the global domain. Instead of using all the
points ( n ), only a small amount of points ( nloc ) is used for the approximation. Hence, each
computational node of the global domain is assigned with its own local subdomain. The
number of nodes in the local neighbourhood has to at least match the size of the basis vector,
which is equal to 9 for the case of quadratic polynomial base. The solution (eq. 9) can be
unstable for too small subdomains, if the nodes are arranged non-uniformly. Therefore, 13
nodded local neighbourhoods are used.
Two different computational node arrangements are used in simulations. The regular
equidistant node arrangement is compared to the non-uniform node distribution. Sample
distributions are shown on Figure 1. Simulations are performed on uniform distributions of
two different densities 21x41 and 121x241. Non-uniform node distribution densities are
chosen in such a way, that they roughly match the uniform ones.
4 RESULTS
The results are tabulated and compared to the finite volume and local radial basis function
collocation method solution [5]. The final segregation pattern, after 50 s of simulation time is
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Macrosegregation pattern at the end of solidification for the computational node arrangement
121x241. The figure shows the concentration contour plot after 50 s of solidification. Left: results with the
uniform distribution. Right: results with the non-uniform distribution.
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The agreement with the reference results is tested in 66 reference points (see [5] for details
on their positions) and is very good for both types of node distribution.The root-mean-square
deviation, regarding the FVM, is equal to 1.99 10-3 for the uniform and 1.94 10-3 for the nonuniform distribution. The maximum relative difference is equal to 1.27 10-3 and 1.23 10-3 for
the uniform and for the non-uniform node distribution, respectively.
As one can see the DAM application of the macrosegregation benchmark on the uniform
and the non-uniform node distribution gives the results of the same quality. Furthermore, a
comparison with the FVM and LRBFCM results show a very good agreement.
5 CONCLUSIONS
A meshless diffuse approximate method is applied to the 2D columnar solidification of a
binary alloy benchmark problem. The simulations are performed on uniform and non-uniform
computational node arrangements with different number of computational nodes. The results
are compared to the solutions obtained by other methods [5]. DAM is for the first time used to
calculate macrosegregation and the described benchmark. The results of the presented method
are in a very good agreement with the other models. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the
solution is almost identical for calculations on uniform and non-uniform node distributions.
The benchmark test is evaluated in order to confirm the basic model for segregation
prediction, which includes only the effects of convection-driven macrosegregation. In the
future, the model will be upgraded with the inclusion of the floating-grains effects and used to
simulate macrosegregation in direct chill and low-frequency electromagnetic casting of
aluminium-alloy billets.
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Abstract. It is proposed further development of the theory of multi-component dry friction
[1-9] which consists in presenting a more convenient form of the coupled friction models for
the problems of the aviation pneumatics dynamics. The constructed dry friction theory allows
one not only the analytical solution of model problems but also can be applied in the
engineering practice, for instance to predict the shimmy if the sliding and spinning cannot be
neglected [4, 9, 10.].
1

INTRODUCTION

The intensive oscillations of main landing gears were observed during operation of many
modern aircrafts; sometimes these vibrations have damaged the structure of the landing gears
and frames. The well known theories of shimmy are traditionally based on the non-holonomic
model of wheels rolling [11]. The qualitatively different models were formulated on the
groundwork of the dry friction theory [4, 9, 10.].
The friction force and torque are computed by the integration over the contact area so that
the exact dynamically coupled integral model accounting the relationship of all the
components of friction is obtained. After that, the exact model is replaced by approximated
analytical models [8]. This approach in theories of shimmy was effectively used initially in
the work [4] at the simplified suppositions that the distribution of the normal contact stresses
inside of contact spot having circle form is obeyed by Herz law. Further development of this
approach was presented in work [9]. In this work a new type of the approximate dry friction
models for circle areas of contact were used and the real distribution of the contact stresses
was taking in the account. Results obtained in work [9] are generalized in this paper for more
realistic propositions about contact spots between tire and landing strip which, as supposed,
are have axially symmetric convex forms.
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The first coupled dry friction models for axially symmetric contact spots were presented in
work [2]. These models were built on the assumption of validity of the classical Coulomb's
law in differential form for small element of the area inside the contact spot. The exact
integral models and their approximate analytical forms based on Pade expansions of the first
and second order were constructed. Improvement these models were given in [6-7]. More
convenient forms of the exact integral models were proposed by authors of this work. They
also are taking into account more realistic presentation about normal pressure inside of
contact spot, and approximate models were constructed with aid of a new type of
approximations firstly used in [9]. The investigations presented below are based on results
works [2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
2 BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
The dry friction models, describing the interaction with the aircraft pneumatics runway are
constructed for axially symmetric contact sites under the assumption that the Coulomb law in
generalized differential form holds for the small surface element dS in the interior of the
contact spot, according to which the differentials of the resultant vector dF and the moment
of friction dM C with respect to the contact spot center are determined by the formulae [8]:









V
rV
3
3
dF 
 f
1  1 V  2 V dS , dM C 
 f
1  1 V  2 V dS ,
V
V

(1)

V
( v   ,  ), r 
( , ),  
 ( , )
where f is the coefficient of friction, r  ( x, y ) is the position vector of an elemental area in
the interior of the contact spot with respect to its center Fig. 1,  is the angular velocity of
rotation of the contact spot center,  ( x, y ) - distribution of the normal contact stresses,
but 1 and 2 are the coefficients which can be defined in practice from experiments.

Figure 1: Kinematics inside of contact spot.

Necessity of using of the generalized differential form of the Coulomb law is caused by the
numerous experimental investigations which are demonstrate that classic Coulomb law are
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not valid even in differential form when contact spot sizes are strong differ from the ‘point
contact’.
Formulas (1) demonstrate that two main factor – distributions of velocities and normal
contact stresses inside of contact spot are influence on the corresponded force state.
Since the contact spot has axial symmetry, the distribution of normal contact stresses at
rest will also have this property and, consequently, will be an even function of its arguments:

 0
(  x,  y )  0 ( x, y ), 
 0 ( x, y ),  0 ( x,  y ) 
 0 ( x, y )
0 (  x, y )

(2)

At presence of motion the tangent stresses are appears that lead to distortion in the
symmetric diagram of the normal contact stresses distribution. The directions of the relative
sliding (axis x ) and rolling (axis  ) are coincide in the case of ideal motion of aviation
tyre, but from the shimmy phenomenon they differ on angle  (Fig. 1).
Since the proposed model are considered as the next approximation of the models
developed in [2, 3, 8, 9], then the shifting values of the symmetric diagram of normal contact
stresses distribution along the directions of relative slip l and rolling s can be calculated
independently (Fig. 2) with aid of results received in works [3, 9].

Figure 2: Shift of the center of gravity of the contact spot relatively of geometric center.

The shifting value of the gravity center of the contact spot relatively of the geometric
center is described by the vector d (Fig.2), module of which is

(3)

d  s 2  2 sl sin(2 )  l 2
To use these results in the dynamics problems, it is proposed the simple asymptotic
representations for the contact stresses distributions based on their general properties

 ( x, y )   0 ( x, y )(1  d x x  d y y )

(4)

where R is the characteristic size of the area of contact, for instance, the diameter of the
corresponded set at the plane  x, y , but d x and d y are projections of the vector d on axes x
and y , correspondently.
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Since the coefficients 1 , 2 and d x , d y are small parameters, their mutual influence is
negligibly small in the approximation under consideration, and consequently, the
corresponding products can be excluded from the formulas (1). Thus, we have substantial
approximation to the real situation in dependence on the general properties of the normal
contact stresses distribution and real differential characteristics of the friction law.

3 INTEGRAL DRY FRICTION MODEL
Integration of the corresponded differentials over the contact spot yields the resultant
vector F of the friction force and torque M C :

V
F   f   ( , ) d  d  f   0 ( , )V  1V 2  2  d  d , F  ( F , F )
V
G
G
M C   f   ( , )
G

(5)

rV
d  d  f   0 ( , )r  V  1V 2  2  d  d
V
G

where F and F denote the respective components of the resultant vector directed along the
tangent and the normal to the trajectory of motion, but the boundaries of the integration
area G are depended on the angle of rotation  of the coordinate system { X , Y } in which the
integration area has fixed boundaries with respect to the coordinate system { ,} .
Because modules of the friction torque M C and normal force component F are smaller
then module tangent friction force component F , as it is shown in previous works [], then
influence of the nonlinearity in the differential form of Coulomb law and the distortion in
symmetry of normal contact stresses distribution on the their expressions is negligibly small
in the approximation under consideration, and consequently, formulas (5) can be rewritten
in following form:
(6)

F 
Fc  Fn , V v  2v   (   )
2

Fc  f   ( , )
G

2

2

2

v  
d  d , Fn  f   0 ( , )( v   )  1V 2  2  d  d ,
V
G




F f
G  0 ( , ) V d d , M C f G  0 ( , )

 ( 2   2 )  v
V

d  d ,

The orthogonal transformation of rotation on the angle  :


x cos   y sin  ,  
x sin   y cos 

(7)

enable to transit in formulas (6) to integration over area with fixed boundaries [2, 6, 7]. After
this variables changes, expression for Fn in formulas (7) can be significant simplify with the
aid of well known fact that integrals will be zero in the case of a symmetric domain of
integration and oddness of the integrand function by one of the arguments and has form:

Fn  f ( 1v 3  2 v )   0dxdy  f 1v 2   0 (2( x 2  y 2 )  ( y 2  x 2 ) cos(2 ))dxdy
G

G
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This part of the dry friction force component is polynomial, coefficients of which can be
easy calculated if there analytical or numerical dependence of the normal contact stresses
distribution  0 ( x, y ) in rest are known.
The other doubles integrals in formulas (6) can be investigated independently due to
linearity of these expressions. In result of the change of variables (7) they have form:
Fc  f 

 0 ( x, y )(1  d x x  d y y )( v   ( x sin   y cos  ))

G

M C  f 
G

F  f 

v 2  2v ( x sin   y cos  )   2 ( x 2  y 2 )

 0 ( x, y ) ( x 2  y 2 )  v ( x sin   y cos  )
v 2  2v ( x sin   y cos  )   2 ( x 2  y 2 )

(9)

dxdy

dxdy

 0 ( x, y ) ( x cos   y sin  )

dxdy
v 2  2v ( x sin   y cos  )   2 ( x 2  y 2 )
These functions were been investigated in details for Hertz type of the normal contact
stresses distributions for elliptic contact spots in [6, 7] and for arbitrary symmetric forms of
the contact spots and symmetric distributions of the normal contact stresses in [2].
G

4 APPROXIMATED DRY FRICTION MODEL

The exact integral models gives a good description of the dry friction effects in the case of
combined kinematics, but is inconvenient to be used in problems of dynamics, because it is
required to calculate multiple integrals in the right-hand sides of the equations of motion.
Approximated analytical models makes it possible avoid this inconvenience. Procedure of
the approximated models construction is based on the analytical properties of the double
integrals (9) as functions of the velocities  and v . One of the main among them are:
Property 1. Exact integral expressions (9) are homogeneous functions of the variables 
and v of zero order of homogeneity: Fc (,  v )  Fc (,  v ) , F (,  v )  F (,  v) ,
M C ( ,  v )  M C (,  v ) . Consequently, their approximations have to be the homogeneous
functions of the variables  and v of zero order of homogeneity. This fact significantly
reduces the possible type of approximations, coefficients of which are defined from the
behavior these functions as well as the behavior of their first derivatives at zero and at
infinity.
Property 2. Expressions (9) have a singularity at the point (, v )  (0,0) , because they do
not have any limit at this point with respect to both of the variables  and v . Approximated
models have to be the same properties. In other case the physical sense of models will be
violated.
In results, approximated model has form:
(10)

F0v
v 2
M 0
Fc 

, F

, MC
v 2  a 2
v 6  b 6
 2  mv 2
Formulas (10) show that difference of the contact spot form from circle is more strong
influent on the dry frictional model than the distortion in the symmetric form of the normal
contact stresses distribution.
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If the normal contact stresses distribution in the absence of motion is defined by analytical
or numerical functions [], then coefficients of the model (10) are calculated by following
formulas:
F0

  0 ( x, y )dxdy, M 0
G

1
a

2
2
  0 ( x, y ) x  y dxdy,
G

1
1

m M0

1  0 ( x, y )( x 2 cos2   y 2 sin 2  )
1

dxdy ,
2
2 3
F0 
b
2 (x  y )
G

2
2
2
2
  0 ( x, y )( x cos   y sin  )dxdy
G


G

(11)

 0 ( x, y )( x 2  y 2 ) sin 2
2 ( x 2  y 2 )3

dxdy

Thus, a problem of developing of the dry friction models for purpose of investigation of
the aviation pneumatics dynamics is reduced to construction, as more realistic as possible, of
the normal contact stresses distribution inside of contact spots. The first approximation of this
construction is presented in [9].
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